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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Mao Zedong and the Chinese Revolution,
1912-1949
Mao Zedong stands out as one of the dominant figures of the twentieth century.
Gucnilla leader, strategist, conqueror, ruler, poet, and philosopher, he placed his
imprint on China, and on the world. This edition of Mao's writings provides
abundant documentation in his own words regarding both his life and his

thought. Because of the central role of Mao's ideas and actions in the turbulent
course of the Chinese revolution, it thus offers a rich body of historical data
about China in the first haJf of the twentieth century.
The process of change and upheaval in China which Mao sought to master
had been going on for roughly a century by the time he was hom in 1893. Its
origins lay in the incapacity of the old order to cope with the population explosion at the end of the eighteenth century, and with other economic: and social
problems. as well as in the shock administered by the Opium War of 1840 and
further European aggression and expansion thereafter.
Mao's native HW1811 Province was crucially involved both in the struggles of
the Qing dynasty to maintain its authority, and in the radical fennent which led
to successive challenges to the imperial system. Thus on the one hand, the Hunan
Army of the great conservative viceroy Zeng Guofan was the main instrument
for puning down the Taiping Rebellion and saving 1he dynasty in the middle of
the nineteenth century. But on the other hand, the most radical of the late nineteenth-century refonners, and the only one to lay down his life in 1898, Tan
Sitong, was also a Hunanese, as was Huang Xing, whose contribution to the
revolution of 1911 was arguably as great as that of Sun Yatsen. 1 In his youth,
Mao profoundly admired all three of these men, though they stood for very
different things: Zeng for the empire and the Confucian values which sustained
it, Tan for defying tradition and seeking inspiration in the West, Huang for
Western-style constitutional democracy.
Apart from Mao's strong Hunanese patriotism, which inclined him to admire
I. Abundant references to all three of these figures are to be found in Mao's writings,
especially those of the early period contained in Volume I of this series. Sec, regarding
Zeog, pp. 10, 72, aod 131. 011 Tan, see "Zhang Kundi's Record of Two Talks with Mao
Zedong,M September 1917, p. 139. On Huang, see "Letter to Miyazaki TOten," March
1917,pp.lll-12.
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eminent figures from his own province, he undoubtedly saw these three as forceful and effective leaders who, each in his own way, fought to assUIC the future of
China. Any sense that they were contradictory symbols would have been diminished by the fact that from an early age Mao never advocated exclusive reliance
on either Chinese or Western values, but repeatedly sought a synthesis of the
two. In August 1917, Mao Zedong expressed the view that despite the ''antiquated" and otherwise undesirable traits of the Chinese mentality, "Western
thought is not necessarily a11 correct either; very many parts of it should be
transformed at the same time as Oriental thought. "2 In a sense, this sentence
sums up the problem he sought co resolve throughout his whole career: How
could China develop an advanced civilization, and become rich and powerful,
while remaining Chinese?
As shown by the texts contained in Volume I, Mao's early exposUIC CO "Westemiziog" influences was not limited to Marxism. Other CliJTCnts of European
thought played a significant role in his development. Whether he was dealing
with liberalism or Leninism, however, Mao tenaciously sought co adapt and
transform these ideologies, even as he espoused them and learned &om them.
Mao Zedong played an active and significant role in the movement for political and intellectual renewal which developed in the aftermath of the patriotic
student demonstrations of May 4, 1919, against the transfer ofGennan concessions in China co Japan. This "new thought tide," which had begun co manifest
itself at least as early as 1915, dominated the scene from 1919 onward, and
prepared the ground for the triumph of radicalism and the foundation of the
Chinese Communist Party in 1921. But though Mao enlhusiastically supponed
the call of Chen Duxiu, who later became the Party's first leader, for the Western
values incarnated by "Mr. Science" and "Mr. Democracy," he never wholly
endorsed the total negation of Chinese culture advocated by many people during
the May Fourth period. His condemnations of the old thought as backward and
slavish are nearly always balanced by a call to learn from both Eastern and
Western thought and to develop something new out of these twin sources.
In 1919 and 1920, Mao leaned toward anarchism rather than socialism. Only
in January 1921 did he at last draw the explicit conclusion that anarchism wou1d
not work, and that Russia's proletarian dictatorship reprcsenced the model which
must be followed} Half the remaining fifty-five years of his life were devoted to
creating such a dictatorship, and the other half to deciding what to do with it, and
how to overcome the defects which he perceived in it. From begiMing to end of
this process, Mao drew upon Chinese experience and Chinese civilization in
revising and reforming this Western impon.
To the extent that, from the 1920s onward, Mao was a commined Leninist, his
understanding of the doctrine shaped his vision of the world. But to the extent
2. LetterofAugust 1917toLiJinxi, Volumel,p.132.
3. SeehislctterofJanuary21,1921,1oCai Hesen, Volumcll,pp.3S-36.
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that, although he was a Conununist revolutionary, he always "planted his backside on the body of China,'o.t ideology alone did nor exhaustively delermine his
outlook. One of Mao Zedong's most remarkable attributes was the extent to
which he linked theory and practice. He was in some respects not a very good
Marxist, but few men have ever applied so well Mux's dictum that the vocation
of the philosopher is not merely to understand the world, but to change it.
It is reliably reported that Mao's close collaborators tried in vain, during the
Yan'an period, to interest him in writings by Marx such as The 18 Bromoire of
Louis Bonaparte. To such detailed historical analyses of foreign experience, he
preferred The Communist Manifesto, of which he saw the message as "Jieji
douzheng, jieji douzheng, jieji douzheng!'' (Class snuggle, class struggle, class
struggle!) In other words, for Mao the essence of Marxism resided in the fundamental idea of the sb'Uggle between oppressor and oppressed as the motive force
ofhistory.
Such a perspective offered many advantages. It opened the door to the immediate pursuit of revolutionary goals, since even though China did not have a
very large urban proletariat, there was no lack of oppressed people to be found
there. It thus eliminated the need for the Chinese to feel inferior, or to await
salvation from without, just because their country was still stuck in some precapitalist stage of development (whether "Asiatic" or "feudal''). And, by placing
the polarity "oppressor/oppressed" at the heart of the revolutionary ideology
itself, this approach pointed toward a conception in which landlord oppression,
and the oppression of China by the imperialists, were perceived as the two key
targetsofthestruggle.
Mao displayed, in any case, a remarkably acute perception of the realities of
Chinese society, and consistently adapted his ideas to those realities, at least
during the struggle for power. In the early years after its foundation in 1921, the
Chinese Communist Party sought support primarily from the working class in the
cities and adopted a strategy based on a "united front" or alliance with Sun
Yatsen's Guomindang. Mao threw himself into this enterprise with enthusiasm,
serviDg first as a labor union organizer in Hunan in 1922-1923, and then as a
high official within the Guomindang organization in 192~1926. Soon, however,
he moved away from this perspective, and even before urban-based revolution
was put down in blood by Chiang Kaishek in 1927, he asserted that the real
center of gravity of Chinese society was to be found in the countryside. From
this fact, he drew the conclusion that the decisive blows against the existing
reactionary order must be struck in the countryside by the peasants.
By August 1927, Mao had concluded that mobilizing the peasant masses was
not enough. A red anny was also necessary to serve as the spearhead of revolu4. Mao Zedong, "Ruhe yanjiu Zhonggong dangshi," (How to smdy the history of the
Chinese Communist Party), lecture of Marth 1942, published in Dongshi yonjiu (Resean:h
on Party History), No. I, 1980, pp. 2:-7.
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tion, and so he put forward the slogan: "Political power comes out of the barrel
of a gW1."s In the mountain fastness of the Jinggangshan base area in Jiangxi
Province, to which he retreated at the end of 1927 with the remnants of his
forces, he began to elaborate a comprehensive strategy for rural revolution,
combining land refonn with the tactics of guerrilla wartarc. In this he was aided
by Zhu De, a professional soldier who had joined the Chinese Communist Party,
and soon became known as the ..commander-in-chief." This pattern of revolution
rapidly achieved a considerable measure of success. The ''Chinese Soviet Republic," established in 1931 in a larger and more populous area of Jiangxi, swvivcd
for several years, though when Chiang Kaishek finally devised the right strategy
and mobilized his crack troops against it, the CommW1ists were defeated and
forted to embark in 1934 on the Long March.
There were periods dwing the years 1931-1934 when Mao Zcdong was reduced virtually to the position of a figurehead by the Moscow-trained members
of the so-called "Internationalist" faction, who dominated the leadership of the
Chinese ConunW1ist Party. At other times he was able to maintain a substantial
measure of control over the military tactics of the Red Anny and to develop his
skills both as a theorist and as a practitioner of the art of war. Even when he was
effectively baned from that domain, he continued to pursue the investigations of
rural conditions which had long been one of his trademarks.6 Such enquiries into
the conditions in a panicular area served as the foundation for an approach to
revolution stressing the need to adapt the Party's tactics to the concrete realities
of the society in which it was operating.
The defeat of 1934 weakened the position of the Moscow-oriented faction,
and at a conference held at Zunyi in January 1935, in the course of the Long
March, Mao began his comeback. Soon he was once again in effective charge of
military operations, though he became chairman ofthe Party only in 1943.
When the survivors of the Red Army established themselves in Shaanxi Province in 1936, Mao's vision of the Chinese people as a whole as the victim of
oppression came decisively into play. Japanese aggression led in December 1936
to the Xi'an Incident, in which Chiang Kaishek was kidnapped in order to force
him to oppose the invader. This event was the cacaJyst which produced a second
"united front" between the Communists and the Guomindang. Without it, Mao
Zcdong and the forces he led might well have remained a side current in the
remote and backward region of Northwest China, or even been exterminated
altogether. As it was, the collaboration of 1937-1945, however perfunctory and
opportunistic on both sides, gave Mao the occasion to establish himself as a
5. Sec the relevant passages of the texis of August 7 and August 18, 1927, ia Volume
Ill, pp. 31 and 36.

6. See, in panicular, in Volume III, the Xunwu and Xinguo invescigations, pp. 296418 and 594-655, and in this volume, the circular of April 2, 1931, on investigating the
situation regarding land and population, and the texiS of 1933 and 1934 on the "Land
Investigation Movement."
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patriotic national leader. Above all, the resulting context of guerrilla warfare
behlnd the Japanese lines allowed the Communists to build a foundation of
political and military power throughout wide areas of Northern and Central
China.
During the years in Yan'an, from 1937 to 1946, Mao Zedong also fmally
consolidated his own dominant position in the Chlnese Communist Party, and in
particular his role as the ideological mentor of the Party. Beginning in November
1936, he seized tbe opportunity to read a number of writings by Chinese Marxists, and Soviet works in Chinese translation, which had been published while he
was snuggling for survival a few years earlier. These provided the stimulus for
the elaboration of his own interpretation of Marxism-Leninism, and in panicular
for his theory of contradictions. As noted above, another of the main features of
his thought, the emphasis on practice as the source of knowledge, had long been
in evidence and had found expression in the sociological surveys in the countryside which he himself carried out beginning as early as 1926.
In 1938, Mao called for the "Sinification of Marxism," that is, the modification not only of its language but of its substance in order to adapt it to Chinese
culture and Chinese realities. By 1941, he had begun to suggest that he himself
had carried out thls entetprise, and to anack those in the Party who preferred to
translate ready-made fonnulas from the Soviet Union. The "Rectification Campaign" of 1942-43 was designed in large measure to change the thinking of such
"Internationalists," or to eliminate them from positions of influence.
When Mao was elected chainnan of the Politburo and of the Secretariat in
March 1943, the tenns ofhis appointment to this second post contained a curious
provision: Mao alone, as chainnan, could out-vote the other two members of the
Secretariat in case of disagreement. This was the first step toward setting Mao
above and apart from all other Party members and thereby opening the way to
the subsequent cult. At the Seventh Party Congress in April 1945 came apotheosis: Mao Zedong's thought was wrinen into the Party statutes as the guide to all
work, and Mao was hailed as the greatest theoretical genius in China's history
for his achlevcment in creating such a remarkable doctrine.
In 1939-1940, Mao had put forward the slogan of "New Democracy" and
defined it as a regime in which proletariat (read Communist Party) and bourgeoisie (read Guomindang) would jointly exercise dictatorship over reactionary and
pro-Japanese elements in Chinese society. Moreover, as late as 1945, when the
Communists were still in a wcalter position than the Guomindang. Mao indicated
that this fonn of rule would be based on free elections with universal suffrage.
Later, when the Communist Party had military victory within its grasp and was
in a position to do things entirely in its own way, Mao would state forthrightly,
in "On People's Democratic Dictatorship," that such a dictatorship could in fact
just as well be called a "People's Democratic Autocracy." In other words, it was
to be democratic only in the sense that it served the people's interests; in fonn, it
was to exercise its authority through a ''powerful state apparatus."
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In 1946, when the failure of General George Marshall's attempts at mediation
led to renewed civil war, Mao and his comrades revived the policies of land
refonn which had been suspended during the alliance with the Guomindang, and
thereby recreated a climate of agrarian revolution. Thus national and social revolution were interwoven in the strategy which ultimately brought final victory in
1949.
In March 1949, Mao declared that though the Chinese revolution had previously taken the path of surrounding the cities from the countryside, henceforth
the building of socialism would take place in the orthodox way, with l~rship
and enlightenment radiating outward from the cities to the countryside. Looking
at the twenty-seven years under Mao's leadership after 1949, however, the two
most striking developments----the cbiliastic hopes of instant plenty which characterized the Great Leap Forward of the late 1950s, and the anxiety about the
corrupting effects of material progress, coupled with a nostalgia for "military
communism," which underlay the Cultural Revolution--both bore the mark of
rural utopianism. Thus Mao's road to power, though it led to total victory over
the Nationalists, also cultivated in Mao himself, and in the Party, attitudes which
would subsequently engender great problems.
Revolution in its Leninist guise has loomed large in the world for most of the
twentieth century, and the Chinese revolution has been, with the Russian revolution, one of its two most important manifestations. The Bolshevik revolution set
a pattern long regarded as the only standard of communist orthodoxy, but the
revolutionary process in China was in some respects even more remarkable.
Although communism now appears bankrupt throughout much of the world, the
impact of Mao is still a living reality in China more than two decades after his
death. Particularly since the Tiananmen events of June 1989, the continuing
relevance of Mao's political and ideologicaJ heritage has been stressed ever more
heavily by the Chinese leadership. Interest in Mao Zedong has been rekindled in
some sectors of the population, and elements of a new Mao cult have even
emuged.
Though the ultimate impact of these recent trends remains uncertain, the
problem of how to come to terms with the modem world, while retaining
China's own identity, still represents one of the greatest challenges facing the
Chinese. Mao did not solve it, but he boldly grappled with the political and
intellectual challenge of the West as no Chinese ruler before him bad done. If
Lenin has suffered the ultimate insult ofbeing replaced by Peter the Great as the
symbol of Russian national identity, it could be argued that Mao cannot, like
Lenin, be supplanted by a figure analogous to Peter because he himself played
the role of China's first modernizing and Westernizing autocrat. However misguided many of Mao's ideas, and however flawed his performance, his efforts in
this direction will remain a benchmark to a people still struggling to define their
place in the community of nations.

INTRODUCTION

The WritingsofMaoZedong, 1931-1934
As noted in the Introduction to Volume III, the periods covered by the successive
volumes of this edition saw significant changes in the substance and context of
Mao Zedong's thought and action. Volume I chronicles above all the efforts of
Mao as an individual to come to tenns with the encounter between Chinese and
Western ideas during the May Founh Period. Volume II adds to this dimension
of Mao's writings his role as a member of the Chinese Communist Party and the
Guomindang. Volume JII, covering the period from the collapse of the alliance
between the Chinese Communist Pany and the Guomindang in mid-1927 to the
beginning of the Guomindang govcnunent's ..Encirclement and Suppression"
campaigns in late 1930, illustrates Mao's attemprs to deal with the new problems
posed by the Party's transition from urban to rural struggle and by Mao's own
discovery and application of the axiom, "political power is obtained from the
barrel of a gun."
The era of the rise and fall of the Chinese Soviet Republic in Jiangxi, to
which the present volume is devoted, saw yet another mulation. During the years
1931-1934, Mao's slatus and role in Party affairs underwent a dramatic change
that left him for much of the time substantially removed from important decision-making processes, especially in the mililary field, which he had made peculiarly his own since the earliest days on the Jinggangshan. This fact has diclated
a modification in the focus and function of this Introduction, as compared to the
patlern previously followed. In Volumes 1-111, the introductions were, in large

measure, summaries of and commentaries on the story told in Mao's own words
in the documents, though anention was also given to the historical background.
In dealing with the period 1931-1934, however, because Mao's policy-making
role was contested and progressively restricted, emphasis must be placed less on
the texts themselves and more on the history ofiMer-Party struggles, for it is this
background which often reveals the extent to which documents bearing Mao's
signature really reflected his own views. 1
I. lnlhisasinlheimzoductionsiOpMviousvolumes,cilalionshavebeenkepttoaminifoUows synthcsillCS material fiom various soun:es, but particular use has been made orMa Qibin Cl al., Zhcmgytmggemlnggenjw/islri(HisiOryofthc Cenbal
Revolution~~)' Base Area) (Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1986) (hereafter CeNral Btl.Se Hi.s101)1}, and Yu Boliu and Chen Gang, MmJ Zedotlg Zlli zhcmgyang .fiUJII (Mao Zedong in the
Cemnl Soviet An:a) (n.p.: ZhoDgguo shudian, 1993) (herafter Mao in the Centl'tll So\m).
lll\llrl. The narrative acanmt that
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The deterioration in Mao's position did not occur all at once. Indeed, for
much of 1931 conditions of military and political emergency helped Mao maintain and in some ways even increase his influence over the sprawling congeries
of small bases that were then coalescing into the Central Soviet Area (Zhong)'tlng
mqu). Beginning in the lattcr half of 1931, however, Mao's policies and attitudes
were challenged by several Central Conunittce decisions and by the actions of
high-level Party representatives. At the same time, the pressures of near-continuous
military action and campaigns to "suppress counterrevolutionaries" also intensified a
growing controvasy among base area cadres over the appropriateness of the overall
political and military approach favored by Mao in light of the strategic line adopted
by national Party lc:adcrsat the FourthPlenwnofJanuary 1931.
The cumulative impact of these developments was severely to circwnscribe
Mao's influence on political and military decision-making. An important step in
this process occurred at the Southern Jiangxi Conference in early November
1931, at which many of Mao's policies were roundly criticized and he himself
was removed ftom a key political post. This was followed in October 1932 by an
even more drastic limitation on Mao's power following the Ningdu Conference,
a gathering called to resolve arguments over the best military strategy to use in
defeating the Guomindang army's repeated encirclement campaigns. After this
rancorous meeting, Mao was removed from his military-related offices and relieved of all military decision-making responsibility. For Mao, who ftom the
Autumn Harvest Uprising in 1927 down to this point had been directly and
deeply involved in both the military and political leadership of the revolutionary
forces, this was a substantial and humiliating defeat.
Despite this significant loss of power, Mao retained at least a modicum of
status and influence within the base area leadership, because he was placed in the
highly visible position of chairman of the Central Executive Comminee of the
government of the Chinese Soviet Republic when that body was formally established in November 1931. Although not on a par with the main Party and Red
Anny policy-making bodies, the government chairmanship nonetheless gave
Mao day-to-day administrative jurisdiction over a number of signifiCant areas of
operation, including land reform and labor movements, internal security, elections and law-making, and a variety of economic activities that were vital to
maintaining the fighting capacity and ovcra11 viability of the Central Soviet Area.
Mao retained this office and its responsibilities down to the time ofthe abandonment of the Cenbal Soviet in late 1934. He had. bowevcr, increasingly limited
capacity to cany out his own ideas. For one thing, Mao was seriously ill for long
stretches of time dwing these }'CIIJS. More important]y, in addition to the peJSiSICllCC
of a general political atmosphere WJCOngCnial to many of the policies Mao advocated, the move of the bulk of the Party's central leadership to the Central Soviet in
early 1933 brought these powerful individuals at last into a position where they
could exert direct pmsonal influence over the Base Area's political apparatus, as
well as over Mao himself, for whom they had little sympathy.
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Mao appucntly contested these measures only sporadically. More often, he
cooperated in his own marginalization by retreating to a succession of hospitals,

rural dwellings, and out-of-the-way field assignments in which he quietly nursed
his physical and political ailments, watched the progressive collapse of the Central Soviet under the leadership of his opponents, and waited for a change in his
own and the revolutionary movement's fortunes.

RepeUiaa Eaemy Armies and "'Suppressing Counterrevoludoaarles"
In December 1930, a deep crisis faced Mao and the entire revolutionary military
and political apparatus in the several semi-separate base areas then existing in
central and southwestern Jiangxi Province. There were two main clements in this
crisis: (I) a powerful military "Encirclement and Suppression" campaign
launched by government boops against the main Red Amry fon:e and the expanding Donggu base area in which it was situated, and (2) serious dissension
and confusion within the rcvolutionuy ranks, centering on local cadres' violent
reactions to intensifying efforts to eradicate a counterrevolutionary group known
as the AB Corps (AB tw11), whose mcmben had allegedly infiltrated Party and
soviet government organizations in the region.
By December the enemy's Communist-suppression campaign and the
Communists' campaign to "suppress counterrevolutionaries," each following its
own rhythm, had suddenly reached a stage where they simultaneously posed
serious and immediate dangers to the base areas. Early in the month, as several
divisions of the Guomindang armies were begiMing to move ponderously across
the rugged terrain of central Jiangxi toward the town of Donggu and the main
Reel Anny lurking in the mountains beyond, the Red Anny General Front Commince headed by Mao dispatched representatives to Donggu to extend to that
region a hunt for AB Corps followcn that had already resulted in thousands of
arrests and executions within the Red Anny itself.
As dozens of Donggu-area Party and anny cadre5-including high-ranking
members of the Jiangxi provincial party apparatus--began 1o be arrested, officers of the Twenlicth Red Army in the nearby town offutian led their ttoops in a
preemptive strike, which seized the Front Committee representatives and ftecd
their imprisoned fellow cadres. After lengthy discussion, the local cadres then
led the Twentieth Anny out of the area and across the Gan River to the westbank town of Y ongyang. There they reaffirmed their revolutionary credentials,
proclaimed themselves the legitimate provincial Party leadership, and vainly
called on Red Army leaders such as Zhu De, Pcng Dehuai, and Huang Gonglue
to join them in opposing Mao's self-aggrandizing "despotism.n2
2. For two complementary recent accounts of the Futian Incident and its context, see
Stephen Averill, "The Origins ofthc Futian Incident," in Tony Saich and Hans van de Ven
(eds.), New hr.rpeclives on lhe Chinae Onnmllllisl RltJobltkm (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe,
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For their part, Mao and his associates were too distracted by the govcmmcnt
suppression campaign that was by then also well underway to take immediate
action against the rebellious revolutionaries. As five enemy divisions made their
unopposed way deeper into the Base Area--one unit captured Donggu itself on
December 19--thc Red Army patiently prepared to counterattack. At the end of
the month the Red Army suddenly sttuck and almost completely annihilated one
enemy division in the Battle ofLonggang, then routed another a few days !atcr in
the town of Dongshao. The remaining govcnunent troops promptly retreated,
bringing the First Encin:lcment Campaign to an abrupt end.l
1bc successful repulse of the government campaign provided Mao with welcome and timely evidence of the correctness of the strategy of "luring the enemy
io deep" (youdi shenru), which he had first articulated at the Luofang Conference in late October 1930.4 This strategy, which called for allowing enemy
armies to advance unopposed into the heart of the base areas so that the smaller
Red Anny could choose favorable opportunities to conccnbate its forces to
isolate and defeat individual enemy units one after the other, had been and
remained controversial.
The controversy stemmed in piu1 from the fact that the rural-oriented, defensive, counter-punching style of the "luring deep" concept ran counter to the
aggressive expansionism of the "Li Lisan Line" of attacking major cities, which
leaders in Jiangxi imagined was still official Party policy. But the "luring deep"
strategy was also opposed by some influential Jiangxi cadres because of the
extensive killing and property destruction that occurred whenever enemy military forces occupied Communist-controlled territory. Instead, they wanted the
Red Army to defend the base area frontiers or, even better, to cany the anack to
the White areas, thereby diverting enemy annies into following them and sparing
the base areas from additiona1 destruction and ec:onomic disruption.
Among those who disliked the ..luring deep" strategy were a number of
important local cadres (including several founders of the Donggu and other
centml Jiangxi bases). who had also opposed Mao and his allies on a variety of
other issues and occasions during the preceding year. Significantly, cadres with
this sort of localistic orientation not only figured prominently among the suspects
in the major anti-AB Corps purges launched in late l930 by Party and anny
organs under Mao's control, but were also heavily represented in the group of
1995), pp. 79-IIS (bereafter Averill, "'rigins"), and Yung-fa Chen, ''The Futillll Iocident
and the Aoti-Bolshcvilr. League: The 'Terror' in tbe CCP Revolution," Repwblican China
Vol. 19, no. 2 (Aprill994). pp. l-SI (hereafter eben, "The Futian Incidco!"). For one of
the fullest of many accounts by Mainlaad historians, see Mao in the Cenlral Soviet, ch.
S. See also the letterofDecember 1930, translated in Volume Ill, pp. 704--13.
3. Sec the order of December 29 and the victory comrnwUquC of December 30, 1930,
in Volume Ill, pp. 729-32, as well as the orders daled Januuy I and 2, 1931, translated
below.
4. This term made its appearance in the order of November I, 1930, translated in
Volume III, pp. 6S6-S1.
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cadres who had risen up in violent opposition to the actions of Mao's representa
tives during the Futian Incident.s
Victory against the first of the government's encirclement campaigns lherefore not only helped specifically to vindicate the method of "luring deep," but
also served more generally to lend an aura of success to Mao and his activities at
a time when they were being vociferously and very publicly attacked by the
influential group ofFutian Incident participants who remained entrenched on the
far side of the Gan River out of easy reach.
Once the government campaign had been defeaced, the question of how to
deal with these breakaway cadres and their sympathizers asswned a high prior
ity. Although public appeals by the ''rebels" (as they were called by Mao and his
associates) had not led any of the top base area leaders to tum against Mao and
his policies, the combined impact of the Futian Incident and the cmmterrevolu
tionary suppression campaign that had helped precipitate it had nonetheless
caused confusion, disruption, and antagonism within the base areas.
Moreover, while government armies had temporarily retreated, they remained
in place on the fringes of the bases while regrouping for another assault Taking
comfort from the support of these armies were swarms of anti-Communist militia
forces, many of which were led by and recruited tram the dispossessed local elites
and poverty-stricken war rm..gees who crowded into towns and cities just outside
the bases. These militias constantly harassed bonier villages, raided deeper into
the base an:as, and engaged in various forms of intelligence--gathering, rwnormongering, and subversion.
In addition, the interiors of the "Red areas" were still pockmarked with numerous "White spots"-irredentist nodes dominated by lineages, sworn brotherhoods, local elites, and militias opposed to Communist rule. Often secW'Ciy
anchored by strong mountaintop forttesses, these an:as functioned not only as
symbolic reminders of the possible impermanence of Communist power, but also
as well-siruated bases for troublesome raids and subversive activities directed
against the surrounding Communist-controlled countryside.
Using the respite gained by their victory over the First Encirclement Campaign, between January and March 1931 Mao and his fellow Party and Red
Army leaders took several measures aimed at reducing such guerrilla threats,
while at the same time mobilizing the population more effectively to resist the
next enemy anny invasion. One of these measures was to employ the Red Arrny
to eradicate the remaining "White spots," a task that made excellent progress
despite the fierce resistance put up by cornered foes defending their homes and
families. As a corollary to this Red Anny campaign, Communist-controlled teni~ory was divided into nine separate subregions, in each of which cadres were to
mobilize local people to form security forces to defend against militia raids and
enforce a strict ''martial law" program of checkpoints and travel passes to pre4
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5. Averill, ''Origins.," andCben, "Thcfutian Incident"
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vent espionage and subversion. In case of invasion, these forces were expected to
cany out intelligence-gathering, delaying actions, and scorched-eanh tactics.6
It was as one part of the broader overall struggle involved in waging this
ongoing, multifaceted "irregular" war that base area Party leaders continued
during this period to promote the campaign to suppress counterrevolutionaries. It
was also by analogy with this spectrum of demonstrable external and internal
threats that Mao and his associates categorized and articulated the challenge
posed by the amorphous but potentially omnipresent AB Corps, and by its concrete incarnation in the fonn of the Futian Incident participants.
Finding an effeetive resolution to the Futian Incident problem was an important but diftlcult part of the struggle to consolidate and secure the base areas. To
allow this group of disgruntled, desperate, and quite po55ibly counterrevolutionary local cadres to continue publicly to criticize and challenge the policies of the
Base Area's highest Party and military organs (and of Mao himself) threatened
to increase rather than reduce internal dissension. On the other hand, the local
origins and ramified personal connections of most of the cadres involved, together with growing local alann over the perceived zealotry and excessive violence of the campaign to suppress counterrevolutionaries, meant that the
''rebels"' actions and attitudes enjoyed a certain amount of popular support.?
To complicate matters still more, Mao and his associates were not acting in
isolation, but in contact with national Party leaders. Though its personnel and
policies wen: then in a state of flux, the national leadership remained consistent in its
desire to establish closer and more effective control over the base al'CM. The arrival
at Mao's headquarters at the end of December 1930 ofXiang Ying.8 a representative
of the Third Plenum Party leadership, which had come to power following the
collap:sc of the Li Lisan Line, constituted an intrusive reminder of this fact.
Xiang's instructions were to establish two new organizations--the Central
Bureau of the Soviet Areas and, subordinate to it, the Central Miliwy Commission-which were to act as agents of the central leadership and to have supreme
political and military authority in the base areas. National Party leaders had
6. For an example of Mao giving advice on problems associated with some of the
''While spots." see below, "l.ertcr from Mao Zedong 10 Yuan Guoping," March 6, 1932.
7. In "Problems of StraTegy in China's Revolutionuy War," composed in December 1936,
Mao later noccd !hat during thls period "in lhe Fu1ian-Donggu area, the pc:ople, having bl:a!
dece.ived by the AB Corps, did noc trust the Red Army, and were even opposed 10 the Red
Anny." (Our banslation of this document will appear in Volume V. An English version of the
texlasn:viscd for publication in 1951 can be found in Selected Wmis, Vol. l,pp. 179-154.)
8. Xiang Ying (1889-1941) was a native ofWuchang in Hubei. He joined the Chinese
Communis!· Party in 1922 and played an important role as a labor organizer firsl in the
teXIile ind.usrry, and lhen on 1he Bcijing-Hankou railroad. In 1928, a1 the Sixlh Congress or
lhe Chinese Communis! Party in Moscow, he was elected 10 the Standing Comminee of the
Polilburo. During the ensuing IWO years, he was probably the lhird most influential member
of the Cennl Committee, after Li Lisan and Zhou Enlai. Xiang's role after his arrival in the
Central Soviec Area in December 1930 is discussed below in this Inlroduction.
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sought for some time to establish such organs to develop better control over the
Party's rural activities, but the turmoil surrounding the Red Army's abortive
urban attacks in the summer of 1930 and the subsequent infighting leading to the
ouster of the Li Lisan leadership had hitherto prevented it.
Xiang had reached the base amid the struggle against the enemy's encirclement campaign, and waited until the campaign was over before proceeding to
cany out his instructions. On January IS, 193 I, both the Central Bureau and the
Military Commission were formally established; at the same time, the General
Front Comminee, until this point the dominant Party organization in the region
and Mao's main power base, was abolished.
The memberships of the new organizations had been previously selected by
Party authorities in Shanghai. Because both bodies were nominally responsible
for managing the affairs of base areas throughout China, their memberships
included several individuals who were not actually present in Jiangxi. Notable
among these was Zhou Enlai, then still in Shanghai, who was listed as the
Central Bureau's chairman. Xiang Ying became chairman of the subordinate
Military Commission, but in practice, as the central representative actually on
the spot, he also functioned as de facto head of the Central Bureau. Mao and Zhu
De, the dominant politica1 and military leaders already established in the area,
became essentially joint managers ofboth new organizations along with Xiang.9
Mao was appointed director of the General Political Department under the Revolutionary Military Commission. Itt In this capacity, he also issued policy statements regarding broad political questions such as land reform and propaganda. 11
Xiang Ying had considerable experience dealing with Party affairs in the big
cities of the Yangzi Valley, and he came armed with the authority of the Party's
central lcadmhip. But he had linle practical knowledge of rural base-building,
and he was a lone outsider entering an unfamiliar political landscape dominated
by well-established, powerful personalities such as Mao. Moreover, the conjuncture of various military threats and ongoing reverberations from the Futian Incident and the campaign to suppress counterrevolutionaries meant that he had
anived in Jiangx.i at a particularly tense time.
The Futian Incident was the first issue to assume salience. The imponance of
settling this problem was as evident to Xiang Ying as to those more personally
implicated in the affair. In handling this case, however, Xiang had to consider
not only the interests of the revolutionary movement, but also the problem of
consolidating his own authority over both established senior Party leaders such
9. Regarding relations beiWeen Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai, and between Mao
Zedong and Zhu De, during the period I928-1930, see the Introduction to Volume III, pp.
xxxix-li.
10. See below, Order No.6 of the Revolutionary Military Commission, February 17,
1931.
II. See below, his letter of February 27, 1931, to Zeng Shan. and the order of March
14,1931.
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as Mao and the ramified networks of local cadres that had likewise played vital
roles in building the rural bases.
It may well have been with the aim of reconciling the aims of these two
constituencies that on January 16 the Central Bureau issued, under Xiang's auspices, a resolution that attempted to articulate a compromise judgment on the
Futian Incident. On the one hand, the resolution agreed with Mao and his supporten that the incident had indeed been a counterrevolutionary affair involving
the AB Corps, and it announced the expulsion from the Party of several of the
chief ''rebels." On the other hand, the resolution also offered comfort to those
who had come under attack by criticizing excesses and errors that had turned the
whole campaign against counterrevolutionaries into a "Red tCJTOr." In February
the Central Bureau issued two additional docwnents that were considen.bly more
conciliatory toward those involved in the incident, conceding that they might
have been unknowing dupes rather than conscious followers of the AB Corps,
and offering forgiveness to all but the most deeply implicated "counterrevolutionaries" who might still lurk among them. 12
Mao and his allies, however, had a quite different outlook. Although no
relevant contemporary materials written by Mao are publicly available to confinn the point, the overa11 docwnentaJy context of the period makes it clear that
Mao opposed Xiang Ying's efforts at compromise and conciliation. Instead, he
and his associates held out for harsh verdicts on those who had been involved in
the incident and for continued (though perhaps more judicious) efforts to search
out other enemies who were preswned still to be lurking within the revolutionary
ranks. Although Mao's opposition could not totally negate the power ofXiang's
fonnaJ rank or overturn his conciliatory policy, it sufficed to keep the issue from
being conclusively senled, and it certainly helped ensure that the hunt for other
hidden counterrevolutionaries continued to be prosecuted diligcntly. 13
Meanwhile, as the start ofa new government "Encirclement and Suppression"
campaign became imminent, questions of militaJy strategy once again came to
the fore. According to Chiang Kaishek's plan, the 200,000 troops gathered
(twice the nwnber mustered for the previous campaign) were to utilize a classic
"hammer and anvil" strategy, with the hammer consisting of eighteen divisions
under Chiang's command in Jiangxi, which would advance along four routes
slowly and in concert with one another, and the anvil consisting of other, nonGuomindang annies in Fujian and Guangdong whose passive presence would
12. Chinese texts of the Central Bureau's January 16 resolution and one of its Februa[)'
docwncots (Circular No. 11, dated Febnwy 19, 1931) ue available in Hsiao Tso-liang,
Powerlklatiorrs Within the Chinese Communist Movement. 191~1914 (Seattle: UnivcrsiryofWashingtonPress,I96l),Vol.2.
13. Cben, "Fulian Jncidenl," pp. 17-20, and Mao in tire Central Soviet, pp. 19295. Some Party hislorians have memioncd that the Central Archives hold a document by
Mao on the FUiian Incident. Although we have found no specific printed refercDCCS to or
quotations from such a documem, there is little doubt that it exists.
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prevent the Red Army from avoiding the blows being delivered by the Jiangxi
annies.
In the face of this threat, questions of sttategy once again became a focal
point for the struggle between Mao, Xiang Yin g. and their respective supporters.
As previously noted, in defeating the First Encirclement Campaign the Red
Anny had followed Mao's sttatcgy of"luring deep," and some steps to facilitate
the employment of the same approach had been taken to prepare for the next
enemy invasion.• 4 Thus in late March the bulk of the Red Army was moved deep
into the heart of the base areas, where it would be well positioned to strike
against enemy troops advancing from any direction, and several previously captured towns near the fringes of the base areas were deliberately abandoned to
ensure that the enemy was enticed deeper into the Red areas.
Nevertheless, as the campaign actually began, the question of sttategy was
reopened and became the subject of acrimonious debate at a series of at least
four meetings, beginning with a plenary session of the Centtal Bureau on March
18 and ending at a fmal session on April 30. In these meetings, which continued
for abnost a month after enemy troops began their slow but inexorable advance
into the base areas, the main point of contention was whether or not the sttategy
of"luring deep" could still succeed in light of the magnitude and determination
ofthe govemment offensive.
Many cadres, including at times a substantial majority of those present at
meetings, felt that the huge disparity in strength between the 200,000 well-armed
government soldim and the 30,000 or so poorly anned Red Army troops was
simply too great for the latter to prevail in pitched battle, even if full advantage
was taken of the Red Anny's superior speed and mobility. For these cadres, who
included Xiang Ying and several other Central Committee representatives who
arrived in the base in early April, the "luring deep" sttategy was therefore a
recipe for likely disaster.
Instead, they suggested several other possibilities, all of which stressed avoidance of large-scale combat. One proposal called for a stnltegy of ..dispcning the
troops to make the enemy withdraw" (fenbing tuidr), under which the Red Army
would break up into scattered small units that would melt invisibly into the
population of the base areas. This, it was reasoned, would deprive the ponderous
enemy units of large, well-defined targets to attack, while still allowing Communist forces to cany out mass mobilization and infrastructure-building work.
Other alternatives called in one fonn or another for the Red Army to leave the
southern Jiangxi bases, in order either to locate a more favorable site elsewhere
(Sichuan was one suggestion), or to lead the enemies on a merry chase that
would draw them away from the existing bases.
14. For a !eXt by Mao, dating p.robably from March 1931, setting forth some of the
arguments in favor of his stralegy, see below, "Eight Conditions for a Oreal Victory in the
Second Major Campaip.."
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Xiang Ying and some or all of a three-person team of Central Conuniuee
representatives who had arrived in early April were prominent among the advocates of one or another of these alternatives, while Mao, Zhu De, and others
unnamed insisted on a continuation of the "luring deep" strategy that would keep
the Red Army intact and in its present position, concentrated deep in the base
areas where it was poised to strike in any direction as opportunity presented
itself. Though Xiang and the Central Committee representatives had nominally
superior political rank, they lacked the practical military experience that Mao
and Zhu De possessed. The result was a lengthy stalemate that was not broken
until the latter half of April, by which point enemy troops had already advanced
well into the base areas.t5
It appears that the crucial turning point in this military debate, and (at least in
the short run) in the larger power struggle between Mao and Xiang Ying with
which it was intertwined, was the arrival in the base areas in early April of the
aforementioned Central Committee representatives. Although these representatives differed from Mao on military matters, the news they brought of changes in
Party persOMel and policies was so supportive of Mao's views on other contentious issues--most notably the Futian Incident-that it gave him the leverage
needed to shift momentum on the military question as well.
The Central Committee representatives had been dispatched by the new leadership that had come to power in January 1931 at the Founh Plenum of the Sixth
Central Committee. The new Central Committee was dominated by the "Rerumed Student" Wang Ming'' and scvCJal other cadres who had become muru.ally acquainted during periods of study and political activity in the Soviet Union,
and had been shaped by that experience. After returning to China, they had taken
advantage of intra-Party factional divisions following the collapse of the Li Lisan
Line to asswne control of the Party.

IS. Regarding Party meetings and the strategic debate over tbc Second Encirclement
Campaign, see Centl'tll Base History, pp. 285-88; Mao in the Centro./ Sov~t. pp. 246-50;
Uld Pang Xianzhi (ed.), Mao Udong nianpa 1893-1949 (Chronological Biography of
Mao Zedong, 1893-1949) (Beijing: Zhongyang wenxian chubazlshe, 1993), Vol. I, pp.
337-42. (Since Mao Zedong is the central f~gure in this edition, our short title for this
work is simply Nianpu; in the case of other 11ianpa, such as that ofZhou Enlai,lhe name of
thcsubjcctisincludedintheshorttitle.)
16. Chen Shaoyu (1904-1974). better known under his hao, Wang Ming, was a native
of Anhui. He joined the Chinese Communist Youth League in 1925 and soon then:after
traveled to Moscow to attend Sun Yatsen. University. In 1928, be attended the Sixth
Congress of lhe Chinese Conmiunist Party, where he served as chief Russian inteJpreter.
He retumecllo China in late 1930 with the Comintem emissary Pavel Mifand participated
in tbc Fourth Plenum of January 1931, at which he was elected 10 the Standing Committee
of !he Politburo. For a few months in mid-1931 he was acting secretary general of !he
Party, but he soon renuncd 10 Moscow again, and n:mained there until 1937. Despite his
absence from China, he was commonly regarded as the leader of the "Returned Student"
faction Uld was n:gularly elected to imponant offiCeS in !he Party.
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Within a short time Wang Ming and his fellow Returned Students would
become persistent and powerful an1agonists of Mao, and the cumulative impact
of their collective policies over the next three years would subsequently be
identified in Party historiography (under the pejorative label of the "Wang Ming
Leftist Line") as the main cause of the eventual collapse of the Central Soviet
Area. But at this poim, early in its reign, the actions taken by the Fourth Plenum
leadership (of which, as discussed in the Introduction to Volume III, Zhou Enlai
was also a prominent member) with regard to the Futian Incident and the fonnal
authority of Party organs in the base areas actually favored Mao's cause in his
dealings both with Xiang Ying and with the Futian Incident participants.
The initial decisions to eslablish a Central Bureau for the Soviet Areas and to
appoint Xiang Ying and othen to it had been made in the fall of 1930 by Party
leaders who were now out of power. Rather than simply accept its predecessors'
actions, the Fourth Plenum leadership on February 23 wrote Jiangxi leaders that
they were sending a delegation to review the organization and activities of the
Central Bureau and to examine the question of the Futian Incident and the
suppression of counterrevolution. The new leaders gave an indication of their
own views on the subject by noting that it was imperative to crack down harshly
on AB Corps counterrevolutionaries, and by caJiing for a full report on the
Futian Incident to supplement the incomplete infonnation they had thus far
received. Until the delegation's investigation was done, the General Front Committee (which had just been abolished by Xiang Ying) was to be reinstated as the
overall Party policy-making authority for the central Jiangx.i base areas. 17
In early April, the central delegation (referred to in sources on Party history as
the "Fourth Plenum Delegation" or the "Group of Three"), composed of Ren
Bishi, Wang Jiaxiang, and Gu Zuolin, 18 arrived at the combined Party/military

17. The text or the Central Committee's february 23 letter is available in Zhonggong
zhongyang wenjlan xuanji (Selected Documents of lhe Central Conunittee of the Chinese
Communist Party), Vol. 7 (1931) (Beijing: ZhonggoDg zhongyang dangxiao chubanshc,
1991). pp. 139·42 (hereafter Centi'QI Committee Documenrs).
18. Ren Eman (1904-1950), commonly known by his pen name Rcn Bishi, was a
nalive of Hunan. In 1921, he went to Moscow to ancnd the Communis! Universily of the
Toilers or the far East, where he soon joined the Chinese Communise Party.ln 1924, he
returned to China and began a career in the Youth League. After being arrested several
times, he returned to Shanghai in !ale 1930 and was elected a member or the Politburo at
the fourth Plenum. Wang Jiaxiang (1906-1974) was a native or Anhui. He joined the
Chinese Communise Youth League in 1925 and soon went to Moscow to study al Sun
Yatscn Universily. In 1928, after joining !he Chinese Communist Pany, he ente«d the
Institute or Red Proressors, where Chen Shaoyu, Qin Bangxian, and Zhans Wentian were
also students. He mumed to China in 1930 and anendcd the Fourth Plenum of January
1931, where he was elected to the Central Committee. He became a member or the
Politburo following the execution or Xiang Zhongf"a in June 1931. Ou Zuolin (19081934), a nativeofliangsu, had joined theChineseCommunistPartyin 1926. In 1930, be
became a member or the YaDJZi Bureau or the Party.
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headquarters at Qingtang in Ningdu xian. According to some sources, the three
brought the first word to the Base Area regarding the changes in Party leadership
made at the FoUJth Plenum, though il is not entirely clear what form this communication took. 1' In any event, on April 17 the delegation participated in an
imponant plenary meeting of the Central Bureau in Qingtang. At this meeting
the three delegates presenlcd a report on the Fourth Plenum leadership's composition and general policies. and also proposed several resolutions that reflected
both the views of the national leadership and the results of their own investigations since their arrival in the base areas.
Among the resolutions (all of which were passed at the meeting) was one
giving a generally positive evaluation of the actions of the General From Commince under Mao's leadership during the latter half of 1930.20 Even more favorable to Mao was the resolution on the Futian Incident, which unambiguously
criticized Xiang Ying and his conciliatory policy and laid out a harsh assessment
of the incident similar to that advocated by Mao.2 1
Armed with this centrally sanctioned endorsement of their actions, Mao and
his supporters moved quickly tO solidify their control over the Central Bureau
{now once again officially approved to replace the General Front Committee as
the base areas' top Party organ) and vigorously to promote their policies on
suppression of counterrevolutionaries and other issues. By contrast, Xiang
Ying's influence sank rapidly (if temporarily) following this conference. By late
May, Mao had managed to have several of his associates made provisional
members of the Central Bureau; shortly thereafter Xiang was removed as acting
sccrerary of the organization and Mao took his place. Although none of these
appointments were considered official until reviewed by the Central Committee,
in the interim (a period which in this case was several months) they nonetheless
gave Mao a clear working majority on the Central Bureau. 22
t9. Nionpu, Vol. I, p. 339, indic:ates that on Aprill7, the delegation "nnsmitted 1he
spirit oftbe Fourth Plenum.··
20. Sec below, lhe "'Decision Regarding Acceptance of the Lencr from the lnlemational and of the Resolulion Adopted by the Fourth Plenum,'" dated Aprill931.
21. On the arrival oflhe "Group of Three" and 1he Qing1ang Conference. see Mao;,
the Central SoYiet, pp. t%-200; Centrtll Blue History, pp. 285--86; and Nianpu, Vol. I,
pp. 339--41. A translation of lhe Cenual Bureau's resolu1ion on lhe Fwian Incident is
available in Tony Saich (ed.). The Rise 10 Power of the Chinese Communist Party. Documents and Analysis. 1910-1949 (Annonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 1996), pp. 530--35 (hereafter
Saich, Rise to Power).
22. There is some uncenainry and considerable variation among Party hislory sources
reguding 1he period during which Mao exercised effective control over the Central Bureau. Although lhe NiQIIpu is silenl on 1his poin1, several rccenl works by well-informed
Party historians concur lhat Xiang Ying lost his position as secretary of 1he Central Bureau
in May 19ll, 1ha1 Mao eilher fonnally or infonnally replaced him, and thai Mao in any
case achieved a working majority abou1 lbat time through the provisional election to lhe
b~~~eau of several of his associates (Peng Dehuai, Lin Biao, Zbou Yili, Chen Yi, and Zeng
ShaD) (Mao In the Centrtll So ..iet, pp. 200--t, and Centrtll Ba.re Histary, p. 279). See also
the discussion in Chen. ""Futian lncidenl.'" pp. 21, 43n72.
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The practical effeciS of the harsh new resolution on the Futian Incident began
to be felt even more rapidly. In March, at Xiang Ying's invitation, several
leaders of the incident had left the area west of the Gan River and had reported to
the Central Bureau. Unfortunately for them, they arrived in Qingtang just when
the April 17 Central Bureau conference delivered its verdict on the Futian Incident and were promptly arrested, tried, and executed. During the following several months their fate was shared by thousands of other Party and soviet
cadres-most of them local Jiangxi Party members---as the campaign to suppress counterrevolutionaries steadily intensified_ll
The general validation of Mao's status and correctness by the Qingtang
conference also appears to have provided the impetus needed to break the
stalemate over military strategy and to begin to shift the balance in Mao's
favor. One day after the conference another meeting was held solely for the
purpose of discussing the military situation; on this occasion a number of Red
Army officers and local cadres were invited to participate in addition to the
Central Bureau members. 24
At this meeting, some softening became evident in the opposition to doing
battle with the government annies. The majority opinion still favored eventual
abandonment of the base, but it was now felt that the retreat could be postponed
until after the current offen.'live had been defeated. Though this shift in perspective probably resulted from recognition that enemy forces had already advanced
too far into the base areas to allow the Red Army to disengage easily, it nonetheless provided Mao with the nominal agreement he needed to cany out a "luring
deep" campaign.
If the Red Anny was to fight, however, it remained to detennine a plan of
action. In line with the continuing strong sentiment in favor of eventually leaving
the Jiangxi base, many at the meeting initially favored an attack on the prong of
the enemy offensive that was entering the base areas from the southwest, on the
grounds that defeating this force would open a convenient hole in the enemy's
encirclement through which the Red Anny could then retreat west into Hunan.
But Mao noted that this particular force was the strongest of the enemy annies
and was well established on terrain that did not favor mobile warfare; he argued
instead for attacking the northwestern prong of the enemy invasion, a poorly
motivated body of heterogeneous troops (zapai) that was traversing the more
suitable and familiar area around Donggu.
Once again, the assembled leaders could not agree, but the continuing enemy
advance made some son of action imperative. On April 19, therefore, Mao and
Zhu De issued orders for the Red Anny to move to the northwest to concentrate
at Longgang, a mountain town conveniently situated to facilitate attack on either

----23. Chen. "Futian Incident," pp. 21-24, and MQO in the Centrul Sovie1, pp. 20t-2.
24. One might perhaps see hen: a fon:tasu: of Mao's Cultural Revolution tactics of
packing meetings with his own militant supporters not formally qualified to atlend.
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the northweslenl or southwestern branches of the government offensive.lS Once
in Longgang the anny halted for more than a week. while enemy troops continued to march and Communist leaders reswned efforts to reach agreement on
conduct of the campaign. Mao himself appears to have spent considerable time
in informal conversation trying to win over the young and relatively inexperienced members ofthe Fourth Plenwn Delegation.
In a tribute to Mao's force of personality and resurgent power, the Central
Bureau (including the Fourth Plenwn delegates) finally reached a consensus in
favor of Mao's strategy, which was formally articulated at a meeting held on
April 30. In this meeting, Mao presented a detailed rationale for firSt attacking
the enemy's northwestern force, and then moving not west (out of the base
toward Hunan) but east, across the main enemy armies' line of advance and
toward the Fujian border. Once in the Jiangxi-Fujian border country, a region
that had not hitherto been a major object of contention for Communist or government forces, the Red Army could hope to replenish its resources and expand its
influence. The meeting accepted Mao's plan and further resolved that the alternate strategy of"dispersing forces" was "opportunist."
Despite the growing urgency of the siruation, however, the Red Army did not
immediately go on the offensive. Instead, after creeping quietly eastward a few
miles into the mountainous terrain around Donggu, they settled in to wait for the
enemy to come to them. Their patience was eventually rewarded in mid-May
when they were able to ambush and destroy a reinforced enemy division. With
any threat to their rear neutralized by this initial battle, and with the shock waves
from their victory rippling out to spread fear and uncertainty among the government umies, the Red Army now embarked on a rapid and remarkably successful
campaign to roll up the flank of the enemy's entire northern wing. By the time
the Red Army ended its flanking maneuver with a triumphant capaue of the city
of Jianning in western Fujian on May 31, they had turned the government's
Second Encirclement Campaign into a complete shambles. The few remaining
government divisions not already destroyed reversed course and headed for their
garrison sites well outside the base areas. 26
For their part, the bulk of the Red Army settled down in the Jiangx.i-Fujian
border region to carve out a new sphere of influence that might not only provide
fresh funds and recruits, but also serve as a territorial bridge linking the rapidly
consolidating base areas in southern Jiangx.i with the smaller base area to the
north astride the Jiangxi-Zbejiang-Fujian border.11

"'rder

25. See bcJow,
for the Troops to Assemble Before the Battle."
26. The texts tnmslaled here regarding the Second "Encirclement and Suppession" are
numerous. See below, in panicular, the orders of April 19, and May 13, 14, 21, and 24,
1931, as well as the minutes of the nine meetings of the General Front Conunittee, ftom
May25toJune22,1931.
27. For texts by Mao himself regarding fund-raisins in this area, see below, the orders
dated January 16 and February 21, 1931. Regarding propaganda appeals to the masses.
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These plans soon had to be put on hold, however, when on July I Chiang
Kaishek's forces launched yet another full-scale campaign against the base areas.
This third campaign involved half again as many troops (300,000, compared to
200,000 in the second campaign), a substantial increase in modem weapons such
as airplanes, and the commitment of several of Chiang's top officers and frontline divisions (instead of the reorganized warlord troops who had predominated
in previous campaigns).
A full three months had elapsed between the defeat oFthe First Encirelement
Campaign and the beginning of the second. The start of a third, even larger and
better equipped campaign only one month after the second had been so thoroughly trounced caught the Communist leaders very much by surprise. No plans
of action or preparations had been made; moreover, the bulk of the Red Anny
was scanercd in small units throughout the western Fujian countryside engaged
in mass mobilization work, instead of being concentrated into battle-ready units
and centrally positioned deep in the base areas ready to strike in any direction.
The immediate priority of the Red Army leaders, therefore, was simply to get
the army into proper defensive position. Leaving a small force behind in Fujian
to screen their movements, the main body of the army set out from Jianning on a
grueling forced march that followed a circuitous route via Ruijin and Yudu to
reach Xingguo xian in late July. By this time government annies had reached
advanced staging areas on the northern and western sides of the base areas, and
had also occupied the strategically situated xian seats of Ningdu and Ruijin deep
in their interior.
As the exhausted Red Anny paused to rest in Xingguo, Mao devised a plan
that would lead the army on a march deep into the rear of the enemy advance and
thence back to the western Fujian region from which it had started, meaning that
the army would have marched nearly full circle around the entire circumference
of the base areas. Unfortwlately for the Communists., the Red Army's presence
was detected shortly after it set out, and with the element of surprise lost, the Red
Anny retreated to Gaoxing in Xingguo xian to consider its options. But the
government armies, which were slowly learning how to respond more flexibly
and rapidly to Red Anny movements, inunediately began to box the Red Army
into a steadily shrinking area whose terrain was not well-suited to its mobile,
ambush-oriented style of warfare.
To regain the initiative, the Red Army slipped through a small gap in the
gathering enemy forces to reach the mountainous region around their former
marshalling area at Huangpi in northern Ningdu xian. Once on this familiar
see below, the order dated MBR:h 20, 1931. Reprding the foundations ofConununi.sl nde
in general, see below, ill particular, the ''Circular of tbe General Political Department on
Investigating tbe Situation Regarding Land and Population," April2, 1931, in whicb Mao
lim put forward, as a complement to his slogan "He who has oot made an invcstiption
has no right to speak," the fonnula "'He who has not made a correct investigation likewise
has no right to speak."
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ground, the Red Anny moved immediately onto the offensive. After staging thRe
successful attacks on widely separated enemy units in less than a week's rime, they
then suddenly struck out in a different dim:lion to bypass gathering enemy forces
and reach suitable rest areas first in northern and then in western Xingguo.
Before government commanders could react, the national political siruation
changed dramatically. To lhe soulh of Jiangxi in Guangdong and Guangxi provinces, Hu Hanmin and Wang Jingwei, longtime political rivals of Chiang
Kaishelc, had recently allied with warlords remaining in lhis part of China to
form a government in Guangzhou to compete with Chiang's government in
Nanjing. In early September, this soulhem coalition sent armies north into Hunan
Province, where they constituted a military threat that could not be ignored. To
fmd troops to meet this sudden challenge, Chiang was forted to call for a general
withcbawal by the armies committed to lhe encirclement campaign. In a final
gesture of defiance, in September the Red Army ambushed and inflicted heavy
damage on several of the retreating enemy units. 28
Mao and his associates had reason to feel both proud of their achievements
and somewhat relieved at the outcome of the campaign. Although caught off
guard by the speed with which the Guomindang government had launched its
offensive, the Red Anny leaders had recovered quickly and taken full and effective advantage oflhe army's superior mobility and local knowledge to execute a
series of daring maneuven which put them into position both to confuse the
advancing enemy forces and to inflict serious casualties on. them.
On ·the otbcr hand, the government forces had been both mort numerous and
more effective than had previously been the case. Their attacks had been ponderous
but persistent, and they had kept the Red Army on the nm far more effectively than
before. Moreover, at the end of the day it had not been the victories of the Red AnDy
but rather the threat from HWI8R that had caused the Guomindang armies to bn:ak
off aDd retreat. All of these things provided ominous evidence that the enemy was
learning from experience and would in due COUJSe return to the struggle.
For the moment, however, both the Red Army and the base ueas it was
defending had won a valuable respite from enemy invasion. For Mao, the government withdrawal could be interpreted as more evidence of the correctness of
his policies and another in a recent sbing of successes. In addition to his spring
victories in the arguments over the Futian Incident and the strategy for the
Second Encirclement Campaign, he had managed to marginalize Xiang Ying and
the Fourth Plenum Delegation, and to obtain at least de facto control over the
new organs--most notably the Central Bureau--through which these Central
Committee representatives were to have extended lhe national Party leaders'
authority over the base areas. The dramatic victory achieved following his strat28. Regarding lhe campaign against the Third "Encirclement and Suppression" see
below,lhetexl ofJuly4, 193l,ud lheordersdaledJuly 24uul31,193l,August3, 8,at1d
12, 1931, and Seplembcr II, 12, IB,ud 23, 1931.
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gy during the Second Encirclement Campaign likewise seems to have secured
:idcspread acceptance of his military judgment. In any case, available sources
reveal no evidence of any disagreement with or controversy over his leadership
(along with that of Zhu De) of Red Anny forces against the government's Third
Encirclement Campaign during the summer.
During the spring and swnmcr Mao had also remained involved in efforts 10
counter potential subversion and countmcvolutionary activity. By this time the
campaign to suppress countcJrevolutionaries had, 10 a considerable extent, taken
on a momentum of its own. fueled by the combination of a persistent sense of
"emergency" generated by the successive government encirclement campaigns, a
generalized paranoid suspicion, and a wide variety of specifiC local jealousies and
personal disputes. Nevertheless, the work of suppressing counterTcvolutionaries
was still promoted and overseen by high level cadres (including Mao), and it was
institutionalized through a number of Party and government administrative agencies. One of the most powerful of these was headed by U Shaojiu,29 the General
Front Commince special emissary whose investigations of suspected AB Corps
activity in the Donggu area had helped provoke the Futian Incident.
Further waves of arrests and executions of suspected countcireVOiutionarics
took place during the swruncr. One notable manifestation of these suppression
campaigns involved the Twentieth Anny, which, following its participation in
the Futian Incident aDd subsequent flight, had circwnspectly kept the GaD River
between itself and the Mao-dominated main Red Army forces 10 the east.
As noted above, several Futian Incident leaders had been executed following
their imprudent retwn to the Central Soviet Area in April. Nonetheless, when
government armies embarked on the Third Encirclement Campaign in July 1931,
the Twentieth Army obeyed orders from the Central Bureau and the headquarters
of the Fil:st Front Army 10 recross the Gan and report 10 the army's main body 10
help resist the enemy offensive. At about the same time, Mao and the First Front
Anny were engaged in their circuitous forced march from western Fujian back 10
thcheartofthebaseareas.
The paths of the Twentieth and First Front armies converged in northern
Yudu.dan in the third week of July. On July 23, as the Twentieth Army rested in
camp, its entire offtcer corps from the army commander down to the level of
assistant platoon leader was suddenly anested. Shortly thereafter most of the
arrested offiCers were executed as couotcrrevolutionaries; the army's rank-andfile soldiers were dispersed among various other Red Anny units and the Twentieth Anny unit designation was abolished.
Thus was the largest and most visible reminder of the Futian Incident dealt
with. Moreover, by the end of the summer virtually all other local Jiangxi base
. 29. U Shaojiu(I90~193S),afllliveofHunan, hadjoinedtheChineseCommunistParty
m 1922 and participated in the struggles on the Jinggangshan. In AuJUSt 1930, he was appointed chairman of the Comminee for Eliminating Cowderrevolulion (sufon wei)'IUIIlhra).
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area cadres who had been specifically implicated in the incident, and many
others who had been more generally involved in opposition to policies favored
by Mao, had also been caught up in the intense suppression campaign and
arrested as suspected members of the AB Corps or other counterrevolutionary
organizations. After being imprisoned for periods ranging from a few days to a
year or more, they too were virtually all executed.lO
To what extent was Mao personally implicated in these activities? Since the
late 1970s, when scholars in the Chinese People's Republic first began openly to
discuss these issues, a large corpus of published work has developed on the
Futian Incident, the AB Corps, and the campaigns to suppress counterrevolutionaries. In general this literature has been very critical of the paranoia,
zealotry, and excesses involved in the search for counterrevolutionaries, and has
mostly concluded that during this period the AB Corps and other so-called
counterrevolutionary organizations never actually existed in the base areas.
Perhaps precisely because of the extent of the criticism, however, the question
of Mao's role in these activities is rarely addressed directly. In most accounts,
even Mao's name occurs very infrequently; comments explicitly connecting him
to the violent purges are even more rare. Nonetheless, close comparison of what
is known about Mao's movements, views, and official positions with corresponding infonnation on the development of the campaigns to suppress counterrevolutionaries makes it clear beyond a reasonable doubt that Mao was either
directly or indirectly implicated in these purges.ll
Whatever else might be said about the purges, they assisted Mao's efforts to
centralize and consolidate power within the base areas. Mao's struggles with
high-level Party rivals have been well documented, but his efforts to gain finner
control over numerous low-level revolutionaries entrenched in their own local
bases have altlaeted much less attention. Improved control was an essential part
of the task of welding the scattered bases and their disparate local leaders into a
unified, cohemlt political entity that could resist the increasingly well-coordinated
government suppression effons, but it also concenttated more power in the hands
30. On the imensification oflhc sufan campaigns and the fate of the Twentieth Anny,
see Mt10 in the Central Soviet, pp. 202-11; Chen, "Fulian Incident," pp. 22-25; and
Averill, "Origins," pp. 107-8.
31. As noted above, the destruction of the Twentieth Anny, which had been centrally
involved in activities and statements opposing Mao, had occurred as soon as it anived in
the inunediate vicinity of Mao and the First Anny. For references to a portion of the recent
literature on the Futian Incident and the AB Corps, see the 5011rces cited in Averill,
"Origins,M and Chen, "futian Incident." Two good examples of the voluminous Chinese
literature are Guo Qi and Dong Xia, "Jiangxi suqu chuqi sufan yu futian shibian" {The
Suppression of Countcm:volutionaries During the Early Period of the Jiangxi Soviet Area
and the Futian Incident), Dongshi ya,Yiu ziliao no. 5 (1982), pp. 7-25, and Mt10 in the
Central Soviet, ch. 5. The latter source comes closer than 1110$t Mainland writings to
implicating Mao in the suppression campaigns. It also quotes often from unpublished
documents that are not available elsewhere.

of higher-level base area leaders such as Mao. The fact that by autumn 1931 a
very high percentage-in many places the vast majority-of the founders and
leading cadres of local bases throughout southern Jiangxi and western Fujian had
been either killed or cowed by the purges did much to facilitate these proces.'lcs
of centralization and consolidation of power into the hands of higher-level regional Pany and anny organs and their leaders.
The Erosion of Mao's Political and Military Power
Because of the preoccupation of Chiang Kaishek and his military forces with the
rival Guangdong government, and then with the even more serious problems
posed by the Japanese seizure of Manchuria and the clashes betWeen Chinese
and Japanese forces in and around Shanghai, it was not until August 1932,
almost a year after breaking ofT the Third Encirclement Campaign, that the
Nanjing government once again directed another major militacy offensive
against the Communists in southern Jiangx.i.
During this long interval, the initiative was very much in the hands of the
Communists, and they took full advantage of the fact. During this period the
numerous disconnected patches of Communist-controlled territory that speckled
the map of southern Jiangxi and western Fujian were at last linked together
into a single, continuous geographic and administrative entity that could
properly be referred to as the Central Soviet Area. Determined efforts were
also made to extend revolutionary influence out from this isolated agricultural hinterland to encompass major cities along Jiangxi's Gan River valley
and the Fujian coast. And it was a1: this time that the convening ofa National
Soviet Congress and the subsequent fonnation of an elaborate governmental
bureaucracy and legal system in the Central Soviet Area began to provide
tangible evidence of the Conununist Party's emergence as a serious contender for national political power.
This phase of consolidation and expansion for the Central Soviet Area was, in
contrast, a time of serious erosion in Mao's individual power and influence. While
Mao had surmOWlted the initial challenge that dte lllrival of Central Committee
representatives and the fonnation of the Central Bureau bad posed to his political
and militaJy dominance over the southern Jiangxi base ucas, during the year-long
period between autumn 1931 and autumn 1932 he was gntdually stripped of his most
influential formal positions in both Party and Red Anny organizations.
Although during the spring of 1931 the Party's Fourth Plenum national leadership had issued opinions 1hat supported Mao's views on key issues, as they
settled more securely into power and received more infonnation regarding events
in the base areas, whatever limited resonance there may initially have been
between their views and Mao's policies and actions gnadually disappeared.
By the end of the summer national leaders had become openly dissatisfied
with a wide range of base area practices, including a number that were closely
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associated with Mao. Their criticisms were clearly expressed in a long letter
of August 30, addressed jointly to the Cena-al Bureau and to the General
Front Committee. The main thrust of the criticism was that Party and army
organs in the Central Soviet Area were too lax in their adherence to a class
line and in their mass work. As a result, their leadership had been right-opportunist and they had been guilty of following a rich peasant line. Because
of these general failings, numerous other problems bad arisen: the base areas
and the Red Army had not been fully expanded or consolidated; landlords
and rich peasants had been treated too leniently (in particular, through the usc
of Mao's policies such as "drawing on the fat to make up for the lean");32 the
labor movement had not been developed; the work of suppressing counterrevolutionaries had been too simplistic and mechanical; and an all-soviet
national congress (an event repeatedly demanded by national Party leaders)
had not yet been held.
On the same day the Central Committee also issued a resolution on Party
organization in the Central Soviet Area, which listed the seven people (Mao,
Xiang Ying, Zhu De, Ren Bishi; Wang Jiaxiang, Gu Zuolin, and Deng Fa) who
should be on the Central Bureau, but did not specifY which ofthem should be the
sccrewy. In October the national leaders, fearing that their original letter had not
reached Jiangx.i, followed up with a telegram which made the same points as the
August 30 lener, but which also explicitly stated that a Party congress was to be
held in the Central Soviet Area on the basis of the principles articulated in their
communications.ll
As they began to prepare to hold this congress, the Central Bureau on October
II sent the Central Committee a request that Mao be confirmed as acting secretary of the Central Bureau (a position that by this time he had apparenlly been
filling for several months without formal permission). In late October, just before
the Party congress convened, national leaders approved this request. 34
In the event, Mao's formal appoinbnent turned out to be both purely nominal
32. In this context, the directive, translated below, ''The Problem of Opposing Rich
Peasants," dating probably from August 1931 and signed by Mao qethcr with Xiang
Ying, though it seems at first glance rather harsh, must have been seen as inadequate proof
ofhisloyaltytothecorrectlinc.
33. The text of the August 30 letter is available in Crmtral Commillee Documents
(1931), pp. 35S-75; the organizational resolution of the same day and the telegram of mid
to late October are not included in that volume, but are mentioned in MrJO in the Cemral
Sollie/, p. 282, and Nionpu, Vol. I, p. 358.
34. Nitlnpu, Vol. I, pp. 357-58. As previously noted, there is uncertainty about Mao's
relationship to and de~ of control over the Central Bureau during Ibis period. The fact
that formal approval for Mao's appointment as secretary of the bureau was sought in
October is not incompatible with the argument that Mao controlled the Central Bureau (as
provisional secretary without Central Cnmmittee authoriution and/or as the dominam
member of an informal clique whose members constituted a majority of the bureau) from
May on.
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and extremely short-lived. The First Pany Congress of the Centtal Soviet Area
(more commonly known as lhe Southern Jiangxi Conference), held in Ruijin
from November 1-6, was dominated not by Mao but by Xiang Ying, Ren Bishi,
and the other Central Committee representatives. As requested by national leaders, the congress was run "completely in the spirit" of lhe Central Committee's
August 30 lener. Among other things, the congress vowed to expand and consolidate the base areas, discriminate more rigorously against bad class elements in
land refonn and Party and army recruitment, improve suppression of counterrevolutionaries by making it "special work for experts" rather than one of the
many tasks of ordinary cadres, and wean the Red Army from its guerrilla !Jaditions and reorient it toward tactics and skills appropriate for large-scale "regular''
anny operations needed to seize extensive new territories. As a final act, the
congress participants removed Mao as acting secretary oflhe Central Bureau and
appointed Xiang Ying in his place.u
This congress inark.ed the start of open struggle between Mao and the Fourth
Plenum leadership. At this point, however, the practical outcome of the struggle
was still far from certain. Despite the criticism of his views on land refonn, Red
Anny methods, and other issues at the congress, and his removal from the top
position within the base area Party apparatus, Mao retained a great deal of power
and influence in the Base Area. He retained membership in (though not control
of) both the Central Bureau and the Central Military Commission, and was
secretary of the General Front Comminee (the highest Party organ in the First
Front Army).
In addition to these high-level institutional positions, through which he remained deeply involved in both Party and Red Army affairs, Mao had other
resources. He was actually present in Jiangxi, while national leaders in Shanghai
lacked firsthand knowledge of local circumstances and personalities; at the same
time, Mao was older, more experienced, and had a more commanding personality than lhe central representatives who were on the scene. Mao could also count
on considerable support from longtime associates within the base area political
and military apparatus. He had been so closely associated with lhe development
of the base areas that it was difficult to mount a comprehensive anack on his
method<> and actions without implicating a very large number of other cadres,
and calling into question the value and legitimacy of lhe effons that had gone
into building the bases.
Questioning the base-building achievement was particularly problematic in
early November 1931 because of the imminence of the First National Soviet

-~1-;flhe conrerence resolutions are available in Ce~~tral C0111miuee Documents (t931). pP. 445-91. It is ironic in view orXiang Ying's selection as secn:tary that
the Central Bureau's October II telegram seeking Mao's confirmation as acting sc:cretacy
had specifically cited Xiang Ying's "insufficient leadenhip" as its rationale ror making
Mao secretary instead.
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Congress. This long-delayed eventl6 had the practical significance of providing an
organizational and legal structure around which to elaborale a working government,
but it was at least as important as a symbolic affirmation that the Conununist Party
had not only passively survived all efforts to suppress it, but had managed actively to
constniCI a viable and attractive political alternative which could coexist with the
Guomindang and challenge it for legitimacy. Under the cin:umsrances, public ostracism of a major Party leader would have undermined the celebration of unity and
cohesion that was one of the congress's major purposes.
For aJI these reasons, when the National Soviet Congress opened in Ruijin on
November 7, one day after the conclusion of the Southern Jiangxi Conference,
Mao was one of the more conspicuously active of the six hundred-odd representatives from various base areas (mostly those in Jiangxi and nearby) in attendance. Much of the twelve-day congress was devoted to ceremonial events and
report-giving, and in these activities Xiang Ying and Mao were about cquaJiy
visible. Xiang Ying headed the small group that presided over the congress,
made the opening statement, and presented the labor report. Mao gave the political report. Both he and Xiang Ying participated in the formal closing of the
congress.
The congress also fonnally established a Chinese Soviet RepubJic, created a
number of the new government's main political and military institutions, and passed
a series of key laws. Mao was selected as one of sixty-three members of the Soviet
Government's Central Executive Committee, and at the committee's fust meeting a
few days after the congress he was elected as its secretary (Xiang Ying and Zhang
Guotaon became deputy secretaries). Mao also became one of fifteen members of a
new Ccnttal RevolutionaJy Military Affairs Commission (chaired by Zhu De, with
Wang Jiaxiang and Peng Dehuai as vice-chainnen) established to serve as a military
high command in charge ofall Red Army fortes. 38
The cumulative result of the Southern Jiangxi Conference and the National
Soviet Congress was to reduce Mao's fonnal Party power and position signifi-

36. On !he protracted etrons to convene a national soviet c:ongm~~~, see Central Base
History, pp. 315--22. See also below, "Ocne1111 Order No. 14 of the Ca~ual RevoJwionary
Miliwy Commission of the Chinese Sovicrs," June 20, 1931, regarding lhe poslpOI!CmCnt of
tbeCongressfiomAugust 1toNovember7, lheannivelsaryoftheOctober Revolution.
37. Zhang Guotao {1897-1979). zi Teli, hoo Kaiyin, was a na!ive of Jiangxi. He participated in the founding of !he Chinese Communist Party and was ela:ted to the Centzal Conunil·
tee at the Fint Congress in 1921. From lhat lime forward, he was a major figure in the Party
leadership.
38. Chinese acc:ounts of the First National Soviet Congress include Cenb'al Base History,
pp. 322-25, and Mao in the Central Soviet, pp. 286-95. English accounts include Derek
Waller, The Kiongsi Soviet Republic: MQO fJJJd the National Congresses of /9J/ and 19J4
(Berkeley: University of California Cenlel for Chinese Studies, 1973), and Hsiao Tso-liang,
Power Relations within the Chinese Cammunist Mowmrent /9J0-19J4 (Sean1e: University of
WashingtonPress,1961).ch.l5.
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candy, while at the same time greatly expanding his governmental administrative responsibilities. The growing limitation and reorientation of Mao's role in
high-level base area affairs was hastened during the months following the conclusion of the Soviet Congress by a series of developments related primarily to
base area security and military operations.
The first of these was set in motion by Zhou Enlai's arrival in the Central
soviet Area in late December. In April 1931, the capture and apostasy ofGu
Shunzhangl 9 had begun a chain reaction of betrayals and exposures that seriously tlu"eatened the long-beleaguered Communist Party organization in Shanghai. In response to the danger and operational constraints brought on by these
developments, a number of high-ranking Party cadres eventually left Shanghai.
Among them were Wang Ming, who returned to Moscow in October, and Zhou
Enlai, who finally set off for Jiangxi in early December to take up effectively the
post of secretary of the Central Bureau that he had long nominally held.
While passing through western Fujian en route to Ruijin, Zhou began to
become personally aware of some of the realities of base area life after a lengthy
urban-centered career. He was particularly affected by firsthand exposure to the
excesses that were common in the work of "suppressing counterrevolutionaries,"
and in one of his first acts after arriving in Ruijin, on January 7, 1932, he
convened a Central Bureau meeting at which this issue was a major topic. The
resolution passed by this meeting at Zhou's behest acknowledged that the past
work of suppressing counterrevolutionaries in the base areas had amounted to a
harsh "Red terror," that a self-criticism of the Central Bureau on this subject was
justified, and that the General Front Committee as well had committed serious
errors, especially in dealing with the AB Corps. Shortly afterward, Zhou also
encouraged the Central Bureau to order that Li Shaojiu, an associate of Mao's
and a prominent proponent of harsh treatment for counterrevolutionaries, undergo mild punishment for errors he had committed in suppression work. 4 0
The contents of these resolutions were welcome news indeed to the local
cadres who had borne the brunt of the suppression, and Zhou's arrival did signal
39. Gu Shunzhang (1904-1935), a native of Shanghai, was elected to the Central
Comminec of the Chinese Conununist Pany in 1927. In 1928, he became a leading figure
in the special security branch of the Party in Shanghai, together with Xiang Zhongfa, who
was then secretary general, and Zhou Enlai. Arrested by the Guomindang's Bureau of
Investigation in April 1931, he betrayed a number of comrades. For the reaction of Mao
and the base area leaders to these events, see below, "Order for the Arrest ofGu
Shunzhang, A Tra1tor 10 the Revolution," December 10, 1931. Gu was killed by the
Guomindangsecretservicesinl935.
40. Chen, "Fuuan Incident," pp. 25-30; Zhou Errkli rriarrpu, 189S-l949 (Chronological
Biography of Zhou Enlai, l89S-1949) (Beijing: Zhongyang wenxian chubanshe and Renmin
chubanshc, 1989), pp. 214-16 (hereafter Zlrou Errlai rriarrpu), and Mao in the Central Soviet,
pp. 214-17. The January 7, 1932 Central Bweau "Resolution on the Work of Eliminating
Counterrevolutionaries in the Soviet Asea.s," drafted by Zhou, appears in Cerrtrul Commiaee
Doc:uments(I932),pp.lS-28.
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the beginning of a lengthy lull in the active search for suspected new counterrevolutionaries. But for Mao these resolutions, with their pointed criticism of
activities, organizations, and individuals with which he had been closely associated, were further public signals from a respected national Party leader that Mao
and his policies were considered misguided.
At virtually the same time that Zhou Enlai was reevaluating counterrevolutionary suppression in Ruijin, the remainder of the Central Conuninee in Shanghai was issuing its influential January 9 resolution "On Winning Initial
Revolutionary Successes in One or More Provinces." This resolution optimistically called on revolutionary forces to
expand the territory, link up the separated soviet areas to fonn an integrated
Soviet area, and take advantage of the present favorable political and military
conditions to seize one or two important central cities so as to win an initial
victory of the revolution in one or more provinces.
The resolution went on to specify that the "one or more provinces" envisioned as
the site for this initial victoly were Hunan, Hubei, and Jiangxi. To carry out this tasJc.
it stated, ''the Red Army must operate more actively," cooperate closely, and launch
offensives to link the Central Soviet Ala. with other nearby bases ''to form a large
integrated soviet area." In the course of these offensives, the Red Amty in Jiangxi
"should aim at laking over tbe central cities such as Nanchang, Fuzhou, and Ji'an.',. 1
After the Third Encirclement Campaign ended, military activity had continued in
the base, but not with the urgency or on the scale implied in the Central Committee's
resolution. Red Army forces had taken advantage of the absence of an outside threat
to eliminate the remaining anti-Comnnmist "White spots" within the Central Soviet
Ala. and attack the extensive Big Sword Society (Da dtJo hul) networks that resisted
the Communists in sevemJxjtll'l on both sides of the Jiangx.i-Fujian border. They had
also used the relative lull in combat, the prestige gained from their victories., and
continued defections from govemment army units to recruit new soldiers to expand
both the regular Red Anny and local guenilla forces. 42
With the issuance of the Central Committee resolution, however, the Central
Bureau met in Ruijin in early January 1932to consider how to comply with the
call for large-scale military offensives to link the base areas and capture large
cities. Though the resolution had urged attacks on Jiangx.i cities such as Nanchang, Fuzhou and Ji'an, all of these places were too well-defended or inconveniently located to be suitable targets. Therefore, discussion at the meeting
41. Quotations are from the IJ'BIISiarion of lhe January 9 resolution provided in S.icl1,
Rise to Power, pp. 563-64. The Chinese text is available in Centro/ Comminee DocuIMJ'Jts(l932),pp. 34-47.
42. For Mao's views on one aspect of the problem oflhe mnai.ning "White spots," see

below, '"Order to Gather Experience About Atw:king Fonified Village Blockhouses,"
October 14, 1931. One notable defection involved the entire Guomindang Twmty-aixlh
Army, whose mutiny
join the Red Anny.

in Ningdu in mid-December 1931 brougbt over 17,000 soldiers 10
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focused mostly on the possibility of attacking Ganzhou, the largest city in south·
em Jiangxi and also a target that had been mentioned in the Cen1ral Committee
resolution. Among other advantages, capture of this city would eliminate a major
obstaCle to the merging of the Central Soviet Area and the Hunan-Jiangxi Base
Area at whose center lay Mao's former Jinggangshan base.
At the Central Bureau meeting Mao and Zhu De strongly opposed attacking
any of the cities mentioned, on the grounds that they were much too strongly
defended, bur probably also with unpleasant memories in mind of the military
catastrophes that had occurred when the Red Army had attacked major Yangzi
valley cities in the sununer of 1930. But Zhou EnJai and a majority of the other
meeting participants supported an assault on Ganzhou, and on January 10 the
attack orders were issued to the anny. 41
A few days later Mao suffered another setback when, during a meeting of the
Cenaal Bureau at which he was presiding, his analysis of conditions in China
following Japan's occupation of Manchuria was rejected by "some members of the
Central Committee delegation." Mao, enunciating a theme that was to become increasingly impoTtant in his thinking, argued that the growing tide of anti-Japanese
sentiment would lead to a change in the relations among classes within China. Other
participants replied bluntly that Japan's main objective was to attack the Soviet
Union, and that anyone who did not share this view was a ''right opportunist... Those
present therefore took the Wlusual step of removing Mao and replacing him with a
new presiding officer in the midst of the meeting. 44
This humiliation, following closely on the heels of the rejection of his views
on attacking Ganzhou and his earlier removal as Central Bureau secretary, apparently convinced both Mao and the Central Bureau of the futility of his further
participation in the bureau's deliberations. Shortly thereafter, he went on "sick
leave," which he, his wife He Zizhen,45 and a few guards began in late January at
a site approved for them by the Central Bureau: an old temple on Donghua
Mountain, 20 to 30 li from Ruijin. 4'
While Mao was entering temporary exile, Red Anny forces were swrounding
heavily fortified GaM.hou, against which they mounted four unsuccessful and
43. Somesourc:cssugcstthatZhou.Enlaialso initiallyopposcd.ltiXksoacitics, butcvcmually
bowed to Ccmzal. Commiacc wishes, bill the authorized biography of Zbou Enlai stales unambiguously that Zhou supported the attack on Oanzhou. Sec Moo itJ tire c~val So!W, p. 328, Zhou
&lai llitJnpu, p. 216, and Jin ChonJji, Zilou En/ai zlnllfn 1898-1949 (Biognphy or Zbou Enlai,
189S-1949) (Beijing: Zhlmgyang wenxian chubanshc, 1989) ('-fter Jin, ZMu Enhli).
44. NitiiiJIII, Vol. I, p. 365. For Mao's reaction at tile time of the Japanese invllliiOR, see
below, "A Letter to Our BrothCJS the Soldiers oftbc White Anny on the Forcible Occupation of
ManchuriabyJapaneselmperialism,"Sepu:mbcr2S,I931.
4S. Regardir~~ Mao's marriap to He ZW.en, see tbe lntrod~~~:tioo to Volwne Dl of this
edition,p.xlvii.
46. Niall/111, Vol. I, p. 366, and Mdo in 1he Cmirtll Sm>itr, pp. 329-32. These sourecs state
that the Central Bureau directed Mao to take leave and 15pC(:ified the pl~~~:e he was to go, but the
latter source also noles that Mao himself was very upset 111 the continued repudiation of his
views, so the decision for him 10 rake leave may well hiVe bllm a mutual one.
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exhausting assaults between early February and early March. On March 7, fol·
lowing a sortie from the city's defenders that was beaten back by the Red Anny
only at great cost, CommWlist leaders finally ordered a retreat to the large market
town of Jiangkou, 60 li from Ganzhou.
At this point, Party leaders also sent a telegram to Mao, asking him to end his
short ''sick leave" and help them decide what to do after the failure before
Ganzhou. As Mao's temporary lodgings had no telegraph facilities, the embarrassing task of actually delivering the message to Mao and entreating his cooper·
ation fell to his erstwhile rival Xiang Ying. Mao, doubtless feeling rather
satisfied with himself at this tum of events, promptly set off to rejoin Party
leaders in Jiangkou.
After Mao's arrival, the Central Bureau held a plenary session in Jiangkou in
mid·March at which the main topic was the always contentious issue of military
strategy. Some of those present argued that the Red Army should move north to
atcack Gan valley cities such as Ji'an, a course of action that would confonn to
the Central Commitcee's plans for "winning initial victory in one or more provinces." As before, Mao instead sought a reswnption of rural-centered mobile
warfare. Rather than advancing into the teeth of the enemy's forces defending
the cities of central and northern Jiangx.i, he urged driving into the weakly
defended rural areas ofnorthern Fujian, thereby seeking to revive earlier plans to
link the Central Soviet Area with the Fujian--Zhcjiang-Jiangx.i Base Area.
Despite having just gone to some lengths to seek Mao's counsel, the majority
of the Cenbal Bureau again rejected his proposal. On March 18, the Military
Affairs Council issued orders splitting the Red Arrrry into two parts, one of
which (designated the "Western Route" force) would march north on the west
side of the Gan River, while the other (the ''Central Route" force) would head
east to Ningdu and then turn northward into east-central Jiangxi. The object of
the Western Route force was clearly Ji'an and other Gan valley cities further
nonh, while that of the Central Route force was evidently Fuzhou, a large city in
central Jiangxi that had frequently been used as a staging area for government
annies.
Mao accompanied the Cenbal Route force. En route to Ningdu, he persuaded
Lin Biao and Nie Rongzhen, the leaders of the First Anny Group, to diverge
from the ordered route of march and strike instead deep into western Fujian,
apparently on the grounds that the military situalion there had recently changed
in the Red Army's favor. On March 21, the First Anny Group set ofT for
Changting in Fujian. Mao stayed behind in Ruijin, where on March 27-28 he
met with Zhou Enlai and the Central Bureau and obtained their approval for the
course of action on which the First Army Group had in any case already
embarked.
After rejoining the First Army Group (now renamed the "Eastern Route
Army'') in Changting, Mao promptly telegraphed Zhou Enlai that it was now
necessary for the Red Anny to attack the Zhangzhou.Quanzhou area along the
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Fujian coast to open up new revolutionary possibilities in this region. He also
noted that, now that the First Anny Group had entered Fujian, enemy units from
Quangdong had begun to move north to tlueaten it, so that it was necessaJy for
the Fifth Army Group (which had remained behind in Jiangxi) to be dispatched
10 Fujian as well to counteract this developing threat. Zhou Enlai immediately
went from Ruijin to Changting to discuss these matters, only to find that Mao
and the First Army Group bad already moved on to Shanghang and Longyan. As
Mao and his force continued to move deeper into Fujian during the first half of
April, Zhou granted approval to Mao's actions, transferred the Central Bureau
and the Military Affairs Commission to Changting, and set the Fifth Anny
Group in motion into Fujian to cover the First Anny Group's rear and eventually
joinit.47
The Eastern Route Anny occupied the large coastal city of Zbangzbou on
April 20, and then spent a month or so ranging through this prosperous coastal
region, looking for resources and helping local Conununists. This raid on the city
and its environs nened the Red Anny more than a million yuan in cash; large
quantities of cloth, food, salt. and other valuable goods (much of which was sent
to Ruijin to help provision the Red Army and the Base Area); and almost a
thousand new army recruits.4'
When examining this sequence of events, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Mao had decided to achieve by direct action what he had been unable
to accomplish by persuasion. He had induced his longtime subordinates Lin
Biao and Nie Rongzhen to follow his own personal (and apparently quite spontaneous) plan to invade Fujian instead of the very different operational orders
that they had been given by the Military Affairs Commission, and he had then
kept himself and this force constantly one step ahead of his superiors. Rather
than consulting with them ahead of time, he had consistently waited until his
moves were underway before informing them of the army's movements., thus
presenting them with a series of faits accomplis that were much harder to
reverse than to sanction retroactively. Where the Central Bureau's original plan
had been for a two-pronged attack 10 the north, Mao had succeeded in diverting
not only half the Red Anny•s troops but also the personal attention of most of
the base area leadership to a major. unplanned offensive in a very different
direction.
Ultimately, Mao was to pay dearly for this temporary success. but the reckon41. For Mao's communications with Zllou Enlai during this period, see below, "Only
by Marching Directly on Zhangzhou and Quanzhou Can We Make the Enemy Move,"
March 30, 1932, 111d "The Forces lbal Are Going Directly to Attack Zhangzhou and
Quanzhou Sbould Act More Quickly and Be More Concentrated," April2, 1932.
48. For examples of Mao's communications fiom Zhangzhou, see below, ''The Reasons Why the Battle at l.ongyan Was Victorious and Future Work in [Long]yan and
Yong[ding]," April II, 1932, and ''Views Reprd.ing the Cen1rlll Task in the Future and
the Work in New Red Areas, as WcJI as in the White Areas,n April 22, 1932.
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ing was delayed by the rather circuitous journey that he and his Red Army force
took in returning from Fujian. As there was no possibility of turning the
Zhangzhou region into a long-term base, and as enemy forces were at long last
gathering for another encirclement campaign against the Central Soviet Area, the
raid into Fujian drew to a clo.~e at the end of May. Rather than returning directly
to the bean of the Base Area, Mao and his force obeyed orders to swing across
northern Guangdong to protect CoiMlunist forces in southwestern Jiangxi
against a threatened enemy advance from this direction. After a lengthy journey
and a fierce, debilitating battle fought against Guangdong anny forces at
Shuikou in early July, Mao and the First Army Group (the "Eastern Route" and
"Western Route" army designations having by this time been abolished at Central Committee request) eventually limped back into Xingguo xiun in the Central
Soviet Area in early August.
By this point a multifaceted intra-Pany dispute concerning military strategy and leadership had already begun to brew, with Mao at its center. During
Mao's peregrinations outside of the Base Area, both criticism of him and his
responses had been attenuated by distance and muffled by inaccessibility,
though Mao's views still sometimes came through loud and clear. In one
telegram to the Central Bureau, referring to a Central Committee message
previously forwarded to him, Mao bluntly stated, "The political appraisal and
military strategy of the Center are wholly erroneous.'"'' Following his sudden
return, the volume of the dispute increased from angry growls to full-throated
roars.
This stiUggle had Oared up again following the publication of the new Central
Committee policy of ''achieving initial victory in one or several provinces,"
whose optimistic assumptions and expansionist emphases did not mesh well with
Mao's own defensively-oriented policies of"luring deep" and ''mobile warfare."
Mao's public opposition to the attack on Ganzhou and his diversion of major
Red Army units from intended attacks on other Jiangxi cities to the raid into
Fujian led the Centtal Committee to conclude that the continuing influence of
Mao and his policies was the main reason for the Central Bureau's failure to
pursue the new strategy aggressively.
The Central Committee reacted by sending a series of letters to the Central
Bureau from mid-April through June that condemned the lack of progress in
capturing large Jiangxi cities and strongly criticized the persistence of various
traits associated with Mao. Among these were such things as "gucrrillaism"
(tolerance for loose command structures and irregular warfare), ''waitism" (passively waiting for the enemy to advance), and "narrow empiricism." The Centtal
Bureau held meetings and adopted resolutions that duly acknowledged these
49. See below, "Views Regarding the Political Appraisal, Miliwy Strategy, and the
Tasks of the Eas1c:m and WeS!em Rou1e Annies. May 3, 1932.
M
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failings; beyon~ t~is, they ~uld only pass many of the criticisms on to Mao in
Fujian and awaat has rerum.
Deeply intertwined with these frictions over policy and personality we~e
problems stemming from the ambiguous and uncertain political and military
command structure then existing in the Central Soviet Area. Fonnal jurisdictional relationships and lines of authority among diverse organizations such as
the Central Bureau, the Military Affairs Commission, the Soviet Government,
and various Red Army headquarters and Pany organs were frequently overlapping and imprecise. Moreover, formal institutional position and actual power
were not always congruent, as illustrated by the difficulty that young and relatively inexperienced Central Comminee representatives such as Xiang Ying and
Ren Bishi had in restricting Mao's influence despite their nwnerical strength on
the Central Bureau. In addition, the long-festering issue ofPany-anny relations,
especially the question of the extent to which Party leaders should intervene in
military decisiOn-making, had again become salient in an environment in which
sttongly held differences of opinion over strategy tended to divide local basebuilden with military experience such as Mao and Zhu De from politicallyoriented outsiders such as Xiang Ying.
This situation posed particular decision-making problems for the Central Bureau, which included both cadres whose primary responsibilities were for military operations and those whose main duties were political and administrative. In
the first few months after its fonnation in January 1931, the Central Bureau had
generally been located in the same place as the main Red Anny headquartcn.
Gradually, however, some bureau members began to senle for a time in other
spots to facilitate communications and the supervision of local Party branches
and soviets. Following the establishment of the Chinese Soviet Republic, these
cadres generally based themselves in Ruijin, the republic's formal political capital. Other bureau members, meanwhile, remained at the Red Anny's frontline
headquarters, wherever that might be.
As the size of both Base Area and anny grew, and as the division of the
Central Bureau into what Party historians refer to as the "frontline" (qionfong)
and "rear echelon" (houjong) segments became more clear-cut, it became incon-

-So.

NiDnpu, -ki. I, pp. 371-79, records Central Conuniuee criticisms of the Cennl
Bureau's activities on April 14, April25 (in an article in Hongqi zhtmbtJu). May 20, and
July 21. On May ll,lhe Central Bureau issued a self~rilieism in response to the Cenb'al
Committee's complaints and repudiated Mao's oppositional views expressed in his May 3
telegram. On June 17, ahey issued a resolution accepting the Central Comminee 's May 20
crilicism. Warren Kuo plausibly argues that the June 17 resolution (the text of which is
available in Crmrol Committee Documents (t932], pp. 24G-61) was one orsevcral items
whoscconteniSlaidthcfounda!ionforlhclalerindictmcntofMaoattheNingduConfurenccin
October 1932. See hisA.nalytictll History of Chinese CommiUlist Party (Taipei: lnstirute of
lniCmational Relations. 1968), Vol. 2.p. 441 (hereafter Kuo,Analylictll History).
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venicnt for the bureau to hold meetings with all members in attendance. Though
increasing use of telegraphy helped close the communications gap to some extent, it was still not easy to have the thorough, face-to-face airings of views
needed to reach consensus on controversial issues.
During the spring and sununer of 1932, Mao had been able to take advantage
of such ambiguities, inefficiencies, and divisions within the Central Soviet
Area's leadership structure, as well as of his own experience, connections. and
forceful personality, to minimize the impact of efforts to curtail his power. Following his return to southern Jiangxi after the raid on Zhangzhou, he continued
to seek avenues--particularly military ones--through which to regain a prominent decision-making position.
When the First Front Anny had reentered southern Jiangxi after the raid on
Zhangzhou, Zhu De and Wang JiaxiaDg had rejoined the army as its commander
and chief political commissar, respectively, though Mao remained very influential. Tlvoughout the Fujian campaign and the march back to the Base Area, Mao
had had no fonnal position in the army or its Party organs. In order to give some
retrospective instirutionallegitimacy to his actions, Chinese sources often justify
his accompanying and directing the movements of the army during this period on
the grounds that he was acting "in his capacity as chainnan of the Soviet Government," but Mao clearly exerted his influence primarily by force of personality
and personal comections, rather than by virtue of any fonnal position.
Zhou Enlai joined the First Front Army in southern Jiangxi in late July as the
army was returning to the Central Soviet Area after the Battle of Shuikou. With
Zhou thus joining the Central Bureau's ufrontline" leadership, Ren Bishi in the
rear echelon became acting secretary of the Central Bweau in Zhou's place.
A few days before Zhou's arrival, the Central Bureau had issued orders to
various Red Army units for renewed assaults on central Jiangxi cities, such as
Ji'an. The First Front Army had been ordered to attack Ganzhou to distract
enemy forces, after which they were to march north along the Gan River to aid in
the main assault. Mao, Zhu De, and Wang Jiaxiang were able to convince Zhou
that these orders were impracticable because of the great enemy strength in the
area, and on July 25 Zhou joined the other three men in a joint telegram to that
effect sent to the Central Bureau. s1
In another telegram of the same date, the four men also urged a significant
realignment of the army's formal leadership. Because at that time the anny had
no political commissar, the Central Bureau rear echelon leaders had recently
suggested that Zhou occupy this post along with his other duties. Now Zhou,
Mao, Zhu De, and Wang Jiaxiang made the counterproposal that the position of
Soviet Government chairman should be abolished and that Mao should instead
become the general political commissar of the First Front Amty. They funher
proposed that military operational matters should be the joint responsibility of
51. Sec below, ''Tbe Question of the Direc1ionof Attack a1 Presenl,'' July 25, 1932.

the army's commander-in-<:bief and of the political commissar, while the MilitarY Affairs Commission would be responsible for strategic planning. On July
29, Zhou followed up with a~ther telegram stressi~ that Mao could not do the
jobs both of gov~ent cha1~ and army conurussar, and that be should be
appointed to the md1tary post.
This matter was among many military-related issues still pending when the
First ·Army arrived in Xingguo. Soon thereafter, the Central Bureau met to discuss military plans. Available accounts note simply that after some "controversy," participants accepted Mao's proposal that the First Front Army move
northeast to disrupt enemy forces in staging areas in the Le'an-Yihuang area on
the northern edge of the Central Soviet Area, after which enemy forces in the
nearby Nanfeng-Nancheng area would be dealt with, clearing the way (if things
worked out well) for eventual attacks on Gan va11ey cities. Given the current
political context, the "controVersy" presumably involved the fact that first priority in this plan went to attacking enemy troops in rural garrison sites, rather than
driving directly for large cities.
Either this conference or a meeting of the Military Affairs Commission held
on August 8 also took action to fonnalize the current de facto situation regarding
the command structure for the Red Army forces that would be involved in the
coming fighting. One measure taken was to approve Mao's appointment as the
anny's political commissar. Another was to fonn a new organization known as
the Supreme Military Affairs Council (Junshi zuigao huiyJ), which was to be
responsible for opcrationa1 and combat planning at the front. The new body
consisted ofthe same people who had been in charge of the first Front Anny on
the last stage of its return trip to the Central Soviet Area: Zhou Enlai (chairman),
Mao, Zhu De, and Wang Jiaxiang.
Almost immediately after these meetings, the First Front Army man:hed
nonheast to the Le'an-Yihuang-Nanfeng area. During the third week of August
the anny fought several successful banles in this region, and then moved further
northeast toward Nanc:heng. When they reached the neighborhood of this xian
city, however, they found it strongly defended by superior enemy forces. Accordingly, on August 27 Zhou telegraphed rear echelon Central Bureau leaders
(Ren Bishi, Xiang Ying, Deng Fa, and Gu Zuolin) in Ruijin that they wished to
abandon the attack on Nancheng in favor of returning to the Yihuang-Le'an area
to refit, disperse for mass work, and raise funds while waiting for a better combat
opponunity.Sl

~For the July 25, 1932, telegram, sc:c below, "Proposal to Appoint Mao Zedong as
General Political Commissar." For excerptS from Zhou's July 29 IC!egram supporting
Mao's appointment, sec NiaiiJlll, Vol. I, p. 380. See also Centml BaM History, p. 357.
53. For documeniS relating 10 these banlcs., sec below, "An Onier to Wipe OUt lhe
En~y in Lc'an," August IS, 1932, and ''The Situalion of lhc Enemy in Yihuang and
Lean and OUr Anny's Bailie Dispositions," August IS, 1932. Zhou's August27telegnun
isnoledinNiaiiJlll, Vol.l.p.382.
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This plan set off a protracted, month-long telegraphic argument between rear
echelon and frontline cadres. To the rear echelon leaders, the frontliners' plan to
disperse for mass mobilization and base-building work in the Yihuang-Le'an
area revived the now repudiated "luring deep" suategy associated with Mao. By
stressing patient preparatory work and ripostes to enemy attacks after they were
launched, this method reflected "waitism," "gucnillaism," and other overly passive and defensive attitudes, which were antithetical to the aggressive, active
attack policies being promoted by the Central Committee. Moreover, by positioning troops in and focusing efforts on the Yihuang-Le'an-Nanfeng area on the
northeast edge of the Cenlnll Soviet Area, frontline leaders were continuing to
ignore the Central Committee's insistence that priority be given to attacks on
Ji'an and other Gan valley cities lying beyond the northwest edge of the base.~
Despite rear echelon objections, frontline cadres kept their troops in a defensive posture, positioned to respond to attacks in the northwest comer of the base,
through most of the month of September. On September 25, they also proposed a
plenary session of the Ccnual Bureau to resolve both this and the whole range of
other outstanding issues. ss
On September 26, the leaders of the rear echelon renewed their demand for
immediate attacks on enemy troops massing north of the base, and rejected the
idea of a plenary meeting on the grounds that Xiang Ying and Deng Fa were
attending another meeting in Fujian. Frontline leaders responded by ordering
their troops to continue preparations for meeting the imminent enemy attack as
planned, including dispersing forces for mass work and "reddening the area." In
a separate telegram they also reiterated their call for a 'full meeting after Xiang
and Deng returned from Fujian. S6
The frontline leaders' order to the army to continue as planned appears absolutely to have incensed the rear echelon leaders, who responded over the next
few days with a stream of hectoring telegrams to frontline leaders collectively
and to Zhou Enlai individually. But they did finally accept the need for a showdown meeting of both factions. This pivotal meeting, known to Party historians
as the Ningdu Conference, occurred during the first ten days of October at a site
somewhere in Ningdu rian."
54. Forthecxc:hangesortclegr:ams. seeNiQ,J)N, Vol. I, pp. 382--89.
SS. See below, "Report on the Present Military Operations," September 23, 1932, and
"We Propose a Plenum or the Central Bureau at the Front to Discuss Problems or Military
Operations," September 25, 1932.
56. See below, "'rder ror Our Troops to Work in tbe North ror a Period of Time
Bcrorc the Enemy's Big Offensive," September 26, 1932, and "Opinions Regarding the
Operations or the Front Army and the Place for Holding the Plenum of !he Ceutral Bun:au,"September26,1932.
57. MOSI older sources from outside !he People's Republic: place the conference in
Augus1 1932, bul recent Chinese sources c:Jeuly iDdic:ale !hat the lime was euly October
(probably fiom October 3 10 8, in the village or Xiaoyuao). See "Ouanyu Ningdu huiyi de
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As might be expected under the circumstances, the Ningdu Conference
appears to have been remarkably confrontational and vituperative. Although
billed as a meeting to "sum up" and draw conclusions about the bureau's
activities during the previous several months, the meeting actually became
primarily ~- evalu~tion of a_nd ~ferendum on the i~~olvement of Mao. i~
those activities. Th1s evaluatiOn mvolved harsh, exphcu, and personal cntl·
cism of Mao's work and policies, including those related to the siege of
Ganzhou, the raid on Zhangzhou, the centrally mandated attacks on Gan
valley cities, and the recent campaign on the northern fringes of the base.
Various generalized criticisms that the Central Committee had heretofore
made of the policies of unidentified "right opponunists" in the Base Area
were also now applied specifically to Mao.
Documentation on the meeting is extremely sparse, and many details about
the conference remain uncertain. Party histories published in China state, for
example, that Mao strongly defended himself at the conference and that Zhou
Enlai, Zhu De, and Wang Jiaxiang all resisted efforts to strip him of his
military role. They also state, however, that in the end "a majority" of the
Central Bureau agreed that Mao had not adequately acknowledged his errors.
Given that there were eight members on the bureau, it is not clear how to
reconcile these two statements, except to assume that though most participants agreed that Mao deserved criticism, they split over its severity and
consequences."
This interpretation is supported by the fact that debate also occurred over
Mao's postconfemtee role. Rear echelon leaders insisted that he be sent away from
the &ant, removed from the position of First Front Army political conunissar that
then constiruted his on1y formal military-related appoinunent, and confined to the
rear~ administrative work as Soviet Government chainnan that bad originally
been assigned to him at the first Soviet Congress almost a year earlier. Thereafter, Zhou Enlai would assume full control of frontline military operations.
jigc shishi clwkao" (Pn:liminary Study on SeveJBI Hislorical Facts Regarding the Ningdu
Conference), in Zhonggong dsngshi ziliao zlnmnti yrurjiu ji--di l!r ci guonei gemi"': zhtuuhe,g
shiqi (2) (C~ of Specialized Resean:h on Party History Matcriala-lh~ Period of the
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Zedong).
58. Jin, MJw Zl!dong, p. 196., swes !hat no minutes or lhe confemlce SUIVive. The only
pJaently availabJc contemporary doc:umcJit on lbe confi::renc:c is '"Suqu zhongyang ju Ningdu
huiyijingguo jianbao" (A Synopsis oflhe Proceedmgsofthe Ningdu Confamcc oflheCcnnl
Bwau oflhe Soviel Aleas), dated Odober 21, 1932, in Cl!lllrrJ/ Commiltu IJocumems (1932),
PP. 528-31. This document is a key soun:e used in mos1 reocnt accounts of lhe me:eling,
including Cmtra/ Base H"ISiory, pp. 364-67; Mao ilr drt! Centro! Sollie/, pp. 370-72; and
~imlpu. pp. 389-90. For a non-Communist UCOWII which argues that Mao was completely
isolated at the confc:rence, see K.uo, AMiyrical History, Vol. 2, pp. 440-48.
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Zhou, who seems sincerely to have respected Mao's experience and acumen

~~~:: :i!~:;:a;,:;::~~t~l~=:~~s~~:i~~~~~~~~i;;.:~~;7~do~;~:ti~a~~:
next govenunent encirclement campaign. lie proposed two possible arrangements which would have kept Mao at the rront: under the first, Zhou would take
rormal charge or operations, but Mao would remain around to "assist" him;
under the second, Mao would be left in charge of handling combat operations,
but only under Zhou's direct supervision.59
At the end of the conference, participants seuled on a face-saving procedure which in principle accepted Zhou's first proposal, while indefinitely
postponing its implementation. After agreeing that Mao could "remain at the
front to assist," they also accepted Mao's request for temporary sick leave,
from which he could "return to the front when required." This amngement
was, however, almost immediately undone on receipt of new Politburo instructions.
At least some of the telegrams from Mao and his allies had requested that
they be retransmitted to the Central Committee, and presumably the rear
echelon leaders had also passed on their own assessment of the situation to
national leaders. On October 6, the Politburo discussed the issue, repudiated
Mao's views., and called for public criticism of him and for his return to
soviet government work. These instructions were immediately telegraphed to
Ruijin, but did not reach the Central Bureau members in Ningdu until just
after the conclusion of the conference.60 Though Mao had already left to
begin his sick leave, the remaining bureau members reconvened and agreed
that Zhou Enlai would replace Mao as political commissar of the First Front
Army, and that Mao would return full-time to his work as Soviet Government
chairman.61
While thus banned from the front, Mao did not immediately senle down to
administrative work in Ruijin. Instead, he went to Changting in Fujian, where his
wife He Zizhen had just been delivered of her second child in the Fuyin HospitaJ
S9. Zhou Enlai's support for Mao a1 lhc conference irritated rear echelon leaders 10
such an extent !hat on November 12 they telegraphed the Central Committee complaining
that Zhou had been too weakly critical and "compromising'" (tide) in his attitude. When
Zhou heard this. he sent a rebuttal which said that his attitude bad been "moderate"
(wenhe), not"compromising," and thatlhe criticism ofMao had been excessive. He vainly
urged that Mao be transrern:d back 10 a ftontlinc post. These telegrams are mentioned and
briefly excerpted in secondaty sources such as Central Base History, pp. 367-68.
60. Texts of the Politbw'o meeting minutes and telegram of October 6 are not included
in Central Committee Docvmertts, but they are briefly discussed and excerpted in Nlanpu,
p. 389, and Jin, Mao Zedong, pp. 297-98.
61. The announcement lhat Mao was leaving his army post was dated OciObcr 12,
1932. The ract lha1 an army docwnent dated Oc10bcr 14 still bears his name is probably an
indication lhat the document was wrinen earlier and issued on the 14th. See below, ''Campaign Plans for lhe First Front Anny of the Red Anny."
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by Dr. Fu Lianzhang (Nelson
Mao was diagnosed with tuberculosis
while at the hospital, and he subsequently spent three or four months convalesc·
ing in an attached sanatorium before returning to Ruijin sometime in late January
or early February 1933.
Unfortunately for Mao, his return closely coincided with the arrival in Ruijin
of key members of the Central Committee, who had finally been forced out of
Shanghai by unrelenting government pressure. Led by Bo Gu (Qin Bangxian),6l
a twenty·five·year-old Soviet·trained cadre who had become secretary gcnenal of
the Party in September 1932 after Wang Ming left for Moscow, the Shanghai
cadres came to Ruijin detennined lo put an end to what they saw as a long
history of equivocation, foot.magging, and outright disobedience to their policies
by Central Soviet Area leaders.
Mao had already been clearly identified as the most conscqucntial opponent of a
wide range of cumnt Centnll Comminec policies, and between the Southern Jiangxi
Conference in November 1931 and the Ningdu Conference in October 1932 he had
been abnost completely excluded ftom direct penonal participation in the Base
Area's Party and army decision.rnak.ing proces5CS. Nevertheless, during years of
living, working, and fighting in the region, Mao had dcvelapcd numerous peiSOrl81
connections with cadres scattered at all levels and localities throughout the Cenlnll
Soviet Area. Though many of Mao's ideas on base-building and military defense
policy had been controversial at the time of their introduction. and were stiR not
without their local opponents. they were also by now weH·known concepts whose
direct and indirect influcnce had peiCOialed widely through the base ma apparatus.
It was with the aim of eradicating this widespread but diffuse and indirect
influence of Mao and his policies that Bo Gu and his associates soon after their
arrival in Ruijin launched a campaign to root out followers of what was tenned
the "Luo Ming Line." Luo Ming6' was then the acting secretary of the Fujian
f\111
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62. Fu Lianzhang (18~1968), zj Rix.in, was a native of Changling in Fujian. He
graduated in 1916 from a medical school established there by missionaries, who bestowed
on him the name Nelson Fu by which he is known in the writings of Edgar Soow and
olhen. He fmt encounte~ 1be Communists when Yc Ting and He Long passed through
on their relreat from Nanchang in 1927, and in 1928 he joined Mao and his comrades on
the Jinggangshan. He followed the Red Anny to Ruijin, and in 1932 founded the Central
Hospital and Medical School, located in Changting, not far from the Soviet capital. Fu
himsclfwas already suffering from tuberculosis 11 this lime.
63. Qin Bangxian (1907-1946), commonly known by his pseudonym Bo Gu, was born
in Zhejiang ofa family originally from Jiangsu. His father, who died when he was leD, was
I xian magistrate. Qio Bangxian joined the Chinese Conununist Party in 1925, and in 1926
he was sent10 Moscow to study at Sun Yatsen University. He rctumcd 10 China in the
autumn of 1930 together with Pavel Mif and the leader of the ''Twenty-Eight Bolsheviks,"
Chen Shaoyu (Wang Ming), with whom he remained closely allied.
64. Luo Miq (1904-1987) was a native ofGuangdong. He joined the Chioese Communist Party in 1925 and tnvelled 10 Moscow in 1928 10 aueftd the Sixth Congress. On his
retum he became secretary of the Fujian Provincial Committee. In 1932, be was on the
Executive Committee of the Fujian Soviet Government.
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Provincial Committee (and in charge of Fujian~Guangdong~JiaDgxi Province).
Following the withdrawal of the First Front Amty from Fujian after Mao's
Zbangzhou raid, the revolutionary movement in this area bad come under beavy
pressure from opposing military forces. In October 1932, when Luo and Mao
happened to be present simultaneously in the Fuyin Hospital in Changting, Mao
advised Luo to consider expanding local guerrilla operations as one way to stem
the enemy depredatiODS. Luo and the Party cadres under his jurisdiction followed
Mao's advice, reportedly with considerable success.
In late January 1933, Luo discussed his activities with the Central Com~
mittee leaders as they passed through Fujian on their way to Ruijin. Luo and
one of the :dan committee secretaries subordinate to him also wrote several
separate reports on military operations and plans in western Fujian, all of
wbich stressed the importance of expanding local guerrilla units, the need to
amalgamate unsuccessful Party and government organs, and the need for
greater local autonomy and retention oflocal funds to improve flexibility and
local support.6S
All of these views were unacceptable to Central Committee leaders, who
wished to promote greater centralization rather than decentralization of political
and fmancial operations, and who sought mpid expansion of the political appara~
tus and the regular Red Anny, not consolidation of Party lmmches and diversion
of pei'SOI1Del into localistic guerrilla forces. Luo's personal contacts with Mao,
Mao's extensive prior association with the Fujian Party apparatus, and the explicit
emphasis in the Fujian reports on the sort of guenilla tactics long stressed by Mao,
all made Luo Ming and his "line'' excellenl surrogates for Mao and bis policies.
On February IS, 1933, therefore, the Central Bureau issued a "Resolution on
Fujian~Guangdong-Jiangxi Province," which marked the opening shot in a cam~
paign against the Luo Ming Line.66 During the remainder of February and
March, Luo Ming himself, many other Party cadres in Fujian, and Fujianesc
cadres serving elsewhere were sharply criticized and removed ftom office. The
force of the attacks, taking place as they did in close proximity to the fierce and
violent campaigns against counterrevolutionaries that bad recendy swept both
Fujian and Jiangx.i,led many local cadres to fear that Luo Ming and bis followers
were also being stigmatized as counterrevolutionaries.
The anti~Luo Ming Line campaign was not confmed to Fujian. Beginning in
March and April a similar campaign began in Jiangxi with attacks on four
individuai5---0eng Xiaoping. Mao Zetan, Xie Weijun, and Gu Bo-who were
purported to be the chief Jiangx.i followers of the Luo Ming Line. All of the four
were also regarded, and bave been regarded subsequendy, as supporters of Mao
6S. Luo Ming's "Some Opinions about Our Current Work." dated January 21, 1933, is
translated in Saich, Rise to Power, pp. 596-601.
66. A banslation of the February IS document is available in Saich, Rise to Power, pp.
601--02.
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zedong and his policies.67 The struggle against them culminated at a work conference in late April, during which the hitherto implicit tensions between the
urban-oriented Shanghai cadres and the veteran rural base-builders became momentarily explicit in a bout of mutual name-calling. Shanghai cadres spoke conremptuously of ideologically ignorant "hillbillies," and noted that "there is no
Marxism-Leninism in the mountain valleys (:rhan 'gou)," while the four cadres
under attack referred to the mostly Russian-trained Shanghai cadres as "masters
of foreign houses" (yangfang:zi xian:rheng) who were guilty of unrealistic dogmatism.
All four "Jiangxi Luo Ming Line Followers" were eventually removed from
their posts. The campaign, which continued sporadically through the summer
and fall, soon expanded into a purge of many lower-level officials throughoutthc
Base Area.
With these ~ampaigns in Jiangxi and Fujian, the national Party leaders and
their supporters succeeded in demonstrating both their general commitment to
establishing tight control over the Central Soviet Area and their specific intention
to exclude Mao from any significant policy-making influence. Events in 1932 had
shown that even though Mao himself was removed from most formal Party and
army leadership positions, he was still able to take advantage of institutional
ambiguities and networks of personal connections to promote his policies. By
purging or otherwise intimidating lower-level cadres who were either personally
acquainted with Mao or sympathetic to his policies, the "Returned Students"
further isolated Mao and ensured that his fonnidable energies would remain confined to limited administrative spheres, which would challenge neither their personal power nor their conception of how to conduct the revolutionary struggle.
Land Investigation and Base-Area Administration

During the rwo-year period from the Ningdu Conference in 1932 down to the
beginning of the Long March in 1934, Mao apparently played only a sporadic,

-~a discussion or Deng Xiaoping's links with Mao in lhe 1930s, see Roger
Thompson, Mao Zedong. Report fram XunWII (Sranford: Stanrord University Press, 1990),
pP. 27-35. Deng's daughter, after discussing lhe affair oflhe "Luo Ming Line'' and Mao's
remarks about it in 1972, conehldes, ''The stnJggle in the 1930s put Deng in the Maoist
faction. That Mao Zedong would remember that fact for folty yeaB was not anticipated by
Deng Xiaoping at the time." See Deng Maornao, Deng Xiaoping, My FatMr (New York:
Basic Books, 1995). pp. 210-17. That the attacks against Mao Zeran (190S..I935), Mao's
younger brother, were aimed at Mao Zcdong himselris obvious. Xie Weijun (1907-1935),
a_ Hunan native and a veteran of the Jinggangshan, had accompanied Mao on his invescigalion or Mukou Village in November 1930 (see Volume Ill, pp. 691-93). Ou Bo (19061935), a native ofXunwu in Jiangxi Province, had given much assistance 10 Mao in his
Xunwu Investigation (see Volume Ill, pp. 296-418). Regarding Gu's links to Mao, see
Thompson, lhponfram Xunwu, pp. 9-30 passim. Gu also assisted Mao in repressing the
ABCorps in 1930-1931.
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minority role in the military and political decision.rnaking involved in the long
losing struggle to defend the Central Soviet Area against the Guomindang
government's detcnnined suppression efforts. Mao was far from idle, however.
Instead, he threw himself energetically into government administration, particularly into the complicated task of consolidating and extending fundamental socioeconomic refonns (such as the agrarian revolution) to which the Communists
had committed themselves, and into the vital and varied work of ensuring that
the Base Area could mobilize the resources needed to continue the war and cope
with the debilitating enemy blockade.
As the documentary record in this and the previous volume abundantly indicates, Mao was by this point already quite familiar with administrative work and
with many of the specific problem areas that occupied his attention at this time.
For example, during and soon after the First National Soviet Congress in November 1931, in his capacity as chainnan of the Central Executive Committee of
the Soviet Government, Mao affixed his signature to a large number of laws and
regulations which established the basic administrative structure and provided
policy guidelines and operating procedures for the new govenunent's expanding
bureaucratic apparatus. 68
One set of problems in which Mao had particular interest and experience was
those associated with the land revolution. Volwne Ill contains a number of the
''rural investigations" in which he examined various aspects of the run1l economy and the impact of the Communist-led agrarian revolution on the lives of
different types of rural households. 69
Growing knowledge of the complexities of rural class composition in the
Iiangx.i-Fujian base areas gained from these investigations eventually led Mao to
recognize the need to devise methods for land redistribution that would not only
equalize the distribution of land by amount, but would also take adequate account of the greater non-land resources (labor power, tools and draft animals,
access to invesbnent capital) and the higher quality of land habitually possessed
by the wealthier strata of rural households. With these considerations in mind, he
developed land policies that called for redistribution on a per capita basis rather
than on the basis of available labor power, and that used techniques known as
udraw on the plentiful to make up for the scuce" and "draw on the fat to make
68. Many oflhe basic laws were not in any meaningful sense the expression of Mao's
own ideas. Most had been drafted earlier in Shanghai at the direction of the Central
Committee--often more or less copied ftom conesponding legislation produced in the
Soviet Union---end promulgaled in final form with minimal modification at the National
Soviet Congress or soon afterwud. For the sake of completeness, we have included in this
volume all such materials that bear Mao's signature, but we have placed them in a separate
Appendix at the end of the volume.
69. See in Volume III, "Xunwu lnvcstigation,M pp. 296-418; '"Xingguo Investigation," pp. 594-655; "lnvesligations in Dongtang and Other Places," pp. 65~6; and
"Investigation in Mukou Village," pp. 691-93.
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up for the lean" to ensure that the land households ended up tilling was of
roughly equivalent quality regardless of their original weallh.70
In early 1931, Mao continued to concern himself with the ramifications of the
ongoing interaction between the Party's agrarian policies and rural society. In
particular, he was concerned to find during his own continuing rural investigations evidence that the potential gains of the agrarian revolution were being
undermined by a combination of endemic civil war; the contention and chaos
inherent in land redistribution; and an overly simplistic, cxtnu:tive, and punitive
approach by cadres to complex socioeconomic relationships.
As noted in Volume Ill, Mao had earlier come into conflict over land policy
with the Li Lisan-lcd national leadership and some local Jiangxi cadres, both of
which groups in 1930 advocated policies that were later judged to have been too
favorable to rich peasants, such as distributing land on a labor-power rather than
a per capita basis. For his part, Mao articulated in June 1930 views "'n the Rich
Peasant Problem" which were among the harshest then to be found among Party
members. 71
After the installation of the Returned Student leadership in January 1931,
however, Mao's land policies came under fire for being too lenient, rather than
100 harsh, on rich peasants and landlords. Perhaps because he had recognized the
important role that rich peasants played in the rural economy, and the advantages
to be gained by giving them a ''way out" (chulu) rather than puning their backs
totally against the wall, Mao's land policy had allowed rich peasants and landlords to receive allotments of redistributed land jwt like other peasants. During
this period he stressed the need to base rural policy on careful empirical investigation, sununing up this point in the well-known statement: "He who bas not
made an investigation has no right to speak." Mao also emphasized the need to
provide some stability and incentive to peasants made uncertain and confused by
the upheaval of land redistribution, and argued that overly harsh and cxttactive
policies toward relatively well-off elements of rural society such as rich peasants
could further disrupt rather than stimulate the rural economy. 72
This approach the new Party leadership anacked as being a "non-class'' policy, which by not sufficiently discriminating against the exploiting classes potentially left them room 10 make a comeback. Instead, following the recent views of
Stalin and the Comintcm on this subject, the Ccnttal Comminee adopted in early
70. For Mao's fonnu\atian of the principle of "drawing on the falto make up far the
lean," see paragraph 17 of the resolution of June 1930, "On lhe Problem of the Rich
Peasants," and Anicle 9 of !he Land Law of Augusli930, in Volume III, pp. 445 and 504.
71. For thili documenl, sec Volume Ill, pp. 433-49.
72. See below, "Letter from the General Political Departmeut of the Cenlral Revalutionacy Military Commission to the Soviet Govenunenl of Ji&ngxi Province," Febnwy 27,
1.931, &swell as "Circular of the General Politica.l Depanment on lnvcstiga1ing the Situalion Regarding land and Popul&tion," April2, 1931, and "The Problem of Opposing Ric:h
Peasants."l9~1.
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1931 a polic:y which emphasized that during land redisbibution former landlords
were to be allocated no land at all, and rich peasants were to receive only poor
quality land. Mao's methods of carefully calibrating and equalizing land quality
in the distribution process through "drawing on the plentiful to make up for the
scarce" and "drawing on the fat to make up for the lean" were firmly rejected.
The Central Conunittee's views were expressed in the Central Soviet Area by its
representatives on the Central Bureau in a series of resolutions during 1931, and
were formalized as government policy in the Land Law passed at the First
National Soviet Congress in November of that year.7l
In fact. at the time land redistribution in the Central Soviet Area had initially
OCCUJTCd both local conditions and Party policies had been in a state of flux, so
that the approaches used and the thoroughness of the redistribution process had
varied considerably ftom place to place. Inevitably, therefore, mistakes had been
made. Moreover, whether the land redistribution in a given area had been guided
by the land policies of the Li Lisan Line or by the subsequent policies favored by
Mao, in the eyes of the new Party leadership it had still been potentially tainted
by undue leniency toward landlords and rich peasants.
For these reasons, after the soviet congress "leftist" Party leaders began
calling on soviet governments at various levels to carry out "land investigations" (tudijiancha) to review local conditions to see if landlords and rich
peasants still possessed land and other property that ihcy should not be allowed to have. A Central Bureau decision ofFebruuy B. 1932, stipulated that the
Soviet Government must carry out a "Land Investigation Movement" (chatian
yundong) throughout the Central Soviet Area, and the term thereafter came into
common usc. The movement was given no special priority, however, and with
many localities having already gone through two or more separate land refonns,
most peasants and local cadres alike appear to have paid little attention to the
calls for yet another iteration of this sort ofcomplex and divisive process.
Following the arrival of the Central Conunittee leaders in the Central
Soviet Area in early 1933, however, they ordered that the movement be
dramatic:ally widened and intensified. In theory, this revamped Land Investigation Movement was not to reopen the entire land redistribution process or
to subject the entire rural population to yet another reallocation of land.
Instead, its aim was to investigate class: to reexamine the determinations of
each person's class status that bad been made at the time of land redistribu8UJeau resolutions were lhe land resolution passed by base uea
Confem~ce

'~'·

of Aprill7, 1931, and the political n:solution ofcbe

F''""'. QO~~·· Conlfcrcnce resolution, see Centrtll Base

the n:levant portions of lhe texts of the Central Conuninee letter and
the Southern Jianp:i Conference resolution an: in Central Comnrillee Documents (1931),
pp. 453-54, 460-61. For a tnms.latioa of the "Land Law" passed by the First National
Soviet Congress, see the Appendix 10 this volume.
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tion, to identitY any landlords and rich peasants who had been mistakenly classified as ordinary peasants, and to reapportion their land and other property so that
their holdings accorded with the provisions of the current Land Law. It was
expected that in addition to discovering significant amounts of land and property
that could be distributed, the movement would also collect money and grain that
could be used to help pay government expenses, and uncover hidden counterrevolutionaries who were security risks. With this Iauer expectation in mind,
the Land Investigation Movement was closely linked to a new upsurge of the
movement to suppress counterrevolutionaries which also occurred during this
period.74
In mid-February 1933, Bo Gu personally put Mao in charge of the campaign,
in the laner's capacity as Soviet Government head. As Party historians point out,
this put Mao in the embarrassing position of being told to carry out a campaign
whose main purpose was to repudiate his own past policies. They also assert that
although he adhered to Pany discipline and carried out the Land Investigation
Movement during the following months, he did his best to introduce it carefully
and gradua11y, so as to minimize what he thought would be the disruptive consequences of the campaign.
In view of the differences between Mao's recent policies toward land redistribution and the harsher measures promoted by the Central Committee. as well as
the clashes between Mao and the national Party leaders on many other issues, the
argument that Mao did not enthusiastically support the land Investigation Movement is plausible. On the other hand, given Mao's own past history of active
involvement in the campaign to suppress the AB Corps and other supposed
counterrevolutionaries in local Party, anny, and soviet organs, and his own increasing recognition of the resistance to the revolution exhibited by most rich
peasants, it is also likely that Mao was not quite as adamantly and wholeheartedly opposed to the Land Investigation Movement as Party historians sometimes
suggest.
Mao started with a small-scale pilot program in March 1933 in Ruijin's Yeping Township, which was designed to experiment with methods for determining
class status and analyzing how to cbaw boundaries bctWCen classes. On the basis
of the information thus obtained, the Soviet Government and the Central Bureau
then issued on June 1-2 separate documents formally calling for a thorough
74. One recent specialized study or the Land Investigation Movement is Wen Rui and
Xie Jianshe, Zhongya~~g suqu tudi geming yanjiu (Research on the Land Revolution in the
Cennl Soviet Area) (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chubansbe, 199t), ch. 6. Sec also Central
Ban History, pp. 411-29. Older English-language accoun!S, based primarily on documents from the Chen Cheng Collection, arc Hsiao Tso-liang. The lAnd Rnolud011 in
China 19J0-19J4: A Sludy of Documents (Seanle: University of Washington Press, 1969),
ch. 4, and Hsu King-yi, Polirical Mobi/izari011 and EcOIIOIIJic Extrat:ti011: Chinese Communi.st Agrarian Policies During the KitJngsi Period (New York: Garland, 1980), ch. 6.

Land Investigation Movement to root out landlords and rich peasants who had
been wrongly classified as middle or poor peasants. 75
To provide appropriate guidance for the local cadres who would actually have
to cany out the movement, several conferences of land reform workers and poor
peasants' association representatives from different groups of xian in the Base
Area were held in June and July. 76 In the repons that Mao delivered to the first of
these conferences, he pointed out that the incompleteness of the land revolution
had allowed some landlords and rich peasants in the Base Area to maintain their
economic base and given them resources with which to continue to engage in
counterrevolutionary activities, including the infiltration of soviets, mass organs,
and local military forces. The Land Investigation Movement was designed to
deal with these problems by detailed redetermination of class status in order to
uncover the camouflaged enemies.
Mao emphasized the need to conduct the analysis with great care and to
develop elaborate review processes to avoid hannful mislabeling. Drawing upon
years of accumulated experience in building rural bases, he urged that the Central Soviet Area not be conceived of as a single homogeneous swathe oftenitory.
Instead, he argued, distinctions should be made between three main categories,
corresponding to three broad stages in the development of the revolution: "areas
in which the struggle has penetrated deeply," "areas in which the struggle has
lagged relatively far behind," and ''areas in which new development is taking
place." Because different conditions prevailed in each of these phases of the
revolutionary process, he felt that policies applied in the corresponding areas
should also be different. Mao was very concerned about the difficulty of drawing
a clear and coherent demarcation line between middle and rich peasants (that is,
in essence, between those considered the friends and those considered the enemies of the revolution), and clearly recognized the movement's potential to stir
up fear and resentment among those who found themselves uncomfortably close
to the dividing lineP
15. See below, ''Canying OUt a Broad and Thoroughgoing Land lnvesligation Movement," June I, 1933. For the Central Bun:au resolution of June 2, sec Central CQIIfminee
Docwmenls (1933), pp. 206-10.
76. The meetings included a conbnce of Land Investigation Movement workers
from eight xian (June 17-22), a congress of poor peasant league representatives from the
same eight xian (June 2S-July I), a conference of l.aDd Investigation Movement workers
from the remaining nine xian in Jiangxi Province (July 21-24), and a congress of poor
peasant league representatives from these ninexian (July 2s-28).
77. For documents produced by the first of these conferences, sec below, "'pening
Speech at the Conference of Responsible Soviet OfT!cials from Eight XiA"n Regarding the
Land Investigation Movement," Juoc 17, 1933; "Report at the Land Investigation MovcmCDt Meeting Anended by Responsible Soviet Officials at and above tbe District Level in
Eight Xian," June 18-19, 1933; and "Conclusions Adopted by the Land Investigation

Movement Meeting Attended by Responsible Soviet Officials at and above the District
Level ftom EightX"IDrr," June 21, 1933.
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Mao's worries in these regards proved well-founded. In the prevailing radical
climate of the time, the Land Investigation Movement did spawn numerous
excesses and errors. Between July and September, more than thirteen thousand
households were reclassified as "landlords" or ''rich peasants"; both statistical
information and anecdotal evidence made it evident at the time as well as in
retroSpect that many of these were in fact households of very modest means.
Substantial numbers. in fact, were clearly ''middle peasants," and some were in
practical tcnns best categorized as "poor peasants"; many of these cases involved individuals or families whose unusual career trajectories or fmancial
profiles fell foul of the complex, often mechanically interpreted, regulations that
had been issued to guide the movement.
While the reclassification of thousands of households provided a windfall
of property and cash for redistribution or government use, the costs in terms
of loss of popular support and social upheaval almost certainly outweighed
what was gained. At a time when the Soviet Government was hying to raise
production and to enhance public security, the Land Investigation Movement
disrupted agricultural life and created a new group of disgruntled and desperate people who had little choice but to tum against the revolution. It also met
with considerable overt resistance and half-hearted implementation on the
part oflocal cadres.
During the late summer and fall of 1933, Mao wrote two lengthy documents
that pointed out some of these problems and suggested how to redress them. In
"A Preliminary Summing Up of the Land Investigation Movement" and "Decision Regarding Certain Questions in the Agrarian Struggle," Mao complained
particularly about the harm being done to middle peasants and provided a number of household case studies to illustrate a range of tricky issues and how they
should be handled. 78 Reviewing the land investigation work of one district soviet, Mao noted eight households which had been wrongly classified as middle
or rich peasants when they should have been regarded as landlords, and only two
households which had been treated too harshly .19
For a time, government and Party pressure to cany out the movement eased,
but in early 1934 it revived again, accompanying a new round of criticism of
Mao and his policies that took place during and after the Party's Fifth Plenum
and the Second National Soviet Congress. Again Mao was labeled a "rigbt
opportunist" who had followed a "rich peasant line." On March 1:5, the Council
ofPeople's Commissars (from the cbainniDship of which Mao had recently been
removed, to be replaced by Zhang Wentian) issued orders for a reinvigorated
78. See below, "A Preliminary Swnming Up of the Land Investigation Movement,"
August 1933, and "Decision Regarding Certain Questions in the Agrarian Struggle," Octobcr!O,I933.
79. See below, ''Letter to the Huangbai District Soviet in Ruijin CoDCCming the Land
Investigation Movement," July 13, 1933.
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Land Investigation Movement, clearly pointing to Mao when it criticized the past
practice of using the pretext of correcting "leftist" tendencies as an excuse for
effective obstruction of the campaign. As before, the campaign to suppress
counterTeVolutionaries was reintensified along with the Land Investigation
Movement. The movement continued in this way with minimal involvement
by Mao until June, when the shrinking territory and worsening military situation of the Central Soviet Area made it impossible to maintain such campaigns any longer.
The Land Investigation Movement represented only one ponion of the wide
range of activities in which Mao was involved in his capacity as head of the
Soviet Government's Central Executive Comminee. Like the Land Investigation
Movement, many of the most notable of Mao's other areas of responsibility were
also connected in one way or another with the major overarching wks of improving the economic productivity and internal security of the Base Area in the
face of the continuing government anny encirclement campaigns and their tightening economic blockade.
Following Mao's removal from direct involvement in Red Army planning and
operations at the Ningdu Conference, the defense of the Base Area had continued under the aegis of other Party and anny leaders. In the immediate aftermath
of the conference, the Central Bureau remained divided into two groups by
location and task: the frontline cadres (Zhou Enlai, Zhu De. and Wang Jiaxiang)
continued to accompany and command the day-to-day movements of the main
Red Amry force, while the rear echelon cadres (Xiang Ying et al.) gcneraJiy
resided in Ruijin and concerned themselves primarily with planning, supervision,
and communications.
Between November 1932 and early Jamwy 1933, the Red Army bad moved
to the northeast to conduct operations in eastern Jiangxi and northern Fujian,
which opened communications into northeastern Jiangx.i and added new tenitory
to the Base Area on the flank of what had previously been the main axis of
advance by government forces. Meanwhile, government annies which had been
employed in eradicating other base areas began to deploy into positions around
the Central Soviet Area. In January, as forces elsewhere around the perimeter
held fast to prevent escape, the prinwy striking force of the government's Founh
Encirclement Campaign began moving south on the most direct route toward the
base area capital ofRuijin.
The opening of this campaign roughly coincided with the arrival in the Base
Area of the Central Committee leaders :from Shanghai. In line with their overall
approach favoring aggressive attacks and conventional warfare tactics, the Central Committee leaders unveiled a ''new plan" that called for the main Red Army
force to concentrate in order to seize rwo xian towns situated squarely along the
enemy's main line of advance. After a series ofvain protests against meeting the
enemy head on in positional warfare, Zhou Enlai and Zhu De basically ignored
Central Committee directives. Instead, in February and March, they led the Red
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ArmY in a mobile campaign that utilized many of the army's familiar staging
areas and tactics to isolate enemy units, defeat them in detail, and force the
termination of the enemy campaign.IO
Several units destroyed in this campaign had been among Chiang Kaishek's
best divisions. This humiliation, together with the signing of the Tanggu Truce in
May 1933, which eased some of the military tension with Japan in northeastern
China and allowed some bansfer of troops south, incited Chiang to assemble still
larger forces and prepare more carefully to launch yet another Communist suppression campaign. A new headquarters was established, a series of conferences
and training sessions were held dwing the summer, and a special office was
established to oversee the extensive military constJUction work required by the
"blockhouse strategy" that was to be a central feature of the new campaign.
The blockhouse stralegy was actually a complex of different measures designed to negate the Red Anny's advantages in mobility, flexibility, and local
knowledge. 11 emphasized slow, methodical advance, with all units on a given
front advancing a short distance in tandem so that none were left isolated and
exposed, then fortifying each newly acquired patch of territory. Along with this
frontline military strategy went a program of military, political, and educational
reform designed to mobilize and control the local populace in the occupied areas,
so as to deny the Communist Party its major source of supporters and army
recruits. As put into full-scale and systematic practice with the stan of the main
encirclement campaign in the fall of 1933, the blockhouse slrategy proved extremely effective in sparing enemy units from the catastrophic swprise attacks
they had suffered in the past.
As the Central Soviet Area was being geographically and mililarily squeezed
by the new campaign, it was also being economically strangled by a sbingent
blockade. The Base Area produced a surplus of rice and ample supplies of most
other staple foodstuffs, so the blockade posed no danger of actual starvation to
the populace. But this region was tied into a wide array of market relationships,
and by cutting the flow of trade into and out of the region down to a bickJe, the
blockade did cawe significant economic dislocation. On the import side. the
most notable effect was the great shortage of salt, a vital dietary element not
80. The timing and circumstances of tbc defeat of the Founb Encirclement Campaign
were such that both Returned Student leaders at the time and hisiOrians of "Maoist"
nnhodox:y writing later could claim that victory was achieved by their respective strategic
approaches. The facts that the decisive banles took place after Mao's removal from military office, ud were fought on the edge of, rather than deep in, the Base Nea, were cited
to show that in the hands of committed pnctitioners the Returned Students' '"forward and
offensive" policy worked, and that Mao's ..luring deep" strategy was UMecessary. The
facts tbat the campaign took place in the area that the frontline leaders had identified a.s
key before the Ningdu Conference, and that Zhou Enlai and Zhu De used mobile tactics
similar to those used in previous campaigns have allowed later Pany historians to claim
that Mao had laid the foundation for a successful campaign before his ouster and that his
disciplesfollowedhi5advicc.
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produced locally, and of factory-made cloth; on the export side, the biggest
problems were the large income loss from foregone sales and the collapse in
market prices of rice and other export products.
Mao's administrative duties kept him deeply involved in efforts to mobilize
the resources of the Central Soviet Area to sustain the war effort and overcome
the problems caused by the unrelenting enemy pressure. Part of this activity was
in direct support of the military struggle, pan indirectly supported the war by
mobilizing and managing needed resources, and part was aimed at creating a
better long-tcnn economic infiastructurc for the region and its population.
The most important and time-consuming of the military support activities was
Red Anny recruitment As the long, enervating war dragged on, the Communists
found it increasing difficult even to replace their battle losses, let alone to expand
the Red Army to the size needed to face the huge government annies in the
direct conventional warfare advocated by the Central Committee leaders. Consequently, many documents bearing Mao's name during this three-year period,
both before and after his removal from the highest decision-making circles, deal
with or contain references to recruitment campaigns to expand the regular Red
Anny, to measures taken to encourage or aid soldiers (such as providing land
allotments for soldiers, aid to military dependents, or rcsbictions on the freedom
of soldiers' wives to divorce and remany), or to the issue of desertion. ' 1
In addition to recruinnent and retention of soldiers, the Soviet Government
under Mao's direction also spent a great deal of time and energy mobilizing the
base area population for a variety of other military support activities. Load-carrying, clothes-wa.'lhing, sandal-making, message-carrying, and a range of internal
security functions were all responsibilities of organized groups of base area
inhabitants, mostly women, chilcbcn, and the aged.82
Fund-raising and improving the overall economic productivity of the base
were other imponant areas of responsibility for the Soviet Government In the
early days of base-building, the bulk of the funds needed to support the revolutionary movement had come from extortion or seizures of funds and property
from landlords and merchants both inside and outside of Communist-controlled
81. For examples, see below, "Pulling into Effect Methods for Canying OUt the
Regulations on Preferential Treatment for the Red Army," February I, 1932; "'n the
RevoiUiionary Masses Lending Grain 10 Provide for the Red Army," Match I, 1933; "On
Redistributing the People's Food Supply to Help Provide for the Military," March 4, 1933;
"Appeal 10 the Masses in the Four XiiJn of Ruijin, Huichang, Bosheng, and Shichcng 10
Save 50,000 Dan of Grain and Sell It to the Red Army," June 1933; and "On the Question
of Red Army Deserte!S," Deecmber 15, 1933.
82. For examples, see below, "'n Emagency War Mobilization," October 13, 1932;
"Conscript the Rich Peasants and Organize Forced Labor Brigades.." November 25, 1932;
"On Mobilizati011 for War and Methods of Work," November 29, 1932; ''Order Regarding
Emergency Mobilization 10 Smash the Fifth 'Encirclement and Suppression'," October 18,
1933; and "Report on Emergency Mobilization," January 29, 1934.
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territor)'· Over time, however, the wealthier elements of the base areas' population either fled or were thoroughly expropriated, while the Centnal Soviet Area
became increasingly hemmed in by government annies and their economic
blockade. Under these circwnstances, Communist leaders were forced 10 raise
funds from the remaining, largely peasant population. Some money was raised
through the Land Investigation Movement, and through the rather sporadic and
wteven imposition of income and other taxes, but a major source of new revenue
was the issuance of government bonds. Peasants were strongly encouraged (and
sometimes coerced) 10 buy bonds and bond-purchase was thoroughly integrated
into a variety of other political and economic campaigns.83
"Economic construction" {jingjijianshe) activities were conjoined with direct
fund-raising as part of the broader effort 10 maintain productivity in the face of
the economic distortions caused by the blockade. Mao personally emphasized
the importance of making such production-raising and inftastructurc-building
activities an integral part of the war effort, but as be indicated at an economic
construction work conference held in August 1933, his opinion was not universally shared. Some cadres, he noted, felt that most large-scale projects to enhance
economic productivity were infeasible under the confused and demanding circumstances then prevailing, and that they should therefore be postponed until the
civil war was ended. On the contrary, Mao replied, without some sense that their
livelihoods were secure and potentially improving, the people of the base would
be dispirited and abandon their support for the revolution.84
Mao did, however, fully recognize the need to keep economic construction
activities related in some way 10 support of the overall war effort, and this was in
fact the case with the bulk of the projects undertaken in this field. Efforts to
improve agricultural and handicraft goods production (by, for example, opening
new land, developing waterworks, pooling tools and animals, developing cooperatives, and setting up banks and other credit agencies), to promote imports
(mostly via smuggling) and manage their disbibution and pricing within the Base
Area, and 10 develop state enterprises (such as printing plants, arsenals, and
banks) all in one way or another contributed to maintaining the government's
capacity to fight the war and enabling it to reach the population effectively.
In addition to the work of "economic construction." as head of the Soviet
Govenunent Mao was also responsible for overseeing a wide range of central
government agencies, as well as the operations of similar offices at lower levels
of the administrative hierarchy in the several provinces and numcrous:cian into
83. For examples, see below, "Promoting !he Sale of the Second Issue ofRevolutioolll)'
War Bonds," October 21, 1932; "Resolution by lhe Central Executive Committee on the
Issuance of Economic Construclion Bonds," July 22, 1933; "Oa lhe Method of Selling
Treasury Bonds," AugUSI 28, 1933; aod "Correct Commandism in SelliDg Government
Bcmds," Septembcr23, 1933.
84. For a discussion ohhese issues, see below, "Smashing the Fifth 'Encirclement and
Suppressicm' and lbe Ta.sks of Economic Con.sttuction," AuguSI 12, 1933.
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which the Base Area was divided. In addition, xian soviet governments had their

own subordinate soviet governments at the district and township level, each of
which contained branches of many of the same agencies that existed at higher
levels of the hierarchy. Many of the laws and regulations contained in this
volume are concerned with specifying the functions of these various administrative offices, and the relationships among them.
Though Mao may have had little or no involvement in drafting many of the
basic laws of the Soviet Republic promulgated at the time of the First National
Soviet Congress, he was clearly concerned with overseeing the activities of local
governments. It is notable in this regard that, whereas in his previous "rural
investigations" Mao's primary focus had been on the class suucture and economic activity of run.! society, in the Changgang and Caixi investigations conducted in November 1933 Mao devoted much of his attention to examining the
details of local government work and the participation of the population in
government-instigated political and economic campaigns. In early 1934, he further developed the ideas he had fonned on the basis of these investigations in a
text on improving the work of township government. 8S
As earlier Western works have pointed out, Communist leaders considered
local soviet governments important vehicles through which to mobilize and maintain popular support. In the context of the besieged Central Soviet Area, much of
the work of the soviets necessarily involved popular mobilization to support the
war effort, not onJy by providing resources but also by helping out with intemal
security, aid to families of Red Anny soldim, and a wide range of other tasks. In
addition, the soviets served as agencies through which tO cany out various political and social initiatives from the top down. For most such activities, the hiemrchical, vertically integrated structure ofthe soviet system was well suited.
At the same time, however, the soviets were supposed to be focal points for
the development and exercise of popular political participation. In a series of
directives, Mao denounced the practice whereby a small group of leaders at the
local level took all the decisions themselves without consulting the people at all,
or submined a list of candidates to a mass meeting, which the electors were
obliged to accept or reject en bloc. The voters, he declared. must be given the
opportunity to consider the candidates one by one, and those whom the masses
rejected should be replaced by more suitable individuals.16
85. Sec below, "Investigation ofChanggmg Township," November 18, t933; "Investigation of Caixi Township," November 26, 1933; and "'n the Work of the Township
Soviets," Aprill0,1934.
86. See below, "An hnponantlnstruction Regarding the Building of Soviets," December IS, 1931; ''Concerning Alteralioo and Increase of the Ratio of Soviet Delegates 10
Local Rcsidc!JIS," January 28. 1932; "On the Problem of Continuing the Itefono of Local
Soviet Governments," September 20, 1932; "'n the lnspeclion of the Election Movement
11 All Levels," December I, 1932; "lnslnlctions on lhe Current Election Movement,"
August9, 1933; and "This Year's Elections,'' Seplcmber 6. 1933.
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The Collapse of the Central Soviet Area
Given the pressures and uncertainties imposed by the encirclement campaigns
and the blockade, the political institution-building and economic construction
work achieved under Mao's overall administrative supervision was impressive.
Nevertheless. the long-term impact of these political and economic activities was
ultimately dependent upon the ability of the Red Army to overcome the military
threat from the government armies surrounding the base. In the fall of 1933, as
the Guomindang forces of more than 500,000 soldiers gathered for the Fifth
Encirclement Campaign finally began to inch forward and gradually tighten their
long coils of blockhouses around the Central Soviet Area, the Red Army's capacity to resist the developing offensive was increasingly called into question.
As with most earlier campaigns, the government anny's main line of attack
was from north to south, with forces on the remaining three sides of the encirclement assigned either to passive holding actions to keep the Red Army hemmed
in or to subsidiary attacks on other nearby base areas (such as Hunan-Jiangxi) to
prevent assistance from reaching the Central Soviet Area. More than thirty division9--1118Jly of them elite units commanded by Chiang Kaishek's close associates-were assigned to the government's main North Route Army, with well
over half of them concentnlted in the Nancheng-Nanfcng sector on the northeastem edge of the base, where the Xu River valley, running roughly north and
south, provided a convenient access route leading directly toward the Soviet
Republic's capital in Ruijin.
To resist the offensive, the main Red Army force in the base area could by
this time muster about 70,000 soldiers, supplemented by around 50,000 guerrillas and other "local forces." Though these figures, which reflected the achievements of the summer's intensive drives to "expand the Red Army," marked a
considerable improvement over the 30,000 to 50,000 regular Red Army soldiers
who had been available to wage previous campaigns, they were still tiny by
comparison with the nwnber of government troops arrayed against them. Moreover, the Red Army forces were now committed to confronting the enemy with
conventional warfare methods, which put more of a premium on nwnbers and
weapons than on speed and mobility. In addition, they were exhausted by months
of nearly continuous operations and divided both physically and politically.
Rather than resting the Red Army after the FoW1h Encirclement Campaign,
Bo Gu and his associates had rried to exploit the army's victories by launching
several follow-up attacks between late March and June 1933 against xian towns
and government troops on the northern edge of the Base Area. These banles, all
of which were unsuccessful, were costly both in casualties and in the energy
expended, neither of which could be easily replaced.
During the same period the Rerumed Student leaders engaged in organizational reshuffling and strategic planning designed to increase their military control. As part of this effort, on May 8, the Military Affairs Commission was
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separated more fully from the Red Army's operational leadership. The commission offices, which hitherto had usually been located together with Red
Army headquaners at or near the front, were removed to Ruijin. Although
Zhu De (now generally considered to be Mao's ally) remained as concurrently Red Army commander and chairman of the commission, Xiang Ying
and Do Gu also joined the commission, and it was specified that whenever
Zhu was at the front (which during this period was essentially all the time),
Xiang would serve as acting chairman. These changes gave the Returned
Students effective control over the commission and an additional institutional
base from which to issue orders to frontline leaders such as Zhu and Zhou
Enlai.
On June 13, Party leaders complemented these changes with a new strategic
directive calling for what was tenned "separate warfare" ifenli zuozhan). Acknowledging the difficulty of attacking the enemy's strong northern forces, the
directive divided the main Red Army into separate Eastern and Central annies,
which would operate in Fujian and Jianpi, respectively. While the Central
Army tied down enemy forces in Jiangxi, the Eastern Army would first drive
into western Fujian to neutralize the Nineteenth Route Army, then turn back
northwest to attack the flank ofthe Jiangxi enemy.
Despite objections from Zhou Enlai and Zhu De, who opposed both the
general idea of dividing the army and the specific plan for attacking the
Nineteenth Route Army (a force of ambiguous and shifting loyalties not
controlled by Chiang Kaishek), the application of this plan began on July I
with the designation of Peng Dehuai's Third Army Group and some attached forces as the Eastern Army, During the three-month period between
this date and the beginning of the enemy's Fifth Encirclement Campaign at
the end of September, Peng's forces ranged widely throughout western and
central Fujian.
Amid ongoing bickering among frontline and rear echelon leaders over how
to employ the force, the Eastern Army won significant victories, but moved too
frequently and quickly to consolidate and incorporate into the base any of the
territory through which it passed. The rigors of this extended campaign, coming
on the heels of the difficult struggle against the Fourth Encirclement Campaign
and occurring amidst the oppressive heat of a South China summer and the
illness it brought, also led to an upsurge of casualties more numerous than the
relative trickle of new recruits coming in. Moreover,left behind in Jiangxi, the
Central Army was further weakened while trying alone and in vain to stem the
buildup of enemy troops and fonifications along the northern front of the Base
Area.
Thus, rather than being rested, prepared, and united to meet the new campaign, the Red Army was debilitated, discouraged, and divided. To complicate
matters still further, at this moment the already-fragmented base area military
leadership received a controversial and opinionated addition in the person ofthe
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Soviet military advisor Otto Braun.17 Braun came to Jiangxi at the invitation ofBo
Gu, who had become ~uai~ed :With ~~m- when both worked in Shanghai in the
fall of 1932. Soon after his amvalm Ru1Jin 1n late September 1933, Blaun began to
exert considerable influence on military affairs.
Technically, Braun was only an advisor, but Party historians assert that because
Bo and most of the other Returned Students had little or no military experience, in
practice they allowed Braun to make military decisions and direct rhe movement
of Red Army troops. Braun was billeted in a small house in the Ruijin suburb of
Shazhouba, from which during the following months he spent most of his time
directing resistance to the government offensive, poring over the crude maps
available, and issuing a stream of orders through his two interpreters.a•
Braun's tmining in the Soviet Union may have inclined him toWald a style of
conventional warfare fought along regular front lines. In any case, the Returned
Student leaders, with their emphasis on aggressive expansion, assaults on major
cities, and well-ordered. centnll.ized chains of command, found this style congenial.
For some frontline military and political leaders such as Zhu De and Zhou F.nlai,
however, the approach of Braun and the Returned Students seemed inflexible and
ill-suited to the strengths and ~umstances of the Red Amly. The political dominance of the Returned Studem leadership enswed that the miHtary struggle against
the Fifth Encirclement Campaign would employ these methods, but residual resistance from recalcitrant leaders meant that &ict:ion over military affairs would also
continue.
One such divergence of opinion occum:d in the opening stages of the Fifth
Campaign. As noted above, topography, disposition of forces, and the history of
past campaigns together indicated that the main government attack would thrust
south along the Xu River valley in eastern Jiangxi. Perforce, this line of advance
would proceed through a series of small, walled xian towns--Nancheng,
Nanfeng. Guangchang---tbat were sbung out at intervals along the upper reaches
of the valley. At some distance from the river in the more mountainous country
to irs east and west were other xian towns--Lichuan and Yihuang--t:hat were
strategically placed to guard the Danks of the valley. Together, as commanders

----a7.0tto

Btaun (1900-1974), born in MW1ich, was known in China as U De ("Lithe
Getman"). He joined 1hc Oc:nnan CorJKIIIDiist hey after lbe Fint World War, and was active
in the party's iruelligence services, as wcU as in seuing up pamnililar)' groups. Atrested in
1926, he was rescued in 1928 from prison in Berlin, and fled 10 the Soviet Union, when: he
graduated from lhe Fnmze Mililar)' Acldemy.ln 1932, he was scn110 China by Sovicl military
inldligcnce, and worked finr in Harbin and Shanghai in the context of Anti-Japanese W11
bdon: going 10 Ruijin. For an annorated rranslltion of Braun's own cuniculum vitae, see the
article by Fn:derick S. LitteD 10 appear in Twentieth Centwy China, November 1997. BraWl's
reminiSCCDCes can be found in Otto Braun, Chi1resische Aujzsicllnwrgen (Berlin: Dierz Verlag,
1973); !he English version is entidcd A Comintem Agent in China, 1931-1939 (Sianford:
SIBnford Univcniry Pn:ss, 1982) (bcn::aftcr Braun, Comintem Agent).
88. Mao in the OMMll SoMe~, p. 492, and Wu Xiuq11111, Wode licheng (1908-1949) [My
CbCr (1908-1949)] (Beijing: JiefangjWI chubanshe, 1984), pp. 69-71. Wu was Bmun's main
inlerprcter during this period.
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on both sides realized, this complex of towns and lemin constituted the "door''
into the hcat1 of the Base Area, and it was in this region that the decisive banlcs
of the Fifth Campaign were fought
As govenunent forces sat poised to jump off on the main attack up the valley,
they prudently moved first in late September to protect their eastern flank by
seizing the Communist·held town ofLichuan. As most of the Red Army troops
available to defend the area had left to accompany the Eastern Army's campaign
in Fujian, the town fell quickly. Zhou Enlai and Zhu De, who had been watching
the enemy buildup with increasing alarm, bad for some time vainly w-ged Xiang
Ying to order the Eastern Army back to the Base Area to help blunt the impend·
ing offensive by staging preemptive attacks on the enemy's northern staging
areas. By the time the orders were finally issued, however, Lichuan was on the
verge of being taken and the initiative had been lost
Zhou then telegraphed Xiang that the best policy at this point would be to use
mobile tactics by feinting an attack on Lichuan (which was now in fact too
heavily fortified to recapture) to occupy the enemy, and then driving into their
rear areas. But Otto Braun insisted that Lichuan must be recaptured, and to this
end both the Central and Easteni annies were forced to stage a series of abortive
attacks in October and November against various heavily defended towns, forti·
ficcllines, and communications points in tbe region.
Designed to recapture territory and disrupt the govcmmcnt offensive, these
unsuccessful attacks instead only weakened the Red Army, cased the enemy's
future advance, and led to recriminations and scapegoating within base area
militaty circles. Although Mao himself seems not to have been involved directly
in any of these operations, Bo Gu and his associates nonetheless blamed the loss
ofLichuan on the influence of residual "gueni.llaism" and ''flightism," and associated this and other failings with practices of the Mao-inspired "Luo Ming
Line,.. which was then still under heavy attack. An experienced cadre named
Xiao Jingguang.89 who had commanded both the Fujian.Jiangxi Military Region
(with headquaners in Lichuan) and a Red Army unit involved in one of the
disastrous attacks, was blamed for both faihues; he was cashiered, tried as a Luo
Ming Line exemplar, and sentenced to five years in prison. 90
The capture and fonification of Lichuan and its surrounding area had cleared
the way for the start of the government army's main Xu valley offensive. Just as
this was getting underway, bowevcr, events in the neighboring province offujian distracted Chiang Kaishek and hls generals, and led to a major troop rede·

89. Xiao Jingguang (I 903-1989) was a native of Changsha. In 1921, be wen110 sludy
in the Soviet Union, wberc be joined lhe Chinese CommuniS! Party in 1922. Rctwning to
China in 1924,bcparticipeted in the Northern Expedition. From 1927to 1930, he attended
lhe Leningrad Military Academy.
90. Though Mao was cveniUally able lo have him quietly released and assigned lo
teach at the Red Anny Univcnily, Xiao was nol fully rehabilitated unlil after the Zunyi
Conference.
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ployment that brought a temporary halt to the anti-Communist campaign. The
Fujian rebellion (or Fujian Incident, as this disturbance is called in Chinese
sources) also presented the base area leadership with a significant, but complicated and controVersial, opportunity to obtain new allies at a time when they
were hard pressed to manage on their own.
Simply put, the Fujian Incident consisted of an unsuccessful attempt by a
group of politicians and military officers to establish a new government independent of the Guomindang government of Chiang Kaishek in Nanjing. The
principal officers of the Nineteenth Route Army, then stationed in FujianChen Mingshu, Cai Tingkai, and Jiang Guangnai--had been mutually associated since the mid-1920s and had become progressively disgruntled with
Chiang Kaishek's leadership. 91 After the army became famous for stoutly resisting the Japanese in Shanghai in January 1932, Chiang sought to lessen the
danger that the force might pose to his own rCgime by reassigning it to Communist-suppression duty in Fujian, work which if pursued diligently might weaken
both this maverick army and his even more dangerous Red Army antagonists.
Once in Fujian, however, the Nineteenth Route Army leadm devoted themselves
primarily to carving out a secure military base and an increasingly independent
political regime of their own. By coope181ing with a nwnber of Fujian-based politicians (themselves loosely associated within political groups such as the Third Party
and the Social Democratic Party) who sought to carry out socioeconomic and political refonns more radical than those of the Nanjing government, and by appealing to
opponents of Chiang Kaishek outside of Fujian, Chen Mingshu and his associates
bad come by laiC 1933to constitule a serious threat to Chiang and his govcmmcnt.'2
91. Chen MiJigshu (1890-1965), %i Zhcnru, was a native ofOuangdong and had been
govemoroflhal province from l9291o 1931. In 1931, he was named commander-in-chief of
the anti-Communist forces in Jiangx.i. When the Ninctocnth Roull: Army pined international
f"ame in 1932 by its resis!ance to the Japanese in Shanghai, attention was focused on Cai
Tingkai and Jiang Guangnai, who wen: in clwJc oflhc combat operations, but Chen, as overall
c:ommander, also saw his repulalion enhanced. Cai Tingkai (1892-1968) was also a native of
Guangdong, as was Jiang Guangnai (1888-1967), zi Jinp. <..'hen Mingshu, who returned to
China liom a trip 10 Ewopc in early 1933, was the prime mov<:r in the Fujian rebellion.
92. The most compn:hensive English-language account of the aetivilies oflhe Fujian leaders
is Lloyd Eastman, The AbortiW /lewJ/ution: China under Nmionalist Rule, 1927-J9J7 (Cambridge. MA: Harvard Univemty Press, 1974), ch. 3 (hen:aftcr Eastman, Abor!M JM.olu.
tion). Aa:ounls focusing on Ccmmunisl involvement include William f. DoniU, '1be fujian
Rebellion and lheCCP: A Case of Maoist Revision," China Quarterly 37 (January-Man::h 1969),
pp. 31-53; fredcric:k S. Litten, 1beCCP and the fujian Rebellion," &!publir:xm Chi1111, Vol. 14,
no. I (November 1988).pp. 57-74; Kuo,A~tt~lydca/Hi.story, Vol. 2,pp. 553-58. 574-76; Bnl.un,
Cominlern Agent, pp. 61-66; and "'fujian shibian' qianhou, wo dang yu shijiu lujun jianli
hezuo guanxi de jinguo" (The Process of Establishing Cooperative Relations Between OUr
Pany and the Nineteenth Rou1e Army at the Time of the "'1'\!iian Incident'), in Zhonggong
dtJngshi :iliDD zhllllnli yanjiu ji-di er ci guonei geming zltan:lwng shiqi, (2) (Collection of
Specialized Rescuch on Pary Histocy Materials--the Period of !he Scalnd Revolutionary Civil
War [Vol 2)), ed. Zbonggong zbongyang clanphi ziliao zben&ji weiyuanhui zhengji yal\jiushi,
pp. 235-52 (hereafter"'Fujian shibian' qianhou").
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one of the anti-government groups to which the Fujian leaders reached out
was the Conununist Party. Though Nineteenth Route Anny troops had entered
areas of western Fujian contested by the Communists, they had been more assiduous in suppressing local warlords and militias than in seeking conflict with the
Red Anny. In mid-September 1933, the Fujian leaders went beyond passive
avoidance of conflict by advocating an alliance with Communist forces in the
Centtal Soviet Area.
This initiative of the Fujian leaders took the fonn of a response to the Communist Party's proclamation of January 1933 offering to conclude an agreement
with any armed force prepared to oppose Japanese aggression, on three conclitions: (I) Immediately stop attacking the soviet areas; (2) Immediately guarantee
the masses' democratic rights; (3) Immediately ann the popular masses to create
a volunteer anny to defend China.9' This proposal was frequently reiterated
during the ensuing months, as Japan's invasion of China continued to unfold,
and the threat of Guomindang "Encirclement and Suppression" made the Communists feel more and more the need to seek allies. 94
Although the criteria of the Communist offer of an operational agreement
were arguably applicable to the Nineteenth Route Anny and its leaders, their
overture to Ruijin was only one of many they made during this period to potential anti-Chiang allies across a broad political spectrum, as part of efforts to line
up support for their plaruted new government. The Cenbal Committee invited the
Fujian leaders to send representatives to Ruijin for negotiations, while at the
same time the Nineteenth Route Army and Red Army forces entered into a de
facto armistice. In early October, Fujian plenipotentiaries arrived in Ruijin bearing a letter for Zhu De and Mao. Though Zhu and Mao apparently saw the
visitors during their stay, and were cenainly apprised of what was going on,
Zhou Enlai and Ye Jianying95 actually supervised the talks, while Pan Hannian96
undertook most of the face-to-face negotiation.
93. For the fii'SC slatement of lhis position, see below, "Proclamation of the Provisional Central Government and the Revolutionary Military Conunission of the Workers'
and Peaunts' RedAnny," Januacy- 17, 1933.
94. See below, in panicular, "Oppose Japanese lmperialism's Occupation ofRche and
Anack on Beiping and Tianjin," Much 3, 1933; the proclamation of June I, 1933, denouncing the Tanggu Truce; and "Circular Telegram Opposjna the Guomindana's Recent
Dalian Conrerence for Selling Out the Country," July 1933.
9S. Ye Jianyina (1897-1986) was a native of Guangdong. who joined the Chinese
Communist Party in 1927 after panieipating in the Northern Expedition. In December
1927, he was one of the leaders or the Ouangzhou Uprising (Canton Commune). From
1928 to 1930, he srudied at the University of the •·ar East in Moscow. On rctumiog to
China, after a brief period in Shanghai, he went to the Central Soviet Area in 193Iand
became c:hiefohtaffofthe First Front Anny.
96. Pan Hannian (1906-1977), alternative name Jianxing, pen name Xiaokai, was a
native of Jiangsu. He joined the Chinese Communist Party in 1925 in Sbanghai. In 1933,
he was head of the Propaganda Department of the Party's Central Bureau.
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On October 26, the two sides reached a preliminary agreement calling for
resistance to Japanese imperialism and Chiang Kaishek's government, a
ceasefire between Red Anny and Fujianese forces, exchange of emissaries, reestablishment of commerce between the base and the Fujian coast, and release of
political prisoners and freedom of operation for "all revolutionary groups" in
Fujian. Pan Hannian went secretly to Fuzhou to act as liaison with the Fujian
leaders; subsequently, the ceasefire went into effect, the blockade was relaxed,
and limited steps were taken to release prisoners and otherwise cany out the
provisions of the preliminary agreement. 97
On November 20, Fujianese leaders proclaimed the establishment of a
People's Revolutionary Government, called on Chiang K.aishek to resign, urged
anti-Chiang leaders in Guangdong and Guangxi to support the new government,
and strongly reaffinned their opposition to imperialism. However, virtually no
powerful national figures publicly supported the Fujian leaders, and Chiang
Kaishek rapidly shifted numerous elite divisions away from the Fifth Encirclement Campaign and into positions along the northern Fujian border. By January
I, 1934--far earlier than Fujianese leaders had thought possible--a full-scale
government invasion ofFujian was underway.
The question of whether or not to aid the Fujian forces proved vexing and
controversial for base area leaders. The quandary was whether the ba1ance of
ideological and concrete risks and rewards tilted toward active military support
of the Fujian leaders or toward a policy of standing aside ''to watch the tigers
fight." On the one hand, many base area leaders felt that they deeply needed help
to repel overwhelmingly superior enemy forces, and to break the economic
blockade of the base. Now they were presented with such belp, in the shape ofa
political/military force of some substance that had a modicum of commitment to
socioeconomic refonn, had at least rhetorically met the Party's preconditions for
cooperation, and had already begun to provide such concrete benefits to the base
as a ceasefire and trade resumption.
On the other hand, the Nineteenth Route Anny's relations with the Red Army
had been ambiguous. Moreover, the new government in Fujian was a heterogeneous congeries of politicians that had also sought support from a variety of
conservative warlords and other anti-Communists. Their commitment to refonn
thus seemed more cynical than sincere. Almost from the stan, the new government had also displayed deep factional fissures. debilitating indecisiveness, and a
surprising lack of plaMing for dealing with the consequences of their challenge
to Chiang's government. Their assistance thus seemed likely to be ineffectual.
97. The text of the Oc10ber 26 PreJiminary Agreement is 1ranslaled in Saich, Rise 10
Power, pp. 605-6. On November 27 in Changting, lhe two sides signed an additional
agreement specifying miliwy demarcation liacs and respective zones of operation for the
Red Army and the Nineteenth Route Army. See"'Fujian shibian' qianhou," p. 242, and
Cemrol Base History, pp. 484--85.
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Finally, the refonns advenised by the Fujian leaders were products of radical
subgroups within the new government (the Third Party and the Social Democratic
Party) that base area leaders had long insisted were subversive rivals rather tlwJ
potential allies. In fact, these parties had been prime largels of the divisive and
deadly campaign to suppress counterrevolutionaries in Communist-controlled
areas of Fujian. To join with them now would be a politically unpalatable reversal
of policy and an implicit admission of past error.
As with most issues during this period, intra-Pany deliberations on this case
were manifestly complicated by factional and other animosities., but the positions
taken by individual leaders are uncommonly obscure. This is particularly the
case regarding Mao, who was apparently by this time once again assuming a
substantial-if largely infonnal--role in high-level decision-making following
the long hiatus imposed by the Ningdu Conference. Though retrospective comments on the Fujian Incident by Mao and others portray this as another example
of a clear rwo-line struggle between Returned Students such as Bo Gu, who
mistakenly opposed cooperation, and Mao and others who correctly supponed
it,98 this may well be a misleading view both of the debate as a whole and of
Mao's panicular position in it. Unfortunately, the infonnation currently available
is not sufficient to reach a fmn conclusion on the matter.99
It is clear, at least, that differences of opinion led the base area leadership into a
lengthy period of vacillation on the question of how 10 react 10 Chiang Kaishek's
invasion of Fujian and consequent postponement of the Fit\h Encirclement Campaign. All agreed that it made sense 10 take some action 10 profit &om the lull in the
enemy advance, but bow? One view, urged by Comintem militaJy advisor Manfted
98. The April20, 1945, "Resolution oftbe CCP Cenual Committee on Certain Historical Quesaions" S1ale5 thai tbe "enoneous 'left' line ... was applied io the Fujian Incident."
(Saich, Rise 10 Power, p. 1168.)
99. Several sources assert tbat Mao either opposed or was vay cautious about cooperation with the Fujian government. Sec Braun, Cominrem Agenr, p. 63; Gong Ow, Wo yu
lrongjun (I and the Red Army) (Hong Kong; South Wind, 1954), p. 364; Kuo, A.IUllyrical
History, Vol. 2, p. 575 (citiog ioformation fTom ex-Cornmuoist Chen Jan [Ran]); and
Litten, ''The CCP and the Fujian Rebellion,'" p. 62 (citing 1935 Russian reports from
Comintcm China advisers Artbur Ewert and Manfred Stem). All but the last of these are
accounts by individuals who are definitely hostile to Mao. Still, the agreement among so
many diverse sources is striking. This view is also consistent with the December message
Mao and Zhu De sent to the Fujian leaders (tmnsJated below), and with Mao's steadfast
promotion of the campaigns to s~ss counterrevolutionaries, which might have disinclined him to embrace radical elements within the Fujian government. Retrospectively, on
the other hand. in Chapter 5, section 8 of"Problems of Strategy in China's Revolutionary
War," Mao asserted that, at the time of the Fujian Incident, ''the main forces of the Red
Anny should without a doubt have moved into the JiiiDgsu-ZhejiBIIg-Anhui-Jiangxi region,
with Zhcjiang as the center, IUid swept over the length and breadth of the area between
Hangzhou, Suzbou, Naojiog. Wuhu, Nanchang, and Fuzhou. turning our strategic defensive into a Sllalegic offensive, menacing 1he Cllemy's vital centers and seeking battle in the
vase areas where there were DO blockhouses." Whether at the lime Mao ICIUally advocated
so bold an alternative strategy it is impossible to say.
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Stem from Shanghai, involved moving the main Red Army to the no11hwestem
edge of the base and then breaking out of the encirclement to strike into northern
Jiangxi. The other, apparently advanced by Peng Dehuai, was a revival of proposals widely bruited about several years earlier (by Mao among others), which
called for a drive to link up with the Communist base area still surviving in the
Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiangx.i border area and then using this tmitory as a steppingstone
for a fiuther drive toWard the center of Guomindang power in Jiangnan.
Given the circumstances, both of these ideas were hopelessly grandiose. The
second plan, however, would involve moving the Red Anny directly across the
flank and rear of the government troops then invading Fujian, thus disrupting
their anack and indirectly relieving the Fujian government. Nonetheless, Stem
(and perhaps Braun as well) insisted that the western breakout plan be attempted
instead, and Bo Gu acquiesced. Execution of the plan was half-hearted at best
and apparently no serious breakout was acrually anempted, but it did lead to the
movemeqt of part of the Red Anny westw&Id. Frontline leaders Zhou Enlai and
Zhu De were opposed to splitting the Red Army in this way and conveyed their
objections bluntly and vociferously to Bo, Braun, and Xiang Ying, especially
after the weakened Red Amty force remaining in the Jiangxi-Fujian border area
suffered heavy battle casualties. 100
These events probably contributed to a reorganization of the military command structure that also took place during this period. As noted, the existing,
friction-laden division of command between ftontlinc and rear echelon leaden
had been reluctantly tolerated when the Red Anny relied on mobile warfare.
Now, with the enemy's blockhouse strategy restricting movement and forcing
more use of positional warfare, the need for divided leadenhip was less apparent, while its potential for encouraging misunderstanding or willful disobedience remained onerous. To resolve the issue, Bo Gu and Otto Braun visited the
ftontline headquarters of Zhu De and Zhou En1ai where, as Bra\DI blandly commented later, "We quickly agreed that the integration of both headquarters would
be the best solution." This "integration," completed by early January 1934, involved the complete abolition of tbe frontline army headquarten and the relocation ofZhu and Zhou to the offices of the Military Commission in Ruijin. 101
As Party leaders were ttying to get their own house in order, they were also
giving mixed signals to the Fujian leaden. While themselves deliberating indecisively, Party leaden publicly criticized the Fujian People's Government for similar inaction, accusing it of failing either to prepare a credible military response
to Chiang's invasion or to take meaningful steps to cany out their agreement
with the Conununists. The first of these criticisms came in a published Central
Committee comment on December S; it was followed on December 20 by a
100. Jill Cbongji, ZJiu De zhuan (BioJ111Phy of Zhu De) (Beijing: Zbongyang ~an
chubanshe, 1993). p. 318 (hereafter Jin, Zllu De); ... Fujian shibiaD' qianbou," pp. 249-SO;
Braun, Comlmenr.(genr,pp. 63-65; 1Dd CMtml BDSeA.r«~, pp. 487-92.
101. BraiDI, Comintem Agen1, pp. 46-47,111111 Zhou Enloi nionpu, pp. 256-58.
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telegram from Mao and Zhu De demanding inunediate compliance with the
preliminary agreement, decisive military action against Chiang, and firm mass
mobilization as conditions for Communist military aid. 102
Soon thereafter Communist actions briefly suggested that military aid was in
fact underway. On January 9, a Fujian representative arrived in Ruijin to request
such aid, and base area leaders dispatched a cadre to Fujian as a "military liaison
officer." Meanwhile, Communist troops slowly advanced deeper into Fujian; as
they marched, they requested that the Nineteenth Route Army cooperate with
them in attacks on Chiang's forces.IOl
But these moves were too little, too late. Under Chiang's attack, Fujianese
resistance collapsed in a welter of factional squabbles, defections, and frantic
retreats. As their fortunes sank, critical Communist rhetoric once more assailed
them. A second Mao-Zhu telegram, sent on January 13 when the Fujianese forces
were already near defeat, reiterated earlier points, couched now as ''w"gent: m:ommcndations" rather than "demands." but studiously avoided direct mention of Red
Army aid. By January 22, the rebellion was over, most of its leaders defected to the
Nanjing side or fled to Hong Kong, while the Nineteenth Route Amly was abolished
and the bulk of its troops were absorbed into the government army. 104
In the end, the Communists gained little from the Fujian Incident except a
brief respite from enemy attack. After the rebellion was crushed, the respite
ended and government armies again began their inexorable advance. Now, however, instead of the quiescent Nineteenth Route Anny on their eastern flanJc, the
Red Anny had to contend with several of Chiang's divisions which had participated in the Fujian invasion and were now simply turned aroWld and used to
attack the flank of the base.
Though the base area leaders had not gained any military advantage from the
lull in the fighting, it did give them more leisure to participate in two major
meetings that had been in the planning stages for some time. One of these was
the Fifth Plenum of the Sixth Central Conuninee, which was held on January
15-18, 1934; the other was the Second National Soviet Congress, which convened from January 22 to February I.
In 1945 the Mao-sponsored Central Committee resolution "On Certain HiSIOr·
ical Questions" characterized the Fifth Plenum as having marked ''the peak of
development of the third 'left' line." It is certainly clear that the meeting was
dominated by Bo Gu and the Returned Student leadership, and that it reiterated
102. The text of the Central Conuninee conunentaJy is availabJe in Cenw/ Committee
Documents (1933). pp. 449-.53. For the Mao telegram, see below, ''The First Telegram
Scot by the Interim Central Government to the People's ltevolulionary Govenunent of

Fujian and the Nineteenth Route Army."
103. "'Fujian shibian' qianhou," p. 250.
104. Eastman, Abortive RevolutitJn, pp. 133-37. For tbc Mao-Zbu telegram, see
below, "Second Telepam ftom the In1erim Central Government to the People's Revolutionary Government ofFujian."
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lhe general evaluation
the contemporary situation and the overall policy approach that had first been articulated at the Fourth Plenum in early 1931. The
resolution, based on Bo Gu's keynote report to the plenum, probably looking
ahead to the imminent convocation of the National Soviet Congress, tried to
emphasize unity and concord as much as possible; in particular, the resolution
pointed criticism
Party and
was notable for its generality and relative lack
government affairs in the Central Soviet Area. lOS
At the same time, however, even the scanty inronnation available about the
plenum indicates the extent or the intra-Party conflict that continued to simmer
beneath the surface. Only three repons were presented at the meeting, and there
were no reports or resolutions dealing with such important (and contentious)
areas as military affairs and land work. More significantly. Party historians state
that although Zhou Enlai participated in the at:tual meeting, he was deliberately
excluded from the important report-drafting and other preparatory work leading
up to the plenum. No reason is given ror this exclusion, but irit indeed happened
it may have been related to bad reeling over issues such as aid to the Nineteenth
Route Anny and the military command rcorganization. 106
But the most notable absentee from the plenum and its surrounding u:tivities
was Mao. Some Party histories imply that Mao was not allowed to participate.
This seems unlikely in the light both
past practice and
the ract that the
plenum reelected Mao to Politburo membership. It is more likely that, as hostile
sources state, be voluntarily chose not to participate. Ono Braun's remembrance
orthe circumstances is instructive:

or

or

or

or

Even bcrore the Central Comminee Plenum he [Mao] introduced a note or
discord into the apparent harmony by staling that his poor health would not
pennit his participation. He actually did stay away. Po Ku [Bo Gu] remarked
sarcastically that Mao was once again suffering from a "diplomatic disorder"
because he was offended that Lo Fu [Luo Fu, that is, Zhang Wentian] rather
than be was to give the report "On the Chinese Soviet Movement and its
Task," and that his demand 10 be admined into the Politburo's Standing Commince had not been granted.I01
Braun and other SOUJCCS both fiiendly and hostile to Mao indicate that there
was considerable criticism or Mao at the Fifth Plenum. Almost certainly, by the
time the plenum was convened, the main decisions to be ratified at the upcoming
soviet congress and carried out soon thereafter had already been taken. Mao
would thercrore have been aware that, although he would remain titular head

or

lOS. For the 1945 resolution, see Saich, Riselo Power, p. 1168. Bo Gu's resolution is
transiBied in Ibid., pp. 609-22.
106. ZJrou Enlai nionpu, p. 259, and Mao ill 1he Cenll'tll Soviel, p. 465. As suuements
!hat Zhou did no1 help prepare for lhe plenum bave lhe convenient effect of minimizing
Zhou's connection with a meeling now deemed to have pe[J)CIUI.ICd an aroneous Pany
line, !hey should be viewed wilh caution.
107. Braun, Comintem .4gent, p. 49.
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the Soviet Government, Zhang Wentian had been chosen to replace him as chairman
of the Council of People's Commissars. As a result, Mao would have less direct
control over the government's major administrative departments and become
little more than a figurehead. This being the case, he chose not to participate.
Zhang Wentian was a Retwned Student who had accompanied Bo Gu to
Ruijin in early 1933. Nevertheless, according to Party historians. Zhang eventually carne to question the way Bo and Braun were handling the defense of the
base, and he gradually established friendJy relations with Mao. By assigning
Zhang to head the Council of People's Conunissars, it is said that Bo was
cleverly seeking to kill two birds with one stone: pushing Zhang into a more
marginal office where his disagreement would be less troublesome, while also
diluting Mao's power by having him share government power with someone
who still maintained a foot in both c:amps.l 01
Little of this was visible at the Second National Soviet Congress which, like
the FiJSt Congress in 1931, was primarily an exercise in public celebration of
achievements, summing-up of progress, and outlining of agreed-upon future goals,
ralher than an occasion for tbe aiJing of conflic:t and debating alternative policies.
The reports to the congress. including Mao's lengthy report on the work of the
Central Executive Committee and the Council of People's Commissars (delivered on
Januuy 24 and 25 and discussed for several days thereafter). were in this vein.
Mao's report began by comprehensively surveying (complete with statistics
and charts) all areas of the government's base-building work, including soviet
administration and elections, land affairs, labor work, various aspects of "economic construction," and support for the Red Anny. This he followed with a
ralher genenalized listing of remaining mors and deficiencies and a call for their
rectification, all set in the context of the need for continuing effort to prevail over
the government encirclement campaign. After the delegates had engaged in two
days of small-group discussions of this report, the congress reconvened in genenal session to hear Mao's commentary on the discussion, including some refutation of erroneous statements made in the small groups. More spontaneous and
prcswnably less collective a product than the formal report, this speech provided
Mao with the opportunity to personalize his presentation with examples drawn
from his own researeh and experience. Although the thrust of the points made
did not depart significantly from the line presented in the report, there were some
nuances which are worthy ofmention.UW
Most notable was perhaps the relatively sober and realistic tone of both the
report and the conclusion. In the summer of 1930, during the high tide of the Li
Lisan Line, Mao had predicted the rapid victory of revolution not only in China,
but in the whole world. 110 Similar utterances, couched in slightly less chiliastic
108. MaoinrheCenlriJISovier,pp.514-15.
109. For the texts of Mao's report and the subsequent commentary, sec below, "ReNational Soviet Congress." January 24-35, 1934, and "Conclusions
Regarding the Repon of the Cen1ral Executive," January 27, 1934.
110. See, in panieular, the ICXI ofJunc 25, 1930, Volume m, pp. 457-59.
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tenns, dating ftom the years 1931-1933,_can also be found in the present volume. By the time of the Second Congress 1n January 1934, however, though Mao
still evoked the possibility of ultimate victory, and even mentioned China's
prominent place in the world revolution, be did so in much soberer terms. In his
conclusions, be criticized both the view that tbe Fifth Encirclement bad been ''thoroughly smashed," and the opposite error of underestimating the Red Anny's
achievements. While declaring that "a solid foundation" for smashing the
auomindang otfensivc had been laid, he did not claim that victoJy would be easy.
Whether Mao expressed bimscJf in these tcnns primarily because his own advice
had not been followed. or on the basis of his analysis of the facts, is a moot point.
The confident, optimistic mood that prevailed, at least on the surface,
throughout most of the congress was abruptly shaken ncar the end by news that
government forces freed up by the collapse of the Fujian regime bad begun a
new assault on tl)e northern "door'' to the Base Area. The congress came to a hurried
conclusion and the several hundred delegates rapidly returned to lbcir respective
duties, fully aware of the magnitude of the struggle that still lay before them.
Thereafter both external and internal pressures on the Central Soviet Area and
its leadership increased rapidly. Throughout February and March, as annics on
other fronts advanced slowly or held their opposing forces in place, the
government's main Xu valley offensive pushed steadily southward against srubbom Red Army resistance. By early April, Chiang's generals bad assembled an
overwhelming force behind the long lines of "tortoise shells" (as Red Army
soldiers colloquially tcnned the enemy blockhouses) that now curved around the
Red Army defenses guarding the approaches to the xian city of Guangchang.
Beyond Guangchang lay the base's "great rear area," on whose economic and
human resoW"CCS depended the effectiveness of the Red Anny and, ultimately,
the viability of the entire Central Soviet Area. Recognizing the importance of the
location, Ono Braun and other military decision-makers chose this as the time
and place to wage the campaign's decisive banle. On April 10, full-scale combat
broke out north ofGuangchang. Braun and Bo Gu had recently reestablished the
Red Anny frontline headquarters just outside the city, and they and Zbu De now
moved there ftom Ruijin to direct operations. Nonetheless, government troops
succeeded in taking the city after eighteen days of fierce combat, in which the
Red Anny lost nearly one-fifth of the total forces conunined to the ban1e. 111
This defeat made the loss of the heart of the base virtually inevitable. Though
government armies took weeks to consolidate their victory, by early sununer
they were once again pressing south. At the same time, the concentration of Red
Army units for the Guangchang banle weakened defenses elsewhere, so that
Ill. In Braun's memoirs, many passages of which seem aimed at refutiog subsequent
Chinese criticisms of him and his milituy acumen, he stresses that the decision 10 make a
stand at Guangchang was made in meetings ancnded by all major Party and anny leaders,
including Mao. See Braun, Comintern Agent, pp. 67-70; lin Chongji, Zhu De zhUDn, pp.
321-22; 1111d Mao In the Cen1ral Soviet, pp. 495--98.
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enemy armies on other fronts began to make more rapid progress as well.
The fall of Guangchang also intensified rancor within the base area leader·
ship. Chinese accounts place primary blame on the arrogant stubbornness of
Braun and Do Gu, and provide anecdotes detailing bow one leader after an·
other-Peng Dchuai, Zbou Enlai, Zhang Wentian----angrily but vainly castigated
lhem for their inflexibility. For his part, Braun attributes the conflict to a combination of behind-the-scenes instigation by Mao and overeager accommodation to
him by Do Gu and other Party leaders.
Whatever basis these charges and countercharges may have bad, the fact
remained that the Red Anny and the Base Area as a whole were caught in an
increasingly untenable situation that even much more flexible policies and harmonious personal relations could at this point have done little to reverse. Following the Guangchang defeat, Party leaders intensively thought, talked, and
wrote about the problems they faced in dealing with the enemy's blockhouse
strategy, but could agree on no new defensive strategy that might work better
than the obviously ineffectual tactics of ushort, swift thrusts" that Braun had
articulated some months earlier.112
By the time Guangchang fell, the combination of years of heavy fighl.ing,
conflict generated by Communist refonns and political campaigns, and the stringent economic blockade had already significantly disrupted the lives of base area
inhabitants. As the size and resource base of the Central Soviet Area shrank, and
Soviet Government extractions of grain, money, and Red Anny recruits increased during the Fifth Encirclement Campaign, the level of disgruntlement and
fear ftarther intensified. By 1934, what had been a relative "trickle of refugees
leaving the Base Area bad swollen to a steady stream that now included not only
fonnerly well-off families whom the revolution had impoverished and persecuted, but also an increasing number of ordinary peasants forced out by the
property desbuCtion and economic hardship accompanying the war.
An upsurge of "counterrevolutionary" activities also occurred as people
sought to adjust their behavior to the growing cost and danger of association with
what increasingly appeared to be a collapsing rigime. Elite-led militias and
sworn brotherhoods had never completely vanished from the base, and with the
112. "Short. swift thrusts" was a concept that sought to avoid costly assaults on
blockhouses by waiting UDtil enemy troops left the fortifications to move to new positions.
at which time they could be rough! in the open. In practice the idea did not wodr. weJI: it
proved difficult to time the attacks properly, the enemy advanced over such shon distances
that they could retreat easily to their previous blockhouses when attacked, and the enemy's
massive aerial and anillcry firepower often decimated the Red Anny troops when they
themselves got caught in the open.
Zhou Enlai also spent time thinking about milill.ry stralel)' during 1his period and
wrote several anicles on the subject in contemporary base area journals. Braun assens that
Mao was still vainly urging the employment or the "luring deep" stratel)'. See Braun,
Comirrtern Agerrt, pp. 67-70, 265-69; Chi-hsi Hu, "llua Fu, the Fifth Encirclement Cam·
paign, and the Tsunyi Conrerence," Chirra Quarrerly43 (July-Sepl. 1970), pp. 31-46; and
Lin Biao, "Shon, Swift Thrusts," in Saich, Rise to Power, pp. 627-35.
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Red Army now preoccupied with defense against the encirclement, their deprt:da.
tionS steadily increased. Desertion from and avoidance of service in the Red Army
also became a serious problem, as did officia1 corruption. Finally, people began in
various ways to hedge their bets and cadres to see subversion aroWld every comer,

as the likelihood of a return of the Guomindang rCgime became greater.
It was in this context that during the spring and summer of 1934 efforts began
to reradicalize the Land Investigation Movement and the campaign to suppress
counterrevolutionaries. By early 1934, the Returned Students had become very
unhappy at reports that large numbers of putative "landlords" and ''rich peasants"--illl of whom were considered likely to be counterrevolutionaries-were
using the complex explanations and procedural safeguards contained in Mao's
land investigation documents, such as "Decision on Cenain Problems in the
Agrarian Struggle," to have themselves and their families reclassified into safer
categories such as middle peasant. Though the original classifications of many of
these people had no doubt been dubious, this was not a popular point to raise at a
time when the fate of the revolution seemed to hang in the balance.
One of the first tasks given to Zhang Wentian after he replaced Mao as head
of the Council of People's Commissars was to reorient the Land Investigation
Movement to eliminate such manipulation of the program. This so-called ''sec·
ond phase" of the Land Investigation Movement has frequently been seen as part
of the ongoing factional struggle between Mao and the Returned Students. It is
possible that this was the case., but as there is little available evidence of what
Mao's views on the subject were at this time, and as Mao's divergence from the
Returned Students on the original rationale and need for a Land Investigation
Movement as a whole was less pronounced than is sometimes assened, the issue
must remain WU"Csolved at present. 11 l
During the spring and summer of 1934 Mao himself was once again appar·
ently very much "out of the loop" politically, and during much of this period he
was also physically isolated from the base area's main Ruijin·based institutions
and leaders. Mao once again excused his extended absences as ''recuperation
from illness," and there was indeed a physiological component to this claim: in
September, Dr. Nelson Fu treated him for acute malaria (a disease from which he
had suffered in 1929), and during preceding months he was very probably still
recovering from his tuberculosis as well.
Mao's illness was also political, however, and as had become a pattern
under such circumstances, he reacted by isolating himself. As Braun recalled,
during this period, Mao "refrained from further protest and withdrew almost
completely from meetings." In late April, while the battle for the northern
"door" at Guangchang was underway, he left Ruijin and went to Huichang
xian at the opposite end of the base in southernmost Jiangxi, returning only
when summoned to Ruijin to attend a Politburo meeting in late June. Then in
113. For discuss.ion of the "sccood phase" of the Land Investigation Movement, see
Wen Rui lrld Xie Jianshc, Zhtmgyang suqu tudi geming yanjiu, pp. 130-42.
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July, aerial bombardment forced many base area facilities to leave the Ruijin
suburb of Shazhouba, and in the ensuing move Party, army, and govemment
off'zces went to different locations. As head of government, Mao moved with He
Zizhen and a few bodyguards to a temple on a bill called Yunsbisban in Gaowei
Township, 19 kilometers from Ruijin City. There they lived in near-complete
isolation from other top leaders uotil mid-September, when Mao went to visit
Yudu .ricm. He remained in Yudu until he joined up with the Red Army expeditionary force as it passed tbrougb the xian on October 18 at the start ofthe Long
Mart:b.ll4
Judging from available descriptions, Mao's lengthy excursions to
Huicbaog and Yudu involved a mixture of investigation, troubleshooting, and
proselytization. The town ofWenzhuba in Huicbang and the .nan town in Yudu
were the administrative centers of Guangdong-Jiangxi Province and Southern
Jiangxi Province, respectively, and Mao involved himself deeply in the work
of both of these units. He attended and addressed meetings of cadres, dispensed advice on military tactics and other policy matters, investigated local
conditions, and wrote reports to Zhou Enlai and others detailing his observations and recommendations.' IS
This flurry of activity reflected Mao's long-standing general interest in 'immersing himself in the details of local society and his more recent and specific
interest in studying the work of local government administmtioa in the Central
Soviet Area. At the same time, it no doubt served as a way for Mao to preserve a
feeling of being actively involved in base area work at a time when be was
almost completely excluded from high-level decision-making circles.
Meanwhile, as prospects for a successful defense dwindled, top leaden bad
begun to consider at least temporarily leaving the Base Area}I6Jn May 1934,
such a proposal was approved at a meeting of the Central Committee Secretariat.
Mao was not in Ruijin at this time, did not participate in makiag the decision,
and was not informed of it when he visited Ruijin iD. June. The Comintem was
informed, however, and sooo telegraphed its assent to the breakout.
Because the departure was to be a carefully planned strategic retreat rather
thaD ID emergency flight, it was necessary to continue stoudy defending the base
while preparatioDs were made. Because the enemy was now energetically advancing on several fronts, Braun decided to disperse tbe Red Army to block all
114. Braun's comment ia in Conlintem AgenJ, p. 76. Mao's itinerary during !his period is
based on in!bmwion in Nitlf~PM, Vol. I, pp. 426-]6, Mao i" the Ctn/Fal Sollirl, pp. 500-46, and
Jin, MaoUdol!g, pp. ]26-31. He Zizben n:mainlld at Yunshialwl when Mao wmrt TD Yudu, but
rejoined hitiljustbefore lhe swtofthe Lona: March.
115. NiaJVm and ocher sou~ee~ mention several ilemS thai Maowroteduringlhispcriod, but
lheyan:notpubJiclyaVIilable.
116. Thiswunocanewidel:abandonina:lhebuehadbeenJII"OPOIICdbysorneattbesllnof
the Second Encbdcment CUnpaip in 1931, plans for Red Army excwsions aJIIneCled 10 !be
Fujianlncident in 1933 would hive had !be same practical effed.iflbeyhadbeencaniodout,and
Braun reportedly al111 included 1hil amorw lllnl£&ia be outlinal in di~eussions in euty 1934.
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of these pressure points. Given the disparity in size between the Red Army and
government forces, this policy of "dividing the troops into six routes'' kept Red
ArmY units on each front so weak that they had no choice but to employ positional
defense, and the suugglc turned into an exhausting summer-long war ofattrition.117
As the fighting dragged on, in early sununer Bo Gu, Zhou Enlai, and OltO Braun
were chosen as an informal "Group of Three" to manage the worlc of gathering
provisions and money, configuring militaiy writs, and deciding who would remain
behind after the main body left. Much of this work was disguised as nonnal administrative planning; news of the impending departure was kepc: a closely held secret, in
order 10 fiustrate spies, fitcilitate collection of grain and taxes, and avoid deepening
the unrest that was now a serious problem within the shrinking base. Allegedly, not
even the full Politburo was infonned until the end of the summer. 118
In early July, Chiang Kaishek's forces launched an all-out offensive at many
points around the shrinking circumference of the base. To distract the enemy,
gain more time to complete departure preparations, and explore escape routes
and options, base area leaders ordered two relatively peripheral Red Army forces
in the Central Soviet and the Hunan-Jiangxi base area to set out on expeditions
that took them well away from their current operational areas. On July 7, the
Seventh Army Group was designated as the ''Go North to Resist Japan Vanguard''
and left Ruijin 10 fight its way through Fujian to link up with surviving Red Arrrry
wriTS in the remnanTS of the Fujian-Zhcjiang-Anhui-Jiangxi Soviet Area)l9 About a
month later the Sixth Army Group was also ordered to leave the Hunan-Jiangxi
Soviet Area to drive deep into southern Hunan.
Back in the Central Soviet, local cadres launched last-minute campaigns to
collect grain and taxes, recruit thousands of new soldiers, and prepare the large
quantities of clothing and other resources needed to sustain the main Red Army
force after its departure. An important consideration in calculating the amount of
supplies needed was the size and composition of the expeditionary force, which
in tum depended to some extent upon the purpose and duration of the trip. If the
breakout was a temporary move intended primarily to gain maneuvering room
117. Mao's later criticism of the Returned Student leadership wu given additional
force by vivid memories of tbe severe banering the Red Army received during th.is
demoralizing positional defe!lse of lcniiOJY whose ultimate abandonment had already
been decided.
118. Many sow-ces agree thai the departure decision was made at a May meeting, but
none give a precise date. Mao wu in Huichang in southern Jiangxi from late April until
late June. Some sources say he learned of the plan to leave by late August; others say he
learned in September. See Z/Jou Enlai nltmpu, pp. 261-62; Nianpu, pp. 426-29; Mtw in

lite Central Soviet, pp. 547-48; Bnmn. Camintem Agenl, pp. 72-78; and Gregor BeDion,
Mountain Fires: 17re Red AnnyS 171ree-Year War in Sourh Chilltl, 1934-1938 (Berkeley:
University ofCalifomia Press, 1992). pp. ll-20.
119. In conjunction wilh this move, oa Ju.ly 15 Mao and other leaders issued a
"Proclamation on the NOJthwanl March of the Chinese Worken' and Peasauts' Red Anny
to Fight Japan" (see bcJow). The Seventh Army Group joined the Red Army remnants in
the four-province border area, but they were soon largely destroyed by government troops.
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and operational flexibility, then the expedition could be a light, mobile force
composed primarily of soldiers and their equipment. A pennanent move, on the
other hand, would necessitate a larger, more cumbersome force that included
many noncombatants and large quantities of materiel.
According to Braun, argument on this issue took plac:e among the few highlevel leaders who knew of the impending move, with Braun himself favoring a
relatively small force of soldiers coupled with efforts to maintain a residual base
to which the expedition might rerum, and Zhou Enlai advocating a presumably
pennanent breakout by the largest possible force. Eventually Bo Gu mediated a
compromise that was closer to Zhou's views than Braun's.
Even a large, "heavy" force, however, could not include all of the personnel
then in the base. Primitive roads, the ongoing need to forage for provisions, and
the certainty of enemy pursuit all limited the size of the expedition. In addition,
some troops had to remain at the front to keep the enemy at bay while the
expedition assembled and moved out. The ferocious recent fighting and the
inevitable upsurge of disease during the sweltering summer had also packed base
area hospitals with numerous sick and wounded who could not ttavel. Finally, it
was desirable in any case to keep a core of cadres and guerrillas behind to
maintain at least a modicum of revolutioruuy activity in the region.
Not surprisingly, detennination of which cadres would go was a complicated
and contentious matter. Because of efforts to keep preparations secret, the selection process was controlled by a tiny group of individuals, and many cadres did
not learn of their assignments until just prior to the breakout. Though Party
historians often assert that there was an anti-Mao bias in the choice of people to
remain behind, both the overall situation and the selection criteria were considerably more complex than a simple factional interpretation would suggest. 120
By early October departure preparations were well advanced, and government
arrest of cadres in the Central Conuninee's remaining Shanghai branch office
had also raised fears that word of the planned breakout might leak out. Therefore
the decision was made to depart several weeks earlier than originally planned. In
mid-October, designated units--most of whose soldiers were still ignorant of the
breakout----and individuals assembled in Yudu :cian. There, much to their surprise and delight, they were issued large quantities of food and other supplies,
and gained the first clear inkJing that a major new campaign was about to begin.
120. Responsibility for selectioo lay with the ''Group ofl'hr~c;• aided by a few other
high Pany leaders. As for selection criteria. it should be noted that it wu obviously useful
to have experienced, locally koowledpblc cadres stay behiod, and such people were much
more nwnerous among those who had participated witb Mao in years ofnaral base-building dum they were in the ranks of the urban-oriented Returned Students. Moreover, it is
easy to find examples (beginning with Mao himself) of people ch05Cn to make the march
who a factional analysis would suggest should have been left behind, and others (most
norably Xiang Ying) chosen to slay when they should have been among those lcaviDJ. See
Mao In the Central Soviet, p. 549, aod Benton, Mountain Fires, pp. 20-25.
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on October I0 the approximately 86,000--person expedirionuy force began to
Jeave the base. l21 Though they met little resistance at first, poor maps, the difficully of coordinating such a large force, and the massive burden of supplies and
equipment being carried by the support columns all hindered progress. By late
November, enemy units caught up with the slow-moving expeditionary force
near the crossings of the Xiang River in nonhwestem Guangxi Province. The
Red Army advance guard easily crossed the river, but as they waited impatiently
for the heavy-laden support columns, enemy air and ground attacks ravaged the
main body and rearguard. The result was a devastating and demoralizing defeat.
No precise casua1ty count has ever been detennined, but it is generally accepted
that half or fewer of the people who had left Jiangxi remained when the force
moved away from the Xiang River. Equally traumatic was the huge loss of
equipment and supplies that bad occurred. The losses made the force considerably more mobile, but also rendered it less able to fulfill the implied goal of
settling somewhere to create a new version of the now-vanished Central Soviet
A=.

The magnitude of the losses also helped precipitate open intra-Party conflict,
first at an informal "emergency meeting" ofhigh cadres held on December 12 in
the small southwestern Hunan town of Tongdao, and then at a more formal
Politburo meeting convened on December 18 in Liping in Guizhou. At both
meetings the main topic was the pressing question of what the expedition's route
of march and destination should be, but the meetings also began to raise the
question of who to blame for the collapse of the Central Soviet Area and the
difficulties met during the breakout march.
Though the Group of Three bad hoped that the expedition could join up with
other Red Amty units to build a base in northwestern Hunan, enemy troops now
blocked access to this area. At the Tongdao and Liping conferences, Otto Braun
and Bo Gu suggested that it was still possible to maintain the original plan, while
Mao advocated driving on into lightly defended Guizhou and establishing a
temporary new base there near the town of Zunyi. In the end the majority of
conference participants (including Zhang Wentian, Wang Jiaxiang, and, significantly, Zhou Enlai) agreed with Mao, marking the first time in well over two
years that his views had prevailed on a major issue involving military operations
or strategy.
Such limited rcinvolvement in decision-making, however, was Dot all Mao
had in mind. The expedition had readily marched away from the Central Soviet
Area, but the long, agonizing collapse of the base, exacerbated by the persistent
121. Left behind under the lcadcnhip of Chen Yi and Xiq Yiog were around 15,000
or so able-bodied troops, along with another 10,000 or more ill aod wounded soldiers.
Moat wen: soon eaptured, killed OT abaDdoned the fight; the few survivors led harried,
lu.nued lives roaming through the region's rugged mountains, exposed to the elements,
sbon of food, and laqely cut ofT &om the cowed population. See Benton, M01mtai" Fires.
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and painful intra·Party conflict thai had accompanied it, could not so easily be put
behind or out of mind. What had happened had to be explained and responsibility
for it detennined. These habitua1 Party rituals of analysis and assessment were
given extra impetus by Mao's shrewd recognition of opportunity and strong sense
of personal grievance. The convenient ncar·coincidcnce between Mao's removal
ftom most decision-making and the decline in the Base Area's fortunes absolved
him ftom responsibility and freed him to criticize those who had presided over the
defeat, while the successive humiliations he had suffered gave him the motivation
and emotional commitment to strive for a full measure of revenge.
At Liping Mao had secured agreement that when the expedition reached
Zunyi a larger and more wide-ranging meeting would be held to "sum up" the
experiences of the struggle against the Fifth Encirclement Campaign. It was
plain that Mao would usc this meeting to push for public ratification of the
infonnal critique of his opponents and revival of his own power that was already
under way. It was thus with mounting tension and anticipation that Mao and his
associates passed the last days of the tumultuous year of 1934, marching slowly
across the Guizhou countryside toward Zunyi and the pivotal confrontation that
awaited them there.

Note on Sources and Conventions
This edition of Mao Zedong's writings in English translalion aims to serve a dual
audience, comprising not only China specialists, but those interested in Mao

from other perspectives. In terms of content and presentation, we have done our
best to make it useful and accessible to both these groups.
Scope. This is a complete edition, in the sense that it will include a translation
of every item of which the Chinese text can be obtained. It cannot be absolutely
complete, because some materials are still kept under tight control in the archives
of the Chinese COmmunist Party. The situation has, however, changed dramati·
cally since Mao's death, as a result of the publication in China, either openly or
for restricted circulation (neibu), of a number of important texts.
Although the Zhongyang wenxian yanjiushi (Depanment for Research on
Party Literature), which is the organ of the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party responsible for the publication of Mao's writings, has always
disclaimed any intention of producing his complete pre-1949 works, it appeared
at one time that an edition containing a very full selection was in fact on the
way, at least for a part of his early career. An advertising leaflet dated December 20, 1988, announced the appearance, in the spring of 1989, of two volumes,
Mao Zedong zaoqi zhuzuo ji (Collected Writings by Mao Zcdong from the
Early Period), and Jiandang he da gemillg shiqi Mao Zedong zhuzuo ji (Collected Writings by Mao Zedong during the Period of Establishing the Party and
of the Great Revolution [of 1924-1927]), and invited advance orders for both
volumes. The events of June 4, 1989, led first to the postponement of publication, and then to the decision to issue only the first of these volumes, for
internal circulation, under the new title of Mao Zedong zaoqi wengao, 1912.6/920.11 (Draft Writings by Mao Zedong for the Early Period, June 1912-Novembcr 1920).
Prior to June 1989, further volumes in a similar fonnat were in preparation.
These plans have now been set aside, and no complete Chinese edition can be
expected unless there is a radical change in the political situation. But, as forecast in Volwne I, the cc»pus of available materials has now been substantially
expanded by the publication in Beijing of rwo major series to commemorate the
hundredth anniversary of Mao's birth. These are the Moo Zedong wenji (Collected Writings of Mao Zedong), of which the first two volumes, for the years
1921-1942, appeared in December 1993, and three more, covering the period
1942-september 1949 came out in August 1966; and a six-volume edition of
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Mao's military writings, Mao Zedongjunshi wenji (Collected Military Writings
of Mao Zedong), published in December 1993.
Sources. Despite the appearance of these two important collections, there is
still no complete, or nearly complete, Chinese edition of Mao's writings from
December 1920 onward. This and all subsequent volumes of our edition must
therefore be drawn from a variety of materials.
The twCnty volumes of the MtJo Zedong ji (Collected Writings of Mao
Zedong) and the Mao Zedongji. Bujuan (Collected Writings of Mao Zedong.
Supplement), edited by Professor Takeuchi Minoru and published in Tokyo
in the 1970s and 1980s still constitute the most important single collection of
Mao's pre-1949 writings available outside China. (For details on this, and
other sources cited below, see the Bibliography at the end of this volume.)
Apart from the Selected Works of the 1950s (discussed below), other official
Chinese editions of Mao's works, especially the two centenary series described above, contain a large number of important new items. The various
specialized volumes issued in the 1980s to commemorate Mao's ninetieth
birthday also provide useful materials from the pre-1949 period. Those drawn
on in this volume include Mao Zedong nongcun ditJocha wenji (Collected
Writings by Mao Zedong on Rural Surveys), published in 1982, and Mao
Zedong shuxin xuanji (Selected Correspondence of Mao Zedong), which appeared in 1983.
As already indicated, all of these recent publications of the Party center are
selective. Fortunately, we have been able to supplement them with materials
drawn from an extremely wide range of sources, including contemporary newspapers and periodicals of the 1920s and 1930s, and individual texts published in
China for restricted circulation. Particularly important, for the period covered by
this volume, is the series Jiangxi dangshi ziliao (Materials on Jiangxi Party
History), published in Jiangxi Province, which contains the texts of many orders
and leners signed by Mao that are not available elsewhere.
lnfonnation regarding the source we have followed is given in an unnumbered footnote at the begiMing of each text. We have also included in these
source notes infonnation about the first publication, or the earliest known version, of the writing in question, whenever available. To avoid ambiguity, all
works referred to in these notes are designated by their Chinese titles, sometimes
in a shortened version. (For indications regarding short titles, and for full bibliographical details regarding all works cited, including those mentioned above, see
the Bibliography at the end of this volume.)
Other things being equal, we have commonly referred the reader who wishes
to consult the Chinese text to the Mao Zedong ji and the Bujuan whenever the
item in question appears there, because this series offers the convenience of a
large quantity of materials in compact fonn. There are, however, many instances
in which the version contained in recent official Chinese publications is more
accurate or more complete, and we have accordingly taken it as the basis for our
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tranSlation. In such cases, the nature of the more significant differences is indicated in notes to the text in question, but we have not sought to show the variants
systematically. That has been done only in dealing with changes made in the
original text of Mao's writings when they were revised for inclusion in the
official edition of his Selected Works.
Variants. While there are some differences between the various versions of
texts by Mao published in the 1930s and 1940s, these arc on the whole minor.
Systematic revision of his pre-1949 writings was undenaken only from 1950
onward. in preparing the four-volume edition of the Mao Zedong xuanji, translated into English as the Selected Works of Mao Tte-tung. This problem did not
arise in our Volume I, because its coverage ended in 1920, and the earliest item
in the Selected Works is the "Analysis of All the Classes in Chinese Society,"
written in 1925. Apart from this text, Volume II contained the well-known
"Report on the Peasant Movement in Hunan" of February 1927, and Volume Jll
included four texts of this kind. The present volume also contains four such
items: a repon of Augustl2, 1933, on economic work; a directive of October 10,
1933, on how to analyze classes; and brief extracts from Mao's report and
conclusions presented to the Second Soviet Congress in January 1934.
Much ink has been spilled regarding the question of which version of the texts
included in the official canon is more authentic, or more authoritative. Despite
the passions formerly aroused by this issue, the answer seems rather obvious. For
purposes of the historical record, only the text as originally written (when it is
available) can tell us what Mao actually said in the 19201 and thereafter. For the
study of Mao Zedong's thought, both versions have their uses in documenting
how his ideas evolved over time. For purposes of defining ideological orthodoxy
under the People's Republic, the Selected Workr version is, of course, the ultimatestandard..

In any case, the purpose of this edition is not to lay down which was the
''real" Mao, but to enable the reader to distinguish between what Mao wrote at
any given moment in his life, and the revised texts which were produced in the
1950s under Mao's close supervision, and often with his own active participation. As in previous volumes of this edition, we have endeavored to do this in the
following manner:
I. The translations that appear here correspond to the earliest available version of lhe text in question.
2. Words and passages from this original version that have been deleted in
the Xuanji are printed in italics.
3. Substantive and significant changes in the text, including additions made
by Mao, or under his authority, in the 1950s, arc shown in the footnotes. The
Mao Zedong ji indicates meticulously all changes, including those that involve
only matters of punctuation or style (such as the frequent replacement of the
somewhat more literary conjunction yu by the more colloquial he, both meaning
"and"). We have shown in the English version only those changes that appeared
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to us to have a significant impact on the meaning of the text. Any such judgement is, of course, in some degree subjective. We have sought to CIT on the side
of showing too many variants, rather than too few, even when there was monotonous repetition in the changes, but we have not hesitated to leave out of account
variants we regarded as trivial.
In footnotes of this ldnd, the words that appear before the arrow reproduce
enough of the original text to identify what has been changed. The words that appear
after the aaow correspond to whal has been added or revised in the XIIQnji. Because.
in the rewriting of the 1950s, sentences and whole passages have often been substantially recast, it would take up far too much space, and make our text urtreadable. to
show cvay variant in detail. In some instances, it has been possible to show the new
version in the fmm of complete senll:nces, but fiequently we include onJy enough of
the new wording to make plain the main thrust of the changes.
Because the official translation of the Selected Works has been available for
four decades, and has been widely quoted in the literature, we have taken this
version as our starting-point whenever it corresponds to the original Chinese
text, but have modified or comctcd it as we judged appropriate. In those few
instances where other materials in this book had already been published in English, we have made our own translations, comparing them subsequently with
existing versions.
As indicated above in the Introduction, the laws adopted by the Chinese
Soviet Republic in 1931-1934 were not drafted by Mao and did not necessarily
reflect his views. Nevertheless, because they bore his sigpature and thus constitute part of the record of his political career, we have thought it appropriate to
include them in this volume. To save space, they have been relegated to an
Appendix printed in smaller type. Other translations of this legislation exist, the
most recent one being that edited by W.E. Butler, The Legal Sys1em of the
Chinese Soviet Republic 1931-1934 (Dobbs Feny NY: Transnational Publishers,
1983). This volwnc also contains a number of essays about the legal system of
the Jiangxi Soviet Republic and its relation to the law of the Soviet Union and
other socialist countries. It includes. however, only twenty of the forty texts
which appear in our Appendix, and most of the materials are b'anslated from the
Russian version edited by L. Gudoshnikov published in Moscow in 1977.
Annokltion. So that any aaentive reader will be able to foUow the details of
Mao's ugwnent in each case, we have assumed little knowledge ofanything relating
to China. Pc!sons, institutions, places, and events are briefly characterized at the
point where Mao fust refers to them. Some individuals of secondary imporrance.
especially those who appear on1y as names in a long list, are not included in the
notes, and to save space in this VCJY long volume we have omitted the biographles of
figures such as Zhu De and Zhou Enlai. We have also ruled out, with rare exceptions, annotations regan:ling people or events in the WesL Despite these limitations,
the reader will soon discover that the personages who appear in these pages are as
numerous as the characters in a traditionaJ Chinese novel.
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To keep the notes within reasonable compass, we have generally restricted
those regarding Mao's contemporaries to their lives down to the period covered
by each volume. To make it easier to locate infonnation, a number of references
have been insened indicating where the first note about a given individual appears in the volume.
In most biographical notes dates of birth and death, separated by a hyphen,
are given immediately after the name. A blank following the hyphen should, in
principle, signifY that the person in question is still living. In the case of individuals born in the 1870s and 1880s, this is obviously unlikely, but in many instances even the editors working in Beijing have not been able to ascenain the
facts. We have done our best to fill these gaps, but have not always succeeded.
Sometimes a Chinese source ends with the word "deceased" (yigu), without
giving the date of death. Here we have insened a question mark after the hyphen,
and have mentioned the fact in the note. It should not be assumed that all those
born in the 1890s or 1900s for whom no second date is given are already dead;
some ofthemare in fact very much alive as of 1997.
As noted in Volume Ill, the geography of the areas in Jiangxi, Fujian, and
neighboring provinces where the forces of the Red Army were operating figures
extensively in the texts of Mao's writings for the whole period from 1928 to
1934. Many of the orders translated here chronicle the progress ofthc Red Army
from day to day, and even from hour to how-. To annotate all of the place names
mentioned would have imposed an intolerable burden on the printer, and on the
rc:ader. We have therefore provided notes regarding geography, or the temin,
only in exceptional cases. In order to facilitate the undentanding ofthe text, we
have, however, included two maps, one of South-central China, and the other
showing, on a larger scale, the principal localities in the base areas mentioned by
Mao. These appear immediately after the present "Note on Sources and Conventions," and have been slightly revised, as compared with the versions in Volume
III, to make them more readable.
The introductions, including that to the present volume, should be considered
in a VCJY real sense as an extension of the notes. These texts will, we hope, help
readers unfamiliar with Mao Zedong, or with twentieth-century China, find their
own way through Mao's writings of the early period. Any controversial or provocative statements which they may contain are intended to stimulate reflection,
not to impose a particular interpretation on the reader. This is a collection of
historical sourc:e material, not a volume of interpretation.
Use of Chinese terms. On the whole, we have sought to render all Chinese
ell.pressions into accurate and readable English, but in some cases it has seemed
simpler and less ambiguous to use the Chinese word. These instances include, to
begin with, zi (counesy name) and hao (literary name). Because both Mao, and
the authors be cited, frequently employ these alternative appellations instead of
the ming or given name of the individual to whom they are refening, infonnation
regarding them is essential to the intelligence of the text. The English word
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"style" is sometimes used here, but because it may stand either for zi or for hao,
it does not offer a satisfactol}' solution. The Chinese tenns have, in any case,
long been used in Western-language biographical dictionaries of China, as well
as in Chinese works.
Similarly, in the case of second or provincial-level, and third or metropolitanlevel graduates of the old examination system, we have chosen to use the Chinese terms, respectively juren and jinshi. We have also preferred xian to
"county" for the administrative subdivision which constituted the lowest level of
the imperial bureaucracy, and still exists in China today. Apart from the Western
connotations of"county,"there is the problem that xian is also often translated
..district" (as in the expression "district magistrate"), and "dishict" itself is ambiguous in the Chinese context. We have also preferred to use the Chinese word
li rather than to translate ''Chinese league" (or simply "league"), or to give the
equivalent in miles or kilometers.
·
This volume once again contains two of the investigations of rural areas
which Mao attached such importance, and other texts containing concrete descriptions of local areas.· For obvious reasons, Mao employed in these texts many
different units of measurement, which it has seemed on the whole preferable to
leave untranslated, in order to avoid ambiguity. Each such unit is explained and
defined at the point of its first occurrence. To make it easier to find the relevant
footnotes, they have been included in the index, under the Chinese name of the
unit in question.
Monetary units are, if possible, the source of even greater confusion than units
of weight or volume. Generally speaking, the Chinese term for "dollar," yuan,
has been left untranslatcd. It was, however, used in the 1920s and 1930s in two
different senses: to designate I yuan silver coins, and the conesponding
banknotes, and to refer to 10-cenc or 2()-..cent silver coins totaling I yuan. This
fractional currency did not enjoy its full face value, but was discounted by
varying amounts depending on the time and place. To avoid ambiguity, wholeyuan coins or banknotes were commonly referred to as da yang, or "big foreign
[dollars]," while the smaller coins and notes were called xiao yang or ''small
foreign [dollars]." As in Volumes II and III of this edition, we have translatedda
yang as "big foreign dollars." Xiao yang, in contexts where Mao explicitly
discusses the relation between the two units, is translated "small foreign dollars."
Where yuan appears without any fUrther indications, it can be assumed that it
almost certainly stands for fractional silver currency with a face value of one
dollar. More information about monetary units is contained in the notes 10 the
Xunwu and Xingguo investigations. (See also Appendix A to Roger Thompson's
ReportfromXunwu.)
PresentatiOII. As already indicated, we have tried to tum Mao's Chinese into
good English. At the same time, since this is a work of reference, we have
sometimes followed Mao in directions which do not accord with English usage.
Mao frequently emphasized words or phrases by placing dots or circles next to
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each of the characters involved. In this edition, the corresponding text has been
set in bold. Usually we have also added a note explicitly pointing this out, but it
should be clearly stated that all such highlighting is Mao's, not Ours. Also, some
of the Chinese texts we have translated contain omissions, because the editors in
Tokyo, or even those in Beijing, did not have access to a complete version of the
document in question, or could not read a few characters. When the number of
missing characters is small, each one is commonly represented in the printed
Chinese text by a hollow square occupying the space which would normally be
taken up by a single character. In our English version, each such square has been
represented by the symbol [X], so the reader ofthe translation can see how much
is missing. Where the gap is a long one, we have dispensed with this procedure,
and conveyed the necessary information in a footnote.
Finally, like many Chinese writers, Mao tended to produce very long paragraphs, sometimes extending to several pages. Although this may seem monotonous to the English reader, we have generally followed his paragraphing exactly,
because it must be presumed to reflect Mao's own sense of where the crucial
turning points in his argument arc to be found. We have not followed this pattern
rigidly; on occasion massive blocks of text containing figures and other data
have been turned into tables which are easier to follow. For the most part,
however, the translations in this volume seek to reproduce Mao's original in
form as well as in substance.

About the Maps
As explained above, in the Note on Sources and Conventions, the two maps
which appear here have been included in order to aid the reader in following

Mao's often minutely detailed account of the geography of battles and of political events. The different symbols employed indicate the importance of the towns
in question. On Map No. I, the solid squares designate provincial capitals; the

hollow squares represent other major centers. Since Map No. 2 does not include
any provincial capitals, solid squares are used there for the biggest cities shown.
On both maps, the larger round dots correspond to xian administrative centers.
The small dots are used for lesser localities prominently mentioned in the materials included in this volume. Sine![ the aim of the maps is to illustrate the text,
rather than to achieve canographic precision, the location of the various dots

may not always be mathematically exact.
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-----1931-----

Order to Attack Tan Daoyuan'
Order No. Vl 2 of the First Front Army ofthe Red Army
(Headquarters at Naniin, 10:00 P.M., january 1, [1931])
1. The main force of Tan Daoyuan's enemy division (the division consists of
six regiments) is at Vuantou. In the area around Shangchao and Xiachao, its

advance party (roUghly nvo regiments) has reached Shupi; Rebel Xu Kcxiang•s3
troops (two regiments) arc still at Luokou, and Rebel Mao Bingwen's4 vanguard
(four regiments) reached Ningdu xian already on the 30th. s
2. The Front Army has decided to use its main fon:e to wipe out this division.
3. The Second Route Army [of the Red Anny] is responsible for the attack
on the areas north ofGuanling, Xialu, and Fengling.' Its main force will take a
shonc:ut through Youzhapi and occupy the areas in the upland north of Liaofang,
before advancing to launch a fierce attack against the enemy in the Yuantou and
Shangchao areas. They are to arrive at the designated areas and begin the attack
at exactly 12:00 noon tomorrow (the 2nd).
The Third Route Army is responsible for an attack on the areas west of Shupi,
and for occupying the 400-meter upland area at the western edge ofButou (using
the sketch map of the vicinity ofXiaobu swveyed and drawn by the Third Army
the second time and by the Third Army Group the ftrst time). It will also laWJch

0111 sources for this textarcJitulg.xidangshiziliao, Vol. 17, pp. 120-2l,andMaoZedong
junshi ~'!ii, Vol. I, pp. 196-97. The version in Mao Zedcmgji. Buj11011, Vol. 9, pp.
347-48, contains a number of wrong or missing cbaracters.
I. Tan Daoyuan commanded the Nationalist anny's Fiftieth Division.
2. This and several of the following documents are designated li~erally as sheng:zi
('"victory word'') orders. For the sake of simplicity, we have used V to stand for victory.
3. Xu Kex:iang commanded the NatiODalist anny's TWC!Ity·founh DivisiOD.
4. Mao Biogwen commanded the Nationalist army's Eighth Division. Xu and Mao are
here called respectively "Xu ni Kcx:iang" and "Mao ni Bingwen," meaning "Rebel (or
Traitor) Xu," etc. Such abuse was [Cgularly employed by both sides in the civil war, and
appearsfrcqucntlyinthisvolume.
S. It is unclear why the total of regiments listed (eight) is greater than the total number
(six) listed for the entire division. The places mentioned in this document are mostly in
SOutheasletn Yongfeng and northern Ningduxian.
6. The lhMe place-names just listed, which appear in this fonn in the Jiangxi dtJngshi
ziliao version, have been combined into two in the Jtmshl wenji. On the assumption that
the eclitors in Jiangx:i were probably more familiar with the local geography, we have
followed them here.
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an attack on the enemy at Shupi from the Yangshenwo line. They are to arrive at
the designated areas and begin the attack at 10:00 A.M. tomorrow (the 2nd),
luring the enemy's attention toward the main front at Shupi.
The Twelfth Anny will cany out an attack on the areas west of Dayuanli. It
should return to Dayuanli from its present location v:ia Baywtbng arxl Shangchayuan
and then rmve forward to attack in the diicction of Xiachao. (One section must
attack along the western edge ofDayuanli and in the uplands ofYangshizhai. It is to
arrive at the designated aras and begin the atlack at 12:00 noon tomonow.)
4. General Headquarters will advance tomorrow to Xishan to exercise
conunand.
Points for attention:
a. This particular campaign is of crucial imponance to the general situation;
all officers and soldiers must not begrudge any sacrifice whatsoever to achieve
the goal of final victory.
b. The Third Anny will make special efforts in building fortifications to
support the position at the front.
c. After victory is won, attention must be paid to collecting the enemy's flags
and radios. Radios must not be destroyed; the entire device must be collected,
and radio maintenance personnel and operators must be gathered together. It
must be forbidden to distribute monies taken from enemy soldiers' management
offices, and to bum paper money---all of it must be handed over to General
Headquarters.
d. At the conclusion of the campaign, each anny is responsible for taking care
of its respective captives and wounded soldim.
e. Each anny is responsible for handling its own small baggage and medical
teams.
It is so ordered.
Conunander-in-Chief
Political Conunissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to Pursue and Attack the Enemy
Division of Tan Daoyuan
Order No. V2 of the First Front Army ofthe Red Army
()(iaobu, 10:00 P.M., january 2, 1931)
1. The enemy division under Tan, hearing of the crushing defeat of Zhang's
division,• began to flee early this morning at 5:00. One section of the division
retreated in defeat toward Nanbcikeng via Yuantou and Zbongcun.l Its rear
guard was intercepted by our Second Route Army, and we captured large numbers of its guns. Another section of the division (its main force) fled toward
Dongshao via Nantuan. As we look at this situation, the enemy forces seem to be
in retreat all along the line. (The case is the same with other enemy forces.)
2. The Front Army has decided co pursue and anack the enemy troops in
Dongshao early tomorrow morning, and then to wipe out in succession Xu
[Kexiang]'s division (two regiments) and Mao [Bingwen]'s division (two brigades) oflhe forces of Rebel Zhu Shaoliang,l so as to establish political prestige.
3. The Twelfth Army is responsible for launching a frontal anack. It is to
arrive near Dongshao Market via Nantuan and Linchi before 10:00 tomorrow
morning, and advance to attack the enemy troops in Dongshao. It should occupy
positions north of Linchi and south of Shaweizui. The Third Anny Group is
responsible for the left flank; it must arrive near Pitou before 10:00 tomorrow
morning and advance to attack the enemy troops in Dongshao.
The Third Army is responsible for the right flank. It should advance as far as
Tianying by 10:00 tomorrow morning, and use its main force to pin down the
enemy's reinforcements from Luokou (Xu's division). In addition, pan of its
forces should carry out a flanking movement to the upland east of Dongshao
Malket and nonh of Shanxiaping, and attack the enemy in Dongshao.
The Founh Anny serves as a general reserve force and is to be deployed in
Longtan west of Dongshao. (The Founh Anny should depan tomorrow morning
at 12:00 and then follow behind the Twelfth Army.)
Our source for this 1ext is MDO Udongjutuhi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 198-200.
I. Tan and Zhang are respectively Tan Daoyuan and Zhang Huizan. Regarding the
defeat of the laner's Eighteenth Division, sec Volume Ill, pp. 731-32.
2. These and other places mentioned in the ICXI are in southeaslem Y011gfeng and
northern Ningdu xidn.
3. Zhu Shaoliang commanded the Nationalists' Sixth Rou1e Anny.
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The Political Guards Regiment will remain stationed in Madan aad should
send out separate guerrilla detachments tomorrow morning to Luokou,
Dongsbanba, and Pingtian to wage guerrilla warfare.
4. The small baggage of the Third Army Group is to be carried behiDd the
Third Army. The small baggage of the Third Army is also to be carried behiDd
the Third Army. The smaU baggage oftbe Fourth and Twelfth armies (UDder the
direction of a small baggage off'tcer to be appointed by the Twelfth Army) is to
be carried behind the Fourth Army. (Baggage may not be carried amoDg the
regular troops.)
s. General Headquarten. along wilh the Workers' and Peasants' Revolutionary Committee, will follow lbe Fourth Army to the location of the general

reserve force in Longtan to exercise command.
Supplemenrary notes:
a. The route for the 'Ibird Army Group's baggage carriers is from Yuantou
to Pitou via Zengfang, Shiaoxia, Dongmaoao, ZhangjiaqiaD, Yangtan, Luyuan.

Fengmanxia, XU!tan, Baishui, aad Cbenjia.
The route for the Twelfth Army's baggage carrien is ftom. Xiachao to
Dongshao via Nantuan, JiaobiaD, Aobei, Wangjiakcng. and LoDgtaD.
b. Each anny's bandage unit [behgdat suo] 4 may choose its own location.
The hospital is located in Yangcheng. All divisions will hire people for delivery
worl<.

It is so ordered.
Ccmmander-in-Chlef'
Political Commissar

4. This was probably the equivalent of an aid station in Western armies.

Zhu De
Mao ZedcDg

Order to Carry Out Decentralized
Fund-raising Activities After Smashing
the First "Encirclement and Suppressirm"
Order No. V4
(Headquarters at Xiaobu, 8:00A.M., January 16, 1931)

I. Both Mao [Bingwen]'s division and Xu [Kexiang]'s division of the
enemy's Sixth Route Army have retreated to the vicinity of Nanfeng City. The
remnants of both Tan Daoyuan's division and Lu Xiaochcn's division, 1 which had
been stationed in Fuzhou, are preparing to move within the next few days (probably toward Le'an). Both Cai's division and Dai's divisionl of the Nineteenth
Route Army have moved to take up positions aJong the line of Xingguo, Yinfu,
and Jiangkou. The Gong division of the Ninth RoUle ArrQ.yl has retreated to the
Ji'an-Taihe line.4 Luo Lin's divisions is now moving toward Yongfeng, and Zhu
Yaohua's brigade has retreated to Jishui. 6 All the aforementioned enemy troops
seem now to be fonning a bow-shaped line of defense against us along the line of
Nanfeng, Le'an, Yongfeng, Iishui, Taihe. and Xingguo.
Most of the forces of Hu Zuyu's brigade have remained in Yiyang without
moving. Zhao's regiment is moving toward Fuzhou via the Jiujiang-Nanchang
railroad. Han's division and Sun's brigade are in Xiajiang, and Liu's brigade is
in the area around the Jiujiang-Nanchang railroad and Gaoan.7

Our source for this text is Mao Zedongjun:shi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 201-03.
I. Lu Xiaochen commanded the NaliooaliSI army's New Thineenth Division.
2. The .efereraces are 10 Cai Tingkai's SixtiCib and Dai Ji's Sixty-(U"St divisions.
3. The rcfe.encc is 10 tbe Twenty-eighth Division of the Guomindaog Ninth Roure
Army, commanded by Gong Bingfan
4. The pre=iing sen!Cncc is missing from the version of this order in Mao Zedongji.
/JujUIJII, Vol. 3, pp. 209-10.
S. The Nationalist anny's Scventy-scvenlb Division.
6. This brigade is not listed in Communist-compiled Nationalist: army orders of battle
for troops directly participating in tbe Firsl EDcirt:lemcnt Campaign, nor does it apPCU in
the ofl"~eial Nll!ionalist account of these campaigns, Jillojei zhanlhi (History oflhe BanditSuppression Wars) (Taibei: MiniSDy of National Defense, 1967). Vol. I (hereafter &ndit
Suppression).
7. This and the following paragraph refer to a variety of Nationalist units operatina
well away &om the area of &Clive combat in the encirclement campaign; none were
direclly involved.
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One brigade of Wang Jinyu's forces already arrived at Pingxiang on the lith.
Several brigades of Rebel Liu Heeling arrived at Jiangle and Taining on the lOth.
and one brigade followed and arrived at Shunchang on the II th. The troops of
Rebel Zhang Zimin have arrived at Jianning.
2. The First Front Anny has decided to continue actively to raise money
within the next few days and to build up an adequate supply of provisions, so as
to be ready to wipe out the enemy's forces according to the original plan.
3. Except for one division assigned to stay in Dongshao to help the local
people in their work, most forces of the Third Anny Group should immediately
press on toward the enemy troops in the town ofNanfeng in order to screen the
fund-raising activities of our Fourth and Twelfth annies. If the enemy troops
retreat, we should send troops into Nanfeng so as to expand our fund-raising
areas. Liaison must be established with our Fourth Army troops in the areas
around Guangchang and Huangpi.1 By the 31st of this month, 30,000 yuan in big
foreign dollars 9 should be raised.
4. The Fourth and Twelfth armies should carry out as many separate fundraising activities as possible in the original areas. They should raise 100,000
yuan (40,000 in addition to the originally assigned target of60,000} by the 31st.
Communication should be established during the period of fund-raising.
5. The troops of the Third Anny originally sent to Liangcun should remain in Liangcun to work, and all matters should be reported promptly to
Headquarters.
The Third Army should send the Eighth Division to the area around Shima
to work in Nankeng, Beikeng, Zhongcun, and Tengtian (and to establish
communication with the independent battalion in Lc'an). It should subsequently advance toward Le'an and Yongfeng (carefully investigating the
enemy's situation in Le'an and Yongfeng). The Eighth Division should raise
10,000 yuan by the 31st, and should promptly report all matters to Headquarters. The rest of the Third Army troops should remain where they are and
intensify training.
6. The Thirty-fifth Division should make efforts to cooperate with the masses
in harassing and intimidating the enemy in Xingguo.
7. The Red Guards in all areas should make every effort to launch attacks on
the White areas so as to create a situation of overall advance.
8. Along with the Revolutionary Military Commission, General Headquarters
remains in Xiaobu.
8. The Junshi wenji version of this tex1 says "Pitou" instead of "Huangpi," but the
laner is more plausible in geographical context.
9. The Chinese tennis daya~~g, litenlly '"big foreign-style cunency." It was used to
refer either to actual silver dollars, or to one-yuan notes. Both of these were more valuable
than coins or paper money in smaller dcaominations nominally for the same amOUDt. For
a more derailed discussion see above, the paragraph on monclal)' uaiu in the ''Note on
Sources and Conventions."
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Supplementary notes:
a. After any army unit hu moved, a detailed report must be made to HcadqUBJters u to the time of the move and the location reached.
b. Each unit must make at least one report per day to Headquarten.
c. During the fund-raising period, raising funds is the prinwy goal, but some
attention must still be devoted to internal trainins·
It is so ordered.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

The Tasks of the
General Political Department, and the
&lation Between Political Departments and
Cmnmissars in the Red Army
Order No. 6 ofthe Revolutionary Military Commission
(February 17, 1931)
At present, the central task of the revolution is to launch a revolutionary war and
stop the warfare among the warlords. To carry out such a task. it is absolutely
necessary to create a Red Army of iron and to win over the broad masses of the
people. Consequently, it has become an W'gent task for us to strengthen political
educ:ar:ion in the Red Army and make sure that commandcn and soldiers alike
clearly recognize their tasks and resolutely carry them out, and a1 the same time
to intensify our propaganda and organizational work among the masses and
mobilize the masses within the war zone to rise up in sbuggle. These tasks are to
be c8rried out by the commissars and political departments of the Red Anny. To
coordinate these various tasks of the Red Army units in different places requires
the establishment of a General Political Department. Now that the Red Army has
expanded rapidly all over the country, there is an urgent need to centraJize and
strengthen political guidance for an its units. It is to meet this need that a General
Political Department has been established within this conunission, with Mao
Zedong as its director. Because ofpmctical necessity, the General Political Department of this commission will, for the time being, serve concwrently as the
Gencnal Political Department of the First Front Army.
The General Political Department commands all political departments in the
Red Army and guides the political work of all political commissars. Orders ftom
the General Political Department must absolutely be obeyed by subordinate political departments. Similarly, as regards political work, commissars must accept
and submit to [the guidance of the General Political Department]. All political
departments in the Red Army are to make frequent reports to the Gencnal Politi·
cal Department through the next higher level. Political commissars, apart from
Our SOW'Ce fortiUs document is Mao Zedongji, Vol. 2, pp. 253-54, where it is tqmK!uc:ed
from the collcetioo Chifei wem:itm hulbimr (A Collection or Red Bandit Documents).
published by the Guomindang Milital)' Affairs Commission in 1934.
l2
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rc:porting to the political conuninee at the next higher level, should at the same
time send reports on political work to the political department at the next higher
level. Within the Red Army, in organizational tenns, political departments and
political cornnUssars each have sepamte organizational systems, but in terms of
the acrual work, the subordinate political department follows the direction of the
superior political department and at the same time follows the guidance of the
political commissar of the same rank; the lower level political commissu follows
the direction of the higher level commissar and, at the same time, submits to the
direction of the higher level political depattment with respect to political work.
It is expected that this order will be thoroughly carried out as soon as it is

received.
Chainnan

XiangYing

Vice-Chainnen

ZhuDe
MaoZedong

Order No. V6 of the
First Front Anny of the Red Anny

to Continue to Move Eastward and Intensify
FJfurts at Fund-raising
()(iaobu, February 21, 1931)
I. According to recent newspaper accounts, since He Yingqin's arrival in
Jiangxi, his. troops have not yet moved, and the so-called conference for "suppressing bandits.. will not be held until Sun Lianzhong arrives in Jiaogxi. 1 At
present 1iaog [Guangnai)'s ctivision and Cai [Tingkai]'s division remain near
Xingguo. According to a secret report, the headquarteJs of Dai Ji's division is in
Tiancun (a small passageway leading fiom Xingguo imo Jiangxi, about 60 li
from Xingguo). and Qu SbOUDian's brigade has moved iDto the area near the
townofKuidu. 2
Gong [Bingfan]'s division and Luo [Lin]'s division remain near the town of
Ji'an. and the First Brigade is in Shuidcmg.
Mao [Bingweo]'s division and Xu [KcxiaDg]'s division remain ncar Nanfeng,
Hu ZuyuJ is in Yihuang, and Lu Xiaochen is in Cbongrm, witb one of bis
battalions in Le'an. Tan Daoyuan's division has retreated to Zhangshu; most of
HaD Deqin's troops are in NanchaDg; Hao Mcngling's division is in Xiushui and

WilDing; Guo Huazong's division is in Wanzai.4
One scclion of Xu TiDgyao's forces is in the vicinity ofYiyaDg and Shangrao,
and Ruan Zhaochang remains in Leping. 5
Our source for this !ext is Mao Zetlong ji. Bujuan, Vol. 3, pp. 213-IS, where il is
reproduced ftom a docwuauary collection published in Cbina in 1981.
I. HeYingqin wasacloscassociateofChians Kaishck, who had sent He to Ji1111pi in
February 1931 to take over anti-Communist military operations following defeat in the
First Encirclement Campaign. Sun Lianzhong commanded the Nationalist Twenty-sixth
Anny.
2. Dai Ji (189s-1973), a native of Anhui, was at this time commander of the Sixtyfirst Division of the Nineteenth Rou1e Anny. Qu Shounian (1902-1957), a native of
GUIUIJCiong, had been commander of the I 20th Brigade of the Guomindang Sixtieth
Division since 1929. Later in 1931 he became commander of the Seventy-eighth Division
of the Nineteenth Roule Anny.
3. Hu Zuyu commanded the Nationalist army's Fifth Division.
4. Han De:lin, Hao Menaling, and Guo Huazong commanded the Nationalist army's
Fifty-second, Fifty-fourth, IUid Forty-third divisions, rapcctively.
S. Ruan Zhaochang commanded the Nationalist army's Fifty-fifth Division.
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2. Judging from present circumstances, it looks as if the enemy troops of
Zhou Zhiqun' in Ninghua and their outpost in Yikou are waiting for Sun
Lianzhong's ttoeps to arrive before they can slowly move against us. In order, on
the one hand, to lure the enemy to advance rashly and strive to consolidate a
suPPlY of two monlhs' provisions, and, on the other hand, to tum the tide by
seizing this opportunity to wipe out the invading enemy troops quickly, we have
decided to move our main forces eastward for a period of fifteen days, starting
tomorrow (the 22nd).
3. The Third Army Group should begin to move tomorrow (the 22nd), with
one division occupying Huangpi and pushing forward into Yihuang while raising
money at the same time, and one division moving near Baishe, north of Ganzhu
Market, to keep a close watch over Nanfeng and to shield the fund-raising
efforts. In addition, the existing power lines between Baishe and Toupi should be
used to communicate with the Fourth Anny troops in Toupi. The rest of the
troops are to be located in the vicinity of Luokou and Kuzhu,7 with Luokou as
the command center. Work there should continue until Marc:h 6, and at least
20,000 yuan is to be raised.
The Founh Anny, with its corrunand center in Guangchang, should send one
division to the vicinity of Kangdu Market, on the Fujian border, making fundraising etrons in the zone along the highway,• for 30 lion either side of the road
(within a 120-li radius ofGuangc:hang). Another division should be sent via the
highway to Shuinan Market,' and by boal across the narrows toward Jianning,
selecting an appropriate place within a 12o-li radius ofGuangchang as its command center, and raising funds within 30 li on either side of the road. The rest
may be stationed in the vicinity of Guangchang and Toupi. The move must be
made on the 24th, the work must be carried out until March 6. and at least
120,000 yuan must be raised.
Keeping the town ofNingdu as its command center, the Twelfth Anny should
station the Thirty-fourth Division at the xian town of Shichcng and the Sixtyfourth Division at Guc:un, working toward Dayouping, [X]pi, Pingshan, and
Huangcun. The move is to be made on the 24th, the work is to be continued until
6. Zhou Zhiqun commanded lhc N11ionalis1 army's Fourteenth Independent Bripdc.
7. This and other leiitls of 1931 consistently rt:l'erto Kuzbu ("bincr barabooj, though
there is also a locality called Guzhu (''ancient bamboo") near Luokou.
8. Taking dadao (''great roadj to mean simply one of the few passable roads in this
area of Jianp.i at the time. K.aagdu was a small market town located not far from a pass
across the Wuyi Mountains separating Jiangx.i and Fujian. Though not located near any
main road marked on CUITCRt maps. the frequent comings and goings of Red Anny troops
through this region suggest that there was some sort of significant local transport route
running through Kangdu during this period.
9. A road now leads from Guangchang to Shuinan, on the Jianp.i-Fujian border, and
then continues across 1be mountains into Fujian, toward Jiarmillg. During the 1930s, the
main road may have stopped at Shuinan.
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March 6, and 20,000 yuan is to be raised. In addition, the work teams in
Shichcng arc to send people 10 keep a close watch on Ninghua.
The Third Anny (minus the Seventh and Eighth divisions) is to move
toward Dajinzhu on the 23rd, join with the Eighth Division in Zhaoxie on the
24th, and anack Le'an, seizing the opportunity 10 wipe out the enemy in
Le'an and take the town of Le'an. After this task is accomplished, one section should work toward Niutian and raise money. At least 40,000 yuan must
be raised by March 6.
4. The West Route Ann.y (the Seventh Division and the Thirty-fifth Division) should continue to work on its original task and cooperate with the Red
Guard Army in wiping out the reactionary landlord anncd forces in the vicinity and striking blows against the enemy's policy of maintaining guards to
keep watch.
S. The Red Guards Regiment is to begin its move on the 23rd, station itself at
Shima, wage guerrilla warfare toward Xingtian,lO assist in the work of that area.
and make efforts to wipe out the landlord anned forces in the vicinity.
6. After this period of work is over in each section, all forces should assemble in their original location and await further orders.
7. On arrival at its assigned destination, each section should immediately prepare a seven~ work schedule and send a detailed report. The work of fund-raising is the flrSI priority, followed by wiping out the mcti.onary armed forces,
organizing Red guerrilla forces, disbibuting grain, and making propaganda.
8. Along with the RevolutiODBJy Military Commission, General Headquarters
will move to Huangpi on the 22nd.
Supplementary notes:
I. When each section assembles, enough salt for one month and enough rice
for seven days should be carried for future usc.
2. The power lines between Xiaobu and Dongshao should be removed immediately, and another line between Huangpi and Luokou should be installed.
The Liaison Team of the Genen.l Corps is responsible for installing the line from
Huangpi to Matian, and the Liaison Team of the Third Amly Group is responsible for installing the line from Luokou to Malian. The existing telegraph cables
should be used to set up the line going from Fourth Anny Headquarters in Toupi
to Baishe Market (the First Division ofthc Third Army Group).
3. Upon arrival ac its destination, each work unit should conduct a survey of
routes in the vicinity (roads, houses, transportation, rivers, bridges, etc.) and
draw route maps, copies of which should be sent to this headquarten.
4. During this period of work, if there is an advance by a certain enemy unit,
the troops facing that enemy unit should offer steady resistance to hamper its
10. This is probably a misprint for TengtiaD, a major IOWJI notlhwcst of Shima in
Yongfeng.l"iCZII'.
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advance and to shield the concentration of our main forces, and must immediately notify the neighboring forces.
The troops going to Shicheng should be sure to buy as milCh Western
medicine as possible (especially iodine tincture and tablets, alcohol, gauze, etc.)
and telephone lines as well. The troops going to Le'an should pay attention to
collecting enemy documents and classified books and maps, cipher codes, and
so on.

s.

Letterfrom the General Political Department

of the Central Revolutiunary Military
Commission to the Soviet Government of
Jianr¢ Province
The System of Private Ownership of Land
During the Democratic Revolution
(February 27, 1931)'

To Comrade Zeng Shan, with the request that be pass it on to other comrades in
the soviet:
Spring has arrived, but very few peasants have begun to plow the fields. This
maner merits our anention. Why have very few peasants begun plowing? To
some extent, of course, the reason lies in force of habit, for the plowing season
has always been put off. According to our investigations, there are, however,

several other reasons: (I) the fact that land distribution has not been finally
settled, (2) the sbonage of draft animals, and (3) the threat from pacification
Our source for this docwnent is Jitmgxi do"gshi ziliao, Vol. 18, pp. 4l-4S. II also
appears in Mao Zedong wenji, Vol. I, pp. 256-58, with a difTcn::ntlitle, and withoutlhe
indication !hat it was originally a letter to Zcng Shan (a supporter of Mao then serving as
chainnan of the Jiangxi Provincial Soviet). We have followed lhe first version as regards
lhe prcscnunion oflhe text, but have conectcd it on the basis oftbe Mao Zedong wtmji in
one place where a phrase is missing. A Chinese 51\ldy of Mao's activities during the
Jiangxi Soviet period states that Mao wrote this document after visitina and talking with a
peasant family in lhe Huangpi area in the course of seeking information on how best to
cany out the policies oul\ined in the Cenrral Bureau's February 8, 1931, document entided, ''The Land Problem and the Anti-Rich Peasant Sntegy" (Yu Boliu and Chen Gang,
Mao ZHong zai zlrongya~~g suqu (Mao Zedong in lhe Central Soviet Area] [n.p.;
Zbongguo shudian, 1993], pp. 243-44 (hera.fter, Mao in the Central Soviet]).
I. The version ofthis text in lhe Mao Zed01rg wenji is dated February 28, 1931, but in
the Nianpu, Vol. I, p. 334, an equally authoritative source, it is stated that Mao wrote lhc
letter on the 27th, which is also the date given in the Jiangxi dangshi zillao.
I8
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banditsl on the borders between Red and White ueas, which makes it difficult to
plow the fields.
As for land distribution's not having been finally settled, this is a big problem in the Red area at present. In the past the land belonged to the soviet and
there was a strong sense that the peasants had only the right to use it. In
addition, the land was divided up over and over again, four or five times, thus
making the peasants feel that the land was not their own and that they had no
right to do as they wished with it. Consequently, they did not settle down to
plowing the fields. This situation is very bad. The provincial soviets should
notify governments everywhere at every level that each government should
issue announcements urging the peasants to plow and plant. The announcements should make clear that the land already disuibuted in the past (applying
the policies of drawing on the plentiful to make up for the scarce [chouduo
bushQo] and drawing on the fat to make up for the lean [choufoi bushou]1) is to
count as settled, and those who have received land are in charge of the land
distributed to them. This land is their private property, and others have no right
to encroach on it. In the future a family's land is that family's fixed property,
with no additions upon births or confiscation upon deaths. The family is at
liberty to rent, lend, mortgage, or sell it at will. After paying land taxes to the
government, everything produced from the land belongs to the peasants. What
they do not consume they are completely free to sell. Money thus obtained may
be used for daily expenses, and what they do not spend they can save, to invest
either in improving the land or in doing business. The government may not find
excuses to impose fines, and organizations of the popular masses may not levy
enforced conuibutions. It is an utterly false rumor that the peasants' savings and
surplus grain all go to the soviet for public usc. If a peasant family is short on
labor power and is unable to cultivate all of their land, or has no labor power at
aJI and is unable to till their own land, they are pennined to rent it out. After
renting, the amount [of harvest shared] is negotiated in each locality, according
to the principle that neither party should lose out. In addition, people are free to
do business in the Red areas, and all such earnings belong to the individual. All
of the aforementioned regulations are appropriate to the process of democratic
revolution.-t Communism cannot be built in a day. The revolution in the Soviet
Union, too, went through many stages before it reached its present socialist
victory. It is to be hoped that all responsible comrades at the various levels of

2. Tbc reference is to local military fon:cs in the SCJ'Vice of the Jandords. Mao here
Rfcrs to them as jing foi, literally ''pacification bandits," just as the Guomindang called
the Red forces gongfei or "Conununist bandits."
3. These policies, which are cbar:actcristic of Mao's approach to land refonn in the
1~30s, were fii'St adopted in the Land Law of August 1930, ttarJslaled in Volume Ill of
th1s edition. Sec there especially p. 504 and n. 3.

4. Mi11qutvt gemhlg.
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soviets and organizations of the popular masses have understood this. During
the implementation of the aforementioned methods, 5 the AB Corps6 and other
reactionary groups may use every chance to spread rumors, saying that communism has failed and that the landlord system will be restored. Responsible
conuades at all levels of government should refute this, basing themselves on
the idea of democratic revolution. They should explain that the only good
way buly to advance toward communism is to carry out the policies required
by the present period of democratic revolution, that the landlord system is
absolutely not being restored, and that what those reactionary groups are
saying is completely false.
As for the shortage of draft animals, first of all, we should promote mutual aid
in plowing and planting; those who have more oxen in the nearby villages should
help those who have fewer oxen with their plowing. But this assistance is not
totally free. Apart from cases where those who have more oxen volunteer to
plow without charging any rent, we should allow the renting of oxen. Only by
officially permitting the renting of oxen can we solve the problem of the shortage
of draft animals. Second, in those townships and districts where there is such a
great shortage of oxen that it is simply impossible to stut plowing, the governments at the xian, district, and township levels should find a way to efl'cct
redistribution by eru:owaging those districts and townships with many oxen to
lend or sell them. Here the governments at the xian and district levels should
undertake a survey of the nwnber of oxen in their xian or district, for only after
they have done this can they carry out a proper redistribution. Third, it is fOibidden to kill oxen. At the moment, there is a shortage of oxen on the one hand, and
on the other hand oxen are being killed at every fair. This goes against the
interests of the poor peasants, and must be forbidden. Fourth, the circulation and
exchange of ordinary agricultural and industrial commodities between the Red
region and the White region should be completely free. Except in special circwnstances (such as a famine) there should be no prohibition [of such circulation],
and no restrictions on prices (no restrictions on prices of any kind should be
allowed within the Red area itself). At present, however, because there is such a
big shortage of draft animals in the Red region, and its impact is very great,
traffic of oxen from the Red region to places outside should be temporarily
fOibidden.
As far as the problem of living along the border between the Red and the
White regions, the peasants suffer the threats of the local pacification bandits to
such an extent that they are afraid to plow the land, and much land is even left
uncultivated. The only way to solve this problem is to lead the anned forces of
the workers and peasants to launch a fierce attack on the anned forces of the
landlords, so that the Red region will continue to expand, and it will be possible
S. This phrase is missing in lhe lcxtasprinted inJUur,p"itlongshizilieJO.
6. For discussion of the AD Corps. see the IDtroducdon.
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to plow and plant those places where cultivation was impossible in the past.
We hope that you will discuss and carry out the suggestions put forward
above, and that you will write back to us.

Head of the General Political Department
of the Central Revolutionary Military Commission

Mao Zedong

On Making the News Bulletin on
Current Mfairs Wulely Available'
(March 12-14, 1931)

I. Circular Order of the General Political Department
The News Bulletin on Current Affairs is an important tool for boosting the
fighting spirit and breaking down the conservative viewpoint ofthe masses in the
soviet areas, and can play an even greater role in pushing forward the mass

struggle in the newly won areas. Therefore, our Headquarters has decided to ask
the Red Anny and local governments to become universally involved in its

publication. In order to address this need, a pamphlet regarding the significance
of the publication of the News Bulle/in on Current Affairs and its content and
method of compilation has been composed and is attached below, to be distributed to each area. After receiving this circular order and pamphlet, the political
departments at various levels of the Red Anny and the cultural departments of

the local soviets at various levels should immediately make plans to get started
on the News Bulletin. The Red Army Newspaper (Hongjun luJo) published by our
Headquarters can provide some of the materials for the News Bulletin on Cun-ent
Affairs, and from now on, in addition to distributing copies to the Red Army, 220
copies of each issue (once every three days) will be sent to the CultunJ Department of the [Jiangxi] Provincial Soviet, which will in tum distribute them to the
xian and district soviets. There should be approximately one copy per district
soviet, and if a xian or district soviet fails to receive one, it is imponant that the
Provincial Soviet be notified in writing.
(March 14)

2. How to Run the News Bulletin on Current Affairs
a. The Red areas run the News Bulletin on Current Affairs to boost the
fighting spirit and break down the conservative viewpoint of the masses.
There arc no newspapers to read in the countryside, in small towns, and in
small cities. As far as the struggling masses are concerned, with regard to lack of
we~W~Dn (Selee!c:d Writings of Mao
Zcdong on Journalism) (Beijing: Xinhua chubanshe. 1983). pp. 26-·33, where it is reproduced
from a comemporary mimeographed version.
I. The News Bulleli11 on CuTTelfl A.ffoirs (SINshi jianboo) was published by the Central
Revolutionary Military Conunission's General Political Deparanent, which Mao then headed.

Our soun:e for this text is Mao Zedong .rinwerr gOIIg%UO

"
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information and a nmow scope of knowledge, there is not much difference
bctWeeJl the situation before and after the revolution. The masses remain like the
frogjwnping around iD its own well. Conuades, this kindofsitualion is no good.
This sort of situation leads the masses to dampen their enthusiasm for struggle,
and leads the masses ia the directioo of conservatism. This is in conflict with the
task of expanding the scope of struggle and winning a nationwide victory. It is
the responsibility of the soviets and the mass organizations to strive to eliminate
this situation. Representatives' conferences, mass rallies, lecture tours, group
visits, and so on, are certainly good methods to eliminate it--ell the more so is
the publication of the News Bulletin on Current Affairs.
b. The newly gained areas use the News Bulletin on Current Affairs to promote mass struggle.
In areas that have been newly won over, the News Bulletin on Current Affain
has an even greater role to play. When the Red Amy takes over a new area. the
masses are led to rise up in struggle--toppling local bullies, distributing land,
distributing grain. abolishing debts. organizing guerrilla forces, establishing soviets. When the masses of people in these areas rise up and engage in these
struggles, they are fighting all right. but at the same lime they often tuubor a kind
of doubt: Are we not isolated? May we not fail in our struggle? It is precisely
when the revolutionary masses have such doubts that the hidden reactionary
elements begin to spread rumors for the purpose of intimidation. What the revolutionary masses long for at such times is aid ftom the revolutionary Red Army,
whether nearby or far away. Just at this moment. the News Bulletin on Current
Affairs comes out to answer such questions of theirs. I remember ia March of last
year (1930), when the Red Army took over Dayu, an issue of the News Bulletin
on Current Affairs came out and was posted on the pavilion of a big wooden
bridge, atbacting crowds of people who came in a steady stream to read it Many
people followed the text with their eyes while reading aloud under tbeir lmath,
and the whole bridge was filled with a celebratory air. Dayu is one example. In
the past there have been seven.! other examples of the Red Anny's achieving
great results using this method as a tool to mobilize the masses. Unfortunately,
however, it has not been done widely, and certainly not frequently, and this is a
serious shortcoming.
3. Contents of the News Bulletin on Cumnr A.J}"ain and Methods ofCompilation
a. The News Bulletin on Current Affairs is not printed but handwritten, not in
small characters but in large characters, not in a small format but in a large
format
b. The News Bulletin on Current Affairs does not cany articles., only news.
The news it carries includes (i) news about mass struggle (struggle against local
tyrants, distribution of land, capturing elements of the AB Corps, organization
of poor peasant unions., wiping out landlords' anned forces, developing Red
areas, news about ten cows in village A dying of rinderpest. or about there
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being no salt and no vegelables in village B, etc.); (ii) activities of the soviets (a
representatives' meeting convened, an important notice posted, etc.); (iii) activities of the Red Army (a victory won in battle, helping the masses distribute land,
etc. But military secrets such as the numbers of personnel and guns., organizational structure, military actions, and military unit designations of the Red Anny
may not be carried, to prevent the leaking of secrets); (iv) the situation of the
ruling class (fighting among the warlords, etc.)
c. On the other hand, not all discussion is 10 be omitted. One or two sentences
of comment can be stuck into a news item to help the readers understand the
significance of the maner. But there should not be too much of this; three
sentences of commentary anached to one news item seems excessive. The commentary should have force to it; wishy-washy commentary is better left out. Not
every news item should have commentary. Much of the news has obvious significance and can be readily understood, so that adding comments would be gilding
the lily.l Only in news items in which the significance is not obvious should a
sentence or two of commentary be added.
d. It is most interesting to read news that is arranged in an order going from
the near to the far: news from the local town, local district, local xian, local
province, the nation, and outside the counby.
e. Local editions of the News Bulletin on Cu"ent Affairs should be entirely
in the local dialect. In cases where the news is copied from other newspapers,
items in which other than common terminology is used should be completely
rewritten. The Red Army's News Bulletin on Current Affairs, even where it is
not possible to use the local dialect, should use extremely simple and clear
standard Chinese.l
f. Materials for the News Bulletin on Cu"ent Affairs having to do with local
and nearby affairs are easy 10 obtain; those having to do with more remote areas
and national and international matters are to be gathered from the Red Army
NewsptJper, published by the Genenl Political Department, or from other newspapers.
g. All texts and materials should have the character of agitation [gudongxing).4
h. However, out-and-out lying is strictly forbidden, as in reporting that the
Red Army has captured ten thousand rifles when only one thousand were captured, or that there arc only one thousand White anny soldiers when there are
actually ten thousand. This kind of reporting, which is too far from the facts. has
2. The Chinese expre5sion Mao uses is "painting legs on the snake."
). Putonghua.

4. Mao here employs Lenin's distinction between "propaganda," a relatively complex
fonn of political argument, which includes an analysis of the reasons for the sufferings of
those addressed, and "agitation," consisting of strong and simple appeals to the emotions.
Siace this newspaper is designed for readers of a low educalionallevel, it falls into the
second category. The tenn "'agitation'' occurs repeatedly throughout this volume.
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a hannful effect. The News Bulletin on Current Affairs will not make its living
by telling lies.
i. The News Bulletin on Current Affairs is to come out every lhree days, ten
times a month. Where the struggle is particularly intense, it may come out daily.
j. Editorial Methods. The cultW"C department of the local :cian soviet will
assign someone specially to compile one issue every three days. The news
included will be about the local xian, neighboring xian, the nation, and the
world, but not every issue need contain all these types of news. Some issues
may have more news about the local xian, some issues more about neighboring
xian. Crucial are these two sections of news, about the local xian and the
neighboring xian, because they are most popular among the masses. One or two
items of provincial and national news per issue is enough, as is one or two items
of international news every few issues. This kind of news item cannot be
altogether absent, or else it would be impossible to lead the masses to participate in the broader struggle. So it should definitely be included, but there must
not be too much of it. If there is too much of it, first of all it takes up too much
space and cuts into the space for important news about the local and neighboring areas. Second, such news is less interesting, and difficult for the masses to
understand. After the xian soviet culture department's News Bulletin of Current
Affairs editor has compiled an issue, copies will be made according to the
number of district soviets, and each district soviet will make a copy and send it
to the district soviet cultural commissioner. When the district soviet cultural
commissioner receives the manuscript from the xian so:viet culture department,
he will add to it local district news. This section of news is of primary importance in the News Bulletin on Current Affairs, because without it the News
Bulletin on Current Affairs would be without its core content, and would thus
be unable to gain the attention of the masses and to achieve its intended effect.
After the district soviet cultural commissioner has added local district news, he
will make copies of the entire manuscript according to the number of township
soviets in the district and send a copy to each township soviet. When the township soviet cultural commissioner receives the manuscript from the district soviet, he adds to it news of the loca1 township. This section of news is also
important, its main role being to stimulate interest in reading the paper. Not until
this point can the entire compilation process be considered complete. On the basis
of one copy per village in the township, the text will be copied in large characters
on large sheets of paper, with punctuation and annotations in red, plus the date of
issue, and people will be dispatched to post them in conspicuous places in every
village for the masses to read. Not Wltil this point can it be called a newspaper.
What is written by the cuJture department at the .xian and district levels does not
COnstitute a newspaper, but rather a draft of a newspaper. This method is very
effective: if there are a thousand villages in a hundred townships in one xian, the
masses in the thousand villages and hundred townships in the whole xian will
11\anagc to see an issue of the News Bulletin on Current Affairs every three days.
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This kind of newspaper can also serve as material for the literacy movement: the
leader of the village literacy group can guide those who are illiterate through it
so that they will have read the paper and learned some characters at the same
time, which makes it a very fine method indeed.
k. Genera1 Distnbution of the Volume of News. As an example, if one
issue of the News Bulletin on Current Affairs contains eight news items, then the
xian soviet's dn.ft will contain four items (two ftom the local xian, one from a
neighboring xian, and one of national or international news), the district soviet
will add three items, and the township soviet will add one more to make a total
of eight Each news item should contain no more than forty words, and each
issue no more than four hundred words.
I. When the Red Army is dispersed to do mass work, the main purpose of
compiling the Nrws Bulletin on Current Affairs is to have the masses read it
This is a powerful weapon with which to mobilize the masses. We cannot continue as before. where some people completely neglected this method and paid
no attention to compiling the Nrws Bulletin on Current Affairs, or some compiled one issue and failed to do the next one, or just did a bit of work on it
sporadically. None of this is correct. When the Red AnDy is dispersed to cany
out mass work, the News Bulletin on Current Ajfain must be compiled in a
systematic way for the masses to read. It is also important at the same time to
post some copies of the News Bulletin on Current Affairs in the various dining
areas in the camps for the soldiers to react When the Red Anny is assembled and
stationed in a particular locale, the main purpose of compiling the News Bulletin
on Current Affain is for the soldiers to read it, but it is also necessary at the same
time to post several extra copies for the local masses to read.
m. In compiling the News Bulletin on Current Affain, when the Red Army
is dispersed to cany out mass work, it is the responsibility of the Anny's Political Depanment to make a first dn.ft and to send it to each division. The Political
Department or political commissar of each division adds to it local news and
news about the activities of the division and sends it to each regiment. The
political conunissar of each regiment adds local news and news about the activities of the regiment and sends it to each company. (The above are all drafts.) The
company political commissar then assigns a company secretary, a sergeant fust
class, and others who can wrile to make copies, one for each village, in large
characters on large sheets of paper, with red punctuation marks and annotations
and date of issue, and sends propaganda workers to post them in conspicuous
places in each village for the masses to read. One copy will be saved and
posled at the same time in the anny camp, and the company literacy movement committee will direct the literacy groups in leading the soldiers in each
literacy group to read it. When the Red Anny is assembled and stationed
somewhere for training, the main purpose of the News Bulletin on Current
Affairs is for the soldiers to read it, so that when the propaganda section of
the Political Department of the army is compiling it, in addition to news
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about the local struggle and national and international news (one or two items),
and news about neighboring annies (one or two items), it is most important that
news about their own anny be included (one to three items). After this is compiled. it is sent to each division. The division adds news about the division (one
or two items) and sends it to each regiment. Each regiment, in tum, adds news
about the regiment (one or two items). and the political commissar of the regiment directs the propaganda teams and company secretaries in making copies in
large characters on large paper, according to the number of companies, one copy
to be distributed to each company, and in leading the soldiers to read it. Each
issue of the News Bulletin on Current Affairs should contain no more than ten
items of news and no more than four hundred words.
n. The News Bulletin on Current Affairs compiled by the Red Army
should contain relatively little national and international news--only about
three-tenths of the whole thing. There should be more news about the anny in
question, and about local and neighboring areas--about seven-temhs of the
whole. Only in this way can we arouse the interest of the soldiers and the masses
in reading the paper, and achieve the intended effect.
o. The news carried in the News Bulletin on Current Affairs, especially
with regard to the local and nearby areas, must be closely related to the lives of
the masses. For example, rinderpest, crop failures, famine, salt shortages, the
Pacification Corps, the Red Guards. the AB Corps spreading rumors, and meetings ofthc Communist Party---e.ll these issues arc closely related to the lives of
the masses, and they surely would like to read about them. Unimportant events
are not to be covered in the paper.
p. The News Bulletin on Cun-ent Affairs must be written in large characters on large sheets of paper-mimeographing will not do. All the publications that are currently coming out, from the Red Army Newspaper, published
by the General Political Depanment, to the papers published by the provincial, xian, and even district soviets, and the papers published by the various
armies and divisions, are all coming out in a format with small print. Although their intention is to provide something for the masses and soldiers to
read, in fact they can be understood only by cadres (and even many low-level
worker and peasant cadres cannot understand them). Therefore, these newspapers certainly cannot replace the News Bulletin on Current Affairs. The News
Bulletin on Cun-ent Affairs is written in oversized characters in dark black ink,
sparsely arranged in seven or eight lines; it's bright and clear to read, and when
you finish reading it you feel just fine. This is truly reading material for the
masses.
Morchl2

The Militmy Preparatory Work That Must
Be Done to Achieve Victory in
the Second Phase of operatirms'
Red Letter Order No. I of the First Front Army
of the Red Army
(March 17, 1931)

Having achieved great victories in the banles in Longgang and Dongshao during
the first period, we have already beaten back the White annies that came to
attack the revolutionary forces. Now the enemy seeks to launch even more cruel
attacks on the revolution, in an effort to seize the leadership of the counteJTCvolution, to put up a last-ditch struggle before the collapse of the ruling class, and
to maintain his life which is about to expire. Two more of Wang Jinyu's divi-

sions have recently been deployed (one division has arrived near Ji'an and Jishui,
and Guo Huazong's division is still in Gaoan) to join the five divisions of Hao

Mengling (now moving towards Jishui), Hu Zuyu (in Yihuang), Han Deqin (in
Xin'gan), Liu Herling (in Jianning), Luo Zhuoyingl (in Pingxiang), and the two
divisions of Gong [Bingfan] and Luo [Lin] originally in Ji'an. They all appear to
Our source ror this text is Mao Zedoftg junshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 206-11, where it is
reproduced rrom a volume entided Jut~shi we11.dat1 (Mililaly Docwnents) published in
1942. This version is basically the same aslhat which appears in MQD Zedongji. Imjuan,
Vol. 3, pP. 217-23, but is slightly more complete and accurate.
I. Communist docwnents written during Ibis period usc a variery of terms 10 refer to
lhe successive lnli·Communist mililaly opcraliODs lhat the NaliODalists labelled the "encirclement at1d suppressiOD"' [weijiQtJ) campaigns. Although documents wrillcn in lhe later
stages or the Jiangxi Soviet period (especially in \933-1934) quite often usc the National·
ist tenn "cncirdemcnt at1d supPression" enclosed in quotation marts, earlier documents
such as this one more commonly use tenns such as ''phase,'" "battle," or ""war" to refer 10
the campaigns. Thus, the term "Second Phase or Operations" in Ibis title refers lo the
Second Encirclement Campaign.
2. Luo Zhuoying (1896-1961), a native or Gwmgdong, was at this time the commander or the Guomindang Eleventh DivisiOD. His forces are not listed in Communist·
compiled Nationalist orders or banle ror lhe SecODd Encirclemem Campaign, but did
panicipate in the Third Encirclement Campaign later in 1931. This is confinned in Bandit
Sllf'P't!SSion,Vol.l.
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be actively preparing for an offensive against us, so the second stage of the war
is about to begin.
This time, however, we are in a much better position than we were last
time to win victory in the military operations. The conflict between Chiang
and Zhang 3 is intensifying, and economic panic throughout the country can
hardly go on for long without leading to an inevitable eruption of renewed
fighting among the warlords, all of which is very unfavorable to them. For
our part, we have already achieved a nationwide victory as a response to the
counterrevolutionaries' attack on us. In the battle at Longgang especially, not
only did the enemy forces lose two divisions, but the morale of their troops
was further shaken and their soldiers began to lean toward the revolution. Not
only have we been replenished with many guns and much ammunition, but
our local anned forces have obtained four thousand more rifles. Among the
100,000 or so people we have recently won over in Guangchang, Ningdu,
Yongfeng, Le'an, Nanfcng, and Sandu-Qibao,4 there is a considerable
amount of armed organization, and already five routcsS of Red Guard armies
have been organized, ten guerrilla areas have been designated, and concrete
methods have been decided upoi:l for the local armed forces to cooperate with
the Red Army in fighting (discussed at the Red Area military affairs conference'). The complete settlement of the Futian Incident makes for the renewed
concentration of revolutionary forces in Hexi. 7 Moreover, we have added a
vital new force-the Seventh Army (it has been reported that this army has
arrived at Lingxian and Suichuan), much to the enemy's s111prise. 8 Their
arrival is bound to hamper the enemy's plans to attack us. All of these conditions
guarantee us an even greater victory this time.
To make sure that we achieve this even greater victory, we should review the
characteristics of our fighting in the past, and make even bener preparations for
the battle this time. In addition to the comprehensive directives on political
3. I.e., between Chiang Kaishdr. and Zhang Xueliang.
4. Sandu and Qibao were communities in an area of eastern Xinguo xilln which had
until recently been a center of anti ..Communist resistance.
5. The tcnn "'route" (/w) here is used not in the scm;e of '"road," but as a term or
geographical jurisdiction, as in the F.ast, West. South, North, and Central route aclion
conuniuces organized by tbe Party in central Jianpi in 1929-1930.
6. The reference is 10 an ad hoc confera~cc called joindy by the First Front Anny and
the local anned forces in tbe Central Soviet Area to discuss the situation following victory
against the First Encirclcmem Campaign.
7. "Hcx.i" refers 10 the area west of the Gan River. For discussion of the Futian
lncident.seethclntroduction.
8. The Red Seventh Anny had left its place of origin in Guangxi and had arrived in the
area wes1 of the Gan River in early 1931. During the first half of the year it operated in
this region in conjunction with local Red Army forces from the area around the
linggangshan base area, and with the Red Twentieth Anny, which bad fled 10 this region
following its involvement in the Futian lncidcm in December 1930.
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propaganda and agitation work already given by the Genen.l Political Department, we hereby list the military preparatory work. as follows:
I. Geaenl Shortcomlags of the Previous Combat'

A. Before tM ComiHit
1. There was no advance planning in the areas in which fighting was anticipated, so that the sketch map used for the attack on Longgang was based on a
survey of nothing but the closest vicinity, the routes were chosen at the last
minute, and tbe local people were mobilized at the last minute as well.
2. Many departments and units (staff offiCer departments, aides-de-camp
units, and the office of the military area command) failed to convene special
meetings to discuss preparatory work for the battle, so that when the fighting
started they were completely disorganized, or in too much of a rush, or unable to
figure out what to do. In some cases all personnel had been sent out and no one
was left to be sent out later, or work had begun but the equipment had been left
behind (for example, staff officers forgetting to bring carbon paper and pencils,
and medical officers forgetting to bring the necessary medicines).
3. Because of inadequate preparation for the laying in of provisions, some
troops had nothing to eat for two days during the battle.
B. During tire Combat

I. Modifications of the battle plan made by higher authorities were conveyed
in a vague manner, making it impossible to grasp the intention when battle
commands were received from higher authorities.
2. In terms of giving direction, there was some inability to command the
troops, some lack of flexibility, and some failure to pay attention to the ovemll
situation on the battlefield.
3. Liaison between higher and lower levels of authority and between neighboring troops was very poor (vecy few reports and circulars).
4. In most cases during battle provisions for the troops were poorly managed.
S. Because deployment of personnel in the various military units was unplanned and unscientific, both on the battlefield and in the rear, people were
rurming around in all directions, unable to accomplish their tasks.

C After the Comlml
I. Our pursuing troops were disorganized. Troops pursuing the enemy had
not been given the task by higher command officers, and in some cases pursuing
lroopS retreated to camp on their own initiative, without receiving orders fiom

the supreme command (for instance, during the battle at Dongshao ).
9. Anolhcr reference lo !he Fint Encirelemenlaad Suppre:ssioa CBmpaiJn.
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2. There was no planned assignment of special persOMelto different military
units to take charge of battlefield cleanup.
3. None of the military units sent people out to collect classified papers and
confidential documents, telegram cipher codes, special equipment, and technical
persOMel.
4. At the conclusion of the battle, the direction, route, and condition of
enemy retreat were reported either very late or not at all; reports on statistics of
what was captured and of casualties, and on the replenishment and consolidation
of the troops were extremely slow in coming.
S. After the battle, the booty, the captives, and the wounded were handled too
slowly, and this greatly hampered the pursuit. At the same time, not much
attention was paid to taking care of the wounded, and they went without anything to eat for quite a long time.
6. Unable to get a full meal immediately, to restore the soldiers' morale, or
even to feed the horses and clean the guns..•. 10
7. No special personnel were assigned to take charge of managing captives,
so that the captives bad nothing to eat all day. At the battle in Longgang, they
were resentful toward us.

11. Preparatory Work to Be Done Now
A.AgitalitJ1111

I. In addition to carrying out political agitation work according to the directives of the General Political Department, each section should bold separate
pledge-taking rallies as well.
2. Before departure for battle, troops should be assembled and given agitation
speeches.

B. Meetings
Using various types of meetings to do preparatory work for battle and to discuss
points for attention during battle and cleanup work after battle is the best way to
accomplish the task. Therefore, all military units should immediately convene
the following types of meetings:
I. Meetings to be convened at the army or divisional level:
a. Convening staff officers' meetings to discuss points for attention for the
troops during battle, staff work, methods of liaison with various units,
logistical service in the rear, as well as ways to gather classified papers
and documents after battle, and also current training principles in the
various military units.
10. This ellipsis, and that at the end of paragraph IIB!c below, appear in tbe available
Chinese text.
II. Regarding the difference between propaganda and agitation see above, the note to
thetexlofMareh 12-14,1931.
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b. Convening meetings of aides-de-camp to discuss the division of labor
among persoMel who do odd jobs, ways to handle large baggage, provision of material assistance, temporary issues at the front, including the
treatment and repatriation of captives, as welt as ways of handling booty,
the recruitment of stretcher-bearers, and the problem of provision and
dclivcry of drinking water.
c. Convening meetings of medical officers to discuss the mancn of rescuing
and transfcning wounded soldiers, establishing bandage units, and ways to
obtain drugs, Western medicine, nurses, and so on, after battle....
d. Convening meetings of officers above the level of deputy regiment commander and regiment commander to review past shortcomings in llaining
and wartime command, and to discuss the necessary preparations and
points for attention for the present battle, as well as current aaining.
2. Meetings to be convened at the regimental level:
a. Convening one meeting, with the whole regiment as a unit, to be anendcd
by officers above the level of platoon leader and deputy platoon leader, to
review past shortcomings in fighting and discuss necessary preparations
and points for attention for the current battle.
b. Convening one meeting, with the whole regiment as a unit, to be attended
by aides-de-camp, special task leaders, and those in charge of provisions,
such as staff sergeants for military supply and others, to discuss wartime
supplies and provision of material assistance and the supply of provisions
for the wounded and captives after battle.
3. Meetings to be convened at the company level:

a. Convening one company affairs meeting, with the whole company as a
unit, to be attended by ofliccn above the level of deputy squad leader, to
review past shortcomings in fighting and discuss the necessary preparations and points for attention for the present battle.
b. Convening a soldicn' meeting of the entire company to rcpon on the
political task and its significance in the current battle, and to discuss the
necessary efforts to be made.
C. Trtllnlng

1. Step up training according to the new drilling methods and conduct separate shooting exercises (anny and division commanders must all attend the
drill).

2. Cany out and evaluate field combat exercises, and conduct mock militaJy
maneuvers once between regiments and once between divisions.
3. Morning exercises every day must include the activities of racing to the
top of the hill, pursuit, wget practice, and quick assembly. Recreation periods
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must be devoted entildy to ba~t practice, surveying. games, the long jump,
and so on. During evening roll call, military evaluations must be made.
4. Soldim performing miscellaneous duties (especially portm) must be assigned someone to teach them how to do such things as form ranks, march, take
breaks. and make stops (close to the side of the road), so as not to impede the
anny's forward march, and add to the fighting ranks.
S. Stretcher-bearers and military nurses must conduct joint exercises in rescue and transfer operations.
6. All military personnel must know how to take cover against air raids while
on the march, in bivouac, or in banle, so that they can quickly hide themselves
when encountering enemy airplanes (for details see Order No. I issued by the
Front Army in Changsha).
7. As much as possible. cooks should avoid fatigue. and they should be
trained to improve their cooking skills.
8. Methods of cleaning and protecting weapons should be explained, and
soldiers must be urged to utilize them.

All military writs must prepare a supply of rice for ten days 8Dd money for
oneD10Dib.

Upon receipt of this order, all military units must immediately hold meetings
and make detailed plans for their subordinate units to cany out each measure. It
is also necessary that all progress be reported to this headquaners for review.
It is so ordered.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De

Mao Zedong

March 17,1931,accordingtotheWestemcalendar

The Significance of the Second Campaign, the
Current Situation Between the Enemy and
Ourselves, and Preparatory Work in Striving

for a Second Victory
Circular Order No. 4 of the General Political Department
ofthe Chinese Revolutionary Military Commission
(March 20, 1931)
To Political Commissars and Heads of Political Departments at All Levels of the
Red Army, and Local Govenunents at All Levels:
I. The Central Significance of Striving for Victory ia the
Second Campalga Ues In Changing the Situation Between

lbe Enemy and Ourselves
Since the fighting among the warlords came to a temporary halt and the enemy
started to anack the revolution, the enemy has been in a kind of offensive
position, whereas we have been, by and large, in a defensive position all along.
In the banle at Longgang, 1 although we achieved a great victory, we were still
unable to transform this offensive-defensive situation. Consequently,transform·
ing the offensive-defensive situation between the enemy and ourselves has
become the central task of the Second Campaign. If we want to transfonn the
offensive-defensive siruation between the enemy and ourselves. we must deal a
severe blow to the enemy during his second offensive, and achieve an even
greater victory than in the battle at Longgang. This is essential, for only thus
can we rout the enemy and make him withdraw to defend the key cities. Only
by making the enemy retreat to defend the key cities can we force him to give
up the offensive for the defensive, and thereby resolve thoroughly the problem
of consolidating the soviet areas. We must make the enemy withdraw to defend
the key cities, for only thus can we take another step forward in expanding the
Our source for this 1cx1 is Mao Ud011g ji. lhjuan, Vol. 3, pp. 22s-11, whe~ it is
reproduced from a documentary collection published in China in 198 I.
I. This refers to one of the main engagcmenn during the First Encirclement Campaign, fought at Longgang on DccemberlO, 1930. See, in Volume Ill, pp. 729-32, Mao's
order to launch the attat:k, and his communique regarding the victory achieved there.
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development of the soviet areas. Only if the enemy is routed, if the soviet
areas are truly consolidated, and above all if they arc extensively developed,
can the Red Army take a step forward in expanding its numbers and improving its quality. Only under circumstances where the soviet areas are effectively consolidated and extensively developed, and the Red Army progresses
both by increasing its numbers and by improving its quality, will we be able
to exert a great influence on the political situation in the whole country. On
the one hand, this will hasten the- eruption of struggles for leadership among
the various factions within the ruling class, weakening the power of each of
these factions, promoting the further development of a state of anarchy
among the various factions, and make use of the favorable conditions inherent in the objective situation of the revolution. On the other hand, this will
promote an upsurge in the fighting spirit of the workers, peasants, ordinary
soldiers, and poor people in the areas under reactionary rule, deepen the
practical struggle, expand the scope of the struggle, expand the existing Red
areas and Red armies, create new Red areas and Red annies, and bring about
the expanded development of the revolution throughout the country. From
this we will proceed to seize initial victory in one or several provinces, and
this will then develop into victory in the whole country.lJfwe are W1able to
win a greater victory in the present campaign, we will not be able to transform the offensive-defensive situation between the enemy and ourselves.
That would run counter to the task outlined above. Therefore, we must make
every effort to strive for a great victory in the Second Campaign. Whoever
fails to make every effort to fight for this victory is committing a crime
against the revolution.
II. The Current Sltuadon Between the Enemy and Ounelves
and the CoadiHoas for Our VIctory In the Second Campaign
After the battles at Longgang and Dongshao,3 the political situation was such
that, as regards the rule of the reactionaries, the crisis of wars among the warlords continued to develop day by day. The recent resolution of the problem of
the [military] establishment in Shanxi,4 Zhang Xueliang's efforts to rope in the
2. This sentence is absenl from the leXt in Mao Zedong ji, and has been suppJied fi'om lbe
version in a Red Guard publicalion, Mao Zedtmg .sirilmg wanmi. [)jyici guonri geming
zhtmzhe~~g .shiqi (191~/937.6) (Long Uve Mao Zedong lbought. Period of the First Rcvlllu-

licmaryCivil War(l928-JWlC 1937]).issuedin February 196711Pcople's University in Beijing,
p.ll8.
3. Regudingthebartlell Dcmgshallll!IJanuary 1-3, 1931, see above, the lnlroduction, and
lheflfSttwo~tsinthisvolume.

4. The refelencc is probably to lbe shifting alignments between Yan Xishan, based in
Shanxi, Feng Yuxiang, who played a dominant role in north China, and lllher wa:rillrds, who
formed an alliance against Cbiang Kaishelr. in early 1930, but wm defeated in September 1930
when Zhang Xueliang refused 10 join their coalitilltl.
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old warlord forces, 5 the convening of the financial conference of the seven
northern provinces,6 Chiang Kaishek doing his utmost to recruit Huang
Shaoxiong to resolve the problem of Guangdong and Guangxi,7 calling together
the army officers at headquarters to hold discussions and unite, sending
emmissaries to various provinces to win over the petty warlords, the unresolvable clashes between petty warlords in Sichuan, Yunnan, and other provinces-these are all proofs that conflict between Chiang and Zhang is unavoidable.
Another aspect of the situation is that Chiang Kaishek's First Offensive against
the soviet areas and the Red Army was a complete failure on a nationaJ scale.
The First {Red] Army in the Hubei-Henan-Anhui border area saw victories and
no defeats. Recently, when attacking Huangmei and other places, Chiang
Kaishek sent a force of seven divisions, but there was nothing to be done. The
Second Army Group, led by He Long and others, was active along the border
between western Hunan and Hubei, and although Chiang Kaishek also sent a
force of four divisions to attack them, he was quite unable to best them. As for
the activities of the Tenth Army in northeastern Jiangxi and the Sixteenth Army
in the Hunan-Hubei border area, the Sixteenth Army destroyed a whole enemy
regiment in Tongcheng,8 and captured 1000 guns. Although there was a defeat at
Longyan in western Fujian, the Red army has now progressed toward Tingzhou
and scored a victory. The Guangxi Seventh Anny, straddling the three provinces
of Guangxi, Hunan, and Hubei, recently went as far as Chongyi,9 and within a
few days will be able to join us. As for our First Front Army's great victory in
the First Campaign, its impact has extended to the whole country, terrifYing the
reactionaries and causing extreme excitement among the workers and peasants
everywhere. According to what people coming from Shanghai in the last few
days have said, the workers in Shanghai have rallied to celebrate this victory
enthusiastically. As for the Jiangxi Red areas, apart from a few towns that have
been occupied by the enemy, where part of the masses in the vicinity have
S. In September 1930, Chiang Kaishek had appointed Zhang Xueliang as deputy
comrnaoder-in-chiefofChina's armed forces, and Zhang had been ceremcmially installed
in that post on October 9, 1930, in Shenyang (then known as Mukden), where his father,
Zhang Zuolin, had long held sway. The reference is presumably to his efforts to rebuild
his father's power base in the Northeast.
6. Though it is unCCitain which conference is meant here, the n:fcrcncc is clearly to
the ongoing effons of the minister of finance, Song Ziwen, to unify the financial system in
order to strengthen political conuol over local military rulen.
7. Huang Shaoxiong (mou commonly known as Huang Shaohons) was, with Li
Zongren and Bai Cbongxi, one of the three leading members of the Guangxi clique. In
1929, and again in 1930, the Guangxi forces invaded Guangdong, but were repulsed.
After his annics had been defeated by Guangdong forces in the summer of 1930, Huang
left Guangxi in late 1930 and went to Nanjing. There he called on Chiang Kaishek, who
offered him the post of rehabilitation commissioner for Guangxi.
8. Tongchcng is located in southcm Hubci ncar the borders with Hunan and Jiangxi.
9. Chongyi is a locality in tbe extreme southwestern comer ofJiangxi.
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defected, there are places where further development is occurring, especially in
Guangchang, Shicheng, Ningdu, Sandu, Qibao, and even in Yongfeng, Le'an,
and Nanfeng, where several hundred thousands of the masses recently won over
are all participating in the sbuggle under the Red flag. As for Ninggang, Ganxian, and Ji'an, they are all fighting constantly and tirelessly against the enemy.
Thus all the facts stated above demonstrate on the one hand the conflicting
tactics of the warlords, and on the other hand the indomitable spirit of the
revolutionary forces. This has forced Chiang K.aishek to intensify his suppression
of the revolutionary forces in the southern provinces, and especially his attempt
to mount a second offensive against the First Front Army.
As regards Chiang Kaishek's forces in Jiangx.i, although to the units originally
under the conunand of Gong, Luo, Jiang, Cai, Mao, Xu, Hu, and others10 have been
added those of Wang Jinyu and Sun Lianzhong,l 1 so that their numbers have increased, it takes a substantial military force to maintain transport and communications in the rear area, and troops must be assigned to deal with the arrival in Jiangxi
of the Red Anny's Seventh Arrrry. Thus for practical purposes the military force at
his disposal should not exceed nine divisions, or about the same as last time. Moreover, the morale of the badly defeated soldim of Zhang and Tan 12 is even shakier
than before, and it is more difficult than before to send forces into the Red areas. So
in fact the enemy has numerous weaknesses to begin with. On our side, although
numerically we are inferior to the enemy, we enjoy one extremely favorable condition, which is the w:Utcd morale of the army, and everyone is eagerly concentraling
on going into battle. Second, following the battle of Longgang. the strength of our
armies was augmented (in tenns of weapons. political and military training, etc.).
Third, we increased the local armed forces, anned the broad masses, and w:Ufied the
conunand of the local armed forces. Fourth, the resolution of the Futian Incident
won back the: masses who had been deceived. Fifth, we have taken Sandu and
Qibao, the most reactionary region, expanded the mass struggle in localities such as
Ningdu, Shicheng, Guangchang, Nanfeng, and Yongfeng, destroyed a portion of the
landlord armed forces. and consolidated the rear. Sixth, when the Seventh Anny of
the Red Army came to Jiangxi, they stimulated the excitement of the masses,
10. The reference is to Gong Bingfan, l.uo Lin, Jiang Guangnai, Cai Tingkai, Mao
Bingwen, Xu Kexiang, and flu Zuyu.
II. Wang Jinyu ( 18114-195 I), a nalive of Shandong, had received his milillr)' !raining
in Japan, and had held lhe rank of major general since 1922. In 1930, he had been
chairman of lhe Anhui Provincial Govemmenl for a brief period. In 193 I, he was appoinled 10 lhe command of !he Fifth Route Anny in !he Second "Encirclement and
Suppression." Sun Lianzhong (1893-1990), a na1ive of Hebci, had served as an army
commander under Fcng Yuxi&rlg. In 1931 he was also transferred to Jiangxi, where he
look command of !he Twenty-sixlh Rou1e Anny, and served eoncurren1ly as "commissioner for purifying the villages" (i.e., for eliminating the Communists).
12. The reference is to !he troops of Zhang Huizan, who had been eaplured and killed
after the banle a1 loRJ8BilJ, and 10 Tan Daoyuan's division, which was also defea!Cd
during 1he firs! Encirclement and Suppression.
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thereby boosting the Second Campaign. Therefore, victory in the Second Campaign will cenainly be ows, provided only that we are all resolute, and use every
effort to fight for victory.
IlL Tbe Secoad Campalga. Wbk:b Is Curreatly PressJaa:la
upon Us. aad O•r Preparatory Work

At present, the enemy has already started to maneuver. The enemy in Nanfeng
has increased by one regiment. Wang Jinyu has already gone to Nanchcng to set
up a Conunissioner's Office.ll It is said that Wang's troops have reached
Nancheng. Hao Mengling's forcesl<4 have reached Jishui; there have been troop
reinforcements in Ji'an, where they arc still trying hard to press people into
service. The outbreak of the Second Campaign is drawing nearer day by day.
Intensifying all the preparatory work for the Second Campaign is a necessary
condition in striving for a second victory. Other than work related to military
training, where orders have already been issued by the staff office, this (General
Political] Department specially divides up the political aspect of the preparatory
work between the Red Anny and the localities as follows:
First, the Red Anny's preparatory work:
I. Taking the army as the unit, convene meetings of personnel engaged in
political work. Apart ftom political commissars and political department section
heads and above, heads of propaganda teams and chainnen of soldien' associations should all anend the meetings. The main content of the meeting is to be a
report on the political situation, the significance of the Second Campaign, and
propaganda and agitation in the army. After planning and reponing, there should
be a thorough discussion about paying attention to rectifying all sons of incorrect
views, and specific measures for carrying out propaganda and agitation.
2. Taking the division as a unit, convene a mass meeting of common soldiers,
the main purpose of which is to report on the political situation and the significance ofthe Second Campaign. Extensive agitation should be earned out regarding victory in the Second Campaign. As regards the speakers, in addition to the
division commanders and division political conunissars, army commanden,
army political commissars, and heads of anny political departments should all
attend the meetings.
3. Guide the soldiers in holding soldiers' meetings. mainly to discuss various
issues in striving for a second victory, so that they may increase their undersranding of political issues and take the initiative in carrying out concrete preparations.
13. Wang Jinyu had been "commissioner for suppressing lhe ConunW'Iists and purifying the villages" Uiaogong qingxiangduban] in lhe Hunan-Jiangxi border area in 1928, but
as noted above, in 1931 these functi011s were to be exercised by Sun Lianzhong. Perhaps
Sun bad asked for his assistance in setting up lhe ofTICC.
14. Hao Mengling (1898-1937) was a native of Hebei. At this time he was deputy
commander of the Guomindang Ninth Anny.
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4. Within each army, after assembling the main troops, hold rallies to take a
mass pledge. In addition to the troops, the local masses should also be invited to
participate. The main idea is to rouse the soldiers and masses and bolster their
fighting spirit. The content and technique of the speeches at such rallies must be
succinct and inspiring. A few slogans should be inserted into the speeches to
drum up excitement at the rally. In addition, the soldien should be encouraged in
a systematic way to put forward suggestions about the conduct of operations, for
example on the Jaw regading complicity, 15 which can then be adopted at the
rally.
S. At all meetings, including mass meetings, soldiers' meetings, and pledge
rallies, the military aspect of things should be addressed (for example, points of
attention in banle, reports on experience in banle, each unit's outstanding merits
and shortcomings, etc.).
6. Organize and encourage the masses in the vicinity of the battle area to
participate in various fighting operations or activities to support the Red
Anny. For example, enforcing "Red martial law" (chise jieyan), 16 sending
groups to convey greetings and appreciation to the Red Army, forming
stretcher brigades, seeing ofT the Red Anny to the battle, and serving them
tea and rice gruel.
7. The political department should immediately begin preparing ammge..
ments and materials for propaganda work among prisoneiS of war. Make sure
that each prisoner gets one good piece of propaganda.
Second, preparatory work for the local government and the masses of workers
and peasants:
I. Taking the :xian as a unit, convene a joint conference of chainncn of
governments at all levels, commanders of guerrilla units, and those in charge of
mass organizations to infonn them of the political situation and the significance
of the Second Campaign, and to plan banle prepan.tions for the time when the
White army invades, including strengthening the walls and clearing the fields.l 7
IS. Lio~UUo, the term which we have lranslatcd "complicity," meant ill imperial times
the responsibility of friends and family members for the guilt of a criminal. Here it
presumably refers to regulations for punishing soldiers who have joined in aciS of desertion or insubordination, even if 1hey were not the instigators. The words "for examplo on
the law regarding complicity" do not appear in lhe Mao Zedongjl, and have been Wen
from the Red Guard version of this text.
16. None of the dictionary definitions of jleyan ("enforce martial law," "impose a
curfew," "cordon ofT an areaj precisely convey a sense of the aclions to which il referred
in practice. Basically, it meant syslemllically imposing a state of heightened vigilance and
OYersighl throushoul an area io order to prevenl enemy infiltrators, spies, and internal
countem:volutionaries from canying on their acrivities. To achieve this Slate, a sympathetic populace was asked to organize systems of SCDiries, roadside checkpoints. movement passes, and other inspection and counter-infiltratiorl measures.
17. On ''strengtheoins:tbc walls and clearing lhe fJCids" UWnbi qingye), sec below,
llOie2tothetcx:tofJuly4, 1931.
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2. Taking the district as a unit, hold mass meetings, mainly for the pwpose of
rousing the masses to participate actively in tbe battle.
3. Choose comrades with a knack for speaking and a fairly conect viewpoint
and organize them into delegations to visit the Red Anny and encourage the Red
Anny soldiers to tight. On such visits they shouJd at least be provided with
slogans of encouragement to the Red Anny written in large characters on red
banners, with clear indications as to which army is to receive them and which
local worker-peasant or mass organization they arc from. At the same time theie
should be propaganda leaflets to distribute among the Red AnDy soldiers, and it
is even better where possible to bring gifts in appreciation of services rcDdeJed.
4. Plan propaganda work for areas Where the enemy is expected to pass
through. Put up posters of slogans directed at the enemy soldiers in CVCJY village
and every township, and spread around a large number of clear and simple
leaflets (composed of a couple of slogans, for example). But the number of
separate slogans should not be large; the same most important slogans should be
written everywhere.
5. Each township and village should organize a soldim' movement committee to work on the movement [to win over] White arm.y soldiers.
6. Mobilize tbe masses to prepare for the task of cheering on the captured
White anny soldiers. For example., whciCver prisoners pass by, the local government should have meals served to them, have pigs slaughtered for them to eat,
have tea and rice gruel served along the way, and have people shout slogans
cheering the new comrades. The masses will deliver food and drink to the prisoners, and do propaganda and agitation work on them at the same time.
7. The local armed forces must be involved in the pRpamtory work of political propaganda in the Red Army.
Slogans desigoated for morning and evening roll call in the Red Anny and
local guerrilla forces duriDg the Second Campaign:
a. Charge forward bravely!
b. Kill the enemy at tbe risk of our own lives!
c. SUpport the Communist Party!
d. Support the soviets!
e. Capture He Yingqin alive!
f. Down with Chiang Kaishek!
g. Long live the victory of the Second Campaign!
h. Long live the liberation of the workers and peasants!
Slogans designated for propaganda and agitation directed at the White anny:
a. Our brothers in the White armies are of worker ancl peasant origins, they
should not take up arms against lhe workers and peasants!
b. The only way for the White anny soldiers to win their back pay is to rebel!
c. The White anny brothers must kill their counterrevolutionary officers,
select their oWD officers, and establish Red Army [units)!
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d. The White army soldim will not go to tbe front to faght, nor will they
serve as cannon fodder for the warlords!
e. The White army soldiers are of worker arui peasant orig~ they should
not massacre the workers and peasants for the warlords!
f. Welcome the White army soldiers arui low-ranking officers to attack tbe
Ioca1 bullies arui divide up the land!
g. Give special treatment to White army prisoners!
h. Treat the sick and wounded White army soldiers!
Welcome the White army brothCis and low-ranking officers to join the
Red Army!
j. Poor people don't fight poor people!
k. Soldiers don't light soldiers!
1. The White army is the army of the warlords; the Red Anny is the army of
the workers and peasaDts!
Chairman

MaoZedong

March 20, 1931, according to the Western calendar

Order to Move the Troops for

Reorganization, Training,
and Fund-RLtising
(March 23, 1931)1

I. According to reports from various sources: Wang Jinyu's Forty-seventh
Division, the Forty-third Division (Guo Huazong), and Hao Mengling's division
are stationed along a front ftom Yongfeng to Jishui and Shuidong; Han Deqin is
in Xin'gan; Gong BingfaD bas moved to Taihc; Luo Lin appears to be staying in
Ji'an. It is said that of Sun Uanzhong's troops, the Twenty-fifth Division (Sun)
and the Twenty-seventh Division (Gao Shuxun) have arrived in the area around
Lc'an, Gongfang, and Daifang (and that they have a cavalry division). Hu
Zuyu's entire division has moved to the vicinity ofNanfeng. Mao [Bingwen]'s
and Xu [Kexiang]'s two divisions remain in Nanfeng. Lu Xiaochen's division is
located north ofl.e'an and Dongpo. Cai (Tingkai]'s and Dai [Ji]'s two divisions
are still near Xingguo. Liu Heding is still in Jianning, and Zhou Zhiqun is in
Ninghua (see the bulletin issued by the Staff Office for details of other enemy
activities).
2. The First Front Anny has dec.ided to move for the purposes of reorganization, training, and fund-raising. Details of the deployment are as follows.
J. 1Re Third Anny Group should leave one of its divisions in Xiaotian to
keep a close watch on and remain on the alert against the enemy in Nanfeng and
Le'an, and the rest of it should immediately move to the area around Ningdu,
Hechuan, Beilaicun, Ge'ao, Chengjiang, Meijiao, Sbanliao, and Gulonggang for
work and training. Command headquarters should be located in Laicun.
4. ne Third Anny should position itself to work in the vicinity ofTengtian,
and keep watch on the enemy in Yongfeng and Jishui. If the enemy advances, it
should retreat in the direction of Sbaxi, as its main task is to carry out its own
reorganization and training.
S. The Fourth Army should immediately move to the area around
Guangcbang, Yiqian, Shicheng, and Zhantian, to work on reorganization and

Oursoun:eforthistextisMaoUd.ongjunslriwenji. Vol.l,pp.213-IS. It also appears in
Mao Zedtmgji.BujiiQII, Vol. 3, pp. 233-35, with a slightly different title and presentation.
I. lbis Older was issued on lhe aftcmoc:m oflbe dale indicated ftom Sbantaog Village,
Ningduxitln; it was Order No. VB of the Fim Front Anny.
42
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training. Its headquutc:rs should be located between Toupi and Ningdu. II should
also remain on the a1ert against the enemy in Ningdu and Nanfeng.
6. The entire Twelfth Anny should start to move on the 25th. setting up its
headquarters in Dabodi and spreading its troops throughout the area around
Dabodi, Ruijin, Jiubao, Rentianshi, and Huangshiguan to raise funds. Its work in
Laicun will be taken over by the Third Army Group.
7. The Thirty-fifth Army should move on the 26th to the vicinity of
Qingtang for training and reorganization.
8. The Red Security Regiment should immediately move to the vicinity of
Ningdu (in the direction ofQingtang, a few miles from town) for reorganization
and training.
9. 11te mission and position of the Western Route Anny remain unchanged.
10. 11te Southern Route Army should immediately be disbanded. The Sixtyfourth Division retains its unit number and goes to No. 12 new working area for
reorganization and training. All the other units may remain where they are to
cany out their own missions.
II. General Headquarters, along with the CentJal Revolutionary Military
Committee, will command its directly subordinate units to move to Qingtang on
the 25th.
Supplemcntuy notes:
a. The following is a map or the lines of conununication [jiaotong xian]
within the vicinity ofQingtang: (the rest remains unchanged).2
b. A telephone line between Qingtang and Laicun will be set up by the
communications team of General Headquarters, with the cooperation of its counterpart in the Third Army Group.
c. Each anny should choose staff members with outstanding abilities from
units stationed in its vicinity for the task of surveying and map-making.
d. Each anny should, on its own initiative, distribute one yuan for pocket
money on April!.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

2. According to a note to the Chinese edition, Ibis map is missing liom tbe copy of
this document now in the archives in Beijing.

A Propaganda Outline for Seeking Vu:tory in
the Secmul Campaign
Bulletin No. 1 of the Propaganda Department of the
Central Bureau of the Soviet Region
(1931)

Governments at all levels, aJI political departments, and all revolutionary organi-

zations;
This propaganda outline1 is the most important material that can be used to
arouse the masses before the Second Campaign. To strive for victory in the
second great battle, every unit must expand, in accordance with this outline. the
movement of propaganda and agitation by written and oral means, by mass
rallies, and by organizing propaganda teams. Every organ must absolutely not
neglect this work. Furthennore, every organ should duplicate this propaganda as
soon as possible, and distribute it among the masses of workcn and peasants.

Our source for tbis document is Mao Z«kmgji. Bujw:m, Vol. 3, p. 237.
I. The n:fermcc is presumably lo 1hc following document, listing eighl conditions for
victory ia 1hc Second Campaign.

"

Eight Conditions fur a Great Victory
in the Second Campaign
Work Yet More Energetically to Prepare for
an Even Greater Victory in the Second Campaign 1
(1931)

1. Chaotic Warfare among tile Warlords Is Bound to Break Out

A. No sooner had the warfare among Chiang, Yan [Xishan], and Feng
[Yuxiang] come to an end than Zhang Xueliang rushed to Nanjing to find out
what had actually happened. After returning to Tianjin, he redesignated the
remnants ofYan Xishan's routed uoops as the Fifth Army and organized Feng

Yuxiang's troops into several divisions. He forced 1hc National Government in
Nanjing to give him a fund of 516,000 yuan to be distributed among these
nwnerous troops. It is quite clear that he wanted them to collaborate with him in
fighting Chiang Kaishck. Zhang Xucliang also bought over Shi Yousan and Sun
Lianzhong.l He even urged Sun to collude with Han Fuqu and Ma Hongkuil in
an anempt to tum Shandong into a base for the entire great alliance against
Chiang. Of course, Chiang K.aishek was not to be outdone. By using both hard
and soft tactics, he also attempted to draw over or bribe others to his side. He
threatened Sun Lianzhong, Han Fuqu, and others, and sowed discord that led to
the disintegration of the Shanxi Anny and the secession of Sun Lianzhong from
Feng's anny. He even finished off some miscellaneous troops in Shandong and
Hunan, for fear that these unreliable troops would be lured away by Zhang
Xueliang. All the troops under Chiang Kaishek's direct control have been de-

Q;r~s document is Jisflg%i danphi zlliflO, Vol. 18, pp. 90-95. It also
apPears in Mao Zedongji. Bujuan, Vol. 3, pp. 239--46.
I. Compare this document with the text "Eight Great Conditions for Victory," dated
December 22, 1930, which Mao issued under similar circumstances just as the First
Encirclement Campaign was bcgiMing (see Volume Ill, pp. 714-21).
2. The Chinese !ext here has Jianzhong, but this is probably a misprint for lianzhotlg,
the name ora Guomindang general that occurs twice below in the same paragraph.
3. Han Fuqu (1890-1938), a native ofHebei, was a warlord who served as military
80Yemor of Shandong from 1930 10 1938. Ma Hongkui (1892-1970), zi Shaoyun, a
nati~ of Gansu, was a onetime subordinalc of fcng Yuxiang who defected from feng's
scrv•ce 10 ally with Han against Feng during this period.
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ploycd in the nol1hem part of Jiangsu and Anhui, as well as regions such as
Henan and Sbaarul.i. Thus both sides, Chiang Kaisbek and Zhang Xueliaag, have
rolled up their sleeves and are actively preparing for another big war among the
warlords, which will kill even more people.
B. As war is bound to bleak out between Chiang and Zhang, Chiang Kaishek
is seeking a huge loan from the UDited States and Canada for his military
expenses; but the other imperialist countries like England and France are so
jealous that tbey could not help stepping in, suggesting that the loan be provided
by all of them. and that no countly on its own should make a loan to China. From
this we caD see that the clashes among the imperialists in cmna are getting
fiercer than ever. Inevitably, the chaotic warfare among their running clop. all
these warlords. has become more inteDse.
C. At a time when Chiang Kaishek is waging a big war agaillSt Zhang
Xueliang. he fears that our revolutionary movement will develop in his rear.
lbis is really something he cannot accept, for he is aware that the day when
the revolutionary movement develops will be the day of doom for the reactionary ruling class. That is why he bas transferred troops to attack various
soviet areas and the Red Army. He was attempting to diminish our revolutionary forces by threats, so that be could boast in front of iUs bosses, the
imperialists, the despotic gentry, the landlords, and the bourgeoisie that be,
Chiang K.aishek, was able to repress the revolutionary forces, consolidate his
counterrevolutionary leading position, and fight a big war with Zhang
Xueliang without any wonies at all. Unexpectedly, however, Zhang Huiza.D
and his men were all taken prisoner by us, half of Tan Daoyuan's division
was wiped out by us. and the first stage in Chiang Kaishelc's plan ended in
total failure. Then he was compelled to transfer two brigades of Han Deqin
from Sbanclong and one division of Guo Huazhong from Hubei, and since Fat
Lu" was really useless, he also sent He Yingqin to Iiangxi to take command.
Furthermore, he shortened by more than a month the time be had set for
solving tbe bandit-suppression problem, which was initially supposed to be
finished by the end of April. All this shows that Chiang Kaishek desperately
wants to frighten us, so that he can move his troops back to deal with Zhang
Xueliang. Nevertheless, the warfare between Chiang and Zhang is intensifying day by day, and everyone in the armies involved in so-called bandit-suppression is so afraid to be Zhang Huizan the second that no one dares to move
forward. Meanwhile, we stay here, as stable as Mount Tai, waiting for the
opportunity to eliminate them one by one (as the old saying goes, "waiting at
our eue for an exhausted enemy"). In addition, with the help of the armed
masses, we are extremely well-iDform.ed and quite familiar with the local
surroundings. while the enemy hu no such advantages. With all these favorable conditions, it is certain that we will be able to win every battle.
4, LuDipitiJ.

11. The Es.panllon of the Red Army Ia tbe Wbole Coaatry
A. This time, Chiang Kaisbek is relatively determined to fight to the end with
the revolutionary forces all over the cowrtry. He has sent his troops not only to
southwestern Jiangxi, but also to southern Hubei, eastern and western Huoan,
northeastern Iiangx.i, and western Fujian. But what has bccD the result of the
battle? Take a look even at the news reported in the newspapm run by the
reactionaries {of course such news should be taken with a grain of salt). After the
two factions in Guo Rudong's troopS. which were sent by Chiang Kaishck to
northeastern Hubei to attack the Red Army, rebelled and joined the Red Army,
the Red Army's First Army started its active operations along the borders of
Anhui, Hubei, and Henan. In western Hunan, the Second and Sixth armies of the
Red Army have already defeated the troops led by Xu Yuanqwm and He Jian
several times. The revolutionary forces have expanded from Oong'an and
Qianjiang to Shihe; iD southem Hubei and eastern Hunan. the Sixteeoth Anny of
the Red Army moved part of its troops to [attack and take] Oaoan, a bit more
than 120 li from Nanchang (on January 24); in northeastern Jiangx.i, the Tenth
Anny of the Red Army, after attacking and taking Shaograo (on January 1),
proceeded to encircle and attack Yujiang; the Seventh Army of the Red Army
reached Jiangbua in southern Hunan and Lianshan xian in northern Guangdong;
the Red Army in western Fujian recaptured Yongding (on Ianuuy I) and attacked Pinghe; the Independent Division of the Western Route Army attacked
Suichuan. It would have been better for the Guomindang had they never sent
their troops to attack our Red Army. They are simply belping the development of
tho Red Army by sending their troops to - k the Red Army, beoause they have
supplied the Red Army witb a lot of guns and bullets.
B. We captw'ed Zhang Huizan alive, and the Red Army is constantly developing everywhere. As a result, the reactionary ruling class is trembling with
fiigbt even more, while the ma.sses of the workers and peasants throughout China
are even more delighted and making greater efforts. Even the proletariat of the
whole world and the revolutionary masses in the colonies are also applauding
and cheering for us, celebrating the new development of the Chinese revolution.
Day by day, therefore, the reactionary ruling class is more and more panicstricken, while our revolution is advancing more and more rapidly. Our new
spirit oveJWbelms the enemy, and consequently our victory is even more assured.

DL The Resoladon of the Fadan lnddeat Has Made Onr Forces
More United aDd More Consolidated
A. When we fought our firSt big campaign not long after the Futian Incident,
many comrades, who were utilized by tbe liquidationists of the AB Corps, could
not understand

what had happened. Now things are different. Many bad phenomena which appeared in the wake of the Futian Incident have gradually disap-
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peared. The provincial executive committee in Yougyang has already been dis-solved.s Those who were deceived have awakened. Thus we may be able to deal
with the invading enemy with all our strength. Of course, our streDgtb bas further
increased.
B. Although we wiped out a large number of AD Cmps members dw:iDg !be
First Great Campaign, yet there Slill must be many of 1bem. biding in our raaks,
working as spies for the White anny, creating nDDOrs, sabotaging and disruptiDg
the revolutionary forces. Rigbt now, we have ferreted out some more AD Corps
members who escaped our scrutiny last time. ADd those who ~ deceived into
the AD Cozps have understood their wrongdoing and given themselves up. At this
point, it is safe to say that the bad elements, tbe couoterrevolutiooary AD Corps
members inside our raaks, have all been cleaned out As a result, our revolutionary forces are more consolidated. As compared to the time wben we won a great
victory in the First Campaign. our forces are more united and consolidated and,
therefore, we have tremendous power to defeal the enemy, and we are even more
certain of winning a great victory in the Second Campaign.

IV. Our Armed Forces Have Been Augmented
A. We wiped out Zhang Huizan and defeated Tan Daoyuan, confiscating
eight thousand rifles, thousands of macbine guns, mortars and hand-held macbine guns, and more than one million bullets. With all these anDS supplied by
the enemy, we can surround some more regimeDtS of the enemy soldien.

V. Tbe LOCII Armed Forces Have Been Aupneoted
A. After winning a great victory in tbe Filst Campaign, we distributed three
to four thousand guns to the local masses. Wicb these guns, their power bas been
much greater. They have also got some guns from their daily operations to harass
the enemy and attack the troops engaged in bandit suppression. Through these
operations., they have become more courageous, they have attained more experi·
ence, they have learned more military tecluUques, and, naturally, their strength to
help the Red Amt.y will be even greater.
B. With the local armed forces strengthened, more operations can be under·
taken to wipe out the enemy troops engaged in suppression activities and to
harass the other enemies. In order to maintain his communications, tbe enemy
will have to advance gradually and entrcnch himself at every step by deploying
S. The "provincial executive commiaee" refened to here wu a group of Jiangxi Party
and local Red Anny leaden who had been involved in the futian Incident in December
1930, and subsequently fled to YODg)'IIIJ (a town southwest of li'an cil)' on the ~em
side of the Gan River), where they set up this short-lived committee in opposition to lhe
Mao-dominated Party and anny mgans on the eastern side of the river.
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troOPS along the way. Thus we can bring about the dispersal of the enemy forces
and give the enemy more WOJries, so that it wiD be easier for us to wipe out
the enemy. Consequently, even though lhe enemy wants to increase his forces
along cvecy route, in fact he is not able to send many more troops to the battlefront. because they have to leave a lot of troops behind to make sure thai: com·
munications in their rear area are secure. From this, we will benefit vay much.
Naturally, this is also a condition whlch helps to guarantee us victory.

VI. Tbe Tener oftbe Enemy IUs Escalated

A. The enemy troops, when they came to the Red areas, could neither find
anyone to serve as their guide nor buy things to eat, and at the same time they
were constantly harassed by our local armed forces wherever they went, so they
bad already been seized with terror. Now, having heard further that the entire
division of Zhang Huizan bas been eliminated, and thai: Tan Daoyuan also suf·
fcred a crushing defeat despite his quick retreat, their tCII'Or has become even

more extreme.
B. The White army soldien who were invading the Red areas on suppression
operations saw our slogans and leaflets urging them to struggle against the local
bullies and divide up the land, and telling them that the R._ed Army is the army of
the workers and peasants, within which everyone is equal and fiee. At the same
time, they also witnessed the White army burning, killing, looting, and phmderiDg
in villages of the Red areas. Therefore, they have all gmdually come to UDCicrstand
the revolution as well as the Red Army. As soon as the two divisions led by Jiang
and Cai arrived in Xiugguo, twenty·lhRe soldiers defected to the Red Army with
their guns. We caD see from this that many of the White army soldien are not
willing to fight the Red Army. Furtbennore, the prisonen; we took fiom Zhang
Huizan's division did a lot of propaganda walk for us after they returned, spread-ing the word that we gave special treatmcnl: to them, and lbat we did not seardl
their pockets but iDstead gave every one of tbcm. thee yuan. As a result, tbe
morale of the White army bas become shakier, and their soldiers do not have tbe
courage to fight the Red Army. They am even inclined to come and hand over
their 8UDS to tbe Red Anny, and some of them have also come to pick up the three
yuan. From this il caa be seen that our sttmgth bas become more and more
powerful and consolidated, and that our c:oumge to fight is increasing daily. The
enemy, on the other hand, is increasingly tenified, and his morale is declining day
by day. This is yet aoothcr favorable coDdition guanmteeing us victory.
VJL Tbe lDldHive of tile Musn Hu Further Increased,
•ad There Are Abo Geoaraphle1l Advaat1ps

A. During the first attack lauDched by lhe White army, the awses were very
active in belpiDg tbe Red Azmy and did a lot to harass the enemy, but because
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the local forces were poorly armed and did not have much experience in many
domains, and because, in addition, many AB Corps members and rich peasants
played tricks from within, their power was not displayed to the full extent.
Having gone through the First Campaign triumphantly, they have become
braver, their armament has increased, and they have accumulated a wealth of
experience in every respect. As a result, they are more active and courageous in
their operations to attack the enemy troops engaged in suppression and in their
operations to harass the enemy; even their strategy is subtler. At this moment, the
masses in various regions arc so enthusiastically involved in these operations day
and night that the enemy is trembling with fear, building up defense works
everywhere, and never daring to relax his guard. As a result, the enemy troops
are unerly exhausted, and their will to fight is severely affected.
B. The fighting spirit of our Red masses in their struggle to support the
soviets has been very intrepid from the beginning. All the atrocious crimes that
the White bandits have conunined after they came to the Red areas, such as
plundering grain, burning houses, and killing anyone they meet, have made the
masses angrier and bolder, impatient to wipe out the entire enemy at one stroke.
We have the broad masses, bur the enemy does not. Our masses are daily becoming more enthusiastic and more heroic, whereas the enemy soldiers are more
inclined to waver every day. The more the enemy soldiers come to the Red areas,
the more perplexed and ftightened they become. All this makes it inevitable that
the enemy will be defeated.
C. We are thoroughly familiar with all the routes within the Red areas. We
also have the masses to deliver messages or act as guides. We know every single
move of the enemy, and it is very easy for us 10 sWTOund them. The enemy are
not familiar with the terrain, and there is no one who is willing to act as their
guide; besides, they are not able 10 send in their spies. Hence, they have no way
10 find our where our main force is, but can only come and flounder around
blindly in our Red areas. We can wait at strategically crucial positions for the
oppoltunity to attack them off guard. Thus we can sWTOund and disarm them.
That was exactly the method we used to capture Zhang Huizan alive. We are
going to use this method again to capture two more division conunanders alive in
the days to come.
What are called topographical advantages and the support of the people already
constitute the conditions for victory, but in addition, we have many other advantages and points of superiority. Can it possibly be argued that we will not win?
VIII. Our Economy Is More Abundant
A. From the beginning we realized that this would be a protracted war, so
long ago we hid away the locally stored grain, cooking oil, and salt in secret
storehouses. Thus there will not be any food for the enemy if they dare to come,
but we can feed ourselves freely and will lack for nothing. The Red Army itself
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has put aside the funds for the expenses of several months. All the brave officers
and soldiers in the Red Anny have also donated their private money to the
collectivity, and voluntarily asked that their food allowance be reduced; they
have moreover collected in the regimental organizations and {X)[X)6 more funds
for the expenses of several extra months. Therefore, there will not be any problem for us in waging a protracted war with the enemy. The enemy, on the other
hand, will not be able to cope. Once they come into the Red area, they will not
be able to find anything at all in the way of food. They will have to send
everything here from their faraway rear area and that is extremely difficult. The
mountain roads are hard to travel on, and if the escorts for the supplies are small,
we can intercept them. What about sending a big escort'? They do not have that
many soldiers. Under such circumstances, as soon as the troops led by Jiang
[Guangnai) and Cai [Tingkai] arrived in Xingguo, they were able to have one
meal of rice and one meal of gruel everyday. Once they move a bit more into the
Red areas, they will surely have nothing to eat. This is also one of the reasons
why the enemy cannot avoid defeat, while we are sure to be victorious.
Although we have all these conditions for victory, we absolutely cannot be so
satisfied with things that we take the enemy lightly. On the contrary, we must
step up our preparations and strive with all our might to eliminate more enemies,
catch more division commanders, and capture Jiang Guangnai, Cai Tingkai, Xu
Kexiang, Mao Bingwen, Luo Lin, and Gong Bingfan alive. We must completely
destroy 1he enemy's plans of attack; we must attack the enemy, pursue the
enemy, and drive the enemy back to Nanchang and Jiujiang. Thus the soviets can
be consolidated and develop and expand steadily, opening up a new revolutionary situation. We musllaunch revolutionary warfare on a larger scale, put an end
to the chaotic warfare among the warlords, and strive for the victory of the soviet
revolution in one or several provinces and finally in the whole country.
Printed by the General Political Department,
Chinese Soviet Central Revolutionary Miliwy Commission

6. These characters, which are missing in both versions of this document, presumably
stand ror miliJary units ohnother lcYcl, such as "battalion organizalions."

Opposing the First Great
"Encirclement and Suppression"
(To the Tune "Fisherman ~ Pride 'J 1

(Spring 1931)2
The trees all glisten red benealh the frosty skies,
The wrath ofthe heavenly troopsl soars to the Milky Way.
Longgang shrouded in mist, the countless peaks obscured,
All shout together,
"Up ahead, they have captured Zhang Huizan!'14
Two hundred thousand of their troops enter Jiangxi once morc,s
Wind and dust billowing to mid-sky.

Our source for this poem is MtJO hdong shici duilian jizhu (Annorated. Edition of Mao
Zcdong's Poems and CoupleiS) (Changsha: Hunan wenyi chubanshe, 1991), pp. 38--40
(hereafterShiciduilion).
I. As indicated in Volumes II and III of this series., much of Mao's poetry makes usc
of the convention of "rune tide" (cipai), a label traditionally attached to this fonn of
classical poetry. The conventional "lunc title" relates to tedmical mane~s of meter 1111d
rhyme, and has nothing to do with the theme of the poem in question.
2. This poem was written after the defeat orthe Guomindang's First Encirclement and

Suppression Campaign against thc Red Army, which took place from December 27, 1930,
to January I, 1931, and just before lhe second such campaign was launched in April
1931. II is another of the poems first published together in tbe May 1962 issue of
People's LlteNltun. (For the author's note accompanying them. see the DOle 10 Mao's
Aurumn 1929 poem, ''The War Between Chiang Kaishek and the Guangxi Warlonls,"
Volume Ill, p. 190.)
3. As in his July 1930 poem, "From Tiogzbou 10 Changsha," Mao employs here the
term thmbing, ttaditionally used 10 mean the emperor's anny, or the anny ''with Heaven
on its side."
4. Zhang Huizan was the field commander of the maio Guomindang force in this
campaign. liis own division was located at Longgaug.
S. In the First EnciR:Iement Campaign, Chiang Kaisbclt had sent a hundred thousand
troops apinst the Communists; in the Second Campaign, the Guomindang forces numbered two hundred thousand.
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Myriads of workers and peasants are ca11ed on to arise,
And to strive as one man,
At the foot of Imperfect Mountain is a riot of red flags. 6

6. Tbc name of this mountain is commonly given in lranscriplion as Buzhoushan. The
meaning of buzhml is "imperfect." The ShanluJijing (Classic of Mountains and Seas), an
ancient and semi-mythological work with which Mao was familiar, also describes it as a
mountain in a remote an:a that was buhe, or ''not whole." Since this imperfection may
have contributed to the IDOWitain's collapse, it seems appropriate to translate the name.
(For a reference by Mao to the SluJnhaijing, see Volume I of this edition, p. 45.) Mao
wrote the following note wilh reference to the last line of the poem:
As for the SIOfy ofGonggong buning bis bead against Imperfect Mountain:
Huain(J112i, "'n Asllonomy," says, ''In ancientlimcl, Gonssonr; vied wilh Zhuanxu 10
be emperor, and in a rage sll'\lck bis bead apinstlmperfect Mountain, t~breaking
thepillarsoflheheavensandsnappinglhctiesoftheearth.Theheavenstilted!OWllldthc
northwest, and this caused the sun, moon, and stars to shift in that direction too; the earth
sankinthesoulheasl,andthiscausedwateranddusttopthcrlhen:."
GIIOJV, "Chronicle of Zhou," says, ''In ancient times, Gcmggong depaned &-om this
Way; he gave himself over 10 pleasure, lost himself in debauchery, tried to change the
course of a hundred rivers, to tear down high pla.;es and sill up low places, and thus
caused great harm under heaven. Great Heaven no longer blessed him, the common
people did not suppon him, disasters and chaos broke out together, and thus Oonagong
was deslrOyed.n (Wei Zhao's commentary reads: "Palace Officer Jia (i.e., Jia K.uei of the
l.aner Han dynasl)'] says, 'Gonsson& was a feudal lord, a dcscendam of the Emperor
Van (i.e., Shcn Noog), ofthe Jiang clan. Wbcn Zhuanxu was on the decline, Gongong
anackedolhcrlords.andviedwilhGaoxingforthelhrone.'")
"Annals of tbe Three Emperors.," Sima Zhen's supplement to the R«ord.s of the
Historia11, says, "Toward the end of her (i.e., Nowa's) reign, tbcrc was among the feudal
lmds a certain Gongong, who relied on cunning and punishment Col" his ~trength, ruling
as a tyrant instead of a king.(Attempling to) ovcn:ome wood [NOwa's element, as lbc
sister of fu Xi) with water (bis own element), he engaged in battle with Zhurong.
Emagcd upcm being dcfeatcd, he smashed Imperfect Mountain by butti111 his head
againSI it, tbcreby breaking the pillars of the heavens and snapping !he: ties oftheeanh."
Mao's commentary: The versions arc II variance with one another. I choose "On
Astronomy" in Huai11anzi, where Oons&on~ is a victorious hero. Just look:"... in a rage
(he) struck his head against Imperfect Mountain, thereby breaking the pillars of the
heavens and snapping the tics of the earth. The heavens tilted toward the northwest, and
this eaused the sun, mocm, and stars to shift in thai direction too; the earth sank in the
southeast,andthiscauscdwatcranddusttogatherthere."Didhcdicordidn'thc'!lt
doest1'1 say.lt looks as if he didn't die-Gcmuona: was aclllallyvictorious.

Circular of the General Political Department
on Investigating the Situation Regarding
land and Population
(April2, 1931)
To all political departments ofthe Red Anny
and local governments at all levels:
We have now drawn up two kinds of investigation forms, one for population and
one for land. The main purpose of these two forms is to compile statistics regarding the ratio between population and land for each class, so that we may answer
the many questions we now face more concretely by relying on haJd facts.
In the past, the investigation of the acrual facts was often neglected in many
localities, and people simply relied on their own imaginations in detennining
work plans and directing the work oflower levels. As a result, the plans were not
feasible and the direction was erroneous.
These two fonns we now have can solve many of our problems, provided we
are able to fill them out correctly, on the basis of statistics derived from careful
and penetrating attention to reality. This is particularly true with regard to many
of the concrete problems we face at present in the course of land redistribution.
We sincerely hope that Red Army political depanmcnts will pay attention to
filling them out wherever they go, and that the local organs of political power
will fill them out township by township. We particularly hope that every responsible person in the Red Anny and in government will conduct such investigations and collect such statistics everywhere and at all times.
In the last analysis, how can we ensure that the materials we obtain from
investigations are authentic and accurate?
First, a deep understanding of this work must be established. Only when the
importance of this work is clearly understood will great efforts be made to pay
attention to it.
Second, people doing the investigating must not shy away from trouble. In
We have translaled lhis document from Muo Zedcmg wenji, Vol. I, pp. 266-68. The
version in lhe 1982 edition of Mao's nmll surveys., Mao Zedong ncmgcun ditJDCha wenji
(Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1982) indicates that it was taken from a mimeographed
circular held in the Parry Archives. It is also reproduced in MilO Zedong ji, Vol. 2, pp.
255-57, under a title consilllinJ uflhe two slogans that appear at the end.
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investigating a given township, they must find the ledgers of statistics on population and land used in distributing the land, as well as members of the township's
land committee who actually curled out the land redistribution, and people
familiar with conditions in the township. First, the class status of every family
member, and the class to which every mu of land belonged (whether to landlord,
rich peasant, middle peasant, or poor peasant... .1) must be clearly established.
Clear methods of calculation must then be used to work out the actual figures,
and the forms must be filled in accordingly.
Third, comrades sent out by the government at higher levels 10 provide guidance,
and comrades in charge of political departments must explain in delail the content of
lhcse two fonns and the points for anention during investigation 10 the comnu:les
carrying out this work. In particular, it must be clearly explained that the crilerion for
identifying rich peasants is !hat a substantial proportion of their income is derived
from the exploitation of others. Those who practice uswy or make loans on a small
scale should still be classified as middle peasants. Those who were originally farm
laborers, but subsequently (before the rcvo.lution) rented land for fanning. should
stiU be classified as poor peasants. OnJy those households in which nobody farms
and instl:ad. they rely for a living on independent work (such as tailoring. c:upentry,
etc.) can be called independent workers. Those who make their living panly by
farming and partly by engaging in hand.iaafts should be classified as poor peasants.
middle peasants. or rich peasants, depending on their economic status. The distinction between someone with an independent profession and a vagabond is that the
person with an independent profession is engaged in a relatively honest caUing (such
as doctor, teacher, etc.). Vagabonds have no fixed profession, their lifestyle is also
unstable, and they do mostly bad things.
If the above points are not clearly understood when canying out investigations, one is operating in the clark. This will surely lead to mistakes in determining class status, and the statistics will lose their true value.
Since these two forms, regarding land and population, are closely related.
they must be filled in at the same time. Individuals and organizations alike, once
they have completed the forms, should seal them and mail them direcUy to the
General Political Department of the Central Revolutionary Military Commission.
Our slogans are:
I. He who has not made an investigation has no right to speak.
2. He who has not made a correct investigation likewise has no right to
speak.

Director of the General Polilical Department of
the Cenhal Revolutionary Military Commission Mao Zcdong

I. Suspension poinu in original.

Decision Regarding ActX!fJtmu:e of
the Letterfrom the Intenmtiunm
and of the Resolution Adopted
by the Fourth Plenum
Resolution No. 1 of the Enlarged Meeting ofthe
Central Bureau of the Soviet Areas'
(April1931)
Having heard the report on the Lisan Line and the Fourth Plenum, the Enlarged
Meeting of the Central Bureau fully agrees with the letter from the International
and the resolution of the Fourth Plenum. It is the unanimous opinion of the
Enlarged Meeting that the Lisan Line is an anti-Marxist-Leninist, anti-Comintcrn
adventuristline. Since the resolution of the Politburo on June II, it [i.e., the Li
Lisan Line] has completely controlled the Central Committee and the entire
Party. In the soviet areas, however, the Lisan Line has played a leading role since

the Soviet Conference.2 When the International gave the Chinese Party a correct
Our source for this document is Mao Zed011g ji. Bujuan, Vol. 3, pp. 241-SS, which
reproduces the leXt found in Zhongyang geming genjudi shillao XUtJnbian (Selected Historical Materials Regarding the Central Revolutionary Base), Vol. 2 (NIIJiclJaog: Jiaogxi
n::nmin c:hubanshc, 1912), pp. 299-307 (hereafter, Zhongyanggenjudi :rhilirw).
l. This is one of several resolutions passed at an important Party conference. which
began onAprill7, 1931, in the town ofQiogtang in Ningduxian. Called in largemeaswe
10 hear about and endorse importanl policy changes brought about by the new Fourth
Plenum national Party leadership. the conference also disc:usscd polilic:al aod mililaly
issues raised by the ongoing fallout &om the Futian Incident and the imminent S~
Encirclement Campaign. (For details regardillJ this meetillJ, see the Introduction.) Mao
played an active role at the Qingtarlg c:onference, and although this resolution is not
atrribuled to him in sources published in China, it is pointed out that the conference
expressed a strongly positive judgment regarding his mililaly line during the ~og
period (see., for example., NiDnpu, Vol. I, p. 340). This point is made very clearly in this
resolution, which therefore seems ofsufficieot relevance 10 Mao's thought and actions to
ju.stif)titsinclusionhere.
2. The reference is 10 the conference of representatives ftom the soviet areas convened
by Li Lisan in Shanghai at the end of May 1930, which Mao had refUsed to anend (see the
Introduction to Volume Ill).
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line in the July resolution, the Third Plenum, which was convened for the purpose of accepting the International's line, not only failed to accomplish this task
of liberating the Party from the Lisan Line and converting it to the line of the
International, but instead compromised with the Lisan Line and prevented the
International's line from being carried out within the Party.
The Enlarged Meeting has specially pointed out the great significance of the
Fourth Plenwn. It has severely criticized the Central Bureau's erroneous line
during the period described above and sharply denounced the disrespect shown
by the Central Comminec of the time toward the International's instructions and
representatives. The Enlarged Meeting has completely accepted the line of the
International, effected a thorough change in the Party's political line. and correctly indicated the Party's current tasks. At the same time, the Fowth Plenum
restructured the Central Committee and its Politburo, expelling the comrades
most responsible for the Lisan Line ftom the Politburo and the Central Committee and admining new comrades who actively support the International's line to
the Central Comminec and the Politburo. The Fourth Plenum and the Central
Committee established after its meeting have dealt another severe blow to the
anti-International and anti-Party Rightists led by Luo Zhanglong and others,3 and
are capable of overcoming the Rightists. The Enlarged Meeting expresses its
complete agreement with all the resolutions taken and work done by the Founh
Plenum and the Central Committee established after the Plenum.
It is the WlBDimous opinion of the EnJarged Meeting that the line pwsued by
the Front Committee of the Fourth Army before the "Tingzhou Meeting' was
generally correct and constituted an application of the correct line of the Chinese
Party's Sixth Congress. The Front Committee of the Fourth Army is resolutely
struggling for workers' and peasants' political power and has fumly opposed the
vagabond line, which rejects political power. The Front Committee is resolutely
canying out the land revolution in order to win over the masses, and has waged
an unyielding sttuggle against all kinds of opportunism in the course of the land
3. Luo Zlwlglong (1896-1994).. born Luo Aojie, zi Zhongyan, was a native of
Liuyq in Hunan. A friend of Mao's fiom their student days in Cbangsba, he was one of
the founders of the New People's Study Society (see, in Volume I, pp. 164--66, the poem
Mao addressed to him in 1918). He joined the Chinese Communist Party in 1921, and
worked for many years afterward in the labor movement. In lace 1930, he became deeply
involved(u pan of the group associated with He Mengxiong) in the intra-Party factional
struulc SWJOUDding lhe removal of Li Lisan fiom Party leadership. Luo., He, and their
supporters then SC~Ug~led unsuccessfully against the ..Returned Srudent.. faction 11 the
Fourth Plenum in January 1931, afterwhicb they withdrew and tried to set up their own
alternate Central Committee. For these actions, Luo and olhcrs were expelled fiom the
Parlysoonthen:after.
4. I.e., before lbc confemace convened by Mao at Nanyans: in Tiogzhou xian in
mid-June 1930, at wbich he was obliged to accept some orpnizational and policy clumses
imposed by Li Lisan. See Volume Ill, Introduction, p. liii, aDd "On the Problem of the
Ricb Peasants,.. JuDe 1930, pp. 43l-49.
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revolution. In lhe course of these sbllggles. the Front Committee of the Fourth
Army has contributed much valuable experience with regard 10 the land question. The Front Committee acquired a correct understanding of the Red Anny
and established the whole Red Army system, including the cstablislunent of such
things as Party leadership, the system of political commissars, soldiers' committees, the military supply system and the line for fUnd-raising, and especially the
line for mass work. In addition, the Front Committee has been aware of the
importance of arming the local masses, and has correctly carried out the policy
toward the cities. To accomplish these tasks resolutely, the Front Committee has
waged a finn and protracted shllggle against adventurism. opportunism, flightism, and the vagabond line. The vagabond line launched its formal aaack at the
Seventh Conference of the Fourth Army Group, played a leading role, and dominated the Front Committee. s The correct line of the Party was defeated for a
time. After severe battles during the Eighth Conference and, in particular, the
Ninth Conference,6 1he leadership of the vagabond line proved bankrupr: in practice. Only then were conclusions drawn in the sbllggle between the correct line
and the vagabond line. The reason the Front Committee was able correctly and
finnly to fight for the implementation of the line laid down by the Sixth Congress of the Chinese Party lay in the ability of the Front Committee to analyze
correctly the political situations during each period. In particular, it was only the
clear recognition of the tJUC nature of the struggle in semicolonial China, and of
the role of peasant warfare, which assured the possibility for the soviets to exist
and develop, and only by drawing on experience from actual sbuggles in the
soviet movement could policies be applied correctly, and right and left opportunism opposed. Bul beginning w:ith the Tingzhou Meeting (at this time the
Fourth Army combined with the Third Army to form the Front Committee of the
First Army Group). the Front Committee accepted the Lisan Line and gave up
the task of strengthening the soviet areas. Instead, it adopted an adventurist line,
making rash advances toward the big cities. Nevertheless, in spite of the inHuence of the Lisan Line, the Front Committee did not stray from its own correct
line as far as some particular issues were concerned, such as the land question,
local armed forces, and the mass work of the Red Army. But after the attack on
Changsha (at this time the First Anny Group combined with the Third Army
S. The Seventh Conference of Party Represen1alivcs from the Founh Army was convened by Mao on June 22, 1929, at Longyan in Fujian. IrrunediaiCiy afterward, he was
obliaed 10 withdraw from active leadenhip UDtil November because of illness. The current
Chinese assessment oflhe conl'erenc:e is that it pJayed "a certai.D positive role," but failed
10 recognize the exteat of ''rovins rebel ideoloSY" in the army (Zl1011gpo gongcho11dang
luliyi gal)>ao (A Summary ACCOUDt of Chinese CommUDist Party Meetings) (Shenyang:
Sheayaag chubansbe, 1991], pp. 88-90 [hereafter, PDMyMeering.s]). See also the Introduction to Volume Ill, p. xlv.
6. The famous Outian Conference of December 1929, at wbic:h the Outian Resolution
drafted by Mao was adopted (for a lnlllSialion ofthls, sec Volwne Ill, pp. 195-230).
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Group to fonn the General Front Committee), facts proved that the Lisan Line
was incorrect and would not work. Consequently, the General Front Committee
first began to have doubts about tbe Lisan Line, then opposed it, and finally
reverted to the correct line. This change formally took place at the Luofang
Conference in Xinyu.1 This change has already been clearly stated in Party
doc:wnents. This result came about only through the many serious sttuggles at
the meetings in Yuanzhou. Xiajiang, and Taipingyu.. Finally, at the Huangpi
Conference in Ningdu, it was pointed out in more specific: terms that there were
two lines within the Party, and that only by overturning the incorrect one (the
Lisan Line) and implementing the correct one could the revolution move forward
along the road to victory.•
During the period of the Lisan Line, the Front Committee of the Third Army
Group adopted the Lisan Line in its entirety. Nonetheless, under the leadership
of its previous Anny Committee and its subsequent Third Anny Group Front
Committee. the Third Army Group fought many an heroic battle, including those
in Changsha, Yuezhou, PingUiang], Liu{yang], and Daye, creating indeed a most
glorious chapter in the Red Army's history.9 In the past, the Third Anny Group
neglected c:enain issues such as winning over the masses. carrying out land
refonn, and establishing soviet political power, and the Red AnDy's sttategy was
mobile guenilla warfare. As far as the whole of the political line was coneemed,
the Third Army Group's first attack on Changsha constituted an application of
the Lisan Line. The Third Aimy group was, however, able to occupy Changsha
and achieve a victory of such great political significance because the Front
Committee of the Third Aimy Group had correctly estimated the balance of
forces between the local enemy and our troops in Changsha (the Front Committee mistakenly estimated the balance of forces among tbe various classes in the
whole country on the basis of the Lisan Line), and also because of the courageous struggles of the Third Army Group. As for the second attack on Changsha,
it was even more obviously an instance of adventurism. But the battles for
Changsha clearly proved that the Lisan Line could not be canied out. It proclaimed the complete bankruptcy of the Lisan Line, causing the General Front
1. The confezence c:onve:Ded by Mao at Luofang, in XiDyu xian, from October 25 to
November I, 1930, fmally took tbc decision to stop trying to seize large or mediwn-sized
cities, and 10 return to the base uea to oppose lhe Guomindang's forthcoming ''encirclement and suppressiOD" campaigns (Parry Meetings, pp. 120-22). See the resolutiOD of
October 26, 1930, drafted by Mao, traaslated in Volwne III, pp. 574--89.
8. This conference of bigb-rankiog Red Army leaders OCCWTed in December 1930
(probably late in the month, though sources differOD this point) in the town of this name in
northern Ninzc!u ;rlfJII. Io addition to repudilliog the Li Lisan Lioe, the CORference discussed the developins First Encirclement Campaign, aad prompted Mao's essay, "Eisbt

Great Conditions for ViciOJy" of December 22, 1930, translated in Volume III, pp. 11421.
. 9. The Rferenc:cs liB to banles durin& the army's campaisns in the Changsba area and
m the Hunan-Hubei..Jiaapi border area durinJ the summer of 1930.
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Committee 10 cbaage its line and quickly bringing the Third Anny Group back
to the correct line under the leadership of the GeDt11.l FroD.t Committee. Even
though Party committees all over the countty were not able immediately 10
comprehend the lessons of the battJe for Changsha and cowrter the Lisan Line,
the General Front Committee. after c1umging its line, correctly established the
strategy for smashing tbe anack of the enemy, namely, luring the enemy deep
and fumly opposiug ad~nturism.. The result was the great victories ofl.ouggang
and Dongshao.
The Party's line in Jiangxi can be explained by dividing it roughly into three
period.'
First is the period before the Februuy 7th Conference of 1930. This is a
period during which the opportunist line continued 10 dominate, the maiD point
being that no soviet regime was established. Even two or three years after the
Red Area was founded, the land was still not redistributed, and the Party and
other RVolutionary bodies were filled with landlords and rich peasants. Even
though the land revolution had already been launched, it was not possible 10
provide correct leadership for the peasant struggles and build a foundation for
the RVolution.
Second is the period between the February 7th Conference (the joint meeting
of the Front Committee of the Fourth Anny, the western Jiangxi Special Commince, and the committees of the Fifth and Sixth armies) and the Second Plenum
(the Second Plenum of the Southwestern Jiangxi Special Committee). 10 This was
a period during which opportunism was corrected and the land revolution was
resolutely carried out. Only iD this way were the broad masses iD southwestern
Jiangxi mobilized 10 launch sevenl valiant attacks on Ji['an] and create the
pmeat soviet areas. The Februaly 7th Conference "called on all revolutioDIII)'
comrades within the Party to arise, overthrow the opportunist political leadership. eliminate the landlords and rich peasants from the Party, and see 10 it that
the Party is rapidly bolshevized.."II The defect dwing this period, however, is
that opporttmists were not resolutely and thoroughly purged from the organization, and moreover that during the laner half of Ibis period. the iDfluence of the
Lisan Line was accepted in political matters, thereby causiDg the soviet ueas to
neglect the work of consolidation.
I 0. The period refenecl. to here is berween February and August 1930. The February
71h Conference (also known u lhe Pitou Conference) brought to dominance in !he Party
ud soviet government organs of southwestern Jianp.i a group of cadres sympathetic to
policies favored by Mao 111d antagonistic toward milD)' ofthose promoled by !he Li Lisan
leadership. The Second Plenum of the Southwcstml Jianpi Special Committee, which
began on August 5, 1930, was marked by a reorganization of the local k:adenhip lnd a
resurgenceofLiLisan-stylepolicies.
II. This is a quotation from !he statement drafted by Mao and adopted at the Pit011
Confemlce which was issued on February 16, 1930. The fullleJit is translaled in Volume
lll,pp.268--71.
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1bird is the period between the Second Plemun11 and the Futian Incident. The
Second Plenum was actually a meeting led by the Lisan Line and was in fact an
attack on the Party manipulated by the AB Corps. After the Second PleDWD, the
Lisall Line totally ruled the Party in Jiangxi, so that the principle of equal redislributioD of land was called into question. all local armed forces were concentrated
into the Twentieth Army and the Thirty-fifth Army, the task of consolidatiDg the
soviet areas was abandoned, and rash attacks were launched on central cities and
on Jiangxi as welL To criticism from the First Front Anny's Front Committee, the
response was, "Enlarging and deepening at the same time is peasant consciousness pure and simple" and "Attacking Ji'ao fm and Jiujiang next will waste the
revolutionary high tide in ChiDa." 13 Such was the madness of the Lisan Line, and
as a result it became a banner for the AB Corps and brought about the countemwolutionary Futian Incident.
The Central Bureau of the Soviet Areas was founded under the conciliatory line
adopted by lhe Third Plenwn, so its line was naturally one of conciliation with the
Lisan Line. 14 In tenns of the overall urangement of its wodt, the Cenba1 Bureau
assuredly did not firmly c:any out !he International's instructiolls on the work in the
soviet areas. Still less did it criticize or rectify any mistakes that the Party bad made
in its previous worlc. under the influence of the Lisan Line, although it did correctly
solve many individual problems (such as the problem of the loc:al armed forces, the
relationship between labor wtions and the soviets, the CY issue in tbe Red Army, u
and so on). The Central Bureau's evaluation of the ament situation is wrong. It has
not in any way pointed out that the counterrevolution's attack on the revolution. and
particularly on the Red Anny and the soviet areas, is the central problem in the
political life of China today. Instead il declares that the warlonls attack the Red
Army only for the purpose of preparing for chaodc warfare among themselves (see
Circular No. 8). Such an erroneous assessment may lead to slackness in canyiDg out
our main task--smashing the enemy's attack~ may engender an attitude of
12. The reference is not to the Second Plenum oflhe Central Comminee, but to that of
lhe Soulhwcstcm Jiangxi Special Committee in August 1930. See, in particular, in Volume Ill, "The Mistakes in lhe Land Struggle in Jiangxi" of November 14, 1930. and lhe
note:sthereto,pp.680-83.
13. These two sentences from a rcportofthe Special Committee to the Calllal Committee
arcquotedattheendofMao'stqKXtofNovembcr 14, 1930,ci!Minthcprcviousnotc.
14. The Central Bureau of the Soviet Arcasw1s set up on January 15, 1931, 11Xiaobu
in Ningdu ;rian. The members, appointed by the Centn.l Committee, included Zhou Enlai,
Xiang Ying, Mao Zedong, Zhu De, Ren Bishi, and olhers, with Zhou Enlai as lhe secretary. Before Zhou took up the post, Xiang Ying served u acting secrecary.
15. The reference is to the Communist Youth League, designated, as was hquently
lhe case in tbis period, by the English initials oflhe first two words of its name. The issue
was no doubt that of whether or not the Youlh league should have sepan.te OIJIIDizations
within Red Anny units a1 various levels. In 1928-1929, Mao's view had been lhat, while it
was importllll to 1ddress lhe special needs of young soldiers, this could be done by the
Party. (See Volume Ill, pp. 59-60 and 21 1-12.) Presumably, Mao's view on tbis point
remained lhe same, but others must have raised the issue once again.

waiting around for the warlords to begin fighting among lhemselvcs. Only be·
cause the General Front Committee had already made a conect evaluation in the
past were such bad consequences prevented from happening.
The Central Bureau's conclusion regarding the Futian Incident was wrong as
we11.' 6 The Central Bureau's cin:ular says, "It cannot be affirmed that the Futian
Incident was a rebellion by the liquidationists of the AB Corps." It also says, "The
Furian Incident evolved out of unprincipled factional disputes within the Party."
This is to obscure the cowrtcrrevolutionary narure of the Furian Incident, to fail to
recognize that the Futian Incident was led by the AB Corps and was a cmmterrevolutionary revolt in which some supporters of the Lisan Line were involved, and
to interpret this incident instead as "a factional struggle within the Party." Such an
inteJpre18tion is very wrong in that it is divwced from a class stand, and such an
explanation means a slackening in the struggle against the AB Cmps, enabling the
AB Corps to continue its activities and the expansion of its organization in the
context of such iln incorrect conclusion. For this reason, the decision made by the
Central Bureau is not only erroneous but also extremely dangerous.
In the Central Bureau's resolution on the land question, the distinction between the correct line and the erroneous line is blurred. The Central Bureau has
not clearly recognized the current democratic phase of the revolution, nor has it
recognized the fact that, given the land relationships currently existing in China,
the Party should resolutely lead the equal distribution of all land. The Central
Bureau's resolution wavers on equal distribution. For example, to say that "equal
disbibution is an illusion of the petty bourgeoisie" means a failure to recognize
that equal disbibution of land is the most thorough way to destroy feudal relationships. It would be an illusion only if, after equal distribution, the peasants
were to believe that equal distribution means that the gap between rich and poor
had been eliminated, or that socialism had already come about. The Party should
cautiously criticize such illusions. To make a generalization that equal distribution is an illusion is to weaken the resolution on the equal distribution of land,
and can be used to oppose the land revolution. Moreover, it was very uncin:umspect of the Central Bureau to have decided to use a distribution method
based primarily on labor power and secondarily on number of household members, without going through detailed investigation or study beforehand, and without making use of experience accumulated in past struggles. What is more, the
Central Bureau failed to grasp that the Chinese land revolution has taken the
form of harsh peasant warfare, and that only through equal distribution based on
the number of household members can the masses be rapidly won over. In
addilion, with regard to the question of opposing the rich peasants, the Central
Bureau has failed to make a distinction between policies against the rich peasants

16. These comments concern the swements or dae Xiang Ying-dominatcd Central
Bureau during January-Man:h 1931. For mon:: details., see the Introduction to this volume.
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before and after the insuncction.l7 Before the insurrection, the main thing was
not only to oppose the leadership of rich peasants in 1emlS of politics, but also, in
economic lemlS, to abolish all debts owed to rich peasants and to confiscate their
land. Since the insurrection (now, for example), the main thing is to purge the
influence of the rich peasants in terms of politics, to drive the rich peasants from
the soviets. to strengthen the leadership of the fann laboren and poor peasants,
and to put the rich peasantS politically into a position ofbeing ruled. It is not, on
the contrary, to be as in the CentnJJ. Bureau's announcement that says, ..Disarm
the rich peasants economically and eliminate semicolonial exploitation by the
rich peasants" (once the land has been distributed, semicolonial exploitation has
already been eliminated). Not only are the moneous instJuctions of the Central
Bureau unable to rectifY all the Left-deviationist mistakes of the past with regard
to the question of the rich peasants, but they actually foster these mistakes.
Finally, the Central Bureau failed to make profound use of the rich experiences
previously accumulated in the process of canying out the land revolution and
failed to take seriously the process of theoretical struggles over the land question
in the past. All of this constitutes one important reason why the Central Bureau
committed the mistakes described above.
Finally, the Central Bureau has not paid enough attention to various problems
such as reforming the soviets, creating a truly iron-hard Workers' and Peasants'
Red Anny, establishing soviet bases, and making preparations and canying out
propaganda for convening the First National Soviet Congress. All of this is a
result of the conciliatory line.
The disastrous effects of the application of the Lisan Line in the soviet areas
arc obvious: the size of the soviet areas was considerably diminished and the
local anned forces were absorbed into the Red Anny. From the standpoint of
cenain actions, the Party and the soviets were divorced ftom the masses; the
Party and the soviets became organizationally looser; the AB Corps and other
counterrevolutionary factions got a chance to expand and were even able to
sneak into the Party and the soviets. The Red Army has also suffered considerable damage in the past because of overly vigorous expansion.••
In its evaluation of the current situation, the Enlarged Meeting completely
agrees with the Centtal Committee's uRcsolution Against the Warlords' Attack
17. "Insurrection" here is a genmal refereoce 10 Communist-influenced local peasant
uprisings.
18. There was considerable controvei:S)' during !his period over whal tbe mutual relationship and respective roles of lhe regular Red Anny fOR:CS and local guerrilla units
should be. Some wanted 10 use local units primarily as soun:es of recruits for regular anny
units, and wished 10 expand the main Red Anny as rapidly as possible, io pan to geoerale
forces large enough 10 sei-ze large citiea. Olhers feared that stripping communities of their
locally recruited gucnillas would leave many areas wlnerable lo attacks by elite-led
militias and to uprisings by intemal counlenevolutionarics. It proved difficulllo mainlain
a proper balance between these compeling demands.
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on the Red Anny and the Soviet ARas,"19 as well as its sevem1 orders 10 the Red
Army. The Enlarged Meeting unanimously agrees that the recent development of
the revolution has led reactionary rule 10 t111ite to attack the revolution, and the
Red Army and the soviet areas in particular. On the other hand, the Guomindang
is canying out a policy of deception. For example. [they use] sacb things as the
"National Assembly," "amnesty," and "restricting and refonning" 10 fool the
masses, and they organize counterrevolutionary organizations in the soviet areas
such as the AB Corps, the Social Democratic Party, the Reorganization Clique,
the North Pole Society,20 and so on, in an anempt to sabotage the soviets and the
Red Army from within. But at the same time it must be pointed out that even
though the ruling class is united in its attacks on the revolution, its internal
contradictions not only exist but continue 10 develop. The uneven development
of the revolutionary forces in China gives rise to a difference in the degree of
threat that the various revolutionary forces pose toward the various kinds of
warlords, so that when they are attacking the Red Army, it is still possible for
warfare to break out among the warlords. Moreover, Hu Hanmin was recently
detained by Chiang Kaishek.21 and preparation ~ warfare among the northern
warlords has become extremely intense. This proves the sharpness of the contradictions within the ruling class, and that there are active preparations for largesc:ale warfare among the warlords.
19. This resolution had been issued on January 20, 1931; the text is available irl
Ce111ral Commillee DocumtmU, Vol. 7 (1931), pp. 50-54.
20. The Social Democratic Party (Sirehr.ri minzhr.r dang) was a leftist but non-Communist mganizalion wbich was centered in Fujian. The Reorpnization Clique was the term
used to refer 10 the followas of Wang liogwei within the Nationalist Party. Both of these
parties, along with the AD Corps and the Third Party, were prominent among the targets of
the Party's campaigns 10 eliminate counterrevolutionaries. The North Pole Society was
anotbcr such organization, though much less important.
21. Hu Hanmin (1879-1936). zi Zbantang, lrao Bugui shizhu, was a native or
Guangdong. In 1905, while a student in Japan, he was one of the founding members of the
Tongmenghui, aod fiom tbat time forward be was a close and IIUSicd associate of Sun
Yatsen. Following the reorgaoization of the Ouomindaog in 1924, Hu Hanmin became a
member of the Central Executive Committee and the Central Political Council. Following
Sun Yatsen's death in Man:h 1925, Hu was considered one of the three main candidates
for his succession. Accused of complicity in the assassination of Liao Zhongkai in August
1925, he was (on:cd.IO retire from active political life for a time, but in April 1927 he
became chainnan of the Guomindang govcnunent in Nanjing. In October 1928, he was
appointed president of the Legislative Yuan. After the collapse of the 1930 revolt against
Nanjing led by Feng Yuxiang, Wang Jingwei, and Yan Xishan, Hu opposed Chiang
Kaishek's proposaiiO adopt a provisional constitution, arguing that, irl accordanc:e with
Sun Yatsen's ideas, a single-padY dictator:sbip and a period of political tutelage wen:
necessary before a constitutional government could be established. Hu resigned the presidency of the Legislative Yuan on February 28, 1931, and was placed under house arrest by
Chiang. As a molt, four senior Guomindang members issued a statement on April 30
impeaching Chiang for the illegal arrest ofHu, and in May, an opposition national government was founded in Guangdong. The conflict was only resolved in the context of the
national crisis mated by the Japancsc invasion of Manchuria in September 1931.
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Although the Nanjing government has sent massive military forces to attack
the Red Anny and the soviet areas, the Red Anny has ample capacity to counter
this kind of attack, because the White Anny is not in good condition, its officers
and soldim arc not at one, the soldiers lead a miserable life. and among the
various minor warlords attacking the Red Anny there is disharmony and even
conflict. As for the Red Army, there is complete unanimity from top to bottom,
or ''ten thousand people of one mind." In addition, there is support from the
broad masses of workers and peasants. so that the Red Army is not at all fighting
in isolation. Therefore, in the fiCICC struggle between the Red Army and the
White army, the Red Army and the broad masses of workers and peasants, under
the correct leadership of the Communist Party, will be able to win a second great
victory and defeat the attack by the imperialist Guomindang. Our first great
victory at Longgang and Dongshao is proof of this.
Our main tasks under the circumstances which exist at present are:
1. Mobilize all forces and concctly coordinate the worker and peasant masses
and the local armed forces with the main force of the Red Army; make use of all
advantageous strategies and tactics to break through the enemy's encirclement
and attack. In the process of breaking through the enemy's attack, we must
achieve the goal of making the Jiangxi soviet areas into a base for a nationwide
soviet, convene a national soviet congress in that base, and establish a temponuy
central government. Preparatory work and the call for the national soviet congress should begin immediately.
2. Immediately establish a concrete plan for training a true iron Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army; rectify shortcomings and mistakes in our previous work;
remold military and political cadres; promote as many workers as possible to
shoulder leadership positions; improve the military training of soldiers; establish
iron discipline; purge the AB Corps and other reactionary elements from the Red
Army, and block all possibility of any reactionary elements worming their way
back into the Red Army.
3. Continue to transfonn the soviet regime, not only purging the descendants
oflandlords and despotic gentry, rich peasants, vagabonds, and the like. but also
setting up an agenda for routine work ofthe soviet. To gain deeper trust from the
masses in our work, both the phenomenon of the Party taking on the work of the
government and the unhealthy phenomenon of ''the Party as legislative organ
and government as executive organ" should be eliminated at once. and a consistent working system between upper and lower levels of government should be
established. The govenunent should inunediately issue an election law as well as
economic policies and regulations.
4. As for the land question, it is established that tbcte will be equal distribution based on number of household members. In places where equal distribution
was not properly canied out, the principles of drawing on the plentiful to makC up
for the scarce and cbawing on the fat to make up for the lean mus1 be applied. In
Places where redistribution has already been properly carried out, private ownership
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of the land should be confirmed; it is not permissible to ca\lSC disruption and
make further redistributions. Members of landlords' families and appendages of
the feudal system, such as exploiting elements among Daoist priests, monks,
geomancers. and so on, are not eligibJc 10 receive land, but Chey are permitted 10
rent land (the specific procedures will be laid down in new resolutions); mercbants
(excluding poor people in viUages and small towns whose main way of making a
living is fimning but who have some business on the side) are not permilted 10
rcccive land As for the houses of landlmds and their fiunilies, they are ro be
oonfisc:ated without excqmon and reallocated ro tbe ID8IllleS of poor peasantS, but
lhese elements may be permit1ed ro move into the poorer houses tbat have been
wtaled.
S. Reinfon;:e the leadership of the proletariat, establish a sound dass-based labor
union and agenda for labor WlioD. WOik, lead tbe class struggle comctly, and implement the government labor law. WilhiD the soviet areas at presem, tbe work of the
fann laborers' union is an important part of the labor union movement. Independent
laborers may not join the labor union, but if an independent laborer retains his status
as a poor peasant after having been allocated some land, he may join the poor
peasant league in the same way as other poor peasanrs.
6. Intensify efforts to root out cotmterrevolutionaries so as to wipe out thoroughly all countenevoJutionary factions.
7. Within the soviet areas, intensify anti-imperialist work and propaganda, in
particular that opposing imperialist attacks on the soviet areas and the Red Anny,
and opposing imperialist wars, especially the war beiDg prepared agaiDst the
Soviet Union, and establish and organize the League Against Imperialism.
8. Firmly cany out the work of remolding the Party, purge class-alien elemeuts, thoroughly remold cadres, and create new, genuine worker and peasant
cadres 10 assume a leadenhip role.
9. Strengtben work in the Wbite areas, particularly revolutionary work inside
the White umies, in an effort to lead the revolutionary movement in the White
areas, throw the enemy's Rllt defense into disorder, and bring about the disintegration of the enemy amties.
1bc Enlarged Meeting poiDted out that only by oorrecdy carrying out tbe struggle
on both fionts can the Party correctl.y accomplish these tasks. 1bc main dangers
confi'onting the Party a1 present are still Right-deviationist opportullism and Rightdeviationist sentiJnmts such as depmision, pessimism, hopelessness, concessions to
the class enemy, aDd so on. Tbese opportunist SCiltiments are especially liable to be
fosbnd because of 1l1o enemy's anad< ODd 1l1o slwpenU>g of lhe class sttugg1c
within the soviet areas. Consequently, the Party must do its ubnost to oppose Right
oppommism, but at the same time it must never relax in the sligbtest the struggle
against the Lisan Line, aDd must purge all vestiges of the Lisan LiDe, particularly the
Lisan Line in our practical work. Colmctly canyiDg out lbe struggle between the two
liDes aDd firmly implememin&: the line of the International and the resolutioD of the
Fourth Plenum will undouhted1y lr.ad to great oew viccories.

Orderfor the Troops to Assemble
Before the Battle
(April19, 1931)'
I. The tide of the Chinese revolution rises higher every day, and will lead
inevitably to concerted anacks by the counterrevolutionaries, especially against
the Red Anny and the soviet areas. With the political and economic crises
throughout the countty and the progress of the revolution, however, the contradictions within the camp of the counterrevolutionaries become ever sharper, to
the point where they are almost ready to explode into warfare. At present the
Chinese Red Army should, with the highest possible resolve, concentrate its
forces, break the enemy's siege together with the armed forces of the masses,
strive for victol}' in the Second Offensive, establish a consolidated soviet rCgime,
and expand outward.
2. From the movements of the enemy armies at present, it seems that Ningdu
is their target as they advance gradually toward us, entrenching themselves at

every step. The infonnation gathered to date can be summarized as follows:
Of the Nineteenth Route Anny, Cai [Tingkai]'s forces reached the line from
Longgangtou 10 Jiangbeidong on April 8. So far there has been no news about
fUrther movements.
Of the Fifth Route Army, one division commanded by Wang Jinyu has already anived in Xin'an and Toupi; Guo Huazong anived in Shuinan on April
IS; Hao Mcnglin's division arrived in Baisha on April 14; Gong Bingfan's
fon::es are in the area around Gupo and Futian.
Of Sun Lianzhong's Twenty-sixth Route Army, Gao Shuxun's division has
reached Wangxianxu in Le'an, but most of its forces arc in Yihuang.
Of the Sixth Route Anny, Zhu Shaoliang's advance unit has reached
Guangchang City, and the rest arc between Guangchang and Nanfcng.
Wherever the enemy troops go, the local revolutionary masses suffer severe
devastation. More than ten thousand people have fled from Shuinan, and more
than twenty thousand from Xingguo. All of these masses have fervent hopes for
our army's offensive. The anncd masses in various areas, acting in concert with
our Thirty-fifth Division and using guenilla tactics, have blocked aJI routes for
the advance of the enemy armies.

Char~ teltt is MQO Zedongjunshi wellji, Vol.

found in MaoZedcmgji. Bujut~~~, Vol. 3, pp. 257-59.

I, pp. 216-18. II can also be

I. This order 1o the First Front Army was issued at 5:00 P.M. from headquanCJS in

Qingtang, Ningdu ;cia11.

"
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Our troops on the west side of the [Gan] river, the Seventh and the Twelfth
armies, as well as the independent division of eastern Hunan, are currently
engaged in fierce comhatagainstthe enemy in the vicinity ofTaihe.
3. In accordance with the order from the Central Revolutionary Military
Commission, our Front Anny is detennined to advance with the utmost speed so
as to destroy first of all the enemy annics under Wang Jinyu. Then it will
accomplish our army's mission by breaking through the enemy's encirclement,
fighting the enemy troops in their rear area, and wiping them out one by one.
4. The assembly areas for our Front Army are as follows:
The Third Anny should set out tomorrow morning (Apri120), passing through
Gulonggang and Liangchun and assembling in Longgangx.u on April22.
The Fourth Anny should set out at the same time, passing through Anfuxu,
Huangpi, and Hanxia, and assembling in Shanggu on April 23. The Third Anny
should set out on the same day, passing through Iiangkou, Nankeng, and
Longgang, and assembling in Shitoukcng (to the north oflonggang) on April23.
The Twelfth Anny should set out at the same time, passing through Jiangk.ou
and Nankcng behind the unit directly subordinated to the General Headquarters
and assembling in Huilong near Shanggu.
The Genml Headquarters of our Front Army and its directly subordinate unit
will join the Central Revolutionary Military Commission and follow behind the
Third Army, assembling in Longgang on April23.
For the time being, all operations of the Thirty-fifth Army, advancing or
halting, are subject to the command of the Third Anny.
The Thirty-fifth Division and the Seventh Division have been given other
tasks.
5. The Third Anny Group and the Fourth and Third annies should each
dispaiCh one company as an advance unit to march ahead and fix bridges and
roads so that the main forces may pass smoothly.
6. By the time the Third Army Group reaches Longgang (on April 22), the
Twelfth Army as well as other troops advancing on the same route should have
arrived in Junbu, and the Fourth Army should have arrived in Hanxia. On that
day, all anny units should send out liaison officers reciprocally in order to
establish contact with each other.
Points for attention:
a. All anny units are to purchase rice along the way for meals; it is forbidden
to consume the rice carried along with them.
b. This order is issued exclusively to units at the divisional level and above.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to Mobilize the Troops

to Help the Masses
Plant and Plow the Fields
(May 5, 1931)

I. The enemy has been attacking the soviet areas and the Red Arrrrj for quite
a long time. He is using, on a large scale, such despicable and vicious tricks as
taking away the grain and pulling up the rice plants, so that our peasant tiicnds
will, in the immediate future, have nothing to eat, will be unable to plow and
plant, and will have no hope of. any harvest at all in the autumn. We must
mobilize immediately, and smash this policy of theirs, so that every facld and
every piece of land in the soviet areas will be plowed and planted in good time.
for this is a necessary condition for the work we must do to secure victory in the
second great campaign. •
2. Most of the masses in the soviet areas are mobilized during the fighting to
pcrfonn such tasks as standing sentry, spying, and transportation, and if an their
fields cannot be planted on time, this will certainly have an influence on the
battles and on the food supply from the autumn harvest. When it does not
interfere with our combat and with the maintenance of security, the entire Red
Anny should immediately send a large group of comrades who are good at
planting rice and plowins the fields to help our peasant fiicnds with their plant·
ing and plowing wherever they are located. We mwt finish planting all the fields
in the soviet areas in the shortest possible time, because this will be beneficial for
the fighting and for the food supply in autumn.
3. For the Red Anny to help the peasants to plant the rice and plow the fields
is a duty that must absolutely be carried out. Do not cat meals provided by our
peasant friends or accept any kind of reward. Moreover, we should be very polite
and should never treat our peasant friends rudely.
4. If there arc places where harassment by the White bandits makes planting
impossible, we should send out some troops on guenilla missions to guarantee
the completion of the planting.

Ou:r source for this IC1tt is tbc version in Mao Zedollg jiUIShi lt'ellji, Vol. I, pp. 219-20,
which has been reproduced from Junshi wenxilln, distributed in 1942.
I. I.e., in resisling the Second Encirclement and Suppression Campaign.

..
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5. To guard against temporary shortages of food before the harvest, we
should start early to prepare for the planting of all kinds of vegetables, melons,
beans, and so on, in case of famine.
6. Fighters and commanders at every level should regard this job as one of
the important tasks of the campaign. lfwc can carry out the plowing and planting
in good time, this will be one of the first victories in the second campaign. We
sincerely hope that everyone will be mobilized and devote every effort to this
work. It should, however, never interfere with combat.
7. While helping with this work, we should coopemte and coordinate our
efforts with the township soviets and the village soviets, for only in this way can
we guarantee that we are not helping rich peasant households.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to Wipe Out the Enemy Troops
That Are Attncking Dooggu
(May 13, 1931)'
A. With regard to various aspects of the enemy's situation, apart from the
intelligence reports priniCd and distributed by Headquarters to each military unit,
we have obtained the following new information today:

1. The Forty-seventh Division, directly under Wang Jinyu's forces, is advancing toward Donggu via three separate routes. Its left route vanguard has
reached Dayuankeng and dispatched guerrilla forces to Yuanlou to engage
in guerrilla fighting. lis middle route has reached the Zanlongkengl-toWanshougong line via Jiucunling. Its right route bas reached Shankeng
via Guanyinyan, and is confronting one unit of our Third Army Group.

2. One brigade of Guo Huazong's forces in Shuinan long ago reached
Xiamashi, advanced further today to the vicinity of Shangfang, and looks
like it will continue to Donggu. Another brigade (two regiments) of Guo
Huazong's forces arrived from Baisha at Nanping (fifty Ji from Donggu)
some time ago, but as of today its movements are unclear. Another of his
units (two regiments) advanced from Baisha to Baifu yesterday, and seems
ready to advance toward Shatantou.
3. It is rumored that enemy troops have also arrived in Zhongdong and
Qiaotoujiang. They appear to belong to the forces of Rebel Gong
[Bingfan], but their strength is unknown.
4. The main forces under Jiang [Guangnai] and Cai [Tingkai] are stationed
along the line from LonggangtOu to Xingguo City. Their three regiments
that advanced to Fangtai remain in the original position.
B. In order to crush each separate enemy unit, consolidate the soviet areas,
and expand outward, this Front Anny has resolved to wipe out first the enemy
troops attacking Donggu, and then, on the heels of that victory, to strike at the
whole of Wang Jinyu's forces and make every effort to annihilate them, so as to
reverse the offensive and defensive positions between them and us, and accomplish Ibis anny's current tasks.

Q;~th;;-order is MaoZed011gju.nslri wenji, Vol. I, pp. 221-24, which indicates
that it is based on a mimeographed document in the Party Archives.
I. This order was issued at 10: IS P.M. from First Front Army Headquarters.
2. The editors of the Ju113hi wenji indicate 1ha11his should probably be Fulongkcng.
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C. Based on the operations of this Front Army, each unit should be assigned
the following tasks:
First, suppose the enemy army uses Wang Jinyu's Forty-seventh Division as
its main force, in coordination with a unit from Guo Huazong's forces, and those
of Gong Bingfan, to attack our troops simultaneously from five different routes
at dawn tomorrow (the 14th). In that case, our Front Anny should fust wipe out
the enemy forces on our right wing (geographically the river that runs from
Donggu to Futian constitutes the boundary, and the enemy on this side consists
of one or two of Guo Huazong's brigades and the brigade of Wang Jinyu's troops
that bas reached Dayuankeng). and then use all our might to deal with the enemy
coming at us from Shentanqian, Sancai, and QiaoiDUjiang (four of Wang Jinyu's
regiments and four of Gong Bingfan's regiments). For this reason, our Twelfth
Anny should use two divisions to occupy the Dashannao, Gaoling. Wujiashi, and
Fengkeng line as the front line; our Fourth Anny and one division of the Twelfth
Anny should launch an anack from Dashannao via Zhukeng to encircle the enemy
from the rear; and the whole of our Third Amty (including the Thirty-fifth Anny)
should launch a raid from Donggu. via Jiangkou on the enemy advancing tom
Dayuankeng, lhus constituting our army's left wing. The Third Anny Group should
occupy the front position with one unit so as to pin down the enemy in Futian and
Chongxian. The main forces are positioned in the vicinity ofDonggu and constitute
the general reserves. The command post ofHeadquarten; is in Guoduling.
In the second case, suppose the enemy army advances only toward our left
wing positions., and not in the direction ofFutian or of Shuinan and Baisha. In that
case, aside from keeping an eye on the enemy in Chongxian with one unit, the
Third Anny Group should use all its strength to launch a raid from the left wing
on the enemy advancing in the direction of Dongkou. The Fourth Anny and the
Twelfth Anny should launch a raid from the right wing on tbe enemy forces
advancing from Jil1Cun1ing and Guanyinyan. The Third Anny is to carry out a
ftonral assault. Which of these two banle plans to adopt should be decided on the
basis of changes in the enemy's situation, and further orders will be issued.
D. The Seventh Division should be stationed at the three points of Fengbian,
Chenggang, and Fangrai (the vicinity). The 103rd Regiment of the Thirty-fifth Division, positioned near Chongxian, should make CVCiy effort to stop Jiang and Cai
from advancing. The 104th Regiment of our Thirty-fifth Division should be positioned near Tantou in order to check the enemy in the direction ofBaisha and Baifu.
E. In accordance wilh the deployment descnbed above, all anny units should
have careful plans for securing shelter ftom enemy aircraft, transportation amngements, purchase of food supplies. dispatching spies. and liaison with the rear.
Addendwn:
I. If the enemy does not enter Donggu tomonow but rather advances to the
Sancai, Shentanqian, and Shangfang line, the banle should take place on the day
after tomorrow.
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2. Tomorrow morning each unit should have breakfast at 5:00 and prepare a
lunch {tomorrow then:: will be three meals, and meal expenses should be reinstated at a tenth of a big foreign dollar). For the rime being, work such as
planting the ftclds, gathering fiJ'CWood, and collecting bamboo shoots is to be
halted.
3. All units should be prepared tomorrow against enemy air raids.
4. All units should have guides ready at once.
S. The Fourth Army should dispatch guerrilla forces to the vicinity of
Luofang to engage in guerrilla fighting, their main task being to find out about
the enemy's situation in Nanping.
6. All army commanders and political conunissars of the First Army Group,
together with the Third Army Group's chief of staff and political department
head should appear tomorrow before 6:00 A.M. in front of the Central Revolutionary Military Conunission to receive orders in penon.
7. The Twelfth Army must immediately send forces tomorrow morning to
build fortifications in the positions around Dashannao and Gaoling, but must
avoid discovery by enemy aircraft.
8. This order may be read only by responsible persons with the rank of
division commander and division political conunissar or above. No others are
allowed to read iL
Commander-in-Chief
Political CommisSar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Orders to the First Front Anny

of the Red Anny to Attack Futian and to
Eliminate the Two Divisions of
Wang]inyu and Gong Bingfan1
(May 14, 1931)'
I. There is a circular today from the Staff Office on the situation of the

enemy.
2. The Front Army has decided to wipe out first the two enemy divisions of
Wang Jinyu and Gong Bingfan, and then go on to launch an anack in the
direction ofFutian from the left the day after tomorrow (the 16th).
3. As the left column, the Third Army Group (including the Thirty-fifth
Army) is to advance toward the vicinity of Jiangshutou tomorrow (the 15th) and
camp there overnight, taking strict measures to sever communications. It is to
move on toward Futian via Gupo the day after tomorrow (the 16th), and attack
Futian by 1:00 P.M. on that day.
4. As the central (frontal) column, the Third Army (minus the Thirty-fifth
Anny) is to move at dawn tomorrow (the 15th) toward Luokcng, Zhangjiabei,
Taojinkcng, and neighboring towns and occupy frontal positions around
Baiyunshan, Genggu, Shitang, Yaozi, and Dalong. By 8:00A.M. on the 16th, it is
to start moving forwardandanack the line from Qiaotou to the river. After this is
accomplished, some of the troops should pursue the fleeing enemy and others
should assist the Fourth Anny's frontal force in attacking the enemy at
Guanyingya from the flank.
5. The Founh Anny (together with the Sixty-fourth Division) also serves as a
central colwnn (frontal) army. The entire army should move toward the area of
Donggu and halt near there tomonow, with one division occupying frontal positions
at Sancai and Shenwan, while the Sixty-fourth Division should si\lllte itself on the
nonhemmost part of Wodushan. On the 16th, it will divide into two routes, one 10
attack Guanyingya and the other to attack Jiucengling and further advance toward
the enemy in Futian. A full-scale attack is to be launched at 2:00P.M. on the 16th.
6. The Twelfth Army (minus the Sixty-fourth Division), serving as the right
Our soun:c for this order isM(I()Udongjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 22s-27.1t can also be
found in M(l() Zedongji. Bujuon, Vol. 3, pp. 261--62.
I. Wang Jinyu commanded the Nationalist Fifth Anny's Forty-seventh Division, and
Gong Bingfan commanded its Twen1y-eighth Division.
2. This order was issued at 8:00P.M. from the headquarters oflhc First Front Army.
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column, should usc some troops to occupy the main positions in the viciniry of
Taishannao tomorrow (the 15th) and to check the enemy coming from the three
directions ofShangfang, Luofang, and Tantou. On the following day (the 16th),
when the left column and the central column have accomplished their tasks and
the enemy has been defeated along the whole front and is in retreat, the opportunity should be seized to pUISue him in the direction of Shuinan. If by the day
after tomorrow the enemy from the right route (Shangfang and Tantou, etc:.) does
not come, you will be the general reserve foree for the Front Anny.
7. The 104th Regiment is also to be under the orders of the Fourth Army. It
should rally its troops tomorrow (the 15th), and by 8:00 A.M. the day after
tomorrow (the 16th) it should be waiting for the opportunity to attack the enemy
stationed in Taipingkeng according to the needs of the other routes of the army.
As soon as the enemy retreats, it should work together with the Front Anny to
pursue the enemy in the direction ofFutian along both sides of the river, in order
to take positions north of the river at Futian and intercept the enemy troops
fleeing toward Futian by crossing the river.
8. The field hospital should be moved to Donggu on the 15th (all wounded
soldiers should be brought here and fiuthcr transferred to the hospitals in the
rear).
9. The General Headquarters, following the Central Revolutionary Military
Conunission, will remain here (Dunshang) tomorrow (the 15th), but will advance
toward Futian following the Front Anny via Sancai and Guanyingya.
Additional notes:

a. All troops should bring with them enough rice for five days.
b. After the banle, all prisoners should be sent to Donggu.

It is so ordered.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to Attack the Enemy at

Zhongcun and Nantuan'
(May 21, 1931)2
1. According to the report from the Third Anny Group, there is a brigade of
our enemy, Gao Shuxun'sl force, in Zhongcun. Its advance party encountered

the outpost of our Sixth Division [yesterday] afternoon. They seemed to be
screening the movements of the main forces behind them.
2. The Front Anny bas decided to attack this enemy tomorrow (the 22nd), and
to seize the opportunity of proceeding down to Nantuan to wipe out the main
forces of Gao's division.
3. The Third Regiment, as the left wing (it will also be the left wing when
attacking Nantuan the next day), will attack the northeast extremity of
Zhongcun, moving to attack on the north end of Zhongcun via the three routes of
Dipanyuan, Zhangjialing, and Xiyuanlong. It should reach the base where the
attack will be prepared at 6:30. The Foul1h Army, as the right wing, will advance
toward the southern end of Zhongcun along Sishijiunao, toward the line of
Jiaokeng. Luohuashan, Niukeng. Longshang. It must set out from around
Longfang by 3:00 A.M. tomorrow and reach the preparatory base by 6:30 A.M.
(While attacking Nantuan the next day, it will be the frontal force.) The Third
Army, as the main reserves, should set out from its present location at 3:00A.M.
tomorrow, via Longkcng, Dajiangkou, Puhua'an, Muzinao, Sanzikcng, Haoyuan,
and Qiaoxiakeng, and enter Yuantou together with the Fourth Amry to camp for
the night in order to prepare to be the right wing during the attack on Nantuan
the next day (the 23rd). (It should pay close attention to movements in Nantuan
and spy on the enemy's situation.)
The Twelfth Army, as the main reserves, should move out behind the Third
Army at 3:30 A.M. tomorrow and take up a position around Haoyuan and
Qiaoxiakeng behind the camp of the Fourth Army. It will be the right wing
behind the Third Army when attacking Nantuan. The line from Podong, LaizhuOur source for this docWDCRt is Mew ZedongjuMhi wef!ii, Vol. 1, pp. 228-29. It cao also
be found in Mao Zedongjf. Bujwn, Vol. 3, pp. 263-64.
1. Nantuan is a town in northcm Niqdu.xia~~; lhe places mentioned iD this documeot

are located io northern Ningdu 1111d southeastern Yougfcng xian.
2. This order was issued at 7:30P.M. from lbe headquarter& of the First Front Army in
Yaofang, YongfcngxiQn.
3. Gao Shuxuo commanded the Nationalist Twcoty-sixth Anny's Twenty-seventh
Division.
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ting, Zhongcun. and Songshuyan will be the dividing line in the battle; north of
the line will be the Third Regiment's responsibility and south of the line (including the line itself) will be the Fourth Anny's.
4. In case the enemy at Zhongcun retreats to Nantuan or Yuantou, the Third
Anny Group should do its best to enter into Nantuan to camp for the night,
whereas the Third Anny, the Twelfth Army, and the Fourth Anny should all go
into Yuantou and its neighboring areas for the night in preparation for attacking
Nantuan the day after tomorrow.
5. The Headquarters and its subordinate troops will follow the Army Committee to move into the vicinity of Dongkeng to take command. TomoiiOw it will
receive reports on the streets of Zhongcun, while the day after tomorrow the
command post will be at Shangchao and Xiachao when attacking Nantuan.
It is so ordered.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Conunissar

Zbu De
Mao Zedong

Order to Occupy Nanfeng Befm-e the Enemy'
(May 24, 1931)2

I. According to reports, the remnants of Sun Lianzhong's troops have already left Dongshao on the 23rd and fled toWard Yihuang. Zhu Shaoliang's three
divisionsl have also passed through Guangchang and escaped in the direction of

Nanfeng.
2. The Front Army has decided to take a shortcut and occupy Nanfeng
before the enemy gets there. If the enemy (Mao [Bingwen], Xu [Kexiang], and

Hu (ZuyuJ) is still to our rear, and on the right of us, we shall intercept him.
3. The Third Army Group. as the left column, should leave its present
location tomorrow (the 25th) for the three-and-a-half-day march to Nanfeng via
Wucun, Qiacun, and Sankcng, with the purpose of occupying Nanfeng City as
soon as possible. Upon arriving (in the vicinity ofj Nanfeng [City], it should take
up a position near Shishanjie,4 wait for orden for the next moves, and also
dispatch a division of troops as its advance party to reach Nanfeng [City] within
three days. It must get to the outskirts of Nanfeng City by the 27th, attack the
eiry, occ:upy it as the opportunity presents itself, and protec:t the advanc:e of our
mainforc:es.
4. The First Asmy Group, as the right column, will move out from its c:wrent
locations (Matian, Nantuan, and Shangchao) at 4:00 A.M. tomorrow, for the
three-and-a-half-day march to Nanfeng via Luokou, Yanfang. Kuzhu, Ganzhu,
Fenglin, and Modao Feny, in the order: Third Army, Fourth Army, General
Headquarters' subordinate troops, and Twelfth Army. When it reaches the vicinity of Nanfeng Ciry, it should c:amp in the region of Yaoc:hao and await orders
for the next move.
The Third Army should also dispatch one division as an advanc:e party to

Our source for this document is Moo ZedQ~Jgju,ulli wefl}i, Vol. I, pp. 210-ll.
I. This order directs Red Army forces to march from northern Ningdu xion through
pans ofGuangchang and Nanfeng xian; the bulk of the place-names mentioned in the text
areintbesexian.
2. This order was issued at 11:00 P.M. from headquarters in Nanruan, Ningdu xian.
3. Zhu ShaoJiang was commander of the Nationalist Sixth Anny. The three divisions
in question were the Eighth, Twenty-fourth, and Fifth; their commanders are mentioned in
the following paragraph.
4. Shishanjie was a town to the west ofNanfeng City.
7B

make the three-day march to the vicinity ofNanfeng City, so as to anive there on
the 27th and cover the advance of our main force.
S. The Thirty-fifth Army should arrive at Dongshao on the 26th to await
further orders. Its responsibility is to escort and protect all the bulky baggage
from all the units until the 28th and then to wait for further commands.
6. All schools and the Red Guard regiments anached to the banalions (except
for the Fourth Company) will revert to the control of the Central Revolutionary
Miliwy Commission and move toward Hexi.s
7. When each army reaches its bivouac site, it should maintain liaison with
the other annies. The advance troops should pay special attention to spying on
the enemy and immediately report to Headquarters (the daily itineraries are to be
announced separately).
8. Headquarters will follow the armies of the right wing, marching behind the
Fourth Army but in front of the Twelfth Army.
It is so ordered.
Points for attention:
The advance parties from all routes must reach the city of Nanfeng before
the enemy docs. They are to occupy it, to deploy guards, and to make contact
with each other until the main forces arrive. They must not give this city up.
The advance parties will receive orders from the division commanders and
political commissars who get there first. For instance, if the three bandits, Mao,
Xu, and Hu, have already occupied the city, then the advance panics should
anack them together.
ltinenuies for the Advance of the First Front Army of the Red Army
from the Vicinity ofNanruan
(May 1931 at Nantuan)
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S. "Hcxi" literally means "west or the river," but it seems more likely
name in this context.
6. This and all similar figures iDdicate distances in li.
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Note: Unless it is absolutely necessary, no anny is allowed to cbange this
schedule arbitrarily. If it proves impossible to get to the destination laid down in
time, this must be immediately reported to Headquarters and the other annies
must be informed.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De

Mao Zedong

Minutes of the First Eight Meetings of the
General Front Cmnmittee of the
First Front Army of the Red Army
(May 25-june 10, 1931)

Flnt Meeting of the General Front Committee

May 25, 1931, 8:00P.M., at the Luokou-Yanfang Headquartcrs 1
Participants: [Mao] Zedong. Zhu De. Lin Biao
Nonvoting Participants: (Luo] RonglnJanl and [Guo] Huayul
1. Available information regarding the situation of the enemy: According to
radio reports, Mao Biagwen's radio station broadcast a report this evening from
Toupi, but we do not know whether or not they will move out from there. Hu
[Zuyu]'s and Xu [Kexiang]'s positions are not clear. Some peasants from
Y anfang have reported tbat enemy sentries had been posted in fronl of the
mountain. Mao [Bingwen]'s and Xu's units started to retreat from Luokou on the
morning of the 23rd but had not complctc.ly pulled out until the afternoon of the
24th. It is estimated that the enemies may concentrate today aloog the line from
Gwmgchang to Toupi, and the enemies at Toupi may concentrate tomonow at
Guangclumg City.
2. Questions regarding our operations: It appears tbat the enemies at Toupi
(one divisionofMao's troops) will rctreat.lfwe attack them withourFintArmy
Our source for these materials is Mao Zalongji. /lqjuDn, Vol. 3, pp. 265--80, where they
are reproduced &om a documentary collection published in China in 1979. A version that
dift'ers in some respects cm be fOWid inJlangrl danphl zillao, Vol. IS. pp. 113-27.
I. Luokou i.s a toWn in northern NinlliJXian. The town ofToupi (also written Toupo
or Toubei). prominm~tly menbom:d in the text, is not far to the southeast in western
Guangcha.ng xian. The first several of the meetings whose minutes ere recorded here were
held in various places in the Ningdu-Gua.ngcheng area.
2. Luo ilonJhuan (1902-1963), a native ofHengshan in Hunan, joined the Conununist Party in 1927, fOUJht on the Jinggaugshan, and served in the Fourth Anny as a
political commissar at various levels.
3. Ouo Hueruo (19~), a native of Fuzhou in Fujian,joined the Communist Party in
1925 wbile at the Whampoa Academy. After studying in the Soviet Union in 1927-1928.
he rose to become cbicfofstafffirst of the Fourth Red Anny and then of the Fi[SI FroDt
Army. He is here refared to by his alternative name of Huayu.
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Group, we can drive them away. But our Third Army Group is still at Wucun.If
we capture Toupi and pursue the enemy to Guangchang, the Third Aimy Group
is 100 li away and cannot arrive in time to provide assistance, so it will not be
easy to wipe out the enemy. Therefore, it is neccssuy to combine the two anny
groups and attack Mao, Xu, and Hu with an our forces, arxl it has been decided
that tomonow (the 26th) the entire Front Army will move to Kuzhu and concentrate there.

Second Meetlnc of the Gelleral Front Committee
May 26, 1931, 8:00P.M., at the Headquarters in Kuzhu Market
Participants: [Mao Ze]dong. [Zhu] De, Lin [Biao], [Pcng De]huai, and [Huang
Gong]lue.4
Nonvoting Participants: [Cai Hui]wen,' [Luo Rong]huan, [Luo Bing)hui,6 and
[Guo] Hua[ruo]
I. Available information regarding the situation of the enemy: According
to the peasants' reports, the enemies at Toupi have already retreated, and
there are three divisions of enemy troops at Guangchang. There is no news
from the radio. We estimate that the whole of the enemy forces could all
converge at Guangchang City, and it appears they may retreat to Nanfeng via
Qianshan.
2. Questions regarding our operations: In the current situation in which the
enemy is still in Guangchang City, if we followed our original plans to go eo
Nanfeng City, the enemy would be behind us, and this would be inconvenient for
our operations. Therefore, we should first seize Guangehang City, driving Mao,
Xu and Hu to retreat, and thus obtaining a more favorable position for victory in
the second battle.7 Thereafter, we should pursue all our enemies furiously, forcing them to give up Nanfeng City, so as to facilitate our fimd-raising activities in
the future. Tomorrow the Third Arrrry will move quickly toward Nanfeng via
4. Huang Oonglue (1898-1931). a native of Xianp;.iang in Hunan, was 1 warlord
miliwy offiCer and Whampoa graduate who joined tbe Communist Party in 1927. After
servinJ; with Peng Dehuai in the Fifth Anny, he became conunander of the Sixlh Anny in
early 1930 and commanderofthe lbirdAnnyin !ale 1930.
S. Cai Huiwen (1908-1936), a native of Youxian in Hunan, joined the Communist
Party in 1926, fought o.a the Iinggangshan, and aervcd as a political commissar in the
Fourth Army and. 1fterJune 1930, in the Third Army.
6. Luo Bingbui (1897-1946). I native of Yiliang iD Yunnan, was I warlord and
Natio.aalist army offacer. While serving as a militia leader in Ii'an in 1929 he joined the
Commuaist Party and later led his troopS off 10 join the Red Anny; iD 1931 be was
commander of the Twelfth Red Anny.
7. I.e., the Second Eoc:iR:Iement and Suppression Campaign.
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Ganzhu. Provided that Lu Xiaochen' has not concentrated his whole division
(three regiments) together and prepared to defend it resolutely, the Third Army
could very well seize Nanfeng City, so that Mao, Xu, and Hu, when they are
defeated and forced to retreat, will have no alternative but to return to Fuzhou.
Thus, several more xian towns will be available to us for fund-raising. The rest
of the troops will be divided into two routes to attack Guangchang, the Fourth
Army constituting the left wing and the Twelfth Army the right, while the Third
Army Group will be the general reserve force. The Fourth and Twelfth Armies
should dispatch one regiment each to move forward tonight at 1:00 A.M. as the
advance force, lest the enemies escape.
3. Questions regarding the rear: The rear hospital is set up in Xiaobu. At
Luokou, there is a transit station for wounded soldiers, under the responsibility of
the Eastern Branch Committee. At Kuzhu, the wounded soldiers will be taken
care of by their respective clinics. The bulky baggage and the staff will be
transported to Kuzhu to await further orders.

Third Meeting of the General Front Committee

May 28, 1931, 8:00P.M., while resting in Guangchang City
Participants: [Mao Ze]dong, [Zhu] De, [Peng De]huai, [Lin] Biao, and Lin [Ye]9
Nonvoting Participants: [Guo] Hua[ruo], [Yuan Guo]ping, 10 [Luo Rong]huan,
and [Luo Bing]hui
1. The results of the attack on the city: We began to attack the city on the
27th. Not until9:00 in the evening of that day did we break through the fortifications. By then, the enemy units under Hu and Xu had already entirely retreated
from Nanfeng. Though we suffered four hundred casualties dead and wounded,
and captured very few guns, the wounding of the commander of an enemy
division, Hu Zuyu, and the seizure of the city of Guangchang (Hu is severely
wounded and may die) have created a more favorable situation for the whole
battlo.
2. Available information regarding the enemy: Already day before yesterday
(the 26th) Mao Bingwen crossed the river and retreated to Nanfeng. Hu and Xu
B. Lu Xiaochco commanded lhe Nationalist umy's Thineenlh Division.
9. The version of this docwneat contained inJiangxi dlm&fhl zilitw, Voi.IB, p. 115,
identifies the participant named "Lin" as Lin Ye. Lin (1902-1934), a native ofLongyan in
Fujian, was a Whampoa graduate who joined the Red Alroy in mid-1929 and became
Twdllh Army chief of staff' in mid-1930.
10. Yum Guoping (1905-1941), a native ofShaodongin HWWI.joincd lhe Communist
Party in 1925; by 1929 he was a member of the Hunan-Hube.i-Jianpi Special Committee,
and in 1930 he became head oftbe Political Department of the Third Army Group.
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began to retreat yesterday morning. and by last night at 9:00 they had withdrawn
completely. Hu ZU)'II was wounded by our side, and we estimate that the enemy
must necessarily retreat and defend Nanfcng.
3. Q!lesrions regarding our operations: At present, it is too late to catch up
with Hu and Xu and attack Nanfeng (the bridges have already been destroyed by
the enemy and are now being rebuilt). Strategically and topographicaJly speaking, we should first pursue Liu Heding to seize the city of Jianning1 1 before he
does, so as to facilitate our future fimd-raising. Consequently, the Fourth Aim.y
shouJd stay at Guangchang today temporarily to take care of the wounded and
reorganize the troops. It should only dispatch the Tenth Division to pursue and
attack Hu and Xu, on the principle of not confronting them but pursuing them to
the vicinity ofQianshan. The rest of the amy should go to attack Jianning. The
Third Army Group must immediately cross the river and advance toward Jianning. On the tint day they should reach the vicinity of Shuinan (SO li from
Guangchang), and on the next day (the 29th) they should move to within IS to
20 Ji from Lixin and camp there in preparation for the attack on Jianning City on
the third day. The Twelfth Aim.y should follow the General Headquarters and
march behind the Third Aim.y Group. After Jianning is occupied, the Fourth arxl
the Twelfth Armies and the Third Aim.y Group should divide up to raise funds in
Jianning. Taining, and Lichuan. IfMao, Xu, and Hu leave Nanfeng City, then we
can occupy the four xian of Nanfeng, Yihuang, Lichuan, and Jianning and raise

funds.
4. Arrangements in the rear: The Fourth lumy should send people to be
responsible for the wounded, and the local governments should provide assistance in the form of stretchers to transpon the wounded to the Xiaobu Hospital
viaKuzhu.
S. The question of food allowances and pocket money: When raising funds,
those units that attack the local bullies will still get 1 jiao a day as their food
allowances; units that do not have the opportunity to attack the local bullies
(because they are harassing the enemy troops at Xingguo or arc located at the
rear hospital ...) should get I.S jiao as soon as fimds are available.
As soon as funds have been raised, the troops can get pocket money twice in
June, I yuan each time.
The Confcmtee of the General Front Committee has decided that we will get
a day of rest at Lixin tomorrow (May 30th) and that the Third Army Group will
dispatch one division to wage guerrilla warfare in the directioo of Jianning.

Fourth Meetlag of the General Froat Committee
May 30, 1931, 8:00P.M., at the Headquarters in Lixin
Panicipants: [Mao Ze]dong. [Zhu} De. [Peng De]huai, and Tan [Zhenlin]
II. Jianning is a xian in Fujian adjacent to GuangchanJ.
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Nonvoting ParticipaniS: [Guo] Hua[ruo]. [Yuan Guo]ping. [Zuo] Quan,ll and
[Luo Bing]hui.
1. Questions regarding ow operations: There are probably four regiments of
Liu Heding's 1l troops in Jianning City. They cannot have imagined that OW" main
forces would get here so incredibly fast. But today the enemy has not yet moved
forward. Given that the entire enemy front line has failed, we can estimate that if
Liu Heding does not retreat, he will have to defend the city. Since we need to
plan for raising funds for the third phase battle 14 and for the overall combat
situation, we very much need to seize Jianning City, for only thus can we expand
to the three xian of[Jianning.] Lichuan, and Taining to raise funds. Consequently
it bas been decided that if the enemy does not leave the city, we will use the
Third Army Group as the assault force to attack the city. We will plan for an
assault lasting seven days. We need to dig tunnels and blow them up with
gunpowder. (Gunpowder should be collected by the unit of the Twelfth Anny in
Lixin. It must collect at least JOOjin within three days and take it to the front for
use on the fourth day.) The Twelfth Army (except for the Thirty-fourth Division)
is the reserve force for attack on the city. It should follow the Headquarters,
moving towud Jianning behind the Third Army Group at 8:00 tomorrow morning. The Thiny-fourth Division should stay in Lixin with the division headquarters and one regiment deployed near Lixin, and one regiment stationed in
Guiyang. One company should also be sent forward to Shuinan and Guangchang
for liaison, and another regiment should be stationed between Lixin and Kangdu
to maintain contact with the Fourth Army. Their duties are (I) to establish the
work, (2) to raise funds (each regiment needs to raise 1,000 yuan a day), (3) to
maintain communications with the rear, and (4) to purchase JOOjin ofsaltpette 15
within three days, and on the fourth day ship them to the front.
2. The question of establishing a staff office: The chief of staff, Zhu Yunqing.
has died in a hospital in the rear. I& His fonner position is now filled temporarily
by Comrade Guo Huaruo. Comrade Zuo Quan is now the acting chief of staff. We
must circulate an order informing all depanments concerning this.

12. Zuo Quan (1905-1941), was a natiYe ofLiling in Hunan. A Whampoa graduate,
be joined the Communise Pany in 1925, lbcn studied in the SoYiet Union for seYeral
In mid-1930, he retwned lo China and came 1o the Central SoYiet Area, SCJ"'ing at

}'ears.

!he Red Anny academy and eommaading the New Twelfth Army in Fujian before becom-

mg head of the RcYolutionary Miliuuy Commission's sraffoffiee in May 1931.
13. Liu Heding conunanded tbc Fifty-sixth DiYision of the NationaliS1 Sixth Army.
14. I.e., resisting lhe upcoming Third Encirclement and Suppression Campaign.
15. Formakinggunpowder.
16. Zhu Yunqing (190~1931). nalive ofMeixian in GuiiiJdong, was a Whampoa
&Jaduate who joined lhc Communist Pany in 1925. He bcld Yarious positions in the
fourth Army during lhc linggangshan struale. and afte.ward was successiYely 1o1hief or
srarr oflbe l'ow'lh Amly, Firsa Army Group, and First Front Army. He died in Donggu.
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3. The question of adding members to the subcommittee of the General
[Front] Commince: Four members of the subcomminee of the General [Front]
Committee, Liu Bojian, Liu Nankui, He Jinrong, and Li Zhuoran, have left
here.• 7 Three members should be added to the subcomminec. It has been decided
that Zuo Quan, Yang Lisan, and Lin Deqing will be added, with Wang
Guozhong still serving as the acting secretary.ll
Fifth Meeting of the General Front Committee
May 31, 1931, at 9:00 P.M., at the Headquarters of the Third Army Group
outside the western gate of Jianning City
Participants: [Mao Ze]dong, [Zhu] De, [Peng De]huai, and Lin [Biao]
Nonvoting Participants: [Yuan Guo]ping and [Guo] Hua[ruo]
I. Estimates regarding the enemy's situalion: The reason why Liu Heding
met us in banle this time was that he did not know our main force had arrived.
Similarly, when we dispatched the Third Army directly to Nanfeng on the 27th,
He Yingqin and Zhu Shaoliang thought that our main force was still anacking
Nanfeng, and only one unit was anacking Guangcbang. Therefore, they changed
their origina1 plan of keeping the three divisions of Mao, Xu, and Hu to defend
Guangchang and bringing Liu IJeding's main force and Zhou Zhiqun 19 to buny
to the relicfofGuangc:hang. Instead, they asked Mao, Xu, and Hu to withdraw to
Nanfcng and kept Liu and Zhou in the original positions to keep watch. Thus we
have obtained final victory in the second phase of the banle. This time we have
repulsed Liu Hcding's four regiments, probably wiping out over three regiments,
and captured more than two thousand guns, as well as enough Western medical
supplies to supply the entire anny for half a year and one radio. All this was
completely beyond the enemy's expectations. Under these circumstances, and
taking into account also the seriousness of the Guangdong problem, we should
advance and occupy Licbuan with a major force and attack in the direction of
17. Liu Bojian (t895-t93S), a nalive ofPingchang in Sichuan, studied in France,
whm he joined the Communist Party in 1921. After two periods orstudy in the Soviet
Union. he went to the Central Soviet An:a in late 1930 and served on the staff of the
Central Revolutionary Military Commission until becoming political commissar of the
Fifth Anny Group at 1he end of the year. No biographical iofonnatiou is available n:prding Liu Nankui and He JiN"Ong. Li Zhuoran (1899-1989), a na1ive of Xiangxiang in
Hunan, joined the Communisl Party in 1923. After guerrilla work on the Jiangx.i-Hunan
border, he joined the Fifth Anny and roJe to division commander; in 1931 he commanded
the First Division of the Third Anny Group.
18. Yang Lisan (1900-1954), a native ofChangsha in Hunan,jo.ined the Communist
Pany in 1927, and fought in the Red Army on the Jinggangshan. By laiC 1930 he was a
staff officer in the First f"'ront Army's General Headquanets. We have not located biographical information on Lin Dcqing or Wang Guozhong.
19. Zhou Zhiqun commanded lhe Nationalist army's New f-"ourteenth Brigade.
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Nancheng, to coerce the enemy into giving up Nanfeng, and even Yihuang, and
Nancheng. Thus we can get Jianning, Liclnum, Nanfeng. Nanchcng, Yihuang,
and such xian seats as Lc'an, Yongfcng, and Jishui. The West Route Army to the
west of the [Gan] River should move toward Xiajiang and occupy it. Considering that Liu has been defeated by our Sixteenth Army, and Han Dcqin20 captured
by our Seventh Army (see the enemy's radio rcpon), it will not be easy for Luo
Lin's lone armyl 1 to defend Ji'an by itself. During the fust stage of our work. it
is therefore possible that Ji 'an can be seized.
2. Decisions regarding our operations: In order to reorganize the troops, to
hold meetings to deal with matters after the battle. and to allow the soldiers to
recuperate, starting ftom tomorrow (June I), we will rest here for two days. On
June 3, the Third Army Group will send its Sixth Division to work and raise
funds in Taining. The remainder will enter Lichuan. The Twelfth Army will still
be stationed along the line ftom JiBMing to Guiyang to raise funds, work, and
deal with matters in the rear of JiBMing (such as wounded soldiers. booly, and so
on). After the Thirty-fifth Division reaches Jianning, the Twelfth Army should
send troops into JiSMing to take over the Sixth Division's work. If the enemy
leaves Nanfeng, we should deploy the Third Army Group in Liehuan, Zixi,
Xiaoshi, and so on, that is. in the general area to the east of the river between
Lichuan and Nancheng. The Fourth Army should be deployed between the river
from Nanchcng to Lichuan, and the river ftom Nanchcng to Nanfcng22 (including Nanfeng City). The Third Army should raise funds in the area to the west of
the river from Nanchcng to Nanfcng. The Twelfth Anny [should take up a
position] along the line fi'om Jianning to Taining. 23
The Third Army Group should reorganize its forces and appoint addilional
cadres tomorrow and hold an activists' meeting the day after tomorrow. The
Twelfth Army should hold its activists' meeting tomorrow and make reports.
The tasks for work in the localily are (I) to distribute land, (2) to organize Red
Guard regiments and guerrilla bands, (3) to establish political power, and (4) to
establish the Party. The tasks concerning the army itself are (1) to raise funds,
(2) to intensify political, military, aad Party training, and (3) to expand the Red

Anny.
3. The problem of collecting Western medicines: The most valuable booty
we have obtained this time is a large quantity of Western medicines. In addition
to the 15 to 16 dan of medicines captured by Headquarters ftom the medical
units of two regiments, the dispensaries of two other medical units ftom divi-

20. Han Deqin commanded 1he NalionaJist Fifty-second Division.
21. Actually, Luo Lin did not command an entire army, but only the Nationalist Fifth
Army's Sevcnty-scveath Division.
22. The L.itan River Dows northward ftom Lichuan to Nancheng; the Xu River Dows
from.NanfengtoNanchcng.
23. These two cities an: located across the border in Fujian Province.
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sional and anny hospitals have also been captured and are now being guarded by
troops sent from the Third Anny Group. All of these will be collected tomorrow
(probably enough for a haJf-ycar's supplies). Except for whatever is needed for
the wounded soldiers here, the rest should be inventoried, clearly recorded, and
handed over to Headquarters. which will in tum dispatch specialists to banSport
them to the Eastern Branch Committee2A for storage and later distribution to the
various hospitals.
4. The problem of wounded soldiers: It is estimated that in the course of this
last banle, the casualties of the Third Amry Group were no more than three
hundred soldiCIS. The Twelfth Army had about thirty wounded. They are being
taken care of for the time being by the anny hospitals set up by the Twelfth
Anny's medical department (under these circwnstances, they can get at least one
month's treatment). Wben the anny hospital of the Third Anny Group arrives.
they will be responsible for all the wowxled. All those who are injUJed so
severely that they will not be able to recover within a month should be transferred to the rear whenever it is convenient to transport them.
S. The question of prisoners of war. In view of the present urgent need to
expand the Red Anny, none of the captives should be let go and all of them
should be recruited into the Red Army. The number is approximately
3,000. Apart from the l,SOO to be kept by the Third Anny Group. the other
l,SOO will be recruited into the Fourth aod Twelfth Armies. These captives
should be immediately assigned to various divisions for training. In the coune of
training, the undesirable ones will be picked out and sent away.
6. The question of weapons and booty: On this occasion, something more
than two thousand guns, as well as other booty, has been captured. All ofit will
be transported to the rear under the responsibility of the Twelfth Army, but the
troops should keep what they themselves need. Each company should carry
ninety guns with it, regardless of how many men it has.
7. The question of the organization of the artille!y: This time we have captured two mountain cannons. One will be kept by the Third Army Group. With
the one they already have, a mountain cannon company can be formed. The
other one will be sent to the rear, and with the addition of the two obtained in
Jiuyuanling and Baisha, a mountain cannon company can be fonned in the First
Army Group.
8. The question of a radio team: For the sake of convenience in allocating
staff and equipment, and unifonnity of training, the radio team of the Front
Anny should be set up as an independent system. It has been decided to set up a
radio team for the Front Army headquarters, under which there will be four
subdivisions. The personnel, telegraph machines, and so on will be evenly dis24. The text of this document in Jiangxi dangshi ziliao, Vol. 18, p. 118, does not
specifically mention an "Eastern Branch Committee"; instead, it says tbe "Regional Commitlcc" (qu wsl). We have no way ofdetennining which orthesc venions is com=cl.
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tributed. The headquarters radio station is, however, of foremost importance;
next comes the one belonging to the Third Anny Group; then the rear unit; and
then the one attached to the Seventh Army west of the [Gan] River. As for the
specifics of the distribution and acquisition of persoMel and equipment, and the
plans for the second radio training class, they will be drafted and put forward by
the staff office.
9. The question of the base hospitals: Because of the lack of specialized
staff to take responsibility for management and supervision, the base hospitals
have been very inadequate. Especially since the AB Corps developed in a big
way, our wounded comrades have been afraid of going to the base hospital for
treatmcnt. 25 From now on, in order to facilitate supervision and management,
each anny should run its own base hospitals. The general hospital will only
accept the seriously wounded (those who cannot recover within a month) and
those with difficult illnesses. All medication should, however, be distributed or
allocated by the general hospital. Two months from now, after most of the
wounded and sick soldiers in the branch hospitals have been discharged, all the
persoMel of the branch hospitals, apart from those who return to their original
annies, must be investigated thoroughly by the general hospital. Those who are
free from any suspicion of involvement in the AB Corps will be allocated to the
various annies.
10. The question of discipline on the battlefield: During this last battle, a
cOmpany leader and a political conunissar from the T~ird Army Group were
suspected of being Reorganization Clique [members]. They retreated from the
front without orders, let the defeated enemy escape, and held unauthorized meetings to elect a regimental commander and a political conunissar. Another conspirator had concocted rumors on the battlefield and thereby weakened the
anny's morale. We plan to execute him by firing squad after trial. Another
conunander of a special task regiment (tewu man) from the Twelfth Army took
his troops with him to search [X] mountain without an order. Later, when he was
ordered to be transferred (to another assigruncnt], he did so only after the time
limit set and thus was unable to fulfill his duties. Another regimental commander
did not obey orders when fighting at Shaxi; he hesitated and did not advance,
and therefore merits dismissal. Yet another platoon leader concocted rumors at
the front and likewise merits dismissal. In order to maintain the Red Army's iron
discipline and to facilitate the accomplishments of our political tasks in battle,
such people who have violated discipline in time of battle need to be severely
punished. The means of punislunent should be proposed and approved by the
Front Committee of the Third Army Group and the Military Committee of the
Twelfth Army. In addition, they should submit reports to the General Headquar2:5. Seveml well-publicized cases of suspected AB COJpS activity amon1 hospital
cadres were under investigation around this time, aDd this probably accounts for the
COJruneniS here. See Chen, 1"be Fwian Incident," p. 25.
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ters, and when the Third Army Group and the Twelfth Army enforce discipline,
they should call together all commanders and fighters and proclaim the facts to
them.
Sixth Meeting of the General Front Committee

June 2, 1931,9:00 P.M., at the Headquarters outside of Jianning City
Participants: [Mao Ze]dong, [Zhu] De, [Peng Dejhuai, Lin [Biao), [Yuan
Guo ]ping, [Deng) Ping, 26 [Guo] Hua[ruo), [Zuo) Quan, and Yang [Lisan]
I. Questions regarding our operations: At present, Hao's and Guo's divisions
have retreated 10 Yongfeng and Jishui, Sun Lianzhong ha.o; retreated to Yihuang,
and Jiang and Cai withdrew from Xingguo to Ganzhou on the 30th. Zhu, Mao,
Hu, and Xu's divisions are still in NanfengP The armies opposed to Chiang
(Kaishek) from Guangdong and Guangxi are eager to move into Hunan. Chiang
is obliged 10 deal with Guangdong and Guangxi first, and therefore it is possible
that he will assume a defensive role toward us. Consequently, our actions during
the first stage should still follow the original plan and consist in raising funds to
the north, mobilizing the masses, enlarging the soviet areas, and seeking to
capture such xian seats as Nanfcng, Nanchcng, and Yihuang. The goal of this
stage is to see that these tasks are carried out more satisfactorily. Therefore, if the
enemy retreats from Nanfeng, the entire Third Army Group should move into
Lichuan and threaten Nancheng, the Fourth Army should enter and occupy
Nanfeng City, and the Third Army should enter and occupy Yihuang and the
area 10 the west of Nanfcng. The Twelfth Army should remain at Taining and
Jianning. If the enemy defends Nanfeng, Nancheng, Fuzhou (Linchuan], and
even Yihuang, the Third Army Group should keep one division in Taining and
the rest in Lichuan. As for the division that is stationed in Taining, it should
deploy one regiment between Tai[ning] and Li[chuan], one regiment between
Tai[ning] and Jian(ning), and the rest in the city. In the first stage, the Third
Army Group does not want Hengcun, but only the Tai[ning)-Li[chuan) road. It
should enter the area between Lichuan and Xiaoshi with one of its divisions,
build a bridge, and wage guerrilla war in the direction of Xiaoshi. One division
should be deployed at Lichuan City and one at Hufang, with one remaining in

ror

26. The chanciCtS
this and the previous Ping are different, so there is no possibility of confusion in Chinese. Deng Ping (1908-1935). a na1ive of Fushun in Sichuan,
joined the revolution in 1927 and fought with the Red Fifth Army; by 1930 he was Third
Anny Group chief of staff and concurrently Fifth Anny commander.
27. These references arc 10 troops of the four sepante Nationalist annies ensaged in
the Second Encirclcmem Campaign: Fifth Route Anny forces of Hao Mengling and Guo
Huazong; Twenty-shc:th Route Anny forces of Sun Lianzhong; Nineteenth Route Anny
forces of Jiang Quangnai and Cai Tingkai; and Sixth Route Anny forces of Zhu
Sbaoliang, Mao Bingwen, Hu Zuyu, and Xu Kexiang.

Taining. Its main headquarters should be at Lichuan City. If the enemy defends
Nanfeog and Nancheng and refuses to advance, then the Third Army Group
should koop to the right, towanl Guanzc, Shaowu, and TaUring; the Twelfth
Army's aftlliated troopS should be stationed to the northwest of Jianning City;
the Thirty-fourth Division in the country to the west; the Thirty-sixth Division in
the country to the east; and the Fourth Army between Nlllf'eng. Lichuan, and
Jianning. If the enemy advances, we will refrain from fJ.gheing. but keep to the
right (we will, however, fight again when we have conceDtrated our fon:es).
Until the enemy retreats, the Thinl Army should be deployed within the right
angle of Nanfeng-Baishe and Nanfeng-Dongpi, to block the routes of Zhu and
Sunll and to carry out fund-raising work in this area. The Headquarters is
with the Fourth Anny. It has been decided that the Thirty-fifth Anny will
move to Ruijin to receive important supplies from western Fujian, to keep
transportation open between Fujian and Jiangx.i, and to wipe out the bandit
Wu Wensun.29 The 103rd and IOSth regiments of the Thirty-fifth Division
will be sent back to JiBDDing and return to the administrative system of the
TwelfthAnny.
In the second stage, the areas in which the various anuies will operate are as
follows.:

ThUd Amiy Group-Dayu. Suiobuon, Shangyou. Cbong,O, Taihe (west of the
[Gan] River), and Wan'an(west of the [Gan] River)
Fourth Army Group--Huicbang, Xunwu, Anyuan, and Xinfeng
Third Army--Yudu, Taihe (east oftheriver), Nankang.andGanxian
Twelfth Army-Jianning, Ninghua, Tingzhou, Ruijin, Shicheng, and
Guangchang
Right now, the Twelfth Amy may dispatch a regiment to the new area to
make work amogcmenls. After the enemy retreats from.Nanfeng, the Third
Army Group may send a division to the new areas to prepare for work. Similarly,
the Third and Fourth armies may each send a portion of their troops to the new
territories at the appropriate time to make preparations.
ne work of the three srages remains, as dec:ided before, to move northward
during the lUst stage, eastwanl during the secood, and westwanl during the third.
ne work of the first stage will not take longer than two months at mosl
There are four items of work directed toward the outside: (1) to eslablish guerrilla bands quickly, (2) to distribute lhe land quickly, (3) to set up soviets, 8Dd
(4) to <Stablish the Party and the [Youth] League. IDtemally, thcno "" three
28. The n:ference is to halting the advance of the forces of Zhu Shaoliang and Sun
UuWxmg. mentiODed above at the beainnina of this puaanph.
29. As no NaJ:ionalist anny bigh-lcvel unit commander of this name is listed as havinJ
participated in lhe Seccmd Encirclement Campaign, Wu Wensun is probably a peny local
Fujiuesewarlord.
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tasks: (I) to raise l,OOO.OOOyutJJI forthecxpcDSeSoftbe tbild stage in the war, iD
addition to fimds for our food; (2) to strengthen military training, le(:hnical
training, political training, and Party and League training; and (3) to increase the
nwnbers of the Red Army by 30,000.
The central task of the work during the entire three stages is to prepare for the
military operations during the third stage. with southcm Jiangxi as tbc heart of
the action.
2. Questions regarding the telegram from the Central Burcau:30
a. Because of the need to expand the work here, Comrade Mao will not
go to Longgang for the time being.
b. Commde Zuo Quan is the chief of staff. He is sent to the Rar as the
special commissioner of the General Hcadquarten. His commissions
arc (I) to deal with all wounded soldien, Western medicine, the base
hospital, prisoners of war, weapons, and so on, and (2) to direct the
organization, nining, and operations of the local armed forces.
3. Questions regarding mistakes made in the line for mass work:
a On a fonncr occasion, the Fourth Army burned down a whole street
when burning a local bully's house in Shuinan. Compensation is to be
paid for this by the Twelfth Army on the Fourth Army's behalf, and
tbe polirical department of the Fourth Army will issue a proclamatioa.
b. The Fourth Division arbitrarily confiscated the "Sui'an Chinese and
Western Hospital" in Jiancllcng. We must investigate, punish, and
issue warnings. In future, we must not confiSC8tc Western medical
dispensaries or hospitals. We should pay 1bcm in cash for Western
medicine when we buy it.
4. Problems rcguding Wcstem medicine: Apart from tbc portion retained
and used by the Third Army Group, lhc Wcstcm medicine obtained this time and
handed over to General Headquarten amounts to 25 dim. Of it, two-thirds of
each of the drugs important for treating wounds, sucb as iodine tablets, iodoform,l1 and alcohol, sbould be kept at thc Headquarters clinic, and one-third scn1
to the rear and handed over to the Cenllal Bureau. Withio ten days to half a
month, the essential drugs should be distributed to the branch hospitals, under
the responsibility of Comrade Zuo Quan.
5. The question ofwcapoas::"Eacb company should carry at least ninety guns
with it, even ifit does not have enough people [to use them].
30. The reference is presumably to the Central Bureau of the Soviet Area, 1111d not the
Central Bureau in Shanghai.

31. The Chinese here reads sidillnfong. Ditlnfflll8 is the common Chinese n1me tor

iodofonn (CHIJ). 11 is not clear why Mso has placed the number sl ("rour") in ftont oftbis
compound., but he is probably refming to iodoform, which was in common usc 11 an
antiseptic in the 1930s.
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Seventh Meedag of the Geaeral Froat Committee

June4, [1931], at Kangduyu
J>aJUc;pants' Mao [Zedoog], Zhu [De], Uo [BU.o]
Nonvoting Participants: Luo [Ronghuan] and Guo [Huaruo]
Questions regarding the deployment of the various units:
Fourth Army: Whether the enemy retreats from Nanfeng or not, you should
still follow the deployment plan below, but only three days after the Third Army
Group reaches Lichuan (i.e., yau should move on the 9th).
One division for Sballghang, XipiDg, Xialiu, DongpiDg, and Zhaosa.
One division for Xiaqiao, DongtaD, ZboDgXian, and Lcmgan.
One division for Dayangkeng, Shigoucun, Shuangtian, and Hetian.
One division for Hengcun, Zbangcun, Xichengqiao, Guisbang, Guixia,
Shucheng, and Zhouping.
The anny headquarten should be located at Dayangkeng.
One division of the Third Army should be deployed along the line of Shishan
Market, Dangkou, and Dongpi, "and another along the line ofYanhe, Yubaishe,
Jiyaoshi, and Sankeng.
The unit directly subordinate to the anny and one other regiment should be
deployed along the line of DapaishaDg, Yangmeizbai, and Sanxiyu.
After the Fourth Army goes into action, its headquarters should move to
Xichengqiao.
El&htb Meedag of the Geaeral Front Committee
June I0, [ 1931 ], in the evening, at the General Political Department
Participants: Mao [Zedong], Zhu (De], Zbou [Yili]32
Nonvoting Participants: Yang [Lisan] and Guo [Huaruo]
I. The current political situation and its assessment:
The economy of the Guomindang government is suffering a crisis, and the
finances of the various provinces still cannot be unified. Guangclong and
Guangxi have set up a military govemmeDt. Wang, Li, and Bai have arrived in
0uangzhou,33 and have sent the Guangxi Army to Guilin, obviously with the
. 32. Zhou Yili (1897-1935). a native of(bangsha in Hunan, joined tbe Communist Party
Ill 1924. After serving on the H\1111111. Party CommittJ:e and the Henan Party Committcc, in
1930_he.ioined the Central Collllrriltce's Yangzi River Bureau and was sem as an emissary to
lhe Fvst Fnm1 Anny beaded by Mao. In May 1931, he became a commiSSII" in thai anny.
33. Wang
to Wang
leader the "Left Guomindang" the
1926-1927 period. Li and Bai ate Li Z<mgren and Bai Chonp:i, 1wo major military leaders
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intention of attacking Hunan. He Jian hurried back to Changsha to deploy his
troops. Zhang [X] 14 could not get any money, returned to Beiping, and again
called together all the leaders ofthe northwestern armies for a meeting. Wang
Jinyu and Ran Zhaochang have both found some excuse to go to Beiping. In
the meantime, under present circumstances, the First Army has not failed,
and the White army pursuing our Second Army Group will also have to stop
because of the problem of Guangdong and Guangxi. The warlord armies in
Jiangxi, in pan.icular, have been completely defeated. Chiang Kaishek has
concealed the news of the Red Army's victory. All this proves that the chaotic fighting among the warlords will not stop because of the Red Army's
victory and will certainly break out very quickly in Hunan in the vicinity of
Chang[sha] and Heng[yang]. Under these conditions, the Red Army will assuredly soon expand greatly everywhere. On the other hand, there is a possibility that Chiang Kaishek may give up Shaanxi, Henan, and Shandong to
shorten his lines of defense. In the future, he might retreat and defend various
points such as Xuzhou, Wushengguan, Changsha, and Nanchang (in Jiangx.i
he would retire to Nanchang, Fuzhou, and Ji'an), and even if Chiang is
defeated, he will never surrender. But even if he compromises with the non.h
and moves some troops southward, he still cannot finish off either Zhang
Xueliang and the Guangxi clique or the revolutionary forces. Therefore, at
present it is only by moving northward that we can encourage Guangdong
and Guangxi to come out and fight. It will be two months before our main
force will have been deployed in southern Jiangxi. At present, the Red Guard
regiments and the Eighth Division should work toward southern Jiangxi. The
rest of the armies should each send a small portion of troops to work in the
new territory a month from now.
2. The division of labor in the Front Comminee:
OrganizatioD-Zhou Yili.
Propaganda--Comrade Gu Bo35 will be transferred from the rear.
Secretary General-Guo Huayu.
3. The question of sening up a Management Office:
In order to coordinate and inspect the military supplies at the front, a ManageHanmin 10 the resolution of April 1931 endorsing the line of the lntematiODal, this separat·
ist ~gime survived until the Japanese aggression of September 1931 required all Chinese
political leaders to give priority to natiODal unity and survival.
34. The reference is presumably to Zhang Xucliang; the missing character may be an
epithetratherthananame.
35. Gu Bo (1906-1935), a native or Xunwu in Jiangx.i. joined the Communist Pany in
1925, and was active in Party organizing work in Xunwu until leaving to wort. with the
Founh Army after helping Mao conduct the .. XWJwu lnvesligation" in 1930. In 1931 he
was serving in the secretariat of the First Front Army's General Front Committee.
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ment Office has been set up in the Froat Army. Comrade Yang Lisan will
concummtly be lhe bead of this departmeDt, and Commde Li Jinwen36 will be
military supplies officer.
4. The allowances for the month of June will be double the amoUDt of those
in the second half of May:
Starting from JUDe 15, the Red Anny troops in the rear will get ljiQo S.fen each
for their food, and those at the fitmt, I jioo; as for pocket money, each penon will
get 1yuan on JUDe ISthanclanotheryuan on July 1st. The letter-carriers and a small
number of people numingenands will get 2jioo for food perpmon.
S. Tbeproblemofb'aDSfmingmoney:
Ail umies should dispatch a special team to escort tbe moDey all the way to
the Management Department of the CCDtral Revolutionary AnDy Committee at
Junbu.
Orders will be issued rcgardiq; the above three items.
6. The question of work in the Eastern Route:
Le'.m should consider Zhaox.i and Wangx.ian as its main work area.
Yibuang should consider Dongpi, Dangkou, and Xinfeng City as its main
work area.
Nanfeng should consider Sanxi, Sankeng, Fenglin, Dudianqian, .md Kangdu
asitsmainworkarea.
OuaDgcbq should collSidcr Baishui, Shuiitan. Toupi, Ganzhu, Fufeng, and
Qiansban as its main work area.
The IOSth Regiment should work at Guangehang.
7. The question of propaganda:
a. Running the Red Anny Newspaper
b. Reviewing the old slogans and issuing new ones
c. Formulating the morning and evening roll-call slogans
d. Drafting the outlines for propaganda (the political situation and our
tasks)
8. The problem of convening an enlarged conference oftbc Front Committee:
A conference will be called on the 20th to include the From Comminee
secretary of the Third Anny Group. Comrade Lin Biao of the Founh AnDy,
Comrade [Cai] Huiwen of the Third AnDy, Commde [Tan] Zhenlin of the
Twelfth Army, and Comrades [Xie] Weijun and Long PuJin37 of the Eastern
Branch Comminee.38 As soon as these individuals have returned, they should be
36. Biographical information on this individual has not been locued.
37. Xie Weijun (1907-1!135), a native ofLaiyan1 in Hunan, joined the Party in 1926,
fouglu on the Jingpngslum. and served as a political commissar in the Fourth Army. In
1!131, he headed the Southwest Jiangxi Special Comminee's Eastern Route Subcommit·
tee. No biographical information on Lon1 Pulin has been located.
38. The balance of this paragraph, which is omitted from the version in Mao Zedong
}i. Bu}IUin, has been taken from the 1elt1as it appears inJiangxldangshl zlllao, Vol. IS. p.
127.
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sent out to conduct an inspection; afterward, they sbould come to the conference
to discuss the conference agenda, fund-taising, and mass work (during this work
they should order these two booklets). Units should be moved only after the
conference.
9. The problem of political communications:
Several dozen copies of the main points of important docwnents, some publishable resolutions, and some imponant political news should be reproduced at
irregular intervals.
10. The work in Fujian:
The main direction in which the work of the Red Army is developing in
western Fujian should not be toward Zhangzhou and the East River, but rather
toward places such as Tingzhou, Liancheng. Guihua, Ninghua, and Qingliu xian,
for only thus can it be linked to southeastern Jiangxi and the Twelfth Army
enlarged. (The General Front Committee will send a letter to western Fujian.)

General Order No. 14 of the Central
Revolutionary Military Commission of the
C11inese Soviets
(June 20, 1931)

This commission previously decided to call together a National Congress of

Soviet Deputies on August I and establish a central government. Now, because
of the long time required for the election of representatives by various localities,
as well as the difficulties of transportation, the deputies from all localities will
not be able to arrive on time. It bas therefore been decided to change the date on
which the National Congress of Soviet Deputies will take place to the anniver·
sary of the October Revolution (November 7 according to the Western calendar).
The election of deputies of the various localities should be completed before
October IS, and they should then wait for the notification to attend. This general
order is specially promulgated [to convey this information]. It is hoped that all
[soviet] governments, all units of the Red Anny, and all fCVolutionary organizations will take note and act accordingly. It is also important to relay the order to
the revolutionary masses as a whole. It is so ordered.
Chainnan
Vice-Chairmen

-Zodong

ZhuDe
XiangYing

Ow-source for this order isMIWZedtmgji. lhljuan, Vol. 3, p. 281, where il is reproduced
&om lhe 1981 edilion oflbe docwnealary collection Llu dlJ yi/ai.
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Minutes of the Third Day of the
First Enlarged Meeting of the

General Front Committee of the
First Front Army of the Red Army
Summary
(June 22, 1931)
2:00P.M. on the 22nd
The number of those present is the same as before. L
ChairmanWang Iiaxiang
He declares the resumption ofthe meeting.

1. The problem of predicting the location oflhe third phase of the war.2
Mao: Last time, we talked. about the fact that tbe third phase of war might
start with an attack on us from Nanfeng. If that is the case. we shall be in a
favorable situation and can lure the enemy deep inro NiDgdu, Huaogpi. Xiaobu,
and even Shicheug and then attack them. The situation would be UDfavorable for
us if the enemy came from four places--Xingguo, Baisha, Shuinan, and
Nanfeng--- perhaps even with the addition of a column from Le'an and another
colwnn from Futian and Dooggu. It would be unusual for the enemy to concentrate on ooly one route by the time they get to Donggu and Longgang. If our
prcdic:tion is that the enemy will come by two routes, we should endeavor to
work hard to penetrate more deeply [into the masses] in the areas of southern
Iiangxi. If Jiang [Guangnai] and Cai [Tingkai] also come to fight us, we should
attack them before they fmish building fortifications. This time, we are able to
attack them. Then we should deploy our forces on the Yudu battlefield and be
sure to break lhrough to Qifang. The entire Third Army should be employed to
Our source for this document is Jfanpl dangshi zlllao, no. 19, pp. 36-38. This version
is preferable 10 lhat in Mao Zedongji. BajiiGn, Vol. 3, pp. 283-85, which has a number or
missing characters.
1. This meeting was held in Kangduxu. According to a note by lhe editoB or Jtongxi
dangshi zllllw, Vol. 19, p. 36, the participants in the meeting were Mao Zedong, Wq
Jiuiang, Zhou Viii, Zhu De, Peng Debuai, Lin Biao, Xie Wcijun, Tan Zhenlin, Cai
Huiwen, Guo Huuuo, and Ouyang Jian. II is also staled that the mce1ing began on June
20, with the "first three days" devoted to discussion or the Second "Encirclement and
Supprcssicm."
l. I.e., dwing lbe Third Encirclemcm Campaign, which would begin a few days after
this meeting, catching the Red Army leaders off guard•
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rout Jiang and Cai, thus crating a balance of power between the Nanjing sovemment and the Gwmgdong govemmeut. Consequently, the actions of Jiang and
Cai have a direct bearing on our choice of an area to do battle, and we must
discussthis. 3
Peng: The White annies have thoroughly learned, in the course of two defeats, that they are not capable of carryiDg out an encirclement, so this time they
will certainly concentrate their forces more to carry out a pincer attack. It is not
to our advantage if the enemies strengthen and further combine their forces. We
should abandon Donggu and Longgang, and if Jiang and Cai advance from the
direction of Xingguo and take Xi.ngguo and Ningdu as their targets, we should
ammge to have the battlefield at Yudu. Chiang Kaishek, acting in accordance
with his scheme for establishing his prestige, must pursue the goal of beating us,
but he no longer dreams of "exteiminaling" the Red Army. Therefore, when the
enemy concentrates and advances by one route, let them penetrate deeply. When
several columns are seeking to encircle us, we should attack before they get too
close.
Mao: If the enemy advances from Nanfeng, they will have boats for transportation only north of Guangchang. Therefore, the eaemy can enter Guangchang
only before August I 5 and can move further only after the new grain has been
harvested:' Before July, we should 11y bard to raise funds, and we may ignore
them in August. The main point is to anangc for consolidated soviet areas in
Yu[du], Rui[jin], Shi[cheng], and [Chang]tingxian to serve as battlegrounds.
Lin: I agree with most of what has been said. The enemy may advance along
three routes next time, but they will nevenbcless be the same old routes. Their
force on the central route will be strengthened. It is to the eDem.y's advantage to
fagb.t a speedy war, and we should prolong it. Jiang and Cai, because they aim to
deal with Chiang Kaisbek and keep their present position garrisoned. will not
flDd it advantageous to leave Ganzhou and come via Ji'an. We sbould now
3. The divisions of Jiang Guangnai and Cai Tingkai were major units of the Nineteenth Route Anny, then stationed in the area around Ji'an em the eutem edge of the
soviet areas. From this loc:alion astride the Gan River,these divisions could euily move
either east toward the Communist base around Donggu, or south along the river and then
hook to the east toward Xingguo and Ningdu in the heart of the soviet areas. As
discussion in this meeting indicates, Party leaders were anxious to determine which
route the units would take. In addition, though part of the anti-Communist fon:a, Nineteenth Route Anny officers were nol particularly loyal to Chiang Kaishek: in 1933, they
abortively attempted to establish an independe:nt r8aime in Fujian (see the Introduction).
Comments by Mao and others reflect their recognition of the ambiguous loyalties of the
anny commanders.
4. There was a large waterborne traffic in pin &om the upper reaches of this river
I)'Siem down toward markets in the city of Fuzhou (Linchuan). Perhaps Mao is suggestio&
that with the harvest in full swing. all available boats would be tied up tJansporting pin.
Alternatively, porters to aid in land movement further south miJht have been unavailable
becau.seoftheneedforharvestworkcrs.
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intensifY our efforts to deploy forces in this area. Naturally, in the future fighting,
we may attack whenever conditions are favorable to us.
Ouyang:5 Jiang and Cai moved very slowly in the second phase of the fighting, and the newspapers in Ganzhou were full of anti-Chiang {Kaishek] sentiments (before the 29th). Jiang and Cai seem to have a slight tendency not to
follow the orders ofChiang Kaishek.
Zhu: In the future, it will still be better to fight Zhu Shaoliang.6 and the
battlefield should have Longgang as the central point of concentration. The
broad masses are close to us and they 7 cannot come very fast.
Cai: On the whole, I agree with you. Moreover, the enemy will certainly put
his main force on the route from Nanfeng to Guangchang. The elements in
Jiang's and Cai's forces opposed to Chiang Kaishek may be somewhat more
nwnerous. No matter where the battle zones are, it is necessary to try to seize
Yubei,a for the purpose of consolidating the Red areas and establishing liaison
with Xing[guo], Yu[du], and Ning{du]. In the past, a lot of troops were used to
attack Chengjiang9 and Laicun, but were still unable to take them. Now with
only two divisions of the Third Army sent to launch a surprise attack, it will be
difficult to make ammgemems.
Zhou: The enemy's third attack will certainly be launched from at least three
directions, and arrangements should be made for the battlefield to be located in
the area ofXing[guo], Yu[du], Ning[du], and Rui[jin].
Ouyang: In the third offensive, Chiang will certainly not launch an attack
from all sides, and at most will have one or two routes, one ftom Nanfcng and
another from Ji['an] or Yong[feng]. There are many anti-Chiang elements in the
forces of Jiang and Cai, and so they will not easily come along. If they do not
oppose Chiang, there will be a rear area. If they do not oppose Chiang this time,
they will not retreat to Ganzhou. They have only two divisions that they dare
move toward Guangdong, and they will certainly not attack Guangdong. The
banlefield must be between Ningdu and Ruijin.
Chairman: We can only make a decision in broad outline, so as to prepare for
the task. Now the work in Yongfeng must be consolidated at once. All fortified
villages (tuwe1) in the area ofYubei in southern Jiangxi should be destroyed and
S. Ouyang Jian (1902-1932).. a nalive of Huarong in HWWI, joined the Communist
Party during the Northem Expedition; by 1930 be was a political commissar in lhe
Thirty-fifth Division.
6. Commander of the Natiooalist Sixth Route Anny.
7. I.e., the enemy forces., hampered in their advance by the refusal of the population to
provideinfonnation.
8. Yubei is a contraction for ''northern Yudu," commonly used in Communist Pany
doc:umeniS during this period. Some lineages and militias in the area strongly assisted the
RedAnny.
9. Chcngjiang (also readable as Dengjiang) is a small toWn in eastern Xingguo xitm;
Laicun is a larger town in southwestern Ningdu .t:iall.
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taken over by us. 10 In the Red areas, we must guard against infiltration by the
AB Corps and enemy spies. In principle, hospitals should be moved, but they
should stay where they are for the time being.
Mao: The enemy in Nanfcng now appealS to be retreating. If the enemy
withdraws from Nanfcng, one division of the Third Army should advance to
work in the area of Lita, north of Nanfeng. The Twelfth Division should be
moved to work in Xinfeng City. The Third Anny should not increase the nwnber
of troops working in southern Jiangxi and indeed should decrease them, because
the duration of the fighting will certainly be rather long.
2. The issue of the Red Anny School. (Omitted)
3. The lessons ofthe second phase of the war. II
To be discussed at the Ting:zhou Conference.

Minutes of the Ninth Meeting of the

General Front Committee of the First
Front Anny of the Red Anny
(June 22, 1931)
June 22, 8:00P.M., attbe Headquarters in Kangdu.
Panicipants: Mao [Zcdong], Zhu [De], Peng [Dehuai], Lin [Biao], Tan
[ZhenJin), and Zhou [Yili]
Nonvoting Participants: Wang Jiaxiang, [Cai] Huiwen, Geng Kai,l and [Guo]

Huayu2
I. The deployment of troops:

After concenb'11.ting its forces, the Fourth Army (minus one division) should
immediately advance, taking shoncuts, anack Shaxian with full strength, and
then rapidly disperse to raise funds. Afterward it should be divided between the
two xian of Guihua and Yong'an. The amount of funds to be raised is 400,000
yuan. The time for moving from Shaxian to Gui[hua] and Yong'an depends on
the situation of the enemy in Nanfeng. If the enemy has retreated, the move may
beslower. 3
The Third Army Group should first of all approach Jiangle with full strength,
drive away Zhou Zhiqun, occupy the two xian of Jiangle and Shunchang. and
raise 600,000 yuan of funds.
The Twelfth Army should be dispersed in Ninghua, Qingliu, and Tingzhou to
raise 150,000 yuan, and send people 10 Tingzhou 10 make quilts and clothes, buy
WcsiCm medicine, and open communications with western Fujian. If the enemies
in Nanfeng retreat, two divisions of the Third Army should enter and occupy
Nanfcng. advancing only as far as Litayu. If the enemy docs nol retreat, only one
division should be left behind on the Xing[guo]-Yu[du] border. If Jiang
(Guangnai] and Cai [Tingkai] oppose Chiang. we need not press toward Ganzhou.

Our source for this text isJiangxi dangshi zilitJo, Vol. 19, pp. 39-40.1talsoappcars, in
sli&}ltly lesscomplctc form, in Mao Zedongji. Bl4iwn, Vol. 3, pp. 287--89.
I. GcDg Kai (?-1933), a native of Henan, participated in the Nanchang Uprising and
the struggle on lhc Jinggangshan.ln 1931, he was commander oflhc Twelfth Division of
the Founh Red Anny.
2. Guo Huayu was another name for Guo Huaruo.
3. Places mcnlioncd in this and subsequent paragraphs are mostly ~QII in Fujian to the
east and southeast of Jianning.
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2. Eva1uation of the situation and guidelines for our operations:
At present, it is already a fact thai Chiang Kaishek is preparing to launch a
third attack against the revolution. Since Chiang bas compromised with the
North, Zhang Xucliang will nahllally want to take temporary advantage of this
opportunity to take over the whole front in Shandong, and Feng [Yuxiang] and
Van [Xisban] still pose problems. Chiang must naturally take a defensive position toward Guangdong aDd attack the Red Army first. But if the Guangdong
Army goes to anack Changsha, and at the same time the Red Army is attacking
Fuzhou [Linchuan],4 then Chiang naturally might attack OuangdoDg rust. Consequent1y, we should not continue to press toward Fuzbou now. Even if the enemy
withdraws from Nanfeng. we shall still employ only a minority of our forces to
enter Nanfeng. and not send a large force to put pressure on Fuzbou. Our troops
should opemte only on the ftoDtiers of Chiang Kaishek's terrilory and will not go
to the territory of the Guangdong Government. In this way, Chiang will be
compelled to go on the defensive against the Red Army and deal with the
GuaDgdong Govemment.
3. The problem of discipline in attacking Qifang: 5
If the enemy does not withdraw from Nanfeng, the Third Army will stiU
attack Qifang according to the original plan. But cadres' meetings must be held,
and the troops must be assembled to deliver speeches and explain discipline.
Absolutely no mass Red Guards should go. After arrival at Qifang, a peace
meetiDg should be convened and a peace agreement should be established. The
rust article oftbis should state that the two sides must not attack each other, but
everyone should fight the local bullies together. The second article should provide that the Red Guards of Xingguo have a duty to help the peasants of Qifang
attack the reactionaries. Cattle must not be returned, because the circumstances
ofsuch return are not clear. The people captured by botb sides should be repatriated, and the matter of those who have already been killed should be dropped.
4. The deployment of the Twelfth Division of the Fourth Army:
One regiment is [to be deployed] on the line from Hetian to Kangdu; one
regiment on the line: from Xichengqiao to Shigouxu; one regiment to remain in
Jianning with tbe General Headquarters; the Twelfth Army will dispatch a company to Lixin to maintain communications (with Guangchang); and one regiment
[is to be deployed] in Anyuansi.
S. The Fujian-Jiangxi Special Border Area:
4. This is the town ofFuzhou. or Linchuan, in Ji111pi, not the city in Fujian.
S. Qifang was an area in southern Xingguo Xian, near the borden with Yudu and
Ganxian, which wu oDe of the largest and most persistent of the anti-Communist "'White
~ts" remaining in the soviet areas in southern Jianp.i. Because many of the participants
1n anti-communist activities wen:: in fact lineage "braves" and other members of the
peasant populace acting at the behest of their local elite leaders, Party cadres here outline
Procedures to subdue the area while at the same time trying to minimize violence and pin
mass support.
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Comrade Zhou Yili is the secretary, with authority over [Chang]ting,
Lian[chcng], Shi[cheng), and Rui[jin]; Zhou and Li Jingquan are the secretaries
of the two xian of [Chang]ting and Rui[jin]. Zhou, Li Jingquan, the secretary of
the Changting-Ruijin Two-xian xian Committee Deng Fa, and two people from
West Fujian's Twelfth Army should organize a conunittee.
6. ThcquestionofNanfcng:
Concerning the question of Nanfeng, it was right to arrest Hu Zhusheng,6 but
technically it was not done well. No leader of the masses was fmt found, or
rather a leader was obtained [wbo turned OUI to be an] AB Corps (member], and
then afterward that AB Corps leader was attacked. If there were no (trustworthy]
leaders in Nanfcng. and Hu Zhushcng had to be arrested, the issue of anns for
Nanfeng should have been resolved fmt. The detention should have been made
in extreme secrecy, and he should have been taken away at night. Everyone
should not have been made aware that he was being intmogatcd, nor should the
fact that certain people were members of the AB Corps have been talked about at
random. Now we must first find a method to get back the weapons. The Political
Department of the Third Army and one division of the Third Anny should
immediately go to the Nanfeng area and proc:laim the crimes of Hu Zhusheng,
rcdilbibutc the land, set up poor peasant leagues, fmd good [i.e., trustworthy]
Party anned forces, and employ all possible means to collect the weapons.

6. Hu Zhusheng (1897-1931), a native ofNaofcng in Jiangxi, was a one-time bandit
IUid militia leader who io 1929 led bis force to enlist in the Red Anny's Jianp:i local
forces. In 1930, he became a memberoftheJiangxi Proviocial Soviet Government. Later
Hu abused his power by eucuting several hundred (presumably innocem) local Party
cadru in the name of"suppn:ssing the AB Corps," and was eKCCuted for his excesses in
June 1931. Though details of his dOWDfall arc not known, tbe passage translated hen:
iodicalesthatitwasamessybusiness.

ProclamoJ:ion of the Headquarters
of the First Front Anny of the
CJJinese Workers' a:nd Peasants'
Red Anny: Execute HUDng MeimUDng
(June 1931)

The warlords and the Guomindang have on two separate occasions dis-

patched a total of 400,000 troops and made every possible use of all counterrevolutionary forces in society (for example, organizing the AB Corps, the
Social Democratic Party, and other reactionary groups) in an attempt to destroy the soviet areas and the Red Anny. But they have all been utterly routed
by the First Front Anny of the Red Army, which has. defeated and dispersed
more than 200,000 White Army soldiers. Zhang Huizan and Hu Zuyu were,
respectively, beheaded and shot to death by the Red Army. This great revolutionary victory has struck terror into the hearts of the warlords and imperialists
throughout the country. In an attempt to rescue the Guomindang from its demise,
Chiang Kaishek recendy sent a batch of his running dogs to the Red areas and,
using customary warlord tricks, tried to come to an understanding w:ith the main
responsible officers of the Red Anny and wuierminc the unity of the Red
Army. The running dogs sent by Chiang Kaishek have all been arrested and
executed. A few days ago he sent Huang Meizhuang over, hoping to use
feudal relationships to dismantle the Red Army's battle fonnations. Now the
said renegade Huang has already been captured, openly tried, and sentenced
to death 2 by execution. In view of the fact that the said renegade Huang
Meizhuang is a willing reactionary, who has gone so far as to take orders
from Chiang Kaishek 10 come and sabotage the Red Anny, he is indeed guilty of
the most heinous crimes. Now, having by due means been found guilty, the
criminal Huang Meizbuang will be bound and taken 10 the execution ground for

Our source for this text is Mao Zetlong ji. lhl}llfln, Vol. 3, pp. 291-92, w~ it is
reproduced from a contemporary document to be found in the Chen Cheng CoJlection.
I. HUBDJ Meizbuan& a native ofXiaap:iang in Hunan, was tbe half-brother of Third
Army Group commaoder Huang Goqlue.
2. It is indicated in the available Chinese tex.t lha1 tweaty-oae characters an: missinJ

""'·
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decapiration, in order 10 eliminate countenevolution and make the bandits tremble with fear. It is so proclaimed.
Comnwuier-in-Chief
Zhu De
General Political Conunissar
Mao Zedong
Posted on June [X],1 1931 {by the Western
cai...W)

3. The Chinese text shows one cbuac1er missios here, indicatins • date between lbe
first lllld tbe tenth of the momh.

Letter to Zhou Yili, Tan Zhenlin,
and Others
(June 28, 1931)
To Comrade Yili, for transmission to the Border Area Working Comm.inee, and
Comrade Zhenlin, to be transmitted to the Army Committee of lhe Twelfth
Anny:
The working districts of the Twelfth Army have been divided up inappropriately
this time. Qingliu and Liancheng should be assigned to the Twelfth Army as a
working district for the second phase. The centra] task of the Twelfth Army
should not be to raise funds, but rather to establish and deepen the work in the
three xian ofNinghua. Shicheng, and Cbangtjng. The Twelfth Army will take on
the task of these three xian, the Thirty-fifth Army will take on the one xian of
Ruijin, and the Third Army will take on the two xian of Yudu and Huichang.
Within a time limit of two months (July and August}, all arc to finish redistributing the land and to establish local armed forces, temporary local govenwents,
and temporary party headquarters. Truly resolving these four problems will unite

into one area the six xian of Yu[du], Rui[jin], Shi[cheng], Ning[hua],
Hui[chang), and [Chang]ting. This is our central task. For the Twelfth Army to
complete the work in three xian within two months will not be easy. After the
first campaign, the Twelfth Army did the work in a11 of Shicbeng :rian and the
southern halfofNing[du] :rian in four months. Now southern Ningdu is a halfRed area and Shicbeng is an all-Red area. nis is what was accomplished in the
past, and now to complete the work of three :rian in two months would assuredly
be difficuk. It can definitely be done only if lbe working period is extended. If
activities are extended into the two :rian of Qing[liu] and Lian[chcng], and the
Twelfth Army's main force, the nirty-fourth Division, is deployed in those two
xian, then the work of the Twelfth Aim.y will again be totally ineffectual. Tbercfore, the Kangdu resolution• must be modified so that the Thirty-fourth Division

We bave translated this lener from M110 ZedongjufiShi wetrji, Vol. I, pp. 234--36, wbcre it
is laken from a haodwrinen copy held in the Central Arcbives. It also appears in JlfiiiJPI
danphiziliao, Vo1.19,pp.40-42.
I. The Provisional Oenend Front Committee of the Firs1 Front Anny of the Red Anny
held its nintb meeting in Ka!lgdu, Nanfeng :dan, on June 20-22, 1931 (see above, the
minutes of tbe session at 8:00 P.M. oo JWie 22). After a discussion of tbe situatioo and the
lf17
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is rapidly transferred back to take on the whole ofNingbuaxian, the Thirty·fifth
Division takes on the whole of Shicheng xian, the Thirty·sixth Division takes on
all of Cbangting xi12n, and the units directly under army command operate
among the three xian. It is expected that such ammgements will be resolutely
made.
Viewing the situation as a whole, the plan put forward earlier of having the
Third Army Group go to Erchongl and the Fourth Army to Ning•an3 would not
only objectively aid Chiang Kaishek in attacking Guangdong and Guangxi,
which is Chiang's heart's desire, but would also rapidly draw Guangdong and
Guangxi into action against the Communists. It would amount to our own o))..
struction of the anti.Chiang line of vision of Guangdong and Guangxi, and make
them focus their auention on us. This would inevitably promote a process of
compromise between ChiaDg and Guangdong to deal with the Communists. We
should not be so foolish. Going north of Nanfeng is not only impossible given
the present circumstances, but it is also inappropriate in the light of overall
strategy. The reasons are (I) that there is no possibility of consolidating political
power and (2) that the threat from the Yangzi would be too great. The west,
south, and north are all impossible, so only the east is a good area. First, as
Chiang's sphere of influence, it does not have the disadvantage of posing a direct
tlueat to Guangdong and Guangxi. Second. it is a remote area where we would
not encounter danger, or at least less than would be the case if we were to go to
Nanfeng and Yihuang. Third, it is crisscrossed by mountains, with no rivers and
streams as barriers, and therefore most suitable for creating new battleftelds.
Fowtb, there are funds to be raised, and there would be no need to worry about
provisions within the umy. 4 Fifth, the masses are I1WDCI'01W and can offer

tactics for opposing the Third Encirclement 11\d Suppression Campaign, a raolution was
adopted according to which the Third Anny Group should proceed toward JillnJ)e, take
Jiqle ll'ld Shunchang xlan, 11\d raise 600,000 )'llan; the Twelfth Army would divide its
forces to work in Ningbua, Qingliu, and Tingzhou ud raise 150,000 )'lllln; the Fourth
Anny (minus one division) would speedily advance toward Shaxiu, Guilwa, and
Vong'u and raise 400,000 )'IIG'n; ud the rwo divisions of the Third Anny would advance
and take NanfeDg, going only as far as Litaxu. If the enemy did not retreat, they wouki
leave only one division on the Xinguo-Vudu border.
2. The cditon of Mao hdong }IIIUhi wenji note that "Erchcmg" "probably refer& to"
Shangyou and Chongyi in Jiangx.i. The Jiangri dangJiri zllituJ vcnion, however, Jives the
rwo places as "Yihuang and Chongren." GiVCD the location of these various places and the
area of operations of the major Red Anny URits at this time, the lancr vcnion is more
plausible.
3. The editors of Mao Zedong junslrl wenji indicate that Ibis "probably refen to"
Dinr;nan and Anyuan. TheJiangxi dangslri zi/iQQ text has "Xunwu 11\d An)'WIIl" instead.
All Xunwu's fonner name wu Chanping, the latter version is more likely concct in tbis

-·

4. Here inlllead of "within tbe army," the Jilmgxi dangslrl zllfQQ text JCada "witbin the

year."

5. TheJianpl dimgslrl zllklo text reads "excellent'' here instead of"numerous."

recruits to expand the Red Anny. Because of these conditions, we should make
plans for long-term work in this area.6 The Third Army Group should take
Jianning, Taining, and Jiangle as working areas and Shunchang, Shaowu, and
0uangze as fundraising areas. The Fourth Anny should take Guihua, Qingliu,
and Liancheng as working areas, and Shaxian, Yong'an, and Youxi as fund-raising areas, and raise funds in the three xian to achieve self-sufficiency. The
Thirty-fifth Army has Ruijin as its working area, [from which] it is to raise funds
to support itself. The Third Army will take Yudu and Huichang as its working
area and raise funds to support itself. The central working area for the Eastern
Jiangx.i Independent Division is Guangchang, and is to be linked up with liaoning and Shicheng. In a11 so-called working areas. land is to be redistributed and
political power established. In fund-raising areas., local tyrants are attacked and
propaganda is conducted, but land is not redistributed and political power is not
established. The working period is tentatively set for two months, and may be
extended to a period of six months. 7 If the enemy comes, forces will be gathered
to fight nearby. If the enemy does not come, we continue to work in this area.
Working in Ninghua, Changting, and Shicheng, the Twelfth Army should make
every effort to avoid the kind of'failure that occurred in Shicheng in the second
phase8 and recently in the work in Jianning (the guerrilla forces in Shicheng
were fuJI of vagrants and rich peasants and they all defected). A thorough transfonnation needs to be effected, and opportunism in mass work resolutely ~
posed If the work in the thrcexian remains the way it has been in Shicheng and
Jianning in the past, the Anny Committee and the thrce9 division committees
will bear a heavy responsibility.
General Front Conunittee Mao Zedong
11lRe 28, 10:00 P.M., in liaoning
The working period for Shicheng given in the letter as three months must be
shortened by a month because of the pressures of enemy anacks.

6. These comments about the advantages of expansion 10 the cut into Fujian an::
interesting in light of Mao's later raid into Fujian in 1932 (sec discussion in the Introduction).
7. The Jiangxi tlangshi zilitlo text has "'three months" instead of"siK months'" here.
8. TheJW.,fPCi dangshi zillo.o tex.t reads Mfirst phase'' here instead of"'second phase."
11le references are to the encirclement campaigns.
9. Thr:Jiangxi tlangshi zililw text has "'two" instead of "three'" here.

Letter to the Twelfth Army,
the Thirty1ifth Army, and
the Border Area Working Committee
(June 30, 1931)
To the Army Committee of the Twelfth Army and Conuade [Zhou] Yili, as well
as the Border Area Working Committee and the Anny Committee of the Thirtyflfth.Anny:

We don't know whether or not you have received the Iener dated the 21st, sent
from the two points ofShicheng and Ruijin. According to today's radio news, He
Yingqin has come to Fuzhou from Nanchang to supervise the fighting. He
Yingqin has been appointed ftontline commander-in-chief. Chiang Kaishek has
sent him an urgent telegram. and Commander-in-Chief He bas quickly transmitted it to the Third Army Group and to all units belonging to the First and Second
Route armies.
In addition. Hao Mengling's radio report contains the infonnation that his
army was ordered to follow the Fifty-fow1h Division (on the 28th) and leave
Yongfeng to go up toward Tengtian and Shaxi, and so on. Judging fiom the
situation on eve.y hand, there is now no doubt at all that the enemy troops are
carrying out a very swift offensive against us. These conditions absolutely do not
allow us at the moment to do any preparatory work, and we should probably be
ready for combat within the next month. Telegraphed orders have been sent to
the Fowth and Third armies to leave for Shunchang and Shaxian and to be
inunediatcly deployed in Jiangle and Ouihua to raise funds. The period for
raising funds is ten days. Naturally, the eDemy's situation should be taken into
consideration. If the enemy does not advance, we will not concentrate our forces.
The period for concentration is five days, and the location is in Ninghua and
Shichcng. Yesterday's letter stated that fund-raising is not the main task of the
Twelfth Army, but that mass work in the three ::tian ofNinghua, Shicheng, and
Changting is its main task. Now it appears that both fund-raising and mass work
are main tasks, and moreover that if a great deal of mass work is arranged, it can
only help to raise funds and will surely not hinder fund-raising. Probably, by the

0111 source for this text isJiangxl dangshl ziliao, Vol. 19, pp. 42-44. It also appears, in
slightly less complete form, in MQO Z«<Dngji. Bwjutul, Vol. 3, pp. 295-97.
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time this letter reaches Ninghua. the Thirty-fourth Division will already have
been raising funds in Qingliu for about five days. and will have raised a good
deal. You should send them a letter telling them to wind up fund-raising in
Qingliu rapidly, and to return to Ninghua. Ninghua should be established as a
key place for raising funds on the one band. and mobilizing the masses in a big
way and carrying out land redistribution on the other. One regiment of the
Thirty-fifth Army should be in Anyuan, and the other regiment and the division
headquarters should leave for Shichcng. The work in Baisbui should be given up
temporarily, as Shicheng is very important. The units directly under the army
stay within the boundaries of Ninghua and the Thirty-sixth Division is in
Changl:ing (attention should be given to the work in the border areas between
Shi[cheng], RuiUin], [Chang]ting, and Ning[bua]). In this way there will be parts
of the main forces in both xian, Ninghua and Shicheng, and fund-raising and
mass work can both be carried out. To realize this objective, the Thirty-fourth
Division should withdraw from Qingliu and Lianchcng to Ninghua and do so
quickly, so as not to hinder the work in Ninghua. Even if fund-raising is very
promising in Qingliu, not more than a week or ten days should go by before
withdrawing, for in a week to ten days quite a lot of money can be raised. Under
the present circumstances, work in the three xian ofNing(hua], Shi[cheng], and
Cbangting can be planned to last only a month (when a month has elapsed, this
can be extended if the situation of the enemy pennits). Thus, dwing the month of
July, much work and good worlc can be done in the three xian, the central point
being the redistribution of the land. If some of the land cannot be redistribuled
because of the vastness of the area, key places should be selected for redistribution, such as, in Ninghua, the five localities of Anyuan, Niusha, the xian town,
Shoukou, and Shiniu; in Sbicbeng, the six localities of Songsban, the xian town,
Pingshan, Yangang, and Dayouyul; and in Changt:ing, the xian town, Guanqian,
and Guchcng; and the border areas between the four xian. Each place needs to
have a person with clear class consciousness and strong leadership ability to
provide guidance. For example, the three comrades [Tan] Zhenlin, [Luo]
Binghui, and Tan Zheng2 should not be together, but rather each of them should
be in charge of leading one place and at the same time supervising one or two
other places. Every ten days, the organs of the Army Comminec should get
together and hold a meeting, and Comrade Zhenlin may go out and swvey all the
locations himself or he may stay in one place. We must know that there are very
few responsible persons at the two levels of regiment and company who are
capable of independentJy leading mass work without rna1cing mistakes, and even
at the level of division conunanders and political cornmissan, it would be diffiI. II is not clear why the text tefers to six localities when in fact only five are listed.
2. Tan Zhena: (1907- ), a native of Xiangxiang in Hunan, joined the Party in 1926,
fought in lhe Jingpngshan base, and later served as a commissar in the Fowth and
Twelfthannies.
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cult to say that they all have clear class consciousness and strong leadership
ability. The past failures in the work of various divisions constitute proof of this.
Upon receiving this letter, you must make new dispositions according to the
above principles. The Thirty-fifth Army, working in Ruijin, should pay attention
to the four places of Jiubao, Yanba, Wuyangwei, and Xigang; should cany out
real land redistribution within one month; and should not occupy Huichang.
Even though the city of Xigang belongs within the borders of Huichang, it
touches on the area between western Ruijin and eastern Yudu and commands a
key position on the border between them. If mass work there gets under way, it
will have a pat influence on the surrounding area of the thMe .rian. Therefore,
the nirty-fifth Army should putlhe work in Xigang City within the scope of its
own activity, and see to it that the work quickly yields results. Conuade [Li]
Jingquan and Comrade Shaoliangl should go peiSOnally to survey the various
locations, because the lower ranking cadres of the Thirty-fifth Army ue even
less able to do mass work.
Enclosed is the second issue of the Red Army Newsletter, which may be used

as teaching material in the politics classes for soldicn.

General Front Committee
Evenins of June 30th, in Jianning

MaoZedong

3. The surname of the indiYidual refem:d to as "Shaoliang" has not been detennined.

Letter to Tan Zhenlin and the
Twelfth Anny
(July!, 1931)
To Conuadc (Tan] Zhenlin and the Anny Committee of the Twelfth Anny:

The letter of tbe 29th ftom Ninghua has been received today (the 1st). The
activities of the Thirty-sixth Division and Comrade [Zhou] Viii are not mentioned, so we do not know whether or not they have a1mdy gone to Changting.
Your current dispositions are ccntaed around fund-raising, so no one at all has been
sent to the ShicheDg area. Your present dispositions may be carried out for a month,
or for a short period of fiom a week to ten days. After a week ro ten days R up, the
1100p5 oflhe Tlrirty-fowth Division deployed in QiDJiiu and L~ sbould be
swiftly withdrawn to Ninghua and raleployed on the line from Zhongsha to ChangtiDg and on the bolder between 1he two xian of Ninghua and Shicheng. Once the
WOik is under way in many places, the 104th Regiment should still remain on the
lille ofDusbang, Anyuan, and ZhoDgsha. but the work needs to be advanced toward
the JiaDgx.i border region, so as to be liDked with the Red areas of Jiaagxi, tbe 103rd
Reg:imcnr. 8Dd the headquarlels of the Thirty-fiftb Division. After tal. days. you must
go to Shicheng to make arnngcmcnts and to begin work in tine key places. If
Baishui cannot be dealt with, it should be temporarily abandoned and not be
worked on until phase two. Working districts have been divided up again. and you
.,. in clwge only oflhe duoexl.. ofND>g[lwa), Shl[cbeng], and Chang[ling]. Tndy
good worlt in these three xian cannot be done wilhout long-term, strenuous efforts.
Ruijin is witbin the cxchlsive jurisctiction of tbe Thirty-fifth Anny; Guangchang is
the exclusive respc:msibility of the Easlem Jiangxi IDdcpcndcnt Division (UDder the
direct leadersbi.p of the Eastern Jilngx.i Special Commiuce~ they are not in your
clwge. The plal:es m!WIDing wberc worlt has mady begun will be 1l:mpOiarily
IIDde<- guidanco, and 1he n:pl"'"""""" oflhe expanded Red Asmy !ben> should
aJ.o be- ...,..,..bilily, but 1he plaoes wberc worlt has oot boon- sbould
belong to the Tbild Amy Group. In the future, in terms of the overall situation,
Jianning should belong to the Third Anny Group.
The General Front Committee
Jianning. at I:00 P.M. on July 1

MaoZcdoog

Our source for this letter is Jiangxl dangshi zUitiO, Vol. 19, pp. 44-45. It can also be
found in M110 ?Adongji. Bujuan, Vol. 3. pp. 197--98.
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opposing the Second Great "Encirclement
and Suppressirm"
(To the Tune "Fisherman ~ Pride 'J
(Summer 1931)'
Atop White Cloud Mountain,2 clouds about to rise,
Beneath White Cloud Mountain, the sound of frenzied shouts,
Withered trees and roning trunksl join in the effort.
A forest of rifles presses forward,
The Flying General 4 sweeps down from the void.
Driving forward seven hundred li in fifteen days,5
From the azure expanse of the Gan River to the jade-like mounlains ofFujian,
We have swept away an army thousands strong like rolling up a mat.
Someone weeps,
Lamenting in vain his step-by-step strategy.6
Our soun:c for this poem is Shici duilian, pp. 41·-"13.
I. This poem was written after the defeat of !be Guomindang's Second Encirclement and
Suppression CampaignagaiiiSI the Red Anny, which look place in May 1931. It is tbe las! of
the poems fuse published IOgdher in the May 1962 issue of People's Uterature. (for tbe
author's note accompenying than, see the 1101e 10 Mao's Autumn 1929 poem. ''The Will
Between Chiang Kaishek and the Guanpi Warlords." Volume Dl, p. 190.)

2. The Red Anny fon:cs (aboul 30..000 Slrong) were based on White Cloud Mounrain
when this campaign was launched. The mountain is situated in southeastern li'an xian,
Jiangxi Province, where the lhree :da11 of Ji'an, Taihe, and Xinuuo come toaether. The
Guomindang troops mounled their anack from below.
3. This melaphor, which Mao had already used earlier (see Volume II, "Telegram 10
Mr. Xiao Hengshan," February 20, 1923), comes from the biopphy of Zou Yang in the
RecrmlsoftheHistorirur. 1be meaning is that even the old and infirm among the population bave joined in the suuggle against the Wbitc forces. Some commentators take ''withered trees and rotting trunks" 10 refer to Chiang Kaishek's forces, but that is illogical,
since the whole of this slalwl evokes the Red Army and iu supporters.
4. Li Guang, the famous Han dynuty general who fought against the Xiongnu, was
dubbed by his adversaries "the Flying General of Han." Mao is undoubtedly referring here
to the Red Army forces.
S. Beginning with an allaek by the Red Anny on the Guomindang troopS II Futian
along the Gan River on May 16, this sttugle lasted until May 30 when the fighting
reached the border befween Jiangxi and Fujian provinces.
6. He Yingqin, the Guomindaag commander of the Second Encin:lcment Campaign,
had based his stralegy on advancing step by step and consolidating his position.

The QJ.testion of the Soviet Area Central
Bureau's special Emergency Circular About
"Mobilizing" and Preparing
for the Third Campaign'
(July 4, 1931)

Ever since the big victory of the Red Army in the Second Campaign, the new
development of the revolution is posing a greater threat to the ruling class, and
the entire ruling class regards "suppressing the Reds" as its common central
political slogan. The Nanjing government in particular has mobilized all its
forces for a desperate attack against the revolution, with the aim of waging a

last-ditch sttuggle. Recently, it has sent reinforcements to strengthen its troops in
Jiangx.i, made concessions to the northern warlords, and adopted a defensive
posture toward Guangdong. Chiang Kaishek has even come to Nanchang himself. All of this is for no other purpose tban to launch another desperate attack on
our Red Army. Now the enemy is moving toward us step by step! The Third
Campaign will soon break out. In this campaign, the conditions for our victorygood masses, a good Red Army, and good terrain--are even more amply present
than in the Second Campaign. The weaknesses of the enemy, on the other
hand---the contradictions among the warlords, the contradictions between the
soldiers and the officers, the opposition of the masses, the lack of familiarity
with the temin, the difficulty in the tranportation of food, and so on--have
substantially increased as compared to the Second Campaign. Consequently, so
long as we apply the tactics correctly and work hard, we arc even more assured
of securing victory in the Third Campaign. Now that the Red Anny is right in the
midst of preparing to resist the attack, the Party branches at all levels should
immediately mobilize, expand propaganda and agitation regarding the Third
Campaign, arouse the broad masses, and intensify the work of preparation for the

Q;;;u~document isJitmgxl dangshi ziliao, Vol. 19, pp. 46-48.
I. Accordin, to historical smm:cs ~ently published in China, Mao had been able in
the late spring of 1931 10 appoint a sufficient number of his supporters 10 the Central
Bureau of the Soviet Areas to obtain a majority on that body. (He lost control of the
bureau again in November.) Even though he is not credited with authorship of the Emergency Circular rererred to here, that document can therefore be assumed to haYe reflected
his views, and the present commentary on it also appears relevant.
ns
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Third Campaign: (I) Call a mass meeting at once, speed up the propaganda and
agitation for victory in the Third Campaign, and also put up many posters and
fliers (the Central Bureau has issued an outline for propaganda aimed at wiMing
victory in the Third Campaign), as well as mobilizing the masses in a plaMed
and concrete way to carry out practical work in preparation for the Third Campaign. (2) The local anned forces in every locality should rapidly be consolidated
to the highest possible extent, in order to contribute to the immediate establishment of newly organized independent divisions, and to the reorganization of the
guerrillas in each locality. We should strengthen their political and military
training, eliminate the rich peasants and vagabonds from the local anned forces,
and employ expeditious means to eliminate lhe AB Corps from our ranks. We
should draw fully on our experience in the second campaign to make all kinds
of preparations and take all kinds of precautions to meet and harass the enemy.
(3) We should intensifY our fierce attacks on lhe AB Corps and use the correct
line of the Party to carry out thoroughly the work of eliminating the counterrevolutionaries. We must make sure that the AB Corps and all counterrevolutionary elements are purged from every Party branch and administrative organ at
all levels, as well as from all armed organizations and mass organizations. In this
way we can strengthen the Red areas and shatter the plots of the reactionaries in
the Red areas. (4) Immediately impose martial law (iieyan] in the Red areas. This
should be done with particular strictness in the border regions, keeping close
watch, checking passers-by, and checking passes. There must not be the sJightest
carelessness; we must guard strictly against the penetration of enemy spies and
the evasion of reactionary elements such as AB Corps members who may pass
infonnation to the enemy. (5) Organizations such as the Red Guards, the communication teams, the espionage teams, and the transportation teams must be
reorganized once again; their leadership and supctvision must be strengthened
and constantly exercised; their command should be unified; and they should
prepare to mobilize and go into action in the shonest possible time. (6) The work
of strengthening the walls and clearing the fields2 should be carried out without
delay, starting with all the districts in the border area. During the second campaign, some of the regions did this work very badly, and now we should make
use of our past experiences to remedy our shortcomings and really do it. In the
2. "Slrengthcning the walls and clearing the fields" (jiDnbi qingye) was a traditional
expression meaning to prepare for combat by strengthening TOWn walls., evacuating noncombatants, aDd hiding provisions and livestock. Imperial-era officials used the tenn to
describe preparations to resist rural rebels (see Philip Kuhn, Rehellitm ond Its Enemies i11
Uue Imperio/ ChiiUl [Cambridge, MA: Harvard UnivetSity Press, 1980], pp. 41-47), but
during this period Mao and some other Communist cadres in the Jiangxi base areas
invened the meaning to refer to efforts to prepare the runal populace for the incursion of
government armies. The use of the tenn was distinctive enough to catch the anention of
the Central Committee, which later made pejorative reference to it in its criticisms of
Mao-style"luringdecp"tactics.
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past we neglected completely the preparation of secret work in the border region.
Once the enemy came, all our work collapsed. During the war, we were wtable
to can)' out secret work in order to lead the forces of the masses to cooperate
with the Red Army in wiping out the enemy. This must be corrected. (7) In the
Second Campaign, we did a very bad job in clearing the battlefield after the
battles. It was so bad that many of the weapons were not collected quickly, and
some were even lost or fell into the harxls of the reactionary elements. This time
we should make use of our experiences and lessons in the Second Campaign.
There must be good preparation and organization beforehand, so that when each
battle is over, in the places where the Red Army is in charge of cleaning up, we
should at once lead the masses to help the Red Army with it. If the Red Army
has moved further to the front, the governments at various levels should at once
lead the masses by district, by ridge, and by section to search the mountains in an
organized way, to scoop up from the rivers, and to collect and pick up all the
weapons such as cannons, mortars, machineguns, rifles, pistols, all bullets,
shells, electrical wires, radios, as well as all the unidentified things (special care
should be given to radios and the unidentified things). All these things should be
sent to the government to be registered, and sent to the Central Revolutionary
MilitaJy Conunission. Of the fruits of victory in this campaign, not a single
bullet should be allowed to fall into the hands ofthe reactionuy elements. This is
a VCJy imponant piece of work and we must prepare it very well beforehand. In
this campaign we must mobilize the masses to comfort and take good care of the
wounded and sick of the Red Anny. In addition, the govcnunent at each level
should be responsible for sending stretchers as quickly as possible to take them
to the hospitals of the Red Army.
As regards the work toward the captives of the White army, we should mobilize the masses and encourage them to conduct propaganda and agitation toward
the captives, and tell them to give the captives tea to drink and food to eat and
not to harbor feelings of distaste toward them. As for the dead bodies on the
battlefield, they must be buried very quickly.
Comrades! The Third Campaign will soon start, and it will be an extremely
cruel war, which will have an enonnous impact on the development of the
Chinese revolution. We must summon up the Bolshevik spirit of hard struggle,
usc the experience of the past few campaigns, and work tirelessly and ten times
harder in order to achieve a great victory in the Third Campaign!

Letter ofInstruction from 7Au De and Mao
Zedong to Geng Kai' and Longjrm2
Quly 12, 1931, 6:00A.M. at jianfeng)

To Comrade Geng K.ai and for transmission to Convade Longjun:
I. The enemy forces from the direction of JiaMing arrived yesterday (the
II th) at Paiqian (5 /i from Xicun) and are building fortifications there. The
forces coming from Lichuan have arrived at Jiangjunmiao by way of Qiujiaai
and may possibly launch an attack in the direction of Jianning today (the 12th).
A letter from the Thirty-fifth Regiment explains that its forces have made clear
the siruation of this particular enemy unit and are sabotaging iiS operations and
then slowly retreating.
2. We have received both leners from Shuinan, and we quite agree with your
dispositions. The enemy entered Qianshan and Shizui yesterday, and you should
strengthen your preparations so as to delay the enemy's advance.
3. The enemy is advancing along the whole front, mainlaining the pattern of
all moving forward simultaneously, so their actions will not be to advance rapidly and boldly,l
4. Comrade Longjun should be the one to investigate the grain supply in the
three locations of Shicheng, Guangchang, and Ningdu, 10 see if there is enough
food to supply the entire force"' for several weeks if gathered together. He should
also be the one to set up communication stations quickly along the Shicheng and
Gulonggang line. with the standard that a lertcr be able to reach its destination
within twenty-four hours.
We have translaled this letter fromJio.ngxi do.ngshi zillo.o, Vol. 19, pp. SG-51.
I. Regardiag Geng Kai, sec the relevant note to "Minutes of the Ninth Meeting ofthe
General From Comminee," June 22, 1931.
2. No person with this name (probably a given name, with the surname omincd) has
been identified; the reference may be to a subordioate officer in the Twelfth Division.
3. As this passage indicates, Nationalist anny forces bad by this lime begun trying to
cany out some elements of wbat would later take full fonn as the ''blockhouse strategy''
of slow, cuefuladvance against tbe base areas.
4. The Chinese tenn here is dadui, which nonnally corresponds, in military tenninoiOIY, to "battalion" or ''regiment." It was, however, conunonly used in 1929-1930 in the
Red Anny insleld of lio.n to mean "company." In the J)JeleDI contcll.t it is not clear how
many troops ue to be fed, so we have preferred the less specific lenn ''force."
IlB
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s. We will do our utmost to an:ive in Shicheng in time for rest, training. and
consolidation. and will attack the enemy when the opportunity presents itself.
Today we are still located here.
Zhu De

Mao Zedong

Letterfrom 'l'hu De and Mao Zedong
to Regi1111171fDl Commander 'l'hu' and Political
Commissar Liu'
(July 12,1931,6:00 A.M., atjianfeng)

Rcgimeneal Commander Zhu and Political Commissar Uu:
I. Your letters of the 1Oth and II th and one squad of messengers have all
arrived.
2. You should wait until the enemy has entered the city of Jianning and rmd
out the strength of their forces and to which division they belong before slowly
withdrawing in the direction of Tangfang. At all times seek out detailed infonnation about the enemy and report it to General Headquarters as well as Division
Headquarters. The 104th Regiment in Anyuansi should also be notified so that

they know what is going on in Jiann.ing.
3. Today (the 12th), the Twelfth Division is engaged in guenilla fighting
from the Shuinan-Changqiao-Guangchang line toWard Qianshan and Shizui.
4. Already yesterday (the lith), enemy forces arrived in Qianshan and
Shizlli, and a small number of enemy troops arrived at Shuangjiangkou, IS li
fromJing'an.
5. On the 12th and the 13th, letters can be transmitted by way of Jianfeng,
and on the 14th and 16th by wayofBaishui.
6. The enemy is still advancing very slowly. You should sabotage the

enemy's movements, cover the concentration of the main fortes, and obtain
more infonnation.
Zhu De

Mao Zedong

Our source for this letter isJiangrl dangshl ziiiDD, Vol 19, pp. 51-52.
I. We have n01 detennined lhe identi!y of this individual.
2. The reference is 10 Liu Yalou (1911-1965). a native of Fujian wbo joiacd lhe
Chiacse Comrmmisl Pany in 1929. He bad been political commiSSIII" of lhe Thirty-fifth
Regimen! oflhe Founh Red Army since laiC 1930.
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Order of the First Front Army of the Red Army
to Prepare to Eliminate the Enemy Attacking
fromLaicun
(Issued on july 24, 1931, at 11:00 P.M., from
Headquarters at Niujiaotang.. Yinkeng, in Yudu)
I. Up until today, the enemy's situation is as follows:
A. Chen Mingshu's troops (Jiang, Cai, Han, Luo) are fighting against our
Fifth Independent Division along the Futian, Shuinan, and Baisba line. 1
B. Sun Lianzhong's troops (Hao, Tang, Guo, Li) are fighting against our

Ninth Division along the Shaxi and Dajinzhu line.2
C. Zhu Shaoliang and Xu Kexiang are in Nanfeng, Zbou Hunyuan is in
Ganzhu and Guangchang, Mao Bingwen is in Baishui and Xingpi, maintaining

communication lines between Chen, Luo, Zhao, and WeLl
D. Zhao Guantao's division has entered Kanchaigang, Ningdu City, Tiantou,
and so on; Wci Lihuang has entered Ruij in.4
E. The two divisions under Chen Cheng and Luo Zhuoying entered Ningdu
on the 19th, and on the 22nd divided into two routes. 5 One route advanced to
Qingtang and the other to Youshuping. On the 23rd, the enemy in Qingtang
advanced to Gulonggang, and the enemy in Youshuping advanced to Laicun,
each of these two routes consisting of one division. Tomorrow (the 25th) the
enemy in Gulonggang will advance toward Qiaotou, and the enemy in Laicun
will certainly advance toward Ping'anzhai.
Our source for this order is Jlangxi dangshi zi/iao, Vol. 19, pp. 66--67.
I. Chen Mingshu was the commander of the Right Wing Army Group of Nationalist
army forces assembled for the Third Encirclement Campaign. The other officers named
were commanders of first Army units subordinate to Chen.
2. Sun Lianzhong at this time commanded the Second Army under Chen Mingshu;
some of the other officers mentioned were Sun's subordinates, and others subordinate to
the Third Route Army ofShangguan Yunxiang(also pan of Chen Mingshu's forces). This
orderseemstohaveconflatedthesevariousunits.
3. Zhu Shaoliang commanded the Third Army in the Nationalist army's Left Wing
Army Group (under the general command of He Yingqin); the other officers mentioned
werehissubordinatcdivisioncommanders.
4. Zhao Guantao commanded the Nationalist army's Sixth Division; Wei Lihuang
commandedtheTenthDivision.
5. Chen Cheng commanded the Second Route Army (and concurrently that army's
Fourteenth Division) under the Left Wing Anny Group; Luo Zhuoying commanded the
Eleventh Division within Chen's army.
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II. Given that the enemy is deeply mired in panic and fatigue, this front army has
detennined first to wipe out the enemy attacking from l.aicun, and chen to tum in the
direction ofQiaotou to eliminate the second section of the enemy's troops.
Ill. Our anny'soffensive dispositions toward the enemy in La.icun arc a~ follows:
A. Under the conunand of Peng Dehuai, the troops of our right wing (the
Third Army Group and the Fourth Army) should set out tomorrow (the 25th),
wait until the enemy in Laieun has moved to the vicinity of Gewa, and then use
the Third Army Group to attack the enemy's rear from the Laowuchang line and
the Fourth Anny to attack the enemy's left flank from the Lipowa and Datian line.
To prevent enemy forces in Sanliao from coming to the aid ofGewa, a force of one
regiment of the Third Army Group should guard Longshan so that enemy troops
carmot pass, and a small unit must also be dispatched and located around Liuminba
so as to make every effort to block any enemy attempts to cross the river.
R The Central Army (the Twelfth Army) sets out on the 25th, and after establishing contact with lhe left wing of the Fourth Army, it will arrive at Gewa by way of
Qiaobei to take up position and launch a frontal attack on the enemy forces.
C. The left wing troops (the Seventh Army, the Thirty-fifth Army, and the
Seventh and Eighth divisions of the Third Anny) are under the command of Li
Mingrui. 6 With the Seventh Anny located at Meiwu, the Eighth Division should be
stationed at Pibalong to pin down the enemy troops in the direction of Gulonggang
so that they will be unable to provide reinforcements. The Thirty-fifth Army is to be
located at Ping'anzhai to assist all units, and lhe Seventh Division is to be located
around Zhongzhou to pin down the enemy in Guionggang.
IV. General Headquarters is near Ping'anzhai and Qiaobei.1
!tis so ordered.
Conunander-in-Chief
Political Conunissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

6. Li Mingrui (1894-1932), a native of Beiliu in Gllllllg:(i, was an officer in the National
Revolutionary Anny who had joined the Communist Party in 1930 and became head of the
Red Seventh Anny. This force relocated to the Hunan-Jiangx.i border area in late 1930, and
fought in this region until being ordered east of the Gan River to JOin the First Front Anny in
Julyl931.
7. These are locations in northern Yudu xian. It was in this area (probably in Ping'anzhai)
at about this time (one source says on July 23) that the Twentieth Red Anny, which had been
centrally involved in the Futian Incident, was disarmed, disbanded and it<; officercoipS vLolently purged under circumstances mentioned in the Introduction. Possibly the lbirty-fifth
Anny, mentioned in the preceding pamgmph, was also pwged a1 about this time. The heading
for the present document gives the village ofNiujiaotang. in the Yink.eng area ofYudu, as the
site of the First Front Army Headquarters on July 24. A present-day map of the area shows
that the town ofYinkcng itself is about five kilometers from Ping'anxhai; about two kilometers
from Ping"anzhai is a small village named Niujiaowan. The first two charncters of this name
are idmticat with the "Niujiaotang" mentioned in the heading, and the two names may very
well in fact refer to the same place. In any event, this docwnent places Mao in close proximity
to the Twentieth Anny at the time of its dissolution.

Regarding the Dispositions
for Attacking I..anggang
(July 30, 1931, in Chengxubei)•

1. On July 31, the Fourth Army should take up quarters in Shipoyu, the
Twelfth Army in Xiaoyaoling, and the Third Army in Laoyingpan. On August
I, rest for one day.
On July 31, the Third Army Group and the Seventh Anny will arrive in the
area between Chayuanguang and Shacun. On August I, they will arrive in
Huzhuaping.
On July 31, the General Headquarters will take up quaners in Changjingkou,
and on August I, it will enter Xiaoyaoling.
2. On August 2, the Third Anny Group and the Seventh Amty will leave
Huzhuaping for the south of Qiaotoukou and Shancai and spend the night there
according to cin::wnstances.
The Fourth and Twelfth annies should advance from Shipoxu to a place 4 or
S /i south ofQiaotoukou, and take up quarters to the south ofQiaotoukou and in
the area ofTaojinwan and Luokeng as opportunity offers.
The Third Army should advance from Laoyingpan 10 Dalong and spend the
night there.

If there are enemies in Donggu, all armies should take up quancrs along the
line from Qiaotoukou to Dalong and attack Donggu on August 3.
3. After Donggu has been taken, the Third Army Group and the Seventh
Army should take up quaners in the area ofQincaikeng; the Fourth Army should
take up quarters in Narllong, the Twelfth Army in Huangsha, the Third Army in
Donggu, and the General Headquarters in Aoshang.
4. Prepare to anack Longgang on August 3 or August4.
S. The night ftom July 31 to August I, ftom 7:00P.M. to 2:00A.M., is the
time for teleconununications. As for locations, the Fourth Army is at Ping'anzhai
and the Third Army is at Yinkeng.l
Our source for this order is Jia~~gXi dangslri zifioo, Vol. 19, p. 68.
I. Chengxubei, now known as Cbcnggangbci, is located in Gaoxing Township,
Xingguo xu,,. The bulk of the places mentioned in this document are located in norlhwtstem Xina;uo and adjacen181eas ofTaihe and Ji'an xia,.
2. The content or this finaJ paragraph is puzzling, in that it refers to locations in
northern Yudu which the Red Army had occupied prior to its move to the Ji'an-TaibeXinquo xian border area where the activity discussed in the rest of this and the following
doc::umenttakesplace.
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Order to Take Futian and Xin 'an'
(July 31, 1931)
I. According to the report of the Twelfth Anny, the enemy troops that invaded Baishi from Donggu have already entered Chongxian today. Furthermore,
according to the report of the Chunhua District Committee, there are in all three
regiments of enemy troops in Futian, Beitou, and Xin'an. Whether the forces of
Jiang and Cai2 in Donggu will all move toward Chongxian and Longgang, and
the enemy's movements at present, are still not clear.
2. In the context of the attempt by this Front Anny to circle around behind
the enemy and hit at his rear lines, so as to shock and frighten the enemy and
then destroy his main force, we have decided to take Futian andXin'an first.
3. On July 31 (today) every unit of the First Army Group should move to the
following places under cover of night: the Fourth Army to Shipoxu, tbc Twelfth
Army to the area around Xiaoyaoling, General Headquarters to Tianduan, and
the Third Anny to Laoyingpuan. The Thirty-fifth Army in Xingguo City, the
Third Army Group, and the Seventh Anny should go somewhere between
Chayuan and Shacun (after marching about 30 li) and select a place to rest.
4. On the night of August I, the Fourth Army should move to Gupingyu
(between Daijiafang and Shibeiyu, located in a Red area); the Twelfth Army and
Genml Headquarters should advance to Shibeiyu; the Third Anny should advance to a place somewhere between Xiaoyaoling and Shibeiyu; and the Third
Army Group and the Seventh Army should move to the region of Wanxi,
Guanxi, Tongshan, Dongyuan, Gaolong, and Matian.
5. On the night of August 2, every unit of the First and Third Amry Groups
should set out from its location. The First Army Group will be responsible for
attacking Futian; the Third Army Group and the Seventh Army will be responsible for attacking Xin'anyu. Both should begin their assault at 2:00 at night (i.e.,
on the morning of August 3).
Our source for this onfer is Mao Zedongjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 240-41, whele it is
reproduced from Junshi wen.rian, issued in 1942.
I. These and the other places mentioned in this document arc mostly located in the
border area where Xingguo, Ji'an, and TaihcxifJII meet.
2. The reference is to Jiang Guangnai, the commander of the Guomindang First Anny
Group, who was 11 this lime in Shanghai recuperating from illness, and Cai Tingkai, the
commander or the Sixlicth Division, who was acting commander of the Fim Anny
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6. The daily marching time of every army should be from 6:30 P.M.to 5:00
A.M. From 5:10A.M. to 6:00P.M. is the time for rest and sleeping,l No one is
a] lowed to violate this rule.
7. Dwins the attack on Futian and Xin'an, General Headquaners will be
located in front of the Third Army.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zcdong

Order to oppose the Third
"Encirclement and Suppression"
Ou!y1931l
The enemy has launched a massive offensive against our basic soviet area. We
must defeat this enemy by all possible means. We should use all of our resolution, tcnacily, and perseverance to defeat this enemy. If we do so, we shall
certainly defeat this enemy in the end. Final victory is OW'S. Long live the heroic
and dauntless Red Army!
MaoZedong

Our SOW'CC for this order is Mao Zedongji. Buj11tu1, Vol. 3, p. 299, where it is reproduced
ftom a documcawy collection published in China in 1979.
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Order to Wipe Out the Enemy Advancingfrom
Oaongxian to Gaoxingxu'
(August 3, 1931)
1. The units ftom the forces of Jiang [Guangnai] and Cai [Tingkai] advancing
on Chongxian amount to approximately three regiments. Their advance pickctsl are in Da'ao, which is on the way to Gaoxing (the pickets in Da'ao bave
already marched to Guodoujian Mountain and can be seen ftom Duoqiu). At
8:00 A.M. today our Thirty-fifth Army made contact with them. According to
reports, the enemy appears disposed to march toward Gaoxing. His goal is to
takeXingguo.

Jiang Dingwen and Zbao Guantaol have arrived at Banjing and Qu.yang. and
it appears that they are going to attack Yudu. There are no enemy troops in
Gulonggang, Sanliao, Qingtang, Jiangkou, Nankeng, Junfu, and Uaocun. In
Huangbei there is an independent brigade from Zhao's division. The three divisions from the region of Longgang, under the command of Chen Cheng, Luo
Zhuoying, and Han Deqin. arrived at Futian on August 1. Along the stretch
between Longgang and Shaxi there is only one brigade (three regiments) of Hao
[Mcngling]'s division, and some remnants (about six regiments) of Tang
[Fcngzhen]" and Ouo [Hil8ZOD&]'s two divisions.
Along the line from Donggu to Chongxian are the two divisions of Jiang
[Ouangnai] and Cai [TiDgkai] (in all, ten regiments; the rest are in Futian.
Xin'an, and Ji'an), Li Yunjic's divisions (six regiments), and one brigade of
Hao's division (three regiments), making a total of around nineteen regiments.
Their aim i& to reach Xingguo. One part of their forces bas occupied Donggu in
Our source for this text is Moo Zetlongjrmshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 242-43, where it is
reproduced ftom.hlfl.rhlwenzian, issued in 1942.
I. This order was issued at Laoyingban, a town on the Xingguo-Taihe border. The
places refmed to III'C mostly in northern Xingguo and Ningdu :cUm.
2. The word (.rhao) rendered ''pickets" here is more commonly ltvlslated. as "sentries,"
but in a context referring to troops on the march rather than in camp, ''pickets" or''scouts"
seemmoreappropriatetenns.
3. Jiang Dingwen commanded the Nationalist anny's Ninth Division; Zhao Guantao
commanded the Sixth Division.
4. Mao ll!ld Zhu were mistaken here; Tang Fengzhen had commanded the division in
question (the Nationalist anny's Forty-seventh Division) during the Second Encirclement
Campaign, but it was now commanded by Shangguan Yunxiang.
S. Li Yunjie commll!lded the Nationalist anny's Twenty-third Division.
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order to assist the enemy troops in Futian to resist the Red Army forces, which
have already arrived in lhe vicinity of Futian.
2. Our Front Army is detennincd to destroy the enemy forces advancing from
Chongxian to Gaoxing tomonow (the 4lh).
3. The dispositions for the attack tomorrow (lhe 4lh) arc as follows:
After the enemy has entered Gaoxingxu, the Third Army will launch its attack
from the right from its present location (Xinxu). The Twelfth Army will attack
from the left from its present location (Fenglin and Kucun--between Chongx.ian
and Changjingkou). The Fourth Army will make a frontal assault on the enemy
from its present location (Changjingkou). The Third Army Group and the Sev·
enlh Army will form two eolwnns, starting from their present locations. One
coiUIIUI should advance from Xiaoyaoling to the vicinity of Changjingkou. The
other should take the narrow path on the left of Daxiaoyaoling from Shibeiyu
(the road taken by the Twelfth Army today is very good, it divides into two near
the Shibeiyu wooden bridge) to the vicinity of Fenglin and Kucun. The wk of
the Third Army Group and the Seventh Army is to serve as the general reserve
fon:es, and they will panicipate in the anack on the enemy as required by
circ:umstanc:es.
4. Today and tomorrow Genetal Headquarters will be located at Huangtuao.
Supplementary notes:
a. If the enemy troops do not enter Gaoxing. our forces will take no action
tomorrow.
b. The Third Army Group and the Seventh Army should set out at 10:00 P.M.
this evening and anive at their destination by dawn.
Conunander-in·Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to Destruy the Enemy in LonggaTifl
(August 8, 1931, 2:00P.M., at General Headquarters in Yuexi)

I. Regarding lhc overall deployment of the enemy, sec Chiang Kaishck's
order of August 2, which has been recorded elsewhere. In Longgang are the
Fourth Regiment of the enemy's Fifth Division and two regiments of the Fiftyfourth Division (which did not fight us yesterday), plus the defeated soldiers of
the Forty-seventh and Fifty-fourth divisions, amounting roughly to two regiments. which fought us yesterday, making a total of eight enemy regiments
remaining. The btlops of Jiang [Guangnai] and Cai [Tingkai] in Chongxian and
Fangtai, the troops of Zhao Guantao in Xingguo and Iiangbcidong, and the
troops of Sun Lianzhong in Qingtang and Gulonggang are all advancing toward
us, but will be unable to reach Longgang by tomorrow (the 9th).
2. Our forces are determined to go all out to annihilate the enemy in
Longgang.
3. Deployment for the anack on Longgang is as follows:
The Third Army Group and the Seventh Army will coftstitutc the left wing;
they will take up quarters at Lanshi tonight and will be responsible for the attack
on the northwest comer of Longgang. The Third Army will constitute lhe right
wing; it will take up quarters tonight at Xiaobie and will be responsible for the
attack on the northeast comer of Longgang. The Fourth Azmy, which will constitute the center, will spend tonight at Biaohu and will be responsible for the attack
on the southern comer of Longgang. The Twelfth Amry will be positioned
behind the Fourth Army as the general reserve unit and will take up quarters
tonight in the vicinity of Biaohu.
All annies arc to launch a general attack at 4:00 tomonow morning (the 9th);
the battle must be completed before 12:00 noon.
4. After the battle has been decided, the various annies will be lodged in the
following areas:
The Third Army Group and the Seventh Army will be in the area ofShanggu,
Xiagu, and Quejiaping.
The Third Army will be at Xiaobic.
We !lave translated Ibis text ftomMso Udongjutuhl ~i, Vol. I, pp. 245-47, where lhe
source is given as a maDWICript in Mao's own band preserved in the Central Archives. It
CBDalsobefound inJUJngddtmgshl:zilfao, Vol. ISI,pp. 7S-76.
1. Loogpng is a town in sol.llbeto Vonafeng zitJn.
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The Fourth Army will be in the area of Shuixi, Gaoche, Dajiaokcng, Xiaehe,
and Zhongtangpo.
No troops will be stationed in the area of Longgangxu, Biaohu, Zhangjiache,
andfanfu.
S. General Headquarters will be at Biaohu lomonow morning during the
battle. After the battle and lhrough the night it will be at the District Government
of Longgangyu (at the southern end of Yuehang) and will move to Shilukeng by
late morning.
6. 2 At 7:00 P.M.l tomorrow, the conunanders and political commissars of each
army, as well as the commander·in·chicf and political commissar of the army
group, arc to report to General Headquarters at the district government for a
meeting.
Commander·in·Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

2. In the Jitlngri dang~hi :cilioo version, paragraph 6 of this order reads as follows:
6. Woundedsoldicrs,c:aptives,andfireanns&hOIIIdallbetlllllsporledanddallwithbyeach
army SC:p8111tely. The hospillll for wounded soldiers shall beescablishcd in the vicinity of
KOTIJIIIII, Junbuxiduan (IS li li"om JWibu). Firearms shall be collec!cd in Pilau (beiWCCn
JWibuandHIIIXia).

In CODsequence, the present paragnpb 6 is rmumbr:red 7. According to a note to the
text in the Mao Zedortgjuuhi wenji, this

passage docs not appear in the available copy in

Mao's own hand. We have therefore omitted it here.
3. The venion inJitlnpi tklng~hi zilioo bas 6:00 instead of7:00.

Orderfrrnn the Central Miliklry
Commission to the Red Army and the
LocalAnned Forces in Xing{guo], Yu[du],
Gan[xian], Wan[an], and Tai[he]
(August 12, 1931)

Our tactics in dealing with the enemy's third offensive are as follows:
We will fun!.ly carry out [the approach ot] avoiding the strong and attacking
the weak, attacking the enemy's rear so that the main forces of the enemy
become useless and do not have enough supplies, thereby exhausting the enemy
and weakening his entire anny. Then we will take adVBDtage of his fatigue and
launch a sudden arrack. In this way our victory in the third campaign is assured.
Beginning on August 4, our armies fii'SI: divided and then gathered together
their forces and proceeded 10 the enemy's rear. On August 6 and 7 we wiped out
the enemy divisions of Shangguan Yuoxiangl and Hao Mengling in the area of
Liantang, Chenggang, and Liangcun. The main forces of the Red Army bave
already been safely concenttated in the vicinity of Junbu and are continuing to
cany out our overall stmtegy.
During this process. in order to facilitate the carrying out of our tactics, we
ordered the Thirty-fifth Army and the lbirty-flftb Division to make every effort
to pin down the enemy by guerrilla actions, in cooperation with the anncd forces
of the various localities. They led the divisioos of Jiang Dingwen and Zhao
Guamao to the east bank of tbe Gao RiYef---Oaliao and Umgkou. They led the
divisions of Chen Cheng and Luo Zhuoying to Wan'an. The three djvisioDS of
Cai Tingkai, Shen Guangban,2 and Han Deqin are stranded between Cbongxian
and Donggu, could not participate in the campaign because of the lack of food
supplies, and even sent a force of one division to harvest the rice of the masses in
the Chongxian area. ID sum, the main forces of the eaemy came a long way for
the attack, their troopS have been walking for two mondls and several thousand
li, and thus far they have not CDCOUD.tered the main forces of tbe Red Army. On
the other hand, their Ulli.ts in lbc rear R coastantly exposed to suclclcn auacks by our
Our source rorthistcxt isJiongxldangshlziliao, Vol. 19, pp. 80-84.
I. Shangguan Yunxiang commanded the Natiotlalist army's Forty-seventh Division.
2. Sben Guanlhan comnw1ded the Naticmalist anny's Sixty-lint Division, formerly
COMmanded by Dai Ji.
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forces whose job is to pin down the enemy. Above all, the wavering of the White
anny soldiers has become more apparent since the beginning of the Third Campaign. Marching in the hot summer, more than half of the soldiers have fallen ill.
They have come to feel that it is very difficult for the White anny soldiers to
tight in the Red region, and the officers as well as the soldiers are all disheartened. From today's perspective, we feel that the first step in carrying out our
plan was completely successful.
Beginning on August 9, however, the enemy became aware of our intentions.
Only then did they learn that the main forces of the Red Anny had already
moved from the west to east, and that those left behind to the northwest of
Xing[guo] City were not such a big force as they had originally thought. Therefore, the first of the plans the enemy used against us had failed. Starting from the
9th, the enemy will change to another plan. The main content of this plan is to
reassemble troops 10 attack the main forces ofthe Red Army.
Until ycstenlay (August lith). the positions of the enemy forces were as follows:
Fourteenth Division: Chen Cheng; Futian
Eleventh Division: Luo Zhuoying; in motion, position unclear
Sixty-first Division: Shen Guanghan; Gaoling
Eighth Division: Mao Bingwen; unclear
Twenty-seventh Division: Sun Lianzhong; unclear
Sixtieth Division: Cai Tingkai; Liangcun
Ninth Division: Jiang Dingwen; Xingguo
Sixth Division: Zhao Guantao; between Xingguo and Gaoxing
Forty-fifth Division: 3 Wei Lihuang; Ningdu
Fifth Division: Zhou Hunyuan; Longgang
Twenty-eighth Division: Gong Bingfan; Taihe
Seventy-eighth Division: Lu Xiaochen; Ji'an
Fifty-third Division: Li Baoping; Ji'an
Twenty-fourth Division: Xu Kexiang; Guangchang
Forty-third Division: Guo Huazong; Futian
Looking at the situation from the enemy's perspective, the enemy will aim at
Junfu-..the location of the Red Army--end tum around and continue 10 drive
10wardtheeast.
Chen Cheng's division will be ordered back 10 Wan'an for concentration-it
will attack the rear of the Red Army from Baisha.
Jiang Dingwen's division will be ordered back 10 Xingguo, via Liangcun and
Juncun, to concentrate its forces [and move 10) Gulonggang, Caijiang, and
Nankeng.
3. As pointed out in a note to the text as printed in Jiangxi dalfgShi zilioo, Wei's
command at this lime was the Tenth Division.
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Cai Tingkai's division will be ordered back from the area of Donggu and
Chongxian to concentrate its forces in the vicinity ofChenggang, {and move to]
Liangcun and Yuexi.
During this period, in the actions of the main forces or the Red Army, we
should, without the slightest doubt, continue to apply our overall tactics, striving
to wipe out the weak units in the enemy's rear as well as the military depots in
his rear, so that the enemy will suffer great difficulties in supply. At present, the
line of communications between Chen Cheng's division and the rear must be via
Ji'an and Futian; the communication lines orthe divisions or Jiang Dingwen and
Cai Tingkai must be via Ganzhou and Xingguo. Consequently, the overall operation or our Red Army should aim at the complete destruction or the enemy's old
base or operations and at preventing the establishment of a new base of operations. Only this will be a fatal blow to the enemy, and it is the major premise for
defeating the enemy.
The loc:al forces left behind in Xing{guo), Yu{du], Gan(xian], Wan['an], and
Tai[he] should operate according to our overall tactics. Their tasks should be as
follows: strive to destroy the three water and land communication lines between
Ji'an and Futian, Ji'an and Ganzhou, and Ganzhou and Xingguo; use gumilla
methods and resolute actions to destroy the enemy's new base of military operations, so that the enemy annies become extremely exhausted, extremely hungry,
extremely sick, and extremely enfeebled; then launch a relentless attack. Only
thus can we win complete victory in the third campaign.
On the basis of the above decisions., the operations and tasks of the forces in
Xing[guo], Yu(du), Gan[xian], Wan('an], and Tai(he] should be as follows:
I. The Founh Independent Division should cooperate with the local armed
forces and the units under the provincial [committee], follow Cai Tingkai's
division closely, and actively launch continuous surprise attacks against the
enemy's rear. In general, its actions are:
a. Make surprise attacks on the enemy's supplies and gear in his rear and
the soldiers guarding them;
b. Launch night raids on the enemy's camps and disrupt them, so that the
enemy will not be able to have any rest day or night;
c. Destroy the enemy's communication lines in the rear-in particular,
find a way to destroy the enemy's radio;
d. Take over the weapons ofthe scattered enemy troops in the rear.
2. The Fifth Independent Division should cooperate with the local armed
rorces in Chunhua and operate actively in the rear of Chen Cheng's division,
striving to pin down this enemy with guerrilla methods. In general, its actions
are:
a. Make surprise attacks on the enemy's garrison forces in the rear (it
should be under the command of the Thirty-fifth Division at times when
these two join forces);
b. Destroy the enemy's supply depots;
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c. Destroy the enemy's telegraphic communications.
3. In cooperation with the local anned forces in Tiancun and Bailu, the
Thirty-fifth Army should operate actively in the area stre1ching from Longkou,
liangkou, and Nan1angxu to Dahujiang, striving 10 destroy the rear communications of Jiang Dingwen's and Cai Tingkai's divisions. In general, its actions are:
a. Cut communications on the Gan River along the area from Liangkou to
Dahujiang;
b. Cut communications by land along the area from Longkou and Daotan-4
to Nantang;
c. Actively launch surprise anacks on the enemy forces in the rear and
their supply depots;
d. Strive to strike a heavy blow against the landlord armed forces that are
taking advantage of this opportunity and annihilate them completely;
e. Strive to destroy the enemy's telegraph and telephone lines, as well as
the enemy's cOmmunication units.
4. The JOist Regiment should cooperate with the local armed forces in Gaoxing, Cayuangang, and Juneun and operate in the area to the west of Gaoxing. Its

..m,

a. First of all, wipe out the militia bandits [tuanfe•l in the Langehuan area
and get rid ofthe obstacles to communication with Taihe;
b. Wipe out the militia bandits in the HengtangS and Wusu area, so that the
shores of the Gan River in the Gan[xian] and Wan['an] area will be entirely
sealed ofTby us.
The carrying out of the aforementioned tasks is one of the tasks of the Red
Army in the third campaign as a whole. The armed forces left behind in
Xing[guo], Yu[du), Gan[xian], Wan['an], and Tai[he] should strive to accomplish these tasks under the direct command of the Central Military Commission.
They must not, for the sake of their departmental demands, sabotage the overall
operational plan of the Red Army. This constitutes the guarantee that the Red
Army will triumph over the enemy.
During the critical period in the Third Campaign, the various local anned
forces should mobilize all their strength to take part in the campaign and actively
harass the enemy. They cannot simply post some sentries to protect their own
townships, and leave it at that. Obviously, the action of the local armed forces
should be under a unified organ of conunand. For this reason, we should have
the following rule: In every locality where there are Red Anny forces, the commander of this Red Army unit will be concurrently the commander of the local
armed forces, and the local armed forces must accept his leadership. Only thus
4. According 10 a note to the Chinese text, "Daotatl" is a typographical error for
''Chutan,"aloc:alityinGanxialf.
S. According to a note to the: Chinese text, "Hcngcang" is a typographical error for
..Huangtang," a place located between Xingauo and Wan'anxia,.
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will we be able to wipe out the enemy in a planned manner. If there arc no Red
Amty troopS stationed in a locality, the local armed forces should unite with the
armed forces in the neighboring townships to elect a conunander who will unifY
the command and decide on the operation of the armed forces in these townships. We must be aware that only through unified command and cooperative
actions can victory be secured.
It is of particular imponance thai the Red Army and the local armed forces
should not only unite for the purpose of actively wiping out the enemy troops
and the anncd forces of the landlords. At the same time, they must take their
stand in favor of the general task of setting up revolutionary bases and assist in
mass work in the locality, in order to consolidate the victory they have already
achieved. Therefore, the actions of the armed forces should be intimately linked
with the masses in the locality, and military operations that arc isolated from the
masses arc absolutely not allowed. We must not neglect this point in the slightest
degree, for only in this way will we be able to set up stable revolutionary bases.
Central Military Commission

Order to Reduce Our Baggage and

Number ofHorses
(August 17, 1931)

In the course of the Third Campaign, the enemy used a great deal of highly
mobile forces to move its troops and altack the Red Army. We have already won
victory in the firnt and second stages. Now we must prepare to fight a prolonged
war against the enemy and prepare to march often at night. This requires that we
enhance the mobility of the Red Army and surpass the enemy not merely ten
times but a hundred times, in order to achieve complete victory in the Third
Campaign. Consequently, every military unit must strive to carry out the following two items:
1. Cut down on clumsy and heavy baggage. The elimination of clumsy and
heavy baggage and large items of baggage that are seldom used must be completed by tomorrow. It should be gathered together at every army headquarters

and be stored at isolated, remote, and safe places (the locations will be given in
another circular). The weight of the remaining loads must not exceed 40 }in per
load.
2. During the current operations, the horses in every unit are really an extremely great encumbrance to the advance of the army. To obstruct the march of
the anny is to hamper the carrying out of our strategy. Moreover, every army
often acquires horses after the battle at its own whim, and this not only
hampers the progress of the army but fosters cowardliness and corruption among
the fighters. This is absolutely wrong. In the past, the Thirty-fourth Division of
the Twelfth Anny once made the decision that there should not be a single horse
in a company and the result was very good. Now, in order to enhance the
mobility of the Red Anny, we must resolutely order a reduction in the number of
horses. If it is laid down that the number of horses must be reduced, the company
should not have a single horse, the regiment may keep two, the division may
keep two, and the army may keep seven (for the army commander, army political commissar, head of the army political department, chief of staff, director of
the logistics department, adjutant general, and director of the medical department). Of those units with special needs, such as the radio department, communications department, and machine gun company, the number of horses they can
Our source for this document is Mao ledongjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 248-49, where it is
reprinted fromJunshi wei"Uian, distributed in 1942.
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have should be approved by the army commander and army political commissar
on the basis of their need. Moreover, when horses are retained, bad ones must be
eliminated. Those that are excluded ftom this decision must be gathered together
(including the grooms) by every army by tomorrow (the 18th) and be sent to
Guantian, where they will be handed over to the Southern Jiangxi Special Committee for use in transporting the wounded, weapons, and food supplies.
It is required that every amty carry out earnestly the above two items.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

The Problem of opposing Rich Peasants
Notice No. 2 ofthe Central Revolutionary
Military Committee
(1931)

I. The ndoaaJe for opposlog the rich peasauts
First, the rich peasants are the semi-landlords and the capitalists of the countryside, and are an exploiting class. They support the feudal forces and also want to
become capitalists; their interests arc diametrically opposed to those of the
masses of workers, farm laborers, poor peasants, and middle peasants. If we want
to protect the incerests of the workers, farm laborers, poor peasants, and middle
peasants, we must oppose the rich peasants.
Second, the rich peasants are an exploiting class. They often collude with the
reactionary forces to sabotage the revolution. If we want to consolidate the
soviet rigime and ensure the success of land redistribution, we must definitely
oppose the rich peasants.
Third, the road the rich peasants are taking is the capitalist road. We arc
moving towards the socialist road. Their road and ours are completely opposite,
so that if we want to make the revolution advance to the socialist road, we must
intensifY our struggle against the rich peasants.
II. Mistakes Ia opposlac the rich peuaats

If we examine the opposition to the ric:h peasants in the past, four major mistakes
were made.
First, instead of takiDg opposing exploitation as the criiCrion, opposition to the
rich peasants was seen exclusively as a means to raise funds. Not exploitation,
but money, was presented as the criiCrion. The financial criterion of not attacking
those who bad less than a hundred yuan, but only those with over a hundred yuan
was exploited by vagabond leaders, and in a few places they even went so far as
to attack those who bad only upwards of twenty yuan, or anyone who could
Oursoun:e for tbis document is Mao Udongji, Vol. 2, pp. 259-62, where it is reproduced
&om Chifei jimi wenjilm huilntm (A Collcctio.a of Red Bandit Sccrct Documents), no. 5,
compiled by the Ouomindang mned forces in September 1931.
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afford to raise an old sow. This caused a state of panic among the masses, who
felt that the revolution must be about making everyone poor, instead of making
everyone better otT and improving their lives.
Second, they encroached on the interests of the middle peasants. Because of
the existence of the first mistake, there also arose the second mistake of encroaching upon the interests of the middle peasants. Middle peasants arc those
who can get enough to eat and live on by farming the land, who are not exploited
by others. and do not themselves exploit others. Not only must we refiain from
encroaching upon these people, but rather we should closely unite w:ith them and
all oppose the rich peasants together. For the only way out for the middle peasants is to make revolution under the leadership of the proletariat, and we, for owpart, can only strengthen the revolutionary forces and make the revolution advance rapidly by uniting with the middle peasants.
Third, the mlistribution of the rich peasants' land was not done thoroughly. In
very many places, distribution of the land followed the principle of drawing on the
plentiful to make up for the scarce, but not that of drawing on the fat to make up for
the lean. The rich ~"""'" monopolized the good limnland, and the forests, dwellings, ponds, and so on were not thoroughly distributed either. As a consequence, the
rich peasants were in a privilcgcd. position ccononUcally, and also seized political
leadership. The soviet governments and revolutionary mganizations were dominated
by rich peasants. and the rich peasants have taken tUrther advantage of their poliCical
and economic power to exploit and oppras the masses of poor peasants.
Fowth, the masses were not mobilized. Because opposition 10 the rich peasants was merely to raise funds for the government, equal land distribution was
not thoroughly carried out either, and the masses were no1 made to recognize
that rich peasants are counlerrevolutionary. Everyone started opposing the rich
peasants in various ways, and the govenunent consequently became divorced
from the masses and isolated.
Ill. Tbe correct way to oppose the rlcb peasaots
A. The political aspecL Fint, consolidale the leadership of the proletariat. In the
soviet government, the Red Anny, the Red Guards, and all revolutionary organizations, rich peasants should not be allowed 10 participale as committee members
in the soviet government or as deputies to soviet congresses. Leaders among
workers, farm laborers, and poor peasants, and the most active elements among
the middle peasants should be elected 10 discuss and handle all maners, and poor
peasant associations should be organized to unite the broad masses of poor
peasants into a slrOng alliance with the middle peasants to oppose the rich
peasants. Where middle peasants' interests have been encroached upon in the
past, either by fining them or having their money donated to dtc poor peasants,
they must be fully compcnsaled. The vagabond leaders' policy of random imposition of fines, not based on class and divorced from the masses, must also be
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opposed. If such dUngs happen again, people should be aUowed to file charges with
higher authorities. Second, suppress the reaction of the rich peasants. The rich
peasants are an exploiting class, and so will inevitably oppose and sabotage the
revolution by various means. Therefore, it is especially necessary to watch out
for reactionary moves on the part of rich peasants throughout the soviet territory,
and whenever their counterrevolutionary organizations such as the AB Corps and
others are discovered to be colluding with the White bandits to oppose and
sabotage the revolution and so on, the govenunent must severely punish them as
counterrevolutionary criminals. Rich peasants may be allowed to exist or run
their business only if they obey every law issued by the soviet and refrain from
all counterrevolutionary conspiracies and activities.
B. The economic aspect. First, oppose exploitation by the rich peasants. The
goal of opposing the rich peasants at present is not at all to wipe out the rich
peasants; rather it is to oppose finnly all economic exploitation by the rich
peasants, because exploitation by the rich peasants adds to the suffering of us
workCJS, poor peasants, and so on. Rich peasants may be permitted to hire farm
laborers, as long as they treat their hired hands in accordance with the Labor
Protection Law. Harsh treatment and oppression arc prohibited. Doing business
is also pennittcd, but monopolizing purchase or sale and uswy are forbidden.
More specific regulations such as these are best worked out by the xilln government,
preferably through a rqnsentative assembly of the xitm, according to actual local
conditions. This sort of policy is not meant to eliminate capitalists altogether, but
rather to oppose harsh exploitation by capitalists and promote lively development of
the economy in society. As for the fact that it is sometimes necessary to solicit
donations from the rich peasants, it is to meet the needs of &he revolution. The rich
peasants can afford to give the amount forwhlch they should be respoDSJble. But it's
not the case chat the economy of the rich peasants should be elinUnatcd altogether at
Ibis point Speaking of the peasants' land, it must be divided completely equally.
Second, cany out the economic policies. What is described above in tams of limiting exploitation by rich peasants is sriU only a passive llle8Silm. It is not enough to
oppose the rich peasants only in a passive way; it is also necessary to oppose the rich
peasants by canying out economic policies according to social conditions. For example, the government can lead the people in opemting acdi.t cooperatives to ~
vide low interest loans lo the impoverished masses, operating production
cooperatives to develop manufacturing, and operating commercial cooperatives to
minimize exploitation by merebants and rich peasants, and so on. These organizations can actively resist exploitation by the rich peasants, provide lhc broad
masses of poor people with a certain measure of liberation, and prepare for the
development of the economy in society in the direction of socialism.

IV. Preventing abuses
The purpose of pointing out above the mistakes made in opposing the rich
peasants and of stating that now is not the time to eliminate the rich peasants is
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certainly not 10 have people ease up in opposing the rich peasants. On lhe
contrary, it is 10 have everyone undentand the strategy of opposing the rich
peasants and oppose the rich peasants even more intensely. As we rectify our
strategy, we must prevent the rich peasants who are hiding under cover in the
revolutionary ranks as well as supporters of the rich peasants from moderaling
our work in opposing the rich peasants. Even more musl the rich peasants be
forbidden from opposing the government under any pretext. It is so proclaimed.
Chairman

Xiang YiDg

Vice-Chainnen

MaoZcdong
ZhuDe

General Order of the First Front Army of the
Red Army to Cut Doum on Expenditures
(August 22, 1931, at Headquarters)
I. Our Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny has already achieved initial victory in
the Third Campaign, but at present we must still be prepared for one to two

months of hard struggle. Only if we wipe out the enemy by means of a long-tenn
strategy and seize complete victory in the Third Campaign will we be able to
accomplish the tasks of founding the Soviet Base Area and establishing the
Central Soviet Government. In this spirit, the Managment Department of this
Front Anny called the Fifth Managers' Meeting, and laid down specific methods
for economizing at present Having been approved by this commander-in-chief
and general political commissar, 1 they should be carried out inunediately.
11. Various expenditures at present are stipulated as follows:
A. Allowance for food remains at I jiao; same for hospitals in the rear.
B. Allowance for feed for the horses remains at I jiao, but it must be
distributed according to the newly stipulated number of horses.
C. Office expenditures:
Company, 4 )'lllln per month
Same as company for managment depanment, medical team, communications team, radio team, new recruit company, training team,
doctor's office, espionage department, supply depanment, and security team; same as company for regiment and battalion
Division, 6 yuan (includes office)
Division political department, 6 yuan
Army headquarters. 10 yuan (includes office)
Army political department, 10 yuan
General Headquarters,Z IS yuan (includes office)
We bave uanslatcd this order from.Jiangzi dangshi zilioo, Vol. 19, pp. 91-92.
I.J.e.,tbe undersigned (Zhu De and Mao Zedong).
2. Both zong :hihuibu, lhe Chinese 1em1 used here, and :cmg sili~~gbu, the term used
IWO lines farther down, are commot1ly translalcd "General HeadquarlefS." In view of lhe
order in which the infonnalion is preser11ed here, it can be assumed tbat this entry refers to
the headquarters of a front umy or anny group, while the subsequent entry means the
h:adquaners of the enlire Red Army.
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Genen.l Political Department, IS yuan
General Headquarters, 20 yuan (includes office)
General Political Department, 20 yuan
D. PortCIS' wages:
I. For each day of work, ljiao Sfen in big foreign doll an.
2. For each day of rest, ljiao in big foreign dollars.
3. When returning home, food expenses are to be calculated according
to length of trip at lOfen per day; in addition. wages are paid at I
jiao per day.
E. Treatment fees for the ill:
I. Anny and division level doctors' offices are responsible for transporting all sick troops; food and treatment expenses are all to be
given out by the doctors' offices.
2. Those recupen.ting within the ranks do not receive expenses for
treatment.
3. Those entrusted to the government for treatment are to be given per
day 1 yuan in big foreign dollan plus I yuan for food.
4. Those sent to hospitals in the rear for treatment do not receive any
money at all for food.
F. Pay for wounded soldiers:
Light wounds, 4 yuan
Heavy wounds, 6 yuan
G. Pay for captives:
Three yuan per person.
H. Expenses for entertaining visitors:
Three fen per meal. Those not on public business may not receive such
money.
I. Guides receive the same pay as temporary porters, with certain exceptions under special circumstances.
III. Cutting down on expenses is one of the important issues in striving for
victory in the Third Campaign. To ensure that the above stipulations on the various items of expenditure are carried out accordingly, officers in charge at every
level must exercise conscientious supervision. It is particularly necessary to
maintain the management organs as an independent system. According to recent
investigation in the various annies, in some cases expenditures are disbursed by
division headquartcn and not the supply department; in some cases lower levels
of government create disturbances in the the supply department; some military
supply departments are only conunanded by division commanders and political
commissars and cannot work under the management system (Thirty-fifth Division); there are instances where military supply personnel are moved around
without infonning the management depanment (Third Division); there are cases
of conflict between managers on the one hand and anny conunanders and political commissars on the other over authorization procedures (Thirty-fifth Army);
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and there are also instances where guards or long-tenn porters arc forcibly transferred without gaining consent of the management organ.... All these instances
retlect a failure to understand clearly the significance of independent management and thus indirectly obstruct the task of winning: a complete victory in the
Third Campaign. This should be rigorously corrected. We are also sending the
past two general orders of the Workers' and Peasants' RevolutioiUlJ}' Committee
and the Revolutionary Military Commission, which arc to be stricdy canied out.
This is§ general ordc:r.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to Shift Positions and Intercept
the Enemy Forcei
(September 11, 1931)

1. It has been reported that the enemy troops of Han Deqin again retreated to
Xing[guo] City during the night of the 9th; the main force, consisting of Jiang
[Guangnai]'s and Cai [Tingkai]'s two divisions, is still in the vicinity of
Gaoxingxu; the remnant forces of Jiang Dingwen are in Changjingkou; the
enemy guerrilla troops anived in Qigang and Longping on the lOth and withdrew the same night; and the enemy guerrilla forces that entered Liuke that day
also retreated in the afternoon. Ncar [,.aoyingpan there is our Fourth Independent
Division, and in Laoyingpan is our Provincial Soviet Government and one company of the Fourth Atmy that collects bullets. The Ninth Division of the Third
Army is occupying positions near liukc and will retreat to Chenggong'ao at 2:00
P.M. tomorrow (the 12th) to occupy {other) positions successfully.
2. The Front Anny has decided to shift positions to intercept the enemy
forces and to start the maneuver tomorrow (the 12th), dispatching the Third
Anny as a covering unit to provide cover in the viciliity of Laoyingpan. The
Third Anny Group and lhe Sevenlh Anny should set out from their present
position (around Juncun) tomorrow morning at 4:00 A.M. and go through
Gaowan, Xiapingxi, Shangpingxi, Dongkeng, Shibapai, and Huanglongping
to Langchuan2 (45 U), and arrange quarters in the areas of Chayuan in
Langchuan (half of the lodgings sbould be appropriately allocated [here]) and
Xiayuan.
The Fourth Anny and the Thirty-fifth Army will depart from their present
locations (Xiaozhanggong. Changyao, Lixi, etc.) tomorrow morning at 4:00A.M.
for Fuzu by way of Xiaozhanggong. They may split into two routes, one to go
via Tianziyin and the other via Diaoyutai, both arriving in Shihuiwei1 and
Chayuan in Langchuan (half of the lodgings should be appropriately allocated
[here]) and anange quarters there. If the General Attached Unit has excess lodging places, some of them should be allocated to the Fourth Army.
o;;;;;-ree for this onler is Mao Zedtmgjunshi werrji, Vol. I, pp. 250-SI.
I. Places mentioned in this docwnent are moslly in wes1em Xingguo and eastern Taihe
.tiwr.
2. Langchuan is the name of a township (.tiG'ng) in southwestern Taihe :Jian.
3. A note to the tcx:t in Mao Zedongjunshi wenji states that Shihuiwei is a misprint for
Shifengwe.i. This is the name of a village in Taihe rian near the border with Xingguo.
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The General Attached Unit is commanded by Yang, the chief of the
AdjutaniS' Section; it will set out ftom iiS present location (Fuzu) tomorrow
morning at 5:00 A.M. and go through Longshang and Diaoyuta.i to Shihuiyao in
Langchuan and arrange quarters. (Lodgings in Shihuiyao will be allocated by
Yang, the chief of the Adjutants' Section of General Headquarters. After the
General Anached Unit has been provided for, the rest will belong to the Fourth
Anny.)
The Third Army's regiment of new recruits will transfer tomorrow to
Baikeshu in Langchuan.
3. Upon aniving at its place of encampment, the Third Army Group must
send people to Xiaozhuang to reconnoiter points for crossing the river and to
build bridges, and prepare to proceed the day after tomorrow 10 Tianduan
through Xiaozbuang.
4, General Headquarters will be at Shihuiyao tomorrow night. All units upon
anival at the.ir places of encampment must inunediately send dispatchers to the
General Headquarters 10 take orders.
5. All armies should temporarily leave their political departments behind to
take care of the wounded and wait to rejoin their units in the area of
Longgangtou as soon as transport conditions have been restored.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Conunissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to the First Front Anny of the Red Anny
to Move to the East
(September 12, 1931, 8:00P.M., at
General Headquarters in Shihuiyao)t
I. Remnants of the enemy forces of Jiang Dingwcn are still in Changjingkou;
Jiang [Guangnai]'s division, as well as that of Cai (Tingkai], are still in the
Gaoxingxu area. Han Deqin's forces are still in the city ofXingguo and do not
dare to take further action because they arc not clear about the situation of our
annies. As for the enemy troops that attacked and harassed Huangtuwa yesterday, one source says it was a guard detachment {shouwang du1l; 1 another source
says that there are still some enemy scouts today, [but] the enemy troops which
anacked Liuke have already retreated to Sanke. The Seventh Division of our
Third Army has already set out to take the stronghold in Huangtuwa; the Eighth
and Ninth Divisions are in Laoyingpan and the Fourth Independent Division is in
Shenggangwa. They are covering the movement of our main forces.
2. The Front Anny has decided to move eastward to the right of the enemy
by way of laoyingpan and Tianduan, and it has decided on the following
itinerary:

General Headquarters, its directly attached unit, and the Fourth Anny (including the Thirty-fifth Anny and the Thirty-fifth Division) should have their breakfast at 4:00 tomorrow morning (the 13th), leave their present location at 5:00,
and urive at the Yankeng. Shizibci, Yanran, and Fengshuiwa area (60 li) by way
of Shihuiyao, Shen'gangwa, and Laoyingpan and encamp there (because the
houses in Chongxian have all been burned down by the enemy). The day after
tomorrow, the Fourth Army should choose its own convenient way to get to
Liantang. General Headquaners and its directly attached unit will urive at
Hejiangkou tomorrow and at Shuitouzhuang the day after tomorrow.
The Seventh Anny of the Third Anny Group should have breakfast at 4:00
tomorrow morning, set out from the present location at 5:00, and take the road to

We have transWed. thisorderfrom.Jillngxidangshi :iliao, Vol. 19, p. 112.
I. Shihuiyao is a small hamlet in Taihexicur's Langchuan toWnship, near the Xingguo

border. Places mcntioJied in this docwnent are mos~ly in Taihe and Xingguo.
2. Guard detachmenu were ami-Communisl militia forces common in the several xill11
around Ji'an; often they were fonned by local elites and other people who had been
displaced from the soviet ueas.
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the left of Chayuan, Shihuiwei, and Shihuiyao (the road on the right of this line
will be taken by the Founh Army). After passing through Santiansi (Guodong),
Niugudong, Wangkeng, Dazhuang, and Xiaozhuang, it should arrive at the area
of Tianduan, Jiankou, Jiaoshi, and Shanggai (70 U) and encamp there. Day after
tomorrow, it should choose its own route and arrive at Longgangtou.
3. Each unit should send one company of soldiers to the tail of its main forces
to take care of those soldiers who have fallen behind.
4. Owing the march, General Headquarters will be in ftont of its directly
anached unit and will encamp tomorrow evening at Hejiangkou. It is so ordered.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Order to the First Front Anny of the Red Anny
to Set Out for Longgangtou for Consolidation
and ReplDcing Losses after Wiping Out
Han Deqin 's Troops
(September 18, 1931, 11:00 P.M., at General Headquarters
in Liuduyou)'

1. In this battle at Fangshiling, our Front Army wiped out Han Dcqin's entire
fon:e.2 Moreover, the enemy units'of Jiang [Guangnai), Cai [Tingkai], Zhao
[Guantao], and Zhou [Hunyuan] are withdrawing ftom the soviet areas one after
the other. After the Third Campaign has achieved a complete victory, our
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army should deal with the tasks of consolidation
and replacing losses and continuing to move forward.
2. This Front Army has decided that the flfSt step will be to move to the
Longgangtou area. We have now laid down the following plan for moving forward and resting dwing these three days:
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a;;~leX! isJiangxidangshiziliao, Vol. 19, p. 116.

I. A village in Ji 'an .xian ncar Donggu.
2. The battle at FangshilillJ, IS /i south of Donggu in Ji'an xian, was oDC of the last
in the Third Encirclement Campaign. Not only was most of Han Deqin's
Ftfty-sccond Division destroyed, but Han Deqin himself was captured (though he was not
recognized and later escaped).
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3. The Third and Fourth independent divisions ue responsible for pW'SUing
rebels such as Zhao Guantao and Zhou Hunyuan, and Xiao Kcl will be the
commander. A few days later, the Fourth Independent Division will leave the
Second Company of the Tenth Regiment behind, putting it under the command
of the Fifth Independent Division, which will continue its work in Yong[feng],
Ji['an], and Tai[he]. The balance [of the division] will be led back to the
Huangpi area by Division Conunander Long to work there.
4. Movements after the 23rd will be the subject of another order.
It is so ordered.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

3. Xiao Ke (1908- ), a native of Hunao, joined the Parcy in 1926, fought on the
Jinggangshan, and held various posts in the Fourth Anny before being made commander
of the Fifth Independent Division of the First Front Army.

Order to Proceed to Fujian
to Work and Collect Revenue
(September 23, 1931)
I. Following our complete victory in the Third Campaign, the White army is
already retreating along the whole front The Sixtieth and Sixty-first divisions of
Cai Tingkai's forces withdrew from the town of Xingguo on September 19 and
set out for Ganzhou. Chen Cheng's Fourteenth Division, Luo Zhuoying's Eleventh Division, Wei Lihuang's Tenth Division, and Qu Shour:Uan's Seventyeighth Division are all in Ji'an. The Seventy-seventh Division of Luo Lin's
forces is planning to leave for Changsha at once. The remnant forces of Jiang
Dingwen's Ninth Division have fled to the other side of the river opposite Ji'an.
Zhou Hunyuan's Fifth Division, Zhao Guantao's Sixth Division, and Li
Wenyan's Fifty-third Division are all retreating toward Ji'an. The Twenty-fifth
and Twenty-seventh divisions of Sun Lianzhong's forces are in the Ningdu area.
Li Yunjie's Twenty-third Division is in Toubei. Xu Kexiang's Twenty-fourth
Division and the remnant forces of Mao Bingwen's Eighth Division are in
Guangchang. under the leadership ofZhu Shaoliang. The Forty-ninth Division of
Zhang Zhen's forces from Fujian is in the area ofNanyan and Baisha.
II. The Front Army has resolved to go to Fujian to work and collect revenue
and has moreover decided that we should set out on September 25 from the
present location (the area of Liantang, Longgangtou, Changxin, and
Shuitouzhuang) and anive and concentrate our forces in the town of Tingzhou
after seven daily stages (the fifth day will be a day of rest).
III. The itinerary for the advance of each of the armies is as follows:
A. The Third Army Group and the Seventh Anny constitute the right
wing. They should set out on the 25th from the present location (Changxin),
by way of Jiangbeidong, Qiaotou, and Yinkeng, cross the river at Quyang.
continue their march via Xiaba, Sanzai, Wencun, Gangmianyu, Yangjiaoxu,
and Hekengkou, and arrive at Ruijin City. This trip should be divided into
four daily stages. On the fifth day (the 29th) they should rest for one day in
Ruijin City. On the 30th they should set out again from Ruijin City, and by
way ofGuchcng, arrive at Changting after two days' march for the concentration of forces.

();;~this order is Moo Zedcmgjunshi wenji, Vol.
reproduced from Junshi wenxion, issued in 1942.

I, pp.

2S~56,

where it is
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B. The Fomth Army constiMeS the centtal column and should set out on the

same day (the 25th) from Longgangtou. advancing after the unit directly attached
to Headquarters. After passing through Shuitouzhuang, Shuibei, Bazishang.

Xinxuzi, Pibalong, Ping'anzhai, Datianxu, and Huangwuqian, it should cross the
river at Changsha.t The crossing must be completed on the morning of the third
day (the 27th), and it should then man:h by way of liwninba, Shangtian,
Dutowtu, and Guancang to Huangbaixu in four daily stages. On the fifth day (the
29th) it should rest for one day in Huangbaixu. On the 30th it shouJd set off again
from Huangbaixu, by way of Yunjixu, Helongshi, and Liudongnao, aniving at
Changting City in two days for the concenttation of forces.
C. The Third Army constitutes the left wing. It should set out on the 25th
from its present location (Liantang) and reach Changsha by way ofGuantian,
Zhongzhou, Gulonggang, Sanliao, Chengjiangyu, Yangmeitou, and
Huangwuqian. It should cross the river after the Founh Army and then proceed by way of Ruilinzhai, Yangkeng, Shanhexu, and Yuanxicun, arriving at
Rentianshi in four days. On the fifth day (the 29th) it should take a day's rest
in Rentianshi. On the 30th it should set out once again from Rentianshi, and
by way of Jiugongpai, Hubei, Baixia, Yangang, Huang, 2 and Luobaiping,
arrive at the city ofChangting in rwo days for concentration.
D. General Headquaners and its directly attached unit shouJd set out at
4:00 in the morning on the 25th from its present location (Shuitouzhuang). It
shou1d advance ahead of the Founh Amty, along the itinerary of the Fourth
Army. After it has crossed the river at Changsha on the second day (the 26th),
it must choose a suitable place to camp on the southern bank of the river. On
the third day, it should arrive in the vicinity ofGuancangxia and on the founh
day it should arrive at Ruijin City and encamp there. Thereafter, it should
follow the itinerary of the Third Army Group to Changting.
IV. While crossing the river at Quyang and Liuminba, each anny should
appoint someone as river crossing commander to exercise command in mancrs
related to the crossing. Special ancntion must be paid to keeping a close watch
on the air (send out air raid watchers, set up a number of machine guns to
defend against air raids). The directly attached unit of General Headquarters
must complete the crossing at Changsha (that is, at the place opposite
Liuminba) on the 26th. The Fourth Army must begin crossing the river rapidly at daybreak on the 27th, and the crossing must be completed by noon on
the 27th. The Third Army should cross the river after the Fourth Army at the
same place (Changsha).
V. The temporary hospitals left behind by every anny should all be put under
the command of the Rear General Hospital ofthe Red Army (Director Dai Jimin,
I. The Changsha rcfcned to ~ is not the capital of Hunan Province, but a small
tOWD oo the Mei, a river running between Yudu and Ruijin xian, which the Red Army was
obliged to cross in proceeding eastward toward fujian.
2. A character is missing here from the available Chinese text.
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Polilical Conunissar He Cheng).l Every army must deal independently with the
large baggage stored in the rear and in the local areas.
VI. General Headquancrs will arrive at Ping'anzhai on the first day, in the
vicinity of Liuminba on the second day, at Guancangxia on the third day, and at
Ruijin City on the fourth day. Thereafter, its location w:ill be determined sepa·
rately. Every day, on reaching its place of encampment, eac:h army should send a
report to Headquarters.
Supplementary Notes:
a. For the detailed itinerary of every anny, sec: the attac:hed map, but this
must be kept absolutely secret and must not be transmitted below the
divisional level.
b. Each army can lay down its own itineraries for the advance to Ruijin City,
Huangbaix:u, and Rentianshi, but these should not be transmitted below
the regimental level.
c. The area to the right of the right wing army should be further divided into
parallel routes for the advance by the Third Army Group and the Seventh
Army themselves. The area on the left of the left wing anny should be
further divided into parallel routes for the advance by the Third Army
itself.
d. Each army should choose a location in the vicinity of the crossing point
for antiaircraft defenses. At least eight machine guns should be set up. and if
the enemy's planes fty low (below 800 meters) to disrupt cnu crossing, the
river crossing commanders in charge of each crossing. or the commander of
each army (the <:OmiiWlder·in-chiet) should give the order to fire at them
e. During the march, each army should assign capable staff officers to inves-tigate the roads we have passed through on the way, and the houses,
mountains, rivers, topography, and so on near the route. Whenever you
stop and camp, you must investigate the social situations at the plac:e of
encampment and the roads that extend in all directions. After reac:hing the
place for concenlnl.ting our forces, the results of these investigations must
be reported to the staff office of General Headquarters.
In all, there are six orders and five supplementary notes.
Commandef..in·Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

·3. He Cheog (1901- ), a native of Satltai (Shebong) in Sichuan, joined 1be Party in
1925, participucd in tbc Guangzhou UprisiftJ in 1927, and then did medical work in
Guangdong base areas before coming to lhe Jiangxi base areas in early 1931. No bio.
&raphical infonnalion has been loca1ed on Dai Jimin.

A Letter to Our Brothers the Soldiers of the
K1lite Anny on the Furcible Occupation of
Manchuria fry japanese Imperialism
(September 25, 1931)

Soldiers, Our Brothers!
Do not the warlords of the Guomindang constantly tell you that it is your responsibility to "defend the country and protect the people"? But look, now the troops
of Japanese imperialism have already occupied all the most important cities of
Manchuria; they arc slaughtering the toiling masses of workers and peasants in
Manchuria, as well as the soldiers, with guns, cannons, and bombs, and have
already begun to treat Manchuria purely as their colony. Let us ask: How arc the
Guomindang warlords canying out their responsibility of"defcnding the country
and protecting the people"? What are they saying to you now?
Confronted by such atrocities on the pan of Japanese imperialism, the
Guomindang warlords tell you ''not to resist"; they tell you ''reasonable people
should submil to violence"; they ask you to stretch out your necks and let the
Japanese imperialist bandits massacre you; they ask you meekly to become the
Mslaves without a country" of Japanese imperialism. From this you see that the
Guomindang warlords can only toady and capitulate to imperialism and act as
the running dogs of imperialism. They are capable neither of '"defending the
country" nor of"proiCCting the people"!
And yet, in order to enlarge their own spheres of influence and exploit and
butcher the Chinese people on a still larger scale, the Guomindang warlords
have, year after year, carried on chaotic military struggles among themselves.
For the sake of these wars among the warlords, they are very brave about forcing
you to the battlefields to murder your own brothers and destroy the lives and
property of the popular masses. They exact vexatious taxes and levies, they
impress men and requisition horses, and they suck the last drop ofblood from the
toiling and impoverished popular masses. They slaughter the revolutionary
workers and peasants. They force the people to grow opiwn to poison lhe
This letter (liSt appeared in the volume Sr~wei91 Zhonggllo (Soviet China), published in
Moscow in 1933. We have translated. it ftomMaoUt/tmgji, Vol. l,pp. 13-16, where it
isreprodw:cdftomthatsoun:e.
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masses. They have created unprecedented disasters (flood, drought, and famine)
in all of China. In exploiting and massacring the popular masses, they have
consistently displayed enormous resolution and courage!
Especially when the workers and peasant masses of our soviet area rose up
spontaneously-when they drove out all the imperialists, ovenhrew the rule of
the Guomindang, confiscated all the land of the landlord class, put into practice
the system of the eight-hour day, created the workers' and peasants' own armed
force, the Worken' and Peasants' Red Army, and established the Soviet Government ofthe Worken, Peasants, and Soldiers-all the Guomindang warlords wen:
mortally offended and manifested their resolution and courage. Once, twice.
three times they attacked us with the aid of the imperialists; they used airplanes, bombs, poison gas, artillery, and machine guns to slaughter the people of the soviet area. Although their attacks have all been defeated by our
brave efforts and those of the popular masses, if we do not extenninate them,
they will certainly never leave us alone. They are also extraordinarily brave
when it comes to attacking the people's soviet political power and the
people's Red Army!
Soldiers, our brothers! You have already had enough of the deception and
oppression from these warlords! Just consider: When you come right down to it,
why are you risking your lives for these warlords? Can you say it is for the sake
of feeding your families and eking out a living? In reality, you yourselves often
do not receive a copper of pay. You yourselves have neither enough to eat nor
wann clothing to wear. How can you feed your families? Your superior officcn
treat you like cattle, like cannon fodder; they want you to risk your lives in
killing your own worker and peasant brothers so they can rise in rank and enrich
themselves!
Soldiers, our brothers! You must think of another way out! There is another
way out for yoli--Chis way out is revolution! You have rifles and guns in your
hands. First kill your reactionary superior officers; then unite with the workers,
peasants, and all the toiling and impoverished masses of your area to overthrow
the fucking Guomindang govenunent.• Confiscate the land of the landlord class
and distribute it to the poor peasants; seize the grain and houses of the rich, make
them public property, and tum them over to the poor to eat and live in; let the
workers work only eight houn a day; then organize yourselves to run your own
affairs. Thus you will have created a government of the workers and peasants,
that is, a soviet government. You will have become the armed force of the
workers and peasan~e Worlters• and Peasants' Red Army. If there is a
soviet government and a Red Army near yoW' garrison area, then when you have
either caprured alive or killed your reactionary superior officers. present yourselves there to join the Red Anny. Only the Soviet Government and only the Red
Army can protect the interests of the workers, peasants, and soldiers, overthrow
I. Guomindang diao zhell6{w.
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lhc Guomindang, overthrow imperialism, and really defend the country and protect the people!
Soldiers. our brothers! Unite! Tum your guns around. Fight for the overthrow
of imperialism and the Guomindang, which exploit, oppress, and slaughter the
toiling and impoverished Chinese masses. Fight for the establishment of the
workers', peasants', and soldiers' own Soviet Government and Red Anny! We,
yom brothers, the hundreds of thousands of Red Army soldiers, truly welcome
you to our ranks!
Down with imperialism and the Guom.indang!
Establish the Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers' Soviet Government!
Long live the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red.Anny!
Long live the victory of the soviet revolution in China!

Commander-in·Chicfofthe Chinese
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army and
Commander of the First Anny Group

Zb.u De

Director of the General Political Deparc·
ment of the Chinese Workers' and
Peasants' Red Anny

Mao Zcdong

Commander of the Second Anny Group of
the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red
Anny
HeLong
Commander of the Third Anny Group of
the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red
Army

Peng Dcbuai

Commander of the Third Anny of the Chinese Worlters' and Peasants' Red Army

Huang Gongluc

Eulogyfor Comrade Huang Gonglue'
(1931)

You died not in the Guangzhou Uprising. you died not in the Pingjiang Uprising,
but now you have unexpcciCdly sacrificed your life, how unbearable that the
great pengl has fallen ftom the sky.
You adlieved merit in the revolutiorwy war, you achieved merit in the guerrilla war, all your life long how bravely you fought, setting an example for
generations to come.

Our soun:e for this couplet is Shici dailian, p. 165.
I. Huang Gonglue (189~1931). a native of Hunan, joined lhe Chinese CommUDiSI
~in 1927. He participated in tbeGuangzhou Uprising of December 1927, and in the
Pmgjiang Uprising of 1928. In Juac 1930, Huang's Sixth Army, which had already set up
a base area on the wcstcm bank of the Gan River, beame pert of the First Anny Group
under the command of Zbu De and Mao Zedong. HUBIIS was killed in action on Scptember!S,I931.
2. The mythical bird called apeng(usually tmnslalcd as ''rocj appears in the opening
passage of chapter I of Zhwngzi (translated in Angus Graham, ChUCUJg-t%11. 171e Sm!n

~~~~.c:r.:~')~~:!'h~;'~':'= :eme~u:'t:'~ct.,o;~~=~

Chlllgsha" of July 1930, translated in Volume III oflhis edition. p. 460. Allhough lhat
~m also conrained lines in praise of Hwmg Oongluc, the peng appears there as a symbol
or the CDemy ~s or Cbia!lg K.aishek and 1he Guomindang. Here it slands, on the

:onlrary, for a revoJuliorwy hero. No doubl Mao perceived Ibis creature as a metaphor for
PGWcrful protean force which could be either good or evil dependins em the coruex1.
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Order to Gather Experience About
Attacking Fortified Village Blockhouses
(October 14, 1931)

I. The fortified village blockhouses [tu weizi pao/ou] 1 are the last strongholds
of the local bullies. If these strongholds are not destroyed, many of the peasant
masses will still not dare to stand up. In order to eliminate the confrontation
between the Rt;d and the White, win over the broad masses, and be able to
capture the local bullies so as to raise revenue, the fortified village blockhouses
must be totally wiped out.
2. In the past, in our assaults on blockhouses in the course of attacks on
fortified villages, we always used infantry charges and the threat of the artillery.

In reality, this is far from sufficient. We suffered heavy casualties, and yet the
blockhouses in the fortified villages were not 1aken. We did not have the slightest idea how to use the strength of the engineering troops to dig tunnels, dig
trenches, bury land mines, blow up the walls, and then charge in, or use a large
amount of explosives to destroy them completely.
3. From the experience of recent battles to take the blockhouse of fortified
villages, the Red Army has learned many lessons and mastered many skills. It
has shattered many famous fortifications with assurance, and eliminated the last
strongholds of the enemy.
4. Many fortified village blockhouses of the local tyrants arc being built right
now in the countryside. The warlords have already built very strong fortresses in
the cities to resist the attacks of the Red Army. The tactics of the Red Army for
attacking cities and strongholds should be learned and perfected in the struggles
to attack the fortified village blockhouses.
5. After receiving this order, every army must call a meeting and carefully
discuss, summarize, and report to General Headquarters the concrete experience,
military dispositions, and work methods, such as the methods to dig tunnels, the
tools used, the type and quantity of explosives, the power of the explosion, and
Our source for this order is Mao Zedongjunshi well)I, Vol. l, pp. 257-58.
I. In many parts of South China, including southern Jiangxi, western Fujian, and
northemGuangdong,generationsofmterlineagefeuds,banditry,andothersocialunrest
hadlednotonlytoconstructlOnofstrongmountainredoubtswithmwhichpeoplecould
flee in ttmes of emergency, but also to the formation of large, often circular and multisto·
riL-d,forucss-senlementswithinwhichpeoplepassedtheircverydaylives.
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the achievements of the commanding officers who were directly engaged in
attacking fortified village blockhouses in every anny, division, and regiment.
Afterward, these reports will be discussed by the staff office of General Headquarters, and the effective and well-tried methods will be compiled into a textbook on building strongholds and attacking cities for use in baining the Red
Army. This is urgently needed at present. The reports should be prepared and
sent to General Headquaners within ten days following receipt of this order, and
there must be no delay in doing this. It is so ordered.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

The &tnunnic Policy of the
Chinese Soviet &public
Adopted by the First National Congress of Chinese
Soviets of Workers, Peasants, and Soldiers
(December 1, 1931)

For the purpose of apposing imperialism, promoting the developm.CDt of the l&lld
revolution, and strengthening the revolutionary alliance of workers and peasants,
the First National Congress of Chinese Soviets of Workers, Peasants. and Soldiers establishes the following stipulations as the basis for the economic policy
of the soviets at the present time.

l.lada&try

A. To ensure the total independence of the Soviet Government. all economic
lifelines now in the hands of imperialism are to be natioDalized----ooncessons.
customs houses. banks, railways. navigation, mines, factories, and so on. For the
ptaent, certain foreign enterprises will be pennittcd to sign new leases and
contrac:IS and continue production. They must, bowever, observe all decrees
issued by the soviets ;md bring into effect the eight-hour day and all other
regulations. If any owner of these enterprises violates any of these conditions and
stages a production slowdown. closes down an enteJprise. interferes with tbc
intemal atl'ails of the Soviet Govemment, or supports the counterrevolution, [the
enterprise) must immediately be confiSCated and revert to state ownership.
B. As for the [policy) of the soviets toward eDtelprises aDd handicraft manufactures of Chinese capitalists, they will remain in the hands of the former
owners and not be nationalized for the time beiDg. But such production will be
supervised by the workels tbrougb a factory comminee or labor union committee. If an owner slows down production, violates soviet law, or participates in
counterrevolutionary activities. such as deliberately sabotaging or stopping production, his enterprise must immediately be CODfiscated and, in accordance with
the concrete circumstances, turned over to and managed by the labor cooperative
of the workers or the Soviet Govemm.eot.
Our source for this document is Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 53-SS, wben: it has bccJI taken
from a texl published in Ruijin in 1931.
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3. Every effort will be made to promote the devclopmeot of industly, and the
soviefS will pay special attention to ensuring the growth of all entelprises that supply
tbe Red Army (factories, workshops. handicrafts. household industries. ...)
]I, Commerce

A. The soviets should guarantee freedom of commerce and must not interfere in everyday commodity market relations. The soviets must, however, strictly
prohibit merchants from opportunistically raising prices and should disband
chambers of commerce and prohibit large and small merchants from monopolizing prices in the name of the chambers of commerce. If merchants should stage a
slowdown or an economic blockade, thereby threatening the supply to the
masses of major daily necessities, or because of the needs of the Red Anny, the
Soviet Government should stipulate a maximum price for necessities, but tiUs
sort of method should be used only when necessary and free trade should be
restored as soon as possible.
B. In trading with non-soviet areas, it is not at all possible to exercise a
"monopoly of external trade." At the same time, the Soviet Government should
cany out supervision of tiUs trade, in order to ensure the supply of necessities in
the soviet areas. For the export of silver curreocy, permission of the soviet in the
area in question is required.
C. For the sake of commerce in the Soviet as a whOle, to safegtmd the
interests oftbe poor laboring people, and to improve the supply of necessities for
the toiling masses, the Soviet Government must make the utmost effort to organize and develop consumer cooperatives. The soviets should provide the cooperatives with financial assistance, exempt them from taxation, and apportion some
of the confiscated houses and shops for their use. In addition, to ensure supplies
for the poor toiling masse&, the Soviet Government should foster public storehouses and store up graiD to facilitate low-priced supply and relief.

IlL Finance and Tantlon
A. All systems of taxation aad aD excessive taxes and levies introduced by
the Guomindang warlord government arc to be abolished. The soviets will adopt
a new system of progressive taxation so that the burden will be shifted to the
capitalist class. The Soviet Government should exempt ftom taxation the Red
Anny, the worken, aad the families ofthe impoverished rural and Uiban masses.
In cases of unexpected disaster, taxation should also be waived or reduced.
B. Abolish all oral or writteD conlraetS of bondage or usury concluded in the
past; abolish all debts to the USUI'CIS incumd by peasants and the urban poor;
strictly prohibit aoy form of bondage based on taxation in advance or debt owed.
All attempts to restore relations ofbond service or usury are to be preveniCd aod
prohibited lhrougb revolutionary law. All articles paWDed by the urban and rural
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poor are to be returned completely free of charge to their fonner ownen, and
pawnshops arc to be handed over to the soviets.
C. Old cwrency now in usc in soviet areas may continue to circulate at
present, and distinctions in quotations on the market should be eliminated. The
Soviet should, however, check on this cunency so as to supervise its circulation;
the Soviet should issue soviet money of its own and have the old bills exchanged
so that it may begin to stamp the old currency as effective for recirculation. All
currency coming from the outside must be exchanged for currency with the
soviet stamp or currency issued by the Soviet itself.
D. To unify the currency system and aid the poor toiling masses as a whole,
the Soviet should establish a Worken' and Peasants' Bank and set up branches
in each soviet area. This bank is authorized to issue currency. The Workers' and
Peasants' Bank provides loans to all those operating peasant household industries, to cooperatives, and to small businessmen, so as to develop their economy, This bank should be responsible for exchanging old currency and its
branches should function as tax collectors.
E. The Soviet should send its representatives to alllocaJI and large private
banks and cash shops, to supervise their tnmsactions and prohibit these banks
from issuing any kind of cunency. The Soviet must strictly forbid all attempts of
bankers to use local banks for counterrevolutionary activities.
IV. Mualdpal Admlnl1tntlea

A. The Soviet should make cenain adjustments so as 10 reduce the mns of tbe2
and w1>an poor and confiscale the houses and wealth of the landlords, despotic
genby, warlords, bwaucmos, and politiciom. The houses should be banded- to
the WOike!s, coolies, and appeotioes 10 live in. The wealth should be divided among
the urban poor or approprialed by the Soviet for public .semoes. The city soviets
should use every possible means to improve housing CODditions for the poor.
MembeiS oftbc Slanding Committee of the
Presidium of the Filst Natiooal. Congress of
Chinese Soviels ofWorken, Peuonu, and
Soldiers

Xiang Ying, Zbou
Yili, Zeng Shan,
Zhang Dmgcheng,
Chen Zbengm>,
Zb.u De, Deng Fa

Chainaan of the Central Executive Commit·
tee of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Mao Zcdong

v;ce-Chainncn

x;,.g Ymg
Zbang Guotao

t. The Chinese is Rahu, literally "aboriginal," but here it probably means simply
"local."
2. There appears 10 be 1 clwacter milsjag here before lhc conjunction
pre.sumablythatfor"ruraa."
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Order for the An-est of Gu Shunzhang,

a Traitor to the Revolution
A General Order Issued by the Council ofPeoples
Commissars of the Provisional Central Soviet
Government (Unnumbered)
(December 10, 1931)

To all soviet governments at the various levels of province, xian, district. and
township, and to all Red Anny and Red Guard units. as well as to the broad
masses of toiling workers and peasants in all soviet areas;
To the workers, peasants, and all the exploited masses in areas under White
rule:
After he was arrested in Hankou on April 2S of this year by a search and
arrest team of the counterrcvolutionuy GUOIIUndang, the traitor to the workers'
and peasants' revolution Gu Shunzbang (also known as LiMing; original name
Gu Fcngmin; alias The All-Transforming Magician; about twenty--seven or
twenty-eight years of age; a native of Wusong, Shanghai; extremely sbon in
stature, with bulging eyes and a prominent nose) inunediately capitulated to the
reactionary rCgimc. He infonned the enemy regarding the Chinese Communist
Party's liaison office in Wuhan, the Western Hubei joint xian soviet governments, and the Wuhan branch office of the Red Anny's Second Anny Group. As
a result, all of them were discovered and arrested. In addition, more than ten
revolutionary fighters were taken and subsequently aJI of them were slaughtered
by the Wuhan reactioruuy government Wbal is more. there was a riverboat
worker who was sympathetic to the revolution, and Gu Shunzhans was the only
person who knew this secret. Gu save this man away too and landed bim in the
prison of the cowuerrevolutionaries. Having; paid these dues and guarantees in
blood. Gu Shunzhang: promptly sent several telegrams to NanjinJ requesting; a
personal interview with Chiang K.aishek. After arriving in Nanjing, in addition to
informing the Guomindang counterreVolutionaries about the organizations and
This order was first published in Hongqf zhouiHJo, no. 27, December 17, 1931. We bavc
translated it from Mao Zedong ji, Vol. 3, pp. 57-60, where it is reproduced ftom tbat

.......
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activities of the Chinese Communist Party, the Soviet Government, the Red
Army, and all the revolutionary groups of workers, peasants, and toiling masses,
he identified Comrade Yun Daiying, 1 member of the Central Comminee of the
Chinese Communist Party and nationwide leader of revolutionary youth, and
others, who had already been sentenced to prison by the Nanjing govcmmcnt,
and they were immediately shot by the counterrevolutionaries. At the same time
he gave to the counterrevolutionaries the addresses he had learned when he was
in Shanghai of five of the Chinese Communist Party's Central Committee mem·
bers and responsible comrades, including Zhou Enlai, Qu Qiubai, and Li
Weihan.l Telegraphic orders were promptly sent to the Shanghai Public Security
Bureau to discover and arrest these people together with the imperialist police.
Fortunately, these comrades had just left Shanghai at the time and so escaped the
danger. Then Gu Shunzhang proceeded to have his family members work, on the
basis of the clues he had, to track down the organs and responsible pcnonages of
the Chinese Communist Party and other revolutioanry organizations and groups
in Shanghai. Unfortunately, Comrade Xiang Zhongfa.l the general secretary of
the Chinese Communist Party, was arrested and subsequently executed as a
result of this scheme of his, thus becoming Gu Shunzhang's greatest contribution
in betraying the revolution and surrendering to the counterrevolution. Since then,
Gu Shunzhang has gone on to become an important member of the KK organiza·
tion, an organization that carries out clandestine assassinations for Chiang
I. Yun Daiying (189S...l931), a native ofWuchang in Hubei,joined the Party in 1921
and became one of its leading intellectuals and otp~izers dwing the 1920s. After falling
out of favor with 1he Li Lisan leadership, he was working underground in Shanghai when
arrested in April 1930. After his identity was bettaycd by Gu Sbunzhang, Yun was
executedinAprili931.
2. Qu Qiubai (18~1935), a native of Changzhou in Jiangsu, joined tbe Communist
Pany in 1922 while srudying in the Soviet Union. After reruming to China he rose to
become Pany leader in August 1927, but was stripped of his position as secretary at 1he
Sixth Congress in June 1928. He remained in the Soviet Union until 1930, when be
returned to China and participated in the removal of Li Lisan ftom power at the Third
Plenum. He then worked undcrgound in Shanghai. Li Wcihao (1896-1984), a native of
Changsha in Hunan, joined the Party in 1922, rose 10 be a Politburo member by 1927, and
became head of the Jiangsu provincial Party organization before leaving for 1he Soviet
UnioninJulyl931.
3. Xiang lhongfa (1880-1931), a native ofHubci, was a factory worker, and then a
sailor in his youth. He joined 1he Conununist Party in 1922, and thereafter engaged in
labor organizing work. EJected to 1he Central Committee at the Fifth Congress in 1927, he
also ancndcd the August 7 Emergency Conference. Atlhe end of 1927, Xiang went to the
Soviet Union, where he became deeply involved in intra-Party factionalism, and was
elected 10 the Executive Committee of the Comintem. At the Sixth Congress of the
ChiDCSe CommuniSI Party, held in Moscow in 192g, he was appointed general secmary.
Rerwning to China to work in Shanghai, he retained Ibis post both during the period of Li
Lisan's dominance and subsequently as part of lhe Pavel Mif--dominated Returned Stu·
dents group. He was., as indicated here, betrayed by Gu Shunzhang's family, arrested on
Junc22, 193l,andcxcculcd on June 24.
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Kaishek. Along with Chen Guofu. Chen Lifu,"' Xu Enceng,s and Yang Hu,6 he is
one of Chiang Kaishek's murderous assistants.
Recently, as a result of the victories that the Red Army has won in various
soviet areas, the establishment of the Provisional Central Soviet Government,
and the upsurge of the struggle by the workers. peasants, and other poor and
toiling masses against the Guomindang and imperialism in areas under White
rule, the Chinese Communist Party and the revolutionary mass organizations and
groups, although faced with extreme difficulties under the White Terror, have,
with the suppon of the broad masses of the people, become more consolidated
and more tighdy organized in leading the workers, peasants, and other poor and
toiling masses to rally for struggle under the banner of the soviets. Therefore, the
traitor Gu Shunzhang will never have his way in his venomow scheme to destroy the revolutionary organizations and physically exterminate the revolutionary leaders. In consequence, he has changed his strategy and is slandering our
responsible revolutiorwy comrades and the Central Comminee of the Chinese
Communist Party as murderous criminals in a vain anempt to destroy the prestige of the Chinese Communist Party and its responsible personages in the eyes
of the masses. Even more shamelessly, Gu Shunzhang himself wrote a letter
published in a newspaper calling for the arrest of the responsible comrades Zhou
Enlai and others and saying that since his defection he had never betrayed
anyone in the Conununist Party, but had simply shut himself up behind closed
doors to reacl. This shameless denial can never cover up the bloody damage that
his ferocious and cruel schemes have wreaked upon the revolution. This is something that every member of the revolutionary masses can see. As for the public
notice of a reward for capture, any revolutiorwy fighter and member of the
masses of workers and peasants who joins the revolution automatically has his
name entered on the countenevolutionaries' most wanted list, so who needs the
traitor Gu Sbunzhang to publish such a call in the newspapers?
Class hatred has reached the stage of life-and-death struggle. Those for whom
the Guomindang wants to issue counterrevolutionary wanted circulars are pre-cisely the people the broad masses of workers, peasants, and other poor and
toiling masses wish to suppon. Conversely, ferocious and cruel traitors such as
Gu Shunzhang, protected by the Guomindang counterrevolutionaries, are precisely those the broad masses of workers, peasants, and other poor and toiling
4. Chen Guofu and Chen Lifu, brolhers, wete well-known high-level Nationalist Pany
politicians and advisors to Chiang Kaishek. Together they were leaders of the so-called
..CC Clique" wilhin tbc Guom.indang and the Nationalist government
S. Xu Enceng (1898-1985) was a nalivc ofZhejiang. He had joined the CC Clique in
1927, and in 1931 was chicfoflhc investiptioa section in the Orpnization Department
ofthe Guomindang.
di ~-- Yang Hu (1889-?), a native of Anhui, participated in the Northern Expedition as a
. VISion commander. In 1926., he was bead of the seem service of the National Rcvo.lu11on&ry Anny. He returned to Beijing in 1949, and died of illness shonly thereafter.
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people wish to exterminate. Only people such as landlords. the bow'geoisie,
Guomindang warlords, and bureaucrats can be relied upon by the counterrevolutionaries, but they are coming to the end of their road right now. Tbe
participants in and supporters of the revolution are the extremely broad masses
of the worken, peasants, Uiban poor, and the whole oflhe oppressed masses, and
the triwnpbant Soviet Government and Chinese Conununist Party are now leading them in the sbuggle to seize nationwide victory for the revolution. The
revolutionary tide is surging bigber and higher, and Chiang Kaishek's anny, two
or three hundred thousand strong, has been once, twice, thrice defeated by the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, as if crushing dry weeds and smashing rotten
wood. How could a traitor such as Gu Shunzbang and Chiang Kaishek's murderous KK organization destroy the revolution? On the contrary, they will eventually be drowned in the great waves of the revolution.
For this reason, the Provisional Central Soviet Government issues this general
order to soviet governments at all levels, and to the Red Army and Red Guards
in various areas, and also gives public notice to the workers, peasants, and other
poor and toiling masses throughout the country to guard carefully against the
countenevolutionary plots and devices of the Guomindang and to make a concerted effort to take the traitor Gu Sbunzhang. If this traitor is encountered in the
soviet areas, he should be captured and sent to the revolutionary court for trial. If
this traitor is encountered in areas under White rule, e:very revolutionary fighter,
every worker, peasant, or poor person, is responsible for extenninating him. To
caprure and extenninate lhe traitor Gu Sbunmang is the conscious and glorious
duty of every revolutionary fighter and of the worker and peasant masses. The
localities7 which the landlords, capitalists, and counterrevolutionary lackeys are
trying to buy with their offers of reward cannot be employed to insult our
exploited and oppressed masses.
All workers, peasants, and other poor, toiling people!
Let's consolidate our banle line and make a concerted effort to capture the
traitor Gu Shunzhang!
Develop the revolutionary struggle and thoroughly destroy Chiang Kaishek's
murderous KK organization!
Chairman ofdle Council of People's
Commissars
Vice-Chairmen

MaoZedong
XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

7. Difong.I1 is not clearwhetherlhisexpression here has irs llS1J81 senseof ..locality''
or "place," or whelher it means something vaguer, such as "those lhings."

utter to the Popular Masses of the
Whole Country Concerning the Betrayal
of the Interests of the Oti:nese Nation
by the Guomindang
(December 11, 1931)
Dear workers, peasants, soldiers, and revolutionary studcms:
The counterrevolutionary Ouomindang government is once again engaged in
shameless new acts of betraying China and of selling out the interests of the
nation and the popular masses. According to the newspapers, the Guomindang
government has already recognized the establishment of a neutral zone in
Jinzhou, proposed the organization of an international settlement in Tianjin, and
recognized all the previous secret treaties selling out the country and forfeiting
ow- sovereignty. 1 Brothers and sisters, do you all know what this means? It
means banding over to the Japanese tens of thousands of[square] li of territory
in Manchuria and tens of millions of people to be trampled Wlderfoot. It means
handing over Tianjin and Jinzhou to intemationa1 imperialism to be ravaged; it
means weighing down the four hundred million people of China with heavy iron
chains, handcuffs. and shack1es, and subjecting generation after generation of our
descendants to endless exploitation and oppression at the hands of Japan and the
international imperialists, ruming them into slaves without a country. Brothers!
Sisters! These are unprecedented and appalling acts of betrayal! Yet the reactionary ruling classes continue to boast unblushingly, utteriag empty shouts aboUI
"revolutionary diplomacy," "fmal preparation," and ''marching north to recover
This letter appeared in 1933 in the volume Suweiai Zhongguo, published in Moscow. We
have translated it from Mao Zedongjl, Vol. 3, pp. 61-64, where it is reproduced from that
source.
I. The references here are to the aftennath of the Japanese occupation of Manchuria,
which began with the Mukden Incident of September 18, 1931. After the Japanese occupation began, a substantial force of Nationalist anny b'OOps remained in the city of
Jinzhou in soulhem Liaoning Province throughout the fall of 1931. Meanwhile, two
waves of Japanese-instigated "riots" broke out in Tianjin, as well as various Chinese
studem protesls. The unrest provided a pretext for the Japanese 10 expand their movement
south toward Tianjin, pressuring Nationalist forces to abandon Jinzhou and provide furtherconcessionstoJapaneseinterestsinTianjin.
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lost territory." This is truly the most shameless and brazen business on earth.
Brothers! SistcJS! Can we allow omselves to be slaughtered and carved up
like sheep by the reactionary rulers in collaboration with imperialism at their
discretion? Can we look on while our land is forcibly seized by Japanese imperialism? Are we to put up with the kind of cruel oppression, slaughler, and
humiliation that slaves in the colonies endure? Can we remain silent when we
see our own brothers whipped. cruelly massacred, and slaughtered by tbe imperialists? Can we remain unmoved as we watch our own sisten dallied with,
humiliated, and raped? No, no, ten thousand times no! Well then, we must all
rise in unison to resist, to resist the invasion of the Japanese imperialists and the
other international imperialists, to resist the shameless capitulation of the
Guomindang rulers to imperialism and their betrayal of China! Go on strike,
workers, students, soldiers! 2 Seize the weapons of the reactionaries to ann ourselves, and let us all exert ourselves to drive the Japanese imperialists out of the
country and overthrow the running dog ofimpcrialism--the Ouomindang!
Brothers! Sisters! Can we still harbor any illusions or hopes at all with regard
to Guomindang rule? The rule of the Guomindang bas created uninterrupted
famine for years on end; it bas inDicted hunger, cold, and homelessness on
countless members of the popular masses who are hovering between life and
death; it has brought about unemployment for several million workers, who
wander the streets without a means of subsistence; it bas resulted year after year
in warfare among the warlords, leaving the bodies of tens of thousands of soldiers exposed in the wildcmess and their widows and orphans homeless and
destitute; and it has resulted in countless secret treaties of national betrayal and
humiliation, and in countless massacres, thereby placing China forever under tbe
iron feet of imperialism, unable to free herself! Can we tolerate even for a minute
longer reactionary rule such as this, of which the crimes mount to heaven? No,
no, ten thousand times no! So what should we do? We must all rise up together
and overthrow this reactionary Guomindang rule! Get organized, unite, muster
our strength, ready our weapons, and cany out an anned uprising to overthrow
Guomindang rule and set up the people's own government! Under the lcadeJSbip
of our own government, cany out an anti-imperialist war of national liberation!
Brothers! Sisters! Once we have overthrown the reactionary rule and organized our own government to wage revolutionary war, can we defeat Japan and
international imperialism? Can we smash the well trained and amply provisioned
imperialist troops? Yes, yes, ten thousand times yes! If the worker and peasant
masses of Russia, exhausted from four yean of warfare, relying on their own
2. BtJgDng. btJire. btJcoo, literally "cease WOJk, cease attending classes, cease drill."

or

The first two
these terms are the slalldanl Chinese expressions for strikes by workcn
and students; tbc tbinf, which is ool so common, obviously refers to soldiers. Here we
have supplied the subjects, implicit in the tenns; when the same phrase occurs again, in
the fll'll o(the rallying cries at the end ofdlis texl, we have translated II10I'e literally.
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strength and on Bolshevik leadership, could defeat the Allied armies of fourteen

imperialist powers, why couldn't we? The unity of the masses, tens of millions
strong, is mightier than all the planes and carmons of the imperialists, how much
more so with the proletariat of the entire world, the oppressed slaves in the
colonies, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, making up one sixth of the
world, standing on our side. Arise, overthrow the reactionary rule of the
Ouomindang, establish our own political power, and wage a bloody war to the
dealh against imperialism!
Brothers! Sisters! The Provisional Central Revolutionary Soviet Government
hereby declares to you: the Soviet Govemment is the only revolutionacy government that opposes imperialism to the end; our aim is to achieve the complete
independence and liberation of the Chinese nation; we oppose all unequal treaties, open or secret, between the reactionary government of China and imperialism; we oppose secret diplomacy; we advocate driving out ftom China all
imperialist land, sea, and air forces; we advocate confiscation of all banks,
mines, railways, and enterprises run by imperialism in China; we refuse to recognize all foreign debts; we consider the Guomindang government in Nanjing, like
that in Guangdong, to be a traitorous govenunent of the landlord and capitalist
classes that has no right whatsoever to represent the toiling masses of China. All
negotiations and treaties between them and imperialism are considered by the
Soviet Government to be null and void. As for the M&llChurian lncident,l we
advocate inunediate and unconditional withdrawal of Japanese troops from
China; abrogation of all fonner treaties between China and Japan; confiscation
of all Japanese imperialist banks, mines, railways, and· enterprises in China;
taking back all concessions; abolition of consular jurisdiction; and the signing of
new, equal treaties on the basis of respect for the independence and freedom of
Soviet China. OtheiWiSC. a detennined war of national liberation will be waged
against Japanese imperialism. But in order 1o pursue the independence and liberation of the Chinese nation and to fight and win a war of national liberation, it is
necessary first to overthrow the counterrevolutio1181y Guomindang government,
which is selling out the interests of the Chinese nation, and to establish the rule
of a democntic dictatorship of workers and peasants, in the form of a soviet, in
the whole country.
Brothers! Sisters! Imperialist aggression daily becomes fiercer, Ouomindang
betrayal daily becomes more shameless, and the misery of the toiling and impoverished masses daily becomes more acute! Arise, loiling and impoverished
masses of the whole country! Unite, organize, and ann yourselves to wage the
final decisive battle against imperialism and the Ouomindang! Come and range
yourselves under the banner of the soviets, destroy counterrevolutionary
Guomindang rule with a soviet revolution of the workers and peasants, overthrow the semicolonial ruling system that imperialism has set up in China, and
3. I.e., the Japanese occupaticm of Manchuria.
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secure the ftecdom and liberation oflhe Chinese nation and of China's popular
masses!
Go on strike, boycott classes, and rejec:t military training in opposition to
imperialism and to the suppression and massac:re of the anti-imperialist movement by the Guomindang!
Let the popular masses arm themselves and drive out Japanese imperialism!
Nullify all negotiations and secret treaties between the Ouomindang and imperialism!
Overthrow the counterrevolutionary rule of the Guomindang!
Down with imperialism!
Support the Provisional Central Revolutionary Government of the Chinese
Soviet Republic--die government of the Chinese people!
Support the Red Army-the military f~ of the Chinese popular masses
themselves and the only military force that opposes imperialism to the end!
Long live the independence and liberation of the Chinese nation!
Lorlg live Soviet China!
Chainnan of the Provisional Central
Revolutionary Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic

Vice-Chainnen

MaoZcdong
Zhang Guotao
Xiang Ying

Directive No. 6 of the Central Executive
Cummiture of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Provisional Procedure for Handling
Counterrevolutionary Cases and Establishing
Judicial Organs
(Passed by an Extraordinary Session of the
Central Executive Committee, December 13, 1931)
Since the third victory of the revolutioniU)' war and the establishment of the
Provisional Central Government, soviet political power has been further consolidated. At this time in the soviet areas there is a task that urgently must be done,
which is to establish revolutionary order so as to safeguard the rights of the

masses.
When countmevolutionazy organizations such as the AB Corps, the Social
Democratic Party, the Reorganizationists, and all other counterrevolutionary factions were being exposed in the past, soviet governments at all levels everywhere
resolutely carried out arrests and inteirogations and dealt with many counterreVolutionary elements, dealing death blows to these counterrevolutionaries and
thereby consolidating soviet political power. The main direction of this type of
work has been completely correct.
Everyone must be aware, however, that past work in eliminating counterrevolutionaries has not been without mistakes. The Provisional Central Government seriously points out to soviet governments at all levels everywhere that
in various respects the work of eliminating counterrevolutionaries was previOUsly done incorrectly in many localities. For example, people were arrested
on the strength of confessions by a certain counterrevolution&JY element or by a
few of them, without sufficient evidence or wtdcrtaking investigation work.
During interrogation th~ was willful insistence on usiDg corporal punishment,
SO that incidents of bearing a confession out of someone were a frequent occurrence. In punishing offenders there was failure to make distinctions in class status
and between leaders and followen, so that those who should have beell. lighdy
punished were instead punished severely. (For example, worker and peasant eleOur SOUrce for 1his texl is Z/rollfiYllng gMjudi Jhiliao Vol. 3, pp. 656-59.
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ments who were followers were not released.) These mistakes were discovered
on numerous occasions in many places in the soviet areas. A portion of these
mistakes were made through the conspiratorial activities of counterrevolutionary
elements hidden within the soviet governments. Ever since these mistakes were
made, this has caused the worker and peasant masses in many places to develop
suspicions toward the soviet governments' work of eliminating countem:volutionaries. The fact that the rights of the revolutionary masses cannot be
completely ensured under the soviet govenunents. that it has not been possible to
establish an excellent revolutionary order under the soviets, and that at the same
time it has not been possible to eliminate thoroughly countem:volutionary organizations and activitie&--all this is extremely wrong.
The Provisional Central Government hereby notifies soviet governments everywhere at all levels that they must resolutely and rapidly establish revolutionary order, so that the basic rights and all appropriate legal rights of the
revolutionary masses arc absolutely ensured. At the same time, counterreVolutionary organizations and activities are to be thoroughly destroyed, and the following provisional procedures arc stipulated.
I. Investigations, arrests, and preliminary interrogatioos in all countem:volutionary cases arc to be carried out by the State Political Security Bureau. After
the preliminary interrogation is done, the State Political Security Bureau, acting
as prosecutor, brings the case to a state judicial orpn (a court or a judicial
department), and that organ interrogates and passes verdict.
2. The authority to carry out interrogations (except for preliminary interrogations handled by the State Political Security Bureau) and sentencing (from verdicts of not guilty to death sentences) in an counterrevolutionary cases rests with
state judicial organs. Judicial organs 81 the xitJn level have no authority to pass
the death sentence, but under unusual circumstances, those who obtain special
permission from the provincial judicial organs may be excepted: after judicial
organs of the Central Area and nearby provinces have meted out the death
penalty, the defendant must appeal to the central judicial organs within fourteen
days.
3. Where there is no organ of the State Political Security Bureau (that is, the
State Political Security Bureau itself, a provincial branch offace. a xi11n brarx:b
office, or a special agent of the Political Security Bureau), if the local soviet
government discovers counterrevolutionary material it must report to the local
organ of the State Political Security Bureau and may not on its own authority
cany out arrests and interrogations.
4. At the xi11n and dislrict levels where only a committee on eliminating
countc:m:volutionaries has been established and there is yet no brancb of the
State Political Security Bureau or its special agents, and wbere the rCgime has at
least a six month history, if counterrevolutionary materials are discovered in
such a soviet government, consent must be obtained ftom a branch of the State
Political Security Bureau (located where the provincial soviet is) before arrests
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may be made. Only under extraordinary circumstances (such as cases in which
counleJTevolutionaries have already begun to organize rebellion or where the
area is cut off from the provincial soviet by a White area or on the bordeiS
betWeen Red and White areas where it is easy to flee or there is urgent danger of
enemy attack) in which there is no time to report or it is impossible to report to a
provincial lnoch of the State Political Security Bureau and ample evidence of
everything has been obtained is it permissible for the district or xian government
and its committee on the elimination of counterrevolutionaries to authorize decisions to make anests.
S. In newly developed an:as, which is to say in places where the revolutionary government has been in existence for less than six months, when the struggle
between the local revolutionary masses and the despotic gentry, landlords, rich
peasants, and capitalists is extremely intense, xian-level organs for the elimination of counterrevolutionaries and specially designated district-level organs for
the elimination of counterrevolutionaries (special agents of State Political Security Bureau branches or committees for the elimination of counterrevolutionaries) have the authority to make decisions regarding the arrest and interrogation of
counterrevolutionary elements, contingent upon the prior consent of the xian or
district executive committee. After interrogation, [these elements) should be
handed over to the judicial organs at the same level of government for final
inteJrogation, and after inteJrogation is completed, a written verdict is drawn up
and reported to the provincial judicial organ for the purpose of making a final
judgment. In cases of despotic gentry, landlords, rich peasants, and capitalists,
however, whose crimes are clear and evident and whose execution is demanded
by the local masses of workers and peasants, the local government may rapidly
carry out the execution without having to obtain permission from the provincial
government.
6. When the movement is just beginning and organs of revolutionary political
power have not yet been established, the local revolutionary masses have the
authority to arrest and execute despotic gcntJy,landlords, and all counterrevolutionary elements on their own initiative. Once the revolutionary government is
established, on the other band, matters are to be handled according to stipulation

no.s.

1. Whether in new or old areas, in dealing with members of counterrevolutionary organizations (such as the AB Corps, the Social Democratic Party, the
Reorganizationist Faction, ... etc.), distinctions of class status and between
leaders and followers must be made. That is to say, counteJTcvolutionary elements of despotic gentry, landlord, rich peasant, and capitalist origins and ringleaders, should be harshly punished (sentenced to death, and so on), whereas
elements whose backgrounds are those of workers, peasants, poor people, and
the laboring masses but who joined counteJTcVolutionary organizations, and
those who are followers, should be punished leniently (released to make a fresh
start, and so on).
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8. With regard to inten"ogation mctbods, in order 1o eliminate counterrevolu·
tionary organizations thoroughly and pronounce judgment correctly in COW1ter·
revolutionary cases. we must resolutely eliminate corporal punishment and
instead adopt effective measures of various kinds, such as gathering and verify·
ingevidcnce.
9. Before courts are established, local judicial organs are to set up tribunals in
tbe governments at the three levels of province, xian, and district as provisional
judicial organs to settle all criminal and civil cases. in addition to handling
counterrevolutionary cases according to tbe above·listed principles.
After receiving tbis order, soviet governments at all levels should strictly
observe it and carry it out. Any violation of the principles stipulated in tbis order
shall be severely punished. It is so ordered.

An lmpurtant lnstruclian Regarding
the Building ofSoviets
(December 15, 1931)
In the past, the organization of soviets at all levels has been full of imperfections.
First, the administrative areas have been too extensive, makillJ it inconvenient to
carry out administrative functions. Second, there have been too many levels of
government, causing a cumbersome chain of command and inefficient communications. Third, and of particular importance. election proccdurcs have been incomplete and imperfect. Governments at all lcvcls have been elected either
through the usc of a simple mass rally or by holding meetings of deputies or a
joint conference of chairmen, without regard to nonnal electoral procedures.
This is particularly true of the basic-level soviet organizations-village and town
soviets have not yet been truly established. Fourth, the division of labor and
work methods within the governments at all levels have been mosdy inappropriate. All of these are things that do not accord wilh the Soviet Constitution and
the various specific rules and regulations of the Central Government.
The Provisional Central Government hereby declares: the government of
every locality and every xian location must redivide its administrative areas and
reorganize the governments at all levels in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitueion and the temporary rules and regulations issued by the Centnll [Executive Committee]. 1 Of primuy importance is to delimit anew districts and
townships, in accordance with the provisions of the temporary rules and regulations for the division of administnltive areas (the village and the small group
should be abolished as administrative areas); then to elect township soviets and
city soviets in accordance with the rules and regulations for elections (these arc
the basic soviet organizations); and finally to reconstruct everything from the
township soviet to the provincial soviet, in acconiance with the provisional rules

and regulations for the organization of local governments. This is an extremely
important task, and local governments at all levels must approach it most resolutely, expend tremendous efforts, and proceed to carry it out painstakingly and
This instruction was first published inHMgsezhonghua, no. 2, December 18, 1931. We

have trmslatcd it ftom MQQ Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 65-66, wbich reproduces the text ftom
that source, with occasional reference to tbe reprint of HOJJgSf! zhonghua, where a few
characters that could not be deciphered on the copy available to tbe Tokyo editon can be

""'·
See below,
Appendix,
Soviet Governments" of November
I.
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judiciously, for only thus can we avoid having the newly delimited administrative areas develop defects like those of the old administrative areas and avoid
having the newly reorganized governments at all levels more or less the same as
the old governments. To eradicate such ills, the provincial government in every
province mwt expend its utmost etTorts to direct this movement for building
local soviets. In addition to issuing various detailed written documents and insbuctions. meetings should also be called at the provincial level as well as in
existing localities of all the principal responsible people in each xian and district
government. A suitable location should then be selected to gather those who bear
the principal responsibilities in all township governments for a meeting, to which
the provincial and xian governments should send people to offer guidance. At
these meetings, the significance of the movement to build local soviets, and the
concrete methods for carrying it out, will be clearly and thoroughly discussed. In
addition, when administrative areas are actually being divided up and governments are being reelected, the leadeJship should send people to each xian to
inspect, where they may sort out puzzling difficulties and correct mistakes at any
time. Guidance by the .rUm to the district, and by the district to the township,
should be handled in a similar manner to ensure that this campaign for building
soviets achieves very good results.
From December20, 1931, to March 31,1932, is the period designated for the
two provinces of Jiangxi and Fujian, and Ruijin xian, directly subordinate [to the
Central Government], to carry out the campaign for building soviets in accordance with the new laws. The soviets of these two provinces and of Ruijin xian
must immediately produce a suitable work plan on the basis of this timetable, so
that the delimitation of administrative areas and the election of soviets at all
levels (most of the time and effort should be devoted to the delimitation and
election at the township level) can be accomplished step by step and very well
within a hundred days, and the facts regarding the process can be regularly
reported to the Central Government, so as to facilitate timely guidance by the
Central Government. All other provinces are to begin carrying out this instruction on the day it is received. It is so ordered.
Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee

Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zedong

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

--------'1932~----

Concerning Alteration and Increase of the
Ratio of Soviet Deputies to Local Residents
Directive No. 8 of the Central Executive Committee
(january 28, 1932)

At present the Chinese revolution is still in the midst of a fierce struggle, and if
the Soviet Government is to promulgate various types of regulations, it should
first consider whether or not they are well suited to the conditions of the present
struggle and base the promulgation of various types of regulations upon this
principle. Therefore, the ratio of soviet deputies to local residents as set out in
the election by-laws should also be based on this principle, and it will not do to
set the ratio of deputies to residents too mechanically. In order to fit in with the
environment of the present revolutionary struggle and to ensure the leading

position of the proletariat in soviet organs, the ratio of voting residents to depu-

ties in the current election must be slightly altered and amended in relation to the
election by-laws promulgated in the past. Following arc the new standards and
regulations with regard to the ratio of residents to deputies:
I. Township soviets: one regular deputy to be elected from among every
group of fifty poor peasants, middle peasants., and independent laborers; one
regular deputy to be elected from among every group of thirteen workers, coolies, and farm laborers; in cases where the nwuber of people is fewer than stipulated, one regular deputy may still be elected.
2. Soviets in towns directly subordinate to the xian: one regular deputy to be
elected from among every group of eighty poor city people as well as poor
peasants., middle peasants, and independent laborers in the surrounding areas
under its jurisdiction; one regular deputy to be elected from among every group
of twenty workers, coolies, and fann laborers. In cases where the number of
people is fewer than stipulated, one regular deputy may still be elected.
3. City soviets directly subordinate to the province: one regular deputy to be
elected from among every group of four hundred urban poor people and poor
and middle peasants fium the vicinity; one regular deputy to be elected :from
among every group of one hundred workers, coolies, and fann laborers. In cases
Our source for this ICXt is Mao Zedongji. &juan, Vol. 4, pp. 21-23.
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where the number of people is fewer than stipulaled, one regular deputy may still
be elected.
4. The district soviet congress is made up of deputies fi"om the various township soviets and deputies from the local armed forces. Every group of two
hundred residents may elect one regular deputy to the district congress. But as
for the class status of the deputies, farm laborers, coolies, and workers should
make up a total of20 percent of the congress.
5. The xian soviet congress is made up of deputies elected by the district
congress and town soviets, as well as deputies from the local armed forces and
the Red Anny. One regular deputy to the xian soviet congress is to be elected
from among every group of 1,200 residents in each township. As for the class
status of the deputies, workers, coolies, and fann laborers should make up a total
of 25 percent, and soldiers, 30 percent. In each town, one regular deputy to the
xian congress is to be elected from among every group of four hundred residents.
As for class status, workers, fann laborers, and coolies should make up a total of
50 percent.
6. The provincial soviet congress is made up of deputies elected by xian
soviet congresses and soviet congresses of cities directly subordinate to the province, as well as deputies from the Red Nrny and local armed forces. One regular
deputy is to be elected from among every group of five thousand rura1 residents.
As for class status, workers, coolies, and farm laborers should make up a total of
25 percent, and soldiers, 10 percent. One regular deputy is to be elected from
among every group of two dtousand residents in each city. As for class status of
the deputies, fann laborers, workers, and coolies should make up a total of 50
percent.
At all levels of soviets, the ratio ofalternate deputies to regular deputies shall
be one to five. That is, for every five regular deputies elected, one alternate
deputy may be elected in addition. In cases where there arc fewer than five
regular deputies, one alternate deputy may still be elected. When attending soviet
conferences or congress meetings, alternate deputies have the right to speak but
not to vote. When a regular deputy is absent, an alternate deputy is promoted to
take his place.
Supplementary Note 1. Where deputies to soviet congresses at the three levels of province, xian, and district arc concerned, the criteria for worker, coolie,
fann laborer, and Red Anny deputies should be detennined before deputies arc
elected. Rural and urban soviets as well as congresses at the two levels of district
and xian must all pay attention to the components from the workers, coolies,
farm laborers, and Red Anny.
Supplemental)' Note 2. Election procedures for local armed forces and the
Red Anny are stipulated separately under local armed forces and Red Nrny
rules and regulations.
The above regulations are to make up for the shoncomings in the election
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bylaws. Aside from changes in the ratios of residents to deputies, all other
procedures should follow the regulations in the election bylaws. Upon receipt of
this directive, soviet governments at all levels are to hold the current round of
elections according to the insbuctions in this directive. It is so ordered.
Chainnan ofthe Central
Execlllive Committee
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Resolution Concerning Verdicts
of the ProvisiOTUJl Supreme Court in
the Trial oflmporkmt Crimiflllls
Such as AB Carps Members,

Reorganiz.ationists, and War Crimiflllls
(February 1932)

All three original court verdicts should be approved as a whole, but the following
points should be revised.
I. Cao Shuxiang was originally sentenced to two years' imprisorunent, but
the Executive Committee regards this as too lenient. This is because she was the
political commissar of the No. 4 branch of the Red Army Hospital, yet openly
joined the AB Corps to undermine the soviet rCgime and the Red Anny, thus
betraying the trust of the Communist Party and the Soviet Government. Moreover, Cao Sbuxiang studied in the Soviet Union for three years, and during her
stay there she sided politically with all sorts of bad elements. When she came
back to work in the Soviet Area, she joined the AB Corps; clearly it was not a
mere coincidence that she joined this counterrevolutionary organization. Therefore, her prison term should be increased by a year and three months, to make a
total of three years and three months. With regard to the length of time for which
she is denied the right to vote, the original verdict stands.
2. According to the verdict, Kong Fanshu was to be sentenced to three years
in prison. Because he did a considerable amount of work in the revolutionary
war, and he was wounded and consequently disabled, the court deducted a year
and six months ftom his sentence. But he held the office of general commander
in the AD Corps, and despite the fact that he did a considerable amowtt of
revolutionary work his sentence is too light. His prison sentence should be increased by three months, to make a total of a year and nine months. With regard
to the length of time for which he is denied the right to vote, the original verdict
stands.
3. The original verdict for li Xincheng is two years in prison. Because he
This resolution was first published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 12, March 2, 1932, together
wilh the texts oflhe three verdicts under discussion. Our source is Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3,
pp. 93-94. which reproduces this version.
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fought bravely in evCJ}' battle and was wounded several times, his sentence
should be reduced by six months, making it a year and six months. With regard
to the length of time for which he is denied the right to vote, the original verdict

""""'·
4. The original verdict for Wei Baigang is five years in prison. This punishment is loo harsh for his crime, so his sentence should be reduced by six months,
making it four years and six months. With regard to the length of time for which
he is denied the right to vote, the original verdict stands.
The above-mentioned counterrevolutionary criminals should be notified of
the reduction or lengthening of their prison tenns as stated in this resolution.
Chainnan of the Centra]
Executive Conuninee
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

Letterfrom Mao Zedong to Yuan Guoping
(March 6, 1932)

Comrade Yuan Guoping:l
I. Your fii'S1letter from Jiangkou has reached us. Since the masses in Sandu
are as you described them in your letter, Gulonggang and other places must be
even bcner than Sandu.l We should work even harder to win them over and must
not, on the contrary, slacken our effons or relax our self-discipline because of the

consciousness of the masses.
2. This time in your work you must be ever-vigilant aboul all your strategies and work melhods and never allow them to stray from the general task of
''winning over the masses and creating soviet areas." It is not right to abandon our political slogans and yield to the ideology of the backward masses.

To be sure, there are times when, for the purpose of winulag over the
masses,J our work may be divided into several steps, but we must in no wise
stray from our basic task. On the contrary, we must carry out our general task of
"wiMing over the masses and creating soviet areas" in a more realistic way. The
insttuc1ions on strategy and working methods contained in issue no. 3 of Genert~l
[Xf Co"espondence are on the whole correct, but you are expected to apply
them in a flexible way, not to be rigidly tied to them exactly as they are
wriuen. Our estimation of the masses in Sandu and Qibao was somewhat
different from what you said in your letter, so the tactics and methods of our
work should not be applied mechanically. For example, take the method-it is in
no sense a tactic or a line--of attacking big landlords before anacking small
landlords. When we take into consideration the conditions in Sandu, mechanical
Our source for this lener is Mao Ud011gji, Vol. 3, pp. 95-97, where it is reproduced from
a contemporary mimeographed version.
I. for biographical infonnation aboUI Yuan Guoping, see the relevant noiC to the
..Minutes of the first Eight Meetings of the General front Committee of the First front
Army ofthe Red Army," May 25-June 10, 1931.
2. Sandu, a settlement in Xingguo .xian, along with nearby Qibao and Gulonggang,
comprised an area whose population had been vel)' resistant to the revolutionary movement.
3. Emphasizedinoriginalwithdolsnexttothecharactcrs.
4. The missing character here must be zheng(political)> the fblltitlc of the periodical
mentioDCd could then be rendered as Con-esponlknce from (or Bulletin o!J the Geneldl

PolitU:ul[)epllrtment.
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application of the method would lead to opportunism. Furthermore, the process
of going from peasant associations to soviets and poor peasant leagues should
not be delayed too long. Great efforts should first be made to mobilize rapidly
the masses of poor peasantS, fann laborers, and middle peasants for the sbUggle.
During the struggle. develop the anack against big landlords rapidly to the phase
of attac:king small landlords and rich peasants, that is, redisbibution of property
and land and abolition of debts. As soon as a majority of the impoverished
masses has risen up, all small landlords and rich peasants remaining in the
peasant associations for the purpose of speculation should inunediately be expelled and the organ of political power of the muses--lhe soviets-and the class
organization of the masse&--the poor peasant leagues-should immediately be
established. In a word, strategies and work methods are fonnulated in the light of
actual conditions. You should make a very realistic analysis of the local conditions and the sentiments and demands of the local masses in the course of their
struggle, in order to decide on more realistic strategies and methods. Only thus
can you anain greater practical results.
When members of the Red masses first enter a White village, retaliation and
adventurism are bound to occur. You must at the same time watch out for similar
incidents in other areas as well. Army discipline must not be relaxed in the
slightest. If the masses want to organize small guerrilla detachments to distribute
the possessions of the despotic gently among the masses. then in order to organize small guerrilla detachments, they will establish preliminary mass bodies.
such as peasant associations, and even set up provisional organs of political
power-revolutionary comm.ince&--811 this with a view to organizing small
guerrilla detachments to attack the fortified villages feared by the masses. Why
do I say this? Because under circumstances such as those in Sandu and Qibao (to
say nothing of situations worse than those in Sandu and Qibao, such as the town
of Yongfeng where the Third Anny is now working, or the vicinity of Nanfeng
where the Fifty-eigbth Army is now working, or Anyuansi 5 where the Fourth
Army is now working, or the border areas between Shicheng and Ninghua
where the Twelfth Army is now working), there is no security for the various
organizations, such as mass bodies and organs of political power, nor for all
the benefits derived from redistribution of land and the abolilion of debts. As
soon as the Red Army withdraws, the armed forces of the landlords retwn, all
organizations collapse, and all benefits are nullified. At such times, only
small guerrilla detachments that have been organized and trained by us and
have fought the local despots and divided up and distributed their belongings,
and who have pitted themselves irreconcilably against the despotic gently
and the landlords, are able to withdraw with the Red Army to the Red border
areas and wait for a chance to lawu:h a second anack. Only this is something to
S. The place ref'erml to here appears to be the toWn (and sunounding township) of
Anyuan, in nonhwestem NinghuaxiaiJ in Fujian, bordering Shicheagxia/J in Jiangxi.
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rely on, a way to prevent the work this time from ending up in vain. Not to
mention earlier events, but just looking at things after the battle of Changsha,
does not all of the first-stage work in Ping[xiang], Li[ling], You[xian], and in the
Yuanshui Valley, and in the Wujiang Valley, teach us the same lesson, that we
failed to grasp the central task in our work----the organization of guenilla detachments who do not participate in production?6 Is it not as though all the work that
our comrades have done, through iMumerable trials and tribulations, such as the
redistribution of land, the abolition of debts, the establishment of soviets, and the
organization of Red Guard units (which do participate in production), has been
in vain? Because in all four of your letters you have not mentioned the organization of guerrilla detachments, it is discussed here in detail. But this is not to say that
you should not make plans to establish and consolidate political power in Sandu and
Qibao. The circumstances and conditions in Sandu and Qibao at the moment are
very different fiom those in places like the town ofYongfeng, the town ofNanfcng,
and Anyuans~ and there is no doubt whatsoever that you should make plans to
establish and consolidate political power. You should plan to mobilize all of the
masses thoroughly, annihilate the anned fon:es of the landlords completely, organize
class organizations of the masses and organs of political power, and cany out
redistribution of the land. You must, however, make plans for a situation In
wllkb the eoemy advaaces npidly, the Red Army has to be CODteatrattd, aod
the armed forces of the landlord class have not yet been ·ellmiaated; if you have
planned for such a situation, you will know that the organization of small local
guenilla detachments that do not participate in production .and that fight the local
despots is truly the central task of all of your work. Not only will taking the organiation of guerriHa detachments as the central task not cause neglect of other tasks;
quite the contrary, It will tlgbdy Unk aU other tasks IOgetber. In the past, the
political departments of various armies and the great majority of the comrades who
are engaged in political worlc did not wxlerstand the central task of organizing
guenilla detachments under special circumstances, and most of the worlc they did
was not in accord with the circumstances and conditions. so on the whole they
wasted much effort and achieved few practical results. For this reason, what is
said in this letter not only constitutes instructions for the work your army is
doing in Sandu and Qibao, but is also something to which the whole fronl army
as well as all independent divisions and all local guerrillas should pay equal
attention, and which they should put into practice to the letter.
Director of the Genml Political
Department

MaoZedong
March 6, al Huangpi

6. The rcfcrcnccs here appear to be to orpnizing activities in xian in northwcstem
Jiugx.i and nonheas1em Hunan in the aftermath of the attacks on Changsha in the sum-

merof1930.

Letter to Western Fujian Concerning the
Work in Shanghang and Wuping
(March 9, 1932)

To the Executive Committee of the Western Fujian Soviet Govcmmen1
Dear Comrades:
Over the course of a few days, Sbanghang and Wuping have been completely
occupied by our Red Army's Twelfth Army in cooperation with the broad
masses of workers and peasants, and Zhong Shaokui 's bandit regiment has been
totally defeated and has fled to Guangdong. 1 This is a great victory, won at a
time when the democratic revolutionary war has just begun to develop, which is
of great significance both to the development and the triumph of the soviets
throughout the country. The Red Army now has Ganzhou under siege,2 so the
taking of the two xian, Shanghang and Wuping, is not only a threat 10 the
Guangdong warlords, but especially ofgreal help to the capture ofGanzhou.
The capture of the two xian, Shanghang and Wuping, has not only expanded
and consolidated the soviet area in western Fujian, but also funned closer ties
between Fujian and Jiangxi; this is especially true of the capture of the town of
Shanghang, as it is the largest key city in western Fujian, giving it an important
position politically, economically, and militarily. Thus the occupation of
Shanghang and Wuping is not of a temporary nature, but, instead, they will be
consolidated and turned into a solid Red area in western Fujian and the town of
Shanghang made into a Red key city. This is a very weighty task for you, a task
which you must make every effort to fulfill.
The Council of People's Commissars hereby issues the following directives
for the work in Shanghang and Wuping:
I. Correctly cany out the Land Law,lhe Labor Law,the economic policies,
and so on, adopted by the National Soviet Congress. This is the primary prerequisite and basis for the consolidation of the Red regimes in the two xian of
This letter was first published inHongseZhotrghua, no. 13, March 9, 1932. Our source is
Mao Zedtmgjl, Vol 3. pp. 99-105, which reproduces this version.
I. Wuping was captured oo February 23, 1932, and Shanghang was capnucd on the
26th.
2. For infonnation on the scige ofGanzhou, sec the Introduction.
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Shanghang and Wuping. Under this condilion, arouse the vast numbers of workers and coolies in the towns, farm laborers, poor peasants, middle peasants in the
countryside, and other toiling masses to participate actively in the struggle of the
land revolution and in the Soviet Govcmmcnt. Only when they have attained
concrete benefits can they be expected to give active support to soviet power,
and the soviet regimes in the two xian can only be consolidalcd provided that
there is a basis formed by the broad masses of workers, peasants, and other
toilers.
2. In order to mobilize the masses of urban workers, the most basic provisions of the Labor Law, such as the eight-hour working day, wage raises, specification of a minimum wage, improved treatment, the practice of collective
contracts and labor contracts, and so on, must be really put into effect. The
government should serve as the defender of the interests of the workers and must
secure the immediare realization of these minimum benefits. At the same time, it
should provide material assistance to the workers and help with the procedure
when they organize trade unions. There are, however, certain things which must
be pointed out and prevented, corresponding to errors that often occurred in work
in the past. (a) As regards puning the Labor Law into effect and protecting the
interests of the workers, only a vague and general statement is issued, but the law
is not enforced in practice and no concrete measures are adopted. Nor does the
government examine or find out whether or not the workers have gained anything. It contents itself with an announcement or an order, thus adopting a
negative attitude toward supporting the workers' interests. (b) As regards protecting the workers' interests, the government does not in most cases make a
study of facts or of the circumstances of the actual struggle of the masses. It
merely resorts to administrative orders to force the capitalists to comply with the
law, it does not put its main effort into mobilizing the masses for the struggle. As
a result, the masses cannot understand what is going on and remain temporarily
passive in the struggle. (c) In the enforcement of the Labor Law, more often than
not the local economic situation or the actual living conditions and needs of the
workers are not investigated, so as to work out proper and practical measures.
Instead, there is reliance on compulsion to go beyond the limits allowed by the
actua1 local economic conditions. The result is that many capitalists are made
unable to bear the burden and have to close down their businesses, thus undermining the present economic policy of the soviets and greatly affecting the
economy in the soviet areas. Unemployment rises and, furthennore, a great many
workers begin doubling and become dispirited in the struggle and even make
secret compromises with and concessions to the capitalists, thereby dampening
enthusiasm for the struggle and obscuring class consciousness on the part of the
workers. This is e~ttremely hannful. At the same time, restraint on the workers'
struggle or inactivity in the protection of the workers' interests on the pretex.t of
maintaining the economy of the soviet areas and executing economic policy
must be rejected still more resolutely. In short, the Labor Law is to be enforced
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in keeping with the resolute protection of the workers' interests and economic
policy, especially by evoking the workers' enthusiasm for class stnlggle and
support for soviet political power.
3. To confiScate and redistribute the land in the cotmtryside, the Land Law
must be enforced to the letter; the major issue is to follow clear-cut class lines
and never let the fruits of the land revolution be usurped for a time by the rich
peasants. Here an erroneous concept that existed in the past about the redistribution of land must be rectified, that is, the belief that it is inevitable at the outset of
the land revolution that the rich peasants will usurp the benefits and there has to
be a second or even a third distribution to solve the problem, so that disbibution
of land is very careless at the beginning. This is very wrong. We can only say
that, during the land revolution, the rich peasants will definitely try to usurp the
benefits of the land revolution; jwt because of that, we have all the more reason
to rouse the masses in a resolute way to frustrate the attempts of the rich peasants
and prevent the benefits of the land revolution from being usl.llpCd by the rich
peasants by following a clear-cut class line. This mistake was a common occurrence in the newly developed areas in Jiangxi, mostly because, in the land
disbibution, the main effort was not to mobilize the masses and instead distribution was done simply through giving orders, thus affording an opportunity for
usurpation by the rich peasants. It is true that the swift redistribution of land in
the newly developed areas is for the purpose of rapidly mobilizing and winning
over the basic masses and consolidating the area; if the rich peasants usurp the
benefits of the land redisbibution, the new area cannot be consolidated effectively. Swift redistribution is only possible when the basic masses in the countryside are roused in the stJuggle for land redistribution, and only then can the
anempts of the rich peasants be frustrated and the benefits of the land revolution
not be usurped by the rich peasants. New areas can be powerfully consolidated
only on the basis of the active struggle of the numerous farm laborers, poor
peasants, and middle peasants. Therefore, when distributing the land, a mass
meeting should be called at which the Land Law of the Central Govcmmcnt is
announced, for the purpose of mobilizing the masses. The land distribution committee should absorb into its membership many farm laborers, poor peasants, and
middle peasants. Members must be elected by the masses, and their backgrounds
made publicly known at mass meetings and subject to examination. Every time a
land distribution plan is made, a mass meeting should be called where the plan is
made known to the people. The plan must be approved by the mass meeting
before the land is actually redistributed. When proclaiming the Land Law and
electing members of the land redisbibution committee, the most important thing
is to announce that rich peasants may be given only poor land and that rich
peasants are not entitled to membership on the land comminee, so as to attract
the attention and participation of the masses in the struggle to defeat the attempts of the rich peasants, to repel the rich peasants., and to stop them ftom
sneaking in and raking power in the redistribution ofland. During land distribu-
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tion in new areas in the past, the Red Anny took care of everything, and in most
cases the soviet govenunents did not send personnel to assume leadenhip or
even ignored the whole maner, leaving the entire responsibility to the Red Anny
alone. On one hand, this hampered the Red Army in carrying out other tasks, and
at the same time, because the Red Army had other tasks to cany out, it was
unable to concentn.tc all its efforts on distribution under the circwnsWH:es, so
naturally the land was distriburcd in a casual manner. Although the Red Army
did have a serious problem with formalism in land redistribution in the past,
responsibility for the mistakes lies mainly with the local governments, because
they disregarded their responsibility and failed to asswne leadership. This time
when land is confiSCIIed and redistribuled in Shanghang and Wuping, the government of western Fujian must exercise active leadership and carry it tluough
correctly in accordance with the above instructions and in line with yotu many
put experiences in land distribution.
4. You must pay serious attention to the problem of middle peuants. In the
put, the middle peasants were rejected in many places or attacked under the
camouflage of attacking the rich peasants. This was nothing less than undermining the alliance with the middle peasants and was extremely hannful to tbe
consolidation of soviet political power and the future triumph of the revolution.
Do not repeat the same mistake of the past this time in your worlc in Shanghang
and Wuping. First, on the problem of land and with respect to equal distribution,
you must strictly and conectly follow Article S of the Land Law, a principle
concerning the middle peasants ( ... [equal distribution] is practiced only when
the majority of the peasants are willing and directly supportive; if most of the
middle peasants are rcluclant, they may choose not to participate). Second, the
middle peasants should under no circumslances be encroached upon when funds
arc collected. This is most likely to happen in fund collection in the newly
developed areas. The funds we collect should nOI come out of the pockets of the
middle peasants. Third, the more enthusiutic of the middle peasants should be
absorbed in a positive way in the land distribution, and especially participation in
the exercise of political power. Strict precautions must be taken against the
exclusion of the middle peasants from election and government. In a word,
consolidating the alliance with the middle peasants is one of the major bases for
the victory of the land revolution and the soviet regime. Encroachment upon the
middle peasants must be finnly opposed and considerable concessions should be
made to them on a number of issues (such as the equal distribution of land).
S. Apart from the problem of the workers and the implementation of the
many principles and methods prescribed in the lener of the General Political
Department with regard to the work in Oanzhou, the work in the towns or
Shanghana: and Wuping should:
First, follow the economic policy adopted by the National Soviet Congress.
the tax laws promulgated by the Central Government, regulalions for investment,
and regulations for loans; correclly cany them out using the experience of
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Tingzhou; and translate these documents into bulletins so as to make them publicly known.
Second, try hard to maintain commerce and never undermine it on account of
fund collection. Funds to be collected should be classified and small capital and
part of middle capital should be cxempted.1 Shops run by reactionary leaders
should be confiscated and their crimes and the reasons for the confiscation
announced in detail to the public, the purpose being to foil reactionary attempts
to spread rumors by making clear that it is the possessions of the reac:tionaries.
not shops, that have been confiscated.
Third, declare offacially that all houses belonging to the reactionary organs
are confiscated by the Soviet Government and then realloned to various organs
and mass organizations. Random occupation of houses at will by various organs
and organizations is prohibited. Confiscation of houses and possessions should
all be declared by the government. Some of the houses may be allotted to the
workers as dormitmies and some rented out at low rates to ordinary poor people.
Of the possessions confiscated, cash goes to the government, and apart from that,
part should go as aid to the Red Army and the masses in disaster areas and the
rest should be distributed as much as possible among the urban poor. Transponation of all confiscated items to the old soviet areas without distribution among
the local people must be opposed The anarchistic phenomenon of free confiscation and free disposition by various organs and mass organizations must be
redressed.
Fourth, preserve unequivocally schools and objects of culrure, and even send
personnel to superintend and protect them. No vandalism is permined.
Fifth, on discovering any shops that issue their own paper bills. compel them
to convert the bills into cash immediately and have the bills recalled for destruction. The government should send personnel for supervision when necessary and
prohibit future issuance of such bills. Cash should be well guarded so that it will
not be smuggled out of the area in large amounts by reactionaries and businessmen, and the economy of the Soviet Area will not be affected.
6. The collection of funds is to be concentrated in one unified organ, which is
made up of personnel from the western Fujian government and the Political
Department of the Twelfth Army. All [other) bodies and organs are strictly
prohibited from anacking the local bullies, so that a basis for unified finances
can be established. Most of the cash collected should be used to aid the Red
Army in developing the revolutionary war. Any willful waste because economic
resources are plentiful is strictly forbidden; cases of such waste are to be severely
punished.
7. As regards the problem of eliminating counterrevolution, a Committee for
Eliminating CountClTCVOiution should be organized in accordance with Directive
3. The evident meaning here is !hat small- and some medium-sized merchants should

be exempted.
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No.6 of the Central Government, and all principles in relation to the elimination
of counterrevolution should be adhered to in order to carry on the work correctly.
Preparations should also be made for setting up a tribunal and political security
bureau to maintain revolutionary order, as well as to administer justice in economic matters.
8. It is very important to establish provisional political power. Once the revolutionary committee is set up, it must put into immediate effect all laws and
decrees promulgated by the National Soviet Congress and the Central Government, in order to cany out the land revolution and the political program, suppress
reactionary activities, mobilize the broad masses of the workers and peasants,
and set up formal organs of political power. These are its major tasks. Revolutionary committees must be elected at mass meetings. The Government of Westem Fujian should spare no effort in leading and supervising the work of the
revolutionary committees of various places. The Government of Western Fujian
should establish Shanghang as a city soviet directly under its jurisdiction. When
considerable progress has been made in the confiSCation and redistribution of
land and in the elimination of the reactionaries, the establishment of the official
government should be set in active motion. First urban and rural soviets must
truly build up the system of representative conferences so as to lay a solid
foundation for the organization of the xian soviets of Shanghang and Wuping.
All formal organs of political power must be set up in accordance with the
regulations and directives promulgated by the Central Government. Revolutionary committees must become organs that lead the masses in the struggle and
strictly guard against the development offonnalism, as well as the infiltration of
reactionaries and rich peasants.
9. Local armed forces must be organized in a plaMed way. You are expected
to discuss the matter with the headquarters of the military district and work out
practical plans for the organization of the local anned forces to defend the
Shanghang and Wuping Soviet Area.
10. The Western Fujian [Government] has always been dependent in its work
on the Red Army in the areas newly developed by the Red Army and does not
exercise effective leadership or exert itself to carry on work and fortifY the area.
Take Liancheng and Ninghua, for example. They were occupied by the Twelfth
Army for a long time, but the Western Fujian Government did not make a point
of assuming leadership and as a result the newly developed area could not be
consolidated and was even lost when the Red Army left and the reactionaries
occupied it. This was a grave mistake. This past mistake is not to be repeated in
the work in Shanghang and Wuping. You should mobilize and immediately draft
a large number of working personnel from the old soviet areas to work in these
two xian. The responsible comrades of the Western Fujian Government should
go to Shanghang in person to supervise a lithe work there. Now every effort must
be made to consolidate Shanghang and Wuping, which is the most realistic and
paramount task at present. No other work is more important than Ibis. For this
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reason, we have decided to postpone the convening of the Congress of Fujian
Peasants in order to fortify Shanghang and Wuping. It is hoped that you will
issue a general order to notify the governments at all levels, and will moreover
take this opportunity to step up the work of election and reorganization at the
)ower levels.
At present, to reinforce the work in Shanghang and Wuping, the working
comrades whom western Fujian sent to the Central Government and who have
received training can be sent back 10 you immediately, and then assigned to help
with the work in Shanghang and Wuping.
Comrades! Of all the tasks you have at present, consolidating Shanghang and
Wuping is the most central. You must go all out to fulfill this task, turning the
two .:cian of Shanghang and Wuping into the solidest of soviet territories and
making the town of Sbanghang a Red key city.
Finally, you are expected 10 reprint this lener and relay it to the Political
Department of the Twelfth Army and the comrades working in Shanghang and
Wuping.
It is hoped that the recent situation in Shanghang and Wuping. as well as
future work there, will be frequently reported to the Central Government in a
timely fashion.
Cbainnan ofthe Council of
People's Commissars
Vicc-Chainnen

MaoZedong
XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Directive of the Provisil»>lll Central
Government to the First Congress of Workers',
Peasants', mul Soldiers' Soviets

ofFujian Province
(March 17, 1932)
To all comrades. delegates to the First Congress of Workers', Peasants', and
Soldiels' Soviets1
DearCoouades!
The opening ceremony of your provincial Congress of Workers', Peasants',
and Soldiers' Soviets has taken place on the fli"St and most glorious day of the
world proletarian revolutioll---the commemoration of the" Paris Commune.2 The
congress is of great significance because it is being held at a time when the
revolutionary situation in the world and in China has developed to a highly
critical point, and especially when, in the cowsc of the current development of
the rcvolutiooaJ)' war, the Twelfth Anny of the Red Amy has won repealed
victories in Shangbang and Wuping. At the same time, this illusb'Btes the hisiOric
importance of the great revolutionary mission assumed by your congress. In
addition to having sent some represenlatives to participate in the congress and
provide help and guidance in its work, the Central Executive Committee hereby
issues the following wriaen instructions:
I. At present, the Mvolutiomuy situations both in the world and in China
This directive was lim published in HongsezhonghWG, no. IS, Man:h 23, 1932. We have
transll1cd it from Moo Zetkmgji, Vol. 3, pp. 107-13, which ~uces this vcrsiOD. The
date ofMarcb 17given here is taken from the index volume to lhc Mao Zedcngji. Blljllon.
I. The e<mgress rcrerred to here was held in Changting on Man:h 1&--22, 1932. This
gathering, which CODVcned shortly after the conclusion of a congress of cadres of the
Fujim-Ouangdong Party orpni:rations. is said to have been dominated by the "leftist"
Fourth Plenum policies; Rcn Bishi, a representative of this leadenhip on the Central
Bureau,attendedbothcongressesandprcsentedtheimportantpoliticalrcportsatboth.
2. The Paris Commune wu actually established on March 18. 1871. Mao had wrinen
anarticlcaboutitssiplificanccon Man:h 18, 1926, which is translated in Volume llofthis
edition, pp. 36s-68.
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have advanced to a new and most critical era. This new and critical situation is
manifested in the consolidation and flourishing of socialism in the Soviet Union,
in the sudden decline of imperialism in the world, in the extreme sharpening of
the contradiclions between the two systems of socialism and capitalism, and in
the intensified desire of the imperialists to launch an attack on the Soviet Union.
(I is manifested in the intensification of imperialism's internal contradictions,
which has heightened the danger of the outbreak of an imperialist war, and at the
same time brings the world revolutionary crisis ever closer to maturiry. Because
of the sharpening of this crisis, Japanese imperialism's occupation by armed
force of China's Three Northeastern Provinces erupted last September and found
its continuation in the forcible occupation ofShanghai.l It is manifested not only
in the Japanese imperialists' carving up of China and suppression of the Chinese
revolution, so as to save themselves from their own crisis, but also in the eruption of sharp conndictions among the imperialists, who vie with each other to
carve up China and redivide the whole world. Therefore, ever since the outbreak
of this incident, the conflict between Japan and the United States in particular
has intensified to an extreme degree, and in their preparations and mobilization
for war, the imperialist countries arc in a most critical situation of furbishing
their weapons, ready to fight at any moment. Not for a moment, however, have
the imperialists forgotten the attack on the Soviet Union, and their constant
designs to tum this war into a war of invasion against the Soviet Union.
In China, the revolutionary situation is manifested in the internal disintegration of the reactionary Guomindang and its government since being defeated in
their three attacks against the revolution;• and in the increasing collapse of reactionary rule. Since the outbreak of the incident of the Three Northeastern Provinces, they have been even more shamelessly engaged in selling out China and
opposing the anti-imperialist movement on behalf of the imperialists themselves.
The reactionary rule of the Guomindang has become ever more bankrupt
throughout the countJy, and the authoriry of this reactionary rule has been utterly
smashed in the course of the revolutionary struggles of the masses. Now, after
having sold out the Titree Northeastern Provinces, the Guomindang and its government have gone on to sell out Shanghai. Lately they have been seeking
further to provoke a major war among the imperialists, so as to speed up the
process of having imperialism solve its problem of carving op China and to sell
out the whole of China, sacrificing the lives of hundreds of millions of workers,
peasants, and toiling masses to the airplanes and artillery of imperialism's great
war. Countless numbers of people in the Three Northeastern Provinces and
Shanghai have already been sacrificed to the Japanese imperialists' airplanes and

·1Ti;~s here are to Japan's occupation of Manchuria beginning in September
1931, and the clash between Japanese and Chinese troops !hal took place in Shanghai in
January 1932.
4. I.e., the encirclement campaigns.
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cannons, yet the Guomindang and its government arc fleeing to Luoyang, in
preparation for handing over the area along the Yangzi River to the imperialists
to use as a battlefield. The Guomindang warlords arc ever more dependent upon
the various imperialists, and when major war breaks out, they will undoubtedly
be used by the various imperialists as tools in seizing China and slaughtering the
Chinese people. At the same time, under such circumstances the Guomindang
and its government will be brought to final bankruptcy and will surely be sent to
its grave by the workers' and peasants' revolution.
As for the revolutionary movement throughout the counny, since the three
great victories in the revolutionary war and the establishment of the Provisional
Central Government of the Soviet Republic of China, the local soviet governments and the Red Anny have continued to win great victories and undergo great
development. There is a rising anti-imperialist tide throughout the country
against the Japane:ie imperialists' invasion of China and slaughtering of the
Chinese people, which, despite the Guomindang's shameless selling out of
China, has emerged with vigorow force. This anti-imperialist movement has
now developed to the point where the masses in many places have taken the
initiative to arm themselves and fight directly against Japanese imperialism, and
to the point of destroying the Guomindang party offices and government organs
and openly shouting the slogan, "Down with the Guomindang." In particular, the
White army soldiers in Shanghai recently rose up of their own accord to refuse
orders from the Guomindang and are now directly resisting the Japanese troops
at the front. Now the struggle of the workers throughout the counny has gradually come under the leadership of the anti-imperialist movement. The rapid
revolutionization of White army soldiers has led them not only to take the
initiative in fighting against the Japanese, but constantly to mutiny and rebel and
go over to the Red Anny. All this shows that the Chinese revolutionary movement and, in particular, the anti-imperialist movement of the national revolution
are surging ahead, and that they will certainly join forces under the soviet flag in
the national-revolutionary war to drive the imperialists out of China, ovel1hrow
Guomindang rule, and win victory for the soviets throughout the whole of China.
2. At present we are in a new historical period, a time of war and revolution;
consequently, our task is actively to carry on the revolutionary war, to lead the
national-revolutionary struggle of the whole country by means of revolutionary
war, and to oppose the invasion of China and the massacres by Japanese imperialism. The popular masses of China will annihilate the reactionary rule of the
Guomindang by means of revolutionary war and will put an end to the imperialist
world war with the national revolutionary war. This period is extremely favorable
for the development of the soviet revolution. Now the revolutionary war, which is
expanding outward in a big way, has already undergone great development and
scored many new victories. At present our concrete task is., following on from
these victories, to make even greater efforts to mobilize the myriad worker and
peasant masses to join in the revolutionary war and to expand the revolutionary
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war into other imponant cities in the vicinity, so as to win final victory in one or
several provinces. This is also the most imponant central task of your congress.
3. In order to fulfill this task, your congress must make the development of
the revolutionary war the focus of all its work. You must first of all discuss some
specific guiding principles for mobilizing the masses. This work of mobilization
must consist above all in developing the struggle and entering deeply into the
struggle. To raise the workers' and peasants' activism in the sbugglc. we must
first of all conscientiously apply the labor law, the land law, and other such
measures. and your congress must adopt some concrete measures for implementing them. Only in connection with the reality of struggle is it possible to mobilize
the masses of workers and peasants of Fujian province in their thousands and
tens of thousands to take an active part in the revolutionary war.
4. In order to develop the revolutionary war, it is absolutely necessary to
expand and strengthen the Red Army, for it is the main force in developing the
revolutionary war. Your congress must discuss in concrete tenns plans for expanding the Red Army, as well as concrete measures for applying the regulations
on preferential treaunent for the Red Army. You must also get rid of the loc:alist
idea that fonnerly prevailed in western Fujian according to which only the local
armed forces need to be enlarged and the Red Army does not have to be expanded, for this idea is extremely harmful to the tasks of augmenting the military
forces of the revolutionary war and developing the revolutionary war.
5. In order to cany forward the revolutionary war and to win initial victory
for the soviets in Jiangxi, offensive tactics must be adopted for actively expanding our revolutionary war into other areas. Such offensive tactics absolutely do
not imply making rash advances and an adventurist policy of giving up the base
areas that have already been consolidated. On the contrary, it means consolidating and extending the victories we have won. Your congress must decide the
direction in which to advance, and the main direction is the nonh because it is in
confonnity with the overall plan for further development charted by the Central
Comminee with a view to winning initial victory in Jiangxi and some neighboring provinces. We must, however, also progress outwards in other directions so
as to expand the soviet areas. In order to fulfill the goal of advancing northward,
the central task is to consolidate our position in Shanghang and Wuping. Your
congress must discuss how to mobilize large numbers of cadres and the concrete
measures to be taken in carrying out the work specified in the Central
Government's lener to the government of western Fujian. To consolidate our
position in Shanghang and Wuping does not mean merely to strengthen the
contact between Guangdong and Jiangxi;5 it also means in particular to
Strengthen and consolidate our outward expansion and advance the forces and
the base areas of the revolutionary war. We must resolutely oppose adventurism,
. S. Shanghang and Wuping provided a geographical bridge between southcllstem
JJangxj and. nonheascem Guangdong.
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which does not seck to consolidate the base areas; we must also oppose conservatism. which does not seek actively to expand outward. At present, conservatism is extremely harmful to Nlfilling the task of expanding the revolutionary
war outward in a big way, and yow- congress must oppose this tendency more
resolutely.
6. In order to strengthen the forces maldng for the development of the revolutionary war, it is necessary to consolidate and develop its economic strength.
Your congress must discuss in great detail realistic measures for developing the
economy and raising production in the soviet areas., and also discuss concrete
measures for carrying out economic policy. As for financial problems, your
congress must resolutely put forward concrete and unified financial policies, in
accordance with the financial regulations promulgated by the Central Government. How to pm:tice economy, in order 10 help develop the revolution&l)' war,
must be discussed even more earnestly. Your congress must resolUiely oppose
the serious phenomenon of unbridled waste of funds by governments at all levels
so conunon in the pasl and adopl methods for punishing any waste of funds in
the future.
7. To strengthen the forces making for the development of the revolutionary
war, the organization and training oflocal anned forces must be strengthened so
that their effective role in the revolutionary war can be enhanced. In the pas1, the
local armed forces in western Fujian were not very sound, but it was by no
means the case that, as everyone said, "the local armed forces in western Fujian
are useless" or that ''people in western Fujian have no fighting capacity." You.r
congress must resolutely oppose such mistaken ideas. The local annecl forces
and the masses of worken and peasants in the vast area of western Fujian have
not only carried out a long-term sii'Uggle against the enemy, but have also created a big soviet area. They II'Uiy have tremendous capacity for revolutionary
sii'Uggle. In the past the local anned forces did not possess strong fighting capacity chiefly because of mistakes in line. When adventurism prevailed in western
Fujian, the local armed forces suffered great defeats. Later, in the first, second.
and third [encirclement] campaigns, they made serious mistakes of conservatism
in military affairs and did not know how to apply the tactics of guerrilla warfare.
Sometimes, they did not estimate correctly the balance of forces between the
enemy and ounelves and launched stubborn attacks on the enemy (for example,
the several attacks on Hulei and Kanshi and other places).' As a result, the local
armed forces suffered panial military defeats, the morale of the soldiers fell, and
their fighting capacity was weakened. Besides, not enough attention was paid to
military leadership and to political b'Bining, and this is another important factor.
Your congress must discuss in great detail how to rectify the local armed forces,
how to strengthen political and military work, and how to use the method of
6. Hulei and Kanshi arc market toWns and towoship scats in YongdillJ .xfan in wcslem
Fujian.
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guerrilla tactics so as to enhance the role of the local armed forces in the revoludonarywar.
8. To strengthen and develop leadership in the revolutionary war it is necessary to establish a powerful and capable soviet government at every level. As
regards the establishment of soviets, your congress should base itself on the
regulations and decisions promulgated by the Central Government and seriously
discuss methods for canying them out. Here we must particularly draw your
attention to the establishment of a system of soviets in the cities and townships.
for this is the foundation of the soviet organization and the most powerful basic
organization by which the soviets lead and mobilize the masses. The congress
must oppose the previous fonnalism of the soviets and the phenomenon of cutting oneself off from the masses. All these things are great obstacles 10 the
fulfillment of the task of establishing a powerful soviet with a capacity for
canying out the work, and your congress must take specific measures to check
on the work of the soviets at all levels.
9. Over the past few years, the soviets in western Fujian, in the course of
great revolutionary struggles against the enemy, have achieved many great successes and victories in carrying out the task of agrarian revolution, in creating a
big soviet area, and in implementing the land program. At the same time, its past
work has been marked by quite a few mistakes and shoncomings. Your congress
must check on the work done in the past, for only thus will it be possible to make
use of the precious experience accumulated in the struggle and correct all these
mistakes and shoncomings.
10. In the past, western Fujian suffered many defeats because of the erroneous line of adventurism. Subsequently, after the adventurist line had been
changed, many of our base areas suffered devastation and suppression during the
enemy's first, second, and third offensives, because they cornmined errors in
military tactics, or were even destroyed. Some of them have never been recovered from the enemy. Also, because of the mistaken anitude toward the leadership of the local anned forces, some border areas even suffered devastation at the
hands of militia bandits. If a number of our cadres in the soviet areas do not have
a correct understanding of the root cause of what has happened, it is because,
under the influence of the erroneous conclusions of the former work line, they
underestimate the conditions at present which are favorable for the development
of the revolution, and on the colllnlly, have feelings of disappointment and
hopelessness. This is an extremely serious mistake. We must recognize that the
present revolutionary situation is extremely favorable for the development of the
revolution, and that now is precisely the time for us to lead the masses of the
people to develop our revolutionary war outward. Such [pessimistic] feelings are
extremely harmful, and we must not allow them 10 exist and to develop. Your
congress must conduct a pitiless struggle against them. [n this respect, there is an
ev~ greater need for your congress to transfonn its own working method in
Strict accord with the work line laid out by the All-Soviet Congress and the
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Central Government. The work in all of Fujian province will [thus) certainly
proc:eed smoothly and quickly take a twn for the better. Consequently, the soviet
area in Fujian will surely achieve greater development and greater victories.
The above instruc:tions are for your reference in discussing all the problems at
the congress. The Central Executive Commincc finnJy believes that the congress
will c:ome to a completely successful conclusion and that it will be able to c:any
out all the mgent revolutionary wks now facing us. Finally, let us loudly proc:laim:
Long live the successfUl First Congress of Workers', Peasancs', and Soldiers•
Soviets offujian Province!
Long live the victory ofthe soviets!
Long live the Chinese Soviet Republic:!
Chainnan of the Central
Executive Conuninec
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

Only by Marching Directly
on lhangmou and Qpanzhou
Can We Make the Enemy Move'
(March 30, 1932)

Comrade Enlai:
1. I received your telegram. From a political perspective, we muse advance
directly on Zhangzhou and Quanzhou, for it is only in this way that we can force
the enemy to move, provoke banlc. and open up the situation. If we remain in the
vicinity of Longyan to raise revenue, it will continue to be a conservative situation and it will be very difficult to take the next step.
2. According to our investigation, Zhangzbou is difficult to defend but easy
to anack. Therefore, whether or not our First Anny Group and Seventh Divisionl
arc able to anack Zhang ZbcJll in Longyan, they sbould all proceed directly to
Zhangzhou.
3. It requires only five days for enemy troops in Guangdong to come to
Longyan from Dapu and threaten our rear, but it requires fifteen days for tbc
Fifth Army Group to get to Longyan from Xinfcng. Consequently, it will definitely be too late if we wait till we have learned that the enemy troops in
Guangdong have entered Fujian before making any movement.

4. The First Army Group has aJready arrived at Xinqiao to the east of
Changting [City] for a rest. In order to confuse the enemy's spies, they will wait
until the Seventh Division joins them before proceeding eastward. The Fifth
Army Group may enter Fujian afterward, but should arrive at Longyan no later
than April 20 and await orders. The Thirteenth Army must also enter Fujian, take
up a position in Kanshi in Longyanxian,4 and protect our rear. At present, when
the First Army Group is moving forward, the rear is completely empty. I hope
Our source for this document isMtw Zedrmgjuuhi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 263-64.
I. This and the several subsequent documeniS were written by Mao during the early
stages ofbis raid on Zbaagzhou in Fujiaa. For more details, sec the lni!Oduetion.
2. The Seventh Division referred to bere was the Seventh Independent Division of
local troops raised by the Western Fujian Military Region.
l. Zhang Zhcn commanded the Nllionalist army's Fony-ninth Division.
4. Kanshi is currently iD Yongdingxian.
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that you will urge lhe Seventh Division to come to Changting withoUI delay. Ir
the Seventh Division does not join forces with it, the First Anny Group will be
too weak to advance to Zhangzhou.
S. I will go to Jiuxians tomorrow to sec Tan [Zhenlin] and Zhang
{Dingcheng].
Z«iong

!i. A pl.:c in DOJtbcm Shanghang .~"iDn.

The Forces That Are Going Directly to Attack
Zhangzhou a:nd QJ.umzhou
Should Act More Q]lickly
and Be More Concentrated
(April2, 1932)

Comrade Enlai:
I. I arrived in Shanghang yesterday to discuss our deployment for dealing
with the enemy. I plan to leave for Baisha on April 7 and meet with Lin Biao and
Nie Rongzhcn.
2. Since one enemy unit has entered Fujian, our boops that are going directly
to attack Zhangzhou and Quanzhou must act more quickly and be more concentrated. Otherwise, the enemy will seize the initiative and our troops will be
caught in a dilemma. The entire Fifth Army Group must set out immediately,
lake the shortest way to get to Yunmenling in Huichang by a forced march via
Xiangkeng in Wubci, 1Guanzhuang, and Baisha, and arrive in Longyan on April
14.

3. It is bencr for the Central Bureau and the Military Commission to move to
Changting.
4. Regarding the operations of the Third Amry Group, we are all awaiting
telegraphic instructions.
Zedong

Our source for Ibis text is Mao Zedor!gjuJJShi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 365-66.
I. Wubei is a CODtraction for "norrhem Wuping." The other places mentioned in this
list of names are in ShanghaDg zian.
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The Reosans My the Battle at Longyan
Was Victorious, and Future Worn
in [Long]yan and Yong[ding]
(Aprilll, 1932)

Comrade Enlai:
I. We have been victorious at Longyan, and I am sending someone to tell
you about this. After our withdrawal from Ganzhou, there must be a battle when
we enter Zhangzb.ou.lfwc can wipe out the greater part of Zhang Zhen's forces.,
it would mean that we have cut off one wing of the enemy troops in Guangdong.
2. The reasons for yesterday's victory an::

a. We bad one day's rest in Baisha and rallied our forces.
b. We ignored Kanshi and launched a direct aback on Longyan.
c. We camped in Dachi, did not go to Xiaochi, and hit the enemy when he
was not prepared.
It is a pity, however, that we did not win a complete victory. The Forty-fifth
Division was too slow in finishing off the enemy's vanguard b'OOpS. Otherwise,
there was a chance lhat we could have captured all eight of the enemy's regiments and his brigade headquarters.
3. We will stay here for two days. Afer joining forces with the Ninth Division, we will advance directly to Zbangzhou.
4. In tenns of the work in Longyan and Yongding. we should focus on
promptly creating banlefields. Consequently, we must stnmglhen leadenhip. In
addition, because the main forces of the Red Anny are at the front, it seems
appropriate that the General Political Department should move to Longyan, and
the Geaeral Management Department should be moved quickly to Longyan to
manage transportation and communications and to make unifonns.
5. Apart from the assignment of taking [Shang)bang and Wu[ping], the
Twelfth Anny should also gather intelligence about the enemy in Dapu and
Pinghe. This is very important. I have already asked Tan Zhenlin to take persona]
command of a radio station and one regiment of men, lead them to Yongding,
Our source for this text is Mao Zl!dongjutuhi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 267-68.
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make guerrilla attacks on [Da]pu and [Ping] he, and keep us infonned.
6. 11 is said lhal Huang Renhuan1 has enteml soulhem Jiangxi and the units
lhat have reached Xunwu seem to belong to Ibis force. It appears tballhe border
betwCeD Guangdong and Fujian is being guarded by Huang Zhiwen. 2 AI lhe
momenl, the enemy in Guangdong bas adopled an offensive attitude toward
Jiangxi and a defensive anirude toward Fujian. But our entry into Zbangzbou
could certainly lure this enemy into action.

Zedong

I. Huaag Renhuan

COIDIIIIIDdcd

the IDdependent First Division of the Guaagdons:-

G~~~theGuangdozlg-OuangxilbiniAnny'sEigblhOivision.

Manifesto of the Provisional Central
Government of the Oainese Soviet Republic
Declaring War on japan
(Aprill5, 1932)
After the Japanese imperialists occupied China's Three Northeastern Provinces
by armed force on September 18 of last year, they continued to deploy large
numbers of naval, ground, and air forces and occupied Shanghai and Jiading.
They harassed many cities along the Yangzi River and the seacoast, massacring
the Chinese people and burning Chinese buildings with their air and artillery
bombardments. Both in the northeast and in the vast areas of Wusong and
Shanghai, countless numbers of people were killed. 1 At present this slaughter
and destruction are still going on. The reactionary Guomindang government and
the various warlord factions under its leadership, up to their old tricks of capitulation to imperialism, handed over one after the other the Three Northeastern
Provinces and the areas of Wusong and Shanghai to the Japanese imperialists,
allowing them to massacre the Chinese people at will. Now, furthennore, under
the guise of negotiating for peace, they are actually selling out the whole of
China, promoting the carving up of China by the various imperialists. As for the
nationwide anti-Japanese, anti-imperialist revolutionary movement, they have
done their ubnost to suppress it by dissolving anti-Japanese mass organizations,
putting down anti-Japanese strikes., murdering the anti-Japanese masses. forcing
the soldicn and people's volunteers to withdraw from Songjiang and Shanghai
where they were faghting the Japanese on their own initiative, and firing machine
guns at the brave soldiers of the Nineteenth Route Anny who refused to withdraw to other places, all of which was done 10 show loyalty to imperialism.
Actually, the Guomindang government and its warlords are not only wtable but
have long been unwilling truly to fight against Japanese imperialism and to carry
on the national revolutionary war. All they can do is rely on one group of
imperialists to fight another group of imperialists so as to provoke a world war
in which the imperialist bandits will be able to solve their problem of carving up
This maniresto was lint published in Hongse Zlumghw, no. 18, April21, 1932, and we
havetranslateditftomthatsowce.
1. The rererences are to the combat between Japanese and Chinese rorces (most notably
tbc Nineteenth Roule Army mcnticmed in the text below) in and around Shanghai in
January 1932.
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China. The Chinese Soviet Area long ago shook ofT the yoke of imperialism;
however, the Guomindang warlords would rather give away the Three Northeastern Provinces, Shanghai, and even the whole country to the imperialists. On
the other hand, they have launched one attack after another against the Chinese
Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny who are wholeheartedly engaged in the national revolutionary war, hoping that in this way they can abolish the soviet
regime and the Workers' and Pea.unts' Red Anny. All this shows that the
duplicity of the Guomindang government and its various warlords is nothing but
a cover for their underhand dealings to sell out China and humiliate the Chinese
nation. They are ac:tually tools for imperialism to usc directly to suppress the
Chinese national revolutionary movement, and an obstacle to the conduct of the
Chinese national revolutionuy war. Now, the Provisional Central Government
of the Soviet Republic of China officially declares war on Japan, and is leading
the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny and the broad popular masses of oppressed people all over China to drive Japanese imperialism out of China and
oppose the carving up of China by the various imperialist powers. so as to win
complete liberation and independence for the Chinese nation. The Soviet Central
Government aMOunccs to the workers, peasants, soldien, and oppressed popular
masses of the whole country: In order to canyon a genuine national revolutionary war, and fight directly against the Japanese imperialists, it is necessary first
to overthrow the reac:tionuy Guomindang government that has helped suppress
the national revolutionary movement and has been an obstacle to the development of the nationaJ revolutionary war. Only by doing so is it possible for us to
fight directly against the Japanese imperialists with a free hand and to cause the
national revolutionary war to develop greatly in every part of the country. The
Soviet Central Government solemnly declares: If the Guomindang warlords had
not concentrated all their armed forces to attack the soviet areas and the Red
Anny, the toiling masses of workers and peasants in the soviet areas and the
Red Anny would long ago have stood with the brave anti-Japanese soldiers and
volunteers who fought directly against Japan. Therefore, unless Guomindang
rule is overthrown, there can be no genuine national revolutionuy war. At present, the Soviet Provisional Central Government is leading the Workers' and
Peasants' Red Anny in the whole country and the broad masses of toiling workers and peasants in the soviet areas in their revolutionary war to seize major
cities with a view to undermining Guomindang rule. This is truly carrying on a
genuine national revolutiorwy war and is a prerequisite for fighting directly
against Japanese imperiaJism. We call upon the workers, peasants., soldiers, students, and all the toiling masses living in areas under White rule to rise up and
organize themselves into an Anti-Japanese Volunteer Anny of the popular
masses, ann themselves with the weapons seized from the Guomindang warlords, directly wage war on Japan, and set up military commissions to guide such
actions and operations in the various localities. Soldiers in the White armies shouJd
rise in rebellion, overthrow their reac:tionary officers, fight on their own against the
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Japanese, and organize themselves into the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. It
should be recognized that only the Soviet Government can truly lead the national
revolutionary war of the whole country, wage war directly against Japan, and
oppose the imperialists' partition of China. Only the Chinese Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army is truly the anned force of the popular masses canying on
the national revolutionary war. Only the world proletariat, the oppressed nations,
and the Soviet Union are international forces with which we can truly unite in
the fight against imperialism. The Soviet Provisional Central Government calls
upon the workers, peasants, soldiers, and all the toiling masses all over the
country to unite under the Red flag of the soviet rCgime, take an active part in the
prosecution of the revolutionary war, and arm themselves in the White areas
everywhere, so as to overthrow the reactionary Guomindang rule throughout
China, establish a soviet tigime of the Chinese masses, build the Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army, unite with the proletariat and the oppressed nations of the
world and with the Soviet Union to drive Japanese imperialism out of China
through a national revolutionary war, oppose the partition of China by the imperialists, and fight to the end for the true independence and emancipation of the
Chinese people.
Chairman ofthe
Provisional Central
Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic

Mao Zedong

Directive of the ProuisiO'fUll Central
Government on Mobilizing for the
Declaration of War Againstjapan
(April IS, 1932)
Ever since Japanese imperialism occupied China's Three Northeastern Provinces
and invaded Shanghai, the Soviet Central Government has repeatedly pointed
out in all of its declarations that the aim of Japanese imperialism is to colonize
the Three Northeastern Provinces completely, and the Shanghai Incident will
come to represent a concrete demonstration of the partitioning of China by the
imperialist bandits. The Guomindang gOVf:mmcnt and the warlords under its
leadership will only capitulate even more shamelessly to imperialism, sell out
China to them, and suppress the anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist movements of
the popular masses of the whole country. They will absolutely not take any real
actions to resist Japan and to strive for the independence and liberation of the
Chinese nation. The development of the Shanghai Incident has now proved that
the appraisal of the situation made by lhe Central Government is absolutely
correct. A Manchurian puppet government has already been established in the
Three Northeastern Provinces, and is the most obedient running dog of Japanese
imperialism. The Shanghai peace negotiations and the investigation delegations
of the League of Nations 1 are nothing but meetings and organizations to divide
up the spoils from the carving up of Shanghai and of China by the imperialist
bandits. Some of the Guomindang warlords who were previously obliged, under
pressure from the soldiers who rose up on their own initiative to fight Japan, to
make a pretense of resisting Japan, have now shown their true colors: Ma
Zhanshan2 has become minister for military affaiJS of the Manchurian governThis directive was first published in Ho"gse ZhrmghUD, no. 18, April 21, 1932. We have
translated it from Mao Zedtmgji, Vol. 3, pp. I IS-19, which reproduces !hal text.
I. A referet~ce to the Lytton Commission. For Mao's subsequent assessment of irs
work, see below, '"Circular Telegnm Opposing the Report of the International InvestigationTeam."October6,1932.
2. Ma Zhansan was a warlord geneml in Heilcmgjiang who initially resisted the Japanese invasion of Manchuria. but found himself isolated and unsupponed by other Chinese
units. He then temporarily collaborated with the Japanese out of necessity in FebruaryMarch 1932, as a result of which he was nuned minister of war in the newly established
Slate of Manchukuo. On April I, 1932 (notiODg after the pre!lerlt document was wrinen),
however, Ma found an opportuniry 10 redefect to the Chinese., after which he steadily
resisted the Japanese.
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ment, and warlords such as Jiang and Cail are taking part in the Shanghai peace
negotiations aimed at the partition of Shanghai by the imperialists. The
Guomindang government is even readier to accept at any time the instructions of
the League of Nations and let China be exploited. The propaganda about what
they call "long-term resistance against Japan" is used on the one hand to deceive
the anti-Japanese popular masses of the whole country, and on the other hand in
an attempt to win support from other imperialist factions (in particular from the
U.S. imperialists), thereby provoking a world war during which the imperialist
bandits would have an excellent opportunity to solve the problem of carving up
China. The greatest efforts made by the Guomindang government and its various
factions of warlords over the past few months have been in compliance with the
wishes of the imperialists. They have dissolved the anti-Japanese organizations
in every part of the country, put down the anti-Japanese strikes, slaughtered the
anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist masses, fired machine guns at the brave soldiers who fought the Japanese invaders on their own initiative, strictly forbidden
the activities of the popular masses and the volunteer army, and in particular
deployed large numbers of armed forces to launch one attack after another on the
soviet areas and the Red Anny. All this shows that the Guomindang government
and its various factions of warlords are nothing but tools that the imperialists will
use for the direct suppression of China's national reva1utionary movement. Not
only will they never conduct any national revolutiorwy war against the Japanese
imperialists, but they are a fundamental obstacle to the pursuit of the national
revolutionary war.
·
Only the toiling masses of workers and peasants throughout China are a
genuine anti-imperialist force; only the soviets and the Red Army are truly
capable of waging a national revolutionary war against Japanese imperialism.
Now the oppressed popular masses throughout China are suffering under the iron
heel of Japanese imperialism. They will not yield to the humiliations they have
been suffering at the hands of the Guomindang government, and have risen in
anger for the revolutiorwy struggle against Japan and the Guomindang. In order
to lead the toiling masses of workers and peasants in the whole country to fulfill
the revolutionary task of driving Japanese imperialism out of China, the Soviet
Central Government officially declares war on Japan. It has pointed out to the
oppressed popular masses of all China that the soviet areas long ago shook off
the yoke of imperialism, but the Guomindang warlords now under the control
and guidance of the imperialists are acting on their insbuCtions and will never
give up their attacks on the soviet areas and the Red Army. If it were not for
the attacJcs launched by the Guomindang government, the toiling masses of
3. The ref"erence is probably to Jiang Ouangnai and Cai Tingkai.Jrso, Mao's informa-tion must bavc been out or date. since by this time Jiang and Cai had already become
national heroes as a result or the stubborn resistance opposed by their Nineteenth Route
Army 10 the Japanese arrack of January 2&, 1932, against Shanghai.
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workers and peasants in the soviet areas and the Red Army would long ago have
united with the soldiers and volunteers who fought heroically against Japan and
would have been standing shoulder to shoulder with them waging war directly
against Japan. Therefore, the Soviet Provisional Central Government is now
leading the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army of the whole country and the
broad masses of toiling workers and peasants in the soviet areas actively to
pursue the revolutionary war, to expand outward to seize key cities, and thus to
undermine Guomindang rule. This is really carrying out in practice the national
rcvolutiorwy war, it is a prerequisite for fighting directly against Japan. The
Soviet Provisional Central Government now calls on the workers, peasants, and
soldiers of the whole country and on all the toiling masses to unite closely under
the Red flag of the soviets, take an active pan in the revolutionary war, arm
themselves in the areas under White rule, organize the anti-Japanese volunteers
of the popular nwses, seize weapons from the Guomindang, the landlords, and
the bourgeoisie, fight the Japanese directly, and set up revolutionary military
conunissions to guide their actions. The White soldiers must rise in rebellion,
ovenhrow their reactionary officers, fight the Japanese voluntarily, establish a
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, overthrow Guomindang rule throughout the
country, and establish a soviet rtgime of the popular masses in the whole country. Thus it will be possible to drive Japanese imperialism out of China by means
of national revolutionary war, oppose the panition of China by the imperialists.,
and fight to the end for the independence and liberation of the Chinese nation.
Consequently, aside from issuing a circular telegram to make known these
views and this program of action relating to the proclamation of war against
Japan, the Soviet Central Government issues to the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Army and the soviet governments at all levels the following instructions:
I. The Central Revolutionary Military Commission, military conunissions in
all soviet areas, headquaners of the military commands in each disb'ict, and the
Red Guard departments (i.e., military departments) of each xian should give
mobilization speeches to all the Red fighters regarding the declaration of war
against Japan, to help each one of them m~derstand that taking an active pan in
the revolutionary war to annihilate the troops of the Guomindang warlords that
are attacking the soviet areas, moving out to seize key cities, and destroying
Guomindang rule are truly the prerequisites for carrying out the anti-Japanese
national revolutionary war. The more vigorously the revolutionary civil war
develops, the more rapidly the Guomindang warlords will collapse, and the
sooner the time will come for us to fight directly against the Japanese. The Red
fighters in the whole of the soviet areas should prepare for the coming of a
national revolutionary war much broader in scope than any we have yet experienced. Mobilizing for the declaration of war against Japan is by no means a task
that should be performed only when we open fire directly against Japanese
imperialism. Moreover, the brave soldiers and the volunteer army of the popular
masses in the areas under White rule along the coast have long ceased to be
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under the control of the Guomindang warlords, and they have spontaneously
begun fighting against Japan. They are in urgent need of the support and guidance of the soviets and the Red Anrrj. Consequently, mobilizing for the declaration of war against Japan can absolutely not be separated from actively
pushing the revolutionary war into other parts of the country. On the contrary,
mobilizing to develop the rcvolutionaJ)' war should be seen as a blow against
Japanese imperialism, and as strong support for the anti-Japanese masses and
the brave soldiers in the White areas. Military mobilization should make it clear
to every Red fighter that he should not leave the ranks unless he is wounded or
sick; those who desert will be punished, arxl ridiculed by the masses. The local
armed forces should impose military discipline like that in the Red Anny.
Military training should be intensified for the Red Guard Anny, whose members are not released from production. The Military Commission should proclaim Red martial law throughout the soviet areas and check on it. Production
in munitions factories should continue to increase; grain supply stations and
transportation stations should be set up along vital communication lines; a
certain portion of grain should be stored in case there might be a rice famine;
funds should be saved for fighting a protracted campaign; defense works should
be established along the boundaries of the developing areas and be further
pushed outward; money should be raised to renew the equipment of the armed
forces (government taxes are, of course, used chiefly to support the Red Anny)
so as to enable the Red Anny, our main armed force, to continue performing its
combat tasks. A nwnber of guerrilla detachments should be organized and
move out from the soviet areas to other places. In localities that are close to the
key cities or are directly controlled by the imperialists, the guerrilla units should
lead the popular masses in organizing an anti-Japanese volunteer army to conduct guerrilla warfare.
2. The General Political Department of the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Anny and the political departments at all levels of the Red Anny should cany
out political mobilization. They should conduct extensive propaganda among
the Red fighters regarding the declaration of war against Japan, and constantly
unmask in Red Star and other periodicals edited by the Red Anny the facts
about how the Japanese and all other imperialists invade and occupy China,
pal'rition China, and slaughter and oppress the Chinese nation, as well as about
how the Guomindang has sold out China and humiliated the Chinese nation.
Thus we can rouse the enthusiasm and courage of all the Red fighters for the
declaration of war against Japan, as well as stimulating their determination to
push the revolulionaJ)' war into other parts of the country to annihilate the
Guomindang warlords and their rule. Pamphlets and illustrated magazines of all
kinds should be compiled, putting forward propaganda and agitation slogans
that are closely related to the present struggle. Special attention should be paid
to political work in the places recently reached by the Red Army, especially in
places close to key cities.
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3. When the Workers' and Peasants' Red Aimy expands into places close to
areas controlled by Japanese imperialism, its primary task is to annihilate the
Guomindang forces that are in collusion with the imperialists. If we do not
annihilate the Guomindang forces that are attacking us, we will simply give them
an excellent opportunity to annihilate us in cooperation with the anned forces of
the imperialists. This would certainly disrupt the measures for carrying on the
national revolutionary war against Japan, and would not really help to drive the
Japanese imperialists out of ChinL When the Red guerrilla forces expand into
places that are close to the sphere of influence of Japanese imperialism, they
should lead the popular masses to organize anti-Japanese volwttcer armies, arm
themselves, and conduct mobile guerrilla warfare, lighting directly against
Japan, thereby draw:ing the White soldiers to f~ght spontaneously against Japan.
A revolutionary military commission should be organized jointly to lead this
action, so that they may detach themselves from the rule of the Guomindang
warlords and overthrow it.
4. Soviet govenunents at all levels in every soviet area should immediately
carry out mass mobilization regarding the declaration of war against Japan. First
they should intensify the mobilization of the toiling masses of workers and
peasants to join the Red Army voluntarily, expand the revolutionary war into
other places, and prepare to fight Japanese imperialism directly. They should
mobilize the toiling masses as a whole to take part voluntarily in all kinds of
work in the rear for the revolutionary war and, first of all, to join the Red Guards
and the Young Pioneers who are not released from production. They should see
to it that all the toiling masses throughout the soviet areas, both men and women,
will have an ardent desire to receive some milital}' training and prepare to fight
against Japan. They should strive to mobilize people to carry out the work of
strengthening the bases in the soviet areas, intensifY the enforcement of Red
mania! law, step up local self-defense, save funds and grain to help the Red
Army, and also store public grain for it. They should mobilize the masses to do a
good jab of the spring and autumn plowing and sowing so as to get in a good
harvest far the year, reorganize the Red postal service, repair roads and bridges
to facilitate conununications in the soviet area, begin at once to collect the
progressive tax on cammcn::e, and make plans to levy a land tax to provide a
saurcc far govenunent reveue. They should also mobilize the workers, peasants.
and toiling masses to produce more daily necessities far the Red Anny (for
example. by making bedding and clothing, shoes, caps, and munitions): arganizc
teams of stretcher bearers, transport detachments, clothes-washing groups, and
gift-giving detachments. to help the Red Anny men and encourage them to
cantinue to fight; apply the rules and regulations on giving preferential treaanent
to the Red Army; help the families of the Red Aimy men plow their fields; and
cultivate the public .fields that belong to the Red Army.
5. This directive will be issued ta all units and arganizations at the lower
levels in the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army and in local armed forces, and to
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municipal and township soviets. Specific mobilization plans should be made in
accordance with these instructions. The Cenbal Revolutionary Military Commis·
sion should promulgale its own mobilization plans.
Chainnan of the Centml

Executive Committee

Mao Zedong

Vic:e-Chainnen

XiangYing
ZbangGuotao

Views Regarding the Central Task in the
Future, and the Work in New Red Areas,
as WeU as in the White Areas
(April22, 1932)

Enlai:
I. In the banle ofNanjing. 1 Zhang Zhen's forces were in large part wiped
out, and we achieved ow- goal of coning off one wing of the enemy troops in

Guangdong. This will not only help to consolidate western Fujian, develop guerrilla warfare in southern Fujian, and assist the Red Anny in the East River area.
It will also have great influence on the ovcraJI situation because of our occupation of the port of Zhangzhou. There is the possibility of inciting the Guangdong
armies to move and provoking banle. Therefore, achieving victory over the
enemy in Guangdong bas become the central task for the future.
2. It is possible lhat the enemy in Guangdong will enter Fujian from Yangding, Pinghe. or Zbaoan. Our Eastern Route Anny should, in the shortest possible time, develop the gueuilla warfare in southern Fujian toward the north, to the
whole of the four xian of Shanghang, Wuping, Longyan, and Yongding. It

should raise revenue in excess of 1,000,000 yuan and be prepared 10 wipe out the
enemy forces that enter Fujian, so that we will be able to enter Iiangx.i and
advance northward as soon as possible.
3. The exploitation in southern Fujian is remarkably severe. The workers.
peasants, and small businessmen all cherish deep hatred for the landlords and
warlords, and when the Red Anny entered Zhangzhou, the residents rushed out
like mad to see and support them.
4. I have already met with Deng Zimin.l According to him, there is a Red
guerrilla region in Longxiyu, 80 li from Zhangzhou, where the five xian of
Our source for this text is M(l() Zedongjunslrl wenjl, Vol. I, pp. 269-70.
I. Tbc refcrau:c is not to the OuomindaoJ: capital, but 10 Nanjing :dan in F\Uian, a
locality traversed by the Red Army in the course of its allaclt on Zhangzhou. Sec above,
lhc document dated Mateh 30, 1932.
2. The cdilols of the MQlJ Zedong junslri wenji note that they cannot identify this
individual and suggest that Mao has conflatcd two names: those of Dcng Zihui, a founder
of the western Fujian revolutionary movement wbo was then working in Xiamcn, and Cai
Xicmin, who was then secrctaJy of the Zhangzhou ;!Cion Party commirrcc.
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Nanjing, Pinghe, Yunxiao, Zbangpu, and Longxi intersect The masses number
about 40,000. In Nanxiang in Zhangzhou, there is a Red guerrilla delachment of
sixty. It has now been decided to take Longxiyu as the center, expand the
guerrilla warfare toward the five xian of Nanjing, Pinghc, Yunxiao, Zhangpu,
and Longxi, create a small Red Army, and establish a small soviet area. The
guiding principles for the work in the other White areas are open propaganda;
secret organization; and distribute grain, but do not establish political power, and
do not distribute the land. As to whether temporary organs of political power
should be set up in Zhangzhou, wait for a few days to see the circumstances of
the mass struggle and the requirements of the siruation before deciding whether
to put out a call. The anti-Japanese declaration should be publicized immcdiately.3
Zodong

3. The rererence is to tbe declaration or wv againsl Japan, daled April IS, 1932,
IJanslatedabovc.

Views Regarding the Political Appraisal,
Military Strategy, and the Tasks of the
Eastern and Western Ruute Annies
(May 3, 1932)

To the Central Bureau:
I have taken cognizance of your telegram. The political appraisal and military

strategy of the Center are wholly erroneous. 1
First, after the three campaigns and the Japanese attack, the ruling forces in
China, panicularly the Chiang Kaishck faction, have been dealt a great blow and
can only strike defensive blows against us. The same is true of the Guangdong
forces. We must absolutely not exaggerate the strength of the enemy or believe
that he is still capable of inflicting damage as severe as that caused to the Central
Soviet Area in the three campaigns last year. Nor, as regards strategy, should we
summon up our own mistakes and take an erroneous road.
Second, after the three campaigns, our overall military strategy should absolutely never repeat the defensive strategy of fighting on interior lines. On the

contrary, we should adopt the offensive strategy of fighting on exterior lines. Our
lask is to take key cities and achieve victory in one province. It seems that
destroying the enemy is the prerequisite for this. Given the present situation both
Our source for this text is Mdo Zedong junshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 271-72, where it is
reproduced from a copy in the Central Archives.
I. Mao sent this telegram from Zhaogzhou in reply 10 a Central Bureau communication
which relayed the Central Committee's April 14, 1932, missive entitled "'Letter from
Central to the Party Organs of the Various Soviet Areas Regarding Opposing the Imperialist Attack on the Soviet Union and the Partition of China." After stressing the seriousness
of the imperialist threat 10 the Soviet Union and China and calling for countermeasures
such as expanding the Red Army and expanding and linking up the soviet areas, the lencr
concluded that "right opportunism" within the Party was still a significant obstacle 10
carrying out these measures. Among the manifestations of this "right opportunism," the
letter cited ignoring the continuing danger to the Soviet Union and to the revolution;
ignoring the leadership of the proletariat in the revolutionary struggle; and failing to
understand the necessity for energetic operations (jiji xingdong) by the Red Army, falling
instead imo a "vulgar conservatism" which in certain circumstances had led to advocacy of
"dispersing the Red Army and organizing it into guerrilla detachmcDts."' The !ext of the
Cenlral Committee letter is available in Cenlrol Committee Dot:umenrs, Vol. 8 (1932), pp.
193-201.
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on our side and on lhat of the enemy, as well as the condition of our supplies and
logistics, we must leap out of the enemy's encirclement and wage offensive war
on exterior lines. Only thus can we achieve our goal. To propose using last
year's strategy under present circumstances is right opportunism. 2 The operations of both the Eastern Route Anny and the Western Route Army on the
present occasion have been absolutely correct. The aim of the Eastern Route
Army's deep penetration into Zhangzhou was absolutely not primarily for the
purpose of raising revenue, nor does the separation of the Western Route Anny
violate the principle of concentration. We have escaped from the enemy's encirclement and smashed both his eastern and western fronts. As a re.~ult, his northem and southern fronts are under severe threat from us, and he has no alternative
but to change his goal of marching to the Central Soviet Area and [instead] move
toward our Eastern and Western Route armies. In the future our Western Route
Army should adopt a completely active stance, employ all sorts of methods to
make the enemy move, concentrate its forces to hit the enemy's weak points,
destroy the enemy one by one, and achieve O'm'lll victory. The task of the
Eastern Route Army in the future is to strike resolutely at the enemy troops in
Guangdong. It should immediately concentrate the Fourteenth Anny, the Eighth
Division of the Third Anny, and the Thirty-sixth Division of the Twelfth Anny
at Qiuyan. There are very great differences between a campaign in the White
areas and one in the Red areas, and there are also great differences between
fighting the armies in Guangdong and fighting Zhang Zhen. As regards the
enemy in Nanjing [xiQn in Fujian], because we were in a Wbite area and did not
have enough forces to allocate, we could not send any troops to besiege the
enemy from the left and we were unable to wipe out Zhang Zhen's renmant
forces. It is absolutely necessary to concentrate the Fourteenth Army, the Eighth
Division, and the Thirty-sixth Division. There are plenty of local armed forces to
allocate in Jiangxi.
Z.dong

2. In tbis passage Mao appears 10 be abandoning the "luring deep" slnltegy for wbich
he had previously argued so vehemently.

An open Telegram opposing
the Guomindang's Agreement
to SeU Out Shanghai
(May9, 1932)

The counterrevolutionary Guomindang government is currently engaged in an
impudent and undisguised deal in which it surrenders itself to imperialism and
betrays the national interests of the country. On May 5, the Ouomindang government signed a so-called cease-fire agreement with the Japanese and all the other
imperialists. I This agreement has totally sold out Shanghai, the center of the
proletariat in China. In accordance with the agreement, Japan is allowed to
station countless navy, army, and air force troops in Shanghai on a long-tenn
basis, whereas China is not allowed to station any troops within the vicinity of
Shanghai. In reality, this agreement has indefinitely extended the concession
territory in Shanghai; it represents a concrete step to tum Shanghai into an open
city under the control of a condominium.
Such shameless surrender and overt betrayal of the country have more deeply
exposed the Guomindang's true nature as a hidden agent working for imperialist
schemes to carve up the territory of China and as a scavenger clearing the way
for the imperialist invasions into China. At the same time, the Guom.indang
government is mustering all its fortes under the command of the imperialists, not
only attacking the soviet areas, which have been liberated and have thrown off
the yoke of imperialism for a long time, but also attempting to undennine and
halt the national revolutionary war against imperialism launched by the Workers'
and Peasants' Red Anny. The negotiation and signing of the agreement in
Shanghai have even more clearly revealed two things: fllSt, that the League of
Nations is the organizer of the plot to divide up China; and second, that all
imperialists are equally the accomplices of the Japanese imperialists and initiators of the partition of China.
The Provisional Soviet Central Government declares before the toiling masses
of all China: On behalf of the suffering masses all over the country, it repudiates
the negotiations and secret agreements between the counterrevolutionary
Ou:r soun::e ror this text is Mso Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 121-22.
I. This truce ended the f!Jhting between Cbinesc and Japar~ese troops that had begun in
January1932.
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Guomindang government and the Japanese, as well as all the other imperialists;
denounces the cease-fire agreement signed by the traitorous Guomindang government on May 5; and calls upon the suffering masses throughout China to arise
resolutely and wage a national-revolutionary war against the Japanese and all
other imperialists as well as their running dog and scavenger--the Guomindang
government--to safeguard the tenitorial integrity of China and strive for China's
complete independence and liberation.
The Provisional Soviet Central Government also calls upon the toiling masses
all over China to rise up in struggle, ann themselves, support the triumphant
counterattack by the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny, overthrow the
counterrevolutionary government of the Guomindang, and fight the national-revolutioruuy war resolutely to the end. Struggle for the liberation and independence
of China! Struggle for an independent and free Soviet China!
Chairman ofthe Provisional
Central Government ofthe
Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chainnen

MaoZcdong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

May 9 at Ruijin, Jiangxi

Decision of the Central Executive Committee
Approving the Various Resolutions Adopted at
the First Soviet Congress ofjiangxi Province
(June 3, 1932)
The resolutions adopted at the First Congress of Workers', Peasants', and
Soldiers' Deputies of Jiangxi Province• concerning the work report of the government, the labor law, the land law, problems of local armed forces, the economy and finances of Jiangx.i Province, expansion of the Red Army, culture and
education, and the resolution to support the declaration of war on Japan made by
the Provisional Central Government are aJI in keeping with the spirit of the laws
and decrees, as well as the resolutions promulgated by the All-Soviet Congress
and the Executive Committee of the Party Central Committee, and may be approved. However, the new Executive Committee oftbe Jiangx.i Pany Committee
should in its work carry out these resolutions to the letter and make every effort
to avoid the misraken attitude of govenunents at all levels in the past, which was
to regard resolutions adopted at congresses as one thing and day-to-day work as
another, thus turning such resolutions into historical relics and mere objects of
research. Therefore, this government specially directs the attention of the new
Executive Comminee of the Jiangxi Soviet to this matter. It is best that the new
Executive Comminee of the Jiangxi Soviet at once tum the resolutions of the
Jiangxi Soviet Congress into concrete worlc plans and carry them out to the
lener, so that the resolutions of the provincial Soviet Congress do not become
mere scrap.s of paper.
Chairman
Vice-Chainncn

MaoZedong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Our soun:e for this ICXI is Mao Zedtmgji. Bujwa11, Vol. 4, pp. 37-38.
I. This congress convened on May I, 1932, in Xingguo :1Cia11. Zeng Shan was elecled as
!he goycrnment's chairman.
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The Central Government's Telegram to the
Hunan:Jiangxi Provincial Cungress of
Worken', Peasants', and Soldiers' Deputies
Uune 9, 1932)

To the Hunan~Jiangxi Provincial Congress of Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers'
Deputies, in care of the Hunan-Jiangxi Provincial Soviet. L
Dear Comrade Delegates:

Because of the difficulties of travel and transportation, the Central Soviet is
unable to send representatives to attend your congress and can only give the

congress this simple directive via wireless.
I. At the moment, the imperialists are madly conducting a war against the
Soviet Union and carving up China; the Chinese revolution is advancing, especially with the several unprecedented victories by the Soviet Red Army. 2 The
imperialists have escalated from covert intervention to overt and direct violent

suppression ofthe Chinese Revolution.
2. The rule of the Guomindang is collapsing; it continues to betniy China and
seJVe as the imperialists' scavenger in the attempt to resuscitate their expiring life. It
is furiously launching new anacks against the soviet areas and the Red Army all over
the country. The present period is one in which revolution and counterrevolution are
waging a life-and-death struggle; it is a period in which the civ:il war has advanced to
the srage oftolal war with the armed forces of the imperialists.
3. At the moment, the balance of strength between classes in the country has
changed--much to the benefit of the development of the soviet revolution. At
This telegram was first published in HOllg#ZIItmghllo, no. 22, June 9, 1932. The text is
reproduced in Moo Zedtmgji, Vol. 3, pp. 123-25, and we have translated it from lhat
source.
I. The Hunan-Jianpi Revolutionary Base Area was located in the Jingganphan region on the border beiWCetllhe two provinces; Yongxin :rian constituted the core of the
base. The First Congress or the Hunan-Jiangxi Soviet rook place in Lianhua :rian on
October 17-25, 1931; a second congress took place in Yongxin xlan on August 1-7,
1932. Given the date on the present docwnent, it appear5 directed toward lhc soon-to-beheld second congress, rather than being a retrospective commentary on lhe firs!.
2. "Soviet Red Anny" here refers to the Red Aml.y in the Central Soviet Area, not to
lhc army or !he Soviet Union.
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present, the soviet is adopting a policy of aggressive offensives, using attacks by
revolutionary forces to annihilate the attacks by the imperialists and the
Quomindang; it is mobilizing and arming the masses to lbc maximum degree; it
is carrying out fully the Central Government's mobilization order for war against
Japan and struggling to win victory first in Jiangx.i and its neighboring provinces.
4. Your congress is to carry out all the tasks required by this mission, to
define more specifiC action plans, to mobilize and prepare the masses and Red
fighting soldiers to struggle against imperialism and for the overthrow of the rule
of the Ouomindang, and to plan even more spccif1C8lly for the sovietization of
the western banks of the Gan River and, in cooperation with the Red Army and
Jiangxi Province, for concrete action to seize Ganzhou. Ji'an, and Nanchang.
S. The congress shauld come to a very specific decision about tJying; to
expand the Red Army and implementing the policies of special treatment for the
Red Army. The congress should make a full decision on how to lead the
strengthening and development of gucnilla warfare, the expansion of the soviet
areas, and the strengthening of all efforts and struggles in the White areas.
6. Strengthen the masses' initiatives for struggle. You must cany out thoroughly
the political program of the soviet. Fully enfOJte the labor laws and conduct land
investigation to check on whether or not the land laws have been fully applied. Carry
out land construction and raise production in a planned manner.
7. Strengthen the congresses of deputies in cities and townships to create a
real democratic system and attract the majority of masses to take part in the
government and in carrying out its tasks.
8. As regards the problem of purging counterrevolutionaries, while correctly
executing Directive No. 6,l the further mistake of abandoning the purge must be
avoided at the same time. However, worker and peasant elements who were
enticed or deceived into joining various organizations (such as opium-smoking
groups, romance societies, etc.), as opposed to joining knowingly, must not be
handled in the same manner as those elements who joined the AB Corps voluntarily or with prior knowledge. A distinction should be made. They should not be
prosecuted as having officially joined countem:volutionuy organizations. Only
in this way can the masses who were deceived into joiniDg subversive organizations unknowingly be won over, and the COUDtem:VOiutionaries prevented from
conspiring to blackmail them into joining their conspiracies.
9. The past error of encouraging the masses to go to the White areas to loot
and take rice must be strictly corrected. This damages the credibility of the
soviet and incmlscs the hostility of the masses in the White areas, causing them to be
put to use by the cowuerrevolutioftarics. Local wodteiS and peasants in the White
areas should be cnc:ouragcd to seize the rice owned by landlords residing in the
White areas, so that part of it may be used to help the Red Army and part of it may

-~~referred 10 appears to be"Directive No. 6ofthe Central Executive
Committee of the Chinese Soviet Republic," dated December Il, 1931, translated above.
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be used co assist the masses in the ravaged soviet areas where there is a rice
shortage. But propaganda must still be conducted among the masses in the White

""'·10. In the past, in opposing the rich peasants, the provincial soviets made a
distinction between the situation before and after the revolution.4 This is extremely
wrong, and the congress must reject any such theory. In the past, the masses did not
enthusiastically engage in production mainly because of the abuses in levying fines
without distinguishing among classes and in collecting donalions. This was not
caused by the srruggle to oppose exploitation by rich peasants.
II. Correctly carry out economic policies to open up financial resources.
Establish the economic foundation for developing the revolulionary war. On the
one hand, develop the economy, rectifY tax collection, and organize guerrilla
forces. [On the other,] when raising money in the White areas, at the same time
raise the [slogan] of "economize in all expenditures to fund the revolutionary
war'' to punish severely com~ption and waste. Achieve a true unification of
finances to solve the problem of raising money for the regular Red Army and
enable it to devote itself fully to the revolutionary war.
12. In order to cany out these tasks thoroughly, a system of work inspection
must be put iruo effect to root out bureaucratism, embezzlement, corruption, and
passive work stoppage. It was wrong for the Provincial Soviet not to establish a
Workers' and Peasants' Inspection Department in the past. Governments at all
levels must establish such departments according to the rules issued by the
Provincial Soviet Congress. Veteran members of the Cormnunist Party with the
most experience in struggle and the most enthusiasm for work should be selected
to staff them. Moreover, call on the majority of workers, peasants, and mass
organizations to participate in this elTon.
13. The congress must thoroughly examine the previous work of the Provincial Soviet and governments at all levels, and ruthlessly expose all the mistakes
in their work. Only by so doing can you correctly implement all the resolutions
and orders of the soviet congress and the Central Government and fulfill the
tasks the congress should set. In conclusion, we wish your congress success.
Chairman of the Provisional
Central Government
ofthe Chinese Soviets
Vice-Chairmen

Mao [Zedong]
Xiang(Ying)
Zhang [Guotao]

4. That is, befoR: and after lhc initial rural uprisings that led to soviet power being
established. in an area.

On the Organizatitm and Work of the
Committee for Upholding Women'S Rights
and Improving Women's lives
Announcement by the Interim Central Government
Directive No. 6 of the Council ofPeoples Commissars
(June 20, 1932)

Women make up half of the working masses. For working women to participate
actively in the work of the revolution has a rremendous effect on the revolution.
If women join guerrilla forces, the volunteer anny, the Red Guards, and the
Young Pioneers, this will demonslrate women's revolutionary initiatives for aJI
types of struggle. If we do not pay attention to women's problems and fail to

protect the rights to which women are entitled, it may weaken women's enthusiasm for participating in the revolutionary struggle, and this will be a loss for the
revolution. Especially in a revolutionary war which is increasingly expanding
outward, most working men lend to join the Red Army and participate in the
efforts at the front; this requires even more that women take over the work and
the responsibilities of consolidation and security in the rear. If we resolutely
apply the laws protecting and liberating women, lead and encourage working
women to take an active part in the revolutionary war, and also link up closely
and cooperate well with the women's movement, this will speed the victory of
the revolution.
Soviet governments at all levels should recognize women's effective role in
the revolutionary war; in the past, soviet governments seldom paid any attention
to women's rights, and even disj,layed a tendency to slight women, which may
be gleaned from the following facts:
I. During the last election, some places deprived working women ofthe right
to vote, thereby preventing working women from participating in the work of the
soviets. This constitutes a violation of the election principles of the soviets and a
violation of working women's constitutional rights. What a grave error this is!
2. Under soviet governments, peasant women receive redistributed land just
This document was first published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 26, July 7, 1932. We have
translated it from Mao Zedongji. Bujua11, Vol. 4, pp. 49-54, where it is reproduced from
that source.
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as men do, so they can achieve economic independence. However, in many
places, when women have divorced their husbands, women do not get to take the
land and houses with them, while government officials, instead of paying attention to these problems, fail to protect the rights women should enjoy, and even
interfere with women's right to own property. For example, they prohibit divorced women from taking away clothes. In particular, there is inequality in pay
between male and female workers. For instance, female workers in cooperatives
in Xingguo are paid even less than apprentices. In Nanyang district in Fujian,
men and women do the same type of work in rice processing, but women's
wages are 50 pen:ent lower than men's. This constitutes a most intolerable CJTOr
of discriminating against proletarian women!
3. On the issue of marriage, the regulations in the Marriage Law have not
been followed, and there are many cases of buying and selling in marriage,
forced marriages, and child brides. Even physical and verbal abuse of women is
still common everywhere. It is even the case that many governments resort to
oppressive and interventionist measures on the issue of marriage, to the point
that in places like Xingguo, Longsha, and Shangshe, women cannot gain marital
freedom and are even imprisoned and tortured by the local government and are
totally unable to fight back. There have been cases of poisoning husbands to
death in order to gain marital freedom, a measure to which women used to resort
in the past during the feudal period. This not only is a disgrace under soviet
governments, but also proves that these governments resist the laws of the Central Government and continue the old feudal practice of oppressing women!
4. The labor laws contain specific provisions for protecting the rights of
women, but they are not enforced, especially those provisions protecting women
before and after childbirth.
S. Governments at all levels have hitherto been unable to lead the masses
actively in carrying out resolutely and thoroughly the provisions for giving preferential treatment to Red Army families. In particular, there has been no proposal
that women who have joined the Red Anny (the volunteer army, for example)
should enjoy the same son of preferential treatment as do men who have joined
the Red Anny. This shows a negligent attitude toward women's interests.
6. In the past, women's average political and cultural levels were slightly
lower than those of men. The soviet governments' protection of women, in some
cases, focuses exclusively on the solution of marriage problems. In most cases,
the soviet governments solve such problems ftom an oppressive and scornful
perspective or simply ignore them altogether. And most govenuncnts go slow or
even abandon political and cultural work directed at women.
In light of the situation described above, we should thoroughly correct the
previous mistakes and shortcomings in our work to protect women. Governments
at au levels should follow this order to establish committees for improving the
living conditions of women at every level and cany out the following types of
efforts:
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1. As for organizational relations and style of work, the Conunittee for Improving the Lives of Women is a specialized committee among the organizations
of government dealing with improving the lives of women. It is different from
{committees on] land, labor, culture, and so on. It is not an administrative part of
government. All of its plans and proposals must be reported to the presidium of
the government at the same level for discussion and approval. After a decision is
made, it is to be applied by the government at that level in the form of an
administrative order. But the Committee for Improving the Lives of Women
cannot, on iiS own initiative, order govenunents at subordinate levels to carry out
such decisions; it can only provide working instructions for superior and subordinate committees. In order to guide and supervise the work of the committee. the
presidiums at each level of government should often send representatives to
attend the committee's meetings. For example, when a presidium discusses issues related to women, the chainnan of the conunittee may be invited to attend
the meeting. Or when the committee has made plans and suggestions for improving women's lives, the conunittee may request pennission from the presidium to
attend the meeting and make reports and explanations. For another example,
when different departments ofthe government discuss women's issues, the committee may also send representatives to attend the meetings of these departments,
participate in the discussions, and express their views.
2. In accordance witb the organimtional principles promulgated by the Central Government, the tasks and work of the Committee for Improving the Lives
of Women consist of investigating and surveying the conditions of women's
lives, studying and designing means of improving the lives of women, inspecting
lower-level governments' execution of all laws and regulations relating to
women, and reporting and makiag specific proposals to governments at the same
level.
3. At. fer the relationship between the Committee for Improving the Lives of
Women and the Congress of Working Women. the committee may call meetings
of the Congress of Working Women and, at these meetings of women's deputies,
learn abouc their family situations, their needs, and their views on the government; it receives the opinions and demands with respect to women's own interests and gathers materials about women. In addition, it may collect materials
about women through the various types of mass organizations.
The Committee for Improving the Lives of Women may, when necessary, ask
mass organizations to send representatives to attend its meetings. The committee
should attend the Congress of Women WOlken to report on laws protecting
women issued by the Soviet Govenunent and on the rights women should enjoy.
4. Men and women are absolutely equal under the Soviet Government. Not
only do working women have, politically, the right to vote and be elected, but
they should be recruited to participate in all the work of the government and its
agencies, so that the majority of women may be united 11011nd the Soviet Government and actively seck respect for all of their rights. At the momen1, t:be

priority is to correct the erroneous tendency on the pan of government officials
at all levels to look down upon women and to neglect the protection of women's
rights, and to wage a resolute struggle against resistance to the application of the
laws related to women. {This means], for example, electing women to the position of township deputies, selecting women cadres to participate in all kinds of
conuninees formed by the township government (dealing with the work of depanments such as land redistribution and land investigation), and paying special
anention to the education and training [of women] on the job.
5. Raise the consciousness of working women and their understanding of the
Soviet Government and revolution. The liberation of working women and the
victory ofthe entire class are insepamble. Women can gain real liberation only with
class victory. Therefore, women should be helped to understand that, in order to
struggle for their own inlerests and protect their vested interests, they should struggle
for the Soviet Government. Call on them to suppon the Red Army; to encoumge
their husbands, brothers, and sons to join the Red Anny; and to oppose desenion,
organize launcby teams and n:scuc teams, perform sentry and inspection duties, join
local anned forces, and actively study and panicipate in the work of the Soviet
Government and mass groups. Thus, [they] will fight for the consolidation of the
Soviet Government, for the development of the revolutionary war, and for the
victory of the revolution first in Jiangxi and the neighboring provinces.
6. In order to raise the political and cultural levels of women, cultural depanments at all levels should set up half-day schools for women, organize reading
classes for women, and run temporary training classes in families and field
mobile literacy classes. Teachers may be chosen from govenunent and mass
organization officials and school teachers. Lower-level Comminces for Improving the Lives of Women and the cultural departments at equivalent levels should
be urged to undertake cultural efTons related to women, as well as plan to train
women cadres and recruit women to work in all govenunent agencies. In the
Congress of Working Women or women's schools and clubs, political education
should be carried out to call on women to participate actively in the soviet
movement and the revolutioiUIJ}' war.
7. The Conunitlee for Improving the Lives of Women at each level should
discuss, with the labor department at the same level, how to put into effect, in the
immediate future, all the laws and regulations in the labor laws that protect the
interests of women workers. In panicular, the same protection given to men
workers should be provided for women before and after childbinh--by providing them with social security benefits. Men and women should receive equal pay
for equal work.
8. Working women who have resolutely and courageously joined the Red
Anny should enjoy all rights included in the rules and regulations for preferential
treatment of Red Army personnel.
9. Governments at all levels should uncompromisingly enforce all aniclcs of
the Marriage Law, In panicular, it must be ensured that when women divorce
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they have the right to dispose of their land and houses. Mercenary marriages,
forced marriages, child brides, physical and verbal abuse of wumen, and all
similar oppressive practices toward women must be strictly prohibited. If government officials at any level again commit the mistakes of repressing women
and abandoning the protection of women's rights, they should be penalized
without mercy. The Comminees for Improving the Lives of Women at every
level should pay even greater ancntion to mobilizing women to fight for the
support and implementation of soviet laws for the protection of women; in the
course of improving the lives of women, the committees should further
strengthen women's initiatives for struggle and their active participation in all
the struggles of the soviets.
10. In order to improve the lives of women, it is extremely important for
governments at all levels to establish the organization and operation of the Comminee for Improving the Lives ofWomen.
a. Governments at all levels should form Committees for bnproving the
Lives of Women as soon as possible and supervise the work of the committees at each level. They should also determine specific work plans. The
Central Council of People's Commissars previously ordered governments at
all levels to establish such committees before May. But this order has not yet
been carried out; the superior government's order has been neglected. It is
hereby again mandated that governments at all levels completely establish
Committees for Improving the Lives of Women before July 15.
b. The two survey fonns distributed in Fujian and Jiangx.i provinces by
the Central Committee for Improving the Lives of Women should be filled
out, tallied, and returned to the Central Committee before July 15.
c. Committees for Improving the Lives of Women must present monthly
wodting reports to the next higher level of government on the lives of women, as
well as suggestions and specific solutions on the lives of women.
d. The provincial soviets of Jiangxi and Fujian provinces have already
fonned Comminces for Improving the Lives of Women. They should immediately decide on specific and practical working plans for a given time
period; they should immediately urge lower-level governments to form Committees for Improving the Lives of Women. They should pay special anention
to the supervision and direction of major xian and to carrying out the work
there. They should make a working report to the Central Government before
July 15. It is so ordered.
Chairman

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

On MobilV:ation for War and Work in the Rear
Directive No. 14 of the Central Executive Committee
(July 7, 1932)
Just now, the civil war is proceeding on an even wider scale. Besides commanding and organizing the Guomindang warlords to mobilize more than eighty divisions in conducting a huge "Encirclement and Suppression" against soviet areas
and the Red Army in seven or eight provinces throughout the country, the imperialists arc preparing at any time a direct and open attack on the Chinese
soviets and the Red Army. The Japanese imperialists have used military force to
occupy the Three Northeastern Provinces and to attack Shanghai. This already
constitutes a most concrete manifestation of partitioning China by force and
intervening directly in the Chinese revolution. With the unanimous agreement
and sponsorship of the various imperialist robbers, a "truce agreement" was
signed at the so-called Shanghai Peace Conference with the aim of jointly carv-

ing up Shanghai and China more quickly and completely, so that they can concentrate all their energy on dea1ing with the Chinese revolution and the Soviet
Union. In the face of this agreement, the Guomindang warlord government further exposed its role in selling out China and serving as scavengers for the
imperialists. Thus, on the one hand, it signed the agreement to sell out Shanghai
and China. On the other hand, via the Shanghai-Ningbo Railway, it transferred
the soldiers of the Fifth Anny and the Nineteenth Route Anny, who had been
bravely fighting the Japanese, to Fujian and Wuhan to attack the soviet areas that
had freed themselves from the chains of imperialism, and to anack the armed
force which is truly opposing the imperialists., the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Army. The Central Soviet Government long ago declared a national revolutionary war against Japan. It bas encouraged and led the workers, peasants, and poor
toiling masses of the whole country and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army
on the front of the anti-imperialist struggle. It has repudiated all the agreements
and secret treaties by which the Guomindang counterrevolutionaries have sold
out China to the imperialists. It has developed the anti-Japanese people's armed
forces on a large scale and is actively preparing to fight the imperialists directly
to strive for China's independence, liberation, and unification.
At present, the Central Soviet Government is leading the broad masses in the
Our soun:e for this document is Mao Zedo~~gji. Bujwl'l, Vol. 4, pp. 57-67.
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soviet areas and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army in the whole count:Jy to
launch an all-out offensive, to respond to the DCW attacks from the imperialists
and the OuomiDdang with a revolutionuy offensive, to rout and annihilate the
anacking forces of the Guomindang, to destroy the GuomiDdang's rule, and to
strive for the initial victory of the revolution in Jiangxi and neighboring provinces. This will deal a direct blow to the imperialists and create favorable conditions for the victory of the national revolutiomuy war. The continuous victories
in the two soviet areas, Hubei-HenaD-Anhui and West HWUUl-Hubei, have already created an even more favorable situation for threatening and encircling
Wuhan. The return of the Red Army of the Central Soviet A1ea from Zhangzh.ou,
its movement towud the west, the aggressive action by the Tenth and Sixteenth
armies of the Red Army, and the victory by the Third Army Group west of the
[Oan] River, have all facilitated the destruction of the enemy in Ouangdong and
Jiangxi. The task of seizing key cities along the reaches of the Gan River and
seeking victory flf'St in Jiangxi looms before us with greater wgency. The decisive battle along the reaches of the Gan River has already begun in the past few
days. Waz mobilization for the entire soviet area and work in the rear have thus
become more important and urgent than at any time in the past The expansion
and deepening of mobili:mtion for war and the consolidation and.strengthening
of the work in the rear are of decisive significance for the victory of the revolutionary waz at the front. Therefore, the Central Government hereby issues this
special order to direct the soviet governments at all levels and all armed organizations of workers and peasants immediately to execute the following tasks, so
that every worker and peasant under the Soviet Government not only understands the signiflCallCC of this waz for his own future, but also displays, throughout the entire process of class war, concrete actions of his own to ensure the
beginning and continuation of the victory of the revolutionary war. Only thus
can the previously existing phenomena of "fighting at the front having nothing to
do with the rear'' (qi,mxian dazhang. lroufang wuguan) and of muddling along
and the pursuit of temporary tranquility be changed.
I. In order that the Red Anny may get sufficient replenishment of its military
manpower as the war develops, and that these recruits may be transported to the
front in a continuous and organized manner, the Cenb'BI Government deems it
necessary dwing the current period of voluntary service to establish immediately
Red Army reinforcement regiments. Specific methods for establishing Red Anny
reinforcement regiments are hereby stipulated as follows:
a. Within the existing soviet areas. each xian or several xian are to organize a Red Army reinforcement regiment. All soldiers from among the workers and peasants who are added to the main forces of the Red Anny must go
through concentrated training in such reinforcement regiments so that they
may be sent to the front in a body. Only those recruited at the front or in
newly liberated areas, and new soldiers added to independent divisions and
regiments, may dispense with training in reinforcement regimerus.
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b. Every month each reinforcement regiment may form five companies at
most, with a minimum of two companies. In areas where the reinforcement
regiment is unable to add two companies to the Red Anny, a reinforcement
regiment should be formed jointly with neighboring xian. In the Central
Soviet Area. the command headquarters of each mililary district may determine, according to the monthly quota given to it by the Central Revolutionary Military Commission, how many reinforcement regiments to form in
each mililary district and how many companies per month each reinforcement regiment should contribute to the Red Anny. The Mililary Commission
separately makes such detenninations for other soviet areas. Each reinforcement regiment must deliver trained fresh soldiers to the front once every
month or every two weeks; it must also continue to train soldiers newly
recruited from among the workers and peasants.
c. The immediate commander of the Red Anny reinforcement regiment is
the local xian soviet and its military department. But the reinforcement regiment must set up connections with the supreme military agency in its local
area (such as the conunand post of the military district, the command post of
the branch military district, the headquarters of the garrison, and the rear
administrative office of the Military Conunission); such military organs must
also provide assistance and guidance to the reinforcement regiment.
d. As for the cadres of the reinforcement regiment, the Red Anny Mililary
Academy and the schools anached to each army and to the command posts of
individual military districts should find a way to provide them. The personnel
assigned by each army to different areas to work on receiving new Red Anny
soldiers should all participate in the work of the reinforcement regiments.
The fonncr reception stations should all be abolished without exception.
Local soviet govenwents arc responsible for providing political conunissars
and political officen.
e. The rifles and ammunition needed by the reinforcement regiments for
training in a given area will be separately obtained through the military
depots of the rear administrative office of the Military Conunission and local
governments. They will be distributed according to plans set by the conunand
post of each military district. When soldiers who have already undergone
such training are sent to the front, these rifles and anununition should not be
taken with them, so that they may be used for training new soldiers.
f. As for the supply of uniforms for the reinforcement regiments, in
Jiangxi the Central Govenunent orders the rear administrative office of the
Military Commission and the military depots to provide them; then the
command post of the military districts will allocate to each xian its needs
according to a fixed time schedule. In Fujian, Hunan·Jiangxi, Hunan-HubeiJiangxi, Northeast Jiangxi, and West Hunan-Hubei, such uniforms will be
provided by the command post of the respective military district. In HunanHenan-Anhui, the branch of the Military Commission is to find its own
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supplies of unifonns. As for the cost of food and incidental expenses, it will
be met entirely by the soviet government of eachxian. Budgets in the Central
Soviet Area will be detennined by the conunand post of each military district
and approved by the Central Government In other soviet areas, they will be
established and approved by each branch of the Military Commission and the
command posts of military districts.
g. The duration of training is set, as a geneml rule, at two weeks. 1be
content of the training is to be fixed and armounccd by each branch of the
Military Commission and the command pose of each military district.
h. Red Army reinforcement regiments in each locality mwt develop extremely close ties with local Red Army Support Committees and seek their
assistance in order to coordinate their action.
i. The reinfon:cmcnt regiments in all areas must, in general, be formed
within seven months.
2. At present, when the revolutionary anned forces must be developed very
rapidly and when the guerrilla movement is everywhere in the process of unfolding on a broad and active basis, the source of reinforcements for the main forces
of the Red Army should not be limited exclusively to the reinforcement regiments and to expansion right at the front. The greatest possible efforts should
also be made to cause the independent divisions, independeDt regiments, guerrilla units, and other armed organizations to concentrate and regroup into the
main forces of the Red Army. The Central Revolutionary Military Commission,
the various branches of the Military Commission of each army, and the command post of each military district must, in their plans for expanding the Red
Army, specify their plans and schedules for expanding independent divisions
into armies or regrouping certain independent divisions or regiments into the
main forces of the Red Army. They should also decide on the establishment of
new independent divisions and regiments.
3. To enable all citizens in the soviet areas with voting rights to exercise their
rights to ann themselves to strengthen and develop the soviets, and to fulfill their
duties of SCJ'Ving in the Red Army and fighting at the front, each soviet area
should immediately and extensively develop and organize urban and rural Red
Guard armies. 1 The Central Government hereby issues the following regulations
on the principles of organizing Red Guard armies:
a. Propaganda should be made to the effect that all citizens in soviet areas
who have voting rights and who are between the ages of eighteen and forty
have a duty to serve in the Red Guard annies. Local soviet governments
should not, however, organize CVCT)' toiling man and woman over the age of
I. The ICnn ''army" (jut~) here and 1hroughout1be following paragraphs dealing with
Red Guard organizations is used in a loose sense, roughly synonymous wilh "unit" Red
Guard "armies" were often very small forces ofa few dozen or so people, and arc no1 to

be confused wilh the much larger regular milirary unill also referred 1o as ''armies."
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eighteen into a Red Guard army. Rather, they should, through extensive
propaganda, cause them to join voluntarily. This is the main principle for
establishing Red Guard annics at this time.
b. The general principle of the Red Guard armies is that their members
arc not divorced from productive activity. In the counbysidc, al110iling men
and women over the age of eighteen can join voluntarily. In the cities, workers should constitute the backbone and [the Red Guards) should include the
broad masses of the poor. In large cities, workers' Red Guard armies should
be formed separately. Toiling men and women over the age of forty, if they
voluntarily join a Red Guard army, may be grouped into reserve detachments
of the Red Guard armies 10 serve on guard duty in the rear.
c. Red Guard armies are part of the system directly under the milirary
district. Their basic organizational unit is the township; they are subordinated
to the milirary affairs department of the district, and the xian milirary affairs
department exercises unified command over them. Apart from establishing
Red Guard annics generally in all the townships, the military departmcnl: of
each district should also form a model Red Guard battaJion for each district.
Three or four companies may be organized in large districts, and one or two
companies in small districts. Model battalions and model Young Pioneer
units can gather together a considerable number of'the bencr weapons in their
districts.
d. All toiling young men and women bctwceo the ages of eighteen and
twenty-three who have already joined the Young Pioneers do not need to join
the Red Guards at the same time, as they arc already receiving military
training and performing military duties. But the Young Pioneers should regularly send batches of their most active members to the Red Guards. Moreover, when they participate in military missions at the front and in the rear,
the Young Pioneers must be placed under the conunand of the Red Anny and
the Red Guards.
4. In order 10 provide coordination with the main forces of the Red Army in
combat, the local armed fon:cs of each ::rian should cany out attacJcs along the
entire front. They should actively develop the guenilla movement and new soviet ~ in the areas UDder White rule and in the enemy's rear. This requires.
aside from expanding and establishing new independent regiments, the expansion and formation to the greatest possible extent of guerrilla organizations. The
principal rask of guerrilla detachments should be to act energetically in White
areas and the rear of the enemy forces. To erode and sabotage the enemy's
foundation and military force, to organize peasant uprisings, to call for and
organize mutinies of White Army soldiers, to generaiC new guerrilla detachments everywhere, to develop new soviet areas, 10 sabotage the enemy's communications, to seize the enemy's impedimenta, to launch surprise attacks on
enemy fon:es, to collect supplies for tbe Red AnDy-an these arc nccessuy
conditions for strengthening and expanding the soviet areas, canying out an
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offensive on the entire front, and contributing 10 the victory of the main forces of
the Red Army. As regards the organization of guerrilla detachments, attention
should be paid 10 the following points:
a. Each .dan should, in accordance with the circumstances of the slnlggle
in the locality in question, detennine the number of guerrilla detachments it
should establish. Evenxian in the heart oflhe Red Area must each establish
at least four or five guerrilla detachmenls to operate on the borders of xian
located on lhe periphery of the Red Area.
b. The number of people in each guerrilla detachment should not be set
mechanically; it should be determined according 10 the objective environment of the areas in which the Wlits are 10 operate and according 10 the
strength they themselves are capable of mobilizing. Sometimes the number
may be as large as that of one 10 IWO companies; sometimes, it may be as
small as a dozen or so.
c. As regards class composition, a guerrilla detachment must comprise lhe
most courageous and active worker and peasant elements. The leaders especially must be vanguard elements who struggle resolutely among the masses,
for only thus can the guerrilla detachment be consolidated politically so as to
provide a powerful guarantee when it goes 10 operate independently in an
area under White rule.
d. When guerrilla detachments operate in the White areas. they must be
separated from the production process; when they return 10 the soviet areas
for regrouping and training, it is best that they return 10 production. When the
detachments go on another mission to other places. a portion of their members should be changed and some new members added, so that the workers
and peasants of the entire soviet area may all be bained in the operations of
the guenilla detachments.
e. Local garrison companies, model baualions of the Red Guards, and
model Young Pioneers should all adopt the operational tactics of the guerrilla
detac:bments and organi2c guerrilla detachments that are divorced from the
productive process 10 operate actively in White areas and the rear of the
enemy in turns.
f. The command pos1 of each military district and especially the military
affairs departments of local soviets should fonnulate concrete plans and
guidelines for the guenilla teams being sent out, in accordance wilh the
actual conditions in the localities in question at the time in question.
S. Local soviet governments and all local armed orgaoizations should mobilize the masses in a big way 10 join all kinds of organizations that participate in
the war. such as strelc:her-bcarers' teams, tlllllsportation teams, guide teams.
scout teams, sabotage teams, laundry teams, relief teams, rescue teams. and so
on. They must provide the necessary material assistance 10 these organizations.
They should lead these orgaaizations 10 the frontiO participate in practical work.
The miliuuy department of every x/Qn and every district should plan the number
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of teams and number of people of these organizations to be fonned by every
district or township. The command post of each mililary district and branch
district should set the nwnbcr needed by the front and other banle fronts and
require that each local government be responsible for dispatching such organizations to the front.
6. In order that food and all military supplies be speedily tran.'lportcd to the
front, and in order that the Red Anny may move around conveniently without
being hampered by roads and rivers, soviet governments at all levels should lead
the masses in a planned way to repair bridges and roads on key transponation
routes speedily, and assist military depots in canying out aJI their work. In
particular, in soviet areas and border regions near rivers, it is even more important to have a plan to collect boats to be used for military transportation at any
moment. The post offices along military transportation routes should be constantly prepared, in accordance with changes in the military transponation
routes, to strengthen the postal service along such routes, in such ways as increasing the number of letter caniers and delivery frequency, so that the military
mail may be delivered most rapidly and without loss. At the same time, governments at all levels should provide maximum help in increasing the number of
postal workers, and in transferring them.
7. In order to raise sufficient funds for the war and enable the Red Army to
devote all of its energies to decisive banles, the Central Government has especially decided, on the one hand, to raise the rates of the progressive tax on
business income, to set new rates for the land tax, to collect rents in cities and
towns, and to instruct local soviet governments to raise money in the process of
developing new soviet areas, so that the heaviest burden of all taxes may be
placed on the class with the most property. On the other hand, the Central
Government has decided to raise money through selling 600,000 yuQn in shontenn "revolutionary war'' bonds in the whole of the Soviet Area, so that the
broad masses of the workers and peasants may be mobilized economically to
help the Red Anny and to guarantee funds for the revolutionary war, so that no
difficulties and obstacles are encountered. At the same time, in order to facilitate
financial liquidity within the borders of the Soviet Area, for the convenience of
payment for commercial transactions and collection of state taxes, the Central
Government has especially decided to issue a considerable amount of state paper
cWTCncy backed by sufficient funds begiMing this month. Soviet govcnuncnts at
all levels should extensively mobilize the masses and make them understand that
the workers, peasants, and impoverished masses of the entire Soviet Area must
ensure, not only politically but economically, that there are sufficient supplies
and war funds for the Red Anny, so that the war may proceed victoriously, and
we may lake the key cities rapidly and achieve initial victoiy in Jiangxi. Therefore,
the workers, peasants, and impoverished masses of the entire Soviet Area should,
on the one hand, strictly supervise the merchant bosses and rich peasants; not
relax even slightly their govenunent tax burdens; and guard against their machi-
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nations and all their plots, resistance, and manipulations to hide capital, report
smaller sums on larger incomes, manufacture rumors, create trouble, sabotage
production, and sabotage the finances of the Soviet. When such facts are uncovered, soviet governments should take firm measures to mete out severe punishment. Soviet governments at all levels must strictly ban business organizations
such as "brokerage houses" and remnants of other old-style guilds that still
survive within the soviet areas. Only soviet governments can call gatherings of
businessmen to announce the government's laws, regulations, orders, and decisions applicable to them. On the other hand, the broad masses of impoverished
Workers and peasants should manifest a great deal of enthusiasm and activism in
paying their very small amounts of land taxes (farm laborers and unemployed
workers are exempt from taxes; poor peasants whose lives are difficult are exempt from taxes or pay a reduced tax), and especially in purchasing government
bonds and using paper currency. They should hasten to do so as quickly as
possible. Moreover, they should use the method of revolutionary competition to
cany this out and to encourage one another. As regards all such efforts at mass
mobilization, soviet governments at every level must rely on help from labor
unions, unions of farm laborers, poor peasant leagues, mutual assistance associations, and all the revolutionary mass organizations. They must ensure that the
sale of 600,000 yuan in government bonds exceeds the preset amount within a
fixed period. The circulation of paper currency can be smoothly carried out amid
a VCI}' high level of confidence on the part of the masses. All taxes can also be
paid on time under the supervision, guidance, and encouragement of the masses.
As regards raising money tlvough developing new soviet areas, soviet governments at all levels and command posts of military districts should rely even more
on the class line, devise careful plans, and appoint special personnel to take
charge of this.
8. In order to replenish adequately the food supplies of the masses in the
soviet areas and of the Red Army, assure the economic development of the
countryside, increase the government's tax revenues, raise sufficient funds for
war, and increase the income from the public land owned by the Red Army and
the land of families of Red Army soldiers, soviet governments at all levels must
cany out an extensive campaign to assure the autumn harvest and plant additional miscellaneous grains. 2 The following points should be noted regarding the
concrete work ofthis campaign:
a. Soviet governments at all levels, especially district and township soviets, should lead the masses to plan various methods to protect the autumn
harvest. First, they must strictly enforce Red martial law and form Red Guard
armies everywhere to perform security duties, so that bandits and the landlord
militia (mintuan] can be prevented from invading the townships to loot the
rice harvest when the autumn rice crops are about to ripen or after they are

-2.-2'4 Jiang, i.e, cereals other chan the main crops of rice and wheat.
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harvested. In particular, along the borders of the soviet areas, rigorous measures must be taken to guard against the Guomindang White anny's destroying the rice paddies of the soviet areas and sabotaging the autumn harvest
The success of such defensive efforts must rely on the mobilization of the
masses of entire townships and districts. On one hand, the most effective
guerrilla units should be organized to operate in White areas and in the
enemy's rear, and to conduct guerrilla actions in areas where bandits and
landlord militia are stationed. It must be recognized that the basic method for
protecting the autumn harvest in the soviet areas consists in the active outward expansion of the Red Army, in smashing the enemy's attacks, in winning over the masses of the bandits and members of the militia. and in
annihilating the bandits and the landlord militia. On the other hand, the Red
Guard armies and Young Pioneers of each district and township must, under
the unified military command of the xian and district soviets, establish close
contact with one another. When they suffer invasions by bandits, enemy
police, or the White anny, the Red Guard armies of an entire disaict and
township, even the most effective model battalions of an entire xian, should
be able to coordinate lheir ac:rions and latmeh raids in all directions, so that they
may provide a joint defense to fulfiU the laSk of protecting the autwnn harvest.
b. In order that peasants may reap the benefit of a timely harvest when the
autumn crops are ripe, local soviet governments should mobilize and encourage the majority of the masses to fonn harvest teams and grain-cutting teams,
so that when they have finished their harvest, they may go to help those
peasant households with less manpower or adopt the method of mutual assistance to do so. As regards the families of Red Army soldiers and especially
the public land owned by the Red Army, they should mobilize the masses
even more to fonn "shock brigades" and "assault teams" and, using the
method of revolutionary competition, go fllSt to help these people bring in
the harvest or to do it for them. The government should depend on the
activism of the majority of peasants to cany out this mobilization. Moreover,
they should use the fann laborers' unions and poor peasant leagues as the
backbone of this mobilization.
c. When guerrilla units go to the White areas to cany out operations, they
should also mobilize the masses in the White areas to launch an autumn
harvest campaign. The most practical method is to identify clearly in advance
the rice paddies of the despotic gentry in the White areas when the autumn
crops arc ripe, and then use the guerrilla detachments to suppon the masses in
harvesting these rice paddies. Most of the harvested rice is to be given to the
local masses in order to promote their class struggle. This not only protects
the autumn harvest in the soviet areas, but also effaces the boundary marking
the opposition between Red and White, expanding the influence and the
tenitory of the soviets.
d. In the COUJSC of the autumn harvest, local soviet governments should
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make even more efforts to increase the growth of miscellaneous cereals, to
provide sufficient food supplies for the soviet areas. They should investigate
and prepare the miscellaneous cereals suitable for cultivation in the land of
each township and district, and then encourage and provide incentives for
peasants to grow them. After the autumn harvest this year, it must be strictly
prohibited to grow opium again anywhere throughout the entire Soviet Area.
This requires, first of all, an extensive effort of propaganda and explanation
directed at the masses.1
c. In the course of the autumn harvest, local soviet governments should
pay anention 10 pooling together the govenunem's rice harvest and run public
granaries. They should conduct a campaign among the masses for saving grain
and ptcparing to sell newly harvested rice at low prices 10 the Red Army. They
should also promote a reduction in the production of rice wines and rice flours
and an increase in thereservesofdriedricetoptcpare for next year.
9. Soviet governments at all levels should lead mass organizations to launch
a movement of economizing on all expenditures in order 10 generate enough
funds for war expenses. All those government expenditures that can be saved,
such as meals for guests, office expenses, the cost of kerosene, and other incidental expenses must be reduced as much as possible; in particular, more paper
and envelopes can be saved. Although all these saved items arc small in themselves, they comprise a considerable swn when added together. Moreover, it is
possible in this way to cullivate a soviet workstylc of greater industriousness and
thrift in the soviet areas--and this is absolutely necessary. Those in the soviets
who arc engaged in embezzlement and corruption must be subjected 10 severe
disciplinary punishment once they arc discovered, in governments at any level.
Whoever tries to cover up, protect, or slacken the investigation and exposure of
such elements will be similarly denounced by the revolution. At the same time,
one must be aware lhat economizing on expenditures does not mean, in any
sense, a reduction in workload. On the contrary, the efficiency of our work
should be further increased in the spirit of hard work.
10. In order to develop the economy of the soviet areas, soviet governments
at all levels should pay attention to promoting, restoring, and aiding productive
cntCTprises. At present, local governments should plan to bring recovery to many
old productive cntCTprises in the soviet areas, such as the paper and lumber

-~n the Cenlral Soviet Area, including Xinggoo, Ningdu, and Yudu, had
considerable areas or poppy cultivation in the 1910s IUid 1920s. IUid efforts to protect
these crops against incursions by anny troops engaged in "opium poppy eradication
campaigns" (actually thinly disguised extonion and taxation programs) had on occasion
led to violent popular resistance. In Xingguo and perhaps elsewhere as well, local Party
lcadm had used poppy-growers' resentment against this ex tor! ion as one or many peasant
grievances that they exploited in their first efforts to mobilize populu suppon. Pan or the
:·explanation" rerened 10 here. thererore, probably involved telling growers why the Pany
tn tum was now prohibiting this lucrative cash crop.
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industries in western Fujian, tea-oil in Jiangxi, grass cloth in Ningdu, camphor in
Ruijin, coal mines in Anyuan and Huichang, and coal deposits spread around in
many places. Moreover, after investigation and approval by the CentJal Government, these facilities may be either leased to businessmen for them to invest in
and manage or rumed over to workers' cooperatives to run. The government may
also make loans to peasants for them to manage these facilities, or they can be
managed by the Soviet Government itself. Soviet governments at all levels
should treat the promotion and planning of these productive entelplises as one of
the cenbal tasks in strengthening and developing the soviet areas. This is of
extremely great significance and plays a crucial role in economic mobilization
for war. In order to prevent and frustrate speculation and monopoly on the part of
businessmen, and especially to resist the enemy's economic embargo and the
counterrevolutionaries' troublemaking within the soviet areas, soviet governments at all levels should provide special assistance to the cooperatives fonned
by the toiling masses, especially the organization and development of consumer
cooperatives. In several key localities in each soviet area (such as Ruijin,
Tingzhou, Baisha, Xingguo, Yunmenling, Ningdu, and Yudu), local governments should help the toiling masses to organize consumer cooperatives on a
relatively large scale and provide them considerable financial assistance, so that
in a war environment they will be able to counter businessmen's manipulation
with low-priced goods and meet the needs of the masses.
II. Local soviet governments and all local armed organizations must strictly
enforce Red mania! law and protect tJansponation lines. They must closely
watch and check up on the activities of all the class-alien elements and suspicious persons in the soviet areas, in order to prevent the counterrevolutionaries
from raising their heads and to strengthen the rear in the war. If any township or
:dan is negligent in enforcing Red martial law or adopts a negative anitude
toward work with businessmen, that township or :cian thereby fails to fulfill its
responsibility for carrying out work in the rear. That township or xian offers
counterrevolutionary factions and counterrevolutionary elements a more favorable opportunity to operate there. The Central Government strictly demands that
the soviet governments at all levels punish, with the penalties prescribed by
soviet law, those who are passive or negligent regarding such work. In order that
all mobilization efforts and work in the rear described above be carried out under
conditions of better organization and more centralized leadership, the Central
Executive Conuninee hereby decides to form the Comminee for Labor and War
under the Council of People's Commissars. The Commirtee for Labor and War
plans for and manages all economic, military, and labor mobilizations. It also has
the power to give directions to the various ministries and comminees of the
govenunent, military districts, and local governments on the issue of war mobilization. Soviet governments at all levels and all armed organizations should regularly rcpon to the Commirtee for Labor and War their plans for mobilization and
work in the rear and the extent to which these plans have been put into effect, so
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that the committee may coaduct frequent investigations aDd provide timely guidance. At the same time, an armed organizalions of these governments must still
report to their commanding organs to maintain the original administrative and
command systems.
Chaimlan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

The (blestion of the Direction

ofAttack at Presenf
(July 25, 1932, 11:00 P.M.)

To the Central Bureau:
I. The enemy's position along the Gan River: So far as the Guangdong
enemy is concerned, apart from Zhang Meixin's division, which has gone back
to Shaoguan for reconsolidation, and Ye Zhao's two regiments, which remain in
Ganzhou, the eight regiments of the Seventeenth Division are still concentrated
in Nanxiong and Dayu.lt is said, moreover, that pan of these forces will move to
Xincheng and Nankang. The Fifty-second Division is in Xincheng, the Fourteenth Division is in Nankang and Shangyou, and the Twenty-eighth Division is
panly in Ganzhou and panly in Wan'an. The Forty-third Division is in Suichuan,
one of Cheng Guangzhong's brigades is in Ccngqian, and below Taihe are the
Fifty-ninth and Ninetieth divisions.z
2. After careful consideration, we think that the enemy troops in the upper
reaches of the Gan River south ofGanzhou arc closely linked with one another,
and whatever the point at which we choose to cross the river and attack the
enemy in Ganzhou, we will risk being cut off by the enemy. If we attack
Xincheng and Nankang, this will incite the enemy in Ningdu and Ganzhou to
launch a concerted attack by converging columns, or they may confront us on the
other side of the river, thus creating an even more disadvantageous situation.
3. Consequently, we have decided to move toward the lower reaches of the
Gan River and take Wan'an first, in an effort to cross the river and wipe out the

Our source for this te~tt is Mao ZetiMgjuuhi lWrrji, Vol. I, pp. 273-74.
I. This telegram was wrinenjoindy by Mao, Zhou Enlai, Zhu De, and WangJia~tiang
in rcspcmsc to a request by the Central Bureau that lhe Fint Front Army, which was lhen
in southcnunost Jianp.i en route back to the Ccnlral Soviet Area aRer the raid on
Zhangzhou, split into two parts (one on each side of the upper reaches of lhe Gan River)

and anack nonh toward Ganzhou.
2. The Nationalist anny units mentioned in lhis paragraph arc as follows: Zhang
Meixin commanded the Founh, Ye Zhao the Second, and Cheri Guangzhong the Si~tty·
third divisions; the Fifty-second Division was commanded by Li Ming.the Fourteenth by
Huo Kuizhang. the Twenty-eighth by Wang Mao, thc Forty·lhird by Liu Shaoguang, the
Fifty-ninth by Chen Shiji, and the Ninetieth by Wu Qiwei. The provenance of the Seventeenth Division is WJclear.
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main force of four divisions, under Chen Cheng, Luo Zhuoying. and others, and
10 take Ji'an and other cities.llfthe enemy cross the river 10 the eastern side, it
will be even better for the de(:isive banle. This operation must, however, be
extremelY swift and secret:. We will not concentrate our forces and commence
operations until we have made the decision. We hope that you will send a secret
telegram 10 the Central Committee.
4. Please infonn us regarding the mistakes and shortcomings in our previous
operations.

Zhou Mao Zhu Wang

. 3. Cben Cheng commanded tbe Secoad Raute Army of the NatiODIIist Army's "Ban-

dit-Suppression Headq\WieiS"; Luo ZbuoyiDJ then commaDded the Elevcuth Division
SUborcliiUitetoCheD.

Proposal to Appuint Mao Zedontf as General
Political Commissar
Letter to the Central Bureau of the Soviet Areas
of the Chinese Communist Party
Quly 25, 1932)
To the Central Bureau:
We arc of the opinion that in order to facilitate battle command at the front, it
would be appropriate to eliminate the office of chainnan of the government and
establish instead the position of general political commissar, and to have Mao
[Zedong] fill said position. Battle command would be in the hands of the commander-in-chief and the general political commissar, battle plans and decisions
would be made by the Central Revolutionary Military Commission, Central Bureau representatives would make decisions as regards guiding principles for action, and meetings would be limited to those of the Military Commission. We
await a speedy response as to how you view such an approach.
Zhou Mao Zhu Wang

Out source for this letter is Zhou Enlai shuxin xua'!ii (Selected Letters of Zhou Erllai)
(Beijing: Zhongyang Wenxian chubanshe, 1988). p. 79.
I. For infonnation as lo lhe c:onlexl oflhis lelegram, see 1hc discussion ofthc c:ireumslallc:cs leading up 10 lhc Ningdu Conference in lhe lnlrOdUCiion.

"'

Resolution of the Central Executive Committee
Approving the Decision of the Provisional
Supreme Court in the Case of the
Counterrevolutionary Crimes ofJi and Huang
(August 10, 1932)

The ProvisionaJ Supreme Coun has requested approval of its decision of August
3--4, 1932, to sentence the counterrevolutionaries Ji Zhentong, Huang Zhongyue,
Xiao Shijun, Zhang Shaoyi, Zhu Guanfu, Gao Dafu, Li Pinqing, and Liu Zuohua
to death by firing squad; and [to sentence] Cai Peiyu to five years in prison and
deprivation of his political rights for another five years after his prison sentence
is served. The Central Executive Conunittcc believes that it is necessary for the
Provisional Supreme Cowt, from its perspective of safeguarding the victory of
the soviet revolution, strengthening lhc discipline of the Red Anny, and consolidating the revolutionary front, to sentence to death Ji, Huang, and six other
traitors to the revolution. As the class struggle intensifies, as the revolutionary
movement rises daily, and as the Red Anny continues to win great victories in
the country, at a time when the imperialist Guomindang, in order to forestall its
inuninent demise, is exerting every effort to attack the revolution, especially the
soviets and the Red Amry, the reactionary ri:gime of landlords and the boiUgc:oisie, in addition to mobilizing the largest possible forces of the reactionary
ri:gime's army to launch, under the command of the imperialists, the Fourth
Encirclement Campaign against the Soviet Red Anny, will push forward even
more the organization of all the reactionary forces in the soviet areas to sabotage
the Soviet and the Red Anny from within, and serve as an internal attacking
force. At the same time, precisely because at the moment the class struggle has
reached the stage of a life-and-death decisive battle, the class-alien elements
Within the revolutionary ranks, for reasons of their class interests, are changing from wavering to openly betraying the revolution. Ji, Huang, and company are from the landlord and bourgeois classes. Although they joined the
revolutionary forces, they betrayed the revolution as soon as the class struggle reached its critical stage. This comes as no swprise. On the basis of the
This resolution was first published in H011p Zhtmghua, no. 32, September 6, 1932. We
have translated it !Tom Mao Zedongji. BujUOit, Vol. 4, pp. 7>-76, whicb reproduces this
ICltl.
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evidence ofthe cownerrevolutionary acts committed by Ji, Huang, and company,
they deserve the death penalty. However, Ji, Huang, and company all participated in the Ningdu Uprising and they earned considen.ble revolutionary merits. 1
Therefore, the Central Executive Committee is of the opinion that aldlough Ji
and Huang are the chief conspirators in this case, both of them were leaders of
the Ningdu Uprising and their senteaces should be reduced to spare their lives.
Zhu Guanfu, Gao Dafu, and Zhang Shaoyi all participated in the Ningdu Uprising and were not chief conspirators in this case; their sentences may be reduced
to jail terms. Therefore, the Cenlrll Executive Committee bas reached the following resolutions on tbe case:
I. Ji Zhen10ng's sentence is reduced from death to ten years in priSOD, starting
onMay8,1932.
2. Huang Zhongyue's sentence is reduced from death to ten years in prison,
startingonMay5,1932.
3. Zhu Guanfu's sentence is reduced fiom death to eight years in prison, starting
on May 19, 1932.
4. Zhang Shaoyi's sentence is reduced from death 10 eight years in prison,
starting on May 8, 1932.
S. Gao Dafu's sentence is reduced from death 10 eight years in prison, starting
on May 17, 1932.

All of them will have their political rights revoked for five years after serving
out their sentences.

The sentences ofLiu Zuohua, Li Pinqing, Xiao Shijun, and Cai Peiyu are to
be canied out as originally ordered.
Chairman

Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

I. The NiDgdu Uprising (Ningdu qiyi) occuned iD December 1931, wbm a group of
offic:eJS iD the Nationalist Twenty-siltth Anny, which was stationed in Ningdu x/Qn in the
Celllral Soviet Area, mutinied and led the entire force over to join the Red Amly.

Order to Wipe Out the Enemy in Le'an
(August 15, 1932, 11:00 A.M.)
t. The enemy troops defending Le'an City consist of one brigade of the
Twenty-seventh Division.• Their force amounts in all to two regiments, and they
have built some fortiticalions on a height near the city.
2. The goal of our army is to wipe out this enemy quickly and take Le'an
City. We plan to launch an attack on the enemy defending the city tomorrow (the
16th).

3. Comrade Lin Biao is appointed as commander·in-chief of this attack on
the city and Conuade Nie Rongzhen as political commissar. The First Anny
Group, the Fifth Independent Division, the Intelligence Battalion, and all other
units that may subsequently participate in this attack on the city come under their

command.
4. The Fifth Anny Group is the general reserve force. Its position tomorrow
(the 16th) should be near Nancun.
S. The Third Anny Group should arrive on the line from Xuzhuang to

Yinshuiping on the 16th and reach Shuikou on the 17th. On the 18th they should
arrive at Pailugang. to keep watch on the enemy in Yihuang and Chongren and
provide support in the anack on the city.
6. The mili181)' depot and hospital will be located in Zhaoxie.
7. EveJY army should choose an appropriate place to set up its freld hospital.
8. The General Management Department and the logistic departments of
every army are all under the command of Department Head Fan. 2 They should
advance as far as Wangxian tomorrow (the 16th) and await further orders.
9. General Headquaners will be in WangxiaD tomorrow (the 16th).
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Our source for this order is Mao Zedongjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 275-76, where it is
reproduc~ from a copy in the Cenual Archives.
I. Commanded by Sun lianzhong. Sun earlier commanded the Twenty-sixth Army,
but it had mutini~ in December \931 and acme over to join the Red Army.
2. The rcfem~ee is to Fan Shude(\907- ), a nativeofWuji in Henan. Fan, who joined
tJ:ae PaTty in 192!i, served as a supply and tnlnspol1 officer with the Red Anny on the
Jmagangshatl and after, and was at this time head ofthe Management Office (Jingli bu) of
the Military Affairs Commission.

The Situation of the Enemy in Yihuang and
Le'an and Our Anny ~Battle Dispositions
(August 15, 1932)
To the Central Bureau and for transmission to the Central Committee:
I. Regarding the guiding principles of our northward operation, sec the p~evi
ous telegram. The First Front Anny of the Red Army has already arrived in the

vicinity ofZhaoxie and Dongshao on the 15th.
2. The situation of the enemy: One division of Sun Lianzhong's forces is divided
between Yihuang and Le'an. One division is scationed in Cbongren and Fuzhou.
Mao Bingwen's division of the forcc:s under Zhu Shaoliang is in Nanfeng. U
Yunjie's division is in Nancheng. Xu Kexiang's division is in Qizhong. One brigade
ofWu Qiwei's division is in Yongfcng, one is in Jishui and Ji'an, and another is in
Zhangshu and Xin'gan. Chen Cheng's Eleventh Division is in Ji'an; the Fourteenth
Division has gone back to Taihc. The Fifty-ninth Division is in Xiajiang and Anfu,
lhe Forty-third Division is in SuichWDI and Taihe, and the Twenty-eighth Division is
in Wan'an and on the western bank of the Gan River. There is also a report that the
Fifty-second Division is going back to Ji'an. The five divisions of Zhao Guantao's
forces are in northeast Jiangxi; in the northwest are Tan Daoyuan's forces and five
divisions of the HW1811 army. The eight divisions of the Hunan army in southern
Jiangxi and Guangdong have not moved as yet.
3. Our anny has decided to take swift, resolute, and secret action, attacking
first Lc'an and Yihuang and wiping out the greater pan of Sun Lianzhong's
forces. Taking advantage of this victory, we will attack Nanfeng and Nancheng
and wipe out Zhu Shaoliang's forces. Thus we will open up one side of eastern
Jiangxi and seek to consolidate our position as we strike westward at the reinforcements of the Chen and Wu divisions, so as to put us in a more advantageous position for taking the key cities in the lower reaches of the Gan River
and creating the conditions for seizing Nanchang.
4. Now our deployment is already complete and the battJe will begin tomorrow morning. We hope that, with one victory after another, our goals will be
achieved, and moreover that our operations can be coordinated with those of the
Red Anny in the whole counby.
Zhou Mao Zhu

Wang

Our source for this document is MDD Udongjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 277-78, where it
has been reproduced from a copy in the Central Archives.
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Order to Attack the Forces of Olen Oieng
(August 29, 1932)
1. A sumnwy of intelligence from all quarteR: Under the command of Chen
Cheng, the enemy's Fourteenth Division. Ninetieth Division, and one brigade of
the Fifty-second Division (or the whole of the Eleventh Division) are advancing
toward Le'an. Yesterday (the 28th) its vanguard, the Fourteenth and Ninetieth
divisions, were approximately one day's march away from Le'an. Liu
Shaoxian's [Forty-third) Division arrived at Badu on the 28th and Zhou
Hunyuan's Fifth Division reached Fuzbou and Cbongren. Furthermore, according to the confession of an enemy clerk who had recently come from Fuzhou and
was captured near Nancheng by our First Anny Group, the enemy's First Division, that of Hu Zcngnan. bas been transferred from Henan to Jiangxi and has
already reached Nanchang. It is said that it might set out for Fuzhou. The enemy
troops now stationed in Fuzhou include the remnanrs of Sun Lianzhong's forces.
In Nancbeng, the three enemy divisions of Li Yunjic. Mao Bingwcn, and Xu
Kexiang are still holding out.
In assessing the enemy's attempt to do banle with us, because we are going to
attack Nanchcng to the east and work in the viciniry of Nancheng, the enemy
will fust by to regain lost strongholds such as Le'an and Yihuang in order to
stop our attempt to move nonhward. Afterward, he will concentrate his forces
from an sides to fight our main forces. For this reason, it is quite possible that
Chen Cheng's forces may attack and occupy Le'an at any time. After taldng
le'an, the enemy will adopt a posture of anticipating a decisive battle against our
main forces within the borders of Yihuang. Zhou's division in Chongren, and
even Hu's division, and the three divisions Wlder Li, Mao, and Xu in Nancheng
will make a concerted attack by converging columns (at present, the balance of
forces is twenty divisions versus thirty-six or even forty-two regimeDts).l If our
armies give up le'an and Yihuang and concentrate their main forces in the
direction of Nanfeng, there can be no doubt that the enemy will continue to
advance toward Nanfeng and achieve his goal of fighting a decisive engagement
against our main ron:es.
Our sourec for this order is Mao Zet/tmgjunslri wef!ji, Vol. I, pp. 279-82, where it is
reproduced from the original doc:ument in the Cenbal Archives.
I. Presumably this means thai the Nationalist anny had twenty divisions (each wilh a
minimum of IWO regiments. and usually wilh lhrce or more), while lhe Red Anny could
muster lhiny-six to forty-two regiments.
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2. In order to shatter the enemy's offense, so that the soviet area in eastern
Jiangxi will continue to develop, we are resolved, first of all, to strike a blow at
one wing of the enemy, namely Chen Cheng's forces, which have just anived
from the cast after a long journey. Taking advantage of this victory, we will
attack the enemy troops that are going to join forces in Chongren, after which we
will wait for the appropriate opportunity to forge ahead, seeking to achieve
continual victories in the revolutionary war.
The starting point of this campaign will be in the vicinity ofYihuang city, but
we anticipate that the dccisjve battle will take place in the area of Fenggangyu
and Yuantou. It is quite possible, however, that we may use one unit to lure the
enemy's main forces in the direction ofYihuang, while we concentrate our main
forces to attack Chen Cheng's rear ftom the mountainous route in Huangpi.
3. On the basis of the objective stated above. our Front Army should begin,
starcing on August 30, to concentrate its forces in an appropriate deployment.
This concentration should be completed in three days (September 1). The plan of
concentration is as follows:
PLACES OF
UNIT

mNERARY

CONCENTRA110N

FirstAnnyGroup

1. Along the nne
ofXinfensiie,
Shangyou, Zlgui,
Yongxingqiao, and
Erdu.
2. March and concentnde

Around Erdu andXingfang

alongthelineofUta,
Yongxingqiao, and Erdu.
Third Anny Group

Gatto Lutang by way of
Yihuang after crossing the

Around Lutang and
Yihuang City

bridge.

Fifth Army Group

March along the Mne of
Shangang, Dangkoo,
Wudou, and Hekou.

Hekou and the area nearby

Headquarters

March along the line
of Yongxingqiao and
Erdu.

Nanhou near Xingtang

NMt:The First Anny Group in Erdu, the Fifth Army Group in Hakou. They must
send soma people beforehand to select the points for crossing the river and also to
build brklges as fat as possible.
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4. The tasks each unit should carry out during the period of concentration are
as follows:
a. The forces of the Third Army Group that are stationed in Yihuang city
should send a detachment to Longgudu, in the direction of Fu7.hou, and the
area to the north of Guancangqian in the direction of Chongren, to conduct
guenilla warfare.
b. The Twelfth Army should cross the river after the Third Anny. Its task
is to keep watch on the operations of the three divisions under Li, Mao, and
Xu in Nancheng. Consequently, the strength of this army should be sufficient
to keep a close watch on the roads that connect Nancheng to Nanfeng (the
Xinfengjie and Litayu highway) and Nancheng to Yihuang (one reaches
Vi huang by way of Maopai and Tanfang, the other reaches Yihuang by way
ofLisanpi and Junshan). Hence, the headquaners of the Twelfth Anny and its
directly anached unit, together with one regiment of the Thirty-Sixth Division, should be stationed in Lisanpi and conduct guerrilla warfare in the two
directions of Mayuan, and of Maopai and Lixi, in order to pin down the
enemy in Nancheng. The Thirty-sixth Division (minus one regiment) will be
stationed in Luojiafang (ranging upward to the Lisanpi highway) and will be
responsible for conducting guenilla warfare in the direction of Zhuliang and
Xinfengjie, in order to obstruct the activiity of the enemy troops in Nancheng
directed toward Nanfeng.
c. The Sixty-fourth Division (minus one regiment) will go at once to
Fenggangyu. Its main forces will move as close as possible to Le'an and do
their utmost to spy out the enemy's dispositions in Le'an. They should send
one unit to conduct guerrilla walfare in the direction of Chongren and to
observe the enemy there.
The regiment of this division that has been left behind in Nanfeng will be
temporarily under the conunand of Tan (Zheng), the head of the Political
Depanment of the Twelfth Anny.lt should cross to the west bank of the river
at once and be stationed along the line from Lita to Xinfengjie, to keep a
watch over the enemy in Nanc:heng.
d. The Sixty-fifth Division should be stationed toWard Le'an, to observe
the operations of Chen Cheng's troops. If the enemy takes Le'an, it should
pin down the operations of this enemy to the south of Le'an by means of
guerrilla walfare. If the enemy advances ftom Le'an toward Yihuang, it
should make surprise attacks and harass 1he enemy's rear.
5. As regards the surveillance of the route to be taken by each army group
and the building of bridges., everything shouJd be carried out according to plan,
so as to overcome the difficulties while on the march.
6. Along the way specialists must be sent out to take care of those who have
fallen behind. Those who are seriously ill may be sent to the hospital in the
military depot in Huangpi for rest and treatment.
7. On arriving at its place of concentration, each army group must im-
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media1ely set up a 1elephone to facilitate liaison. This wk is divided into the
following sections:
Tbe Fint Army Group is responsible for the section from Lutang to Xingfang.
The Third Army Group is responsible for the section from Yihuang to Lutang.
ne Fifth Army Group is responsible for the section from Hekou to Xingfang.
8. General Headquarters will arrive at Yongxingqiao and encamp there.
Commander-in-Chief
General Political Commissar

ZhuDe

M,.Zedong

Order of the General Headquarters of the
First Front Army of the Red Army
(l.sued at the General Headquarters in Yongxingqiao 1
at 3:00P.M. on August 31, 1932)
1. Enemy units under Wu Qiwei's command. about four regiments, reached
Dianqian this morning and are poised to encircle Yongxingqiao in coordination
with the main enemy forces.
2. Our Front Anny is to use the First and Fifth Army groups as the main attacking
fmt:e to cany out the mission of deSiroying the enemy at Dianqian. The Third Army
Group is responsible for monitoring the enemy in Yihuang and Chongren.
3. Comrades Un [Biao] and Nie [Rongzben] of the First Anny Group are
appointed commanders-in-chief at the front. The action of the Fifth Amty Group
tomorrow is to be under their conunand.
4. The headquaners of the Fifth Army Group is to command the Thirteenth
Army, move from Pingshang and Xia'nancunzi, and follow the Fourth Army Group
this afternoon (the Fowth Anny Group is to advance immediately from Guyuancun
to the fi'ont at Xia'nantWI), passing through Binkou and Binyuan to reach and take
up quarters in Xujia and Leyuan. Moreover, it is to send officers to the headquarters
of the First Army Group in Chongwudu to receive tomonow's attack orders.
S. The Fifteenth Army is to advance immediately from Yongxingqiao,
through Luyuan, to take quaners in Yangfang; it is also to dispatch a force of one
regiment al once lo Zengjiayan lo lake over lhe defence of the Third Anny
Group. The resl ofils forces musl build up positions on lhe high ground in front
of Yangfang in order to launch an active attack tomorrow. Moreover, it musl
repon to the headquarters of the Firsl Anny Group via wireless on enemy deployment, as well as the battle situation al different stages. It is also to receive
orders dirccdy from headquarters.
6. General Headquarters is sci up tonight in Xia'nancun (Nancun in local
parlance).

Commander-in-Chief
ChiefPolilical Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zedong

Our source for this order is Mao Zedong ji. Bujw11, Vol. 4, pp. 77-78, where it is
reproduced ftom a documentary collection published in China in 1979.
I. Aplaccineast:-ccn1nll. Yih~W~gJdan,!Sto20kilomecassoutheastorlhexiturcapiral.
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Order That the Troops Must March
with Light Packs
(September 5, 1932)
It appears that the most valuable thing for an anny in combat is swiftness. In
order to achieve this objective, it must march with light packs, and the weight of
the packs canicd by every fighter must be reduced as much as possible. Therefore, it is hereby stipulated that the number of bullets each fighter carries may
not exceed I 50 rounds at most. The surplus anununition should all be gathered
together by the management department of each army group and stored together
in an appropriate place. Suitable people should also be assigned to look after it
and to be prepared to replenisti supplies. As for the personal belongings every
person canics with him, we must also adhere to the rules previously laid down.
Commanders at every level should conscientiously rake responsibility for checking on this. The surplus and whatever is not required must all be sent to the rear.
We must ensure that our operations are swift and conse!Ve our fighting capacity,
so as to be prepared to deal with the continuous cruel struggle.
ZhuDe

MaoZedong

Our source for this document is Mao Zedong junshi wenji. Vol. I, p. 283, where it is
reproduced from the original in the Central An:hives.
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opiniun un Smashing the Enemy~
Encirclement of and Attack un the
Soviet Area in Western Hubei
(September 1932)

To the Central Bureau, for urgent forwarding to the West Hunan-Hubci Sub-Bureau and to the Central Committee:
We think that since the enemy is using large nwnbers of troops to surround
tightly the soviet area in western Hubei, the Third Red Army should concentrate
all its forces, flexibly choose the enemy's weak point, attack this side of his
forces fllSt and wipe it out, and use the local anned forces and the guerrilla
actions of the masses to immobilize the other fronts. Only in this way can the
enemy be defeated one by one. If, because you are worried that the enemy may
invade the soviet area, you divert part of your forces to guard against this, you
will not only fail in your resistance because the forces will be insufficient, but
you will also reduce the forces employed in the decisive battle, and the losses
will be even greater.lt was disadvantageous last time to divide the Third Army
into two units during operations.! Especially under the present conditions of civil
war, it is even more disadvantageous for the Red Army to fight a prolonged
banle of several days against the enemy, but to fail to destroy him. At present,
the central area is only 40 or 50 li {across]. The Seventh Division and the Eighth
and Ninth divisions should find a way to take advantage of the dark of night and
small roads to avoid combat and steal out of the enemy's heavy encirclement
right away, then concenuatc their forces, choose an appropriate spot, and be
prepared to hit the enemy when the opportunity offers. They can also develop
new soviet areas. On both the internal and external fronts of the soviet's core
o;;;,urce for this document is Mao UdDflg}ufUhi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 284-85. where it is
reproduced from a copy in the Central Archives. The date is given as the first ten days of
Scptcmberl932.
I. The Red Third Army in West Hunan-Hubei came into existence in March 1931,
wben, as part of a larger reorganization of Red Anny forces throughout the counlly, the
Central Committee ordered this redesignation for a force previously known as the Second
Anny Group. In July 1932, Nationalist umy forces began a major encirclement cunpaign
against the West Hunan-Hubci base area, and the Third Anny divided its forces in an
unsuccessful attempt to resist the enemy anack. By October the entire base area had been
lost, though part of the Third Army escaped.
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area, guerrilla and mobile warfare should be expanded and developed to resist
and harass the enemy. The Eighth and Ninth divisions should not be called back,
as stipulated in the plan of the sub-bureau, nor should the Seventh Division be
sent to another xion.2 Dispersion, as well as prolonged and obstinate fighting,
provide the enemy with the best opportunities to smash us one by one and to
launch attacks on us by converging columns. Do you agree or not? Please reply
byaelegram.
Zhou Mao Zhu Wang
attheftont

2.

Rcrcrer~ce

here is to various component units of the Red Third Anny.

Order No. 25 of the Council of
People~ Commissars of the
Provisional Central Government
(September 17, 1932)

At present, the revolutionary war is victoriously and rapidly advancing. Every
member of the worker and peasant masses should go to the front to participate
actively in the war effort, in order to smash thoroughly the Fourth Encirclement
Campaign of the imperialists and the Guomindang and win victory first in
Jiangxi. Providing military transport is one way of participating in the war effort;
it truly helps and facilitates the task of the Red Army in its battles at the front.
The work by governments at all levels to mobilize the masses to organize teams
of stretcher-bearers and transport teams to go to the front is inadequate. They
have failed to do a very good job of propaganda and agitation, so as to encourage
every worker and peasant comrade to go and participate enthusiastically. There
arc even instances of desertion, which have adversely affected military supplies
and caused the loss of captured goods. Another negative phenomenon is that, in
the past, those who went anywhere to provide lransport demanded wages. This
turns the whole thing into a form of hired labor, and not only causes military
expenditures to rise, but also leads to losing sight of the significance of the
panicipation of the worker and peasant masses in the war. It must be eonected at
once. Moreover, propaganda must be directed toward the worker and peasant
masses in a big way, so that lhey may enthusiastically and voluntarily join the
teams of stretcher-bearers and transport workers and go to work at the front. The
following are the stipulated methods for the direction, transfer, and treatment of
members of teams of stretcher-bearers and transport workers:
I. Long-term members of stretcher-bearers' and transport teams serve one to
three months and must all work together with the army. Each person receives IS
cents a day in silver as a fee for straw sandals, payable once every five days.
They are also given leftover meals, but no other types of expenses are to be paid
to them.
2. Short-term members of stretcher-bearers' and transport teams are those

~~~published in H011gse Zlumghua, No.

34, September 20, 1932. We
have translated it rrom Mao Zsdongji. Bujuan, Vol. 4, pp. 7~0. where it is reproduced
rromthatsource.
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people whom local governments mobilize into service for a short duration; they
perform the duties of carrying the wounded and sick and captured goods in
nearby areas. Those who serve for less than twenty days do not receive the straw
sandal fees paid on a daily basis, but get appropriate sums of money for straw
sandals needed for the duration of their service. Those hired on a temporary basis
by local governments may be paid appropriate sums of money for straw sandals
according to the actual requirements of local conditions.
3. The duration of service for teams of convicts is to be determined by their
original sentences. When they are on the move following the army, they may be
paid 5 cents a day for straw sandals. When they are stationed in one place with
the army, they do not get money for straw sandals, but may be given leftover
meals. They do not get any other expense money.
4. Each xian soviet is to be responsible for organizing the long-term teams of
stretcher-bearers and teams of convicts. These teams are to be sent by the military depots to the various armies to work with them, as determined by the
Military Commission. The rear units, military depots, and hospitals are not to
retain the use of the members of these long-term stretcher-bearers' and transport

teams.
6. 1 In order to transport rapidly the captured goods and other materials from
the front, each military district and government should, in the future, in addition
to mobilizing the masses on a temporary basis, transfer Red Guard units from
their areas to carry out this work. This will not only reduce the difficulty of
mobilization on short notice and help to transport all captured goods back to our
areas without losses, but also amount to leading the Red Guards truly to participate in the war effort.
7. Provincial and xian soviets should constantly supervise and command different local governments to carry out this effort. As for the time and place of
concentration, as well as the number of people to be mobilized, the instructions
of the General Political Department are to be followed.
Governments at all levels, all military depots, and administrations in the rear
must fully comply with and carry out the above decisions and methods. It is so
onlmd.
Chairman
Vice-Chairmen

MaoZedong
XiangYing
Zhang Guotao

Proposal as to How the Fourth Front Anny'
Can Smash the Fourth "Encirclement
and Suppressicm"
(September 1932)

To the Central Bureau, for urgent forwarding to the Hubei-Henan-Anhui Sub-

Bureau:
We have taken cognizance of your telegram.
I. This time the enemy bas concentrated his forces and launched a concerted
attack on our Hubei-Henan-Anhui Soviet Area by converging columns, and the
entire situation is quite different from that of last year. 2 Nevertheless, the strategy and tactics very much resemble those in last year's three "Encirclement and
Suppression" [campaigns] against the Central Soviet Area, when all the panicipating divisions advanced methodically together, and the enemy also benefited

from the tactics of resolutely defending strong points, moving steadily, and striking sure blows.
2. Consequently, we suggest that at present, the Fourth Front Army should
adopt appropriate tactics for luring the enemy deep into places where we have a
foundation in mass work and where the topography will favor us and conceal the
target of our main forces. It should carry out rigorously the tactic of having the
masses strengthen the walls and clear the fields [iianbi qingye],3 and make widespread use of our guenilla detachments for actions such as harassing the enemy
from all directions, checking the enemy, canying out surprise attacks, and cutting the enemy's communication lines. In this way we can wear out and disperse
the enemy's strength; it is not advantageous to hold a certain strong point obstinately, for this will facilitate the enemy's concerted attacks by converging col-

();~ text is Mao Zedong jun.shl wenji, Vol. I, pp. 286--87, where it is
reproduced from a printed document. The date is given as the middle ten days or Scptemberi932.
I. The Founh Front Anny was the main Red Army force operating in the HubciHellllli-Anhui base area. It should not be confused with the Fourth Anny, which operated
in the Central Base Alea.
2. This campaign began in August 1932, as one of several launched by NationaliSI
forces to emdicate smaller communist base areas preparatory to launching another fullscale assault on the Ceatnll Soviet Area.
3. On the use orthis tenn, sec above, the relevant note to the text or July 4, 1931.
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umns. Thus., in the course of mobile warfare, we should single out the enemy's
weak units and, after striking a fierce blow at a small part of the enemy's forces
and wiping it out, immediately move in another direction. By means of speed,
daring, secrecy, and mobility, defeat the enemy one by one, in order to shatter
completely the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression."
3. On the basis of the current situation and the strength and flexibility of the
Fourth Front Army, you can make use of the strategic and tactical experience of
these three campaigns.4
4. The two victories of the Sixteenth Red Army at Tongshan and Xianning,s
and the beginnings of a victory by the First Front Army this time in its movement northward, are all operations to cooperate with and assist the Hubei-HenanAnhui Soviet Area. Under the advantageous condition of striking the enemy at

one point, the West Hunan-Hubei Soviet Area should send one division to operate to the west of the Beijing-Hankou railway line.

Members of the Centn.l Bureau
at the front
Zhou Mao Zhu Wang

4. I.e., the encirclement campaigns against the Central Soviet Area.
S. The rcf'cn:nce is to operations in southeastern Hubei by a Red Army force opmling

in the HUDan-Hubei-Jiangxi Soviet Area. The Sixteentb Anny bad been established in
August 1930.

opinion Regarding Strategic and Tactical
Problems of the Red Army in the

Hubei-Henan-Anhui Area
(September 1932)

To the Central Bureau, for transmittal to the Central Committee and the HubeiHenan-Anhui Soviet Area:
I. Under the conditions created by the enemy's concentrated anacks by converging columns and deep pcncuation into the soviet area, the Red Anny in the
Hubei-Henan-Anhui Soviet Area fought three fierce banles in a little more than a
month, but merely defeated the enemy and was unable to wipe out one column
of his forces. Moreover, we suffered great losses, for which it is not easy to find
replacements, and as a result, we had to give up voluntarily Xinj i and Qiliping.
This is because strategically we still have not fully grasped the circumstances of
the civil war at present, in which the Red Anny still needs to try its best to avoid
suffering excessive losses and should strive to seize the opportunity of wiping
out one unit of the enemy, in order to smash the enemy one by one. After one
fierce combat, we should do our utmost to obtain a considerable amount of time
for rest and replenishment of our forces, in order 10 avoid being too exhausted,
since this would cause the fighting capacity of the Red Army 10 be reduced. If
the enemy pursues us closely, we should use guerrilla warfare to exhaust and hamss
him, in order 10 create advantageous conditions for wiping him out If we rigidly and
tenaciously defend a particular place and are too eager to fight, we will, on the
contrary, end by bringing about disadvantageous conditions in which we suffer great
losses and are unable 10 destroy the enemy. If the enemy continues 10 advance, we
will, in the end, lose the place we have: been tenaciously defending.
2. It is correct at present 10 move our troops to western Anhui. We call upon
you 10 pay attention 10 the use of this strategy. You should try your best to
achieve a victory in which one part of the enemy is destroyed, in order to anain
the goal of crushing the enemy one by one and shattering his "Encirclement and
SuPPression."
Our source for this document is Mao ZedongjutUhiwenji, Vol. I, pp. 288-89, where it is
reproduced from a copy in the Central Archives. The date is given as lhe se«md ten days
orSeptember 1932.
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3. The number of sick and woiDtded soldiers totals almost ten Chousand, and
the reactionaries are disrupting the hospitals. You should ask the Central Committee to make a weat effort to send its own doctors there. Paying attention to
the exhaustion of the soldiers during combat and marching will reduce the likelihood of infectious disease. Rotten-foot illness [lanjiao bing] 1 results entirely
!Tom marching off at dawn, not washing feet on the battlefield, and infection by
mosquitoes. Frequent washing and wiping Chern dJy afterward will reduce the
infection.
Zhou Mao Zhu Wang
At the front

I. Presumably some sort or''trench foot" or fimgal infecliOD.

On the Problem of Continuing the Refurm of

Local Soviet Governments
Directive No. 15 ofthe Central Executive Committee
(September 20, 1932)

During the present rapid development of the revo!Uiionary war, the central task
of the soviets is to lead and advance the revolutionary war. All our tasks should
be centered on the war. A fundamental condition for winning complete victory in

the war is to sacrifice everything for the sake of complete victory and of perfect·
ing and consolidating the leadership of the soviets. Although local soviets have
already undergone thorough rcfonn and have gained panial progress in their
work, the weakness and numerous mistakes of local soviets have been discovered in the fulfillment of their central task of leading and developing the revolutionary war, the leadership of local soviets. First, they fail to regard the war as
the central task. As a result, many local soviets do not actively pursue the
expansion of the Red Anny and do not actively mobilize the masses to go to the
front to participate in the war. Some local soviets fail to lead local anned fon:cs
in launching determined attacks against the enemy. For example, the revolutionary committee of Longyan and the xian soviet of Changting not only failed to
lead the masses to wage a resolute struggle against the enemy, but retreated in
cowardly fashion and ran away, causing the soviet areas considerable losses.
They failed to pay attention to the political leadership of guerrilla fon:es and
created serious problems of conflicts between the Red and White areas. They
even failed to make a determined effort to expand the soviet areas and consolidate new soviet areas. These facts fully demonstrate that some local soviets are
flawed and fail to carry out their tasks resolutely. This is ofenonnous danger to
the development and victory oflhe revolutionary war!
From the perspective of our soviet governments themselves, some of them
still have class-alien elements hidden within and, in some of their work, have
fully demonstrated a non-class line. This non-class line often reveals itself on the
land issue and the question of labor protection. The phenomenon of official
corruption is growing within some local soviet governments. The problem of

Ti;i;di~rst published in Hongse zhonghua, no. 35, ScpiCmber 27, 1932. We
have translated it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 131-33, whCIC it is reproduced from
that source.
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embezzlement is still very serious. The work style of the government is often
isolated from the masses. The command style is widely used to force the masses
to do things. The rules on favorable treatment for the Red Army have not been
fully applied, and this obstructs the work of expanding the Red Army. Women's
rights have been neglected; the marriage laws have not been concretely enforced,
thereby hindering women from taking part in the work of the revolution. Local
governments treat the orders of superior governments with neglect and a perfunctory attitude. The regular meetings of city and township soviets have yet to
be institutionalized. Some 1ownship soviets even shut their doors and remain
completely idle. Most of the work has only empty titles but no substance. Such
serious problems and mistakes indicate that local soviets are flawed and cannot
effectively fulfill the task of leading the revolutionary war.
In order to strengthen the Soviet Government's leadership of the revolutionary war and eliminate all the mistakes and flaws in the work of the soviets, it is
therefore decided that local soviet governments should continue to undergo reelection and reform. All clements that do not belong to our class and all clements
who are negligent about the work of the revolutionary war are to be purged
through reelections. Corrupt officials and bureaucrats are to be purged as well.
New activist cadres are to be recruited to form strong and effective soviet governments, which will genuinely perform the task of leading the revolutionary

wa•.
In terms of the procedure for this election, governments at all levels in the
soviet areas in Fujian and Jiangxi provinces will not conduct reelections at the
same time. Instead, reelections will be held individually at the xian level. This is
because the present period is one of rapid development of the revolution. If
reelections were to be held at the same time in all areas, the governments in these
areas would have devoted all their energies to the work of reelection, which
would halt the work of leading and developing the revolutionary war, to the
detriment of the revolutionary war. But the main criterion of reelection should be
performance of the government at a given level in leading the revolutionary war;
this criterion decides whether the reelection is to be partial or complete. Here are
the names of the xian that are to bold partial or complete reelections:
I. Xian to hold complete reelections: in Jiangxi Province, Nanguang,
Shicheng, Huichang. Xunwu, Anyuan, Yudu, and Yongfeng xian; in Fujian
Province, Changting, Ninghua, Xinquan, and Wuping xian. In Longyan, the xian
soviet government is to be formally established.
2. Xian to hold partial reelections: in Jiangxi Province, Xingguo, Shengli,
Ningdu, Gonglue, Ganxian, Le'an, and Wantai xian; in Fujian, Yongding and
Sbanghang xian, and Ruijin xian, which is directly under the jurisdiction of the
Central Government.
In this reelection, the development of the revolutionary war should be used to
mobilize the masses to panicipatc in the reelection campaign and review and
criticize the work of the soviets. This reelection campaign should be used as a
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real campaign to mobilize the masses to expand the Red Army and join the work
at the front. Corrections should be made to the previous election campaigns that
were peaceful reelections and irrelevant to the war.
In this reelection, governments at all levels should pay special attention to
recruiting activists among workers to panicipate in the xian congress of deputies
and executive committees of districts and xian, in order to enhance the presence
of workers in the soviets at all levels.
Soviet governments at all levels, after receiving these instructions, should
immediately make preparations for reelection. The deadline for reelections is to
be set by the provincial soviets of Jiangxi and Fujian, and by the xian soviet of
Ruijin. The procedures for reelection remain the same as specified in the election
laws. It is so ordered.
To soviet governments at all levels.
Chainnan
Mao Zedong
Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
ZbangGuotao

Directive of the Central Executive
Committee Ccnu:erning the Problem of
Expanding the Red Army
(No. 15, September 20, 1932)'

I. The current development of the revolutionary war--at a time when the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army continues to win great victories throughout the country, and when in addition there is a high tide of workers' strikes
all over the country and a great unfolding of the anti-imperialist movement
and the anti-Japanese national revolutionary war in the Northeast-has entered a stage of life-and-death struggle against the counterrevolutionaries,
bringing slraight to the fore the historical phase of ~ast armed clashes between the Chinese masses of workers and peasants on one hand and imperialism on the other.
The imperialist Guomindang's huge new Fourth "Encirclement Attackl
against the soviet areas throughout the country and the Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army has been continuously routed or destroyed by our heroic
Red Anny on all fronts, and has met with continuous defeat. To salvage their
moribund rule, the Guomindang warlords on the one hand are gathering their
greatest military forces to make a last-ditch defense of key cities, and at the
same time are mobilizing large fonnations of sevelll.l divisions or more to
fight to the death against the Red Army in an attempt to avoid being routed
and destroyed.
Given such a fierce, large-scale revolutionary war, in order to smash the
enemy's Fourth Encirclement Attack thoroughly, succeed in taking key cities
quickly, and accomplish the current fighting task of winning initial victory in
We have translated this text from ZhongytJng genjudl shiliao, Vol. 2, pp. 636-43.
I. Our Chinese sources provide no explanation of why there should be rwo directives of the Central Executive Committee on entirely different subjects. both dated
September 20 and both bearing the same number. Only the present document, on
expanding the Red Anny, is mentioned in the Nianpu, Vol. I, p. 385, but we have no
reason to doubt the authenticity of the preceding text.
2. This text uses the tenn weigong (encircle and attack) instead ofweijiao (encircle
and suppress) for the Guomindang's anti-Communist campaians, but the meaning is
obviously the same.
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Jiangxi, it is necessary for us to destroy the enemy's large concentrations of
military power with the strongest armed force. To this end, not only must mil·
lions of worker and peasant masses be called to arms, but what is most important
is to strengthen the main anned force of the revolutionary war--the Workers'
and Peasants' Red Army. At the time of the civil war in the Soviet Union, Lenin
once said dwing a certain campaign: "Estimating the enemy's military power, to
accomplish the wk we have taken on, by next spring we should have a million
Red Anny soldiers, and later there should be three million." On the basis of our
estimate of the present development of the revolutionary war, we must not only
be able to destroy the enemy's large fonnations of military forces rapidly and
efficiently; we must also be prepared at all times to engage directly in wide·
spread armed combat with imperialism. For this reason, both objectively and
subjectively, in order to accomplish the task at hand it is necessary for our
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army to rapidly become strong, going along ac·
cording to the development and demands of the revolutionary war. Vigorously
expanding the Red Army is at present a most fundamental condition for our
thoroughly smashing the enemy's anned forces, accomplishing all tasks, and
striving for soviet victory throughout China.
2. Recent investigation of results in expanding the Red Army in various
locations has been truly disappointing and shows the local soviet governments'
lack of enthusiasm for expanding the Red Army. Jiangxi was able to reach only
half of its originally planned goal, and Fujian fell much further short. This proves
that governments at all levels failed to recognize: the current situation of the
revolutionuy war and their own central tasks. This accounts for the passivity
toward the work of expanding the Red Army and the failure to make expanding
the Red Army one of their primary working tasks.
It must first be pointed out that soviet governments at all levels shifted the
work of expanding the Red Army onto comminees to support the Red Army,
while they themselves took a position of bearing no responsibility at all for it. At
the same time they did not we political mobilization to encourage the broad
masses of workers and peasants to join the Red Army enthwiastically. They
failed to lead the masses of workers and peasants and to carry out effectively the
regulations on preferential treatment for Red Army [families] so as to encourage
the masses of workers and peasants to join the Red Army eagerly. In actuality,
coercion and giving orders have taken the place of propaganda and agitation
work, fonns of covert seduction (such as giving gifts as enticement) have even
taken the place of political mobilization, and the quality of people is not taken
into consideration. As a result the small, the weak, the old, and even class.alien
elements have been sent into the Red Army to fill the ranks. The work of
expanding the Red Army is not steady, but rather an on-again off.again phenom·
enon. This is an extreme case of performing one's duties in a perfunctory man·
ner. Not only is il impossible to expand the Red Army this way, but this
obstructs the expansion of the Red Army and saps the strength of the Red Amry.
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Most serious is that many district and township governments do not actively urge
deser1ing soldiers 10 rerum to ranks or lead the masses to oppose deser1ion but
rather assign these people to local jobs. In various parts of Fujian lcuers have
even been written telling Red Army soldiers 10 rerum home. This actually
amounts to openly and directly sabotaging the Red Anny. Some local governments are actually not as actively engaged in expanding the main force, or the
Red Anny, as they arc in expanding local anned forces. All of these arc obstacles to the expansion of the Red Anny. The fact that the provincial and xian
governments have not done their utmost or used the most concrete methods to
correct these mistakes made by the lower levels of government and offer guidance is a manifestation of passivity toward expanding the Red Army.
3. The development and demands of the revolution absolutely will not
allow these errors to continue developing. The Central Soviet demands that
governments at all levels rapidly rectify these serious errors with the most resolute determination, and strive and struggle to realize the current tasks of the
soviets. All work methods that obstruct the expansion of the Red Anny are to be
fundamentally eliminated and abandoned. Wherever there is deliberate or unwitting sabotage of Red Army expansion and weakening of Red Army power, the
leaders of the government at that level should be punished according 10 revolutionary discipline.
4. Now is a period of revolutionary war, and all of our work should serve the
war effort, all forces should be pooled toward developing and strengthening the
revolutionary war, all sacrifices made to strive for revolutionary victory. Therefore, expanding the Red Army is a most fundamental task for the soviet government in actually leading and developing the revolutionary war and completing its
current task. This task should have first priority on the work schedule and become one of the regular tasks.
a. Expanding the Red Anny is done primarily through political mobiliza..
tion. The broadest possible masses of workers and peasants should be stimulated through the unfolding and victory of the war and the unfolding and
deepening of all class struggles to develop enthusiasm for taking part in the
war and to join the Red Army voluntarily and eagerly.
b. The masses should be led effectively to cany out the regulations on preferential treabnent for the Red Army, ftequent1y visiting and taking care of Red
Army families. Being a Red Army soldier should become a maaer of honor
among the masses in onler to encourage the worker and peasant masses so that
they join the Red Anny without any worries whalsoever about their families.
c. Propaganda and agitation are to be used 10 arouse the enthusiasm of the
worker and peasant masses and inspire the masses to join the Red Army.
Coercion and giving orders are absolutely to be abolished.
d. Meetings of all organizations (such as meetings of the electorate,
township deputy meetings, Red Guard annies, Young Pioneers, labor
unions, poor peasant leagues, etc.) are to be used to cany out the regular
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work of expanding the Red Anny. In particular, political propaganda and
educalion should make the worker and peasant masses realize on a deeper
political level the great significance of joining the Red Army and expanding
the Red Anny, thus finnly correcting the tendency to tum "expand the Red
Army" into a mere slogan for meetings.
c. People's class status and quality should be investigated in detail so that
class-alien elements, those who lack enthusiasm, and those in poor physical
health are not sent in to make up the numbers. Those who become Red Anny
soldiers must be the healthiest and most enthusiastic elements among the
worker and peasant masses. Only in this way can the Red Army be qualitatively strengthened.
f. A movement against desertion should be launched among the masses so
that they feel that "to desert is to go slow in the revolution" and ''to desert is
to aid the enemy." The ire and scorn of the masses should be aroused toward
desertion, and it should even be punished by the masses (making deserters'
names public, for example, or forbidding them to participate in all groups and
organizations, etc.) so that deserters cannot "hang around in a carefree manner" at home without shame. The general practice of desertion must be eliminated through a movement against desertion.
S. All of these are simply the mistakes made in expanding the Red Anny.
The more the revolutioruuy war develops victoriously in a forward direction,
however, the more our all-out anned battle to the death against the imperialist
Guomindang expands and intensifies. Moreover, to win victory for the soviets
throughout China in this decisive class battle and liberation for the Chinese
people and the worker and peasant masses, the entire worker and peasant masses
must be called upon and furnished with anns, and the greatest revolutionary
military force of the worker and peasant masses must be established. In particular, the main force in the revolutionary war must be strengthened as the war
develops. Only in this way may the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny meet the
needs ofthis revolutionary war and win tota1 victory in the war.
6. In its Directive No. 14,3 the Central Soviet formally raised the point that by
widely establishing Red Guard armies and intensifYing education and training in
bearing arms among the entire masses of workers and peasants. ''all can exercise
the right to ann themselves to strengthen and develop the soviets and to fulfill
their duties of serving in the Red Anny and fighting at the front" (sec Directive
No. 14). At the same time, "in order that the Red Army may get sufficient
replenishment of iiS military manpower as the war develops and that these rccruiiS
may be transported to the front, it is necessary, during the CWTCnt period of
voluntary service, to establish immediately Red Army reinforcement regimcniS."
"Each xian is to establish a Red Anny reinforcement regimentH (see Directive No.
3. For this directive, sec above, ''On Mobilization for W• and Work in tbc Rear," July
7.1932.
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14). The implementation of all of this work bas everywhere been extremely
fonnalistic and perfunctory.ln Jiangxi attention has been paid only to the organi
zation and uaining of the Red Guard annies' model battalion, and the work of
the Red Guard armies as a whole has been sorely neglected. In Fujian, practi
cally nothing at all bas been done to carry out the establishment and uaining of
the Red Guard annies. This is proof that the various military areas and governments at various levels have not understood the significance of anning the whole
of the masses of workers and peasants and the role of accumulating military
force to reinforce the front lines. Therefore, the general practice of using the Red
Guard annies purely as armed forces to consolidate the soviet areas and coordi
nate with the actions of the Red Anny, failure to do actively the work ofexpand
ing the Red Army within the Red Guard annies, and separating the expansion of
the Red Army from the Red Guard armies instead of linking the two, are grave
mistakes. As for the work of the reinforcement units, many have not yet been set
up, and the ones that have been established cannot fulfill their role because they
have not achieved much in the way of expanding the Red Army. Sources for Red
Army soldiers should be: (I) the broad masses of toiling workers and peasants in
the soviet areas, and (2) the worker masses in the White areas, the large numbers
of peasants and disaster victims who suffer exploitation by the Guomindang
warlords and the landlords, soldiers in the anti imperialist, anti Guomindang
volunteer annies, and alithe laboring masses, as well as revolutionary soldiers in
the White anny. But because the soviets in various places have not actively
promoted the development of soviet areas or set up the work in the White areas,
the guerrilla forces have become troops to guard the soviet areas and do not
penetrate deeply into the White areas to develop guerrilla warfare, lead and
develop the workers' and peasants' struggles in the White areas, and create new
soviet areas. In actuality, many contrary actions have occurred that violate and
saborage soviet discipline and credibility, obstruct the expansion of the soviet
areas and winning over the masses in the White areas, and create a severe
situation of opposition between Red and White. This means that it is impossible
to draw the worker and peasant masses in the White areas into the Red Army to
expand it. At the same time, with regard to the work of Red Army expansion
within the soviet areas, aside from passivity and mistakes in work on the pan of
the soviets. there is also the fact that an organization responsible for expanding
the Red Army has not been clearly designated. The Red Army suppon commit
tees are not in fact true mass organizations and organs of the movement to
support the Red Army and for expansion of the Red Army, but are simply run by
a few staff workers specially there to expand the Red Army, and because in the
work there are no fixed relationships and organizational foundations, this gives
rise to a son of foundationless, floating situation. In this way, Red Anny expansion relies solely upon a kind of extremely simple propaganda and agitation. This
kind of agitation work is not regular either and is heavily laced with a commandist style. This naturally causes a situation in which reinforcements from the rear
4
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are unable to keep up with the needs of the front. That Red Army expansion is
unable to keep up with objective developments is the largest loss in our revolutionary development.
Even though at present military service is still voluntary rather than compulsory, of course mobilizing the worker and peasant masses to join the Red Army
still relics upon our canying out all sorts of political mobilization (compulsory
military service also requires some political mobilization, but it has a coercive
component to it). Given the present development and demands of the revolutionary war, however, past methods of expanding the Red Army are no longer
suitable to address the current needs. It must be understood in particular that the
front makes use of troops, and it would do great harm to ensuring complete
victory in the war if the rear could not amass a steady supply of troops to keep
sending to the front. Therefore, in addition to Directive No. 14, the Central
Government has established the following regulations:
I. Although ai present military service is volwllary, propaganda about compulsory military service should begin immediately, to prepare for the future tnmsition
and to make the broad masses of workers and peasants realize that to be a Red Anny
soldier is not only an obligation but also a right enjoyed only by the worker and
peasant class, and that all exploiters have been stripped of such rights.
2. During the present period of revolutionary war,the Red Anny is the field
army doing battle at the front, and the Red Guard armies and Young Pioneers are
not only the armed forces of the broad masses but are also the garrison anny and
supplementary force for consolidating the soviet areas and supplying reinforcements to the Red Army. This means that the Red Army actually makes use of
troops, and the Red Guard armies and Young Pioneers are where the amassing of
troops takes place.
3. According to Directive No. 14, as for the Red Guard armies, all members
of the worker-peasant laboring masses (men and women) aged eighteen to forty
should join them (those who join the Young Pioneers need not join the Red
Guard annies). But at present propaganda methods arc to be used so as to get
those with the right to vote to join voluntarily. It is desirable through this work,
however, to have all members of the worker-peasant masses between the ages of
eighteen and forty join up, thereby establishing a foundation for the eventual
institution ofcompulsory military service.
4. The Red Guard annies are to be set up as follows: one anny per xian, one
division for every three districts, one regiment per district, one battalion per
township, between two and five companies in each battalion, three platoons in
each company, between three and five squads in each platoon, and from ten to
fifteen people in each squad. In the cities, a separate Workers' Red Guard Army
is to be established, with workers as the main force. There are some places at
present, however, where because the history of the struggle is relatively short
and Red Guard annics have not yet been established, this anangement may be
brought into existence gradually, so as to guard strictly against unwillingness and
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simply using orders to coerce the masses.
5. The Red Guard armies fall under the jurisdiction of the various military
districts. The position of army commander is to be filled by the head of the
military department at the xian level and the position of political commissar is to
be tilled by the Communist Party branch secretary at the xian level. The position
of division commander is to be filled by having the military department [of the
division] apply to the military district to appoint the head of the military department of a given district to serve concurrently. The position of political commissar is to be filled by having the Communist Party xian committee appoint a
district branch secretary to serve concurrently, with the military district's political department providing supplementary personnel. The head of the district military department serves concurrently as regimental commander, and the
Communist Party district branch secretary serves concurrently as the
[regiment's) political commissar. As for commanders of battalions, companies,
and platoons, the district military departments submit reports to the xian military
departments for them to make appointments. Company political instructors are
designated by the xian [Party] committees from among Communist Party members in the city and township branches.
6. Red Guard army model battalions are to be set up in every district, and one
model division is to be established in each xian, so as to have unified command,
which not only is for concentrating forces to coordinate actions with the Red
Army at any time and consolidating and developing the soviet areas, but also for
providing a place to train lower level Red Guard army cadres and preparing an
organization of activists who will join the reinforcement troops and go directly to
join the Red Army.
7. The Red Guard armies' weapons are mostly various types of old-style
weapons. A certain number of guns may be distributed as appropriate in the
model battalions.
8. Red Guard army training should involve a fixed regimen of military drills
and political education classes, which the military district is responsible for
supervising, and the military department of each xian plans and regulates. Especially with regard to political education, it is necessary to take strict measures to
correct the mistakes of the past in which only military exercises were undertaken
and there were no political education classes. In the curriculum, attention should
be paid to practical applications of military [concepts], and all formalistic tricks
should be scrapped. As for politics, the past tendency toward spouting empty,
vague, unrealistic nonsense should be corrected by being simple and straightforward and easy for the troops to understand. Attention should be paid in particular
to the key political questions orthe day.
9. Each military district is responsible for operating a large political training
unit and training courses that will frequently train and foster middle-level cadres
in the Red Guard armies, the guerrilla forces, independent regiments, and so on.
Among the cadres in particular, large numbers of worker cadres must be drawn in so
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as 10 strengthen the leadership of the working class in the Red Guard annies.
10. Soviet governments at all levels should strengthen their leadership of the
military departments. District and township soviets should, in tum, help Red
Guard Anny political committees at their respective levels carry out political
education, frequently reporting all orders and resolutions of the soviet governments and all political issues (materials are various government documents,
Hongse zhonghua, and so on). The Red Guard annies should function as schools
for the education of the masses.
11. As for the Red Guard Army organization in newly developed soviet
areas, it may proceed and be expanded according to the degree of consolidation
of the given area.
12. The work of expanding the Red Army should be carried out by mobilizing the masses in various mass groupings, such as voters' meetings, unions, poor
peasant leagues, associations against imperialism, associations for mutual assistance, associations to support the soviets, and so on, to join the Red Army. The
Red Guard armies and Young Pioneers in particular arc the primary grounds
from which to mobilize and recruit. Therefore, when frequently training the Red
Guard armies, attention should be paid to inspiring the masses from a political
standpoint to join the Red Army and encouraging the most active members to
join the Red Anny (women, however, cannot officially join the Red Anny [as
soldiers], but may shoulder such tasks as nursing and caretaking and so on).
13. In the past it had been stipulated that reinforcement units were to serve as
holding and transfer organs for new soldiers going into the Red Army, and new
troops from the rear had to undergo short-term training in a reinforcement unit
before joining the Red Army. The organization as stipulated made it so that rwo
xian were combined in setting up reinforcement units, so that in management
and training this was a rather inconvenient arrangement. Therefore it is now
being changed to one reinforcement unit in each xian, and the unit can be as
small as a company or as large as a regiment. Reinforcement teams are standing
organizations, prepared to meet the needs of the front at any time.
14. All border area governments and guerrilla forces should resolutely engage in work that involves the masses of the White areas, to instigate mass
struggles and expand the soviet areas. As for engaging in work among White
army soldiers, at present White army troops are becoming every day more revolutionized. Especially because the surroundings arc being influenced by the soviets and the Red Army, it is becoming easier to work within the White army to
undermine the enemy's military forces and win over revolutionary soldiers
within the White army. The guerrilla forces in panicular should penetrate into
the White areas, develop the war, and win over the masses in the White areas. In
this way, large numbers of worker and peasant masses are drawn from the White
areas into the Red Army.
15. The worker-peasant inspection department is charged with investigating
Within a short period of time the implementation of the regulations on preferen-
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tial treatment for the Red Anny and organizing large numbers of shock forces to
launch an assault movement on those who refuse to cany out preferential treatment for the Red Army [soldiers and their families].
All the above items must be sbictly observed and carried out by all levels of
government and all annies, and at the same time, more concrete plans for implementation should be resolved according to the above stipulations. In particular, within the shortest possible time the military disbict is to convene meetings
of the heads of each xian military depanment to discuss implementation of plans
and regular ttaining work. It is so ordered.

Report on the Present Military operations'
(September 23, 1932)

To the Central Bureau and for transmittal to the Central Committee:
1. The enemy's situation at present: after the Eighteenth Army disposed of

Zhang Ying's Fifty-ninth Division,2 the Eleventh Division returned to Ji'an. The
Fourteenth Division is in Jishui and Xin'gan, the Forty-third Division is in
Yongfeng, and the Ninety-fifth Division3 is in Le'an. In Yihuang there arc the

Twenty-fifth Division and one brigade of the Fifth Division. 4 In Fuzhou there are
the remnants of Sun Lianzhong's forces and another brigade of the Fifth Division. In Nanfeng and Nancheng there are still the three divisions under Mao, Xu,
and Li;S one brigade is in Lita and Xinfeng. It is not clear where the Fifty-second
Division is stationed; probably it is in the vicinity of Ji'an, Jishui, and Anfu. In
the area above Taihe on the Gan River is the Guangdong Army. Zhou Zhiqun's
forces6 are still scattered in Jianning, Taining, Shaowu, and Guangze in northern
Our source ror this text is Mao Zedongj1.nshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 290-92, where it has been

reproducedrromacopyintheCentraiArchives.
I. This and subsequent docwncnts dated September 26--30 present the views or Mao
and his "frontline" associates (Zhou Enlai, Zhu De, and Wang Jiaxiang) on the strategic
and tactical military issues involved in efforts to counteract the buildup of Nationalist
troops prepiiTlltory to launching the Fourth Encirclement Campaign. As noted in the Introduction,disagreementsovertheseissucsberweenfrontlineandrearechclonCcntraiBun:au members provided the immediate rationale for convening the Central Bureau plenary
session that became known as the Ningdu Conference. We have been unable to locate full
texts of any of the rear echelon Central Bureau members' responses to the docwnents
translated herein, though portions of these responses are quoted in Mao Zedang nianpu and
other sources.
2. In September 1932, bC"Cause the Fifty-ninth Division of the Eighteenth Amly had
suffered heavy casualties in the "Encirclement and Suppression" campaign against the
Communists, its commander, Zhang Ying, was relieved of his post and what remained of
his division was reorgani:wd into three regiments, which were incorporated into other
units.
3. A note to the Chinese text indicates that the "Ninety-third Division" should probably read "Ninetieth Division." The Fourteenth Division was commanded by Huo Kuizhang
andtheForty-thirdDivisionbyliuShaoxian.
4. The Fifth Division was commanded by Zhou Hunyuan; the Twenty-fifth Division
has not been locatedinexistingordersofbanle.
5. Mao Bingwen, Xu Kexiang, and Li Yunjie, conunanding the Eighth, Twenty-fourth,
andTwenty-thirddivisions,respcctively.
6. The New Founh Brigade.
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Fujian. Generally speaking. they are moving forward very slowly, but the enemy
forces in southern Jiangxi and western Fujian are advancing relatively fast.
2. The best operation that the Red Anny can undertake at present is to launch
an attack on the enemy immediately, unfolding toward northern Fujian, develop
the situation, promote morale, and provide direct assistance to the Hubei-HenanAnhui and the West Hunan-Hubei [soviet areas]. In launching an attack we must,
however, be assured of victory and of being able to wipe out a portion of the
enemy forces, in order to smash the enemy one by one. These are the only
corre<:t tactics. Otherwise. if we are impatient in seeking banle and meet with
reverses, this will lead to even more serious mistakes.
3. At present, because the enemy is finnly defending his urban strongholds in
the White region, there are still broad areas in the vicinity of the cities along the
line Jishui-Yongfeng-Le'an-Yihuang-Nancheng-Nanfeng-Lichuan that have not
yet been made Red. In addition, because of the difficult conditions created by
our past mistakes in strategy, our forces which will take the cities and sbike at
the enemy's reinforcements must constantly be alen. to the possibility that the
enemy may launch a concerted attack by converging columns. Moreover, many
Red Anny men have left their units because ofillness, and there is no time to fill
up the ranks by recruiting. It is also not easy to atrack and destroy the three
relatively strong enemy divisions that are operating close to each other. Therefore, if we attack the two cities ofLe'an and Yihuang once again, within two or
three days the enemy in the east, west, and nonh can concentrate at least five
divisions of troops to reinforce his concerted attack. At the same time, Wu Qiwei
and Zhou Hunyuan can certainly not be defeated as easily as Gao Shuxun.7 Ifwe
attack Litayu, since the enemy is relatively weak, he will withdraw his forces to
Nanfeng City, where the fortifications are very strong and he can hold them
while waiting for larger reinforcements. When that time comes, the reinforcements will be too numerous, and we will be unable to attack the enemy ftom any
direction. If we attack Yongfeng City, we will be moving even closer to Jarse
numbers of the enemy's reinforcements.
4. Consequently, we believe that under the current unfavorable situation for
an immediate battle, the general orientation for our opemtions at present should
be to take Nanfeng. turn the area on both sides of the Nanfeng River Red,
panicularly the pan fTom Nanfeng to Le'an, promote changes in the enemy's
situation. and prepare to attack and destroy the CUirent main enemy forces io the
course of mobile warfare. The concrete deployment should consist in placing a
large force of troops in the area fTom the west ofNanfeng to the vicinity ofLe'an
and placing one unit of troops southeast ofNanfeng to work for the expansion of
the Soviet Area. After this work has been going on for a time, small forces
should constantly he sent to Nanfeng to carry out guenilla attacks, to provoke
7. Referring lo commanders of 1bc Nldionalist army's Ninetieth, Fifth, and Tweutysevenlhdivisions,mpectively.
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the enemy to send troops to reinforce Nanfeng so we can prepare to attack the
reinforcements. At the same time, we should seize an opportunity to link up with
the soviet area in nonhcm Fujian. Though this deployment is not aimed a1 an
immediate attack on the enemy, these are still active and offensive tactics, for
turning this area Red and closing in on these cities will surely change the
enemy's situation. It will also provide the Red Anny with favorable nws conditions for wiping out the enemy and taking key cities.
5. During this operation we must assume that there will be a change in the
enemy's situation. When the time is favorable for us to attack, we must naturally
concentrate our forces flexibly for the battle. At the same time:, in the course of
our work, we should never show the slightest negligence regarding the enemy's
offensive deployment and [the need for us to mount] surprise attacks by small
units at appropriate times.
6. We have decided to set out the day after tomorrow. If the Central Bureau
has any new opinions. we hope you will infonn us immediately by telegram.
Zhou Mao Zhu Wang

On Commemorating the First Anniv~nary of
the Central Government
Order No. 9 of the Central Executive Committee
(September 24, 1932)
November 7lh this year is the first anniversary of the establishment of the Provisional Central Government of the Soviet Republic of China, as well as the
fifteenth anniversary ofthe victory of the Russian Revolution. In the past year,

the situation of the revolution both at home and abroad has developed greatly.
The enormous success of socialist construction in the Soviet Union has funher
quickened the collapse of the cipitalist world and the development of world
revolution. The imperialists' war against the Soviet Union and their panitioning
of China have, during the past year, reached a stage of unprecedented intensity.
The soviet movement in China has achieved unprecedented victories and development throughout the country since the establishment of a unified leadership
organ for the whole counny---the Provisional Central Government. Under the
leadership of the Central Government, the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army
throughout the country continues to win unprecedented victories in the revolutionary war; it has wiped out ten or twenty divisions of the Guomindang forces,
expanded the largest soviet area, and created a new era of the national revolutionary war in the whole country. The Soviet has become a banner of liberation
for the working people of the country.
During this great anniversary, the imperialists and the Guomindang, in an
attempt to save their dying rule, have concenbated all their energies in launching
a Fourth "Attack and Encirclement" against the soviets and the Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army. They have already been routed and annihilated on all fronts
by our heroic Red Army and suffered a most disastrous defeat. The Soviet
Central Government calls on working people all over the country to fight a
heroic battle and thoroughly smash the imperialists' and the Guomindang's
Fourth Attack and Encirclement, in order to seek victory first in Jiangxi and
directly wage war against the Japanese, thereby celebrating this great anniversary. At the same time, to panicipate in and strengthen the revolutionary war, a
review of the work of governments at all levels is to be conducted during this
This document was firs! published in Hongse Zlumghua, no. 35, Sep1ember 27, 1932. We
havell'anslatcd it rrom the text as reproduced inMtJI)Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 13S..37.
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year's aMiversary. The Central Executive Committee has decided to hold the
following events on the date of the first anniversary:
1. A three-day holiday is declared for Novemberl 6, 7, and 8, for all government agencies, military units, factories, and retail shops.
2. A milirary parade is to be held on November 7. Except for military units
at the front, which cannot hold one due to the war, the rest of the units will hold
the parade under the supervision of the supreme commander. The model battalions of the Red Guards of all xian are to hold parades at the locations of the xian
soviets. In Ruijin xian, which is directly under the jurisdiction of the Central
Government, the Central Government is to review the model battalion of the
entirc:rian.
3. On November 6, each xian is to call a general assembly of voters. The
governments of all districts and townships are to make reports on behalf of the
Central Government to the voters on the work of the past year (a wrincn report
will be issued by the Central Government). On November 8, all district and
township governments are to report to the voters on their work so that the voters
of the soviets may, on that day, review the work of the soviets, and all the voters'
views and criticisms of the soviets may be accepted.
4. At the end of October, all provinces and xian are to make work reports to
the Central Government and review the past year's work of the soviets at all
levels, in particular their work in leading and organizing for the war.
Governments at all levels and all military districts must comply with and
cany out the above; they must prepare for the above work while actively developing the revolutionary war. lt is so ordered.
To military affairs comminees, governments at all levels, and all military
districts.
Chainnan
Vice Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
Zhang:Guotao

September 24, 1932, by the Western calendar

-~nted in HongseZJumghuo reads "!enth month" (October) here, but the
context makes clear that the month of November is intended.

We Propose a Plenum of the Central Bureau
at the Front to Discuss Problems
ofMilitary operations
(September 25, 1932)
To the Central Bureau:

We have taken cognizance ofyour telegram. 1
I. If we can fight an inuncdiate campaign now, it will indeed assist the
Hubci-Henan-Anhui and West Hwtan-Hubci [soviet areas] directly and will
moreover open up the siruation for a northward development. We have thought
about this many rimes. Nevertheless, given the situation of the enemy and the
strength of the front anny at present, there is no certainty of winning if we attack
[Lc'an] City and the enemy's reinforcements. If, because we are eager to fight,
we act rashly, the result will be to waste time without achieving success, to
fatigue our troops to no good purpose, and to practice more haste, less speed. In
the end, this will create more unfavorable prospects.
2. On the basis of our past experience, if we attack Lc'an and do so in haste,
it is unlikely that we will prevail. Such a move will Wldoubtedly bring strong
reinforcements from the enemy's western coiWM, and, under attack from both
within and without, we will find ourselves in a very unfavorable situation. If you
make a feint on Nancheng from Lichuan, then since there is a big river separating them, the feigned attack will have no effect, and we will be unable to strike
ac the reinforcements. There is only one opportunity now. In Yibuang there are
only Sun Lianzbong's forces, and it is said that the Fifth Division bas set out for
Guixi. If this is tJUe, we will be able to pin down the enemy fon:es on both the
cast and the west. To storm Yihuang and wipe out Sun Lianzhong's forces is the
first step, but we must not make any movement before the enemy's situation is
Our source for this !eXt is MllD bdtmgjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 293-95, which reproduces
a copy in the Central Archives.
I. This refers to a September 2S telegram ftom Xiang Ying and the other "rear echelon" Central Bureau leaders. ponions of which are quoted in the Nio"PU and (in slightly
longer fonn) the Junshi wenji. The Central 8Ulellll telegram disagreed with the idea of
dispersing the Red Anny «J "Redden" tbc rural areas around Nanfeng and Le'an, on the
grounds that it would further delay decisive anacks on tbe gathering enemy forces and
would expose the dispersed Red Anny unils to dangerous enemy anacks. They called
instead for an immediate attack on the Nationalist Ninetieth Division around Le'an.
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confinned. Thus we will have to extend our period of waiting in the Soviet Area,
and if the information is not confirmed we are sure to waste our rime.
J. We consider that, in order to break out of the present difficult situation, we
must recognize in particular that the enemy is just now engaged in deploying his
forces for an offensive against the Central Soviet Area on an even greater scale,
and a ct11el war will soon be upon us. We must lose no opportunities to seize and
rum Red places in the north; get close to Yi[huang], Le['an], and Nanfeng;
change the situation on the enemy's side; and strive to create conditions favorable for a decisive battle to destroy the enemy. As regards the concrete am~~ngc
ments. we advocate even more strongly that during the first period we should
rum Red the area to the west ofNanfeng and the south ofYi[huang) and Le['an).
Furthennore, we should make preparatons for war, beating back attacks fiom the
east and the west at any time, or fiom the units in Yi[huang], Le['an], and
[Nan)feng which launch sUiprise attacks. Only in this way can we cooperate
victoriously with the offensive of the Red Anny in the whole country. This is, of
course, an active offensive.
4. If the Central Bureau agrees with this deployment, please reply immediately by telegram, so thai we will be able to set out tomorrow morning. If it
is necessary to wait for the right opportunity to attack Yihuang, we will have to
wait here without making any movement, for it will be a more serious mistake if
we march as close to Yihuang as possible but are unable to strike.
5. No matter which operation the Central BW"CaU agrees to, we suggest that a
plenum of the Central Bureau be called immediately at the front, and that CVCJYone must be present. This will not only be able to solve the problem of cwrent
operations, but it should also discuss issues such as accepting the instructions of
the Central Committee; orientation of the Red Anny's operations and the directions in which they will progress; and mobilization of the local masses and work
in the White areas, especially such items as the concrete measW"Cs for expanding
the Red Anny and taking key cities. The best date for holding it will be the 30th.
In three days, you can get to Xiaotang in northern Ningdu.
6. What do you think of this? We await your telegraphic reply.
Zhou Mao Zhu Wang

opinions Regarding the operations of the
Front Anny and the Place frR" Holding the
Plenum of the Central Bureau
(September 26, 1932)
To the Centtal Bureau:
We have perused your telegram of yesterday. 1
I. Wu Qiwei's enemy division in Le'an cannot be compared with Gao
Shuxun's one brigade. Last time, we spent two days in an attack on Le'an. 2 Ifwe
anack Le'an and it docs not surrender within three days, the enemy's reinforcement troops from the west are sure to come, we will find ourselves exposed to
anacks from within and without. and our situation will become more unfavor-

able. The Sixteenth Army has now withdrawn from Sha"nggao and has begun to
expand in the direction of Pingxiang. The Eighth Army cannot be reached by
telegraph, and a coordinated open.tion will not enable them to pin down the main
forces along the Gan River.l Consequently, we are not certain of being able to
take Le'an. Moreover, even if, by summoning up all our strength, we can wipe
out Wu Qiwei, we will be unable, with the Red Army forces currently available,
to continue 10 attack the enemy's powerlUI reinforcements. We particularly request the Central Bureau to take note of this.
2. Now the Front Army has set off toward the border region. 4 We are waiting
until we have clarified the situation of the enemy in Yihuang. If only Sun
Lianzhong's forces are there and the greater part of the Fifth Division in Fuzhou
has moved to Guixi, then we will resolutely attack Yihuang to open up the
situation. If there are strong enemy forces in Yihuang and it is not convenient to
attack it, then the only course will be to cany out the original plan, deploy our
Our source for this text is Mao Zedong jut~Shi weflji, Vol. I, pp. 296-97, where it is
reproduced from a copy in the Central Archives.
I. Sec above, lhe note to the telegram ofScptember2S.
2. The refereuce

is to a battle waged at Le'an by the First Front Anny on AUJust 16

andl7,1932.
3. These references to the Sixteenth and Eighth armies are to Red Army forces operating in the Hunan-Hubci-Jiangx.i base area well to the northwest of the Central Soviet Area.
4. "Border region" in this context probably means the Jiangxi-Fujian border area,
thoUJh it is possible that it might refer iiiSiead to the boundary between the soviet and
non-soviet areas in lhis part of Jiangxi.
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troops for battle on a field located between Yi[huang) and Le['an], and win over
the masse.~ in order to prod the enemy into action.
3. As regards the plenum of the Central Bureau, it remains preferable to hold
it at the front after Comrade Xiang [Ying] and Comrade Dcng [Fa] have returned,~ because, as we pointed out in our previous telegram, there are many
things that must be discussed and settled. It is best to settJe on a date before
October 10.

Zhou Mao Zhu Wang

S. As noted in lhe lniJ'Oduction, the rear echelon Central Bureau leaders had initially
responded. lhat the plenary meeting rcquesced by Mao and his associates was infeasible
because Xiang Yina; and Dena; Fa were absent attending a meeling in Fujian.

Order for Our Troops to Work in the
North for a Period of Time Before
the Enemy'S Big Offensive
(September 26, 1932)
I. The strategy of the imperialists, the Guomindang, and the warlords in their
Founh "Enc:irclement and Suppression.. directed against the whole Soviet Area
and the Red Anny is manifested in the following way in their operations: to use a
superior force to launch an active and violent attack on our Hubei-Henan-Anhui
Soviet Area, the West Hunan-Hubei Soviet Area, and the Red Army in these
areas. As far as the Central Soviet Area is concerned, at the moment their
strategy is to defend their fortresses firmly; blockade, besiege, and exhaust;
launch guerrilla missions to attack and harass us near their fortresses; and repress
the masses. Meanwhile, they are very actively preparing the reactionary forces of
the whole country so that they will be able to launch a big offensive soon against
the Central Soviet Area. During this period of time, they arc actively canying out
a campaign of devastation in the Northeast Jiangxi and Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi
[soviet areas], so that they do not have to wony about their rear while launching
a large-scale attack upon the Central Soviet Area.
II. Under the present circwutanccs, in which the enemy is fundy defending
his strong points, launching guerrilla missions to attack and harass the Cencral
Soviec Area, and rapidly disposing his forces for a large-scale offensive, our
Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny of the Cencral Soviet Arca has decided, in
order 10 create a victorious offensive and 10 shatter the advantageous conditions
for the reactionaries' large-scale offensive, on a sb'ategy of carrying out work to
win over the muses, expand the Soviet Area, and educate and crain ourselves,
for a period of time (ten days constitutes one period) in the area extending from
here northward. The task of this operation is 10 wipe out the enemy's fragmented
guerrilla forces; eliminate the reactionary armed forces in this region; win over
and make Red the areas and masses near the enemy's fortresses in the north; and
coasolidate, expand, and establish guerrillas in these areas. Fwthcnnore. by way
of preparation for battle, we can, at any time, hit and wipe out the enemy's
offensive forces, so that cvenrually we will be able 10 create more favorable
Our soun:e for lhi.s text isMQO Udongjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 298-304,
reproduced ftom a volume issued in 1942.
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conditions for fighting a decisive campaign against the enemy in the north, wipe
out his main forces, take key cities, and realize the victory of the revolution first
inJiangxi.
111. In order to cany out this task and tum it into reality, there must be
concrete preparatory work, especially work to prepare the battlefield. In terms of
the military requirements, more active preparation is needed. At present, the
detailed provisions [for this work) are as follows:
A. Deciding the Battlefield Location in Advance
To prearrange a battlefield for our anny at present, two requirements must
be met:
I. In order to cany out resolutely the task of marching victoriously to the
north, it is absolutely necessary to eliminate the landlord armed forces in the
White areas of Yi[huang), Le['an], and Nanfeng that are obstructing the northward progress of our troops, so that our troops will be able to approach these
cities finnly,take enemy fomesses confidently, wipe out the reinforcements, and
advance northward victoriously.
2. When the enemy carries out a general offensive against the Central Soviet
Area and the Red Army, we must confidently shatter the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression" in the vicinity of Yi[huang), Le['an], and Nanfeng.
That is, we must vigorously attack and pursue him, and, taking advantage of the
victory, we must take Fuzhou and Ji'an and open up the situation in Jiangx.i.
Consequently, we are resolved to arrange the CWTCnt battlefield in the area
between Yi[huang], Le['an], and Nanfcng in accordance with the shape of the
battle.
B. Organization ofBaalefield Arrangements
I. As regards the anangemcnts for the work of our army, every anny should
be divided up taking the division as the unit. One division should be assigned the
role of covering unit, and each division should be assigned to an appropriate
region for work and training. The disposition should be carried out as shown in
the following diagram.
2. Strong troops must be assigned the duty of serving as the covering forces
(they must have relatively able combat commanders). They should advance
about a day's or half a day's march ahead of the work units and should first
occupy strong positions (building the necessary defense works). Their main task
is to guarantee the security of the work units in the rear. Apart from sending out
a security force and providing a small derachmcnt to carry out forward guerrilla
missions, the main force of this unit should be concentrated in an appropriate
location and devote itself to training. If conditions pennit, small work units can
be sent out to places near the camp to conduct mass work. While sending out
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small guerrilla detachments on guerrilla missions in the direction of the enemy,
their covering role must never be weakened. After receiving urgent information
about the enemy, the covering troops of each anny should not only infonn all the
units of their own anny prompl]y, but also infonn direclly every Wlit of the
neighboring armies.
3. Small work uniiS. Every division (or army headquarters) should send
out its own workers direcdy. Somelimes they should be accompanied by the
necessary security forces, to provide direct protection for the security of the
work unit.
Every division (except for the small work units) should try its best to concentrate for training. If for various reasons the entire division is unable to concentrate, but instead each regiment has to camp in a separate location, it is bener if
the camp site of every regiment can be arranged in layers around the enemy (the
distance between regiments must not exceed 10 U). If the topography docs not
permit this and the troops have to be arranged in a straight line or in an echelon
fonnation, the distance between regiments must not eltCced S li.
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4. On the basis of experience in past campaigns and the need to reinforce
various typeS of training to combat its own weaknesses, each army group sbould
establish its own military training plan.
EveJY command organ above the rank of division should frequently send out
inspectors to go to the lower levels to carey out inspections, supervising very
strictly the performance of the assigned tasks. They should also report the results
of the inspections to higher levels.
s. Staft' travelling group. The staff travelling groups should be organized
taking the army group as the basis. Their tasks are to conduct investigations
about military geography, as well as vuious kinds of combat surveillance; to
report the results of their work in written form, with diagrams, about every place
they have visited; and to prepare reports to their immediate commanders and to
the staff office at the next higher level. (A detailed work plan should also be
prepared.) The following is a list of the things this staff travelling group should
investigate and record:

a. Social Investigations
The numbcrofthe population and the names of revolutionary leaders in the
countryside
The number of houses
The supply situation
Special products
Class relationships in the locality
Whether or not there is a record of any kind of struggle
Whether or not there arc any reactionary political organizations
b. Geogmphicallnvestigations
The state of the roads in every direction
The state of the rivers and valleys in the nearby area
The number of bridges and boats
Forcs~

Topography
c. Military Investigations

Landlord anned forces in tbe neuby area
Local armed forces
The situation of the enemy and of militia bandits 1 at the front
6. Every army group, if the enemy is concentrating his forces to launch an
attack upon us (not including attacks and harassment by the enemy's small
I. The reference is to landlord militias (minnmn). On a related topic, see above, the
note to the text of February 27, 1931, reprding "pacification bandits."
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guerrilla detachments), should, with covering forces and in a planned way, rapidly concentrate in the designated localities (Dongpi, Xinfcngshi, Gauzhu) and
prepare for battle.
C. Operations of the Main Forces During the Work Period
For purposes of arranging the battlefield, it is best that dwiDg the work period

our main forces should ~oncentrate in the appropriate places in the work area to
~arry out

the training.

D. Troop Dispersal and Concentration
I. Division of the ~ombat zones (see the attached cliagraml)
When work has just begun, on the basis of the needs of our forces for military
we should fust start working along our communi~ation lines
and then push outward to nearby areas. In tenns of the major ~ommunication
lines (as shown in the diagmm), based on the designated districts, each army
group and ea~h army should distribute its forces appropriately and then report to
General Headquarters.
~ommunications.

a. The center of the First Anny Group is Dougpi. Its work zone includes the
area to the east of Shuikou and Dengx.ianqiao, the area to the north of
K.uzhuping, Dongpi, and Zhufang, as well as the area to the west of
Wuliuqidul and Shuinan (see the attached diagram).
b. The center of the Third Army Group is Xinfengshi. It should conduct its
work in the area to the east of Shuinan, Zhufang, and Wuliuqidu (ex~lud
ing Zhufang and Shuinan), and the northeast of Xinfengshi. It includes
Zhufang. Ganfang, Sanxi, Yangfang. Dangkou, Shen'gang, and so on (see
tho ottachcd d;ag.m).
~- The center of the Fifth Army Group is in Ganzhu, and it stretches to
Luofang, Baishe, and Yaobo in the east, and Qiac1m and Shaping in the
west (see the attached diagram).
d. The ~enter of the Twenty-second Army is in Nancun. It stretches to
Shuikou and Kuzhuping in the east, to Dengx.iaDqiao and Luoshanjie in the
north, to Zeugtian in the west, and farther westward to Shuinan, and ~on
nects with the Soviet Area in the south (see the attached diagmm).4
2. The plan for concentrating the Front Anny is laid down in a separate
document.
2. According 10 a note to the Chinese text, no s~X:h diagram is included in the source
from which the editors of the Mao Zedongjuruhi wenji have taken this order.
3. The name "Wuliuqidu" literally means "five sbc: seven dll,'' where du is a common
imperial-era geographical unit for we: collection purposes. We have found no single settlement with this name; probably it refers to an area that formerly encompassed the Fifth,
Sixth, and Seventh du in one ofthexian in this region.
4. The places mentioned in the seven! preceding paragraphs cover a broad swathe of
territory in southern Lc'an, Vi huang, and Nanfcng, and northern Guangchang.rUJn.
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IV. During the work period, all the units should successively post pickets in
order to facilitate close commWiications with one another. This is especially [to
be done by] the covering troops who are at the very ftoat. When the guerrilla
detaChments they send out obtain information about tbe enemy, they should
inform each other immediately by telephone (telephone wires should be laid
across promptly).
V. During the work period, the gencml military medical department should
set up a temporary hospital in Shuikou to receive and treat the wounded and sick
oftheworklrOOps.
Before dispersing the troops, every anny group should give the soldiers a
detailed explanation about hygiene in the army, including such matters as the
isolation of contagious diseases and paying attention to the poisoning of drinking

water.
VI. After entering the work area, every Wlit should carry out a detailed investigation of the supply situation in its locality and report to General Headquarters
by telegram. If there are insufficient supplies. a way must be found to get them
from outside the work area. so as to avoid a panic regarding famine in the work

""'·VII. During the work period, General Headquarters will be localcd in Wucun.
Commander-in-Chief
Political Commissar

Zhu De
Mao Zcdong

opinian Regarding the Need to Select the
Weak Point in Hubei-Henan-Anhui
and to Destroy One of His Units

Enemy~

(September 30, 1932)

To the Central Bureau, for rapid transmittal to Hubei-Henan-Anhui and also to
the Central Commince: 1
I. According to intelligence received in the past few days, the enemy's Fourteenth Division has entered Yuanjiaao and Changshanchong and has already
thrust himself between Yanzihe and Xijicling. The Second Division of the First
Army has anived at Gujiahe in Luotian and is approaching Xijieling. Zhang
Yinxiang's forces have arrived at Minjiahe, but the Thirty-first Division is in
Songfu. Hao Mengling has arrived at Xiaojiaao and is drawing close to it. Wang
Jun has anived at Huoshan, and his vanguard is in Mafu. Liang Guanying is also
in Huoshan, Shangguan Yunxiang is in Yingshan, lhe Thirteenth Division is at
Hekou in Huang'an, Chen Yaohan is in Hutouao, Dai Minquan is in Zhanglaofu,
the Fourth Division is in Jinjiazhai, the Eighty-ninth Division is in Xinji, and

Zhang Fang is in Shangchcng.
2. The First Division is still in Wuhan, and the Fony-eighth Division is in
Baotawan in western Hubci. We have not yet ascertained what enemy forces are
headed for Huangguangqian.
3. Based on this, it appears that the enemy is using the two columns of the
Fourteenth Army and the First Army as the spearhead; the Thirtieth Army, the
Third Army, and the Twentieth Route Army as the interception and attack force;
and the Fourth Division and the Eighty-ninth Division as the working force. In
addition, Shangguan Yunxiang{'s forces] have been organized as a fifth colwnn.
Our source for this ICXI is MQD Zedcmg junshl wenjl, Vol. I, pp. 305--07, where it is
leplOduced from a copy in the Central Archives.
I. This document was written in response 10 a request of September 24 from Zhang
Guor.ao, then a promiDeRt leader in tbe Hubei-Henan-Anhui base area, for information
abqut enemy dispositions. Much of the infOrmation Mao and his associates provided
conccmed Nationalist Anny troop movemenrs in the Hubei-Henan-Anhui area. It is un-

clear why Zhang SOUJht information from the faraway Central Soviet Area aboutlrOOpS in
his own vicinity; perilaps Zhang's forces were too banied and isolated 10 have the relatively rich intelligence information available 10 Mao.

'"'
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It looks as though the enemy is trying to force our Fourth Front Army to fight a

decisive battle near the Yangzi River.
4. We think th.i.t, in fighting a decisive battle against the enemy, we must
have a guarantee [that we can] wipe out and shatter one front of the enemy, so as
to change the current unfavorable situation and prepare our strength for furure
campaigns. We must take into consideration the fact that under present conditions in the soviet areas, the Red Army's speed of recruitment still cannot catch
up with the enemy's desire to continue seeking opportunities to fight. Under
these conditions, if we only defeat the enemy and are unable to destroy him, if
we arc unable to capture weapons and ammunition and unable to take captives, if
we are unable to continue to fight, it will be very hard to change the present
situation. Even with the assistance of other soviet areas, it will not be easy to
wipe out the enemy, and it will not be easy to make the enemy troops that are
anacking Hubei-Henan-Anhui move away. Right now circumstances in the Central Soviet Area are such that the enemy troops are firmly defending their strong
points and actively preparing for a large-scale offensive. If we attack, then at
least three divisions of reinforcements will come to their aid, and it will be very
difficult for us to create conditions for wiping them out in the course of mobile
warfare.
5. Consequently, Hubei-Henan-Anh.ui must now se1ect one of the enemy's
weak points and begin by wiping out one unit of his forces. If there is no
guarantee [that this can be done], and yet the Soviet Area is able to survive, we
should not be eager to seek banle, but exhaust the enemy and wait until we can
create the conditions for fighting a decisive baale that will offer greater guarantees.
6. Such are our opinions, Please consider this and reply by telegram.
Zhou Mao Zhu Wang

Circular Telegram opposing the Report of the
International Investigation Team
(October 6, 1932)

Workers, peasants, soldiers, and all the exploited masses of the whole country!
The Provisional Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic long ago
proclaimed to the popular masses of the whole country that the League of Nations is a league of robbers through which the various imperialisms are dismembering China. The principal task of the Lytton Commission of Enquiry, which
the League has sent to China, is to plan the panition of China and the suppression of all revolutionary movements under the banner of the Chinese soviets.
Now the report by the commission of enquiry of the league of imperialist
robbers--the Lytton Commission of Enquiry-has already been published. This
is an admirable document about the dismemberment of China shown to the
Chinese popular masses by the imperialists, and yet the Guomindang, which is
selling out and dishonoring the country, and also its government, are completely
in agreement and have accepted it!
The Lytton Report openly and most shamelessly announces a new plan for
partitioning China. It openly declares that the Japanese and all other imperialists
should not only occupy Manchuria, but also partition all of China. It explicitly
proclaims that it is justified for Japanese imperialism to occupy Manchuria and
perpetrate a bloodbath in Shanghai. It calls on all the various imperialists to join
forces to divide up China and destroy the revolutionary movement in China. First
of all, it wants to attack even more cruelly the national-revolutionary war and the
land revolution in China organized by the government of the Chinese Soviet
Republic, as well as the anti-Japanese war fought by Manchuria's volunteer
army, the anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist movement, and the boycott movement in the whole country. It shamelessly proposes that Manchuria be treated as
an "autonomous state," and that an international force of military police be
stationed there, to make of it a base for attack against the Soviet Union by
international imperialism, from which to launch active attacks against the
Soviet Union. At the same time, it uses terms such as "sovereignty belongs to
China" in an anempt to strip the Chinese popular masses of their anti-imperialist
Our source for this text is Mao Zedcmgji, Vol. 3, pp. 139-41, where it is reproduced from
materialspublishedinChinain 1932.
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arms and benumb the masses of China, Finally, it repeatedly orders the
Guomindang to attack the Red Army even more actively, surrender to the imperialistS even more loyally, sell out the national interest, make greater efforts to
suppress the anti-imperialist and boycott movements, and slaughter the Chinese
popular masses even more ruthlessly!
The Lynon Report is a contract of servitude by which imperialism reduces the
Chinese nation to slavery! The Soviet Government calls on the popular masses
of the whole counby to ann themselves and, under the leadership of the Soviet
Government, to wage a national-revolutionary war to tear to shreds lhe Lytton
Report and to oppose all the new projects of lhe imperialists for dismembering
China, attacking the soviet areas, suppressing lhe Chinese revolution, and anacking the Soviet Union! Let us drive Japanese imperialism and all other imperialisms out of China, in order to obtain the complete liberation and
independence of the Chinese nation! Let us defend the Soviet Union with anns
in our hands and establish a social alliance between the toiling popular masses of
China and the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Government proclaims to the workers, peasants, and soldiers of
the whole country, and to all the oppressed popular masses, that ifwe really want
to wage a national-revolutionary war and oppose the partition of China by the
imperialists, we must first overthrow the reactionary rule of the Guomindang,
these scavengers who pick up the scraps of the imperialist dismembennent of
China and who arc suppressing the national war! The Guomindang and its government accept, with total loyalty, the imperialists' report on the partition of
China and recognize it as the basis for negotiations. The different factions within
the Guomindang and its government have expressed verbally some dissatisfaction about certain points in the report in their discussions and studies of it. This is
no more than a smoke screen to cover up their selling out China, a cheap trick to
deceive the popular masses. The Guomindang prefers to give away the Three
Northeastern Provinces., Shanghai, and the whole of China to the imperialists; at
the same time, under the direction of and with the assistance of the imperialists,
it has mobilized a million troops to attack the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army,
which is truly leading the revolutionary popular masses of the whole country to
fight a national-revolutionuy war. It is attempting to destroy the Soviet Government of the masses, which truly opposes imperialism, and to prevent the Red
Army from joining the heroic anti-imperialist soldiers and the members of the
volunteer anny to fight imperialism directly. At the same time, it is helping the
imperialists to slaughter and betray the volunteer army of Manchuria, to suppress
lhe anti-imperialist movement in the whole country, to stop the boycon movement and strikes by workers, and to massacre workers, peasants, and the impoverished masses as its gesture of loyalty to imperialism. Only by overthrowing
the rule of the Guomindang, which is betraying the nation's interests, ean we
successfully carry out the national-revolutionary war. The Soviet Government is leading the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny of the whole country and
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the impoverished masses of the soviet areas to fight a cruel war against
imperialism and the Guomindang. It will victoriously smash the fourth attack
by the Guomindang and use the revolutionary war to destroy the reactionary
rule of the Guomindang! Popular masses of the whole country, arm yourselves! Oppose the Guomindang's fourth attack against the soviet areas, overthrow the rule of the Guomindang, which is a running dog of imperialism, and
support the Red Army and the Soviet rCgime! Only the Workers' and Peasants'
Red Army is the genuine armed force of the popular masses fighting the
national war!
Fighters of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army in the whole country!
Workers, peasants, and impoverished masses of the soviet areas! Vigorously
conduct the revolutionary war and resolutely attack imperialism and the
Guomindang to smash the Founh "Encirclement and Suppression"! Workers,
peasants, soldiers, and all the impoverished masses in the White areas! Arm
yourselves through your own efforts, organize a volunteer army, go on strike,
carry out boycott movements, and actively fight imperialism and the Guomindang.
Let all the revolutionary popular .masses arise as one, under the Red banner of
the soviets, to wage national-revolutionary war, oppose the imperialists' partition
of China, overthrow the rule of the Guomindang, drive Japanese imperialism and
all other imperialisms out of China, establish the soviet government of the popular masses of all China, and achieve the independence and liberation of the
Chinese people!
Chairman, Provisional
Central Government ofthe
Soviet Republic of China
Vice-Chairmen

MaoZedong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

October 6, 1932, at Ruijin, Jiangxi

On Emergency War Mobilization
Order No. 12 of the Central Executive Commillee
(October 13, 1932)
The ever more rapid development of the revolution throughout the country, and
especiaJiy the unprecedented great victories and expansion achieved by the soviets and the Red Army all over the country, have caused the imperialist
Guomindang's Fourth Encirclement Campaign to suffer repeated disastrous defeats in the [soviet) areas ofHubei-Henan-Anhui, West Hunan-Hubei, Northeast
Jiangxi, and Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi. In particular, because the Red Anny of the
Central Soviet Area has victoriously expanded toward the nonh, the Guomindang warlords, under severe prodding from the imperialists, arc devoting all
their energies to launching a massive attack against the Central Soviet Area, as
well as intensifying their offense against the Northeast Jiangxi, Hunan-HubeiJiangxi, and West Henan soviet areas. Because of the victories of the revolution,
the reactionary ruling class is attempting to use all its might to wage a final
struggle. It is a critical moment in the decisive battle between revolution and
counterrevolution.
This class war is more intense and critical than any previous war. It requires
mobilizing all the workers, peasants, and working masses, and arming them
quickly to strengthen the Red Army. This requires the use of all forces, all
economic resources., and all sacrifices to prepare for war to smash the enemy's
massive attack. We must, through victory in this war, gain such key cities as
Ji['an], Gan(zhou], Fu{zhou], and Nan(chang], so as to win victory first in
Jiangxi and several neighboring provinces.
In order to lead the worker and peasant masses, and anned organizations
throughout the country, to smash thoroughly the massive attack against the Central Soviet Area launched by the imperialist Guomindang, the Central Government is calling for an emergency general mobilization for war, especially of all
units of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army and all the workers, peasants, and
toiling masses, in response to the nationwide Founh Encirclement Campaign.
The most aggressive and swiftest action must be taken, and the most extensive
and adequate war mobilization must be made to launch a finn counterattack and

fh~ first

published in Ho11gse Zh011ghua, no. 36, Oc10ber 16, 1932. Our

source is Mao Zedo~~gji, Vol. 3, pp. 14:\--48, where it is reproduced from this source.
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safeguard the complete vic:tory of this war. Therefore, governments at all levels.
all Red Army units. and all military distric:ts must rcsoluiCly and quickly c:any
out the following emergenc:y mobilization measures:
I. Conduct an emergency mobilization of all workers, peasants, and toiling masses. Display the most vigorous revolutionary enthusiasm and c:onc:rcte
ac:tion in struggling hard for victory in the war. To this end, governments at
all levels must immediately conduct effective political mobiliution of the
worker and peasant masses in the entire soviet areas, so that every worker
and peasant may understand the significance of this war in terms of his own
future, understand the key role of the soviets in the victory of the whole
countty, and be aware of the increase of the revolutionary forces in the whole
country and the hopeless struggles of the counterrevolution. The workers'
and peasants' enthusiasm for war and class resolve must be fostered, and they
must be encouraged to prepare ac:tively for and to panicipatc in all the concrete tasks in the war at the front and in the rear, and to go and fight to smash
the enemy's massive attack. This is the basic condition for our victory in the
class war. Consequently:
a. All staff of provincial soviet governments must immediately go down to
the grassroots levels to convene meetings, particularly municipal and township congresses and voters' meetings, and to conduct political mobilization,
so that every staff member, every worker, and every peasant may understand
the significance of this war, so that all of them will be mobilized to panicipate in all the mobilization efforts of this war.
b. The supreme military c:ommands of the Red Army units must c:all
meetings of soldiers and offic:as according to their own conditions and c:onduct the general mobilization of all faghters.
c. Military districts and military departments at all levels must individually
hold meetings for members of local armed forces, such as the Red Guards,
guerrilla forces, and Young Pioneers.
d. Under this general mobilization order, all mass organizations must individually call meetings of their members and make specc:hcs to arouse them.
2. In accordance with the orientation laid down, all Red Anny units must
launch the most vigorous and swift offensive actions, fust smashing the enemy's
anacks, using our victorious attacks to shaner the enemy's massive offensive, in
order to seize key cities, and win victory first in Jiangxi. In particular, the Red
Army in the entire countty should act jointly and in coordination.
3. To expand the Red Army vigorously is to increase the main force of the
revolutionary war. This is one of the principal conditions for smashing the
enemy's massive attack. Governments at all levels must, in the month of October, use their greatest sttength and fastest speed to mobilize the largest possible
number of ac:tivist workers and peasants to strengthen the Red Army in tenns of
both quantity and quality. They must fmnly cany out Directive No. 15 of the
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Central Executive Committee. At the same time, they must exceed the specified
number [of new recruits] by 100 percent. In the future, they should frequently
carry out the work of expanding the Red Anny, continually supply the front with
large numbers [of recruits], and fonn regular reinforcement units for the Red
ArmY· Governments at all levels are also ordered to mobilize and encourage the
soldiers on home leave to return to their own units in October, launching the
most extensive campaign among the masses for [soldiers to] return to their own
units.
4. Resolutely carry out Directive No. IS and quickly mobilize all men between the ages of eighteen and forty throughout the soviet areas to join the Red
Guards voluntarily. Every one of them must prepare a weapon of his own;
increase the production of homemade rifles, guns, and spears; and store up
sufficient ammunition (similarly, extensive Young Pioneers units must be
formed). They are to be fonned into units according to specified establislunent
criteria. This task must be completed before the holiday of the October Revolution. In particular, political education and military combat training must be intensified. Governments at all levels. all military districts and departments must take
specific responsibility for the execution of this task, so that the Red Guards may
indeed be capable of defending our territory, supporting the Red Anny in its
actions, and striking at and destroying the enemy that is attacking us. Model
battalions and model units of the Young Pioneers must be kept ready for transfer
in order to be able to concentrate for combat.
S. Organize strong and effective guerrilla detaclunents. Existing guerrilla
units in various areas must be subject to a round of strict examination, the
undesirable elements in these units should be purged immediately, and the leadership of the guerrilla detachments strengthened and replaced. Every guerrilla
detachment must be rotated for a one-week tnaining session in October in order
to enhance political education and military tnaining and enable every member of
the guerrilla detachment to understand his responsibility and task. Every xian
must have at least one or two extremely effective guerrilla detachments to develop the most extensive guerrilla warfare in nearby White areas and the
enemy's rear, as well as to launch mass struggles, expand the soviet areas, and
become the armed organizers and propagandists of the soviets, turning them·
selves into one of the most important forces of the revolutionary war by piMing
down and striking at the enemy and by supporting the Red Anny in combat All
the serious problems that afflicted the guerrilla detachments in the past must be
eliminated. Every xian must finish the organization and rectification [of guerrilla
forces] in October and dispatch all of them on missions according to the directions and tasks set in the plans of the Conuninee on labor and War.
b. In seeking to facilitate the desiJUction of the enemy and achieve victory
fint in Jiangx.i, an imponant precondition for wiMing victory in the war and
obtaining victory first in Jiangxi is the active development of surrounding soviet
areas., especially the ones in the north, east, and northeast. Governments at all
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levels and all the local armed forces should immediately mobilize to develop the
soviet areas in these directions, to win over the majority of the workers and
peasants, and to create even more extensive soviet areas, which will surround
each cenual city and the cities the enemy uses as his bases. as well as establish
close links between Northeast Jiangxi and West Henan, This will enable us to
cany out work among the soldiers of the White anny surrounding the soviet
areas in a more planned way; it will enable us to demoralize the enemy troops,
win over the rcvolution&J)' soldiers and masses, and establish the work in the vicinity
of central cities. Each :ciDJt and provincia] govemmcm must assemble and transfer a
large number of cadres in October to establish govenunents in these new areas,
launch the land revolution, and conduct work in the White areas and among the
soldiers of the White army. At the same time, the governments should deepen the
class SIIUggle in each border n:gion, strengthen these regions, and expand outward.
7. Land taxes, commercial taxes, and rents must be levied and collected at
once to open up financial resources and adequately stockpile economic resources, food, and all military supplies for war. Preparations must be made for a
long war w:ith the enemy, so that the Red Army and all workers and peasants will
not be subject to the enemy blockade or face supply difllculties. We should
continue to economize even more on all expenditures and food to enhance our
preparations for war. This is of decisive significance for victory or dereat in this
w...

8. Call on all workers and peasants to stock up on rood and salt and reduce
the consumption of food; call on them to devote great efforts to growing miscellaneous cereals and vegetables in order to supply the Red Army during war. We
should cultivate the political enthusiasm or the workers and peasants or all the
soviet areas ror the revolutionary war and their support for the Red Army, so that
they will make adequate preparations and provisions in terms or economic resources and food and remain ready to lend and donate them to the Red Army at
any time in order to win victory in the war.
9. We must resolutely wipe out the attacldng enemy to derend our soviet
areas from destruction by the enemy. Ir the enemy wants to advance into the
soviet areas., we should firmly lead workers, peasants, and armed rorces to attack
and destroy the enemy; moreover, we should cut off the enemy's food and
communication and subject him to harassment day and night. We should remove
and hide all supplies so that the enemy will not be able to survive within the
borders of the soviet areas even ror a minute. All local governments should lead
local armed forces, workers, and peasants to make preparations actively and
utilize the experience gained from the previous tluce campaigns, so as to gain
more effective results and victories.
I 0. A Red martial law status of the highest degree is to be imposed in the
entire Soviet Area. The Red Guards are responsible for setting up all senny
posts; this system is to be established within ten days to prevent enemy spies
from infiltrating into the Soviet Area. All travelers and their baggage are to be
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checked thoroughly. All suspicious clements must be brought to the government
for exhaustive questioning. Governments at all levels must first conduct detailed
investigations and registration before they issue passes. No passes may be issued
carelessly. The previous method of stamping a seal on a person's hand is to be
abolished. All mass organizations must obtain passes from the government. Nongovernmental military agencies are not allowed to issue passes. Passes for travel
to the White areas must be issued by district governments. A household registration check must be nm at once in the entire Soviet Area. In particular, all suspicious
individuals in the cities must be subject to intense examination and monitoring.
Governments at all levels must have the participation and assistance of the labor
unions. the Young Pioneen. and all mass groups in canying out this task.
II. IntensifY the work of purging counterrevolutionaries. The State Security
Bureau is to be ordered to direct its branch bureaus to devise a careful plan to
implement this task. At the same time, the government will take harsh measures
to deal with all counterrevolutionary activities. In particular, the forces of landlords and the local gentry must be eliminated thoroughly and immediately in
Shichcng, Ningdu, Guangchang, Yihuang, Ninghua, Huichang, Xunwu, Yudu,
Anyuan, Xinfcng, and Longyan :ciQn. We should direct workers and peasants to
keep a close watch on all landlords, rich peasants, and counterrevolutionary
suspects. In the war zones, these clements must be taken into custody. All counterrevolutionary factions must be purged; all counterrevolutionary activities must
be quashed in order to establish a stronger rear.
12. Actively improve key transportation lines to facilitate military transportation and movement. Establish strong and effective military supply depots. As for
the transportation duties of military supply depots in the future, local governments are responsible for the transportation and protection of supplies within 30
li on each side of the depots. The Red Guard units along these lines become
armed forces for the protection and guarding of the supplies in transit. As for
methods of transportation, the previous use of the names of different organizations is to be corrected. [Responsibility] is to be placed under a unified Red
Guard army. It is to be ordered that every member of the Red Guards must have
a weapon and a shoulder-pole; there must be one pair of stretchers for every five
of them. Thus, when war comes, all of them can use their weapons to attack the
enemy; when the front and military supply depots need teams of stretcher-bearers or transportation teams, all the Red Guards will be turned into transportation
teams and teams of stretcher-bearers. Only this kind of rapid mobilization can
meet the emergency needs of the war.
13. All governments must mobilize the masses to dismantle in October all the
earthworks built by the enemy inside the Soviet Area during the previous three
campaigns that have not been destroyed, as well as the walls surrounding cities
and towns.

14. During the war, governments at all levels must resolutely lead the masses
and their armed forces to fight the enemy mercilessly. If anyone is found to be
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cowardly, runs away, or fails 10 lead the masses 10 fight resolutely, the offender
will be punished by revolutionary discipline. Officials of district and township
governments directly join the Red Guards and take over leadcnhip positions. At
the provincial and xian levels, staff and officials of the agencies and groups at
the same level should be united and fonned into one unit of the Red Guards; they
should often unde~go militaiy training and militarize all their daily activities.
This is 10 strengthen even more concretely the leadership of governments at all
levels over local armed forces.
The situation of the war is becoming more pressing. We must devote all our
energies to the mobilization of the workers and peasants of the entire Soviet
Area. We must use the fastest speed to make full preparations for war. We must
be ready to make all sacrifaces to win victory in the war. We must subordinate all
other tasks to that of the war. This time, victory will certainly belong to us. It is
so ordered.

Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Order No. 29 of the Central Council

of People~ Commissars
(October 13, 1932)

In order to adapt to the development of the revolutionary war, we must perfect
the work of govcnuncnts and military departments at all levels, so as to lead
local armed forces to take an active part in the war. The positions of the heads of
the military departments must be filled by individuals who possess rich military
command skills and capabilities. The Council of People's Commissars has
reached a special decision to establish the position of head of the military department in local governments at every level. The previous method of selection and
election to the position is to be changed. The head of the military department is
to be directly appointed by the headquarters of the military districts and the
garrison command of Ruijin. The current heads of military departments of all
xian will be individually subjected to review by the headquarters of the military
districts and the garrison commands before they are reappointed or replaced.
This order serves as notification, and everyone is expected to obey it. It is so
ordered.
To soviet governments at all levels, headquarters of all military districts, and
tile garrison command at Ruijin.
Cllainnan

MaoZcdong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Thi~l published in Honpe Zhonglrur~, no. 36, Oc10ber

16, 1932, and we

havetranslalcditfrornlhalsource.
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Order No. 30 of the Central Council
ofPeople's Commissars
(October 13, 1932)

The former commander-in-chief of the Ruijin Garrison Command, Liu Bocheng,
has been transferred to work at the front. I Ye Jianying,2 president of the Red
Army Academy, is appointed to fill the vacancy. It is so ordered.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainncn

XiangYing
Zhang Guotao

This order was lint published in HOIIgU Zlrcmghua, DO. 36, October 16, 1932, and we
have translaled it from that soun:e.
I. Liu Boc:heng (1892-1986), a native of Kaixian in Sichuan, joined lhe Pany in
1926. In 1928, he went to study in the Soviet Union, and after his return in autumn 1930
worked in lhc Central Military Commission and the Central Committee's YBRJZi Valley
Bureau. At the end of 1931 he wentiO Ruijin and took charge oflhe Red Anny Academy;
in 1932, he became concurrently head of the Ruijin Garrison Command. In October 1932,
he became chiefofstatTofthc Central Military Affairs Commission.
2. Ye Jianying (1897-1986). a native of Mcixian in Guangdong,joincd the Party in

1927 and panicipated in lhe Guangzhou Uprising. He went to the Soviet Union in late
1928 and worked in the Central Military Commission in Shanghai following his

rerum in

1930. In spring 1931, he went to the Central Soviet Area as ehiefofstaffofthe Military
Affairs Commission. In October 1932, he replaced Liu Bocheng as military academy head
andRuijinGanisonhead.
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Campaign Plans for the First Front Anny
of the Red Anny
(Issued on October 14, 1932, in Guangchang)

). Assessment of the Situation
Generally speaking, the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression" being conducted
against the soviet areas in the entire country by the reac1ionary ruling class of the
imperialist Guomindan8 warlords is a plan that, taking advantage of the difficulties in communication and deficiencies in coordination between individual soviet
areas, gradually shifts its conc:entraled forces to achieve breakthroughs individually. We can see that, although the enemy's shifting attacks against the West

Hunan-Hubei, Hubei-Henan-Anhui, Hunan-Hubci-Jiangxi, and Northeast Jiangxi
soviet areas failed to produce the expected results, the plan indicated above has
already become very clear. The enemy's deployment for attacking Hubei-HenanAnhui is to defend several key points while pressing onward with several power-

ful parallel columns on various fronts 10 drive deeply into the soviet areas and
seek out our main forces to do battle. Then, he uses his forces specialized in
political warfare to push forward gradually. This deployment is the result of the
enemy's repeatedly getting defeated and annihilated one by one by the Red
Anny in every soviet area. It is highly possible that the enemy will make use of
this plan while rapidly deploying a massive attack against the Central Soviet
Area. Moreover, he is now about to transfer units to increase his strength in
Jiangxi. Before the enemy fmishes this deployment against the Central Soviet
Area, however, he will mostly defend key positions in all areas and use small
forces to harass the soviet areas to prevent our main forces from launching
offensives. He will attempt to use a situation of encirclement 10 support his
economic blockade and pursue his "encirclement and suppression" plan of cordoning ofT and pressing against the soviet areas.
II. Program for the Campalga

In order to coordinate our action with the Red Army units in other soviet areas
and support each other, and in order to take advantage of the time before the
enemy completes the deployment indicated above to rout the enemy on one side
Ou:r source for this text is Mao Zedo11gji. Blfiwrr, Vol. 4, pp. 81-86, which reproduces it
from a documentary collection published in China in 1979.
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and establish contact wilh lhe Red Army unils in the Northeast, this ftont anny is
10 deslroy enemy wtits speedily and simultaneously in JiaDning. Taining, and
LichUBD, when the enemy least expects it, and occupy his positions. The forces
that will occupy Taining are to send one unit of considerable force. immediately
after they occupy Taining, to [Shao]wu 1 to establish contact with the Red Anny
units in Chong'an. After they accomplish their missions, these forces are to
return 10 their original unils. After accomplishing the above missions, all the
remaining wtits should tum Red the areas where they are stationed and collect
the materials needed by lhe Red Army so as to create favorable conditions for
future campaigns. But the main forces must be concentrated; they should always
be kept banle-ready and concentrated.
While the above missions are being canied out, if the enemy launches a
parallel anack across Nancbeng and Nanfeng (or even stretching to Guangchang)
against Lichuan, our anny is to concentiate toward Jianning and attack his right
flank. If the enemy attacks the Soviet Area in parallel from north to south. our
anny is also to concentrate toward Jianning and rrght him in the area between
Guang[changj, Shi[cbomgj, ond Ning[huaj.
Other units that fight along the borders of the Soviet Area should all operate
toward the enemy's rear, especially its rear along key transportation lines. Everywhere, they should develop guerrilla warfare, mobilize the broad masses of
workers and pcasanls, disintegrate the enemy forces, and reduce and destroy the
enemy's capability to attack the Soviet Area. 1bc core teams of these units must
concentrate their operations against the cncm.y's key transportation links.

Ill. The Positions of Individual Uaits Before Beglaning Their Ad\'8acel
A. FirstArmyGroup-Toupi
B. Third Anny Group--Guangchang
C. Fifth Army Group--Ganzhu
D. Twenty-second Anny-Bakouqiao

E. Genetal Headquartcrs--{;uangchang

IV. Distluctloos Between Columns and the Routes They Should Take
A. The Twenty-second Army is to be the right column; its objective is 10
destroy the enemy units in Meikoupu and Taining. Moreover, it is to send some
forces directly to [Shao]wu to establish contact with the Red Anny units in
Chong'an. It is to advance on the route to Iianfeng, Guifang, Junkou, and
Meikoupu, and onward toward Taining.
I. The first character of this name is replaced by u X in the Chinese teKt we follow
here, but on the basis of the geographic conteKt, the reference is a\mo&t certainly to

Shaowu.
2. In gcnenal tenns, the deployments and movements outlined in this ud the following
section call for Red Anny fOrces stationed in the northeastern part of the Central Soviet
ArcatoadvancefunhcrtothcnorthcastintoFujiu.
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o. The First Army Group is to be the central column;

its objective is to
destrOY lhc enemy units in Jianning and Lixin and send some forces to Kangdu
and toward Nanfeng to protect Jianning. One of its routes should nm through
ouangchang, Shuinan, and Lixin to Jianning; tbe other should be Baishui,
Jianfeng, Ouifang, Huangnipu, and Shuangxikou, and onward to Jianning.
c. The Third Army Oroup is to be the left column; its objective is to destroy
the enemy units in Lichuan. Its route should be Qianshan, Kangdu, Xicbengqiao,
Hcngcun, and thence to Lichuan.
D. The Fifth Army Oroup is the general reserve force of the campaign. Its
objective is to assist the First Army Oroup and the Twenty-second Army in
destroying the enemy units in Jianning and Taining. Its route is to be Qianshan,
Fufang, [X)yang, JiaMing, and [X]guaxia; it must reach the areas west of
Meikoupu on the 19th to support the operations of the Twenty-second Army.
E. General Headquarters is to follow the First Army Group; its route is to be
via Shuinan and Lixin. After the occupation of Jianning, it should be in Anren, in
northern Jianning.
V. Carryinc: Out the Advance of the Various Columas
All columns are to begin their advances from their current positions on October
16. The following table summarizes the plan regarding their paraUel advances
each day and their locations as each column advances toward the battle zone:
Table Showing the Plan for the Parallel Advance Toward
the Battle Zoll.es by the Columns of This Front Army
Units and Locedonl

Date

~~mn

I'~ I~'" IG"""""
the 17th

ll

chang·
Baishui

I""·

!-.. chang
I

llnhf~- ....... IJ"'"'"
l
I
i~ueikou~ne

18th

21st

Lichuan

Jianning

Liehuan Jlanning
At work I At work

I

!Guano· !rshan
I?nG part ol the
C11y,
cen"a1 ccl,mn • In

Yaog-

....,...

.....

=~ ~~~mn =~

Telnlng
Anren

place
place
As above As above Anren

I

Ningjla·
yuan

Guangchang and on
thelinaeastof

G""""'""': ...

otherpartisonthe
Baishui-Yingqlan line

Chang-

qlao
1~:;,an·

Mel....
jAnren
Anren

Jianning

Hthereisinsufficient
housing lor the
central column in
Fayang
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VI. Temporarily Designated Ltae of Depots
The line of depots remains the same for the moment, but the stage extending
from Guangchang to Jianning should usc the same route taken by the General
Headquarters. Preparations should be made for the following two lines of depots
in the future:
A. City of Anyuan, Sbicheng, Gubou, Quyang to the Office for Rear Adminisb'ation;and
B. City of Anyuan, Ningbua, Yan'gangyu, Rentian to Ruijin.

VII. Things to Be Noticed Ia Turalng Red the Areas Where
the Red Army Is Located and ia the CoUectlon of Materials
A. In addition to fulfilling the principal mission of this campaign, one part of
our forces should be used to make Red the areas where our forces are stationed
and collect the materials needed by the Red Ann.y, while the main forces should
be concenb'lted to prepare for banle.
B. The areas where the main forces of each anny group are to be concenb'lted and the areas where they are to be dispersed are indicated on Map No. 2.3
The explanation is as follows:
I. The First Army Group is to send work units to Kangdu, Fufang, Fayang.
Guifang, and Anyuan City, with its main forces concentmted near Jianoing.
2. The Third Ann.y Group is to send work units to Lichuan [City] and areas in
northeastern and nortbwestcm Uchuan, with its main forces concenb'lted
nearYuheng.
3. The Fifth Army Group is to send work units to Guangchang. Junkou, and
Zhushuxia, with its main forces concenb'lted near Meikoupu.
4. The Twenty-second Army is to send work units to mas of northeastem and
50IIIbeastem Taining. with itsmainfo!Cesconcentrated nearTaining [City].
C. In addition to routine reconJllUssance, each army group should bavc plans
for sending out recoDDBissance units to make contact with the enemy and facilitate our timely concenb'ltion.
D. Army groups should have plans to develop guerrilla units and help them
grow fully to become the main factors in st:rengtheniDg the local soviet areas.
E. The collection of materials should be carried out according to the principle
of not hindering the development of class struggle.
Supplementary notes:
a. Each ann.y group must conduct careful reconnaissance of the areas of its
3. This map does not appelf in the only available text of this document.
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operations, especially the enemy situation and terrain, as well as annihilate lhe
White army and mintuan bandits along the way.
b. Each army group must pay attention to air defense, especially by concealing our army's objectives. Order No. I of the campaign on the right wiDg bas
been sent to Lin [Biao], cormrumder-in-chief, and Nie [Rongzhen], cbicfpolitical
commissar, of the First Anny Group.
Commander-in-Chief
Zbu De
Chief Political Commissar
Mao Zedong
Acting Chief Political Commissar Zhou Enlai

Promoting the Sale of the Second Issue of
Revolutionary War Bonds
Directive No. I 7 ofthe Central Executive Committee
(October 21, 1932)

Because of the development of the revolution, especially the victorious expansion of the Soviet and the Red Army, the enemy is devoting all its might to
intensifying the massive attack against the Central Soviet Area. In addition to
proclaiming an emergency war mobilization order to lead the workers and peasants of the entire Soviet Area to smash completely the enemy's massive attack
and win victory first in Jiangxi, the Central Government is specially issuing the
second batch of short-tenn revolutionary war bonds of 1.2 million JIIUln to augment the war funds; I this is to safeguard, even more sufficiently, the complete
victory of this war, to prepare fully the war economy, and panicularly to mobilize all workers and peasants to complete these preparations more rapidly. Upon
receiving this order, govcnunents at all levels must, according to past experience, immediately discuss sales plans and cany them out within a set period. The
following arc the specific methods of issuance:
1. Quotas for the Distribution of the Bonds
a. 150,000 yuan is to come from business establishments:
Tingzhou City-70,000. Ninghua--5,000. Ruijin---20,000. Huichang--8,000. Ywunenling-18,000. Ouangchang--6,000. Ningdu-5,000. Xingguo
--8,000. Yudu-3,000. Shicheng--3,000. Anyuan-2,000. Xunwu--2,000.
This document was first published in Hongse Zhonghu11., no. 38, November I, 1932. We
have tJanslated it from M11.o Zedongjl, Vol. 3, pp. ISl-58, which rcproduccs the text from
that source.
I. The first bond issue took place in July 1932 and consisted of 500,000 ,_, or
shon-term bonds with a six-111011th maturity. SaJes or the first series of bonds apparently
went well, perhaps aided in part by the fact that the bonds could be used to pay taxes at
any lime, evea before they marured. As it turned out, most or the bonds were promptly
turned in fOT tax payments, leaving the government with a severe cash flow problem.
Purchasers of bonds in the second issue referred to in this document were ~uired 10 hold
them 10 maturity before using them to pay taxes. and they therefore proved much harder 10
sell. See the discuwon in Hsu Kingyi, Politico/ Mobilizll.ti011 and ECOIWtflic Extraction,
pp. 285-89.
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b. 986,000 yuan is to come from individual xian:
In Fujian: Changti~.OOO. Shanghang--60,000. Longyan--20,000.
Yongding-15,000. Xinquan--15,000. Ninghua-10,000. Tingzhou City4,000. Wuping-1 ,000.
In Jiangxi: Ruijin-120,000. Xingguo--120,000. Ningdu--80,000.
Huichang---64,000. Ganxian-60,000. Shengli-60,000. Gongluc--50,000.
Yudu-50,000. Guangchang--40,000. Shicheng-40,000. Yongfeng-30,000. Anyuan--15,000. Xunwu-15,000. Le'an-10,000. Yihuang-5,000. Xinfeng-2,000. Wantai- 40,000.
c. 60,000 yuan is to come from the Red Army:
From the Front-40,000. The Rear Offi~»---10,000. The Red Army
Academy-2,000. Jiangxi Military District-5,000. Fujian Military District-3,000.
d. 4,000 yuan is 10 come ftom Party and other political organizations:
The General Executive Officel-2,700. Headquarters of the Young Pioneers--500. Organs of the Central Govemment--400. The Lenin Teachers'
College--300. The Central Bureau-100.
2. Dates oflssuance and Collection
The amount of the fli'St batch is 306,000.
The Centtal Government sends the bonds out on October 26.
Sale ofthe bonds begins in all areas on November I.
Collection ofthe proceeds is to be completed by November 15.
Longyan is to produce 20,000; Yongding, 15,000; Wuping, 1,000; Le'an,
10,000; Yihuang, 5,000; Guangchang, 46,000; Ningdu, 85,000; Anyuan,
17,000; Xunwu, 17 ,000; and Huichang and Yunmenling, 90,000 in all.
The amount of the second batch is 360,000.
The bonds are sent out on October 30.
Sale begins on November I.
Collection ofthe proceeds is to be completed by November 15.
Ruijin is to produce 140,000; Yudu, 53,000; Tingzhou City, 74,000;
Ninghua, 15,000; Shanghang, 60,000; Xinquan, 15,000; and the Fujian MilitaryDistrict,3,000.

The amount of the third batch is 31 0,000.
The bonds are sent out on November 5.
Sale begins on November 12.
Collection of the proceeds is to be completed by the end of November.
Xingguo is to produce 128,000; Ganxian, 60,000; Gonglue, 50,000;
Wantai, 40,000; Yongfeng. 30,000; and Xinfeng, 2,000.
2. The exact nature and function of this earity (whose name in Chinese is QrwiUcmg
zhixingju)isnotclear.
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The amount ofthe fourth batch is 184,000.3
The bonds are sent out on November 8.
Sale begins on November 12.
Collection of the proceeds is to be completed by the end of November.
Cbangting is to produce 60,000; Shicheng, 41,000; Shengli, 60,000; the
Rear Office, 10,000; the Jiangxi Military District, 5,000; the Red Army
Academy, 5,000; and Party and political organizations. 4,000.

The amount of the fifth batch is 40,000.
The bonds are sent out on November 12.
Sale begins on November 20.
Collection of the proceeds is to be completed by December I.
The Red Army at the front, 40,000.
3. Locations for Depositing: Funds
a. All cities, xian, and mUitaJy districts in Fujian deposit their collected fimds
in the Fujian lmmch of the slate bank.
b. In Jiangxi, Ruijin, Shicheng. Huichang, Xunwu, Anyuan, Yudu, Shengli,
Ningdu, Guangchang, the T18DJXi MilitaJy District, and Party and political organizations tum their funds in directly to the Central State Bank.
•c. In Jiangxi, Xingguo, Ganxian, Gonglue, Yongfeng, Yihuang, Wantai,
Le'an, and Xinfcng deposit their funds with the Jiangxi Provincial Soviet.
d. Red Army units at the front deposit their fUnds at the General Management
Dcpartmeru.'
4. Methods of Mobilizing the Masses
a. Use the method of propaganda and agitation to encourage workers and
peasants to buy bonds voluntarily. Coercive orders must not be used. But
quotas can be assigned in advance to rich peasants and large and medium
merchanls. and they may be ordered to purchase the bonds.
b. Districts, cities., and townships are to call meetings of township deputies,
report on and discuss the methods of selling the bonds. and encourage the
masses to buy them. Mwlicipal and township govcmmcnts and deputies
arc to call meetings of voters to explain the importance of the
government's sale of bonds and the obligations of citizens. In particular,
political agitation should be canicd out regarding participation in the
revolutionary war, so that the masses will voluntarily buy the bonds.
c. Use the method of revolutionary competition. Xian., districts, townships,
villages, and organizations can compete with each other. Whoever purchases the most and turns in the funds the fastest is the winner. Governments at the next higher level will issue prize banners and honorary
prizes.
3. The numbers whicb follow, ISJivcn in tbe Cbinese !eXt, in fact add up 10 185,000.
4. Tbe Ga:aeral Manapment Department (zong jl"ffl bu) was the overall logistical
suppon and sraff orpn in biJh-levcl Red Amly units.
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d. In villages and towns, the deputies and the municipal and township governments are responsible for handing over the funds collected to higher
levels.
e. Governments at all levels are to detennine the specific methods of implementation according to the above provisions (e.g., the methods of
quota distribution, agitation, and collection). In general, whether or not
the issuance of public bonds can be accomplished according to the above
provisions depends above all on our work of mobilization and agitation
among the masses. Whoever can actively mobilize the masses will be
able to fulfill the task. The previous wrong work style of not mobilizing
the masses and relying entirely on commands must be strictly corrected.
The issuance of the second issue of public bonds is entirely for the sake of
meeting the needs of smashing the enemy's massive anack. It is now after the
autumn harvest. WOrkers, peasants, the toiling masses, and the inhabitants [in
general] are more active economically, and in panicular, since the sale of the
first issue of public bonds, the masses more easily give credit to the bonds.
Governments at all levels must. on the basis of past experience, do their utmost
to cany out agitation among the masses and firmly correct the previous wrong
practice of assigning quotas by command without carrying out propaganda or
agitation. No maner what, every place must finish sales before the deadline and
tum in the collected funds on time to fulfill the task of the war. Should the
previous practices of working perfunctorily and slacking once again make their
appearance, those who engage in such actions will be punished in accordance
with revolutionary discipline. It is so ordered.
Cbainnan

MaoZcdong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Directive Letterfrom the Central Executive
Committee to the Presidium of the

Fufian Provincial Soviet
(October 31, 1932)
The Presidium ofthe Fujian Provincial Soviet:
Having heanl Comrade Deng Fa's report on his attendance at the meeting of the
presidium of your provincial soviet, 1 the Central Executive Conunittee believes
that, since the enlarged meeting, you have continued to make the previous mistakes offonnalism in tenns of leadership style and actual work. You continue to
fail to grasp the cuncnt political situation and treat war mobilization as the
central priority, which is to be used to plan all our tasks and concretely guide and
advance the work of subordinate govenunents. Therefore, you have achieved
only very minor results in tenns of carrying out the resolutions of the enlarged

meeting and changing your actual work (only Shanghangxian has made changes
in its work); moreover, such results are very insignificant. This situation is,

indeed, the most serious problem now for the provincial soviet. We hope that you
will use the utmost efforts and dctcnnination to change this style immediately. You
must absolutely not merely cry change or write a lot about change in resolutions
while continuing the old ways in carrying out the acrual work. If you are unable to
make thorough changes in yow- actual work, it will greatly endanger the implementation of the tasks of the Soviet itself and the work of actively mobilizing for
victmy in the revolutionary war. You must regard leading war mobilization as the
pivot of all tasks. You must follow the Central Executive Commiaee's instructions
on emergency mobilization; you must fully execute the work specified by the Committee on Labor and War in its plans of emergency war mobilization. Gnlsp each
Our source for this text is Hongse Zhonghua, no. 40, November 14, 1932. The same
version is reproduced in Mao Zedong ji. Blljuan, Vol. 4, pP. 8H9, but the Japanese
editors have left a number of characters blank because they could not decipher what was
apparently a rather illegible photocopy. The 1982 Beijing reprint of the newspaper that we
have used is not always elear either, but we have been able 10 reslole some oftbc missing
characters and correct a few wrong readings.
I. This was presumably the meeting attended by Dcng Fa and Xiang Ying which
caused a delay in the convening of the Ningdu Conference referred to above; see "Opinions Regarding the Operations of the Front Arrrry," September 26, 1932. Accounts oflhe
Western fujian revolutionary movement mention a provincial soviet government meeting
on September 26-28 anended by Xiang Ying (though no mention is made ofDeng Fa).
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and every acrual operation and specifY concrete methods to guide and supervise
subordinate governments in canying them out. This is to guide the work of governments at all levels toward practical [results], so that govenunents at all levels may be
made beaer able to shoulder the current great tasks of struggle and safeguard the
complete victory of the revolutionary war.
In the resolution by this joint conference of the mililary departments of the
districts of Changting, it is resolved to form a garrison company each in Tongf"ang
and Liuyuan, with the exclusive task of defending against the militia bandits and
providing security for the govenunents in those areas. This solution will only hclp
the growth of conservative ideas, and cannot mobilize the masses actively to use
the offensive line to develop and strengthen the Soviet Area. Such duties should
be performed by model banalions and model teams of the Young Pioneers.
You should immediately correct this method of theirs. At the same lime, it is
written in the resolution that three units of Red Guards will be formed before the
October Revolution holiday. This decision is possible in tenns of the work of
fully mobilizing the masses. But any decision must be conditioned upon realistic
possibilities. Otherwise, resolutions become empty words. The most serious
problem in the province of Fujian as a whole is writing wonderful things into
resolutions that cannot be accomplished in reality. The result is that a resolution
is a resolution, while the work remains the same. Therefore, our view is that, in
orderro fit work to reality, you should continue to comply with Directive No. IS and
fOTm a model division in one army first. [Forming] a division requires, however, the
real mobilization ofthe masses. It is to be formed to full strength before the October
Revolution holiday; it is to be trained intensely and kept ready to be transfemd at all
times laler. This is one of the most important tasks for strengthening southeastern
Changting and developing outward, and it must not be neglected in the slightest
For now you should devote your utmost efforts to the task of winning over
and establishing (power in] Liancheng. You must select a large number of cadres
and send them to liancheng to redistribute land, form a government, and win
over the local masses under the banner of the Soviet in order to consolidate the
local government. In particular, your province must devote a great deal of energy
to the consolidation of southeastern Changting. This is the most important task in
terms ofactually smashing the enemy's Fourth Encirclement Campaign.
The Central Executive Commince has not yet received the full texts of individual resolutions reached at the enlarged meeting of your provincial executive
committee, so we are unable to respond right away. When we receive the full
texts in the furore and bring them up for review at our meetings, we will give you
detailed instructions. We hope you will immediately send us all the resolutions
of the enlarged meeting. A salute for war mobilization!
Chainnan

Mao Zcdong

Vice Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

A Work Repqrt to the Whole Electorate
by the Provisional Government of the Olinese
Soviets on Its First Anniversary
(November 7, 1932)

Comrades of the Whole Electorate:
Today is the first anniversary of the establishment of the Provisional Central
Government of the Chinese Soviets. As prescribed by the First National Congress of Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers' Deputies, the Provisional Central
Government is making a brief report to the entire electorate on its work in the
past year and the execution of its policies. We also welcome opinions and suggestions of all voters regarding the past work and future political direction of

their own politica1 power, namely, the Soviet power.
Before reporting on our work, we will first say a few wor'ds about the political
situation and its development during the past year. Then we will report on the
political orientation which the Centra] Government adopted in the light of these
circumsrances and how these policies were carried out.
Comrades! The political changes and development in the past year have been
advancing more rapidly in all respects than in the previous year. The following
are the major characteristics:
I. In the world today, the socialist Soviet Union is even more consolidated
and prosperous. while the capitalist world is constantly declining. The opposition
between the two systems has never been so sharp.
2. The tide of the world revolution is rising daily. The proletariat in all
countries is daily placing itself under the leadership of the Communist Party,
while the fascist dictatorships in the imperialist countries are spreading daily,
fonning the phenomenon of two polar extremes.
3. The danger of an imperialist war, and especially of a war directed against
the Soviet Union, is becoming very acute.
Because the international situation is developing dramatically, imperialism
is ever more eager to divide up China, the Soviet Central Government has
This docwncnt was first published in HOIJg!e Zhtmghwa, no. 39, November 7, 1932. We
have translated it from Mao Zedtmgjf. Bujwm, Vol. 4, pp. 91-103, which has reproduced
thcn:portfromthatsource.
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been established, and the situation in China is becoming ever more acute. Therefore. in the course of the present year:
1. With the continuing and victorious development of the Soviet Government, the Guomindang government is weakening and disintegrating. The opposition between these two hostile regimes has reached an extremely fierce stage.
2. The national economy of the whole country is on the verge of total collapse. The White areas under the reign of the imperialist Guomindang have
suffered great floods, droughts, and plagues. The anned massacres of the Japanese imperialists have inflicted unprecedented disasters and sacrifices on tens of
thousands of worker and peasant masses.
3. The revolutiorwy crises throughout the country are growing daily and
becoming more acute. The high tide of the anti-imperialist movement has developed into a national-revolutionary war against Japan. The volunteer armies in the
Three Nonheastem Provinces alone boast a total of 500,000 men. The soviet
movement in panicular, under the correct leadership of the Chinese Conununist
Party, has achieved unprecedented new development in the past year and has
become the banner of national liberation for the workers and peasants of all
China.
4. Therefore, in attacking the Chinese revolution, the imperialists have turned
from covertly assisting the Guomindang warlords to overt armed repression.
Japan has occupied the Three Northeastern Provinces and attacked Shanghai,
and most recently has made an active assault on Rebe. Imperialists of all nations
are actively carving up China. They organize and direct the Guomindang warlords to anack the Chinese soviets and Red Army. The danger of direct imperialist assaults on the Chinese revolution is increasing day by day.
S. The Guomindang and the warlords have openly capitulated to imperialism.
In addition to selling out the Three Northeastern Provinces and signing an agreement to sell out Shanghai, they are just now engaged in bettaying Rehe and the
whole of China. Accepting completely the directives of the imperialists, they
have concentrated all their forces to wage four large-scale "Encirclement Attacks" against the soviets and the Red Army. They are now actively engaged in
preparations for another massive offensive against the Central [Soviet) Area.
As for the political situation during the past year, because of the victorious
unfolding of the revolution, the balance of class forces has undergone a dramatic
change. That is to say, revolutionary power has been increasing and strengthening daily, while the reactionary forces have been weakening and disintegrating.
We have reached a most critical historical moment in which revolution is waging
a life-or-death struggle with counterrevolution.
Jn the midst of these political changes and developments., the Central Government has grasped these changes and developments to lead and organize the
worker and peasant masses of the whole country, to develop the revolutionary
war, to win new victories for the soviet revolution, and to fight for the national
liberation of the workers and peasants of the whole country.
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At the beginning of this year, we adopted BD overall policy of taking key
cities and achieving initial victory in Jiangx.i, in order to lead the nationaJ-rcvolutionuy war against the Japanese and the Guomindang: in the counb'y as a whole.
In February, the Red Amy launched active offensives in Jiangxi and occupied
Sbanghang, Wuping, and Ni.nglwa. Moreover, on April 5, we fonnally declared
war on Japan. Leading and organizing the worker-peasant masses of the whole
cOWltry, we will wage a national-revolutionary war to expel all imperialists from
China. guarantee China's tcni.torial integrity, and light for the genuine independence and liberation of the Chinese nation. At the same time, to achieve this
goal, we must fiiSt of all overthrow the tool of imperialist domination, the
Guomindang regime. We must also expand outward actively and seize key cities.
as prerequisites for engaging the Japanese. Thetefore we led the Red Anny in
occupying Zhangzhou and Nanjing, and eliminated the annies of warlord Zhang
Zhen. When the Guomindang signed the agreement to sell out Shanghai, the
Ce~~bal. Soviet [Government] made a public declaration opposing aod negating
this agreement, aod called on the worker-peasant masses all over the countrY to
ann themselves and wage a national-revolutiooaJY war against the imperialist
Guomindang.
At this time, after the Red Amy of Hubei-Henan-Anhui occupied Huang'an
xian, it seized Huangchuan in southeastern Henan, and LiuaD and Huoshan in
western ADhui, and lhe West Hubei-Huaan Red Amy occupied the whole of
central Hubei, greatly expanding the size of the soviet areas. A new soviet area
was set up in Shanxi and Gansu. Thus, because of the victories and development
of the Soviet Red Aimy. tbe imperialist GuomindaDg quickly signed ao agreement to sell out Shanghai, concentrated the reactionary forces all over the countJy, and maneuvered over eighty divisions of warlord troops to attack the
[Chinese] Soviet Red Anny throughout the country. They fust anacked the soviet areas in West Hunan-Hubei and on the Hubei-Henan-Anhui border. At that
time the Cenbal. Government was leading the Red Anny and the worker-peasant
masses all over the country to attack actively and on all fronts, in order to smash
the four "Encin:lement Attacks" by the imperialist Guomindang. Under the leadenhip of the Central Government, the soviet amtS and the Red Amy all over the
country won ten wtprecedented victories one after the other in Hubei-HenanAnhui. They eradicated the attacking Sichuan IIIDY in West Hwum-Hubei and
won greal victories in Northeast Jiangx.i, the Hunan-Hubei border, and the
Hunao-Hubei-Jiangxi border. On its way back from Zbangzhou, tbe Red Anny
of the Cenlral Area routed the long-~ lOUgh Seventeomh .00 EighteeDih
n:giments of the Guangdong warlonls. This dealt a heavy blow to the eoemies ftom
OuangdoDg who were invading the Soviet Area. The Red Anny wiped out a total of
teD divisions of the White army, routed more tban IWe:D.ty divisions, and captured
some 50.000 guns aDCl countless other army supplies. 'Ibis was really an UDpn:C:edentod groat victmy. Lator, tho Cenlral Base Area Rod Army tumed nor1h, wiped out
the whole of Gao Shuxuo's division, and occupied lbe three towns of Yi[buang),
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Le['an], and Nan[feng). 11 advanced close to Fuzhou and threatened Nanchang.
The consecutive Red Army victories in the north sent the Guomindang into a
dcspmte struggle to save itself from destruction, and presently they are going all
out trying to launch a general offensive against the Central Area and the two
flanks-Northeast Jiangxi and the Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi [area].
Comrades! Because of the victories of the revolution, the counterrevolutionaries are trying to rescue their moribund rule by concentrating their
srrength in launching increasingly large attacks on the revolution.
Comrades! This is the crucial moment when revolution and counterrevolution
arc engaged with one another in a life-and-death class struggle.
At present, the Provisional Central Government is resolutely leading the
worker and peasant masses of the whole country to smash the massive offensive
by the imperialist Guomindang. We have issued emergency mobilization orders
to soviet areas and to the Red Anny throughout the country, mobilizing all the
worker and peasant masses in the soviet areas and all the Red Anny soldiers to
carry out a better-coordinated offensive strategy. We will break through one
enemy flank first, actively develop soviet areas all around, and win over the
broad maues of workers and peasants who live there. We will vigorously expand
the Red Army, and expand and strengthen the armed forces of the worker-peasant masses, the Red Guard armies. We will consolidate and go deeply into the
present soviet tenitory, store up sufficient money and food, mobilize all possible
forces, prepare all economic resources and provisions, eliminate more enemies
through victorious attacks, thoroughly smash the massive offensive of the
enemy, and achieve initial victory in Jiangxi. This is the wgent task before us.
This is what all our worker-peasant masses should strive and struggle for, in
order to win a complete class victory.
Now we tum to a report on the action of the Central Government in carrying
out all laws and decrees in the past year. Both the promulgation and implcmcntation
of these laws and decrees are intended to provide substantial guarantees for the class
interests of the workers and peasants and to win victoJy for the soviets all over
China, in order to achieve the tocallibenltion of the worker and peasant classes.
A. By thoroughly carrying out the Land Law, investigating the redistribution
of land everywhere, strictly overseeing and advising governments at all levels on
how to apply the land laws, and sending people directly from the Center on
several occasions to make actual investigations, the Central Government has
ensured that the benefits of the agrarian revolution are being enjoyed by poor
and middle peasants and farm laborers., not usurped by rich peasants. In most
places land has indeed been confiscated from the despotic landlords and the evil
gentry and their families, and rich peasants have had their land confiscated and
been given pieces of poor land, so that the poor and middle peasants and fum
laborers have received actual benefits. In some places, however. because of
deficiencies in the local governments, the land law has not yet been swiftly,
thoroughly, and completely applied. This is a serious shortcoming.
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B. As regards tbe application of the Labor Law, the first point to discuss is
that governments at all levels demonstrate a tendency to slow down the work in
canying out this law. ne Cenbal Government has engaaed in many resolute
struggles against these tendencies:, but even though an investigation system bas
been established, the work done has not been very realistic or thorough. At
present, in the cities a substantial part of the Labor Law has beeu carried outthe eight-hour day, the break system, collective bargaining. and so on. There is
still, however, a lot that bas not been carried out Especially in the countryside,
lhe Labor Law has not yet been concretely applied. This is detrimental to the
safeguarding of the worken' interests. We should openly recognize that this is a
mistake. which should be corrected immediately.
C. There have been considerable achievements in carrying out economic policies during the past year. The l'CSI.IIDption of COJDJileJ'ee has, in particular, enabled importation of the daily necessities of the worker-peasant masses to
continue uninterrupted in spite of the enemy's embargo. In order to increase
production; industry and trade investment regulations have been issued, but the
soviets still do not export as many products as they import. mainly because of the
enemy blockade and the flight of'the capitalists. In canying out economic policies, however, governments at all levels have made another son of mistake,
which is that in some places undue coDCeSSions have been made to the capitalists, thereby harming the interests of the masses of workers.
In addition, a National Bank has been founded to issue paper currency and
coins, forming the basis of a unified mooetaJy system to coordinate financial
activities. At the same lime, loaD regulations have also been issued for the
convenience of the worker-peasant masses who need temporary loans.
Tax regulations have been issued and all the numerous heavy taxes of the
Ouomindang and warlords have been completely abolished. Progressive taxation
has been put into practice, to place the heavier tax burden on the capitalists, tbe
rich peasants, and the wealthy. Red Army soldiefs, workers, farm laborers. and
coolies are exempt fiom taxation. The impoverished masses are either exempt
from taxation or enjoy a reduction in taxes.
D. CanyingoutlheRegulatioDsoal'rofenoDiiaiT-ofRedA=ySoldi""
lhe CeDIIal Government has decided on concrete measures for putting into effect
pleferential trealmeDt as stiplllated in the regulations. In the vast majority of cases
land has been set aside for Red Army soldie!s who are ftom outside areas, BDd the
masses have been led to organize cultivation teams to help !he Red Army families
till their land. The post offiCe has put into pm:tice the policy of delivering free of
charge Red Army soldien' letters to their families. A Red Army pension policy
has been promulgated, and pension committees have been organized. In addition,
to encourage and give preferential treatment to worker-peasant masses and government employees who lead or participate in the war effort, pension regulations
on war casualties for Red Guards and government employees have also been
promulgated. It bas, however, been discovered OD investigation that many ad-
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ministrativc bodies have not carried the policies through and have slowed down
the process. Espocially lacking is their ability to lead the masses very well in
helping Red Army soldiers' families, which is an extremely serious problem. In
some places (Changting in Fujian, for example) it has even happened that government employees not onJy fail to carry out the regulations on preferential
treatment for Red Anny soldiers, but actually tum around and demand that the
masses give preferential treatment to them. This action is completely illegal.
Besides severely punishing these clements who go slow or violate the law, the
Central Government calls on all worker-peasant comrades to fight these selfish
elements and to supervise vigilantly local governments in resolutely carrying out
this action.
E. Establishing a correct line toward and a legal process for the elimination
of counterrevolutionaries: There have been great achievements in the past year.
The past errors of ignoring class distinctions and priorities have been rectified,
cOTporal punisluncnt has been completely abolished, and a structure for the State
Security Bureau has been established to carry out the work of eliminating counterrevolutionaries. The Cc:nbal Commince has established a Provisional Supreme
Court and various levels of judicial departments, and fonnulatcd principles on
the execution of counterrevolutionaries and on how to handle counterrevolutionary cases. In this process, however, cases have been discovered in which counterrevolutionaries were pardoned or released. Although the Central Committee
has since tried hard to correct it, this sort of mistake still exists to some extent at
all levels of government. Now that the enemy is launching massive anacks,
countcnevolutionarics are bound to usc this opportunity to become more active.
Especially in the face of the Guomindang effort to unite all reactionary forces in
their offensive, the problem of eliminating counterrevolutionaries has become
increasingly important to safeguarding our victory. All voter comrades should
unite as one to help the government eliminate all countcrrcvolutionary factionsthe AB Corps, the Social Democratic Pany, the Trotskyite-Chen Duxiu
Liquidationists, the Third Party, the Reorganization Clique, and so on--end their
activities, and eliminate all feudal and superstitious organizations and activities
used by the counterrevolutionaries--the Big Sword Society, the One Heart Society, the Idlers' Society, the Boy Scouts, the Red Spear Society, and so on.
F. To protect the rights of women, the Central Government fii'St issued the
Maniage Law to eliminate totally the old feudal marriage system, cany out
freedom of marriage. and guarantee all the rights of women in divorce and
marriage. In canying out this law, in practice many government leaders have
completely violated the law and instead have upheld the feudal marriage system.
Many worker and peasant comrades still do not understand that instituting the
freedom of marriage means eliminating feudal remnants totally, and protecting
the rights of women, and therefore much squabbling has occUJTCd. In order to
protect the rights of women. the Central Government will severely punish all
governments and their officials who violate the Maniage Law. But it hopes that
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all worker-peasant comrades will necessarily come to realize that the old practices of husbands beating wives, mercenary marriages, and maltreatment of child
brides are part of the feudal system. Our revolution can succeed only if the
feudal forces are totally eliminated and imperialism is overthrown, so everyone
should unite in supporting the execution of this law. In order to cany out concretely the protection ofwomen's rights, the Central Comminee has declared and
established various levels of Committees for the Improvement of Women's
Lives to take charge of this task.
G. To consolidate and strengthen the mainstay of the revolutionary war-the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny-a political commissar system has been set
up and a set of regulations for political work has been issued. A large-scale Red
Anny Academy has been founded, which has trained quite a number of new
cadres and enhanced the military teclmiques of the Red Army. The Red Army is
being expanded and methods for expansion of the anny have been decided upon
(Directive No. 15). In the past, however, governments at all levels have not
considered the expansion of the Red Army an important item on their agendas,
and have not used political propaganda and agitation to rouse the masses to join
the anny actively and voluntarily, but have rather used coercion and giving
orders. Some administrative bodies in particular have lacked thoroughness in
canying out the regulations on preferential treatment. All of this is tantamount to
impeding the work of expanding the Red Anny. The Central Government has
recently been making forceful efforts to rectifY these mistakes. At present, expanding the Red Army is an essential condition for guaranteeing complete victory in war. Especially in order to eliminate more of the attacking enemies,
greater efforts must be made to expand the Red Army.
Comrades! To gain complete victory in the war, everyone must enthusiastically join the Red Army!
In order to arm all the masses of workers and peasants. the Central Government has specially issued the organizational principles, training methods, and
tasks of the Red Guard Anny. The Red Guard Army and Young Pioneers have
been established, with several hundred thousand members. OnJy by arming the
whole of the worker-peasant masses can we fonn the greatest class military
force, which will be able to destroy any enemy completely.
H. In accordance with our economic policies, we have decided on a financial
system and policy orientation. Financial regulations have been formally issued,
and finances are to be W1ified, in order to root out strictly the old phenomenon of
independenl accounting systems. As regards deciding on a fiscal year and establishing a system for budget proposal and approval, some :dan in the Central Area
have already had success in this work, and some have not yet eliminated [bad
practices]. As regards punishing corruption and waste in particular, some governments are still unable to cany this out. The greatest achievements are having
rectified the old financial policy of just robbing the local bullies, the rectification
of tax collection, and establishing a financial basis, especially in terms ofsupply-
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ing the Red Army, thereby greatly reducing the Red Army's fund-raising burden,
enabling the Red Anny to concentrate an its resow'Ces on developing and waging
the revolutiorwy war.
ne prinwy use for funds is to develop the war front and to supplement
expenditure on the revolutionary war. The first issue of600,000 (yumr] of revolutionary war bonds was quick1y sold, with the support of the broad masses of
workers and peasants. This was truly a great help in advancing the war effort.
Recently, the second round of bonds has been put on sale. for the purpose of
thoroughly smashing the enemy's massive assault. Comrades! To purchase
bonds eagerly is to participate actively in the war effort!
I. In establishing an educational administrative system, formalizing the primary school system, fowtding primary schools in each township, actively training primary school teachers, and founding the Lenin Teachers' College, there
have been considerable achievements. As far as adult education and a literacy
campaign arc concerned, however, substantial forces have not yet been gathered
to carry them out, and they have not been developed widely. This is a very great
shortcoming.
J. As for the establishment and reorganization of transportation and communications, regulations on road and bridge repairs have been issued and various
levels of government have been supervised in canying them out. Considerable
achievements have been recorded in this respect, especially in terms of mililuy
transportation. In addition, the postal system in the Central Area has been unified
and a standardized postal system has been established, which is a great help to
military and worker-peasant communications.
In addition, in order to develop the economy of the soviet areas and support
the interests of the worker aod peasant masses, regulations on cooperatives have
been promulgated to aid and lead the cooperative movement everywhere. At the
same time. we have directed this year's spring plowing and increased production
in the countryside. We have led governments at an levels in helping to solve
various problems involved in spring plowing, such as the problem of draft can:le,
seeds, and farm tools. It has been decided thai a tree-planting movement will
take place every spring. To guarantee the health of the workers and peasants.,
regulations on inoculations have been issued and anti-epidemic campaigns have
been launched in various locations. Where the enemy inflicted extensive damage
during the three campaigns last year, 1 the Central Committee has made use of
some funds for relief to the local masses.. and at the same time led the Red Anny
and governments at all levels in rescue campaigns to donate draft canlc, fimds,
and clothes.
Comrades! This is a general accotmt of what the Central Government has
done over the past year in its administrative role. The main shortc:oming is that
not all tasks could be thoroughly carried out, and that oot all work was done
I. I.e., during lhe first three "EnciJCiernellt and Suppression" campaigns.
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thoroughly. We hope that all comrade voters will criticize and make suggestions
regarding our past administrative work, that they will enthusiastically participate
in all the government's administrative functiODS, and that they will supervise and
assist governments at all levels to carry out thoroughly all programs 8Dd laws!
This year, the Central Government has put a lot of effort and attention into
building the soviets.
1. It has issued regulations governing the division of administrative areas,
in order to facilitate lcadersJUp of the present sbUggle.
2. It has established a system of urban and township soviet deputies' conferences, and laid the basis for worker-peasant soviets at the lower levels.
3. Based on the principle of the workels' and peasants' dictatorship, it has
laid down principles and methods for soviet electioos, correcting the previous
erroneous election process in which class origin was disreprdcd.
4. It has prescribed orp.nization and work methods for local soviets.
5. In order 10 establish strong and capable soviets and to formulate the
basic principles of soviet organization and its tasks, the Central Government
proclaimed soon after its founding that a reelection and reformation of the local
soviets should be carried out, from the bottom to the top. A significant number of
worker-peasant masses were mobilized 10 participate in the soviet elections, and
the broad masses of workers and peasants were called in to participate in sovemment affairs and in urban and township deputies' conferences. Class-alien elements hiding within the govemment were expelled, and elements who engaged
in slowdowns and corruption were expelled from the soviets. But because mobilization at all levels of government was insufficient, we·have not fully achieved
our pwpose. Recently it has been further proclaimed that we will coDtinue to
refonn the local governments, the criterion being to make them better in leading
the war and iD canying out policies.
6. It has established an inspection system and a system to check on work
progress. to carry out the inspection of the work of the local soviets. In actua1ity,
however, to date they have not yet been fully established.
7. In order 10 supervise government employees and to prevent bureaucratic CORUption, and to strengthen the inspection work of tbe workers and
peasants, prosecution bureaus bave been established at all levels and the organization and work of the task forces has been detennined. This job and these
organizations have not, however, been able to attract the panicipation of various
mass organizations and worker-peasant activists, and therefore they have not had
any real influence.
8. It has established Ulban people's police slalions 10 check on registered
household memben, but this work bas just begtm in a few cities and most of
them have not actually been established.
9. It has proclaimed and carried out the organization of labor refonn
camps.
10. It has issued guidelines for the organization and tasks of various depart-
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mcnts and established an administrative system and work [assignments] for the
various departments.
II. lthasheldsovietstafftrainiDg courses to train soviet cadres.
12. Because the organization is as yet incomplete, the various commissarials of the Central Government ate not yet able to cany out fully the tasks
of each commissariat and the work of the administrative system at all levels.
Of coW"Se there has been much progress to date in the organization and work
of the soviets, but there remain as well many shortcomings and imperfections. In
the CWTCilt efforts to smash the massive enemy assault, we must build strong and
capable soviets to lead the worker-peasant masses in expanding the war and
defeating the enemy attacks. This requires thai all voter corruades participate
actively in reforming the soviets and perfecting the organization and work of the
soviets.
The last point to discuss is the Central Government's direction of and relationship with the local soviet governments in localities throughout the country.
Because at present the various soviet areas in the country ate not all connected with one another, and there ate communications difficulties plus barriers
formed by White regions, an this adds to the difficulty of the conditions in which
the Central Government carries out its work of directing the soviet areas all over
the country. Consequently the presence of the Central Government is felt only in
Jiangxi and Fujian provinces and in Ruijin xian, which is UDder the direct jurisdiction of the Central Govcmment. As for other places such as the HuDanJiangxi border area and the Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi border area. even though they
are relatively close, trafilc blockades sometimes make it impossible to communicate by mail. As for the Hubei-Henan-Anhui border area, Northeast Jiangxi,
Qiongya in Guangdong, the East River, and the Left and Right Rivers in
Guangxi, they are of course even further away, making direct communication
often impossible, so that aside ftom exerting political leadership, giving guidance about the work is difficult. The Central Government is making every effort
to lead the soviet areas all over the country to expand actively and to seize the
key cities that stand in the way of linking up the soviet area&--Oanzbou, Ji'an,
Nancbang, and Fuzbou--.eiming at compk:te victory tbst in Jilmgxi, and then merging the soviet meas all over the country into one enonnous piece oftmitory!
The Central Government regularly leads and supervises work in Jiangxi, Fujian, and Ruijin, but we do not feel that this is sufficient. Further efforts must be
made.
Conuade voters! Under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, this
year the primary political orientation established and carried out by the Central
Soviet [Govemm.eDt] has been to develop the revolutioiW)' war, to safeguard
past victories with more soviet victories, and to fight for the national liberal:ion
of tbe Chinese workers and peasants. Therefore, the main component in all our
work has been the war effon. At the same time, all the shortcomings and
weaknesses in the work are maaifested in the inability of the work to adapt to the
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developments and needs of the revolution. This is a tremendous inadequacy. It is
our hope that all comrade voters will examine these shonc:omings and help the
Soviet Government overcome them. This will make the soviets stronger and
more capable of completing their great historic task.
Comrades! This year, the revolution has made great progress. In panicular,
the soviet movement under the Central Government has attained unprecedented
growth nationwide. The Red Army has won unprecedented victories. In response, the counterrevolutionaries greatly stepped up their attacks on the revolution, pushing the class struggle to the stage of a life-and-death struggle.
Comrade voters! Seeing the victorious development of the worker-peasant
revolution, the counterrevolutionaries go all out to suppres.c; and resist the revolution. The despotic gentry, landlords, and capitalists are attempting daily to seize
back their land, to go on collecting rent, to reduce wages, and to lengthen
working hours, all to restore their exploitation of the toiling masses of workers
and peasants. The Guominclang warlords arc going all out to anack the soviets
and the Red Anny, because the soviets constitute the political power of the
workers and peasants and because the Red Anny is their anny. Representing the
imperialists, the despotic gentry, the landlords, and the capitalists, the
Guomindang warlords constitute an enemy who is attacking the toiling masses of
workers and peasants. This is a class struggle to the death.
Comrades! The imperialists and the Guomindang are the deadly enemies of
our class! If we do not ovcnhrow imperialism and the rule of the Guomindang,
we have no way to guarantee the victory of agrarian revolution or to win total
victory for our class.
Comrades! We will use war as a means to shatter the Founh Encirclement
Attack by the imperialists and the Guomindang, to win victory first in Jiangxi,
and to send the Guomindang to its grave! Drive imperialism out of China!
Comrade voters! The Central Govenunent has issued an emergency war mobilization order! The Red Army is actively attacking the enemy at the front, has
defeated the enemy on one flank, and has occupied the four towns of Lic:huan,
Jianning, Taining, and Shaowu! Let all mobilize as one!
Rush to join the Red Army! Strengthen the Red Army forces to eliminate the
invading enemies!
All male and female comrades, worker and peasant comrades, join the Red
Guard armies and Young Pioneers! Take up anns and attack the enemy!
Actively expand outward, enlarge the soviet areas, and strengthen the forces
of revolutionary war!
Actively attack the enemy and do not allow the enemy to hanlss the soviet areas!
Buy bonds enthusiasticaJiy! Pay land taxes quickly! Store up grain! Solidify
the war economy!
Quickly destroy aJI city walls and former enemy fortresses!
Actively cany out the task of eliminating counterrevolutionaries! Eliminate
all activity of reactionary factions!
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Tighten the Red martial law! Don't let a single enemy spy into the Soviet
Area!
Comrades! As we celebrate the first anniversary of lhe establishment of the
Central Government, the war is at a truly critical moment. Let victory in the war
serve to commemorate the glorious holiday of the October Revolution and to
supportlhe Soviet Government!
Comrade voters! The present situation is most favorable to lhe development
of our revolution. Our soviet areas are expanding! The Workers' and Peasants'
Red Anny is growing stronger! The masses of workers and peasants are increasing in number! The enemy's force is weakened! We have the prerequisites for
victory. Our slogan is, ..Everything for war, away with all hesitation, concentrate
all our forces. prepare for any sacrifice, lhis time we will certainly win."
The Provisional Chinese Soviet Central Government
Chainnan
MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Order No. 34 of the Council of

People'S Commissars
(November 12, 1932)
A largc:-scale revolutionary war is now being successfully waged. The reorganization and perfection of hospitals and military depots is of vital importance to the
revolutionary war, so the Council of People's Commissars has taken the following special decisions:
I. As for YoiDig PionCCJS in places where !hem are hospitals, male members
should serve as nurse's aides and female members should shoulder the task of doing
the hospital Laundry; the Young Pioneers detachments in places near the various
hospitals should be prepared at all times to send members to work in the hospitals.
2. As for Y01mg Pioneers detachments in places that are rather far from
hospitals. they should also be ready at all times to send members to the hospitals
to work as nurses' aides and to do the launcby.
3. Local Red Guard annies are responsible for providing the various hospitals
with cooks as needed.
4. Transportation and security for the various military depots is to be entirely
the responsibility of the Red Guard annies along the routes, taking turns in relay
transportation.
5. All Red Guard armies and Young Pioneers who take on hospital or military depot work should have their various other chores accordingly reduced or
eliminated altogether by higher-level organizations.
All items listed above are to be carried out as ordered, without fail. This order
is issued to:
Soviet governments at all levels
All Red Anny units
Headquarters of all military regions
Garrison Headquarters in Rui[jin] and [Chang)ting
General Headquarters of the Young Pioneers
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

This order was fint published in HongJ~ Zlrtmghua, no. 40, November 14, 1932. We have
translated it from that source; several chanu:ten are missing from the version in Moo

Zedongji. BujUDn, Vol. 4, pp. 105-06.
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Conscript the Rich Peasants and Organize
Forced Lobar Brigades
Order No. 35 of the Council ofPeople's Commissars
(November 25, 1932)

Now is a tense period in the revolutionary war and there are many pressing tasks.
In order to reduce the burden of war work on the worker and peasant masses, a
special decision has been made to conscript rich peasants into forced labor
brigades to perform various tasks within the Soviet Area, under surveillance by
the Red Guard armies--urban fortification demolition,

road~building.

inJand

transponation, and so on. This kind of forced labor group is composed of rich
peasants conscripted by force. They are to be treated differently from ordinary
transportation teams in every way. The following measures are to be taken:
I. All local governments must organize into forced labor brigades every rich
peasant who is able to work. While they arc working, the Red Guard Anny is to
be dispatched to oversee them (one Red Guard Army soldier should be sent to
oversee every five forced laborers). They should be sent immediately to tear
down city walls and earthen fonifications., destroy all enemy defense works
previously built within soviet tenitory, and repair roads and bridges. They should
also take care of transportation along the routes between military depots within
the Soviet Area and a part of the work of carrying heavy and bulky items.
2. As for provisions for the fOICed labor brigades, they are to bring their own
food. However, if doing transportation work involving more than a two-day
journey, the govenunent can provide them with rice and they can use their own
funds for the rest of their provisions.
The various local governments are expected to carry out the above decisions
immediately and conscientiously.
!tis so ordered.
To soviet governments at all levels.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainncn

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Th~fl-;·published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 42, November 28, 1932.
lranslated il from Moo ZedQIIgji, Vol.), pp.

IS~.

We have

Plant More Miscellaneous Grains and

Eradicate Narcotic Crops
Proclamation No. /3 of the
Provisional Central Government
(November 25, 1932)

At present, in order that the revolutionary war may continue on its victorious
offensive and long-term sbuggle, and in order that we may thoroughly defeat the
enemy's all-out attacks and achieve still greater victories, we must be fully
prepared. Grain is a particularly important item, not only in terms of provisions
for the Red Army, but also as it directly affects the daily lives of the worker and
peasant masses. Therefore, to boost the sources of grain and to ensure that the
Red Army and the broad masses of workers and peasants in the Soviet Area do
not experience any difficulties from grajn shortage, the Provisional Central Government has made the following special resolutions:
I. Plant more miscellaneous cereals and vegetables. This is the best time to
plant miscellaneous cereals. All workers and peasants should do their best to
plant miscellaneous cereals and vegetables, to make up for rice shortages.
2. Cultivation of the poppy is prohibited. I Opium is the most detrimental of
all drugs. Evil gentry and landlords usc it as a tool to benumb the workers and
peasants, and it should be absolutely banned in the Soviet Area. Planting of the
poppy also intetferes with the cultivation of miscellaneous cereals and with next
spring's plowing. It reduces food sources and hinders the revolutionary war.
Therefore, within our entire Soviet Area, this year there must be absolutely no
more poppy cultivation allowed, and miscellaneous cereals should be planted
instead.

This documem was first published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 43, December 5, 1932. We
have translaiCd it from Mao ZedOtJgji, Vol. 3, pp. 161-62, which reproduces this version.
I. The text speaks of "cultivating opium" (zhong yapian). but, as technically speaking
it is n01''opium" itself that is cultivated but rather the poppies from which opium is made,
we have altered the text accordingly. As mentiODed in a previous note (see above, "On
Mobilization for War and Work in the Rear," July 7, 1932), opium poppies are known to
have been grown in several xian in the heart of the Ctlltral Soviet Area-including
Xingguo, Ningdu, and Yudu-and previous efforts by warlord and Nationalist governmen!$ to interfere with the growing had met with local popular resistance.
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The above resolutions are issued entirely in the interests of the revolutionary
war and in the interests of the masses of workers and peasants, and should be
strictly followed by everyone without exception. Recently some rich peasants arc
said to be sabotaging our policies by instigating the masses to plant poppy, so as
to reduce grain production in the Soviet Area and poison the workers and peasants. This kind of calculated undcnnining of the revolution is absolutely intolcn.ble in the Soviet Area. All local governments, revolutionary organizations, and
every worker and peasant should keep strict surveillance over the rich peasants
who instigate the masses to plant poppy, who deliberately subvert the revolution.
They will be severely punished for their crimes. We earnestly entrcal: all levels of
governments, all mass organizations, all workers and peasants to realize the
situation and conscientiously carry out this order.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

On Mobilizatiun for War and Methods of Work
Emergency Decision ofthe
Council ofPeople~ Commissars
(November 29, 1932)

The results of the recent investigation into the execution of the emergency mobi·
lization order in aU areas are extremely disappointing. Following upon the lencr
from the Committee for Labor and War sent to all locations, in which [problems)
were cnwncrated one by one, the Council of People's Commissars more sol·

cmnly points out that the main reason for the occurrence of this phenomenon is
errors in political understanding.
I. Most commonly it is underestimating the seriousness of the enemy's massive attack and-in a reflection of the mo.st backward ideology prevalent among
the masses, thai of being content with temporary peace and tranquility--going
about business as usual, banking on the fact that the enemy Jlas not appeared yet.
This narurally makes it impossible to cany out urgent tasks.
2. In border areas, going into a panic when hatassed by the enemy. This is a
failure to recognize that the cwrent situation is favorable to the revolution, a Jack
of self-confidence in the revolution, a defeatist anirude, which impedes the carrying out of mobilization work.
3. Erroneous understanding of offensive strategy, thinking that this is the task
of the Red Anny aJone, and that one can sit around waiting for Red Army
victories. In border areas even more dependence on the Red Army is displayed.
and people do not take any initiative to go out and attack the enemy. With this
kind of passive stance, it is impossible to carry out actively an offensive strategy
in its various aspects, and all emergency mobilization work is inevitably abandonod.
The Council of People's Conunissars calls on govemmc:nts at all levels and
local military leadership organizations to wage resolutely a relentless sbuggle
against these political errors; to oppose underestimation of the enemy's massive
attack, and especially the backward ideology of being content with temporary
peace and tmnquility, and banking on the fact that the enemy has not yet arrived;
and to oppose resolutely the stance of panicking at enemy attacks and the conserThis clocwneat was first published in Hongse Zlumghua, no. 43, Dcc:cmber S, 1932. We
have ttanslaled it ftomMIZO Zmiongji, Vol. 3, pp. 163-68, which reproduces !hal version.
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vative wait-and-see attitude. All of this is most harmful to the progress of emergency mobilization work for smashing the enemy's all-out offensive.
The Council of People's Commissars solemnly urges governments at all
levels and local miliwy leadership organizations to become deeply aware
that at present the enemy is actively building truck routes, organizing military
depots, establishing and expanding landlord armed forces, expanding antiCommunist leagues and anti-Communist volunteer annies all around the soviet areas, collecting military funds on a large scale, and adding large
numbers of troops. In particular, he is escalating his attacks on the soviet
areas of Northeastern Jiangxi, the Hunan-Hupei-Jiangxi border area, and the
Hunan-Jiangxi border area. This is an indication that the enemy is planning even
more carefully for a general offensive against the Central Soviet Area, and is
preparing a long-term effort. It must be deeply understood that this counteranack
against the enemy's general offensive is a long-tenn struggle that will be the
toughest and most brutal struggle we have ever had, that it is a crucial moment in
the decisive class struggle. and that we must use all our strenglh to fight for
victory in this battle.
At the same time it should be pointed out that, although the enemy is stronger
militarily in this offensive as a result of direct imperialist aid, he is much weaker
politically and is facing much more serious internal problems than in the previous three campaigns. The enemy troops attacking the soviet ueas arc full of
discontent and hesitancy. At the same time, we are aided by the progress of
national revolution and the expansion and strengehening of the [Chinese] Soviet
Red Army. We can mobilize all resources to make sacrifices in the interest of the
war. We can win total victory in this campaign and achieve victory firSt in
Jiangxi.
In investigating the work of mobilization, we have discovered another serious
phenomenon, which is a workstyle divorced from the masses. marked by a
failure to rouse the masses politically and mobilize them organizationally, and by
relying entirely upon coercion of the masses and giving orders to the masses. At
the same time, the development of this style is closely related to the political
errors mentioned above:
I. Because of failure to recognize the seriousness of the enemy's general
offensive, naturally it is also impossible to recognize the importance of mobilizing the broad masses of workers and peasants, and there is failure to carry out
broad political mobilization work on the basis of mobilization of the masses.
2. Tbe bureaucratic leadership style of leading organs at all levels toward
subordinates is merely to give orders or send down resolutions and plans, without giving any guidance or supervision as to concrete methods for carrying them
out, or the various measures for mobilizing the masses. Either people are simply
ordered to do things or they are subjected to punishment and threats. This in tum
leads to the common occurrence of the phenomenon of coercing the masses and
ordering them around at the lower levels.
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3. There is a manifestation of an undisciplined and disorganized workstyle, in
which neither assemblies of voters, nor conferences of deputies, nor any of the
mass organizations are used to arouse the masses and streDgtben the mobilization
of the masses. This inevitably leads to coercing the masses and ordering them
around.
4. With a bureaucratic worltstyle, it is naturaUy impossible to do the painstaking work of mobilizing the masses and, for the sake of convenience, coercion
and giving orders arc used instead.
These phenomena are quite widespread in the emergency mobilization. Most
obvious is the failure to respond to the Central Comminee's emergency mobilization directive to summon assemblies ofvoters, deputies' conferences, or meetings of the Red Guard umies. Young Pioneers. and all mass organizations, to
make detailed reports and explanations, and to cany out thoroughly the work of
political mobilization. Until now, the vast majority of the masses still do not
understand the enemy's all-out offensive, and this naturally makes it impossible
to realize all mobilization efforts on the basis of mass initiative. For example, in
expanding the Red Anny, it has been impossible to achieve what had been
planned, and it bas been impossible to cause young men and women of the
worker and peasant masses to join the Red Guard annie& and Young Pioneers
enthusiasticaJiy and voluntarily. Instead drills have been forced on them as a
form of punishment. Especially in collecting land taxes and issuing government
bonds, not enough political propaganda has been done beforehand so that each
worker and peasant element would undelstand why land tax was being collected
and the reasons for purchasing government bonds. When collecting [taxes] and
issuing [bonds}, in tum, there bas been failure to call various kinds of meetings
and to use urban and township deputies to encourage the masses to pay land
taxes and buy more bonds voluntarily. When doubts have arisen among the
masses, detailed explanations have not been offered. Instead, metbods for coercing the rich peasants and capitalists have been applied to the masses of worken
and peasants, and this has led to a serious phenomenon of alienation from the
masses. All of this has actually added to the difficulties in collecting land taxes
and issuing government bonds, and affected the rest of the mobilization work.
What a serious problem this is!
This style of coercioo and issuing ordeJ's is not only manifest in the emergency mobilization, but also permeates all types of work in the soviets. What
fosten the development of this sort of workstyle is that various leading organs
are guilty of severe bureaucratism in their leadership. In receiving and canying
out orders from. above, they either pass on the order as is or just leave it in the
envelope unopened. There are no meetings to work out concrete measures of
application based on detailed discussion of the local situation as a way of guidiDg
the work at the lower level. As for the results of application, there is never any
investigation and there is no concern for what is accomplished, only for going
through the motions. Application is carried out completely on the basis of simply
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issuing commands. Whatever the time, whatever the task, work is done by force
of habit and meetings are held in a routine fashion. This is bureaucratism through
and through.
Bureaucratism alienates the masses. damages relations between the soviets
and the masses, and poses an enormous threat to the victory and development of
the soviets. Just going through the motions or paying lip service, coercion, and
issuing orders are major manifestations ofbW'Ciucratism, which absolutely must
not be allowed to exist in soviet governments. This sort of bureaucratism has
infested soviet governments:
I. because of contamination by semifeudal Chinese society and the bureaucratism oftbe Guomindang;
2. because of the scattered narure ofthe peasantty, and their lack of proletarian organization and discipline; and
3. because of a lack of the spirit of hard struggle and merely seeking shortterm advantages, which causes bweaucntism to infest soviet organizations and
to flourish there day by day.
The Council of People's Commissars calls upon soviet organizatioDS at all
levels and the broad masses of workers and peasants to wage a unified and most
determined struggle against bureaucratism, in order to eliminate bureaucratism in
the soviet OlpDS and drive out hopelessly corrupt bweauclatic elements. In order to
consolidate the workels' and peasants' soviet political power, and at the same time
create a new soviet wmk style, it will be necessuy to do the following:
I. All work should be based on the mobilization of the masses. Whoever
rejects mass mobilization work has inevitably alienated bimself from the masses.
2. The application of legal decrees and resolutions should not be based only
upon giving orders. For the most part, it is better to rely upon raising the class
consciousaess and enthusiasm of the masses to support the application of legal
decrees.
3. Mobilization of the masses should depend on thorough political propaganda and agilation.
4. As for ways in which to mobilize the masses, various sorts of soviet Oiganizations should be called into play to rouse the masses. as well u all mass organizations. Urban aDd towDsbip deputies' conCerences and voteD' assemblies are IDols to
rouse the ID8S.9CS directly. The WOikers' unioas • pillars in mobilizing the masses.
5. Every decision should be realistic and feasible. To be opposed ue all
empty, broad decisions that are not concrete. and holding meetings in a routine
fashion without any preparation or any results whatsoever.
6. In carrying out orders, anention shoukl be paid to ways of rousing tbe
masses. At the same time, anention should be given to the opinions of the
masses, as reference in deciding upon methods of implementation.
7. Upon receipt of directives and decisions from above, meetings should
immediately be held to engage in detailed discussion and determine concrete
measures for carrying lhem out.
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8. In carcying out orders, one's own work should be frequently examined as
to whether or not goals have been achieved and whether there are mistakes or
improprieties.
9. All work should be divided appropriately according 10 work relation·
ships. Not only all departments and all comrades should do this. but even when
giving directions 10 lower levels, work should be assigned according 10 the
situation.
10. In giving guidance to lower levels, it should be specific, concrete, and
include numerous directives regarding methods.
II. Documents should not be issued lightly; rather give direction through
inspection more often. Inspection personnel should not view the flowers from
horseback or stand on the sidelines and criticize. Rather, they are to investigate
the work responsibly, and help their subordinates solve problems in their work.
12. Organize work teams 10 give direct assistance 10 lower levels in their
work. The responsibility of the work team is 10 get the work in that place done
well, not to criticize others without lifting a finger. The work team's method of
work is to concentrate its strength to improve the work in one place and then
move on to the nCAt place. There should be a division of labor, with each person
in charge of one task, and getting the job done well in one place at a time.
13. Meetings should not be held lightly. There should be preparation before
meetings, and results, and things must actually get done.
14. In holding mass meetings, thorough preparations must be made before-hand. In every case, political agitation should suit the demands ofthe masses and
be tied to their own interests. Speeches should be simple and clear and have a
rousing effect.
The soviet workstyle is oriented toward the masses; is realistic, organized,
and disciplined; and involves the ability to endure hard struggle. All methods
divorced from the masses represent the style ofhwl:aucratism.
The Council of People's Commissars calls on soviet organizations at all levels
to mobilize in an urgent fashion, to oppose all misunderstandings of and lax
behavior w:ith regard to the enemy's an.out anack, to purge all soviet organizations of bureaucratism, and to strive toward the creation of a soviet workstyle
and the rapid accomplishm.ellt of all tasks prescribed by the emergency mobilization order.
All soviet organizations-from the province all the way to the townshipmust, immediately upon receipt of this resolution, hold meetings to eumine and
evaluate their own work, with a self-critical spirit expose all errors in the work,
Jay down concrete measures for carcying out (the resolution], and rcpon the
results ofthe discussion to the Central Comminee.
Chainnan

MaoZcdong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

On the Inspection of the
Election Movement at AU Levels
Resolution of the Central Executive Committee
(December I, 1932)

II has been almost two months since the Central Commince announced on September 20 that governments at all levels are to carry out reeJections of the
various governments in. accordance with election rcgulations. 1 Results of examination of the reelections are as follows:
I. Not a single xian has completed the election process according to Directive No. 16.
2. The election campaign at all levels has been peaceful, without the use of
struggle to rouse the muses to participate in the elections.
3. The election campaign has been kept separate from the current urgent
military tasks. Either all war mobilization has been dropped for the elections, or
the reelection campaign has been postponed because of being occupied with the
work of mobilization for battle. (For example, in Wantai the reelection was put
otT until after bonds had been issued.)
4. There has been failure to observe election regulations, making do by
appointing deputies without going through election by voters. Class-alien
clements and those who have turned over a new leaf have even been appointed to serve as deputies (for example, at the Huichang xian congress of
deputies).
5. On the provincial and xiun levels, perfunctoriness and passivity have been
manifested toward the election campaign.
Judging by the situation as described above, this election campaign has been a
complete failure. It is a clear indication that governments at all levels have failed
to recognize from a political standpoint that the reelections and strong local
soviet governments constitute an important foundation in leading the masses of
workers and peasants to smash the enemy's all-out offensive. In addition, it even
This text first appeared in Hoqgse Zif011gh11a, no. 43, December 5, 1932. We have translated it from that vcrsi011, because a number of characters arc missing in the version
reprinted in Mao Zerl011gji, Vol. 3, pp. 169-72.
I. Sec above, "On the Problem of Continuing the Refonn of Local Soviet Govcmments,"Scplcmbcr20, 1932.
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more blatantly reveals the bureaucratism of soviet governments at all levels in
carrying out instructions and orders.
The Central Executive Committee holds that strong local soviet governments
will create a powerful lever for leading the masses of worken and peasants to
smash the enemy's all-out attack. At the same time, on the basis of the fact that
in the past dwing the first, second, and third stages of the war2 there were
class-alien elements hidden in soviet organizations and serious incidents occurred such as people ruming traitor, it has been decided to carry out strict
surveiUance of this election campaign. Any [election] that does not conform to the
following regular:ionsl shall be declared invalid and a new eleccion shall be held.
I. Elections held without mobilizing the broad masses to participate in voting
assemblies.
2. Those elected are not approved or supported by the majority of voters. (For
example, in many places recently, a list of names was put fmward prior to the
election, whlch was fust approved by the higher authorities before it was presented
to the voting body. This uswpation of power goes against the voters' sentiments.)
3. Those elected are not the most revolutionary or most active members of
the worker-peasant masses. (For example, deserters or those who are not enthusiastic in doing all sons of day-to-day work.)
As for reelections and the regulations in Directive No. 16, where reelections
are in order but have not taken place, they should be conducted immediately.
Especially to make this reelection campaign a broad movement to mobilize the
masses. to carry out the emergency war mobilization, and to fortifY leadership
organizations to smash the enemy's all-out attack, it is necessary to carry out the
following work in the elections.
I. In elections in the cities and the townships. extensive political mobilization
work should be undenaken among the masses. Its content is as follows:
a. Appeal to the masses on the basis that in order to ensure the thorough
application of the labor laws and land laws, everyone must actively participate in the election campaign, to establish a strong government that is truly
capable of enforcing all laws.
b. Make the worker-peasant masses understand that the Soviet Government is their own government, and that if bad people arc elected to do the
work, they cannot work for the common good.
c. Suffrage is the right of the workers and peasants. Those who have the
right to vote may attain many rights and privileges. Rich peasants, landlords,
and capitalists have been deprived of the right to vote, which is why the
landlords get no land, the rich peasants get poor land, and the capitalists have
no status. People should not give up their rights.
2. I.e., the tint three campaigns of"Encirclement and Suppression."
3. The wording here is clearly faulty: the iniCnded meaning is "any election that does
not confonn to regulations in the following respects should be declared invalid."
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2. From the standpoint of political mobilization, first it should be announced
to the masses in every village and every street, the labor unions. poor peasant
leagues, and so on, that all organizations arc to hold meetings to discuss the
question of elections, so that each member of the masses knows that this town or
this village needs to advance and understands the importance of the elections.
When the time comes, everyone will participate in the elections on his own
initiative.
3. Using the right to supervise elections, the masses should be mobilized to
struggle against undercover rich peasants and class-alien elements and to participate actively in the elections.
4. Elections should be carried out not only in strict compliance with the
procedures set out in the election statutes, but also in the spirit of examining the
work, especially by mobilizing the masses to criticize the past work of the
deputies and governments in terms of examining all laws for guaranteeing the
interests of the worker-peasant masses, to oppose bureaucratism, and to choose
carefully the people they wish to represent them.
5. Make use of the election campaign and election assemblies to make reports on, or hold discussions of, the Central Committee's emergency mobilization decree, awaken the enthusiasm of the masses, and engage in war
mobilization.
6. 4 In the perspective of carrying out thoroughly the Labor Law and the Land
Law and establishing a strong and powerful government, make the masses realize that the enemy's all-out offensive is aimed at toppling the Soviet Government
and puning the landlords and capitalists back in power to oppress the workers
and peasants. Raise the class consciousness of the masses and their determination to fight the enemy, and struggle to the end to defend the benefits gained
through agrarian revolution and protect the Soviet Government.
7. Congresses of deputies at the district and xiDn levels must be based on the
successful outcome of the urban and township election campaigns. District and
xian. deputies' congresses should do away with all formalism, and take as their
content the examination of past work and discussion of all laws and of ways to
execute the emergency war mobilization. Resolutions should not be long, but
rather realistic and concrete.
8. Committee members should not be elected lightly. Special attention should
be given to electing more workers, farm laborers, coolies, women, and poor and
middle peasant cadres. At the same time, there should be rectification of the
mistake of looking at class background only formalistically and not paying anention to combining class background with an investigation of work capability and
credibility among the masses.
9. After the district and xian elections, all other staff members should be
subjected to strict scrutiny in tenns of class background and day-to-day work.
4. Here rwenty-thn:e chaneten are missing in the Mao Zed011gji version.
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Class-alien elements and those who engage in work slowdowns should immediately be replaced.
Tbe Central Corrunince instructs provincial and xian govcnunents to carry out
rigorously the above resolution. In addition, the various inspectors and work
teams are in charge of supervising the election campaign everywhere., and the
election campaign and the strengthening of local soviets should be viewed as an
inseparable put of the execution ofthc emergency mobilization order.
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vicc-Chainncn

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

In Commemoration of the
Guang%hou Uprising and of the First
Anniversary of the Ningdu Uprising
Order No. 36 of the Council of People's Commissars
(December 2, 1932)
December II is the fifth anniversary of the Guangzhou Uprising. 1 The Guangzhou
Uprising ushered in a new stage in the Chinese soviet revolution and created the first
soviet in China. The 14th is the anniversary of the Ningdu Uprising. 2 This uprising
was the first great Chinese soldiers' insurrection. It shook the reactionary rule of the
imperialist Guomindang, further accelerated the disintegralion of the Guornindang
warlords, and opened the way to new victories for the soviets. Because it is close in
time to the Guangzhou Uprising. the Council of People's Commissan; hereby proclaims December II a one-day holiday to commemorate the Guangzhou Uprising
and at the same time to commemorale the annivmary of the Ningdu Uprising.
SolellUl commemoration and demonstration meetings will be held in an intensified
effort to mobilize for war. It is especially important in the course of this commemorative event to expend the greatest amount of effort to establish the work in the
White regions and the White army, try to win over revolutionary soldiers in the
White army surrounding the Soviet Area, and disintegrate the military Wlits in the
enemy's general offensive, in order to wipe out completely the massive offensive of
the imperialist Guomindang and to attain initial victory for the soviets in Jiangx.i and
neighboring provinces. It is so ordered.
{To] soviet governments at all levels.
[To] Red Army troops at all levels.
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Th~fLrSI published inHongseZhonghua, no.43, December5,1932. We have
translated it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 173-74, where this vCJSion 1s reproduced.
l. The Guangzhou Uprising of December 1927 (commonly known in English-language
sources as the "Canton Commune'") was the last of several major risings launched by the
Communist Party in the aftermath of the breakdown of the Communist- Nationalist United
Front in the latter half of 1927. For Mao's own comments on how news of this episode
innueneed h1m on the Jinggangshan, see Volume Ill, p. 83.
2. As previously noted, the Ningdu Uprising involved the mutiny of the Nationalist
Twenty-sixth Anny and its defection to join the Red Army in December 1931.

A Secret Order on the Problem of
Organizing Local Anned Forces
(December 20, 1932)
A. In order to wipe out more enemy troops in this campaign, completely
shatter the large-scale offensive of the eoem.y, and strive to win victory rust in
Jiangx.i, we must make the greatest efforts to strengthen tbe local anned forces
and bring into full play the role of the local armed forces in the campaign. This is
a necessary condition for us to win complete victol)' in this campaign.
B. In order to smash the enemy's collective strategy as well as the ten tactics
it uses in the offensive. local armed forces must cooperate forcefully in the
operations of the Red Army main forces, so that every atlempt of the enemy ends
in failure. At the same time, we must strengthen the organization and power of
the local armed forces in particular, so that they will be able to cany out their
ta.sksetfcctively.
C. Although the current organization of local armed forces is exactly modeled on that of the regular Red Army, because the weapons of local umed forces
are mainly naked blades, and also because of the lack of military cadres. while
the Red Guard annies and the Young Pioneers represent even more the masses in
anns, they have not yet established a regular military lifestyle. They suffer more
difficulties than the Red Army as far as training and supplies are concerned, and
moreover, in the course of operations, they merely assist the Red Anny main
forces in the campaign and their tactics are mainly guenilla tactics. All these
factors detennine that the organizational system of the local armed forces must
be drawn up to fit these conditions. The major principle is that although small in
stature, lhey should be capable and bold, so as to promote swiftness in operation
and forcefulness in attack. Therefore, the old organizational system is much too
cumbersome and is not suited to carrying out the assignments.
D. The main thing in guerrilla tactics is to make Slllprise attacks 011. the
enemy, and hand-to-hand fighting is the main fonn of combat. As for the weapons of our local armed forces, they are very well adapted to this kind of tactics
and this kind of fighting. aDd we should take full ad.V8111agc of this favorable
condition. Recently, however, most of the anned forces that are no longer engaged in production want only rifles and look down upon spears. This is incorOur source for this order is MIW Zedongjunshi wenji, Vol. I, pp. 30&-11, wbcn: it is

reproduced ftom a mimeographed copy in the Central Archives.
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rect. 11 is 8SSW'edly very important to increase OW' fuepower, but the great majority of the rifles in the hands of the local armed forces do not have bayonets.
Hence, when making a surprise attack on the enemy and engaging in band-tohand combat, not only is the capacity to wipe out the enemy reduced, but at
times we have to withdraw under the threat of hand-to-hand fighting by the
enemy, to the point where it even affects the canying out of assignments.
E. As regards the weapons of the Red Guard armies and Young Pioneers,
spears constitute the backbone, but everywhere, when the units were being organized, the small number of rifles would be concentrated in one particular
model battalion or one model unit of the Young Pioneen. This prevented cooperation between fuepower and the naked blade, thus weakening the combat capacity of the armed forces of the Red Guanl armies and the Young Pioneers as a
whole, especially the model battalions of the Red Guards and the model YOUDg
PioneeiS units.
F. In light of the special conditions and tasks of the local anned forces, we
have now laid down the following new principles concerning the organization of
local armed forces:
I. Independent regiments may be organized like the Red Army, but in
terms of the allocation of weapons, two-thirds should consist of fireanns and
one-third of naked blades (spears). They should be mixed together in the
platoons.
2. Guerrilla detBcbments should adopt the five squad system as their basic
pattern of organization. These should comprise three squads with flre8ml5
and two squads with naked blades (spears). No platoons should be set up;
they should all come undertbe direct command of the detachment beadqlWters and appoint two vice detachment leaders. Guerrilla detachments, when
advancing into battle, should continue to imitate the Red Army in their organizational systems.
3. The model teams of the Red Guard armies and Young Pioneers should
adopt the organizational system of three platoons and six squads, each squad
consisting of eleven men. Tbrce companies of model Red Guards and one
company of model Young Pioneen will make up one battalion. Each district
has one battalion, and three battalions make up one regiment (three districts
together will organize one regiment). Each :rian will have ftom three to five
regiments, making up one division.
4. The Red Guard armies should adopt the system in which three squads
make up one platoon, and four platoons make up one company. Three of the
platoons arc the combat platoons, aod one platoon is the fust aid platoon (it
should consist of middle-aged women). During a battle, the combat platooDs
will ftght at the front, and the tint aid platoon will be responsible for first aid
during the figbting and services in the rear. Four companies will make up a
battalion, three battalions will make up a regiment, three regiments will make
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up a division, and three to five divisions w:ill make up an army. Each township should organize at least one company, two or three townships should
organize one battalion, every district should organize a regiment, every three
regiments w:ill make up a division, and each xian will establish an anny.
5. Because the Young Pioneers are the semi-military organization of the
young masses, they should be organized according to the system originally
laid down.
6. In guerrilla detachments and model battalions, each squad should be
divided into two sections. Each section should have one section head. During
a battle, it can become a combat group. and this w:ill make it easy to attack
and withdraw.
1. As regards the allocation of weapons to model teams of the Red
Guard armies and Young Pioneers, each squad should be allocated three
rifles, one each fortbe squad head aod the [two] group heads, and the members
should bave ei&J!t """"'· Compony hoods, political""""'"""" ond piaheads each shouJd have a rifle; each company w:ill have twenty-three rifles and
forty..;ght"""".
8. The aJiocation of weapons to the Red Guards and the Yotmg Pioneers
should be the same u to the model battalions. Nevertheless, instead of rifles
they should use fowling pieces and homemade cannons. But bomemadc cannons can be put together to make up one platoon and put under the direct
command of the battalion headquarters.
9. The length of the spear should be unifonnly fiXed at 5 feet [chi] 2
inches [cunV Every Red Guard soldier and every member of the Young
Pioneen should be equipped with one kind of weapon or another.
10. Apart ftom the general organizatiOilal principles, if there are still
some rifles left, each squad in the model battalioD. may have two to four more
rifles, and the number of rifles in each company may be increased to thirtyfive to forty-seven.
11. The political commissar system should be established uniformly in
the course of this reorganization. In the Red Guards and the model Young
PioD.een, each company should establish a political commissar and a politicaJ
instructor, and every battalion, regiment, and division should establish a political commissar. If a company is on a mission aJone, a political commissar
should be appointed temporarily. All the commanders and political commissars should be appointed by the military districts. military subdistricts, military affairs dcputments, and their political dcputmcnts.
G. The time limit for completing the reorganization is set at January 20,
1933.
I. A Chinese "foot'' (chi) was about one-third ofa meter, there
loa fool.

were

10 "inches" (cun)
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H. During the reorganization, if the guerrilla detachments and independent
regiments are still out on missions, you should wait until they have come back to
the Soviet Area before canying out the reorganization. Those that have not set
out should be reorganized at once.
1. Insofar as the reorganization of the model battalion is concerned, the number may be eilher increased or reduced, taking the number of people in the past
as the basis. Reorganization should not be carried out by mixing everyone together, so as to avoid delay.
J. You should mobilize the masses 10 gather together promptly all kinds of
weapons (such as spears and gunpowder). Meanwhile, after the reorganization,
all training must pay anention to practical education and exen:ises in battle. The
various forms of fonnalistic education and ttaining not related to combat practiced in the past must be completely eliminaled, and the education plan decided
by the Comminee on Labor and War must be thoroughly carried out.
We expect that govenunents, military districts, military subdistricts, and military affairs departments at every level will strictly abide by and cany out all of
the aforementioned points.
It is so ordered.
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice Chainnen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Directive No. 8 of the Council of People~

Commissars
(December 27, 1932)

In order to centralize finances and at any time have a clear picture of finances in
the whole Soviet Area and to facilitate overall financial plaMing and allocation,
the Financial Section of the Council of People's Commissars has decided to
establish a nationaJ treaswy on January I of next year. To put into effect a

unified system of accounting, hand over all income in its entirety to the National
TreaslU}' and its branches to be controlled by the Center-all this is an important
foundation for the centralization of finances. Organizations and Red Anny

troops at all levels, as well as all local anned forces, must deeply understand the
important role ofa centralized economy both politically and militarily, and starting from January I, are to manage [finances) according to the National Treasury
regulations and accounting procedures issued by the Council of People's
Commissars' Financial Section. The following regulations are also made.
I. Each organ and anny unit in making any expenditure must prepare a
budget and repon to its own superiors according to each given system. It is
strictly forbidden to transfer funds to a treasury branch or to take out a temporary
loan without obtaining a check from the Council of People's Commissars Financial Section. Violators will be dealt with as sabotaging the centralization of
finances.
2. The various local independent guerrilla regiments and all local anncd
forces should become financially self-sufficient. However, funds raised by local
armed forces should be returned to the Red Army for planned distribution.
3. If some local armed forces cannot become financially self-sufficient because of temporary difficulties, they should propose budgets to the milirary
districts who would then provide funds. Under no circumstances may they independently take money from treasury branches.
4. Financial departments at all levels should instruct and oversee their subordinates in a more planned fashion. All sorts of revenue should be increased, and
new financial resources should be tapped. Revenue collection should not be
This directive and the next two documents were tint published in Hongse Zhonghua, no.
46, January 7, 1933. They are reproduced in Mo.o Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 175-80. The
editors of the Tokyo edition were unable to decipher several characters; the n:prinl of
Hongse :honghua available to us is also unclear in places. Our translation is based on a
eollationofthesctwosources.
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slackened because expenditure can be defrayed by applying to a higher level.
Violators will be dealt with u if engaging in a work slowdown.
S. Budgets at all levels must be reported on schedule. All expenditures should
be kept within the range for each item as approved by the superior authorities.
Unless there is a special reason separately reponed and approved at a higher
level, those who exceed budgets without permission are responsible for it themselves.
All organizations and military units must strictly follow and carry out all
above regulations. It is so ordered.
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Tighten Exit Regulations
Order No. 37 of the
Central Council ofPeoples Commissars
(December 27, 1932)
We arc in a critical period. as the imperialist Guomindang is launc:hing a massive
offensive against the Central Soviet Area. Therefore we should be particularly
vigilant about people leaving the Soviet Area. Without rigorous screening, it is
strictly impermissible to allow people to leave the Soviet Area at will, in order to
exclude the possibility that the despotic gentry, landlords, and all reactionaries
may leave freely to engage in counterrevolutionary activities. To consolidate the
Soviet Area and protect the interests of the worker-peasant masses, the Provisional Central Government has made the following regulations to govern exit
from the Soviet Area:
I. Anyone leaving the Soviet Asea must have both an. exit passport from the
State Political Security Bureau and a government travel permit to be allowed to
leave. Those holding a passport only and not the b'avel pennil, and especially
those with only the permit and not a passport, should be denied exit.
2. The State Political Security Bureau and its provincial and xian branches
(district special commissionen are not empowered to issue passports) should
stricdy screen those who apply to leave and issue passports only to those whom
they recognize as having a real need to leave. It is also necessary to document
clearly the exit route on the passport.
3. Provincial, xian, and district governments (township governments are not
empowered to issue travel permits) may issue exit travel pennits according to the
route set out on the passport to those who have a passport from the Political
Secwity Bureau and apply for an exit travel pcnnit; otherwise they may not be
issued. Particularly when the district government issues the exit travel permit, it
is necessary to investigate thoroughly, to make swe that the applicant is a resident of the district or that the route of the person leaving makes it necessary to
pass through the district, and that the person is not deliberately coming into the
district for the sole purpose of obtaining a permit. Only then may [a permit] be
is~.

It is expected that governments in all locations, security bureaus at all levels,
Rcgardiq tbc source of this tcxl, see the note to lhc previous documenl.
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all military organizations, and all inspection units will strictly adhere to the
above principles, so as to tighten Red martial law, which is of critical importance. II is so ordered.

To:
Soviet governments at all levels
State Political Security Bureaus at all levels
All military organizations
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Advance the Date of spring Plowing
and Concentrate Our Forces to Smash
the Enemy's Big Offensive
Directive No. 18 ofthe Central Executive Committee
(December 28, 1932)

The revolutionary war has reached an extremely crucial moment. The imperialist
Guomindang is going all out in its big offensive against the Central Soviet Area.
This ruthless class struggle in which they try to save their moribund regime is
now developing fiercely. This war is the enemy's desperate struggle, which will
become more intense and will last longer than the first, second, and third wars. In
order to smash the enemy's offensive thoroughly and win greater victories, we
have to mobilize the broad masses of workers and peasants and usc all our forces
to wage a determined, long, and hard struggle against the enemy. But it is almost
time for spring plowing, and the war will reach its fiercest phase during spring
plowing season. Therefore, to make it possible for the broad masses of workers
and peasants to plow and sow in peace., to complete the work of spring plowing
rapidly, and to have the peace of mind to concentrate all energies on eliminating

the anacking enemy without any other worries, the Central Government has
decided to move up spring plowing throughout the Soviet Area. Moreover, ways
should be found to accelerate our production and work speed, so as to achieve a
great increase in the grain output of the Soviet Area in the shortest possible time,
to consolidate Red Army supplies and improve the daily lives of the workerpeasant masses, and to guarantee final victory in the revolutionBl}' war. Therefore, this decision is of extremely weighty importance and governments at all
levels absolutely must cooperate with all mass organizations, such as farm
laborers' unions, poor peasant leagues, and so on, to make the greatest possible
effort to mobilize the masses as a whole to cany out lhe decision according to
the following methods:
I. All land should be plowed and all dams repaired by the end of January.
2. Sowing and transplanting should be done at least one month earlier than
the usual schedule.
FOf the source of this document, see above., the note to the text of December 27, 1932,
"Din:ctive No.8 of the Council of People's Commissars."
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J. Every family should immediately prepare sufficient fertilizeR and select
the best seeds. Not only can this greatly increase production, but it is also
conducive to rapid sowing and transplanting.
4. The masses everywhere should eany out mutual aid in plowing and sowing. There should be mutual aid in labor power, seeds. draft cattle. and tools, in
order to carry out the work of spring plowing rapidly.
5. We should mobilize the masses to plow and sow tint the common land
owned by the Red Anny and land of Red Anny soldien' families. Not an inch of
land should lie waste.
Govenunents at all levels should work out more specific measures based on
the above points and adjust them to suit local situations. 00\'ernment bodies
should also call on farm laborers' unions, poor peasant leagues, and the
electorates' conferences to do extensive propaganda work. There should also be
rules of revolutionary competition and a reward system. Whichever village or
person finishes rii"St in plowing, dam repairing, fertilizer and seed collection,
sowing, and transplanting should be given a prize by .dan and district governments. In some places where the land problem is not yet solved, land should be
distributed immediately in order to filcilitate spring plowing. It is so ordered.

Chainnan

MaoZedoDg

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

------1933------

On Renaming Ningdu Xian as Bosheng Xian
and Holding a Memorial Meeting in Honur of
Comrade 'Zhao Bosheng
Order No. 15 ofthe Central Executive Commillee
(January 13, 1933)
Comrade Zh~ Bosheng, 1 the Deputy Commander of the Fifth Army Group and
the Commander of the Thineenth Army, was !he leader of the Ningdu Army
Uprising and the creator of the Fifth Army Group of the Chinese Workers' and
Peasants' Red Anny. Recently our Red Anny has won successive great victories
at Nan-Fu 2 and Jinxi, wiping out and putting to flight 1he main forces of the
enemy's all-out offensive against the Central Area--the Ninetieth Division of
the Reorganizalionist warlords and the Fourteenth and Twenty-seventh divisions
of the warlords of Chiang's clique--closing in on Fu[zhou]-Nancheng, ushering
in this year's great victory in crushing the enemy's all-out offensive. Sadly,
Comrade Zhao Bosheng sacrificed his life during this battle at Nancheng,
where he directed all the soldiers in a courageous and resolute fight against
the enemy, and eventually, with a small military force, put to flight Warlord
Chiang Kaishek's basic troops, the entire Fourteenlh Division, thus accomplishing the total victory of our main Red Army forces near Fuzhou. To honor
Comrade Zhao Bosheng's glorious achievements in leading lhe Ningdu Uprising and valiantly sacrificing his life for the revolution, the Provisional
Central Government has decided to rename Ningdu :xian as Bosheng :xian
This document
have l.ranslated

was first published in 1/ong.re 7.hongh1«1. no. 47. January 14, 1933. We
it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 181-82, where it is reproduced from

that source.
I. 7.hao Boshcng (1897-1933). a native or Hcbei, joined Feng Yu~~:iang"s ron:cs after
graduating from the Baoding Military Academy. By 1931. when he secretly joined the
Party, he was cbief or staff of the Guomindang Twenty-si~~:th Army. After leading this
anny to join lhcCommunists in the Ningdu Mutiny in December 1931, he became commander orlhcThirtcenth Red Anny in August 1932. On Janual}' 8, 1933, he was killed in
combat in Nancheng :tian.
2. The acographica1 rererencc hen: is somewhat obscure, but given the contcltl or Red
Anny operations, comments in this document, and the Chinese characters u.<;ed, this e~~:
pression probably is a contraction ror Nan(cheng]-Fu(zhou], rwo xian neighboring Jinlti
:tian on the nonhem edges of the Central Soviet Area.
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and, as part of this year's memorial to Li and Lu,l hold a memorial service for
the entire: Soviet Area (on the 21st) and announce the establishment of Bosheng
xian. It is so ordered.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

3. We bave been unable to locate infonnarion abou11he annual memorial to Li and Lu,
orloidcntifylheseindividuals.

Proclamation of the Provisional Central
Government and the Revolutionary Military
Commission of the Workers' and Peasants'

RedAnny
(January 17, 1933)
To the popular masses of all China! Japanese impcriaJism, openly aided by
British and French imperialism and the League of Nations, has begun its invasion of northern China. This is a further step of invasion and plunder on the part
of the imperialist bandits in completely carving up China and ensJaving the
whole of China. Such invasions and plunder have led to wholesale slaughter of
peaceful citizens. destruction of cities and villages, and the increase of misery
and famine. The tragic conditions of Shanghai and Manchuria are being cruelly
replicated on most ofChina's soil.
Because of nonresistance and capitulation on the part of Guomindang warlords such as Chiang Kaishek, Zhang Xueliang, and othen, and because of their
oppression, dismissal, and slaughter of anti-Japanese soldiers, large numbers of
Chinese soldiers have been killed by the guns and cannons of the imperialists.
The Guomindang warlords have helped Japan and the other imperialists further
their invasion and slaughter, and at the same time they have used a11 their forces
to suppress the anti-imperialist struggle, the movement to boycott imported merchandise, and the organization ofa volunteer army.
As one of the reasons to explain their criminal behavior and traitorous
schemes, the Guomindang government and its politicians cited the existence of
the Chinese Soviet as having caused their inability to mobilize all their strength
to carry out national defense, and as having caused Chiang Kaishek's unwillingness to do battle against the Japanese warlords and instead his deployment of a
vast army of nearly one million soldiers to attack the Chinese workers and
peasants, who have already established their own Chinese Soviet Govenunent.
But the Chinese popular masses want to defend themselves. Many troops and
hundreds of thousands of Guomindang soldiers oppose the slaughter of their own
brothers and sisters, and advocate anned resistance against Japanese imperialism.
They have begun to understand that only through a national revolutionary war of

T~ first

published in Hongse ZhonghUD, no. 48, January 28, 1933. We

have translated it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 183-85.
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the armed masses can the Japanese imperialist invasion be victoriously resisted.
The Chinese Soviet Government and the Revolutionary Military Commission
denounce the Guomindang's explanations as ridiculous lies. They are attempting
to use these ridiculous lies to cover up their own traitorous acts in front of the
popular masses of the whole countty.
The Chinese Soviet Government and the Revolutionary Military Commission
once more remind the Chinese popular masses that last April we had already
called upon the popular masses of the entire nation to join us in the armed
struggle against the Japanese imperialists. But Chiang Kaishek's response to this
appeal was to mobilize all his armies to attack the Chinese Workers' and
Peasants' Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, and not to
resist Japanese imperialism.
The Chinese Soviet Government and the Revolutionary Military Commission
of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army proclaim before the Chinese masses:
Under the following conditions, the Chinese Workers' and Peasant's Red
Army is prepared to sign agreements with any armed forces to fight against
the Japanese imperialist invasion: (1) Immediately stop attacking the soviet
areas; (2) Immediately guarantee the masses' democratic rights (freedom of
assembly, of association, of speech, to strike, to publish, etc.); (3) Arm the
popular masses immediately to create an armed volunteer army to defend China
and to strive for China's independence, unity, and territorial integrity.
We appeal to the Chinese popular masses and soldiers to 'support this call to
cany out a unified national revolutionary war; to win independence, unity, and
territorial integrity for China; to combine the struggle against Japanese imperialism and all other imperialisms with the struggle against the treason and surrender
of the running dogs of imperialism, the Guomindang warlords; and to launch an
armed national revolutionary war against Japanese imperialism and all imperialisms.
Chairman, Provisional Central
Government of the Chinese
Soviets
Vice-Chairmen

MaoZcdong
Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

Chairman, Revolutionary Military
Commission of the Chinese
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army Zhu De

On the Revolutionary Masses Lending Grain

to Provide for the Red Army
Order No. 20 ofthe Central Executive Committee
(March 1, 1933)

Based on reports from the various local govenunents of the two provinces of
Jiangxi and Fujian and requests submined by various revolutionary groups all
over, the Central Government has detennined that the imperialist Guomindang is
now carrying out a large-scale attack against the masses of the soviet areas,
burning, killing, and looting. Already the entire xitJn of Longyan has been de-

stroyed; innumerable masses have lost their lives; more than 20,000 Dan of grain
have been looted by the White anny in Yongding's Xi'nan District; and in the
last three banles, thousands were killed by the White anny, tens of thousands of
houses were burned down, hundreds of thousands of Dan of grain as well as tens
of thousands of pigs and cattle were looted. Presently hundreds of thousands of
Chiang Kaishck's and Chen Jitang's White army uoops have already renewed
their mad attack on the Soviet Area, burning, killing. and looting. Our brave Red
Army is fighting a ruthless battle with the White army everywhere but they lack
grain. Only if the revolutionary masses everywhere are willing to economi1.e on
their own food and lend grain to the Red Army can the evil White army be
completely destroyed, the large-scale attack of the imperialist Guomindang be
crushed, and the masses of the soviet areas be spared total devastation.
Based on the opinion of the masses as described above, the Central Government has decided to accept this request from the masses and has laid down the
following regulations for voluntary grain-lending by the revolutionary masses:
I. Evecy peasant family has grain. To lend grain is much easier than to lend
money, and this goal is especially easier to realiu at this time when the masses
are highly motivated to fight against the cruelty of the White army and their
revolutionary enthusiasm 1s heightened. All local governments should assist the
mass bodies to cany out this movement. Each and every :dan must complete
within three months the task of having the masses lend grain, as the war will
become even more intense during this time.
This document was first published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. SB, March 6, 1933. We have
translated it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 187-90, which reproduces that version.
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2. The completion of this grain-lending movement will certainly depend on
excellent propaganda and agitation work. The wording ofthe propaganda should
be very popular, and the propaganda should be presented in various fonns, such
as modem plays, speeches in costume, posters, pictorials, and so on, to make the
masses who have not yet offered to lend grain understand, making it a big
movement to mobilize all the peasant masses to volunteer in lending grain. In
relation to those members of the masses who have not yet offered voluntarily, it
must be stric11y forbidden to dispense with propaganda and instead resort to
methods of coercion or conunandism. If methods of forced contribution are used,
not only will the soviets be alienated from the masses, but the amount of grain
lent will certainly be less than if propaganda were used.
3. As to the distribution of the amount of grain lent, it must be detemtined
according to actual local conditions and the ability of the masses to lend grain,
and absolutely not be handled in a unifonn way. In the old soviet areas, disuibution should be according to rice production. In areas where abundant rice is
produced, more should be lent; where less rice is produced, less should be lent.
In the new soviet areas, it should be detennined by the extent of the public's
understanding of revolution and the intensity of the struggle. In areas where
struggle has been intensified, more rice should be lent; otherwise, less should be
lent. In border areas, it should be determined based upon whether or not devastation and looting by counterrevolutionaries has been suffered. In areas where
severe devastation has been suffered, it should not be lent; in border areas where
harm has been lighter, the amount of rice borrowed will be detennined accordingly. Only in this way will the masses understand that to lend grain to the
government is truly protecting their own interests, so that they will lend eagerly,
not causing problems during the process of this task and producing unfavorable
impressions.
4. Upon receiving this order, governments at all levels should, on the basis of
the methods for lending grain [as described above], immediately call together
joint meetings of chainnen of all townships, plan the distribution, and send
people to the various districts and townships to hold meetings of deputies, poor
peasant league [meetings], farm laborers' union (meetings], voters' assemblies,
and so on, to make propaganda and explain to the local masses the enthusiasm of the masses in other areas in voluntarily lending grain and their methods of grain-lending, and to organize competitions to encourage all to lend
grain enthusiastically.
5. The grain borrowed should be handled according to the following geographic areas:
a. In Jiangxi
i. Grain borrowed ftom Bosheng, Shicbeng, Yudu, Huichang, Ruijin,
Shengli, Xingguo, and other xilln, and from southern Yongfeng, will
be concentrated at the district government. Except for a portion of
the grain that should be distributed to the local hospitals, govern-
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ments, troops, and other national institutions as funds, the rest should
be carefully stored and distributed upon future orders from the Central
Government.
ii. In Gonglue, Wantai, nonhero Yongfeng, Ganxian, Yihuang, Le'an,
Nanguang, Anyuan, and Xunwu, aside from each xian government's
deliberating and giving the portion required for the local Red annies
(those on government payroll), government [offices], hospitals, and
various organs and subsidized mass organizations, what is left may be
sold at market prices.
b. lnFujian
i. In Changding and Ninghua, (grain) is to be gathered together and
stored at the district government and handled according to further orders from the Central Government. On the other hand in Shanghang,
Xinquan, and Wuping, aside from what is supplied to local Red armies, government organizations, and subsidized mass organizations
(given at cost), the rest is to be sold at [market] prices.
ii. For all grain sold at appraised prices, the money must be handed over
to a treasury branch and a branch treaswy receipt in quintuplicate must
be obtained. Governments at all levels are prohibited from touching
this money in any way. Any cases of misuse of grain money, false
reporting of grain prices, or corruption and embezzlement should be
severely punished.
6. To supply themselves with rice to eat, all local governments, hospitals,
troops, and mass organizations must first use money to purchase this grain 11 the
appropriate price; no credit or borrowing is permitted.
7. Financial offices at all levels, upon receiving grain-borrowing receipts
issued by tbe Central Commissariat of Finance, must set up separate grain-borrowing account books in which to keep item-by-item records of the amount of
grain borrowed from the masses, the number of grain-borrowing receipts given
out to the masses, the amounts of grain distributed to each organization, the
amounts of grain sold, and prices, to facilitate clearing accounts. As for the
portion of the monies earned from grain sales that is handed over to the branches,
the branch treasuries should take this money and set it up as a separate account
called "the masses' grain-lending funds"--it is not to be mixed in with special
income or Red Anny general grain funds.
8. All masses who lend grain will obtain as proofa grain-loan receipt issued
by the Central People's Conunissariat of Finance.
9. Those who have obtained a grain-loan receipt may we it against the land
tax for the second half of 1933. Those who are tax exempt1 or have surplus
I. The Chinese text here reads wonshui, "late IBX.'"This does not seem to make sense,
and we IS5W1le that the c:haracter wan, "late,'" is a misprint for mion, "excuse from," or iD
this context ''tax exempt," which it resembles.
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credit after having paid the tax may, at the appropriate time, receive a cash
refund from the district government.
10. Grain-loan receipts should carry the seal of the chainnan of the village
soviet and are good for tax payment only within the disrriet. Receipts without Jhc
village soviet ehainnan's seal and those from another district an: considered to
beinvaJid.
II. Grain-loan receipts are to be disaibuted by the xitJn Financial Offices
according lO the situation in terms of the masses and the grain situation of the
various disaicts. The disaicts, in tum, make funher distributions according to the
situation in each village. Governments at all levels should senle accounts based
on the number of receipts received. Extm receipts, where no grain was given, are
to be returned and no shonfall is pcrmined.
12. When the masses lend grain, a receipt should be given as the grain is
handed over. Those who hand in grain without gening a receipt may lodge a
complaint at a higher level of govcnunent and request severe treatment [of lhe
lower level government officials]. Grain collected in lhe Three Sheng of Rice
Campaign,2 begun all over since Janu!IJY of this year, may be incorporated into
this grain-lending, and receipts shouid be given as well.
13. Rich peasants will be solicited for cash contributions but no more grain

'"""'·
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

2. The Thn:e Sheng of Rice Campaign was part of the Soviet Government's extensive
efTon to collect grain from the Base Area's populalion to aid in the war cfTon. The aim of
this campaign was for each person to supply 3 sheng of rice for usc by the Red Army. The
campaign continued into 1934, though with uncertain results. (lbc sheng was a tnditional
unitofcapacity,cqualto.ldou,or.Oldon.)

oppose;apanese Imperialism~ Occupation of
Rehe and Attack on Beiping and Tianjin
A Proclamation of the Provisional Central Government
(March 3, 1933)

To the entire Chinese people!
The Japanese imperialists' 75-millimeterl cannons and their gigantic tighter
planes and bombs arc presently canying out inhuman bombing and slaughter
inside the borders of Rehe! The Japanese imperialists' eight divisions and two

brigades, under cover of hundreds of airplanes, arc attacking Chengde from three
separate routes! The Guomindang generals still adopt a shameless stance of
nonresistance, retreating at every tum, having abandoned Kailu, Beipiao, and
Zhaoyang, allowing millions of peace-loving residents and soldiers who are
ac:tively resisting Japan to be trampled, devastated, and slaughtered under the

iron hoofs of Japanese imperialism!l
Our !IOUrce for this proclamation is Mao ZetJo,g ji, Vol. 3, pp. 191-93, where it is

reproduced from Hongse Zhollgh1ta, no. .59, March 9, 1933. This text is in large pan
idenlical with that dated Much 4, which appears on pp. 199-201 of Mao Zedongjl, Vol.
3, under lhe title "Another Call to the Popular Masses of the Whole Country to Get Armed
and Oppose Imperialism." This latter proclamation is reproduced from Suweial Zhongguo
(Moscow: Foreign Workers' Publishing House, 1933). As might be expected, the Moscow
publication has removed the sharp personal attacks, which appear below, on the "counterrevolutionary chieftain" Chiang Kaishck. 1bc other variants are DOl sufficiently important
to justify printing two translations of this document in the present volume.
I. t'requcndyref"erredtoinWestcmsourcesasJehol.
2. We take the character slle"g to be an abb~ialion of .rlrellgdimitu, a transcription
used at this time for "centimeter,'' and we fw1her assume that Mao and his colleagues have
here confused centimeters with millimeters. The reference is almo.~t cenainly to 75-millimeter Clllllon, similar to the "French seventy-fives" used in the First World War, since
SllCh guns were standard equipment for all Japanese divisions at this time.
3. After seizing control of the important Shanhaiguanpass in early January 1933,
Japanese troops launched a full-scale invasion of Rehc Province on February 23. Although large Chinese military forces were in the area, their resistance was ineffectual and
the entire province was occupied by the Japanese in linlc over a week. Faced with this
debacle, Chiang Kaishek made a brief visit to northern China, and forced General Zhang
Xueliang to retire from his command of Chinese troops in the Nonhcast, but then returned
to Jiangxi to direct the continuation ofazni-Communisc operations.
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Popular masses of all China! The greater part of Rehe Province has fallen in10
the hands of the Japanese imperialists, and all of northern China is in a situation
where its very existence is at stake. The tragic fate of colonial slaves directly
threatens the toiling popular masses of all China!
Popular masses of aJI China! The imperialists' bandit wars to invade and
enslave China are being madly pursued. Only one road lies before us: that is, to
ann ourselves and cany out a revolutionary war of national liberation. Only the
armed forces of the popular masses in their millions can defeat Japan's and all
other imperialists' bandit wars to invade and cauve up China, and can win the
independence, liberation, and territorial integrity of the Chinese nation! The
Chinese Soviet Provisional Central Government has called upon all the Chinese
people several times to join the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army and the
toiling masses of the soviet areas in a viciOrious national revolutionary war.
Moreover, in its latest proclamation it has clearly declared in front of the people
of the whole country that the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, under
certain conditions, is willing to sign combat agreements with all armed forces
that are truly resisting Japan.
But the Guomindang warlord politicians have most shamelessly gone down
on their knees and sold out China to the imperialists, carried out nonresistance
and surrender, ceded the Three Northeastern Provinces, sold out Wusong and
Shanghai, slaughtered the anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist worker-peasant
masses and revolutionary soldiers, and prohibited all boycott movements and the
organizing of the anti-Japanese volunteer forces. Now, just as the Japanese imperialists an: attacking Rchc with all their might, they have even openly advocated giving up Rehe, Beiping, and Tianjin, shamelessly proclaiming in words
that it is out of strategic n~ity, while at the same time turning a military force
of dozens of divisions toward fighting against the Chinese worker and peasant
masses. the Workers' and Peasants' Government, and the Red Army! The Soviet
Government has declared its willingness to sign combat agreements with all
military forces that truly resist the Japanese. The Guomindang's response to this
proclamation was to retreat every step of the way before the Japanese
imperialists' iron hoofs, not to send a single soldier to Rehe to resist Japan, but
instead, to send the greater portion of its forces to Jiangxi, where, under the
personal command of the counterrevolutionary chieftain Chiang Kaishek, they
are wildly anacking the soviet areas! Precisely because the Soviet Government
called for and organized a nationwide anti-imperialist and anti-Japanese movement, the traitorous Guomindang has acted even more brutally, using every
possible means to bum, kill, and rob, to engage in military adventures and use
economic blockades, trying to block the funher development of the soviet movement and wipe out the main anti-imperialist and anti-Japanese forces!
The Guomindang warlords and politicians intend to take the Soviet
Government's proclamation of its willingness to sign combat agreements with all
anti-Japanese armed forces as a sign of weakness on the part of the Soviet
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Govenunent and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. This, however, actually
shows their own stupidity and foolishness. The battles of the last two days have
already taught these traitorous warlords some severe lessons: the Fifty-second
Division and the Fifty-ninth Division have surrendered all their weapons, the
commanders and the entire staff of these two divisions have been caprured, and
the Fifth Army has been completely routed. 4 The soviet movement has received
the support of the masses in their millions, and the Guomindang warlords' military adventures and economic blockades will only intensify the resistance oftbe
toiling masses throughout tbe country, and, moreover, create favorable conditions for the fi.lrther successful development of the soviet movement!
Because the Chinese Soviet Government is preparing to engage the Japanese
imperialists' armies directly in battle and push them out of China, it must remove
all reactionary armies and armed forces that block us from fighting against
Japan! Once again, the Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Army declare their willingness to sign combat agreements with all military
forces that truly resist the Japanese, but will deal the severest blows to all armies
and anned forces that attack the soviet areas, until they have been thoroughly
eliminated! We appeal to OW" brothets. the soldiers in the While anny! Rise up and
fight against your b'aitorous officers, tum your gw15 around, and join the Red Amry
in fighting against the Japanese imperialists and driving them out of China!
Popular masses of all China! Soldiers in the White army, our brothers! Tlte
Soviet Provisional Central Government calls upon you to rise up and wage an
armed national revolutionary war against Japanese imperialism and against the
rule of tbc traitorous Guomindang, against the attack on the Chinese Workers'
and Peasants' Red Anny and the soviet areas! Support our call to anns, rebel
against your traitorous officers, and rise up on your own initiative to join the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army in resisting the aggression of the Japanese
imperialist bandits! Oppose the use of a single soldier, a single private, a single
gun, or a single bullet to attack the soviet areas! We demand that all the armed
forces of the whole cowttry be sent to North China to resist the onslaught of
Japanese imperialism! Unfold the national revolutionary war against Japanese
imperialism and all imperialisms! Down with the running dog of imperialism,
the Guomindang!
Chairman, Chinese Soviet
Provisional Central Government
Vice-Chainnen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

4. The reference here is to Red Anny assaults on Nationalist anny W1ils that occurred
lo tbe west or Huangpi in southwestern Yihu111g xian on Fcbruuy 27-28. (Note tballhe
Huangpi mentioned bcre is not to be COIIfiJsed with the importaDI Red Anny staging area
of the same name located in northern Ningdu.xian.)

On Redistributing the People's Food Supply to
Help Providefor the Military
Order No. 39 ofthe Council ofPeoples Commissars
ofthe Provisional Central Government
(March 4, 1933)

According to recent repons from various localities, in many places in various

xian within the soviet areas it has been forbidden to transport rice. Boundaries
have been drawn between xian A and xian B, famine has occurred in many
places, and the price of rice has soared, to the point that even those with money
caMot buy it. This is an extremely serious phenomenon. It appears that within
the soviet areas the grain situation varies; there is a surplus in some places and a
shortage in other places. Places in the border areas have been looted by the
enemy, leading to rice shortages. Where the Red Army is stationed and near
hospitals the shortage of rice is even more severe. Mutual rcdisbibution and
adjustment among the various districts and xian does not affect merely the daily
provisions for the popular masses in general; it is a matter of great importance.
The fact that it affects the provisions for the Red Army and the hospitals in the
rear, and is therefore a condition that cannot be missing even for a day in order to
withstand the enemy's Fourth Attack, is of particularly great moment.

There arc only three causes that impede the flow of food supplies: (I) The
popular masses whose grain supply is insufficient arc afraid that if they let too
much out from their own locality, they will have to pay higher prices for rice in
May and June. (2) The popular masses who have a surplus of grain want to save
it for later so that they may get a high price for it. (3) The rich peasants and
unscrupulous merchants manipulate the market to seek profits, and even deliberately cause trouble and sabotage the revolutionary war. Without investigating,
the various local governments began to carry out the ban [on transporting grain].
They could not know that as for the fear of eating expensive rice in their own
area in May and June, in other places the eating of expensive rice had begun long
before. In Yongding, I yuan buys 3 sheng; in Shanghang, I yuan buys 4 sheng;
Ibis docwnent was tint published in Hongse Zhongh1«1, no. 58, March 6, 1933. We have
banslated it from Mao Zedotrgji, Vol. 3, pp. 19s-97, which reproduces that version.
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in Dingzhou, 7 sheng; in Ruijin, it has even reached 8 :rheng. In other places
with rice shortages, it is more expensive from one day to the next. The workers
of the city, having no land to till, have to work as laborers. They have to buy
expensive rice with the small wages they earn to feed the young and old in their
families. The entire Red Army is fighting with all its might against the enemies
at the front, relying on rice supplied from the rear. All local govemmcms should
give these explanations to the masses in their localities. It is essential that the
whole Soviet Area have food to eat, especially that the Red Army have food to
eat. The only way out is to join hearts and energies together to smash the enemy.
Those who have a surplus of grain should be told not to think only of high prices.
Other places are suffering from hunger, and provisions for the troops are lacking
at the front, so people cannot sit back and remain indifferent. [They] need to
know that if the whole [of the Soviet Area] is not in good shape, and the Red
Anny is not victorious, your own iRterests cannot be served either. As for rich
peasanlc; and unscrupulous merchants, they hate it when the government purchases rice for the army and they hate it when the cooperatives redistribute food
for the popular masses., so they either stock up intentionally, or manipulate
behind the scenes, or even create rumors in a big way to stir up the masses.
These are all counterrevolutionary acts and the local governments should lead
the revolutionary masses in punishing them severely. It must be made known
that the interests of the whole and the interests of the war are the most important
interests of all. The governments and popular masses everywhere should be
profoundly aware of this.
The Central Government has decided on a plan to redistribute food and has
established a Grain Redistribution Bureau. All local governments should lead the
masses in quickly organizing grain cooperatives and diligently cany out [the
work], under the leadership and with the assistance of the Grain Redistribution
Bureau. In addition to rice, salt also needs to be dealt with, to counteract hoarding and manipulation by the rich peasants and unscrupulous merchants, to guard
against the severe blockade by the Guomindang, to redistribute the people's
provisions in all locations, and to supply militaJy provisions at the front. Local
governments in all localities must know that last year the harvest in the Central
Soviet Area was not abundant, so this year the problem of famine in the spring
will inevitably be severe, and that leading the masses lo solve this serious problem is a momentous task of the Soviet Govenunent. From the provincial soviets
down to lhe township and village representative comminees, there must be detailed discussions, comprehensive plans, widespread propaganda, and diligent
actions. Only thus can this task be accomplished. This is an issue of immediate
concern to the masses and a key to smashing the enemy's Fourth Encirclement
Attack. If the Soviet Government is to become a government that truly represents
the interests of the masses, and if the Soviet Government is to become a government that is capable of leading the war, chen this problem may not be neglected
in the slightest.
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Aside from being announced by the Central People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs, this order is being sent to all localities and allleveJs of government
to be carried out accordingly. 11 is so ordered.

Cbainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Tingzhou Should Not Be Easily Given Up
(March 5, 1933)

Zhu,Zbou:

Yesterday evening, we held discussions with the Central Bureau and with {Ye]
Jianying and made the following decisions:
I. The enemy's Seventy-eighth Division and the right column of Zhang
Van's brigade will arrive at Liancheng.l They are anempting to attack Tingzhou
to threaten the capitat,2 and to cooperate with the operation of the enemy forces
in Jiangxi, while at the same time cooperating in the large scale offensive by
their left column from the three xian of [Long]yan, Yong{ding], and [Shang]hang
against our Soviet Area. in an effort to destroy it.
2. Tingzhou is our basic stronghold in the southeast and should never be
easily given up. We now appoint Li Shaojiu as the commander of the garrison
troops in Ting[zhou} and Rui[jin], with the responsibility for the defense of these

two places. If the enemy advances, you should call on the broad masses and on
the anned forces in Ting and Rui to exhaust him and stop him, and never let this

enemy pin down the operations of ow- front anny.
3. Reorganize the independent regiment in Ning[hua] and Shi[cheng] and
other armed forces into the Eleventh Independent Division and usc it to threalen
and pin down this enemy from the northeast. Then rapidly reorganize it into the
Nineteenth Anny and concentrate at least rwo thousand guns for use in a forceful
attack on the enemy troops that are still advancing on Van, Yong, and Hang. No
matter what happens in Ting[zhou] and Uan{cheng], our Nineteenth Anny mu.st
fight resolutely in the zone of Chadi, Taiba, Baisha, Jiuxian, and Xinquan, and
sb'ive for a great victory.
Mao

Xiang

Our source for this document is Mao Zedongjunslli wenji, VoJ. I, pp. 312-13, where it is
reproduced from a copy in the Central Alchivcs.
I. The Natiooalist army's Sevenl)'-cishth Division was commanded by Wang Sbounian. Zhang Van's brigade was the Ninth Brigade of the Nacionalist army's Si:tty-fint
Division.
2. Tingzhou was tbe imperial-era name for Changting. The capilli of the ChiDcse
Soviet Republic was Ruijia.

On the Problem of Eliminating lntenwl

Counterrevolutionaries
Order No. 2 I ofthe Central Executive Committee
of the Provisional Central Government
(March IS, 1933)

At the same time that the imperialist Guomindang warlords are carrying out the
Fourth EnCirclement Attack against the soviet areas in the whole country and are
now launching a large-scale attac~ on the Central Soviet Area, the war betWeen
revolution and cowuerrevolution has entered a period of life-and-death struggle.
Aside from his military strength, the enemy has also organized, in a planned
fashion. cowuenevolutiomuy activity inside the soviet areas. using the landlords,
rich peasants, and merchants in the soviet areas to organize vuious counterrevolutionary groups (the AB Corps, the Social Democratic Pany, the Trotskyite faction,
and feudal superstitious groups such as the "Single-minded Society" and the
"Lazyman's Association," etc. 1) to deceive a minority of the backward masses
and take every opportunity to cause trouble. At the same time they have dispatched spies into the soviet areas to obtain military intelligence. According to
recently discovered facts, in Tingzhou during a mass meeting some people
shouted counterrevolutionary slogans and a xian Guomindang pany organization
was uncovered; in the three localities of Ruijin, Tingzhou, and Hetian, similar
reactionary posters appeared; in Shicheng. in the home of lhc head of the Propaganda Deputmenl, four rifles were f'oWld; counterrevolutionary activities organized by lhe enemy in Nanguang xian interfered with all mass work and war
mobilization work; unscrupulous merchants near Huichang are canying out a plan
1o destroy !he soviet national currency; at Ruijin and Tingzhou, unscrupulous
merchants are withdrawing cash from !he banks in a planned fashion; unscrupuThis order was firs! published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 62, March 18, 1933. We have
translated it hom Mao Zed011gji, Vol. 3, pp. 20l-5.
I. We have not been able to identity these organizarions. They were probably small
local associations, and may even have been purely imaginary. II is suggested in some
sources thai the protagonists of lhe campaign against counterrevolutionaries taking place at
this time invented names of nonexistent societies com:sponding to their perception of the
victims' behavior.
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lous merchants everywhere are manipulating the prices of goods and at the same
time are exporting large swns of cash; and among some local armed forces, counterrevolul.ionuy activities have also been discovered. All of the evidence which has
recently come to light clearly proves that the enemy is organizing a counterrevolution within the soviet areas according to a plan, a venomous scheme to sabotage the
soviets and the revolutionary war politicaUy, economically, and in other ways.
Our soviet governments in various places have, however, been seriously lacking
in vigilance, to the point of taking lightly or even actually toleming this kind of
serious eountemvolutionary activity. The Central Government now solemnJy calls
to the anention of governments at all levels and their respective organizations for
eliminating counterrevolutionaries that this sort of negligent or tolerant attitude of
the past toward counterrevolutionary activity is not to be pennitted for a moment
longer. Governments everywhere and their organizations for eliminating counterrevolutionaries must immediately correct this kind of mistake and, on the basis of
the actual conditions iil each locality, take immediate action against countenevolution. Within each district and township, and especially within each city, as soon as it
is discovered that counterrevolutionaries are hiding or are active, resolute and rapid
measures must be adopted to repress them severely. When the atmosphere is tense,
tcmpomy martial law shouJd be declared, and the soviet governments and all revolutionary organizations should carry out both military and mass methods of protection. In order to repress coumerrevolution severely, important counterrevolutionary
elements should be resolutely and swiftly arrested and executed and their crimes be
universally proclaimed before the local masses. Govemrncnts everywhere and at all
levels, especially city governments and district and township governments. should
proclaim to the broad masses the facts about the activities of the counterrevolutionaries inside the soviet areas and their planing with the White army outside to attack;
and mobilize all the revolutionary masses to keep close surveillance over the merchants, rich pc:asants, and landlonls, and to gather infonnation from all quaners on
counterrevolutionary organizations and activities. The organs of soviet govcnuncnts
for eliminating counterrevolutionaries should maintain close contacts with such revolutionary mass groups as the labor unions, fann laborers' unions, and poor peasant
leagues. Only when the broad masses, under government leadership. all rise up to
take enthusiastic action, can counterrevolutionary organizations and activities be
completely eliminated.
The judicial sections of the various xian of the border areas should take swift
action against criminals who have already been arrested. As for elements who an:
obviously guilty and against whom there is clear evidence of their crimes, first of all
the class-alien clements among them should be sentenced to death and immediately
executed. It is not necessary to follow Article 26 of the Tempomy Organizational and Judicial Regulations of the Commissariat for Justicel requiring that

~~these regulations, dated June 9, 1932,seebelow, the Appendix to this

volume.
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permission from the next higher level is needed before the death sentence may
be carried out. The execution may be carried out first and then reported for the
record to the higher level. As for the central areas, in the same way, the accumulated cases should be handled swiftly; it is not pennittcd to let them pile up as
before,. thereby slowing down the process of eliminating counterrevolution. Even
in the central areas, whenever the situation is especially urgent, the death sentence should first be executed, and then reported to the higher level. This is a
necessary measure we must adopt when the enemy is mounting a large-scale
offensive and may not be considered in the same light as a nonnal siruation.
Landlord and rich peasant elements in the areas under enemy attack and in
border areas should be dealt with individually. Those against whom there is
evidence of reactionary acts should be immediately arrested and severely punished, so that they are not pennined any room whatsoever in which to operate.
As for the rest of them who are ordinary landlord and rich peasant elements
against whom no evidence of counterrevolution has been discovered, the local
governments should mobilize the masses to keep close surveillance over their
movements, but they should not be arrested indiscriminalely lest a bad impression be created and funhcr difficulties be created in dealing with them afterward.
The Central Government finnly believes that in relation to the counterrevolutionaries' current anack from within and without against the revolution,
we are in a position to smash them thoroughly and achieve total victory. We
have the broad masses of people and a staunch Red Army, and we have sound
and powerful organs of political power. We should use these poweribl organs of
political power (both central and local) to lead the millions upon millions of
worker and peasant masses and the Red Army to deal a fatal blow to the internal
and external enemies who are anacking us. We have precious experience from
the past in eliminating counterrevolution. We should make use of all this experience to suppress rigorously and destroy completely the counterrevolutionary
elements within the soviet areas. Upon receiving this order, governments at all
levels should immediately dctennine, according to the specific local situation,
the concrete measures to be used in carrying it out and report the results of its
application to the appropriate level. It is so ordered.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

March 15, 1933, by the Western calendar

On Mobilizing the Masses to Help Government
Sw.jf Members in Their Work of Cultivating the
Land, Relieving Government Sw.jf Members of
Worries About Their Families, and Increasing
the Government's Capacity for Work
Order No. 18 of the Provisional Central Government
Central Executive Committee
(April14, 1933)
In their cumnt arduous struggles in the civil war, the Soviet Government staff

have not been paid according to their labor and are unable to help their families
financially. Their spirit of hard work and sacrifice is worthy of praise.
But the situation in many places tells us that many active and competent poor
workers or peasants cannot come to work for the government because they arc
the main laborers for their family production and are tied up with such family

labor. There are even some local governments that, in the absence of such good
workers, cannot help but choose some less enthusiastic and less competent people to work there, simply because these people are not the main laborers of their
family production and are not tied up in work for their family. Thus, the criteria
for choosing persoMel have nothing to do with their zeal toward revolution and
their compeiCnce in the work, and they arc chosen just because they arc not busy
at home. This phenomenon is unacceptable. There is yet another phenomenon
which is even worse. In some places, during the elections, some good people,
because of family burdens, do not wish to be elected, while those bad elements
step forward and, consequently, rich peasants and vagabonds have flocked to
enter the soviet organs. This exists in some places. As to those of good class
status, enthusiastic about revolution and also competent in work, when they
undertake government work, because of the unresolved problem of their family
labor, they cannot reJax and concentrate on their work. This is an even more
prevalent situation (especially at the district and township levels).
Our soun:e for this Older is Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 207-8, where it is reproduced from

a contemporary Guomindang compilation of Communist documeDIS.
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In order to make the soviet governments more enthusiastic and competent and
better able to lead the broad masses to win revolutionuy victory in these circumstances of arduous struggle, the Central Executive Committee has resolved, on
the basis of the situation mentioned above: If any staff member of the various
levels of the soviet governments, during the time he serves in the government, is
found, after investigation, to have no labor power, or insufficient labor power in
his family,the local governments should mobilize the masses to fann for him or
to help his family farm (those who do not have any labor shortage are not
included here), so that his family will not suffer unduly because of his absence.
As regards the practical method to be employed, Article 4 ofthc Regulations on
Preferential Treatment for the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny 1 can be applied
here (where there is no labor power at all in the families, people should be sent to
take care of all the work of cultivation, irrigation, and harvesting; where there is
a shortage of labor power, help should be given according to their needs). Thus
these staff members will be relieved from their family burdens and will be able
to keep their minds on their work for the government. With the help of these
measures, we can anract a large number of those who are of good class status,
enthusiastic toward revolution, and competent in their jobs to work at all levels
in the soviet governments, to strengthen the efficiency of the governments. To
this end we have issued the present directive, and we expect governments at all
levels to carry it out accordingly. It is so ordered.
CluUnnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

I. Sec below, the Appendix 10 this volume, for the text of these n:guhuions.

Prockl11Ultion by the Provisional
Central Government and

Revolutionary Military Commission of the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny
(April 15, 1933)

To the popular masses of all China!

we extend a sincere revolutionary salute to all of China's toiling
masses, all workers, peasants, and urban poor people who moan under the
bloody rule of the imperialist Guomindang, the soldiers who have been forced to
oppress and oppose the Chinese workers and peasants, the revolutionary students
and youth who have participated in the anti-imperialist stJUggle, and the hundreds and thousands of revolutionary prisoners who have suffered from imprisonment and mistreatment in the Guomindang's prisons!
The continuing invasion by the Japanese imperialists, the unprecedented aggravation of the crisis created by the complete partition of China, and the deepening of the crisis of the whole nation make it imperative for us to make a further
appeal to all people and toiling masses who stTUggle for China's welfare.
What is characteristic of the present situation is that the Japanese im·
pcrialists are driving straight into the [Bei]ping and Han[kouJ areas without
any hindrance whatsoever. At the same time, the British imperialists are
invading Xinjiang and preparing to occupy western China through their Ti·
betan and other puppets. During the secret negotiations between the Japanese
government and the Guomindang, Chiang Kaishek also did some business
with the imperialist bandits. Tang Youren, secretary of the Guomindang Cen·
tral Political Committee, 1 represented the Nanjing Government and Chiang
Kaishek in secret negotiations in Shanghai with the Japanese representative,
On May First

This document was first published in Douzheng, no. 40, April 21, 1933. We have translated il from Mao Zedtmgji, Vol. 3, pp. 209-12.
I. Tang Yourcn (1893-1935), a native of Liuyang in Hunan, was a son of the
well-known late-Qing revolutionary Tang Caichang. A protCgC of the Nationalist
leader Wang Jingwei, Tang was widely felt to be pro-Japanese. On December 25,
1935 he was assassinated, an event which some attributed to his pro-Japanese stance,
lrld others to his alliance with Wang at a lime when Chiang Kaishek's forces were
striving for political dominance.
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Yoshizawa.l Chiang K.aishek, butcher of the Chinese workers and peasants,
criminal who invited Japan to occupy Shandong in 1929 and slaughtered the
defenders of Shanghai in 1932 behind the scenes, has now abandoned the nonhcm fronts and once more promoted Tang Yulin, the traitor who paved the way
for the Japanese imperialists to invade Rehe. 1 Chiang K.aishek went to the Nonh
but did not do battle against the Japanese imperialists; instead, he went to recognize the esrare of his friend, the traitor Zhang Xueliang.
The southwestern government and the Fujian warlords,4 in a similar fashion,
do not oppose Japan or any other imperialists. Their recent propaganda about
"going nonh to fight against the Japanese" is utter trickery to deceive the masses.
Actually they are trying to expand their own tenitories and attack the soviet
areas and the Red Army.
Why did Chiang Kaishek go back to Jiang:~~:i? Why did he abandon the nonhem troops, leaving them unarmed to face the Japanese cannons and airplanes
with their bare hands?S Why did the Guomindang and its government gather a
vast number of troops and use all ofits airplanes and military technology to fight
against the workers and peasants of Jiangxi? Because they arc negotiating with
Japan and all the imperialists to sell out China altogether as their own private
property. Because they hope that Japan and the other imperialists will let them be
the puppet rulers in several provinces, just as in "Manchuk.uo." Because they
want to slaughter the Chinese masses to maintain rule by the imperialists and the
Chinese landlord and capitalist classes.
To cover up its own surrender and betrayal, the Guomindang has created the
rumor that the Japanese imperialists have aided the Red Army with money and
ammunition, and slandered the Chinese Soviet Government by saying that it
negotiated with the Japanese warlords. Such shameless, base rumors have long
ago been crushed by a great deal of ironclad evidence.
The Chinese Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army
are the only rtgime and armed forces of the masses to oppose the invasions of
2. The reference is 10 Yoshizawa Kenkichi (1874-1965). wbo had bccD Japanese
minister in Beijing in 1923-1924 and continued 10 reside in China. There is some evide!ICC
that, in 1933, he was seeking 10 promote a local senlcmcnt in Manchuria. See the article by
Madeleine Chi on Cao Rulin in Akira lriye (ed.), The Chinese and the Japanese
(Prince10n: Princeton University Press, 1980), pp. 153, 156.
]. General Tang Yulin (1871-1937). a native of Liaoning, was a one-time bandit who
had joined and become prominent in the warlord forces of Zhang Zuolin and Zhang's
successor Zhang Xueliang; he was ehainnan ofRehe Province at the time ofthe Japanese
invasion. Tang was notoriously corrupt (he had amassed a fortune through the opium
trade); he and his troops Red precipitously as soon as the Japanese invaded the province.
4. These ~ferences are to Chiang Kaishek's opponents in Guangdong-Guangx.i and in
Fujian.
S. Reference he~ is 10 the brief trip that Chiug made to northern China in the wake of
the Japanese invasion of Rehe. after which despite intense public criticism he ~turned to
Jiangx.i to continue with the anti-Communist campaigns.
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all imperialists. In a series of valiant banles, the Chinese Soviet Red Aimy has
proven itself unwilling to compromise with any imperialist. We have been in
constant contact with the workers and peasants in Japan, because they too are
canying out a courageous struggle in opposition to Japanese imperialism, and
they too have been robbed, oppressed, mistreated, and slaughtered by the ruling
class. But the Japanese imperialists and the warlords are, in fact, our common
enemies.
We are in the midst of a struggle for the benefit of the toiling masses of all of
China, a struggle for the independence and unity of China, and the integrity of
her territory. At present we need to do battle against Japan and the other imperialists. We will overthrow whoever opposes this war.
We are finnly convinced that the struggle of the workers, peasants, the soldiers of China, and the Red Aimy's courageous defense can stop the imperialists,
Chiang Kaishek, and the bankrupt Guomindang &om realizing their plan of
carving up China.
Over the last three months, the workers and peasants of Jiangxi and their Red
Army have defeated nine divisions and more of enemy forces. In sevcnal banles,
they have captured more than thirty thousand soldiers and guns, in addition to a
large amount of military supplies and other weapons. Approximately ten thousand soldiers of the Guomindang anny have already voluntarily joined the
Jiangx.i Red Army. The Red armies in Hunan, Hubei, Henan, Sichuan, and
other provinces arc also growing rapidly. From the statements made by the
divisional commanders and staff of the Fifty-second and Fifty-ninth divisions, which were recently captured in Jiangxi, it is unerly plain how thoroughly the Guomindang army has disintegrated. They curse the Guomindang
and Chiang Kaishek, repent their own past crimes of opposing the Chinese
workers and peasants, and call upon the soldiers and officers of the White
army to cease invading the soviet areas and instead to tum their guns around
to attack the Guomindang traitors who betray their own country. Traitors
such as Chiang Kaishek, Wang Jingwei, and others, in view of the recent
great victories of the Red Anny, the vacillation of frontline soldiers, and the
wrath of the masses of the entire country, intend, funhcnnore, to use empty
propaganda such as "Exterminating the Communists means fighting the Japanese," and "Until the Communists arc eliminated, it is forbidden to talk
about fighting the Japanese" to halt the revolutionization of vast numbers of
soldiers and the broad masses, and to cover up their own betrayal and surren·
der. But such deception and threats will not succeed. On the contrary, they
will only serve to expose their crimes even more.
Based on the present situation and our victories, we must repeat the proposal
We made in January of this year, to smash thoroughly the Guomindang's slanderous charge that the Red Aimy and the workers and peasants of the soviet areas
have interfered with effective- resistance against Japanese imperialism. We believe that as long as our original proposal is followed, active resistance to the
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invasion of Japanese imperialism will immediately be possible. Therefore, we
onc:e again proclaim our proposal to the entire country:
Under the following conditions, the Chinese Red Army is prepared to sign,
with any armed force whatsoever, combat agreements to resist the invasion of
Japanese imperialism:
1. Immediately cease anacks against the soviet areas.
2. Immediately guarantee the democratic rights of the popular masses (freedom of assembly, of association, of speech, of publication, and of demonstration,
release of political prisoners, etc.).
3. lrrunediately arm the popular masses, create a volunteer anny to defend
China, and strive for the independence, unification, and territorial integrity of
China.
Every worker, peasant, and soldier will understand that without the conditions
listed above, it is impossible to wage a victorious banle against imperialism. The
Guomindang's policies are bankrupt, have led to the carving up of China and the
deeper enslavement of the Chinese popular masses, and have continued adding
to the misery, hunger, and slaughter of the popular masses.
We call upon all laborers and soldiers to redouble their efforts among the
broad masses and within the armies and the volunteer army, so that they will
accept our policy of national revolution. We call upon all the toiling masses to
support us in defending the rights of China and of the nation.6
Chairman of the Provisional Central
Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chairmen
Chairman ofthe Revolutionary MilitaJy
Commission of the Chinese Workers'
and Peasants' Red Anny

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao
Zhu De

Inspecting for and Banning of
Privately Oumed Fireanns,
and Prohibiting the Unauthorized Wearing
ofMilitary Uniforms
Order No. 42 of the Council ofPeople's Commissars
(AprillS, 1933)
Firearms are important weapons of war and should be concentrated within the
Red Army and loca1 organs of armed workers and peasants. to be used for
attacking the enemy and engaging in warfare; private individuaJs may not cany
them at will. As for the enemies of the worker and peasant classes-landlords,
rich peasants, capitalists, and all counterrevolutionary elements--it is even more
strictly forbidden for them to have weapons in their hands. Moreover, counter·
revolutionary elements are to be strictly prevented from infiltrating our armed
forces-independent Red Army divisions and regiments or the Red Guards and
Young Pioneers---to pilfer arms. This is an essential prerequisite for guaranlee·
ing the victory of the revolution.
Military uniforms are to be wom by the Red Anny, and to avoid confusion,
those who are not part of the Red Army may not wear the unifonn of the Red
Annyatwill.
We have found through investigation that in the victories of the first, second,
and third wars, 1 a large number of fireanns were dispcJSCd into the villages and
not all of them were retrieved. At the same time, although we have totally
destroyed the various local landlords' anned forces that existed in the past,
inevitably a small number of firearms has been hidden away by counterrevolutionary elements. It is difficult to prevent these firearms that have been dispersed
from falling into the hands of counterrevolutionaries. It is a fact that recently an
investigation of landlords and rich peasants in the :dan of [Chang}ting,
Hui(chang], Shi[chcng), and so on, turned up quite a lot of firearms. FurtherThis document was first published in Hongse ZhonghllQ, no. 71, April20, 1933. We have
lranslated it from Moo Zetlongji. Br.juan, Vol4, pp. 107-9.
I. Once apin, lhc"firsl, scamd, and third campaigns of "'Encirclement and Suppression" are meant.
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more, the discovery during the campaign to eliminate counterrevolutionaries of
armed conspiracies on the part of such counterrevolutionary organizations as the
assassination brigades (in Huichang), the extermination brigades (in Yudu), the
secret watch brigades (in Xunwu and Wantai), and so on, fully demonstrate the
gravity of this problem. As the present class struggle becomes most intense, we
not only must thoroughly eliminate the enemy who is attacking from without, we
must also completely disperse the armed forces of the counterrc:volutionary factions that are operating within the soviet districts and suppress all counterrevolu·
tionary schemes, in order to defend the soviet areas and strengthen their
development and victory. Firearms are the most important ofall weapons. and it
should be guaranteed that they are in the hands of the armed forces of the
workers and peasants. Undertaking an investigation and banning privately owned
firearms, and canying out the registration of firearms constitute important tasks
in ensuring the victory of the revolution.
Recently a great many Red Anny uniforms have been dispersed among the
masses, especially through deserters who have gone home wearing their unifonns. This makes it hard to distinguish between those in the Red Anny and
those who are not, and causes a large financial loss for the government. Furthermore, it directly affects the expenditures of the revolutionary war, so it is impera·
live that an investigation and a ban be canied out immediately.
Accordingly, the following measures have been decided upon:
I. Undertake an inspection for fli'Canns, and except for the official anned
forces-independent Red Anny divisions and regiments, guerrilla brigades, defense forces., the Red Guards, and the Young Pioneers--private individuals may
not carry or conceal fireanns.
2. All personnel of xian level organs and above and special agents of the
State Security Bureau who must carry fireanns for work·related reasons are
restricted 10 handguns and rifles only, and with the signature of the person in
charge of that organ, shall register and obtain a firearm pennit from that level of
the State Security Bureau. In the border areas, at the district and township levels,
persOMel who need 10 carry firearms for reasons relai~ to the circumstances or
to their work are 10 obtain pennits through validation and registration by the
directly related :xian organs.
3. From now on, any private individual who is foWld to possess flreBmiS
without a permit will be charged with the crime of privately concealing military
weapons.
4. Except for f~ghters who have been taken away &om production 10 be on
active duty with the armed forces, government personnel on active duty, and
disabled Red Anny fighters who have gone home, all of whom may wear the
Red Anny uniform, the Red Guards, Young Pioneers, popular mass organiza·
tions, and private individuals are all forbidden to wear the Red Anny unifonn.
Both military and government personnel should tum in their uniforms wben they
leave active duty.
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S. for the Central [Soviet] Area the month of May is designated as tbe period
of inspection for fli'HnDS and uniforms. In other soviet areas inspection shall be
completed within twenty days of receipt of this document.
6. Those who voluntarily tum in [firearms and unifonns] during the inspcc~
tion period will not be prosecuted. Otherwise, following discovery, they will be
charged with the crime of privately concealing military weapons and uniforms.
After the time limit, however, those who voluntarily come forward will be given
lighter punishment.
7. The organs of inspection shall be put into operation by the xfan and district
military affairs offices in coordination with the security bureaus.
8. The Red Guards and Young Pioneers and the various popular mass organs
must be mobilized to participate in the inspection. Moreover, the masses must be
mobilized and encouraged to report regularly to the government and the security
bureaus on those who privately conceal weapons.
11 is important that govenunent organs at aU levels and State Security Bureau
organs at all levels coordinate actions in determining and carrying out concrete
measures regarding the above, and that the circwns~ of inspection and
registration be reported 10 the appropriate levels. It is so ordered.

Chairman
Vice-Chairmen

MaoZedong
XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Aprill5,1933, bytheWestemcalendar

Resolution of the Central Executive Committee
Concerning Committees frw Eliminating
Counterrevolutionaries
(April15, 1933)

Recent investigation shows that many townships and districts in which fonnal
political authority has aheady been established for more than a year, and even
some very old districts, not only have judicial departments and state political
security bureaus, but also committees for eliminating counterrevolutionaries.
Such reduplication of organs and splitting up of authority surely violates organizaliona1 principles and affects the canying out of the work. Add to this the fact
that in the past there was no clear directive specifying which organ is to supervise the committees for eliminating counterrevolutionaries, to the point that in a
number of places the committees for eliminating counterrevOlutionaries have run
their own affairs indcpc:ndently of any other organ, and as a result a number of
serious incidents have occurred. The Central Executive Cotnmittee, in order to
establish organs for the elimination of counterrevolutionaries and make it possible to administer the task of eliminating counterrevolutionaries effectively within
the environment ofthe civil war, specifically resolves as follows:
I. All committees for eliminating counterrevolutionaries organized by :rian or
district standing comminees belonging to newly formed soviet areas and the
provisional sovenunents in those places., as the provisional orpns for eliminating counterrevolutionaries, have the duty to suppress and pass judgement on
counterrevolutionary activities and schemes of the bad gently, landlords, rich
peasants, capitalists, and all reactionaries in that area, and to wipe out the counterrevolutionary forces in that area, in order to consolidate the position of the
provisional political authorities. Their duties and powers include the responsibilities of both a judicial organ and a political security bureau.
2. Organizationally, the xian and district comminees on eliminating counterrevolutionaries come under the jurisdiction of their respective revolutionary
committees and are subject to their direction and supervision. In their work of
eliminating counterrevolutionaries, they should be under the direction of the
state political security bureau at the next higher level, but if the respective
Our soun:e for this resolution is Mao Zmirmgjl. Bujuan, Vol. 4, pp. lll-t2, where it is
reproduced from a documentary c:oJiection published in China in 1981.
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provisional political authorities have not yet established contact with the provincial or :xian political security bureau, the work of eliminating counterrevolutionaries should be directed by a security bureau at the level of a Red
ArmY coro,mand or above. Where there is no Red Anny or the Red Anny has
already left, they should be completely under the direction of the xion or district
revolutionary eomminee.
3. The :xion committee for the elimination of counterrevolutionaries, under
the direction of the xian revolutionary committee, has the authority to arrest,
prosecute, and pass judgment on counterrevolutionaries and on ordinary criminals directly, and to carry out sentences on them (from execution to release). The
district and city elimination committees must have approval from the :xian elimination conuninee before they can carry out executions, but if after the crimes of
local bad gentry, landlords, rich peasants, and capitalists have been publicly
revealed, the worker and peasant masses have demanded that they be executed,
or in emergency situations that do not pennit reporting across long distances., the
district and city elimination comminees may carry out the execution first and
then report the case to the :xian elimination conuninee for the record.
4. All :xian and districts, whether in cenllal or border areas, in which fonnal
political authority has already been established, must set up judicial departments
and state political security bureaus to cany out the work of eliminating counteJTCvolutionaries and to deal with criminal cases involving ordinary civilians.,
and abolish committees for eliminating counterrevolutionaries.
In accordance with the above resolution, all :xian and district comminees for
eliminating counterrevolutionaries presently existing within the older soviet
areas are to be eliminated, and their work is to be divided up and distributed
among the judicial departments and the security bureaus. The comminees for
eliminating counterrevolutionaries in all new areas must also carry out the requisite changes in duties, organization, and work tasks in accordance with this
resolution.
Chainnan

MaoZodong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Letter on the Summer Planting Movement to
Those in Oiarge of the Soviets at All Levels
(April22, 1933)
To the presidiums of the provincia], :rian, and district soviets, heads of land
departments, and chainnen of township soviets, and to all deputies, comrades:

Spring plowing has been completed. Although good results have been achieved
in some places, the results in quite a nwnber of places have been very poor. A

serious situation is that government presidiums ignore spring planting, land de·
partments neglect their work, and especially that the mobilization method is
divorced from the masses. Now the time for summer plowing has already arrived, and very shortly it will be time for the autumn harvest. If you still fail to
exen yourselves and do not immediately correct the errors made during spring
planting, and if everyone does not summon up a fighting spirit to deal with the
summer plowing, then the plan to increase the harvest by 20 perc:ent to benefit
the masses and for the sake of the revolutionary war will be severely affected.
Therefore, the Central Land Department has specially compiled and sent out to
you an outJine of the summer planting movement (i.e., How to Lead the Summer
Planting Movement, put out by Hongse zhonghua). This outline points out the
serious significance of summer planting. the objectives of swnmer planting. the
central wJcs of summer planting, and the way to mobilize the masses during
summer planting. It specifically points to the example of Wuyang District in
Ruijin--there they really did accomplish "organized mobilization," aroused the
peasant masses to unprecedented heights in their enthusiasm for labor, and
achieved great results in spring planting. Upon receiving this outline, you should
inuncdiatcly convene various kinds of necessary meetings (xian soviet chairmen
and land department heads are to convene meetings of all district chainnen and
land department heads, district soviets and their land departments are to convene
meetings of all township soviet chainncn and heads of the poor peasant leagues,
toWnShip soviets are to convene separate meetings of deputies' assemblies, poor
peasant leagues, women's conferences, Red Guards, Young Pioneers, Children's
Brigades, and of the popular masses in the villages) to explain the essential
points of the outline, to discuss methods for canying it out locaJiy, and to wage
This letter was first published in Hongse Zhonghw, no. 77, May 8, 1933. Our source is
Mao Udongji, Vol. 3, pp. 21s-16, which reproduces it from that version.
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the revolutionary battle of summer planting immediately throughout all the Red
villages. The provincial soviets need not convene a meeting of the xian soviets,
but should provide concrete and spirited leadership in accordance with this outline. Once a month the province should inspect the work ofthexian, and thexian
should inspect the work of the districts. The districts should inspect the work of
the townships once every two weeks. Within the month of May the Central Land
Bureau will send people out into every xi an to make the first inspeetion of your
summer planting results. Completion of the task of summer planting depends
first of all upon your correct and forceful leadership. Comrades, let everyone
struggle for the complete victory of the summer planting!
Chairman of the Provisional
Central Government
Mao Zedong
Vice-Chairmen
Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao
Acting People's Commissar
for the Land
Hu Hai

Directive on Establishing the Commissariat
for the National Economy
Directive No. 10 of the Council ofPeople~ Commissars
of the Provisional Central Government
(April28, 1933)

Raising production in all fields in the soviet areas, expanding both internal and
external trade, developing the natioqal economy of the soviet areas, and breaking
the enemy's economic blockade, all have significance of the highest order in the
current environment ofintcnsifying civil war.lt is for this reason that the Central
Executive Committee has issued Order No. 19, adding to the Central Government a Commissariat for the National Economy, and adding dcparbncnts of the
national economy at the provincial and xian levels, to correct the past error of
neglecting economic construction on the pan of governments at all levels, and
rapidly to mount an attack on the economic front. Since the imperialist
Guomindang's Fourth "Encirclement and Attack" against the soviet areas and
the Red Army, and the concurrent imposition of the vicious economic blockade,
because of the correct leadership of the Communist Parry and of the soviets, and
the active advance of the Red Anny and the popular masses, we have already
achieved a very great victory. But all levels of government must understand that
the war between ourselves and the imperialist Guomindang will be a long and
difficult war. That is,IO smash completely the Fourth "Encirclement and Sup.
pression" and to seize victory first in one or several provinces will still require
extremely great efforts. Using victory in economic consii'Uction to improve the
lives of the worker and peasant masses. arousing the revolutionary fervor of the
masses to even greater heights, and at the same time guanlnteeing that the needs
of the Red Anny are met by the entire war mobilization---e.ll this is of decisive
significance in the fight for victory.
Adhering to the above principles, all levels of government must grasp hold of
several central tasks of the present economic construction, including realistically
This directive was first published in Hong$e Zlrongllua, no. 77, May 8, 1933. We have

translated it from MilO Zedong ji, Vol. 3, pp. 21s-16, where it is reproduced from that
...,.,,
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proceeding with the development of agricultural and industrial production, the
regulalion of food supplies, enlarging cooperatives, setting up offices of external
trade, developing state-owned enterprises. and so on. To cany out these tasks, the
Council of People's Commissars has specifically put together provistonal organi:mtional guidelines for departments for the national economy at all levels. Within these
guideJines it is specified that the most important organs of departments of the
people's economy be set up--a planning department and a department of surveys and statistics. It is likewise specified that prior to the establishment of
various specialized administrative organr--departments of agriculture, industry,
tranSportation, dome1~tic and foreign trade, and so on--the administrative tasks of
these organs should all be turned over for management to lhc departments of lhe
national economy. As soon as the various levels of govcmment receive this directive
and these guidelines, they should immediately set up the various organs as specified
and nm over those tasks formerly administered by the departments of finance,
including those of the bureaus of food supply reguJation, of cooperatives, of the
offices of external trade, and so on, to the departments of the national economy. The
scate printing shops, which used to be administered by the departments of education,
will also be turned over for the time being to the departments of the national
economy. The manufacturing and business sections of the labor refonnatorics, which
in the past were administered by the departments of justice and by the provincial
and :rian judicial departments, should be turned over to and administered by the
departments of the national economy. Of the communications administration of
the depanments of internal affairs, however, only the oftlce of transportation shou1d
be turned OVC(' to the departments of the national economy. The administration of
other matters, such as postal and telegraph services and road.<;, should remain unchanged in the hands of the departments of internal affairs. The fonner provincial
and :rian levels of the departmentS offood supplies should both be brought Wldcr the
food supplies office of the departments of the national economy. Within the departments of the national economy at aU levels there should be established committees
on the national economy, to be the organs for planning and construction. With the
establishment of the organs of the departments of the national economy, the duties of
their personnel should be reported promptly to be recorded by the Central Commissariat for the National Economy of the Council of People's Commissars. As for
regional planning and concrete guidance in matten; of the national economy,
these should be presented for approval to the central Commissariat for the
People's Economy of the Council of People's Commissars at the earliest appropriatedate.Itissoordered.
Chainnan

MaoZcdong

Vicc-Cbainncn

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

April 28, 1933, by the Western calendar

On Limiting special Express Mail
General Order No. 8 of the
Council ofPeople~ Commissars
(May 11, 1933)

In order to limit special express mail, the CentraJ Commissariat for Internal
Affairs of the Council of People's Commissars has issued an order specifying
that "any public or private letters or documents that are not strictly urgent in
nature are not to be sent by special express mail." Recent investigations within
Party organs and Red armed forces units have continued to reveal a good deal of
irresponsible use of special express mail. For example, a comrade in the Fifth
Branch District lost a fountain pen and sent a speciaJ express letter to inquire
about it, requesting, furthennore, that the reply be sent by special express as
well. In Yihuang xian, a comrade in the Soviet Mililary Affairs Bureau sent a
special express letter to a comrade in the Fujian Military District seeking repayment of a personal loan. The Daxiba district committee also sent an inquiry by
special express mail to a represenwive of the Huangbai district to ask about
mailing funds, and so on. Such irresponsible uses of special express mail does
hann to the work of the postal service, to express communications that are
genuinely urgent, and especially to communication of reports on the military
situation, and are a waste of public funds. This situation must not be allowed to
continue. The Council of People's Commissars specifically and strictly repeats
the order to all organs and all units of the armed forces to prohibit their personnel

from doing such things, and also specifics the following restrictive measures:
I. Special express mail of military organs shall be limited to urgent reports
on the disposition of the enemy and to the sending of emergency orders and
reports. All other items may not be sent by special express mail. In addition, the
seal of the commanding officer must appear on the communication.
2. Restrictions applicable to the Party, governments, and mass organizations:
a. Only xian level organs are pennined to send special express mail. District and township organs may not use special express mail.
b. The content of special express mail must be truly urgent in nature, that
This order was first published in Hongse Zirollghua, no. 90, July 2, 1933. We have
translated il from Mao 7.edongji, Vol. 3, pp. 217-18, which reproduces this version.
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is, the nature of the communication must be such that if not received within a
very short time it will have a serious adverse affect on the overall work.
c. For Party organs, the Party secretary, or for government organs, the
government chairman (in the case of the central government, the deputment
bead, and for mass organizations, the responsible person or committee chairman), must place his seal on the envelope of any special express mail.
3. The secwity bureau, which is charged with the responsibility of inspection,
upon discovering a violation of the above stipulations, in addition to immediately
changing the communication to regular mail starus, shall also report the sender to
the responsible organ at the next higher level to mete out proper punislunent to
the said sender.
Organs at all levels and all anned forces units are expected to observe sbictly
the above regulations and to reftain ftom violating them again. It is so ordered.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

May II, 1933, by the Western calendar

Letter from the Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic to the White Troops of
Fujian and Guangdong
(May 28, 1933)

To the White troops ofGuangdong and Fujian:
The Guomindang Nanjing Government, the arch-criminal that has sold out the
country, has already signed a secret treaty with Japan that not only gives up Rehe
and Chahar in Manchuria, but also makes the withdrawal of all anned forces
from Beiping and Tianjin a condition for the beginning of peace negotiations. 1
The whole of North China is now under the iron boot of Japanese imperialism.
The anger of all the people of China against the Guomi"ndang Nanjing Government has already reached an extreme. The Central Government of the Chinese
Soviet Republic and the Revolutionary Military Affairs ·conunission have time
and again proposed to the anned forces that are auacking the soviet areas
throughout China the following three conditions for concluding a combat agreement in order to oppose the invasion by Japanese imperialism: (I) Immediately stop attacking the soviet territories; (2) Immediately guarantee the
democratic rights of the people (freedom of assembly, association, speech,
publication, and to strike); and (3) Immediately arm a volunteer army of the
popular masses to defend China and to fight for the independence, unity, and
territorial integrity of China. Even though this appeal of the Central Government
of the Chinese Soviet Republic and the Revolutionary Military Affairs Commission has received the support of the popular masses throughout all China, the
This letter was first published in Douzheng, no. 43, May 31, 1933. We have banslatcd it

from MDO Zetkmgji. BujUIUI, Vol. 4, pp. 113-14, where it is reproduced from thai source.
I. Reference here is to the negOiiations leading 10 what became known as the Tanggu
Truce. In April-May 1933, as fighting between Chinese and Japanese troops following the
lancr's invasion ofRehe continued, and threatened 10 CJJgulf Beiping and Tianjin, Chiang
Kaishek embarked on diplomatic efforts 10 achieve a ceasefire. A basic agreement was
n:achcd on May 23, though the final fonnal signing of the Tanggu Truee a~:curred only on
May 31, several days after the current document was issued. The ~ent provided for a
large "demilitarized zone" covering the tcrriiOiy ftom the Great Wall south to a line just
north of Beiping. Chinese troopS were withdrawn from this zone; it and areas 10 !he north,
including Rehe and Chahar, remained under effective Japanese control.
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Quomindang warlords not only will not give up their plans to attack the soviet
areas and join with us to oppose Japanese imperialism, they have even taken yet
another step in surrendering to Japanese imperialism, selling out all of North
China in order to intensify their attacks on the soviet areas. Against these attacks,
our ever-victorious and glorious Red Army and the worker and peasant masses
have inflicted powerful [X](X] 2 against the main forces of the traitorous archcriminal Chiang Kaishek, completely wiping out Chiang Kaishek's First Column. and shattering all of Chiang Kaishek's main anncd units. In order that the
glorious Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny may go nonh to resist Japan and
wipe out all the annies of the Japanese imperialists that are occupying Nonh
China, the Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic and the Revolutionary Military Affairs Commission believe that it is necessary to eliminate the
main power of Chiang Kaishek, the Guomindang arch-criminal who signed the
secret treaty with Japan and sold out the whole of North China, in order to clear
the road for going north to resist the Japanese. In this desperate crisis in which
the survival or extinction of the Chinese nation is at stake, the Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic and the Revolutionary Military Affairs
Commission once again suggest to all the armed forces ofGuangdong and Fujian
that they accept the three conditions listed above and sign a combat agreement,
and oppose Japanese imperialism and the Nanjing government headed by the
arch-criminal of the Guomindang, Chiang Kaishek, who has sold out North
China. The Soviet Government of China and the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Army are the anti-imperialist government and the anti-imperialist armed forces
ofall the Chinese people. Within our soviet districts we have already completely
eliminated the power of the imperialists. All anti-imperialist forces are our allies.
Any Fujian or Guangdong warlord who thinks he can use the fraudulent propaganda of resisting Japan and suppressing the Communists to attack the bases of
the Chinese revolution, who is a scavenger splirting China apan for the imperialists, we shall meet head-(ln with armed force until he has been totally
eliminated so thai soviet political authority may rule throughout China. Brothers
of the Guangdong and Fujian White armies, rise up and join with the Chinese
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army 10 do battle with the Japanese imperialists,
and to overthrow alllhe Guomindang warlords who have sold out China!
Chainnan ofthe Provisional Central
Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Chainnan ofthe Revolutionary Military
Commision and Commander-in-Chief
of the All-China Workers' and
Peasants' Red Anny

Mao Zcdong

Zhu De

2. The two characters missing liom the available Chinese texl obviously corrcspo~~d to
"blows" or some such 1enn.

Dabodi'
(To the Tune "Bodhisattva Stranger")
(Summer 1933)

Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet,
Who is dancing in the void, twirling this colored sash?
After the rain, the sun slants back, 2
Passes and mountains are dotted with patches of azure.
That year a fierce banlc raged here,
Bullet holes have scored the village walls.
Thus adorned, these passes and mountains,

Today seem fairer still.

Our source for Ibis text is Shici duilian, pp. 44-45.
I. Dabodi is in Ruijin zitm, Jiansxi Province. (In his repDJt of March 20, 1929, dcscribins the battle, lranslated in Volume Ill, Mao said it was in Ningdu; it is in fact on tbe
boundary of these two.ll:ian.) 11 was there thai on February II, 1929, tbe Red Army troops
led by Mao and Zhu De achieved their first major victory against the Guominda!lg armies
after lcavinathe Jin&PftJSban. Mao wrote this poem wheo revisiting the place in 1933.
2. This line appem to be derived from one by Wen Tingyun (812-866), a poet of the
Tang dynasty.

ProclamDtion of the Central Government
of the Oainese Soviet Republic
opposing the Guomindang Sellout
ofBeiping and Tiaryin
(June I, 1933)
To the popular masses of the whole of China!
Tbe Guomindang Nanjing government of the arch-criminal Chiang Kaishek,
after abandoning Manchuria, Rehe. and Shanghai, has now again signed a
"North China Truce Agreement" with the Japanese bandits, selling out Beiping,
Tianjin, and North China to the Japanese imperiaJists!l
The contents of the so-called "North China Truce Agreement" are: (I) Chinese troops are to be withdrawn south of Beiping and Tianjin, marking the
territory south of the Gn:at Wall as a buffer zone (i.e., a so-called ''neutral
zone"). (2) The Chinese side recognizes "Manchukuo.'>2 (3) All volunteer army
activities and the development of anti-Manchukuo forces are to be halted, and
whenever possible, the volunteer armies and all anti-Japanese armies are to be
disarmed. (4) The Chinese side guarantees that all anti-Japanese movements will
be stopped. The "North China Truce Agreement" was the final decision of the
Lushan Conference of the Guomindang traitors, and on May 31 at Tanggu it was
signed jointly by the representatives of Japanese imperialism and by those warlord executioners who are adept at selling out China and who held a banquet to
celebrate their victory. Outside the city of Beijing,l in Manchuria, in Rehe and
Chahar, in the Beiping-Tianjin zone, the Japanese imperialists are right now
continuing to use their cannons and airplanes to bombard and slaughter the
anti-Japanese volunteer army, the revolutionary troops. and thousands upon
-This proclama!ion was first published in Douzheng,

DO.

44, June 10, 1933. We have

!ranslated it ftom.Mao Zed011gji. BujllDn, Vol. 4, pp. IIS-18. A virtually identical text,
Issued on May 30, 1933, the day before the conclusion of the Tanggu Truce, was published inHongse Zhonghua oo. 83, June 4, 1933, and is reproduced in Mao Zedongji, Vol.
3, pp. 219-22. Since the variants are not ofsufficic!lt interest 10 justify the inclusion of
both documents in this edition, we have chosen the second one, ~Wised after Mao ltld his
COmrades had learned of the signature of the Sino-Japanese agreement.
I. Regarding these negotiations., sec above, the noce to the text of May 28, 1933.
2. Here and elsewhere in this volume we have retained the spelling officially used at
the time for Manzhouguo, or ''Manchu State."
3. HeretheChinesetexthas"Beijing"ratherthan"[Bei]ping."
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thousands of peaceful residents, to create the ''peace and order'' of colonial
slaves under the rule of Japanese imperialism.
Popular masses of all China! Beiping, Tianjin, and North China have now
finally been sold out by the reactionary Guomindang. This is indeed the substance of the Guomindang's "long-term resistance." This is indeed the reality of
the Guomindang's "both resist and negotiate." This is indeed the ..fixed policy"
of the Guomindang Central Comminee.4 The thoroughly evil Guomindang of the
arch-criminal Chiang Kaishek has thus shamelessly and brazenly offered up the
several tens of millions of square miles and ten million people of the whole of
Manchuria, Rehe, and the Bciping-Tianjin area to Japanese imperialism. Furthermore, he is right now thinking of selling out the huge territory of Guangxi,
Guizhou, Sichuan, Tibet, Xinjiang, and so on to British imperialism!
Popular masses of all China! We are the mastcJs of the Chinese nation. We absolutely will not allow Japanese imperialism and all the other imperialisms to plunder a single inch of our soil, nor will we allow the Guomindang running dogs of the
imperialists to sell out China so shamelessly and tnzenly! We must join together,
take up arms, and expand the people's revolutionary war. With the strength of four
hwadred million people, we shall overthrow the imperialiSIS and the imperialiSIS'
running dogs. the Guomindang warlords. and first of all, the Guomindang Nanjing
government ofthe arch-criminal Chiang Kaishek. Only a bloody banlc by the popular masses of all China can take back the lands already lost and achieve the independence, libemtion, and tenitorial integrity of the Chinese people!
The Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic and the Revolutionary Military Affairs Commission have time and again proposed to the anned
forces that are anacking the Chinese soviet areas throughout China the following
three conditions for signing a combat agreement in order to oppose the Japanese
imperialist aggression: (I) Immediately stop attacking the soviet territories.
(2) Immediately guarantee the democratic rights of the popular masses. (J) Immediately ann the popular masses and fonn a volunteer anny to defend China
and to fight for the independence, unity, and territorial integrity of China. But the
response of the Guomindang to this proclamation of the Soviet Government has
been a new surrender and sellout to the Japanese imperialists, forcing the antiJapanese troops in the Nonheast to withdraw, dissolving the anned forces of the
Nonheast volunteer anny, suppressing all the anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist
movements of the popular masses of all China, organizing new forces to attack
our soviet districts, and also sending large numbers of airplanes to bomb the
toiling popular masses and peace-loving residents of the soviet districts. At
the same time, it has shamelessly manufactured rumors, saying that the reason the Guomindang cannot send troops to resist Japan is because of the
existence of the soviet political power, and because the Chinese Workers' and
4. The tcnns in quotation marks refer to various publicly announced policies ofChia111
Kaishek's Nanjing government in i1s dealings with Japan.
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Pea'>ants' Red Army is an "obstacle to the war of resistance against Japan." They
say that "China does not have the power to resist Japan," and therefore it has ''no
choice but reluctantly to accept a truce." At present, every worker, every peasant,
every soldier, every student, and every revolutionary can see with his own eyes
who is the obstacle to the war of resistance against Japan, who is selling out the
country, who is the running dog of imperialism! Unless the Guomindang is
overthrown, China will surely perish and the Chinese popular masses will be
subjugated forever as the slaves of imperialism!
The Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic calls upon the popular masses of all China, the Northeast volunteer army, the soldiers of the Northeast who are resisting Japan, the revolutionary students, the intellectuals,
members of the professions, and all revolutionaries throughout all of China to
join together, to talce up lll1llS, and to proceed with the national revolutionary
war. Let them pay no·heed to all the oppression and slaughter by the imperialist
patrols and Guomindang militaJy police and violate the Guomindang order to
cease hostilities and withdraw in order to oppose the Japanese imperialist aggression against China, in order to oppose the selling out of China by the
Guomindang government, and in order to fight for the independence and liberation of the Chinese people! The Central Government of the Chinese Soviet
Republic is right now engaged in a bloody battle to shatter totally the Fourth
Encirclement Campaign of the imperialists and the Guomindang against the
soviet districts, to set up a vast Chinese revolutionary base, and to build a
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army a million strong. It is preparing to assemble
its troops at the Yangzi River to do battle directly with the Japanese and with all
imperialists. The Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic with its
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, in the long-term battle against the imperialists and against the Guomindang, has already proven for all the popular
masses of China to see that it alone is the people's own anti-Japanese, anti-imperialist political power, that it alone is capable of leading all the people of
China in overthrowing the Japanese imperialists and all imperialists, in overthrowing the Guomindang Nanjing government of Chiang Kaishek that has sold
out China and all the Guomindang warlords who have sold out China. Popular
masses of all China! Unite, take up arms, and with the Central Government of
the Chinese Soviet Republic expand the national revolutionary war, to take back
the lost territory in the Northeast, to defend China, and to stJUggle for the independence and liberation of the Chinese people!
The Provisional Central Government
of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Chairman

MaoZedong

Viee-Chainnen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Carry Out a Broad and Thoroughgoing Land

Immstigation Movement
Directive No. I I ofthe Council ofPeoples Commissars
of the Provisional Central Government
Qune 1, 1933)

Up until now, the land question has not been thoroughly resolved in various
soviet areas, especially in many districts within the Central Soviet Area. Such
districts cover approximately 80 percent of the total area of the Central Soviet
Area, with masses nwnbering more than two million, include fifteen whole xian,

namely, Ruijin (excluding Wuyang District), Huichang, Xunwu, Anyuan,
Xinfeng, Yudu (excluding Xinpo District), Lc'an, Yihuang, Guangchang,
Shicheng, Jianning. Lichuan, Ninghua. Changting, and Wuping. There are other
localities where the land question has not been thoroughly resolved either, such

as most of Bosheng, Shengli, and Yongfeng ;rian; some pans of Gonglue,
Wantai, Shanghang, Yongding, and Xinquan ;dan; and two districts, Juncun and
Huangtang, in Xingguo xian. The peasant masses in these locaJities have not
been mobilized on the broadest possible scale; the remnant feudal forces have
not been finally crushed; there are large numbers of class-alien elements wbo are
still biding and engaging in coven action within tbe Soviet Govcnunent. the
mass organizations, and the local anned forces; and a large number of secret
counterrevolutionary organizations are active everywhere to sabotage tbe revolution. As a direct result, the war mobilization effort, as well as culrural and
economic construction in these localities all lag behind the more advanced districts (almost the whole of Xingguo xian; parts of Shengli, Ganxian, Wantai,
Gonglue, Yongfeng, and Sbangbang xian; the districts of Huangpi and Anfu in
Bosheng xian; Wuyang District in Ruijin xian; and Xi'nan District in Yongding
xian). It is an urgent task that does not admit oftbe slightest delay for the soviets
everywhere to carry out a widespread and thoroughgoing land Investigation
Movement in this whole broad area, and to develop an extremely intense class
This document was first published in Htmgse Zhonghua, no. 87, June 20, 1933. We have
translaled it rrom Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3. pp. 223-26, which n:produees the text from thai
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struggle among the masses, who number more than two million, so as to launch a
final attack on the feudal forces and wipe them out once and for all. As for the
concrete measures 10 cany out the Land Investigation Movement, the Council of
People's Commissars has reached the following decisions:
1. Instruct the chainnen of govenunents at all levels to do their ubnost in
providing leadership 10 the Land Investigation Movement as a whole.
2. Instruct the Land Commissariat, the Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate,
the Commissariat for Justice, and the State Political Security Bureau and its
agents in each region to exert all their effons to direct the Land Investigation
Movement, to resolve the land question completely, to reconstruct the local
soviets, and to purge the counterrevolutionaries in the countryside. Agencies of
the Central Government, such as the People's Commissariat for Land, the
Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate, the People's Commissariat for Justice,
and the State Political Security Bureau, should do their best to guide their subordinalc institutions in fulfilling these tasks.
3. Instruct the People's Commissariat of Finance in the Central Government
to guide the financial departments at all levels, waging an attack on the feudal
and semifeudal forces by imposing fines on the landlords and collecting donations from the rich peasants, while increasing the national revenue at the same
time. lnsbUCtthe People's Commissariat for Miliwy Affairs in the Central Government to guide the departments ofmiliwy affairs at aU levels during the Land
Investigation Movement, reorganizing and expanding the local anned forces and
mobilizing the masses to join the Red Anny. Instruct the People's Commissariat
for the National Economy in the Central Government to guide the economic
departments at all levels throughout the movement, restoring and developing
agricultural production and handicraft industries, promoting cooperatives, and
regulating the exchange of products and consumer goods. Instruct the People's
Commissariat of Education in the Central Government to guide the departments
of education at all levels, providing various kinds of concise and popular textbooks and pamphlets to all cadres and masses engaged in the Land Investigation
Movement for the sake of unfolding the movement and conducting cultural
education on a mass scale along with the development of this movement.
4. Both the provincial and xian governments should gather cadres from the
areas where the Land Investigation Movement is under way and from all the
other advanced and fairly advanced areas to anend short-tenn Land Investigation
Movement training classes. The xian soviet should call together the leaders of
the disrrict soviets every month for a meeting, and every ten days, the district
soviet should call together the chainnen of the toWnship soviets and the heads of
the poor peasant league for a meeting to examine the progress of the Land
Investigation Movement.
5. First of all, it is necessuy for the Central Government to call a conference
of the principal leaders at and above the level of district, as well as a meeting of
the heads of the poor peasant league, from the eight xian of Ruijin, Huichang.
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Bosheng, Yudu, Shengli, Shicheng, Ninghua, and Changting, in order to launch
the Land Investigation Movement in these eight xian.
6. In the course of the Land Investigation Movement, we must finnly apply
a class line; establish the leadership of the working class in the countryside; rely
on the poor peasants; form a solid alliance with the middle peasants; carry out a
resolute attack against the feudal and semifeudal forces; root out all the landlords
and rich peasants who pass themselves off as "middle peasants" or "poor peasants"; deprive the landlord class of its land and property and the rich peasants of
their land, surplus draft animals, tools, and houses; and distribute good land to
the workers and poor and middle peasants who were not given enough land in
the past or have not been given any land at all, and relatively inferior land to the
rich peasants.
7. In the cowse of the Land Investigation Movement it is imponant to involve the majority ofthe masses in the struggle against the remnants offeudalism.
Firsc of all, by means of widespread propaganda and agitation, an investigation
should be conducted on the class starus of all landlords and rich peasants. On the
basis of this class status, the land and property of the landlords and rich peasants
should be confiscated. All this should be done with approval from, and with the
involvement of, as many of the masses as possible. It is advisable that everything
collected through confiscation, except cash, should be allocated to the poorest
among the masses and in panicular to impoverished family members of Red
Army men. It is also advisable that the greater part of the property should be
distributed to the masses from whose villages these things Were taken.
8. The poor peasant league is an extremely important mass organization in the
Land Investigation Movement The soviet govemments at the district and township
levels must do their utmost to guide this organization, purge bad elements within it,
and induce a majority ofactivisls to join il The workers' small group within the poor
peasant league should be an active leader of this organization.
9. During the Land Investigation Movement, a great deal of attention should
be paid to the backward and especially the most backward districts, townships,
and villages. In promoting the Land Investigation Movement in the backward
districts and townships, and especially in the large villages, the impoverished
masses of the village in question must be incited to stand up for themselves and
struggle against the landlords and rich peasants. It is important, however, 10 do
everything possible to avoid all erroneous actions thai might provoke local struggle among the various clans.
10. During the Land Investigation Movement, all counterrevolutionary secret
organizations and activities must be eliminated. and all rumors and sabotage
instigated by the landlords and rich peasants must be prevented or exposed.
II. During the Land Investigation Movement, the local soviet should be refonned. All the class-alien elements and other bad elements should be driven out
from the local soviet and a large number of revolutionary activists should be
invited into the soviet.
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12. All those in the soviets at all levels who, directly or indirectly, sland in
the way of the Land Investigation Movement must be punished in a severe or
extremely severe manner.
Only by carrying out the above decisions resolutely can we wage a wide and
deep class struggle in the countryside, unleash the activism of the broadest
masses, completely wipe out all feudal and semifeudal forces in the countryside,
and accomplish the lask of the Land Investigation Movement. It is so ordered.
Chairman

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
Zhang Guotao

Summons to a Conference ofRespunsible Soviet
Officials at and Above the District Level, and
to a Congress of Pour Peasant 12ague
Representativesfrom Eight Xian
Central Government Circular
Uune 1, 1933)
To comrades of the presidiums of the district and xian soviets and chairmen of
the township soviets in the eight xian of Ruijin, Huichang, Yudu, Shengli,
Boshcng, Shicheng, Ninghua, and Changting:
The land question is still an extremely serious question in many areas where the
sauggle is lagging behind. In order to launch a wide and deep Land Investigation
Movement before the Second National Congress of the Soviets, thoroughly resolve the land question in the course of the Land Investigation Movement, eliminate counterrevolution, and transfonn the soviets and mass organizations, the
Central Government has decided to begin by convening an "Eight-xian Conference of Responsible Soviet Officials at and above the District Level" and an
"Eight-xian Congress of Representatives of the Poor Peasant League" from
Ruijin, Huichang, Yudu, Shengli, Bosheng, Shicheng, Ninghua, and Changting.
A. The Conference of Respoaslble So\'let Officials at and Abon
the District Le\'elln Eight Xilln

I. The meeting place: Yeping, Yunji District, Ruijin ;dan.
2. The dates of the conference: everyone is to arrive by June 16; the conference begins on June 17 and ends on June 20.
3. Participants:
Disbictlevel: the chainnan, the director of the land department, the director of the worker-peasant procuratorate, and the special conunissioner of
the security bureau

__

,.

This document was first published in H011gse Zllrmgilua, no. 85, June 14, 1933. We have
translated it ftom Mt10Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 227-31, which reproduces the text from that
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Xian level: the chainnan, the director of the land department, the director
of the worker-peasant procuratorate, and the head of the security bureau
Provincial level: the vice chairman, the director of the land department, the
diiector of the wmker-peasant procuratorate, the head of the security bureau
4. Those who are coming to the conference may entrust someone else with
their responsibilities temporarily.
5. Those who are supposed to attend the conference, as designated above,
must not absent themselves on any pretext.
6. Those who are coming to the conference should prepare the following
repons, and bring them to the conference (the list of items is omitted).
In order to gather materials for these reports, the district soviets should, as
soon as this circular is received, immediately call together the chainnen ofallthe
townships and the heads of the poor peasant league in the district for a meeting at
which the materials will be collected. There is no need for the xian soviets to call
a meeting of the district soviets; it suffices that they collect materials from the
various depanments and the mass organizations at the xian level. The provincial
soviet should likewise collect materials from the various dcpanments and the
mass organizations at the provincial level. Everyone who is coming to the meeting must bring all the aforementioned reports with him. All those without reports
will be regarded as guilty of negligence in their work. The reports must be
truthful and may not be fabricated. Those who are found guilty of making false
reports to save face will be punished when this is discovered.
7. For those who are coming to the conference, their travelling expenses
going and coming will be paid by the financial departments at all levels, while
their food during lhe conference will be provided by the Central Government.
8. Those who are coming to the conference should bring their bowls, chopsticks, and coverlets.
B. The Congress of Represent•dves of the Poor Pe•sant League
inElghtXit"'
I. The meeting place: Yeping, YunjiDistrict,Ruijinxian.
2. The dates of the congress: everyone is to arrive by June 24; the congress
begins on June 25 and ends on July I.
3. Participants: the poor peasant league in each township should elect one
delegate. If the poor peasant league has more than three hundred memben, they
should elect two delegates.
4. The election of the delegates and their departure:
a. As soon as this circular reaches each district, the district soviet should
call a meeting of the chairmen ofall the township soviets and the heads of the
poor peasant league, and report to them on the great revolutionary significance of the present call by the Central Government for a congress of representatives of the poor peasant league in eight xian, as well as on the methods
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for electing delegates and carrying out propaganda among the masses.
b. The chainnan of the township soviet and the head of the poor peasant
league in each township should return to their own townships immediately
and summon the members of the league to a gener.al meeting, explaining the
significance of this call by the Central Government for a congress of the poor
peasant league, and then conducting the election of delegates.
c. As regards the qualifications for the delegates, they must be poor peasants and fann laboren who have generally taken pan in the struggle against
the landlords and rich peasants all along and are enthusiastically involved in
various activities. The head, or the secretary, of the poor peasant league may
be elected as a delegate if he meets these qualifications. In the event that
neither the director nor the secretary meets the qualifications, then another
member of the league must be elected. The delegate must definitely be elected
a1 a general meeting of the league members. It is not permissible to choose
someone at random as a dclcgale, still less to elect someone who is a passive
clement, or even a class-alien ekmc:nt.
d. When the delegates have been selected from all the townships, they
galher at the district soviet. Then, the acting chairman of the district soviet
calls them together for a meeting to organize a delegation. An extremely
competent person should be chosen from among the delegates to act as head
of the delegation. The delegates should also hear a report about the importance of their trip to this meeting called by the Central Government and
receive their traveling funds. Led by the head of the delegation, they then set
off, arriving in Ruijin on June 24.
S. Each delegate should bring a brief report, containing the following information: (a) the population of the township in question; (b) the number of members of the poor peasant league and their class status; (c) the date when the
league was founded; (d) whether or not the league has branches in the villages;
and (e) how many subdivisions it has.
6. The traveling expenses of the delegates will be paid by the district
soviets, while their food during the congress will be provided by the Central
Government.
7. The delegates should bring their own bowls, chopsticks, and coverlets.
8. After the departure of these dclegales, the propaganda should start. Township soviets should select, from each township's representative assembly or poor
peasant league, five revolutionary activists to fonn a "Propaganda Team for the
Land Investigation Movement." After the delegation of the poor peasant league
has set off, the members of this propaganda team should go forwards and backwards to every village and household and hold mass meetings, telling people that
the reason why the Central Government is calling this congress of the poor
peasant league in eight xiQn is to launch a great movement to investigate land
and classes, and that a cenain person from this township has already been elected
to anend the congress, and so have delegates from every township and district in
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this ;dan. The masses should be prepared, and keep an eye on those landlords
and rich peasants who have received some land by fraudulently claiming to be
middle peasants or poor peasants. As soon as the delegates are back, the investigation will get into full swing, and all the feudal forces will be entirely wiped
out, for only then can the impoverished masses enjoy the greatest benefits. But
Land Investigation is by no means a redivision of the land. It is rather a movement of the masses themselves to ferret out those landlords and rich peasants
who have passed themselves ofT as middle peasants and poor peasants. Only
after they are found out and overthrown can the impoverished masses be liberated. In addition, we fann laborers and poor peasants are determined to unite
with all the real middle peasants, and the rights of the middle peasants will be
completely protected by the soviet. The role of this kind of propaganda is simply
to infonn the broad masses that the delegates of their own townships, and the
delegates from other districts and townships, are going to anend the congress
called by the Central Government, in order that a great class investigation movement may be launched throughout the nine hundred townships in these eight
xian, so that a powerful atmosphere of class investigation will have been built up
in every township even before the delegates are back. Meetings in the villages
may be held after sunset, and the chainnan of the township must take the leading
responsibility.
Responsible comrades of Ruijin, Huichang, Yudu, Shengli, Bosheng,
Shichcng, Ninghua, and Changdng xian, in the xian, district, and township
soviets, if we want these two big meetings to achieve complete success, we
must anend to the following points: (I) everyone who comes to the meetings
brings a reliable report; (2) all the delegates of the poor peasant league are
revolutionary activists, not passive or compromising elements; (3) everyone
who is supposed to attend lhe meetings gets there, and gets there on the day
stipulated; and (4) propaganda for the Land Investigation Movement is carried
out universally in every township. You must all make the greatest efforts to
achieve these four things. If these four points are not handled well, this may
make it impossible for the congress to be completely successful. If that happens,
you will be blamed. Be advised of this.
Chainnan ofthe Central
Government
Vice-Chainnen

MaoZcdong
XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Appeal of the Central Government to the
Masses in the Four Xian ofRnijin, Huichang,
Bosheng, and Shicheng to Save 50,000 Dan of
Grain and SeU It to the Red Anny
Qune1933) 1

I. Since Chiang K.aishek's White anny suffered several defeats in banles on
the northern front and the Red Army won several great victories in the course of
the Founh Revolutionary War, 2 the Guomindang warlords have been mustering
their remaining forces for a new attack. At the same time, the other warlords,
including Chen Jitang in Guangdong, Cai Tingkai in Fujian, and He Jian in
Hunan, are all taking the field at the same time to attack the soviet areas. The
Red Army is fighting a bloody war against the enemy in order to smash the joint
anack from all these enemy troops. On the other hand, the Guomindang is

colluding with the Japanese imperialists in their occupation of Beijing and Tianjin. The Red Army must get ready for direct warfare against the impcria1ists, and
defeat both the imperialists and the Guomindang. At this crucial moment, however, the Red Amy is facing a serious shonage of grain. In some units of the Red
Anny, soldiers only have millet gruel for their meals all the time. Even the
people from different departments of the Central Government have to take the
millet gruel as half of their daily food. As the rice is not only very expensive, but
also hard ro buy, it has really become a knotty problem for the Red Ann.y. In
addition, some ordinary people, especially the family members ofthe Red Anny,
who are extremely poor, have nothing to eat. This situation is also very grave.
2. But is there really no grain in the soviet areas? No, that is not the case.
There is quite a lot of grain in the soviet areas. Not to mention xian like Gongluc
and Wantai, where grain is always abundant, xian such as Ruijin, Huichang,
Bosheng, and Shicheng have surplus grain every year. Even though they had
poor harvests last year, they still had a lot of surplus grain. Why can't the Red
Anny buy any grain in these xian right now? First of all, this is because the rich
Our source for this document is the ICXt as printed in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 83, June 4,
1933, which is reproduced in Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 233-35.
I. As indicated by the date of publication, this document was produced at the beginning of June 1933, but the precise date on which it was issued is not known.
2. I.e., the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression" Campaign.
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peasants and unscrupulous merchants are playing some dirty tricks. They are
deliberately making things difficult for the Red Army either by hiding away the
grain or forcing up the current price for grain. Secondly, the masses who have
plenty of grain are unaware of the Red Army's difficulties and are just waiting
for the right time to sell their grain for a higher price. There arc also many
among the masses who have just enough grain for themselves, but not much
surplus. They, too, are unaware of the Red Army's difficulties, so they arc not
saving any of their grain to sell to the Red Army. For these two reasons, there
has been no grain for sale on the market recently. Comrades, you do not know
about the Red Army's difficulties only because the soviets at different levels
have not informed you. Now, the Central Government intends to purchase
50,000 Dan of millet in Ruijin, Huichang, Bosheng and Shicheng xian to help
the Red Army at the front. The Central Government would like to place the
responsibility for this task on the shoulders of the xian, district, and township
soviets, as well as the one million masses in these four xian. The specific alloca.
tion is as follows: 16,000 Dan from Ruijin, 15,000 Dan from Huichang, 12,000
Dan from Bosheng, and 10,000 Dan from Shicheng.) This time, nevertheless, we
arc not borrowing grain from you, we are buying grain. According to our prcvi·
ous experience ofborrowing grain from the masses, we know that people offered
to lend a lot of grain to the Red Army. Many of them even returned to us the
receipt for the grain they had lent. All this shows that the masses maintained the
highest revolutionary enthusiasm, and that they really regarded the Red Army as
being as precious as their own lives. As soon as they learned that the Red Army
needed to borrow grain, they immediately lent il But, comrades., all the grain the
Red Army had borrowed in the past has been conswned. The Central Govenunent
now wants to buy more fiom you, 50,000 Dan in all, at the current market price. The
grain should be delivered in batches during the month of June. The procedure is
that people may put all their surplus grain and some of that which they have
saved on sale; those who do not have any surplus grain may try to save some
grain and sell it to us. Only those who have a shortage of grain themselves and
depend on the help of their relatives and fii.ends are truly unable to sell any
grain. Comrades, everyone is expecting the Red Army 10 be victorious in battle.
At this moment, the Red Army is fighting at the front with a shonage of grain.
Can we be indifferent to this? All of us can eat more miscellaneous grain and
vegetables, so that we can save some grain and sell it to the Red Army. As the
old saying goes, "many a little makes a miekle." We are persuaded that it
should not be very difficult for the one million people in these rour xian to save
40,000 or 50,000 Dan of grain. Comrades, so long as the Red Army at the front
has enough 10 eat and is victorious in battle, we the people in the rear area
should feel proud and happy even if we eat a bit less.
l. These amounb add up 10 53,000. Probably the figure or 50,000 used in the ride or
!his appeal, and repealed below, was intended as an approximation.
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3. In another respect, there is a grain problem to which all of our broad
popular masses must pay anention. This problem is that a portion of the impoverished masses arc also short of grain. We of the majority can absolutely not
just let these people, especially the family members of the Red Anny, suffer
from hunger. The problem po.~ed by their difficulties must be resolved by all of
us. The method for solving this problem lies in mutual aid among the masses.
First of all, let them buy grain at a reduced price; secondly, let them borrow grain
in summer and return it in autumn. In the interest of our class, everyone absolutely cannot just care about himself alone and never show any concern for
others. The toWnships that have more grain must help those that have less; the
villages that have more grain must help those that have less. In a village, the
people who have more grain must absolutely help those who have less. Apart
from selling 50,000 Dtln of grain to the Red Anny, everyone must also help the
impoverished masses to solve their food problems. This is truly the only feasible
way to manifest class brotherhood and mutual aid.
Let the one million people in the four ziQn act together!
Sell 50,000 /)Qn of grain to the Red Anny!
"Reduce prices" and "lend grain" to help the impoverished masses!
Don't let the Red Army cat millet gruel!
Don'tlet the impoverished masses suffer hunger!
Help the Red Anny with your grain to smash the enemy's Fourth Encirclement!
Long live the victory ofthe Red Army!
Chainnan ofthe Central Govenuncnt

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

An open Telegram Repudiating the Traitorous
Agreement Signed by the Guomindang
(June 10, 1933)

Revolulionary Masses of the Whole Country!
On May 31, the Guomindang government signed an agreement on the truce in
North China with the Japanese imperialists.• This agreement completely sells
out to the imperialists a broad area and tens of millions of popular masses in
Nonh China. But this is merely that portion of a secret and traitorous treaty
which has been made public by the Guomindang. Allhough Wang Jingwei
and other arch-lraitors shamelessly said that the agreement was exclusively
military and not political, in reality, the part of the secret treaty for selling out
the country which the Guomindang government has not made public is of
even graver import. On the basis of the information that our government has
obtained, the contents of this secret treaty can be roughly summarized as
follows: (I) Chinese troops will retreat to the south of the Beijing-Tianjin
line, and the area to the south of the Great Wall will be established as a
buffer zone. (2) The Chinese side recognizes "Manchukuo" and "Mongolia.''l
(3) All activities of the volunteer army will be stopped and their arms, as well
as the arms of any other anti-Japanese troops, will be confiscated whenever
possible. (4) The Chinese side pledges that it will halt all kinds of anti-Japanese activity. On behalf of the masses of all China, the Provisional Central
Soviet Government declares that we absolutely refuse to recognize this secret
treaty, or the agreement on the truce in North China, because the treaty and
the agreement have already completely sold out to the Japanese imperialists
the vast lands of Manchuria, Mongolia, and North China, as well as the
national interests of the whole country. Moreover, there is no doubt that the
Guomindang government is going to satisfy the demands of British, American, and other imperialists by selling out Tibet, Xikang, and even the land
and rights in the Yangzi and Pearl River basins, thus carrying out the traitorous line of so-called "equal opponunity" and "equal benefit." The Provisional Central Soviet Government of China also calls on the popular masses

Th~s first published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 84, June II, 1933. Our
SOUn:e is Mao Zedrmgji, Vol. 3, pp. 237-39, which reproduces that version.
I. TheTangguTrucc.
2. I.e., the Japanese-dominated political entities in Manchuria and inner Mongolia.
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throughout China to rise up as one and oppose the b'aitorous treaty and agreement signed by the Guomindang. By our wtyielding revolutionary strugglesworkers' strikes, students' strikes, shopkeepers' strikes, mass demonsb'ations----and by organizing anned Wlits of the popular masses themselves, we
can oppose this secret treaty and this agreement, and prevent a single article of
them from being carried out. The popular masses of the whole country must
wtderstand that, if we do not oppose the treaty and the agreement, our four
hundred million popular masses will all become the beasts of burden and slaves
on whom the imperialists can wantonly trample forever. The popular masses of
the whole country must understand that only when we ann ourselves, overthrow
the Guomindang government which is selling out the country, fight directly
against the imperialists, and drive the Japanese and all the other imperialists out
of China, can we liberate ourselves and avoid the fate of being slaves and beasts
of burden. The Provisional Central Soviet Government declares that it is prepared to do CVCJything within its power, spiritually, materially, and militarily, to
help the popular masses of the whole country in their struggle against the
Japanese imperialists and the traitorous Guomindang government. Moreover,
it once more proclaims to all the armed forces Wider the Guomindang government throughout the whole country: On the three conditions that you (I) stop
your anacks on the soviet areas immediately; (2) guarantee the freedom of
assembly, association, speech, and press of the popular masses; and (3) immediately ann the popular masses and organize an armed volunteer army, the
Central Soviet Government is willing to reach an agreement on military operations with any armed force of the Guomindang to fJ.8ht the Japanese imperialists. At the same time., the Central Soviet Government also wishes to
point out that even though all the traitorous Guomindang warlords, such as
Feng Yuxiang, Cai Tingkai, and Chen Iitang, 3 are now loudly calling for
resistance to Japan and opposition to the cease-fire agreement, this is nothing
but a trick to deceive the popular masses. ID reality, part of them are already
uniting with Chiang Kaishek for a desperate and hopeless attack on the Red
Army and the soviets. Another part of them are nothing but the numing dogs
of the Japanese. Their loud clamors about resisting Japan and opposing the
truce agreement are merely a method for tticking the popular masses in order
to facilitate the pursuit of their treachery. Apan from colluding with the
imperialists to repress the revolutionary popular masses and the revolutionary
soldiers and their eft'ons to attack the Red Army and the soviets, they have no
other plans. Revolutionary popular masses and soldiers throughout the counl. Chen Jitang (1890-1954). a native of Fangc:heng in GuangdonJ, was an officer in
and later conunaDder of the famous Fourth ("Ironsides'') Army of Guangdong soldiers
which fought during the Northern Expedition. By 1929 he had risen to be the chief
military leader in Ouangdong; by 1931 he had also joined with dissident Guomindang
leaders such as Hu Hanmin to establish an anti-Chiang Kaishek opposition government in
Guangdong.
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try! Only when the anned forces of the popular masses themselves unite both
with the anti-Japanese soldiers and with the popular masses can a true national
revolutionary war be waged, and Japanese imperialism and all other imperialisms be overthrown. Moreover, the overthrow of the traitorous
Guomindang is the prerequisite for victory in such a war. The Central Soviet
Government of China calls upon the popular masses and the revolutionary
soldiers of the whole country to gather under the soviet banner, unite with the
Red Army, and fight side by side to ovenhrow the rule of the Guomindang,
the arch-criminal who bas sold out China; ensure the independence and territorial integrity of China; and strive for the thorough liberation of the Chinese
nation!
Chainnan of the Provisional Central
Government of the Chinese Soviets
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zcdong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

On the Solution to the Grain Problem
of the Masses
Order No. 42 of the Central Council
ofPeople~ Commissars
(June 16, 1933)

Recently, there has been a shonage of grain and the price of rice is increasing
day by day. There are a few places where you cannot buy rice even if you have
money. Under such c:ircwnstances, some people are consuming their rice as linle
as they possibly can. Every day, they only eat some vegetables and miscellaneous grain, or even tree leaves and grass roots. This has really become a very
grave phenomenon. The reason lies in the fact that the rich peasants hide grain
away and the merchants monopolize the sale of grain, deliberately creating difficulties for the masses of impoverished workers and peasants. There are those
among the masses who have some surplus grain, but still stick to their own old
conceptions, according to which everyone looks out for himself, and arc waiting
for the right time to sell their grain at a higher price. They do not show the least
concern for those impoverished workers and peasants whose bellies are wracked
with hunger. This is entirely because they do not understand the great significance of mutual aid within our class. There are also some among the masses who
do not have any surplus grain and have been unable to save any grain, which
could be either sold to the impoverished masses who are lacking in grain, especially to the dependents of Red Aimy men, or lent to them in accordance with
the method ofbonowing in summer and returning in autumn.'
Now, then: is more than a month to go before the new gn.in reaches the
market. During such a long period, a lot of gq.in is needed to provide relief to
those masses and family members of Red Aimy men who do not have enough
grain. In order to solve this problem, governments at all levels must use all their
efforts to carry out the following measures:
Our source for this leXt is Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 241-42, where it is reproduced from
a contemporary mimeographed version.
I. That is. bonowing during the time of scarciry bcfon: the crops come in, and rccuming in the lime ofplcnry after the autunm harvest
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1. Governments at the provincial level should hold various kinds of meetings
to discuss the problem enthusiastically and in detail, working out, on the basis of
the real situation in each xlan, some distinctive, systematic, and concrete plans,
which will then be handed over to governments at lower levels for further discussion and execution.
2. Xian governments should call meetings of representatives ftom all the
districts and townships, in the light both of the resolution of the provincial soviet
and the experience of the previous movement, during which we urged the masses
to lend gnin and to sell the grain they had saved to the Red Anny. (The meeting
can take place in two different places if the distances are great, or there are too
many delegates.) The chainnan of every township, and the representatives of the
poor peasant league, the labor union, and the women's association must attend
the meeting. The significance of murual aid within our class should be explained
to these representatives and activists, so that they can launch a broad and enthusiastic: movement of prOpaganda and agitation upon returning to their own districts or townships. By gening all the masses involved in our efforts, and by
enhancing the spirit of class brotherhood and murual aid among them, they can
resolve the current great problem of the grain shortage. In some places where the
shortage of grain is taking its toll most seriously, we can use eucalyptus (wild
mountain ginger), okra, crown daisy chrysanthemum, ramie leaves, kudzu vine,
brake, and other plants as our subsidiary food.
3. The government at the levels of district and township must absolutely
cany out all the decisions regarding this problem made by the provincial and
xian governments. It must lead those townships that have more rice to help those
that have less, villages that have more rice to help those that have less, and
people that have more rice to help those that have less. Thus they will cause the
soviet masses, inspired by the ideal of mutual aid within our class, to smash the
monopoly of the rich peasants and grain merchants and to survive the difficulties
while the new crop is not yet ripe and the old one is all consumed.
Governments at all levels are expected to start their efforts to cany out this
work as soon as they receive this order. No negligence is pennitted. It is so
ordered.
Chainnan

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying

Conunissar for the National Economy

ZhangGuotao
lin Boqu

opening speech at the Conference of

Responsible Officials from Eight Xian

Regarding the LDnd Investigatiun Movement
(June 17, 1933)
II has been more than a month since the Council of People's Commissars decided
10 convene the meeting on the Land lnvestigaJ.ion Movement among the leadeB at
and above lhe level of district in eight xian. Since then, abundant preparalions bave
taken place, and !he meeting formally started on the seventeenth of this month.
At9:00 in the morning, more than four hundred soviet cadres squeezed imo
the meeting hall (the big auditorium of the Central Government) after a buiSt

of clear and meJodious bell ringing. Ah, what a magnificent hall! Embroideled
silk banners and flags were hanging all around the meeting hall, and the walls
were aJmost covered by the bright red posters. Long benches were arranged in
well laid out rows. In front of the benches, there was the magnificent rostrum.
After the meeting was declared open, the vigorous sound of the "lntemationale" began to resound in the hall. Then, everyone rose and stood in silence for
three minutes., paying their sorrowful but solemn tribute to those heroic Red
soldiers who have aJready left us. At the same time, the election of the presidium took place. The result was the unanimous election ofeleven people-Mao
Zedong, Liang Bolai, Deng Fa, Hu Hai, Gao Zili, A Jin, Liu Jusheng, Hu
Jiajun, Qiu Shigui, Yang Shizhu, and Guan liming-to lhe presidium. 1
Our source for this documenl

is the repor1 published in Hongse 7Jronghua, no. 87, June 20,
1933. As usual, !he newspaper's inlroduction and conclusion to Mao's remarks are set in

smaller type.

I. Liang Dotai ( 1899-1935), a native of Xinchang in Zhejiang. joined lhe Party in late
1922 while in the Soviet Union, wbere he remained until 1931. In 1932 he was acting
edilor-in-chiefof Red China; in 1933 he was acting Commissar for Justice.
Hu Hai (1901-1935),a native ofJi'an in liangxi,joined the Party in 1927; thereafter he
served as a local cadre in lhe Douggu base, as a cadre on the liangxi Provincial Soviet,
member of the Centtal Executive Committee and, by early 1933, acting Land Commissar.
Gao Zili (1900-1950), a native ofPingxiang in liangxi, joined lhc Pany in 1926. In
tbc late 1920s and early 1930s he served as political commissar in several Red annies; in
1933 be was head of the Rear Office of the Revolutionary Miliwy Affairs Commission.
A Jin probably refers to Chen Ajin (11198-1934), a native of Jiangsu, who joined the
Party in 1926. After three years in the Soviet Union, he returned to China in 1930 and
engaged in political work in the Red Anny. At this time, he was political commissar of the
Sixth Division of the Third Anny Group. He was killed in combat in August 1934.
Biographical infonnation about Liu Jusheng and Hu Jiajun has not been located.
Qiu Shigui ( 1902-1987), a native ofRuijin in Jian111.i,joined lhe Party in 1930; in 1933
he was chainnan of the Wuyang Disbict Soviet in Ruijin.
Yang Shizhu (190~1982), a native ofRuijin in liangxi,joined the Party in 1931; in
1933 he was chairman of the Ruijinxiafl soviet govemment.
Biographical information about Guan Jiming has not been located.
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As the thunderous noise that had greeted the election of the presidium
began to die out, CVCJYone listened attentively to the speeches from the rostrum which had just begun. Comrade Kai Feng, the delegate from tbe Central
Bureau of the Chinese Communist Youth League, 2 took the floor first. In his
speech, he swted by recounting the victory of land reform. Then he pointed
out that the landlords and rich peasants were striving by every means to steaJ
the fruits of the land reform. FinaJly, he pointed out the tasks of the Land
Investigation Movement: (I) Confiscate completely the land of the landlords
and rich peasants, and distribute only poor land to the rich peasants. (2) Develop production in the Soviet Region during the Land Investigation Movement. His speech ended amid a round of loud applause.

After lhat, Chairman Mao, the representative of the Central Government, rose
to speak. The major idea of his address was to lhe effect that although, within a
broad area, land distribution had already shown considerable achievements, there
were still many places where the issue was far from thoroughly resolved. As
regards the Central Soviet Area, the issue had still not been thoroughly resolved
in four-fifths of its total area. For example, in No. 4 Township ofYunji District,
since the beginning of the Land Investigation Movement this Febnwy, another
twenty-seven landlords and rich peasants, along with more than 1,000 Dan of
grain, had been found. Out of the fifteen districts in Ruijin xian,the chainnen of
the soviets in eleven districts did not have good class status. Among them. seven
or eight were either landlords or rich peasants. Last year, more than 10,000 Dan
of grain were found in Changting xian, while more than fifty guns were found in
Luokou District, Huichang xian. AU this proved that the elass struggle in the
countryside has not gone deep enough. Naturally, therefore, it was almost impossible for us to achieve very good success in our various kinds of work.
The primary significance of this meeting lay in the fact that the Central
Government expected the responsible leaders of the soviets at all levels to
pay special attention to this problem in the days to come, mobilizing the
broad masses of farm laborers, poor peasants, and middle peasants to enter
deeply into the Land Investigation Movement and to overthrow the landlords
and rich peasants once and for all.
When Chairman Mao's speech was over, delegates from the Executive
Bureau of tile National Labor Union, the People's Commissariat for the Land,
the State Political Security Bureau, the People's Commissariat ofthc WorkerPeasant Procuratorate, the Military Committee, and Wuyang District Soviet
spoke, one after the other, on the Land Investigation Movement from the
different perspectives of their own units. What was panicularly imponant is
that the delegate from the State Political Security Bureau emphasized the
following four points, which deserve our special attention during the move2.-TI;Cbinese reads Zhong shao gong, which is a shortened version of '"Chinese
the lime to designate the

~==u~:~~~~~:· This term was commonly used at
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ment: (I) Get rid of bureaucratism and commandism in the land Investigation
Movement. (2) Class investigation is inseparable from land investigation in
this movement. (3) Oppose all compromise with the landlords and rich peasants. (4) Pay attention to searching for counterrevolutionaries during the movement. It was already noon when the delegates from all the departments
finished their speechn. Once the agenda and the regulations for the meeting
had been adopted, the opening ceremony of the meeting came to an end.
As there were too many people present at the meeting, it was often very
difficult to discuss questions during the meeting. Consequently, the meeting
did not continue in plenary session in the afternoon. Instead, all the soviet
leaders at and above the district level present at the meeting in the morning
were divided into two groups. conducting their discussions separately. As for
the division into small groups, it took place according to the division of responsibility of each departmenl within a xian; for instance, all the directors of
the departments of lhe worker-peasant procuratonue in Shicheng xian belonged to the same group, while all the chairmen, an the directors of the land
departments, and all the special agents of the sccwi.ty bureaus fanned groups
in a similar way. Thus, there were four groups per xian, making a tolal of
thiny-two groups for eight xian. Each group discussion was led by someone
from the steering conunittee. There were four steering conunillees in all,
namely, the Steering Conuninee for Chairmen, the Steering Committee for the
Worker-Peasant Procuratorate, the Steering Connnittce for lhe Land, and the
Steering Committee for Political Securily. AJI these committees arc under the
leadership of the presidium. Every morning and evening, members of these
connnirtees meet together, reporting the details of the group discussions they
have attended and discussing ways of providing guidance. This is what happened on the riTSt day of lhe meeting.

Report at the Land Investigation Movement
Meeting Attended by Responsible Soviet
O.fficials at and Above the District Level

from Eight Xian
Oune 18-19, 1933)
1. The Land Investigation Movemeat Is lhe Central and
Major Task In a Broad Area
All our experiences in the past have proved: only after the land question is
correctly resolved, and the flame of class struggle in the countryside rises to its
highest point under resolute class slogans, can we mobilize the broad masses of
the peasants under the leadership of the proletariat to participate in the revolu-

tionary war and in all aspects of building the soviets; build a solid revolutionary
base; increase the power of the soviet movement; and achieve greater development and greater victories.
According to the experience we have obtained from the development of
the agrarian revolution, the development of class struggle in the countryside
has., broadly speaking, the following stages: (I) the stage of confiscating and
redistributing the land, (2) the stage of land investigation, and (3) the stage of
land construction. In accordance with these three stages of the land struggle,
there exist, broadly speaking, three kinds of zones in any soviet area. They
are ( I) areas in which the struggle has pcnettated deeply, (2) areas in which the
struggle has lagged relatively far behind, and (3) areas in which new development is taking place.
In areas in which new development is taking place, the development of the
land struggle is still at the stage of land confiscation and redislribution. The
central question here is to overturn the political power of the landlord class by
military force; to establish provisional revolutionary political power (a revolutionary committee); to establish local anned forces ofthe workers and peasants;
to establish revolutionary mass organizations; to confiscate the land and property
of the landlord class and the land of the rich peasants; to distribute land to the

~-;,.as first published in three installments in H011gse Zllonghuo, nos. 86, 87, and
88, dated respectively June 17, 20, and 23, 1933. The ICx:t is conveniently reproduced in
Moo Zedongji, Vol. J, pp. 243--50, which constitutes our source.
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fann laborers, poor peasants, and middle peasants and to give poor land to the
rich peasants; to abolish debts; and to bum land deeds and loan contracts. The
struggle during this stage includes the beginning of a direct confrontation between revolution and counterrevolution, as well as the entire period during which
the revolutionaries defeat the counterrevolutionaries and cany through the disposal oftheir land and property.
In areas in which the struggle has penetrated deeply, a stable soviet political
power has already been established, local anned forces and revolutionary mass
organizations have been developed on a luge scale, the feudal and semifcudal
forces of the landlords and rich peasants have been comp]etely overcome, the land
has been completely redistributed, and, as regards the land question, the struggle
of the peasant masses has already entered a new stage of improving the land and
developing production. Comequently, the main problem in such places is that of
land construction.
In areas in which the struggle has lagged behind, its stage of development lies
between the two stages just mentioned. It has moved from the period of provisional political power to that of regular political power, but has not yet reached
the period in which political power is completely consolidated. In an area like
this, open counterrevolutionary struggles by the landlords and rich peasants have
already been defeated by the revolulionary masses during the first phase, but
since then, many landlord and rich peasant elements have suddenly changed their
identities, replacing their counterrevolutionary masks with revolutionary masks.
They, too, approve of the revolution and of land redistribution. They call themselves poor peasants who should receive land just like the other poor peasants.
They become very active, and relying on their historical advantages-"it is they
who know how to speak, it is they who know how to write"---they take advantage of the opportunities to steal the fruits of land refonn during the first stage.
Facts from innwnerable localities have shown that they controlled the provisional political power, sneaked into the local armed forces, manipulated the
revolutiorwy organizations, and received more and better land than the poorer
peasants. It was only with the coming of the second period, when higher levels
of government exercised supervision, mass struggle developed further, the revolutionary conuninee was changed into a soviet, and the mass organizations and
local anned forces took their first steps toward refonn and development, that
such fake revolutionaries were partly eliminated. In many places, the land has
been redistributed a second time, and even a third or fourth time, and part of the
land stolen by the landlords and ric:h peasants has been dealt with. But many
class-alien elements are still lurking in the soviet mass organizations and local
armed forces, "wearing red ribbons and addressing people as comrade," concocting rumors, holding secret meetings. and denouncing the masses for their "left
opportunism," "indiscriminate attacks on tbe local bullies," and "using public
authority to seek penonal revenge." Or, they ''talk enthusiastic:ally at meetings,
but do nothing after the meeting." When the stTUggle was very fierce, they set up
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secret counterrevolutionary organizations, such as the Guomindang, the Social Democratic Party, the AB Corps, the New Communist Party, and others
of every description, sabotaging the revolution and plotting to murder revolutionary activists. In sum, the landlord and rich peasant classes arc trying by
every possible means to suppress the struggle of the masses, in an attempt to
maintain their privileges in the domains of political power, land, and property, and to preserve the remnants of their feudal power. In districts like this,
there is a grave struggle between the revolutionary masses and the landlords
and rich peasants, but this struggle is not like the open struggle that took
place between the Red and Wbite flags during the first period. It is rather a
struggle between the revolutionary masses of the peasaDtry and the landlord
and rich peasant elements whose faces are covered by false masks. Such a
struggle presents a special difficulty because, unlike the open counterrevolutionaries, the hiddeD counterrevolutionaries cannot be recognized at
a glance by the peasants. Besides, given the various kinds of deep-rooted
feudal relationships in the countryside, such as the relations between nationalities,1 it will not be an easy task to raise the class consciousness of the
peasants to the extent that they all realize that, in the end, it will be essential
to eliminate the feudal remnants. To achieve this will defmitely require that
the Communist Party and the Soviet Government explain it to the peasants
very patiently. Much arduous work must be done, and a correct class line and
a correct method of mass work will be required. Here the central question is
the question of land iovestigation and the investigation of classes. Without
resolving this question, the revolutionary activism of the peasant masses cannot be brought into full play; the remnant feudal forces cannot be completely
crushed; the soviets carmot be consolidated to the higbest degree; and many
major tasks, such as expanding the Red Army, raising funds for the Red
Anny, expanding local armed forces, carrying forward land construction and
economic construction, and promoting culture and education, cannot be accomplished with the greatest success. Consequently, the Land lnvesligation
Movement is the most essential and imporlant task within these areas.
Speaking of the Central Soviet Area, such districts in which lbe struggle is
lagging behiDd cover a large part of lhe entire Soviet Area. The land question has
not been thoroughly resolved in many areas, including the whole of thirteen xian,
namely, Huichang, Xunwu, Anyuan, XiDfeng. Le'an, Yihuaag, Gwmgchang.
Shicheng, Jilllllling, Lichuan, Ninghua. Chaogting. and WupiD.g; most of Ruijin,
Yudu, Bosheng, Shcngli, and Yongfeng; some parts of Gonglue, Wantai, GanI. Aside from a few hundred She minorily people, there were hardly any non-Han
people liYing in the Central SOYie! Area. 1bere were, howeYer,large numbers ofHakkas,
people of Han Chinese origin but distinctiYe custom5 and dialect. It is possible that Mao
was referring to distinctions between Hakka 111d 11011-Hakka inhabitaDtS when he spoke of
"nationalities" here. Given the omnipresence of lineages in tbis uea, it is also possible that
Rli~~Za (nalicmali1y) was written whenjitm~ (lineage) wu meant.
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xian, Shanghang, Yongding, and Xinquan; and even two districts, Juncun and
Huangtang, ofXingguo.
The peasant masses in these areas have not been mobilized as broadly as
possible; the feudal forces have not been finaJiy put down; a large number of
class-alien elements are still hiding and working under cover in the Soviet Government, the mass organizations, and the local anned forces; and many secret
counterrevolutionary organizations are still engaging in clandestine activity everywhere to sabotage the revolution. This is the reason why war mobilization and
economic and culhlnll construction in these areas are lagging far behind the
advanced areas (almost the entire xian of Xingguo; part of Shengli, Ganxian,
Wantai, Gonglue, Yongfeng, and Shanghang; Huangpi District in Bosheng;
Wuyang District in Ruijin; Xinpo District in Yudu; and Xi'nan District in
Yongding). In fact, these areas cover nearly 80 percent of the total surface of the
Central Area, and the masses number more than two million. To develop a
universal and thoroughgoing Land Investigation Movement in this vast area, to
kindle the flame of class struggle to its highest point among the masses, who
number more than two million, and to wage a final war against the feudal forces
and overthrow them completely, are tasks which the Communist Party and the
Soviet Government can no longer delay even for an instant.

11. The Flnt Step ortbe Laad lnvesdgatloa MovemeatOrgaoizatioaal Mobilization on a Large Scale
How,then,shall we conduct the Land Investigation Movement?
First of all comes organizational mobilization.
The whole of the experience that we have gained from leading the mass
struggles in the Soviet Area tells us that only when the Communist Party, the
soviets, and the revolutionary mass organizations are all three united and act in
unison under the leadership of the Party can the objectives of each of our struggles be accomplished with complete success. The Land Investigation Movement
is a cruel and fierce class struggle; it is a great revolutionary movement of the
masses; it is the foundation for improving the work of the Party,the soviets, and
the mass organizations; it is the most essential link in our work at present. Only
if the entire Party and all the soviets and labor unions mobilize all their forces to
participate in the movement can we launch, develop, and cany through this
movement. As regards the mobilization of the Party, the Central Bureau has
already issued its correct instructions. As for mobilizing the soviets, we must
first of all reject the old view according to which the Land Investigation Movement belongs solely to the work of the Commissariat for the Land. Not only have
the Commissariats for Finance, Military Affairs, the National Economy, and
Education believed that they had nothing whatsoever to do with the Land Investigation Movement; the Workers' and Peasants' ProcW11.tontte and the Commissariat for Justice, as well as the Political Security Bureau, thought that they were
not really much related to this movement. Even the Presidiwn did not take
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charge of the Land Investigation Movement. This is totally wrong. It must be
made plain that no department in the whole of the soviets may distance itself
from the Land Investigation Movement and pay no attention to it. First, the
presidium of govenunents at all levels must do its utmost to take the lead in the
whole movement. Secondly, the land departments, worker-peasant procuratorates, and justice depanmems, as well as the state political security bureaus
and their spec:ial agents, are the organs of the govenunent at various levels for
leading the Land Investigation Movement and canying out the work. If we want
to resolve the land question completely, reform the soviets at the three levels of
township, district, and xian, and liquidate the counterrevolutionaries in the countryside in the course of the Land Investigation Movement, these government
departments must put fonh their utmost efforts. Departments of finance should
be concerned to strike a blow at the remnant feudal forces by imposing fines on
landlords and collecting donations from rich peasants. thus increasing the revenue ofthe country at the same time. Departments ofmilitaJy affairs should focus
on reorganizing and expanding the local anned forces during the Land Investigation Movement, and mobilize activists among the masses to join the Red Anny.
Departments of the national economy should pay attention, as the Land Investigation Movement develops, 10 advancing the restoration and development of
agricultural and handicraft production, as well as to developing cooperatives and
adjusting the exchange of products and consumer goods. It is not true that departments of education have nothing to do. In order to promote the Land Investigation Movement, they should provide some simple and popular textbooks and
pamphlets and disaibute these to all the cadres and masses who are involved in
land investigation. As the Land Investigation Movement develops, they should
also undertake to promote cultural education for the masses. Since the majority
of the members of the labor unions in the soviet areas are living in the countryside and have close links to the land, and the Land Investigation Movement is a
great and fierce class sauggle, the proletariat must be its staunchest leader.
Consequently, under the guidance of the Executive Bureau of the All-China
Federation of Trade Unions, all unions, including agricultural unions, handicraft
unions, and others, must mobilize lheir best cadres and all lheir members in the
countryside to participate in the Land Investigation Movement. The most important thing is for them to play a role in promoting and encouraging the poor
peasant league, and offer positive and firm proposals for land investigation, class
investigation, and the reform of the government. In a word, the Land Investigation Movement is no ordinary or trivial job. It is not a task that can be completely
accomplished in a month or even in haifa year. For this reason, there must be a
large-scale mobilization conducted jointly by the Pany, the Youth League, the
government, and the unions.
Here the problem of the education of cadres needs to be addressed. First of
all, responsible cadres from the lower levels must be called together for a meeting at which they will be given a full explanation of some major problems in the
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Land Investigation Movement. In the past, most of the staff at different levels
have not understood that this movement was an urgent task. They did not understand how to distinguish class status in reality. They did not understand the line
and the methods for winning over the masses and unleashing a struggle. Thus
there was no way they could launch this movement. Second, such an education
should also be provided to all those cadres summoned from lower levels in the
locality and cadres tnmsferred from other, more advanced districts. It is advisable to put on for them a short-term training course regarding the Land Investigation Movement. Provincial and xian governments should run several such
courses regarding the Land Investigation Movement. The classes may last from
one to two weeks, and the lectures should concentrate on a few key problems of
the Land Investigation Movement. Within the land departments, worker-peasant
procuratorates, and political security bureaus at the provincial, xian, and district
levels, each such unit should fonn a group of staff members (most of them at the
district level do not withdraw from production). Each department should give
this group of its staff members a complete education on the work of land investigation. Third, there is another kind of education which should be conducted in
the course of action, which consists in the provincial and xian governments
sending out their staff members to carry out inspections. Every five or seven
days, they should call together the staff members they have sent out and those
from the district level, along with the chairmen of township soviets and heads of
the poor peasant league for a meeting, to review the COUJ1C of their work.
Without this final method, the ftrst two methods cannot secure the greatest
possible success in our work.

III. Conduct the Land Investlgadon Movement According to
the Different Conditions In the Development of
the Class Struggle In the Country~lde
As we have stated in the first section, there are three kinds of districts existing in
the soviet areas:
(I) areas in which the struggle has penetrated deeply;
(2) areas in which the struggle is lagging behind;
(3) areas in which new development is taking place.
This is the case not only within a province, but also within some xian in
border regions. For example, the three kinds of areas exist simultaneously in
Yongfeng. In most parts of the border regions, there arc two kinds of areas in a
single xian, the fairly backward and those in which new development is under
way. As for the hinterland, though of course there arc some xian that, generaJiy
speaking, are entirely backward, one can also find some fairly advanced districts
within them. In Huichang, for example, though most of its districts are backward, yet Xijiang District is fairly advanced. Ruijin illustrates a different case.
Wuyang District can be regarded as an area in which the struggle is deepening;
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eight districts, including Taohuang, Huangpi, Shaxin, Ruilin, Jiubao, Yunji,
Dutou, and the City [of Ruijin], arc fairly advanced areas; the remaining six
districts are backward areas. Nevertheless, in whatever district of whatever xian,
so long as a soviet has been established in the area and the district has gone
through the phase of land confiscation and redistribution, there will probably be
some relatively advanced and some relatively backward townships in any such
district. Similarly, in any township, there will be relatively advanced and relatively backward villages. Within a single township, is there any such phenomenon of unbalanced development? Yes, there is, in many places. There arc many
places where the small villages (small hamlets) are advanced, while the big
villages (big hamlets) are backward. There are some places where, because of
different historical conditions, individual big villages are advanced, while on the
contrary individual small villages are backward. Such things also exist. These
circumstances detennine the orientation of our work. They incite us, when we
launch the Land Investigation Movement in a givenxian, district, or township, or
even in a village, to concentrate our attention on the backward areas and exert
the greatest efforts there. To regard [such a geographical unit] as a single entity
and devote an equal amount of energy to everything is wrong. For in this case, in
the light of the fact that it is difficult to win over the masses and start the sbuggle
in the backward areas, we just say "we carutot get in there" and we shift the
direction of our work to areas where development is easy. If we put the diffiCult
places entirely to one side and ignore them, that is even more erroneous. The
natural progression in our work, if we are speaking for example of a township, is
that we can, and indeed should, stan from a village which is easy to mobilize,
but the center of gravity of our work plan should still be situated in those
backward villages. In order to do away with the backward condition in a cenain
village (into which "we cannot penetrate" for the time being), we may stan with
the easy ones first, and then use them to influence those backward ones, so as
finally to launch the struggle in the backward villages. It is absolutely right to do
this. But in dealing with a xian or a district, we cannot proceed in this way. In
plaMing the Land Investigation Movement for a xlan or a district, we must, from
the very beginning, exert all our strength to make a concentrated effon on those
backward areas, while devoting a lesser effort to those fairly advanced ones.
The unbalanced condition in the progress of the movement also teaches us
another method: mobilizing cadres from the advanced areas to go to the backward ones to lead the Land Investigation Movement. Of course, it is important to
mobilize the cadres from the most advanced districts such as Xingguo to go to
the backward areas, but it is equally urgent to mobilize the cadres from all lhe
relatively advanced areas to go to the backward areas. All the advanced or fairly
advanced areas should take the responsibility of guiding the backward areas,
while all the backward areas should learn from the advanced areas. Only in this
way can we cause the Land Investigation Movement to unfold rapidly.

Conclusions AdDjlted by the Land Investigation
Movement Meeting Attended by Responsible
Soviet Leaders at and Above the District Level
from Eight Xian
(June 21, 1933)

From June 17 to June 21, 1933, the meeting regarding the Land Investigation
Movement, called by the Central Government and allended by responsible
soviet leaden at and above the level of district in the eight xion of Ruijin,
Huichang, Yudu, Shengli, Bosheng, Shicheng, Ninghua, and Changting,
listened to the report on the Land Investigation Movement by Comrade
Mao Zedong, the Chairman of the Central Government. After five days of
detailed discussions, the delegates arrived at a deep understanding of the
great significance of the Land Investigation Movement They recognized
that, in the course of the great victory of the soviet movement, the masses
in their millions have established their own regime, confiscated the land of
the landlord class and distributed it to the peasant masses, and restrained
the capitalists from exploiting the workers. Thanks to the triumph of the
revolution, the broad masses raised their own enthusiasm to such an extent
that they took part in the revolutionary war and in soviet construction,
achieving great successes in both. They defeated the repeated assaults of
the enemy, expanded the soviet areas, and gave an impetus to the vigorous
development of the soviet movement. All this is the result of the correct
leadership of the Communist Party and the Soviet Government, and the
active support of such leadership by the broad masses. But that in no sense
means that there are no more serious problems within the soviet areas. Precisely because of the impetuous development of the soviet movement, all the
class enemies, both inside and outside the soviet areas, are frenziedly eanying
out their desperate suuggles and resistance. Outside the soviet areas, the ene-mies have resorted to military assaults. Inside the soviet areas, their attacks
take another fonn, in which the landlords. the rich peasants, and all the classalien elements cover up their real counterrevolutionary features. Taking advantage of the fact that the land problem bas not been thoroughly resolved in
many districts within the soviet areas, and many of these elements retain a
This document was first published inHtmgse Zhonghua, no. 89, June 29, 1933. We have
translated it fTom Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 251-64, which reproduces the version in this
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certain economic basis, because the land and propeny of many landlords have
not yet been confiscated completely and many rich peasants have received
good land, a number of such elements have sneaked into the soviet instiN·
tions, the mass organizations, and the local anned forces. They then carry out
various kinds of plots and sabotage, such as misusing the authority of the
soviets; suppressing the development of the mass struggle; deceiving, brib·
ing, and threatening a portion of the masses; disseminating rumors; sening up
secret organizations; and slandering and making false charges against the
active staff members of the soviets. Things like these occur frequently in
many localities within the soviet areas. The eight :r:ian meeting considers that
this is a serious problem. In order to wipe out the remnant feudal forces once
and for all, to reJiOive the land question thoroughly, and to consolidate the
soviet regime into something as strong as iron, it is necessary 10 launch a
broad and deep Land Investigation Movement. The eight xian meeting con·
siders that the Land Investigation Movement is indeed a cruel and fierce class
struggle and a great revolutionary movement of the masses, and that it is the
most essential link in our work at this moment. Consequenlly, the Land
Investigation Movement must involve organized mobilization on a broad
scale. it must resolutely apply the class line, and it must carry out patient and
ample mass work. The eight xian meeting unanimously supports the Central
Government's directive on the Land lnvC'stigation Movement and is, moreover, in full agreement regarding the following conclusions.
]. Oa Organizational Mobilizatioo

A. All the departments of the government must act in unison. Not only must
the Conunissariat for the Land, the Worker-Peasant Procuratorate, the Conunissariat for Justice. and the Political Security Bureau assume the principal responsibility for leading the Land Investigation Movement, but the conunissariats for
Finance, Military Affairs, the National Economy, and Education must also carry
out whatever tasks are necessary during the movement. The chairman and the
Presidium of the government must assume the leadership of the entire movement. The former view, according to which the Land Investigation Movement
was merely the work ofthe Commissariat for the Land, is wrong.
B. A Land Investigation Committee must be set up at the three levels of the
xian, the district, and the township. Under the control of the government at these
levels, the conunittee is responsible for the overall leadership of the Land
Investigation Movement. Apart from responsible officials of the government,
this conunittee should also include representatives of the mass organizations,
and so on.
C. The xian soviet should immediately put forward a plan for the Land Investigation Movement in the whole xian during July. Afterward, they should put
foward a plan for the next month's Land Investigation Movement at the end of
every month.
D. The district soviet should call the chairmen of township soviets and the
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heads of the poor peasant league together for a meeting to plan the work in the
whole district for the first seven days. Thereafter, a plan should be drawn up and
the work reviewed every seven days. But the townships that arc too far away
may go to the meeting called by the district soviet only every fourteen days.
Those that are not far away must go to the meeting every seven days, in order to
spur on the rapid development of the Land Investigation Movement.
E. As regards the mode of mobilization at the level of the township, attention
must be paid to the following: (a) the assembly of deputies of the township; (b) the
labor union; (c) the poor peasant league; (d) the women's representative assem·
bly; (e) the Red Guard armies and the Young Pioneers; (f) other revolutionary
organizations; and (g) the mass meetings of the villages and hamlets. We must
work through these institutions, organizations, and mass meetings, for only thus
can the greatest force be mobilized to participate in the Land Investigation
Movement. Any other method of limited scope, which seeks the easy way and is
not interested in going to the majority of the masses, is wrong.
F. The xian soviet should run a training class for the Land Investigation
Movement. The class should include one student from each township, and the
students will graduate after ten days. During the second tenn, one student is also
recruited from each township. The students to receive training should be chosen
from among the most active elements in the township assembly of soviet deputies, the poor peasant league, and the labor union. They should be sent back to
their own townships to lead the Land Investigation Movement. But those who
come from advanced districts or townships should be sent to work in the backward districts and townships. The training classes should run rwo tenns a month
during the three months of July, August, and September.
The provincial soviet should select activists from the advanced xian and districts to run the training classes and send them to the backward xian and districts
to lead the Land Investigation Movement.
G. In order to cany out the Land Investigation Movement forcefully, the
organization of all the departments of the government must immediately be
strengthened, primarily by gening rid of concurrent posts, abolishing the practice
of transferring personnel lightly, and increasing the number of personnel in
necessary jobs.
H. A committee in charge of confiscation and redistribution should be set up
at the township level. Elected by the poor peasant league and operating under the
authority of the township SO\'iet, the committee is responsible for confiscating
the land and property of the landlords and rich peasants.
II. Oo Carrying Out the Correct Class Line io the Course of
the Laod Investigation Movement

A. ReJy on the poor peasants, unite with the middle peasants, and let the farm
laborers play the leading role. In this way we can eliminate the landlord class
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competely, crack down on the theft of the benefits of land reform by the rich
peasants. and weaken the economic strength of the rich peasants. This corresponds to the correct class line and tactics of struggle, which should be resolutely
carried out during the Land Investigation Movement. As for uniting with the
middle peasants, we must start from the premise of not violating the interests of
the middle peasants. The land of the middle peasants (including the well-to-do
middle peasants) must not be distributed without the consent of the individual
concerned. At the begiMing of the land investigation, the policy of the soviets of
uniting with the middle peasants and not inftinging on their interests must be
widely proclaimed. In the course of the land investigation, we must be highly
cautious in dealing with those ambiguous elements whose status is situated between the middle peasants and the rich peasants, so that we do not fall into error.
In distributing the land and property that have been confiscated, we must make
sure that individual impoverished elements among the middle peasants do not
feel left out As for enabling the f8rm. laborers to play ~ leading role, the main
thing is to get all the farm laborers to join the poor peasant league and then set up
a farm lab::~rers' small group within it. Through them, we can unite with the
activists among the poor peasants, develop the poor peasant league, and propel
the Land Investigation Movement forward. When the confiscated land and property arc distributed, the fann laborers should be the first to receive a share.
B. An important aspect of canying out the class line is the correct analysis of
class status on the basis of the actual social relationships. All the mistakes we
have made on this issue in the past must be speedily corrected. All pmctical
problems relating to class starus must be resolved in accordance with the standard that has been laid down this time (see "How to Analyze Classes" I). It is
necessary to explain this standard everywhere to the masses, and above all, we
must teach our cadres to understand it fully.
C. The aim of land investigalion is ''the investigalion of class," not a redivision
of the land. The view lha1 what larxl investigation means is "sticking up signs [in the
fields]" is wrong. A redivision of the land is aHowed on1y in a few indivXlual
localities where the majority of the masses raise such a demand. after the relendess
stnJgglc of class investigation bas been compJeted. Such a strict distinction docs not
serve merely to stabilize the peasants' ownership of the land, thereby sparing them
rhe panic caused by [the feeling that) "land redistribution is not settled." It is also
called for because to achieve victory in the ''class investigation" sttuggle. we must
concentrate all our forces (and, in particular, unite with the middle peasants) in order
to beat back the resistance by the landlords and rich peasants, and at such a time,
there must be no twmoil in the ranks of the peasants themselves.
I. The directive "How to Analyze Classes," which Mao drafted in June 1933, did
indeed constitute the standan:l not cmly atlhis time but (in various guises) for the next two
decades. It appean below under the date of October 10, 1933, on which it was officially
adopted aDd issued by the soviet authorities in revised fonn.
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D. We must avoid any dispulcS that might arise between clans and localities
and unite all the forces that can be united in order to develop the struggle against
the landlords and rich peasants. To this end, it is an important tactic in the Land
Investigation Movement to arouse the impoverished masses of a given village
and a given surname to investigate the landlords and rich peasants who are living
in the same village and have the same surname. Similarly, the struggle against
supcntition (though it is necessary) should be conducted only after the "class
investigation" struggle is over.
Ill. On Mass Work
First of all, we must rectifY the neglect of the importance of winning over the
majority of the masses, which prevailed in many areas in the past, and get rid of
the work methods ofbureaucratism and commandism. It must be understood that
only through patient and arduous work in arousing and winning over the masses
can we win the support of a majority of the masses, unleash their activism to the
higlw.st degree, and reach our goal of eliminating the feudal remnants completely. Such mass work is the only guarantee for carrying out the class line, and
it should be fully manifested in the concrete actions of the land Investigation
Movement enumerated below.
A. The beginning of the Land Investigation Movement must be preceded by
widespread propaganda in every village and hamlet. This propaganda should
explain to the masses why the Land Investigation Movement is necessary, stressing that land investigation is an investigation of class, not a rcdivision of the
land, and that the investigation of class will not affect the middle peasants. It is
panicularly important to analyze clearly for the masses what constitutes a landlord, a rich peasant, and a middle peasant. Each village and hamlet should not
limit itself to a single mass meeting. The most backward villages and houses
especially must hold several. We must make sure that our propaganda regarding
the Land Investigation Movement reaches every single one of the revolutionary
masses. To achieve this goal, we must, first of all, give a clear explanation to all
the activists in the deputies' assembly of the township, the labor union, the poor
peasant league, the assembly of representatives of working women, and other
mass organizations, and then, through them, carry our widespread and thoroughgoing propaganda to the broad masses.
B. After collecting the reports about the status of the landlords and rich peasants,
when we conduct the concrete investigation, we should call into action the activists
from the township assembly, the poor peasant league, and the labor union, rather
than having only the few members of the Land Investigation Committee alone, 10
investigate every aspect. Thus they can expose 1o the masses, with authentic evidence, all the various complicated methods of exploitation and wrongdoing employed by the landlords and rich peasants. At the same time, they can demonsb'aiC
that the false reports regarding the middle peasants have no foundation.
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C. Once the poor peasant league has approved the reports regarding the class
statuS of the landlords and rich peasants based on the investigations, it must then
submit them to the township soviet for approval, and then to the district soviet
for its endorsement. During these procedures, it is important to watch out for any
obstruction and resistance from the landlords and rich peasants who are still
hiding in the poor peasant league and the soviets. Severe blows must be dealt to
them. At the same time, it is also important to make sure that no wrong status is
imposed on a genuine middle peasant by mistake. As {or the action of confiscation and disposal, it can be carried out only after a mass meeting is held in the
village in which the man whose land and property are being confiscated resides.
Only after a meeting at which detailed explanations are given to the masses, and
their agreement is secuml, can the confiscation be carried out. In the past, people
in many areas just tried to do things in the easiest way and paid no atlention to
such approval by a mass meeting. As a result, the masses were often dissatisfied,
and some serious disputes even broke out between clans or localities. Such
mistakes should not be commined again.
D. All confiscated property, except cash or things equivalent to cash (such as
jewelry), which should be rumed over to the financial department of the government, must be distribuled among the impoverished masses. In the past, in many
localities, the erroneous policy of turning confisca1ed property over to the government was followed. Henceforth, this must be thoroughly corrccled. In distributing property, we must take care to give more to the villages from which it was
originally collected, so that the masses of these villages are sacisfied. With the
consent of the masses the grain that is confiscated during or shortly after the
autumn harvest may be stored temporarily, and then distributed to the impoverished masses next spring or swnmer. But the grain must be distributed
promptly to the masses whenever they demand it. As for the confiscated land,
apart from the portion reserved for public welfare land and public land for the
Red Army, all the rest must be distributed to those who did not receive any land,
or did not receive enough land, last time. The distribution of land and property
must be carried out promptly and must not be delayed for a long time after
confiscation. When the disbibution of land and property is under way, a mass
meeting should be called and lists should be posled, so that the results of the
distribution can be known to everyone.
E. To win over the backward villages, especially the big villages. is a major
task in many areas. For this reason, we need to pay particular anention to the
following points: (I) Arouse the impoverished masses in a given village to check
on the landlords and rich peasants in their own village. (2) Hold several "talking
about classes" meetings. (3) look for activists (it will be fine even if we find
only one) and give them a very good training. Through them, establish links with
the masses in that locality, develop the poor peasant league, and promote class
struggle in that locality. (4) In some areas where the situation is particularly
serious, it is necessary first of all to arrest the reactionaries who are standing in
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the way of the struggle. put them on trial at a public meeting, and, with the
consent of the masses, sentence them to death. After that, we may further develop the mass struggle. (5) In places where there used to be some disputes
between two clans with different surnames, a "Joint Pledge of Unity" must be
signed by both sides at a meeting attended by the representatives of the masses
from these two clans, stating their mutual recognition of the mistBkes they had
made in the past and their mutual determination to rum the.ir attention from the
clan struggle of the past to the class slrUggle. All the aforementioned are the
necessary methods for winning over the backward villages, especially the big
ones. In these matters, we must oppose any flinching from, or capirulation toward, the backward big villages; we must oppose the method of commandism,
which separaiCS us from the masses; we must oppose any opponunist capirulation toward the reactionaries; we must oppose clan snuggles and local struggles.
This is the only way for us to win over the revolutionary masses in all the
backward villages, and wipe out the feudal remnants in these villages.
F. The poor peasant league is an organization that will play a very great role
in the Land Investigation Movement. In the past, it has existed in some places
more in name than in reality, and it must be really organized there immediately.
Once the league has been organized, we must unite all the activists within it, win
over the backward elements, and resolutely eliminate all the class-alien clements
and other vicious elements who have sneaked into the organization. We must do
our utmost to avoid disbanding and reorganizing the entire poor peasant league.
All those conunandist methods, which call for the disbandment of the poor
peasant league on the pretext of one or two failures in organizing a meeting, are
totally wrong. We must summon the activists to the meetings by usc of excellent
propaganda and agitation. The meeting should proceed as scheduled even if only
a few people show up. This is the way to expand the membership. The poor
peasant league should include all the masses of workers in the countryside who
are willing to join it. A workers' small group can be set up within the league, and
it should play a role in the leadership. Middle peasants may not be admined to
the poor peasant league as members, but when meetings are held, they should be
invited to attend as auditors. Especially when decisions regarding class staNs are
to be approved, they should be invited to come as auditors. The former three-person
secretarial group oflhc poor peasanllcaguc should be changed into a five-person
committee, which should elect one person as the director. AI lower levels, the
league should be divided into small groups according to the proximity of the
members' residences, with five 10 fifteen members in each group. During the
mosl crucial period of the Land Investigation Movemenl, the poor peasant league
should hold meetings every few days. Once the Land Investigalion Movement
has drawn to a close, the league may have its meetings on the nonnal basis. The
frequency of meetings should, however, be decided with a view 10 1he mood of
the masses of memben who anend, and any recoUJSC to orders or conslraint will
be delrimenlal. Before each meeting, the chairman of the township soviet should
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guide the committee of the poor peasant league in the careful preparation of an
agenda for the meeting. Holding meetings without ~tion is an exlrCmCiy
bad habit. In the course of the Land Investigation Movement, district soviets
should call the directors of the poor peasant league together for a meeting every
week or two to discuss questions such as methods for consolidating the organization of the poor peasant league and leading the struggle. An interim congress of
delegates from the poor peasant league in the entire disbicl can also be held
whenever necessary.

IV. Oa tbe Tnasfonaatioa oftbe Soviets
A. It is an important task for us at present to transfonn all the imperfect
soviet organs, and tum them into soviets that arc fully capable of representing
the interests of the workers and peasants and have abundant working capacity.
B. The task of transfonning the local soviet organs can be divided into the
two aspects of cleaning OUI all the bad elements from the soviets and drawing the
active revolutioruuy elements into them. As regards cleaning out the bad elements, the Department of the Worker.Peasant Procuratorate at the xian and
district levels must take the main responsibility. The method is to set up an
accusation committee at the township level, in the context of the development of
the "class investigation" struggle, to put forward accusations. The township ac.
cusation committee should be composed of two people ftom the labor union, five
ftom the poor peasant league. two from the women's association, one ftom the
light cavalry detachment of the Youth League, and one from the Young Pio·
necrs. Two of them should be appointed as directors, and the committee is under
the leadership of the disbict Depanmcnt of the Workcr·Peasant Procuratorate.
The chief target of the accusations should be the class..al.ien elements who have
sneaked into the township deputies' assembly, and those clements who have
already completely betrayed the interests ofthe workers and peasants and capitu·
lated to, or compromised with, the landlords and rich peasants. The method for
making accusations is as follows: First, put the names of these elements on a list,
collect the evidence reguding the evils they have done, and infonn the masses of
the whole township, soliciting their opinions. Second, after collecting the opin·
ions of the masses, the accusation committee draws conclusions. Third, [these
conclusions] arc presented to the deputies' assembly of the township for discus·
sion, and when they have been approved, [the elements in question] are expelled.
Fourth, the mancr is reported to the Department of the Worker-Peasant Pro·
curatorate of the disbict soviet and, with the approval of the presidium of the
district soviet, the expulsion is reported to the masses of the whole township in
the name of the Worker-Peasant Procuratorate. In the course of the accusation
campaign, the shock brigade of the Department of the Worker·Peasant Pfo..
curatorate, its correspondents, and its letter boxes for accusations must be used to
the full extent. As for those elements whose crimes are most serious, they should
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be tried first at mass meetings and then turned over to the Commissariat for
Justice to be punished in accordance with the law. The significance of the accusations and public trials lies on the one hand in getting rid of the bad elements
who are now in the soviets, and on the other hand, in educating the broad masses
and making them understand that the bad clements in the soviets must be eliminated. Thus they will all willingly supervi.'IC and support the soviet, so that bad
elements like these will never appear again in the soviets in the future. Accusation and public trials should not extend to those who were not very active in the
past or those who merely made some minor mistakes. Such elements should be
won over chiefly by the methods of criticism and agitation. Before each public
trial, detailed propaganda should be made among the masses, explaining all the
evil deeds the defendant has committed, so as to prevent the defendant from
deceiving some of the backward elements and instigating a disturbance in the
meeting place for the public trial. In localities where there are suuggles among
clans, households, and villages, public trials should not be held lightly. Only
where these non-class struggles have ceased to occur, and the masses believe that
a public trial is necessary, can such a trial be held.
Accusations against bad clements in a district or xian soviet should take place
under the leadership of the department of the worker-peasant procwatoratc at the
same level. The process of accusation should be conducted by an accusation
committee organized ftom representatives selected by the mass organizations
and by the middle and lower ranking personnel working at the same level of the
govcmmcnt (from the head of a section to an ordinary Cook). The accusation
commince at the district level should also include activists from different toWnships, one person from each township. The procedure and the content of the
accusation are more or less the same as what has been previously stated with
reference to the township. In the soviet accusation campaign, which develops in
the wake ofthe development of the Land Investigation Movement, the presidiwn
of the government and the worker-peasant procuratorate at higher levels should
lead the lower levels in a planned way. They should constantly review the work
of the lower levels in the accusation campaign to see whether or not there arc
any mistakes and correct their mistakes in timely fashion. At the same time, they
should gather some concrete experience of accusation work, and educale the
presidiums of the governments. the departments of the worker-peasant procuratoratc. and the accusation committees at these lower levels.
C. As for drawing activists into the soviets, the fll'St thing to be done at the
township level is to call a meeting of the voters and to elect the bravest and most
resolute elements from the land investigation suuggle to join the township
deputies' assembly, replacing those bad elements who have been eliminated
from it. Such an election should be well prepared in advance. In this by-election,
alternate deputies, numbering from three or four to a dozen or so, can be elected.
This is even more necessary in localities where a great nwnber of new activists
have emerged, for thus we can graduaJiy let them replace those backward dcpu-
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ties who are not holding their posts with much credit. Second, we should draw
(arge numbers of new activists into the various committees under the township
soviet, such as the land development comminee, the committee for hills and
forests. the committee for water conservancy, and the education committee, so
that all these comminees can really be established and set to work. Third, in this
fall's all-soviet general election, we must do our best to make sure that the
majority of the activists in the land investigation struggle are elected to the
township soviets.
At the district level, in those district soviets where, in the past, there were
only a few bad elements in the district executive committee, the remaining good
elements can take over the positions left by those bad elements who have been
eliminated. At the same time, however, activist clements from the township
soviets should be drawn into the work of the district soviet. In isolated localities,
where in the past the majority of the members on the disbict executive committee were bad elements, the xian soviet should send some people, in the midst of
the Land Investigation Movement. to take the lead in calling a provisional district deputies' assembly and electing a new district soviet.
There are two ways to supplement the personnel of the xian soviet. One is that
the good members of the xian executive committee may replace the bad members. The other is that good elements may be promoted from the district and
township soviets to participate in the work [ofthexian soviet].
V, On the EUmlnadoa ofCouDierrevolutloaaries

A. The government at all levels and the whole system of the State Political
Security Bureau must pay the greatest attention to the activities conducted by
counterrevolutiolllll)' organizations set up by the landlords and rich peasants who
arc still hidden everywhere, and by isolated individuals, and eliminate them
completely during the Land Investigation Movement. The political security bureaus especially, at the three levels of the province, the xian, and the district, as
well as their special agents. must mobilize all their forces to cany out this work
of eliminating cowtterrevolutionaries and redify the erroneous viewpoint, which
used to prevail in many places, of not taking counterrevolutionary activities
seriously.
B. In the COW'SC of the Land Investigation Movement, the elimination of
counterrevolutionaries follows in large measure the class investigation struggle
of the masses. It guides the masses to report information, to search for clues
aboul countenevolution, and fmally to arrest these countenevolutionaJY elements. During the period of the Land Investigation Movement. the agents of the
security bureau at the district level arc granted the authority to make am:sts.
Those who are am:sted will be turned over to the district Department of Justice
for lrial after a prelimirwy hearing by the special agents. In the case of an
important criminal, a circuit court must be formed in the village where he re-
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sides. He will be tried publicly in front of the masses and, with the consent of the
masses, he will be shot on the spot. In this way, the hatred and vigilance of the
masses against the counterrevolutionaries will be aroused. Having made an arrest, we should not, as happened in some places in the past, simply dispose of the
matter by sending the criminal to the xian soviet, thus ignoring the anger of the
broad masses toward the counterrevolutionaries and failing to usc this opportunity to remind the masses of the need to maintain constant vigilance against the
countcrrcvolutionarics. In order to reach our goal of eliminating the countcnevolutionarics, we must greatly improve the techniques that we have employed in the past for intelligence gathering, arrest, interrogation, and prison
management.

VI. On Taking the Offensive Against the Landlords and Rich
Peasants by Colledlag Fines aod Contributions from Them
[n order to uproot completely the economic foundations of the landlord class and
weaken the economic strength of the rich peasants, it is absolutely necessary to
take the offensive against them by imposing fines on the landlords and collecting
donations from the rich peasants. Judging from the fact that many, perhaps most,
of the landlords and rich peasants have not yet been identified in many areas of
the eight xian, it seems very likely that 800,000 yuan can be raised during the
three months of July, August, and September in these eight xian. The financial
departments at the xian and district levels must do their utmost to deal with this
matter. The principal method is to direct the township soviets to mobilize the
farm laborers' union, the poor peasant league, and other mass organizations; to
investigate the property of each landlord and rich peasant family; and to fix an
appropriate sum of fines and donations for each landlord or rich peasant, strictly
pressing them for payment, and so on. In this work, however, they must be
careful not to extend their actions to the middle peasants. Even between the rich
peasants and the landlords, a certain distinction in the degree of severity should
be maintained. That is to say that the landlords should be eliminated, while the
rich peasants should only be weakened.

VII. Tbe Relatloasbip Betweea the Laud lavesdgatloo Movemeot,
War MobWzatioa, aad Eoonomlc and Cultural Coastructloa
A. Amidst the victory of the Land Investigation Movement, it is entirely
possible that a Red Anny of eighty thousand men can be created from these eight

xian. Moreover, it will not take very long. We must simply carry out a broad and
thoroughgoing Land Investigation Movement during the three months of July,
August, and September. Once the masses in these eightxian are mobilized on the
broadest possible scale, it is entirely possible that, within six to ten months. these
eight xian will send eighty thousand new soldiers to the front. Consequently, the
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success of such a task largely depends on the launching, as well as the further
deepening, of the Land Investigation Movement. The fundamental reason why
these eight xian did not achieve much success in expanding the Red Army is that
they had not devoted great effort to the Land Investigation Movement, but had
concentrated on the expansion of the Red Army alone. We must have a deep
understanding ofthis point.
B. In the midst of the victory of the Land Investigation Movement, all kinds
of cooperatives are being developed everywhere in the eight :xian, especially
conswner cooperatives, grain adjustment cooperatives, cooperatives for manu·
facturing necessary tools (mainly fanning tools), and cooperatives to offer loans
to the impoverished masses. Thus we can ward off the profiteers' cruel exploica·
tion of the broad masses and develop the economy of the entire Soviet Area, so
that it can vanquish the enemy's economic blockade. This is one of our import·
ant tasks at present. To wage this economic war rapidly and on a broad scale
requires the tremendous well--organized forces of tbe soviet and the masses, as
well as a large amount ofcapitaJ. Consequently, we have made a proposal to the
Central Government, urging it to issue three million yuan of "economic con·
struction" bonds, which could be paid for in grain, in order to proceed rapidly
with this task. Similarly, the accomplishment of this work depends on the victory
of the Land Investigation Movement. There is no way to fini~h this work com·
pletcly if we do not devote great efforts to the Land Investigation Movement and
rouse the majority of the masses to plunge into economic constJuction with
enthusiasm.
C. Two big events, the autumn harvest and autwnn plowing, are drawing
near. They are offundamencal importance both to the life of the masses and to
the revolutionary war. Therefore, we must strive for complete victory in the
autwnn harvest and the autumn plowing this year, in the course of the Land
Investigation Movement.
D. Similarly, broad development of the culrural and educational movemem
can only be realized amid the victory of the Land Investigation Movement. Once
the majority of the masses all arise enthusiastically, it will be by no means
difficult to carry out such culrural and educationaJ construction as sening up a
club for every thousand people, an elementary school for every five hundred
people, and an evening school for every hundred people, and offering literacy
classes for most of the people who are sixteen or above. A telling example of this
has occurred in Xingguo, where nearly the whole xian has generally achieved
such success.

VIII. Fadag the Attack oftbe Eaemy
During the Founh "Encirclement and Suppression." which the enemy has
launched against the Central Soviet Region, although our heroic Red Army has
largely destroyed Chiang Kaishek's main force on the northern front, the enemy
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is still very much engaged in his new assault upon us. Though the level of
disintegration and collapse in the enemy's forces is increasing day by day, and
he has countless difficulties, he has still not forgotten to keep attacking us. Right
now, the enemy troops from Guangdong have already reached Xunwu and Anyuan, while the enemy's troops from Fujian are still occupying the area sb'CtChing from Shanghang and Liancheng to Qingliu. This constitutes a big threat to
the eight xian and their neighboring area. In order to wipe out completely the
main forces of these enemy troops and drive the remnants away, the Red Army
will ftght heroically, but we will rely even more on the struggles of the broad
masses. Thus, apan from the Land Investigation Movement, we arc facing another urgent fighting task. In the face of the enemy who is pressing on, step by
step, toward us, not only can we not slacken the Land Investigation Movement,
but on the conttary, we should redouble our efforts to carry on the movement In
the course of the Land Investigation Movement, we must quickly mobilize the
masses in their millions to arise and ann themselves, so that we may be able to
eliminate the enemy's spies, who will respond to the enemy's attack from inside
our organizations, as well as the remnant force of the landlords and rich peasants.,
and build the soviets into something as solid as iron. Only then will our triumph
over the enemy be fully guaranteed.
IX. Support the Second All-Soviet Coo1resS with the Vklory of
the Land lnvestlgadon Movement

The Land Investigation Movement must be fully accomplished before the Second All-Soviet Congress takes place on December II. For this reason, it is
particularly necessary for us to intensify our work during the three months of
July, August, and September. A meeting will be held in October to review the
Land Investigation Movement in these eight xian. Actually, however, some concrete achievements should have been made by August when the Central Government sends its staff to inspect each of the eight xian. In order to step up the
development of the Land Investigation Movement, the eight xian have voluntarily drawn up an agreement regarding a competition in the movement, and they
are determined to strive for the complete fulfillment of this agreement.
X. Severely Punish Those Who Sabota1e or Oppose the

Laad Invesdptioa Movement
During the fierce struggle of the Land Investigation Movement, those class-alien
clements and other extremely bad elements who have sneaked into the sovietS
will necessarily emerge to sabotage and oppose the movement. All such cle·
ments must be severely punished in accordance with the decrees that the Central
Government has issued on the Land Investigation Movement. At a time when
this meeting was being convened under the direct leadership of the Centra1
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Government. when all the people who came to the meeting were unanimously
expressing their support for the Central Government's guiding principles for the
Land Investigation Movement and warmly discussing bow to proceed with the
work. Huang Yanban, 2 the director of the land department in Hekou District.
Ningbuaxian, made statements fundamentally opposed to tbe Land IDVCStigation
Movement. In spite of severe criticism and atraclcs directed against him both in
the small group discussion and at the plenary session, he still refused to admit his
mistakes. It is the opinion of this meeting that Huang Yanban has held completely to a stand wbich assists our class enemies in their resistaDce against the
land investigation struggle by tbe broad masses, and dlat he has disgraced tbe
position he bolds in the Soviet. We propose that the Central Government remove
him from his position as director of tbe land department in Hekou District and
place him under the surveillance of the Ninghua xitJn Soviet. Only after such
extremely bad elements are purged can we put our revolutionary ranks in good
order, overcome the sabotage and resistance by all the class enemies, and accomplish the great revolutionary task of the Land Investigation Movement.

-

2. We have been unable 10 find infonnation about this individual.

Mass Work in the
Land Investigation Movement
(June1933)
The Land Investigation Movement is a violent and ruthless class struggle. A
correct execution of the class line cannot be guaranteed, and the goal of cracking
down on the remaining feudal forces cannot be achieved, unless the masses are
mobilized on the broadest scale to take part in our struggle and turn it into a mass
movement. All the bureaucratic methods in our work that tend to separate us
from the masses are our ultimate enemies during the Land Investigation Movement. The focus of the mass work in the Land Investigation Movement is on
talking about class, approval of class status, confiscation and redistribution, and

correct leadership over the labor union and the poor peasant league.
I, Talking About Class (Maklog Propaganda)
A. The tactics for lhe Land Investigation Movement arc to place the workers
in the leading position, rely on the poor peasants, unite with the middle peasants,
weaken the rich peasants, and wipe out the landlords. The essential purpose of
our propaganda is simply to provide a very clear explanation of these tactics to

the masses.
B. In order to explain these tactics it is necessary to define clearly the meaning of terms like landlord, rich peasant, middle peasant, poor peasant and
worker. In this explanation we must demonstrate that the landlord is a feudal
exploiter and the rich peasant is a semifeudal exploiter. Consequently, only by
adopting a policy of eliminating the landlords but merely weakening the rich
peasants can we ensure that the benefits of the agrarian revolution will go entirely to the middle peasants, poor peasants, and workers.
C. The rich peasants are, however, different from the landlords. The rich
peasants take part in labor themselves, while the landlords do not. That is why
we have a policy of eliminating the landlords, but a policy of weakening the rich
peasants. Therefore, the tendency to wipe out the rich peasants is wrong, and we
should not treat those with rich peasant status like landlords.
D. The lactic toward the middle peasams---uniting with the middle peasants--is
This text was first published in Dowzhe11g, the organ of the Central Bureau, no. 32,
October 28, 1933. Our source isMaoZedongwenjl, Vol. I, pp. 269-75, where it is dated
June 1933.
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the most crucial tactic in the agrarian revolution. The success or failure of the
agrarian revolution will be influenced by whether the middle peasants support or
oppose it. For this reason, it is imperative to explain these tactics again and again
to the masses., making clear that it is absolutely impermissible to violate the
interests of the middle peasants. In order to unite with the middle peasants and
not violate their interests, we should put forward the term "well-to-do middle
peasant," explain it, and use it to clarify forcefully the points of difference
betWeen the rich peasant and the middle peasant, thereby reassuring the well-todo middle peasants. It is important to expose the deception that the landlords and
rich peasants have practiced on the middle peasants, thus enabling the middle
peasants to free themselves from the evil influence of the landlords and rich
peasants and unite around the poor peasants in a common struggle against the
landlords.
E. Every deceptive slogan ofthc landlords and rich peasants must be exposed
and explained widely to the masses. We must be on guard against attempts by
the landlords and rich peasants to trick and disrupt the middle and poor peasants
by employing the backward localist concepts of the clans.
F. It must be explained that the Land Investigation Movement is the weapon
to crush the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression." This is because once the
remaining feudal forces are cleaned up and the enemy's troublemakers hiding
inside the soviet areas are ferreted ouc, the revolutiorwy enthusiasm of the broad
masses will be increased, and it will be much easier for us to carry on work such
as the expansion of the Red Army and economic construction.
G. Concrete slogans must be put forward on the basis of the actual circumstances ofa given locality. In a backward village, for instance, we must discover
the reason for its backwardness, and put forward a concrete slogan to rouse the
masses. Suppose that in a certain locality there is a reactionary landlord who is
threatening the masses, so the masses dare not stand up to involve themselves
actively in the struggle. In this case we must put forward the slogan of capturing
this landlord. Again, suppose that in another area the personnel of the local
government have made a serious mistake by divorcing themselves from the
masses, thus creating dissatisfaction among the masses. To launch the masses
into the struggle in this case, there must be propaganda that begins with unmasking these people's mistakes.
H. What has been mentioned above is the content of propaganda. Now let us
talk about the method of propaganda. The propaganda regarding land investigation should be addressed to all the cadres at the township level (the deputies of
the township soviet and the leaders of all the mass organizations), so that they
first understand, and then through them propaganda is conducted among the
masses. Secondly,thc matter should be made clear to the masses of the members
of the labor union and the poor peasant league at their meetings. lbirdly, it
should be explained in a speech at a mass meeting of the village, so that every
single member of the masses understands it.
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I. The propagandists should be selected mainly from among the active cadres
at the township level. They should make proper arrangements to attend and
deliver speeches at mass meetings. In addition, it is necessary to organize propaganda teams. After training, they may be sent among the masses to address them.
J. The methods of propaganda ue: (I} making speeches, (2) puning up notices, (3) writing slogans, (4) distributing leaflets, (5) pctfotmittg new plays, (6)

writing anicles in the wall newspapers, and so on.
ll. Invesdp.tlnl Classes

A. The Land Investigation Movement is actually an investigation of classes,
not an investigation of land mu by mu. The investigation of land mu by mu will
definitely arouse panic among the masses and is absolutely wrong.
B. Class investigation means investigating the classes of the landlords and
the rich peasants, investigating the exploiters., investigating these people who
have concealed themselves among the peasants, but in reality are not peasants. It
is these few people, and definitely not the classes of the middle peasants, poor
peasants. and workeJs, that are to be investigated. So we cannot conduct our
investigation from house to bouse. Such a method will arouse panic among the
masses and is absolutely wrong.
C. Before the class investigation gets Wider way, there must be a phase of
propaganda, namely, the phase of discussing the notion of class. To launch the
investigation without open and widespread discussion of class will arouse panic
among the masses and is absolutely wrong.
D. It is imperative to urge the members of the labor tmion and the poor
peasant league, as well a majority of the other masses, to participate in the class
investigation, and ask them to report promptly the results of their investigation to
the poor peasant league and the Land Investigation Committee. It is not right that
only a few people should be involved in the investigation, because an investiption conducted by a few people will arouse panic among the masses and is
absolutely wrong.
E. The class investigation must be carried on until a clear result is obtaiDecL
Whether you are investigariDg a landlord or a rich peasant, you must lay bare
every fact regarding his exploitation and his personal life in the past. for oaly
thus cao be be made to plead guilty, thereby satisfying the masses. lfwe jump to
a conclusion after performing only a rough investigation, it is easy for us to make
mistakes. The suspect will not admit bis guilt, the masses will not be satisfied.
and as a result the Land Investigation Movement will be hampered. As for the
class status of those middle peasant elements. it is even more important to carrY
out the investigation carefully, so that no middle peasant is turned into a rich
peasant and no rich peasant is twned into a landlord.
F. The materials resulting from the class investigation into one family shoUld
be entered on a copy of the ..lnvcsligalion Fonn Regan:lios Class Status." It
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should be made ava~labl~ to everyone fo~ their comments, and it should also be
served for checkmg 1n the future. It IS not proper merely to state the result
:lly or to note ~t in the ~ or to write a couple of lines about it in the
notebook, for thus 11 can easdy be lost.
111• Approval of Class Status1
A. The approval of class status means to detcnnine class status. As it is a lifeand-death decision for the person in question, we must be extremely cautious about
iL EveJY case must be thoroughly investigated before being presented for approval.
s. In the process of approval, the first step involves the poor peasant league,
which should call a meeting. Only after a general discussion and a majority vote
by a show ofhands can the decision be regarded as approved by the poor peasant
league. If there is still some disagreement, the matter should be postponed until
the next meeting for discussion and must not be approved on this first occasion.
C. The second step involves the township Land Investigation Committee. It
must examine the views of the poor peasant league, and then approve it, if it is
conect, or amend it, if it is wrong. If the committee still has some doubts about
it, it must conduct another investigation.
D. The third step involves the district land department. If this depanment is
unable to make a decision, it should tum the case over to the district Land
Investigation Committee. If that conunittee is unable to make a decision, it
should hand the matter over to the rian land department.
E. The fourth step involves a mass meeting in the village. A mass meeting
must definitely be convened in the village of the person concerned, at which the
masses are infonned of the facts regarding his exploitation and his life and it is
ascertained whether the masses agree or not. If the masses agree, the proposal is
approved; if they do not agree, the case should be investigated again, and approval must absolutely not be rigidly insisted on. Otherwise, the masses might be
dissatisfied. That would be commandism, which must be resolutely opposed.
F. None of the above-mentioned four steps can be left out, especially the
~pproval by the mass meeting. which is panicularly important. In many locali~es, confiscation starts even before the decision is approved by the masses. This
IS Wrong.
~· In the event that a wrong decision has been made in the past, such as
:mg a ~le peasant into a rich peasant or a rich peasant into a landlord or a
. lord mto a rich peasant, the original decision must be reversed. The past
mtstake as well as the reasons for cortteting it now must be explained at the
mass meeting, until the masses are satisfied.

~

but ~Th~1 fhmcse expression IISed here, tongguo ji~ji, means literally "approval ofclass,"
assignin-:\0 ~SC:~r::rr:JJ;~~,:;:,ro~~ ~ra:~~s~e process of formally
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H. Once a wrong decision is reversed, if the person concerned is a midcDe
peasant, he must be c:ompensa.ted for the land and property that had been taken away
ftom him. Even if the land has already been distributed to others, i1 should be
returned to him. If the person c:onc:emed is a rich peasant, we should c:ompensate hiln
with whatever we have right now. If we do not have anything at hand at this
moment, we have 1o find a way 1o c:ompcnsate his loss in the future. Suc:h a
c:ompensation polic:y is very effec:tive in winning over the masses. It is uncrly wrong
1o leave a mistake uncorm:ted wiebout attempting 1o do anything about it.
IV. Confiscation aad Distribution
A. It must be emphasized that the land and propeny of the landlords and tbe
land, surplus draft cattle, farm tools. and houses of the rich peasants c:an be
c:onfisc:ated only after approval is granted by the masses at the mass meeting of
the village. It is absolutely prohibited to c:any out confiscation withollt such
approval, or 1o carry out confiscation at night.
B. All the property c:onfisc:ated ftom the landlords, except the cash and valuable anicles, which should be turned over 1o the financial departmenl of the
government, should be distributed to the masses. This is a good method for
raising the masses' enthusiasm for the struggle.
C. Advantage should be taken of the occasion when a mass meeting is being
held in the viii• 1o approve class status 1o elect a provisional confiscation and
distribution conunittee. Confisc:llion should take place immediately, and distribution should be carried out on the spot. No delay shouJd occur in confiscation
or distribution. It is not pcnnitted 1o take the things collected 1o the government
first and then discuss distribution.
D. Things confiscated from a village should be disaibutcd within the same
village. They should not be divided evenly throughoul the township (big laDdlords are an exception to this).
E. Things should be distributed first to Red Army dependents, farm laborers.
workers, and other impoverished elements from among the masses. Disaibutioo
should not be carried oul equally without regard for social strata.
F. Pigs and chickens collected through confiscation should be cooked and
shared by everyone at the mus meeting. 1bey cannot be eaten merely by a feW
people from among the personneJ.2
G. Government personnel should set an example by not seeking to have
things distributed to them. If one of them is bUiy in need of some object, be must
obtain the approval of the muses at the mass meeting. The personnel must be
prevented from picking up things at will.
H. The draft c:anle and major agricultural implements c:ollected through codfisc:ation may, with the approval of the muses. be plac:ed under the charge oflhe
2. ..Personnel" refers here to government cadres.
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beneficiaries of land distribution, who may organize a farm cattle cooperative
d share the use ofthcse cattle and tools.
an I. It is wrong to delay the division of the land collected through confiscation.
Aftet part of the land is reserved as the public land for the Red Anny and social
welfare, the rest should be distributed immediately. It should go first to those
who did not receive enough land or did not receive any land at all in the past, and
then, if any is left, it should be divided evenly in each village. Hills and forests,
fish ponds, houses, and latrines should also be distributed to the masses immediately.
J. Each time when things are being distributed and the masses' enthusiasm
for the struggle is at its highest peak, we should take advantage of such occasions, bringing forward slogans about expanding the Red Anny and developing
the cooperatives, and leading the masses to join enthusiastically in the revolutionary war and in the building of the soviets.
v. The Labor Union and the Poor Peasant League
A. All our major tasks, namely the discussion of classes, the investigation of
classes, and the approval of class status, confiscation, and distribution, can only
be accomplished with the greatest success by mobilizing the labor union and the
poor peasant league. The labor Wlion is expected to be the leader for the class
struggle in the COWitrySide, while the poor peasant league is expected to be the
pillar of the struggle.
B. Develop the Land Investigation Movement corm::tly, n:lying on the labor
union to instruct its own members to join the poor peasant league and play a
positive role inside the league.
C. It is necessary to expand the poor peasant league and tum it into an
organization that the broad masses of the poor peasants join of their own tree
will.
D. The bad elements biding in the poor peasant league must be cleaned out.
E. During the Land Investigation Movement, the poor peasant league should
diligently convene meetings and pay close attention to the movement as its
central task.
F. The middle peasants should be rallied 8roWid the poor peasant league and
drawn to the league's meetings as auditors.
0. lnthecowseofleadingthe land investigation struggle, neither the labor union
nor the poor peasant league can violate any of the abo~rioned principles.
Only if the broad masses are mobilized in accordance with the previously
~tated tactics and methods can the Land Investigation Movement achieve satisactory results. Every insrance in which we do not make propaganda, or the
~aganda is not properly, conscientiously, and universally carried out; every
~~sta.nce. in which class investigation, class status approval, confiscation, and
IStributaon are not carried out on the basis of the class line and the mass line or
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do not win the support and approval of the masses, will make it impossible for
the Land Investigation Movement to achieve anything. On the contrary, this will
make the masses dissatisfied, and the progress of the Land Investigation Movement will be impeded. Thus. to oppose the "left" opportunism of attacking the
middle peasants and eliminating the rich peasants, to oppose the right opponunism of shielding the landlords and rich peasants, and to oppose the bureaucratic
leadership style and work methods during the Land Investigation Movement arc
necessary conditions for carrying out the movement correctly.

On the Problem of Launching

Food Cooperatives
Order No. 2I of the Central Council
ofPeople~ Commissars
(July 4, 1933)

The Central Soviet Area was originally a place where much rice was produced,
but it has deteriorated this year to such an extent that summer famine has appeared in parts of the area. Some workers and peasants do not have enough to
eat, and they are suffering a great many difficulties. This is a matter that merits
serious anention. The cause of this situation is that, in their desperate struggle,
the reactionary rulers of imperialism and the Guomindang are not only making
use of all the politica1 and military forces, but have also adopted the policy of
economic blockade against us, so that the supply of manufactured goods is
reduced and the prices are rising. In order to buy the necessary manufactured
goods, the masses have no recourse but to sell their newly harvested grain at an

extremely low price. Then the generally unscrupulous merchants and rich peasants are taking the advantage of this opportunity to manipulate the market price

by pushing the price of new grain to a shockingly low level, and by buying large
amounts of grain at the cheapest price. They are either hoarding and profiteering
or smuggling the grain out of the area, thus making the people in some pans of
this area suffer a food shortage during the two seasons of harvest. When the
people suffering a food shortage have to pay a high price to buy rice to cat, the
~scrupulous merchants and rich peasants again take advantage of the opporturuty to manipulate the market price by raising the grain price to a very high level.
In some areas, it is not easy to buy grain even at a high price. This is the main
caUSe of the summer famine this year. In addition, because of the narural disasters .last year, the harvest was not good. The troops of the White anny have
camed out robbery, looting, destruction, and burning in the border areas. Moreove.r, our government did not pay enough attention to planning the storage of
wa•n and exported the grain without any limit. These are the other causes of the

~ 1.ext was first published in H011gse Zhonghua, no. 94, July

14, 1933. We have trans•t ftom Mao Zericmgjl, Vol. 3, pp. 269-70, which rcproduceslhis version.
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food shortage this year. Our government has already taken many measures to end
this unhealthy situation, such as setting up coordinating and trading bureaus in
various areas and getting prepared to store away large amounts of food for the
urgent needs of the people. The most important method for resolving the difficuJ.
ties in food supply for the masses of workers and peasants is for everyone to get
together to organize food cooperatives. The method is as follows. The poor
toiling worker and peasant masses themselves fonn a stock company. Shares of
the stocks can be purchased with money and/or with grain (with the amount of
the money payment deducted). After the harvest, when the members of the food
cooperatives need money, they can sell grain to the food cooperatives at a price
slightly higher than the market price. The food cooperatives can store away a
small portion of the grain they have bought for the urgent needs of the members
during two seasons of harvest next year. The food cooperatives can then grad·
ually ship the remaining large portion of the grain to the areas where the price is
high, or export the grain. Such activities of continuous buying and selling can not
only expand the capital, but also bring more profits to the members of the food
cooperatives. We can use this method to regulate the market price so as to make
sure that the food prices in the soviet districts in an average year will not go too
high or too low. At the same time, we can use this method to guarantee that the
peasants will not suffer the difficulty of food shortage, that the people can get rid
of the cruel exploitation by the unscrupulous merchants, and that we may im·
prove the well-being of the workers and peasants to the maximum. The poor
workers and peasants should mobilize immediately and join the food cooperatives upon mutual invitation. All the revolutionary ma.'ls organizations should try
their utmost to help cany out this work. The leading comrades of the government
at various levels are even more Wlder an obligation to assume the responsibilities
of canying out broad and deep propaganda work about the significance and
functions of the food cooperatives, and of leading and helping the people to
establish at least one food cooperative in each village. Efforts should be made
now for people to sign up and funn registers and to elect people to take charge.
according to the "Rules ofthe Food Cooperatives" issued by the Central Govcm~
ment. On the other hand, granaries should be built and aJi the preparatory work
should be completed before the autumn harvest, so that the food cooperatives
can begin to work immediately when newly harvested grain appears on the
marlc.et. This is important work, which can guarantee the food supply for the
people, consolidate the political power of the soviets, and facilitate the rapid and
smooth development of the revolutionary war, so we must not neglect it in the
slightest degree. We hereby issue this notice.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
Zhang Guotao

Resolutiun by the Central Government
Cunceming the Movement
to Commemorate "August First"
(July 11, 1933)
August I is the day for the commemonrtion of the international struggle against
imperialist war, and at the same time the day for the commemoration of the
Nanchang Uprising in China. 1 The Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Army

came into being with the Nanchang Uprising and has grown increasingly strong
in the course of the struggle. This year, August First arrives at a time when the
danger of a new bandit war by the imperialists and a new war against the Soviet
Union is extremely acute; a time when the Japanese imperia1ists are invading
China on a large scale and the Chinese Guomindang is openly selling out the
Three Northeastern Provinces. Rehe, and Nonh China; and a time when the
movement against imperialism and the Guomindang in the whole country is
surging extremely high, and the soviet movement and the revolutionary war are
achieving unprecedented great victories. Thus, August First is this year of unusual significance fm the revoiUiionary stJUggle. In order to commemorate the
establishment of the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny, and to reward

and give favored treatment to the soldiers of the Red Anny, the Centn.l Executive Comminee hereby adopts the following resolution:
I. The Centn.l Executive Committee approves the recommendation by the
Central Revolutionary Military Commission designating August First each year
as the day for commemorating the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny.
On August First this year, military banners will be conferred on all the regiments
of the Red Anny. At the same time, meda1s will be awarded to the responsible
Comrades who led the Nanchang Uprising and 10 the commanders and fighters in
the Red Anny who have pc:rfonned exceptional feats.
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2. The Central Executive Conunittee instructs the commissar for internal
affairs to make cards for the preferential treatment of the families of Red Anny
soldiers, and to issue them to such families.
3. Under the leadership of the land departments of district and township
soviets, management committees for the public land of the Red Anny shall be
organized to manage the harvest from the public lands of the Red Army and
other affairs such as the storage of the harvested grain. Under the joint jurisdiction of the Land Department of the district soviet and the Commissariat for
Internal Affairs, committees on favorable treatment for Red Anny families shall
be organized under the township soviets to manage all the affairs concerning the
favorable treatment of Red Anny families.
Chainnan of the Centntl. Government

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Circular Telegram opposing the
Guomindang's Recent Dalian Cunferencefor
Selling Out the Country
(July 1933)
Revolutionary Masses of the Whole Country!
About a week ago, the Guomindang government of the landlord<; and bourgeoisie, as
the most Joyal and obedient running dog of imperialism, even more insidiously and
shamelessly than before convened the Dalian Conference. 1 On lhe afternoon of July
S, they signed a new Dalian Agreement with the headquarters of the Japanese
Military Police. llUs agreement is more concrete and more shameless than the North
China Truce Agreement, which was signed on May 30!2
At the banquet celebrating the success of selling out our country, where
wine cups and dishes were lying about in disorder, and amidst warm congratulations by the deputy commander-in-chief of the Guandong Army of Japanese imperialism, the traitorous representatives of the Guomindang government, such as Lei Shouyun,l holding glasses filled with champagne, went
so far as to shake hands with the representatives of Manchukuo, which, we
seem to recall, was formerly called a "puppet" by the Guomindang. While
celebrating the formation of their new alliance, they bad finally swallowed
the traitorous treaty to sell out the interests of the Chinese nation and affixed
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their signatures. The main content of this new traitorous agreement is as follows:
(I) The Guomindang government fonnally recognizes Manchukuo and nomi~
nally incorporates the troops ofManchukuo that are stationed in the area around
Luan(zhou] and (Lin]yu. (2) Japan will set up supeJVisory troops in various.dtJn
such as Miyun and Luanzhou. (3) The Lu[gouqiao]-(Lin]yu section of the
BeiUing]~(Liao]ning railroad will be under joint jurisdiction.•
In this agreement, the Guomindang has, in fact, not only fonnally recognized
Manchukuo, but also, even more shamefully, fonned a puppet alliance with
Manchukuo and pledged loyalty to the death to their common master-Japanese
imperialism. Recent events tell us that the Guomindang government has already
agreed to the demands of Manchukuo, changing the method of sending mails to
Europe through Vladivostok via Siberia. These iron facts make plain that the
Guomindang's talk in public about Manchukuo as a "puppet" is a lie. It is
nothing but shameless deceptive propaganda. As a matter of fact, the
Guomindang itself is also a Joyal puppet of Japanese imperialism; it is absolutely
the brother rurming dog of Manchukuo.
The Provisional Central Government of the Chinese Soviets, on behalf of the
popular masses of the whole country, strongly opposes the shameful agreement
for selling out the country signed at the Dalian Conference by the Guomindang,
and absolutely repudiates every single clause in this traitorous agreement. We
also call on the workers, peasants, and soldiers, and all revolutionaries in the
whole country, to stand together in opposing the recent Dalian Conference ofthe
Guomindang for selling out the country, and in canying out a f1nn revolutionary
struggle against it. Let the workers, merchants, students, and functionaries strike,
organize mass demonstrations, and fonn military units to oppose the Dalian
Agreement and prevent it from being carried out. The people of the whole
country must clearly realize that, with the puppet alliance between the
Guomindang and Manchukuo, the Japanese imperialist bandits will surely expand their activities of invasion in China to an even greater extent, from actively
attacking Chahar and Suiyuan provinces to taking over the provinces along lhe
southeast coast, thus jointly carving up China with the other international imperialists. At the same time, the Japanese bandits--the military police of international imperialism in the East-will continue their recent frenzied activities of
provocation against the Soviet Union. They will certainly openly initiate military
adventures of intervention against the brotherly ally of the Chinese popu]ar
masses--the Soviet Union.
Revolutionary popular masses of the whole country! Only the soviets can
4. Luanzhou (now called Luan ~ian) is located oo the Luan River, not far from the
point where it flows into the Bohai Sea. The section of wbat was earlier called the
Beijing-Liaoning n1ilroad referred to here extended from the Lugouqiao (Mateo Polo
Bridge) junction in the soulbem suburbs of Beiping 10 Linyu, the slation where the
railroad crosses the Great Wall at Shanhaiguan.
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ve China. Only the anti-Japanese Red Army, which is just now speeding up the
:~shing of the imperialist Guomindang's Fourth "Encirclement and Suppres~ion," constitutes the anned forces of China's revolutionary popular masses
themselves! In order 10 strive for the independence, liberation, and terrirorial
integrity of the Chinese nation, the Provisional Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic calls on the popular masses of the whole country
and the revolutionary soldiers in the White army to unite closely under the
banner of the soviets to expand the national-revolutiorwy war, overthrow imperialism and the Guomindang, and bury them in the graveyard of history.
Chairman of the Provisional
Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chainnen

MaoZedong
XiangYing

Zhang Guotao

Letter to the HuangtJai District Soviet in Ruijin
Cunceming the Land Investigatiun Movement
(July 13, 1933)
Comrades of the Huangbai District Soviet:
With the help of the work teams from the Land Commissariat of the Central
Government, you have mobilized the broad masses of workers and peasants in
the twelve townships of the Huangbai District to participate enthusiastically in
the movement of investigating land and class origins. During this fierce class
struggle, more than 270 households of landlords and rich peasants who had been
regarded as middle and poor p~ts in the past have now been discovered.
Some landlords who were regarded as rich peasants had land distributed to them,
and even good land. Compared with 122 households of landlords and rich peas·
ants dealt with in the past three years by the district soviet, the present figure
accounts for 70 percent of the total number. During this struggle to investigate
land and class origins, a great deal of land and property has been confiscated and
distributed to the impoverished peasants. The activities of the reactionaries have

been suppressed, while the revolutionary enthusiasm of the broad masses of
workers and peasants in lhe whole soviet area has been raised to new heights.
Some class-aJien elements and other extremely bad elements who had sneaked
into the soviet have been purged, while a large number of worker and peasant
activists have been recruited into the soviet. Township soviets and district soviets
have been reelected, and the political power of the soviet has been greatly con·
solidated. This is a great victory of the movement to i~vestigate land and class
origins in Huangbai District. The Land Investigation Movement in Huangbai
District is not, however, complete. There are still some residual feudal forces and
reactionaries are still active. In particular, there are a number of class.alien and
bad elements in Shangduan Township, Xinzhuan Township, and Lantian Town·
ship who are still working either openly or clandestinely to deceive and stir up a
portion of the masses. Some are even trying to reverse the verdicts. You must
pay very great anention to such activities, and you should mobilize the masses in
these areas as widely as possible to expose the plots of the reactionaries. You

This lener was first published in ll01tgse Zlumghua, no. 95, July 13, 1933. We have
translaled it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 277-82, which reproduces the text from this
source.
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should continue to. ferre_t o~t the remnants oflandl~rd and rich peasant elements,
suppress the reacuonanes m Shangduan Townsh1p, and prevent them from attempting any counterattack and reveJSing the verdicts. You must untiringly and
resolutely lead the people in this struggle and strive to achieve a final victory in
the Land Investigation Movement.
We have made a detailed examination of your table of investigation results
regarding class origins, and the class status of most households is correctly
determined. There are, however, a few cases in which wrong decisions have
been made. For instance, some households that should have been classified as
landlords you have regarded as rich peasants or even as middle peasants. One
household, which should have been classified as a rich peasant, you have regarded as a usurer. There is yet another household for which the entry regarding
manpower is not clear. We hope that you can make another investigation and
decide the matter. Now, in order to draw your attention to the necessity ofhaving
a cautious and unequivocal attitude in determining class status, we here especially Jist and analyze ten households whose class status you have incorrectly
determined.
1. Zhou Zongren (of Shangduan Township). There are three people in the
family and none of them work. (Twenty years ago, Zhou himself worked as a
long-tenn fann laborer for twelve years.) Zhou has SO Dan' of land, which is
completely rented out, and he has collected rent of2S Dan of grain each year for
seven years. Zhou also has two pieces of hilly land which can produce a return of
several hundred mao. 2 He has mortgaged out 4 Dan of land, with a deposit of
one hundred foreign dollars. (You have classified him as a middle peasant.)
2. Xie Mingsi (of Shangduan Township). He is the only fiunily member and
he does not work. He has 39 Dan of land, which is completely rented out. Every
year, he collects 16 Dan in rent, and he has been doing so for twenty years. He
also has one house, which he has rented for I Dan, and he has been collecting
this amount for more than twenty years. He has~ loans in the amount of 104
)'Uan. In the past, Xie oppressed the people in the village and forced them to fight
against the Red Army. (You have classified him as a rich peasant.)
3. Zhu Demeng (ofXinzhuang Township). There arc two people in the family and neither of them works. Zhu has 41 Dan of land, all of which is rented out.
He has mongagcd out6Dan of land and has also made loans in the amount ofJO
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b measun:d in tenns or its notional yield, it is most commonly the
c:hlllacter dtln (also read shi), representing a unit or volume, which is used. Here Mao
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yuan, which have been outstanding for eight to nine years. (You have classified

him as a rich peasant.)
4. Zhong Tongqi (ofShanhe Township). There are two people in the family
and neither of them works. Zhong has 8S.S Dan of land. He has often hired farm
laborers on a long-tenn and short-term basis to cultivate 46.5 Dan of his land and
has rented out 39 Dan. He has also lent I Dan of new grain. He administen two
ancestral temples. (You have classified him as a rich peasant.)
S. Liu Fangluo (ofFuxi Township). There are three people in the family and
they do not work. Liu has 54 Dan of land. He has borrowed 10 Dan of land, for
which he pays a rent of 2 Dan 90 }in, and he has rented out 35 Dan of his own
land, for which he receives a yearly rent of 14 Dan, and has been doing so for
eight years. He has hired long-term and shon-tenn farm laboTCJS 10 cultivate 29
Dan. He has borrowed 159 yuQn. He has managed an ancestral hall for eight
years. In the past, he was very powerful in the village and oppressed the people.
(You have classified him as a rich peasant.)
According 10 the infonnation recorded in your table of investigation results,
all the above five households are not middle peasants or rich peasants, bul
landlords (small landlords), in tenns of their relationship to the land and their
relationships of exploitation. No one in the families of Zhou Zongren, Xie
Mingsi, and Zhu Demeng works. Their land is completely rented out, and they
depend exclusively on collecting rent for a living. They are typical landlords, and
your decision that Zhou Zongren is a middle peasant, and Xie Mingsi and Zhu
Demeng are rich peasants, is completely wrong. The members of Zhong
Tongqi's and Liu Fangluo's families do not work either, and for the most pan
they rely on exploitation for a living. The difference between them and the
previous three families is that they have rented out pan of their land and hired
long-term fann laborers to cultivate another part of their land. But they are
likewise small landlords and not rich peasants. As manpower in the Chinese
countryside is extremely cheap, many among the landlord class have utilized part
of their land and old-style farm tools by hiring fann laborers to come 10 their
houses and cultivate the land, thus treating the farm laborers most cruelly and
exploiting them as if they were feudal slaves. In the meantime, they have also
rented out pan of their land to exploit other peasants. Here they are different
from rich peasants because they do not participate in labor, while rich peasants
do participate in labor themselves. You have neglected this difference and therefore you made the wrong decisions.
6. Xiao Xujiao (of Yuankeng Township). There were four people in the
family and Xiao himself perfonned some supplementary labor (he was killed
during the revolution). This household has 62 Dan of land and hired a long-term
farm laborer to cultivate 38 Dan. (They had hired long-tenn farm laborers for
two generations, until the revolution.) They rented out 24 Dan of land (for
thiny-six years). They have three hills of Chinese catalpa, which produce 40 Dan
of Chinese catalpa every year. They have made loans in the amount of21 yuan.
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Xiao has also adminis~ two ancestral temples, from which he received 20
Dan of grain a year for tharty-five years. In the past, he oppressed people. {You
have classified him as a rich peasant.)
1. Liu Jibe (of Huling Township). There are three people in the family and
Liu himself does supplementary work. He has 65 Dan of land and has hired
long· and short-tenn fann laborers to cultivate 32 Dan of land. He bas rented out
33 Dan of land and collected rents of 15 Don of grain. He has three hills, which
yield over 30 yuan. He has one pond, which yields over 20 yuan. He has rented
out six houses, for which he collected a rent of 6 Don of mature grain each year.
He has rented out one toilet, for which he collects a rent of 30 jin of grain. He
owes a debt of IOyuan. He also administers four ancestral temples, for which he
receives a rent of89 Dan 20jin of grain. He is very powerful in the village. (You
have classified him as a rich peasant.)
The aforementioned two households both rented out part of their land and at
the same time hired long-tenn farm laborers to cultivate the remaining pan of
their land. They have been almost completely dependent on exploitation for a
living. In all these respects, they are similar to the previously discussed families
of Zhong Tongqi and Liu Fangluo. What makes them different is that the man
himself does some supplementary work. It is, however, only supplementary
work, and they should still be classified as landlords. You were wrong to designate them as rich peasants. For a rich peasant is one who actually participates in
agricultural production; he who merely does a little light supplementary work
cannot be called a rich peasant. This type of small landlord, who does a little
light supplementary work but relies mainly on exploitation for a living, is by no
means rare in China.
8. Chen Zehong (of Yuankeng Township). There are five people in all in the
family, one of whom works. They own 61 Dan of land and have borrowed 10
Dan of land, for which they pay a rent of 3 Don of grain. They cultivate the land
themselves, together with a long-tenn fann laborer. They have two hills of
Chinese catalpa, from which the annual yield is 40 Dan of catalpa. They have
hired one long-tenn fann laborer each year for ten years. They have also mortgaged out 3.5 Dan for three years. They have made a loan of 50 yuan for about
twenty years. They have rented out one house, for which they have collected an
annual rent of 4 yuan for thirty-four years. They have administered an ancestral
hall from which they have received 18 Don of grain annually for thirty-five
JCars. In th~ past, he oppressed people in the village. (You have classified him as
a middle peasant.)
. Chen Zehong has regularly hired a long-tenn farm laborer, while at the same
tune practising usury and administering an ancestral temple. For his living expen~~· he relies mainly on exploitation. At the same time, he himself actually
~acapates in agricultural production. This is a typical Chinese rich peasant and
lias wrong for you to classifY him as a middle peasant.
9 · Zhong Guofang (of Bodi Township). There arc nine people in the family,
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of whom three members work. They have 112 Dan of land and three hills of
Chinese catalpa. They have made loans for a total of 320 yuan for more than ten
years. They have also rented out two houses for an annual rent of 2 yuan.
Bccawe the payments have not been made [on the loans], the principle and
compound interest have increased to over 700 yuan. (You have classi(led him as
a usurer.)
Those who rely solely, or for the most part, on exploitation through wury for
their living are called usurers. The policy of the soviets toward the usurers is to
confiscate all their property and to eliminate them. Zhong Guofang has 112 Dtuz
of land, which he and his family cultivate entirely by themselves and which
constitute the principal somce of their livelihood. We absolutely cannot, because
he also engages in usury, classify him as a USW'Cl' and adopt a policy of confiscation toward him. Such an ultta-leftist view, which writes off his own participation in labor, is incorrect. The correct decision is to classify him as a rich
peasant. Their land and extra cattle, fann tools, and howes should be confLScated, but they should still be given some relatively poor land for cultivation.
Then why shouldn't we treat this Zhong as a well-to-do middle peasant? Because
his exploitation by practising usury is as high as 1,000 yuan, and such exploitation is constant. A well-to-do middle peasant may also be involved in certain
exploitation, but it is not constant and the amount mwt be small.
10. Liu Qichang (ofBodi Township). There are four people in the family. Liu
himself does supplementary work on the land and be is also a pig dealer. He has
36 DtJn of land and has borrowed 44 DtJn, for which he pays a rent of 15 DtJn.
They have two hills, which produce 20 Dan of Chinese cal81pa each year. Liu bas
hired a long-term farm laboler for eigbtcen years. He has also mortgaged out 2 Dan
of land, for one luo of grain. He administers one ancestra! hall. from which he
receives IS Dan ofgraineveryyear. (You have classified him. as a landlord.)
We have some doubts about the decision that this man is a landlord. Judging
from the information in the table, his howehold bas grown grain on 80 DtJn of
land and has cultivated two hills. If Liu has hired only one long-tenn farm
laborer to participate in cultivation, this is insufficient, so probably Liu himself
does a substantial amount of work. If he does a substantial amount of work, thea
he should be classified as a rich peasant. You should not adopt the policy of
eliminating him, but should treat him as though he had rich peasant class status.
Moreover, although there are some cases in which landlords have borrowed land
from others and hired fum workers to cultivace it, there are only a few such
landlords and most landlords do not borrow land from others. On the other band.
it is common for rich peasants to borrow land like this man, whose bonowed
land ac:councs for the greater part of his land. Consequently, you should investigate and clarify once again the circumstances regarding his own work, befON
you can make a c:onect decision--whether in the end be should be classified as a
landlord or a rich peasant. If it is verified that Liu himself only does a small
amount of supplementary work, then your present decision is com:ct.

Outline of the Organization and Work
of the Poor Peasant League
(July 15, 1933)

Generally speaking, the poor peasant league has played a great role in the agrarian revolulion. It has not only united the broad masses of farm laborers and poor
peasants, but has also gathered the middle peasants round itself. Under the leadership of the Chinese Conununist Party and the soviets, it has constituted an
enormous revolutionary force in overthrowing the feudal and semifeudal forces
in the countrySide, taking the land away from the landlord class, and actively
promoting production on the land. The poor peasant league has aJso played a
great role in such imponant work as war mobilization, economic mobilization,
and cultunal construction. These great revolutionazy achievements of the poor
peasant league are indeed praiseworthy. In view of the present situation, however, the poor peasant league has not made such great achievements in all the
localities. Moreover, even if there have been these achievements, this docs not
mean that many shortcomings and mistakes in the organization and work of the
poor peasant league can be ignored. On the contrary, it is only when we recognize the poor peasant league's past achievements, and at the same time its present shortcomings and mistakes, as well as the fact that its achievements in some
places are insufficient, and consequently strive to correct cenain shortcomings
and mistakes in the organization and work of the poor peasant league, that we
can make even greater achievements in the future, and carry out well the role
that the poor peasant league should play in the soviet movement.
According to the materials sent from many localities, there are many places
where the organization and work of the poor peasant league are imperfect. In
some localities it is even the case that the poor peasant league has only an empty
name and does no actual work. To summarize these materials, we can distinguish
two different situations: (I) In some areas there is no township poor peasant
league, but village poor peasant leagues under which there are small groups. In
some other places there is no village poor peasant league, but only township poor
Ptasant leagues, under which groups have been set up. In a few localities there
are both township and village poor peasant leagues, with small groups under the
laner. Within a township poor peasant league or village poor peasant league
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there is an executive comminee which is divided into three working departments
of chairman, organization, and propaganda. The executive committee is respon.
sible for providing guidance to small groups. Meetings are held according to a
fixed schedule. In some cases there are general meetings once every ten days and
small group meetings once every five days. In other cases there are general
meetings once a week and small group meetings once every five days. No matter
whether one is a farm laborer, coolie, or poor peasant, he needs a recommendation by three members in order to join the poor peasant league. Otherwise he is
not allowed to join. Thus many farm laborers, coolies, and poor peasants are
excluded from the poor peasant league and the membership can hardly grow.
This in tum reduces the role played by the poor peasant league. (2) A different
and even worse situation prevails in some places, where they simply announce
that everyone is a member of the poor peasant league except landlords, rich
peasants, and middle peasants. Then as soon as a chairman of the poor peasant
league has been appointed by a branch of the Chinese Communist Party or by a
township soviet, the poor peasant league is considered to have been organized.
The chairman of the poor peasant league does not know how many members the
league has, nor docs he know what work to cany out, and he does not call a
meeting for three or four months or even six months to a year, and merely hangs
up an empty signboard. In reality, this is the same as having no poor peasant
league. It is even more difficult for such a poor peasant league to accomplish its
task and play its role in the countJySide. Among the poor peasant leagues in the
first situation, some have taken over the functions of the govenunent, such as the
cases in Longgang Township in Wuyang Disbict of Ruijin, and in Xinzhuang
and Bocun townships of Huangbai District. The poor peasant league in the
second situation carries out no regular work, but is disorganized and plays no
role at all. Both of these two phenomena are no good. But in many places in the
soviet areas"there are poor peasant leagues which are developing soundly both in
their organization and in their work, with large numbers of members and 111
intense spirit of struggle. They can actively conduct discussions about all kinds
of questions of the revolutiOIW)' struggle while not interfering with the jurisdiction of the township soviet. They are not only much different ftom the poor
peasant leagues in the second situation (which have only an empty name); they
are also more progressive than the poor peasant leagues in the first situation
(which have some defects). They are indeed the model poor peasant leagues iD
the soviet areas, and merit study by the poor peasant league in other places. In
order to swnmarize the past experiences of the struggle, unifY the organization.
generaJiy regularize the work, and accomplish the important tasks of the poor
peasant league at the present stage of the revolution, the Central Government
hereby issues this "Outline of the Organization and Work of the Poor Peasant
League," on the basis of the experiences of the agrarian struggle and the suggestion made by the meeting of representatives of the poor peasant league in the
eight :tian of Ruijin, Huichang, Yudu, Shengli, Bosheng, Shicheng, Ninghua.
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We )lope that the broad masses of poor peasants in the whole countryside will
unite as one and take action under this outline.
1. The poor peasaDt league is not an organization made up pw-ely of a single
class. but a mass organization of poor peasants within the jurisdiction of the
township soviet. At the same time, workers in the countryside must join the poor
peasant teague and form a workers' small group to play an active leading role in
the league and unite the broad masses of poor peasants under the leadership of
the prolelariat. turning the league into the most reliable pillar of the political
power of the soviets.
2. The poor peasant league performs the functions of supporting the government and cmy:ing out all the decrees of the government, but it should not replace
the government in its work. The poor peasant league should express its own
opinions and make suggestioos to the government on manen conc:eming the
interests and rights of the workers and poor peasants.
3. The poor peasant league should pay particular attention to the interests and
rights of the middle peasants, and induce the middle peasants to raJiy round the
poor peasant league, in order to establish a solid alliance between the poor
peasant league and the middle peasants. This alliance can become a strong link
in uniting the middle peasants with the proletariat, and help in the pursuit of the
struggle to eliminate the landlord class and to oppose rich peasaDts.
4. Only under the leadersbip of the Communist Parly and the soviets can the
poor peasant league correctly ac:complisb all its tasks, and avoid being influenced by the rich peasants or dominated by all sorts of backward peasant consciousness, such as the ideas of absolute egalitarianism and localism. In places
where the poor peasant league bas not yet been organized, the agricultural
workers' union or the activists among poor peasants should take the initiative.
The unions of agricultural workers ud craftsmen should try to pass motions at
their own congresses about having their membership join the poor peasant
league in a body, so as to bring about a constant leading role for the proletariat in
the poor peasant league.
5. When the poor peasant league is initially organized, it should only recruit
the activists among the poor peasants and then gradually become a mass organization of all tbe poor peasants. In order 10 attract all the poor peasant masses 10
join the poor peasant league (of course, those bad elements who sabotage the
agrarian struggle and shield landlords and rich peasants are not allowed to join
the poor peasant league even if they are poor peasants), old members of tbe poor
JICasant league should often take the responsibility of doing propaganda work in
order to expaod the membership of the league. They sbould actively look for
poor pe&sants and agricultural workers to join the poor peasant league. The
l~gue should not require any formalities of recommendation, but open its doors
~~e. 1~ all the workers and poor peasants. lt should inform them aod guide them
~IDlng the poor peasant league. In principle, joining the poor peasant league
8 ld be voluntary, and all the workers and peasants, men and women, old and
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young, can apply to join. The method of assigo.iDg memberships to each household is wrong. In order that landlords and rich peasants may be strictly prevented
from sneaking into the poor peasant league, the class status of all new mcmbels,
whether they have been recruited by the old members or joined the poor peasant
league voluntarily, should be iDvestigated. according to the criteria for analyzing
classes. If someone is found who does not have the right class status, he should
be immediately expelled, so as to make sure that landlords and rich peasanrs
cannot sDCak into the poor peaSBDt league.
6. During the land struggle or the Land Investigation Movement, if a poor
peasant league, because it is disorganized and useless, or has fallen into the
hands of a few landlords and rich peasants and plays an adverse role, is dissolved
and reorganized, using commandist methods., this is cuning oneself off from the
masses. and is completely wrong. The correct method in such circumstances is to
Wlite the activists in the poor peasant league and strengthen their education, and
then to launch a fierce struggle within the league to expose the deceptive
schemes of the landlords and rich peasants. to help the masses of members get
rid of the influence of landlord and ri¢1 peasant elements. and to eliminate ftom
the poor peasant league landlord and rich peasant elements and a few extremely
bad elements who are beyond education, so as to enhance the combat strength of
the poor peasant league and to achieve a complete victory in the agrarian struggle and the Land Investigation Movement. If there are middle peasants who have
joined the poor peasant league, they should not simply be expelled like landlords
and rich peasants. There must be a clear explanation to them of why it is UDDeCessary for them to join the poor peasant league. After they leave the league.
middle peasants can still come to listen when the poor peasant league is having a
meeting. All the middle peasants should be welcome to listen at the meetings of
the poor peasant league.
7. Since tbe poor peasant league is not purely an organization of a single
class, it docs not need a tight organizational form like that of a labor union. It
does not need dermite regulations, nor does it require payment of dues. (If
money is needed for expenses, a donation may be launched among the memberS
with the approval of the general meeting.) Still less docs it need a systematic
organization at the provincial, xian, and district levels; it simply organizes the
poor peasants with the township as a unit. Below the level of the township poor
peasant league, it is divided into small groups. These may be organized with a
hamlet (that is, a small village) as the unit. The memben of the poor peasant
league in one hamlet are organized into one small group. If one hamlet has only
a few families and therefore only a few members, then a small group may be
organized around two or three neighboring hamlets. If a hamlet has several
dozen or more families and therefore many members, then several small groups
may be organized within one hamlet.
8. For the sake of convenience in advancing the work of the poor peasaal
league, three people (the most active clements) should be elected by the general
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meeting to form a committee. A poor peasant league in a relatively large
township. or one with many members, may elect five people to form a commince. The committee selects a chairman to take charge of the overall work.
Apart from that, no separate working departments should be established. The
poor peasant league should practice revolutionary democmcy on a broad
scale. All the members must be summoned to meetings to discuss important
maners that arise. Only routine matters can be discussed solely by the commince. Or the committee may summon the leaders of the small groups to
participate in the discussion.
9. The general meeting of the poor peasant league and the meetings of the
conunittee and the small groups need not follow a fixed schedule mechanically,
in order to avoid fonnalism, which would reduce the interest of the masses of the
members. Whenever important matters arise, a meeting should be held immediately. When the class struggle in the countryside is particularly intense, as at
the time of land refonn and of the Land Investigation Movement, a general
meeting should be held once every three, four, five, or six days, and commince
and small group meetings should be held once every two or three days.
10. The work of the poor peasant league consists in paying constant attention
to the interests of workers, poor peasants, and middle peasants, and in the struggle for consolidating and promoting the political power of the soviets. The important work of the poor peasant league is listed below:
a. Holding discussions on the matters concerning the confiscation and
redistribution of land, houses, fann tools, and property of the despotic gentry
and landlords, and the confiscation and distribution of land and surplus canle,
farm tools, and houses of rich peasants. In discussing these matters, the central question is how to deal with the resistance from landlords and rich peasants, and how to ensure that the benefits of the agrarian revolution go entirely
to the workers and the poor and middle peasants. Here special attention
should be paid to not violating the interests of middle peasants and uniting
closely with the middle peasants. Attention must also be paid to wiping out
thoroughly the feudal forces in the countryside and preventing landlords and
rich peasants from passing themselves off as poor and middle peasants in
order to steal land benefits. We must see to it that not one landlord is left with
a single inch of land and not one rich peasant steals a single plot of good land.
b. Holding discussions on agricultural production, such as how to cany
out the campaigns for spring and summer plowing and for autumn harvesting
and plowing, as well as on the problems that arise in the course of production
campaigns in various seasons, including bow to increase labor power, accumulate more manure, improve seeding, build irrigation works, redistribute
farm canle, add more farm tools, eliminate insect pests, open up wasteland,
and plant trees and protect mountain rorests.
c. Holding discussions on problems of economic mobilization. In addition
to the arorementioncd matters of agricultural production, the main thing is to
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discuss bow to develop cooperatives, such as food cooperatives, consumer
cooperatives, credit cooperatives, production cooperatives, and cooperatives
for draft oxen, and how to help the national economy develop on a large
scale, so as to resist the cruel exploitation by the merchants and smash the
economic blockade by the enemy, while further improving the well-being of
the masses and providing the revolutionary war with abundant strength.
d. Holding discussions on problems of famine and disaster relief, such as
providing mutual help in food, canle, and farm tools during famine and natural disasters and providing relief to the victims in the areas harassed and
wrecked by the enemy troops.
e. Holding discussions on questions concerning the health of the masses,
such as initiating geneml campaigns of paying attention to hygiene, emphasizing frequent cleaning and sweeping, and reducing the incidence of sickness
and disease, so as to protect the health of the masses.
f. Holding discussions on the problem of giving favorable treatment to the
Red Army, such as cultivating and harvesting on the public land of the Red
Army and storage of grain; helping the families of the Red Army to cultivate
their land; and canying out the regulations for providing favorable treatment
to the Red Army.
g. Holding discussions on problems of mobilization for war. Here the flJSt
thing to do is to expand the Red Army, the second thing is to raise funds for
supporting the Red Army, the third thing is to send greetings and regards to
the Red Army, and the fourth thing is to expand the Red Guards and Young
Pioneers. All these are extremely imponant questions regarding mobilization
for war.
h. Holding discussions on questions regarding participation in the election campaigns of the soviets and in the accusation movement, 1 such as
how to make sure that the activists among the workers and poor peasants
will be chosen in elections and the best middle peasants will be attracted
to work in the soviet. When class-alien elements have sneaked into the
soviet, or when there is corruption and slackness in the work, the poor
peasant league should participate in the accusation movement called for by
the Commissariat of the Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate and in
launching self-criticism among the working personnel in the soviet, so as
to perfect the work of the soviet.
i. Holding discussions on the problem of carrying out fully all the laws.
regulations, resolutions, and orders issued by the soviets in the township in
question.
I. Regarding the accusation movement, sec below the relevant note 1o the directive of
August9, 1933.
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j. Holding discussions on all imponant problems that arise at any moment The poor peasant league must constantly pay attention to the discussion
of the aforementioned problems and actively make suggestions to the government Under the leadership of the government. they should resolutely participate in the struggles on all the revolutionary fronts and fully accomplish
various revolutionary tasks. Only thus can the poor peasant league continue 10
have its own regular work, truly work for the interests of lhe workers, poor
peasants, and midd1e peasants, and not become an organization in name only.
11. In order to consolidate further the leadership of the rural proletariat over
the broad masses of peasants, the comminee of the poor peasant league (a few
selected poor peasant activists may also be invited to participate) may propose a
joint meeting with lhe leading organs of the agricultural workers' union and the
handicraft workers' union. Such meetings arc to be sununoned by the labor
unions. Joint meetings may be held to discuss such matters as organizing a
comminee 10 support the Red Anny, funning an alliance 10 oppose imperialism
and support the Soviet Union, organizing revolutionary mutual aid associations,
as well as ccnain commemorative meetings and demonstrations. Once unanimous agreement is reached, joint efforts should be undertaken to realize these
goals.
Chairman ofthe Central
Government
Mao Zedong
Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

A New Situation and New Tasks
(July 29, 1933)
Relying on the correct offensive line of the Party and on the active leadership of
the soviets, relying on the heroic struggle of the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Army and on the wann support of the masses, relying on the daily struggles by
the worker and peasant masses in the White areas and on the unpreccdcntedly
vigorous development of the mass movement against imperialism and the
Guomindang, we have basically broken up the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement
and Suppression" after the campaigns at Dongpi and Huangpi.l During the
Dongpi and Huangpi campaigns, the brave Red Anny achieved an unpreccdentedly glorious and great victory and delivem:l a fatal blow to the strongest pillar of
the landlords and the bourgeoisie--Chiang Kaishek, the chief of the Guomindang
warlords. In his tearful and distraught handwritten instruction, Chiang Kaishek
sacUy admined that this corresponded to the ''sc:cre'l anguish that had haunted them
all their lives" (Chiang Kaisbek's lener to Chen Cheng). This is an unprecedcntedly disastrous defeat and collapse of their troops, so now that they have suffered
this grave defeat, the Guom.indang troops have finally become powerless, al·
though they have since made several attempts to launch counterattacks.
The reasons why the Guomindang warlords suffered this disastrous defeat and
are incapable of launching counterattacks are as follows: First, the Chinese
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army is becoming increasingly staunch and strong
and brave and skillful in battle. In the course of the great victory of the Huangpi
and Dongpi campaigns, the Red Army also gained many replacements and fur.
thcr strengthened itself. The Soviet Area has been greatly consolidated and ex·
panded. The morale of most of the Guomindang soldiers is fundamentally
shaken and they are unwilling to attack the Red Army. Even many of the coun·
terrevolutionary officers of the Guomindang are scared out of their wits. When
This article fint appeared inHongse Zlwnghwa, no. 97, July 29, 1933, where it carries the
signature o(Mao Zcdong, and we have dated it accordingly. We have translated the article
from Mao Zedrmgji, Vol. 3, pp. 299-301, which reproduces this vmion.
I. The reference is to the battles at Huangpi in February 1933 aDd at Dongpi in MBICh
1933. The opening phrase regardinglhc Party's correct line must be seen either as ironic,
or as a reflection or Mao's weakened position in the summer or 1933. In (act, the Red
Anny, at that time still under the control or Mao's ally Zhu De, supported 10 some extent
by ZhOu Enlai, had achieved the victories at Huangpi and Dongpi in large measure by
going against the so-called "Forward and Offensive Line" orthe Moscow-imposed lcadetshlp, thouah there is some dispute about this point. See the Introduction 10 this volume.
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they speak of the Red Army, it is a maner of"changing color when talking about
the tiger." Therefore, although Chiang Kaishek has several times sought to
launch counteranacks, in the end he has been powerless to do so. Second,
China's national crisis continues to deepen and intensify. At a time when the
Japanese imperialists are occupying Rehe and the area east of the Luan [Rivcr]2
and pressing on toward Beiping and Tianjin, and the Guomindang is continuing
iu shameless capitulation, the anti-imperialist and anti-Guomindang tide of revolution by the toiling popular masses of all China has risen to its highest point.
This has forced the Guomindang on the one hand to sign a treaty of capitulation
with Japanese imperialism, finally selling out North China, Beiping, and Tianjin,
and on the other band to enforce rigorously an unprecedented White terror in
order to suppress the revolutionary masses, who are roaring with anger and
opposing imperialism and the Guomindang. Third, because of the overall collapse of the national economy, thousands upon thousands of workers and peasants all over the country have sunk into an unprecedented great calamity. Their
living standard is declining from that of animals and slaves right down to starvation level. Suffering death, destitution, and homelessness, they are sunk in a
sea of misery. As a result, strikes by the workers all over the country and
peasant uprisings have burst out on a great scale. Their struggles have developed from that for improvement of daily life to anti-imperialist and antiGuomindang political struggles. These revolutionary struggles have tied up
our enemies to a very great extent, causing them to fall into a state of fear
and panic. Meanwhile, because of the decline in customs revenue and the fact
that the worker and peasant masses in the broad soviet areas throughout the
country have been removed from the scope of their exploitation, the
Guomindang is becoming financially bankrupt!
Facing this serious defeat, and in a situation where there is no way out, the
only ''strategem" of the Guomindang warlords is to capitulate to the imperialists
even more despicably and shamelessly, and to seek large amounts of loans and
anns from the international imperialists in order to organize a Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the Soviet Area and the Red Army. The signing
of the North China Truce Agreement and the visits by Song Ziwenlto Europe

~~ver,

mentioned above in a note 10 the circular telegram of July 1933
llpposing the Dalian Confercnc:e, corresponds roughly ro the westem boundary of lhc buffer
~establishcdbytheTanggu.Truce. Thus''eastofthcLuan'" refers to the area between the
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and America arc means for carrying out their sinister scheme. Now a new deaJ
has been made between the Guomindang and the imperialists in which the
Guomindang has presented more than 4,000,000 square kilometers of Chinese
territory and many other unannounced gifts to the imperialists in exchange for
millions in loans and large amounts of arms. Taking advantage of these loans
and supplies of arms, and acting as commanded and organized by the various
imperialists, the Guomindang is now assembling its troops in Nonh China and
many newly recruited soldiers are being trained to produce and usc gas shells!
They arc concentrating all their forces to organize a Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppression" and madly launch a desperate attack which is doomed to fiil
against the Red Anny in the Soviet Area.
We arc, therefore, facing a new revolutionary situation. Our task in the face of
this situation is to mobilize and concentrate all our forces to smash the imperialist Guomindang's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression." This is a great historical turning point. The two rCgimes--~hc soviet regime of the workers and
peasants and the Guomindang rigime or the landlords and the bourgcoisio--will
come to sec, in an imminent war on an even larger scale, only one future: the
ever more victorious development of our soviet rigime and the increasing doom
and collapse or the Guomindang rigimc.
In order to achieve a great victory, leading to the complete smashing of the
enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," we must first of all increase our
own strength, concentrate all our forces, increase our confidence in victory, and
contribute everything we have to the war! Here we must first ensure that the
number of Red Army soldiers will continue to grow. During the three months of
August, September, and October of this year, we must first see to it that the Red
Army is expanded by fifty thousand. At the same time, the political education
and military techniques of the Red soldiers must be greatly enhanced, and the
organizations of Red Guards and Young Pioneers must be expanded and
sttcngthcned. Secondly, adequate provisions for the Red Anny and the supply of
daily necessities for the masses must be guaranteed. Here our main fighting
tasks at the moment are as follows: Carry out a broad Land Investigation
Movement to deepen class struggle in the countryside and in the cities, and
consolidate soviet political power resolutely; develop the national economy
in a planned way, set up mass cooperatives everywhere, issue economic construction bonds, coordinate the supply of grain and expand external trade,
break up the economic blockade by the enemy, and create the material conditions for the revolutionary war.
Finally, in order to carry out urgent war mobilization smoothly and to smash
the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" by the enemy completely, we must
oppose all tendencies to underestimate the current new revolutionuy situation,
and we must oppose all the psychological war weariness. We must particularly
oppose those opportunists who are panic-stricken and who favor retreat and
flight in face of the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" by the enemy. But
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at the same time, we must also oppose those leftists who indulge in empty talk
and have a fa1alistic belief in victory. These right and left opportunists arc the
most ferocious enemies of our war mobilization, for they are actually helping our
class enemy.
Worker and peasant masses throughout the soviet areas and Red fighteB!
comrades! At present, we stand before a new revolutionary situation. We must
be prepared to make every sacrifice and take on a great historical mission!
Comrades! The Fifth Campaign, even crueler and fiercer, lies ahead of us. When
we completely smash this Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," initial victory
of the revolution in Jiangxi and several neighboring provinces will be just ahead!

Proclamation of the
Provisional Central Government on the
Convening of the Second National Congress
of Soviet Deputies
(August 1, 1933)
WorkeJs. peasants, and Red fighters in all the soviet areas throughout the COWitry:
Workers. peasants, and revolutionary soldiers in the White areas throughout the
country:

From the First National Congress of Soviet Deputies down to the present, it has
already been a full two years. These two years have been two years of
imperialism's wildly intensified attacks on the Soviet Union and on the Chinese
revolution. They have been two years of the most cruel massacres and blockades
by imperialism and the Guomindang against the soviet areas, two years of
shameless Guomindang surrender and selling out of China to the Japanese and to
all the imperialists. Yet they have also been two years of great and glorious
victories obtained through the bitter struggle of the Chinese Workers' and
Peasants' Red Anny under the correct leadership of the Soviet Central Government. In these two years of struggle, we have enlarged and consolidated
soviet political power, and we have obtained infinitely rich and precious
experience. In order to bring together our leadership of the soviet movement
lhroughout all of China, in order to take another step forward in the development and consolidation of soviet political power, and in order to sum up these
two years of soviet experience, the Soviet Central Government has specifically decided to convene the Second National Congress of Soviet Deputies at
the Red capital in Ruijin, on the sixth anniversary of the Guangzhou Uprising
(December II, 1933).
During the past two years, the crisis of the Chinese nation has become more
and more profound. The intensified imperialist aggression and the increased
selling out of the country by the Guomindang have resulted in several million
This proclamation was first published in Ho11gse 7-ho,ghua, no. 101, August 13,
1933. We have followed this version rather lhan the reprint in Mao Zed011gji. Vol. 3, PP·
30~. because a few characters are missing from the laner version.
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square miles of sovereign territory and several tens of millions of people of the
Three Northeastern Provinces, Rehe, and the Bciping-Tianjin area falling totally
beneath the iron heel of Japanese imperialism. That China has been partitioned
in this way by imperialism today is the result of the consistent surrender and
sell-out by the Guomindang, which has recently intensified. The cruel fate of the
complete colonization of China has enveloped the whole of the Chinese people.
During the past two yean, the general collapse of the Chinese national economy has become even more profound. The banlcruptcy of a large part of the
national industry, the final collapse of the agricultural economy, and the widespread disasters of flood and drought throughout China have already forced the
great majority of the workers and peasants onto the road of joblessness, starvation, and death. But the exploitation of the Guomindang warlord.'> is constantly
increasing. In Sichuan, the Guomindang warlords have already collected advance grain tax payments down to the year 1971, and there are more than I, 700
fees and miscellaneous taxes. Throughout the nation, landlords and despotic
gentry are exploiting the peasants even more cruelly, capitalists are intensifying
their attacks on the workers, and the clashes and chaotic wars of the
Guomindang warlords are funher accelerating the collapse of the Chinese economy. The sufferings of the workers and peasants of the whole country have truly
reached an indescribable level!
Dear Comrades! The Chinese workers and peasants cannot and will not endure this any longer. Today the flames of revolution are burning fiercely
throughout the whole country, spreading the heroic struggle against the imperialist Guomindang-from demonstrations, sltikes, and uprisings to guerrilla warfare and large-scale revolutionary war. And in the last two years, the great
victories of the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Soviets and Red Army, the
enormous growth of the soviet areas, and the vigorous expansion of the heroic
Red Army from several tens of thousands to several hundreds of thousands are
more than ever the most powerful levers for developing the revolutionary situation in China.
Two roads now lie before the popular masses ofall China: the colonialist road
of the imperialist Guomindang and the soviet road! Under the rule of the imperialist Guomindang, China can only be turned entirely into a colony of imperialism. Under the political power of the soviets, the forces of imperialism
have already been completely overthrown. The Central Soviet Government, representing the revolutionary masses of all China, has already formally declared
w_ar on Japan. In addition, on the one hand, it is leading the heroic Red Army in
Vigorously expanding the national revo!Uiionary war to overthrow the
Gu~mindang warlords who are preventing the Red Army from going north to
resist Japan. On the other hand, it has already called repeatedly on the White
anned forces throughout the country to stop anacking the soviet areas and to
conclude an agreement with the Red Army to fight together against Japan. Under
the rule of the imperialist Guomindang, the worker and peasant masse.~ and the
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soldiers are being cruelly exploited and oppressed by the despotic: gentry, the
landlords, the capitalist class, and the Guomindang warlords. to the point of
bankruptcy and joblessness, sinking into starvation and death. But under the
political power of the soviets, the feudal and semifeudal exploitation of the
despotic gentry and landlords has already been totally eliminated The toillog
peasants and Red fighters have all received shares of land, the working class has
received the protection of the Labor Law, the economic reconstruction of the
soviets is in the process of developing vigorously, and the life of the worker and
peasant masses has been greatly improved. Under the rule of the imperialist
Ouomindang. the actions of the worker and peasant masses are met with arrest,
imprisonment, and massacre. All freedoms of speech, assembly, and belief,~
cially the freedom to resist Japan and oppose imperialism, have been taken away.
The organs of political power are totally in the bands of the landlord and capitalist minority. But under soviet political power, workers and peasants have •
tained their own complete political freedom and have taken away the political
power of the exploiting classes (the capitalists, landlords, and rich peasants). For
the first time in Chinese history, the workers and peasants are in control of their
own state, the workers and peasants have become the ruling class, and the
working class is the leading force. All of this makes plain once again that the
only road that can save China is the soviet road, and that thevictoryoftbe Soviet
Revolution is the victory of the popular masses of the whole country over imperialism and China's landlords and bow-geoisie. It is precisely for this reascm
that the Guomindang and all the counterrevolurionuy political cliques, directly
commanded and organized by the imperialists, have mobilized all their forces in
a bope]ess attack against the soviet areas and against the Red Anny. Even thougb
the enemy's fli'St, second, third, and fourth "Encirclement and Suppression"
campaigns have already been totally smashed by the iron fiSt of the heroic Reel
Anny, the imperialist Guomindang, in one last struggle, is now actively preparing an even more brutal large-scale Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," in an
attempt to wipe out che soviets and the Red AnDy completely. This "Encirclement and Suppression" of the imperialist Guomindang is a necessary and important step in tbe fight of the imperialist GuomindaDg to put China on the colonial
road. The popular masses of all China should, for their part, concentrate all their
forces to smash this "Encirclement and Suppression" and fight for the victory of
Soviet China.
The Chinese Central Soviet Government calls upon the workers, peasants.
toiling masses, and revolutionary soldiers of the whole counuy to rise up aad
oppose imperialist aggression and the Guomindang sell-out of the country, to
oppose the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" of the imperialist GuomindaDI
against the Soviet Red Army, to smash this "Encirclement and Suppression," to
overthrow the rule of the landlord and boW'geois Guomindang, to support the
Second National Congress of Soviet Deputies., to elect deputies and send them to
the National Soviet Congress, and to fight for the soviet way out for China.
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Relying on the activism of the revolutionary struggle of the popular masses of
all China, relying on our ever-~ictorious h~ic Workers' and Peasan~· Red
ArmY· and upon the resolute Chmese proletanat and the correct leadershtp of its
vanguard• the Communist~· vi~ will certainly be ours!
Popular masses of all Chtna, nse up eagerly and fight for a New Soviet
China!
Long live lite Second National Congress of Soviet Deputies!
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

Telegram of the Central Government

Congratumting the Eastern Red Anny'
on Its Great Victory
(August 8, 1933)

To the commander-in-chief and politicaJ commissar of the army fighting in the
East, and to be transmitted to all the c:omrade commanders:
On the eastern front, you gallant heroes have utterly routed the enemy's tenacious
Nineteenth Route Army. This victory, demonstrating that our Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army has already become even more powerful and even more
invincible, poses an extremely great threat to the Fifth "Encirclement and Sup-

pression" of the imperialisc Guomindang and is an initial victory in smashing the
enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression." We were extmnely delighted to
hear this news. In this present period of historical change that will decide the
victory and defeat of revolution and counterrevolution, the Central Soviet Governmentis already organizing and leading the Red Army and the millions of workers.
peasants. and toiling masses nationwide to break through the Fifth "Encirclement
and Suppression" in the struggle to achieve a Soviet China. We are confident that
you gallant heroes, in the context of this overall task. will certainly rouse yourselves with even greater courage to move forward and eliminate even more of the
enemy, and achieve even greater and more glorious victories.
Chainnan ofthe Central
Government
Mao Zedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZbangGuotaO

This 1elegram was first published in Hotrgse Zhonghua, no. 101, August 13, 1933. We
have taken this versicm as our source because in it, several characters which are missias
from the text asrepmduccd inMaoZedongji, Vol. 3, p. 307, can be deciphered.
I. The Eastern Army (Dongfang jun) was one of two subgroups (the other being lhe
Central Army [Ziroqvangjurr]) fonned when the Red Army was temporarily split durias
the swnmer of 1933. The Eastem Army was made up of the Third Army Group and lhe
Nineteemh Division, with Pcng Dehuai as its commander and Teng Daiyuan as its political
commissar. In early July 1933, it was ordered to attack eastward liom the Central Base
Area into Fujian, with the aims of expanding Communist-controlled territory and disll"'CC·
ing Guomindang fOKCS from prepantions for their impending encirclement campaign.

...

Jnstructiuns on the Current Election Movement
Directive No. 22 ofthe Central Executive Committee
(August9, 1933)

The Central Executive Comminee has decided to convene the Second National
Congress of Soviet Deputies on December II of this year (the day for commemorating the Guangzhou uprising), and to complete the elections to township and
city soviets and to Congresses of Soviet Deputies at the district, xian, and provincial levels in the Central Soviet Area betWeen September and November. The

elections this time will completely reelect everyone from the township and city
soviets to the Central Executive Committee. This is a great undertaking and a
great movement in which the workers, peasants, and toiling masses themselves
participate in and consolidate the regime. On the one hand, this election movement is being carried out at a time when the revolutionary war against the
enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression" has achieved complete victory,
and the Red Army and the workers, peasants. and toiling masses of the Central
Soviet Area and the various soviet areas, under the correct leadership of the
Chinese Conununist Pany and the Central Government, have achieved great
successes in eliminating the enemy forces, expanding the Red Anny and local
armed forces, deepening the Land Investigation Movement, putting the labor law
into effect, promoting economic construction and cultural construction, and enlarging the soviet territories. In the White areas. in the course of the Japanese
occupation of Manchuria, Rehe, and North China, Japan's expansion of its gangster war, and the Guomindang's complete surrender to imperialism by signing
the ~gteement for selling out the country, the revolutiorwy tide of opposition to
the Imperialist Guomindang by the masses of workers, peasants, and soldiers bas
reached an even higher stage. But on the other band, the Guomindang, after the
severe defeat of its Fou..th "Encirclement and Suppression," bas been even more
~facedly capitulating to the imperialists and selling out China. They have
:~:~.sec~ ~aties wit~ the United States, Britain, France, Italy, Germany, and
.l~pcnahst countnes, and borrowed large sums of money to buy large
quantities of munitions for their Fifth Encirclement and Attack on the soviet
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areas. With the utmost resolve, the Centnll Government is leading the broad
masses and the Red Army to seek new and greater victories in smashing lbe
enemy's Fifth "EDcirclement and Suppression." It is under such cireumstanc:es
that our various soviet areas are conducti.ng geneml electiODS this time. Consequently, the current elections are entrusted with a great historical task. We must
link these elections closely to the present main political tasks; we must, iD the
course of the elections, perfc:d: the organization and tbe work at all levels of lbe
soviets. At the Second National Soviet Congress, we must swn up the experieoce
of the struggle during the past two years and discuss new tactics; we must
strengthen the leadership of the Chinese revolution by the soviets, smasb the new
enemy offensive. and achieve the initial victory of the revolution in Jiangxi 8Qd
neighboring provinces. To realize these goals, we must, tbrough widespread
work of propaganda and agitation, create: a tide of enthusiasm among tbe broad
masses for the election movement and make every worker and peasaDI understand the great signiriCIUlCe of these electioDS. We must secure the participatioa
of the majority of voters. At the same time. if we wish to achieve complete
success in the current elections, we must carefully review the experiences of past
elections, assimilating the successes of past: elections, and avoiding tbe shortcomings and mistakes of past electiODS. Only thus can we make tbese elections
the most successfW ever.
L Summary of the Eqteriences of Past Elecdons
It must be pointed out first of all that soviet elections before the Filst NatioDal
Soviet Congress were very different from. those after the First National Soviet
Ccmgress. The most obvious poiDt about tbe elections bef~n the First National
Soviet Congress is tbat there was ao explicit election law. There was oo clear
distinction between those residents wbo bad the right to vote and those wbo did
not. In terms of methods, elections were often carried out in the form of mass
rallies. 1be majority of the masses did not fully understand that elections were a
key link in managing their own lives, so the majority of voters were 001: persuaded to come and participate in the election. After the First National Soviet
Congress, the situatiODS in the two elcctiODS were markedly different from. thai of
the past. because of the leadership of the Central Government and tbe furtber
development of the class struggle. The detailed rules and regulations regardioa:
electiODS had beeD established. and voters and nonvoteiS were beginning to be
stric:tly distingu.isbed. ne form of voters' assemblies began to be used to c:any
out elections Wider the leadership of elcc:tion commissions. The voters' understanding of the significance of elcctiODS was enbanced, and as a result, tbe
number of tbose wbo voted inc:reased. In the sec:ond election after tbe lint
National Soviet Congress, the number of people wbo partic:ipated inc:reased filrther as compared to the fust election, and in some places (Xingguo and QOI1beaSI
Jiangxi), over 90 percent of the electorate voted. At tbe elec:tonl assemblies in
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manY localities (especially in the second election). heated criticism of the lists of
andidateS by the voters was unleashed. Many proposals by the voters on issues
~onccrning their actual lives were collected. On this basis, the composition of the
soviets underwent great changes as compared to the situation that had existed
before· If there were quite a few class-alien elements and opportunists who bad
sneaked into the soviets in the past, after the two elections since the Fint National Soviet Congress these clements have in large part been eliminated. On the
contrarY. many progressive elements of workers and peasants have been elected
10 the soviets. laying a strong and solid foundation forthcgreatsovietedifice. II is
particularly worthy of hen: that the ougm-on and stteng1heniDg of the
worker component has made ofthe workers the proletarian backbone oflbe soviets.
A system of regular rqm:sentative conference& at the township and city soviet levels
bas been established. All d1ese undeniable achievemeniS demcmsbale !bat sreat
progress has been made in elections since the First NatioDal. Soviet Congm;s.
Nevertheless, the two elections since the First National Soviet Coagress have
not been without shortcomings and mistakes. Only if we can evaluate the successes correctly, and understand the mistakes clearly, can we carry out the curreut elections more smoothly, so it will be even more apparent how distinctive
they are and what an improvement they represent in comparison with the two
previous elections. The main shortcomings and mistakes of the two previous
elections were as follows: (I) The masses were not fully mobilized The key
reason for this was that the chairmen and presidiums of many local governments
did not have a thorough undeJStanding of the vital significance of elections, so
they failed to discuss the issue of how to lead the elections or to emphasize the
importance of the work of propaganda and agitation regarding elections. As a
result, the numbers of people who voted in many areas, except in some localities,
were even short of a majority. (2) DuriDg the elections, many places were unable
to unleash lively criticism and struggle, or to incite the masses to discuss proposals, as was the case: in the second election in Xingguo. In a few localities, the
reelections were entirely peaceful. In form, a few deputies and responsible persons were replaced, but in substance, there was no great change as compared to
the past. (3) In most places. the &buggies of lbc Land Investigation Movement
and checking on the Labor Law were not closely linked to the election movement They did not know that the Land Investigation Movement. the accusation
movement launched by the Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate.' and the inVestigation regarding the application of the Labor Law carried out by the
Commissariat for Labor should be under way prior to the elections. As a

-
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result it was, on the one band, impossible to launch class stJUgglc in a big way in
the countryside and the cities, thereby arousing the enthusiasm of workers and
peasants for voting and supervising the elections, and causing countless resolute
activists to spring out and contribute to the elections. On the other hand, some
passive and reluctant elements, corrupt elements, and even class-alien elements
who had slipped tluough previous investigations could still manage to sneak into
the soviet regime through elections. (4) Many places did not work hard enough
to anract worker activists and get them elected. Although the quantity and quality of workers elected improved to a certain degree, they have yet to reach the
desired level. (S) Many places gave very inadequate attention to electing women
workers and peasant women to work in the soviets. Consequently, apan from the
achievements in places such as Xingguo, in many localities the number of working women elected to township soviets remained small, and some township
soviets still do not have even one woman deputy. In the governments above the
district level, there were, generally speaking, even fewer women elected as committee members. (6) Mistakes in e!ection methods: First, the unit in which the
election meeting was held was too big. Most places held meetings with a township as a unit, so it was not easy for voters to come to the meetings. Workers and
peasants went to the same meetings, so it was hard for the workers to elect those
they wanted. Second, the list of candidates was put forward for discussion and
vote as a whole. As the candidates were not proposed, discussed, and voted on
one by one, the genuine feelings of the voters could not be expressed fully and
bad elements could easily be elected through deception. This mistake occurred in
many places. Third, the election commissions in many places played no role, and
only the soviet chairmen and a few others still led the elections. Founh, a few
places simply violated the election decrees by not holding election meetings and
having township deputies appointed by the responsible persons of district and
township govenunents. This method is absolutely wrong. All these past experiences, whether they were successes or shortcomings and mistakes, are lessons
for our current elections. The purpose of summarizing past experiences is to
learn from the successes of the past and absolutely to prevent the reoccurrence of
the past shoncomings and mistakes in the current elections.
II. Guldlag Principles for the Curreat Elections

The Soviet Government is a government of the democratic dictatorship of the
workers and peasants. This is the basic principle of the revolutionary political
rtgime at the present stage. This principle is manifested first of all in the soviet
elections: On the one hand, all exploiting elements are deprived of the right to
vote. On the other hand, as many workers, peasants, and poor people as possible
should be drawn into active panicipation in the elections. Under the guidance of
this principle, the Central Executive Committee, apart from promulgating a new
electoral law, hereby issues the following special instructions concerning the
CUITent elections, taking account of past experience:
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A. The Council of People's Commissars and the People's Commissar for the
Land are instructed to concentrate their efforts during this period on guiding
various levels or the government to step up work on the Land Investigation
Movement. The landlord and rich peasant elements in various areas who pretended to be middle peasants and poor peasants and stole the right to vote
should be cleaned oul completely, so that this time the right to vote rests
entirely on the shoulders or the workers and peasants. In the land investigation
struggle, the activism or the peasant masses should be aroused, and large numbers or mass cadres should be trained and assigned to the elections. The
People's Commissariat for Labor should seize this occasion to guide the labor
departments at various levels to focus their efforts on investigating the application of the labor law. Develop the workers' struggle against the capitalists,
protect the daily interests of the workers, and encourage the workers to panicipate actively in the elections and play leading roles in the election movement.
The worker-peasant procuratorate should seize this opportunity to promote the
accusation movement among soviet staff members. It should launch the ideological struggle systematically and rapidly, using the weapon of self-criticism to
combat manifestations of embezzlement and corruption, opposing various forms of
passive resistance against the Land Investigation Movement and the movement for
checking on the application of the Labor Law, and rejecting the bw"eauc:ratic style of
work in elections. It is especially imperative to expel class-alien elements (those with
bad family origins and poor work perfonnance) hidden within the soviet, so that they
cannot play an adverse leading role in the election work.
B. The People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs and the People's Commissariat for Education should focus their auention on guiding the depanments of
internal affairs and education at all levels to carry out propaganda and agitation
work for this election immediately. Not only should electoral propaganda teams
be organized, but clubs, literacy classes, night schools, elementary schools,
Lenin rooms, and wall posten of all sorts in rural and urban areas should be
mobilized to work for the current elections. As regards the materials and methods of propaganda, the People's Conunissariat for Education and the depanrnents of education at the provincial and xian levels are instructed to ensure
ample supplies. At the same time, the official government newspaper, Hongse
zhonghua (Red China), is instructed to repon systematically on the current elcc~ion movement, and should be turned into a powerful propagandist and organizer
In the current election movement. 2
C. Concerning the actual carrying out of election work, special attention must
be paid to the following points, which must all be put into practice.

z.--~n ([Om the source notes to many orlhe texts ror the summer of 1933,
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I. Concerning the elections of township and city soviets:
Township and city soviets are the basic organizations of the Soviet Government. so the elections of toWnsiUp and city soviets are the basic elections.

Regarding these elections, particularly important points are the following:
a. As laid down in the "Provisional Soviet Election Law," representatives
from district and city soviets and the various mass organizations at district and

city levels shall organize "election conunissions," with responsibility for the
leadership of all election work. The election conunissions must work effectively and should not be pcnnincd to become nominal organizations like the
ones that existed in many places in the past.
b. The main method of mobilization in the election movement is to hold
joint meetings of various mass organizations and meetings of individual mass
organizations at the district and township levels to discus.<; the content of the
election law and the arrangements for the elections. Here, it is most important
to mobilize the labor union, the poor peasants' league, and the conferences of
women workers' and peasants' deputies. l
c. The election conunission should make full advance preparations before putting forward a list of candidates. Before the election, the opinions of
all the mass organizations concerning the list of candidates should be gathered, and the election commission should make the list public, to enable
voters to give full consideration to the various candidates. At the time of the
election, the candidates should be put forward, discussed, and voted on one
by one according to the name list. The voters should be able to express their
opinions in the fullest way and give full play to the revolutionary democratic
spirit. It is absolutely forbidden to order the adoption of the list of candidates
arbitrarily. If some voters CXPJCSS objections to certain candidates, the opinions of
the masses should be noted at once, and if a majority of the voters object, the
original proposal should be withdrawn immediately and other appropriate candidates should be suggested, or the masses may suggest candidates themselves.
d. The ratio between worker and peasant deputies in township and city
soviets is already specified in the Election Law. ll should be pointed out here
that the component of working women deputies should be at least 25 percent
of all those elected. In areas whose township and city soviets had no women
deputies at aJI in the past, this point deserves special anent ion
e. In compiling the lists of candidates in the elections of township and
city soviets, not only should care be taken not to allow a single class-alien
clement (a person who has both poor family origins and poor work performance) to slip in, but attention should also be given to the political perfor3. Regarding lhe conferences of women workers' and peasanrs' deputies, see lhe
relevant note to the text of ApriiiO, 1934.
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!Tiance and work competence of every candidate. All those elements who are
not enthusiastic about their work; who are conciliatory toward landlords,
rich peasants, and capitalists; who have shown signs of cormption in the
past; whose work style is heavily impregnated with bureaucratism-all those
who !Tianifest such errors may not be elected. (The criterion is recent behavior; those who have committed these mistakes in the past but have changed
recently may still be elected.) Although political behavior is the main criterion, considerable attention should also be paid to the aspect of competence in
work. In the past some places took note only of class status and ignored
competence, but it is also incorrect to introduce those with excessively weak
abilities into the government.
f. Before convening election meetings, the draft resolutions proposed by the
votm should be properly prepared and widely announced, so that the voters may
prepare their opinions fully after reading the draft resolutions. When the draft
resolutions have been revised and adopted by the masses of the voters at the
election meetings and become fonnal resolutions, the content of these resolutions
should adequately reflect the opinions of the masses in that locality about their
own lives, the orders and policies of the government, and the revolutionary war.
g. After all the deputies at the township and city soviet levels have been
selected, the old township and city soviets are responsible for convening the
first plenary sessions of the deputies to the new congresses of township and
city soviets, and for the election of the presidiums and the heads of the
various sections of the city soviets and the chainnen and vice-chairmen of
township soviets. At the same time, the meetings of township soviets shall
elect deputies to attend the congresses of deputies of the district soviets, and
city soviets shall elect deputies to attend the congresses of deputies of xian
soviets. (The city soviets that come under a district should still elect deputies
to participate in the congresses of the district soviets.)
2. Concerning the erection and the work of congresses of soviet deputies at
the district, :dan, and provincial levels:
a. The congresses of soviet deputies at the three levels of district, xian,
and province shall be convened by the executive committees at these three
levels. Before the congresses meet, the soviets at all levels should prepare
their work reports and put them forward for adoption at meetings of the
presidium at the relevant level, so that the reports may be submitted to the
congresses of deputies. The items on the agendas of the congresses should be
made public half a month before the congresses, so that the deputies can
prepare their opinions well in advance. The agenda of a congress ought to
include issues such as the following: (i) the work repo11 ofthe govemment at the
next higher level; (ii) the work report of the government at its own leveJ; (iii) the
Work of war mobili231ion; (iv) the work of economic construction; (v) a sum·
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mary of the Land Investigation Movement; (vi) important cor.struction
undertakings in the locality; (vii) the election of the executive committee;
and (viii) the election of deputies to attend the congress of deputies of the
soviet at the next higher level. These items for discussion may be in·
creased or diminished as appropriate in light of the local situation.
b. The resolutions of a congress should be drafted and copied or printed
one week before the convening of the congress, so that they may become
formal resolutions after the deputies have discussed and adopted them at
the congress.
c. As regards the list of candidates for election to the executive com·
mittee, the old executive committee and the presidium of the congress
should make a very thorough investigation to ensure that the most active
and resolute elements in the Land Investigation Movement and various
other struggles are elected to the executive committee, and that not a
single class·alien element or element whose behavior is marked by embezzlement, corruption, slacking, or a bureaucratic work style is elected as an
executive committee member. At the time of electing executive committee
members, special attention should be given to worker activists, and large
numbers of such elements should be elected to the executive committee to
strengthen the leading force of the proletariat in the soviet. At the same
time, careful attention should also be paid to the poor peasant and middle
peasant activists, and they should also be included. Moreover, you must
not forget to elect working women to work in the soviets. Working women
should constitute at least 20 percent of those elected to executive committees. In preparing the lists of candidates, apart from paying attention to
class status, competence in work should also be taken into account. We
absolutely cannot draw up the lists carelessly, considering only class status
and paying no attention to capacity for doing the work.
Once executive committee members are elected, their names should be
reported to the executive committee at the next higher level for review and
approval.
d. As for the making ofwork repons by the governments to the voters and
to the congresses of deputies, this must truly be carried out in the course of
the current election movement. In the past, except for a few localities, such
reports were not made in most places and that was wrong. Applying this
method can provide an opportunity for testing the policies and work of the
government among the masses and can further raise the voters' enthusiasm
for elections. The method of putting it into practice is as follows: One week
before the elections to township and city soviets, meetings of voters should be
held with hamlets or villages as the unit to deliver reports that summarize the
work of township and city soviets in the past, especially in the recent past.
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They should encourage the masses of voters to criticize and discuss
these reports, and welcome specific new suggestions by the voters that
may contribute to the orientation of the government's future work. District governments must report to plenary meetings of the congresses of all
township and city soviets on their work and invite the broad masses to
come and listen. The congresses of deputies of township and city soviets
should hold detailed discussions of the work reports of the district soviets,
and forward the conclusions of the discussion to the district governments.
Xian governments may send representatives to district congresses to deliver work reports. Provincial governments may send representatives to
xian congresses to deliver work reports. The Central Government should
make work reports to provincial congresses. At the same time, at the
congresses of deputies at various levels, the executive conuninees of the
respective levels must submit similar reports. These repons must be thoroughly discussed, and the results of discussions should be reported to the
relevant higher level govenunents. The opinions of the masses regarding
the work of the government should be reported all the way up to the
Central Government, so that the highest organ of the soviets may know the
sentiments and demands of the masses. The various levels of the government should designate specific persons to draft their own work reports in
advance. The Central People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs should
produce a report outline and send it to the various levels of the government, which are then required to draft their own reports in accordance
with this outline, and to deliver their reports to the representative congresses and the voter assemblies at the same and lower levels.
e. Provincial, xian, and district soviets must dispatch people to inspect and
check the election work and the meetings of the soviet congresses in xian,
districts, and townships, respectively. The exceptionally good and bad examples may be collected rapidly to be used to guide the election work in other
places.
f. The People's Commissariat for Justice should notify the justice departments at all levels to reexamine and decide the cases in which the worker and
peasant elements have confessed their crimes and made a new start, and there
are no specific rules and regulations as to the time limit during which they are
deprived of the right to vote, in an effort to avoid the siruation of excluding
these worker and peasant elements from the elections.
. The soviet elections are an important link in the operations of the democratic
dactatorship of the workers and peasants. The cum:nt elections have an even
sreater historic mission. Governments at every level must effectively carry out
the current elections in accordance with all the instructions of this directive and
the stipulations of the "Provisional Soviet Election Law." The current elections
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must achieve complete victory. The complete victory of these elections will
contribute to the smashing of the imperialist Guomindang's Fifth "Encirclement
and Suppression" and the unfolding of the soviet movement throughout the
whole territory of China. It is so ordered.

Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

XiangYing
Zhang Guotao

Smashing the Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppressirm" and the Tasks of
Ecmunnic Crmstructirm
Report to the Conference on Economic Construction of
the Seventeen Southern Xian
(August 12, 1933)
Comrades, we are holding two conferences on economic constJUction this
timo--one for the seventeen southern xian and one for the eleven northern xian.l
Such conferences solely for the purpose of economic construction have never been
held before, and today is the first time. The present siruation is as follows: the
enemy's Fourth "Encirclcmem and Suppression" has been completely smashed by
us, and the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" will soon foHow; the grt:at s10nns
of worldwide revolution and war are BPJX'CI"hing us; the imperialists are madly
preparing a great war and an anti-Soviet war, the imperialists are madly oppressing
China, while Japan has already occupied four and a haJfprovinccs of China and is
still pursuing its gangster war toward the region of Inner Mongolia; the
Guomindang, after the crushing defeat of its Founh "Encirclement and Suppression," is now making anangements for a new Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression";
the revolutioruuy struggle and revolutionary war in China have assumed a new form
and are moving fonvard with great strides. If at such a time we hold confen:nccs
hero on economic construction, this indicates clearly what it is that we want to
discuss and the purposes of ow- economic constJuction. My rqxnt today will explain
this point. It is divided into two sections.
I. The Smashing of the Fourth '"Eoclrelemeat and Suppression"
and the New Fifth '"Enclrelemeot and SuppRSS.Ioa"
A. First of all, I shall talk about the victories we achieved in smashing the
Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression."

~~ was firs! published in Hongse Zhonghrm, no. 102, August 16, 1933. Our
SOU~e is !his text as reproduced in Mao Zedotrgji, Vol. 3, pp. 323-37, which shows !he
vanants in Pan II, Sections 8 and C.
I. The economic constructicm conference for the Cent18.1 Soviet Area's seventeen
SOuthern xion was held August 12-15, 1933, in Yeping in the Ruijinxlan city suburbs, ud
w_as attended by over 400 people. The corresponding conference for !he eleven northern
xum COnvened on August 20 in Bosbengxliln.
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We must state the following:
I. The enemy troops have been destroyed in great oumbcrs. The Founb
..Encirclement and Suppression" was thoroughly smashed. To sum up, in
the course of a year, the Red Army of the Central [Soviet] Area and the
soviet areas ofHubei-Henan-Anhui, Sichuan, West Hunan-Hubei, HunanJiaapi, Hunan-Hubei-Jiangx.i, and Fujian-Zbejiang-Jiangxi together ~
stroyed a total of over fifteen divisions of enemy troops. The victory was
even greater than the smashing of the enemy's Third "Encirclement and
Suppression" in the past, and the enemy's armed forces suffered an exttemely severe blow. All the middle- and lower-ranking officers of the
enemy forces are thoroughly fiigbtened of the Red Army and dare not
fight with it. At the same time. wavering and sympathy for the revolution
among the White soldiers are increasing daily.
2. The Red Army has been strengthened and expanded. The Red Army has
abeady become an invincible iron anny. Extremely great progress has
been made in transforming the establishment of the Red Army, raising the
level of military technology, and strengthening it politicaUy. The expansion of the Red Army has led to the doubling of its size in comparison
with the past. We have already built a large-scale, battle-ready anny.
3. The soviet areas have been fuJther consolidated. During the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression," the class consciousness of the masses of
workers and peasants and their enthusiasm in supporting the revolutiorwy
war were further heightened. The deepening of the Land Investigation
Movement and the development of the workers' struggle dealt a heavy
blow to the remnant feudal forces inside the soviet areas. The cultural and
educational movement among the masses advanced still further. The
movement for economic construction entered a new situation in its development. Soviet work was further improved, its prestige among the masses
was raised even more, and the soviet bauner was imprinted in the hearts
of the toiling masses of the whole country.
4. The territory of the Soviets has been enlarged. The Central Soviet Area of
Fujian and Jiangxi has been established, a new soviet area of several
hundred square /i in Sichuan has been opened up, and Conuade He Long
has developed a big soviet area in the Hwum-Hubei-Sichuan region.
S. The revolutionary movement in the Guomindang-ruled areas has also
developed to a very great extent. The forcible occupation of four and a
half Chinese provinces by Japanese imperialism, and the Guomindang's
surrender to imperialism ia signing the agreement between China and
Japan for selling out the country, have caused the movement of the broad
masses against the imperialist Guomindang to develop on a large scale.
The Guomindang's oppression and IDBSS8CieS; the bankruptcy of agriculture, industry, and commerce; and the even crueler exploitation of workers and peasants by the capitalists and land1ords have greatly promoted
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the development of strike sb'Uggles ou the part of the workers. antitax and
antilevy struggles by the peasants and victims of natural catastrophes,
rural uprisings, and guenilla warfare.
B. Comrades, we have already won tremendous victories. But on what did we
rely to win these victories?
1 think that evecyone knows that we have relied (I) on the heroic and skillful
fighting of the Red Army, (2) on the revolutionary enthusiasm of the broad
masses of workers and peasants in the soviet areas and in the White areas, and
(3} on the leadership of the Communist Party's correct line. Only thanks to these
three important conditions could the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Supptession" be shattered and the great victories mentioned above be achieved.
These victories have dealt an extremely heavy blow to the imperialist
Guomindang. On the one hand, the revolutionary forces have been further
strmgthencd, advancing boldly in an inesistible current. On the other hand, the
reactionary forces have been further weakened and are increasingly aware that
an imminent threat to their existence lies just ahead. Thus they have no alternative but to make ammgements once again for an attack on an even larger scale,
in an attempt to saJvage their doomed rule.
C. Therefore, the enemy is madly planning his Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression."
In order to prepare for this "Encirclement and Suppression," the Guomindang
cannot do otherwise than to capitulate further to the imperialists. After selling
out the Three Northeastern Provinces, Rehe, and North China. Chiang Kaishek
has again signed secret agreements for selling out the country with various
imperialist powers such as the United States, Britain, France, Italy, and Germany. He has borrowed large sums of money and munitions, redeployed troops,
trained new soldiers, and curried favor with various factions of warlords (but
wars and conflicts among the warlords are inevitable), and is now actively engaged in making arrangements for the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"
against the soviets and the Red Army.

IL Smaabiag tbe Fifth "'Eudrclement aDd Suppresaion• and
the Taslu of Soviet Economic Constructioa
A. Strive to create every favorable condition, and to smash the enemy's Fifth
"Encirclement and Suppression."
The Chinese revolution is now at a crucial juncture. Will the imperialists
destroy China? Or will the revolutionary war eliminate the Guomindang, drive
out the imperialists, and tum China into a Soviet China? The imperialist
Guomindang has chosen the road of China's destruction. They have already
adopted the method of launching a Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," and in
the cowse of this "Encirclement and Suppression" they want to carve up China
completely or hand it over to a condominium, turning the several hundred mil-
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lion Chinese into beasts of burden and slaves, turning them into Indians and
Koreans,2 and turning China into an out-and-out imperialist colony. This is ao
extremely grave peril which is hanging over our heads. Comrades. can we let
them do this? No. we cannot. We muse seek a revolutionary way out. Our way
out is to defeat the imperialist Guomindang, free China from their rule, and tum
it into a free, independent soviet republic of the workers, peas8DtS, and soldiers.
The important turning point for this purpose is to smash their Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" thoroughly. Winning such a victory still depeods on the
Red Army, the masses, and the resolute carrying out of the Communist Party's
offensive line. But we must exert our utmost efforts to secure more adequate
conditions than those of the past. Only by doing so can we smash the Fifth
''Encirclement and Suppression" and win greater victories than in the past.
To ac:hieve victory this time, we musl do a great deal of work. We must
boldly expand the Red Army. Within a period of six to ten months, we must
succeed in expanding the anny by 200,000 new soldiers, recruited in the Central
Soviet Area and the neighboring soviet areas, and send them to the front, thus
further strengthening the Red Army uuits at the various fronts so that they can
asswne the task of attacking Chiang Kaishek's White armies of several hundred
thousands. The Land Investigation Movement should be promoted widely and in
depth, and an intense class struggle must be developed in the countryside to
resolve the land question thoroughly and to eliminate the remnant feudal forces
decisively, thus enabling the broad masses of peasants to participate in the revolutionary war with great enthusiasm and joy. Tbe Labor Law should be curled
out evel}'Where, in order to stimulate the struggles of workers and to raise still
further the enthusiasm of the masses of the workCIS for the revolutionary war.
Through the mechanism of this year's election movement, the soviets at all
levels should be reelected. The new fonn of reelection should be adopted from
the township soviet to the Central Government, in order to solidify the entile
soviet regime so that it is as tough as iron and will be better able to asswne the
responsibility of organizing and directing the great cause of revolutionary war.
Attentioo should be paid to the work in border regions and newly developed
regions, so that favorable conditions may be created for the rapid development of
the revolutionary war toward key cities. The cultural movement of the masses
should be promoted, in order to raise the cultural and political level of the masses
and provide a powerful spirirual tool for the revolutionary war. Apart from all
this, there is an extremely important item of work upon which we should focus
our discussions this time. nus is the work in the field of economic construction.
We must vigorously promote the movement for economic construction and regard the task of economic construc:tion as one of the most basic conditions for
smashing the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"---411 indispensable material
2. I.e., into colonial subjects like the Indians, under British rule, and the Koreans,

under Japanese rule.
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condition for the revolutionary war. It is for this purpose that the present conference on economic construction bas been called together.
B. The great wk of economic construc1ion lies before us!l
The growing intensity of the revolutionary war makes it imperative that the
soviets4 mobilize the masses, immediately launch a movement of economic construction. and cany out all necessary' Wks of economic construction. Why?
Solely in order to win victory in the revolutionary war; 6 in order to secure the
material conditions that will guanmtee food and other supplies to the Red Army;
in order to improve the lives of the masses, 7 and thereby further arouse their
enthusiasm for participating in the revolutionary war; in order to organize the
broad masses on the economic front and educate them, thus providing new mass
strength for the war, and in order to consolidate the worker-peasant alliance in
the course of economic CODSbllerion. thereby consolidating the :roviet political
powerB of the dictatorship9 of the worken and peasants, and to strengthen the
leadership of the proletariat. Victory in the revolutionary war as a whok, and
first of all complete llictory in the war to smtuh the Fifth "Encirclement and
Supprusion, " require1o fw1her efforts to promote the work of economic construction. This point should be recognized and understood at once by everyone
engaged in soviet! I work. In the past some comrades believed that, as they were
already too busy with the revolutionary war, there was no way they could have
the leisure to engage in economic construction work. Anyone who tallrod about
economic constructi,on would be labeled a right deviationist. At the same time it
was believed that there was no possibility of economic construction in an environment of revolutionary war, that economic construction was only feasible after
the flDBl victory in the war, and that economic construction could only proceed
in a peaceful and quiet environment, so there was no point in talking aboUI it
now. Commdes. are these opinions correct? No, they are wrong. The comrades
who made such statements failed to understand that without economic construe3. The portion of this report included in the Selected Wor.b begins here. There are no
subdivisions in the revised version; this heading for section II 8 is replaced by the new
Iitle for the whole spcec:h: "Pay Allcntion 10 Economic Work."
4. Thetenn"sovict''doesnotappearinthcSelectedWOttrvcrstonofthisoranyother
text of the 1930s. Hen: "the soviets mobiliz ..."has bc:eD replaced by ''we mobilize ..."
S. NecC5Siry-+Necessaryandpossible
6. Solely in order to win victory in the revolutionary war-+ All our present efforts
should be directed toward pining vietory in the revolutionary war and, first and foremost.
toward pining complete victory in the f!Shtto smash the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppression .....
7. Masses-+Massesofthcpeople
8. Asinalltextswithvariants,passagessctinitalicshereha.vebecndeletcdfromthe
Selected Works version.
9. Dictatorship-+ Democratic dic:latorship
10. Rcquire-+AIItheseobjectivesrequire ...
II. Soviet-+ Revolutionary
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tion, the material conditions for war 12 cannot be completely guaranteed, and that
a protracted war will result in exhaustion and shortages. Just consider! The
enemy is canying out an economic blockade, and uoscrupulous merchants and
reactionaries are sabotaging our finance and commerce. If we do not overcome
these difficulties, will not the revolutionary war be very greatly affected? 13 For
the enemy's blockade and manipulation by unsc111pulous merchants have hindered the external trade of our soviet regions enormously. Salt is very expensive
and sometimes unobtainable. Rice is abundanl and cheap in autumn and ex·
tremely expensive in spring and swnmer. This situation directly affects the lives
of the workers and peasants and makes forther improvement impossible. Will it
not affect our basic line of the alliance between the workers and the peasants? If
the workers and peasants become dissatisfied with their lives, w:ill this not affect
ow- efforts to expand the Red Anny and mobilize the masses to participate in the
revolutionary waf! Therefore, the view that soviet economic construction should
not be pursued in the midst of revolution 14 is utterly wrong. Those who hold this
view also often talk about subordinating everything to the war, but they fail to
understand that to abandon economic construction in the interests of the war
does not mean subordinating everything to the war, but in fact weakens the war
effon. It i3 precisely in the interests of the war thai varioiLS kinds of necessary
economic construction work must be carried out, because economic const111ction
is an extremely essential and indispensable condition for the revolutionary war.
Only by extending the work on the economic front and developing the economy
of the soviet IS areas can we provide an adequate material basis for the revolu·
tioruuy war, proceed even more smoothly with our military offensive. and strike
a forceful blow at the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression." Only in this
way can we obtain the strength to expand the Red Anny to a million men, and to
extend our battlefront to poiDIB thousands of li away, so that our iron Red Army
can anack Nanchang and liujiang without any hesitation. 16 Thus our Red Anny
f~ghters, relieved of much of the task of provisioning themselves, can give their
undivided anention to fightiDg. This is also the only way to satisfy to some
extent the material needs of the broad masses, so that they will joiD the Red
Army or undertake other revolutionary tasks with even greater enthusiasm. Only
acting in this way can be called subordinating everything to the war effort.
Otherwise, not only will the interests of the war not be served, but the war will
be deprived of a decisive condition for viCJory. Such opportunist w'ews are en·
tirely wrong. Among those currently engaged in soviet 17 work in various
12. War-t Revolutionary war
13. In the RVised text, this sentence has been pi!Eed after the one that follows.
14. Rcvohllion -+ Revolutionary war
I 5. Soviet -+ Red
16. Here the words ''in the future, when circumstances are favorable" have been added
totherevisedtexl
17. Soviet-+ Revolutionary
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places. there are many who clo not yet understand the importance of economic
construction in the revolutionary war and have not yet tTUiy taken upon their own
shoulders the tasks of economic C011Struction. As a result, thae comrades have
not exerted their full strength in carrying out the call ofthe Central Government,
or multiplied their efforts a hundredfold to promote the movement on the economic front. For example, the presidiums of many governments have placed little
emphasis on the discussion of the issue of economic construction. The departments of the people's economy are not yet well organized, and some of them are
still without a director or have appointed relatively incompetent people CO be in
chuge of the work. The development of cooperatives is still in its initial stage.
The work of regulating food supplies bas also been started only in a few places.
Everywhere, there has as yet been no propaganda regarding the task of economic
consuuction among the broad masses--end this is extremely vital. An atmosphere of enthusiasm has not yet been created among the masses iD support of
the struggle fur economic construction. This siruation results entirely from a
faiiW"C to recognize the importance of economic construction. T1te present conference should begin by stemly opposing such erroneow opinions tmd eradicating these wrong opportunist views of ignoring economic construction. Through
the comrades' discussions at this conference and the reports you will make when
you rerum to your posts, we must create an atmosphere of enthusiasm among all
soviet penonnella and the broad masses of workers and peasants. Everyone
should realize the place of economic construction iD the revolutionary war, so
they will all unanimously strive to sell from 3,000,000 to 5,000,000 or 6,000,000
yuan of economic construction bonds. Develop the cooperative movement and
call upon a million people to join the cooperatives, among wltom 500,000 should
enter con.fumen' cooperatives and 500,000 should enter food cooperatives.
Granaries should be set up evaywhere, as well as storehouses for famine relief.
Each :!Cion capital should establish a grain redistribution subbureau, and important districts and market centets should all set up Grain Redistribution Bureau
bnmches, so that on the one hand, our grain may be tnmsported from places with
a swplus to places with a deficiency inside the soviet areas, 19 so that it will not
pile up iD one place and become unobtainable in another, and its price will not be
too low in one place and too high iD another. On the other band, we should send
our grain surplus out of the soviet areasZO iD a planned way (not in unlimited
quantities), selling it for a high price, without suffering exploitation by unscrupulous merchants, and bring in necessities from the White areas, without paying
in big foreign dollm (xian yang). We must mak~ great efforts to promote agricultural and haodicraft production, anc121 to increase the harvest next year.
18. Soviet personnel -+Government personnel
19. Sovietareu-+Redarcas
20. Soviet llfCU -+ OUr areas

. 21. Here the words: "... produce more f'ann implements llld lime, so u ..." are
1nsertcd

in !he Selected Wori:s version.
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The output of all kinds of local products, such as tungsten ore, timber, camphor,
paper, tobacco, linen, dried mushrooms, and peppennint oil, should be restored
to fonner levels, and they should be exported 10 the White areas in large quanti·
ties. For example. tung.flen ore is an extremely promising industry. Because of
the demand of the imperialist military indu.Ytries for tungsten ore. it offers great
prospects for export. We should prepare thousands and tens of thousands of
people to develop tungsten ore mines. To promote agricultural production, the
manufacture of farm tools and lime is very essential. Again judging from the
volume of export and import trade, the largest item of export from the soviet
areas22 is grain. Each year, the Central Soviet Area has about 3,000,000 Dan of
unhusked rice to export. The three million masses export I Dan of grain per
person in exchange for necessities; it definitely cannot be less than this. Who is
handling this trade? It is handled entirely by the merchants, who exploit us
cruelly in the process. Last year, the peasants of Wan'an and Taihe sold the
merchants unhusked rice at a price of 0.5 yuan per Dan, and the merchants
transported the grain to Zhangzhou to sell at a price of 4 yuan per Dan, an
eightfold profit. 23 Another instance is that every year, the three million masses
need to consume nearly 9,000,000 yuan worth of salt and wear almost6,000,000
yuan worth of clothes. Needless to say, the import of these 15,000,000 yuan
worth of salt and clothes has been monopolized in the past by the merchants. Our
Soviets24 did not take charge of this. The exploitation canied out by the mer·
chants in thus serving as intenncdiaries is really extremely great. For example,
the merchants go 10 buy salt in Jiayingzhou2S at a price of I yuan for 7 }in and
then they ship it to the soviet26 areas and sell it at a price of I yuan for 12liang.
Isn't this horrendous exploitation? The soviets 27 cannot afford to ignore such a
state of affairs any longer, and from now on we must certainly take charge
ourselves. Our External Trade Bureau should make the ubDost efforts in this
regard. How shall we use the 3,000,000 yuan from economic construction
bonds? We propose to use it as follows: one million given to the Red Anny as
combat expenses and two millions lent to the cooperatives, the Grain Redistribu·
tion Bureau, and the External Trade Bureau as capital. A small portion of this
last item should be used for production, and the larger portion should be spent on
the promotion ofex.pon and import trade. Our aim is not only to develop produc·
tion, but also to obtain high21 prices for our exports. A.t the same lime, salt and
cloth should be bought from the White areas at low prices and distributed among
22. Sovietareas-+Ourareas
23. Eightfold-+Sevcnfold
24. Our Soviets-+ We
2S.

Jiayingzhou-+ Meixian. (Mao here uses the name of this locality in Qing times; it

waschangedtoMeixianin 1912.)
26. The soviet -+ Our
27. Soviets-+We
28. High-+fair
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the masses of the Soviet areas. This will break the enemy's blockade, check the
merchants' exploitation, and make the economy ofthe Soviet areas develop day
after day, thus greatly enhancing the livelihood of the masses, greatly increasing
the financial receipts of the Soviets., and finnly laying the material foundation of
the revolutionuy war. This is a great task, a great class struggle, and an inseparable part ofthe revolutionary war. But we must ask ourselves: can this work of
economic construction29 be carried out in the midst of fierce fighting? I think
only opportunists will say that it cannot be done.l 0 We are not talking about
building a railroad to longyan, or even, for the time being, about building a
highway to Zhangzhou. We are not saying that there should be a complete
monopoly of the sale of grain, nor that the government should handle all the salt
and cloth trade, which is worth 15,000,000 yuan, and that no merchants should
meddle. We have not said these things nor done these things. What we have said
and done is to promote agricultural and handicraft production, the export of grain
and tungsten ore, and the impon of edible salt and cloth. For the time being, this
should be started with 2,000,000 yuan of capital in addition to the shares of the
masses. Is this something we should not do, cannot do, or are incapable of
doing? We have already started to do these tasks and have achieved successes.
This year's autumn harvest has increased from 20 to 25 percent over that of last
year, thus exceeding our original estimate of a 20 percent increase. As regards
handicraft industries, the manufacture offann tools and lime is in the process of
recovery. Production of tungsten ore is in the process of recovery. Production of
tobacco, paper, and timber has also begun to show some vigor. There has been
considerable success this year in the regulation of food supplies. A stan has been
made on importing salt. These initial successes provide the basis for our finn
belief in future development. The opportunistsll say that economic construction
can only begin after the war is over, and that now it is impossible. Isn't this
obviously wrong?
Thus, it is clear that at the present stage, economic construction revolves
around the central task of revolutionary war. Revolutionary war is the key task at
present, and economic construction serves it, revolves around it, is secondary to
it, and is not itselfthe center. The view that economic construction is the central
task among all our present tasks is likewise an opportunist view. The revnlutionary war demands that the soviets carry out necessary economic construction
undertakings. To conduct economic construction llJHlrt ji'Om the revolutionary
war is an erroneous way of thinking. Only after the end of the civil war can and
should economic construction become the centml task of all tasks. Anempting to
cany out, in the course of the civil war, economic construction that should exist
in a peaceful future, but is not feasible at present, is wishful thinking. Our work

---

29. Work of ecODomic construction-+ Task

30. Only oppor1unisrs will say it cannot be done-+

31. The opponunisrs -+ People

It can be done
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at present is the work wgently demanded by the war. Every item of this work is
done for the sake of the war and is not a peaceful Wldertaking unrelated to the
war. If there are any among our comrades who have this kind of wrong view,
lbey should correct it immediately.
DL Questions Regarding the Style of Leadership In
ECODomic Construcdon
Without a correct Jeadetship style aDd correct work methods, it will be impossible to launch a movement on the economic front rapidly. This is also a significant issue that should be resolved at this conference, because upon returning
home comrades must start to work at once and must, moreover, guide many staff
members of the provincial, xian, ami district soviets who will work side by side
with them. In particular, conuades at the basic soviet levels of township and city,
and comrades working in cooperatives, grain bureaus, trade bureaus, and purchasing offices are responsible for the actual work. They arc the ones who
personally engage in the actual work of mobilizing the masses to organize cooperatives, redistributing and transporting grain, and managing export and import
trade. If their leadership style is wrong, if, when they carry out the work, they are
unable to adopt various correct and effective methods, that will have an immediate impact on the success of the work, we will be unable to obtain the support of
the broad masses for our various slogans and various tasks, aDd we will not be
able to complete the whole of tbe CeDbal Govcmmcnt's plan for economic
coostruction in the autumn and win.tcr of this year and the spring and summer of
next year. For these reasons, I want to direct the attention of comrades to the
following points:
A. Tbe masses should be mobilized by organizational means. In the first
place, comrades on government presidiums and in departments of the people's
economy and of fanance at all levels should regularly put on the agenda items of
work such as issuing bonds, developing cooperatives, regulating food supplies,
and developing production and trade, and proceed to discuss, resolve. supervise,
and check up on these matters. Next, mass organizations should be brought into
action, the main organizations in this respect being the labor unions and the poor
peasant league. The labor unions should mobilize all their members to get involved on the economic front. The poor peasant league is a powerful base for
mobilizing the masses to develop cooperatives and buy bcmds. Soviet governments at the district and township levels should provide it with vigorous leadership. Then, propaganda on economic construction may be curled out by holding
mass meetings in villages and hamlets. In propaganda, the relationship between
the revolutionary war and economic construction should be evoked very clearly,
and improving the lives of the masses and increasing our strength for the swggle
should be discussed in very practical terms. ne masses shoukl be called upon to
purchase 3,000,000 yuan ofbonds, to develop cooperatives with a membership of
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one million, to regulate food supplies, to consolidate finances, and to promote
trade. We should call upon the masses to fight for these slogans and heighten
their zeaL Unless we use such organizational means to mobilize the masses and
conduct propaganda among them, that is to say, unless the presidiums and the
departments of the people's economy and of finance have firmly grasped the
work of economic construction, discussed it, and checked up on it, and unless
they have paid attention to bringing the mass organizations into action and
calling mass meetings for the purpose of propaganda, it will be impossible to
attain our objectives.
B. The style of mobilizing the masses should not be bureaucratic. The bureaucratic style of leadership should not exist in any kind of revolutionary work,
and this applies also to the work of economic construction. The ugly evil of
bureaucracy must be thrown into the night-soil bucket. No comrade likes it.
What every comrade should like is a Bolshevik worlcrty/e, that is to soy, a
workstyle oriented toward the masses, 32 a style that is most capable of helping us
approach the masses and is liked and accepted by every worker and peasant.
One kind of bureaucratism is an opportunist and negative fonn of going slow
manifested in paying no attention or going through the motions perfunctorily.
This is a very bad phenomenon, and we must carry out a severe struggle against
it. Another is commandism, which on the surface shows no signs of going slow
but rather gives the appearance ofworlcing hard. In reality, to develop cooperatives under commandism is impossible. Even those that outwardly appear to
develop for a time cannot be consolidated. In the end, people will lose confidence in them, and this will hamper their development. To push the sale of bonds
in a commandist way, regardless of whether the masses understand the matter or
not and whether they can afford the quantity that they buy, until an arbitrary
quota they have set for themselves is reached, will in the end arouse dissatisfaction among the masses, so that the bonds do not sell well. We must defmitely
reject commandism, and we should work hard to make propaganda to persuade
the masses. The development of cooperatives, the sale of bonds, and all kinds of
economic mobilization work should be conducted in light of concrete conditions
and the concrete manifestations of the sentiments of the masses.
C. The unfolding of the economic construction movement requires large
numbers of working cadres. This is not a matter for dozens or hundreds of
people, but a matter for thousands and tens of thousands of people. They should
be organized, trained, and sent to the economic construction front. They are the
commanders on the economic battlefront, and the broad masses are the fighters.
The opportunistsn often sigh that there are no cadres. Comrades, are there really
no cadres? Numerous cadres have emerged from the masses in their millions
tempered in the agrarian struggles, the economic struggles, and the revolutionary
32. Qunzhonghua defangshi,litell!!ly "amassilied style."
33. Theopportunists-+Somepeople
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war in tiN soviet areas. How can one say that there are no cadres? Once you
throw oft' these: opportunistl" views, the cadres will be standing before you.
D. FimJI/y. I want to say once tJgtJin that economic coastruc:lion is inseparable, not only fiom the general task of the war, but fiom other tasks as well. Only
with the deepening of the Land lnvestigalion Movement can the class scruggle in
the countryside be further developed,ls the enthusiasm of tbe peasants be
aroused, and large numbers of peasants be enabled to move rapidly to the economic construction front. Only the resolute application of the Labor Law can
improve the living standards of the masses of workers and petUtJnts, enable the
masses of workers to participate actively and speedily in the cause of economic
coostruction, and strengthen their role in the leademJUp of the peasants. Ollly if
there is correct leadership in the elcetion movement and in the accusation movement which accompanies the Land Investigation Movemem can our soviet36
organs be further strengthened, so that they can provide more effective leadership for the revolutionary war and for work in all fields, including economic
work. Raising the political and cultural levels of the masses through cuJtwal and
educational work is also of extremely great importance for the development of
the national economy. That we should not neglect the work of expanding the Red
Army even for a single day goes without saying. EveJyone understands that
without the victories of the Red Army the economic blockade would be still
tighter. On the other hand, the development of the national economy and the
improvement of the lives of the masses will undoubtedly further streDgthen and
enlarge the tide in favor oP 7 the Red Army and cause the broad masses to mareh
in great nwnbersll to the front. To sum up, if we fulfill all tbe above-mentioned
conditions, including this extremely important new condition of economic construction, aod make all these conditions serve the war, 39 then victory in the war
againll tiN Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" will certainly be ours. (Warm
applmue.)

34. Opportunist-+ Emmcous

35. Can the class struggle in the coumrysidc be further developed -+ Can we abolish
l'eudal and scmifeudalland ownership completely.
36. Soviet-+ Government
37. Tideinfavorof-+Workof
38. In great numben-+ Eagerly
39. War-+ Revolutionary war

The Capture of]i'an
(August 13, 1933)
The matter at hand was the anack on Ji'an. Ji'an bad been attacked eight times

and this was now the ninth time.
Tbedatewas0ctober4,1930.1
On that day, before the moon had completely set, our troops had already
moved in. Gunfire was beard ftom the direction of the Zhenjun Mountains.
which were in the northwest comer of the city.2 Next, shooting began in the
Luozi Mountains to the north of the city. Our Fourth Am.y was advanciDS in
these two directiODS. Coatact was also made on Shea' gang Ridge, to the SOUCh
and southwest of the city; here the units were from our Third Anny. We encircled Ji'an. The red flags that were not visible at night all appeared together as
soon as the red sun emerged in the east. The intense sounds of rifle, machine
gun, and mortar file were eveo. noisier than the setting off of firecmckcrs to
celebrate the New Year. Many red flags appeared on the second liDe. They were
those of the countless Red Guards and Young Pioneers, all of whom were lyiag
prostrate, because the enemy's mortar shells were flying over their heads. There
was the sound of something or other astir in the sky, and in less than a minute,
the enemy's red-tailed planes appeared. Several big bombs fell in the vicinity of
our Genetal Headquarteis. but Do one was hurt. In order to seize the positions on
the Zhcnjun Mountaias, fJerCe figbtiDg was underway there. Part of the troops in
the Luozi Mowrtains broke into the city through the enemy's weak points. Unfortunately, they retreated again. The reason was that the enemy transfened some
troops from tbe southwestern positions and launcbed a countetaaack against us.
The fighting lasted a whole day. Our Twelft:b Anny arrived and reinforced the
positions to the west of the city. It was getting dark aad there was a lull iD. the
This article was first published in Hongxingbtw (Red Srar), August 13, 1933. On Ibis
occasioD, Mao u&ed the pen name "Ziren," which he had often employed in the 1920s (see
Volume II of this edition, p. 155, note 5). We have taken as our source tbe text u
reproduced in Moo 'Z«Jongjutuhi we,Yi, Vol. I, pp. 325-29.
I. As noted in Volume Ill, the capture of Ji'an m:ounted in this may took place
following the Red Anny'& retreat from its abortive attacks on Nanchaag and Changsba
during the swnmer of 1930, and shortly before Guomindang annie& launched the first of
the encirclement campaigns.
2. As lhere ue no significant hills or mountains within the actual built-up area of the
city of Ji'ID, this phrase should be interpreted to refer broadly to the general northwest
vicinityoflhecity.
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battle. We were preparing for a night battle to finish off the enemy and break
into the city.
The enemy chieftain was called Deng Ying. 3 When our Red Third Anny
failed to capture Ji'an for the eighth time, the Nanjing dog government issued an
order commending him, stating that he had rendered the greatest of services to
"bandit suppression." Thereupon, he became swollen with arrogance and believed that he, big brother Deng, far surpassed not only Yang Chisheng, Yang
Ruqian, and Li Wenbin, 4 but also chieftains such as Zhu Pcidc,s and even had
rwo or three times the power and prestige of Zhang Huizan, at that time commander-in-chiefof''bandit suppression,'-6 and Fatty Lu, who held the command
of the Nanchang garrison.' He drank spirits, gambled, and in front of the local
bullies, bad gentry, capitalists, pastors, and Catholic priests beat his chest and
boasted that he was a hero. These local bullies, bad gentJy, capitalists, pastors,
and Catholic priests even believed what he said. On the one hand, there were
Warlord Deng's bold speeches, and on the other hand, they bad actually seen the
solidity of the defenses of Ji'an City-the fortresses, trenches, and wire entanglements. With all these precious things to restrain the iron fists of the Red Anny,
they must have thought they could definitely survive for a few more days! To
their surprise, the Red Army suddenly launched a large-scale encirclement and
fierce offensive. On this day of the 4th, all the lily-livered warlords. capitalists,
local bullies, bad genby, pastors, and Catholic priests were fti.ghtened to death,
and there were people everywhere running around chaotically in the streets.
When someone said they were coming from the south gate, they fled toward the
north gate, and when someone said they were coming from the north gate, they
fled toward the south gate. When part of the Red Army forces from the Luoz:i
Mountains actually fought their way in, the whole city was in even greater
tunnoil. On that day, the masses of the workers in the city were seized by a
special kind of excitement. Many of them clenched their fists, waiting for the
moment to beat up the reactionaries. Warlord Deng issued an order forbidding
anyone to go to the river banks. including even the capitalists, local bullies, bad
gentry, pastors, and Catholic priests. Anned soldiers were standing on the banks
of the river, and all the ships were gathered together in one place near the dock.
3. Deng Ying was, in 1930, the commander or the Thirteenth Division or the
Guomindan& Ninth Route Army. For Mao's order of October 3, 1930, launching the
assault on Ji'an narrated here, see Volume Ill of this editiou, pp. 546-47.
4. Yang Chishcng and Yang Ruqian were division commanders; U Wcnbin was a
brigade commander.
S. At this lime, Zhu Peide was the commander of the Guomindang First Route Army.
6. Zhang Huizan. was. in October 1930, commander-in-chief of the "bandit suppression" campaign in Jiangxi. On December 30, 1930, he was captured by the Red Army, and
OD January 28, 1931, he was executed (sec Volume Ill of this editiou, p. 471, note 4, aDd
pp. 731-32).
7. The reference is to Lu Diping, who in 1930 was also the chairman of !he Jiangxi
Provincial Govemrnent.
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Even if a local bully knelt down in front of Warlord Deng, begging to be allowed
to flee on a ship, he could not succeed. Petty Warlord DengYing really made a
show of facing life and death together with the city of Ji'an.
In the pitch dark night, the Red Army launched new attacks and broke into the
city from the direction of the Zhenjun Mountains. Then Warlord Deng himself
led some of his troops to slip away by river. Others who could not escape handed
over their guns. Not a single village bully, bad member of the gentry, capitalist,
pastor, or Catholic priest got away. From that moment on, Ji'an City had fallen
into the hands of the Red Anny and the Soviets. Then on the next day, a big
contingent of the masses entered the city bearing red flags, and the organs of the
Communist Party and the local soviet also entered the city. The workers and
countless members of the impoverished masses of the city rushed into the streets
to give the Red Anny a warm welcome. At this time, local bullies, bad gentry,
pastors, Catholic priests, and reactionary capitalists were being captured in large
numbers. Capturing them was like capruring pigs and sheep. They were led in
lines here and chained in strings there. Immediately afterward, there were many
days of incessant mass rallies! Expand the Red Anny! Mass rallies of workers'
representatives! Mass rallies of the soviets! Mass rallies of the Communist Party!
Let the masses from various :cian come to visit Red Ji'an! All these thunderous
and spectacular activities turned Ji'an City into a new world.
According to the views of the responsible comrades of the Red Army, the
lessons from the capture of Ji'an this time are as follows: (I) The capture of Ji'an
was only possible after rejecting the positions of the Lisan Line' (which opposed
the attack on Ji'an and advocated an attack on Jiujiang; they held that to attack
Ji'an before attacking Jiujiang would ruin the high tide of the Chinese revolution). The occupation of Ji'an this time had great political significance. Not only
did it have an extremely great impact throughout the whole counlly, it also had
direct significance for the Futian Incident, in which the uprising by the AB Corps
was put down and victory was achieved in the first revolutionary war. 9 For the
captUre of Ji'an dealt the ftrSt political blow to the AB Corps, and at the same
time, the forty-day occupation of Ji'an caused great psychological and material
losses to the enemy's offensive. to (2) There were military deficiencies during the
-

8. Regarding the Li Lisan Line and Mao's allitude 10 it, see Volume Ill of this edition.
9. I.e., in the fiJht against the fim "Encirclement and Suppression." Party documents
from the 1928-30 period reveal that li'an was considered 10 be a major headquartcn of AB
Corps activity. One penislcnt (but almost certainly erroneous) tradition bas it that during
the Red Anny's occupation of Ji'an evidence was uncovered implicating the fatber of Li
WcrJ!in, an important regional Party leader and factional opponent of Mao, in AB Ccnps
ar.tivity, a discovery which helped precipitate evenu leading to the Futian Incident. See
~~~rill, ''Origins of the Futian Incident," p. 103 and passim; Ch'en, "Fulian Incident," p.

10. For Mao's contemporary analysis of the situation during the occupation of li'an,
see the Resolution of October 26, 1930, in Volume Ill of this edition, pp. 57~9.
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battle of Ji'an this time. For example, the forces were not fully concentrated
before launching the attacks. At that time, only the FoUJth and Twentieth armies
were concentrated. The Third Army had not yet entirely caught up, and the
Twelfth Army was one day's llllltth away, so they successively entered positions
around the city of Ji'an only subsequently. Had the attack been delayed for one
day, all the forces of the Army Group would have been concentrated there to
cany out the encirclement and attack simultaneously. Then we could have
avoided the siruation in which part of the Fowth Army moved into the city, and
the enemy was still able to transfer some troops from the western pan of the city
and stage counterattacks to drive our forces inside the city out of it, so that we
could not capture all ofDcng Ying's troops during the daylight hours on the 4th.
This is one point. Next, the plan to launch an attack on the night of the 3rd was
also inappropriate, because it was a positional war, the enemy had strong fonifications, and the Red Army was not familiar with the terrain. So there should
have been a period of probing and scouting, for only thus could manpower be
deployed appropriately and points of attack selected. Then we could have
avoided the situation in which the troops were moved into positions that were
later found to be inappropriate but could not be changed. New arrangements
could not be made till the night of the 4th, and this was also a reason why the
city could not be entered during the daytime and DengYing's entire force could
not be wiped out. Besides, the Third Army Group was not deployed at the Xia
River in Ji'an, but was positioned at the Qing River far away from Ji'an, thus
making it possible for Dcng Ying to escape by boat. These military defects and
errors were the result of underestimating the enemy, and believing that the
enemy only had four regiments and that we would not have to use much of our
force. This erroneous viewpoint allowed the enemy's whole force to escape. This
is a good lesson.

Order of the Central Government on Rectifying
the Work of the Commissariat for Finance
(August 25, 1933)
At present, when the Red Anny is winning, the soviet areas are expanding, and
the revolutionary movement is galloping forward fiercely, rhc principle of the
financial policy of the soviets should be (I) to place all the burden on the
exploiting classes, which mainly refers here to the imposition of fines on landlords in the White and soviet areas, to the donations solicited from rich peasants,
and to the appropriate taxes collected from businessmen on the condition that
such taxes will not hun the development of the economy in the soviet areas; (2)
to make great efforts to carry out eConomic consbuction, develop the national

economy, break the enemy's economic blockade. and reslrict the exploitation by
merchants, in order to increase the financial revenues of the soviets; and (3) 10
rely on the revolutionary enthusiasm of workers and peasants to collect appropriate land taxes and augment the revenues of the state. This is the fundamental
principle of soviet financial policy.
Under this principle, the financial institutions of the soviets should use revolu·
tionary means, sound organization, and careful plans to expand fmancial revenues to meet the needs of the development of the revolutionary war. All
conservative concepts divorced from political tasks and a state of unplanned
chaos are both extremely hannful.
Under the supervision of the Council of People's CommissaJS, the previous
work of the soviet financial institutions has yielded considelable results in terms
of providing for the needs of the war and establishing an accounting system. As
regards the principles of financial policy. however, we have not adhered to the
correct orientation. This is mainly manifested in the failure to make the utmost
effons to collect funds from the exploiters and to increase fmancial revenues by
developing the national economy; instead, all the efforts were exclusively deVoted to changing the rent and tax systems and issuing paper currency and public
debt. At the same time, there was an underestimation of the development of the
revolution, which caused our finance to Jack a planned character; this impeded
the administration of finance on a large scale. In tenns of leadership style,

-. __

This order was first published in HOIIBU Zhollghua, no. 107, September 3, 1933. We have
lranslated it from Mao Zedcmg ji, Vol. 3, pp. 339--40, where it is reproduced from thai
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(previous mistakes included], for example, the failure to rely on urban and
township soviets and organizations of workers and peasants when we were
raising money and to mobilize the broad masses through them. Instead, we
relied only on a few staff members above the level of the district, to such an
extent that the tasks could not be completely carried out. Such bureaucratic
leadership style is rather deeply embedded in the financial institutions of the
soviets. As regards the problem of the cadres, no attention was paid to the
promotion of a large number of financial personnel, while no care was taken to
criticize and clean out those corrupt elements. All this is the consequence of the
failure to apply the correct class line and an opportunistic assessment of the
situation of the revolution. And the conunissar for finance, Comrade Deng
Zihui, 1 should bear the greatest responsibility.
The Council of People's Commissars believes that this situation must not be
allowed to continue to exist. 11 directs Comrade Lin Boqu, the newly-appointed
commissar for finance, to carry out a fundamental rectification. He should start
by launching a campaign of self-criticism in the whole financial system to correct the wrong understanding of our .financial policy, to esrablish a financial plan
appropriate for the development of the war, to change the leadership style, to
promote and train a large number of financial personnel, and to cleanse the
financial system of its internal problems of embezzlement and corruption, so that
the entire soviet financial system may be developed quickly, and so that soviet
finance may meet the needs of the development of the revolution, provide sufficient financial support for the revolutionary war, and thoroughly smash the Fifth
"Encirclement and Suppression" of the imperialists and the Guomindang.lt is so

•""""'·

Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
Zhang Ouotao

I. Deng Zihui (1896-·1972), a native of Longyan in Fujian, joined the Party in
1926. One of the founders of the revolutionary movement in Western Fujian, Deng had
been head of the Western fujian Soviet Government and a provincial inspector before
becomiiiJ head of the Central Soviet Govcmmcnl's Commissariat for Finance in mid1932. Deng was being attacked in the "Anti-Luo Ming Line" snuggles lhcn underway in
the Soviel Area, and Mao's cri1icism of him in this documcnl was probably made grudgingly under lhe pressures oflhis campaign.

On the Method of SeUing Treasury Bonds
Order ofthe Council ofPeople~ Commissars
(August 28, 1933)

The sale of 3,000,000 yuan wonh of economic construction bonds bas already
begun in various parts ~f Ruijin. According to the recent experience in Ruijin,
although Yunji District and other places adopted the correct method and made
great progress, serious mistakes were made in other districts. The chief manifestation of this lies in the failure of the presidiums of the district soviets to place on
their agenda for discussion and review the work of promoting the sale of treasury
bonds, and in their treatment of the work of selling bonds as a matter simply for
the Commissariat for Finance, without promoting the mobilization of the mass
organizations at the district level. As a result, an extremely serious phenomenon
of imposing uniform quotas occurred in many townships. The treasury bonds
were simply handed over to the township soviets, without going through discussion and acceptance by the labor union, the poor peasant league, or meetings of

women's representatives or other mass bodies, and without giving repons at the
meetings of the deputies of the township soviets, still less calling a mass meeting
to explain clearly the imponance of treasury bonds. The township soviets then
dislributed the quota of bonds to each township deputy, who then distributed the
quota unifonnly among the masses, in total disregard of whether the masses
understood or not; without exception, equal quotas were imposed. In a few
places, middle peasants were forced to purchase these bonds; if they refused to
buy, they were accused of being rich peasants. Consequently, resentment was
aroused among the masses in many places, thus obstructing the sale of treasury
bonds. In Yunji District, however, it was completely different. This was because
the method used by the district soviet of Yunji in mobilizing various townships
was very correct; it provided very detailed explanations to the cadres at the
township level and let these cadres conduct excellent propaganda to the masses.
As a result, very great success was achieved. The whole district assumed the
responsibility of selling 40,700 yuan in treasury bonds; it sold 25,000 yuan in
less than three weeks. Of its townships, Yangxi did the best job. This township

T~l fi~t appeared in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 108, Sepl:ember 6, 1933. Our
source is Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 357--60.
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has already finished selling the 4,600 yuan in treasury bonds for which it was
responsible. The glorious examples ofYihtji District and Yangxi Township are
worthy of emulation by the entire Soviet Area. In order that the sale of treasury
bonds may this time be satisfactorily carried out, the Central Government has
especially made the following points on the issue of the methods of mobilization
in selling treasury bonds; governments at all levels must act completely in accordance with them.
I. The provincial soviets must finnly grasp the work of selling treasury bonds
in the provinces; they must discuss. promote, and examine the work. They must
collect from one of the xian in the vicinity of the provincial soviets the experience of selling treasury bonds and compile good and bad examples of mobilization methods into documents to be quickly made available for inslnlction for the
entire province and every xian.
2. Thexian soviets must step up the work of selling treasury bonds in thexian;
they must discuss, promote, and examine the work. Similarly, they must collect
experience from the districts near the locations of the xian soviets and compile
good and bad examples into docwnents for the instruction of all the districts.
The presidiums ofthe.xian soviets must call meetings of the chainnen of the
district soviets of the xian and the heads of the finance departments to promote
the sale of treasury bonds. Xian which have not yet received treasury bonds
should also call such meetings in advance, so that the districts may start the work
of mobilization beforehand. Do not wait for the arrival of treasury bonds and
then call meetings to discuss the matter in haste. After the sale of treasury bonds
is completed, the xian should also call meetings of district chairmen to conduct a
review and correct their mistakes.
3. The district soviets are the key in the sale of treasury bonds. They should call
meetings to be attended by the chairmen of the township soviets. directors of the
poor peasant league, and the leaders of other mass organizations to tell them the
significance of the issuance of treasury bonds and the methods of mobilizing the
masses. At the same time, theY should send people to individual townships to assist
the township soviets to call meetings of the township deputies., the poor peasant
league, the labor union, and other mass groups to give them detailed explanations.
They must send the cadres at the township level to individual villages and households to call mass meetings and explain to the masses in detail the meaning of the
economic development bonds. If the masses remain WlC!ear after one meeting, cadres must go to the villages and households to call a second meeting. If there are still
places where people do not understand, a third meeting must be called there. In
gcncml, we must help the masses to understand completely and eagerly purchase
treasury bonds for their own intereSI and for the victory of the war.
4. The presidiums of the govenunents at all levels and chainnen of township
soviets must strictly guard against the mistake of imposing uniform quotas. They
must understand that imposing uniform quotas is unadulterated bureaucraticism
and an extremely wrong method, which obstructs the sale of treasury bonds. On
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the one hand, this method easily enables countencvolutionary clements to spread
rumor and deception. On the other, it prevents the workers and peasants ftom
expressing their revolutionary fervor. If incidents of imposing uniform quotas are
discovered in the future, higher-level governments must immediately correct
them; those who fail to make the corrections must be punished.
S. Opposing the imposition of uniform quotas means to encourage the masses
to buy treaSury bonds voluntarily. Those who have bought a lot of bonds should
have their names listed in ftont of the township soviets with public conunendations as models. Those who refuse to buy the bonds must not be forced to buy.
The representatives of the township soviets, representatives of the women's deputies, and members of the labor union and the poor peasant league should be sent
to persuade and encourage them to buy. We may let those who have already
bought treasury bonds go to persuade those who have not bought any. We may
organize in every village individuals who have bought a lot of bonds into a
propaganda team to conduct propaganda on the sale of treasury bonds.
6. The Central Government has already issued announcements on propaganda work; upon receiving the announcements, township governments should
immediately assign people to post them in all villages and households. The
Central Government has also issued a propaganda outline on the economic development bonds. The staff and officials of district and township soviets and
propaganda teams should conduct propaganda and mobilization work among the
masses according to the provisions of this outline.
7. The masses are free to decide whether to pay for the beasury bonds with
cash or rice. The price of rice is set according to the local market price; all
townships are to be informed about this rule.
8. All district soviets should direct individual townships to make up competition rules for selling the treasury bonds. The competition rules should not specify
only the amount; they must spell out a ban on the bureaucratic use of coercive
quotas. The time period for completing the competition rules should not be set
too short (of course, it should not be set too long either) because too shon a
period oftime does not allow for the use of the method of full mobilization.
The above eight provisions must be heeded during this issuance of treasury
bonds. The provincial and xian soviets must send people to each xian and district
to conduct inspections, to find out whether this insbuction of the Central Government has been fully carried out. The xian soviets must also take care to write
brief summaries on the xian's districts that have achieved the best results in
selling treasury bonds and send them to Red China for publication to promote the
sale of treasury bonds in the entire soviet area. It is so ordered.
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

On thelssulmce of3,000,000Yuan in
Economic Construction Bonds
Announcement No. 26 of the
Provisional Central Government
(August 28, 1933)

In order to develop productioa and cooperatives, readjust grain supplies, expand
exports and importS so as to break the eDem.y's blockade. restrain exploitation by
merchants, further improve the lives of the worker and peasant masses, and
provide adequate material conditions for the rcvolutionuy war, the Central Government hereby decides 10 accept the request of the congress of the poor peasant
league and of local governments at an levels to issue 3,000,000 yuon in economic construction bonds. It also decides to adopt tbe regqlations on economic
construction bonds as legal guarantees for these lxmds.
The issuance of these bonds depends entilely, however, on the revolutionary
enthusiasm oftbc worker and peasant masses; tbey must be purchased voluntar·
ily and willingly by the masses and quotas must absolutely not be imposed.
Governments at all levels, especially municipal, district, aDd township soviets,
must convene meetings of local mass organizations and give clear explanalious.
TOWDSbip soviets must expll;tiD clearly to all the deputies at their congresses of
deputies. Mass meetings of individual villages ud hamlets must be conveoed
through the various mass organizations and towDShip deputies to explain the
sigDificance of the issuance of these bonds to every worker and peasant comrade.
When the masses buy the boads, it is up to them to decide how much to buy; the
method of imposing uniform quotas is totally uaacceplable. In addition to gettiDg
the worker and peasant masses to buy as much as possible, other residenls of 1M
soviet areas may also buy the bonds without any limit. All the popular masses in
our soviet areas should, in their own interest and for the victory of the revolutioDary war, come forward and buy tbe bonds, ud help the government sell the
bonds in order to finish the sale of these bonds within a short period of time and
rapidly achieve the goal of developing the natioDal economy. If coUDtenevOiuOur source for this document isMIJ(J Zedongji.Jhfjwan, Vol. 4, pp. 141-44, where it hBI
been reproduced from the Chen Chcng collecticm.
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tionBIY clements CRate rumors and make trouble to sabotage the credit of the
bonds and obstruct their sale., the worker and peasant masses sbould, under the
leadershiP of the government, take revolutioDII)' measmes to suppress these
counterrevolutionaries and safeguard the smooth progress of the wOJk of~
DOPiic construction. This is hereby proclaimed.
Appendix: Regulations on the lssuaDce ofEcooomic Construction Bonds'
ChainnaD

MaoZedona

Vice-Cbairmen

XiangYina
Zbang Guotao

~: This docwnent, which appears above wuler the date of July 22, 1933, is omitted

Unfold a Mass Movement to Support
a National Cu1Tt!11CJ
(August 28, 1933)
A national currency is a tool for developing the national economy and facilitating business transactions among the masses. The govenunent bas a fixed plan
and adequate: guarantees with regard to the amount of national currency in circulation and its strength and stability. Recently in some places there have arisen the
phenomena of mistrusting the national paper currency and silver coins or devaluing the paper currency. The reason these phenomena have appeared is that because of the vigorous development of the revolutionary war, the imperialist
Guomindang has adopted a policy of economic blockade, and has gone so far as
to produce counterfeit silver coins to pass off in the soviet areas 10 undennine
confidence in the soviet currency. At the same time, because of the deepening
class struggle in the soviet areas, unscrupulous merchants, rich peasants, and
remnants of the landlords are striving desperately to cause trouble internally in
an anempt to sabotage the money market. On the one hand they hoard cash to
prevent it from circulating, and on the other hand they fabricate rumors, refuse to
use paper currency and silver coins, and openly or surreptitiously raise prices and
reduce the value of paper currency. These are the heinous plots and schemes of
the counterrevolutionaries within and without to sabotage the revolution. The
Central Government has ordered the presidiwns, finance departments, judicial
departments. and political security bureaus of all local govemments to mobilize
in unison to cany out the following measures immediately, so as to smash the
plots of the reactionaries to sabotage the economy of the soviet areas.
I. Cany out widespread propaganda and explanation among the masses. In
addition to proclamations issued by the Central Government, provincial andxian
governments are also to issue proclamations urging the masses to use the na·
tiona! currency univenally and rousing the masses to unite and deal with the
counterrevolutionaries. Govenunents at all levels must call together conferences
of all local organs and mass organizations, organize and send out propaganda
teams to explain that people can have faith in the soviet paper and silver currency, explain the important political, military, financial, and economic significance of having paper currency in circulation at present, and put forth slogans
This article was first published in Hongse Zlumghua, no. 106, Augus1 28, 1933, and we
have translated il rrom thai: soun:e. The article is signed simply ''Dong," bul according to
1beNia11J114, vol. l,p. 410, it is by Mao.
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such as "Support the Soviet Paper Currency," and "Revolutionary Masses Use
Revolutionary Paper Currency," and have the masses request that the soviets
severely punish those elements who willfully sabotage the CUJTency. This is the
way to call upon the masses to create a big movement to support the national
currency.
2. Call together meetings of merchants and vendors to explain that the soviet
currency is backed by the entire national income, that it can be convened when
cash is needed for export, the distinction between soviet silver coins and the
counterfeit copper coins manufactured by the enemy, measures for punishing
those who do not usc the national currency, and so on, so that they may understand fully. After the meetings it is necessary to send people to investigate, and if
there are still those engaged in sabotage, severe measures must be taken to
punish several ringleaders, especially among the unscrupulous merchants, landlords, and rich peasants, who should without delay be arrested, fined, or even be
subject to confiscation or execution by shooting.
3. All organs and armed forces without exception must use the [national]
paper currency and silver coins, and send all cash collected, no matter how much
or how little, to branch treasuries to be bulsmined to nearby exchange stations
or banks so that the paper currency may be exchanged for ready cash.
In this way a movement to support the soviet national currency will unfold
among the broad masses!

A Preliminary Summing up of the l.mul
Investigation Movement
(August 1933)

LA Great VIctory

The Land Investigation Movement has already unfolded extensively under the
call of the Party and the Centra] Government. If one were to say that in the past
the Land Investigation Movement was only at the begiDDing stages, then in the
one month of work during July, after the eight xian meeting on land investigation
in June, it has exceeded the results achleved during the past six months since last
winter. Generally speaking, in the eightxian that participated in the meeting, the
Land Investigation Movement has taken on a new form; it has already become a
broad mass movement. Ruijin and Bosheng have achieved the greatest results.
with more than two thousand and several hundred households of landlords and
rich peasants discovered in the two xian taken together. The xian of Shengli,
Yudu, Huichang, Tingdong,l Changting, Sbicheng. and Ningbua have also

achieved some initial results. In all districts and townships that have some land
investigation results, a broad mass struggle has been launched. Many aspects of

soviet and Party work that were previously in a stagnant condition have now
come to life. A considerable number of bad elements within the soviets have
been pw-ged, and counterrcvolutionaJy elements concealed in the countryside
have been rigorously suppressed. In a word, the remnant feudal forces have
suffered a devastating defeat at the hands of the masses. Upon this basis, all sorts
of work has further Wlfoldcd. In areas whctc land investigation has obtained
results, enormous achievements have been made in expanding the Red Azmy and
local anned forces; in selling economic development bonds and developing cooperatives; in autumn huvesting and planting and developing mutual labor cooperatives; and in institutions for cultural development, such as clubs. evening
schools. and primary schools. All of our work bas been proceeding more
Our source for this document is Hongql zhotdnzo, no. 61, October 30, 19]], pp. 4s-61; it
was first published inDouzheng, no. 24, August29, 1933. The version in Mao ZMJongjf,
Vol. l, pp. 341-56, reproduces the same text, but contains a few wrongcbaraclers.
I. This ~itm W1B noc among tllose which participated in the eight..rion meetings in June.
From the <llinese dwac!CIS for its name, which can be tad "Baslem Ting," it seems likely thai
Tingdong was a newly created administnltive area carved out of existing Changting ~504
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smoothly than before. On the basis of enthusiasm on the part of the masses, a
large number of active elements have turned themselves into cadres in various
kinds of work. Many worker and peasant activists have joined the Party and been
drawn into the work of the soviets. The best example is Rentian District in
Ruijin. During a period of fifty-five days, the Land Investigation Movement in
Rentian District, with the help of a Central Government work team, roused the
masses of the entire district to action; radically destroyed the feudal remnants;
uncovered more than three hundred households of landlords and rich peasants;
shot twelve COWlterrevolutionary elements, called "big tigers" by the masses;
and suppressed COWlterrcvolutionary activities. Some elements among the soviet
staff workers who had committed serious mistakes were exposed before the
masses, and a number of class-alien elements who had wormed their way into
the soviets were purged. In the whole district, 27,000 Dan of land have been
Wlcovered. More than twenty thousand people of the toiling masses in the entire
district have received an average of approximately 1.2 Dan of extra rice fields
per person. Large amoWlts of property of the despotic gentry and landlords have
been distributed to the masses. Thanks to the Wlprecedented rise in the enthusiasm of the masses, within fifty-five days the Red Anny was expanded by more
than seven hundred people who joined Ruijin's model division, and not a single
one of them deserted. The amount of grain saved to sell to the Red Anny
amoWlted to more than I ,900 Dan, and no other district in the xian could match
this one. At the request of the various townships, the whole district assumed
responsibility for selling 40,000 yuan of economic development bonds. Already
7,500 yuan have been collected from futes imposed on landlords and donations
from rich peasants, and another 10,000 yuan have been recognized and are in the
process of being collected. Cooperatives have developed rapidly, and cultural
and educational construction has also increased in the fonn of such institulions
as clubs, literacy classes, and evening schools. The number of Party members
has risen, the Party's leadership has been strengthened, and the work of the labor
unions has also progressed. The entire district has taken on a new look, changing
its position within fifty-five days from being one of Ruijin's backward districts
to being a first-rate one on a par with Wuyang District. Let us now ask: why did
Rentian District achieve such great results? We should point out then: it is
because they recognized the imponance of the task of land investigation; because in their mobilization methods, class line, and mass work they resolutely
carried out the correct directives of the Central Bureau and the Central Government; and because they have done the work of real Bolsheviks. As far as recognizing responsibility is concerned, they have Wlderstood the close relationship
between the Land Investigation Movement and the revolutionary war, and therefore they took this work seriously, firmly grasped the leadership of the Land
Investigation Movement, and arranged the local work in a planned manner. As
regards the approach to mobilization, they paid panicular attention to the work in
the seven most backward and relatively backward of the eleven townships in the
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district. In these seven towDShips they mobilized the Party, the [Young Communist] League, the township soviets, the labor unions, the poor peasanlleague,
and other mass organizations. and through them mobilized the broad masses. As
for the class line, they resolutely canied out the tactic of relying upoo the fium
laborers and poor peasants and allying with the middle peasants, and they organized the poor peasant league on a broad scale. They explained that land investigation is not land redistribution, and that class investigation does not mean
investigating the classes of middle peasants, poor peasants, or fann laborcn, and
on the whole did a thorough job of"taking class into account." When the landlords and rich peasaDts in Efeng Township intimidated middle peasants and
caused panic among some of them, our conuades invited several middle peasants
for individual conversations and through them spread the word to other middle
peasants. The middle peasants of Efeng Township immediately became stable
and then cntbusiastically supported the soviet land investigation policy, going
from being deceived by the landlords and rich peasants to uniting with the poor
peasants and workers to attack the landlords and rich peasants. The comrades in
Rcntian District also made erroneous class designations in the case of some
families, but they quickly corrected their mistakes. As for the work ofleading the
masses in struggle, they fust conducted extensive propaganda, not by holding
meetings for entire districts or townships, but rather by village mccti.ngs and
hamlet meetings. In this way they got close to an even broader spectrum of the
masses and conducted propaganda and agitation among them continually. Consequendy, the masses of the entire district all understood that land and class investigations were their own responsibility and in their own interests. In addition,
when they investigated class status, they stimulated a large number of people 10
conduct investigations, and detailed materials and evidence were collected about
each class status for the masses to examine, so that no incidents arose involving
dissatisfaction among the masses. Moreover, approving class status designations
involved, fHSt, analysis and decision by the land investigation committee, which
were reported to the poor peasant league for discussion and approval, and then
banded over to the district soviet for approval. After this, a meeting of the local
masses would be called in the village of the person whose land bad been confiscated, clear explanations would be given, approval would be indicated by a show
of bands, and then confiscation would be curied out In redistributing property
and land, the personnel involved all Wldcrstood that they should act in an exemplary way, taking nothing for themselves and giving everything to the masses. In
villages where confiscation was canicd out, more was distributed, and in other
villages, less was distributed, thus fully satisfYing the masses. Land was also
redistributed quickly, and the phenomenon that occurred in other places of taking
a very long time before land was distributed did not happen in Renlian District,
so that the masses were rapidly mobilized. Their method of penetrating backward large villages was also correct. They did not fear these large villages, nor
did they use reckless methods 10 deal with them. They concentrated their fue
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power on large villages and conducted even more propaganda, starting by winning over local activists, uniting them and educating them. and then instigating
the rest of the masses through them. They did the work in such villages with a
great deal of patience. On the surface it appeared slow, but it was fast in reality.
Within fifty-five days they bad mobilized all the backward large villages in
Rentian District without exception, and eliminated the backwardness of these
villages in a very short period of time. A certain village in Bokeng Township
could not be penetrated, as two notorious "big tigers" were always making
trouble there. So they adopted a different method. First they caught these two
unsavory characters and put them on trial by holding a travelling court on the
spot. With the wann support of the masses they were shot, and this caused the
mass struggle there to flare up like wildftre. They held ten mass trials and three
travelling courts, all of which relied on an extensive mass line. More people
attended from the local township, and other townships sent representatives from
each village, a dozen or so from small townships and forty or fifty from big
townships. Therefore, the results of each public trial and judgment spread immediately to each village and township of the entire district. This not only made
the masses in every township and village feel that the person on trial that day
ought to be punished or killed, but instantly reminded them that those elements
engaged in evil activities in their own villages and townships should also be dealt
with. Indeed, the Land Investigation Movement in Rentian District can be considered a model for the entire soviet area! The work in Ruijin's Jiubao District
also achieved great results. First they made concentrated efforts in three townships by calling together for a three-day training course at the district soviet
members of the land investigation committee of each xian, where they explained
mobilization methods, the class line, and methods of winning over the masses.
For the problem of confiscation and redistribution, they created an excellent
method. Their method was that when they were about to confiscate a landlord's
property, they would call upon the masses of the same village and hamlet to go
together, and at a mass meeting select a confiscation and redistribution committee that would carry out the confiscation under the supervision of the masses.
The confiscated items would be piled up in a large yard and immediately redistributed with the consent of the masses to those who should receive them. There
was a different way of handling edible goods, which was to slaughter pigs and
cook meals to let the masses have a feast together. lbis method achieved enormous results in Jiubao District. Their confiscation and redistribution committee
was not organized on a permanent basis, but rather on an ad hoc basis, which
made for even closer ties with the m~ (confiSCation and redistribution of land
remained the responsibility ofa permanent land committee). Nothing was carried
to the district soviet, and there was no pooling together of (goods from] several
households before redistribution took place, to avoid the problems of undue
delay and of theft. Generally, Jiubao District was also correct on other questions
of line and method, and therefore it was able to mobilize the broad masses to act
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on their own initiative to investigate class status. They managed to make it so
that no1 a single landlord or rich peasant went to the district soviet to proiCSt his
class status designation, which is completely the opposite of the situation during
land investigation in the past. Previously there were always plenty of landlords
and rich peasants whose status was investigated appearing at the soviets to make
a fuss. claiming that their designation was wrong. Not only they themselves but
sometimes even township representatives aud those in charge of the poor peasant
league would come forward to argue their cases and vouch for them. Of course,
this time it's not that the landlords and rich peasants stopped making a fuss, but
rather that they couldn't make trouble even if they wanted to. None of their
clansmen or relatives took sides with them, so the landlords and rich peuants
lost heart and were unable to stir up any trouble. This proved that the work of
mobilizing the masses in Jiubao District was done very thoroughly. Otherwise,
they could no1 have achieved this.
All these examples of glorious models (and there are many more such examples in other places) represent a Bolshevik respcmsc to the call of the Party and
the CentJal Govemmcnt, and prove the absolute correctness of the insb'Uctions of
the Central Bureau and the Central Government Wherever these instructioDs are
fully carried out, the place in question will immediately win a great victory. But
wherever these instructions are violaled or disregarded, the work in such a place
will commit mistakes, and there will be no results or very feeble results. Let me
once again adduce facts to prove this.
U. Some Places Have Abandoned Leadenblp over the
Laad lavesdpdoa Movement
As for the fighting tasks of the Land Investigation Movement, after the Central
Bureau issued its resolution on land investigation2 and after the Centml Govcmmenl issued ils order on land investigation and called the eight :rian meeting on
land investigation, the unfolding of the Land Investigation Movement in various
xian did DOt spread everywhere. For example, the results of land investigation in
the entire province of Fujian match the results for only the single :;cUm of
Bosheng. The results in the xian of Sbcngli, Yudu, Huichang, and Shicheng
match the results of only one or two of the best districts in Ruijin. In various
places, many district land investigation committees have oever held a single
meeting, and even some rltmlaDd investigation committees have failed to attend
to land investigation work in their whole zian (Huicbang, Yudu, Shicbeng, and
Ningbua). In the case of many district and township land investigation coJDJJtittees, under tbe pretext of being too busy with other matters tbe disbict and
township chairmen have not assumed respcmsibility, abandoning land investigation altogether. In all places where land investigation has produced results, the
2. Thcrd'crmc:eistotheresolutionortheCentraiBurcauorJune2,1933. Forthctext,

see Central Commilt« ~18. 1933, pp. 206-10.
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party's leadership over land investigation has clearly shown the Party's powerlW
leadership role. The majority of Party members and of the masses have done a
great deal of heroic Bolshevik fighting work Wlder the leadmhip of the Party
branches and district committees. In a11 places where land investigation has
produced no results or weak resu1ts, on the other hand, it has been demonstrated
that the Party organ has neglected the Land Investigation Movement. For example. the Huichang xian committee did not hold a single discussion on the work of
land investigation for about two months after the Central Bureau issued its
Resolution on Land Investigation, and not until the end of Ju1y did it have one
meeting to discuss land investigation. The Buxiao District committee in Ruijin
completely ignored the Land Investigation Movement for a ccnaiD period of
time. Although the Ruijin City wban district committee did meet once on land
investigation, there was no impetus for the Party branches in the four sunowuling areas to pay attention to leadership of the land investigation, and none of the
Party branches had meetings 011 the Land Investigation MovemeDt. In other
places, such as Yudu, Sbmgl~ ShicheDg. and NiDgbua, the xitlll committees and
many district conunittees likewise failed to make a lot of effort to attend to land
investigation work. The Party and the Central Government have said, "The Land
Investigation Movement should become a class struggle that mobilizes the masses
and penetrates the countryside and an effective method for thorougbly solving the
land problem and eradicating feudal and semifcudal inf1ucru:es" (Resolution of the
Central Bureau).l "It is an w-gent task that does DOt admit of the slightest delay for
the soviCIS everywheie to cany out the Land Investigation Movement" (Order of the
Central Government).• "The Land Investigation Movement is the most essential link
in our work at this moment'' (conclusions of the eigbtxian meetiJig).s But many of
our comrades arc saying: "We are too busy, we have no time to rake care of the Land
Investigation Movement" The Party's resolution slated, "It is most hannfuJ. to adopt
an indifferent attitude ofbureauclatism and fonnalism toward the Land Investigation
Movement." Yet these commdes continue to deal with tbe Land Investigation Movement in a ~ratic and formalistic manner.
Ul. Some LocaUtles Eveu Capitulate to Landlords and Rkh Peauats
In localities where the Land Investigation Movement hu developed, tbere have
been many instances of individual but serious mistakes. This is to say that. in the
local Party organizations and soviets in these localities, one often encounten
individual comrades who display opponunistic wavering in the face of such a
fierce class struggle as the Land Investigation Movement. This is manifested
3. See par. 2 of the resolution or June 2, 1933, in Central Commltree Docament.s,
193J,p.207.
4. See above, the introductory paragraph to Order No. II or the Provisional Central
Oovemrnem,JuneJ,I9JJ.
5. Seeabovc,theintroduc:tiontothe"Conclusions"ofJune21,1933.
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principally in the fact that, wben the Land Investigation Movement is developing
ficreely, they are unable to divest themselves of clan and local tics, and shield
landlord and rich peasant clements who have the same family names or live in
the same villages. Or they analyze class status incorrectly, classifYing landlords
as rich peasants and rich peasants as middle peasants. Some comrades working
in the Commissariat for Justice, in their exbeiDC negligence. have accepted false
charges brought against the activists in the Land Investigation Movement by
landlords and rich peasants in the name of the masses. On the other hand. some
of our comrades in the Security Bureau and the Commissariat for Justice have
also failed to follow the masses in investigating the development of class struggle and in actively suppressing counteirevolution. Even when the masses asked
them to anest and execute the landlord and rich peasant elements who were
resisting land investigation, they refused to accede 10 the demands of the masses.
The Commissariat for Justice in Ruijin, which made many such mistakes, is an
example.

IV. The TeudeDcy to Violate the Interests of the Middle Pea11nts
ban Estremely Grave Daager
The ..left" opportunist tendency also manifested itself in many localities duriag
land investigation in July. It should be forcefully emphasized here that this was
the teDdeDcy 10 violate the interests of middle peasants. And yet it was clearly
stated long ago in the resolution of the Centnl Bureau: "We must pay special
attention to our alliance with middle peasants; middle peasaniS make up the
broadest basic masses in the soviet COUDtryside after the revolution. All our
policies and tactics must gain their endorsement and support. Every decision by
the poor peasant league and the soviet must gain support from the middle peasmiry at the mass meeting of any village or hamlet We must heed every call of
the middle peasantry. We must strike hud at any attempts 10 violate the interests
of middle peasants....s In the conclusions of lhe eight .xian meeting, it is pointed
out: ''The aim of land investigation is the investigation of class, not a m:livisioa
of land." "As for uniting with the middle peasants, we must stan from the
premise of not violating the interests of the middle peasaniS." "At the beginning
of land investigation, the policy of the soviets of uniting with the middle peasants and not iDfriDging their interests must be widely proclaimed. In the course
of land investigation, we must be highly cautious ia dealiDg with those ambiguous elemeats whose slatus is situated betwcea the middle peasants and
the rich peasants, so that we do not fall into error." 7 But comrades in many
6. See par. 3 of the Central Bureau raolution of June 2, 1933, Centnll Committee
Documenllr,l933,p. 209.
7. See above, section II of the "Conclusions" adopted by the eigln.xian meeting, June
21,1933.
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localities paid no heed at aU to such instructions. Land investigation in Ruijin
Urban District started with auditing the land of each household from the very
beginning, thus causing panic among middle peasants. Some middle peasants
even went to the soviet to ask that their class status be changed. They wanted to
be reclassified as poor peasants, saying. "Middle peasants are in great danger;
they become rich peasants if their designation is upgraded a little; once they
change it to poor peasant, there is a greater distance between them and rich
peasants." Aren't these cries of distress worthy of our attention? The cormadcs in
Yanggu Township in Huangbai District said to the masses. "The investigation of
class backgrounds does not investigate classes other than middle peasants, rich
peasants, and landlords.'' The comrades ofDaojing District put up signs [in front
of middle peasant households] and conducted coercive investigations. forcing
some middle peasants to ftce in tenor to the mownains. In some townships in
Bosbeng .tian, similar signs were put up and investigations were conducted
everywhere. The result was that middle peasants were similarly panic-stricken.
Long ago, the conclusions of the eight xian meeting stated. "The view that wbat
land investigation means is sticking up signs is wrong." But these comrades paid
no attention at all to this. This practice of putting up sigas and conducting
investigations everywhere occurred in every xian; this was an extremely serious
situation. They confused land investigation and land redistribution. It is true that
signs should be put up during land redistribution. This involved counting every
piece of land before redistribution was carried out. But if this method was applied to the Land Investigation Movement, that would CODfusc the wgct of
struggle in the countryside. We pointed out in the past: "Land investigation must
be strictly distinguished from land redistribution. Such a distinction not only
stabilizes the peasants' ownership of the land and spares them the panic caused
by anxieties about the uncertainties of land redistribution, but also contributes to
the victory of the struggle to investigate class backgrounds. We must muster all
the power we bave, especially our unity with the middle peasants, to beat back
the resistance from the landlords and rich peasants. At such moments, there must
be no divisions within the ranks of the peasants themselves.. (Conclusions of the
Eight xian Meeting).I Such tactics are an important part of our comprehensive
strategy for leading the land investigation struggle. They have, bo~. been
neglected by many comrades. Such negligence cannot be tolerated for anotber
moment. Those who purposefully commit such mistakes even after they are
directed not to should be severely punished by the soviet at the next higber level
above the locality in questioD. AJ:J ideological Slruggle should be waged within
the Party and the [Youth] League to oppose the t:biDking and action of any
members of the Party and the League who violate the interests of the middle
peasants and the policy of lllliting with the middle peasants. In those localities
8. See the "Conclusions" of JU!Ie 21, 1933, Section II, par. 3. (Unlike the other citations in this document, the previous pusagc is partquotarion, part summary.)
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lhat have already made mistakes, such as confiscation of the land and property of
middle peasants, the soviet workers should publicly admit their mistakes to the
masses of middle peasants in the locality in question and retum to them their
land and property. Last year Xingguo returned land to many middle peasants and
thereby satisfied the local middle peasant masses. This was a precious lesson.

V. Closed-Doorism of the Poor Peasant League aod Neglect of
the Leadenbip Role of Farm Laboren Are Wrong
"Tbe poor peasant masses are the pillar of the Party and the proletariat in the
countryside. They are f1m1 supporters for carrying out the land revolution thoroughly." "Rely on the poor peasants." This is one of our important stnttegies in
the Land Investigation Movement and in the land struggle as a whole. Moreover,
the poor peasant league is an organization with an extremely important role to
play in the Land Investigation Movement. The congress of the poor peasant
league in eight :dan has already .pointed out that the previous tendency of the
league toward closed-doorism was wrong. The system of introductions should be
abolished, and the door should be opened widely to poor peasants and workers,
so that every poor peasaat, whether mao or woman, old or young, can sign up
and join the league. But many localities still adhere to the old practice and refuse
to change:. They continue to bar new applicants without introduction from joining the poor peasant league. In Daojing District of Ruijin, when poor peasaats
who had not joined came to attend the meetings of the poor peasant league, those
in charge of the league even went so far as to refuse to allow them to participate.
In Zhuzhaiji District of Bosheng xian, the poor peasant league did not admit a
single person during the entire month of July. In aJI those districts and townships
where land investigation has been successful, the poor peasant league has developed exteDSively. In the districts and townships that have made no progress or
only slight progress, on the other band, one of the symptoms was the state of
closed-doorism of the poor peasant league. The great leading role of the farm
laborers in the Land Investigation Movement was similarly not recognized by
many comrades. The Party's resolution states., ''The masses of fann laborers are
the brothers of the Uiban proletariat in the countryside. They are the vanguard in
the agrarian revolution .... Consequently, those who work in the soviet [governments] must establish close ties with labor unions and, through the labor unions,
develop and organize the activism of the masses ofthe workers, so as to make of
them the vanguard in the Land Investigation Movement."' But it is still only a
minority of our comrades who act according to this instruction. The principal
method here is to let rural workers join the poor peasant league and form independent small groups ofworlc:ers within it, through which activist poor peasants
9. See par. 2 of the resolution of June 2, 1933, Cmrra/ Commlttu Docummts, 1933, p.
208.
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may then be united and the poor peasant league developed, thus advancing the
Land Investigation Movement The experience of Sbanhe Township of Huangbai
District is invaluable. When our comrades failed twice to call a meeting of the
poor peasant league, they convened a joint meeting of the rural labor union and
the handicraft workers' union. stimulating several dozen workers to become
activists. Every one of them led a poor peasant element to join the poor peasant
league. The poor peasant league had a meeting the next day, everybody came as
expected, and the Land Investigation Movement was launched in Shanhe Township. ne experience of Shanhc Township should be applied to all rural areas.
The higher leading organs in the labor unions here should provide subordinate
branches with active guidance and treat the task of land investigation as one of
the important missions of the labor unions.
VI. Incorrect Views on tbe Qustioa of Rich Peasuts

Our comprehensive stlategy for the struggle in the countryside is to rely on the
poor peasants, ally fumly with the middle peasants, and let fann laborers play
the role of the vanguard; wtite all the revolutionary forces; destroy the landlord
class; and oppose rich peasants. On the question of rich peasants, the Party has
comedy said. "Landlords must be clearly distinguished from rich peasants. In
the ruthless struggle to destroy landlords and their remnants, no attempt to destroy the rich peasants will be tolerated." In the land investigations during July,
although no theory openly advocating the destruction of rich peasants was discovered, it was discovered that in many places the rich peasants were treated as
landlords and had all their property confiscated. The SOW'CC of this mistake was
the nonrecognition of the labor of rich peasants. When we said, "Landlords are
those who do not labor or engage in only secondary labor, but do have land to
rent and engage in other types of exploitation," some places treated people who
devoted a fairly substantial amount of labor to production as contributing ot'ly
"secondary labor" and regarded them as landlords. Some places treated rich
peasants who also made high-interest loans on the side as "usurers" and used the
method of "destroying usurers" to deal with such rich peasants. Some places dug
out old accounts and took into consideration things done years before the revolution. One peiSOD hired a long-tenn laborer five or six years, or even a dozen
years, before the revolution, and he was treated as a rich peasant. And some
well-to-do middle peasants who had hired long-term laborers for one or two
years, but bad not hired any laborers before or after that. were also placed in the
same category as rich peasants. A more serious case occurred previously in a
certain locality in Xingguo. There they adopted the method of distinguishing
between landlords and rich peasants on the basis of the number of types of
exploitation. Those who engaged in three types of exploitation were classified as
landlords; those who engaged in two types of exploitation were treated as rich
peasants. For example, if someooe hired long-tenn laboren, collected rent. and
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made loans. he was treated as a landlord reganllcss of bow many members of bis
household engaged in labor. There was also the question of ''mlctionary rich
peasants," which was turned into a muddle in many places. In Wuyang District,
the household of one rich peasant who was also a merchant had seventeen
mouths 10 feed. Because one member of his family had previously joined the AB
Corps, he was executed two years ago. Two years later, the conuades there
insisted on confiscalillg the property of the entire family. In many otber locali·
tics, a number of similar incidents occwrcd, involving rich peasants who had
committed not very serious counterrevolutionary acts before the uprising, such as
their participation in "collecting 30 percent of the harvest as rcot," and so on
(Ruijin), and who had not engaged in countcnevolutiorwy activities for several
yean after the uprisiDg. The majority of the muses did not demand that they be
punished, but some of our comrades insisted on confiscating their property.
Correctly speaking, our tactics for dealing with such elements should be differ·
ent, depending on whether the area in question has been coll501idated or not. In
the border areas. there is no doubt that we should employ severe methods and
suppress all counteJTcvolutionary clements, including rich peasants. In the cen·
tral area, we should decide individually depending on circumstances. Those who
committed serious counterrevolutionary acts before the uprising or contimaed 10
engage in counterrevolutionary activities after the uprising should naturally have
their property resolutely confiSCalcd. Otherwise. their property should not be
conf1SC81ed. In some households. oDiy the property of the pcJpebator himself and
those clements directly involved in his cotmtcrrevolutionary acts should be con·
fJSCatcd; the property of others should not be confiscated. This is the oDiy correct
way of handling the matter.
VIL The Worken' aad Peauats' Procuratorate Failed to Assume
the Responlibllities It Should Have Assumed and Made Mistakes
Many of our comrades in the Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate did not
recognize that the Land Investigation Movement offered the best opportunity for
launching ideological struggle; opposing bureaucratism; opposing embezzle-meot, corruption, passivity and going slow; and purging class--aliea elements
from the soviets. They were grossly deficient in dealing with these wks. In the
face of this fierce class struggle. many of our comrades in the Workers' and
Peasants' Procumtorate demonstrated their passivity and lack of firmness, their
bureaucratism and formalism. Things even went so far that the head of the
department of the Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate in the municipal soviet
of Ruijin covered up the extremely great acts of embezzlement (the private use
of more than 1,000 yuan of government funds) committed by the head of the
department of justice of the municipal soviet. The head of tbc department of the
Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate in Dutou District did nothing about the
abandonment of the Land Investigation Movement by the chainnan of the dis--
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trict soviet; he did not criticize or expose the chairman. In the

stS

of the
accusation movement curled out by the Workers' and Peasants' Procuratorate, a
wrong direction was taken in some places. Love was treated as dissolute behavior, sciz;ures of landlords' assets were regarded as embezzlement, and individuaJs
who committed such acts were publicly accused or eveo. put on trial. In some
ptaces. people who made very sligbt mistakes were fired from their positions.
They did not launch systematic self-criticism and ideological struggle; they dispensed with such arduous work and replaced it with a simplistic penchant for
punisbment.IO Needless to say, those elements among the employees of the soviets who had been making serious mistakes for a long time should be resolutely
eliminated. but it was excessive to hand out such punishment as dismissal when
the seriousness of the mistake had not reached any such degree. As for the
problem of class-alien elements, it was a widespread pmctic:e to take acc:ount
only of class status and neglect performance. If a penon was from a bad class
backgrowld, it did not matter how long he had participated in the struggle or bow
correctly he had carried out the line and policies of the Party and the soviet in the
past and at the present time; all such individuals were. without exception. labelled as class-alien elements and kicked out. It is perfectly true that we must
resolutely pw-ge those class-alien elements who have a bad class status and have
also performed poorly (including landlords, rich peasants, slackers. and those
who go slow in their work, or engage in embezzlement and corruption). But it
was excessive to purge those who could not be chuacterized in this way.
COUISe

VIIL 011 tbe Art ofLeadenhlp lD tbe Laod Investigation Strugle
If we understand the task and the line. but do not possess the Bolshevik art of
leading mass struggles, we will &till not be able to promote the Land Investigation Movement. At the beginning of this article, we have already described many
excellent examples of leading the struggle, such as RCDtian District and other
places. But in many other localities, quite a few mistakes bave been committed
in this respect. In some places, they did not know what methods to use to launch
struggles in the backward large villages with a high concentration of landlords
and rich peasants. For example, in larger villages. struggle can be launched in
sueb a locality ooly by fiiSt arresting those despotic gentry and landJords whom
the masses call "big tigers." But our commcles did not do this. Many localities
were also unaware that they should employ the most excellent method of usiog
the redistribution of confiscated assets to mobilize the masses for struggle. In
Wazi Township of Daojing District in Ruijin, it was eveD the case that confiscated goods were distributed only to cadres and committee members of the poor
J)Casant league involved in land investigation, but not to anyone else. The reason
10. Chengbtlrrzhlljli,lilerally"punishmentism."
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given was that those who were not themselves activists should not recc:ive anything. In some places it took a long time to redistribute confiSC8tcd goods; sometimes a month passed after confLSCation without the goods being redistributed to
the masses. The speed of redistributing the confiSCI.ICd land was even slower. Our
comJades in quite a few localities did not know about mobilizing the various
departments of the soviet and the various mass organizations. They did not know
about mobilizing all the Puty and League members to play the role of a leading
nucleus in every mass organization, every village and hamJet. When they failed to
make any progress in their work. they would say, "There's no way we can do
anything here." In some localities, when the masses had aln:ady been mobilized
for the struggle to investigate class backgrounds, and when many pcasancs came
to report on landlords and rich peasants and to request that they be investigated
and their property conflSCated, our conuadcs were unable to seize this great upsurge immediately and lead the masses to launch the struggle and cany the work
of investigating class backgrounds to every village. In some places, when the
enthusiasm of the mass struggle stopped rising after a period of investigation and
when stagnation began to set in, our comrades were unable to use various methods
to encourage the masses and to make the struggle continue to rise, until they led
the masses to destroy the last remnants of feudalism. In many localities, when the
Land Investigation Movement had been curled out and the mass struggles had
developed enthusiastically and vigorowily, ow- comrades did not know how to
channel such enthusiasm to other fronts--for example, when the masses had
received goods and land at a mass meeting right then or on all other favorable
occasions, by encouraging the masses to join the Red Army, to buy treasury
bonds, and to join the cooperatives; by encowaging the masses to step up their
work of autumn harvesting and autumn planting; by sening up clubs and reading
classes and opening evening schools and primary schools. They let slip such
excellent opportunities and waited for higher levels to w-ge them to underlake
such work; only then did they start once again to carry out propaganda and
agitation. Such taUist leadership that trails behind the enthusiasms of the mass
stJuggle is most harmful to the work oftbe revolution.
On the other band, in many other localities there arose a small number of very
bad cases in which individuals acted recklessly. We have emphatically pointed
out: Oppose the work style that neglects winning over a majority of the masses
and uses only the commandist work style. Only by patiently and arduously doing
the work of mobilizing and winning over the masses can the support of the
majority of the masses be won and the goal of destroying feudal remnants be
reached. This type of mass work is the only guarantee for canying out the class
line. At the beginning of the Land Investigation Movement, an extensive propaganda campaign must be conducted in all villages and hamlets, explaining to tbe
masses the necessity of the Land Investigation Movement and assuring them that
land investigation is not land redisb'ibution and investigating classes is not investigating the classes of the middle peasants, poor peasants, or farm laborers. It is
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especially important to analyse clearly for the masses what is meant by landlord,
rich peasant, and middle peasant. The mass meetings in villages and hamlets
should not be held only once. In particular, numerous such meetings should be
held in those backward villages and hamlets. We should see to it that there is not
a single member of the revolutionary masses who does not bear our propaganda.
In order to reach this goal, we should fll'St of all provide clear explanations to all
the activists at congresses of the township soviets, the labor union, the poor
peasant league, deputies of women workers and peasants, and other mass bodies.
Through them, propaganda can be conducted among the broad masses. Investigating classes should not be the responsibility of a few; we should mobilize the
majority of the people 10 conduct the investigations. Class status should be
approved not only by the poor peasant league and the township and district
soviets, but at mass meetings in the villages and hamlets of those whose property
is being confiscated. Only after the masses have given their approval can confiscation be carried out. When goods are redistributed, they shouJd be given to the
masses in the villages and hamlets in question, in order that they may be satisfied. All this is forthcpwposc of winning over the majority of the masses. At all
times and in eveJY item of work, Party and soviet workers must never forget the
majority of the masses. We want to cater to the needs of the masses., and this
means catering to the needs of the majority of the masses. Our work should
penetrate deeply among the masses., among the masses in every large or small
village or hamlet, and in every large or small town. We must sternly oppose the
erroneous method of closed-doorism and commandism on the part of a minority.
But our comrades in many localities have entirely failed to obey this injunction.
In many districts and townships in Ruijin. not a single lecture on class was given
10 the masses (there was no analysis of who should be classified as a landlord.
rich peasant, or middle peasant). In many localities in Ruijin and other xian, it
was discovered that investigation was conducted without curyjng out any propaganda at all. thus enabling landlords and rich peasants to spread rumors 10
deceive the middle peasants, saying that there were many landlords and rich
peasants in the township in question, or thai there were several hundred households of landlords and rich peasants in the township who would be investigated
(Ruijin). Our comrades, on the other hand, did not know how to use the method
of clearly ''talking about classes" to discredit such rumors. The landlords in
Guangchang said, "The Land Investigation Movement is one in which the Central GovcmmCDI wants debtors who owed money in the past 10 repay their debts
to the Centnll. Government." Our comrades did not expose such nonsense immediately. In several townships of Daojing Disbict, apart from the failure to
conduct propaganda, only a few people in the land investigation committee were
in charge of investigating classes. Not only was the approval of class designations not laid before mass meetings; it was not even submitted 10 the poor
peasant league. They said, ''The masses are unreliable, and they are incapable of
analyzing classes. To present class status 10 mass meetings for approval will lead
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to disputes; it is more reliable for them simply to be approved by the land
investigation committee." This theory of the comrades of Daojing District is
indeed the most absurd thing in the world! In quite a few localities, the confiscation of landlords' propeny was carried out not during the day but at night, the
only justification being that they were afraid the landlords might slip away.
When another place had a mass meeting, calling it a ''meeting of the whole
district," fewer than two hundred people attended. Three speakers took turns
making speeches, from morning through afternoon, allowing the masses no time
to take rest, drink tea, or cat, saying that they were afraid the masses might run
away. This kind of reckless method also qualifies as absurd.
IX. Wage the Struggle Between Two Lines, Overcome
Our Mistakes, and Win Complete Victory in the
Land Investlgalfon Movement
There is no doubt that the Land Investigation Movement has been launched in a
vast area. But when this movement is making progress, when we have correctly
estimated the results we have gained so far and laid the foundation for the further
development of the movement, we still need to watch out vigilantly for obstacles
in the course of the movement. Only by opening fire in the struggle between two
lines to remove these obstacles can the Land Investigation Movement be pushed
forward at greater speed. It is the duty of every member of the Communist Party
to launch the ideological struggle against rightist tendencies, to oppose underestimation of the significance of the Land Investigation Movement, to oppose compromise with and surrender to landlords and rich peasants, and to oppose tailist
leadership trailing behind the struggles of the masses. At the same time, the
attention ofall the members of the Party must be called to the danger of violating
the interests of the middle peasants; we must "strike severe blows at any attempts
to violate the interests of the middle peasants" because this is an extremely
serious danger that has clearly revealed itself in the current work ofland investigation. The incorrect views about rich peasants will also undoubtedly affect the
middle peasants. All reckless commandist actions constitute the greatest danger
to our alliance with the middle peasants. Once we open fire in the struggle
between two lines and clear all the obstacles on the road of the Land Investigation Movement, the movement will progress by leaps and bounds and its complete victory will be fully guaranteed.

Proletariat and oppressed Peoples of the
World, Unite!
Telegram of the Central Government to the International
Conference Against Imperialism and War 1
(August 30, 1933)

To the representatives to the International Conference Against Imperialism and
War, to be conununicated to the proletariat, the impoverished masses, and all the
revolutionaries ofthe world:
The deepening panic of world capitalism and the end of the temporary stability
of postwar capitalism have forced the imperialist bourgeoisie to launch an even
more ftenzied attack against the proletariat and toiling masses in their own
countries, placing the entire burden of the economic crisis on their shoulders, and
using the cruelest bloody fascist tactics against the organizations of the working
class and all revolutionuy activities. In Gennany,ltaly, Japan, and all the capitalist countries of the world, the mad tide of fascism is waging a life..and-death
struggle at present with the revolutionary movement of the working class and
toiling popular masses of the world.
In their external relations, the various imperialist countries are currently preparing for a cruel imperialist war to seek a way out of the economic crisis. 'Their
attacks against the Soviet Union and their plundering of the colonies have intensified. First of all. the Japanese imperialists have waged a bandit war in China,
OCCUpying China's Three Northeastern Provinces and a huge area in R.ehe. Chahar,
and the region east of the Luan [River],2 and placing the fifty minion toiling popular

Tiris telegiam was firsl published in Hongu ZhonghUD, no. 106, August 31, 1933. We

have translated it ftom Mao Zedongji, Vol. 3, pp. 361--63.
I. As indicated above. in a note to the n:solution of July II, 1933, the Comintem bad
designated August 1 a "day of international demonsiTations against imperialist war" as
e111ly as 1929. The "Confen:nc:e Against Imperialism and War," which met in Shanghai at
the end of August 1933, was a funher expression of the same impulse, and received
coverage in 1he publications oflhe lntemational.
2. The Luan River runs roughly from north to south in the eastern part of Hebci
ProviDCe. The area beiWeen it and the Great Wall was pan of the buffer zone established
by lhc T anggu Truce and the Dallan Agreement. Sec above, the circular telepam opposing
lhe Dalian confen:nce of July 1933.
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masses there under the iron heels of the Japanese imperialists. In western China,
the British imperialists are making use ofTibetan forces to anack and occupy our
Xikang and Sichuan provinces, and are preparing to tum western China completely into a British colony. 1 Elsewhere, the French and American imperialists
are similarly vying with each other to divide up the territory of China and are
fighting a desperate imperialist war to divide up anew their markets in China!
The evil imperialist bourgeoisie i~ the common enemy of the proletariat and
toiling popular masses of the whole world. It allies itself with the evil White-teJTOrist
Guomindang government in China; it supplies hundreds of millions of gold dollars >4
worth of rifles, guns, warplanes. and poison gas to ann the millions of troops of
the Guomindang and anack the bases of the Chinese revolution and the soviet
areas in China, in an attempt to destroy the revolutionary movement in China by
bloody slaughter. They hope to tum China completely into an imperialist colony,
in order to maintain their rule and continue their exploitation and enslavement of
the proletariat of their own countries. With such aid from the imperialists, the
Guomindang government is launching what is now already the fifth massive
attack against the soviet areas in China.
The Provisional Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic declares
10 the proletariat and toiling popular masses of the whole world: the Provisional
Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic is the representative of the
oppressed popular masses of all China.
In the past, the Chinese Soviet Republic has been consolidated and developed in
the war against imperialism. It will deliver a fatal blow to the Fifth "Encirclement
and Suppression" against the soviet areas now being conducted by the imperialists
through the medium of the GuonUndang. It repudiates all of the secret treaties
concluded by the imperialist powers with the Guomindang government of China.
Moreover, it has ju.~ issued a call for mobilizing and anning the popular masses of
aU China to wage a national-revolutionary war against the imperialists' partition of
China; overthrow completely the rule of the imperialists in China; CSiablish a soviet
political power for all of China; and maintain China's independence, unity, and
territorial integrity. It is a powerful companion of the proletariat and toiling popular
masses of the whole world in their struggle against imperialism.
Proletarians, toiling popular masses, and revolutionaries of the whole world!
On behalf of the oppressed popular masses of all China, the Provisional Central
3. Tibet had achieved de/octo independence following the end of the Qing dynasty in
1911, but in the easlem pan of the Tibe1an highlands Jien:ely independent chieftains
continued to go their own way, contributing to a variable and contentious fracture zone
separating tenitory controlled by Lhasa and tenitory under Chinese control. Britain sought
to maintain Tibet in an ambiguous starus in which it was nominally subject to but not
occupied by China so that it could serve as a compliant butTer north of its colony India.
Therefore, Britain gave Tibet limited arms and assistance in strengthening its anny to resist
a possible Chinese reinvasion.
4. The Chinese isji" J'VG"• which can mean either "gold dollars" or "U.S. dollars."
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Qovenunent of the Chinese Soviet Republic calls upon you to stand together
with us and overthrow the common enemy of the workers, the toiling popular
masses, and the revolutionaries of the whole world--the world imperialist bourgeoisie! Furthermore, we ask you to use evCJy method to stop the imperiaJists of
different countries from sending rifles, guns, airplanes, and poison gas to China
to be used to slaughter the Chinese people. Moreover, we ask that you call upon
our brothers, the soldiers of your own countries, to oppose imperialist aggression
against the colonies and to refuse to slaughter the toiling popular masses of
China in the interests ofthe imperialist bourgeoisie!
Proletariat and oppressed nations of the world, unite! Oppose the imperialist
wars! Oppose the imperialists' partition of China! Down with wodd imperialism!
Chairman, Provisional
Central Government ofthe
Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chairmen

MaoZedong
XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Telegram of Congratulalirmsfrom the Central
Government to the opening Session of
the International Conference
Against Imperialism and War
(August 1933)

To delegates at the International Conference Against Imperialism and War:
On behalf of the workers, peasants, and toiling masses all over China, the Provisional Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic wannly extends a
proletarian revolutionary salute to all delegates at the conference! As heroic
vanguards of the anti-imperialist front, you have not been deterred by lhe
imperialists' and the Guomindang's White terror, nor by intimidation and obstruction from the fascists and the police and spy networks, and have coura-

geously convened the Inremational Conference Against Imperialism and War in
a Shanghai that is under the joint control of international imperialism and has

been bombed to ruins by Japanese gangsters. For this we express to you our
boundless admiration and fervent hopes!
The opening of the conference means that the international working class and
all toiling masses have achieved unprecedentedly great success in the international united ftom ftom bclow. 1 We firmly believe that the conference will
certainly be able to lead anti-imperialist f~ghtcn of the entire world to take
concrete steps against the undeclared war in the Far East which seeks to colonize
We have translated this telegram from Mao Zedong ji, Vol. 3, pp. 365-66, where it is
reproduced fromHrmgse Zhongl!ua, no. 107, September 3, 1933.
I. Following lhe collapse in the late 1920s of united fronts between the Communists
ud other political f01ccs in many countries, including that between the Chinese Communist Party ud the Guomiodang, the International had put forward, beginning in 1929, the
conc:cpt of a "united front from below." As the tenn suggests, lhis new tac:lic involved
drawing workers and peasants into various forms of action under Communist leadership,
while maintaining implacable hostility toward the socialist and other midllle-of-the-road
panics to which these people might belong. Although Mao frequently echoed the
Comintem's rhetoric in denouncing modeiate leftist forces in China, the "united &ont
ftum below" had little practical application in the conditions under which he found
himself in Jiangxi at this time. The tum back toward a "united front ftum above,"
beginning in 1935, was a very different matter, and constirutes one of the main themes in
the materials translated in Volume V of our edition.
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China completely, and to oppose the anti-soviet war of international imperialism
which poses an imminent threat ofa general crisis.
The toiling masses all over China fully undentand the sharp opposition between the Lyllon Commission and the International Conference Against Imperialism and War. Political experience tells us: the fanner is the planner and
organizer of the international imperialist bandits' carving up of China and the
tatter, that is to say, you people, provides the most powerful assistance to the
popular masses all over China in opposing the aggression of the imperialist
bandits and suuggling for China's independence, freedom, and liberation. We
hope you will expose before our worker and peasant brothers of the whole world
the truth about every brutal act, crime, and conspiracy commined by all the
imperialists in China. At the same time we wannly welcome you to come and
visit the soviet areas and chart the stark contrast between the revolutionary
enthusiasm of the workers and peasants inside the soviet areas, the improvement
in their lives, and all the consttuction undertaken by the Soviet Government, on
the one hand, and the starvation, death, unemployment, and famine inside the
areas ruled by the imperialist Guomindang on the other, and spread the word
among the workers, peasants, and soldiers of the world to arouse their excitement and sympathy!
China is now in the midst of a fierce war between two roads--the colonial
road and the soviet road. The imperialist Guomindang is frenziedly mounting the
Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the soviet Red Anny in an effort
to push China onto the road of complete colonization. We, on the other band, are
also concentrating all our strength to defeat the enemy's deadly massive attack in
an effort to block the imperialist colonial road and fight for the road toward an
independent and free Soviet China. We believe that the conference completely
sympathizes with us, and therefore the success of the conference is also our
success, and the victory of the conference is our victory as well. We are leading
the workers, peasants, and Red Anny of the whole country to support unanimously the smooth progress of the conference and to express wann and sincere
wishes for a great advance by the conference!
Chainnan ofthe Provisional
Central Government of the
Mao Zedong
Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

On Launching a Land Investigation Movement
Notice No. 27 of the Provisional Central Government
of the Chinese Soviet Republic
(September I, 1933)

In order to wipe out thoroughly the remnants of feudal forces, the Central Governmeut has promulgated a special order on land investigation. It also convened
a Land Investigation Movement meeting in June of this year to mobilize the
broad masses to conduct a resolute Land Investigation Movement in every rural
village. Great results have already been achieved in tbe past few months. There
are still many places., however, in which this movement has not yet unfolded In
some places, bmdlords and rich peasants have been shielded; or there have been
encroachments upon the interests of middle peasants; or no mass meetings have
been called for propaganda purposes; or there has been confiscation without
prior consent from the masses; or confiscated goods have not been distributed to
the masses; or tbere has been lack of resoluteness in suppressing counterrevolutionaries. All of these are grave-errors. In order to w:ipc out the remnants
of feudal forces quickly and let the masses of middle peasanls. poor peasants,
and workers obtain an the benefits of the land revolution, the Central Government specially issues this announcement so that governments everywhere and
the broad masses of workers and peasants will come to undentand the situation
and uphold the Central Government's order, wage resolute class struggle through
the following methods, and strive for total victory in the Land Investigation
Movement.
I. Govemments and land investigation committees everywhere must finnly
pup leadenhip over land investigation, giving impetus to labor unions., poor
peasants' associations, and all mass organizations to cany out the Land Investigation Movement in earnest. First of all, widespread propaganda should be directed toward the masses so that cvezyone tmderstands the significance of the
Land Investigation Movement and CVCJYOne personally takes part in land investigatioo and class status investigation.
2. Land investigation does not mean redistribution of land, and class status
investigation does not mean investigation of middle peasants, poor peasants, or
Our soun::e for this text is M(Jt) Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 9-11, where it is reproduced ftom a
contemporary publi~;~tion.
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rann laborers. For this reason, investigation should not be done across the board
by labeling every household and every m11 of land, but rather all revolutio081)'

masses should be mobilized specifically to investigate the landlord and rich
peasant classes.
3. The poor peasant league is the central force of the Land Investigation
Movement, and poor peasant leagues should be developed in a big way. Any
poor peasant may register to join oo his own initiative without being introduced
by someone else. Workers in the counttyside should all join poor peasant leagues
50 as to lead the development of the land investigation struggle. Middle peasants
may attend meetings of the poor peasant league as observers.
4. The interests of the middle peasants must absolutely not be violated. Middle peasants must not be arbibarily treated as rich peasants. Some middle peasant
clements are rather well off. and although they may have engaged in a bit of
petty exploitation in the past, they too must not be regarded as rich peasants. All
middle peasant masses should unite around the poor peasant leagues and launch
a unified attack upon the landlords and rich peasants.
S. Rich peasants make their living by working themselves and also by exploding others. For this reason, only poor land may be given to them. Rich
peasants should not be treated as middle peasants. On the other band, rich peasants may not be treated as landlords either, and it is wrong to confiscate all
property of rich peasant families.
6. Landlords do not engage in labor themselves or do only a very small
amount of incidental work. They are the feudal exploiting class, so their land and
property should be confiscated altogether. The able-bodied among the landlord
class should be organized into labor teams, trained, and made to take part in
labor for the state or the locality.
7. After the property of the landlord class is confiSCI.ted, everything except
the cash should immediately and quickly be distributed to the poor masses of that
village. Confiscated land, except for the portion set aside as common land,
should be quickly distributed to the masses.
8. As for landlord and rich peasant elements who bave wormed their way into
the soviets and elements engaged in embezzlement and corruption, slacking off
in their work, giving orders and coercion, and shielding landlords and rich peasants, the masses of workers and peasants should, under the leadership of the
WOiker-Peasaot Procuratorate, struggle against these bad elements. Those whose
mistakes are slight may rectify them, but serious offenders should be purged, so
that soviet political power may be consolidated.
9. All elements who have participated in counterrevolutionary activity should
be severely suppressed. Serious offenders are to be shot ne masses of workers
and peasants should cooperate very well with the Soviet Security Bureau and
Judicial Department so as to eliminate countemvolutionaries thoroughly.
10. The work of the Land Investigation Movement should be effectively
coordinated with other tasks such as expanding the Red Amly, expanding the
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Red Guards and Young Pioneers, selling government economic construction
bonds, developing cooperatives, increasing agricultural and industrial production, developing trade with the outside, fully implementing the labor laws, developing the Lenin schools and the literacy movement, repairing roads and bridges,
and canying out the soviet election movement. Under the leadership of the local
soviets, the broad masses of workers and peasants should unite as one and do
their best to carry out all necessary tasks so as to smash the imperialist
Guomindang's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" rapidly and strive for the
victory of the revolution throughout China.
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

This Year's Electiuns
Report at the Conference of the Eighteen Southern Xian
Regarding the Election Campaign
(September 6, 1933)
Comrades, we have already held an election conference for the eighteen nonhem
xian and now we are having an election conference of the eighteen southern
xian. 1 Comrades, we hold elections every year. Are this year's elections any
different from last year's? Yes, very much so. This year's elections are to build a
stronger soviet-this extremely important class weapon. We should use this

weapon to enhance stiU funher the weJfare of the masses. to smash the enemy's new
"'Encirclement and Suppression," to oppose the imperialist policy of partitioning
China, and to expand the sov:ict movement 10 the whole of China. This, comrades. is
the significance of this year's election The purpose of my n:port is to CKplain this
significance. I will give these explanations wxler a nwnbcrofhcadings.
I. This year's election coincides with the year in which we have completely
smashc:d the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression" and in which we are
continuing to win victories in smashing the Fifth "Enciiclement and Suppression."
In the past year, up until our victories at Donghuangpi,2 we have completely
This report was first published in Hongse Zhonghua, DO. 108, September 6. 1933. Our
source is Mao Zedcmg ji, Vol. 4, pp. 13-22, supplemented by the facsimile of Hongse
ZhongiJua, in which some additional characters can be deciphered.
I. There is some uncertainty about the timing of the confen:nce of election WOlkers for
the eighteen northern xlrm in the Central Soviet Area mentioned here. The Zhongyang
gemi~~g ge,Yudi cidian (Dictionary of the Ce'ltJal. Revolutiouary Base Area) (Beijing:
Dang'an chublnshe, 1993), p. 93, says thai both this and the com:spondingconfemu:e of
eighteen southern xilln took place from September 6 to 9, 1933, in Ycping, a suburb of the
Ruijinxian city. Yet in this document dated September 6, Mao unambiguously slates that
the conference for the nonhem xian has already been held. In aay event, Mao delivered
this speech to the 3~us delegates on the first day of the conference. Dcleptcs came
&om the following xian: Ruijin, Xingguo, Sbeogli, Yudu, Bo£beng, Shicheng, Ganxian,
Huichang, Xunwu, Anyuan, Xinfeng, Nankang (all in Jiaap.i); and Shanghang. Changling, Tingdong. Wuping. Xinquan, and Ninghua (all in Fujian). Accordina to Nlanpu, Vol.
I, p. 411, Mao also gave the closing speech on September 9, but the text of this is not
available.
2. This is a contraction of Dongpi and Huangpi, sites of decisive battles in the Founh
Encirclement Campaign.
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smashed the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression." We have expanded the Red Anny, consolidated and developed the soviet ara, and led and
assisted the whole nation in tbe great revolutionary struggles against imperialists,
the Guomindang, the landlords, and the capitalists. nis year's revolutioruuy
victories have surpassed those of last year. What about the cownerrevolutionuy
side? II is becoming weaker and weaker. But the counterrevolutionaries are still
struggling desperalely for swvival. ne imperialists especially, faced with world
revolution and war, are desperalely stepping up their invasion of China. Iapan
has already created a Manchulruo under the cover of their artillery and is attempting to set up a Mongolian state [Mengguguo] as well. England wants to set
up a Tibetan state [Xuangguo] in western China. France is invading Yuonan and
Guizbou, and the Uniled States wants to divide up the provinces along the
Yangzi River. All these imperialists are ordering their running dog, the
Guomindang, to tum China into a colony. ne imperialist Guomi.ndang is just
now launching a large-scale Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression." Our duty at
present is to redouble our efforts to defeat the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" and to oppose imperialist efforts to partition China. We are confronted with
large-scale revolution and war. Led by the Communist Party, the soviets arc the
organizers and leaders of revolution and war. This year's soviet election takes
place at a key moment in the smashing of the Fifth ..Encirclement and Suppression." We have to elect powerful soviets to organize and lead the war. Such is
the crucial significance of this year's elections. This is also the year in which the
Second Soviet Congress will be convened. This year's Soviet Congress is going
to elect a new Central Government, which will serve as the organizer and leader
of revolution and war on the scale of the whole country. In order that the Second
Soviet Congress may be able to shoulder its great historical responsibilities, this
year's elections must be regarded as oo ordinary maaer.
2. In order to ~.mderstand the importance of the elections, we must explain the
function of the soviets.
The soviets of the democratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants have a
dual function. Both aspects are direcdyopposed to the role of the old ruling class
government. The firSt aspect is that the soviet of the worken' and peasants'
democn.tic dictatorship serves as a weapon against the counterrevolutionaries. It
uses war to eliminate external counterrevolutionaries. We have been fighting
against the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression," have launched a victorious
offensive, and are ~ing out the task of waging revolutionary war against the
COWlteJTevolutionary forces throughout the country. At the same time, it uses the
courts to suppress internal counteJTevolutionaries. This is bow we have dealt
with the AB Corps, the Reorganization Clique, the Social Democratic Party, and
all landlords and capitalists within the Soviet Area. As soon as they engage in
COWiterrevolutioll8J}' activities, we immediately suppress them. The revolutionary classes--the worken, the peasants, and the toiling masses--use this weapon
of the soviets to deal with all the counterrevolutionaries, both internal and exter-
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nal. This is the ftrSt function of the soviets. We must defeat these counterrevolutionaries. for only thus can our class become the ruling class and our
government become the ruling govemmenL All of you comrades have seen that
we are now the rulers, because we have defeated the innumerable attacks of the
enemy and suppressed all counterrevolutionary activities. Now let me speak of
the second function. The soviet of the workers' and peasants' democmtic dictatorship is the instrument by which the masses govern their own lives. The lives
of our worker-peasant masses used to be completely coatrollcd by the landlords
and the bow-geoisie. Because they had power, they had freedom, but they allowed no freedom to us. Peasants had no land; workers had no labor laws to
protect them. How is it today? Peasants have land and workers are protected by
the Labor Law. Our own political power has given us freedom. Under our own
regime, we are cany:ing out an sorts of necessary construction. We have total
control over our own lives. We are truly free and equal; we are not subject to
interference from any landlords or capitalists. On the contrary, we exercise autocraCY and dictatorship over the landlords and capitalists and do not allow a
single one of them to participate in our govemment. We estabfu;h all sorts of
laws to rule them and do not give them the slightest bit of political freedom. This
is the second aspect of the function of the soviets. All revolutionary struggles in
the world have as their goal the seizure and consolidation of political power. The
desperate struggles of the counteJTevolutionarics against the revolutionary forces
are also entirely for the sake of maintaining their own political power. The
worker and peasant masses in the soviet areas have already seized power. We
should always be on guard to defend and develop this power, so as to enable it to
perfonn fully its vital roles of suppressing internal and extemal counterrevolutionary forces and enhancing the wellbeing of the workers and peasants. To
enable the soviet to exercise these functions, we need to use the method of
elections to draw into the soviets a large number of the most conscious, progressive, and active elements, and to weed out the incompetents among the old
peiSOnnel. This is an extremely important matter. Many people have not yet
realized clearly enough lhe weighty significance of political power and of the
elections. Without beiDg fully aware oftiUs function, truly active participation in
the electioas is impossible. Without understanding this function, soviet personnel
will not be able to lead the elections really well. Comrades, we will be carrying
out the elections very soon. In order to make propaganda immediately among the
masses about the functioas of the soviets and of the elections, all soviet personnel must themselves have clearly understood this. Only this will make the presem elections the best we have held and will mobilize the masses as one to fight
for a powerful soviet of the democratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants.
3. Favorable conditions in this year's elections.
Since we are faced at present with an extremely critical moment in the revolution and ill the war, and the role of the soviets and of the elections is so important, can we cany out the task ofthis year's elections? Our answer is that we caa.
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We have many favorable conditions in this year's elections. First, despite the
tremendous scale of the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," we have
already won initial victories. In the past two months, we have won three great
battles in a row. In the first banle, we occupied Liancheng and defeated the
Nineteenth Route Anny.ln the second battle, we occupied Wujiang and defeated
the Eightieth Division. In the third battle, we laid siege to Yanping, defeated the
enemy's reinforcements, and seized more than six thousand guns in all.l We arc
having an election when the Red Army is winning great victories. Second, we
are carrying out this year's election in a wider territory, for the Soviet Area has
been expanded significantly in the course of our victory in the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression." This year we arc having elections in ten soviet provinces: Jiangxi, Fujian, Guangdong-Jiangx.i, Fujian-Jiangxi, Fujian-ZhejiangJiangxi, Hunan-Jiangxi, Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi, Hubei-Henan-Anhui, West
Hunan-Hubei, and Sichuan.4 The scale of the elections is greater. Third, in all
these numerous soviet provinces, class struggle in the cities and in the countryside has penetrated more deeply than was the case last year. We have achieved
numerous successes in the Land Investigation Movement, in carrying out the
Labor Law, in the progress of culture and education, and in launching economic
construction. The Land Investigation Movement in particular has ferreted out
many concealed landlords and rich peasants and deprived them of their right to
vote. A large number of bad elements hidden in the soviet organs have also been
purged, thus laying a foundation for carrying out this year's elections more
successfully. Fourth, we have had the experience of past elections, especially last
year's elections, which have provided many valuable lessons for this year's
elections. We must definitely continue to draw on the good results of past elections and enhance them. Shortcomings and mistakes that have occurred in past
elections we should, on the other hand, completely avoid and reject. We should
not commit similar miSiakcs again this year. The Central Government instruction
regarding the elections has reached a com:ct conclusion about what constitutes
the achievements and what constitutes the CJTOI'S of past elections. Comrades
should study the instruction carefully. Every soviet cadre should study it carefully. We should also explain it clearly to all the masses of the voters. Only by
3. The battles refencd to hen: involved the swnmer 1933 fujian campaign of the
Eastern Anny (Dongfang jun], a Red Anny force led by Pc:ng Dchuai which had been
constituled under the policy of'"separate warfare" Venti zuozhan) then advocated by lhc
Returned Student leadership.
4. Because the ICnitory of the Chinese Soviet Republic at this time was somewhat
fragrnenlcd, the preceding lise includes, in addition 10 eslllblished provinces such as Jiangxi
and Fujian, a number or base areas comprising portions of two or three provinces., which
were trealed as provinces for adminislntive purposes. The name or the lasl or the ..ten
provinces" poses a problem. In the lcxt as published in Hongse Zhonghua, this reads quite
clearly sizhou, the second character being that for Zhou {Dynasty). The editors of the Mao
Ud011gji have liken this to be a typographical error for Sichuan, where a base area exislcd
under the leadership Zhang Ouotao, and we have followed them here.
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correctly evaluating past lessons can we make sure that this election campaign
proceeds smoothly.
4. How to guide this year's elections.
Comrades, we have come to understand that this year's elections coincide
with the efforts of the imperialists and of the Guominclang to carve up China and
to carry out the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," thus greatly increasing
the political task of this year's elections. We have also come to realize the great
revolutionary function of the soviets. Furthennore, this year's elections are to be
carried out under many favorable conditions. Therefore, we must guide these
elections very well and strive with all our might to achieve complete victory in
this election. The election regulations and the instruction regarding the elections
promulgated by the Central Government have enwnerated clearly the principles
and methods of the elections, so there is no need for me to repeat all of this here.
Today I will simply call our comrades' attention to a few important issues,
urging the comrades to pay anention. These points are electoral propaganda and
agitation, basic·level elections, voter registration, work reports, election units,
candidate lists, mass meetings of voters, and the tasks of the election committees.
Allow me to explain briefly these very important issues in this election, to which
every comrade should pay attention.
First, about the election propaganda. The most extensive propaganda should
be carried out in the three weeks prior to this year's elections. We must explain
very clearly the relation between our efforts to smash the Fifth "Encirclement
and Suppression" and to oppose the partition of China by the imperialists, and
this year's elections. We must elucidate the revolutionary function of the soviets
so that everyone understands it. We should also explain that this year's elections
are taking place on a basis of victory. We must make the masses regard the
elections as very important, and at the same time see to it that they have suffi.
eient self-confidence to participate in the elections and will elect to the soviets
many progressive elements, so that all those who are elected will take responsi·
bility for important national affairs with the utmost courage. Such propaganda
and agitation is a prerequisite for a successful election. Without such propaganda
and agitation, the masses will still undCJStand neither the current political situa·
tion, nor the function of the soviets, nor the basis for a victorious election. In that
case, the masses will not be enthusiastic about participating in the elections, nor
will those elected be full of courage. In the first elections last year, propaganda
was relatively successful and consequently the results were relatively good. If
the propaganda for the second elections is deficient, the results will necessarily
be unsatisfactory. This year's propaganda must improve on that of last year's
first elections, for only thus can we rouse the majority of the masses to panici·
pate in the electoral meetings.
Second, meetings of municipal and township deputies are the basic unit of the
s~viets. Therefore, elections in the towns and the countryside are the basic elec·
lions of the soviets. The municipal and township soviets constitute the level
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closest to the masses. All the laws and decrees of the higher-level soviets regarding the expansion of the Red Army, the Land Investigation Movement, puning
into pro&etice the Labor Law, and economic and cultural construction can be
effectively carried out only through the municipal and township soviets. Hence
the elections to the municipal and township soviets are of the most fundamental
imponance. Moreover, if the All-Soviet Congress is to be successful, provincial
soviet congresses must elect very good deputies; if the provincial soviet congresses are to be successful, the xian soviet congresses must elect very good
deputies; if the xian soviet congresses are to be successful, district and municipal
soviet congresses must elect very good deputies. And what is required to have a
good district soviet congress? The meeting of delegates to the township soviet
must elect very good deputies. If we look at things this way, do not the elections
to municipal and township sovie~ affect the elections to the district soviets, the
xian soviets, the provincial soviets, and even the national level? Therefore, the
elections of the municipal and township soviets are the most basic and the most
imponant elections. Comrades, on one side of our meeting place there is a
monument to Red Anny martyrS under constJUction. This monument bas a stone
foundation 1.5 zhangS thick. We want to build a solid monument, therefore we
must begin by laying a solid foundation. We want to build a solid soviet, therefore we must lay a solid foundation, and that foundation is the soviets of municipal and township deputies. Third, if we want to establish strong municipal and
township soviets, not only must we use the most extensive propaganda to make
the majority of the masses participate in the election conferences; we should also
make sure that all the voters who anend these conferences are genuine workers,
peasants, or other people eligible to .vote, that not one single disenfranchised
person sneaks in, and that not one person who should be deprived of the right to
vote steals in by passing himself off as a worker or peasant. This work is called
voter registration. To draw a strict line between the franchised and disenfranchised is the basic starting poim of soviet political power; it is also the most
important article in the soviet constitution and electoral laws. Look at the base of
that monument. Is it not made of stone? Consequently, the monument is solid. If
you mixed in some mud or compost in the base, this monument would not be so
solid. Ifwe want to build a strong soviet, we must begin by seeing to it that not a
single landlord, rich peasant, or capitalist steals the right to vote.
Fourth, last year's election units were too large, and this year we have made
them smaller. Article II of the Election Law prescribes that workers bold their
election meetings separately, that peasants vote in the small village WJits, and that
poor masses in the cities vote in neighborhood units. 6 This change will have a
great influence in achieving a completely successful result in lhe elections.
5.- The zlwng is a uail of lenglh cquallo 10 Chinese feel (clri ), or approxima1ely 3.3

"""n.

6. Seeabove,lhe Provis.ional Election Law of Ausust9, 1933.
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Smaller units will not only c:ns~.n tbat a majority of the voters. or even all of them,
attend !he electoral meeting, but will make it easier for voters to choose among the
candidates and will lead to rniJie and better nominations. It will also be easier to

deprive certain caDdidatcs of their mandate later on. For these rcasoas, our comrades
must be careful nottoeWarge this year's electoral units again.
Fifth, regarding the work reports of the municipal and township soviets to the
votCJS. the Central Commissariat for Internal Affairs has already drawu up an
outline. In accordance wilh this outline. the district soviets are to guide the
township soviets in caJiing mass meetings in all the villages and making reports

there. In last year's elections, this reporting system was not carried out in many
localities. This year, it should dcfmitely be put into practice, because making
reports to the masses actually provides an opportunity for testing the
govenunent's work among the masses, and this can raise the enthusiasm of the
voters for the elections to new heights. On all those days when governments at
the district level and higher have the occasion to attend meetings of deputies at
the lower levels, they should always make a work report.
Sixth, lists of candidates. Careful preparation of a list of candidates is an
important key link in a successful election. It is stated in the instruction of the
Centra] Government that comments on the lists of candidates by all mus organizations should be collected before the election. The comments should, moreover,
be made public so the voters can give due consideration to all the candidates. As.
regards the list of candidates, attention should be paid fll'St of all to clus status.
Not only must we. in accordance with the election law, see to it that the appropriate number of workers and peasants are elected; we must also, as laid down in
the instructions regarding the elections, make sure thai at least 25 percent of
those elected are working women. Our next priority is political performance. All
those who fall into the categories of corrupt individuals. negative elements,
slackers, or those who compromise with the landlords, rich peasants, and capitalists must not be elec:ted. Each and every person elected should be one who works
actively and bas the right kind of thinking. Then, we need to pay a certain
amount of attention to capacity to do the work. Those whose abilities are excessively low should not be taken into the government. We sbould also make sure
that all those soviet workers now in office, including deputies, committee members, chainnen, and so on, who have committed egregious mors such as corruption, negative attitudes, slacking, and shielding landlords, rich peasants, and
capitalists, and have not redressed these mors, are not Melected. On the other
hand, lhooe oomJadcs who bave wotkcd hard aod bave com:ct tiUDIOn& can, wHhow
the slightest doubt. be n~elecled. Some people think that every election sbould bring
in new people and reject all the old people. This is completely wrong.
Seventb, the election meeting. Although the election takes only one day, we
need to spend seveml weeks preparing for it, because the numerous important
tasks mentioned above require several weeks' preparation if they are to be done
PI'Operly. We absolutely canaot wait until the last moment, putting things off
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from day to day, until we find owselves, two or three days before the elections,
desperately trying to do everything at once. The eighteen northern xitlll have now
set the municipal and township elections for the period from September I to
OctoberS. EVCIY district should carry out the actual elcdion during the last ten
days of this period, and use the weeks before September 25 for activities such as
intensive election propaganda. voter registration. work reports, and compiling

lists of CBDdidates. Only this will ensure a satisfactoly outcome on election day.
The eighteen southern xillll can poslpOnc their elections for one month. The
municipal and township election date can be set for late October, so lhat September and October can be used to make full preparations. Then, when election day
comes, we must do our best to mobilize voters to attend the meeting. lbis year
we must mobilize the overwhelming majority of voters to anend the election
meeting and make sure that the election is successfully carried out in one meeting. Try to avoid calling a second meeting because of failure to get enough
voters to meet the requirements of the election law. Next, when the list of
candidates is put forward for discussion and decision, we should mobilize the
masses to air their opinions. As happened at last year's Xingguo election meeting, there should be animated criticisms, and if the masses do not approve,
anotber candidate's name sbould be put forward. Forcing the masses to endorse
the candidates on the list is absolutely forbidden. If bad elements make trouble
by preparing a list of candidates and coercing the masses to pass it, we will most
certainly punish them severely once the facts are discovered. Finally, after the
election. we should also discuss the proposals put forth by the masses, collect the
masses' comments, and send them to the soviet as guidelines for tbc administrative work of the new government.
Eighth, we should designate a special committee to be in charge of all tbe
above-mentioned work. This would be the election committee of tbe municipal
and disbict soviets. According: to Article 46 of the Election Law, election committee members consist of rcpi'CSCDiativcs from the government and all mass
organizations. They must also be approved by the xlan soviet. The election
committee is in charge of all work related to the election. Last year, most of the
election committees did not cany out their duties. and once again il was only
government personnel that provided guidance for the elections. As a result,
leadership in the election campaign in many localities was not exercised very
cuefully, and there wme instances where bad elements in the government manipulated the election. In order to rid ourselves of these defects, we must definitely organize election committees this year. They should be organized jointly
by the govemmeDt and the mass organizations.
Comrades. I have talked for a long time. I have covered all the importaDt
points concerning the significance of the elections and the work involved in the
elections. There are items I have not covered, such as the nced for XIQIJ soviets 10
provide planned guidance to the district congresses of soviet delegates, the need
for provincial soviers to provide planned guidance to the xiQIJ congresses of
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soviet delegates. the need for the Central Government to provide planned guid·
ance to provincial congn:sses of soviet delegates, and a few other matters relat·
ing to the elections. The election law and the instructions regarding the electioas
have. however, given detailed explanations on all these ilems, and I will say no
more about them here. I hope that you comrades will inform tbe many comrades
in the xian and district soviets on the major points I have covered when you go
back. They should be laid before conferences of the presidium for detailed ms-cussion. Comrades, this year's elections are no ordinary elections. They are
elections of great historical significance, and they are also a very fierce class
suuggle. We have to devole our minds entirely to these elections. Apart from the
many wks directly related to the elections mscussed above, we should seize the
opportw'lity offered by these elections to unfold the struggle of land investigation
and class investigation, and the accusation movement within the soviets. Only
through the movements for investigating classes and for makiog accusations can
we discover elements who have stolen the right to vote. and pwgc bad elements
who have sneaked into the soviets, so as to ensure even greater success in these
elections. This is even more indispensable in the eighteen xian in the south, since
we have two more months to cmy out the Land Investigation Movement. Moreover, places where the administrative districts have not yet been defined should
do so quickly. If we do all these things. we are fmnly persuaded that this year's
elections will achieve a complete victory. At present, proletarians and oppressed
nations all over the world are hoping to see the Chinese soviet movement tri·
umph. All the toiling masses of China have their eyes fixed on the soviet banner.
They know that only the soviets can save China. In the last few days, a congress
against imperialist war has been taking place in Shanghai, attended by represen·
tativcs from countries all over the world.71bcy, too, are wannly wishing for the
victory of the Cbinesc soviets. Comrades. we sbould respond to all of these
sincere hopes. What shall we respond with? Let us respond to them by the
success of the elections in the whole of the soviet areas and by our Sccood
National Soviet Congress. Our slogans are:
Win complctc victory in the elections!
Smuh the enemy's Fifth "EncirclemcDI and Suppression"!
Oppose the partition of China by the imperialists!
Long live soviet China!

-

0 7.. Sec above, "Telegram of Congratulations from the Central G<mmment on the
pernns of the International Conference Apinst Imperialism and War."

Manifesto to the Workers, Peasants, and
Toiling Popular Masses Throughout the World
(September 6, 1933)

Dear brothers and sisters, comrades, and friends!
We are the Chinese workers, peasants, urban and rural poor, revolutionary soldicn, and intellccruals. We do not wish to be forever slaves and beasts of burden
for the imperialists and the Chinese landlords and capitalists, and we have begun
to create for ourselves a new life of freedom. We arc leading our country's 450

million people in a struggle for liberation. Using our own strength, we have
begun to create within a sixth of China's territory (in many places in Jiangxi,
Fujian, Hubei, Hunan, Sichuan, Anhui, Henan, Shaanxi, and other provinces) the
only genuine regime of the popular masses---the soviet regime---and the only
genuine army of the popular m8.SSC5--Ihe Workers' and Peasants' Red Army.
1be Chinese Soviet Government and the Red Army are fighting to improve
fundamentally the political and economic conditions of the Chinese workcn,
peasants, and toiling popular masses. The Chinese Soviet Government and the

Red Anny want to begin by achieving one end, which is to enable workers,
peasants, poor people., revolutionaJ}' soldiers, and intellectuals to do freely what
they wish to do and to decide their own destinies, so as to be transfonned from
those leading lives like beasts suffering from hunger and cold, with no places to
live and no jobs, altogether illitem.te, imo those leading lives of real people, with
food, clothing, places to live, jobs, and basic literacy. To achieve this the Soviet
Government has given them land, hous.ing, and employment; set up numerous
free schools, literacy classes, libraries, and clubs for adults and children; and
opened many free hospitals and convalescent homes for the sick and the aged.
Yet that handful of parasites who rule China-foreign imperialists, Chinese
warlords, bureaucrats, landlords, capitalists, and usurers--never want us to be
able to live like human beings at all.
Precisely because we have begun to create a new life of freedom for ourselves, however, and because we work only eight hours a day at higher wages,
and because we who had little or no land before have received some land, and
We have translated this maniresto from Mao Zedong ji, Vol. 4, pp. 23-28, where it is
reproduced in its entirety from Wang Ming's prerace to Suweiai Zho11gguo, published in
Moscowinl933.
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beCaUSe the women here have been liben.ted, Chiang Kaisbek, Wang Jingwei,
and all those Guornindang wild beasts curse us as "Red bandits" and "Communist bandits." And they have launched large-scale "Encirclement and Suppression" campaigns against us not just once or twice but incessantly.
At a time when the Japanese imperialists are madly slaughtering our compattiots and occupying one province after another in northern and non:heastem China,
and the American, British, and French imperialists are going all out to carve up
China, we have repeatedly proclaimed to the people and annies of the whole
country: the various imperialists are trying to partition China completely, and all
the Chinese popular masses should rise up as one to defend our motherlaDd!
We have openly declared time and again to all anned forces.: Any amy may
sign combat agreements 1 with us so that together we may lake up anns against
Japan and other imperia]ists to protect the existence of our people and win
national liberation, provided only that they endorse our three very simple conditions (necessary tndy to organize and ann the people so as to carry out a sacred
war of national defense against Japan and other imperialists): (I) Immediately
stop attacking the soviet ueas; (2) give the people the minimum democratic
rights--that is., freedom of speech, publication, assembly, organization, demonstration, strike, and so on; and (3) allow people the freedom to orgmize extensively and ann volWJteer forces against Japan.
From beginning to end, Chiang Kaishek, Wang Jingwei, and all the
Guomindang traitors selling out their country have bad only one reply to these
proposals of ows: Intensify and expand their cruel auacks oo the soviet
areas!
The Guomindang has now started the Sixth "Encirclement and Suppression•t2
against our free Soviet China! In this "Encirclement and Suppression" they have
concentrated over 442,000 troops of the Nanjing and Guangdong armies around
our Central Soviet Area alone (Jiangxi, Fujian, Hunan. and Guangdong). These
armies are equipped, in addition, with very up-tcKiate and good weapons such as
anilleJy, tanlcs, airplanes, and poison gases.
Where did the Guomindang warlords and politicians get so many new weapons and the money to keep the soldiers? They got them from American, British,
Japanese, French, and German imperialists.
I. Passages set in bold in this document are emphasized by lhc use or dots both in the
Mao kdongjl and Moscow versions of lhc Chinese rcxt
2. Mao BDd his comrades in Jianp.i counted, like the G\lomindang, only five "Encirc.lement BDd Suppression" campaigns, the fifth BDd last being the one which began at this
t1me and ended in the dereat of the Red Anny and the Long March. From afar, Wang Ming
and other observers in Moscow somehow turned these into six. The point is illustrated by
the variants between the texts or Mao's repon of JBDuary 1934 to the Second Soviet
Congress published in China and. in the Soviet Union. (See below, the translation or this
1e.lr.t.) In the present instance, the sole source is one printed in Moscow, which refers here
10 the sixth campaign; undoubtedly this should read fifth.
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These Imperialists use tbe weapom you have mllde. and die blood money
they squeeze out of you to eUmlaate us, the Chlaese people who ue flgbtlaa
for our O'WD aadoall aad social Uberadon!
We, like you, still remember very clearly how the British, American, and
Japanese armies not long ago bombarded our Guangzhou Commune and
Cbangsha Soviet. French bombers raided our Longzhou Soviet in Guangxi.
This time, in the Guomindang's Sixth "Encirclement and Suppsasion," the
imperialists' role as its organim' could not have been ~ clearly exposed. The
AJm;rican imperialists, aside from giving the Nanjing government a so-called "cot~
ton and wheat loan" of$50,000,000 and a so-called ''aviation Joan" of$40,000,000,
also gave the Nanjing anny ISO milituy aiJplaDes and dozens of shipments of
odilleeyguns,llnks.maclrineguns,chemi<alwmpons,andbullo1s,pl.. - o f
pilots and all sodS of specialis!S in mililary techniques. 3 Lampson, tbe English
minister to China, went personally on an inspection tour to Sichuan and gave Uu
Xiang4 £20,000,000 and large quantities of arms so that be could aaack our Red
Army's Fourth Army stationed the!e.s Although the English, American, and Japanese imperialists have sharp conflicts of interest ovcrthccarviogupofCbina, they are
united in their actions against Soviet China. They each give ordeJs to tbeir respective
running dogs----the warlords of the Nanjing faction, the Guangdong faction, and the
NOJ1hem faction--to "encircle and suppress" in concert the people in our soviet
areas, who bave already achieved libemtion. The f'a.<ieisl German government has
sent seventy military experts (including fonDer Defense Minisler Seec:kt) to Nanjing.
Chiang Kaishek has orpnized this group of people into a special department within
his General Headquartcn in Nanchang to command military operations against the
Red Army.6 Just at that time, tbe Lea_guc of Nations sent a so-c:alled ''Technical
3. China's deficiency in aerial defense was highlighted in the fighting that broke out
with Japanese forces in Shanghai in January 1932. In addition to airplane purchases,
China sought aid in training; in mid-1932, an American aviation mission led by Colonel
John H. Jouett arrived in China to train pilots, remaining until 1935. See William M.
l..eaJY, Jr., "Wings for China: The Jouett Mission, 1932-1935," PacifiC Historical Review
Vo1.38,no.4(Nov.l969),447-62.
4. Liu Xiang (1890-1938) was a prominent Sichuan warlord.
S. Sir Miles Lampson's visit to Sichuan occurred in 1933. Contemporary Japanese and
Chinese as well u left-leaDing foreigners variously (and somewhat contradictorily) suggested that the trip was connected to continuing volatility along the disputed Tibet-China
border (in which Britain was thought to be sympathetic to Tibetan interests), and to British
interest in anning Sichuancse warlords against the Communists (!hough presumably the
same militaTY aid could also be used to bolster Chinese arms in the China-Tibet frontier
zone.) See Victor Yakhontoff, The Chinese Soviets (N.Y.: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1934),
pp. 18s-86.
6. General Hans von Seec:kt, who had recreated the German Anny in the aftcnnath of
Versailles, came to China in May 1933 and gave extensive advice on China's overall
military development to Chiang Kaishek and his govemmenL A German military mission
had been in China since 1930, and the fanner principal advisor had proposed a strategy for
the conduct of the Third Encin::lemcnt Campaign in 1931 which Chiang did not in fact
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comminee" to Nanjing, which was actually to help Chiang Kaishek plan and
execute attacks on the Chinese soviets and Red Anny. 7
Brothers and sisters, comrades and friends!
Look! The pilots and experts on military teclmique fiom so-called "democratic" America and other counbies are waging the cruelest air banles and chemical warfare within the territory of Soviet China, under the command of fascist
QennaD generals and Chinese Guomindang warlords, using airplanes. poison
gas, tanks, and artillery made in America, England, France, and Gennany. They
are slaughtering huge numbers of workers, peuants, soldiers, poor people. intellcctuals. and others, so as to destroy the free Chinese Soviet Republic and the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army.
Brothers and sisteJS, comrades and fiiends!
To defend their own Soviet Republic. thousands upon thousands of toilers.
men, women, old, and young, have not spared their own flesh and blood, their
minds, and their lives in bravely beating baclt five consecutive "Encirc:lement
and Suppression" campaigns of the Guomindang, who were much more numerous and better anned than they. At present. however, this yoana Chinese Soviet
RepubUc is in serious danger.
At this c:ruc:ial moment, we entreat you:
Help us resist the butchen who wish to force us back toto dark aod
subhuman lives. aod who wish to slaughter us!
To force us back as slaves and beasts of bwden into our previous subhwnan
lives, the international imperialists are detennined to drown the Chinese soviet
revolution in a sea of blood. The British, American, Japanese, and French imperialist robbers: have concentrated their war fleets, airplanes, marines. and so on
around Soviet China, and on all of China's large cities, river ports, and sea ports.
They have made up their minds to massae« us first and then launch a new
internecine imperialist world war, and to inflict the utmost sacrifice and suffering
upon mankind all over the world!
The highest organization of the Chinese Soviet Republic, the Central Executive Committee, calls upon you most solemnly to join with us in waging a
courageous mass struggle.
adopt Vcm Seeckt, who fonnally became Adviser-General to the Narional Government in
1934, was trealed by Chiang with much greater respect. Nonetheless, the importance of
these advisors 10 the eventual success of the Communist-suppression campaigns. which
has been stressed in many accounts, has undoubtedly been exauenued. See William C.
Kirby, Gei'IJiany and Republican China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1984). pp.
110-26.
. 7. Numerous League of Nations advisory groups came 10 China during the 1930s,
Including a number in 1933, and it is unclear which of these is being referred 10 here.
During T. V. Soong's visit to Geneva in the summer of 1933 he successfully requested that
the League appoint a technical representative to the Nationalist government's National
Economic Council, a body with which the League had a long his!OI)' of close cooperation.
Perhaps this is what is being mentioned here.
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Oppose imperialism's intervention in Soviet China!
Oppose imperialism's carving up of China! Oppose the imperialists' slaughter
of the Chinese people in preparation for their DeW imperialist world war!
Oppose the American, British. Japanese, French, and German imperialists'
murdering the toiling masses of Soviet China with poison gas, ailplanes, tanks,
and artillel)'! Oppose the shipment of all arms into China! Demand the immediate withdrawal of American pilots and military technical experts and of German
geoenls ond ..tv;,! Demand the Unmcdiatc wilhdJawal of all AmericaD, EDgtish,
Japanese. French, and Italian naval, air, and ground troops!
Long live the international sympathy of the proletariat and the oppressed
peoples of the world!
Chairman of the Central Executive
Committee of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chairmen
Cbainnan of the Revolutionary
Military Commission of the Chinese
Soviet Republic and Commander-in-Chief
ofthe WorlceB' and Peasants' Red Army
Ruijin, Jiangxi. September 6, 1933

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

Zhu De

On Educational Work
Instruction No. I 7 ofthe Central Council of
People~ Commissars
(September 15, 1933)

Culrure and education occupy an extremely importaDt position in the soviet
movement as a whole. They are an indispensable force in the current war mobilization to smash the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression." It should
become one of our most important wks in the struggle to inteDSify educational
work in order to raise the political and culnual level of the broad masses, to
promote class consciousness among the masses, and to raise a new generation of
revolutionuy successc»S.
It is obvious that educational work is cum:ndy lagging behind other soviet
work. It is still not really able to adapt itself to the demands of the victorious
progress of the revolutionary war. This is because. in the past, tbe work of the
Commissariat for Education was nwred by many mistakes and shortcomings,
and some soviet organs and RSpon&ible comrades neglec:ted educational work,
did not recognize the importance of education in the current civil war, or even
held the opportunist view that it is impossible to carry out educational work in a
wanimc environmeut. This phenomenon should absolutely not be allowed to
exist any more.
First of all, we should point out that the greatest defect of educational work in
the past is that, to this day, we do not have a clearly defmed educational policy.
This problem was raised in Instruction No. 1 of the Central Commissariat for
Education, but it was far from adequate and not altogether appropriate. The past
petfonnance and documeats of the Commissariat for Education have displayed a
lack of attention to establishing a «m~.pulsory educational system. Tbey did not
effectively coordiaate the development of «m~pulsmy education with social education. They did not bring to the fore the task of canying out comm.UIIist educa·
tioa on a broad basis. ney confined education within the nanow limits of
bourgeois democratic revolution against feudalism and superstition. At the same
Our source for this text is Mao adongji, Vol. 4, pp. 29-31, where it is reproduced from a
tonlemporary mimeographed docwnenl.
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time, we must point out that the extremely important cultural and edw:ational
work or eradicating illiteracy has not yet been carried out in a planned way, and
that we have committed "leftist" opportunist errors in using bourgeois intellectuals. These have been extremely serious weaknesses in the work or the Commissariat ror Education in the past.
We should establish a system or universal compulsory education that conforms
to the needs or the cWTeDt revolutionary war. We need to create a new generation
of revolutionary successors in the spirit of communism, carry oot extensive propaganda n:garding the revolutionary theories of Marxism-Leninism, and begin immediately to launch a planned and organized campaign to wipe out illiteracy. We
should tJy our best to eradicate in the shortest possible rime the most vicious
legacy of the rule of the despotic gentry, landlords, and capitalists-illiteracy.
We should establish the Lenin Normal Scbool1 and various other training
schools to educate our cadres. These measures would ensure the training of a
strong army of educators, which is necessary to expand popular education and to
eradicate illiteracy. We should also pay full attention to and organize social
educational organizations like dramatic societies of workers and peasants, blueclad troupes, z clubs, libraries, and reading rooms. This is, in fact, the main task
of our cwrent educational policy.
Besides accelerating the training of large numbers of educational cadres with
worker-peasant backgrounds, we have to utilize a portion ofbow'geois intellectuals and experts in education who are willing to serve the soviets actively.
Univmal compulsory education should be free and grade school teachers
should be given preferential treatment whenever possible. The minimum the
govcmmcnt should do is to provide primary school pupils with free textbooks
and stationery, and teachers with free meals.
The Council of People's Commissars agrees completely with tbe proposal by
the Central Commissariat for Education that a conference on culture and education be beld jointly with the Central Bureau of the Youth League in October.
This conference would have great significance for the future of culture and
education in the soviet areas. In order to ensure the total success of this conference, the Central COIIllllissariat for Education is instructed to make the fullest
preparation.
I. The Lenin Nonnal School was established in October 1932 in Ruijin with the
mission. oftninin& elementaly-school teacben. Two four-month classes (over 600 students in
total) wae enrolled before the school was repllced by Olhcrtramingcounes in 1934.
2. The Chinese is lluulwn llllln, which is a contraction of the term /anshan juiUtJn

("blue-dad theatrical ttoupesR). In March 1933 various .rUm and provinces in the soviet
areas were asked to send young men and women to a training class ror drama troupes

which would travel through the countrySide performing plays and skits. The name was
bestowed on them because or the blue costumes they wore on stage. Except f'or the color
blue, they bore no relation to the semi-mililarizcd Blue Shirts (ltlllyi she) associlted with
Chiang Kaishek's govemmenL
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The Council of People's Commissars believes that the recent movement to
assist education launched by the Youth League Central Bureau will become a
powerful brea]ctbrough on the cultural and educational ftonls in the soviet areas.
It will make it possible to overcome speedily the backward status of educational
work 8l1d lead to rapid progress in that area.
In order to effect a speedy and thorough transformation in educational work
and in order to complete the current central tasks in education successfully, we
must wage merciless struggles against the tendency to ignore education and
against all erroneous views and tendencies in educational work. Only after
launching this ideological struggle can we truly develop cultural and educational
construction in the soviet areas, which is urgently required for the sake of the
war and must not be delayed for a moment. It is so ordered.
Chainnan

MaoZed<mg

Vice-Chairmen

XiangYing
Zhang Guotao

Correct Commandism in
SeUing Government Boruls
Letter from the Central Government to
all Local Governments
(September 23, 1933)
To the provincial soviets of Jiangxi, Fujian, Fujian·Jiangxi, and GuangdongJiangxi, the xian soviet of Ruijin, and to be transmitted to local soviet govern-

ments at all levels:
In the short time since they were first put on sale, public bonds for economic
construction have already achieved very great results. Wherever mobilization
methods were good, the broad masses have responded wannly in support of the

bonds. Good examples of this are Yunji District in Ruijin and Caixi and
Hongfang districts in Fujian. In many other places, however, serious commandist
mistakes have occurred in allocation. The Council of People's Commissars has
already promulgated its Instruction No. 16, and issued a notice and a propaganda
outline pointing out that adequate mobilization work ensures the selling of
bonds, and rigorously opposing commandism in the sale of bonds. A letter of
instructions ftom the Central People's Commissariat for Finance 10 public bonds
comminees at all levels has pushed back to December the deadline for completion of bonds sales. Having wgets for the amount of bonds sold be determined
by actual local conditions is also for the sole purpose of avoiding coercive
allocation and allowing enough time to reach the goal of mobilizing the masses
to purchase bonds. Since the issuance of lhese various instructions, sales methods everywhere have already begun 10 change.
This change, however, is far from enough. Many places still go in for ~rcive
allocation. A panicularly serious case occurred in Yudu's luofang District,
where a middle peasant and district soviet chainnan commined suicide because
of pressure 10 buy bonds. More than four hundred people fled Xiaoxi District in
Guangdong-Jiangxi [Province], also because of coercive allocation of bonds.
Such shameful incidents that absolutely should never have happened actually

Our source for this letter is Hongse Zllonghua, no. 113, September 27, 1933. We have
compared the reprint of this newspaper with the text in Mao led011g ji, Vol. 4, pp.
37-39. As in sevC111l other instances, each of these two versions supplies a few cbaracters
thatareillegiblcintheo1hcr.

"'

occurred under the leadership of the Yudu xian Soviet. Upon learning about this
the Central (Government] immediately sent people to investigate, and will severely punish the Yudu xian Soviet. Upon receiving this letter, every provincial
soviet must inunediately direct all xian soviets to inspect the methods for mobilizing to sell public bonds in all districts and townships. They must also make
use of the example ofYudu to issue a severe warning to all soviet staff members,
and initiate rigorous self-criticism inunediately, concentrating the fire against
coercion and conunandism in all work. Whether it be in expanding the Red
Anny, in the Land Investigation Movement, in election campaigns, in selling
public bonds, or in developing cooperatives, not even the slightest coercion or
commandist methods may be used. The conunandist mistakes in Y udu occurred
in a serious way in all aspects of work, but they manifested themselves most
glaringly in the sale of public bonds. Soviets at all levels should gain great
awareness through the lessons ofluofang and Xiaoxi districts.
To sell public bonds in a satisfactory manner, attention must be paid to time
and quantity. In many cases the target date for completion of sales in agreements
for competition among various places has been set at mid-October, which is too
short a period of time. The September 15 Directive of the People's Conunissariat
for Finance 1 should be followed in granting appropriare time extensions. In cases
of delayed harvesting and relatively slow sales of bonds, the deadline for completion of sales could be extended to mid-December, which would allow enough time
to do thorough mobilization work. On the other hand, there must absolutely be no
repetition of what happened in places such as Huichang where, taking advantage
of such a postponement, public bonds were set aside and not promoted for sale
and the work was neglected until in December the objective was reached by
means of forced allocation. This is strictly forbidden. As for quantity, it must
depend entirely on the actual local potential and on the degree of enthusiasm
aroused among the masses. In some places the goals should be raised and in some
they should be lowered; distribution may not be done in a mechanical fashion.
Each xian soviet and district soviet must adjust the quantities of public bonds at all
times according to the varying conditions in the different districts of the whole
xian and the different villages of the whole district so that local situations are
accommodated. It will not do to issue all the bonds at once and consider one's job
done, for this only forces the lower levels onto the path of coercive allocation.
This kind ofbwuucratic style should be immediately rectified.
Chainnan of the Central
Government
MaoZedong
Vice-Chainnen

-

I.

September 23, 1933
WchavcnotbecnablciOiocalelllisdocument.

Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

How to Analyze Ckusei
(October 10, 1933)
I. Wllat Is a Landlord?

A landlord is a person who owns land (no matter how much), does not engage in
labor himself, or does so only to a very small extent, and lives entirely by

exploitation.Z
The collection of land rent (including the collection ofrentfrom schoolltlnd)
is his main mode of exploitation of the peasants; in addition, he may also lend
money, hire labor, or engage in industry or conunerce. But his exaction of land
rent from the peasants is his principal form of exploitation. The administration of
ancestral temples 3 is also a type of exploilation through land rent. Among the
landlords, the exploitation by the small landlords is even more ruthless. There

are a few landlords who, although they are already bankrupt, still do not engage
in labor, but live by swindling or plundering others or by receiving assistance
from relatives and friends. 4 Such people should still be classified as landlords.

Warlords, bureaucrats, local bullies, and bad gentry are tbe political representatives of the landlord class and are panicularly ferocious elements among the
landlords.5
The landlord class is the main enemy of the revol11tion; the policy of the
soviets toward the landlords is to co'!{iscate all their property and to eliminate
the landlord class.
Our source for this document is Mao Zedtmgji, Vol. 3, pp. 265--68, which reproduces the
text as first published in Htmgse ZlumghUD no. 89, June 29, 1933. Although it had thus
appeared earlier, !his directive was officially promulgated by the Central Soviet Govern·
ment on October 10, 1933, at the same time as the longer decisions on the agrarian
struggle tn.nslated below (see Nianpu, Vol. I, pp. 412-13). We have therefore used that
dale, which appears at the end of the version in the Mao Zedongji.
I. The title in the Chii!CiC edition of the Selected Workr is "How to Analyze Classes in
the Rural Areas"; the English edition renders this as "How to Differentiate the Classes in
the Rural Areas."
2. Lives entirely by exploilation. -+Lives by exploiting the peasants.
3. The administration of ancestral temples. -+ The administration of ancestral temples
and the collection ohent from school land.
4. Receiving assistance from relatives or fiiends. -+Receiving assistance from relatives
orfriends,andarebctteroffthantheaveragemiddlepeasant.
S. Among the landlords. -1- Among the landlords. Relatively minor local bullies and
bad gently are also of\cn to be found among the rich peasants.
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Those persons who assist landlords in collecting rent and managing propeny,
and who rely on landlord exploitation of the peasants for their livelihood,' shall
be treated in the same way as landlords.
Those who rely solely or in large part on exploitation by usury for their
Jivelihood7 are called usurers.• Although these people are not landlords, wury is
feudal exploitation. All of their property should be confiscated and wurers
should be eliminated.

11. Wlurt Is a Rich Peasant?
As a ru1e, rich peasants own land. Some, however, own only part of their land and
rent the remainder. There are also some who have no land of their own at all and rent
a11 their land (the laller two kinds are the minority). Rich peasants generally have
rather more and better instruments of production and more liquid capital, and engage
in labor themselves, but they always rely on exploitation for part of their livelihood
or even, in the case ofSOTIU!, for the greater pan of their livelihood.
The rich peasant's main form of exploitation is the hiring of labor (long-term
laborers). In addition, he may let part of his land and practice exploitation
through land rent or may lend money or engage in commerce or small-scale
industry.' Most rich peasants also engage in the administration of ancestral temples. There are, however, some Chinese rich peasants who, 10 apart from their
own labor, do not hire laborers, but exploit the peasants by means of land rent,
loan interest, or in other ways. 11 Rich peasants regularly practice exploitation,
and many derive their main income from this source.
The policy ofthe soviets toward the rich peasants is to conf!Scale lheirland, but
10 confiscate only the surplus ponion of du!!ir draft animals, farm implements, and
houses. and yet to distribute to them land which is rekltively hard to work.

Ill. What Is a Middle Peasant?
Many middle peasants own land. Some own part of their land and rent the rest.
Others have no land of their own at all and rent the whole of their land. All of

-~-l~ihood, -to As their main source of livelihood, and are better offlhan

theavcragcmiddlepeasant.

7. Who rely solely or in large pan on exploilalion by usury for their livclibood
-..Who rely primarily on exploitation by usury for their livelihood, and who are better off
than the average middle peasant,
landl~.re eallcd usurers -to Are called usWl:IS and are treated in the same way as
9. May leud money or engage in commerce or small-scale indusay --. May lend
money or eupgc in industry and commerce
wtw!~· Rich peasants who, -to RN:h peasants who own a fair amount of good land, and
I I. Or in 01her ways. -t-Or in other ways; in such circumstances., they should also be
treatedasriehpeasants.
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them have a fair number of farm implements. They rely solely or mostly on their
own labor.
In general, tbcy do not exploit others. Many are themselves exploited by
othen, by having to pay some amount12 in land rent and in interest on loans.
Generally speaking, however, middle peasants do not sell their own labor power.
Another portion of the middle peasants (including the well-to-do middle peasants) does pn.ctice exploitation to some extent, u but this is not their regular or
principal [source of income). All oftMse people are middle petzsGnts.

The policy of the soviets toW<Ird middle peasants is to unite firmly with
them. The land of til£ middle petJSGnts may not be redistributed without the
consent of the person concerned. Middle peasants with insufficient land
should have land distributed to them in the same W<IY as poor peasants and
farm laborers.
IV. Wlult Is a Poor Peasant?
Among the poor peasants, there are some who own part of their land and have a
few odd farm implements. Otheu own no land at all, but only a few odd farm
implements. As a rule poor peasants bave to rent the land tbey culrivate and are
subjected to exploitation, having to pay land rent and interest" on loans and to hire
thcm&clves out to some extent. 14 (In general, a poor peasant must sell part ofhis
labor power.) All such persons are poor petiStUIIS.
In tM redistribution of land, poor petzsants should gain the same benefits tiS
middle peasants and farm laborers. N0t111 of the land and farm implements
oWMd by them originally should be confiscated.

v. Wlull Is a Worker?
As a rule theyiS bave no land or farm implements at all, though some do own a
small portion oftbcir land and farm implements. They make tbcir liviDg wholly
or primarily by selling their labor power. Such persons are workers (including
farm laborers).
In tlte agrarian revolution, workers in the rvral areas should receive the same
sluJre of hmd tiS poor petUanu and middle peasants. The small amount of land
and farm implements oWMd by some of them originally should not be conjisctJted. /fGfamily member worh in the city, ht! i.s a worker. If his family in tlte
rural aretU h4s land to Jet and money to make loans, and if his family does JIOt
12.
13.
14.
IS.

SomeamounL-+ A small amount
Tosomccxtent.-+Toaslightcxtent.
To some cxlenL-+ To a SJnllll cxtcnL
As a nale they-+ As a nale WOTkets (including finn laborers)
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depend on the collection of rent and interest as the main source of income. its
land should not be confiScated. In addition, his family should receive a share of
land like that ofordinary peasants. If his family relies on the collection of land
rent and /0tJ11 interest as its main source oflivelihood, its ltmd should be conjisCilted. His wife aNI children should, however, be given land. He himselfdoes not
receive land, since he is in the city.

Decision Regarding Certain Q!lestions
in the Agrarian Struggle
Adopted by the Council ofPeople~ Commissars
(October 10, 1933)
In the struggle for land redisbibution and land investigation, many concrete
questions have arisen. These questions are a result of either the absence of rules
and regulations in past documents, or lack of clarity in such rules and regulations, or incorrect incerpretalion by soviet staff workers Cbat led to errors in
curying them aut. In order to correct and prevent the recurrence of such mistakes on these issues, the Council of People's CommissaJs, in addition to approving the various principles contained in "How to Analyze Classes" on the
classification of landlords, rich peasants, middle peasants, poor peasants, and
workers, hereby makes the following decisions.
L Labor and Supplementary Labor

Under ordinary circumstances, a family in which one person spends one-third of
his time each year engaged in essential labor is coDSidered to have labor. Supplementary labor refers both to cases in which one person in a family engages in
essential work for less than one-third of the time each year and to cases in which
a person spends one-third of a year working but in other than essential work.
(Notes) Here, anention should be paid to the following:
1. Rich peasants themselves eugage in labor, wbeteaS landlords themselves
do not labor or do only supplementary labor. Labor, therefore, is the main criterion in distinguishing between rich peasants and landlords.
2. The standard number of people determiDiDg whether a family has labor is
one person. If one person works in a family with several members, the family is
considered to have labor. Some people think that only when two people in a
family or even the entire family works can the family be n::garded as having
labor, but this is incomct.
3. The standard with reganl to time for defining labor is one-third of a year,
or four months. The distinc:tion between labor and supplementary labor (or the
Our souree for this document is Mao l'MJongjj, Vol. 4, pp. 43-65, where il is reproduced
fTom a contemporary mimeopphed lexl.
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distinction between rich peasants and landJords) depends on whether one spends
four months or less than four monlbs engaging in essential labor. Some people
regard even engagement in essential work for half a year as supplem.entaiy labor.
This is incorrect.
4. What is meant by "engaging in essential labor'' is working in the maiD
brancheS of production. Examples are plowing, sowing, weeding, and other
important production tasks. But it is not restricted to agricultural production
itself. For example, cutting firewood, carrying loads. and performing other
important labor tasks all constitute essential labor.
What is meant by "nonessential" labor is various kinds of auxiliary work
of secondary importance in production. Examples are helping with weeding,
helping with growing vegetables, taking care offann cattle, and so on.
6. Since labor is lhe primary criterion in distinguishing between rich peasants
and landlords, those who bite long-tenn fann laborers to work the land, do not
engage in other fonns of exploitation such as land rental or monetary loans, and
take charge of directing production but do not themselves engage in essential
labor are still to be treated as landlords and may not be given land in the
redistribution process.
7. The time criterion for detennining landlord status takes lbe time ofthe uprising as a point of departule and is calculated fiom them. Those who have lived a
landlord's life fortbn:ccouseaJtiveyearsareto be assigned landlord status.
Many mislakes have arisat in the course of lhe Land lnvesdgation Movemeot
oonceming lbe question of~ and Olpplemenlmy labor. Eilber labor has been
"ganled as meJely OIJlPlemenlmy lab<n", and lbe""""" has been judged a landlonl,
or a,..... who pori"onned only supplemenla!y ~has been toganled as~
in labor, and been judged a rich peasaDt. AU this has n:sultcd from the filet tbat in the
past~ weft no clear criteria for distinguishing between laDdlords and ricb. peasants. Following the above regulations caD eliminale such misClkes.
The above regulations, however, apply to the "genen.l situation." Different
measures are required to handle particular circumstances. Two kinds of situation
exist here. The first kind involves big landlord families wbo have members
panicipating in production. For example, some people exploit beavily tbrougb
land rental and monetary loans. They may take in over 100 Dan in rent or lend
Out more than 1,000 )IUQII in big foreigD dollars but have few family members
and low expenses. Thus, even though such a family may have someone engaged
in essential labor for more tbaa four monlhs each year, it is still a landlord
family, not a rich peasant family. On the other hand, in the cue of a family with
many members and heavy expenses. even if tbey take in rents of I00 Dan or
interest on loans of 1,000 yuan, as long as someone in the family eDgageS iD
essential labor, they are considered to be notlaadlords but, rather, rich peasants.
The second kiDd of situation involves those who would be called landlords
according to their circwnstances with regard to exploitation but who may DOt be
treated as landlords beca\ISc of their living conditions. For example, some were
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rich peasants or middle peasants in the past but suddeDiy lost their labor power
several years before the uprising because of death or illness, and had no recourse
but to rent out all their land or bire others to cultivate it, so tbat tbe wbole family
lived the life of a landlord. It is inappropriate to treat such people as landlords;
they should be treated according to the individual's original status. As a further
example, some people are still nominally landlords, but in actual fact their land
rights already belong to others, their income from exploitation is minimal, they
themselves do supplementary labor, and their living standard may be even lower
than that of the peasants. Such people should be given poor land as rich peasants.
In extreme cases and with the approval of the masses they may be given land as
peasants. Another example is of some people who had been peasants iD the pasl
but encolUltered special opportunities two years before the uprising, suddenly got
rich, and became landlords. ncir land should certainly be confiscated, but be-cause they were peasants two years before, with the approval of the masses they
also may be given poor land as rich peasants.
During the Land Investigation Movement some places neglected the abovementioned special circwnstances and.this too is incorrect.

II. Well-to-Do Middle Peasants
Well-to-do middle peasants constiblte a segment of the middle peasaot population and they exploit others lightly. The ponion of their income &om exploitation
may not exceed IS pen;ent of the total annual income ofthe whole family. Under
certain circumstances, those whose income from exploitation is more than 15
percent of the total income but does not exceed 30 percent may still be classified
as well-to-do middle peasants, provided that the masses do not object. Under the
soviet regime the interests of well-to-do middle peasants should receive the same
protection as those of ordinaJy middle peasants.
(Notes) Here, attention should be paid to the following:
I. Well-to-do middle peasants constirute a segment of the middle peasant
population. Well-to-do middle ptUID.ts differ from other middle peasants iD thai
they engage in minor exploitation of others, whereas the rest of the middle
peasants generally are not involved in exploitation.
2. Well-to-do middle peasants differ from rich peasants in that their annual
income from exploitation does not exceed IS percent of the family's local annual
income, and that of rich peasants docs exceed IS percent. Specifying dtis kind of
distinction is necessary when it comes to acrual designation of class stabls.
3. What is meant by sligbt exploitation on the part of well-to-do middle
peasants is the hiring of children as shepherds and people to do odd jobs or
hiring people on a monthly basis, lending small amounts of money, cbarging low
fees for pawning and for schooling, or renting out small amounts of land, and so
on. But all these fonns of exploitation do not constitute an important component
of the sources of income for the Whole family, which means not more than IS
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percent The important source of income for the whole family, on the other hand,
is their own labor.
4. Within the period of time close to the uprising. those who carried out the
same amount of exploitation over the same period of time as rich peasants but
for twO years or less may still be considered well·to-do middle peasants.
s. Where it is stated that under certain circumstances, even though IS percent
is exceeded but JO percent of total income is not, those people may still be
classified as middle peasants provided that the masses do not object. What is
meant by "certain circumstances" is a situation in which the portion of income
derived from exploitation exceeds IS percent but the family is large, there is little
labor power, and the liviDg standard is by DO means comfortable. And then there
are those affected by flood, drought, and other natural disasters, or who have met
with illness and suffered deaths in the family, whose lives have become even
more difl"tcult. Under such circumstances, then, those whose income from exploi·
tarion does not exceed JO percent may not be regarded as rich peasants and should
be regarded as middle peasants. Without these circumstances present, those whose
income from exploitation exceeds IS percent of their total income ~ rich peas..
ants and should not be considered well·to-do middle peasants. The correct evalua·
tion of these circumstances rests upon the collective opinion of the local masses.
WeiJ.to-do middle peasants make up a considerable portion of the population in
the countryside, and during the Land Investigation Movement many places have
dealt with them as rich peasants. This is incom:ct Most incidents of infiingemeat
upon middle peasants that have arisen in various places are iDfringements upon
this type ofwell·to-do middle peasant and should be corrected at once.
To give some examples:
I. A family with six mouths to feed and two people working.. They have SO
Dan of fields and an actual harvest of JS Dan of grain (the current price is 4
yuQn per Ihur, yielding a total of 140 yUQn), cultivated entirely by the family
itself. They have a five-room house and one ox, and a pond that generates 12
yuQn a year in big foreign dollan;. Production of miscellaneous grain and pig
breeding yield approximately tOO yuan. They've been collecting for four years
on J Dan of raw grain at SO percent interest, which brings an annual income of
1.5 Dan (worth 6yuQn). For five yean they have been collecting on 100 yuQn of
big foreign dollars (the equivalent of 1,800 mQO in small foreign dollars) 1 at 25
percent interest, with an aMual income of 25 yuan. Assessment: This family
relies upon its own labor as the main source of livelihood, with over 250 yuQn
I. Regarding the relation between whole-dollar silver coins or notes, and the fractional
cunency referred 10 as small foreign dollars, see above, 1he relevant section in 1he Note on
Sources and Conventions. As indicated there, the rate of exchange between these two
types of money varied according to time and place, but the figures given here imply a
much steeper discount for I mao (10-cent) coins and notes than was common at the time.
See also below, in the Cailr.i Investigation of November 26, 1933, Mao's own discussion
ofthisissue.
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from their own production They exploit others through coUection of interest on
loans, but their annual interest income is only 29 yuan, which is less than 15 pertent
of the total income.
is a surplus after the entire family's expenses are paid and
they arc quite well off. Because the pmportion of exploitation is not great, however,
the family counts only as well-to-do middle peasants, not rich peasants.
2. A family with five mouths to feed and [the equivalent of] one and a half
people working. They have 25 Don offaclds, with an actual harvest of 17 Don of
grain. For ten years they have rented, at 25 Don per year, 75 Don of fields that
acrually produce 42 Don of grain. The production of miscellaneous grain and pig
breeding generate 50 yuan a year. They have hired a shepherd boy for three
years. For four years they have loaned 60 yuan in big foreign dollars at 30
pereent interest, bringing in 18 yuan a year. They have a five-room house and
one ox, plus a hillside orchard yielding 30 Don of peaches a year. Assessment:
This family relies for a living mainly on its own labor. Their annual exploitation
of others is minimal, amounting to as little as 20 yuan or so (the total swn for
hiring a shepherd boy and making a loan), yet they suffer exploitation by others
of more than 25 Dan in rent and there is hardly any swplus after the whole
family's expenses are paid. They can be counted only as ordinary middle peasants rather than as well-to-do middle peasants.

nere

Ill. The Time and Proportion of Exploitation by Rich Peannts
Starting from the time of the uprising and counting backward, anyone who within
three consecutive years, apan from participating in production himself, relied on
exploitation for a portion or the main portion of his whole family's source of
iacomc, and where exploitation exceeds 15 pcrcenl of the family's total annual
income, is considered a rich peasant. Under certain circumstances, even if exploitation accounts for more than 15 percent of total income but docs not exceed 30
percent and there is no objection from the masses, such a family is still not
[considered to be] a rich peasant but rather a well-to-do middle peasant family.

(Notes} Here, attention should be paid to the following:
I. The uprising is to be the starting point in calculating duntion of expJoitation, and no other time may serve as a stilting point for such determinations.
Some people try to scnle old scores by using as a basis for detcnnining class
status exploitation that was carried out in a much earlier period and where there
was a gap [between that time and the uprising). This is wrong.
2. The standard duration of exploitation for constituting rich peasant status is
three consecutive years. If the duration of exploitation does not exceed three
yean, or if it is three years but there has been interruption (not consecutive),
such a family is still classified as a well-to-do middle peasant family even though
the proponion of exploitation in the equivalent period of time is the same as that
of rich peasants.
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3. The proportion of exploitation must exceed IS percent of the whole
family's total annual income to constitutute rich peasant status. If the proportion
of exploitation is less tban IS percent, eva if the exploitation was three or more
successive years in duration, the class status cannot be designatod as rich peasant
but rather as well-to-do middle peasant.
4. A famjly's total annual income refers to the sum of what they themselves
produce and what derives from exploitation of others. For example, a certain
family's income ftom its own proWction may be 400 J1fU111 and its exploitatioa
mcome may be 100 }'11011, so the total sum when added together is SOO }'11011. If the
proportion ofexploilation is 20 percent oftotal income, this is a rich peasant family.
5. What is me&DI by "ceitain circumstances" is a family with many memben
and little tabor power that consequady is not particularly well off, or those whose
lives become difficult because of natural or human disasters. Under such circumstances, where even though the proportion of exploitation exceeds IS pen:ent, it
does not exceed 30 percent, and there is no objection from the masses, the family
may still be cJassifled as well-to-do middle peasants. The opinion of the masses is
extremely important here. and weighing of such circumstances should be very
careful. Well-to-do middle peasants should not be taken for ricb peasants, for this
would give rise to discontent among the middle peasants. At the same time.
however, rich peasants should not be taken for well--to-do middle peasants, for Ibis
would cause dissatisfaction among poor peasants. Therefore, careful consideration
should be given and the consent of the masses sbould be obtained
Many disputes over these issues of duration and proportion of exploitation
arose duriag the Land Investigation Movement. This was due to the absence of
clear-cut criteria in the past for distinguishing between rich peasants and well-todo middle peasants. Well-to-do middle peasants were sometimes treated as rich
peasants, and rich peasants were treated as well-to-do middle peasants, so arguments frequendy arose amoag them. Now the method of distinguishing between
them has been specif~ed so that this kind of problem may be avoided.
To give some examples:
I. A family with eleven mouths to feed and two people working. They have
160 Dan of fields of their own, yielding an actual harvest of 120 Dan of grain
(worth 480 yuan). They have two parcels of hillside tea-oil fields, wbicb bring in
30 yuan in big foreign dollam every yeaz. They have one pond, producing lS
yuan a year in big foreign dollars. Production of miscellaneous grain, pig breeding, and so on generate approximately SO yuan a year. Over a period of seven
)'eaiS they have regularly bircd one long-term fann laborer, until the time of the
revolution. The value of this exploitation of surplus labor amounted to approximately 70 yuan a year. They made a loan of 2SO yuan at 30 percent interest,
bringing in 7S yuwr a year for five years, up until the revolution. They have a son
who is a scholar and can write complaints and file laWSI.Iits. and who bullies
people by relying on influence. Assessment: This family has lwo laborers of
its own, but hires a fann laborer and makes considerable loans. The income
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from exploitation amounts to more than IS percent of the family's total income.
Although there are many family members, they have a good deal of extra money
after expenses are paid. They arc therefore rich peasants and should be given
poor land. There is a bad gentry member of the family who himseJf should not be
given any land at all.
2. A family with three mouths to feed and one person able to engage in
essential work for four months. They have 60 Dan of fields, of which they
cultivate 30 Dan themselves, bringing in an actual harvest of 18 Dan of grain.
For five years they have rented out 30 Dan of fields, taking in 12 Dan of grain
for rent. They reguJarly hire a short-tenn f81Ullaborer for twenty days each year.
They have one ox, which can bring in rental income of 2 Dan of grain a year. For
tluce years they have made loans of 120 yuan in big foreign dollars at 30 percent
interest, which brings iD 36 yuan a year. Assessment This family's income from
exploitation exceeds that of their own production. Because there is one person
engaging in essential work for four months, however, they are rich peasants and
should be given poor land.
IV. Reactionary Rich PeuaniS
Rich peasants who have engaged in serious COWitenevolutionary action before

the uprising, and especially after the uprising. are called reactionary rich peas-

ants. Reactionary rich peasanl'i themselves and their relatives who participated in
Ibis sort of COW'Iterrevolutionary activities should have their: land and property
confiscated.
The above principles arc also applicable to reactionary capitafuits.
(Notes) Here. attention should be paid to the following:
I. Only rich peasants who engage in ''major counterrcvolutionuy actions" are
to be called reactionary rich peasants--for example., leading the landlord militia to
massacre workers and peasants at the time of the uprising, stubbornly resisting the
revolutionary government, and in particular directing others in organizing reactionuy groups and organizations even after the uprising; or, individually engaging
in major cowuencvolutionary activities such as assassination, serving as an
enemy spy, volunteering as a guide for the White anny, fleeing to the White areas
to assist the Guomindang. actively sabotaging the Land Investigation Movement
and Economic Construction Movement, and so on. Such elements who are clearly
proven and confllll\Cd to be of rich peasant origin and to have engaged in major
countemvolutiowy activities are to have their land and property coafiscated. It
is DOt pennined to confiscate the land and propclly of any others among the rich
peasants. such as those who have taken counterrevolutionary actions but ones that
are not major or in which they played no leading role.
2. Among the relatives of rich peasants. only elements who have participated
in such serious counterrevolutionary actions are to have their land and property
confiscated. The land and property of other clements are not to be confiscated.
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3. Those who tempomrily flee to the White areas with the aim of fmding a
Jiving are not reactionary rich peasants. and their family property should not be
confiscated. Those who do not wish to live in the soviet areas and run off to live
in the White areas. however, and fail to return after a full year, should have tbeir
family property confiscated, even though they are not reactionary rich peasants.
4. The above stipulations are fully applicable to the definition and treatment
of reactionary capitalists as well.
In the past, in many places the land and property of rich peasant elements
who were not involved in major counterrevolutionary actions, and that ofrich
peasant elements in families who did not engage in any counterrevolutionary
activities, were confiscated. This is wrong. One source of such a mistake is
Article 3 of the Jiangxi Rules and Regulations on Confiscation and Redistribution of Land, which states that "confiscation shall involve the entire family
of any rich peasant who joins counterrevolutionary organizations (such as the
AB Cotps, the Social Democratic Party, etc.)," and fails to distinguish between leaders and followers, participants and nonparticipants. On the question of relatives, it is true that the latter half of this article points out that
"relatives of such persons who have not joined counterrevolutionary organizations, have taken no counterrevolutionary actions, and have severed their
relationships with the counterrevolutionary elements in the family should
have their land returned to them, provided that the local masses do not object," but it is still improper to begin by confiscating the whole family's
property and only later return a portion of it. Therefore, this article should be
amended according to the present stipulations. It is also wrong that in some
places in the past the definition of a reactionary capitalist was broadened and
confiscation was c&ll"ied out in shops where it shauld nat have been.
To give some examples:
A family with nine mouths to feed, one laborer, and one supplementary
laborer. They have 160 Dan of land, 80 Dan of which they cultivate themselves and which yields an actual harvest of 45 Dan af grain. For ten years
they have rented ool 80 Dan of fields for 40 Dan of grain. There are five
plots af hillside land that generate an incame of70 big foreign cia liars a year.
They regularly hire one long-term fann laborer. For three years they have had
a debt af 425 big foreign dallars at 25 percent interest. For five years lhey
have made loans of 380 big foreign dallars at 30 percent interest ODe member of the family was a company commander in the Pacification and Protection Corps far two years and fought five battles against the Red Guard
armies. 2 Another family member joined the AB Corps for haifa year but was
nat an important element in it and has already made a confessian to the government. The rest of the family members have not engaged in any obvious counter2. From October 1932, the units of local militia fonncrly called clllweidui or "Red
Guard Detachments" had been renamed chiweijwr or "Red Guard Army."
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revolutionary activity. Assessment: nis family's status is that of rich pea.saots.
One peiSOll has engaged in serious counterrevolutionary work and is thus a
reactionary rich peasant who should have his family property confiscated. The
property of the rest of the family members sbould not be confiscated. The other
person did join the AB Corps but was not an important element in it and bas
made a confession, so his property should not be confiscated either.
V. Donatlolls from Rich Peuants
In accordance with tbe policy of weakening the power of rich peasants, during
the period of civil war, apart from carrying OUI basic measures such as distributing poor land to them, confascatiDs their extra housins, farm oxen, and agriculnual tools, and levyins higher progressive taxes on them, further donations
should be solicited on an ad hoc basis from rich peasants. The total amount
donated, however, should not exceed 40 pen:eot oftbe rich peasant's total current liquid assets. The frequency of donations should also be resbicted.
(Notes)

1. Two tendencies have arisen recently in dealing with donations from rich
peasants. One is to shield rich peasants from baving to make donations and 1he other
is to have rich peasants donate all of their assets, wiUch is DO diffcrem &om finiDg
landlords. Bo!b. are incomlct. The laaer even amoums to a lendency toward eliminating rich peasants, which nms tbe risk of having an influence upon the middle

poosa1111 The.....,.Siipula!ions limit 111e nwWnllmdona!iooiO 40paceot. w;,m,
the tiameworlc of these RgU!ations on maximum limits, appropriate amounts may be
solicited &om rich peasantS in each place on the basis of wbetber or not they made
dooations in the past and their present family ciR:ums1ances.
2. Donations ue of an ad hoc nature and are unlike a regular land tax, so tbe
number of donations should be restricted. Donations should not be exacted too
mmy times or without any limitations whatsoever.
3. The right 10 solicit doDations fiom rich peasants rests solely with state
flDIDCial orpns and no other 0f81DS may solicit funds from them.

VI. Tbe Land. Houslaa, Farm OHD, aad Farm Tooll Jtl&btly
Owned by Rich Peuaats
As long as they obey soviet laws and ordinances, rich peasants themselves bave
the right to dispose of aay land, housing, farm oxen, and fum tools that arc
confumed to be lesitimately theirs, without interference from others. Worlters,
peasants, and poor people may swap housing with ricb peasants only under
conditions that benefit production and only with the consent oftbe rich peasants.
(Notes)

1. In some places recendy tbere have been instances of workers, peasants,
and poor people swapping lheir own laDd, housing, farm oxen, and fum tools for
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those that rightly belong to rich peasants. There have even been cases of
swapping clothing and fertilizer. This is wrong, because there should be
limits to "diminishing the power of rich peasants." The policy of "weakening" is already realized by distributing to them poorer land; confiscating their
extra housing, farm oxen, and farm tools; levying higher progressive taxes on
them; and demanding that they make some cash donation. Going beyond such
limits constitutes a tendency toward eliminating the rich peasants, and this is
inappropriate at the present revolutionary stage. Housing may be swapped
only under conditions that benefit production and have the consent of the rich
peasants.
2. After the land question is correctly resolved, if the poor land distributed to
rich peasants bas been improved and transformed into good land, it may no
longer be swapped with others.
3. Fann oxen, farm tools, and housing acquR<t by rich peasants after the
uprising may not be confiscated or swapped, even though they represent a surplus.
VII. Volunteer Work by Rich Peasants
Rich peasants should take on more volunteer work for the state and tbe local
(governments) than workers, peasants, and poor people, but it should not be
allowed to interfere with rich peasants' production.
(Notes)
A distinction should be made between enjoining rich peasants to do volunteer
work and enjoining landlords to do volwueer work. Able-bodied laborers of
landlord origin should all be conscripted into forced labor teams and subjected to
training so that they can participate in physical labor for the state and the local
(governments) and transform their class character in the process of labor, thereby
eliminating the landlords as a class. Rich peasants should take on more volunteer
labor than workem, peasants, and poor people, but they may not be made to take
on unlimited volunteer work to the extent that it interferes with production, as is
done with landlords. For this reason it is inappropriate to put rich peasants and
landlords in the same forced labor teams and make rich peasants leave production for long periods and lake on volwueer work dtuing busy fanning seasons
and under circumstances in which they have no extra labor power and have no
~y of making up for it. This does not apply, however, where 1hm: is no
mterference with production or the rich peasant bas extra labor power or there
arc other ways to make up for it.

VIII, Bankrupt Landlords
landlords who had already lost all or the greater part of their [income from]
~ploitation of land and property before the uprising but who still do not engage
111 labor, and as their main source of income rely upon deception, plunder, or
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assistance from relatives and friends, are called bankrupt landlords. Bankrupt
landlords remain part of the landlord class and should nol be given redisbibuted
land. Landlords who have relied upon their own labor as their main source of
livelihood for a full year after becoming bankrupt should be granted a change in
stahlS and the right to receive land in the redistribution.
Landlords who have depended upon their own labor for a portion of their
livelihood may be treated as rich peasants once the proportion [ofsuch income)
has reached a third of their total annual living expenses.
(Notes)
Some people consider landlords who are partially bankrupt to be bankrupt
landlords. This is wrong, because such landlords still have a portion of their
estate which depends on exploitation; it is merely that the proportion of their
income from exploitation has undergone a change.
Some people consider those who have engaged in essential labor for a full
year after going bankrupt to be bankrupt landlords. This is even more incorrect,
because a laruD.ord who has engaged in essential labor for a full year after going
bankrupt (before the uprising. that is) has already changed from being a landlord
into being a worker, or a poor person, or a peasant.
Some people still treat as landlords those who have taken part in some labor
after going bankrupt. This, too, is wrong, because those whose labor accounts for
a third of their livelihood each year should already be given treatment as rich

..........

IX. Poor People
Apart from workers, peasants, independent producers, and !)COplc in the profession&, those who rely upon their own labor to engage in one or several occupations, those who rely primarily upon their own labor power for a living. or dlose
who rely upon extremely small amounts of capital to run their own enterprise in
order to maintain a minimal existence arc all called poor people. Land should be
distributed to poor elements and to the unemployed in nual areas and in small
cities and towns. Poor elements in cities who have no housing should be given
housing in the city that belongs to landlords.
(Notes)
The proportion of poor people in cities is considerable. and there are some of
them as well in rural areas and small cities and towns. Occupation is a very
complicated maner with poor people. Some poor people's occupations cbange
with the seasons and cannot be futed The life of poor people is very hard. Tbey
are often unable to make ends meet.
What is meant by poor elements who rely on very meager capital to run their
own businesses is the peddler.
Doctors, teachers, lawyers, journalists, writers, artists, and others who do not
engage in exploitation are called members of the professions.
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X. Intellectuals
1. Intellectual may not be regarded as a class status in itself. The class status
of an intellectual is determined by the class to which he belongs.
2. All intellectuals of landlord and bourgeois origins should be fully utilized
in the service of the soviets, on condition that they obey the laws and ordinances
of the soviets.
3. Intellectuals engaged in work that does not involve the exploitation of
others. such as those who serve as teachers, editors, journalists, clerks, writers.
artists, and so on fall into the category of mental workers. Such mental workers
should enjoy the protection of soviet laws.
(Notes)

1. Recently intellectuals have been unconditionally rejected in many
places. This is wrong. Making use of intellectuals with landlord and bourgeois origins to serve the soviets is a policy advantageous 10 the soviet revolution. While they are serving the soviets, ways should be found to solve their
problems of daily living.
2. What is meant by stating that the class status of an intellectual is determined by the class to which he belongs is, for example, that intcllcctuaJs of
landlord origins are landlords, intellectuals of rich peasant origins are rich peasants., and intellectuals of middle peasant origins are middle peasants. It is wrong
10 consider intellectual as a separate class status. What is even more incorrect is
10 regard the children of peasants who have had some schooling (so-called
"graduates") as bad class elements.
3. It is also wrong to regard being a teacher and other such work as other than

Jabo,.
XI. Lumpenproletarians

Workers, peasantS, and other common people who just prior to the uprising lost
their jobs and land due to exploitation and oppression by the landlords and the
bourgeoisie and for three consecutive years have relied upon improper means for
their main source of income are called lumpenproletarians (commonly known as
vagabonds).
The soviet policy toward the lwnpeDprolewians is to win over the masses
and oppose the leaders and other elements who submit to the exploiting classes
and actively participate in countenevolution. The primaJY method for winning
over the ordinary masses of lumpenproletarians is to get them to return to production and to give them land and jobs, plus the right to vote, as is done with
~rdinary revolutionary masses. To be given land, however, it is necessary to live
111 the countryside and to be able to cultivate it oneself.
(Notes)
Here, attention should be paid to the following:
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l. What is meant by relying upon improper means as the main soun:e of
income is engaging in theft, robbery, deception, begging, gambling, prostitution,

and other unseemly activities. Some people label as vagabonds all elements who
are employed or semiunemployed but engage on the side in some improper wOik
(not as their main sourte of livelihood). This is wrong. Going so far as to
consider vagabonds those among the workers. peasants, and poor people who
used to have certain bad habits (such as patronizing brothels, gambling, or smoking opium) is even more wrong.
2. In some places, elements who are leaders of the lumpenproletariat (~
called vagabond chiefs) and have actively participated in counterrevolution have
not been punished, and, instead, land has been distributed to them. This is wrong.
In some places, requests of ordinary lumpenproletarians for redistributed land
have been rejected. This is also wrong.
XII. Religious Professionals
Religious professionals are those who for three full years (immediately before
the uprising) have had as their primary source oflivelihood work in religious and
superstitious endeavors such as that of ministeiS, priests, monks, Daoist priests,
assistants at religious ceremonies, geomancers, fortune-tellers. diviners, and so
on. Religious professionals do not have the right to vote and may not be given
redistributed land.
(Notes)

All those who engage in such religious and supeJStitious work but do not rely
upon it as their primary source of livelihood, and those who have relied upon such
work as their main source of livelihood for less than three years, may not be called
religious professionals and should be treated diffemltly according to their respective
class status. They may not be summarily deprived of the right to vote or receive
redistributed land. In other words, aU those who do religious and supe!Slitious work
as sideline occupations, or who have engaged in such work as a primary occupation
for less than three years, and are workers, peasants, or poor people should enjoy the
right to vote and should be given redistributed land if they live in 1he countryside. If
this is the case for these people themselves, naturally it is all tbe more so for !heir
family members. Some people call those such as monks, Daoist priests. gcomancers,
fortune-tellets, and others vagabonds. This is wrong.
XIII. Elements ofLaadlord aad RJch Peasaat OrigiDs
among Red Army Soldien and the Land
Provided that they resolutely fight for the workers' and peasants' interests, elements of landlord and rich peasant origins among Red Army men, commanders
and fighters alike, themselves and their family members have the right to receive
redistributed land.
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(Notes)
1. Article I of the Rules and Regulations on Preferential Treatment for the
Red Army: "All Red Army soldiers whose families are within soviet teni.tory
must themselves and their relatives be treated just as the local poor peasants in
rcdisb'ibution of land, housing, hillside forests, and ponds." All Red Army soldiers arc included here. Recently, however, in some places only social origin was
taken into consideration, not political attitude, and land already redistributed to
Red Army soldiers of landlord and rich peasant origin who have resolutely
fought for the interests of the worken and peasants was taken away again. This
iswroJI8.
2. "Members of Red Army soldiers' families" refers to fathers, mothers,
wives, sons, daughters, and younger brothers and sisters under the age of sixteen.
Others may not enjoy this right.
J. If Red Army soldiers of landlord and rich peasant origins are expelled
from the anny, their land is to be taken back.
XIV. Worken of Rich Peasant or Landlord Family Origins
The class status of workers of rich peasant and landlord family origins and 1beir
'wives remains that of workers. Whe1ber or not they should be given redistributed
land is hand1ed separately depending on whether they live in the countryside or in
the city. Other members of the family are treated as landlords and rich peasants.
(Notes)

I. Those in landlord and rich peasant families who sold their labor for a fuJI year
inunediately bef~ the uprising should be acknowledged as having worlting-class
status. They themselves and their wives are to be treated as those wilh worker status,
and theportionofproperty that rightfully belongs to them. is not to be confiscated. If
the worker and his wife live in the coun11)'Sidc, they should be given redistributed
lancl. If lw and his wife live in the city, 1hey should not be given m:iistributed land. If
the WOlter himself is in the city and his wife is in the countryside. he himself should
not receive land, but his wife does get land. Other membcts of the famjly arc to be
treated as those with landlord or rich peasant status and may not enjoy the same
rights as worlr:ers. If there arc family members with other status, they are to be
tn:ated accordiDg to their own status. (For example, a family member in the countryside who has relied upon rent and interest on loans as his main soun:e of livelihood
for a full three years is a landlord. Someone who has sold his labor power for a full
Year is a wodrer. Or, someone who bas for a fu1l year run a small handicraft shop in a
town that sells products of his own making is an independcn1 producer. Each
IICISon's class status is detennincd by the nature of his source of livelihood within a
cen:ain period of tiJni,. and class status in twn detmnines the treatment received
llhder soviet law.)
2. Among workers, independent producers, elementary schoolteachers. medical Workers. and others in the countryside there arc those who also have a small
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plot of land, but because in the countryside they are unable to make a living they
have bad to go elsewhere to do so and have renled out their small piot of land but do
not rely upon it as their main source of liveJihood. Such people should be given
redistributed land as ordinary peasants and must not be regarded as landlords.
XV. Clllss Status after Marriage Between Landlords.
Rich Peasants, aDd CapitaUsts. and Workers aad Peasaats
I. The act of marriage cannot itself change one's class status.
2. Class status after maniage between landlords, rich peasants, and capitalists

on the one hand, and workers. peasants, and poor people on lhc other is determined by whether the marriage took place before or after the uprising. by the
original class status, and by the living conditions after the marriage.
3. As for all those who manied before the uprising: daughters of landlords,
rich peasants, and capitalists married to workers, peasants, or poor people, if they
have engaged in physical labor for a full year may be recognized as having the
class status of workers, peasants, or poor people. The original class status of
those who have not worked or have worked for less than a full year remains
unchanged. Daughters of workers, peasants, and poor people married to landlords, rich peasants, or capitalists can be recognized as having landlord, rich
peasant, or capitalist class status only if they have lived the life of landlords, rich
peasants, or capitalists for a full five years. Their original class status remains
unchanged if their living conditions have not been equivalent to those of land·
lords, rich peasants, or capitalists but instead to those of wOrkers, peasants, or
poor people (namely, relying on their own labor as the main source of livelihood), or if they have lived the equivalent lifestyle for less than five years.
4. As for all those who manied after the uprising: The class status of daughters of workers, peasants, and poor people who married landlords, rich peasants,
or capitalists remains unchanged. Daughters of landlords, ric:h peasants. or capitalists who marry workers, peasants, or poor people must engage in physical
labor for five full years before they can be recognized as having the class status
of workers, peasants, or poor people. If they do not work or have worked for less
than five full years, their original status remains unchanged.
S. No matter when the marriage takes place and no matter what the class
status of the two people, the class status of any children born to them follows
thatoftbefather.
6. Whether or not a person is entitled to receive land and enjoy civil rights
depends on one's class status.
7. Daughten of landlords, rich peasants, and capitalists married to workers,
peasants, or poor people may not be grouped into labor teams. Those whose casb
dowry is less than SO yuan may not be fined or solicited for donations.
8. ~ for cases before the uprising in which sons and daughters of workers,
peasants, and poor people were sold to landlords, rich peasants, or capitalists,
and sons were recruited u sons-in-law for daugbters between famjlies of land-
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lords, rich peasants, and capitalists on the one hand and those of workers, peasants, and poor people on the other, the class status and treatment of children who
were sold and sons-in-law recruited iDto their wives' families should be in line
with the stipulations of Anicles I through 7.
9. As for cases before the uprising of adopting children between families of
workers. peasants, and poor people on the one hand and families of landlords,
rich peasants. and capitalists on the other, for children under the age of ten the
child's original class status remains unchanged regardless of age at the time of
adoption. After the age of ten, the class status of children of workers, peasants,
and poor people adopted by landlords. rich peasaniS, or capitalists who have
Jived the same lifestyle as their step-parents for a full five yean becomes that of
the step-parents. If their living conditiOIIS arc not the same as those of their
step-parents but arc, rather, equivalent to those of their biological parents, their
original class stahlS remains unchanged. The class status of chlldren of landlords,
rich peasants., and capitalists adopted by workers. pcasaDts, or poor people who
have lived for three full years a life equivalent to that of their step-parents is the
same as lhat of their step-parents. If their living conditions are different ftom
those of their step-parents but arc. instead, equivalent to those of their biological
parents, their original class status remains unchanged.
{Notes) Here the term "physical labor'' includes housework.
XVI. Landlordsaad Riel!. Peasaats Who Arc Also Merehaats
I. Landlords who m also merchants: Their land and any houses and property
connected to the land are to be confiscated Their commercial enterprise: and any
shops. housing, 8Jld property OODDeCted to the enterprise are not to be COIIfiscated.
2. Rich peasants who are also merchaats; Their land aad any houses and
property connected to the land are to be dealt with according to the status of rich
peasants. Their ealelprises aad any shops, housing. and property conaected to
themarcnotto be confiscated..
3. Fines and solicitation of funds imposed on landlords and rich peasants who
are also merchants should be restricted to the landlord and rich peasant portion
[of their teSOW'CeS] and may not encroach upon the commercial portioa.
4. Merchaats arc not to be incorporaled iDto fon:ed labor brigades.

XVII. Belaala Charp ofPablk Rolls (gon-~
Being in charge of public halls is a kind of exploitatioa. DistinctiOIIS should be
made, however, between landlords. rich peasants, and capitalists who take
3. The lenn gongtang, which lilenllly means ''public ball," is a generic tam used to
refer to a wide variety of corporate entities, many of which in the pan of China occupied
by the Central Soviet Area involve lhe preservation and rnanaaemcnt of the land and other

resourcesofcorporatelineages.MaoearlierdiscussedtbeexploilativeeliteiNIRIJCIRcnlof
lhesc types of organization in his "Xingguo Investigation" (see Volume Ill, pp. 611-14,
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charge of public halls and workers, peasants, and poor people who do so.
(Note)
What is meant by ''taking charge of public halls" is managing the land and
property of various kinds of ancestral halls, temples, associations, and societies.

Taking charge of public halls is undoubtedly a fonn of exploitation, particularly
since the landlord class and rich peasants tty to conceutrate tremendous amounts
of land and property under the name of public halls and tum them into a major
method of exploitation. The act of taking care of this sort of public halls, which
are controlled and manipulated by a small nwnber of people and generate large
amounts of income from exploitation, should certainly constitute a factor in the
class status of the people doing the caretaking. The masses of workers, peasants,
and poor people take turns looking after some small public halls, however, where
the level of exploitation is very low, so this cannot become a factor in detennining the class status of the caretaker. Some people think that anyone in charge of a
public hall is a landlord, rich peasant, or capitalist. This is wrong.
XVIII. The Question ofLivelibood for Certain Staft'Worken

In cases of staff workm in soviet organs and other revolutionary organizations
who have not been given redisbibuted land and are undergoing particular bardship, they themselves and their family members may be given a certain amount
ofland or assisted with other means to resolve their difficulties.
(Notes)

The livelihood of ordinary soviet staff workers who have been given redistributed land has been settled by order of the Central Government (i.e., mobilizing
the masses to cultivate their land). Only those who have not been given land are
mentioned here. "Family members" refers to fathers, mothers, wives, sons,
daughters, and younger brothers and sisters under the age of sixteen.

XIX. Land for Publlc Use
When land in new areas is redistributed and land in old areas is discovaed
through investigatioa and reassigned, appropriate amounts of land should be set
aside for public use, such as building bridges, fmies. tea pavilions, agricultural
experimentation stations, and so on.
(Notes)

Expenses for public works such as repairing bridges. repairing ferries. paying
fcny crews, repairing and maintaining tea pavilions, and so on are to be met by
where gongtang is translated as "public domain"). Tbc term is somewhat similar in usage
to 1he term gonghui ("public association" or "trust''), examples of whic:h are discussed at
length in Mao's .. Xunwu Investigation" (see Volwne Ill, pp. 351-58).
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setting aside appropriate amounts of land according to need and mobilizing the
masses to cultivate it. In addition, xian, district, and township soviets must set
aside a certain amount of land near the government organs (xlan soviets may set
aside SO Dan to ISO Dan of land, district soviets may set aside IS to 25 Dan of
land, and township soviets may set aside 5 to I0 Dan of land) for the purpose of
establishing agricultural experimentation stations. Before the agricultural experimentation stations open up, the land may be leased at the lowest possible rent to

the peasants for cultivation.

XX. The Questloa of Debts
1. All loans ia cash or goods made to workers, peasants. aDd poor people by
landlords. rich peasants, and capitaJists prior to the uprising. except accounts for
goods of stores and shops, should be abolished in tenns of both capital and
interest. All cash and goods ofworken, peasants, and poor people deposited with
landlords., rich peasants, and capitalists should be completely repaid ia terms of
both capital and iaterest.
2. Usuren are those who depend wholly or primarily upon exploitation by
charging high interest as the maiD source of the family's livelihood. Usurers
should be handled in the same IDII1ltCf as arc those of landlord status.
3. Debts incurred after the uprising that are aot in violatioa of the provisions
of the Temporuy Rules and Regulations on Cm:lit and Loans promulgated by
the Central Government should all be repaid.
(Noles)

Those who exploit by chargiag high interest on loans (the vast majority of
loans in all Guomiadaog-ruled areas, whether ia the cities or the countryside.
exploit through higb interest rates) but do not rely solely or mosdy oa chargiog
high interest as the family's main source of livelihood C8IIDOI be called usurers
and dealt with UDder the policy of total coafiscation. Instead, they should be
handled according to their respective class status. It is wrong to thiak that all
those who engage in exploitation by charging high interest are ''usurers." I'D
cases of people who are simultaneously both leaders and bonowers., their "debits" and "credits" should be offset against each other to see the nature and extent
of the balance, which together with otber exploitative relations of the persoos
deciclcstheirclassstatus.
Chainnan ofthe Ceabal.
GovemmeDt of the
Chinese Soviet Republic

Vice-Chairmen

MaoZecloag

XiangYin&
ZhallgGuotao

October 10, 1933, by the Western calendar

Order No. 49 of the Council ofPeople's
Commissars of the Central Government of
the Olinese Soviet Republic
(October 10, 1933)

I. The decisions of this council on October 10, 1933, concerning certain
issues in the agrarian struggle arc hereby promulgated.
2. Any class swus de1cnnined before October 10, 1933, in whatever locality
that is not in line with these decisions should immediately be changed in accordance with these decisions. As regards changes that should be made in the
disposal of land and property as a result of changes in class status, all land,
houses, mountain forests, ponds, orchards, and so on, belonging to middle peasants, poor peasants, poor people, workers, and others that were redistributed in
the past should somehow all be ~med to the original owners. But property
other than land, houses, mountain forests, ponds, and orchards should be returned to the original owners only insofar as this is possible (if there are still
landlord properties that can be confiscated in the local areas, and so on). All
land, houses, mountain forests, ponds, orchards, draft animals, farm tools, and so
on, that should go 10 rich peasants, as well as the property of capitalists, may be
returned to the original owners only within the limits of the possible.
3. Regarding sentences made by judicial organs of various localities before
October 10, 1933, that are not in accord with these decisions, where they have

already been carried out, the original sentences should remain unchanged; those
that have not been carried out or are in the process of being carried out should be
changed inunediately in accordance with these decisions.
4. No one in any locality may demand changes in the class status detem:Uned
before or after October 10, 1933, or in the disposal of property based on the
detennined class status, if these were in confonnity with the present decisions
and contain no etrors.
Chainnan

Our source forthisorderisMaoZedongji,

'"

Vol. 4, pp. 41-42.

Mao Zedong

Order Regarding Emergency Mobilization
to Smash the Fifth "Encirclement
and Suppression"
(October 18, 1933)

The large scale and decisive battle to smash the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppression" has already swted! This battle is the most crucial key to our
striving for greater victories!
The large-scale attack launched by the imperialist Guomindang has already
suffered a heavy blow at its initial stage in Qingliu, Liancheng, Yangkou,
Wujiang, Lichuan, and other places. In spite of this fact, they are still organizing
another more frenzied and more desperate artack on us. This battle is a crucial

juncture in the decisive war between the soviet road and the colonial road!
It is the most essential and most challenging task for our entire soviet rCgime
at this moment to mobilize all our forces to fight for a way out for the soviets,

and to achieve, with our hot blood, complete victory in this decisive battle.
However, the Central Government has discovered, after reviewing the results of
soviet work at various levels, that many local governments are still treating the
battle mobilization very lightly. Recently, many areas have shown insufficient
initiative in expanding the Red Army, expanding and training local armed forces,
and mobilizing transportation teams to go to the battlefront. Many areas have not
yet been able fully to link up all their work, such as the Land Investigation
Movement, economic construction, cultural education, and the other tasks of the
soviets, with mobilization for the rcvolutionuy war, and thus truly arouse and
lead the masses in our attempt to shatter the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" and win final victory in the battle. Because many local governments arc
taking a very casual or even indifferent attirude toward war mobilization, a series
of grave incidents such as the following have just recently taken place: Some
small units of the enemy troops on the northern front even had the audacity to go
deep into the Yongfeng-Beikeng soviet area and make a surprise raid on the
district government there; spies of the enemy troops on the southern front dared
to find their way into the area around Junmenceng, gathering intelligence about
our military operations, and our district and township governments were totally
This order was first published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 123, November 2, 1933. We

have translated it rrom Mao kdongji, Vol. 4, pp. 99-102.
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unaware of this before it happened. In Fujian Province, there were not enough
preparations to assist the Red Army in their faght for victory in the battle of
Liancheng in July this year. After the victory, the work of winning over the new

areas in Liancbcng, Qingliu, and Guihua moved at an extremely slow pace. In
Fujian-Jiangxi Province, more than three hundred guns were intercepted and taken
away by the enemy not long ago. No poncrs were available to cany away the large
amount of captw"ed equipment on the baUiefiont The Red Army soldiers themselves
had to cany the large quantities of guns that they had seized &om the enemy in
Lichuan ~tly. These areas have lowered their guard againsc the enemy and have
maintained an indifferent and negligent attitude toward war mobilization. All this
almost constitutes a criminal offense against the revolution, a phenomenon that
cannot be allowed to continue any longer. It must be IW11ed around immediately.
The governments at all levels must start to carry out the following measures
right away, from the very day when they receive this order:
l. Governments at the provincial, :dan, district, and township levels, as well
as all Red Army units, must hold various kinds of meetings promptly, explaining
the tense situation of the revolutionary war at this point in great detail during
these meetings, especially the soviet electoral meetings, and throwing all our
efforts into war mobilization. Similarly, all mass organizations must hold their
own meetings, report on the situation of the war and their tasks, and make every
single worker or peasant in the soviet area not only understand the significance
of the baale to smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," but also take
part in war work eagerly and enthusiastically.
2. Before the decisive battle to smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," government<; at all levels, which still vividly remember the experiences
and lessons of our last struggle to smash the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression," must fulfill the Central Revolutionary Military Commission's plan for
expansion of the Red Army. You must energetically call on the Red Young
Pioneers to join the Red Army in whole battalions and companies, while persuading large quantities of individual activists to join the Red Army at the same
time. It is necessary to carry forward the experience of Red May and continue to
expand the Red Army forcefully at the glorious speed of Red May. 1 Meanwhile,
it is also necessary to w-ge a11 those who have deserted the army to rerum to their
units, by using Xingguo's good experience in its return-to-unit campaign.
3. It is essential to arouse large numbers of citizens between the ages of
eighteen and forty to join the Red Guard annies voluntarily, and mobilize the
broad masses of workers and peasants to join the Young Pioneers. In particular,
I. Allhough lhe inremational Labor Day holiday had been celebratedeveryyearonMay I,
in 19331his date had been linked lo Manr.'s birthday on May 5, and the anniveiSIII}' of !he
Shanghai JllllllaCre of May 30, 1925, and the month as a whole designa.ICd "Rod May" (hong
WII)'W). ln lhis contcxl, rocruiting caners for 1he Red Army and !he CommuniSI Party had
been set up on the location where lhe May Day celelmdions wem held. Sec, in particular,
Hong,reZhonghua,nos. 70, 73, 7S,and81, forAprill7and 26andMay2and 20,1933.
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the organizations of the Model Battalion in the Red Guard annies and the Model
Young Pioneer Team must be restored and expanded immediately. Apart fiom
frequent training exercises. they should also receive intensified military and political
training. The Model Battalion and the Model Young Pioneer Team must be completely established as early as possible in each area in which they have never been
established before. Under the unified plan (based on the decision of military authorities), Red Young Pioneer teams may be mobilized to assist the Red Arrrry in banle
operations. whereas all guenilla detachment; must drive, nimbly and deeply, into the
enemy's rear area in accordance with orders from the Military Affairs Commission,
so that they can pin down and strike the enemy troops.
4. Material supply 10 the Red Arrrry must be guaranteed. Our every move in
economic construction must be closely linked up with the war. It is ncccssary to
mobilize the broad masses in order to accomplish our job of sales promotion in
economic construction by the end of December. The land tax should become effective in November, and it must be all collected within two months. Governments at
all levels must step up fund-raising projects, especially fund-raising projects in new
and frontier areas. The bureau of redistribution and the bureau of trade in CVCiy
government must do whatever they can to guarantee provisions for the Red Army
and make SW'C that Red Army operations will not be jeopaidized again simply
because they are hampered by the same grain shortage that they suffered during the
spring and summer this year. We ntlL'>t mobilize the worker and peasant masses so
that they are prepared to give economic supportiO the Red Arrrry at any moment
S. According to the Voluntary Labor Law issued by the Central Government,
we must mobilize the broad masses to take over transpon work. Every member
of the Red Guard Army should carry one shoulder pole and one bed sheet, and
every five of them should carry a stretcher. As soon as they receive orders from
the government, they can get together inunediately, providing ttanspon service
and supponing operations against the enemy. Whenever a transport line is damaged, it must be promptly repaired to facilitate the operations of the Red Army.
6. It is panieularly imponant to intensify our work to eliminate counterrevolutionaries and enforce the Red manial law. All counterrevolutionary
cases must be settled promptly within a few weelcs and escape from prison must
absolutely not be allowed to happen again. Sentries must be posted everywhere
and checks on travel pcnnits must be reinforced. In frontier areas it is even
more imponant to guard against surprise attacks by the enemy's plainclothes
units at any time, and to set up necessary warning signals in accordance with
orders from the Military Affairs Commission.
7. We must make the greatest efforu to pay attention 10 our wol'k in border areas
and new areas, and send the most talented cadres to work in these areas. In new areas
that have just recently been seized by the Red Anny, we should try 10 establish
provisional governments right away, distribute the land, organize local anned forces,
and set up various kinds of revolutionary mass organizations.
8. Worker-peasant procuratorates at all levels must speed up accusations
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against those elements who adopted passive and bureaucratic attitudes during the
process of war mobilization. Departments of labor and education at all levels
should link war mobilization as closely as possible with their respective work in
implementing the Labor Law and promoting cultural education.
All soviet work must be subordinated to the war!
During such a tremendous, strenuous, and decisive banle at this moment, it is
imperative not only relentlessly to put an end to any panic-stricken, shrinking,
and escapist conceptions, but also firmly to oppose any underestimation of the
enemy's attack and any neglect of war mobilization. The greatest efforts must be
made to intensify all our work, so that we can mobilize the broad worker and
peasant masses by means of intensive propaganda and agitation. We must gather
all our forces, prepare to sacrifice everything. and fight for complete victory in
our struggle to smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"! Fight for a new
Soviet China!
Governments at all levels must inunediately conduct detailed briefings and
discussions regarding this order, along with the order that the Military Affairs
Conunittee issued on October 5, at various meetings, and work out the most
specific ways to carry out these orders. It is necessary to mete out severe disciplinary punishment to anyone who assumes an inactive or slack role in the
execution of these orders. It is so ordered.
Chainnan

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
Zhang Guotao

Work Report to the Electorate by
the Provisiunal Central Government of
the Olinese Soviet Republic on the Second
Anniversary ofIts Establishment
(October 24, 1933)

Comrades of the Entire Electorate:
Today, it has been two years since the Provisional Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic was founded. On this day last year, we presented a

simple report to you comrades. Now on this occasion of our second anniversary,
we believe that we should give you comrades a brief report on our work since
last year. And we are willing to accept your comments on our work in the past as
well as your suggestions for our administrative principles in the future.
Comrades, under the correct leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, the

Provisional Central Government's work is moving triumphantly in all respects,
thanks to the initiative of the broad masses of workers and peasants and other

poor people and to the heroic struggle of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army.
The situation is totally different from last year. Now let us go through some
points in tum.
I. Victory In the Revolutionary War and the Es.panslon
and Relnforc:ement of the Red Army
To smash the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression" has been the
central task for the revolutionary war since last year. Now, the war has ended in
a complete triumph in all the soviet areas throughout the country. According to
incomplete statistics, since last year we have wiped out more than a hundred
thousand of the White army and seized their guns. The statistics for the period
from January to June this year alone tell us that41 regiments, 6 battalions, and
10 companies of the White army were eliminated; 8 divisions, 33 regiments, 19
battalions, and 9 companies of the White umy were routed; more than 31,700
rifles and more than 1,000 machine guns and automatic rifles were seized; more
This report was first published in Hongse Zlronghua, no. 122, OciOber 27, 1933. Our
&ource is Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 103--10, which reproduces the 1e11:1 from Ibis version.
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than 20 regimental, brigade. and division commanders were captured alive; 2
division commanders were killed; and countless officers and soldiers below the
rank of brigade commander were either killed or wounded. It is just because
we won such a glorious and great victory that the rule of the imperialist
Guomindang has been shaken tremendously. They have no way out but to laWlCb
the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" as their last desperate sbUggle against
us. Nevertheless, relying on the Party's offensive line, the heroic spirit of the
Red Nmy, and the warm support from the masses of workers and peasants both
in the soviet areas and in the White areas. we have dealt a sharp head-on blow to
the enemy's Fifth "EncirclemeDt and Suppression" from the very beginning. We
have won banles in Lianc:beng. Yangkou, WujiaDg, and. recently, Lichuan, confiscating more than eight thousand guns. As the masses of workers and peasants
came forwanl bravely and joined the Red Army since last year, the size of the
Red Anny bas doubled as compued to its original size last year, and it bas been
tempered, amid heroic: and bloody battJes, into a revolutionary iron army, strong
and invincible. MeBDWhile,the Red Guard armies, the Young Pioneers. and the
guenilla detac:bments in vuious areas have also been strengthened. The leadership by the Soviet Government of the masses of workers and peasants and of the
Red Army to shaner the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression" through revolutionary war has become the lcey to all our revolutionary tasks. For this reaSOD,
all activities in our work and life must be subordinated to the revolutionary war.
To strive for victory in this war is the primaly responsibility of the soviets and of
every single comrade among the workers and peasants as well.

II. The Vigorous E:q»aosloo aad Further ColliOIIdadoa
of tbe Soviet Area
Since this time last year, six or seven xian, including Jianning, Taining, LichuaD,
Guangze. Zhixi, and Jinxi, have been turned into "Red areas" in the region that
lies to the DOrtheast of the Centml Soviet Area. Thus, the different soviet areas
scattered in Fujian, Zhejiq, and Jiangxi have beea merged together to become a new FujiaD-Jiangxi Province. Thanks to the recent victory of the Eastern
Army, the vast area that stretches from the border at Longyaa and XinquaD. all
the way through Lianc:heug, Qingliu, and Guihua in Fujian to the vicinity of
Yanping in northern Fujian has bec:ome a part of the soviet domaiD. Owing the
struggle to smash the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression." the soviet area in Jiangxi has been extended to parts of several xian--Nanfeng,
Yihuang, Cbongren, Le'an, Yongfeng. and Xin'gan. The total area is several
bundred Ji broad. As for the soviet areas beyoDd the Central Soviet Area, suc:h as
the soviet areas of Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiangxi, Hunan-Jiaagxi, Hunan-HubeiJiangx:i, West Hunan-Hubei, and Hubei-Henan-Anbui, even tbougb a few areas
bave been occupied by the enemy for the time being, some areas will be retrieved before long and some an:as bave already been fmthcr CDlargcd. The area
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that bas been enlarged most quickly 8Dd widely is the very soviet region newly
created in northern Sichuan. In the wake of the heroic struggle by the Fourth
Front Anny of the Red Anny, more than ten :rian have been turned into "Red
areas" within less than a year, thus summoning the masses of the poor workers
and peasants as well as the White army soldiers in all Siehuan Province to
incline toward the soviet revolution. In addition, our soviet areas or guenilla war
zones are also scattered all over other provinces. such as Shanxi. Hen&D, Hebei.
Jiangsu, Guangdollg, and Guangxi. Even in the nwe Northeastern Provinces,
which have been sold out to Japanese imperialism by the Guomindang, we have
already set up our Red gumU!a zone. All the units of the Anti-Japanese Volunteer Army in these Three Northeastern Provinces are still fighting indomitably
against Japanese imperialism.
Soviet territoJy has not only been expanded, but also furtber consolidated. For
example, the previous tendency of not following a clear class line bas now beeo
genen.lly rectified. Thanks to conscientious application of the Labor Law and
promulgation of the new Labor Law, the economic life of most workers has beeo
further improved, the workers' activism in taking part in the revolutionary war
and soviet construction bas been further heightened, and the labor unions of the
working class have beeo organized and developed evmywhere. The broad development of the Land Investigation Movement bas dealt 8D extremely beavy blow
to the remaining feudal forces in the soviet areas, greatly enhanced the revolutionary enthusiasm of the poor people in the countryside, and enlarged. the poor
peasant league on a wide scale. With the development of the activism of the
workers and peasants, many worker and peasaot cadres have been drawn into
soviet work. wheRas most of the evildoers who were formerly hidden inside the
soviets were flushed OUl The soviet bas further perfected its methods of leadership and work, and has maintained a closer relatiODSbip with the broad masses.
Having reduced the size of~ts adm.ini.stmtive areas this year, the soviet really has
a system that can enable it to approach the masses more easily.
On the basis of our former experience in the soviet electoral campaign as well
as of our experieDce in soviet work in general, the central govemmenl issued
new laws for elections and for the organization of local soviet institutions, which
have made it possible for the election this year to unfold correctly BDd for local
soviet institutions to perfect themselves. All this has not only twned the soviets
into a political power through which the broad masses can IIUUiage affairs for
themselves., but bas adapted this power to the needs of the revolutionary war and
enabled it to become both the OlgiiDizer and leader Of such a war.
The Red Army's great victory, and the expaDSion 8Dd consolidation of the
soviet areas on tbe ont: band; and on the other band Japanese imperialism's
forcible occupation of the Three Northeastern Provinces, Rche, and Nonh China;
the Guomindang government's complete surrender to the imperialists; and the
economic crisis in all the areas ruled by the Guomill.dang--ell these facts have
inflUCDced and mobilized the broad masses of the poor workers and peasaots,
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revolutionary soldiers, and revolutionary students throughout the territory controlled by the GuomiodaDg to rise together in opposition against the Japanese
and all the other imperialists, against the GuomindaDg government, and against
the landlords and capitalists. Thus the revolutionary struggle bas flourished
throughout the vast land of China. All the exploited and oppressed masses
throughout China warmly support the soviets and the Red Army, because only
the soviets and the Red Army are a government and an army which are truly
fighting for the fieedom and independence of the nation, and only the soviets and
the Red Army can save China.
W. Ecoaomlc and Cultunl C0111structlon oftbe Soviets

The Cl'\lel and protracted civil war requires the soviets to pay great attention to
the busincs.s of economic construction. The soviets have already devoted extremely great efforts to advancing this aspect of our work. In this respect. the
first major task is to develop agricuJtural production. Thanks to the correct
leadership of the soviets and the increased zeal of the broad masses of toiiCIS
during the spring and summer plowing seasons this year, the autumn harvest
increased on average by a factor of one and half as compared to last year, the
production of miscellaneous grain increased even more, and draft animal cooperatives and mutual-aid associations have been set up in many places. Only
through development of agricultun!.l production can we guuantee the supply of
provisions to the Red Army and the masses, and the exchange of industrial
products with outside areas as well. The second major task in economic construction is to develop industrial production. The manufacturing of farm tools
and lime is closely related to the development of agricultural production. The
supply of many bandiaaft products for daily use depends on production in the
soviet areas themselves. Items such as tobacco, paper, lumber, grass cloth, tungsten ore, and camphor used to be our major commodities for export in the past,
but subsequently production of all of them has declined. Beginning this year, the
soviet bas beeD working on a plan to revive aU these indusbies, and some of
them have already achieved preliminary successes. The third major task in economic construction is to expand tbe import and export bade. Beginning this year,
the government has set up the Bureau ofExtemal Trade and has started to work
on this aspect. In order to accomplish all the aforementioned tasks of economic
construction, we should develop coopen1tives without further delay. Since the
Central Government bas strongly advocated the cooperative movement. consumer cooperatives and gn.in coopentives have been surging forward in different areas. Various kinds of production cooperatives are also being planned and
developed. Credit cooperatives, too, are beginning to be planned. The Centr:al
Government's decision to issue economic construction bonds for the sake of
carrying out economic construction bas received support from the broad masses.
The total amount of the bonds issued in different areas is over 3,000,000 yuan,
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and a figure of S,OOO,OOO JIIUlfl can probably be reacbed. The development of our
entCJprise of economic construction will surely Cieate a solid material foundation
for the revolutionary war and will bring about another step forward in the life of
the broad masses of workers and peasants. Comrades, let us all strive together!
The revolutionary war and the cause of soviet construction require a gellel81
increase in the cultural level of the worker and peasant masses in the soviet
areas. and indeed, it is only under the soviet rCgime that the worker and peasant
masses enjoy the right or the possibility of receiving education. For the past year,
the soviets have devoted great efforts to the cause of culture and education.
Eveeywhere, elementary schools, evening schools, literacy campaigns, and club
movements have developed broadly. The establishment of tbe [Karl] Marx Communist University, the Soviet University, and the Red Army University, and the
expansion of the workem' and peasants' theatrical society and of the blue-clad
troupes 1 all show that the soviet cause of cultural construction has already entered a new pbase in its development. Recently, the Central Government has
already proclaimed that Marxism and Communism should constitute the basic
orientation for soviet culture and education. Just now, the Central Government is
working out an educational system for elementary schools and is about to anDOW'lCC some concn:te methods for social education. To allow all the toiling popular
masses in the soviet areas to receive education, and to unfold the struggle on the
cultural front, constitutes a major part of our wk of soviet construction.
Comrades of the entire electorate! Thus far we have briefly reported on the
developing situation of the revolution and the progress and achievements of the
soviets in their work during the past year. Now, we would also like to point out
to you commdes the defiCiencies in the work of the soviets in the past, and the
tasks for our work in the future. Under the correct leadership of the soviets, all
you comrades of the electorate must make every effort to overcome these deficiencies and to fulfill these tasks. Only thus can we thoroughly smash the
enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression,.. and win victory for the soviets
in tbe whole country. What are our Wks? Arid where are the defects in owwmk'l
The first wk. is to expand the Red Army. Comrades, although our Red Army
has been expanded as compared to the past, it is still insufficient. To defeat the
extremely numerous White armies during the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppression," we still need to expand our Red Anny greatly. Every brave worker
or peasant should volunteer to go to the front. In order to assist the Red Anny in
its banle operations and to protect our local areas, it is also necessary to expand
the Red Guard annies and the Young Pioneers, expand the Model Battalion of the
Red Guard annics and the Model Team oftbe Young Pioneers, and tighten up the
work of posting sentries and checking pennits in panicular, so that not a single
enemy spy is able to sneak into the soviet areas. Transpon teams should be ready
1. On lhe blue-clad troupes, sec lhe nole 10 tbe text of September I 5, 1933.
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at any time 10 go to the battlefront, canying wounded soldien and transporting
equipment seized from the enemy.
The second task is 10 unfold our work in the new soviet areas a1 a faster pace.
It is true that maoy new soviet areas have been opened up since last year, but it
still seems that the pace is too slow. Ooe reason is that the Central Base Area has
DOC sent more comrades from among the worker and peasant activists to work in
the new soviet areas. In order 10 enlarge new soviet areas more vigorously during
our battle to crush the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression," comrades in the
Central Base Area should all be glad to work in the new soviet areas. while the
comrades in the new soviet areas must redouble their efforts in their own work.
The third point is that the work of building the soviets has recorded tremendous achievemeDts during the past year, but there are still many things that
require us 10 work harder in the future. First of all, we need to prote<:t the daily
interests of the workels and cany out the Labor Law in a more universal and
more correct ml.llner. Then there is the Land Investigation Movement. We must
exert our utmost efforts 10 launch a movement of land investigation and class
investigation in areas where the residual feudal forces have not yet been rooted
out, but we must not encroach upon the middle peasants, nor treat rich peasants
like landlords. Third is economic construction. Next, we should work bud for
the winter plowing this year and get everything ready for the spring plowing next
year. We must develop the cooperatives 10 the point where they have one million
members. General consumer cooperatives should be established at different levels, and they should begin 10 do business right away. The export and import trado
must be canied on and developed, so as 10 break the CDemy's blockade and
relieve the shortage of salt. Bridges and roads need 10 be repaired for the sake of
a smooth development of the economy. Three to five millionyaan of economic
construction bonds must be effectively sold, in order 10 raise the capital for all
the icc:ms in our economic constructiOD. Then comes cultural construction. We
need 10 create a complete educational system for elementary schools and launch
a campaign to eliminacc: illiteracy. Next we must intensify our work 10 wipe out
counterrevolutionaries to such an extent that it is impossible for any counterrevolutionuy in the soviet areas to create a disturbance from within during the
enemy's attack. Lastly, we must speed up our fund-raising project, so that our
funds for the war will be guaranteed.
In order to accomplish all the above-mentioned tasks promptly, it is imperative for us to get rid of all bureaucratism among soviet peJSOnnel. All the comrades of the electoracc: should pay anention, supervise the soviet personnel, and
refuse to allow any bureaucrats to remain in the soviets. We must see 10 it that
this year's election campaign achieves perfect success, and that large numbers of
worker and peasant activists are selected, in the course of the elections, 10 work
in the soviets, while the bureaucrats among the original pe!SOnnel are rooted out.
This is the only guarantee for accomplishing all the fighting tasks of the soviets.
Comrades of the entire electorate, each of these items of work is our fighting
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taSk and an indispensable condition for crushing lhe enemy's Fifth "Encin:Je..
mcnt and Suppression." In fact, on this very day when we are making tbis report
to you. tbe enemy is attacking us with a11 bis force. Each time we gather our
strength to figbt a decisive battle against tbese enemies, the war is extmnely
intense. So our work must achieve a higb degree of intensity as well. The Central
Government bas already issued an order for emergency mobilization for war,
calling upon an soviet personnel to do tbeir jobs with a spirit of a real sbock
brigade and make sure that all of our soviet work fully meets tbe needs of the
front. Every member of the masses making up our electorate must immediately
mobilize in accord with the Central Government's call. Comrades, let us use this
work to gain final victory! Let us f115t of all cause a great victory to appear
before the Second National Soviet Congress takes place. Comrades, let us present this victory to tbe Second National Soviet Congress!
Vigorously expand the Red Army!
Vigorously enlarge the soviet areas!
Forge ahead militantly with tbc work of building the soviets!
Smasb the Fiftb "Encirclement and Suppression" of the imperialist
Guomindang!
Long live the Second National Soviet Congress!
Long live Soviet China!
Chairman of the
Central Government
Vice-Cbainnen

M""Zedong
XiangYing
Zhang Ouotao

Proclamation to the Popular Masses af the
Whole Country About the "Direct Negotiations
Between Oli111J andjapan"
(November 11, 1933)

Popular Masses of the Whole Country!
Since it signed the North China Truce Agreement with the Japanese imperialists.
an agreement that has sold out Manchuria and Mongolia, and especially since the
"get-together party" between the three countries of China, Japan, and "Manchukuo," at the meeting held in Dalian,• the Guomindang government in Nanjing
has not only sold out Manchuria, Mongolia, and the so-called "neutral zone" east
of the Luan [River].2 but also directly mustered its anned forces and collaborated
with the troops of the Japanese imperialists and "Manchukuo," driving the soldiers who were resisting Japan in Northeast China out of Inner Mongolia, and,
under the cloak of "bandit suppression," slaughtering thousands upon thousands
of the Anti-Japanese Volunteer Army and the revolutionary soldiers and masses
in Northeast China.1 Chiang Kaishek, the arch-c:riminaJ of the Guomindang,
openly issued to all of China the most shameless statements, such as, "Whoever
prates about resisting the Japanese will be beheaded immediately," and "In order
This proclamation was first published in Hcmg.re Z/umghruJ, no. 126, November 17,
1933, and we have followed that source. The version in Mao adong ji, Vol. 4, pp.
117-lO, is genmlly accurate, but in it one important character is wrongly transcribed.
I. The rererencc is to the Tanggu Agrftrr~Cnl or May 31, 1933, discussed in the
proclamation June I, 1933, and to the Dalian conference or July 1933, denounced in a
circular telegram of the same month. Both these documents ue translated above.
2. Regarding the location and significance of" the Luan River, see above, tbc note to the
telepam or August 30, 1933.
3. Japanese and puppet troops had mouratcd widespread efforts to destroy the diverse
anti-Japanese gucnilla resistance forces (generally ref"ened to in Party documents as the
"Anti-Japanese Volunteer Anny" [Kang-Ri yiyongjun)) in Northeast China. In addition to
the ami-Japanese guerrillas (among many Wlits of which the Conununisl Party had signirlcant influence), the northem warlord Feng Yuxiang and seve[81 or his fonner subordinates
had joined forces in Chabar in late May 1933 to rorm a military force known as the
People's Anti-Japanese Allied Anny [Minzhong kang-Ri tongmeng jun]. Military action
by this anny thRatencd Japanese interests in the region, while Feng's strong anti-Japanese
pronouncements also undennined Chiang Kaisbek's domestic political situation and his
delicate negotiations with the Japanese. In July 1933, therefore. Chiang's forces blockaded
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to suppress the Communists, resistance against the Japanese must end." Under
his most cruel policy of White tmor, he has repressed a11 anti.Japancse rcvolu·
tionary movements, and withdrawn all his troops stationed in North China in a
planned way. On the other hand, he has dispatched all his armed forces to launch
the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the Chinese Soviet Govern·
ment and the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, the principal force in
the resistance against the Japanese and other imperialists, in an attempt to
demonstrate his loyalty to the imperialists and fulfill his predetermined plan for
''direct negotiation between China and Japan."
Direct negotiations between China and Japan have been under way at height·
ened speed ever since the key leaders of the Guomindang held their third meet·
ing on Lushan in September.4 It is obvious that the content of these negotiations
is not confined to the Guomindang's recognition of Manchuria and Mongolia as
colonies of the Japanese imperialists. It necessarily represents another step by the
Guomindang government in Nanjing toward surrendering and selling out the
country, by recognizing North China as part of the Japanese sphere of influence,
while Japan will help the Nanjing government with money and weapons, sustain
its reactionary power, and promote its Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" as
direct conditions of the reciprocal arrangement. Of course, there is no doubt that
the saying that Japan is '"willing 10 give up its diplomatic legal rights in China" is
nothing but a cheap trick to deceive the popular masses.
Popular masses of the whole countty! The Guomindang government in Nan·

Feng's anny and moved into positions which threatened an attack upon it from the south.
In August, Japanese b'OOpS attacked Feng's army from the east. feng's army was forced
from the area, which came under Japanese control. The appearance of collusion in this
affair between Chiang's forces BDd those of the Japanese was noted ud widely criticized
in China at the lime. Coble, Facing JaptJn, pp. 122-31; Chong..sik Lee. R~utionary
Stl'llggfe in MtJnciluria: Chinese Commrmism and Soviet Interest, 1922-1945 (Berkeley:
University of California Press., 1983), Ch. 6-7.
4. In 1933 Chiug K.aishek spent much of his lime at the Nanchlng milirary hcadquar·
ters or at lhe military rraining inslitule in 1hc nearby mountain resort of Lushan. As
dissension bo1h within the Nanjing rCgime and between it and national rivals in Fujiu and
Guangdong-Guangxi mounted in the wake of the Tanggu Truce, high Nujing government
officials several limes gathered at Lushan for discussions. The third of these conferences
occurred between September 5-9, 1933, and was attended by Chiang, Soog Ziwen, Wang
Jingwei and a number of other "party elders." Following up on an earlier Lusban conference in July which had endorsed Chiang's policy ofconcentraling on Communist..suppression while placating Japan, the September conference approved a rcsumplion of
negotialions beiWc:cn Huang Fu ud Japanese reprcsen111ives in Nonh China. In the coUJSC
of approving !he negotiations, Song Ziwen's approach of using the United Slates and
European powers as countenveights to Japan was rejected. On October 25, Song was
ousted from his posilion as minister of finance; on November 7, Huang Fu publicly
resumed negotialions with the Japanese. The close conjunction of these events led to
rampan1 PleSS speculation that major Chioese concessions were in the offing. Coble,
Ft~Cing Japtm, pp. 136-48.
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jing has sold out the Three Northeastern Provinces and inner Mongolia as well.
Now it is going to sell out all of North China! At the same time, moreover, the
Guomindang government in Nanjing and the governments run by the other
cliques in the Guomindang have also sold out Tibet, Xikang, and most of
Xinjiang and Sichuan to the British imperiaJists. They have sold out nine islands
in the South Seas, Yunnan, Guizhou, and other provinces to the French imperialists. They have sold very many political and economic privileges to the
British imperialists. The loan of several hWldred million yuan and the deadly
weapons that the Guomindang has acquired recently from the countries of Europe and America all represent the price for its sellout of China.
Selling out all of China, capitulating to the imperialists, and serving as a
scavenger in the imperialist competition to carve up the territory of China are
indeed the consistent diplomatic policies of the Guomindang government. It is
precisely for this reason that the Guomindang government is opposed to all
revolutionary anti-Japanese anti-imperialist movements, and is launching its fifth
insane and hopeless "Encirclement and Suppression" against China's only mass
anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist revolutionary movement, the Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. It is precisely for this reason
that the Guomindang government helps the imperialists to intensify the exploitation of the Chinese popular masses, bringing about the complete collapse of
China's nationaJ economy, letting disastrous floods and drought take their toll all
over China, making workers lose their jobs, peasants lose their land, and students
lose their opportunities for education. Thus the great majority of the Chinese
popular masses arc living in a bitter inferno, freezing and starving to death!
Popular masses of the whole country! What the Guomindang wants us to
follow is a road that will lead to turning China into a colony, and to the complete
~tubjugation of the Chinese nation!
Let us all Wlite, ann ourselves, and launch a national revolutionary war
against aggression by Japanese imperialism and all other imperialisms. Down
with all the Guomindang warlords who have betrayed and disgraced our COWltry,
especially the major tool of the imperialists. the Guomindang government in
Nanjing headed by Chiang Kaishek. Fight a bloody war for the fmalliberation of
the Chinese nation and the Chinese popular masses. This is the on1y way out for
the revolutionuy popular masses of the whole country at present!
The Provisional Central Government of the Soviet Republic of China once
more declares to the popular masses of the whole COWltry: we arc ready to shed
the last drop of our blood at any time in order to defeat the Japanese and all the
other imperialists, to overthrow all the traitorous Guomindang warlords, and to
safeguard the independence, unity, and territorial integrity of China. For the sake
of the independence, unity, and territorial integrity of China the Central Soviet
Government is just now gathering all its forces and is willing to make any
necessary sacrifiCeS in order to crush the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"
of the imperialists and the Guomindang. The stJUggle to smash this "Encircle-
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ment and Suppression" is simply a struggle to prevent China from going down
the colonial road, and a struggle to achieve an independent, free, new Soviet
China!
To concentrate all the forces of the popular masses in the whole country for a
decisive struggle against China's most vicious enemy, the Provisional Central
Government and the Revolutionary Military Commission of the Chinese Soviet
Republic propose once again to anned forces all over the country that are currently engaged in the attack on the soviet areas to sign an operational agreement
on fighting the Japanese and fighting Chiang based on the following three conditions: (I) stop the attack on the soviet areas immediately; (2) immediately guarantee the democratic rights of the masses (their freedom of assembly,
organization, speech, press, and strike); and (3) immediately arm the popular
masses and found the anned Volunteer Anny without delay to protect China and
strive for China's independence, unity, and territorial integrity.
11 is the finn belief of the Provisional Centn.l Government of the Soviet
Republic of China that our proposal will cenainly win full sympathy and wann
support from the toiling popular masses of all China, and from all those wbo still
have the slightest patriotic feelings all over tbe country. Such sympathy and
suppon will not only ensure that the soviet road will achieve complete victory in
its final struggle against the colonial road, bill also liberate the Chinese nation
and China's popular masses from under the iron heel of the imperialists once and
for all!
Down with the Japanese and all the other imperialists!
Down with the Guomindang, the Nanjing government, and all other
Guomindang governments, which are selling out China!
Fight for an independent, ftee, new Soviet China!
Chairman of the Provisional
Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic

Mao Zedong

Chairman of the Revolutionary
Military Commission
Zhu De

Investigation of Changgang Toumship
(November 18, 1933)'

All the work of the soviets is actually carried out at the level of township and
municipal soviets. Everyone undersrands this, and yet many people do not
understand how township and municipal soviets should go about their work.
But without an understanding of the work of township and municipal soviets
it is simply impossible truly to lead the work of the soviets, or to resolve the
problem of "All soviet work serves the demands of the revolutionary war."

At present we have encountered the following kind of siruation among
higher-level soviet staff workers: issuing many orders and resolutions without knowing the concrete content of the work of any township or municipal
soviet. Comrades, this won't do! It is bureaucratism and an obstacle to soviet

work!
Our tasks have been put forward and many plans, ranging from the expansion
ofthe Red Army to the building ofbridges and roads, have also been announced.
The question is how to mobilize the masses to cany out these tasks and plans
comprehensively and effectively. The extremely intense revolutionary war cfe...
We have tnmslatcd this document from Mao Zedong nongcun dioocluJ wenji, pp. 286332. The edition of Nongcun di40Cho. published in Van'an in 1941 is there taken as the
primary source, but the text has been corrected in a nwnber of places after comparison
with other versions, including a mimeographed pamphlet produced in December 1933 and
dislributed at the Second Soviet Congress in January 1934. The version in the MdO
Zed011gji, Vol. 4, pp. 12$-74, provides exhaustive notes regarding lhe variants between
the contemporary mimeographed text, to which the Japanese editors also had access, and
later editions. It docs not seem necessary 10 reproduce these here, but a few major points
arenotedbc:low.
I. In the mimeographed version diSiributcd in January 1934, this investigation lp·
peared under a more general title: "Models for the Work of Township Soviets.
I. Changgang Township." The opening paragraphs constituted the introduction 10 the
series as a whole, and the date ""December 1933" appeared at the end of the fowth
paragraph. The body of the investigation opened with the following indieations:
"'ChangsangTownship (November 18,1933)
Chainnan, Tangbei Village
Xie Changbao
Li Qiuying
Deputy, Changgang Village
Wang Xianhuai
Head, Poor Peasant League, Xinxi Village
The materials below were collected by these three comrades."
The editors of MdO Zed011g nongcun dioocha wenji, p. 361, note 83, attribute this
passage to Mao himself. We have therefore taken November 18 as the date of this
investigation, and December as the time when Mao wrote his introductory note .

...
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mands that we resolve this question rapidly and universally. But the solution to
this question cannot be imagined in one's head. It depends on collecting all sorts
of fresh. concrete experience in the process of mobilizing the masses to carry out
various tasks, on developing these experiences, and on expanding the scope of
our mobilization of the masses, so they can adapt themselves to tasks and plans
at a higher level.
At present, soviet organs in many places make the serious mistakes of pcrfonning their duties perfunctorily or resorting to coercion and commandism.
Such soviets have very poor relations with the masses, thus greatly impeding the
implementation of soviet tasks and plans. On the other hand, numerous comrades
working in the lower-level soviets have created many excellent methods for
mobilizing the masses in many places. They have become one with the masses
and achieved great successes in their work. One responsibility of the soviet
personnel at higher levels is to gather these good experiences, sort them out, and
spread them to areas far and wide. Such work should be carried out immediately
in every province and xian. The most effective method in combating bureaucratism is to show them living examples.
The Changgang experiences collected herc,2 because they are limited by
time and by the materials provided by the reporters, provide only a rough
summary of some of their main work.l Nevertheless, this summary is already
sufficient to arouse our very serious attention, and to merit our sincere praise of
their work as a "model of soviet work," for they achieved great results in their
work because of their extremely close relations with the masses. Our objective
is to develop this experience, collect more experience, provide concrete examples for all backward township and municipal soviets, and enable them to
improve their work to the level of advanced township and municipal soviets,
unite the masses in their millions around the Soviet Government, and strive to
make all soviet work confonn to the needs of smashing the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression."
December 15, 1933
2. In the CODh:mporary mimeographed text, this paragn~ph begins: "The experiences in
several townships (Changgang TOWRship, Caixi Township, Shishui Township, etc.) colleCICd here ... " (see the note in Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4. p. 171). The investigation in
Caixi is translated below; that in Shishui does not appear to have survived.
l. Upon arrival in Changga.ng (which was known as "a model township in a model
.xian"), Mao and members of the Central Govenunent's Inspection Corps Ufancha tllDn)
first held preliminary discussions with represenwivcs from Changgang and IWO other
townships. The following day, Mao's group and the toWnship cadres visited the township
soviet government offacc, and went to Tangbci and other villages for discussions with
local inhabitants. Shonly after Mao returned to Ruijin, the Changgang soviet government
head and a district coopmtivc leader c:amc 10 Ruijin 10 report further to him. See Mao in
th4! Ce,lll'tll Soviet, pp. 451-56.
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The Demarcation orPelltkal Districts aad tbe Number
of Households aad Total Populadon

Changgang Township belongs to Shangshe District of Xingguo :dan, Jiangxi
Province, and it was divided off from Langmu Township in the same district.
Rankings of work perfonnance in Shangshc District: first are Changgang and
Langmu; second is Yangdeng; third arc Hcfu, Xiushui, and Tangshi; and fourth
are Rentian and Shangshe.
Changgang Township is divided into the four villages of Changgang, Tangbei, Ximr.i, and Siwang.
Number ofHtn~seholds find Tottll Populfllion

I. The whole township has 437 fiunilics with 1,784 persons. Three hundred
twenty persons have gone away to serve in the Red Army or to work, and 1,464
persons are in the township (including temporary laborers and staff members of
district and township soviets). In the township population, there are 1,286 middle
peasants and poor peasants; 102 workers, farm laborers, and coolies; and 76
landlords and rich peasants. 4
2. Among those who left home to become Red Army soldiers or to work,

80
139
7
34
24
36

persons became Red Anny soldiers from 1928 to 1932;
persons became Red Anny soldiers in 1933;
persons are in the guerrilla camp;
persons have been sent to work above the :cifln level;
persons have been sent to work in hospitals in the rear; and
persons have been sent to serve as long-tenn laborers.

This makes a total of320.
4. The Mt~D ZedDIIg IIOirgCWn ditwcha wellji has the (Jgwe of 77 for the number of
landlords. but this mUSI be a typographical error, for the 1941 Yan'an cditioo has 76, and
othcJwise the figures do not add up. The 1933 mimeopphed pamphlet contains here,
inslcad of the previous sentence, the following breakdown of lhe population by age and
sex: From ages Ito IS, there arc 196 males and 185 females (amoog whom, there are 73
middle-peasant males and 12 middle-peasant females, and the rest are poor peasants).
From ages 16 to 23, there are 21 males and 80 females (among whom, there arc 4
middle-peasant males and 7 middle-peasant females., and lhe res! are poor peasants). From
ages 24 to 45, there arc 66 males and 146 females (among whom, !here are 3 middle-peasant males and 3 middle-peasant females, and !he rest are poor peasants). Above the age of
46,1hcrc arc 22 males and 160 females (among whom, there are II middle-peasant males
and 13 middle-peasant females). There arc 102 workers, fann laborers, and coolies., 320
persons who left 10 become Red Anny soldiers, and 760 landJords and rich pea5ants.
making a total of 1,784. (Sec MOD ZedDIIg ji, Vol. 4, p. 172. The figure of 760 for
landlords and rich peasants is presumably a misprint for 76. The data regarding poor and
middle peasants do not add up to the correct total, but may nonetbclcss be ofintcrest.)
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3. Landlords and rich peasants:
Originally there were 2 landlord families with S persons.
Originally there were II rich peasant families with 72 persons.
It was discovered during the land investigation in August that six landlord
wives or daughters were married to workers and peasants.
Land in the amount of 36 Dan and 6 dou was taken back ftom these six
people. No other rich peasants or landlords were found in the course of the
investigations.
Conferences ofDepudes

I. Cirmmsltlnces ofthe Conferences
The agenda of the meetings usually includes (I) opening the meeting, (2) reports,
(3) discussions, (4) other business, and (5) closing the meeting. The agenda
should be wrinen on paper and put up on walls. The concrete issues to be
discussed each time are simply written down on a piece of paper by the chainnan
himself and are not posted. "Reports": First, the chairman should report the
reasons for the meeting in twenty or thirty sentences. Then a "participating
comrade" from the district soviet should deliver a report. (Almost every time
there are people from the district soviet anending the meetings. Mostly, five or
s.ix times out of ten, staff members of the departments come and participate in
the meetings. The heads of departments come less frequently, two or three times
out of ten. Chairmen and vice-chairmen come seldom, only once out of ten
times.) The content of the report concerns the political situation and the situation
regarding the work. MatteR that have not been mentioned by the participating
comrade may be added by the chairman or by the branch secretary. "Discussions" are all conducted on specific issues. For instance, a meeting held on
November 8 discussed the following items:
a. Military mobilization. This was again subdivided into: (i) The expansion of
the Red Army: The deputies of Changgang Village promised to contribute five
persons, the deputies ofTangbei Village promised four persons, the deputies of
Xinxi Village promised three persons, and the deputies ofSiwang promised three
persons, making a total of fifteen persons, to arrive by November 30. (ii) Preferential treatment of relatives of Red Army soldiers: It was decided to mobilize
together model production teams and workers' mutual aid societies. (iii) The
movement of returning to the army: This township had seven deserters. It was
decided that the propaganda teams (at the township and village levels) and the
shock teams (organized by the wives of Red Army soldiers) should cany out the
work. (iv) Expressing gratitude toward the Red Army: Every village made the
commitment to supply four towels, gunny and straw shoes, and cotton and slnlw
shoes: Changgang promised to give I 10 pairs, Tangbei promised 100 pairs,
Xinxi promised 90 pairs, and Siwang promised 100 pairs.
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b. Economic mobilization: This was further divided into (i) Govemmeat
boads: This township agreed to sell 5,456 yuan, and collected 822 Dan of
millet with a value of 4,110 yuan. Then it received an additional 127 yuan in
cash. This made a total of 4,237 yuan, but there was still a shortfall of 1,219
yuan. It was decided that every deputy should "dcmonstn.te his spirit" in
making propaganda, so as to obtain the entire sum by November 25. (ii) Cooperatives: In the past, consumers' cooperatives existed only at the district
level, but now the township has organized a branch. Thus far they have
collected oaly a little over I 00 yuan, but the masses had already agreed to
buy 350 yuan of shares. It was decided that every deputy should conduct
propaganda in favor of collecting it, and the propagaada teams should also
set to work. (iii) The movement for practicing thrift: It was decided that many
varieties of vegetables should be grown to be stored for the spring leao
season, and that millet and rice should be saved.
c. Building and repairing river dikes and roads. It was decided that within the
ten days between November 20 to 30, a large road 6 It in length and 6 chi' iD
width should be built from Tongiiang to Beidoag. After it is completed, another
road 4 chi wide should be constructed. Five preparatory personnel should be
elected, and after the roads have been completed, that one-zhang-wide river dike
damaged by the floods should be repaired. As for that big wooden bridge. it
should be repaired. jointly with Langmu Township.
d. "Supporting the district soviet." In order to express. the support of the
masses of the whole township for the opening of the Third Soviet Congress of
the whole disbict on November 12, it was decided to present a red horizontal
banner made of 1.4 chi of red cloth, with four cbaracters written on it. On the
12th, nine-tenths of the masses of the entire township were once again mobilized
to go to the district soviet in columns and to set off firecraclr.en. (As a result.
eight-tenths of the masses went and five or six thousand firccraclcen were set
off; all these fireerackers were bought by the masses themselves.)
The last two matten were discussed UDder the item of "'ther Business." The
various questious muler discussion tbis time were all put forward for discussion
by the voters in election meetings.

Of the two conferences of deputies., one discussed issues and the other inspected
worl<.

Before eacb inspection conference. the deputy on duty of each village c:ooVCDed iaspeccion meetiDp of all deputies within his jurisdiction ud reported the
raults of the meetings to the OODfcrence of deputies. After the reportS. what bad
S. One chi orOinese fool equals approximately 33 centimeters or 1.1 Englilh feet.
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not been done or done poorly and how to proceed and make adjusbllents were
discussed.
This method was initially used by Langmu Township, and Changgang
adopted this method after being divided off from Langmu. Later, Yangdcng
Township also adopted it. Recently, the district soviet called a conference on the
inspection of the work of the whole district, which asked all townships to practice the method.
J, 1M IUpllty on Duty

The number of deputies in various villages:
Changgang Village: Over 500 persons (the number obtained during the
land investigation), with 14 deputies.
Tangbci Village: Over490 pcrsons, with 14 deputies.
Xinxi Village: Over 300 persons, with 13 deputies.
Siwang Village: Over 400 persons, with 14 deputies.
The ranking of work performance of various villages: First is Changgang,
second is Tangbei. third is Xinxi, and fowth is Siwang.
Each village has one "d!'IJ!Uty on duty'' and the respoDSibility is rotated, each
person assuming it on each occasion for ten days. This began iD September.
Before September, they had the system of''the deputy in charge." in which one
person was placed in exclusive charge. After it had been employed for two years,
the system of the deputy in charge was found to have shortcomings: AU responsibilities were concentrated in one person, and others had difficulty familiariziDg
themselves with the work. Rotation has eliminated this shoncoming. But the
duty system (the ten-day duty system, in fact) has its own shortcomiDgs as well.
Weak deputies are not capable of leading a whole village.
4. TII<S.U..tmgC........

Since the foundiDg oflbe Savio! GovemmeDI, !ben: have been slln<fu>g conuninees.
They are composed of five persons iD all: a chairmaD. a vicc-chainnan, a
documentation clerk, the bmnch secmary of the CbiDese Communist Party, and
the branch 5eCielaJy of the Young Communist League. Whenever ncc:essacy', the
deputy on duty participates.

s.

Dqmties IAtuling ~sibna

Deputies arc responsible for a varying number of residents riDging from over
twenty to over fifty pciSODS. As an example, Deputy Li Qiujing of Clwlggang
Village is in charge of over fifty penons.
Each deputy bas a registration book of residents. In the book, the residenls are
divided into male adults., female adults., male Young Pioneers (may beco.u
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pennanent laborers), female Young Pioneers (may become temporary laborers).
boys, and girls. The male adults are again divided into those who are in the Red
Guard units (may become permanent laborers) and those who are not in the Red
Guard units (may become temporary laborers). The female adults are also divided into those who are in the Red Guard unirs (may become temporary laborers) and those who are not in the Red Guard units (may give preferential
treatment to the relatives of Red Army soldiers).

In November last year before the demarcation of new administrative districts.
Langmu Township (composed of seven villages and three thousand people)
elected over seventy deputies and eleven altemate deputies, or a total oumber of
over eighty persons. Among them, there were sixteen female deputies and sixty
male deputies. By the time of reelection on November I of this year, there were
five formerly elected male deputies. The majority of male deputies went away to
join the Red Anny and the minority were transferred to other jobs. In Red May,
twenty-Dine deputies went in one batch. Before eacb deputy left, the masses
within the jurisdiction were gathered to elect a person called "acting depuly."

The best accowrted for 60 pemmt.
The inlermediate acco~m.ted for 35 percent.
The worst accounted for S percent (4 persons).
Of the four worst persons, two were men and two were women. They were
very stupid aDd also inactive. They attended only four of ten meetiDgs and did
not listen, let alone speak. even if tbey were preseut. Their attitude towan:l the
masses was ''rude," and the masses disliked these four persons. In July, an
election was beld to replace them.

Of the sixteen:

There were eight very good people, who sought work and did it well.
There were six fairly good people, who were not CODSCientious in seeking
work, did the work given to them, but did not do it very well, and wanted otben
tobelp.
The two worst failed to do the work assigned to them.
The confereoce of deputies of Cbangpng Township bas made many good
innovations, such as the standing committee, deputies on duty, deputies leading
residents, the inspection system, and so on. AU these may be learned. by other
localities. The standing committee should, however, be re:named the pRSidium
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(composed of seven persons in large townships and five persoas in small townships). The deputy on duty should be cJumged to deputy in charge. The position
should be taken up by the best dqruties for one-month or two-month terms. To
change every ten days is too often. The issues discussed at the meetings are VeJY
concrete, but the five empty items on the agenda should be eliminated. Why
shouldn't the list of specific issues be put up? The inspection system of
Changgans Township is excellent. The comprehensive and speedy implementation of the work depends on this method. The worst deputies should have been
replaced long ago. It was too late to change them after eight months. It was
appropriate to elect new deputies immediately when deputies~ transfened to
other jobs, but they should not be called "acting deputies."

The Current Elections
I. The Elecdtm C0111•ittu

Nine persons: The branch secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, the person
in charge of women's affairs in the Chinese Communist Party, the head of the
branch of the farm laborers' UDion, the head of the branch of the handicraft
workers' union, the director and one other person from the poor peasant league,
the brigade commander, and two township deputies. The branch secretary was
the head and the committee was organized in September.
The ,JCian soviet originally decided to hold the elections at the end of September. The date was changed twice, and on the second occasion it was decided to
hold the elections at the beginning of November.

It should state the fact that in the past classes were not clearly differentiated, but
now they are. so elections should be held. It should also mention that elections
must be held in order to smash the "Encirclement and Suppresslon," inspect our
work, and make it progmis even faster.

3. Voter Reglsntitm
The four villages should have their own registtation books. Deputies are responsible for registering the residents under their own jurisdiction and handiag the
registered name lists over to the election committee for llDJlOUilCe1l1e by posters. Tho.se who have the right to vote are listed on one poster; those uader
sixteen who are not eligible to vote are listed on another poster; and laodlords,
rich peasants, and others who do DOl have the righl to vote are listed on yet
another poster. The formertwoposte15 11e red, and the last poster is white. These
three posters should be put up in the four villages and outside the gate of the
township soviet. The September edition of the registration book of voters had
already been completed, but the relaci.ves of workers were aot counted as work-
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en, and it was changed last month and published again. Doubts have arisen
among the masses about the different criteria for electing worker's and peasant's
deputies. Less than one-tenth of the people of the entire toWDShip have a correct
undeoilandmg oftheproblemof"lcadorsbip bytbeworl<ezs."
4. Ekettmd Unill

Each village of the four villages constitutes an electoral unit, and there is also a
unit for workers.

s.

WOI'klkpom

The meetings of the electorate were held on two days (October 19 and 20}.
Meetings were convened in two villages on the fLrSt day IDd in the other two
villages on the second day.
ne chairman made reports at the two villages of Cbanggang and Gangbei,
appearing on two different days.. 1be vic:e-dlairmaD (conc:urrenlly the bnmc:h
secretary) made reports at the two villages of Xioxi and Siwang on both days as
well. 'The reports dealt with military mobilization, economic: c:onstruc:tion. and
other business---three items in all.
After the report, the list of candidates was eleded.. It was also proposed that
the masses present criticize the work of the township soviet, but no one did so.

On October 19, the branc:h committee clerks met and there were people from
every village (eleven persoos in all). In accordance with the ratio of workeiS and
peasants in the various viUages, a candidate name list consisting of fifty-five
pe!SODS, the exact number of deputies to be elcc:ted, was tentatively decided on.
lben the list was handed down to meetings ofthe small groups of the Party, of the
labor union, and of the poor peasant league in each village for discussion. At the
mass meeting of the voters, Party members from various smaU groups then proposed the list and it was adopted by the meeting. lhus dispeDsing with the fonnality of the preparation of tbe candidate name list by the elec:toral commission.
Once the list had been promulgated, a copy was posted in each of the four
villqcs, as well as outside the gate of the toWDShip soviet.
The elec:tioD was held four days after the IDDOUilCCIDCDt of the candidate list.

7.71o<EI«tionM..,.,.
Time! November 4.
The workers held their meeting at the township soviet, and the anendanc:e rate
was 90 percent. The rest did not come because of illness. Peasants held meetings
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in the four villages separately, and the attendance rate reached 93 percent. The
meetings started in the morning. Voters wrote the character "arrived" on a form
with their names on it. (The form, which was printed by the xitlll soviet, has
twenty-four squares with twenty-four voters' names.) One person guarded the
door. Children watched from outside and some also came inside. Landlords and
rich peasants knew that they had no right to participate and none of them came.
The procedure: the report of the election committee, the report of the chairman of the township soviet, and the report of the comrade from the district
soviet. The voters were asked whether or not they had any suggestions (none
did). The candidates on the candidate list were introduced and voted on one by
one, in accordance with the candidate list (no one was rejected), and the proposa1s were discussed. (Someone proposed that all those in the township who were
between the ages of sixteen and forty-five and who were healthy should go to the
front, and the proposal was adopted by the majority. In addition, the various
proposals on ''military affairs," ''the economy," and "dikes and roads" discussed
by the conference of deputies on November 8 were all put forward at the election
general meetings.)
The election meeting staned its proceedings at I0:00 when everyone was
there, and was dismissed at 4:00; ''the spirit was very good."

Among the fifty-five deputies, thirty-six were among those most active, nineteen
were of intennediate quality, and none of the worst were to be foUDd.
Among all the deputies, former deputies who were reelected accounted for 60
percent (over thirty), and the newly elected made up 40 percent.
9. The Confennce oflhpatks 11jkr tire Election
On the morning of the day following the election (November S), the first
deputies' conference was convened, electing the chainnan, vice-chairman, clerk,
and the deputies to attend the district conference (ten persons). Three comrades
of the district soviet were present at this conference. The second conference was
held on the fOW1h day (November 8) to discuss the proposals put forward at the
election general meetings (as mentioned above).
The shortcomings of this election in Changgang Township: (I) The propaganda failed to point out that the soviet is the political power by which the
masses manage their own affairs, and that the election of soviet deputies is the
most important power or the masses. (2) The number of persons on the candidate
name list was exactly the number of persons to be elected and not twice the
number of people to be elected. Therefore, the masses did not criticize those on
the candidate list. The election committee played no role on the issue of organizing the candidate list and only the Party was active. (3) The meetings at which
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work reports were delivered did not go all out to mobilize the masses to criticize
the work of the township soviet. Apart from these shortcomings, the rest was
successfuJ..
Committees below the Level of Township Soviets

The comminccs below this level are mass organizations. They are found at two
levels, villages and townships. Village committees are composed of five members and the head is also a committee member at the township level. Most
township committees are composed of five members, for villages have their own
comminees. But there arc also committees with seven, nine, or eleven members.

1. 1h Co11111titte~ on the E.:qHmsioa ofdul Red ArMy

Seven members, among whom three persons are deputies. They discuss "expansion," "preferential treatment," "expressing thanks," and ''welcoming."
The group for expressing thanks (made up of seven persons, of whom four are
deputies, one man and three women; among the remaining three, one is a man
and two are women) carries peanuts, beans, vegetables, and straw sandals to
hospitals and to the xian town, and went once to Xiaobu in Huangpi to express
thanks to the Red Anny.
2. The l.Gntl C.mmilue

Seven members. Several meetings were held during the Land Investigation
Movement in September to dispose of 36 Dan of land discovered in the previous
month. No more meetings were held thereafter.
Should be changed into the management comminee of the agricultural experimentation farm; the farm has an exhibition unit of agricultural produce on its
site.

J. 1h l.Gntl RegistrtllioN Commlttu
Five members, one from each village, and the head. who resides in the office
full-time. It was organized in July and worked for rwo months. Upon the completion of registration, the arrangement for providing meals for the director was

cancelled.
Method: Registering by going to each village and asking the deputies. If the
deputies do not know, visit the families in question and ask. The contents of the
tables were not clear in August, so the registration was incomplete. After a delay
of another month, the registration was finished.
4. Tlte Mormttlilf Foust Committee

Five members, one from each village, plus the head. It is in charge of planting
and consetVadon.
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Some uees have been planted, but they are not growing well because of the
poor condition of the mountains. Trees should be planted along rivers, near
roads, and beside houses.
Large-scale tree-felling in private mountains must have the permission of the
Mountain Forest Committee. Cutting of a few trees does not require permission.
Precise limits have not been stipulated.
5. The Construction Commiltft

Five members. It directs the two committees on ''water conservancy" and "bridges."

6. The Wtller Conserwnu:y Comlllittu
Five members, one from each village, plus the head.
7, The Bridge Committee

Five members. Responsible for the repair of bridges and roads. It should be
called the bridge and road conunittee.
8. The Commillu 011 Sta..OW.ed Property

Five members. It exists, but its work is unclear.
9. Tire Committee 011 the M1111agemmt ofGr~~~~aria

Three members. Responsible for storing grain [contributed for] bonds and grain
from the public land ofthe Red Anny.
It is also in charge of storing grain for lean years. It has taken over the grain
from the 36 Dan of confiscated land in prcpan~tion for lean years, in all over I0
Dan.

10. The Commlttu on Conjlscation

Three members, responsible for imposing fines and soliciting funds.
Since September, it has fmcd landJords 9 yuan and solicited donations of 225
yuan from rich peasants (of the II families, the maximum donation was over 40
yuan and the minimum donation was 10 yuan).
In the past, land, mountain forests, houses, draft animals, and farm tools of
rich peasants were all confiscated, and they were only given some poor land and
houses and no mountains. Now rich peasants have to borrow draft animals and
farm tools from other people. In the past rich peasants were "fined.. in cash and
now there are also cases of fining them, and these can hardly be called donations.
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Now the conditions in rich peasants' families are worse than those in families of
fannlaborers.
(It should be pointed out that the policy of Changgang Township toward rich
peasants is wrong.)

11. T/u Llllld lnvestigtllion Comminee
Nine members. It no longer exists.

12. The Eduet~tion ComMiltu
Nine members.
IJ. The Publk Health Comminee

Five members. It was organized in April.

14. The Comlflittee on Air Defense 1111d Protection Against Poiso11 Gas
Five members. It was organized in October. It has held four or five meetings.

15. The PreptlrtJtory Commlnu
It has been set up to convene the commemoration meeting.
The village conuninees of Changgang Township (many committees exist in the

villages) have enabled the soviet to establish links with the broader masses. This
is an excellent innovation in soviet work at a time when it is developing to a
higher stage. Since villages have committees composed of five members, it is
enough for many of the township comminees to have only five members. More·
over, since four of the five members of each township comminee are the directors of the four village comminees, the work is thus organized in a network, and
this greatly facilitates the work of the township deputies' conference. But the
comrades of Changgang Township have regarded these committees as mass
bodies similar to the trade unions and the poor peasant league, and do not
understand that they are part of the soviet organizations. This is inappropriate.
Among the committees, the Construction Committee should be abolished. The
Land Comminee, in areas such as Xingguo where the agrarian struggle has
developed in depth, should be renamed the Agricultural Experimental Farm
Committee. In addition, several other committees, dealing with topics such as
"food," "residence registration," ''workers' and peasants' inspectorate," and
"Red martial law" should be added. These are already provided for in the ''01'ganizational Law for Local Soviets" promulgated by the Central Govemment. 6
6. In ract, this law was issued on December 12, 1933.
Appendix to this volume.

See be\ow,the translalion in the
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Local Armed Forces
1. Orpni:lltlon

a. One Platoon of Male Red Guards
AgeS twenty-four to forty-five. There are altogether sixty-six males in this age
range in the whole township. Apart from about twenty persons in the whole
township who are the chairman, two clerks. and the seriously sick and disabled
and ue not recruited, all the remaining forty-six persons are organized into the

platoon.
One full platoon leader and one deputy platoon leader; six full and six deputy
squad leaders; one Rag.
b. One Company ofFemale Red Guards
The age range is the same as above. There are altogether 146 women in this
age range in the whole township (more than twice as many as the meo). Apart
from 20-odd sick and disabled penons, an the remaining 120 women have been
recruited. There are one full company commander, one deputy company commander, and one political commander; three full platoon leaders and three deputy
platoon leaden; and nine full squad leaders and nine deputy squad leaders; they
are all women. There is one flag.
c. One Detachment of Young Pioneers
Males and females are grouped together and their ages range ftom. sixteen to
twenty-three. There arc 21 males and 80 females (four times the number of
males) and 101 persons in total in the whole township. In all, 86 pcnons have
been recruited, excluding 15 perso111 who are sick or disabled (with conditions
such as arthritic feet).
There are one full detachment leader and one deputy detachment leader.
Under the detachment, there are one male platoon and two female platoons, with
their respective full platoon leaders and deputy platoon leaders.

Z.

Tnlilll~~g

a Drill
A village is a drill UDit, which bas exercises twice a month. The Red Guards
and Young Pioneers arc separated and males and females drill together.
Trainers: The woman deputy company commander of Changgang and the
woman company commander ofTangbei. The trainers of the Young Pioneers are
one woman and tbrcc men. The contents of the drills: Ancnrion, at ease, left and
rigbt turns, filling in gap.s, forward march, NDDing (less for women), dispersing,
and outside field exercises (3 or 4/i away).
Weapons: Most of the weapoDS are spears and there are a few wooden guns.
Political lessons: They start after the drills with the political commander as
the speaker. The topics are the revolutionary situation, imperialism. the tasks of
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the Red Guards. and so on. There are no specified teaching materials and the
speaker has the "discretion to address any issues."
Time: In afternoons, approximately from 2:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. Drill takes
two and a half hours and the [political] speech takes one and a half hours.
Attendance rate during the drill: About seven of every ten people come on
avenge.
b. Joint Drills
The township is the unit for joint drills that take place on the 15th of each
month.
Contents ofthc drill: Demom.1rating various types of drilling and determining
the best types. Reviewing the achievements ofthe drill exercises.
Political lessons: After the drill, the political commander addresses the political situation.
Time: Four hours in the afternoon. Now is the cold winter period and people
are relatively idle, so the time may be changed to the morning.
Miscellaneous Duties;
/. TN11SJ1Drtlllion Work
Men serve as permanent laborers. (Those who are over forty-five and are not
recruited into the Red Guards serve as temporary laborers.)
Women work as temporary laborers (some may be selected to go to towns, in
places such as Gaox.ingyu and Chaling}, and as nurses (some who are selected to
form first aid platoons should make preparations and do no other work). They
may wash clothes. (Organize wash teams by choosing over ten persons from
each village who have no burden of small children to go to the reserve division
and the training detachment in Jiqiwo. They have washed several times there and
two or three times in Chaling.)

Z. Standing GUIIrd "'Night
There are three sentry posts in Changgang, Tangbei, and Sigang altogether. One
shift per night and five or six persons per shift. Both Red Guards and Young
Pioneers should send some people to be guards in tum. Squad leaders or deputy
squad leaders are in charge. One penon is standing guard while others sleep.
Asking passwords (Reply, ''the conunon people" [laoba!Xing], then giving one's
name, destination, and purpose of travel. In fact the masses do not know the
passwords). Checking travel authorization slips (of persons from other townships
passing through). No bad people have been captured so far.
J. Checki"' During .O.ytime

Three persons are on duty for a whole day; one is a Red Guard, one a Young
Pioneer, and one a member of the Children's League. When someone passes, one
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of them (the Children's League member) checks the travel authorization slip, and
one interrogates him (either the Red Guard or the Young Pioneer). When necessary, they deliver letters. Four or five deserters have been caught at the Tangbei
post and sent to the district. The common people have caught a penon without a
travel authorization slip (when he was passing through on a little trail in the
mountains). Tbe persoo was from another xian and was ferocious. They suspected him of being a spy and sent him to the xian.
4. Airlhfonse

The township Comminee on Defense against Air Attack and Poisoo Gas guides
the air defense of the masses. The following manen require attention:
Do not run in panic when planes come.
Dig anti-air raid shelters. Several families may dig ooe shelter. The work is
being done and has not yet been completed.
Use towels to cover the nose in the presence of poison gas. Those who came
back from faeld exercises say that one may use towel bags filled with charcoal
ashes to cover the nose.
Each village has one signal gun post. with everything set up properly. Each
post has two designated persons in charge. When one person is out. the other
person must be at home and be ready to fue the signal gun.
All young and adult toiling masses should be organized into the Red Guards
and the Young Pioneers and receive good military and political training, because
protecting the localities on tbe one hand and getting ready to move to the front
on the other hand are essential casks of the soviet in the civil war. Changgang
Township has also ac:bieved successes in this regard.
Tbe LlveUhood oftbe Muses
I. ThlsYorWeH11veEncouttmi11Ft1111ilre

Before the sowing season this spring, as many as 80 percent of the masses were
short of grain and bad to buy rice from places far away such as Donggu. Shacun,
Futian, and Shuinan. These 80 percent of the people lacked a whole moldh of
grain on avemge. One person needs S Dan of grain per annum and 4 dou of grain
per month. Eighty pen:ent of the total population of the entire township of 1,500
persons is 1,200 persons, who need 480 Dan of grain for a month. The grain
shortage was overcome through buyiDg from far-away places and no one wenl
hungty.
2. 11l1rw Is NOIAilrg tD Fearfor Nut Yor

Although spring plowing this year was fUtC, the autumn harvest was not good
because of an insectpesl and was only equivalent to that of last year. But(i) The
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autumn plowing is fme, IDd the harvesc of sweet potatoes and beans bas increased 40 percent over that of last year. (ii) During the winter plowing,
additional vegetables, broad beans, snow peas, and rape were planted. (iii) After
the autumn harvest last year, the masses sold large quantities of grain to
merchants at the low price of 2,800 cash or less than one yuan per Dan.
Though money was needed, they could have managed to sell less. This point
was overlooked. At the meeting of the entire xian held this year, it has been
discussed and decided that the price to merchants caDDOt be below 4 yuan,
and that smaller quantities should be sold. (iv) The supplies of pigs, chicken,
and ducks after the autumn harvest last year resulted in a lot of waste and
supplies this year have been reduced. (v) On the first and second occasions of
purchasing public bonds last year, buying 2 yuan of bonds required 2.5 Dan
of grain. In tbe case of this year's economic construction bonds, only two
Dan of grain are required to purchase 10 yuan ofbonds. For all these reasons,
it can be guaranteed that there will be no famine next spring.

J. T/Jndu Surplus ofOU
Peanuts are growing better than last year. They can produce oil. Every family bas
been given a certain amount of tea-oil plants in the hills, and also has some
tea-oil. There is plenty of oil and it is in surplus.
4. BonsC~~n/kUsdtoExclulnpforStlb,butth~
Consumpdo11 ofEdible Stilt Hes Dtclllld
The harvest of beans this year is good (rainfall this year has been even, while last
year almost an crops were damaged by floods), and the price of beans is also
good (last year a Dan was worth 9 yuan and this year it is worth 12 yuan),
enough to exchange for 60 percent of the edible salt needed by the whole township. The remaining 40 percent may be obtained in exchange for the surplus oil
(the oil surplus is 30 percent).
On average, each person, old or young, requires 4qlan7 of salt a day (12 Jiang
per month). In July this year, the consumption decreased by half to only 2 qi{IJI
(6 liang per month), and the consumption in October was a linle over 3 qian
(about 10 qian per month). The masses have been using sour pickle water and
say that it is more or less like using salt. (This is a crime of the Guomindang. The
supply of salt depends on breaking the blockade.)

S. The NulllbuofPoor htuallts Who Htlve MHt to Elll Res Do11bkd
tnrd the NIIMHr ofWOI'ken Who HtJN Meat 1'0 E111 Hu TripiH

Hog-supplying families are about 85 percent, and families unable to supply
account for approximately 15 percent. On average, each household sells about 20
7. A qlan was one-tenth ofa Chinese ounce (liang).
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yuan worth of hogs per year and buys 12 yuan of pork, leaving a swplus of 8
yuan. Before the uprising. however, each family could buy only 10 yuan worth
of pork per year. Taking account of class differences: Before the uprising, middle peasants bought about 12 yuan of pork, poor peasants bought 6 yuan, and
workerS purchased about 4 yuan. Now, almost all buy about 12 yuan of pork
(same do not buy this much). In the past, not much meat was eaten on New
Year's Day and the Spring Festival, let a1one at the time of country fairs. Now,
not to mention New Year's Day and the Spring Festival, everyone must buy
some meat to eat each time there is a country fair.
6. MDSt Chkkeru 11ml Ducks Au C011S111Mtl by Ftuniliu
Tllemse/~s. WheMII in 1M Ptut Most ofTINIII WIN' SfJ/d

7. LMng SIIUidtlrds Au I"'JJ''lling, so TheN Is Lm ~Uing
ofFirewood Now

There is plenty of fU'eWOOd in the local area. In the past many people canied
f~tewood to sell in the town. Now. this has declined by 30 percent, for many
people no longer need to sell it.
I. aorhing Ha Doubled
Taking all clothing together, each person on average needs to make one new suit
of clothes for warm weather per year. As regards middle peasants. there has been
no change in comparison with the past. The situation for poor peasants and
workers has, however, improved a hWldred percent. For example, now they
make 2 yuan of clothes., whereas they could only afford I yuan previously.

9. Tlte Lives ofFomt Lflboms H(lt111mprwed
There are about twenty-two families of farm laborers in the township, and 60
percent of them are living better than the poorest peasants. for they have
received redistributed items. There are only two landlord families in this
township, but many belongings of rich peasants (twelve families) have been
confiscated and many of their possessions in the towns have been redistributed. Fony percent ofthe farm laborers are living at a standard similar to that
of poor peasants.

Generally speaking, the living standards of middle peasants are more or less the
same as in the past. (The soviets should pay attention to the improvement of the
living standards of middle peasants.)
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a. Agricultural Produce
Grain---at the autumn harvest before the uprising, 3yuan per Dan (90jin); at
the autumn harvest after the uprising. 1yuan per Dan; and at the autumn harvest
last year, I yuan per Dan; 9 yuan this spring; 3 yuan at the autumn harvest this
year; 4. 7 yuan in November.
Peanuts--at the autumn harvest before the uprising, 3 yuan for I Dan (I 00
jin); 3 yuan at the autumn harvest after the uprising; 3 yuan at the autumn harvest
last year, and 3.5 yuan at the autumn harvest this year.
Sweet potatoe5--at the autumn harvest before the uprising, 1,000 cash per
Dan (100 jin); 1,300 cash at the autumn harvest last year; 1,200 cash at the
autumn harvest this year.
Bean5--attheautumnbarvestbeforetheuprising, 7yuanperDan(IOOjin); IO.S
yuan at the autumn harvest last year; 12 yuan at the autumn harvest Ibis year.
Pigs-before the uprising, 650 cash per jin; 900 cash at the autumn harvest last
year, 750 cash iD the spring of this year, 860 cash at the autumn harvest this year.
Chickcn--750 cash perjin before the uprising; 900 cash last year; 1,200 cash this

-·
yea<.

Ducks---500 cash per jin before the uprising; 700 cash last year, 750 cash this

Eggs--25 ""'"""' bcfonothe uprisUlg; 40cuh each bolh WI- omd Ibis-·
Duck eggs---30 cash each before the uprising; SO cash each both last year and
this year.
Firewood--8casbperjin before tbeuprisiog; IOcashlastycar; 12 cashthisyear.
Wood oi~ cash perjin before the uprising (I yuan for S.S jin); 920 cash
last year (I yuan for 3.Sjln); from spring to autumn this year, 1 yiUlll for 3jin; I
yuan for2jin and 12liang9in November, for the product maybe exported.
Peanut oil-1 yuon for 7 jin before the uprising; 1 yuan for 3.5 jin last year; 1
yuan for 3 jin in November this year.
Small oranges-I yuan for 28 jin before the uprising; I yuan for 19 }in last
year; I yuan for ISjin this year.

b. Goods from OutsidelO
Salt-! yuan for 7 jin before the uprising; 1 ywan per }in in March 1931; 1
yuan for 3 jln last year; in summer this year, I big foreign dollar or 2 yuan paper
8. This whole section on prices is missing from most of the editions of die

Changgang Township Investigation. It has been restored in the Mao Zedong nongcun
dlaochll wenji, on the basis oftbe December 1933 mimeographed text
9. Mao is here following the older uuge according to which there were 16/tang or
ounces in onejin (catty or Chinese pound), ins!ead of 10 liang perjin, as al presenl
10. The Chinese is IWiihuo, which normally means "foreign goods," bul here the
rererence is obviously to goods ftom outside the soviet areas.
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notes perjin; 1 big foreign dollar for ljin and 12!iang in November and I yuan
paper note for I }in and 4 liang.
Cotton cloth--150 cash per chi of medium grade blue cloth before the uprising; 250 cash last year; 300 cash this spring; 380 cash in November.
Matches-40 cash per box before the uprising; 70 cash last year; 180 cash
this summer; 90 cash in November.
J(erosene--530 cash per }in before the uprising, 1,120 cash last year; 1,600
cashthisyear.
12. Tlte Resttlntl Ubor oftlte Mt~ssn
Each person on average has about five whole days in a month (based on the total
sum of many meetings) for meeting activities, which are excellent rest time for
them. Because many work away from their homes, the labor force in the fields
has been reduced and the work burden of the masses remains the same as before
the uprising. but the signifiCance of labor is diffetent.
The soviet is the organizer of the lives of the masses. Only by exerting all its
efforts in resolving the problems of the masses and effectively improving their
lives can the soviet gain the confidence of the masses and mobilize the broad
masses to join the Red Anny, assist the war, and fight to smash the enemy's
"Encirclement and Suppression." It should be made clear that the great achievements of Changgang Township in war mobilization are inseparable from their
successes in improving the lives of the masses.

The Redistribution of the Labor Force and
the Problem of Draft Animals
I. Model Fal'llling

There is one

Tet~IIU

team in each of the four villages, and the total nwnbcr of people

involved is about seventy. The teams are organized by Red Anny families that
have labor power. Each team has one team leader and several small groups under
it. For example, Changgang Village's model team has over twenty persons, and
is divided into throe small groups that are made up of three to seven persons.
according to whether they live near each other. Each small group is in charge of
up to a dozen or so households in its neighborhood and gives frequent attention
to ensuring good production by these households. They were organized at the
rice harvesting time in August this year, and their role is to readjust and redistribute labor power.
Methods: Labor mutual aid associations help Red Anny families to work the
land (without asking to be paid), and model fuming teams help the masses to
plow the land (for payment). For instance, a member of a certain mutual aid
association is about to help a Red Army family, but his own family land is aJso
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waiting to be plowed. Then, lhe model team will send people to help him plow or
assist the Red Anny family on his behalf. He should pay for the work done for
him by the members of the model fanning team. This is a way of reapportioning
labor forces. Therefore, model fanning teams must establish close links wilh
murual aid associations.

2. Lilbor Mutlllll Aid Assot:illtioiJS
Each of the four villages has one labor mutual aid association. Excluding Red
Anny family members, alllhose with labor power, or 80 percent of lhe people,
have joined. There arc over 300 members in lhe whole township.
In lhe population oflhe whole township:
Fully able-bodied laborers constitute I0 percent (or 150 persons in the
total population of the whole toWIL'Ihip).
Semi-able-bodied laborers constitute 20 percent (about 300 persons).
Supplementary laborers constitute 35 percent (about 525 persons).
Persons unable to work constitute 30 percent (about 450 persons).
The fli'St two categories account for about450 persons and most of them have
joined the mutual aid associations.
In the whole township, 320 persons are away from borne (including 226
penoos who have become Red Anny soldiers and 94 persons who are working
away from home). Apart from a dozen or so persons who arc semi-able-bodied
laborers, all the rest are fully able-bodied laborers. lfyou compare them with the
ISO fully able-bodied laborers who still remain in the township to work, the ratio
is 68 percent to 32 percent. The organized reapportioning of labor power has
become the ceDbal issue in production, and as a result, the masses wannly
welcome labor mutual aid associations.
The work of the mutual aid association is to give preferential treatment to Red
Anny soldiers' families, to initiate mutual assistance among members, and to
help !ODely old people. All of these objectives have been realized completely.
The land of Red Anny soldiers' families has been fanned well in general. The
methods are as follows:
Giving preferential treatment to Red Army soldiers' family members: On
average. each family should offer twenty-five labor days a month in busy seasons to Red Army soldiers' families in this township. In ordinary seasons, each
family must give about ten labor days per month on average. The masses who
have more labor should give more, those who have less may offer less, and those
who have no labor may offer no assistaace. Women with small children may also
help less. Generally speaking, in busy seasons a family with labor must offer
thirteen or founeen labor days. One laborer must offer six or seven labor days.
Semi-able-bodied laborers may offer one or two labor days and do light work. Ir
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one fails to offer what should be offered, one should pay those who have worked
extra. For eumple, in busy seasons when Family A should assist Red Anny
families with seven labor days every month, but has only given five days, and
Family B should offer seven labor days. but has given nine days, then Family A
should pay Family 8 for two days of work.
Mutual assislanCe among members: They may offset the labor days offered by
others with their own assistance. Those who have done less should pay those
who have done more.
Helping lonely old people: they should only be given meals and not be paid
for work.
Make overall production plans and rearrange manpower taking the village as
thcunit.
Seale accounts once at the end of each month to fmd the money for wages.
(Some people have taken too much money and others have offered too few items
as collateral; all ofthesc matters can be clarified.)
Labor values: This year, the value of labor in harvesting rice bas been classified into three levels: The highest is 800 cash (for tasks such as threshing rice),
the next is 640 cash (for tasks such as cutting and cartyiDg rice), and the lowest
is 320 cash (for tasks such as picking up rice ears and planting beans). This was
discussed and decided by the membershlp assembly in July (more than 700
people anended on this occasion). The price of labor for harvesting rice last year
was 800 cash at the beginning and reached a high of 1,400 cash at the busiest
time.
Reducing Wages: The farm laborers' union approves of this, for they lack
more labor power after they have received redisbibuted land. People with abundant labor power do not oppose it either, for tbey must offer more labor days to
provide preferential treatment to Red Anny families.
The comminee of a mutual aid association bas five members, including one
head, one in charge of organizational work, and one in charge of propaganda,
and it is under the guidance of the autumn harvest and sowing committee of the
township.
The great role of labor mutual aid associations in agricultwal production has
manifested itself very clearly in Changgang Township. They may be instituted
everywhere to unifY the planning of production on the basis of the will of the
masses and within village units, especially in places that have provided more
Red Army soldiers. Whenever necessary, it is possible to usc a township or even
a district as a unit to make plans, and Caixi District in Shangbaog has done so.••
Farming teams may combine to form mutual aid associations and achieve organizational uniformity. Here there is an important issue, namely mobilizing
II. It should be noted that these are not places in Chanuang; Caixi Township in
:C":!-1 Xillll in Fujian was the site of another of Mao's investiptioos, translated
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women to participate in production. Out of a total of 733 young People 8Dd adults
aged 16 to 45 in Changgang Township, 320 have gone away to become Red
Anny soldiers and to work. Among the 413 persons remaining in the township,
only 87 persons are maJe, and women account for as many as 326 persons (a
ratio of I to 4). So, most of the production in Changgang Township depends on
women. Changgang Township bas raised the slogan of ''women leaming to use
plowshares," and women have already eoteted into the production front in large
nwnbers. This demonstrates that organized reapportioning of manpower and
encouraging women to participate in pmductioo are insepan.ble tasks. The large
number of Red Army soldiers added in Changgang has not resulted in declining.
but rather in increasing, production. nus is because they have resolved this issue
in an excellent fashion.

They began to be organized in September. Every village is setting up one just
now, but the work has not yet been completed, and they still do not have many
members. They have a five-man committee.
On average, there are 25 head of cattle for I00 householcls, and the whole
township has II 0 cattle in total.
There is no family that has two cattle.
Among those families that have canle, families with one ox make up SO
percent. (Most of them are calves worth something over I0 )'IMUI a head.)
Two families sharing one oxconstilute IS pen:ent.
Three and four families sharing one ox account for 30 pen:ent.
Five or more families sharing one ox represent S percent. (There is a big
water buffalo jointly owned by 7 families.)
Families with no cattle make up 2S pen:ent or about 109 families among the
437 families in the whole township. The melhods of resolving the issue ofdmft
animal cooperatives have not been discussed yet.
Wbat has been decided is that it is forbidden to ldU cattle. Old aDd sick cattle
that shoulcJ be slaughtered should be reported to the township soviet and slaughtered only after tbe township soviet bas sent people to examine the case 8Dd
given permission to do so. No one dares to ldll cattle willfully.
Under the present conditions of agricultural technology, the role of draft
animals is second ooly to that of manpower. Acconling to materials on the three
localities of Shisui Township in Ruijin (families with 110 cattle account for 30
percent), Changgang Township in Xingguo (families with DO cattle account for
2S percent), and Caixi Towaship in Shanghang (families with no cattle make up
20 percent). it is clear that families with oo cattle at all repn:sent 2S pereeot of
the peasantry. This is an enormous problem, and the best solution is to lead the
masses to organize dJaft animal cooperatives ud to combine shares and buy
cattle jointly. The method is that, under the principle ofvolUDtarism (after accep-
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tance by a mass meeting of the members), each family offers 2 to 3 sheng of
grain for every Dan of land redistributed to it. For example, in Changgang
Townsbip, each person received 6.2 Dan of land, and 109 families have no
cattle. If each family has 4 persons. these families comprise 436 persons and
have received 2,703 Dan of redistributed land. If 3 sheng of grain are offered for
every Dan of land, there will be 81 Dan of grain. and if every Dan is worth 5
yuan, this will amount to 405 yuan. Calculating on the assumption that an ox
costs 20 yuan, they can buy 20 head of cattle. If one ox can plow 80 Dan of land,
this will enable them to plow 1,600 Dan of land, thereby resolving more than
half of the plowing problem for the 2,703 Dan of land. If 2 sheng of grain are
offered again next year, the entire problem will be resolved. On the other hand,
renting oxen can cost 5 sheng of grain a year for every Dan of land. This method
bas been put forward by the masses of Shisui Township, who arc already applying it We hope that all localities can apply this method. This can not only
resolve a great difficulty for the poor peasants., but will also have even greater
significance in increasing agricultural production.
Promoting the Sale of PubUc Boads
The Committee for the Issuance of Public Bonds consists of five persons, one
from each village, in addition to the head.
The township chairman went to meetings in the xian and district and agreed to
market 5,000 yuan. Later he agreed to market an additional456 yuan, making a
totalof5,456yuan.
The township chairman called the representative conference in session after
coming back, asking the deputies of various villages to make a commitment to
muket certain quantities of bonds in their own villages.

The deputies on duty in various villages held mass rallies in their own villages. Various deputies and propaganda teams conducted individual propaganda
in advance among the masses. In the meantime, the masses were guided to
participate in rallies that explained the importance of purchasing public bonds.
On the spot various deputies and responsible persons of various organizations
made commitments to purchase fli'St, the masses followed, and registration
staned during the rallies.
The bonds were not sold out.
Various deputies and propaganda teams conducted household-by-household
propaganda among those who bought notbiDg or too little. "So much this year!"
said some people among the masses who did not understand. In that case, we
should compare and explain to them the price of grain last year(when 2.5 Dan of
grain were required to buy 2 yuan of bonds) and this year (when 10 yuan of
bonds could be bought with only 2 dan of grain); the benefits of cooperatives
(two dividend distributions of tbe shares bought would exceed the amount of
capital, while those who did not buy shares would not have any dividends)
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should be made known to them; and the enemy's boycott and the signifiC8nce of
economic construction should be explained to them.
Mass meetings of whole villages were once again held and IDOie bonds were
sold, but there were still some left.
More propaganda was carried out.
A third round of mass meetings of whole villages was beld. Once again. III()N
bonds were sold and there were still some left, but not many.
More propaganda was carried out.
A fowth round of mass meetings of wbole villages was held and all bonds
were sold out.
In all, 5,456 yuan were marketed, which means that each person in the total
population of 1,464 persons in the entire townshlp bought over 3.7 yuan. Tbe
highest purchase was 45 yuan (one person). Five or six families bought 30 yuan,
and there were many families that bought 20 yuan. Vr:ry few families bought I
or 2 yuan, only about ten families did so. No families pun::based S jiao. Tbere
were a dozen·or so households of lonely old people who did not buy aD)'. '"The
masses were completely satisfied." It took fd'teen days from the beginning until
they were all sold.
The characteristic of the work of Changgana lies in the ability to use its whole
strength to mobilize the masses and to persuade them with the greatest patieDce,
thus fulfilling their tasks completely and doillg so with the greatest speed. The
promotion oftbe sale of public bonds is merely one example. The sale of5,000
yuan of public bonds in Cbanggang was canied. out entirely in the course of
rallies. There was no soliciting from household to household at all. It depended
entirely on propaganda and agitation, and there was no compulsory distribution.
It only took 15 days from the beginning to the end of the sale through four
rounds of individual propaganda and four village rallies. There are other townships that have volumes of sale five or six limes less than that of Changgaog
Township. that have the used compulsory distribution method and still caonot
complete the sale after three months. This is really a difference between heaven
and earth!

Tbe Cooperadve Movement
The movement started after the third war12 in 1931, at Gulin Village. Lian.gmu
Township (at that time Changgang Township belonged to Liangmu). The masses
of this village collected over 80 yuan of shares at S jlao per share. started a
business, and achieved results. In January 1933, they changed the name to the
Liangmu Township Cooperative and did not increase shares. Their goods were
cheaper than those on the market and were welcomed by the masses. In Septem·
ber, the cooperative did 300 yuan of business and gained profits. In September
12. I.e., lhe Third "Encirclement and Suppression" Campaign.
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last year, the district cooperative was established, collecting 800 shares from all
over the district (at S jiao per share) and incorporating the LiaDgmu Township
cooperative.
Staff members: At the time of village cooperatives, there were a cooperative
manager (Li Kuiying, who later became successively a manager of a township
cooperative, a district cooperative, and a xian cooperative), a buyer (Li Qishang,
who later became a buyer for a township cooperative, a disbict cooperative, and
a xian cooperative), and an ac:c:ountant and a shop assistant (Wang Rensen, who
later was an ac:countaot for a township coopentive and a district cooperative).
They had meals at the cooperative but did not receive salaries. When the cooperative become a township cooperative, it was decided to pay each person 3 yuan
of salary, but none ofthe three ac:c:epted it.
Goods were bought directly from Maodian.
At the time of village and township cooperatives, cooperative members and
Red Army relatives pUrchased goods at a discount of SO cash per 1,000 cash, or 5
percent. Nonmembers were not entitled to the discount, but the prices were still
somewhat lower than those of the nwket, about 20 cash less per string of cash,
or 2 percent less. In November this year, the district cooperative decided to
reduce prices 20 cash per string for salt and cloth (because salt and cloth are
expensive and are less profitable); other goods still have a discount of SO cash.
At present, for nonmembers, I00 yuan of business represents a gain of 2 yuan.
From September of last year to March of this year (haifa year), the district
cooperative made a profit of over 600 yuan from a capital of over 400 yuan.
It has used 50 percent ofthe profit as a public accumulation fund; 10 percent
as rewards for salesmen, management committee members, and auditing
committee members; 10 percent as a cultural and educational fund (for clubs,
schools, and buying paper and pens for children); and 30 percent as dividends. In order to increase dividends and encourage cooperative members,
the educational fund was tempomrily cancelled (it should be restored in the
future) and the portion for dividends was increased to 40 percent; each person
got one string of cash. At dividend-distributing time, accounts were settled
and declared on the notice board of the xian. After the distribution of dividends, many more shares were added, and by July this year, there were
altogether 2,000 shares, worth 1,000 yuan. The second distribution of shares
took place in November. The dividend per share was 5 jiao, of which 3 jiao
were actually distributed and 2jiao reinvested in shares. It was decided that
the value of each share should be increased to I yuan and that each person
might not own more than I0 shares.
The management committee had eleven members and the auditing committee

""""'·
It has now been decided that townships should set up cooperative branches.
The Changgang cooperative branch has ac:c:wnulated over 260 shares (I yuan per
share) and is in operation now.
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The geoeral coopen.tive of the xian was established in August and has also

The cooperative ofGulin Village is the fnt cooperative in the whole xlan and
is also lhe best managed, thus having the claim of being the model cooperative.
The grain cooperative of this township has collected over 220 shares (1 yuan
per share). and more millel has been handed in (5 yuan per Dan,) and gathered
toRetber in a Rf8D8JY in Changang Village. It is not open for business yet, but
has organized a management committee.
Evay township and every district should learn from the consumers' cooperatives ofCbangang Township and Shaogshe District!

The Cultural Movement

Four Lenin elementary schools, one for each village. Each school has its own
principal and teachers.
Pupils: 55 in CbaDggang, 53 in Tqbei, 33 in Xinxi, and 46 in Siwang,
totaling 186 and accountillg for 65 percent of the total school-age chilcben in the
whole township. The remaining 35 percent fail to come not because their parents
prevent them, but because they themselves prefer to play and refuse to go. The
pupils have gone to "catch" them, and after being caught, some of them have
been punished by being made to sweep the floor, others by being confined, and a
few by being made to go hungry--these last m the ooes who are "big and
rough." Struggles arise spontaneously among the pupils and "their spirit is excellent" The time these mischievous children come to study is short and the time
they stay away is much longer. Their parents watch them leaving home and
"they sneak to the mowuains to fight battles." (Some methods of puni.sbment are
inappropriate.)
All the schools are divided iDto lhree classes: A. 8, and C.
The ages of pupils range from seven to thirteen. Some of them are also
fourteen and fifteen, because they have been busy with production, and have
attended school only for half days.
Those who live far away bring their lunches and those who live neuby go
home for lunch.
Books. paper, pens, and ink are provided by the pupils themselves.
Teachen teach without pay, but labor mutual aid associations help them farm
their land. A teacher is treated like a staff member who does not participate in
production. Teachers themselves refuse to ask, but the representative conference
has decided to give them preferential treatmCDt. (Permanent personnel of the
township soviet have preferential treatment and the deputies and responsible
persons of mass organizations who are not free from production are not entitled
to preferential treatment.) The pupils of Hefu and Xiushui townships "dou" (dou
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means "to gather together'') rice to give to the teachers to eat; every mouth, they
dou 2 dou 13 of rice. Yangdeug ToWDSbip has another method: For example, a
cercain village has an elemenlary school. The township soviet permits two persons to be selected from among the masses (they must be over fifty years of age
and cannot be pennanent laborers) to be permanent transporters (carrying things
with their shoulders regularly), to engage in peddling and to earn money for the
food of the teachers. The amoWtt of food money is the same as that given to staff
members of the township soviet. (If the people of the townslUp soviet have 9 fen
a day, teachers may also get 9fen a day.) Moreover, the townsbip soviet does not
give any other duties to these two persons, who may commit themselves to the
duties voluntarily.
Most of the teachers are not ''steeped in letten."

There are nine in the whole township: three in ChaDggang. two in Tangbei, one
in Xinxi, and three in Siwang.
On average, each school has about 32 siUdents, and 9 schools have about 300
students altogether, 30 percent of whom are males and 70 peroeDt females. There
are altogether 412 young people and adults betweeo the ages of 16 and 45, and
most of them attend evening schools. A few "old comrades" above the age of 45
have also come to study. The masses welcome them wannly and say "the evening schools are great."
All schools are divided into three classes. A. B, and C.
A few lamps are brought by the studeDts themselves; four or five of them
share one lamp. In most cases. evening schools supply one wooden oil lamp for
from ten to twenty pemms to study under, and each person contributes two or
three copper pieces a month.
Books, paper, pens and ink are provided by the studeots themselves.
Teaching materials:
Class A: Reading newspapers, doing sums.
Class 8: Adult textbooks.
Class C: Children's textbooks.
Every school bas a principal and an instructor. The principal may not be
literate, but should be warm-beaned. If students do not come, the "principal is
requested to instruct them." Principals also come to study and many of them are
. 13. The first of these two characters. both pronounceddou, is the verb defined by Mao
~n the previous clause as "to gather together," and which might perhaps better be rendered
1n this context as ''scare up" or "rustle up." The seeond dou is the unil of volume somethnes translated as "peck," which is equivalent to 0.1 dan.
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"old comrades." Among nine principals of eveuing schools, there are five
women. There are no women instructors. Of the nine evening school instructors.
seven are deputies of the township soviet and all of them arc volunteers.
J.

Litert~cyChlsses

Those who have the burden of small children, are "more elderly," have too few
people in the family, and live far away from evening schools are organized into
litemcyclasses.
Organization: A group with as few as three persons and as many as ten
penODS is formed on the basis of the locations of residences. It elects one group
leader who knows a few words. Most of the group leaden are evening school
students.
Teaching methods: At any time, any place, and with any number of people, at
a time when relaxing in a cool place, drinking tea, and when there are one
person. three persons, or five persons. At the beginning, the ground may be used
to practice writing characters. Afterward, each person prepares his own exercise
book and learns to write. They may start from writing the characters for "desk,
c:hair, stool, pig, c:ow, chicken, and duck." Everyone's exercise book is collec:ted
by the group leader about every ten days and presented to the evening school
instructors for c:om:c:tion. Those who "write more and bcttei-'' should rec:eive oral
praise. If there are characters that group leaders do not know how to write, they
should consult the evening school instruc:tors. If the evening school instructors
do not know, they should ask the daytime sc:hoolteac:hers.
With this method, those who did not know how to read and write in the past
c:an all read forty or fifty characteiS, and a few people know seventy or eighty.
This method was adopted from the summer of this year and the organization
of literacy classes already started last year.
Literacy Boards: Each village bas one nailed to a building beside a road. The
board has pic:tures and c:harac:ters on it. Tbe contents change every two or three
days. It may also be changed every day, or with four or five days in between. At
any time, it may cany as few as two words or as many as tluee words, and there
arc always pictures. The teachers of daytime schools are responsible for the
board. This method works very well.

4. aubs

There are four c:lubs in the whole township, one for each village.
Under every club, there are many committees on "sports," ''wall newspapers."
"evening parties," and so on.
The wall newspapers of each village are located in the Lenin elementary
school. Among ten articles, the pupils of the Lenin elementary school write eight
and the masses write two.
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All entertainment clubs have new plays. 14
All township soviets must learn from the cultural and educational work of
Changgang Township!
The Publk Health Movement

I.MdlofHls
Residents should be grouped into public health classes according to the proximity of their residences. A class may be composed of four or five families, seven
or eight families. or eleven or twelve families. Most classes consist of seven or
eight families. All classes have a class leader.
Although it is laid down that a big clean-up should take place evecy five days,
as a matter offact, most of the big clean-ups are conducted every seven days and
there are also some that are carried out every ten days. Supervision and prompting are necessary, for "without prompting. it is forgotten and requires more effort
to do."

2. TMWor.t
(i) Cleaning up: Ashes and manure should not be put in halls and bedrooms.
Water ditches in front of and behind buildings should be cleared of sludge
and the threshing ground sbould be swept clean. Public dicches and threshing
grounds should be dredged and swept in turns. (ii) Food: Up to now, it has
only been mentioned that it is forbidden to eat dead things. (ii) Clothes
should be washed aDd neat. If people fail to cany out the above types of
work, the children's league shall be mobilized to laugh at them. This applies
especially to those whose clothes are dirty. Cultural plays also address the
public health movement.

Starting from April. the first time was "nther good." Efforts were lax after
that. Nothing was done at all dwing the two months of May and June. The
township soviet discovered this and criticized the director of the Public
Health Committee. The Public Health Committee was reconvened (apart
from the township public health committee, there are also viUage public
health committees, all of them at the village and township levels composed of
five persou), calling upon various villages to take part in competitions to
''see which village is doing better." This started under supervision in July aDd
great achievements have been made in four months. Things are much cleaner
than in lbe past.
14. The reference is pre1111111bly to the "cuiiWal plays" mentioned in the next section.
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4. Pllblk{)pillion
''The Red Army and the Communist Party have thought about everything!" "The
staff workers of the government really look after (meaning cherish) us!" But
there are a few people who say, "If the window is opened, one will die because
of the wind if one does not die from illness!" It is still necessary to conduct
thorough P'OP'I!anda·
Sickness is a great enemy in the soviet areas, because it weakens ow- revolutionary strength. As in Changgaag Township. the public beallh movement should
be mobilized among the broad masses. To reduce siclcness and eventually to
eliminate it is a duty of every township soviet.

Social Relief
The IDWDSbip <OIIlllli... oftbe mu1Ual aid assoc:ialion has five membcn (includiDga
head, a person responsible for propaganda and a person for orpnizatiooal work).
There are no committees in villages, only a director.
Below this level, there are small groups.
There are 611 members. In the entire township, there arc oDiy about 20
families who have not joined the mutual aid association and most of tbem are
lonely old people.
The monthly fee is one copper piece and everyone pays.

The work:
I. Expressing gratitude to the Red Army.
2. Donating to relieve disaster-sb'icken people and to support the opposition
to imperialism. There have been two instances this year. One was when over
seventy refugees from Xinfeng came to Xingguo City (at the time when it was
[part of] Liangmu Township). and more than twenty strings of cash were donated. "The other was assistance to the Northeastem Volunteer Army (also at the
time when it was Liangmu Townsbip; the populatioo was then 2,900 and the
membership was about 800). when over forty strings of cash were donated. The
c:oDtributions ranged from five copper pieces to one hundred pieces, two hundred
pieces, and one string. IS Most of the donatioos. amounting to about 60 percent,
were of a huodred copper pieces. Only a few people gave either five copper
piecesoronestring.
3. Fund.s have been raised to assist people whose houses bavc burned down,
uoemployed workers, and the sick without medicine in the township. In spring of
this year, a family suffered a fare dlat burned down one and a halfoftheirrooms
and over six sb'ings of cash were donated to them.
IS. This sentence seems to imply !hat the "copper pieces" (tong piflll) Mao refers to
frequently in this text are, in fact, copper cash (we!ll), since a ''sbing" consisted of 1,000
CIISb.
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4. Allcvialing famine. There were three or four peaple begging for food this
summer in Liangmu Township (those who were fonnerly beggars are still very
poor now). The district mutual aid association was requested to provide money
and rice to help them. Each of them rccc:ived at most 3 sheng of gmin and at least
1 sheng on each occasion, and they were given graiD three or four times this

"""""''·
s. Providing relief to the fiunilies of Red Anny men. There are families of
Red Army men who suffer from difficulties because of siclmcss (Done of them
beg for food). One fund-raising this summer brought in over eleven strings of
cash. Again in April, with money borrowed from the COOpenllive, several volunteers from the masses went to purchase rice and carried it to sell at Qiaotou and
Jiangbeitong. The money earned, more than a hundred strings of cash, was used
to provide relief to Red Army families suffering from illness. The masses who
handled this matter refused to accept any payment at all, apart from their food.
Soviets in many places do not pay attention to social relief work and the
mutual aid associations in many areas only know how to collect the monthly
dues and do not know bow to relieve the diftlculties of the masses. Under such
circwnstances. the social relief work of the township soviet and the mutual aid
associatioo of Changgang is wortby of praise. CbaoggaDg TOWDShip has resolved
every problem of the difficulties suffered by the masses in the most coocrete and
practical way.

Women
Each village has one head of the coogress of deputies of women workers and
women peasants. The heads of every village. plus a wonnm instructor, fonn the
presidium of the towoship congress of deputies of womeo workels and women
peasaniS. In all, there are forty-tbree deputies in the whole towDship: twelve for
Changgang, eleven for Tangbci, nine for Xinxijiu, and eleven for Siwaog. Organizing began in November of last year, o~ elections took place in March this
year, and the third elections were carried out in September. Meetings were held
every seven days io all villages 8Dd all of them took place on time. Oo each
occasion, there were only a r~ abscotces (because of the burden of small
cbildmJ and other reasons). The represeotatives have separate respoosibilities;
each is in charge of five to ten families, inmost cases six or seven families.
The rust election, 11 the time when tbey were set up, was organized by
deputies of the township soviet. Taking the village as the unit, all laborios
women above the age of sixteen were called to the meeting. The average attendance rate oo that occasion was 60 JICI"Dt for each village. Ooe deputy was
elected from sevenJ families (varying ownbels) accacdins to tbe proximity of
their residences. The number of deputies elected thai time was rna11er lban the
PhlSent figwe. At that time, women stiU did not undc!sbmd the role of the congress
of women's deputies and~ DOt altogether enthusiastic. After the deputies were
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elected, a minority were still not very active. The congress of deputies did not
have a presidium, only a single chairwoman, and tbe villages did not even have a
head.

In March of this year, the second elections were held. The method was the
same as before, but it was presided over by the chairwomen and the township
soviet deputies from the various villages were present only to provide assistance.
It stipulated the number of families under the responsibility of one woman deputy, It was also laid down that a presidium should be organized in the township
and that each village should have a head.
At the third election in Sepcember, the method was cbanged. A mass meeting of
all the women in the whole village was oot held, but each woman deputy caUcd an
electoral meeting of the women in the families for which she was responsible. Once
again. the township soviet deputies came to provide assislance.
The fii'St and second election mectiogs only elected deputies and did not
discuss any issues. The third election meeting discussed issues such as "expand~
ing the Red Army," "expressing thanks to the Red Amty," " giving preferential
treabnent to Red Army relatives," ''women learning to usc plowshares" aDd
"women using silver vessels to buy public bonds." The problems discussed at the
meetings held every seven days included marriage questions. It was said lbat "we
need proper freedom, not the freedom of the vagabonds. and we should not talk
about divorce as soon as we open our mouths." During the election movement
this year, the women on the candidate list were discussed, but other issues closely
related to women, such as "'he problem of women's diseases," ''the problem of
children." and "the problem of women's education" wac not discussed.
There is complete freedom of divorce in this toWDShip.
Husbands curse wives less frequeDtly while, on the other hand, wives curse
husbands more now. (Neither side should curse the other.)
There is still no parent who does not hit his or her children at an, but the
beatings occur less fiequently. (The beatings should be eliminated completely.)
Children are more intelligent now. For example, in the past, children seldom
talked back when they were beaten and cursed, but they often do so now. (If
parents do not beat and curse their children, children will not talk back to their
.,.,.,.~.)

About I percent of the women have married three times in the four and a half
years since the uprising. About 50 pertCDt of the women had secret love affain
before the uprising. Since the uprising. this has faJlen to 10 percent and it bas
further declined this year. One reason is that they have received land; the second
reason is that they have fteedom of divorce and maniage; and the third reason is
that they are busy with revolutionary work.
Blouses have become shorter and have no "lace trimmings." Apart from "old
ladies.," all women's hair has been cut short. Some "old ladies" have also cut
their hair. Elderly women who have not cut their hair constitute about 20 percent
ofall women.
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Among the masses. incidents of fighting and cursing o~¥:: another occurred
now and then iD tbe past (before the uprising), and there was~ more quarreling. Now, fighting with each other has disappeared and ~ing has also
declined. In the past quaneliDg, there was no one to explain ~gs. Even if there
were people trying to mediate, "one's beart remained troublccffor a long time."
Now, as soon as quarrels take place, a deputy comes to explain ,and "the trouble
in one's beart is dispelled at once." Those who argue now &re,primarily those
do not Widerrelatively old comrades who attend meetings less frequemly
stand revolutionary work very well. When they are asked to ~de preferential
treatment to Red Anny relatives, they sometimes argue. But those wbo understand and adopt a positive anitude constitute the majority (70 petceDt:), and the
minority who do not understand are mainJy old ladies who ''never want to attend
meetings."
During the past year, there have been DO instaDCes at all of old ladies worshipping the spirits (amriging incense and providing food to implore the spirits
and worship Buddha). But there are still one or two ''spirit-callars" in every
1

ana

village. The reasons why superstitions could be so rapidly eradicated are, fust,
that the local bullies have been overthrown and the land has been redistributed.
Second, the Children's League and the Young Pioneers have lauoched propaganda against superstiticm, and the Soviet Government has iDitiated the movement to save money that used to be spent on buying incense and candles. Third,
the Children's League (very frequently) and the Young Pioneers have intervened directly {by destroying their incense and candles). (Persuasion should
replace such intervention.) But some old ladies still believe in spirits in their
hearts, even though they dare not openly worship the spirits. Many of them
have no sons.
The great force of women in the revolutioDIII)' war has been clearly manifested in the soviet areas. Their heroic anirudes and great achievements are fully
manifested in the various mass struggles such as the Land Investigation Movement, on the economic front (they are the main force in Changgang Township),
on the cultural front (many women manage rural education), in military mobilization (through their participation iD the movements to enlarge the Red Anny
and to express gratitude to the Red Amly, and their work as temporary laboms),
and in the organization of the soviet (the role of woman deputies in township
soviets). In all these domains, the leadership and forward impetus of the congress
of deputies of women workers and women peasants have constiNted a crucial
link. The congress of deputies of women workers and women peasants should
rttst of all seize upon the issues that affect the interests of the masses of women
immediately. Mobilization regarding these issues should follow and lead on to a
general political mobilization. Many places have given very inadequate attention
to this point and even Changgang Township has not paid full attention to it.
Every township soviet should put the work of leading the congress of delegates
of women workers and women peasants on its own agenda.
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CbUdrea

A township ChiiJn•s League committee is composed of five members with one
secretary. A villaF Children's League has one head.
Children frorq:the ages of seven to fifteen may join the Children's League,
and 80 percent ot them have joined. Most of those who have not joined are aged
seven (because they are too young) or aged. fifteen (because they bave joined the
Young Pi~ which should be joined at the age of sixtceD. but some "taller''
ones join earliq). There are more girls who have not joined.
Work: (I) Making propaganda for the movements to expand the Red Anny
and return to tbe ranks of the Red Anny (only those who refuse to go after three
or four propaganda attempts are laughed at, and there have never been any
humiliation teams in this township ).16 (2) Competing to gatber dog dung to put in
"manure pits" and dig up weed mud to put in "fenilizer rooms." (3) Paying
monthJy fees of one copper piece to express thanks to the Red Army. (4)
Launching tbe movement to practice thrift--eating less ftuit, and buying 5 }lao,
I yuan, or 2or 3 yuan worth of public bonds. More children buy 5jiao of bonds
and 60 percent of the children have bought public bonds. (5) Playing games and
doing exercises. Evety Sunday they practice fighting battles on a playground and
follow a set cwriculum. (6) The majority are artending Lenin elementary
schools. The discipline of the Children's League is very strict. Some naughty
children do not obey their parents or teachen, and only obey the discipline of the
Children's League. whose punjsbments include sweeping floors and confmement. They always "listen to reason and admit their mislakes." (More persuasion
and less punishment should be used.)
In the past, children nine or ten years old looked after cattle for the landlords
and now they no longer do so. In the past the total daily working time of children
either at bome or helping others was always over ten hours, the same as an adult
It can be said that they did not have any rest or education time. Now, most of the
time during the day, tbey receive education, play games. and only spend one and
a half hours in the morning looking after cattle and doing other work. During
busy fann seasons, they work more time--asking leave from the teachers and
assisting their parents. lD the past, they suffered from their parents• beating and
cursing. but now there are vel)' few such cases.
OppOIJDJimpert.Usm
The township committee of tbe League for Opposing Imperialism and Supporting the Soviet Union is composed of three members (a director, a person respon-

16. Desertion was beginning 10 be a problem in the Red Anny by this point, and efforts
10 get deserters to retum to the ranks were being used in tandem with ongoing campaigns
to obtain new recruits. See below, "On the Problem of Desencrs from the Red Army,"
December 15. 1933.
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sible for propaganda. and a persoo respoosible for organiutional work.).
Villages do 1101: have committees, they have one head.
At the lower levels. there are smaJI groups.
There are altogether 558 league members iD the whole township.
Monthly dues are ooe copper piece 8lld all members give without excepti.OD.
It constaotly carries out propaganda, and about 30 peiCent (of those above the
age of seven) have a rough idea of the meaning of "oppposing imperialism" and
''supporting the Soviel Union."
It has some gifts to present to the Red Army.
The masses in many localities, and even some of the soviet workers. thiDk
lhat "opposing imperialism" means opposing the GuomiDdaDg 8lld the local
bullies, aod thai ''supporting the Soviet Uoion" meaos supporting the Central
Soviet Government. The loadiug cnpns of the League fur Opposing Imperialism
8lld Supporting the Soviel Union have by no means gone to carry out thoroughgoing; 8lld effective propaganda to explain the work. There have been suc:cesses
in ChanggaDg Township in this respect. but IWther progress is required.
Worken

Carpenlels: Thirty percent are UDemployed, and only 70 percent of the workers
have work to do. The wages are 550pcrdayP
Tailors: Most of them are unemployed and the wages are 400 per day.
Bricklayers: Thirty perceut of bricklayers are unemployed and the wages per
dayare550.
Bamboo Products Handicraft Worken: Ten percent of them are unemployed
and the wages are 400 per day.
Barbers: Have increased by I0 percent. All who go to have haircuts offer 8
:slumgofgrain a year.
Casual Laborers; The wages are 400 (0.2 yuan) for an ordinaly day and 800
(0.4 yuan) for a busy day.
The Poor Peauat Leape

The committee of a township poor peuant league is composed of three members
(a director, a person responsible for propaganda, and a person responsible for
organization). Village committees have five members. In July this year, the
membership was 271 persons, and it increased to 386 in November.
In the past, ''lbe poor peasant league met whenever there were matters to
handle," but the improvement of its organization was negleclcd.
During the Land Investigation Movement this year (July), villages set up
committees and recruited members.
17. TheUDit. which isnotspecified,mustbethecoppercash.lbiscorresponclstothe
relation of 2,000 to I )'IIQII given below in the entry regarding casual laborers.
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Before July, as long as two months c:ould pass without holding a meeting.
Sinc:e July, village poor peasant leagues have had a meeting every five days, ten
days, or half a month, depending on the work needs. The township assoc:iation
holds a meeting CYCJY month to discuss issues such as ''reviewing c:lass statu&,"
..CVCJY member saving 1jiao per day," ''recruiting members." "improving organization," "promoting produc:tion," and "fines and donations." Reports have been
made to the members c:onc:cming the issues of the expansion of the Red Ar:rny,
preferential treatment to Red Army relatives., economic c:onstruction, and so on.
The resolutions of the township congress of deputies on these issues are "annouru:ed" at the meetings of the poor peasa.Dt league and no special discussions
are conduc:ted. (They should be discussed.)
No monthly dues.
Below the village. there are small groups.
In all plac:es whe!e the Land Investigation Movement has not developed in
depth, tbe poor peasant league is of special importance and township soviets
should exercise leadership over them. The poor peasant league should have village c:ommi.nees and hold meetings with villages as \Dlits. The meetings held with.
townships as UDits may be reduc:ed, and tbe method of Changgang is correct.
Propapada Teams
The towDsiUp has one propaganda team of seven people with one team. leader. Every
viUago has onepropapnda ....U group; big viJioges (C"-1! and Tllllgbci) have
five lllOIIIbels and ....U vi~ (Xinxi and Sill1"'8) have tbnoo lDeiDben. They all
have a small group leader. Propagaoda is c:onduc:tcd for the "expansion of the Red
Army," ''economic: CODSII'UC:Iion," "oommemomtion days," etc:.
The methods of propaganda: (I) Individual propaganda is the mo&t popular
form. (2) Making propaganda at the meetings of the masses of the entire village
c:alled by the deputy on duty for the purpose of disc:ussing work. (3) Making
propaganda to the masses at distric:t and xian rallies on commemoration days and
making propaganda to the ''troops" of other townships and other distric:IS.
The township soviet calls all the five team leaders and small group leaders to
"propaganda meetings" onc:e CVeJY seven days. The distric:t soviet calls all propaganda team leaders throughout the district to mcct:iDgs at least twic:e a month and
sometimes three times. On eac:h oc:casio11., the duration is at least four hours and
plll'tic:iplllltl go home for meals after the meeting.
The whole township bas twenty-three team members. Women ac:count for 60
percent. All members are "good. at making speeches." but they may not necessarily know how to read and write.
Membership docs not change; only when some memben are transferred to
other jobs are they replac:cd. They conc:entratc on studying propaganda materials
and propaganda methods: "how to make the masses undersland better."
They were organized beginning in February of this year.
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Shock Teams

The shock team of the township soviet has five members with one team leader.
Among the villages, Changgang, Tugbei, and Xinxi have shock teams. and
Siwang has none. They are organized by wives of Red Army soldiers.
If a cenain village's work docs not proceed well, the shock team of another
village will go to check, help, and inform them of the methods of action of other
villages. The township [team] also acts in the same way aDd goes to check and
help villaaes that cannot cany out their work.
They bavc less work than propaganda teams aod bave apparenlly not played a
big role.
The township soviet bas called them to meet three or four times.
They were organized beginning in August.
The methods both of the propaganda team and of the shock team are excellent
and all townships may organize them.
Revolutionary CompetltioDs
Methods of competition: Competitions started fiom the spring plowing movement this year, and there were three types of competitiOliS over ..earlier'' plowing, "better" plowing, and "no waste land." The competition this time was a
district-wide competition and it was decided by the chainnen of the various
township soviets at a district soviet meeting. This township organizes competitions among all the villaaes and has convened a meeting of all the deputies on
duty in the various villages to make plans. The deputies of eveey village participate in competitions among themselves and the deputies on duty convene meetings of various deputies to make plaDS. Not all families are raruired to make
competition plans (but they may do so). The contracts should clearly write about
the following items: The bigbest standards for a competition, the villages that
will take part in the competition, the types and quantities of n:wuds (they are
divided into fust class, a red flag; second class, a hundred sheets of letter paper;
and third class, fifty sheets of letter paper), the period of competition, and the
responsible persons and witDesses. During the competition, the township I'CJR"
sentative confenmce bolds a review meeting for the deputy on duty to report the
situation and explain the extent of the actions of various villages. After the
meeting, the cbainnan and otbm (the witnesses) go to inspect in various viUages
and cbcck whether the deputies on duty have "embroidered" (lied in) their re-

pons.
In April, tbele was another competition with the objective of canying out
"military mobilization." The competition had three items on "expanding the Red
A!m.y," ''expressing gratitude toward the Red Army," and ..giving prefemltia1
trea1ment to Red Amry relatives." ('Ibere was DO movement 011. retuming to the
ranks, because there were DO deserters at that time. This items was added in May.)
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On May 20, the township representative conference held a summary meeting
on the two competitions on "spring plowing" and "military affairs." Ximti received a red flag, Cbanggang one hundred sheets of letter paper, Tangbei. fifty
sheets, and SiWIIDg nothing.
The two competitions on "military affairs" and "the economy" planned in
July have not been summed up yet, but it is understood lhat Changgang Village
hasdoncthebest.
In order 10 speed up the work, the method of revolutionary competitions
should be adopted in every village. Tbe township soviets are the leaden of
competitions. But township soviets are only the ..leaden," for each competition
is primarily a competition of the masses and not simply a competition among the
deputies of various villages. Therefore., the signing of every contract of competition should be reported at mass rallies in the villages and the cousent of the
masses obtained. The competition contracts should be pasted outside. Regarding
competitions on production matters, the dozens of residents Wlder the leadership
of each deputy should be called 10 meetings 10 hear reports and give their
consent. Such meetings should also be held 10 report the results of reviewing the
achievements after a period of rime with the aim of promoting the work. All
competitions that have not shown results have failed 10 do so because the minority bad pocketed competition conaacts ud failed 10 mobilize the broad masses.
Each competition should end with a summary and the presentation of rewards.
The two competitions in Cbanggang have basically done these things, so they
have achieved real success.

Investigation rf Caixi Toumships
(November26, 1933)'
The Demarcadon of Admlalstradve Districts

Upper Caixi and Lower Caixi, which are well known in the Central Soviet Area,
belong to Caixi District of Shaaghang xit111, Fujian Province. Since the new
division of administration ueas, there have been eight townships in all in Caixi
District: Upper Caixi, Lower Caixi, Lingbao, Tongkang, ZengkeDg. Wencai,
Dadi, and Xiawang.
Upper Caixi: There are S23 households, with a population of2,318.
The township is divided into four villages: Leiwu (with a population of ap.
proximately 600), Yangx.ia (500), Zhongx.ing (500). and Shaagwu (600).
The full-time personnel of the tOWDShip soviet: a chairman and a documentation clerk.
As it is a big township, the docwnencati.on clerk is full-time. so as to assist in
the work of the township soviet.
Lower Caixi: There are 503 households, with a population of 2,61 0.
The township is divided into fom villages: Zhaogkeng (with a popu]ation of
approximately 600). Xiakeng (500). Fakellg (800}, and Sunwu (700).
We have translated this document ftom Mao Zedong nongcrm dfatJcha Wf!fljl, pp. 33354. As indicated in the source note to the preceding text, "lnvestiplion of Changpng
Township," it originally appeared in a mimeographed pamphlet produced in December
1933 and distributed at the Second Soviet Congess.In this case. too, MatJ Zedongji, Vol.
4, pp. 191--98, contains notes n:prding the varianiS between this contemponuy venion
and later publications. but they are less numerous ud mu.;:h less significant tban the
variants in the Changgang invescigation.
I. Like the previous text. this investiption was first published in the mimeographed pamphlet Modebfor lhe Work of 25 Tow111hip Soviets distributed in Ja011ary
1934, where it was the second item. Before the heading "Administrative Divisions,"
there appeared the following indiutions, which the cditon of Mao Zedcmg nongcun
diaocha wenji, p. 362, note 88, attribute to Mao himself:
Caixi Township
(November Z6. 1933)
ZhuoXinghua.
Chlirman,UppcrCaixi
Que Shaosuanl
Sccmary, Upper Caixi
WangDeqina
Depuly,LowerCaixi
The materillsbelowhlvebcmcampilcdfrom
om~ by lhese t~~n~eoonndcs.

On the basis of Mao's note, we have dalcd lhis text November 26, 1933.
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Conferences ofDepudes
I. Numlur of/hpMties

Upper Caixi: Formerly fifty-three deputies. In this election. family members of
workers were counted as having the class status of worker, which increased the
total number of deputies to seventy-five (an increase of twenty-two; this township has many masonry workers). Of the fifty-three original deputies. thirteen are
workers. Together with the newly added twenty-two people, there is a total of
thirty-five worker deputies; the remaiDiDg forty are peasant deputie5. Thete are
183 workers iD the whole township, belonging to 163 households. CalculatiDg an
average of three people per household, the total is 489, making one deputy
elected per 13 persons, resulting iD the above-mentioned number of deputies.
Lower Caixi: Formerly seventy-three deputies, now ninety-one deputies. The
iDcrease of eighteen deputies is also because the proportion of family members
of workers [participatiDg] in this election increased.

There are deputies in every village, some villages having more than ten deputies,
other villages more than twenty. In each of the four villages, deputies' meetings

are held in which one person is elected as a member of the township soviet's
"delegation," so that it is a delgation of four. Relatively minor tasks are dealt
with by the chainnan's calling a meeting of the delegation. Before each conference of deputies is convened, the delegation is gathered for a meeting to make
preparations (either in the morning or the day before). The conference meets
every five days or so. This practice was begun in 1931 (the tenn "delegation"
should be changed to "deputies iD charge").

Each deputy is in charge of more than ten residents, more than twenty, thirty,
forty, or at most more than fifty residents. Worker deputies are responsible for
fewer people and peasant deputies for more. This practice was begun in 1932.
4. The Poliliclll PerformlllfCf! ofDqn~ties
Among the fifty-three deputies from Upper Caixi:
Over twenty were extremely active.
Over twenty were middling.
One was really bad.
This worst deputy attended only three out of ten meetings and was busy
making his own living. He never applied himself to work he was assigned to do.
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After repeated criticism. be was dismissed from the conference of deputies.
Among the seventy-three deputies from Lower Caixi, none were really bad.

The fifty-three deputies from UpperCaixi were elec:ted in November of last year.
By the time of the reelection on October 14 of this year, twenty-seven of them.
had joined the Red Army (they left iD one batch iD November of last year) and
eleven had been baDSfmcd to work elsewhere, so that thirty-eight had left and
fifteen remained. By-clcctioos were held by village for replacement purposes.
Worker deputies who had left were replaced by workers, and peasants were
replaced by peasants. Where there had been alternate deputies, their places were
filled by alternate deputies. This by-election was held iD November of last year
and none were held after that. By the time of the reelection in October of this
year, forty-two deputies tcmaincd, as eleven more had been transferred away

subsequently.
Of the seventy-three deputies from Lower Caixi, eleven joined the Red Army
in Red May this year. A by-election was held by village. In July, another fifteen
deputies joined the Red Anny and another by-election was held by village. The
places of the eighteen people who bad been transfared away at one time or
another were filled by alternate deputies.

In the election of October last year, sixteen of the fifty-three deputies from
Upper Caixi were women, amounting to 30 percent. Twenty-one of the seventythree deputies from Lower Caixi were women, which also amounts to 30 percent. After the by-elections, thirty-tbrec of the fifty-three deputies from Upper
Caixi at the time of this October's election were women, which amounts to
approximately 60 percent. Of the seventy-three deputies from Lower Caixi,
forty-three were women, which is also 60 percent. In the latest election, fortythree of the seventy-five deputies from Upper Caixi are women, again 60 percent. Of the ninety-one representatives from Lower Caixi, fifty-nine are women,
representing 65 perceDL
The system of deputies in charge in the villages and the method of establishing solid relationships between deputies and residents represent great progress in
soviet organization and leadership. Tremendous results have been acbi.eved in
Caixi Township, as in other townships such as Changgang and Sbishui. A
townsh.ip's core is in the villages, so that organization and leadership of the
village become matters very worthy of attention. By dividing the whole township
into several villages, and relying on lhc finn leadership in each village provided
by the villagers' own deputies in the township soviet, as well as the village
COmmittee and mass bodies, the popular masses of the entire village can be
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organized under the soviet just like a network, curying out all the tasks of the
soviets. This is one of the clearest points of superiority of the soviet system over
all other political systems in history. The methods employed by ChanggaDg,
Caixi, Shishui, and other townships should be spread throughout the soviet areas.
The Current Electloas
I. The election committee took the lead in organizing the elections.
2. Resident voteis registered and three public notices were posted.
3. The list of candidates for Lower Caixi consisted of more than 160 people
(of whom 91 were to be elected). One copy was posted in each village. each with
over 160 names on it. Many people among the masses wrote comments 1mder
each candidate's name. Some wrote a couple of charactcts, some wrote five or
six characters, some wrote a dozen or so characters, and children also made
comments. The majority wrote "good" or "bad." There were also comments such
as ''agree" or "negative." One candidate's name had "bureaucrat" written under
it. More than twenty of them were criticized in wall newspapers, all for scekiog
only to make a living and showing no concern for the interests of the masses, or
for bciDg indifferent toward their work. There were some poems, three of which
complained that the township soviet failed to resolve properly the problems in
the paper-making industry.
4. Meetings of the electorate were held by township and the township soviet
gave a work report.
5. For workers, the whole township constitutes one unit; for peasants, the unit
is the village (four of them).
6. At the election meetings. the attendance rate of the electom.te was 80
pen:ent. Approximately 20 percent-those who were ill or on sentry duty, those
working in the cooperatives who were away buying merchandise, and women
recovering from childbirth--were absent. Old people with canes attended as
well.

7. Many meetings were held around the elections: trade IDlions, poor peasant
associations, women's associations, mutual aid groups, and the Anti-Imperialist
Alliance gathered their members for meetings, as did the Children's League and
the Young Pioneers. Meetings of Conununist Puty and Youth League members
were held first. There were posters and pamphlets, so that election propaganda
this year was much more widespread than last year and most people understood
the signifiCance of the elections.
Last year, those under the age of sixteen clamored for the right to vote, taking
the view that many of them were Red Army soldiers and had done a lot of work,
so why shouldn't they have the right to vote? This year they have understood
that it is a question of age, and have stopped making a fuss.
The propaganda team went to each village to do propaganda work, making
speeches during the day and putting on perfonnanccs at night.
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8. At the election meetings people were encouraged to buy bonds. Within one
day at the meeting. more dum 1,500 .fUaJ'l' worth were sold in Lower Caixi, and
630 yuan worth were sold in Upper Caixi.
Owing the meeting of the electorate in Dadi Township, thirteen people were
encouraged to join the Red Army. One of the two squads in the model battalion
of the township's Red Guard Army went as well.
9. The election of new cadres: Among the seventy-five deputies from Upper
C1ixi, twcoty-one of the fifty-three former deputies were reelected, and thirtytwO of them lost. Fifty-four were elected for the fust time. Among the Dinety-one
deputies from Lower Caixi, fifty out of the seventy-three former deputies were
reelected, and twenty-duee of them lost. Those elected for the first time numbered forty-one.
The elections in Upper and Lower Caixi could genemlly be termed 1 success.
In their election propaganda. their organization of the list of candidates, their
getting; the masses to make comments on tbe list of candidates, their linking the
elections with their other work, and their organizing to elect workers and
women, they were fully canying out the Central Government's Order on Elections, thereby becoming 1 model for the election campaign in the Soviet Area.
With regard to mobilizing the electorate to raise motiolls at lhc election meetings
for the newly elected deputies to discuss, on the other hand, they have not done
anything; to speak of. The model in this respect would have to be recognized as
Changgang Township in Xingguozitrn.
Commltten below tbe Level of Towaslalp ScMets

There arc many committees below the level of township soviets. Some examples
follow:
"Support the Red Army": Five committee members each in Upper and Lower
C1ixi. Each of the four villages has a committee, also with five committee
members apiece.
"Preferential Treatment for Red Army Families": Five mernbers each from
Upper and Lower Caix.i. Also five members from each village.
"Land Investigation": Eleven members from each of the two townships. Nothing at the village level.
"Elections": Seven members from each of the two townships. Nothing at the
village level.
"Land": Eleven members from Upper Caixi, seven members from Lower
Caixi. Nothing at the viUage level.
"Labor'': This is the committee on labor coopen.tives, wilh five people from
each of the two townships. There is no committee at the village level, only small

"'from.LowerCaixi.
""Hills
"""· and Forests": Seven members

ftom Upper Caixi and eleven members
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"Returning Deserters": Twelve members from each of the two townships.
There are no committees such as "spring plowing" and "swnmer plowing,"
and so forth. Only field cultivation teams were organized, with five people to a
small group, ten people to a squad, thirty people to a medium group, and a
hundred people to a big team. Upper and Lower Caixi each has a big team. Field
cultivation teams are primarily for the purpose of giving preferential treatment to
Red Anny families.
The fact that the organization and leadership of the various committees below
the level of township soviets have become an important part of the overall work
of the soviets bas been demonstrated once again in Caixi Township. The Central
Government has incorporated the experiences from different places into the organizational regulations for local soviets. It is stipulated therein that a township
soviet may organize more than twenty pennanent or provisional committees, and
may reduce or increase the number according to the actual situation in the work
of each place. Soviets in municipal districts need to organize several committees
that are different from those in the townships, based on the special characteristics
of cities. The clear and unified establishment of such a system will draw the
soviets much closer to the masses and enable all soviet work to be carried out
with abundant force. One problem is that committees should be established for
certain important tasks in the villages as well (all sorts of mass organizations
with large memberships should likewise set up leading organs in the villages).
This is because comminees at the township level alone are not able to do their
job carefully and thoroughly in any big township that has a population of a
thousand or so. The establishment of these committees in the various villages can
guazantec this point.
E~:paaslon

oftbe Red Army

During the three months of August, September, and October:
Upper Caixi: Sixty people [were recruited]; two platoons of model battalions
were mobilized.
In addition, eleven people returned to their units. Two or three more did not
return to their units because of illness.
Lower Caixi: Sixty-five people [were recruited). Fifty-two people were mobilized at one time into model battalions. Thirteen more people were individually
mobilized on another occasion.
Another eleven people nmuned to their units. Fourteen more people have yet
tonotum.
In the twelve townships of the entire district (before redivision), on August
IS, 273 people were mobilized into model batallions. In the eight townships of
the newly demarcated district, there are still more than fifty people who have not
returned to their units.
Within the entire district, the expansion of the Red Anny has been most
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successful in the two townships of Upper and Lower Caixi. The main reason is
that they bave historically done a good job in giving preferential treatment to
Red ArmY families and in providing aid and comfort to Red Army soldiers.
Before Red May, each of the eight townships could collect an average of five
hundred pairs of cloth shoes and sbaw sandals every month. Recently there bas
been a slight reduction because there was no cloth as a result of the blockade.
Upper and Lower Caixi townships nonetheless achieved the following results: in
Upper Caixi, more than five hundred pails in August, more than a hundred pails
in September, and more than ninety pairs in October. In Lower Caixi, more than
three hundred pails in August, two hundred eigbty pairs in September, three
hundred pairs in October, and six hundred thirty pairs in November.
All these achievements result mainJy fTom the Party and Youth League's
branches mobilizing Party and League members to lead the conference of
women workers and peasants: (I) Party and Youth League members met f1nt,
(2) the conference of women's deputies next met, and then there was (3) a
meeting of the female masses.
The conference of women's deputies meets every ten days. A township bas a
presidium consisting of five members, with one of them designated as the director. The remaining four are ftom four villages; there is one tTom each village,
who is in charge of that village.
As for the questions discussed at meetinp of tbe conference of women deputies, all topics considered at township soviets are included. Aside from devoting
muc:h of their energies to providing support and comfort to the Red Army,
promotiDg the sale of bonds, and developing production, they also often discuss
their own interests suc:h as the question of marriage, and explain the marriage
laws to women.
Mobilizing large numben of masses to join the Red Army depends on the
following: (1) thoroughgoing political propaganda and agitation and elimi.Dation
of all coercive methods; (2) full provision of preferential treatment for Red Army
family membcm; and (3) organizing and tmining loc:al armed forces in a sound
fashion. What's more, as the experience of Cbanggang Township and [the two]
Caix.i. township(s] bas fully proved to us., giving preferentiai1Xatmenl to family
members of Red Army soldiers is a basic task that enables the masses to feel
happy about joining the Red Anny, and to enjoy peace of mind while remaining
in it The total number of young and adult men (between the ages of sixteen and
forty-five) in Changgang ToWDSbip is 407 people. Three hundred and twenty of
them have left to join the Red Anny or work in other plac:cs, making up 79
percent. The total number of young and adult men (between the ages of sixteen
and fifty.five) in Upper Caixi is 554 people. Four hundred and eighty-five of
them bave left to join the Red Aml.y or work in other places, making up 88
~-The total number of young and adult men in Lower Caixi is 756 people.
FIVe hundred and twenty-six of them have left to join the Red Army or work in
other Plac:es. malting up 70 perc:ent. The expansion of the Red Army in such
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large numbers is certainly impossible to accomplish if the problem is not tJlor..
oughly resolved, starting from the economy and production. Only when political
mobilization is accompanied by economic mobilization can there be a wave of
enthusium to expand the Red Anny and successful results such as lhose seen in
Changgang, Upper Caixi, and Lower Caix.i.
Economic Life

Upper Caixi: Of the IOial population of 2,318 (81 the time of the uprising), 554

are male labored {between the ages of 16 and 55, same as below) and S81 are
female laboren. Four huDdred nineteen of lhem are in lbe Red Anny aDd 88 of
them have been assigned to work in other places (66 men. 22 women). Of the
554 men with labor power who are between the ages of 16 and 55, 485 have
gone either to the Red Army or to work elsewhere (419 plus 66); only 69 of them.
remain in the villages. In relation to the 559 women laborers (581 minus 22).
men make up only II percent of the total labor force. There are 358 households
in the whole towDship that are families of Red Army soldien.
Lower Caixi: Of the total popuJation of 2,61 0, the combined oumber of men
and women with labor power is 1,207 (765 males, 442 females). Four hundred
aod forty-two of them have become Red Army soldiers and 98 of them have
been transferred to work elsewhere (91 men, 7 women). Of the 765 men with
labor power, a IOial of 533 have left to join the Red Army or to work elsewhere
and only 232 remaiD in the township. In relation to the 435 female laboren (442
minus 7). men also make up only 35 percent of the total labor force:. There are
355 households in the whole township that are families of Red Army soldiers.
for this reason, cultivation is mainly done by women. In Upper Caixi this
year there are approxiamately three hUDdred women who can drive oxen aDd
more than sixy who can plow the fields. Before the uprising only ODe teatb. or
IIIOUild thirty of these three bundred women could drive oxen. This is the result
of years of effort.
At the same time, the "older comrades.. are in good spirits, aod they are the
ones doing most of the work in opening up the mouotains. Some of them can
even take part in plowinJ and harvesting. ChildreD take part in production as
well. For these reasons, production is developing. In addition to tbe participation
of women. older people, and children in productiDD. the development of production also depeDds upon coordioated redistribution of labor power. Witbin a particular village. households with extra tabor power assist those with iDsufficieDt
labor power. Within a given township, villages with a swplus help those with a
shortage. Within a district, townships with a surplus help those with insufficiency. Ill Ibis way, the work with regard to physical labor is done by redia-tributin& labor power witb the district as a UDit. Party and Youth League
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memberS also do ''[Communist] Saturdays."2 Production has thereby been even
jUrther developed.
The main method of redistributing labor power or rearranging the labor force
is through labor cooperatives and fanning teams. Their tasks are to help families
of Red Army soldim and 10 provide mutual assistance among the masses.
Helping Red Army soldim' families: Bringing food (not prepared dishes)
and fann implements, also wileD cultivating or harvesting.
Mutual assistance among the masses: Wages are fJXCd at 2 mao a day, the
same for men and women, busy and slack periods. This has been the practice
since 1930. Wages are 1.5 mao a day for Red Army family members helping
other Red Army families. It is 2 mao a day for Red Amly family members
helping the masses. Wages are not paid to members of the masses for helping
family members of Red Army soldiers.
Labor cooperatives take the whole siruation into account and plan accordingly. A township's labor cooperative committee consists of five people, with the
bead doing the planning for the township. Each of the four villages has a committee member who docs the pllllllling for the village. All requests for laborers
must be made through the village's committee member and may not be done
privately, as doing so would create confusion in the redistribution of labor
power. Wages may be determined by the "employer'' and "employee" themselves, without going through committee members.
The labor cooperative in Ibis township was founded in 1931. This is wbcrc
the "labor mutual aid associations" now operating throughout the soviet areas
originated.
Committee members have on hand a notebook in which to record those who
have labor power, those who do not have labor power, and those who have
insufficient labor power. When someone makes a request for laborers, they may
be assigned immediately. If there is missiDg information, the fanning team clcrac:bmcnt leader should be consulted. (Each village has a delachm.CDI. Five people make up a small group; two small groups, or ten people, make up a squad;
and a detachment consists of three or four squads.) Brigade leaders have
notebooks on hand as well. "Advocate merging farming teams with labor
cooperatives."
Conditions of production: Alter the uprising (1929to 1931), production declined by approximately 20 percent. In 1932, it recovered by 10 percent. This
year (1933) there has been a 20 perccat increase as compued with last year (for
rnisc:eiJaneous crops such as sweet potatoes, beans, taro, potatoes, and so on,
there has actually been a SO percent illcrease ftom last year). or I0 pereCDI more
than before the uprising. After the uprisiDg, a lot of fte1ds iD. the whole area lay
2. This refers to volunteer labor done to assist families of Red Anny soldiers. poor

==-~'=~~~~~~~~r:eu~'i:i~:.~.Anny'spublic plots. The practice was
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waste. A small portion of these were cultivated last year. This year much was
cultivated, more lban 1,300 Don. Even more hillsides were opened up than flat
fields, the ndio of hillsides to fields being tbrcc to one. Because all tbe fields had
been cultivated, they started openiDg up the hillsides. There is no field in which
misceJlaneous grains have not been plaoted. Sweet pollto has been planted in all
fields wiDe il can be grown. Opening 141 the hillsides and mountains bas reached
the point where women comrades have sauted ''vying witb each odlcr," each one
wanting to take part in the wolk.. This competition has bad great impact. Before the
uprising, food supply in the whole ara. was far fiom adequate (in addition to which
many people were making noodles from bean and sweet potato Slareh). Last year it
was adequate, and this year lbcre is ac:tually a swplus. Now there is no one in tbe
whole ara rnaJtina: sfarch noodles and fried dough,1 and no one distilling liquor.

There ue fourteen consumer cooperatives in the eight townships of the district.
Two in Upper Caixi:
One cooking oil, salt, and meat cooperative: Original total stock value was 74
yuan. Later increased to 185 yuan, at 5 jiao a share. Set up in October 1930.
Dividends were distributed once in July 1933, 5jiao for each share. There is one
full· time adminiSb'ative staff member. Two people help out on market fair days.
One yard goods cooperative: Original total stock value was 144 yuan. Later
increased to 255 yiUlll, I yuan a share. Set up at tbe same time as tbc pnwious
one. Dividends were distributed once in September 1933, I yuan for each share.
Two full-rime staff members. One helper on market fair days.
Three in Lower Caixi:
One yard goods cooperative: Original total stock value was 120 yuan. Later
increased to 240 yuan at I yuan per share. Set up in January 1930. Dividends
were distributed once in February 1932, I yuan per share. Two full-time staff

members.
One cooking oil, salt, and meat cooperative: Original total stock value was 35
yuan. Later increased to 157 yuan at 5 jiao per share. Set up in October 1929.
Dividends were distributed once in March 1933, 5jiao per share. Two full-time
staffmembcJS. One helper during market fair days.
One bean curd, candy, and pork cooperative: Original total stock value was
125 yuan. Later increased to 180 JUfm at 5 jiao per share. Set up in January
1931. Dividends were distributed in February 1933, 5 jiao per share. Three
full-time administrative staff members.
Each month the coopcn.tives' accounts arc checked twice (retum home for a
3. The Mao Zedong ji text, p. 186. has hen: the Chinese term guozi, meaning "fried
dough." The 1982 Beijing edition has instead bGnzl, nonnally signifying "stick" or
..board," which presumably refers in this contexlto a piece of dough fried bani.
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meal after the books are checked) and a full membership meeting is held once
(no meal). Every three months at the membership meeting there is a reelection of
administrative staff. Those who are tnmsfemd to work in .xilm- or district-level
cooperatives, those in their prime who become Red Army soldiers (to be replaced by slightly older people), and those who are not reelected are all replaced
immediately. In fact, however, more continue to serve and fewer are transferred
or replaced. ODJ.y family members of Red Anny soldiers who are having diftlculties may buy on credit, for one market period, two market periods, or at most
three 1118Jket periods (one market period is five days). When repaying. rice,
beans, and so on are acceptable. Debts not repaid by the market period are to be
collected in full dwing July and October each year.
In Upper Caixi, 60 percent of all households have joined the consumer cooperatives. The figure in Lower Caixi is 90 percent.
When there is a shortage of goods, family members of Red Army soldiers buy
flrst, then members of cooperatives, and then nonmembers.
As for price, family members of Red Army soldiers (with proper identification) get 5 percent off the market price. Members of cooperatives get no discount. The same applies to family members of Red Army soldiers coming to
market from other townships or even other districts. There are also Red Azmy
family mem.bm from Jiuxian. Nanyang. Guanzhuang. and other districts who
come to buy. "Cooperatives are Number One"-public opinion.
As for private shops selling ''Donlocal goods." all have died out in the district
(gradually diminishing to this point) except for a pbannacy run by a man from
Jiangxi. Only on market fair days are there are a few private individu.als peddling
salt, but there are still private people selling native products such as bean-curd
and so on.

J. Grtlin Coope~
Originally called the Bureau of Grain Redistribution, set up starting in 1930 by
collecting money for shares from the masses. The collection was not a general
one; rather, relatively well-off families were solicited at I ywm per share in big
foreign dollars. Each township organized one bureau of grain redistribution.
There were eight bureaus in the whole district, with shares worth a total of 1,81 0

,.....

Method of redistribution: Buying gmin from the masses every year taking 2
sheng less than when bought by a private individual. For example, if a private
buyer gets I dou 7 sheng per yuan, the bW'Ciu of redistribution will take only I
dou S sheng. When selling. sell first to Red Army families and then to the masses
who are undergoing hardship. Whether or not the member of the masses in
question is undergoing hardship, however, must be investigated and approved by
the township's conference of deputies. When selling, too, the price is not the
current market price, but rather the purchase price with a slight adjustment for
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consumption and loss. For example. if it was purchased at I }'IUIII for I dou and S
sheng, it would be sold at I yuan for I dou and 4.5 slumg, the O.S sheng being
subtracted as loss. Family memben of Red Army soldim who have no money
and the masses who are facing extreme hardship may borrow grain and return it
in fuJI after harvesting the crops, with no interest. Every year when the work of
grain pw-chasing and grain selling is fmished, the towuship soviet iDfomls the
masses, selects repn:sentatives. settles accounts with those in charge of the Bureau of Grain Redistribution, and issues a public notice. EVCJY year after tbe
autumn harvest the grain is collected and measured into the granary, which is
sealed with a long paper strip issued by the township soviet. In spring and
summer, it is not fixed whether grain will be available for sale once or twice, but
rather to be decided by the masses. Whenever the masses have a need, the
granary will be opened for sales. GeDeral.ly speaking. the time for bringing out
the grain every year is during the month of March, when fields are being plowed,
and during the month of May, when the new crop is still in the blade and the old
crop bas been consumed.
In Febnwy of this year, the name was changed to the grain cooperative, but
the organizational structure remained as before. Ever since the economic construction movement began this year, the grain cooperatives in alltowuships bave
expanded. Take the grain cooperative in Upper Caixi, for example. Its original
total stock value was 21 S yuan. Now with an increase of 203 yuan, the total is
418 yuan. In Lower Caixi, the original total stock value was 137 yuan, and now
with an increase of 200 yuan the total is 337 yuan. Of the five committee
members at the redisbibution bun:au, the head is full-time and his expenses for
meals are covered.
In May of this year, tbe two townships of Shangcun and Zbangyun (now
incorporated into Tongx.ian Disbict) suffered famine (the two townships are fUll
of bamboo-covered mountains. each person received only a plot of hmd yielding
a Dan of grain, and the paper-making entCiprise failed), and the bw'eau of grain
redistribution in CVCJY township tbroughout the district made concerted efforts to
provide relief. The price of grain at the time was I yuan for 8 sheng, but the
Bureau of Grain Redistribution made loans to these two townships at last
autw:DD.'s price of I piUlll for I dou and 8 sheng, to be repaid after the autumn
[harvest] according to the actual amOUDt of the loan. A total of 36 Dan were
loaned in the entire district. In addition, miscellaneous crops (sweet potatoes and
so on) and cash were donated to provide relief. As a result, no one starved. None
of the other townships in Caixi District suffered famine this year, thanks to the
effectiveness of the adjustments by the Bureau of Grain Redistribution.
Lower Caixi also has a "grain selling cooperative" with a total stock value of
130yuan at Sjiao a share. It was set up specially so that Red Army units passing
by, travelen, organizational staff, and masses who are disaster victims could
purchase grain. None of the five committee members works fUll-time. On market
fair days there is one person in charge for half a day. Usually management is
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undertaken by the consumer cooperative. Aside from taking care of the expenses
for wages and food for the workers handling the grain. profits are not shared out.
Very few of the ordinary masses come to buy gn.in from this cooperative, only
one or two out of a hundred. The price follows the current market price. Ever
since the masses pooled funds to set up this coopmtive, the Red AnDy, disaster
victims, and others no longer go house to house getting grain from the masses.

In the whole district, only Upper and Lower Caixi townships have organized
such a cooperative. Each has three oxen.
Approximately 20 percent of the families in the two townships bave DO oxen..
No method for resolving this problem has yet been devised.

Rice: Before the uprising, poor peasants and farm laborers on average ate rice
only three months out of the year, and ate miscellaneous grains for the remaining
nine months. During the season when the new crop was still in the blade and the
old was all consumed they had to eat "goat hoofs,"4 or even chaff. Now they
have rice for six months, which combined with miscellaneous grains for six
months makes enough for the whole year. lbis area produces very little rice to
begin with, so that half of the gmin supply has to be from miscellaneous grains
anyway, and the production of miscellaneous grains is greater than it was before.
In terms of each meal, before the uprising one could not get enough to eat, but
now one can. Moreover, aside from feeding themselves. people can sell to the
Red Anny, pay off their land tu.es. pun:hase public bonds, and barter for oil and
salt. All in all, then, the food situation has improved 100 percent (comparing rice
for three months with rice for six months).
Meat: Before the uprising, the aVCiage annual per capita consumption of meat
among poor peasants and limn laborers was around I yuan (in big foreign
dollus). It is DOW 2 )IUQII, an increase of 100 percent. Before the uprising only
sixty families in a hDDdred raised pigs; now ninety-five out of a bundred families
are raising pigs.
Clothing: Before the uprising each person on average could have one outfit of
a shirt and trousers made every two years. Since the uprising, each person on
average can have an outfit and a half made every year, which makes a 200
percent increase. This year the situation has changed again. Because of the
blockade, cloth is expensive and each penon on average can have only half an
outfit made [per year], which restores the situation before the uprising. Before
4. The rhizome of a kind of grass which grows wild in the hills, so called because in

fonn it resembles a goat's hoof. It was commonly used. to allay hunger in timea offamim:.
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the uprising an unlined outfit cost 18 mao (1 S mao for material and 3 mao for
labor). Last year an outfit cost 21 mao (17 mao for material and4 mao for labor).
equal to 1.S J'U4II in big foreign dollars. This year an outfit costs 34 mao (30 mao
for material and 4 mao for labor), equal to 2.4 )IUIJII in big foreign dollars.5 The
COWltenevolutionaries have driven up the price of our clothing to such an extent!
Salt: Before the uprising, the average monthly per capita consumption of salt
was 1jin. In November of this year, the monthly per capita consumption of salt
is only 3llang2 qian. In other words, a family offivethatcoosumed Sjin of salt
a month before the uprising consumed only I jin this November. Unless we
overthrow the Guomindang there will be no salt to eat!
Oil: Before the uprising the average monthly per capita consumption of edible
oil (wood-oil ftom Jiangx:i and local lard) was 6 Jiang. Currently it has neither
decreased nor increased. Because less wood-oil is coming from Jiangxi, however, what the masses are consuming is mostly lard.

Graio--bcforethe uprising, 10)'ZIIJII per Dan (IOOjin); in 1929, 2)'U411 Sjiao; in
1930, S )'llan; in 1931, 6 yuan 2j£ao; in 1933, 10 yuan in May and S yuan in
October.
Pork:--before the uprising, I yuan for 2.5 jin, bone-in. Cunendy, still I yruur
for 2.5jin, boneless.
Fish--because of the blockade after the uprising, no fish fry have come from
liujiang (via Wupingxian), the ponds are empty, and there.is no market.
Chicken--same price before and after [the uprising], 8 mao perjin.
Duck-more or less the same before and after, 4 mao perjin.
Chicken eggs-more or less the same before and after, I mao buys thn,e.
Duck eggs-more or less the same before and after, I mao buys three.
Lard-same price as for pork.
Limo--Dot used in the fields, rather for making paper. More or less the same
before md after [the uprisms), I yuan per Dan (80jin).
Beans-before the uprising, each Dan (8 dou) was 10 yuan; iD 1932, it was
20,)'IUUI;thisycaritis8)11UUJ.
Tobacco--before the uprishtg I mao bought 2/iang; now I mao buy& I liang

6qian.
Tea--more or less the same before and after, I yuan for 3.5jin.
Vegetable Oil--before the uprising, I yuan for 3.5 jin; this spring, 2.5jin; this
winter, 1jin 13 liang.
Paper-Before the uprising, a qiu (40 jin) of rough paper went for 4 yutJII 5
S. In other wonts. one big foreign dollar was worth approximately 1.4 dollars in lhe
fi'ectional currency. For Mao's n.plicit commems on this relationship in Caixi, see below,
the section of this invutiption on pricca.
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jiao; in 1931, it was 6yuan; in 1932, it was Syuan; in 1933, it was 1 yuan Sjiao,

so nobody makes paper anymore.
Lumber-cannot be shipped. so there is no market. Paper and lumber have
been this area's largest exports, but today they have completely failed. The
hateful Guomindang blockade!
Wood-oil---Before the uprising. I yuan bought 3.5 jin of wood-oil. No more
of it is coming now, so people can only use lard.
Iron--price has doubled since before the uprising.
Cloth--Before the uprising, a bolt (2 zhang 3 ch•) of cotto11 cloth went for 1
,YJUln. In 1932, a bolt went for lyuan4 mao. This year a bolt is2yuan 2 mao.
Sail--Before the uprising. I yuan bought IOjin. From 1930 to the spring of
1932, it still bought !Ojin.ln the swnmer of that year, the price rose to [I yuan
for] 7 jin. In 1933, I yuan would buy ajin, but in November, I yuan would buy
only 14liang. Breaking the blockade is a tremendous problem.
Kerosene--Befare the uprising, 50 percent of the households burned kerosene, and I yuan would buy 7 jin 14liang.In 1933, I yuan would buy only ljin
S liang. For this reason, no one bwus it anymore, except in instiiUiional offices.
Everyone is burning the "pine torch" instead.
Firewood--Before the uprising, I jin. cost 2 cappers. Last year it was 3
cappers. and this year it goes for 5 to 9 coppers.
Maoyang--tbe same before and after [the uprising]. Each mao is worth 16

-·

Silver dollars---zayczng 13.5 mao, gNQngyang 14 mao, and the same with
soviet paper [aurency].6 Now there is nothing but soviet paper currency and
silver dollars cannot be seen anywhere. Once again it's the Guomindang malting
1rCiuble!

6. As explained in the "Note on Sources and Corwcntions" at the beginning of Ibis
volume, and illustrated by the Xunwu and Xingguo investiptions in Volume Ill, several
different types of currency coexisted in the China of the 1930s. There were, on the one
hand, silver coins and banknotcs in the amount of one yuan or "dollar," commonly referred to as dayt1ng or "big foreign [dollars)."There were also ftactional silver coins at~d
notes for 0.1 or 0.2 dollars. generally ~:ailed .rlaoyang or ''small foreign [dallars]," which
were worth leas than their flee value. The exchange rate between these two units ia
mentioned several times in lhe materials translated above. but Ibis is Mao's only explicit
discussion of lhe issue. Here he refers to the "small dollars" by the alternative name of
IJIQO)'tlng, mao being the common term for ten cents or 0.1 dollars. As for the silver or
"big" dollars, the tenns za)'Qir8 (miscellaReous foreign [dollars]) and ,guangy~~~~g {bright
foreign (dollars)) arc commonly regarded u synonymous, but apparently in Caixi District
the former commanded a lower price in 111120 than the latter, to which the soviet paper
cunency wu equivalent.lfone "big" dollar was wortb 13.S or 14 one-mao coins, and each
such coin wu worth 16 of the copper coins with a face value of one "eent" or 0.01 dollars,
the dollar was worth about 220 coppers. Such was JOUgbly the level of depreciation of
COpPer against silver at Ibis time. (The coppers [tongpla11] referred to bcrc ahould not be
confused with the traditional copper "cash" (wen], ftequenlly mentioned in this volume,
whichwereofmuchlesservalue.)
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7. The ECOIUJIIIy alld Public Btmtls

In the newly demarcated Caixi District, which has eight townships, among the
2,188 households with a toral population of 8,782, 13,600 yuan worth of public
bonds have been sold. There are still approximately 1,000 yuan worth that remain to be sold.
In Upper Caixi, which has 513 households with a population of2,318, 4,000
yua11 [worth ofbonds] have been sold.
In Lower Caixi, which has 503 households with a population of2610, 4,146
yuan [worth ofbonds] have been sold.
Methods:
I. Mobilization at rallies of Party and Youth League members.
2. Mobilization at separate meetings of all organizations.
3. Mobilization at township soviet deputies' assemblies.
4. A mass rally held at the village level for the express purpose of conducting
propaganda, without making sales.
5. A mass rally held at the township level where bonds were sold. Each of the
two townships sold more than 1,500 yuan worth, but they were not solei out.
6. Household-by.householel propaganda conducted by township representa·
rives, the Conunine for Promoting the Sale of Public Bonds (three people from
each village). and the propaganda team (organized by the township, five people
from each village).
7. At the voters' meeting, more than 600 Jllllln [worth] were sold in Upper
Cai:J:i and over 1,600 )lllan were sold in Lower Caixi. To date, Upper Cai:J:i has
solei more than 2,000 Jllllln and over 1,000 yuan are left, and Lower Caixi has
sold more than 3,000 )lllan and approximately 900 yuan are left.
8. Subsequently, through door·to-door encouragement by deputies, sales promotion committee memben. and the propaganda teams, the bonds were sold out
and the amounts were acknowledged. But not all the public bonds have been
received as yet.

Purchase was completely voluntary; DO coercion was used. Not a single meel~
ing took place in which economic construction was not discussed. Because of the
establishment of the xian trade bureau there has been salt and cloth to buy, and
the masses have realized even more the importance of the economy and public
bondsWe reiterate that only when economic constn.Jction is coordinated with politi~
cal mobilization can a stronger wave of enthusiasm be created for expanding the
Red Anny and the broad masses be inspired to go to the front lines. In Caixi
Township, even after young and middle-aged men left in droves to join the Red
Army or to work elsewhere, production levels exceeded by I 0 percent those of
before the uprising. Having reclaimed all wasteland, they are opening up the
IDOUDtains as well, and DO plot of arable land remains unsown. The lives of the
masses have been very greatly improved.
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The labor cooperative (elsewbeR called the labor mutual aid associacion), the
consumer cooperative, and the grain cooperative have organized the economic
life of the masses in the entire township, so that the economy bas reached a very
high level of organization and become the firSt glorious model for the entire
soviet Area. Such a great achievement on the economic front bas inspired all the
masses and caused the broad masses to take up arms and rush to the front lines
for the defense and development of the Soviet Area without any worries and
without turning back. Of the total population of 4,928 people in the two townships, 1,018 men (485 from Upper Caixi and 533 from Lower Caixi) have gone
away to join the Red Army or to wOJk, and 29 women have gone elsewhere to
work. This ironclad evidence bas afforded us a powerful weapon with which to
smash all the opportunists' nonsensical statements, such as that economic consbuCtion is impossible dwingcivil war, that the lives of the masses in the Soviet
Area have seen no improvement. that the masses do not wish to join the Red
Anny, or that if the Red Anny is expanded there wilt be no one to engage in
production. We solemnly incroduce to the entire peasant and worker masses the
glorious achievements of ChanggaDg Township, Caixi Township, and Shisbui
Townsbip, and we call upon the thousands of townships throughout the Soviet
Area to learn together from these townships, so that the several thousand townships may all become, like Changgang, Caixi, and Sbisbui, a solid advaDCing
front striving for victory all over China.
Culture aud Education

UPIHrC11iri
Daytime schools: a total of four, all under one principal, each with one teacher.
The cost of the teacher's meals is covered by taking up a collection among the
uwses, calculated at 1jitw 3 fen per person. Then is a total of 141 pupils. most
of whom are berween the ages of six and ten. Most of those between tbe ages of
eleven and fourteen go to the district soviet compulsory education physical labor
school (formerly a training school for cadres who work with children). The
whole township has more than 600 children between the ages of one and fifteen,
ofwbom 323 arc between the ages of six and fifteeD. Of this number, 141 go to
daytime schools, 37 go to the district soviet labor school, and there remain 145
who do not go to school.
Evening schools: a total of four, no priDcipal. The teaching positions arc held
COncurrently by the teachers at the daytime schools. There is a total of more than
120 students, most of whom arc women. The monthly administration expense for
each school, 5jillo, is covered by funds collected from the masses.
Lilelacy classes: a total of 24 groups, I0 people in each group, a total of 240
people. Evay five days the evening scbool teacher assigns five oew characters to
recognize. Each group has a group leader, and there arc both men and women.
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Those who cannot attend evening school because of old age, work, or being tied
down by children are able to enter the literacy class.
Newspaper-reading group: located in the club, with one person in charge. On
market fair days (once every five days), such publications as Srmggle and Red
China, "circulars" [from higher organs], "class analyses," and so on 7 are read
aloud. At least fifty or sixty people are in the audience every time, and sometimes there are as many as eighty or ninety.
Character-learning boards: a total of six, placed at various intersections.
Clu.b: one. Of the more than fifty people working at the club, more than thirty
belong to the new perfonning troupe.
Wall-newspapers: four locations, one in each village, outside the gate of the
daytime school. Most of the articles are wrinen by the pupils and teachers; not
more than one-tenth are wrinen by the masses.
LowuCtdxi

Daytime schools: a total of five, altunder one principal, with one teacher in each
school. The teacher's food expenses are handled as in the case of Upper Caixi.
There is a total of more than ISO pupils, and more than 60 go to the district
school, making a total of more than 210.
Evening schools: a total of eight, no principal. Five of the teachers serve
concwrently as teachers in the daytime schools, and three of them arc from
elsewhere.
There is an average of approximately 30 students in each school and a total of
240. The monthly administration fee is 5 jiao.
Club: one, with more than fifty staff members.
Literacy classes: a total of26 groups, with a total of260 students. The method
of learning characters is the same as in Upper Caixi.
Character-learning boards: a total of five.
Wall-newspapers: five locations.
Newspaper-reading group: one location, which is also held every five days on
market fair days.

7. Srrvggle (Dou::heng) and Red China (Hong.se zhonglr11a) were important Party periodicals lhal appear ftequen!ly among the sou~ for the texts in this volume. "'Class
analyses" undoubtedly reren to the imponant directive or October 10, 1933, "llow to
Analyze Classes," translalcd above, as well as 1.o other materials 011 the same topic.

On The Problem ofDeserters
from the Red Anny
Order No. 25 of the Central Executive Commillee
(December 15, 1933)

Desertion is a ferocious enemy of the Red Army and the revolutionary war; the
struggle against desertion is an important effort to safeguard the combat capabilities of the Red Anny. In the past, there were no unified methods for punishing
deserters. For this reason, the present order is hereby promulgated:
I. Deserters who run away with their guns are to be shot on the spot upon
capture.
2. Organizers of desertion (such as those who forge official seals and travel
passes), and ringleaders of desertion by entire squads, platoons, or companies,
are to be tried publicly and shot after capture, as befits such leading clements.
3. Those who have dcsened several times, stan rumors, and sabotage the Red
Army and the movement of returning to the Red Army are to be sent after
capture to a coun of law, to be sentenced to punishments ranging from jail terms
to death by firing squad.
4. All governments should strengthen propaganda and encouragement for
those who run away individually because of inadequate political consciousness,
and organize work for providing favorable treatment to their families, to induce
them to retwn to their units of their own accord. Measures such as arrest and
imprisonment must absolutely not be taken against them. If anyone arrests or
imprisons such individuals, he will be found guilty of violating soviet laws.
S. As for deserters who stubbornly refuse to return to their units even after
propaganda and persuasion, the government should, provided that it receives the
support of the masses, make them compensate the state for its expenditure (unifonns and blankets), and the masses for their losses (labor power donated to
benefit their families), and also deprive them of their voting rights.
6. Deserters must absolutely not be allowed to be hired as workers or employees of the various organs, units, and organizations in the rear. Leaders of
units who hire deserters should be punished by demotion, dismissal, or even
confinement.
This document was first published in Ho11g5e Zhongguo, no. 136. December 20. 1933. We
have translated it fromMoo7..edollgji, Vol. 4, pp. !2!-22.
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1. All those who refuse lo carry oUIIhis order shall be found guill)' of assisting deserters and of sabolaging the Red Army.
8. This order goes in10 effe<:l from lhe day ofils issuance.

Chairman of lhe Central
Execulive Committee of the
Chinese Soviet Republic
Mao Zedong
Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

On Punishing ActJ ofEmbezzlement a:nd Waste
Order No. 26 ofthe Central Executive Committee
(December 15, 1933)

In order to punish severely acts of embezzlement and waste, the following methods of punishment are hereby stipulated:
I. All those employees of soviet organs, state-owned enterprises., and public
bodies who use their positions to embezzle public funds for private gain will be
dealt with according to the following provisions:
a. Those who embezzle more than 500 yuan of public funds will be sentenced to death.
b. Those who embezzle more than 300 but less than 500 yuan of public

funds will be sentenced to two to five years in prison.
c. Those who embezzle more than 100 but less than 300 yuan of public
funds will be sentenced to from six months to two years in prison.
d. Those who embe:u:le less than 100 yuan of public funds will be sentenced to less than si:t months of forced labor.
2. Anyone who has commined crimes covered by any one of the provisions
of Article I will, in addition to the punishment laid down by the various provisions of Article I, suffer the confiscation of all or part of his property, and must
repay in full the amount of public funds he has embezzled.
3. Anyone who uses public funds for private gain will be deemed guilty of
the crime of embezzlement and will be punished according to Articles I and 2.
4. Employees of soviet organs, state-owned entCiprises, and public bodies
who, because of their negligence and waste of public funds, cause the state
financial losses will, depending on the degree of the waste, be punished by
warnings, dismissal, or imprisonment of from one month to three years.
Chairman of the Central
Executive Comminee Mao Zcdong
Vice-Chainnen

Th~ first

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

published in Hongstt Zlumghuo, no. 140, January 4, 1934. We

have translated it rrom Moo Zedrmgji, Vol. 4, pp. 123-24.
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The First Tekgramfrom the
Interim Central Government to the
Peopk'S Revolutionary Government of
Fujian and the Nineteenth Route Army1
(December 20, 1933)
To the People's Revolutionary Government of Fujian and the officers and soldiers ofthe People's Revolutionary Anny:
It is more than a month since representatives of the Soviet Government and the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny concluded, with your representatives, the
draft agreement on opposing Japan and Chiang Kaishek. To date, however, we
have not yet seen vigorous actions against Japan and Chiang on your part, or any
concrete practical efforts to mobilize the masses for shUggle and ann the popular
masses to fight Japan and Chiang. On the other hand, Chiang K.aishek has
already dispatched three columns to attack Fuzhou and Y8nping; Japanese imperialism has also completed preparations already for occupying Fuzhou and
Xiamen in response to Chiang Kaisbck's military action. You and the broad
popular masses of Fujian are in extreme danger. The Soviet Govenuncnt and the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army solemnly inform you that any passivity,
hesitation, and indecision in face of this peril is an enormous crime against the
Chinese revolution. Therefore, the Central Soviet Govenunent and the Workers'
and Peasants' Red Army demand that, in conformity with the basic principles
laid down in our draft agreement on opposing Japan and Chiang, you immediately take decisive action, concentrate all your armed forces, and launch a
decisive banle against Chiang at once. At the same time, you must most resolutely mobilize and arm the broad popular masses in their struggle, organize a
genuine people's revolutionary army and volunteer army, and truly give the
This telegram was first published in Hong.re Zhonghua, no. 149, February 14, 1934. We
have b'lnslated it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 211-12, where it is reproduced from
this source.
I. Although this is presented as the "first telegram" 10 the Fujian rebels, negotiations
had, in fact, been going on between them and the Soviet authorities in Ruijin since
September and October, and a preliminary agreement had been signed on October 26,
1933. (The text of this document, which is referred 10 below, can be found in SaiclJ, Rise
to Power, pp. 605--6.) For further details, see above, the Introduction to this volume.
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people democratic rights of expression, publishing, assembly, and association, so
as to launch a mass struggle against Japan and Chiang. We believe that only by
relying on the power of the popular masses in their millions can we win final
victory. We, the Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army,
are prepared to unite with you at any time and to sign a joint military agreement
with you to oppose and ovenhrow our common enemies-the Japanese imperialists and Chiang K.aishek's Guomindang government in Nanjing. We hope
you will quickly infonn us of your decision.
Mao Zedong, Zhu De

- - - - - 1 913 4 - - - - - -

Secund Telegram from the Interim Central
Government to the People's Revolutionary
Government of Fujian and the People's
Revolutionary Army
(January 13, 1934)
Li, Chen, Jiang, and the members ofthe People's Government:•
In light of the current situation. Fuzhou finds itself on the brink of crisis and the
People's Government is already in peril. The Central Soviet Govenunent, in
accordance with the previous bilateral agrcemc:nts, ventures, in the spirit of the
anti-Japanese and anti-Chiang united ftont, to make the following wgcnt recommendations to your esteemed government:
I. The People's Oovemment should immediately cany out the promises made in
its manifesto and in the agreement respecting the democratic rights of the people.
This le.legram was tint published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 149, Februlll)' 14, 1934. We
have translated it from Mao Zedo~~gji, Vol. 4, pp. 213--14, where it is reproduced from
this source.
I. Regarding the Fujian rebellion, sec the Introduction to tbis volume. and also the
~ious text, the "First Telegram 10 the People's Revolutionary Government" of December 20, 1933. Li is Li Jishen (1886-1959), zi Rcnchao, a nativcofJiugsu. After occupying important military and political posts during the Northern Expeditiou, be came into
conflict with Chiang Kaishek in 1929 and was detaiaed until 1931. In 1933, he left
GIWigzhou for Houg Kong. and although he was made titular head oflhe Fujian government in November 1933, he was only a figurehead. In January 1934, he ouce again fled 10
Hong Kong. Chen is Chen Mingshu (1890-1965), zi Zhcnru, a nalivc ofGIWigdong. He
received a miliwy educatiou, panieipated in the 1911 Revolution, and pJaycd an important role in the Northern Expeditiou. From 1929to 1931, he was governor ofGuanpong
and in 1931 he was named commander-in-chief of the anti-Communist forces in Jiangxi,
thus receiving direct coorro1 of the Ninetccnth Route Army. Beginning in late 1931, he
began organizing the Social Demoaatic Party, and in 1933, after making contact with
many ofOiang Kaishck's critics, he launched the Fujian rebellion, of which he was the
prime mover. Jiang Guangnai (188&-1967), zi Jingran, was a native ofGu.angdong. From
1923 to 1931 he served frcqUCDtly under Chen Mingshu, and in 1930 he became the
commander-in-chief of the Nineteenth Route Army, and tbereaftcr, as illustrated by many
of the teKts in this volume. he participated in the campaigns of "Encirclement and Suppression" against the Communists. In November 1933, he joined his Conner commander in
launchins the Fujian rebellion.
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2. The People's Govemment should immediately ann the masses in Fuzhou
and its surrounding areas, as well as in the various areas of Quan(zbou]Zhang[zbou]; it should aid and support the broad masses in participating in the
anti-Japanese and anti-Chiang united front, so as to defend the Fuzhou and

QwmlzbouJ-llmD.CmouJ .....
3. Aid and support the masses in immediately organizing combat groups to
engage in the anti-Japanese, IDt:i-Chiang struggle. The development of such
bodies should not be obstructed or prohibited under the pretext of the tense
mililarysituation.
4. Ptactical support should be given to mass anned organizations in the rear
of Chiang and the enemy (such as various locations along the coast in Fujian and
Zhejiang), and to activity directed against Japan aod Chiang.
S. All those elements who 11e getting ready to surrender to Chiang Kaishek
or seek protec:tion from the imperialists should be resolutely purged from our
ownnmks.
6. Propaganda should be directed toward all officers and soldiers of the Nineteenth Route Army to the effect that the only way to fight Chiang and the
Japanese is by cooperating with the" soviets and the Red Army to the end, and by
adopting every effective measure and closely coordinated military actions.
Chiang Kaishek and the Japanese imperialists have obviously already begun
to coordinate their actions, and have as their common objective the destruction
of the Nineteenth Route Army. If your esteemed government genuinely desires
to put into practice the anti-Japanese and anti-Chiang propositions, the suggestions we have made above 11e the only way to prevent the current People's
Government and the Nineteenth Route Army from falling into danger, they are
also the fmal test as to whether or not your esteemed government is truly determined to fulfill the promises made in the manifesto and in the agreement for
which it bas taken responsibility. You must know that if an armed anti-Japanese
and anti-Chiang front of the popular masses can really be established, even if
Fuzhou were to fall, the rule of Chiang Kaishek and the Japanese imperialists
could not long survive in peace, and there can be no doubt that this united front
will progress daily in the whole country. Moreover, if your esteemed government
is iDdeed willing to arm the popular masses and support the people of Fujian and
those in Fuzhou fll'St of all, in self-defense, then the c:um:nt siruation will unfold
in a new direction, and Fuzbou may not be lost after all. The c:rucial moment is
upon us. We hope that you will consider this matter and favor us with a response.
Mao Zedong, Zhu De

Inscriptian on the Memorial to
Red Army Martyrs'
(January 15, 1934)
Many comrades have gloriously sacrifaced their lives in the great battles against
imperialism and for the agrarian revolution! The sacrifiCe of these comrades has
demonstrated the indomitable heroism of the proletariat and laid the foundations
of the Chinese Soviet Republic. Treading in the bloodstained footsteps of these
collll8des, the workers. peasants, and toiling masses of all China are marching
forward to overthrow the rule of imperialism and the Guomindang, and fJ.ghting
for the victocy of the soviets throughout China.
MaoZedong

We have tnmslatcd lhis inscription from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, p. 207.
I. This memorial was located in Ruijin.
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To the Northeastern People's Revolutionary
Anny and Volunteer Anny
Qanuary 22, 1934)
To th.e dear comrades of the Northeastern People's Revolutionary Army and the
Anti-Japanese Volunteer Army:
The Second National Soviet Congress of the Chinese Soviet Republic, which is
opening in Ruijin this month, expresses warm revolutionary salutations to you,
the valiant fighters resisting Japan! The Congress expresses boundless sympathy
to you for persistently waging a national revolutionary war against Japan. Since
Japanese imperialism occupied Manchuria, the Provisional Central Government
of the Chinese Soviet Republic has already issued a proclamation declaring war
on Japan and a mobilization order for military operations against Japan. Moreover, in a proclamation dated January [ ], 1 1933,the soviets and the Red Army
declared their willingness to enter into an operational agreement with any anned
force to resist Japan and the Guomindang government on three conditions: a halt
to attacks on the soviet areas and the Red Anny, granting democratic rights to
the people, and arming the popular masses to fight a national revolutionary war.
The Guomindang government, however, in the face of the Japanese imperialist
occupation of Manchuria and North China and the anacks on China from all the
other imperialist powers, has adopted a consistent and thoroughgoing policy of
nonrcsisrancc. Capitulating to imperialism, it has been suppressing the anti-imperialist movement of the popular masses, slaughtering or arresting the popular
masses who oppose imperialism, and disarming members of the anti-Japanese
Volunteer Anny. It has mustered up the annics and resources of all China for its
Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the soviet areas and the Red
Anny, in order to prevent the soviets and the Red Anny from joining with you in
a common fight against Japan and all the other imperialist powers, thus willingly
paving the way for the complete carving up of China by imperialism. The Congress maintains that, to win independence and freedom for the Chinese nation
This lext was first published inHonpe Zhol!ghua, Special Issue no. 6, February I, 1934,
on the Second Nalional Soviet Congress. We have ttanslated it from Mao Zedong ji.
Bujuan, Vol. 4, pp. 20l-4, where it is reproduced from this source.
I. For some reason, a blank space is left here for the day of the month in the text as
published in Hongse zhongllua and reproduced in Mao Zedong ji. The proclamation in
question is translated above, and the cOI'TeCtdate is January 17, 1933.
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and complete victory in the national revolutionary war, it is necessary to overthroW the rule of the Guomindang government, which is selling out the national
interests and humiliating the Chinese people. On behalf of the tens of millions of
revolutionary masses and the Red Army in the soviet areas as well as the White
areas, the Congress welcomes the delegates the People's Revolutionary Army
has sent to the Congress and hails the conclusion of the agreement for joint
military open.tions with the Central Soviet Government and the Red Army. The
Congress also proposes to all the anti-Japanese volunteers to conclude, on the
three conditions specified in the proclamation of the Central Soviet Government
issued on January [ ], 1933, an operational agreement against Japan and the
Guomindang. The Congress hopes that you will persist in the national revolutionary war against Japan, ann the popular masses even more widely, purge and
expel the irresolute leaders who capitulate to imperialism, confiscate the property of all the traitors who arc selling out the counlly and use it for military
purposes, and confiscate the land and property of the landlord class and distribute them among the workers and peasants, thus combining the national revolutionary war with the agrarian revolution. The Congress is convinced that the
Chinese soviet movement will definitely and swiftly smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" of imperialism and the Guomindang, extend itself to the
key cities, and achieve a higher level of cooperation with your actions, so that
Japanese and all other imperialists will be completely driven out of China and a
new free and independent Soviet China will be established. Long live the national liberation ofChina! Long live the new Soviet China!
Second National Soviet

Congress Cbainnan

Mao Zedong

Solemn opening Remarks
Transcript of Chairman Mao :S Remarks at
the Second National Soviet Congress
(January 22, 1934)

Comrades! On behalf of the Central Executive Committee, I hereby declare the

Second National Soviet Congress in session. (Music)
Comrades! Today is the opening day of the Second National Soviet Congress
of Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers' Deputies. On behalf of the Central Executive Committee, I offer a revolutionary salute to all the deputies.
Comrades! It has been two years and two months since the first National
Soviet Congress. In the past two years, the course of events in the whole country
has fully manifested and demonstrated the further wavering and collapse of the

counterrevolutionary ruling class, and the enormous progress of the soviet movement and of the revolutionary struggle in the whole country.
China is a country that has suffered from the oppression and invasion of
imperialism; it is a country victimized by the slaughter, oppression, and enslavement of the landlords, the bourgeoisie, and the Guomindang government. The
vast territory of the entire country has been handed over to the imperialists by the
Guomindang, placing the whole of China under the threat of imperialist partition
and joint control, and leading China to the brink of extinction. Under these
circwnstances, the workers, peasants, and toiling masses of China, under the
leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, have united, armed themselves, and
established their own government and state. Our first All-Soviet Congress declared the establishment of this state, which is our Chinese Soviet Republic.
Since then throughout China the two regimes have stood in extremely sharp
opposition to each other.
The development of the revolution during the past two years has caused the
revolutionary situation throughout the country to progress further. The broad
masses of the workers and peasants have united under the banner of the
soviets to attack our enemy, the imperialist Guomindang. We have won tremendously great victories in these past two years. The imperialist Guomindang
We have translated this document from Mao Udongji, VoL 4, pp. 215-17, where it is
reproduced from Hongse Zhonghua, Special Issue no. 2, January 24, 1934, on the Second
National Soviet Congress.
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has begun to tremble before our victories. After three successive campaigns of
"Encirclement arxl Suppression," they have organized the Fourth, and even the
Fifth, "Encirclement and Suppression." But we smashed the four "Encirclement
and Suppression" campaigns of the enemy, and have won an initial victory in
crushing the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression." At present we arc in the
middle of fighting the decisive banle against the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"; we arc at the most critical moment.
During the past two years, the Red Anny has achieved great victories in a
bloody struggle throughout the whole country. During this period, many of our
comrades have shed their last drop of blood and gloriously laid down their lives
for the soviets. Many were slaughtered by the Guomindang while they were
leading the revolutionary struggle in the areas controlled by the Guomindang,
and in the White areas. These comrades include, among others, Huang Gonglue,
Zhao Bosheng, Wei Baqun, Yun Daiying, Cai Hesen, Deng Zhongxia, Chen
Yuandao, Lu Yi, Shen Zemin, Wang Liang, Hu Alin, Zhang Xilong, Wu
Gaoqun, and Pang Bie. They gloriously sacrificed themselves at the front, on
various battlefronts, under the enemy's bullets and butcher knives. I propose that
we observe three minutes of silence 10 express our grief and veneration for these
comrades. (The deputies all rise and observe three minutes of silence.)
The task of the Second National Soviet Congress is thoroughly to smash the
enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"; it is to spread the soviet movement to all of China; it is to oppose the vicious plot of the imperialists and the
Guomindang to bring about China's downfall. Our Congress bears great responsibilities. Our Congress should call on the workers, peasants, and toiling masses
of all the soviet areas, and of the whole of China, to struggle for the expansion of
the Red Anny to an iron army one million strong; it should call on the masses of
all the soviet areas, and of the whole of China, to ann themselves, concentrate all
their strength, smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," and strive for the
greatest and most complete victory of the revolution, and for the victory of the
revolution throughout China.
Our Congress is the supreme organ of political power for the whole counny.
It has enonnous strength for solving these problems. We arc convinced that it
will certainly be able to solve these problems, and that it will grasp these problems and solve them completely. Our Congress will cause the Fifth ..Encirclement and Suppression" to be smashed completely and the revolution to spread
across 1he whole country, expand lhe map of the soviet to all areas ruled by the
Guomindang, and erect red flags all over China. Let us raise our voices and
shout:
Long Live the Second National Soviet Congress!
Long Live a New Soviet China! (Thunderous applause)

Reprnt of the Central Executive Committee
and the Council ofPeople~ Commissars
of the OJinese Soviet Republic to the
Second National Soviet Congress
(January 24-25, 1934)
I. The Current Situation and the Victory of the Soviet Movement 1

Two whole years have passed since the convening of the First National Soviet
Congress. Developments in the situation over the past two years have thoroughly
demonstrated the further wavering and collapse of the rule of the imperialist

Guomindang and the vigorous development and victory of the soviet movement.
The period we are in today is actually the period of the further intensification
of the Chinese revolutionary situation as well as the ttansitional period for the
whole world to enter into a new, second era of war and revolution.
The confrontation between the socialist world and the capitalist world has
now become extremely acute. On the one hand, the socialist economy of the
Soviet Union has achieved final consolidation. Its first five-year plan was completed within only four years, and last year the second five-year plan made great
achievements in its ftrSt year. The phenomenon of unemployment has long since
been eliminated in the Soviet Union, and the standard of living and cultural level
of all the toiling masses have been dramatically raised. The Soviet Union's
Our source for this report is MGo Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 219-82, where it is reproduced
from the official record of the Congress put out in March 1934 by the Council of People's
Commissar's of the Cbinese Soviet Republic in Ruijin, Jiangxi. This version includes a
prefatory summary of the report, which we have omitted as it adds nothing 10 our understanding of the document. The repon also appears in a volume entitled Zhiyou suweiai
netrggoujiu Zhongguo (Only the Soviets Can Save China), published in Moscow in 1934
by the Publishing House for Foreign Worlr.CJS in the Soviet Union, which contains a
preface by Kang Sheng, this report, and Mao's ''CODclusions" on this rcpon (sec following text). The Moscow vcn.ion appears to have been more carefully edited, but it also
contains some changes and additiODs reflecting the point of view of the International. For
this n:ason, we have taken the Jianp.i versi011, which is probably closer to Mao's own
text, as tbe basis for our translation, but signifiCliDI differences berwccn the two versions
arcpoiniCdoutinthcnoleS.
I. The Moscow venicm of the report begins with !he salutation, "Comrades!" after this
beading.
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national defense has been greatly consolidated. With the suppon of the rcvolulionuy masses of the whole world, the Soviet Union's policy of peace has met
with success everywhere, and even the most obstinate American imperialists had
no choice but to establish diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union.
The capitalist world, on the other band, is somctbing else entirely, where the
economic panic has reached an extreme. Throughout the capitalist world production is at an unprecedented low and unemployed workcn number in the tens of
millions. 2 Capitalism's temporary stability has come to an end and its overall
crisis has entered a new phase. The various imperialist countries are in a mad
frenzy preparing for war. As. a rault of the occupation of Manchuria by the
Japanese imperialists, the contradictions among various imperialists and between
the Japanese and U.S. imperialists in particular have developed further on a new
basis. The imperialist bandit wm for redividing the world are an extremely
gnave menace to the peaple of the world. The imperialists. however, are trying to
alleviate their iDtemal contradictions for the time beiDg and to fmd a way out by
sacrificing the Soviet Union and China. Preparations for war against the Soviet
Union have not stopped for a moment, and the war to carve up China and attack
the ChiDese revolution is already clearly and flagrandy under way.
Nevertheless, the revolutionary movement oftbe proletariat and the oppressed
nations of the world is also growing and expanding UDder the impact of the
suca:sses of the socialist construction of the Soviet Uaion and the threat of
imperialist economic panic and war. Fierce class struggle and national revolutions are under way ill all capitalist countries, colonies, and semicolonies. The
flames of war and revolution in the whole world are pressing toward us.
The Chinese revolution is pan of the world revolution. The deepening of the
national crisis, the overall collapse of the national economy,3 and the victory of
the soviet movement have fUrther promoted the development of the Chinese
revolutionary situation, pushing it to an especially prominent position in the
world revolution.
The focus of the current political situation in China is the widespread civil
war, the life..and-death struggle between revolution and counterrevolution. and
the sharp confrontation between the soviet regime of the workers and peasants
and the Guomindang regime of the landlords and bourgeoisie.
On the one hand, the Guomindang landlords and bourgeoisie have completely swrendered to the imperialists. guiding the imperialists in their qccupation of China's vast tenitory, monopolizing all significant political and
economic rights in China, leading the national economy to a complete collapse,
and bringing unprecedented misery to the lives of the laboring masses of workers
and peasants. They are taking away all freedoms from the revolutionary masses.
2. The Moscow version or the report omits the PUIIIIJC here thai begins "where the
economic panic..."and ends with"... number in the fens of millions."
3. Here the Moacow text has "'uomindang economy'' instead of"national economy."
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suppressing all revolutionary activities., and carrying out a mad fascist terror.
Under the direction of the imperialists, they are organizing all reactionary forces
in launching desperate anaclcs on the soviet areas and the Red Anny. All of this
has a single objective: to fuse the interests of the Chinese landlords and bourgeoisie
with those of the imperialim and to lead China onto the road of total colonization.
On the other hand, the soviet rCgime calls together, organizes, and leads the
revolutionary masses of the entire country in waging a resolute national-revolutionary war. It organizes and leads the Red Army and the masses in the struggle
for the defense and expansion of the soviet areas. Resolute offensives are
launched to destroy the imperialist Guomindang's repeated "Encirclement and
Suppression." The counterrevolutionary attempts of all exploiters within the
soviet areas are severely suppressed. All land is given to peasants and Red
Army soldiers. The workers work an eight-hour day and earn higher wages.
There is relief for WJemployment and a social security system is in effect.
Complete freedom of assembly, association, speech, publication, and strike are
granted to all the revolutionary masses. The broad worker and peasant masses
are drawn into the administration.of their own state organs; only exploiters are
excluded from participation. The economic life of the popular masses is organized to enable the masses to move from a position of suffering their fill of
hunger and cold under the rule of the landlords and bourgeoisie in the past to a
position that is not only completely free from hunger and cold, but improves
day by day. With regard to organizing the cultural life of the masses, the
broad masses that did not have any educational opportunities under the rule
of the landlords and bourgeoisie in the past arc advancing to a position of
being able to raise their cultural standards day by day. All of this also has a
single objective: to overthrow the rule of the landlords and bourgeoisie in the
whole country, expel the imperialists from China, liberate hundreds of millions of popular masses from the oppression and exploitation of the rule of
the imperialists and the Guomindang, block the road to colonialism that
would be the destruction of China, and establish a free and independent Soviet
China with territorial integrity.
The increasingly sharp polarization between the two rCgimes cannot but
intensify the increasingly fierce life-and-death struggle between them. The
present time is actually the historical period in which victory and defeat are
about to be determined by the stnlggle between the two sides. The counterrevolutioruuy Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" is advancing against us on a
large scale, following on after the defeat of the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression.'" The historical task of the soviet regime is to call together, organize, and
lead all the revolutionary popular masses of all soviet areas and the whole of
China to participate in this great fmal stnlggle, to mobilize the broad masses of
4. The Moscow version has here "sixth" in place of "fifth" and "fifth" in place of
"fourth."
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workers and peasants to joiD the Red Army, to sbellgtben the political education
and military skills of the Red Army, to expand local armed forces and guerrilla
uoops. to promole gueui.Ua warfare widely, 10 cnhaDce the soviet regime's concentrated and unified leadership of the Red Army in various soviet areas, to
improve the speed and quaJity of the work of the soviet rCgimes in all fields, to
strengthen the work of the fmancial and economic organs of the soviet regime so
as to ensure that the material needs of the revolutionary war arc met, to unfold
the class struggle of the workers by channeling the revolutionary enthusiasm of
the masses of workm to the struggle of defeating the enemy, to promote the
agrarian snuggle of tbe peasants by mobilizing the broad masses of peasants in
fighting for the seizure and defense of the land, and to call upon all the toiling
masses of workers and peasants in all soviet areas and throughout China to make
all sacrifices and efforts for the war. This is the way to smash thoroughly the
FifthS ..Encin:lement and Suppression" of the imperialists and the Guomindang,
to block the road toward the colonization of China, and to win initial soviet
victories in one or several provinces, leading toward victory throughout the
whole of China.6

n.

The ImperlaiUt Offensives aad the Soviet Government's
Leadenhlp of the And-Imperlallst Movement
Over the past two years, since the founding of the ProvisiODal Central Government, the biggest developments inside the country have been the imperialist
offensives and the countenevolutionarics' Fourth and Fifth7 "Encirclement and
Suppression" [campaigns] against the revolution.
ne Japanese imperialist bandit war that began on September 18, 1931, resulted in the occupation of the Three Northeastern Provinces and Rehe and the
control of Beiping and Tianjin through barbarous massacn:s with planes and
cannons. Preparations are further being made to launch murderous warfare on an
even larger scale toward Inner Mongolia and all of North China. The British
imperialists are attacking Sichuan from Tibet, and the French imperialists arc
preparing to invade Yunnan and Guizhou. Meanwhile, the American imperialists
are ancmpting to put the Yangzi River basin and Fujian under their direct rule.
All these imperialists BR spreading their pernicious grasp and conspiracies over
the vast territory of China for the purposes of enslaving the Chinese people,
destroying the Chinese soviet ri:gime, preparing to anack the Soviet Union, and
at the same time preparing for a second world war among the imperialist gangS. The Moscow version reads "sixth" here.
6. In tbc Moscow version, this last pan reads. simply, ''to achieve victory of the soviet
revolution throughout the whole of China."
7. The text in the MOJCow version rcf'crs hen: to ''the fourth, fifth, and sixth" campaigns.
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sters themselves. But the Chinese landlord and bourgeois GuomindaDg, abiding
by the principle of surrendering everything to the imperialists, has handed over
several million square /i of land, practiced shamefu.l nonresistance against Japanese and all other imperialist attacks, and b'aded all tbe interests of the toiling
popu]ar masses for the political, economic. and military assistance of the imperialists in order to facilitate the concentration of their forces for attacks against
the soviets and the Red Army. 8
In this national crisis of unprecedented gravity, the anti-imperialist movement
of the revolutionary masses of the whole country is developing most vigorously.
The heroic fighting of huodreds of thousands of volunteer army soldien in the
Three Northeastern Provinces, the bloody banles of the soldiers of the Nineteenth Army in Shanghai,9 and the anti-imperialist movement that has spread
throughout the country have reached a high tide never seen before.
At present, before the revolutionary masses of all of China stand opposing
actions of the two political n!:gimes: the Guomindang has totally surrendered to
the imperialists and makes every effort to oppress the anti-imperialist masses,
whereas the soviets resolutely oppose the imperialists and make every effort to
aid and lead the anti-imperialist movement.
Over the past two yeaiS the Soviet Provisional Central Government has repeatedly issued telegrams opposing the gangster war of the Japanese imperialists
and the surrender and betrayal of the Guomindang. On April 14, 1932, the
Provisional Central Government offlciaJiy declared war against Japan and simultaneously issued an order of mobilization for war against Japan. calling upon the
popular masses of the whole country to wage a national-revolutionary war
against the imperialists who enslave China and the Guom.indang that betrays
China. The Provisional Central Government and the Revolutionary Military
Commission have already issued a decla!ation calling upon all Guomindang
troops attacking the soviet regime and the Red Amty to (I) immediately cease
attacking the soviet areas, (2) guarantee democratic rights for tbe popular masses
(hedom of speech, publication, assembly, association, strike, and so on), and
(3) arm the popular masses and establish an anti-Japanese voiUDteer um.y. Under
these three conditions, the Soviet Government is willing to conclude an agreement regarding milituy operations with any armed force to fight agaiDst lhe
Japanese and all other imperialists. When the Guomindang signed the Tanggu
Agreement wilh Japan and recently made direct representations to Japan, the
Provisional Central GovCIIUDCDI repeatedly declared to the whole counlly and
the whole world that it represented the people of the whole country in the
sternest condemnation of such policies and actions, which sell out the national
interests. The Soviet Government aids the anti-Japanese struggle of the masses
8. The Moscow version of this text adds here a characterization of the soviets and the
Army as "lhe only reliable force for tbe survival of the Chineae nation."
9. The Moscow text adds "and the masses of workers" here after''Ninetcenlh Army."
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everywhere and contributed 16,000 yut~n in support of the anti-Japanese strike
movement by the workers of Huxi Textile Mill in Shanghai alone. In addition,
the masses of the soviet areas have given donations and assistance to the AntiJapanese Volunteer Anny of Northeast China and provided much mOJal and
material support to other struggles against the imperialists.
Within soviet territory, imperialist privileges have long since been eliminated
and imperialist influences eradicated. Pastors and priests have been driven out by
the masses, the people's property seized by the churches has been taken back,
and missionary schools have been abolished. Within China's borders, the only
places free of imperialist rule are the soviet areas.
All these facts clearly show: the Soviet Government is the sole government
opposing imperialism. The Soviet Govcmmcnt should point out to the masses of
the whole country: it is the greatest responsibility of the soviets and of the whole
people to defeat imperialism through direct wars of national defense. The fulfillment of this responsibility, moreover, depends entirely on the broad masses of
people developing the anti-imperialist struggle. The first priority is to unite all
forces in defeating the Ouomindang. rwming dogs of the imperialists, for they
are the largest obstacles to the struggle of the soviets and the masses against
imperialism. The masses should be made to undentand: it is only because of
obstruction by the Ouomindang--the lie across the area between the regions of
imperialist offensives and the soviet tcnitories and concentrate all their forces to
attack the soviet territories, so that the Red Army bas no way to engage in banle
directly with the imperialists and the soviets and the Red Army are forced to
clear the road with resolute attacks--that smashing the Guomindang ..Encirclement and Suppression" is the first step.
But a direct and large-scale clash between the soviets and the imperialists
grows closer CVCIY day. This demands that the soviets energetically strcngtheo
their leadership of all anti-imperialist struggles--the soviets should become the
organizer and leader of the anti-imperialist struggle of the popular masses of the
whole country. Only by using all its might to make the masses understand the
current crisis and the crimes of the Guomindang, and relying on the strengthened
anti-imperialist and anti-Guomindang awareness and organizational power of the
broad masses can the Soviet Government smoothly carry out its own sacred
task-overthrowing the rule of the imperialist Guontindang in China through a
national-revolutionary war and a revolutionary civil war.
UL The "Eacirclemeat ••d Suppressioa" of the
ImperiaUst Guomlndaag aud the Soviet Goverament's
StruU(e Aplast "Encirclement aad Sapprenloa"

Because the Chinese soviet areas are revolutioDIIJY bases of opposition to imperialism in the whole countty and the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red
Anny is the main force opposing imperialism in all of China, and because of the
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vigorous forward development of the soviet mO\Iem.eDt and the revolutionary
war, the Guomindang. with direct assistance from the imperia]ists. bas gathered
all its forces and launched one. two, three, four, and even five despemte attacks
against the soviets and the Red Army in an effort to destroy tbe Chinese revolutionaly forces and cany out the Wk of clearing the way for the imperialists to
carve up China.
Each attack by the imperialist Guomindang has, however, met with severe
defeat. The Chinese soviets and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, with the
support oftbe people of the whole country and thanks to the correct leadership of
the Chinese Comnnmist Puty, have become an invincible foree. At the same
time, the victories of the soviets and the Red Army have further inspired the
toiling masses of the whole country and made them realize that only the soviets
and the Red Army are truly fighting for the nation's independence and freedom.
and that only tbe soviets and the Red Amy can save China.
The enemy began the Fourth "Eacirclem.ent and Suppression" right after tbe
Guomindang had sold out the 1"hrec Nortbeastem Provinces and signed the
Shanghai ceasefue agreement. Not only does the traitorous Ouomindang fail to
resist the Japanese imperialist invasion with a single soldier, and not only do
lhey ipore the repeated declarations by the Soviet Central Government and the
Red Army regarding their willingness to reach an agreement on milicary operations against the Japanese with any armed force geuuinely resistiDg Japan, but on
the contrary, the an:h-traitor Chiang Kaishek of the Guomindang concentrated
hundreds of thousands of troops to attack the Hubei-Henan-Anhui SO\Iiet Area,
as well as that of West Hunan-Hubei, and to force the Red Army to leave tbe
area sumnmding WuhaD. For our part, although because of having to avoid
doing battle with an overwhelmingly strong enemy force and because of cer1ain
of our own subjective tactical emm, the Red Fourth Fronl Army was forced to
withdraw from the Hubei-Hcnan-Anbui Soviet Area. and embarlc: on a famous
expedition, the Red Fourth Army lw created broad new soviet bases around
Nanjiang, XWlllhan, and Suiding iD Sichuan. The Red Fourth Front Army's
expedition bas led to tbe development of broad revolutionary mass struggle in
the vast remote areas of northwest China, spreading the seeds of the sO\Iiets to
places where the revolutiODII)' situation is relatively backward. Within less thaD
a year, the Red Fourth Front Army, through valiant and skiUful fighting. has
already establisbed soviet regimes in more than ten ;tian.lO All this has made
Chiang Kaishek and the warlords of Sichuan begin to tremble before the great
10. Here the Mo~~;:ow versiOD continues as follows: "... increased more than tenfold
the rank& of the Red Anny, called upon the laboring masses of workers and peasants u
well as 1he White army soldiers of the whole ofSicbuan Province to leaR toward the soviet
revolution, IJid esrablished new, powerful bases of soviet revolution in China's northcut·
em region. The Sichuan-Shunxi Soviet Area is the secorul larps1 soviet area irl the
Chinese Soviet Republic, and has many adVIRiages with repnl to geography, natural
resources, str'atcJY, 11\d 10eial (;onditions. The Sichuan-ShaaJW Soviet Ala. fonns a
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triumphs of the Red Fourth Front Army. At the same time. not only has the
Second Army Group of the Red Army that retreated from the Honghu base' 1 not
suffered heavy losses, but it has beeD taking vigorous action in coordination with
the Red Fourth Front Army through the areas of Sichuan, Hubei, and Hunan, and
has won new victories. Even in the area around Honghu, there are still guerrilla
fon:es. In the Hubei-Henan-Anhui Soviet Area. not only have our bases not
suffered very great losses, but they have rather achieved a stable position and
spread guerrilla warfare toward the surrounding areas. 12
'The Central Soviet Area is the site of the Central Soviet Government, the
headquarters of the soviet movement in the whole country, and also the main
target of enemy attack. I) The enemy has gathered most of his military forces and
waged a tenacious battle against us. dispatching the so-called ''Central Army,"
the warlord annie& of Jiang [Guangnai] and Cai [Tingkai], the warlord annies of
Guangdong and Guangxi, and the warlord armies of Hunan to encircle the Central Soviet Area and its vuious neighboring soviet areas from an four sides.
After a year of arduous struggle, however, we have won unprecedented victories.
The biggest victory was achieved in the first half of 1933. Within that half year
alone, the Red Army of the Central Soviet Area destroyed twenty-four divisions,
six battalions, and two companies of the White anny; routed three divisions,
twelve regiments, five battalions, and two companies of the White army; and
captured approximately twenty thousand rifles and around a thousand machine
guns and handguns. Especially in the battles of Dongpi and Huangpi, the
enemy's toughest basic column was destroyed, thus bringing about the fmal
defeat of the enemy's Fourth "Encirclement and Supprasion."14
In the midst of the great victory of smashing the Fourth ..Encirclement and
Suppression," the Red Army nol only expanded in numbers, but its quality was
also strengthened. The combat skills and political resolve of the Red Army
commanders and soldiers have improved greatly as compared witb the case
before the Fourth Campaign. The territory of the soviets bas expanded. Apart
from the large soviet area in Sichuan, large soviet areas have been expanded in
bridge for lhe developmenl of the soviet revolution between the northern and southern
banks of the Yangzi River and the northern and southern puts of China. The SichuanSbaanxi Soviet Area hu a tremendous role and significance in the great battle to win a

new soviet China."
II. Honghu is a lake on the extreme southern edge of Hubei, on the border witb
Hunan. The reference is to a base area which spanned the two provinces at the time of the
Second "Encirclement and Suppression."
12. The Moscow version has this last sentence as follows: "In tbe Hubai-Henan-Anhui
Soviet Area, allhough our bases have suffered partial los.ses, the Red Anny troops and
luenilla forces remaining have valiantly spread guerrilla warfare toward the surrounding

areas."

13, Here the Moscow version has" .. and consequently, it is the main target ohltack
by imperialism and Chiang Kai&hek."
14. Fifth in the Moscow version.
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northwestern Fujian and eastern Jiangxi, increasing the population by close to a
million. and a new FujiaD-Jiangxi Province has been set up. ne old soviet areas
have been further consolidated; this is manifested in improved work by the
soviets. The revolutionary enthusiasm of the masses of workers and peasants has
been heightened, the class struggle has developed in rural and urban areas. and
the remnant reactionary forces in the soviet areas have been strictly suppressed.
At the same time, this victory has had a tremendous impact on the Guomindang
regions. Under the influence of this victory, the masses of workers and peasants
in the broad White regions have heightened their dctcnnination to struggle.
Among all the Guomindang forces taking part in "Encirclement and Suppression," not only is vacillation prevalent among the soldiers. but feelings of panic
have even arisen within the mak.s of the leadership. Things have reached the
point where Chiang Kaishek was forced to make public the desperate order Chat
"All those without exception who refuse to suppress the bandits and ask to fight
the Japanese shall be summarily executed."
ne achievement of these victories is. however, certainly no accident. It depended on the correctnes5 of the political line of the Cbinese Conuuunist Party,
the consolidation of the Soviet Government's leadenhip. and the proper carrying
out of its policies. It also depended on the valiant and skillful fighting of the Red
Army, the enthusiastic support of the broad masses of workers and peasants in
the soviet areas, and the growing daily struggle and unfolding of the anti-imperialist and anti-Guomindang movement of the masses of workers and peasants
in the White areas. It further depended on the sympathy and aid of the proletariat
and oppressed masses in colonies all over the world. All these are fundamental
conditions for defeatiDg the enemy, and victmy could certainly not have been
WOD without these conditions.
After their thorough defeat in the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression." the
Guomindang warlords' only way out is to surrender even more shamelessly to
the imperialists, obtain quantities of loans and military equipment ftom the imperialists, hire large numbers of foreign advisors, gatber together all old forces in
existence, and organize new forces (train new soldiers, new pilots, Blue Shirts,
officer corps, and so on). In sum, by conctDtrating all couneerrevolutionary
forces to cany out, under the command of the imperialists. a Fifth "Encirclement
and SUppression" against the soviets and the Red Army.
The struggle of the soviets against the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"
is, exactly as pointed out by the Party Centtal Commince, ''at once a struggle to
block the way out for crisis-ridden imperialism and a strusgle to win a free and
independenl Soviet China." ne process of smashing the Fifth '"Encirclement
and Suppression" will detennine whether China is "carved up 8Dd joindy ruled
by the imperialists and becomes completely a colony, or is a free and independent Soviet China possessiDg territorial integrity."
The soviets should call upon all the masses participating in the struggle in the
soviet areas and the White areas to understand clearly the importance of this
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struggle. Complete victory in this struggle can be won only by uniting all revolutionary forces under the direction of the soviets with a spirit that is a hundred
times more active and a hundred times more resolute.
The soviets should instruct all the masses participating in the struggle as
follows: especially after smashing the Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression,"
we possess all the basic conditions for defeating the current "Encirclement and
Suppression." The correct leadership of the Party and the soviets. the strength
and expansion of the Red AnDy, and the enthusiasm for struggle of the broad
masses of workers and peasants in the soviet areas and White areas all constitute
the basis for us to defeat the enemy.
Because of our efforts and the increasing internal contradictions within the
ru]ing classes, the new, massive attacks of the imperialists and the GuomindaDg
have met with severe blows from us. The enemy's original plan has failed,
forcing him to launch desperate attacks against us from new positions and with
new plans. We are faced with the fmal and decisive battle of the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression." Although the blockhouse policy and the economic
blockade policy of the Guomindang warlords are extremely brutal, they are not,
after all, insurmountable obstacles to our victory. Quite the contrary, these policies of the enemy indicate their own weakness)S Let us raise our military skills,
strengthen our work among the masses and the soldiers, improve our military
tactics, concentrate all our forces to overcome these difficulties, and victory will
be ours.
We must point out: the enemy's difficulties are far greater than ours. Vacillation among the White soldiers; hatred and resentment on the part of the workers,
peasants, and the broad masses of the petty bourgeoisie under eDeJD.y rule; infighting and disintegration among the various factions of warlords in the ruling
class; contmdictions and conflicts among the various imperialists assisting the
Guomindang; and the fiDancial and economic bankruptcy of the Guomindang-all of these constitute the objective conditions for tbc revolution to triumph.
It should be pointed out here: at a time when the imperialist Guomindang is
carrying out the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," a People's Revolutimwy
Govemment16 has appeared in Fujian. The appearance of this People's Revolutionary Government manifests further splits in the OuomindaDg system. The
great victory of the soviet movement and the bankruptcy of the OuomindaDJ
before the people of the whole country have fotced a part of the Chinese reactionary ruling classes to adopt new methods in their attempt to find a third road
other than the Ouomindang road and the soviet road, in order to preserve the
reactionary ruling classes fiom their doom. This attempt, however, is in vain.
Because ifsuch organizations as the People's Revolutioruuy Government do not
IS. lntheMoscowtext,this.sentenceisomitted
16. Quotation marks appear around the tenn "People's Revolutionary Govcmrncnt'' in

theMoscoweditiOD.
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proceed from lhe genuine interests of the toiling masses of workers and peasants,
do not cany out many basic policies such as those that have already been canied
out by the soviets, 11 do not finnly recognize the Soviet Government's three
conditions that were announced as early as April of last year, and sign and cany
out anti-imperialist and anti-Guomindang agreements wilh the Soviet Government, but ralher confine themselves to deception and empty talk, then the broad
revolutionary masses will not take a different anirude toward the People's Revolutionary Government from the one they hold toward the Guomindang government, and the inevitable tragic defeat of the People's Revolutionary Government
is altogether predictable. The soviets, on the other hand, amidst the daily increasing faith in them among the nation's popular masses and the daily increasing
bankruptcy of the deceptions perpetrated by the Guomindang and all olher reactionary factions, will resolutely crush the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression,"
thereby blocking the road to the colonization of China by the imperialists and,
from an initial victory in one or several provinces, attain victory in the whole
country, thus verifying the saying: "Only the soviets can save China!"
IV. Methods for Carryiag Out tht Various Basic SO\Iiet
Policies During the Past Two Years
When it comes to talking about the various basic policies oflhe soviet<;, we must
first ask what are the points of departure of these policies. To answer this question, we must understand lhe environment in which the soviets found themselves
in the past and find themselves at present, and the tasks produced by such
environments.
In the past, the soviets were born and developed amidst guenilla warfare.
They sprang up in many very small places. These places were each independent
and not allied with one another. Surrounding each soviet area was the enemy's
world, and the enemy at every moment wreaked destruction and oppression on
the soviet areas. Yet they were able to triumph over these enemies, and it was
through defeating the enemy's countless oppressions that they grew and developed. This was the environment of the soviets.
The present environment of the soviets is different from that of the past in
many respects. They have vast territories, broad masses, and a strong Red Army.
They have brought together many scattered forces (although they have not yet
been completely consolidated). They have already become organized as a state,
which is our Chinese,Soviet Republic. This state has already fonned its local and
central organs and set up a Provisional Central Government. This government is
a centralized organ of power that relies upon the broad masses and upon the
17. In the Moscow version, "Chinese people" is substinned for "toiling masses of
workers and peasants," and the words ftom "do not carry out" to ..carried out by the
soviets" are omitted.
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armed forces of dte masses----lhe Red Anny. This government is a government of
the workers and peasants, which exercises the revolulionary-dcmocmtic dictatorship of tbe workers and peasaDIS. It offers broad democracy to tbe worken and
peasants, and pennits absolutely no participation by elements of the landlord and
capitalist classes. It is a dictatorship, a dictatorship that already wields tremendous power. 11 1bis dictatorship has expanded its influence throughout the whole
country and enjoys great prestige among the broad popular masses. Its situation
is very different from that during the previous en. of guerrilla warfare. Warfare.
however, is still a fact of daily life and has become more widespread and violent
This is because the confrontation between this dictatorship and the dictatorship
of the Guoutindang landlord and bourgeois classes sharpens day by day. Now is
the time when victory bangs in the balance between the two sides., and we are
faced by a large-scale "Encirclement and Suppression" on tbe part of the imperialist Guomindaog. Suc:h is the present environment of the soviets.
This environment has determined their tasks, which is to say that they must
use all their might to mobilize the masses. organize the masses, and ann the
masses, and must incessantly attack their enemies so as to smash the enemy's
"Encirclement and Suppression" directed against them. Their task is to wage a
revolutionary war, bringing together all forces in canying out the revolutionary
war and using the revolutionary war to defeat the enemy. They must also defeat
the powerful imperialist rule, because the imperialists are the supporters and
commanders of the enemy's dictatorship. Their pwpose in overthrowing tbe
imperialists and the Guomindang is19 to unify China, carry out a bourgeois-democratic revolution, and make it possible for this revolution to be transformed into
a socialist revolution in the future. This is the basic task ofthe soviets.
From this we can undelstand why, given this kind of environment and these
tasks, the soviets are carrying out the various basic policies. The soviets must
cany out these policies to consolidate the already triumphaDt democratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants; to expand this dictatorship throughout the
whole country; and to mobilize, organize, and ann the workers, peasants, and
toiling masses in all the soviet areas and throughout all of China, in order to
overthrow the rule of the imperialists and the Guomindang by means of a resolute revolutionary war, consolidate and develop this dictatonhip, and make prep18. Here the Moscow version adds after "tremendous power," "over the warlords,
bureaucrats, landlords, despotic JCftlry, ud bourgeoisie, who constitute liD extremely
5mlllproportionofthepeople."
19. From this point to the end of the paragraph, the Moscow version reads as follows:
" .•. to libcrale the Chinese people; 10 liberate China's four hundred million people from
enslavement and trampling by the Japanese ud other imperialists; to enable hundreds of
millions of !oiling Chinese 10 escape the oppression of the warlords, bureaucrats, evil
gen~ry, ludlords, ud bourgeoisie; and to make il possible in the fUture for the Chinese
masses 10 emul11e the Soviet Union's worken and peasants in suc:ccssfully eslablishing,
under 1he leadership oflhe Chinese CommuniS! Party, a bright, happy new way of life for
hum1nily in a socialill sociely. This is the basic task oflhe soviCIS."
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arn.tions for the transfonnation of the current bourgeois-democratic dictatorship
ofworkcrs and peasants into a future sociaJist dictatorship of the proletariat. This
is the point of departure for all soviet policies.
Acting on the instructions of the First National Soviet Congress, the Central
Executive Comminee and the Council of People's Commissars have, over the
past two years, adhered to the general orientation of these policies and achieved
extremely great results. Experience has already proved to the whole of China's
revolutionary popular masses: only the policies of the Soviet Government are
policies that serve the political power and interests of the popular masses, that
resolutely oppose the counterrevolutionary policies of the imperialist
Guomindang, and that (can] overthrow the rule ofthe imperialist Guomindang in
the whole country, save the whole nation from destruction, and liberate the
whole of the toiling popular masses from untold misery.
Needless to say, in a China where there is a sharp confrontation between two
regimes, every concrete administrative action of the soviets must immediately
gain the support of the broad popular masses. The popular masses who have
suffered their fill of oppression and exploitation under the reactionary policies of
the imperialist Guomindang are attracted to each concrete administrative action
of the soviets like metal filings to a magnet. This situation has caused extreme
panic among the reactionary ruling clas~e~. who have therefore not hestitatcd to
fabricate all sorts of shameless rumors to slander the soviet administration. Ironclad facts have, however, provided a forceful reply to such shameless rumormongering. Every Chinese who has eyes in his head, except for the mad,
unscrupulous Guomindang landlords and capitalists, cannot but recognize the
immeasurably wide gap between the Soviet Government's policies and those of
the Guomindang government!
A. Ln Us First Discuss the Al'lfling ofthe MtiSSes and the
Building Up ofthe Red Army by the So!l/ets.

In order to oppose the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression" and to wage
revolutionary war,20 the first tasks of the soviets are to ann the masses, organize

a strong and solid iron Red Army, organize local armed forces and guerrilla
rroops, and organize supplies and transportation for conducting the war. Over the
past two years, in the f1m1 struggle against the enemy's Fourth and Fifth 21
"Encirclement and Suppression" [campaigns], the soviets have achieved great
success through efforts on these fronts.
First of all, the establishment of the Central Revolutionary Military Commission unified the leadership of the Red Anny throughout the country, enabling
Red Anny units of the various soviet areas and various fronts to begin to coordi20. The Moscow ven.ion adds here "and 1o safeguard lhe Chinese people and slalc ..
21. As usual,lhe Moscow version adds "Sixlh" here.
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nate their actions and cooperate with each other under the guidance of unified
strategic thinking. This is an important turning point from scattered guerrilla
action to regular, large-scale movements of Red Anny forces. Over the last IWO
years the Revolutionary Military Commission has led the Red Anny throughout
the country, and mainly in the Central Soviet Area, in carrying out a glorious,
victorious war, having smashed the enemy's four2 2 "Encirclement and Suppression" [campaigns} and won a first-stage victory in the struggle against the Fifth
"Encirclement and Suppression.•>23
The Red Anny has expanded rapidly over the last IWO years. It is several
times larger than it was two yeus ago. Success in this regard is due to the
enthusiastic participation by the broad masses of worken and peasants in the
revolutionary war, improvement in the methods of mobilization, and the application of the Jaws and orders of the soviets granting preferential treatment to Red
Anny soldiers. During the Red May of 1933 alone, nearly twenty thousand new
soldiers were added in a few :xiQII of the Central Soviet Area. In many places the
masses of workers and peasants poured into the Red Army like tidewater. Facts
have proven erroneous all the opportunist statements, such as the notion that the
masses are not willing 10 join the Red Army or the idea that it is impossible 10
expand the Red Anny in new soviet areas or remote areas. The correctness of the
mobilization methods and the thorough implementation of soviet laws and orden
giving preferential treatment to Red Anny soldiers have, however, been crucial
to the speedy completion of the mobilization plaDs. Important components of the
mobilization methods are dispensing with all coercive orders, canying out thoroughgoing propaganda and persuasion, and punishing class-alien elem.enls who
undennine the expansion of the Red Anny and lead desertions. Necessary and
important steps in gu.BJ81lteeing that Red Anny soldiers will enthusiastically rush
to the front lines and in consolidating their detennination for banle at the front
are to raise the social position of Red Army soldiers to the most prestigious
status, to provide for all possible aad necessary psychological and material needs
of Red Anny soldiers, to distribute land to Red Anny soldiers from other regions
and mobilize the masses to cultivate the land on their behalf, to tend the land
wen for the dependents of every Red Army soldier, to give Red Army soldiers'
dependents a S percent discowrt in the conswners' coopen.tives, to operate special shops with daily necessities for dependents of Red Army soldiers, to offer I0
percent of the profits of state-run enterprises and cooperatives to dependents of
Red Anny soldiers, to call upon the masses to make donations for relief of
dependents of Red Anny soldiers who are sick and have diff"lculties, to call upoa
the masses to provide psychological and material comfort to Red Army soldiers
22. The Moscow version has "five" here.
23. The following sentence, referring to the victory of the Sichuan fun:es (under
Zbang Guotao), appears at the end of this paragrsph in the Moscow edition: "Mo~.
under the leadership of the Central Revolutionaty Military Commission, the Sichuan Red
Army has already achieved a great and glorious new victoty."
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and their dependents, and to carry out actually and thoroughly all laws. decrees,
and methods for gmntiDg preferential treatment to Red Amy soldim and their
dependents. There are many models for these tasks all over the soviet areas. The
broad masses of workers and peasants in these places regard as their own sacred
duty taking up arms to defend the soviet areas and developing the soviet areas.
and large numbers of them constantly rush to the front. For example, in
Changgang Township in Jiangxi, among the total of 407 young and adult males
between the ages of 16 and 45, 320 left to join the Red Ann.y and to work, and
87 stayed in the township. The ratio of those leaving to those remaining behind is
thus 80 to 20. In Fujian's Upper Caixi Township, among the total of 554 young
and adult males. 485 left to join the Red Anny or to work, and only 67 stayed in
the township, making the ratio of those leaving to those staying 88 to 12.24 With
such large numbers of able-bodied males in these townships having heroically
gone to the front, what about village production and family life? Not only have
they not been advetSely affected, but they have instead undergone expansion and
improvement. What is the reason for this? It is because labor mutual aid teams.
field cultivation teams. and various other measures have regulated labor power in
the co~m.tryside in an organized and planned way, thereby solving all difficulties
and problems of Red Army dependents. I think such glorious lessons are worth
learning throughout the soviet areas.
The iron-bard consolidation of the Red lumy should be closely linked to the
expansion oftbe Red Amy, and during the last two years·COIWderable success
has likewise been achieved in this aspect of our work. The present Red Amy has
already embarked on the road to becoming an iron regulaa: revolutionary armed
force. This is manifested in the following ways: (I) The composition bas been
improved. ensuring that only the workers, peasants, and toiling muses have the
glorious right to bear arms and that class-alien elements who have wormed tbeir
way into the Red Army are resolutely expelled. (2) Worker cadres have increased in number and the political commissar system has been universally
instituted, so that control of the Red Army is in the hands of reliable commanders. (3) Political education bas made progress, thus strengtbening the determination of Red soldiers to fight to the end for the soviets, raising discipline as related
to class consciousness, and fwthering close ties between the Red Army and the
broad popular masses. (4) Military skills have been raised. Even though at present the Red Army still lacks the use of the latest-model weapons and practice in
handling them, geueraJ. military skills have made great strides in comparison
with the past. (S) The authorized strength oftbe units bas been changed, thereby
enhancing the orpnizational strength of the Red Anny. All this has very greatly
increased the fighting power of the Red Army, makins it an invincible soviet
anncdforce.

24. See above, the tnnslltions of Mao's investigations oflhese two townsbipa, dalcd
November IS and November 26, 1933, respectively.
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Exteosive expansion of the Red Guards, Young Pioneers, and guenilla forces
is an extremely im.portaDt task in the soviets' anning of the masses to carry out
the revolutionary war. The Red Guards and Young Pioneers arc ready-made
reserve annics for the Red Azmy at the front lines, and arc local armed forces for
the defense of the soviet areas. They also constitute a bridge in the process of
transforming the present voluntary recruitment system to a future compulsory
c:onscription system. The guenilla troops. for their part, are the creators of the new
soviet areas and constitute an indispensable detac:hment of the Red Army's main
fm:es. Over the last two years, such fon:es have been developed in all sov:iet areas.
Their military and politic:al training bavc also been considerably strengthened. Their
joining the Red Army, defense of the loc:al areas, attacks on and harassment of the
enemy, and the great achievements they have demonsttated in the successive battles
to smash "Encirclement and Suppression" have an c:aused a tremendous shock to the
enemy and become huge obstacles to the CDCm.y's invasion of the soviet ueas. Their
effect has been partic:ularly manifest in the Centnl Soviet Area and the Fujianlllejiang-Jiangxi Soviet Area. An important task of the soviets is to spread this
system to all newly opened soviet an:as, to expand their mganizati.ons in a big way,
and to strengthen their training. so as to tum these troops into the Red Army's most
reliable brothers in the revolutionary war.
Rcplenisbing provisions and supplies for the Red Army, organizing military
transporiBtion linking the fiont lines with the rear, and Oig8Dizing a militaly medic:aJ.
system are, likewise, tasks of decisive signific:anc:e for the rwolutionary war. Given
a situation in which we still have not taken several c:entnl cities, and the enemy
maintains his economic blockade. c:arryiogoutlhistask is extremelydiffic:ult. Over
the past two years, however, by relying on the enthusiasm of the broad masses of
WOikeiS and peasants in the soviet areas and White regions, we have laid a considerable foundation for these tasks as well. In this regard we have already sec:unxl
supplies and provisions and their traDSporiBtioD to the Red Army over a long period
of time in the past, and this must be considered a tremendous achievement. But the
present decisive baUie to smash the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and SUppn:ssion"
and the even wider war in the future demand that we make grater efforts to inaase
our S1mlglh in lids respect and guarantee more ample provisions.
Revolutionary war on an even larger sc:ale lies ahead of us. The soviet polic:y
of arming the masses has further demonstrated its paramount importance. The
basic fighting task of the soviets is to arm the masses without a moment's
slackening and to realize as quicldy as possible through effective work the creation of a million-man-stroDg iron Red Army.
The basic task of the soviets is to wage nwolutionary war and to mobilizt all
force& of the popular masses to c:any out the war. Around this basic: task, the soviets
have numerous urgent tasks. They should pursue a policy of exteusivc democzacy
for the broad popular masses. They should resolutely suppress c:ountcrrevolutionaries within the ranks. They should arouse class struggle IIIDODg the wotken. develop
the agrarian revolution ofthe peasants, and heighten the activism of the worker and
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peasant masses under the principle of a workers' and peasants' alliance led by
the working class. They should pursue correct financial and economic policies to
ensure that the material needs of the revolutionary war are met. They should
carry out a cultural revolution to arm the minds of the masses of workers and
peasants. These and many other basic policies are all aimed at one goal: over~
throwing the rule of the imperialist Guomindang by means of revolutionary war,
consolidating and developing the democratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants, and preparing for the transition to the stage of the dictatorship of the proletariat

B. Let Us Now Discuss the Soviet Democratic System.
The soviet, a democratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants, is the political
power of the popular masses themselves and relies directly on the popular
masses. It can play its role only when it maintains the highest degree of closeness
in its ties with the masses. The soviet is endowed with tremendous power. It has
already become the organizer and leader of the revolutionary war, and it is also
the organizer and leader of the lives of the masses. The greatness of its power
cannot be matched by any fonn of state2S in history. Its power, however, rests
entirely on the popular masses, and it cannot be separated from the popular
masses even for a moment. The soviet political power must use force to deal
with all class enemies, but toward its own class----(he workers, peasants, and
toiling masses26-it may not use any force whatsoever. What it manifests is
nothing but the broadest democratic ideology.
The broadest democracy of the soviets is manifested first and foremost in its
own election. The soviets grant to all the exploited and oppressed masses full
rights to vote and to be elected; moreover, women's rights are exactly the same
as those of men. This is the first time in historyl1that the workers, peasants, and
toiling masses have attained such rights. To summarize the experience of soviet
elections in various places over the past two years, generally speaking the
achievements have been great. First, concerning voter registration: A strict distinction was made between residents with the right to vote and those without the
right to vote by use of the red and white wall poster method. The policy of
carrying out the elections at meetings of the electorate, which all exploiting
elements arc forbidden to attend, replaced the previous method of holding the
elections at mass meetings. Second, concerning the balance of class composition:
To guarantee that the proletariat will be the mainstay of leadership28 within the
25.lntheMoscowtext,theword"capitalist"appearsbcforctheword"state."
26. Here the Moscow edition refers not simply to "workers, peasants, and toiling
masses," but to "the majority of the popular mas!;es, made up of the workers, the peasants,
thepoor,officeworkersandstaffmembers,andrevolutionaryintellectua\s."
27. The Moscow text reads ''Chinese history" here in place of"history."
28. For "mainstay of leadership" (lingdao gugan), the Moscow text has "leading
cadres"(lingdaoganbu).
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soviet regime, we applied the method under which thirteen workers and their
dependents elected one representative, and fifty peasants or poor people elected
one representative. and the same composition is used to organize conferences of
deputies 11 the city and township level. AI all levels of deputies' congresses and
executive comminees from the district to the central level, an appropriate ratio of
workers' and peasants' deputies was established. This has guaranteed the alii~
ance between workers and peasants in the organization of the soviet regime. and
ensured thai: the workers occupy the leading position. Third, concerning ele<:toral
units: To ensure that the majority of voters participate in the elections. and to
enable workm to elect the appropriate deputies to the soviets, the new election
law proclaimed by the Central Executive Comminee in September 1933 stipu~
latcs that eacb township soviet or city soviet be divided into several electoral
units for the purposeofcarryingoutelections. That is, elections are held with the
village as a unit among tbe peasantry, and workers cany out elections as a
separate unit. This makes it very convenient for the masses to participate in
elections. Fourth, com:eming the number of people participating in elections:
The development of the soviet election movement bas to a great extent made
clear to the masses of voters the relevanCe of elections to their own lives. Many
of the masses who did not actively participate in elections in the past have now
become active. In the two elections held in 1932 and the election held in the
laner half of 1933, many places bad over 80 percent voter participation, and in
some places the only people who did not participate in election meetings were
the sick, those in labor, and those on guard duty. Fifth, concerning name-lists of
candidates: In the elections held in the latter half of 1933, a system of
candidales' name-lists was adopted, which allowed voters to be pieP8I"Cd prior to
the elections as to whether or not to vote for certain candidates. Sixth, concern~
iDg the election of women: In most of the city and township soviets at present,
over 25 perceut of the representatives elected are women. In some places, such
as Upper Caixi Township in Shanghang. fony~three of the seventy-five representatives are women, which makes 60 percent. Among tbe ninety-one represent&~
tives iD Lower Caixi Township, fifty-nine are women, making up 66 percent.
The broad masses of working women are taking pan iD managing the nation.
Seventh, com:eming work reports, that is., township and city soviets convelling
voters' meetings prior to elections to report on the work of the soviets and guide
the voters iD criticizing such reports: This method was more widely applied iD
the elections held in the latter half of 1933 thaD in the previous year. AU of these
constitute basic steps enabling the masses to exercise their right to manage the
state organs. Thus there are satisfactory methods for soviet elections, which
guarantee a foundation for consolidating soviet political power.
Next, soviet democracy manifests itself in city and township conferences of
deputies. The system of city and township deputies' conferences constitutes the
organizational basis of the soviets and the organ through which the soviets
maintain close relations with the broad masses. Progress over lhe past two years
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has further perfected this system of ours. Its most outstanding characteristics are
the following: (I) For the purposes of forging close relations between township
and city soviet deputies and local residents, facilitating the solicitation of
residents' opinions., and facilitating leadership work, all residents are to be appropriately assigned to be under the leadership of the various deputies, according
to the proximity of living quarters berween deputies and residents (generally,
thirty to seventy residents are placed under the leadership of one deputy), thereby
causing the various deputies to develop permanent relationships with the residents under their leadership. In this way, the popular masses and the soviets are
organizationally joined together. (2) Among township and city soviet deputies, a
deputy in charge is to be elected out of every three to seven deputies, based on
the proximity of their living quarters. This person's tasks are, under the guidance
of the township or city soviet presidium, to assign and direct the work of the
various deputies under his leadership, to transmit notices from the presidium to
each deputy, to hold meetings of residents under his leadership, and to resolve
minor problems among the residents under his leadership. In each village, there
must also be a deputy in ovmll charge to take responsibility for leading the
work of the whole village. This fosters close links between the city and township
presidiums and the deputies, and provides strong leadership for the work in
villages. (3) Under the township soviets and city soviets, various sorts of standing committees and provisional comminees are to be organized-for example,
committees on preferential treatment for the Red Army, water conservancy comminces, education comminees, grain and food comminees, public health comminces, and so on. There may be as many as dozens of them, and large numbers
of activists among the masses may be drawn in to participate in the work of these
comminees. Not only do townships have comminees, but there should also be
certain necessary comminees in the villages. In this way, the work of the soviets
forms a network and the broad masses become directly involved in the work of
the soviets. (4) It is now stipulated that township soviet and city soviet elections
be held once every six months (district soviets also have one every six months,
but ::cian and provincial soviets have one every year). In this way, the fresh
opinions of the popular masses easily emerge and are transmitted to the soviets.
(S) Representatives who have committed serious errors in the interim between
two elections may be removed by a proposal from ten or more voters and the
approval of more than half the total number of voters, or expelled by the resolution of a deputies' conference. This makes it impossible for bad elements to
linger for long periods in soviet organs. All of these things are characteristics of
the current pnctice of city and township soviets in many places throughout the
soviet areas. Everyone can sec that the democracy of the soviet regime bas
developed to a level that is truly unprecedented in any political system in history.
And the soviet relies upon this system to unite with the broad popular masses,
thereby becoming the organ most able to develop the creativity of the masses
and the organ most able to mobilize the popular masses to cope with civil war
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and revolutionary CODSbUction. This is also something that no government
throughout history bas been able to accomplish. 29 All organs of soviet political
power above the district level are constructed entirely upon the foundation of
city and township soviets, and uc fonned by assemblies and executive committees of workers', peasants', and soldiers' deputies at all levels. Govcnurumt
pci"SSDDel are elected to their positions and those who prove unqualified are
dismissed in accordance with the public will. Discussion and resolution of all
problems are based on the people's will, and therefore the soviet rCgime is a
genuine regime of the broad popular masses.
Next, soviet democracy is also manifested in the granting to all the revolutionary popular masses of full fteedoms of assembly, association, speech, publication, and going on strike. At a time when in the areas under Guomindang rule
the revolutionary popular masses arc being stripped of all freedoms and rights
and a mad fascist reign of terror is under way, every revolutionary person under
the Soviet Govemmenl has the right to express his own opinions; moreover, the
soviets provide all poss.ible material facilities (meeting places, paper, printing
houses, and so on). The soviers unfailingly make every effort to lead all assemblies, associations, and publications of opinion that are undertaken to oppose the
imperialist Guomindang. The only thing the sovieiS prohibit is the freedom of all
those exploiting elements to oppose the revolution.
In addition, to consolidate the democratic dictatorship of the workers and
peasants, the soviets must encourage the broad popular masses to supervise and
criticize their own work. Every revolutionary member of the popular masses bas
the right to expose the mistakes and shortcomings of soviet staff members. At a
time when conupt Guornindang offiCials are spread out over the whole counuy
and the people are angry but dare not speak out, such phenomena are absolutely
forbidden under the soviet system. If elements among soviet statT workers are
discovered who practice corruption and embcrzlement, are passive and go slow
in their work, or who act in a bureaucratic manner, the popular masses may at
once expose such people's miscakes, and the soviets will immediately punish
them and certainly not show any indulgence. This kind of full democratic spirit
is also possible only under the soviet system.
Finally, the soviet democratic spirit can also be observed in the demarcation
of administrative districts. 1be soviets have abolished the old bureaucnatic administrative districts, which were large and inappropriate, and have made the
soviet areas of jurisdiction smaller at all levels, ftom the province down to the
township. What is the significance of this? It is to keep the soviclll in close
contact with the popular masses, to enable the soviets to be fully infonned of the
demands of the popular masses because the areas of jurisdiction are not too
large, to allow the opinions of the popular masses to be reflected rapidly to the
29. In the version published in Moscow, the words "w:ept for lhe Soviet Union"
apPear between ''no govemmen11hrougboU1 history" and "has been able 10 accomplish."
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soviets and quickly discussed and resolved, and to make extremely convenient
the mobilization of the popular masses for war and for soviet construction. The
Guomindang warlords use the system of large provinces, large xian, and large
districts and townships from the feudal era. This only serves 10 cut oneself ofT
from the popular masses, and the Soviet Government has no use for it. It should
be pointed out here that the demarcation of villages is an important matter
because the most convenient method of carrying out the work of the soviets
below the township soviet level is to mobilize the masses using the village as a
unit. Only by relying upon appropriate demarcation of villages, the establishment
in the villages of organizations of the popular masses, and strong leadership of
the whole village by village deputies and deputies in charge will the work of
township soviets be able to anain the best results.
C Nat, Let Us Discllss the Anitflde ofthe Soviets
the Lt~ndlords 1111d the Boflrgeoisie.

Towt~rd

The soviets have realized the world's most successful democratic system, which
enables the broad popular masses 10 participate directly, grants the broad popular
masses all democratic rights, and absoiUiely docs not usc or need 10 use any kind
of fon:e against the popular masses.
Toward the landlords and the bourgeoisie, that is to say toward all those
exploiting elements who have been overthrown by the revolutionary popular
masses, the soviets have, on the other hand, a different kind of attitude.
Because they are exploiters and because they were the rulers in the past, the
landlords and the bourgeoisie harbor extremely deep hatred toward the soviets.
Because, although they have been overthrown, they have not yet been eliminated, and they still have solid and deep-rooted social foundations and superior
knowledge and skills. Thus, even though they have been overthrown, they constantly attempt to stage a comeback, and 10 overthrow the soviet rtgime and
restore the fonner system of exploitation. Especially during a period of civil war,
when the enemy repeatedly launches military offensives against the soviet areas,
these overthrown exploiters constantly strive to carry out counterrevolutionary
actions in concert wilh the attacking enemy. For this reason, the soviet regime
carmot refrain from carrying out harsh punishment and repression against these
elements in every possible respect.
The first item in the soviet policy of punishing exploiting elements is to
exclude them from political power. Landlords, the bow-geoisie, and all other
enemies of the revolution are completely stripped of the right to vote and of the
right to serve in the Red Anny and local anned (on:es.lO But these elements
30. In the Moscow version, this sentence begins: "It is stipulaiCd in the Soviet Constitutionthat .. .''ThebalanccisasinthisversiOD.
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always by by hook and by crook to sneak into the soviet organs, into the Red
Anny, and into local armed forces. Especially in newly established soviet areas,
where mass struggle has not developed fully, it has been easier for these elements to seize opportunities to worm their way in. Past experience has fully
demonstrated that to wage a brutal and merciless struggle against the activities of
these class-alien elements to worm their way into the revolutionary rCgime is a
very important task ofthe soviets.
The second item is to strip away freedom of speech, publication, assembly,
and association from all landlords and members of the bourgeoisie. The soviets
grant such freedoms only to the revolutionary popular masses and not to any
elements of the landlords and the bourgeoisie. Because landlord and bourgeois
elements will inevitably use such freedoms as their counteiTCVolutionary instruments, it is absolutely necessary to deprive these elements of such freedoms. One
of the important reasons that the soviets have been moving toward consolidation
day after day also lies in having deprived these class enemies of their freedoms
and reduced their opportunities for action.
The third item is to use revolutionary force and revolutionary courts to suppress all counterrevolutionary activities. Based on the task of anning the masses,
the soviets have established a mighty Red Anny and widespread local armed
forces. These constitute iron strength upon which the soviets directly depend.
Only by relying upon them can the soviets defeat the military power of the
imperialist Guomindang and suppress counterrevolutionary activities within the
soviet areas. The soviets have, however, another important weapon for suppressing counterrevolutionaries in conjunction with this one, which is the soviet
couns. Relying directly upon anned force and relying upon the activities of the
State Political Security Bureau and the class struggles of the broad popular
masses, the soviet couns see to it that all counterrevolutionary atlempts within
the soviet areas are firmly suppressed. Over the past several years, serious counterrevolutionary activities have occurred in all the various soviet areas. For example, the AB Corps in the Central Soviet Area, the Hunan-Jiangxi Soviet Area,
and elsewhere; the Social Democratic Party in Fujian; the Reorganitationists in
places such as West Hunan-Hubei, Henan-Hubei-Anhui, Fujian-ZhejiangJiangxi, and Fujian-Jiangxi; the Uquidationists of Trotsky and Chen Duxiu in
Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi; and others have all attempted to cany out, or even succeeded in canying out, their counterrevolutionary uprisings. In the end, however,
they all met with stem repression by the soviet courts, their rebellious plots were
oven:ome, and the soviet rCgime was consolidated. In this respect, the Political
Security Bureau and the soviet couns have already accumulated rich experience
and corrected the mistake of failure to cany out a clear-cut class line, which
occurred in the past in many places. There has also been progress lately in the
massification (qunzhonghua] of the soviet courts, which means that their suppression of counterrevolutionaries should be linked with the struggles of the
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broad masses to eliminate counterrevolution. The widespread use of the circuit
co~ 1 is proof of this.
In sum, the soviets eltercisc an elttremely elttensive revolutionary democracy
toward the broad popular masses. At the same time, however, it is in the midst of
such democracy that their tremendous power is constituted--power built upon
the finn faith and conscious needs of the hundreds of millions of worker and
peasant masses. Puning such power to use, the soviets have fonned their own
dictatorship, organized the revolutionary war, organized the soviet courts, and
carried out fierce attacks against class enemies on all fronts. The soviet courts.
for their part, have played a great role in suppressing countenevolutionary activities within the soviet territories.
If one compares the soviet couns under the workers' and peasants' dictatorship with the Guomindang courts under the dictatorship of the landlords and the
bourgeoisie, on the other hand, an extraordinary picture emerges.
The purpose of the soviet courts is to suppress the landlords and the bourgeoisie, and so they generally go lightly in dealing with crimes of worker and peasant
elements. The purpose of the Guomindang courts is to suppress the worker and
peasant classes, and so they generally go lightly in dealing with crimes of the
landlords and the bourgeoisie. The role of the courts is entirely detennined by
the class nature of the political regime.
On the one hand, the soviet courts sternly suppress the activities of counterrcvoiUiionary elements, and the soviets should certainly not show any leniency whatsoever toward such elements. But on the other band, all
inhumane treatment of criminals already under arrest is forbidden. The Central Soviet Government has already issued a clear order to abolish corporal
punishment. This, too, represents a tremendous, historic reform. The
Guomindang courts, on the other hand, remain to this day penneated by cruel
and inhumane medieval tortures.
Toward criminals other than those given the death penalty, soviet prisons
practice persuasionism,32 which means using the communist spirit and labor
discipline to educate criminals and transform their intrinsic criminal nature.
Guomindang prisons, on the other hand, go in for out-and-out barbarous feudal
killing by maltreatment and cruel fascist punishment, and constitute a hell on
earth for the toiling masses and revolutionaries.
Destroying counterrevolutionary conspiracies of hostile classes, establishing
revolutionary order within the soviet territories, and eliminating all remnants of
barbarity and feudalism in the administration of justice are the goals of the
31. The Xllllhui /Gting, here translated ""cin:uit courts," were presumably the equivalent
ofthc: insrirution oflhc same name which existed in the Chinese People's Republic from
1949 to 1954. These courts, which were placed under the aulhoriry of the local xiGn
government, visited the various toWnS and townships in the xMn to try cases.
32. GmrhWJZhuyi, literally ''transform-the-feelings-ism," means to help a misguided or
erring person to change by persuasion or example.
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soviet courts. Each of the refonns of the soviets in this arena similarly has its
own historical significance.
D. Next, Ut Us Dlscass Sovkt LGbor Pollcln.

On the basis of the class nature of their regime, and the great task of anning the
toiling masses to overthrow the imperialist Guomindang by means ofrevolwionary warfare, the soviets must resolutely arouse the workers' class struggle, guarantee the workers' daily interests., develop the workers' revolutionary activism,
organize such activism on the part of the workers for use in the great revolutionary war, and tum the wodr:en into active leaders of the revolutionary war and
cornerstones of the consolidation and development of the soviet regime. This is
the point of departure of soviet labor policies.
Under the soviet labor policies, the interests of workers are thoroughly protected. Comparing this with the Guomindang's rule in the past and with the
Guomindang areas at the present, there is truly a difference like that between
heaven and bell.
In the period when the soviet ueas were still under Guomindang rule, workers functioned as slaves of their employers. No worker could ever forget the long
hours, the low pay, the brutal treatment, and the fact that there was no legal
protection whatsoever for the worker's position. All of this not only continues to
exist in the GuomiDdang areas at present, but has been exacerbated many times
over. Lately the situation in the White areas is that the workers' actual wages
have gone down by more than 50 percent, and cutting back work hours, reducing
the workforce, and closing plants have become the capitalists' commonplace
methods for attacking the workers. As a consequence, unemployment bas become widespread. Among industrial workers alone the number of unemployed
has reached over 60 percent. In all areas under Guomindang rule, to go on strike
is a criminal act. In Marth 1933, the Guomindang made a public decluation in
Hankou that strikeB would be punished by death. In all disputes between workers and capitalists, the GuomindaDg invariably stands by the capitalists to oppresstheworkers.33
Under the soviet rtgime, workers arc the masters. Leading the broad masses
of peasants. the workers have shouldered the great responsibility of consolidating
and developing the soviet ligime. Therefore, the principle of the soviet labor
policies is to protect the interests of tbe working class and to CODSO!idate and
develop the soviet rCgime. In line with this principle, a Labor Law was promulgated in December of 1931. In 1933, il was revised and promulgated ooce agaiD.
The Labor Law as revised on this occasion is applicable to both the cities and lhe
counlrySide and both large and small enterprises.
33. Here the Moscow version adds a one-line parapaph reading u follows: ''These
crimes, however, have been completely eliminated in the soviet areas."
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In the soviet areas at present the eight-hour workday has been generally
instituted. and labor contracts and collective contracts have been concluded.
Labor inspection units and inspectors have been introduced widely in cities and
in many villages, with the aim of checking whether or not employers have taken
any actions that violate the soviet Labor Law. Punishment of employers who
violate the law is the province of the specially established labor court. To prevent
the capitalists from controlling labor and to protect unemployed workers,14 the
soviets have monopolized the right to job tcfeml and all capitalists wishing to
bite workers must go to employment agencies set up by the soviets. The establishment of relief agencies for the unemployed is also becoming daily more
widespread, and concrete relief is generally available to unemployed workers.
Workers in rural areas have also been given redistributed land. A social insurance system has been set up and a social insurance bureau bas been establishod
in each city in the soviet areas. None of this is available in any way to workers
under the Guomindang regime. On the other hand, the soviet regime considers
the application of these policies to be its own greatest responsibility.
Because the soviets have fmnly canied out their own policies. the lives of
workers in the soviet areas have seen tremendous improvement.
This is true, fiiSt of all, with n:gard to wages. Actual wages in various plaoes in
the soviet areas have generally risen in comparison with the period befon: the
revolution. The example ofTingzhou is shown below [on page 681].
According to this table, compared to the period before the revolution.lS the
wages of worken in the city ofTingzhou went up by a minimum of 32 perceut
(carpenters) and a maximum of what amounts to 1,450 percent, or an increase of
14.S times (textile worlcen). This sort of startling inctcase fully reflects how
startlingly low wages were in the Guomindang era. Of course, the wages of
workers in Tingzhou in particular are somewhat higher than wages in other cities
in the soviet areas (and the workels' meals are included), but wages in other
cities have also risen. For example. in the most recent period, the pay for construction worken in the city of Ruijin has risen from 2S fen per day before the
revolution to 45 fen per day, an 80 percent increase.
Not only in the cities, but in rural areas, wages have risen as well. A comparison, for various periods, of pay for odd-job work in Tiancun District, Gamr.ian is
given below [on page 682].
This table contains data for a single rural area, but in other rural areas as well,
wages have generally risen. As for wages in state-run enterprises, over the past
two years in various enterprises under the direct jurisdiction of the center wages
have generally risen by 20 percent, the highest increase being 40 ~t.
Generally spcalting, wages have been paid on time. Because of supervision by
34. Here the Moscow version reads "a sec10r or unemployed workers produced by
protraclecl 'Encin:lemenl and Suppression' on the pan oflhe imperialill Ouomindang."
lS. The Moscow version says "before lhe war."
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the soviets, cases of employers delayiDg the payment of wages are rare. Even the
small number of obstinate capitalists, haviDg beea sanctioned by the labor cowts,
DO longer dare to make trouble for the workers.
AJJ fortbelepllystipulalod wotkiJJ&period, ovcrtbelasttwo,....tbe ~gbl-b<RD
day has beea widely iDstitWcd in all cities in the soviet areas. Working hours for
farm laboms in the COUDfi)Uie are geaem1ly shorter than for adults. 36
Protective measures for women and minors such as equal pay for equal work,
maternity leave before 8lld after childbirth, and prohibition against the use of
child labor under the age of fourteen have also been generally applied.
AJj for pootectiao of_.miccs, geaomlJy .... IIUII1ber
for apprentioesbip
has been reduced, treatment of apprentices bas been improved. aod feudal oppression ofappmltices bas been eliminated. The lives of appientices have been considerably improved and their pay has risen. (For example. in JiaDgxi apprcatices get an
aUowance of at least 15 yuan a year and some get as much as 3 yut111 a month.}
As for general conditions. in cities and in state-run enterprises in particular,
workers' hCalth and hygiene and their meals have been greatly improved. Generally speaking, workers' meals in various cities cost over 6 yuan a month. Meals
for workers in the countryside are at least on a par with those of the employers.
Workers in the soviet areas have organized strong class labor llllions. Such
unions are pillars of tbe soviet regime and strongholds for the defease of the
workers' interests. At the same time, they become schools in which the broad
masses of workers may srudy communism. The soviets have provided legal
guarantees for the rights of the unions, and as a result union membership bas
greatly developed. According to statistics of the All-China Federation of Trade
Unions, tbe number of b'lde unioa members cunently in the soviet areas, calculated on the basis of those in the Central Soviet Area 8lld its several neighboring
soviet areas alone, is 229,000 persons, whose disbibution is as follows: 110,000
in the Centn.l Soviet Area, 23,000 in the Hunan-Iiangxi area, 40,000 in HunanHubei-Iiangxi, 25,000 in Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiangxi, 6,000 in Fujian-Jiangx.i, aDd
5,000 in Northem Fujian.l7 According to materials of the Central Soviet Area,
there are only 3,676 workers who have not joined labor unions, which is less
than S percent of the total of all worken. In other words, 95 percent of all
workers have joined labor unions. In some places, such as Xingguo, as many as
98 percent have joined unions. One might ask whether such a thing can be
dreamed of in the OuomiDdang areas. Not only in China, but throughout the
world., except for the Soviet Union, whm: is there such a situation in any imperialist countty?

or,....

36. As it stands in the Ruijin edition, this sem:ence makes little sense. The Moscow
version reads here instead: "In the countrySide, too, the time actually worked by hired
laborers ruely exceeds eight hours a day, &Rd wOTking hours for hired laborers betweeD
silr.teen udeigbteen years of age are pnenally shorter than for adults."
37. These figures, which ue the same in both versions of the Chinese text, add up 10
209,000 rather than 229,000. We have no basis for explaining this discrepancy.
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In sum, for the last two years the soviet Labor Law has already been in effect
in all cities of the soviet areas, and its main provisions have also been canied out
in the countryside. During these two years, although many capitalists and rich
peasants have resisted the Labor Law, active struggle by the masses of workers
and strict supeMsion by lhe soviets have rendered such resistance ineffectual. At the
same time, those independent producers, middle peasants, poor peasants, and farm
laborers who occasionaUy violate the Labor Law should be sincerely warned and
advised so that they may wtderstand and of their own accord suppon the Labor Law.
Because of all this, the workers' lives have greatly improved. the revolutionary
activism of the workeJs has been greatly encouraged. and the workers have played
their tremendous role in the revolutionary war and in soviet construction.
According to statistics from the twelve xian in the Central Soviet Area of
Gonglue, Wantai, Longgang, Xingguo, Shengli, Xijiang, Yudu, Xunwu,
Shanghang, Ninghua, Changting, and Xinquan, among the 70,580 labor union
members, 19,960 persons now serve in the Red Army and the guenilla forces, a
figure equivalent to 28 percent of the total membership. Those who work in the
soviets and other revolutionary organizations number 6,752, or 10 percent of the
total membership. Most of them hold responsible positions in the soviet organs.
These two groups make a total of26,712 people, which amounts to 38 percent of
the total membership. There are at present 43,868 labor union members who still
live at home. The labor union members living at home from these rwelve xian
have been paid back the second batch of public bonds worth 43,855 )IUQn, and
they have recently purchased economic construction bonds worth 197,803 yuan,
with each member living at home having purchased on average 4.5 yuan [worth].
Among members living at home there are currently 12,435 Party or League
members, making up 28 percent of the total number of union members living at
home. These statistics prove the enthusiasm of the masses of workers in joining
the Red Anny, in participating in and supporting the revolutionary war, and in
cherishing the Chinese Conununist Party. All of this, on the other hand, stems
from the fact that the soviets have protected the interests of the workers and
developed their enthusiasm. Those who say that the workers have gained nothing
since the revolution and that the activism of the workers has not been aroused
can only be said 10 be talking nonsense.

E. Now, Let Us Discuss lire Agl'llrian Revotulion
intheSovietArear.
The soviets and the Red Army of China were born and developed out of the
agrarian revolution. The broad masses of peasants under brutal oppression and
exploitation by the landlord class and the Guomindang warlords can be liberated
only through the agrarian revolution. The principle of the soviet land policies is
to ovenhrow completely all feudal and semifeudal exploitation and oppression
by the landlord class and the Guomindang warlords.
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In all Guomindang areas, past and present, the land rents are frightful (60 to
80 percent), interest rates are fiightful (30 to 100 percent), and taxes and levies
are frightful (as many as over 1,700 kinds in the whole country). As a result, the
land is concentrated in the hands of the landlord class and the rich peasants, and
the vast majority of peasants have lost their land and been thrown into the tragic
state of being hard-pressed either to live or die. Because of the ruthless plunder
of the land, peasants have lost their ability to fend ofT disasters. Consequently,
the calamities of flood and drought occur throughout the country. In 1931, as
many as 809 xian and 44 million people were hit by natural disasters. Because of
layer upon layer of plunder, the peasants lack the ability to produce more, and
much arable land has gone barren, a lot of it becoming virtually wasteland. At
the same time, what little the peasants do manage to produce is overwhelmed by
the imperialists' dumping of agricultural products. Because of this, the Chinese
rural economy has fallen into a state of total bankruptcy. It is on such a basis that
the flames of the agrarian revolution have exploded with force in the countryside.
The power of the agrarian revolution in the soviet areas has made a clean
sweep of all feudal remnants. Hundreds of millions of peasant masses· have
suddenly awakened from a prolonged period of darkness, seized all the land and
property of the landlord class, confiscated the good land of the rich peasanrs,
abolished usurious interest rates, done away with exorbitant taxes and levies.
defeated all enemies of the revolution, and set up their own political power. The
peasant masses have for the first time come out of hell and attained the starus of
masters. This is the fundamental difference between the situation in the countryside under the soviet ri:gime and the Guomindang ri:gime.
The First All-Soviet Congress promulgated a Land Law, which provided a
correct basis for the solution of the land problem throughout the country. Because class struggle in the countryside has become ever sharper, many disputes
have arisen over the question of class analysis. Based on past experience in the
land snuggle, the Council of People's Commissars issued a "Decision Regarding
Certain Questions in the Agrarian Stnlggle," which provided correct solutions to
many problems, such as those of the landlords, rich peasants, middle peasants,
poor peasants, and vagrants, so the stJUggle in the countryside will develop more
effectively.lB Many issues concerning land distribution methods. such as distances, poor and rich land, green crops, mountains and forests, ponds, and so on,
urgently await the gathering of experiences from various places so as to make the
necessary decisions. This is CJUcial to the leadership of land redistribution in new

......

To destroy thoroughly the remnant feudal forces and to see to it that the fruits
of the agrarian revolution fall entirely into the bands of fann laborers, poor
peasants, and middle peasants, the Centtal Government initiated a broad and
38. See above, the docwnent of October 10, 1933, bearing this title.
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thoroughgoing Land Investigation MovemeDt. 011 the basis of statistics for the
three months of July, August, and September 1933, in the three Central Soviet
Area provinces of JiaDgxi, Fujian, and Guangdong, a total of 6,988 landlord
families and 6,638 rich peasant families were discovered.. From the landlords and
rich peasants thus discovered, 307,SJ9l' Dan. of land was taken, and cash confiscated from landlords and donations from rich peasants amounted to a total of
606,916 yuan. The revolutionary activism of the peasant masses bas been heightened. and farm laborers' unions and poor peasant leagues have become pillars of
the soviets in the countryside. The fact that such great results were achieved in
the space of three months proves that rural class struggle still requires full attention from the soviets and also demonstrates completely that the Land Investigation Movement is a powerful method of continuing to develop the rural struggle
and completely eliminating feudal remnants.
The class line in the agrarian struggle is to rely on farm laborers and poor
peasants, unite with middle peasants, exploit«~ rich peasants, and eliminate landlords. Correct application of this line is the key to securing the victorious development of the land struggle and the basis for every one of the COilCR'te policies
of the soviets towud the countryside. Therefore, the Soviet Government should
severely punish the erroneous tenden.cies of encroaching on the interests of middle peasants (mainly those of the prosperous middle peasants) and eliminating
rich peasants. At the same time, the attitude toward the mistakes of attempting to
compromise with land1otds and rich peasants should not be relaxed, for only by
opposing all of these mistakes caD the land struggle get onto the correct path.
Mass work in the agrarian struggle has gained a great clcal of experience over
the last two years. Its main points may be summarized as follows: (I) In both the
movement for land redistribution and the Land Investigation Movement, all efforts must be made to mobilize the broad masses of poor pcasanls. middle
peasants, and the masses of rural workers to struggle on their own initiative
against the landlords and rich peasants. Both land redisbibution and land investigation work must have the consent of the masses. All dccisious on how to handle
a certain class must be made through a mass meeting. Where a few soviet staff
members oa their own carry out land redisbibution and investigation of class
staiUS, there is the danger of lowering the enthusiasm for struggle on the part of
the masses. (2) Aside from land, most of the property confiscated from the
landlord class and the surplus draft animals, farm implements, and houses of the
rich peasants must be distributed to the poor masses. If this is not done and they
are assigned instead for use by a few individuals, it will likewise lower the
morale of the masses and facilitate resistance on the part of exploiting elements.
(J) It is not good to let the matter of land reclisbibution remain unsettled for a
loug period of time; it should be properly redistributed within a mther short
39. The Moscow version has the fipft 317,539 here.
40. Hen: 1hc Moscow version has "restrict" inslcad of"exploit."
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space of time and remain finnly in the hands ofthc peasants. In the futw'e, unless
by request of the majority of the local masses, the land should not be redistributed again rashly. Not doing things in this manner goes against the views of the
peasants and will not only have an effect on the peasants' enthusiasm for the
land and production, but will also be used by exploiting elements to obstruct the
development ofthe agrarian struggle. (4) The objective of the Land Investigation
Movement is to clarifY and determine exploiting-class status, not to clarify and
detennine exploited-class status. Therefore, investigation should not be done
household-by-household and mu-by-mu. Rather, the broadest masses should be
mobilized to ferret out hidden landlords and rich peasants. (5) Strong measures
should be taken against counterrevolutionary elements who disrupt land redistribution and land investigation. With the consent of the masses, they are to be
treated by the harshest measures such as arrest, imprisonment, trial by the
masses, and even execution. This is entirely necessary. If this is not done, the
land struggle will be greatly hindered. (6) Great effons should be made to develop class struggle but to avoid conflicts among localities and clans. The landlord class and rich peasants, for their part, make fervent attempts to substihne
struggle between localities and clans for class struggle so as to obstruct the
advance of the agrarian revolution. Soviet staff members should not be duped by
the landlords and rich peasants. (7) The development of the land revolution
depends upon mising the class consciousness and the degree of the organization
of the basic masses in the countryside. For this reason, soviet staff workers must
eany out extensive propaganda in depth in the countryside and must perfect the
organization of the Poor Peasant League and unions of farm laborers.
The agrarian revolution has not only given land to the peasants, but should
also enable them to develop the productive capacity of the land. Because of
soviet leadership and the heightened enthusiasm for labor on the part of the
peasants, agricultural production has recovered in vast portions of the soviet
areas and in some places has been even further developed.
On this basis, the peasants'lives have greatly improved. Because the peasants
have done away with exploitation by the landlords and the Guomindang, the
fruits of their production remain in their own hands. For this reason the peasants'
lives are at least twice as good as during the Guomindang period. In the past, the
vast majority of peasants did not have enough to eat during much of a given
year, and in hard times some even had to eat tree barlc and grain bran. Now, on
the other hand, not only is starvation genemlly nonexistent, but there is greater
abundance each year. In the past, the vast majority of peasants could eat meat
only a few times each year, but now there are more chances to eat meat. In the
past, the vast majority of peasants were clothed in r&.gs, but now there has been
general improvement, in some cases by 100 percent, in other cases even 200
percent.
What kind of life and what kind of regime do the peasant masses desire? Let
the peasant masses of all Guomindang areas answer this question for themselves.
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F. Ln Us Now Discuss the Financial Policies ofthe Sol'im.

The financial objectives of the soviets are to guarantee supplies and provisions
for the revolutionary war and to ensure payment of all revolutionary expenses for
the soviets. Given, however, that the Soviet Republic must meet enormous expenses for the revolutionary war and for revolutionary work, while it still occupies a relatively small area within the whole country, consisting moreover of
economically rather backward places, and considering also the fact that it applies
taxation policies beneficial to the broad masses, many outsiders cannot understand how the soviets get by financially. The Guomindang, on the other hand,
occupies vast regions and voraciously feeds on the flesh and blood of the people,
so why should it have fallen into bankruptcy?
There is nothing strange in this. Soviet financial policies and usc of financial
resources are fundamentally different from those ofthe Guomindang.
The soviets' financial policies arc built upon the principle of the interests of
the class and the revolution. Therefore, the financial resources of the soviets
come from: (I) carrying out confiscation or imposing levies on all feudal exploiters, (2) taxation, and (3) developing the enterprises ofthe national economy.
What is meant by confiscation and levies ftom feudal exploiters is raising
money from landlords and rich peasants in the soviet areas and the White areas.
According to past experience, this source of income often occupies a prominent
position. This is the opposite of the Guomindang's financial policies: the soviets
impose the main financial burden on the exploiters, whereas the Guomindang
places the main financial burden on the workers, peasants, and toiling masses.
Soviet taxation is unified and progressive. At present it is curled out through
two simple components, a conunercial tax and an agricultural tax. The basic
principle of taxation is likewise to place the heavy burden on exploiters.
Commercial tax levies are divided into tariffs and business taxes. Tariffs are
aimed at uniformly regulating the import and export of goods in light of the
needs of the soviet areas. Therefore, the tariff rate runs from total exemption to
as high as 100 percent. Within the borders ofChina, only the soviets have canied
out an entirely independent tariff system without intert'crence from any foreign
government. All goods go throughout the entire Soviet Area after paying the
tariff at border customs points, and there is no second levy of tariffs. thus doing
away at one stroke with the Guomindang's abusive policy of /ijin,41 which
involves layer upon layer of extortion.
The business tax. is a commercial income tax (no industrial tax is levied at
present). A unified progressive tax is levied according to the size of a merchant's
capital and the amount of his profit. A small amount of capital and less profit is
lightly taxed, and larger amounts of capital with more profit are heavily taxed.
41. Tile transportation tax on goods moved within the country, commonly transcribed
likin in English-language sources or the period.
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Capital of under I00 yuan, cooperatives of lhe masses, and surplus goods sold
direclly by peasants themselves are all exempt from taxation.
Agricultural taxation relics upon the revolutionary enthusiasm of the peasants,
which causes them to pay their taxes voluntarily, and it is likewise in principle a
progressive method of taxation. Families with fewer members and less land arc
taxed lightly, and families with more members and more land are more heavily
taxed. Poor and middle peasants are lightly taxed and rich peasants are taxed
more heavily. Farm laborers and families of Red Army soldiers are exempt from
paying taxes. Areas struck by narural disasters pay reduced taxes or are exempt
from taxation, depending on the extent of damage suffered.
The unified, progressive taxation system adopted by the soviets is the most
excellent tax system in the world, one that all capitalist countries dare not use or
dare not use to its full extent. As for taxation under the Guomindang, it is one
huge, muddled account. Its principle of taxation is to take it mainly from peasants and other members of the petty bourgeoisie. In addition to regular taxes,
there are countless supplemental taxes. According to figures in the Tianjin
Dagong bao of March 22, 1933, there is a total of as many as 1,756 categories
of taxes in the Guomindang areas, land taxes in Sichuan have been collected in
adv;mcc all the way up to 1987, and land tax in Shaanxi is twenty-five times
more than it was before the Guomindang arrived. This is the Guomindang's
"benevolence" toward the toiling masses!
To increase the revenue of the soviets by developing the national economy
is an imponant part of soviet financial policies. Tangible results are already
manifest in the Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiangxi Soviet Area and are starting to appear in the Central Soviet Area as well. It is the responsibility of soviet
financial and economic organs to stress the pursuit of this aspect. It should be
pointed out here that the principle of the state bank in issuing paper money
should be to do so in accordance with the needs of economic development;
purely fiscal needs must take second place. It is absolutely necessary to take
full account of this aspect.
Thrift should be the guiding principle in government expenditures. All soviet
personnel should be made to understand that corruption and waste are very great
crimes. In the resolute struggle against corruption and waste, although there have
been some achievements in the past, greater efforts should be made in the future.
Saving every copper for the war and the revolutioruuy cause is the principle of
the soviet accounting system. The soviets• use of financial resources must be
sbictly different from that of the Guomindang.
It is not that soviet finances are free ofhardships. Expansion of the Red Army
and development of the war have given rise to financial difficulties for the
soviets. But solutions to these difficulties are contained within the difficulties
themselves. The unfolding of our revolutionary war, improvement in our soviet
work, expansion of our source of revenue into all Guomindang areas, placing the
soviets' financial burdens on the shoulders of all exploiting clements, and in-
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creasing the soviets' income through developing the national economy-all
these are solutions 10 the difficulties.

G. Next, La Us Discuss Stwiet Economic Polidd2
Only the Guomindang warlords who have already brought the areas under their
own rule to the point of complete bankruptcy41 have the uner shamelessness to
spread the rumor, day in and day out, that the soviet areas44 are in a state of total
collapse. It is true enough that the imperialist Guomindang is4S uuerly bent on
wrecking the soviet areas,46 the soviet construction47 now in progress there, and
rhe welfare of the millions of workers and peasants who have achieved liberation. For this purpose the counterrevolutionaries4• have pursued a ruthless policy
of economic blockade in addition to organizing all sorts ofanned forces for their
military campaigns of "Encirclement and Suppression." But, leading the broad
masses and the Red Anny, the Soviet Government has'9 not only smashed one
enemy "Encirclement and Suppression" after another, but has also been doing all
the essential work of economic construction within its power in order to defeat
the enemy's vicious economic blockade. In this respect, too, the soviets50 have
scored one success after another.
Because the soviets' centrtll task is to win victory in the wor against the

imperialist Guomindang, and because the soviet areas are at present economically rather backward areas that are, on top ofthat, under the enemy's economic
blocktlde, the principle governing the soviets•Sl economic policy is to proceed
with all the essential work of economic construction within our power and concenttate economic resources on the war effort, and at the same time to improve
the life of the people as much as possible, consolidate the worker-peasant alliance in the economic field, and ensure proletarian leadenhip of the peasantry,sz
thus creating the prerequisites and a favorable climate for the future advance to
socialist construction.
The focus of sovietsl economic construction is to increase agricultural and
42. This section is included in the Selected Wor.b, where it is titled ''Our Economic
Policy," and dated January 23, 1934. Variants between the original text and the version
approved by Mao in 1951 are indicated below in the usual way.
43. To the point ofeompJete banbuplcy ~ To tbe brink of bankruptcy
44. Soviet areas --+ Red areas
45. bnperialist Guomindang is -+ Imperialists and the Guomindang an=
46. Soviet areas -+ Red areas
47. SovieteonsiJUCtion ~ Workofeeonom.iceonstruction
48. The counterrevolwionaries ~ They
49. The Soviet Government has --+ We have
50. The soviets--+ We
51. The soviets'~ Ow52. Here the revised text insens: "and strive 10 secure leadership by the swe sector of
the economy over the private seciOI', .....
53. Soviet-+ Our
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industrial production, expand trade with the ouiSide, and develop the cooperative
mollf!numt.

Agriculture in the soviet areas"' is clearly making progress. As compared with
1932, the 1933 agricultural output was 15 percent higher in the Central Soviet
Aiea53 and 20 percent higher in the Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiangxi Soviet56 Area." For
the fltSI: year or two after the uprising in a soviet area, agricultural production
often shows signs of decline. sa But it tends to pick up again as land redistribution
is settled aDd with encouragement by the soviets and the greater eotbusiasm for
work on the part of the peasant masses.~ Now in some places production has
reached and even exceeded the pre-uprising60 level. In other places, not only has
land that lay waste during the course of the uprisings been eliminated,61 but new
land bas been brought under cultivation. In many places mutual-aid groups and
plowing teams have been organized to adjust the use of labor power in the
counbySide, and cooperatives have been organized to overcome tbe shortage of
draught oxen. In addition, the broad masses of women are taking part in crash
work on the production front. 62 None of this could have happened in the days of
the Guomindaog. With tbe land as the priVllle property of the landlords in the
Guomindang period, the pcasaDts were neither willing to improve it nor did they
possess the means to do so. OnJy since the sovicts63 have distributed the land to
the peasants and encouraged and rewarded production has their labor enthusiasm
blossomed fortb and great success in production been achieved. It should be
pointed out bere that under the present conditions agricultwal production occupies first place in sovict64 economic coastruction; it is needed to solve bolb the
most important problem of food, and the problem of providing raw materials
(sucb as cotton, hemp, sugar cane, bamboo, and so on) to make clothes, sugar,
paper, and other necessities. The care offoresiS and the increase of livestock are
also an important part of agriculture. Within the fiamework of a small-scale
peasant economy, it is permissible and indeed necessary to draw up suitable
54. Soviet an:as -+ Red areas
55. The Centnl Soviet Ales -+ Southern Jiangxi BDd wescem Fujian
56. Soviet -+ Border
57. Here lbe revised version inserts: "The Sichuan-Shaanxi Border Area has had a
good harvesc." (The Moscow edition, by the way, reads, ''The Sichuan Soviet Area has had
an excellent harvest.")
58. The uprising in a soviet area... -+ A Red area is established, agrieultural productionoftendecline5.
59. But it tends to pick up... -t But it picks up again as the land is redislributed and
ownmhip is sealed and with our encouragement to production and the greater enthusiasm
forworkonthepa.rtofthepeasantmasses.
60. Pre-uprising -t Prerevolutionary
61. Eliminated -+ Reclaimed
62. Crash work on the production ftont. -+ Production.
63. The soviets -+ We
64. Soviet -+ Our
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plans for the output of certain important products and to mobili2 the peasants to
strive for their fulftllment (for example. tbe quantity of cotton production for
each province). The soviets65 should pay closer atteDtion and devote greater
efforts to this. The soviets must actively lead the peasants in solving such baJic66
problems in production as labor power, draft oxen. raw materials,61 seed, irrigation, and so on. In Ibis connection tbe fundamental problem68 of agricultun.l
production in the soviet ueas is adjusting the use of labor power in an orgaDized
way and encouraging women to participate in production. Effective measures69
to solve this problem70 are organizing mutual-aid groups and plowiDg teams and
the soWets' mobilizing aod encouraging the whole rural population duriug the
important spriDg and summer plowing seasons. Another big problem is that quite
a large proportion (about 25 percent) of the peasants are short of draft oxen. The
soviets should attend to organizing draft oxen cooperatives, encouraging all
households without draft oxen to buy them for their common use through voluntary subscription to shares. lnigation is the lifeblood of agriculture, and it too
merits close attention from the soviets. The quesion of soviet71 or collective
agriculture, of course, C&DDOt as yet be raised, but with the objective of promoting progress in agriculture.12 it is urgently necessary to set up small experimental
farms, agricultural research schools, and exhibitions of fann produce in evay
township and district. 7l
The enemy blockade bas made it difficult for us to Dl81ket goods outside our
area. There has been a decline in production in many handicraft industries in the
soviet areas, 74 notably tobacco-curing and paper-making. But the difficulties of
sending goods out are not completely insurmountable. We have an extensive
market of our own because of the mass demand in the soviet areas. For the
pu!pOSC of trade with the outside, but mainly to supply our own needs, industty
should be systematically developed. 7S In the past two years. and especially since
the fim half of 1933, many industries76 bave begtm to recover because of the
attention the soviets have started to pay tbem and the gradual development of
6S. Hae and in subsequent occurrences ''the soviets" bccoma "we" in the revised
edition.
66. Basic -+ Dift""~eult and essential
67. Raw materials-+ Fertilizer
68. Problem ~ Task
69. Effective measures ~ The necessuy meuures
70. This problem ~ The problem of labor power
71.Soviet ~State
72. With the objective of promoting propss in agricultw'e -+ to stimullde the development of agriculture
73. In every 10w11ship and dislricL -t In various places.
74. Hm and in all subsequent occurrences, Soviet Ira~& -+ Red aras
75. Industry should be S)'llematically developed. -+ Handicrafts and also certain
indiiStricsshouldbesysteiDiticallyrestoredanddevcloped.
76. Many industries -+ Many handicrafts and 1 few industries
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producers' cooperatives by the masses. He~e the important f!dds arc tobacco,
paper, tungsten ore, camphor, farm implements, and fertilizers (such as time).
Moreover, in our present circumstances, we should not neglect the rrumufacture
of our own cotton cloth. medicines, and sugar. In the Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiaagxi
area, some industries have been set up that weR: previously oonexistent. such as
paper-making, cloth-making, and sugar-refiaing, and they arc doins well. To
relieve the shortage of table salt. people are extractins it from nitre. It takes
proper plarmina: to keep industry goiDg. OD. the basis of a scattered handicraft
industry, of course, compreheDsive and detailed plllllDing is impossible. But
fairly detailed production plans are absolutely essential for certain important
industries,11 fust and foremost for state and cooperative enterprises. Each and
every soviet71 and coopen~tive industrial enterprise must pay atteotioo from the
vay beginning: to making: accurate estimates of raw material output and marketing prospects in both the White areas and the soviet areas.
At present it is particularly necessary for the soviets to organize external
trading79 according: to plan and to handle ccrtaio essential commodities dircctl.y,
for example, the import of table salt and cotton cloth, the export of grain aod
o.mgsten ore, and the adjustment of grain supply within the soviet areas. Such
work was fmt uodertaken in the FujiaD-Zhejiang;-Jiangxi area and was started in
the CentJal Area in the spring of 1933. With the establishment of the Bureau of
External Trade and other agencies, initial successes have been achieved in this
connection.
The tkvelopmenl of the economy in the soviet areas is simultaneously being
carried out in the three sectors of state CDterprise, coopemtive enteiprise, and
private ente!prlse. At present, state-run economic enterprise is limited to what is
possible and what is essential. This aspect luu now begun to develop in both
industry and commerce, and they rwmrally have bouodless prospects.
As regards the private sector of the economy, the soviets shall DOt hamper it
but rather shall promote and encourage it. as long; as it does not tnmsgress the
limits set by soviet law.10 For the development of private enterprise is essential
to the interests of tbe soviefsB 1 at the present stase. Needless to say, private
enterprise is DOW preponderant and will inevitably continue to occupy a domiDant position for a cousiderable time. At present, development of the private
economy in the soviet areas generally takes the form of smaU capital. 12
Cooperative enterprise is wowius very rapidly. According to tbe September
1933 figures for 17 xian in the 2 provinces of Jiallgx.i and Fujian, there are
altogether 1,423 cooperatives of various kinds, with a total capital of305,SS1
77. Industries-+ Enterprises
78. Soviet-+ Slate
79. EKtemal trading -+ Private external trading
80. Soviet law. -+ The law ofthe government.
Bl. orthesoviets-+ ortbcstateandthcpcopie

82. Takes the form of small capital. -+ Is small in scale.
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yuiVI.n Because ofpromotion at rallies for economic constroction, in xian such
liS Ruijin and Xingguo.for exomple, within G month or more after the rt~llies the
deve/opmentf~g~~res caught up with those ofthe entire period before the rallies.
Large-scale development of coopeiatives is now mainly in consumers' cooperatives and grain cooperatives. with producers' cooperatives coming next. Credit
cooperatives are still just Gt the beginning stage. The development ofthe cooperative movenu!nt will doubtless become pivotal in the economic develop,umt of
the soviet Grea&. When the cooperative and the state economies become coordinated14 they will become a tremendous force in the economy, and through a long
process of .rtruggle with the private economy gradually attain a leading and
superior position. thereby creating the conditiotu for the economy in the sovtet
areas to evolve into a socialist economy. Therefore, the greatest possible development of state enterprises and the extensive development of cooperative enterprise must go hand in hand with encouraging the development of private
cnle<prise.
With the support of the masses, the Cowteil of People's Commissars hasss
issued construction bonds to the value of 3,000,000 yuan in order to develop
state enterprise and assist the cooperative movement. Such reliance on the
strength of the masses is the only possible way to solve the problems of fuDds for
economic construction at this time.16
At a time when the whole country is pluoged in ~ disaster, when
hundreds of millions of people are suffering the terrible hardships of hunger and
cold, the Soviet Government is staunchly pressing ahead with economic construction for the sake of the revolutiooary war and in the intetests of the popular
masses,87 regardless of all the difficulties. The situation is very clear: only by
defeating the imperiaHSI GuomiDdang'1 and by undertaking plannod, mpnized
economic construction can tbe soviets deliver the popular masse.t In their hundreds ofmillions throughout the country from unprecedented economic disaster.

With a view to victory in the revolutionary war. consolidation and development
of soviet political power, mobilizing all the f~ of the popular masses to
participate in the great revolutiozwy struggle. and creating a new revoluti0ll81)'
83. Of30S,5S1yuan.-+ Ofover300,000}WIJ.
84. The revised version inserts here ''aDd grow overa long period of time"
85. Couneilofhople'aCommi&&arshu-+ We have
86. The Sel«W Wori.t insetU two short puagnpbs bere. taken ftom lhc section on
financial problems. Apart f'rom the replacement of "soviet" by "our'' or "tbe border regicm," the text is largely identical with that of the third from last and next to lut paragraphs of section F as translated above. It is therefore not repeated here.
87. Popularmu&CS-+ Nation
88. The imperialist Guomindang -+ Imperialism and the Guomindang
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generation,89 the soviets must cury out cultural and educational refonn to re..
move the spirirual shackles imposed on the masses of workers and peasants by
the reactionary ruling class aDd create a new soviet culture of the workeiS and
peasants.
Everyone blows that under Guomindang rule all cultural and educational
organs are in the hands of the landlords and the bourgeoisie. Their educational
policy is on the one hand to engage in reactionary militaristic propaganda, so as
10 wipe out all revolutionary lhiDking by the oppressed classes, and on the other
hand to cmy out a policy of keeping the people in ignorance, excluding the
masses of workers and peasants from education. The reactionary GuomiD.dang
uses financial resomces intended for education to finance military action against
the revolution. Most schools bave been closed and most students are out of
school. Under Guomindang rule. as a consequence. tbe people have become
benighted and ignomnt. Over 80 percent of the total population of the country as
a whole is illiterate. An extrelllely brutal White terror has been launched against
revolutionary culture and thought. All left-wing90 writers and social scientists
and any revolutionary elements within the cultural and educational organs are
subject to persecution by the Guomindang fascists. Turning all educational organs into dark hells is actually the educational policy of the Guomindang.
Anyone wbo comes to visit OW' soviet areas will immediately find this to be a
brand new world of freedom and ligbL
Here all cultural and cducatiooal organs are in the hands of the workers,
peasants, and toiliDg masses. The workers, peasants. and their children have
priority in obtaining an education. The Soviet Government uses every means to
raise the cultural level of the workers and peasanes. For this purpose, it has
provided all possible political and material assistance to the masses. For this
reason, even though at present the soviet areas face extremely brutal civil war
conditiODS and are mosdy in places tbat used to be culturally very backward,
they are already canyiDg out revolutionary cultural construction at a rapid pace.
According 10 f1g11res for the three provinces of Jiangxi, Fujian, and
Gwmgdong-Jiangxi, in 2,932 townsbips there are 3,052 Lenin primary schools
with 89,710 pupils; 6,462 evening schools for continuing education with 94,517
students; 32,388 literacy groups (these figum were gathered only for the two
provinces of Jiangxi and Guangdong-Jiangxi, leaving out Fujian) with 155,371
members; 1,656 clubs; and 49,668 staff members. 1besc are partial figures for
the Central Soviet Area.
The majority of scbool-age children in many parts of the soviet areas have
entered Lenin primary schools. For example. out of a total of20,969 school-age
c:hildreo iD XiDgguo (12,076 boys aDd 8,893 girls), 12,806 are in Lenin primary
schools {8,825 boys and 3,981 girls) and 8,163 are not in school (3,251 boys and
89. HeR illStead of'')enenlion"lhe Moscow text hu ''elL"
90. Here !he M01e0w text has ''propsive" instead of"tett-wins."
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4,912 girls), making a ratio of60 to 40 between those attending school and those
not attending school.91 In many places in the soviet areas. the children spend
most of their time receiving education and playing, and only a small amount of
time doing jobs in the family. This is exactly the opposite of what happened
during the Guomindang period. At the same time. children are organized iDto
Red Children's Leagues, which also serve as schools where children can learn
communism.
The demand of the masses of women for education has never been so intense.
Of the 1!5,740 students at the evening school in Xingguo, 4,988, or 31 pereent,
are male. and 10,7!52, or 69 percent, are female. Of the 22,519 members of the
literacy groups in Xingguo, 9,000, or 40 percent, are male, and 13,!519, or 60
percent, are female. In places such as Xingguo, women have attained initial
liberation from. illitemcy, and as a result women's activities have become very
vigorous. Not only are women receiving education themselves, they are also
taking charge of education. Many women serve as heads of primary schools and
night schools and bave become members of education and literacy committees.
Conf'emlces of women worker and peasant representatives are common org&Dizations in the soviet areas. They pay attention to the overall interats of the
masses of working women. so that womeD's education is naturally part of their

concern.
The number of literates among the masses is rapidly increasing. Ways to
acquire literacy are through evening schools, the literacy movement, and literacy
billboards. Evening schools have fixed locations, literacy groups meet in
people's homes, and literacy billboards are along the sides of the roads. The
leading organs of the literacy movement are the village literacy movement committees. In Xingguo, for example, the whole :zldn bas general literacy movement
committees in 130 townships, branches of literacy movement e<.mm.ittees in !561
villages, and 3,387 literacy groups under these branches with 12,!52992 membell
having joined these small groups. This is an enonnous mass movement for
wiping out illiteracy. Such a movement should be extended to aU cities and rural
areas throughout the soviet areas.
The rapid development of the cultural movement among the masses in the
soviet areas can be noted as well by observing the circulation of newspapen. The
Central Soviet Area currently has thirty-four different newspapers, large and
small. AmoDg them, for example. the circulation of Hongse zhonghua (Red
Cbina) bas increased &om 3,000 to 40,000; that of QingnitJit shihua (Truth for
Y01111g People) is 28,000; that of Douzheng (Struggle) is 27,100; and lhat of
Hongring (Red Star) is 17,300. All of this shows that the cultural level of the
masses ia being rapidly raised.
91. Here the Moscow version inserts: "Whereas in the Ouomindang period, less than
10 percent oftbe children attcnclcd scbool."

92. ThcMoscowtextsivathis fisun:as 22.529.
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In lbe soviet areas. revolutionary ans of the masses are also beginning to be
created. The movements of worker and peasant performing compallies and of blueclad troupes, 9J and lhe club movement in 1be COWitryside., are all developing widely.
The Red physical education movemeat of the masses is also developing
quickly. Even remote villages now bave b'BCk and field IKe~. and sports grounds
have been built in many places.
The soviet areas still lack adequate establishments for speciaJized education.
But in order to train leading cadres for the revolutionary SIJUggle, we have
already set up the Red Army University, the Soviet University, the [Karl] Marx
Communist University, and various cadre education schools under the leadenbip
of the Commissariat for Education. A com.poneat of the plans for education
should doubtless be that intennediate and specialized education develop in conjunction with basic education so as to foster its development.
In order to train worker and peasant intellectuals94 and develop cuJture and
education, another point that soviet cuJtural policies cannot neglect is the use of
intel1ectuals of landlord and bourgeois class origins to serve the soviets.
Wherein lie the ge11eral guidelines of soviet cuJture and educacion? They are
in using the communist spirit to educate the broad masses of toiling people, in
makiDg cuJture and education serve the revolutionary war and the class struggle,
and in linking education with physical labor. 9S
What are the central tasks of soviet cuJtural construction?lbey are the institution of UDive!SII and compulsoJy education, the development of broad social
education, striving to eliminate illilelaey, and the creatioo of large oumben of
IUgb-level oadreo to lead tbe lllnlggle.
Everyone UDdetstands that aU of these guidelines and tasks can be realized
only under the leadership of the soviet r6gime, for they are manifestations of the
extreme sharpness of the class struggle and rqnesent the greatest victory in
liberating the human spirit.

I. lA Us Now Dix•ss t.v Sollkl MflniqeSyskm

To liberate the masses of women from the baibaric feudal marriage system aDd
to put into effect a marriage system of genuine equality betweeo men and
women, the Cetltral Executive Committee promulgated the soviet regulations oa
marriage as early as November 19]1.96 Therein complete fieedom. of n:wriage
and divorce is established; the system of ananged, fO!ald, and mercenary mar93. Instead of"blue-cl&d troupes."lbe Moscow version has "woJker and pea&&nt song
and dance troupes." Reprdin& these troupes, sec above, the note to lhe text of September

15, 1933, "On Edue&tional Work."
94. The Moscow edition has "mtolutionary intelleclulls" insteld of ''worker and peas-

&ntintellectuals."
95. The Moacow edition inserts lam: "and in enablina the entire Chlneae people to
enjoy the blessings or civilization."
96. The text of' these rcgulldons is lriDSIIIed below in die Appendill.to Ibis volume.
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riages is abolished; and the practice of raising child brides is prohibited. This
decree has been generally applied over the past two years in all areas under
soviet jurisdiction. All those who are not related by blood within five genera·
tions, are not mentally ill, and do not have dangerous contagious diseases, males
at least twenty years of age and females at least eighteen years of age, are
pennined to marry by mutual consent and through registration at the township or
city soviet. Divorce is effective if requested by either party, man or woman, and
upon registration at the township or city soviet.
This democratic marriage system has burst the feudal shackles that have
bound human beings, especially women, for thousands of years and established a
new panem consistent with human nature. This, too, is one of the great victories
in the history of humanity.
This victory came, however, as a consequence of the victory of the demo-cratic dicta10rship of workers and peasants, for in order to achieve the liberation
of rhe marriage system for the toiling masses of workers and peasants, it is first
nec:essary to overthrow the dictatorship of the landlords and the bourgeoisie and
to carry out the land revolutiozl. Only when the laboring masses of men and
women, and the women in particular, have political freedom in the flrSt place
and considerable economic freedom in the second place can freedom of mar·
riage be finally guaranteed. Working women in the soviet areas have the right
to vote just as men do, and they have been assigned land and work, so the new
system can now be fully carried out.
Because for thousands of yean marriage relations have been bubaric to an
inhuman degree, women have suffered more oppression than have men. Therefore
the current sov:iet marriage laws and regulations stress dte protection of women and
place more of the responsibilities arising from divorce on the shoulders of men.
Because childm:J are the new revolutionary generation, and social custom in the
past paid little attention to the protection of children, the marriage regulations have
separate stipulations on the protection of children. [n this regard special attention is
given to recognition of the status of illegitimate children and to their protection.
The application of this marriage system has won support for the soviets from
the broad masses of people, who have gained not only political and economic
liberation, but also liberation with regard to relations between men and women.
With respect to the marriage system itself, the soviet areas and the
Guomindang areas are also two completely opposite worlds.
J. Fitudly, On the Polley Toward Nationslldft

WiMing over all oppressed national minorities in the areas around the soviets
and augmenting rhe anti·imperialist and anti-Guomindang revolutionary forces97
are the swting points ofthe soviet policy on nationalities.
97. The Moscow edition inscrls here: "and gaining fteedom and liberation for
opprcsscdnalionalities.'"
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Many national minorities within the country, such as the Monboolian, Tibetan,
Korean, Vietnamese, Miao, Li, and other peoples911 have throughout history been
exploited and ruled by Chinese feudal emperors and feudal warlords. The
Guomindang has inherited this form of rule without any changes whatsoever. Its
so-called "republic of five nationalities" is nothing but a sinister lie designed to
deceive people, and Feng Yu~tiang's massacre of the Gansu Muslims and Bai
Chongx.i's massacre of the Guangx.i Miao people are indeed the most recent
"rewards" granted by the Guomindang. In addition, the ruling class within the
national minorities themselves. consisting of those such as princes, living buddhas.,
lamas, and headmen, have colluded with Chinese Guomindang warlords99 and
brought to the broad toiling masses of these nationalities even more severe oppression and exploitation. Or else they (in Tibet, Xinjiang, and Inner Mongolia, for
example) have dim::tly swrtndcred to the imperialisiS, leading the imperialists to
colonize these areas rapidly and further to plunder the working masses. 100 Such is
the reality of the lives of the national minorities in the past and at present.
The Soviet Government firmly opposes all domination and plunder of national minorities by imperialists and Guomindang warlords. Article 14 of the
"Outline of the Constitution," promulgated by the First National Soviet Congress
in November 193 I, states:
The Soviet Government of China recognizes the right to self-determination
of the national minorities within China's borders., to the point of each nationality seceding from China and establishing its own independent, free state. All
peoples such as the Mongols, Muslims, Tibetans, Miao, Li, and Koreans who
live within China's borders may, according to a decision based on each
nationality's own will, join the Chinese Soviet FedeJation, secede from the
Soviet Federation, or establish their own autonomous regions. At pn:sent, the
Chinese soviet rCgime must do its utmost 10 assist these small and weak
nationalities in freeing themselves from the oppressive rule of the imperialists.,
Guomindang warlords, princes, lamas, locaJ headmen, and others, and enable
them 10 achieve complete libeJation. The soviet regime should develop among
these nationalities the.irown national cultures and languages.IOI

This is a resounding reply to the barbarous colonial policies toward the nationalities carried out by the imperialists of the whole world (including the
98. The Moscow edition lists in addition hen: "turbaned Muslims of Xinjiang aDd
MuslimsofOansu."
99. The Moscow !ext has here "... colluded wid! British and Japanese imperialism
and Ouomindang warlords."
100. In the Moscow edition, this senlencc reads as follows; "Or else they (princes,
living buddhas, lamas, and headmen) have directly sum:ndered to the imperialists, leading
the imperialists to colonize these areas (such as Tibec and IMer Mongolia) rapidly and
fimherplunderthemasses."
101. For the fUll text of the "Outline of the Constitution of the Chinese Soviet Republic," adopted on November 7, 1931, including a slightly different translation of Article 14,
see Saich, Rise to Powu, pp. 552-56.
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Chinese Guomindang). The broad masses of China's workers and peasants and
their Soviet Government are not only themselves waging a resolute war of national revolution to throw off the imperialist yoke, but are also calling upon all
small and weak nationalities in the country to free themselves at the same time
from the yoke of the Chinese ruling class and imperialists, until these nationalities have anained complete separation and independence. Anicle 15 ofthc Outline ofthe Soviet Constitution states, once again:
The Chinese soviet regime offers the right of asylum within the soviet areas
to all revolutionary fightcTS of the various Chinese nationalities, and of all the
countries in the world, who suffer persecution by reactionary rulers because of
revolutionary actio'ity; it w:ill, moreover, assist them in recovering their fighting strength all the way until totaJ victory of the revolutionary movements of
these nationalities and countries is achieved.
The truth of this soviet declaration has been proven by the residence in the
soviet areas of many revolutionary Korean, Taiwanese, and Vietnamese comrades; the attendance of Korean delegates at the first National Soviet Congress;
and the participation in this congress of several delegates from Korea. Taiwan,
and Vietnam. 102
Common revolutionary interests have wholeheartedly united the Chinese
working masses and the working masses of all national minorities.
NationaJ oppression is based on national exploitation. Overthrowing this system of national exploitation will replace national oppression with a free alliance
among nationalities.
This is possible, however, only with total victory of the Chinese soviet
regime. Helping the Chinese soviet rCgime to win victory throughout the country
is likewise the responsibility ofall national minorities.
Y. Th~ C011ci'Ge Fighting Tasks ofth~ Soviets In Thoroughly
SmllSitin.g lh~ Flfth 101 "Encirclem~nt 11nd Suppression"11nd
Striving forth~ Victory ojth~ RevoiMtiDII Thi'OIIghoat th~ CoMntry

Having addressed the current situation, the soviet regime's struggles against
imperialism and "Encirclement and Suppression" over the past two years, and
the basic policies carried out by the soviets, it is time we drew a definite conclusion, which is that the soviet movement has taken great strides forward. The
victories of the soviet movement over the past two years have clearly changed
the balance of power between the enemy and ourselves. The enemy's vacillation
and collapse have accelerated, whereas the soviet movement is developing vigor102. The Moscow edition adds "Java" here.
103. The Moscow edition ha.~ "Sixth."
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ously. The revolutionary forces have grown in strcDgth and the revolutionary
positions have been further consolidated. The national war and the revolutionary
civil war arc going on in the vast areas of China, and the Red Anny has become
an invincible force. The foundation of the democmtic dictatorship of workers
and peasants has been established. Soviet construction work has achieved great
results in all fields. The unified leadenbi.p of the Soviet Central Government has
not only built a solid foundation in the soviet areas, but has aJso become the
revolutionary baDner of the broad masses in the areas under Guomindang rule.
All these things have become the facts of life today and tbe undeniable. objective
reality.
The advance of tbe revolution, however, demands that we take into account
other circumstances, and that we examine with a thoroughgoing spirit of selfcriticism the weaknesses on the revolutionary front. This is our unsbirkable duty.
In taking into account our weaknesses, it must fiiSt of all be clearly understood that aJthougb the areas in which the soviets have achieved victory are vast,
in relation to the country as a whole they are still quite small and m located in
economically mther backward places. The countcnevolutionaries still retain their
huge areas and still occupy all the important cities. As a consequence, the task of
winning victory for the soviets throughout the country by striving for victory
fiiSt in one or several provinces faJls most seriously upon our shouldeiS. 104 The
increasingly intensified life-and-death struggle between the two political regimes
requires that we exert all our efforts to solve this problem and permits not even a
trace of complacency to remain in our revolutionary ranks, nor even the sligbtest
feeling of fatigue to manifest itself.
Second, although the anti-imperialist movement of the people of the whole
country has been unfolding widely over the past two years and the Soviet Central
Government has also achieved considCIIble success in leading the anti-imperialist movement, in view of the gravity of the current national crisis and the serious
task of halting imperialist invasion and Guomindang sum:nder and betrayaJ, it is
clear that the presently developing anti-imperialist fighting forces remain extremely inadequate. The soviets have not yet made use of very many methods to
inspire the nationalist awareness and class consciousness of the broad masses, or
to organize a people's anti-imperialist struggle. And even in the anti-imperialist
struggles arising spontaneously among the masses, the direct assistance and leadership of the Soviet Government is still extremely inadequate. In the vast White
areas, the soviets have not yet 1\JIIy assumed their responsibility for organizing
and leading the struggle of the workers against the bourgeoisie and the struggle
of the peasants against the landlords. Even in the Guomindang areas surrounding
the soviet areas. the greatest possible efforts have not been made to organize
mass struggle so that conditions are created for transforming these areas swiftly
into soviet areas, so that the Red A.nny fighting in these areas gets the benefit of
104. The Moscow edition omits here "by striving. .. seven I provinces."
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more concerted actions on the part of the local masses, and especially 10 create a
situation in which White anny soldiers stage uprisings in resonance with the
actions of the Red Army.
Third, allbough the Red Amty is rapidly growing in numbers and improving
in quality, it has nonetheless fallen far short of fulfilling the great tasks of
defeating the entire military power of the imperialist Guomindang and winning
national victory for the revolution. The work of expanding the Red Amty in the
rear is still unable 10 meet the demands of the front. The organization and
training of the Red Guards and Young Pioneers are still very poor in many
places. The organization and actions of guenilla troops arc generally inadequate.
Many places have done a very poor job of giving preferential treaunentto the
families of Red Anny soldiers. All this has limited the development of the
revolutionary war 10 its past achievements and prevented us from making direct
advances upon the heels of victory in breaking through each of the enemy's
"Encirclement and Suppression" campaigns and achieving even greater victory,
Fourth, faced with the task of giving all for the war, we have still been unable
10 adjust all soviet work completely to the demands of the revolutionary war.
Weaknesses exist whether we are talking about the land struggle, the workers'
struggle, IO.S economic construction, finance, the campaign to eliminate counterrevolutionaries, or culture and education. To point out these general
weaknesses is 10 say that the revolutionary war demands that such work should
achieve great successes with the greatest possible rapidity, yet the actual accomplishments are quite uneven in different places. Many localities have actually
anained the standard of what is called the highest speed and the greatest possible
achievements, and the work in these places has provided tremendous assistance
10 the revolutionary war. In other places, however, not only has the work been
carried out very slowly, but even after a very long time, they have not been able
10 achieve thc results that should have been attained. In some new areas and
border areas in particular, the work is even worse. The main reason for this sort
of situation is the existence within the soviet organs in these areas of some
elements who fail to understand or even refuse 10 carry out soviet laws, orders,
and policies. Some among these elements are serious opportunists and bureaucrats, and some arc simply spies sent by the landlords and bourgeoisie. They do
not advance the work of the soviets, but rather obstruct it. Instead of making the
work of the soviets serve the war, they divorce it from the war. They refuse to
promote mass struggle and instead have called a halt to it. In canying out the
work of the soviets, they have never mobilized the broad masses nor engaged in
persuasion or education of the masses, but have made use of empty talk and
empty shouting or even the bw'eaucratism of coercive orders. Instead of going to
find out the situation at the grassroots level or going 10 educate new cadres or
lOS. This item is omitted from the list in the Moscow edition. Perhaps it was thousht
that there were no workers in the soviet areas.
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going to solicil opinions from the masses. alllhey do is opportunistically slander
lower-level cadres as until and condemn the masses down there as lacking in
revolutionary zeal. In these places. soviel democracy has not been fully developed, the broadest masses have nol been drawn in to participate in soviet electioas, and large numben of activists from among the masses bave not been
drawn in to take part in soviet work. The system of cily and township deputies'
congresses has not yet been properly established in these places., and the soviets
have yet to become the aue political organs of the broad masses themselves. For
these reasons. much of the work of the soviets in these places has failed to
achieve the results it should have and cannot meet the urgent demands of the
revolutiODaJY war. It should be clearly pointed out that this is a most serious
weakness in the work of the soviets.
The existcoce of all these weakDesses provides us with a profound warning:
only by overcoming these weaknesses can the soviel movement adjust to aU
favorable objective conditions and develop on a larger scale and with a broader
scope.
We already have great strength, which bas become the foundation of our
development But the needs of the revolutionaly situation go beyond our powers.
which are illadequate and which must be augmemed.
In order to smash thoroughly the ..Encirclement and Suppression" of the
imperialist Guomindang and win victory for the revolution throughout the COlDltry, the Second National Soviet Congress must call upon all revolutionary
masses of the soviet areas and the whole of China to carry out resolutely the
following concrete fighting tasks:

.4. With llegfml to Buildblg Up llu Rd .4nt~y
Further strengthen the leadenbip of the Central Revolutionary Military Commission over the Red Army throughout the oation so that the actions of the Red
Amry all over the country may be better coordinaled and synchroDized with each
other UDder unified strategic thinking, and so that military organs in various
places may be more able to carry out their own tasks fuJiy under central leadership.

Spmld widely and deeply among the broad toiling masses of workers and
peasants in all soviet areas aad all over China tbe slogan of expanding to create a

million-maD iron Red Army. Call upon the masses to sttuggle for realization of
this minimal slogan wilhiD the shortest period of time. The masses sbould be
made to realize that the decisive struggle for victoly or defeat between the soviet
rCgime aDd the Guomindang regime, aod the direct and extensive confrontations
between the soviel Rgime and imperia]ism that are before us depend upon our
creation of a great Red Army millions of men strong. 'Iberefore, the initial
creation of a million-man Red Army is the sacred duty of the soviets and of
every worker and peasant member of the masses. The Central RevolutiODaJY
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Military Commission and local soviets at all levels should be responsible for
gathering the rich experiences of expanding the Red Army in various areas over
the past two years. and especially since the Red May of last year. It should be
emphatically pointed out that having thoroughgoing political agitation replace
coercive methods; having ruthless class struggle and soviet laws and orders in
this respect used to deal with class-alien clements and bad elements who undermine the expansion of the Red Army and take the lead in desertion; and having
all soviet laws. orders, and measures for granting Red Anny soldiers and their
families preferential treatment fully implemented so as to raise the social srarus
of Red Army soldiers, to provide more psychological comfort for Red Anny
soldiers and their families, and to resolve all material difficulties in the lives of
Red Army soldiers and their families, are all important methods of expanding the
Red Army. It should be pointed out as well that cultivating the land for Red Army
families and supplying them with daily DeCeSSities are imporTant parts of the work of
preferential treatmenl All elements with a passive attitude toward the work of giving
preferential treatment to Red Army soldiers and their families and wbo feign compliance should be punished undel' soviet law.
Consolidation of the Red Army should be given priority in building up the
Red Army, so that the Red Army may not only expand rapidly but grow stronger
VCI)' fast as well. Political education of Red Army soldim should be stepped up
further so that every Red Army soldier will conscientiously fight to the end for a
soviet new China, so that the Red Army becomes the propagator and organizer
for the soviets and curies out the creation of new soviet areas, and so that there
may develop closer ties between Red Army soldiers and the toiling masses of
workers and peasaDts in the broad soviet areas and White areu. The conscientious discipline of the Red Army should be enhanced through political education,
so they understand that this is an important weapon with which to ensure victory
in the war. The political commissar system should be set up in all Red Army
UDits, local units, and guerrilla detachments. More people with worker backgrounds should be promoted to positions as military and political commanders at
all levels. Red Anny schools should be made more capable of training large
num.ben of high-level and lower-level military and political cadres than they
were in the past. Attention should be paid to checlrillg family backgrounds in the
Red Army, and heavy blows should be dealt to attempts by landlord and bourgeois elements to sneak into the Red Army and undermine it from within. The
work of consolidating the Red Army and making it an iron army is equally as
important as political work, and what the Red Army urgently needs at present is
the raising of military skills. Faced with daily expansion of the scale of the war
and the imperialist Guomindang army's constandy increasing use of new military techniques, the accomplishment of this task becomes of the utmost importance for us. The slogan of "team and improve new military skills" should be
deeply ingmined in eve!)' Red Army soldier, and Red Army schools should
make their greatest efforts toward this goal.
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lbc new organizational methods used for Red Guards and Young Pioneers
should be introduced in all parts of the soviet areas, and all laboring youth and
adult men and women should be anncd. Every member of the Red Guards and
Young Pioneers should be made to undersland clearly the role and responsibilities of the Red Army reserve forces and local defense troops. Propaganda on the
need for and role of conscription in the even larger-scale civil war in the futw'e
should be appropriately disseminated, starting now, among all toiling masses and
members of the Red Guards and Young Pioneers. Great efforts should be made
in curying out all possible and necessary military and political ttaining. Camping and exercise tecbniques should be iDtroduced as much as possible within the
Red Guards and Young Pioneers in all localities. With enemy attacks and attempts to stir up trouble by exploiting elements in the soviet 8RaS., the Red
Guards and Young Pioneers should be given extta responsibility for defendiog
the local areas. BDd the oc.currence in many places of relaxing the Red martial
law should be quickly redressed. One of the best ways to expand the Red Army
is to get whole companies and teams of model Red Guards and Young Pioneers
to join tbe Red Army, and to reorganize these contingents as soon as they have
been so mobilized. Red gumilla forces in the new areas. border areas, and White
areas arc indispensiblc to Red Army fighting and play the role of one of its great
detachments. Strengthening and expanding the existing guerrilla forces; multiplying new guerrilla forces as widely as possible; gathering the rich experience
of past guerrilla warfare; greatly stengthcning education and guidance as regards
gucnilla tactics; moving hundreds and thousands of guerrilla detachments into
White areas and into the enemy's sides and rear; attacking the enemy and developing mass struggle in those places; creating guerrilla areas and even DeW soviet
areas, especially doing this work in all the soviet areas that are not yet connected
with each other; and coordinating actions with those of lhc Red Army's main
force arc all the very urgent tasks of the soviets.
All measures should be used to safeguard the supply and transport of Red
Army provisions. Soviet finBDcial and economic organs and supply, transportation., and medical units in the military system should make efforts toward this
common objective. Past shortcomiDgs in the mobilization oftransportation teams
should be overcome so that the Red Army's movements and combat are DOt
hampered by a shortage of tnmspon pefSOillle.l. All sacrifiCeS and all efforts
devoted to the war are the duty of every soviet staff worker and every revolutionary element

ID order to break down tbc enemy's blockade. resist the lllBDipulation of unscrupulous merchants, secure the needs of the revolutionary war. and improve the
lives of the masses of workers and peasants, the soviets must cany out in a
planned way all sorts of necessary and possible economic co.aslrUclion.
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Fint and foremost is the development of massive agricultural production in
the soviet areas. The soviets should use all measures to raise enthusiasm for
production on tbe part of the peasant masses. During various important phases of
the farming season such as spring plowing, summer plowing, and the autumn
harvest, every opportunity should be used to cany out a widespread universal
movement to raise production and to mobilize all the runl masses to enter the
production ftont together. To organize labor mutual aid associations and cultivation teams on a wide scale, regulate the rural labor force in a planned way, and
mobilize the broad masses of women to take part in production are all important
ways to expand production. The peasants should be guided and helped in solving
specific and significant problems in agriculture such as fann cattle, fann tools,
fertilizer, seeds, water conservancy, and pest control. Fann cattle cooperatives
should be formed everywhere. In view of the experiences of last year's movement for spring and summer plowing, "completely eliminating wasteland" and
"increasing this year's harvest by 20 percent" should become the battle slogans.
Cotton-growing experience should be gathered, and cotton production developed
in the soviet areas. A movement to plant trees should be launched, calling upon
each person in the countryside to plant ten trees. The soviets should pay attention
to the growth of animal husbandry. Regarding certain important agricultural
sectors such as grain, cotton, and so on, the Central Peaple's Commissariat for
the National Economy and the various provincial departments of the national
economy should draw up specific implementation plans. The Soviet Food and
Grain Commissariat, Food and Grain AdjusbDent Bureau, and mass food and
grain cooperatives should establish close working relatioos and strive toward
totally guaranteeing food and grain supplies for the Red Army and the masses.
The recovery of tbe broad handicraft industry in the soviet mas and the establishment of a milituy essentials industry are important tasks of soviet economic
construction. Soviet plans for the recovery and development of industry should be
hued on the needs of the war, the needs of the masses in the soviet aeas, and the
possibilily of export to Wbi10 areas. T-ore, cool, mm, limo, tum tool>,
tobacco, paper, cloth, sugar, medicine, salt, camphor, timber, and so on shouJd be the
main sectors. Great efforts should be made to develop production cooperatives of
the masses in these industries, and as much as possible, unemployed workers,
independent laborers, and peasants should be organized into the production cooperatives. At the same time, investment by private capitalists should be allowed
and encouraged, to expand production of these things in the soviet areas. The
soviets should not attempt to monopolize all production enlelprises at present,
but to set up and develop some specially needed and specially beneficial stateowned entezprises is something that might be done and, indeed, should be done.
Raising enthusiasm for work, promoting production competitions. and rewarding
those who have made remarkable achievements on the production front are all
important methods of increasing production.
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Breaking down the enemy's economic blockade, developing the soviet areas'
trade with the outside, and exchanging swplus goods produced in the soviet
areas (rice, tungsten ore, timber, tobacco, paper, etc.) for industrial goods from
the White areas (table salt, cloth, kerosene, etc.) are pivotal to developing the
national economy. The Soviet Bureau of External Trade and the various commercial organs must be further strengthened. At the same time, rewarding private
commerce allows them to make efforts for the import and expon of various
necessary conunodities. The extensive development of consumer cooperatives
and organization of the broad masses of workers and peasants into these cooperatives make it possible for the masses to purchase necessities from the White
areas at reasonable prices and seJI goods produced in the soviet areas at high
prices. Thus they occupy an especially important position in soviet trade and
economic construction as a whole. Soviet leadership of the Central General
Association and the various provincial and xian 106 general associations of consumer cooperatives should be greatly strengthened. In places where provincial
and xian general associations have not yet been established, they should be set
up quickly.
The solution to the problem of capital in economic construction lies primarily
in absorbing capital from the masses and organizing the masses inlo production,
conswner, and credit cooperatives. Anention should be paid to the development
of credit cooperatives, so that after usurious capital is overthrown they may take
its place. Absorbing the capital of the masses inlo the building of state enterprises; developing external trade; aiding cooperative enterprises and other projects by means of public economic consbUCtion bonds, bank shares and deposits,
and so on, are also important measures. Within the scope of soviet laws, private
capitalists should be encowaged as much as possible 1o make investments so that
capital in the soviet areas may be more flexible. Soviet banks should be given
the fuJiest play possible. Based on the principle of the needs of the market,
issuing appropriate amounts of paper currency, gathering savings deposits
from the masses, making loans 10 profitable production enterprises, readjusting in a planned manner the entire finances of the soviet areas, and leading
the mass cooperatives in struggle against speculative merchants are all tasks
of the banks.

C With Regtml to Constructioa ofthe Soviets
The establishment of the Soviet Central Government provided the nationwide
soviet movement with an overall leading organization, which is of tremendous
significance 10 the Chinese revolution. Over the past two years it has won great
and glorious victories in leading the struggle against imperialism and the
106. In lhe Moscow edition, xiM i5 omillcd here.
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Guomindang. We must point out that the Central Government still has many
imperfections and deficiencies in its own organization and work. In order to
strengthen the Central Government's overall leadership of the soviet areas and
the nationwide revolution, the work of the Central Executive Committee must
be separated from that of the Council of People's Commissars, the organization and work of the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee must be
improved, and the staffs of the various people's commissariats must be further strengthened and their methods of work refonncd. Additional people's
commissariats must be established as necessary, such as the Commissariat for
Food and Grain, and so on, so that in the face of funher development of the
revolutionary situation, the Central Govenunent can fully play its role as
overall driving force.
Provincial soviets are the highest leading organs of local political power and
are the connecting links between the Central Government on the one hand and
the various xian and district soviets on the other. The Central Government's
leadership over the provincial soviets must be greatly strengthened, communication made closer between the Central Government and the provincial soviets
(various provinces within the Central Area and various provinces outside the
Central Area), and inspection of the work of the provincial soviets done strictly.
Great efforts must be made to improve the working methods of the provincial
soviets and to institute a system of collective discussion, precise division of
labor, and individual responsibility. Inspection of the work of xian soviet areas
must be intensified, and great effons made to correct past manifestations of
laxity and lack offocus in the work of some soviets.
Township and city soviets arc the basic soviet organizations, and therefore
the greatest efforts must be made to improve the work of township and city
soviets. In all places where the system of deputies' congresses has not yet
been set up, this system should be instituted. The work of deputies' conferences in the various localities must be further strengthened and their presidiums
should be established, as well as many committees under them. In fact, the
committee system should be introduced in the villages, and large numbers of
worker and peasant activists drawn in to participate in the work of the committees. A system should be established whereby each deputy has a relationship with a certain number of residents. A system of responsibility should be
set up in which each village has a deputy responsible for the work of the
whole village, and he should be allowed to call meetings of the villages's
deputies and residents to discuss the work of the village. Township and city
soviets are the organs directly responsible for mobilizing the masses to carry
out the work of the soviets. The bean of their work is how to mobilize the
masses of the whole city and whole township most effectively and fully to
struggle for the successful realization of every task and all work of the soviets. Township, city, and district soviets must pay the greatest attention to the
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actual work in the villages and neighborhoods. They must c:any out a system of
periodic inspec:tion of village and neighborhood work. Competitions in revolutionary work between various villages and neighborhoods are effective methods
of achieving greater speed in the work. Plactic:al and rapid improvements in
toWDShip, city, and district soviets depend upon correct 8Dd concrete leadership
by district and city soviets. District 8Dd city soviets should focus all their attention on improvemcms in the work of tbe various township. city, and district
soviets. Ample explanation, ftequent tours and check-ups, effective inspection,
and tests among tbe masses are key leadership methods for district and city
soviets. These same standards should be used in the xian soviets' inspection of
the work of district soviets as well.
The provincial soviets must devote a great part of their attention to the
newly developed soviet areas, and regard as their own important duty tbe
work of establishing and strengthening revolutionary committees in the new
areas. The orgaoizational fonn and the contenl of the work of these revolutionary committees are different in many aspects from tbose of city and
township soviets. All White areas dlat are transfonned into soviet areas
should go through the process of establishing revolutionary committees.
Therefore. all provincial soviets and xian soviets in the new ucas and border
areas should pay a great deal of attention to perfecting the organization and
work of the revolutionary committees and enabling them to shoulder the tasks
of arming the masses, launching a mass struggle, and eliminating reactionary
forces, and to proceed rapidly to the establishment of soviet political power.
Although soviet democracy bas been developing, it should be pointed out that
it is still extremely inadequate in many respects. A harsh struggle against
bureaucratism must be waged so as to get rid of all the trash lhat stands
between the soviets and the masses. This trash is bureaucratism and commandism. Soviet staff members should cany out the work of the soviets
through mobilizing and persuading tbe masses, not by means of coercion and
orders. Soviet staff workers should pay attention to every request and suggestion
of the masses, and should not take lightly such requests and suggestions.
Soviet staff workers, and worlcer-peas8DI inspection committees in particular,
should involve the broad masses ia carrying out extensive criticism and struggle agaiost bad elements within soviet organizations, to the point of barshly
punishing them according to soviet laws so as to ensure good relations between the soviets and the masses. For the purpose of improving the composition of the soviets, it is necessary to carry out massification of soviet
elections. The significance of elections must be explained to the masses, and
the greatest possible number of voters drawn in to participate in tbe elections.
All class-alien elements and all corrupt, wasteful, and bureaucratic elements
must absolutely be barred from elections. Large numbers of worker and peasant activists should be elected to manage the affairs of state. Here, according
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to the stipulations of the Election Law, an important link in improving the
work of the soviets is to involve large numbers of worker cadres and
strengthen the leading position of workers in soviet political power. For the
purpose of massification of soviet work, the soviets must establish close ties
with trade unions, poor peasant associations, represeotative conferences of
women workers and peasants, cooperalives, and all other sorts of mass organizations, and carry out the work of the soviets by mobilizing the broad
masses through these organizations.
With a view to striving for speed and quality in soviet work and making
all soviet work serve the demands of the revolutionary war, it is necessary to
make great efforts to eliminate laxity and a lackadaisical attitude on the part
of soviet staff memben, to enhance greatly the work enthusiasm of soviet
staff worken, and to make each staff member conscientiously exert himself
in working for the state, the democratic dictatorship ofworken and peasants.
At the same time, work discipline must be tightened. Harsh struggle should
be waged against all elements such as those who are unenthusiastic about
work and those who take lightly, neglect, or shirk their duties and treat soviet
work as unimportant, to the point of firing them from their jobs. Conuption
and waste must be opposed, for these phenomena are not only fmancially and
economically harmful to the soviets, but also constitute factors that are liable
to conupt soviet staff workers and undennine their enthusiasm for work and
high morale. II is Decess&JY to put forward to every soviet staff worker the
slogans "All work must serve the war" and "Strive for &peed and quality in
work." 1D this regard, the main people in charge iD the soviets at all levels,
and the worker-peasant inspection committees in particular, should conduct
thoroughgoing persuasion and education work amona soviet pcrsoDnCI.
Responsibility for thoroughly and faithfully curyiog out: soviet Jaws, orders,
and policies should be shifted onto the shoulders of the eotire soviet staff. ViolatioDS of soviet laws, orden, and policies, lint and fomnost violations by soviet
penonnellhemselves, should be subject to sevete penalties.
The Labor Law must be fully applied, and each uticle of the Labor Law
explaioed to tbe broad masses of workers. The institution of the eight-hour day
and the stipulation of a minimum wage are its central and minimal provisions to
safeguard the workers' interests. Labor inspection units and labor courts must be
made to play their full roles. Finn struggle must be waged agaiDst staft"memben
wbo neglect the interests of workers and attempt to compromise with capitalists.
Concrete and timely relief must be provided to unemployed workers, and unemployment relief committees must be organized wherever there are unemployed.
A system of social security must be adopted and effectively administered wherever it is possible to do so. Due attention must be paid to the work of the Social
Security Bureau, and past mistakes in some places with regard to the disbursement of iDsurallce money must be avoided. To cany out these tasks fully, the
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Soviet Commissariat for Labor should be strengthened and it should develop
close relations with trade unions.
One of the central tasks of the soviets is to cany out fully the Land Law and
all regulations and orders concerning the land struggle, and to unfold the broad
agrarian revolution on a nationwide scale. The struggle to confiscate the land of
the landlord class and big private owners should be initiated emphatically and
forcefully in all areas that are newly incorporated into the soviet domain. Much
past experience in methods of land redistribution should be gathered and generally applied in all new areas. The Land Investigation Movement should be unfolded wherever the issue of land has yet to be completely settled so as to
eliminate rapidly the remnants of feudal forces in those places. A correct class
line and adequate mass work are prerequisites for ensuring thorough victory of
the land revolution.
To cany out soviet cultural and educational policies, unfold a cultural revolution on soviet territories, ann with communism the minds of the masses of
workers and peasants, raise the cultural level of the masses, institute a system of
compulsory education, and further mobilize the forces of the masses in the
revolutionary war are, likewise, important tasks for the soviets.
The soviet policy of punishing exploiters and suppressing counterrevolutionaries must be resolutely carried out. The State Political Security
Bureau and the soviet courts must heighten their vigilance and impose harsh
punishment and suppression on exploiting class elements who violate soviet laws
and all clements who engage in countcnevolutiomuy activities. In this regard,
massification of the work of the PoliticaJ Security Bureau and the soviet courts
and mobilization of the broad masses to engage in the struggle to eliminate
counterrevolutionaries are crucial.
The general direction of soviet work is to strive for speed and quaJity and to
have all soviet work completely confonn to the demands of the revolutionary

D. With Rq~~rd to Leadi11g the Struggk Aglll1&11llllperitlllsm
rmd Work In the White Anas
In order to oppose resolutely imperiaJist aggression, promote vigorously the
struggle of workers and peasants nationwide, and enlarge the soviet areas
throughout the country, the Soviet Government must strengthen its leadership of
the anti-imperialist struggle aJI over the country and the revolutionary struggle of
workers and peasants in the Guomindang areas.. Passivity in this regard amowns
to indulging imperialism's gangster aggression, prolonging the life of
Guomindang reactionary rule, and restricting the speed and scope of development of the soviet areas. The Soviet Centn.l Government and the various provincial soviets must project their vision into the vast Guomindang areas. Not only
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should they lead every spontaneous anti-imperialist movement of the masses,
they should also make use of every concrete incidence of imperialist aggression
and Guomindang surrender and betrayal of China to inspire the people's national
awareness and class awareness among the broad masses of workers and peasants
and the petty bourgeoisie, and call upon them to become organized and armed so
as to fight for the expulsion of imperialism and the defense of China's territory.
Panicularly in areas under attack by the Japanese imperialists such as the Three
Nonheastem Provinces, Rehe, Chahar, Nonh China, and so on, people's armies
and volunteer armies should be organized and the old volunteer annics should be
guided to shake off the reactionary influence of the Guomindang and resolutely
fight against Japanese imperialism. The Soviet Government must provide all
possible moral and material suppon to every anti-imperialist strike of the workers and every anti-imperialist struggle of the peasants and petty bourgeoisie.
The soviets must use all possible means 10 organize, aid, and lead the
workers' struggle against the bourgeoisie and the peasants' struggle against landlords107 in the Guomindang areas. All soviet staff workers should underscand that
it is necessary to pay tremendous attention to the White areas if we are to extend
the soviet movement throughout the country; to create the conditions for transforming into soviet areas the Guomindang areas, which are several times larger
than the soviet area.<~; to create new soviet areas; and to be able to gain the
suppon of the masses in the White areas during the struggle against the massive
"Encirclement and Suppression" of the imperialist Guomindang. People must be
sent out from the soviet areas to prepare all necessary material support and to
organize and lead the mass struggle in the White areas. Passivity in this respect
amounts to passivity toward expansion of the soviet areas and development of
the revolutionary war. Panicularly in Guomindang areas near soviet areas. the
masses are under the greatest influence of the soviets and suffer the greatest
oppression of Guomindang military slavery, state monopoly on table salt, and so
on. The soviets, especially the various governments in provinces, border xian,
and border areas, must make use of every sort or opportunity to establish links
with these masses, organize their daily suuggles, and develop them into guerrilla
warfare and mass uprisings until the newly established soviet areas are joined
together with the old soviet areas. Here the work on the borders between the
soviet areas and the White areas should be viewed as extremely important. In
these areas, the soviets (or revolutionary committees) and guerrilla forces must
strictly adhere to basic soviet policies, and all arbitrary beating of local despots
without distinguishing between classes is forbidden. Propeny confiscated from
the landlord class and reactionaries must be distributed to the local masses in
large quantities. Furthennore, excellent solutions must be applied, according to
107. The Moscow edition inserts here: "and all mass revolutionary people's suuales
against imperialism and the Ouomindana:.''
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the class line and the mass line, to the problem of the opposition between Red
and White, the problem of flight by the masses, the problem of the blockade on
table salt, the problem of masses struck by disaster, and so on. The causes of the
opposition between Red and White and flight by the masses must be eliminated.
Improvement of the work in border areas is an important link in turning White
areas into soviet areas. (End ofspeech, followed by thunderous applause.)l08

108. The Moscow edition inserts two final paragraphs here., as follows:
Comrades! We or lhc soYiets and the Red Anny are shoulderia& the heavy responsibilil)' orsavinJ the Chinese nalion f'rom doom. lrwe are to fulfill this RSpORSibitil)', we
musl accomplish !be !asks raised lind stipulated by the Second Na!ional Soviet Conanss.

At !he same lime, as the conndes all know,lhe victory of the Cbinese soviet revolution
represeDts not only the liberation of China's 400 million people, but also the pmlwsorto

alltheoppressednationsortbeEastthrowingofflheshacklcsorimperilltisl'll,al'a!al

blow 10 tbe plan by J~p~~tCSe imperialism and other imperialisms to wage an imperialist
world war in lhe Pacirlc, destruCiion or the plan by Japanese imperialism and other
imperialisms 10 attack the Soviet Union ftom lhe easlem ftonl. It will bring the moment
ofvictory for the world proJctarian rcvoiUiion very much closer. How gma1 and glorious
isourlllsk!

Commies! Forge ahead! Final victory belongs to us! (Eod or speecb. followed by
lhunderouli applause. All represenlllives rise 10 welcome Comrade Mao ZedODJ and for
lbejoyfulsingingoflhe/nlemaliolwle.)

Conclusions &garding the Report of the

Central Executive Committee'
(January 27, 1934)
Comrades! You have alre~~dy been discussing for two days the report/ gave on
behalfofthe Central Executive Commitlee and the Council of People's Commissars. During the last two days, at yesterday's group discussions and today's
plenary union, the comrades have expressed many opinions and recounted
experiences and the lusons to be teamed from them in every aspect ofour work.
On the whole it can be said that my report has been unanimously accepted. With
regard to the present silUation, the 111sks to which this situation gives rise, variow aspects of the application of soviet policies in the past two years, and the
wetllcnesses that exist in our work, in yesterday's and today 's discussions the
comrades generally agreed with my report. It should be pointed out first of all
that the remarlu made by the comrades have been, on the whole, extremely
co"ect.
I should, however, also point out in my conclusion that during the last two
days' discussions, yesterday and today. and primarily during yesterday's group
meetings, the remarks of some of the comrades contained incon-ect views. Here
the opinions have mainly to do with the FiftJil "Encirclement and Suppression."
On this matter, most of the comrades have agreed with what I stJid in my report:
that we have won preliminary victory with regard to the Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppression, ·• but that the decisive btJttle against the Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppression" still seriously confronu us, and that calling upon the broad
masses, uniting all forces. and striving for victory in the final btJttle against the
Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" are the most important tasks now facing
us. Therefore, for comrades to have ventured an opinion during the discussion such as that "the Fifth 'Encirclement and Suppression' has already been
thoroughly smashed" is obviously incorrect. There were other comrades who
As wilh tbe previous document, our source for lhis lcxl is Mao Zedong ji, Vol. 4, pp.
283-94, where it is reproduced from Hongse Zhonghuu, Special Issue no. S, January 31,
1934, on the Second National Soviet Congress. It is likewise included in lhe volume
produced in Moscow in 1934 entitled Zhiyou suweiai nenggoujiu Zhongguo.
I. In the R:Vised version included in the ~leered Works. !he Iitle of this texl is ''Be
Concerned with the Well-being of the Masses, Pay Allention co Methods of Work."
2. As in the previous lex!, the Moscow edition has "Sixth" here and throughoulthese
conclusions.
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said thai "we are only in the process ofpreparing to smash the 'Fifth Encirclement and Suppression'," and such an opinion is incorrect as well. The first view
overestimates our own victory. and casually cancels the soviets' seriow task of
finally smashing the "Encirclement and S~pression," whereas in fact Chiang
Kaishek is gathering all his forces to mount a large-scale final offensive against
w. 171is sort of estimate is. therefore, wrong and also very dangerous. 171e
second view obscures the fact that for the last few months the Red Army has,
through arduow battles, detJit Mther hetJ':Y blows to the enemy and has already
won a preliminary victory. This victory, combined with the great victory of
smashing the Fourth "Encirclement and S~pression, " lays a solid foundation
for our thoroughly smashing the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression. " Underestimating one's own achievements is also very dangerow.
OM comrade said of the 3 People's Revolutionary Government of Fujian
Province that it is somewhat revoluti011ary and not totally counterrevolutionary.
Such a view is also wrong. I have already pointed out in the repon that the
appearance ofthe People 's Revolutionary Government is a part ofthe reactionary n~ling class, and a new trick to deceive the people in an attempt to save
themselves from their doom. They regard the soviet as their foe, but the label of
the Guomindang. on the other hand. is too foul, so they fabricate a so-called
People's Revoluti011ary Government and maM an appeal for a third road. Fooling the people this way has no revolutionary significance whatsoever, as the
current facts have alretJdy proved.
Another comMde said some wrong things at a group meeting. He claimed
that the soviets had not actually expanded the Red Army, nor did they hove any
guerrillaforce.t, and that the peasants should still pay rent to the landlords. Such
talk is, ofcourse, utter nonsense, and I think merits no explanation. Yet another
comrade said that all staff worbrs in Fujian are opportunists. This likewise
deserves no explanation, as I believe that everyone /mows it to be erroneous. We
admit that opportunists who are out there making trouble do exist among some
soviet staff members and that we should wage resolute struggle against such
elements. Remarks like those of this comrade, however, constitute slander
against the soviets.•
With regard to the question of marriage, I mentioned in the report that if
either the man or the woman firmly requests a divorce, the Soviet Government
should permit a divorce. It should be pointed out, however, that families of Red
Army soldiers constitute an exception. In order to strengthen the Red Army
soldiers' determination to fight, the Central Government has stipulated thai
when the wife of a Red Army soldier requests a divorce, she must obtain her
husband's agreement. Only when she has not heard from her husband for two
years may the wife unilaterally request a divorce. As for 1he question of mar3. The Moscow edition inserts here ''so--called."
4. The preceding paragraph is omitted in the Moscow edition.
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riageable t~ge, many comrades advocau lowering it. I think this .suggestion is
iiiQ{7JJf'OJJriate. In the interests ofthe race and the class, marriageable age should
not go below twenl)l for men arul eighleen for women. It should be underswod
that early marriage has exrremely hannfol effects. Comrades! You need to have
patience! (Audience bunts Into ltmghler.) Under the rule of the lfmdlords and
bourgeoisie In the past, some poor workers and petUants were unable to marry
even 111 the 9 offoTty or fifty, so why is it impossibk to wait now for even one
or two years? (Arulience again bunts into laughter.)
71re above is pmt of my conclwion, but the main part ofthe conclusion is yet
to follow.
There is one very impor1alll questicm5 that the comrades have failed 10 stress
during the discllSSiOD, which is the question oflinking the lives ofthe people with
tire revolutionary war. This issue has not been emphasiud in yesterday's or
today 's discwsions, and I feel that this question should be clearly raised. 6
The central task of the soviets7 is to mobilize lhe broad masses to take part in
the revolutionary war, overthrow the imperialist Guomindang' by means of such
war, spread the revolution throughout the country, and drive imperialism out of
China. Leading and organizing the revolutionary war is the central task of the
soviets. Anyone who does not attach enough importance to this task or i.r unclear
about this task is not a good soviet9 staff worker. A. good soviet staff worker
should see this central task very penetratingly and clearly. Ifwe 10 really comprehend this task, understand that developing the revolutionary war is mu most
basic and urgent task, and understand that the revolution must at all costs be
spread throughout the country, then wc11 should in no way ignore or underestimate the question of the immediate interests. the weU-being of the broad masses.
W1Jy is this so? It is because tbe warll is a war of the masses; it can be waged
oDI.y by mobilizing the masses and by relying upon them. For this Tf!IISOn we
must place the task of war before the broad masses. Only by mobilizing the
masses on a huge sctJie to ptJI'Iicipate in and supporl the war can we win victory
In it.
If the soviets\J only mobilize for war14 and do nothing else, however, can
S. There is one very important question --. There are two questions
6. The revised edition inserts a separate line here: The first concems the well-being of
the masses.

7. ThecenlraiiiSitoftbllsoviets--. Ourcentnl task at present
8. The imperialist Guomind&Dg--. Imperialism and the Guomindmg

9. Soviet-+ Revolutionary
10. We-+Ourcomrades
II. We-.Thcy
12. The war --. The revolutionary war
13. The soviets-+ We
14, Mobilize for war -+ Mobilize the people to cany on the war
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victory in the war be won?U My QIUwer is, No, it caonot.L6 If we want to win, a
great deal more must be done. We must enforce the soviets' basic decrees,
protect the interests of the bi'OIJd ma.ues, letJd the workers in their economic
struggles, limit exploitation by the capita/i:rts,lcad the peasants' sbUggle for land
and distribute the land to them. heighten the peasants' enthusiasm for labor and
increase agricultural production, establish cooperatives, 17 develop tmde with outside areas, and [solve) the problems faciDg the masses. All the practical problems
in the everyday life of the masses such as Che problems of clothing, food, shelter,
fuel, rice, cooking oil and salt, illness and hygiene, and marriage are important
matten that should claim the soviets•LI attention. If the soviets anend to these
problems, discuss them, solve them, and satisfy the needs of the masses, they
shall really become the organizers of the well-being of the masses, aod the
masses will truly rally round the soviets and give them their wann support.
Comrades, at thai time. will the soviets be able to call upon the people to take
part in the war and ask the masses to sacrifice everything for if! My answer i.J,
Yes, absolutely.
Here are .JDIM of the kinds of things we have found among our soviet organs:L9 Some soviet staffmembefs20 talk only about expa11ding the Red Army,
dispatching labofen,2L collecting tbe land l8lt, and selling bonds. As for other
things, they are neither discussed nor attended to, and are even ignored altogether. For example, there was a time when the Tingzhou Mtmicipal Soviet
Govemmcnt concerned itself ODJ.y with the expansion of the Red Anny and with
mobilization for the transport corps, and paid not the slightest attention to the
well-being oftbe masses. The problems facing the people ofTingzhou were that
they bad DO fuewood, DO salt was on sale because the capitalists were hoarding
it, some people had DO housing while the houses of the local lyrtlnt.J had not yet
been distributed to the massa, and rice was both scarce and dear. 1bcse were
practical problems for the awscs of Tingzhou and they eagerly looked to the
Soviet Government for help in solving them. Yet the Tingzhou Cily Sovietll did
not discuss aoy of these matters. That is why when the new Tingzhou Cil)'
Sovietl' was elected, a h\lllCimd. or more deputies were unwilliDg; to attend because seven.! meetings had discussed only expansion of the Red Army and
mobilization for the transport corps, entirely ig:noli.ng the well-being of the
IS. CaD victory in the war be won? -+ Can we succeed in defeating the enemy?
16. No. itc1111not-+ orcourseitcarmot.

17. The revised version inserts here: ''safeguard the intercstsofthe workers"

18. The soviets' -tOur
19. Oursovietorpns-+Ourstlffwod::m
20. Some soviet staff memben -+ They
21. Dispalchinllaborers-+Enlargingthetn.n5J)Otlcorps
22. Tingzbou Cil.y Soviet-+ Tingzhou Municipal Government
23. Tinphou City Soviet-+ Council of workers' and peasants' deputies
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masses, so that in the end even the council of deputies could not be convened.
The result was that very little was achieved with regard to expanding the Red
Anny and mobilizing for transport. That was one kind of situation. But comradcs,24 you have probably all seen the pamphlets given you about two model
township soviets. 25 There the situation is entirely different. A great number of
people have joined the Red Army from Changgang Township in Jiangxi and
Caixi Township in Fujian! In Changgang, 80 percent of the young men 26 have
joined the Red Army, and in Caixi the figure is 88 percent. There has been a big
sale of bonds as well, and 4,500 yuan worth were sold in Changgang Township,
which has a population of 1,500. Much has also been achieved in all other fields
ofmobilization for war. What accounts for this? Take a look at the attention they
paid to the actual lives of the masses. Here arc some examples. 27 In Changgang
when fire broke out in a poor peasant's house and destroyed one and a half
rooms, the township soviet21 appealed to the masses to contribule six strings of
cash to help him. In another instance, three people were stuving, so the township
soviet and the mutual-aid association immediately came to their rescue by donating rice. During the food shortage last summer, the township soviet obtained rice
from Shuinan, Futian, and other places in Gonglue :cion, more than 200 li away,
for the relief of the masses. Excellent work was done along these lines in Caixi
as well. Such soviets arc really models. They are absolutely different from the
Tingzbou City Govcnnent with its opportunistic and bureaucratic leadership.29
We should learn from Changgang and Caixi townships· and oppose the bureaucratic leaderslo in Tingzhou City!
I earnestly suggest to this congress that we pay close attention to the wellbeing of the masses, from the problems of land and labor to those of fuel, rice,
cooking oil, and salt. The women comrades want to learn plowing and harrowing. Who can be found to teach them? The children want to go to school. Have
Lenin primary schools been set up? The wooden bridge over there is too narrow
and people may fall off. Should it not be repaired? Many people suffer from
boils and other ailments. What will be done about it? All such problems concerning the well-being of the masses should be placed on each soviet's31 agenda.
They should be discussed, resolved, acted on, and the results monitored. The
broad masses should be made to reaJize that the soviets represent their interests
and that our lives arc intimately bound up with theirs. We should help them to
24. In the n:::vised version, a new pangraph begins hen::.
25. Township sovieiS. -+Townships.
26. Young men-+ Young men and women
27. Here are some examples. -+A few examples will make the point clear.
28. Township soviet-+ Township government. In subsequent occummces in this document, "soviet" is also changed 10 "govenunent."
29. l.eaden;hip. -+Methods orleadership.

30. Leaden-+ Leaders like those
'31. Eachsovict's-+Our
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proceed from all this to supporl for the soviets and an understanding of the
higher tasks that the soviets have put forward, the wks of the revolutionary war
and spreading the revolution throughout the counuy so that they will respond to
rhe political appeals of the soviets and fight to the end for soviet victory.» The
masses in Changgang Township say, "The soviets, the Red Army, and rhe Communist Party are really good! They have thought of everything on our behalf."
What a model is the Changgang Township Soviet,33 and how admirable it is!
They have won the genuine affection of the broad masses, who support their call
for war mobilization. Just look! Eighty percent of the able-bodied mules in
Changgang Township have gone to the front! Do we want to win the support of
the masses? Do we want them to devote their strength to the war?l4 If so, we
must be with them, arouse their enthusiasm and initiative, be concerned with
their well-being, work earnestly and sincerely in their interests, and solve all
their problems-the problems of salt, rice, housing, clothing, and even the problem of childbirth. If we do so, the broad masses will surely support the soviets
and regard the soviets3S as their very life, their most glorious banner.ln the event
of a Guomindang attack on the soviets36 the broad masses will fight the
Guomindang to the death. There can be no doubt about this, for is it not a plain
fact that the First, Second, Third, and Fourth "Encirclement and Suppression"
campaigns have been smashed?
The Guomindang is now pursuing a policy of blockhouse warfare, feverishly
constructing their "tonoise-shells" as though they were iron bastions. Comrades,
are they really iron bastions? Not in the least! Think about the palaces of the
feudal emperors over thousands of years. Were they not powerful with their
walls and moats? Yet they fell one after another the moment the masses arose.
The tsar of Russia was one of the world's most ferocious creatures,37 yet when
the proletariat and the peasantry rose up in revolution and the broad masses
brolu! out in rebellion, was there anything left of him? No, nothing. What about
his bastions of iron? They all crumbled. Comrades, what is a true bastion of
iron? It is the masses, the millions upon millions of people who genuinely and
sincerely support the soviets. 33 That is the rrue iron bastion which no force can
smash, no force whatsoever. The counterrevolution cannot smash us; on the
conuary, we shall smash it. Rallying millions upon millions of people around the
Sovietl9 Government and expanding on a tremendous scale our revolutionary
war, we shall wipe out all counterrevolution and take over the whole of China!
32. Soviet victory. -+Victory of the revolution.
33. Soviet-+ Stall' members

34.

Wu'!~Front?

35. Thesoviets-+Therevolution
36. Soviets-+ Red areas
37. Creatures-+Rulers
38. Soviets.~ Revolution.
39. Soviet~ Revolutionary
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I shall now lllldress the second important issue, which I feel should likewise
be raised emphatically before the cmiference. This second question concerns
methods of work. The soviets are the leaders and orgaoizen; of the revolutionary
war as well as the leaders ud organizers of the life of the masses. To organize
the revolutioDuy war ud to improve tbe life of the masses are our tasks and our
goals. We must not only talk about such tasks and goal.r but cany them out in
practice as well. In. this respect we are faced with the serious problems of
leadership style and methods of work. We must DOt only set tasks and clarify
goa/$, but also solve the problem of bow to carry out the tasks and reoch the
goals. If our aim40 is to cross a river, it cannot be doDe without a bridge. Unless
the bridge problem is solved, it is idle to speak of crossiDg the river. UDI.ess the
problem of work method is solved, talk about the task is useless. Unless atteDti.on
is paid to giviDg leadership to the work of expandiDg the Red Army and particular care is devoted to methods, we coukf41 recite the pbrue ''expand the Red
Army'' a tbousaDd times, morning until night, day after day, the way monks keep
chanting "Amilllbha, Amitabha, .. and the result will still be Amitabha, with no
Red Army to show for It (laughter). Has tMre bun this kind of situation in our
soviet work? Yes! In fact, quire a lot ofit! Let's take a look at Ruijin and Fujian.
In lluijin, the crash campaign to expand the Red Army wa.s worthy ofour praise.
Under tM direct Jeadtmhip ofthe Central Bureau and the Central RI!'IIOlutiDMry
Military Commission, within a month and a half beginning on December 1 they
recrvited close to foUl" thousand soldiers. Because they used correct methods,
conducted a struggle against opportunism and bureaucratism, and waged a
maas..IJased class struggle, they could accomplish such achie"rlements and become the top winner in the crash campaign throughout the soviet areas to
expand tM Red Army. And Fujian, on tM other hand? ne results in more than
ten xiaD in the whok province only matched those in the single xian of Ruijin.
and even that result depended upo11 a change in work methods under the direct
leadership of the Central Bureau over the last two weeks. With bureaucratic
l&Uier:rhip like that in December, they could not even have matched the single
xiaD of Ruijin. As for the case of Ruijln, four tlrowand were recrvlred over the
last forty-jiw days, whereas during the month of August last year only thirty
people came in. Bureaucratic leadership on one hand and conscientiow, pragIIUJiic katJBrship on the other haw thus produced results that are as far from
each other as the sky from tM eanh. To speak again of the December crash
campaign in Ruijin, seWJra! districts such as City Distrit:t, Xiaxlao District, and
H~~~~~~gbai District barely achieved anything at all in the first half of the month
because they were under buretlUCratlc leadership, but after the crash campa;gn
tetvJJ le4der was rep/Qced and the work methods were modified, in the second
lullf of the month they not only fulfilled the whole month 's quota but even
40. Aim-+ Tuk
41. We could-+ We willneversucceedeven though we
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exceeded it by a hundred percent. This is the WG}' it was in expanding the Red
Army. Let us now look at the sak ofpublic bonds. When Ruijln had sold all its
bonds and colkcted the whole 240,000 yuan. how was it in our xian of Yudu?
Under opportunistic and bureaucratic leadership, they sold only 19,000 yuan,
and of the 190,000 yuaD worth of bonds they took on 10 sell. over a hundred
thousandS worth tue probably kept 10 this day in the trunk$ of those bureaucrots. In the one township of Chtmggang, 4,500 yuaD worth were sold, with an
average ofeach penon buying 3.8 yuan worth. If all townships were to do as in
Clranggang, then twelve million's worth could be issued in the Central Area
alone. But what if all did as in Yudu xian? Then ewm one million •_, worth could
not be sold. Doe.s this not show that tlu! problems of leadership $ty/e and work
methods have taught us a serious lesson? Ia other fields, such as the LaDd.
Investigation Movement or economic CODS1rUction or culture and education or
work in the new areas and the outlying districts, in all soviet work, if all that is
done is to put forward tbc lasts without attending to leadership when carryiag
them out or attending to work methods, without initiating a movement against
opportunism and against bumwaatism, without dispensing with empty talk and
idle sloganeering and instead adopting practical and concrete methods, and
without discarding commandist methods and adopting the method of patient
persuasion, then DO task whatsoever can be accomplished.
The comrades working in Xingguo and the broad masses there bavc done a
fust-ralc job and deserve our solemn pmise as model soviet wOikcls. Similarly, the
comrades worAing in northeastem Jiangx.i. and the broad masses there have created
good results and an: also models ofsoviet work. The c:omrades wtriing in both tbc8e
places have linked up the well-being of the masses with the revolutiooary war, and
are simuJtaneoosly solviag [the problems of] worll: methods and of revolutiooary
lllsks. They are working cooscie:Dtiousl.y, solviog problems with miD.ute care, and
sbou1dering 1heir RMJiulioJwy responsibilities in eamos1; they arelnlly !be orgamzen and leaders both of the W~DiutiOJWY war and of the well-being of tbe masses.
17Jey are the most honorrlbJe 1uden of soviet work. Elsewben::, too, people have
made progress iD. their soviet work and likewise deserve pmise from the CODference.
as in some parts of the .xitul of SbaDgbang. CbaDgtiag, ml Y ongdiDg in Fujian; in
some parts of Xijiang and other xlan in Guaugdcmg-Jilmgxi;42 in some parts of the
.Uall ofChaliDg. Yoogxin, and Ji'aa in HUDBD-J'IIDpi; in some parts ofYaapin ill
Hlmao-Hubei-Jiaagxi; in dislricls and IOWIISbips of many otba' xian in Jiaagxj; aad.
in tbeAian ofRuijin, which is diRK:tlyunder [the Central Govemmerlt].
We should point out, howe~~er, that soviet work in some places luu not been
satisfaciOry. With regard to the work in thae places, we should lu!ighten our
revolutionary vigilance to the "tmost in the spirit ofself-criticism. For instance,
in many places in F,Yian-Jiang.xi, Guangdong.Jianpi, and HutUUr-Hubei prot~
inces, 1111merous wea.baessea stiU e.xist in soviet work. Similarly, F,Yian and
42. OuangdonJ-.Jiaupi ....... Southern Jianpi
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Hunan-Jiangxi lag far behind Jiangxi and Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiang:ri. In the leadership of the Fujian Provincial Soviet, for example. there is serious bureaucratism. The working personnel in many of these places have had relations with the
mas.fes. They still do not understand that the revolutionary war should be closely
linked to the well-being of the masses. or that they ought to make efforts to learn
the an of leading the masses. They still do not understand that without good
methods of work there is absolutely no way to accomplish one 'stasks, or that all
soviet work should be fully in concert with the revolutionary war. A thorough
change should be made in the work of these areas after the Second All-Soviet
Congress. The congress should sternly censure those people who know nothing
of the situation at the lower levels and fail to understand the feelings of the
masses, who can only engage in empty talk and meaningless sloganeering, and
even resort to coercion and commandism in handling soviet work. particularly
those who are seriously opportunistic and bureaucratic. Their viewpoints and
methods are absolutely wrong and they are obstructive to soviet work and harmful to the revolutionary war. They should immediately transform themselves. In

these places43 there are undoubte"dly many active cadres, e)lcellent comrades who
have sprung from the masses. These comrades have a responsibility to44 carry
out rigorous self-criticism with regard to those opportunists and bureaucrats.
guide them and help them in quickly correcting their mistakes, and purge from
the s011iets those elemenrs who obstinately refuse to change. We are in the midst
of a great revolutionary war; we must break through the enemy's large-scale
"Encirclement and Suppression" and spread the revolution to all parts of the
counuy. All soviet staff workers have a tremendous responsibility. After this
congress we must adopt effective measures to improve our work. The advanced
areas should become even more advanced and the backward areas should catch
up with the advanced ones. We must create thousands of townships like
Cbanggang and scores of xian like Xingguo. They will be our forward positions.45 From these positions that we have occupied we shall go fonh to smash
the enemy's "Encirclement and Suppression" campaigns and overthrow the rule
of the imperialist Guomindang" 6 throughout the country, and to bring about
victory ofthe revolution throughout all ofChina! (Loud applause.)
This brings to a close the conclusion regarding the report of the Central
Executive Committee and the Council of People's Commissars. Other issues 1
have addressed in the report and shall not repeat at this time. This is the end of
my conclusion. (Thunderous applause. 47 )
43. Intbeseplaces-+lnalltheplacesunderourleadership
44. In lhe revised edition, the rest of this sentence reads as follows:" ... help in places
where our work is weak and to help comrades who are not yet able to work well."
45. Forward positions. -t S1rongholds.
46. The imperialist Guomindang -+ Imperialism and the Guomindang
47. Moscow edition inserts here: "All present rise to welcome Chairman Mao and sing
thelntemationale."

Report On Emergency Mobilization
(January 29, 1934)
AI 1:00 on the afternoon of the 29th, it was originally scheduled for Comrade
Lin Boqu to make a report on soviet economic construction. Because it was
learned, in an w-gent dispatch on enemy movements, that Chiang Kaishek had
launched a lhree-pronged attack against the Soviet Area, lhe presidium decided
to shorten the duration of the meeting and designate Chainnan Mao to make a
report to the congress. Chainnan Mao finished his report in about thirty min-

ules and enOrmous excitement swept over the congress. The report on economic construction was then given. The foiiGwing is a summary ofCbainnan

Mao's report:
In the last two days we have received news from the front that the counterrevolutionary Chiang Kaishek has already defeated the Nineteenth Route Anny of

Fujian. Those gentlemen of the so-called People's Revolutionary Government of
Fujian have also fled. Now Chiang Kaishek is aggressively launching a massive
attack against the Soviet Area. According to the infonnation of the past two
days, Chiang K.aishc:k's plan is to launch a massive attack against the Soviet
Area along three routes, which are the eastern, central, and western routes. The
eastern route force, starting from Shaxian in Fujian, is to anack our territories of
Guihua, Qingliu, and Quanshang, in an attempt to occupy Shicheng and Ruijin;
Jiang Dingwen is its commander·in-chief. The central route force, starting from
Lichuan, is to advance toward our soviet area in Jianning. The banle (there] has
been especially fictte during the last two days. Their objective is to occupy our
territories of Jianning, Guangchang, and Bosheng. Chen Cheng is the commander-in-chief. The western route force is to stan from Yongfeng and go
through Xingtian and Shaxi, with an anack on our territory of Xingguo as its
objective. Xuc Yuc is the commander-in-chief.
A correct estimate of the enemy's Fifth "Encin:lement and Suppression"
against us has been reached in the reports and discussions of the past few days.
We have won the initial victory in smashing the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement
and Suppression." But the final decisive battle of the Fifth "Encirclement and
Suppression" lies before us. This estimate of ours has been proved to be completely correct by the facts. The urgent task at the moment is to mobilize all
This repon was first published in Horwse Zhonglrlltl, Special Issue no. 6, February I, 1934,
on the Second National Soviet Congress. We have translated it from Mao Udong ji.
Bujuo.n, Vol. 4, pp. 205--8, where it is reproduced from this source.
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available resources to smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" and rout
the enemy's three-pronged attack completely. We have the support of the broad
masses; we have a SII'ODg Red Army; we have the correct orieDtatioD laid down
by the Second AU-Soviet Congress. We hold iD our hands the assuraoce of
smashing the enemy's anack. But we must devote the greatest efforts to carryiog
out many wgen1 tasks. lbe flfSt task is to expand the Red Army. We sbould
cootinue the experience of the shock mobilization movement iD December last
year and in the flfSt half of 1anuary, and leam ftom the glorious examples of zian
like RuijiD, Xingguo, and Xijiang iD the expansion of the Red Army. If we want
to defeat the enemy's three-pronged attack, we must make every effort to expand
the Red Anny. Second, we must impose Red martiallaw. 1 The work of Red
martial law is extremely important in the face of the enemy's massive attack.
Third, we must put down coUDterrevolutionuy activities. Landlords, rich peasants, and capitalists are certain to seize the oc::casion offered by the enemy's
three-pronged attack to carry out their activities and attempt to ac::t as the
Guomindang's agents from within. We should raise our class vigilance and keep a
close watch for c::onspimtorial activities by reac:tionary elements everywhere and
at a11 times. Fourth, streogthen the walls and clear the fields1 in areas the enemy is
about to attack, so that the enemy will not get a single grain ofric::e to eat or find a
single guide. Fifth, mobilize transportation teams to go to the front to cany the
WOUDded and captured goods. Suc::h teams should be ready at all times to move
whenever they are needed Sixth. collect food and ensure supplies for the Red
Anny. We should mobilize lhe masses to complete the sale of treasury bonds and
collcc::t the rice used to purehase the bonds; we should get the rice in lieu of the
land tax to the soviets immediately. We should ec::onomize to help finance the war.
Seventh. in order to smash the enemy's three-pronged attaclc, we must mobilize
the entire personnel of the soviets, mobilize them. for battle. In order to intensify
our work, we should c::all on tbe broad masses of workers and peasants to unite
closely around the Soviet Govemmcnt and devote all their energy to helping fight
the war, so as to smash tboroughly the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" of
the imperialist Guomindaag! (Applause.) This time, the imperialist GuomiDdaDg
is c::ommitting all its fon:es to the attack on us. We should exert every effort to
respond to them. We must unite as one to deal with the enemy: we must c::onduct
propaganda and agitation everywhere among the masses, and tell every male
comrade, every female c:ommde, every old c::omrade, and eYeJY young comrade, so
that they may understand their responsibilities and unite closely to smash the
enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"! (Applause.)
I. Regarding the meaning of chisejieya"' bere translated "Red martial law," see above,
the relevantnoletothetextofMan:h 20, 1931.
2. The traditional e11pression jianbi qingye, translated literally here, implies action to
strengthen defense works, evacuate non-combatants, and hide provisions Uld livestock.
Regarding the hisloJy of the term, and the Cenlnl Committee's criticism of Mao for hi&
usage of it, see above, the relevant note to the text of July 4, 1931.
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We have already smashed the enemy's Fint, Seccmd, Third. and Fourth "EncirclelllCDt and Suppression," and won initial victory in the Fifth "Encirclement
and Suppression." We have gained much experience. We have gone through
many storms. We are not children without any experience and incapable of
weathering stonns. We should collect the experience of past victories, in order to
struggle for the complete destruction of the enemy's Fifth "Encirclement and
suppression"! (Applause.)
We must sternly oppose any rigbtist opportunism of panic, pessimism, wavering, retreat, and fligbt in face of the enemy's attack! {Applause.)
We must oppose even more any "leftist" opportunism, wbich downplays the
gravity of the war and neglects tbe work of mobilization! (Applause.)
We must unite as one and seek the complete victoly of thoroughly smashing
the enemy's Fifth ..Encirclement and Suppression"!
Make great efforts 10 expaod the Red Army!
Inteasify Red martial law!
Carry out strengthening the defeDSeS and clearing the fields!
Mobilize 1IanSpOtll.tion teams 10 go to the front!
Gather food and CIISlllC supplies for the Red Army!
Let all the work of the soviets support the revolutionary war!
Strive for the victory of the new Soviet China!
Long live Soviet China!
Long live tbe Red Army!
Long Jive tbe ever-viclorious Red Army!
Long live the Chinese Communist Party! (Thunderous applause.)

Decisiun by the Central Executive Committee of
the Olinese Soviet Republic
(January 1934)
The Central Exc:cutive Comminee of the Chinese Soviet Republic completely agrees
with Comrade Zhang Wentian's report on the foreign policy of the soviets. It approves all the steps raken toward the Nineteenth Route Army of Fujian and the
People's Revolutionary Government of Fujian by the prcsidiwn of the previous
Central Executive Conuninee and by the Council of People's Commissars. It has
also approved the issuance oflhe foUowing lhree important documents. 1
Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee oftbe
Chinese Soviet Republic
Mao Zedong

Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

January [ ]. 19342

This document was first published in lloqgse ZhcmgiJua, no. 149, February 14,
1934. We have tnnslated itltom Mao Udongji, Vol. 4, p. 209, which reproduces this
version.
I. The items in question wen: "Preliminary Agreement on Opposing Japan and Chiang
[K.aishek]," October 26, 1933; "First Telegram from the Interim Central Govcmrncnt of
the Chinese Soviet Republic to the People's Revolutionary Government ofFujian and the
Nineteenth Route Army," December 20, 1933; and "Second Telegram from the Interim
Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic to the People's Revolutionuy Government offujian and the People's Revolutionary Army," January 13, 1934. The firsc of
these three documents was not negodaled or signed by Mao., and is therefore not included
in this volume. It can be found in Saich, Rise to POIW!r, pp. 60s-6. The other two texts are
translaledabove.
2. The date is left blank in the text as published in Hongse Zllonghus.

Closing Address at the Congress
(February 1, 1934)

Comrades! After eleven days, our congress has reached a completely successful and victorious conclusion! (Applause.) We have already decided upon the
policy and plans for the victory of the revolution in all China! (Applause.) The
victory of the revolution in all China is in our hands! (Applause) We will smash
the "Encirclement and Suppression" of the imperialist Guomindang and overthrow the imperialist Guomindang. Our policy and plans have already been
decided! (Applause.) The problem now is that we must carry out this policy and
these plans 100 percent! We must have the courage to carry them out resolutely;
we must have the courage to do it. We must raise the enthusiasm of the entire
persoMel of the soviets for their work. We must heighten the activism of the
broad masses. Our responsibility is very great. We must assume the burden
placed on us by the congress, which is a great revolutionary task. We must
enthusiastically, resolutely, and courageously assume this burden and march forward. We must definitely cany this burden to our goal! (Applause.) Thoroughly
smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression," ovcnhrow the imperialist
Guomindang. and strive for the victory of the revolution in the whole country!
Victory to the bourgeois-democratic revolution in the whole country! Victory to
the democratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants in the whole country!
These are our goals. We must assume the burden entrusted to us by the congress
and CIUT)' it to this destination. We will assuredly reach this destination and reach
it quickly! (Applause.)
But when the burden of the revolution has been carried to this destination,
will that be the end? Is the workers' and peasants' democratic dictatorship our
final goal? Comrades! It is not the end. nor is it the final goal. The burden of the
revolution must be carried farther still. Today we arc going to point out this
destination. It is the socialist revolution of the dictatorship of the proletariat. We
must not only complete the democratic revolution, but also transform the revolution into the socialist revolution of the future! We must not only overthrow the
rule of the imperialist Guomindang and destroy the landlord class. We must also
stan to prepare now, prepare so that in the future, when the appropriate time

This speech was first published in Hongse Zlwnghua, Special Issue no. 7, February 3,
1934, on the Second National Soviet Congreu. We have translated it from Moo Zedongji,
Vol. 4, pp. 295-96, where it is reproduced rrom this soun:e
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comes, we can destroy the capitalist system, destroy the system of exploitation of
man by man, and in lhe end, as the Soviet Union is now doing, finally enter
communism, apply the principle offrom each according to his ability and to each
according to his needs, and enter the free.~t, brightest, and greatest world. Only
when that time comes will there be final liberation for mankind and final victory
for mankind!
The Second National Soviet Congress comes to a close today. We must fulfill
our responsibility; we must bravely carry forward the great task of the revolution
and strive for our final victory!
Long live the soviets!
Long live the victory ofthe revolution!
Long live the victory of the revolution in all China!
Long live the victory ofthe revolution throughout the world!
Long live socialism!
Long live communism!
(Cheers and applause that shake the entire hall.)

Notice No. 1 of the Central Executive
Committee of the Dlinese Soviet Republic
(February 3, 1934)

The Second National Soviet Congress of the Chinese Soviet Republic formally
opened on January 21 , 1934, in the Red capital of the Soviet Area. The congress
drew to a completely successful conclusion after eleven spectacular days. The
congress summed up the experience of the soviet movement in China during the
past two years, pointed out the ultimate historical mission for which the soviets
must struggle in the future, and discussed in concrete tenns important problems
such as building the Red Army, economic construction, and the consbuction of
the soviets. It also passed the amended Soviet Constitution, and resolutions on
the above important issues. Finally, the congress elected the following 175 persons to membership of the Central Executive Committee:
Bo Gu, Chen Shaoyu, He Kequan, Liu Shaoqi, Mao Zedong, Xiang Ying, Wu
Liangping. Qu Qiubai, Zhou Yuelin, Jin Weiying, Huang Fagui, Xie Yuqin, Li
Fuchun, Xie Mingren, Xiao Shibang, Lin Guosong, Huang Changjiao, Cai
Chang, Zhong Baoyuan, Lou Mengxia, Zhang Jizhi, Xu Dazhi, Zeng Shan,
Zhong Changtao, Liu Qiyao, Zhong Xunren, Li Zhuoran, Liu Guangchen, Xie
Xiansi, Zhu De, Zhou Enlai, Wang Jiaxiang, Liu Bocheng, He Chang, He
Changgong, Teng Daiyuan, Pcng Dehuai, Yang Shangkun, Lin Biao, Nie
Rongzhcn, Dong Zhentang, Liu Bojian, Huang Su, Cai Shufan, Nie Hongjun,
Wang Ruehi, Wan Yongcheng, Chen Guang, Xun Huaizhou, Luo Ruiqing,
Zhang Chunqing, Zhou Jianping, Zhou Kun, Yue Shaohua, Chen Ajin, Yuan
Guoping, Ye Jianying, Chen Yi, Bi Shiti, Chen Hongshi, Xiao Ke, Kong Helong,
Zhu Rui, Liu Chouxi, Xu Yan'gang, Chen Changhao, Xu Xiangqian, Zhang
Guotao, Zhang Qinqiu, He Long, Guan Xiangying, Xia Xi, Song Baimin, Wang
Weizhou, Luo Binghui, Hong Shui, Cai Gan, Zhang Ranhe, Yu Hongwen, Wang
Shitai, Pan Shizhong, Jiang Asan, Zhang Guanyi, Gu Dacun, Zheng Zhenfen,
Zhu Qi, Gao Junting, Zhan Yijin, Zheng Weisan, Wang Fengming, Cheng
Fangwu, Guo Shushen, Zhang Desan, Zhu Weiheng, Gu Zuolin, Shao Shiping,
Huang Dao, Zhu Zhaoxiang, Kong Shu'an, Liu Xiao, Zhong Shibin, Fu Caixiu,
This notice was firs! published in H011pe Zhtmghua, no. 148, February 12, 1934. II is
reproduced in Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 297-300, but that venion contains a few wrong
charae!en, so we have preferred 10 vanslate fiom.Honp Zhonghua.
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Zhou Yikai, Liu Minghui, Xiong Xianbi, Liu Guozhu, Zhong Guixin, Luo Mai,
Chen Xiangsheng, Lin Boqu, Liu Qunxian, Hu Hai, Fan Lechun, Zeng Hongyi,
Wu Ziyuan, Zhang Taihe, Huang Yizhang, Zhang Dingcheng, Li Jianzhen, Wu
Lanfu, Wu Bixian, Qiu Xianying, Zhang Wentian, Chen Yun, Wang Shengrong,
Deng Fa, Chen Tanqiu, Pan Hannian, Huang Jiagao, Zhang Yunxian, Zhang
Jinlou, Zhou Shaowen, He Zhenwu, Chen Shouchang, Huang Guangbao, Tan
Yubao, Liu Shijie, Wang Zhen, Kuang Biao, Peng Renchang, Ren Bishi, Wu
Defeng, Wang Xiuzhang, Xiong Guobing, Yu Hongyuan, Li Weihai, He Wei, Li
Xiannian, Zeng Guanglan, Zhou Guangkun, Li Chen&iia, Chen Ziqian, Fang
Zhimin, Yu Hanchao, Huang Wansheng, Wang Jinxiang, Guan Ying, Tu
Zhennong, Guan Chunxiang, Wu Yuzhang, Zhu Diyuan, Yang Qixin, Deng
Zhenxun, He Shuheng, Gao Zili, Liang Botai, Xu Teli, Ruan Xiaoxian, Deng
Yingchao, Dong Biwu, Zhao Yun, Wang Xianxuan, Luo Ziming, Yang Shizhu,
and Lai Meiyu.
In addition, the following thirty-six persons were elected alternate members
of the Central Executive Committee: Yang Binglong, Xie Zhenfu, Qiu Shifeng,
Deng Yaosheng, Dong Changsheng, Liu Yi, Li Meiqun, Zou Zhongcai, Xu
Shunheng, Xu Mingfu, Ye Dcgui,-Dcng Zihui, Zhu Rongsheng, Jia Yuan, Feng
Xuefeng, Li Yimang, Li Kenong, Zhang Aiping, Luo Ronghuan, Li Xifan, Yan
Liji, Yin Rengui, Liu Yanyu, Fang Jinghc, Xie Binghuang, Zhong Yijin, Huang
Fuwu, Fang Zhenhua, Zou Dunhou, Liao Hanhua, Long Chunshan, Hua
Xinxiang, Zhou Guixiang, Kuang Zhuquan, Deng Ping, and Kang Keqing.
The Central Executive Committee is therefore composed of the 211 full and
alternate members. It is the supreme organ of political power after the conclusion
of the National Soviet Congress.
On February 3rd, the Central Executive Committee convened its first meeting
and unanimously elected a seventeen-member presidium comprising the following members as the supreme organ of authority after the conclusion of the
meeting: Mao Zedong, Xiang Ying, Zhang Guotao, Zhu De, Zhang Wentian, Bo
Gu, Zhou Enlai, Qu Qiubai, Liu Shaoqi, Chen Yun, Lin Boqu, Deng Zhenxun,
Zhu Diyuan, Deng Fa, Fang Zhimin, Luo Mai, and Zhou Yuelin. It also designated Mao Zedong as the chairman of the Central Executive Committee, with
Xiang Ying and Zhang Guotao as vice-chairmen.
At the same time, it also elected Zhang Wentian (Luo Fu) as the chairman of
the Council of People's Commissars. Under the Council of People's Commissars
the following eleven commissariats were established as the central administrative organs:
Wang Jiaxiang is appointed people's commissar for foreign affairs;
Zhu De is appointed people's commissar for military affairs;
Deng Zhenxun is appointed people's commissar for labor;
Gao Zili is appointed people's commissar for the land;
Lin Boqu is appointed people's commissar for finance;
Wu Liangping is appointed people's commissar for the national economy;
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Chen Tanqiu is appointed people's commissar for food;
Liang Botai is appointed people's commissar for judicial affairs;
Zcng Shan is appointed people's commissar for internal affairs;
Qu. Qiu.bai is appointed people's commissar for education;
Xiang Ying is appointed people's commissar for the worker-peasant
procuratorate.
The meeting also elected Zhu De chainnan of the Central Revolutionary
Military Commission, and Zhou Enlai and Wang Jiaxiang vice-chairmen of the
same commission. It appointed Yuan Xiaoxian director of the Central Auditing
Committee. It also appointed Dong Biwu chiefjustice of the provisional supreme
court.
The Central Executive Comminee, in addition to accepting all the fighting
tasks assigned to it by the Second National Soviet Congress, also calls on all
those comrades working in the soviets to mobilize immediately, intensifY their
efforts, mobilize the largest number of workers and peasants possible, unite
closely around the Soviet Government, concentrate all our forces, and wage a
revolutionary war to struggle for the complete destruction of the imperialist
Guomindang's Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" and for the victory of the
soviets throughout China!
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Proclamation of the Central Government of the
OJinese Soviet Republic Regarding
the Fujian Incident
(February 11, 1934)
Popular masses of all China!
The so-called People's Revolutionary Government ofFujian finally fell because
of Chiang Kaishek's military intervention, as well as the capitulation and betrayal by the leaders of the People's Revolutionary Government.
After they suffered a serious blow from the Eastern Army of our Workers' and
Peasants' Red Anny last year in Lianchcng and northern Fujian, the leaders of the
People's Revolutionary Government of Fujian realized that temporary concessions to the soviets and the Red Army had become necessuy conditions for them
to mainrain their stt'Cngth and their rule. At the same time, the bankruptcy of the

rule of the Guomindang. which is selling out the country and injuring the people,
the daily increasing wrath against and resisrance to the imperialist Guomindang
by the thousands upon thousands of worker and peasant masses across the country, and their sympathy and support for the anti-imperialist and anti-Guomindang
soviets and Red Army, gave the bureaucrals, politicians, and warlords of the
Guomindang Provincial Government of Fujian and the Nineteenth Route Anny
at that time no alternative but to seek a new fonn of rule other than the old fonn
of rule of che Guomindang, in order to maintain the rule of the landlord and
bourgeois classes as a whole.
The bureaucrats, politicians, and warlords of the Provincial Govemmenl of
Fujian and the Nineteenth Route Anny first sent a special envoy, Xu Minghong,
to the Central Soviet Government at that time, expressing their willingness to
accept the three conditions announced by the Central Soviet Government and the
Revolutionary Military Commission, to wit: (I) an immediate end to attacks
agains11he soviet areas, (2) an immediate guarantee of such rights as freedom of
speech, assembly, association, and strikes for the popular masses, and (3) the
immediate anning of the popular masse.-; and the immediate establishment of an
This document was lirst published in Hongse ZhonghrNJ, no. 149, Febnwy 14, 1934, and
we have translated it from that source. The text is reproduced in Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp.
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armed volunteer anny to defend China and fight for China's independence,
unity, and territorial integrity.
The Soviet Government fully understood this attempt by the bureaucrats,
politicians, and warlords of the Provincial Guomindang Government of Fujian.
No empty words can deceive the leaders of the Soviet Govenunent. On the other
hand, the Soviet Government, in accordance with its own declaration, is willing
to provide practical encouragement and assistance for any anti-imperialist and
anti-Chiang effort. Therefore, at that time, when the representatives of the fujian
Provincial Government and the Nineteenth Route Anny had acceded to all our
demands and conditions, the Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants'
Red Army, in accordance with its basic revolutionary stand, signed an initial
agreement with them. At the very beginning, the leaders of the Soviet Government told the representatives of the Fujian Provincial Government and the Nineteenth Route Anny that the Chinese nation could be saved from enslavement
only by finnly mobilizing and supporting the broad masses in their revolutionary
struggle against Japan, the imperialists, and Chiang, anning them, and granting
them all democralic freedoms and rights. Any deceptive reformist propaganda
could only serve as an auxiliary instrument of the imperialists and the
Guomindang.
After the representatives of the Provincial Government of Fujian and the
Nineteenth Route Anny signed the initial agreement with the Soviet Government
and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny, they declared that they had broken
with the Guomindang and established their so-called People's Revolution. They
announced a few items of a "leftist" reformist program and openly issued a
proclamation opposing the Nanjing Guomindang government and Chiang
Kaishek. But these were nothing but words. In reality, they continued as before
to collude with the Japanese and American imperialists and make up to them.
They kept silent abolll the provocations from Japanese ronin in Fuzhou, but as
for granting democratic rights to the popular masses and anning the popular
masses, they categorically refused to make good, under the pretext that it was a
time of military emergency. Not only did they have no concrete methods for
improving the lives of the workers, the peasants, and all the toilers, but on the
contrary they did everything they could to prohibit workers from participating in
strike struggles and peasants from participating in struggles to resist the landlords and seize the land. In military affairs, they also adopted a completely
defeatist line. In the face of Chiang Kaishek's active assaults, they took no
concrete military countermeasures at all in advance, and repeatedly capitulated
and sold out afterward. Their betrayal extended from Siru Fei and Teng Qixiu to
Shen Guanhan, Mao Weishou, Qu Shounian, and Zhang Van. Warlords of the
Nineteenth Route Anny, such as Jiang Guangnai and Cai Tingkai, retreated
without putting up a light and surrendered to the warlords of Guangdong to
protect their own skins. Many other bureaucrats and politicians, such as Chen
Mingshu, Chen Youren, and Huang Qiyu, did nothing but make empty speeches
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all day long to deceive the popular masses. But u soon u they heard gunfire,
they fled like panic-stricken cbickeDS and dogs to the legations and warships of
the imperialists to save their own lives. Although our Red Anny, in order to
support their war against Chiang. took vigorous action in DOI1hem Fujian. from
occupying Sbaxian to attacking Youxi, this proved to be useless usistance to this
gang of scoundrels who were frightened out of their wits.
In accordance with the preliminary agreement, the Soviet Government and
the Worlr:ers' and Peasants' Red Army repeatedly wamed the People's RevolutioiW)' Govemment, pointing ow: that Cbiang Kaishek's military attack could be
defeated and Japanese imperialism truly opposed only by honoring every clause
of the agreement and unleashiDg the revolutimwy struggles of the broad popular
masses. But the warnings of the Soviet Government and the Workers' and
Peasants' Red Amy entirely failed to get the ahention of the bureaucrats, politicians. and warlords of the People's Revolutimwy Government. They were hostile to the popular masses and were in DO way differeDt from other Guominclang
bureaucrats. politicians, and warlords. As a result, exacdy u we pointed out, this
People's Revolutionary Govemmeot ended its fifty-odd days of tragic life when
colrlionted with Chiang Kaishek's arms.
Popular masses of all China! You can see clearly, from the prelimlaary agreement signed by the Soviet Government and the People's Revolutionary Government. and from the telegrams of the Soviet Government. bow the Soviet
Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army &ave been struggling
without the slighlest vacillation to oppose the Japanese imperiali&ts and their
l1llllling dog Chiaog Kaishek and to achieve the complete liberation of the Chinese oation. All the facts prove that ooly the Soviet Govemment and the Workers'
aDd Pcasams' Red Army constitute 1be IDii.-imperialist vanguard that can libende
ChlDa fiom !be Don hoek of Unperiatiml oad !be Ouomillclon&- All lhe filclioDs, &om !be Producers' Party oflhe Maaos1 10 !be SocUIIDemoclals, 10 !be
1biid Party, and aU tbeway totbe Liquidationisls ofTrotslcy and Chen Dwtiu, are DO
...., Ibm ya-m= of !be imporialist Guomindan& and lbe accomplices of lhe
imperialistGuomindang iD opposing the revolutionary masses of China!
The Cemm.l Soviet Oovemmeat and the Revolutionary Military Commission
once again proclaim to lhe popular masses of all China, to revolutionary soldiers
and officers, and to all armed forces: the Soviet Government will oevcr abandon
the proposals contained iD the joiDt combat agreement signed under the three
conditions beca1JIIC of the defeat of the People's Revolutionary Government of
Fujian and because oftbe failure by the bureaucrats, politiciaDs, and warlords io
the People's Revolutionary Government to honor the agreement Oo the contrary, the Fujian lDcideot enables every worker, every peasant, every soldier,
every iotel1cctual, and every Chinese who opposes Japan to see more clearly that
I. 1be ref'eJence is to the sbort-Hved l'loduccn' Piny(~). organimd at the
end oll933 by OH:n MiDphu lind IOIJIC of his c:lose IIIIIIOCilflcs in the People's Revolutionary
GovemmentinFujian.Ondrisobsculeepilode.secEastman.AIKrive~pp.lll-12.
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the Soviet Government is willing to unite with all forces that oppose imperialism
and the Guomindang, not in words but in deeds, in order to fight for the indepen.
dence, freedom, and liberation of the Chinese nation. All those forces that can
genuinely resist Japan and oppose Chiang, the imperialists, and the Guomindang
may receive strong guidance and support from the Soviet Government and the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. But the Soviet Government and the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army will continue ruthlessly to attack and expose
all the counteJTcvolutionary reformist groups that ancmpt to use empty promises
and deceptive propaganda to maintain the rule of the imperialists and China's
landlords and bourgeoisie. Popular masses throughout China, the history of the
tragic defeat of the People's Revolutionary Government of Fujian once again
points out that only your own heroic and resolute struggle can finaJiy overthrow
the rule of the imperialist Guomindang and guarantee China's independence,
freedom, and territorial integrity. The victorious and successful experience of the
tens of millions of toilers in the extensive soviet areas in China tells you that
only the soviet path can secure national and social liberation for the popular
masses of the entire country! When you oppose the attacks of the imperialists
and the Guomindang against the soviet areas, when you defend the Chinese
soviets, you are also defending the Chinese revolution and safeguarding your
own victory!
Anti·Japanese and anti· imperialist forces of all China, unite!
Smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" of the imperialist
Guomindang!
Down with the Japanese and all imperialists!
Down with the treasonous Nanjing Guomindang government and all
Guomindang governments!
Long live anti·imperialist Soviet China!
Chairman ofthe Central Government

Mao Zedong

Chairman ofthe Revolutionary
Military Commission

Zhu De

Order "Central No. 5" of the

Central Executive Committee
(March 20, 1934)

Xiong Xianbi, fonner chainnan of the Yudu XiDn Soviet, has played a leading
role in, and covered up for, embezzlement, appropriating public money for private purposes to engage in business and seek profit. Since Xiong is a member of
the Central Executive CoJ1U1Uttee, in addition to authorizing the Council of
People's Commissars to remove him from office as soviet chairman, he is hereby
expelled from the Central Executive Committee and handed over to the Supreme
Court for punishment.
Chairman
Vice-Chainnen

MaoZedong
XiangYing

Zhang Guotao

This order was rm;t published in Hongse l'Armghua, no. 168, March 29, 1934. 11 is
reprinted in Mao Zedtmgji. Bujuan, Vol. 4, p. 209.
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How Should We Cany Out the Work of the
Township Soviets?
(April tO, 1934)
Tbe township soviets (as well as the city soviets 1) are the basic soviet organizations.
They are the level of the soviets that is closes!: to the ll'lliSSCS. They are the organs that
dilectly lead the masses in canying out various revolutionary tasks of the soviets.
Under conctitions of civil war, the work ofmobilimtion for war is extremely intense,
and lhe standard of living of the masses must be further improved. Consequently, it
is extremely important to make every eft'ort to improve the worlt of the township
soviets (and of the city soviets). and to perfect the mpnimtion and leadership of the
township soviets, so that they will be capable of developing the ~lulionary war
cffective]y, and of meeting the demands of the masses for an improvement in the
quality of their lives. The orientation of our efforts to improve the work of the
township soviets should be directed toward getting as close as possible to the broad
masses, to caJiing forth as much as possible the activism and creativity of the masses.
and to mobili2ing the masses to the greatest possible exteiU to carry 001 the tasks of
the soviets, as well as doing so as rapidly as possible. thus fully conciliating the WOik
of the soviets, the revolutionary war, and the satisfiu:tion of the needs of the masses.
Such is the principle guiding the work of the soviets. Right DOW, there are a great
many township soviets in our soviet areas that are able to follow 1his principle. lhey
have cn:atcd many good ....,;z.t;onal fonns 8Dd worl< IDOibods. But there ,..
many Olber township soviets that are violating this principle or not entirely confomting to it l'be:refole it is absolutely essential, on the basis of this principle. to UDderstand the c:oncme regulations laying down bow the work of the toWnShip soviets
should be carried out, so that evay soviet staff member has a set of common criteria
for canying out IUs actions.
In the last analysis. how is the township soviet supposed to carry out its work?
It should do so in accordance with the following regulations.
This document was first printed in Jiangxi in April 1934 as a aeparate pamphlet, issued by
the Council of People's Commissars. Thai text bas been reproduced in Mao Zedong wenji,
Vol. I, pp. 343-S9, which we have taken as our soun:e. The same version also appears in
Mao Zedongjl, Vol. 4, pp. 337-S3.
I. SltlsuweUJ;. 1bc chllnlliller"shi" used bcrecanmean either city or town. AJthougb. there
wm no sub5lantial citie& in the Red areas 81 Ibis time, the system of local government in the
O.ineae Soviet Republic made a clear dislinctiOD bctwccn "township sovidl" in pn:dominllldy
naalartas, and ''city soviets," with ''urban dislricts'' under them. See below, in the Appendix,
the '"Temporary O!pniationa1 Law for Local Soviets" of December 12, 1933.
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L The Work of the Presidium of the Towaship Soviet

A. The presidium is composed of seven people in a large township and five in
a small township. They are elected by tbc conference of deputies. Only the most
enthusiastic and the most capable people are to be elected.
B. The presidium is the supreme executive organ of the whole township when
the conference of deputies is not in session. It should cany out unwaveringly the
decisions and directives of the conference of deputies and of higher-level soviets.
It should actively lead the work in the whole township.
C. The presidiwn must understand how to grasp finnly the central tasks at any
giveu time and raise these tasks for discussion at the conference of deputies. It
should never become engrossed in trivial matters and thereby lose sight of the
central tasks.
D. In order to ensure the success of meetings of the presidium, the full-time
members should do their work earnestly and conscientiously. Laziness and carelessness are. not to be tolented, and coercion and commaadism should be completely eliminated.
E. The presidium must know the circumstances in every village. understand
the characteristics of every village, and pay attention to the diffiCult problems
among the masses of every village. In the light of the concrete situation and
peculiar characteristics of every village, it should push forward the work in each
village and solve the difficult problems of the masses in each village.
F. In order to ensure that the work in every village progresses rapidly, due
emphasis should be placed on pressing the chairmen and vice-chainnen of each
village to pay attention to the conference of village deputies. as well as to mass
rallies and small unit grass-roots meetings under the leadership of the various
deputies, to ensure that they all meet on time and are carried out well.
G. The presidium should be mindful of uniting all the deputies, all the various
committees, and all mass organizations around itself. It should motivate the
deputies., committees, and mass organizations to mobilize the masses of the
whole township to cany out the work of all kinds. They should never detach
themselves from the deputies, committees, and mass organizations, and rely on a
few people to do all the work.
H. The presidium must devote the greatest possible attention to leading the
conferences of deputies. Every time the conference of deputies meets, careful
preparations must be made in advance.
I. The presidium should hold a meeting every five days, that is. it should meet
twice between the two conferences of deputies which precede and follow it.
Village heads may be invited to the meetings.
Questions to be discussed at the meetings: The fust meeting should deal with
the guidance to be given to the village beads and deputy heads, and with bow tbe
commie deputies have carried out the resolutions of previous conferences of
deputies and of earlier conferences. This meeting is best held two or three days
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after the previous conference of deputies. The second meetiDg is mainly devoted
to gathering work experience of the vuious villages in the last few days and to
preparing topics for the next deputies' conference. It is best to hold this meeting
twO or three days before the next conference of deputies.
The meetings of the presidium should also raolve some relatively minor issues.
Do not baDd over all tbc::sc minor problems to 1be confcrenc:e of deputies. Urgent
problems of this lcind should also be solved ot lhe mooting of the PJ'Sidnun; such
urgent problems should not be held over until the next deputies' confenmce.
The best time for the presidium to meet is after the eveDing meal. Tbe meeting should not last much over two hours.
J. There should be a division oflabor within the presidium. The comrades on
the presidium who are not full-time members ought to be given some work, such
as supervising certain tasks in certain viUages.
The chairman is naturally in charge of the work in the whole township. He
acts as chairman at presidium meetings. participates in meetings called by higher
levels, and deals with day-to-day atTain. He should be in fmn control of the
central tasks assigned to him by higher levels during a given period (such as
expanding the Red Army, the Land Investigation Movement, elections, road
construction, land tax collection, government bond sales. development of cooperatives. the spring plowing movement, and so on). He should pay anention to
routine operations (such as the training of the Red Young Pioneers, Red martial
law, food, education. hygiene, preferentia1 treatment of Red Army soldiers' families, and so on). He should also pay attention to special problems uising in his
own township (such as famine, pestilence, floods, counterrevolutionary activity,
and so on). He should be frequently thinking about these tasks and problems, and
observing how various villages deal with them. Whenever a village lags behind,
he should intensify the efforts to help out. He should divide the tasks with the
vice-chainnan and the secretary, attend meetings in every village, collect good
experiences and bad examples regarding every item of work in every village;
raise the issues in the presidium's meetings or make reports to the confemlce of
deputies, and provide material for discussion by these meetings (when the question is Wlder discussion). The chairman should also divide the work with others
and take responsibility for attending the meetings of several comminees and
mass organizations, as well as mass meetings in every village.
The vice-chairman should share some of the workload witb the chairman and
the secretary by attending meetings in various villages. He should take personal
responsibility for the work in one or two villages. He should be capable of
effectively supervising and speeding up the work; he must collect materials and
make a report when he comes back. He should also strive to undentand the work
in the whole township, so that in the absence of the chairman, be can deal with
the work as acting chainnan. Full-time vice-chairmen should assist tbe chainnan
in managing daily affairs and regularly take responsibility for attending the
meetings of several committees and mass organizations.
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The work of the secretary is to deal with the population registry; the land
registry; recordiDg marriages, births, and deaths; aad the forms for all kinds of
investigations. He also writes reports to the district soviet, dispatches messcngets, sends notices to each village. deals with travel pennits, and helps Red
Army soldiers' families write !etten. If both the chaimlan and vice-chairman are
illiterate, be reads to them docwnents from higher levels, and at meetings of the
presidium or the conference of deputies, he reads important points in the documents. During meetings, he takes notes and brings to the attention of the chairman and vice-chainnan maners that e5a~pe their notice. The secretary should
also take responsibility for attending a few meetings of committees and mass
organizations. If the secretary is a deputy, he should participate in [meetings of]
the presidium.
K. The presidium should pay attention 10 examining and educating the deputies. If some of the representatives work actively and some ue slack in their
work, then the model work of the activists should be commended and shown 10
those passive elements by way of a demonsttation. Those passive elements
should be criticized. and some of their names should be made public at the
meetings and everyone encouraged to struggle against them. Thus all the deputies can be educated and the passive elements activized. There ue some people
who, when they are fLrSt elected, do not know how the work should be done. In
this case, we need to instruct them carefully about ways to carry out their duties.
In the case of those who have gone through several rounds of criticism, struggle.
and education and still do not change or progress, if they totally fail to IWfill the
wks assigned 10 them after a month or two, or even fail to attend meetings and
deliberately miss the deputies' confereoces live or six times in a row, a motion
should be put to the deputies' conference to bave them expelled and alternate
members should take their seats. It would be wrong not to expel and replace
those very bad representatives. When a deputy is transferred to other work, his
position should also be immediately filled.
Investigations should also be conducted to fmd out whether there are any
landlords, rich peasants, and countenevolutionaries who have passed themselves
off as deputies and soeakcd into our soviet organizations to undennine our
soviets. If there are any, they should be expelled immediately. If they are counterrevolutionaries, they should be anested aad punished immediately.
L. The township messengers and check-point inspectors may be selected in
one of the following three ways: either fmd people 10 take responsibility fulltime, excuse them from all the chores, send others to till the land for them, but do
not pay for their food; or send people in tum from the Young Pioneers, telling
them on the previous afternoon, so that they can come and work the next day,
going home 10 eat, and sending no one to help them till the land; oc have the local
inhabitants provide grain and money for food, and let the person live permanently at
the township soviet. Fach locality may choose one of these three methods, but the
fitst one is preferable. The messengen; and check-poiDt inspectors should all be
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chosen from among the young comrades. It is even more essential that the
check-point iaspectors should be capable and lilen.te. They should also be
ttainedfortheirwork.

U. The Work of the Confereaces of Deputies
A. The township deputies' conference is the highest organ of political power
in the whole township. After discussion at the conference of deputies, all soviet
laws and policies are curled out and all the various tasks of the soviets are
thereby fulfilled, so the leadership of the conference of deputies is C)lbemely
important.
B. The conference of deputies nonnally meets once every ten days. Dwing
the busy season for the peasants, the session should be held in the evening. In
general, the meeting should last about two hours; three hours is the limit
There are only two items on the agenda of every meeting: reports and discussion. The chainnan and the participant from the district each make a ten-minute
report. If they have more to say, they can speak again during the discussioo
period. Owing the discussion of every item of work that bas been curled out in
the township in question, eacb village head can make a report lasting a few
minutes. If they have more to say, they can speak again during the discussion.
The rest of the time is all reserved for the discussion. At meetings devoted to
checking up on the work, village heads can, however, give slightly longer reports. The reports should contain realistic facts and opinions. Reports which are
nothing but empty talk should be abolished.
C. There should be only one major question at each meeting of the deputies'
conference. In addition, one or two seconduy points can also be added. More
time should be spent on the major topic, and less time on the minor topics. If
several major issues are raised on each occasion, the result may be that nothiDg
will come out ofthat conference.
D. Issues u.nder discussion should be made more concrete. For example, when
discussing the problem of spring plowing. we should distinguish such items as
"Develop labor mutual-aid societies," "Develop draft animal cooperatives,"
"How the plow team should give preferential treatment to Red Army soldicJS'
families," "Increase fertilizer production," ..Plow mOie and harrow more," "Reclaim buren land and hills," "Maintain ditches, ponds, and water wheels," "Plant
cotton," "Plant mere long-grain and less short-grain rice," ..Plant more miscellaneous grain and vegetables," and so on. These items should be discussed in the
light of the actual situalion in each village. A realistic method should be laid
down for dealing with each item. For example, in discussing "Develop labor
mutual-aid societies," we must estimate how many more people may join at
present in the township as a whole, decide on a total, and assign a quota for the
required increase to each village according to its actual situation. The mauer
should then be handed over once again to the head and deputy head of each
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village, asking them to produce an even more realistic quota, according to the
number of residents who come under the authority of each deputy, and to fix a
deadline for the completion of these tasks. The items should be discussed one at
a time, and the second item should not be started before a conclusion has been
reached regarding the first The results of the discussions should be incorporated
into resolutions and recorded in the minutes. Thus one has something to refer
back to on future occasions, and the presidium can supervise the process better.
If one meeting is not enough to solve all the problems, leave some for the next
meeting.
The second discussion about spring plowing should check the results against
each item of the resolution reached in the first discussion. Village heads should
make reports on the implementation of each irem and the reasons why it is
complete or incomplete. The main purpose is to find good experience from
which the deputies and the masses can learn. After checking the results, new
issues in the spring plowing should be discussed. In the process of verification,
those representatives and village heads who failed to complete their tasks should
be criticized appropriately, in order to bring the matter home to them. The above
is one example. All discussions can follow this pattern.
Many conferences of township deputies cannot cut to the core of problems.
They cannot tell large issues from small ones. They discuss a lot of problems in
general, but never take up one problem at a time. This way, no one can go home
with a clear-cut conclusion. In discussion, they ignore the actual situation and
characteristics of each village, never set target figures (for those issues that need
a definite number) for the villages, never give a deadline, and never instruct the
village head to redistribute tasks or to supervise the deputies to complete their
jobs. Or when they have the task of deciding on a regulation adapted to the
particularities of a certain village (e.g., it is decided that one village needs to dig
a few ponds, while others do not have to), they do not emphasize the point by
asking the deputies of that village, "What do you think of this decision?'' to make
them fully aware and fully responsible. They just pass the decision. Some township soviets do nothing more than debating and making decisions; they never
check the results at subsequent meetings. If they do follow up the resu1ts, they
fail to see the chuacteristics of each village. They do not understand why some
fail while others succeed. They do not reprimand the sluggish deputies and
village heads. What is the use of such discussion and inspection? This kind of
discussion is empty, bureaucratic, and a waste of time, and caMOt cany out the
tasks of the soviets. If we adopt a pacifist attitude toward those inactive and
slothful people, the deputies' conferences will be lacking in vitality. The con·
ferences will not be able to stimulate the deputies from backward villages and
hamlets (small villages) to lead the masses to work hard and catch up with more
advanced villages and hamlets. All of these things are wrong.
E. In order to have a successful deputies' conference, the presidium must
prepare carefully. This is why, as mentioned before, it is absolutely necessary for
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the presidium to hold a meeting prior to the deputies' conference to prepare fully
the reports and discussion topics for the next conference. The chainnan, in particular, should be responsible for this kiad of preparation. The vice-chainnan and
the secretary should assist the chairman.
F. In many places, the chainnan who presides over the conference of deputies
when it is in session is chosen on a temporary basis. In some other places. the
regulatiOD& even stipulate that members of the presidium may not be elected to
this post. This is not right. The penon who presides over the conference must be
a permanent member of the staff. This post is best filled by the chainnan of the
township soviet himself, since he is the peiSOil who is most familiar with the
overall situation of the township and bas a fmn gmsp of what goes before and

after.
G. There should be a roll call every time the deputies' conference convenes.
The names of those absent will be marked on the list. The presidium should have
a list of the names of the deputies, with name, sex, age, and class status. listed
under each village and hamlet.
IlL The Orgallizltlon aDd Work of the VDiage
A. The focus of the work of a township is on the villages. The presidiUIIl of
the township soviet should therefore concentrate veJY strongly on leadership and
organization at the village level.

B. All townships that have not yet been divided into villages should cany out
such a division. Some townships can be divided into two or three villages, while
some larger townships can be divided into four or five villages. The number of
villages should be based on the actual local situation. In general, however, it is
best to make them small. Larger villages are not convenient for the work of
leadership.
C. In each village. there should be one post for the head and one post for the
deputy head. They are to be elected by the township deputies' coaference from
its members. The most eDthusiastic and capable persons should be selected ftom
among the deputies for each village 10 fill these positioos. In villages where there
are only a few hamlets, the head and deputy head sbould not be elected from the
samebamlet.

The village head is in charge of supervising the WOik of the whole village.
and the deputy bead assists him in his 1\mctions.
(Note) If the families of the head and deputy head are short of labor power,
the township soviet can decide to mobilize the masses to offer appropriate help
during the busy seasons, in order to make up for the time they devote to exertions on behalf of the soviet (which is somewhat greater than that required from
ordinary representatives}. If tbe masses agree, tbe village head can be totally
freed from. manual labor, so he cao speud all his time oa soviet work in the
interests of the masses of the whole village.
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D. The village head should, as a rule, call a meetiDg of all the village deputies
every ten days (i.e., if there are fifteen deputies in a village, all fifteen should be
called to the meeting). When there is much work to do, a meeting may be called
every five days. The pmpose of the meeting is to check on tbe work of each
representative. It is to discuss, in the light of the characteristics of each hamlet
and each individual, the ways and means to cany out the tasks assigned to the
village by the township deputies' conference. It should also settle pcny disputes
among tbe villagers and worlc out ways to help each other in times of distress.
Other functions of the meetings include preparing reports for mass meetings in
the village and pushing forward the village comminee's work.
E. The schedule ofthis kind ofvillage deputies' meetings shouJd be decided
by the township presidium. The best timing would be between two deputies'
conferences, closer to the latter of the two. For iDStance, there are three villages
in a certain township. If the township deputies' confetence falls on the fifth, then
the flf'St village should have its meeting on the fii'St. the second village on the
second, and the third village on the third. This will make it convenient for the
full-time personnel of the township, especially the chairman, to atteDd the meetings in each village. If the village representatives meet once every five days, then
one meeting can be scheduled a few days after the previous township conference
and the other a few days after the ensuing township conference. The purpose of
this kind of meeting is to check on and supervise work. The results of the
checkup are, moreover, to be reported by the village bead to the next towDShip
deputies' conference.
F. Establish a system in which every deputy is responsible for leading a
certain por1ion of the residenl masses. For example, if there are fifteen. deputies
in a certain village and five hundred inhabitants, divide tbe five hundred into
fifteen UDits, on the basis of the proximity of households and hamlets. Assign
one deputy to each wtit to take charge of tbe masses in it. The division should
not, however, be based on the average number of people. The size of the UDits is
to be detennined by the disposition of the hamlets and households, and the
strength or weakness of the deputy. The appropriate number could range from a
maximum of fifty or sixty to a minimum of thirty or forty.
This division of labor among the deputies is to make each aDd every one of
them shoulder some of the responsibilities. Each deputy should lead the masses
to carry out the tasks of the soviets within a certain sphere (for example, supervise the several dozens of people under his jurisdiction to work hard in spring
plowing; make propaganda urging the activists among these several dozens of
people to join the Red Army; make propaganda for everyone to join the cooperative; see to it that children go to day school aDd adults go to evening school;
make sure that every family sweeps its floor, clears the cbainage diiCbes, and is
mindful of hygiene; lead the sevend dozens of people to attend mass meetings;
supervise the activities of the landlords and rich peasants; and so on). They
should gather popular opinions speedily and make them known at the village
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deputies' meetings and the township deputies' conferences. They should solve
quickly the difficult problems facing the masses. These measures are truly bene-

ficial, and yet there are many places where such a system of division of labor
among the deputies is not yet being carried out. We must definitely put it into
pmctice immediately.
(Note) The village bead should have a notebook in which to record the village
population, amount of arable land, the number of Red Guards and Young Pioneers, amount of grain (total amount, bow many families have a surplus, and
how many do not have enough), and other necess&J)' items. Each deputy should
also have a name-list of the people he supervises.
G. Each deputy should call meetings of the several dozens of people under
his jurisdiction, in order to check on how each family is carrying out the tasks
of the soviets. At the meeting, they should also discuss the work to be accomplished oow, report on competition agreements, l repon to the masses the
township soviet's resolutions, and gather the opinions of the masses to report
to the village and township deputies' meetings and conferences. This kind of
meeting takes the form of a discussion, with the deputy serving as chairman.
An hour is time enough, and the meeting takes place when everyone has the
leisure.
This kind of meeting should be scheduled once every ten days. All the units in
a village can hold their meetings on the same day. lfa deputy cannot hold the
meeting because ofbeing otherwise engaged. he should make it up on a different
day. The cbairman of the township soviet should SCDd for all the village heads to
draw up a schedule and to make sure tbat there is no time conflict between these
and other meetings of the township ud villages. At meetings of this kind, we
need to guide the masses to initiate criticism of each other. Examples would be: a
certain family keeps a deserter and does not send him back; a certain family is
lax in spring plowing; a certain family goes tbrougb the motions when helping
the Red Army soldiers' families plow; in a certain family lhere is a lonely old
penon who should be helped, but no one pays aoy attention; a certain family
does not encourage their children to study; a certain family does not pay anention to hygiene; and so on. This sort of meeting enables the decisions of the
soviet to reach. the masses very quickJy, so tbe worlc: ofthesoviel goes faster, the
life of the masses is rapidly improved, and the fighting spirit of the masses is
soon increased.
Besides artending this kind of meeting, every deputy should set aside some
time to visit each of the families of which he is in charge, to find out whether
they have aoy problems that need to be solved and whether or not lhey have
2. See below, section VI. Various fonns of competition or emulation are mentioned in
lhe materials translated bere. For example, section IX of the conclusions on the l...aJid
Investigation Movement dated June 21, 1933, contains a reference to competition in canyincoutthismovement.
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carried out the decisions of the soviets. They abould go fust of all to the families
of the Red A:my soldiers and to those of the poorest people. They also need to
visit the homes of the landlords and the rich peasants, to see whether or not they
are engaged in wrong actions.
We can see from the meetings of the small Wlits led by each deputy whether
the village heads are equal to their supervisory role and wbether each deputy hu
donegoodwmk.
H. Mass mcetiDgs ia the villages are very good for educating the masses, for
mobilizing the masses to cany out the wks of the soviet, and for raising the
figbting spirit of the masses. These mectiDgs are to be considered 81 a major
method for mobilizing and educating the masses. In many localities. they do not
pay attention to bolding this kind of mass meeting. This ia not right
At this kind of mass meeting. reports are given regarding the resolutions of
the township soviet and regardiDg the revolutionary emulation projects of the
home village 8Dd of other villages. and of the home hamlet and other hamlets.
Explanations are also given about the revolutionary tasks assigned by the higherlevel soviets, so that the masses will understand them fully and lose no time in
curying them out.
This kind of mass meeting should be held twice a month. The township soviet
presidiwn cletennincs the date on which each village meers and informs the
village head, so that there is no contlict with other meetings. Each village should
have its mass meeting on a diffemrt date, so it w:ill be convenient for the
township soviet to send people to participate.
In villages where the population is extremely concentrated and there is
only one bam1et, the whole of the village should, of course. serve as a unit for
bolding this kind of mass meeting and the village bead should chair the
meeting. In the majority of the villages in the soviet area there are, however,
two or mon:: hamlets in each village. Such villages should have their meetings in two separate units, so that the majority of men and women, the old
and the young, can attend the meeting. The village head and deputy head
should each serve as chairman at one of the meetings. Careful preparations
should be made in advance before holding this kind of mass meeting. A
meeting of the village deputies should discuss and resolve beforehand such
items as how to mobilize the deputies so 81 to persuade the great majorty of
the masses to attend the meetings, what should be reported at the meetings,
and bow to induce the masses to air their opinions. The meeting should not
last longer than two hours and should be held when the majority of people
have some leisure.
As for mass meetings on the scale of the whole township. we should not
summon them arbitrarily, if then:: are no important problems or anniversaries to
commemorate. The work of mobilization and education should be curled out for
the most part through village mass meetings and through the small unit mass
meetings called by each deputy.
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IV. TDWillhfp aad Villllp Committees

A. Under the towaship soviet, various committees should be organized to help
the soviet in managing the various kinds of specialized work. Activists from
8DlOD8 the masses should be cbawn in as committee mcm.ben. Every township
representative should participate in one or two committees and pla.y a leading
role in them. We should consider the committee system as an important method
for uniting wilb the broad masses and pushing forward soviet work. Where
committees have oot yet been organized, tbey should be organized veJY rapidly.
B. Some of tbe committees are pen118DCD1. They include committees such as
those in charge of expanding the Red Amly; giving prefenmlial tieatmeDt to Red
Amly soldiers' families; bringing gifts to the Red Army; Red martialla.w; llltiaircraft defense; defense against poison gas; agricullural production (spring
plowiDg. summer plowin& autumo harvest, fall plowing, winter plowing); production education; hill!i and forests; water conservmcy; investigation and registration; education; hygiene, bridges and roads; grain; state property (in townships
where there is state property); and the worker-peasant procuratorate. All these
committees have permanent work.
Some committees are temporary. For instance, the committees on land investiption, confiseation aod redistribution, laDd. tax collection, bond sales. reclaiming wasteland, and elections are temporary. Once the work is done. the
committees are no longer needed. ne next time such worll: must be done again.
a temporary committee should once more be organized. As for the land iavestigation committees and committees on conf1SC81ion and redistribution, once tbe
land problem bas been completely resolved. there will be no need for them.
C. Some committees are needed only at the township level. Others, however,
should be organized in the villages as well. nese include Red Army expansion,
giving preferential treatment to Red Army soldiers' families, production education, spring plowiDg, bills and forests, water conservancy, education, aod hygiene. nese committees need to have their organizations in the viUage iD order
to facilitate broadening: aad dcepeo.iDg: their work.
D. The number of people on the committee: Depending on their nature. tbey
should range from a minimum of five to a maximum of seven or nine. 1"bere
should not be too many. If a committee exists on both the township and village
levels (as in cases such as that of the spriDg plowing committees), five members
to each level is quite enough. The chairman of the village committee should
serve as a member of the township committee.
E. As regards the chainnan and members or the committee. on the township
level, the presidium prepares the list of names of committee members aDd submits it to the towuship deputies' conference for approval. Oo the village level,
the village head prepares the nau»list and submits it to the meeting of village
deputies for approval.
F. Every comminee should seek out an extremely active comrade to serve as
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its chairman. The presidium should teach each of the chairmen how to cany
out the work, supervise them in calling their meetings on time, aDd check on
the work of every chairman. If the chainnan is slacking, fire him and get a
new one.
G. the chaimum must be well prepared in advance for the meetings of his
OWD committee, for only thus can he eDSW'e that every meeting achieves results.
After the meeting, he should assign an item of work to every committee member, tell them bow to do it, and ask them to give work reports at the next
meeting. Committee membeiS who are .slackers should be dismisied and replaced by new ones.
H. The committee should be reelected every six months. At that time, the
activists should be retained and the passive members and slackers should be got
rid of.
I. Members of the township soviet presidium should share the respoDSibility of participating in the meetings of the various committees at the towaship
level. It is preferable that the division of labor among the members of the
presidium should be stabilized over a period of time. Each member should be
in charge of several committees. For example, the chairman should be in
charge of committees OD military and fmancial affain (expanding the Red
Aimy, bringing gifts for the Red Army soldiers, enforcing Red martial taw,
defcusc against air raids and poison gas, collecting land taxes, selling govemmcut bonds, confiscating and redisaibuting land, managing state property,
and so on). the vice--chairman should be in charge of committees on production and the economy (giving preferential treatmeDI to Red Army soldiers.
spring plowing, hills and forests, water coaservaDcy, grain, bridges and
roads. production educatioD, and so on), and the secretary should be in charge
of committees on other things (education, hygiene, the worker-peasant procuratonte, investigation and registration, and so on). The division is to be
made at a meeting of the presidium. Each one should have specifiC responsibilities, so tbat he can gather information and give reports at the meetings of
the presidium aDd at the deputies' conferences.
When the village committees meet, the chairmen of the township committees
should attend the meetings of the conespooding committee at the lower level
(for example, the chairman of the township education committee should attCDd
the meetings of the village education committee). The cbainnan and vice-chairman of the village deputies should also share tbe responsibilities of attending
meetings.
J. The dates for the meetings of the various committees at the township and
village level are fixed by the township presidium, on the basis of the relative
importance of the various items of work at any given time. For iDstaDce. the
spring plowing committee meets more frequently in spring, while the winter
plowing committee may meet somcwbat less often in winter. the meetings
should not last more than two and a halfhows.
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V. The Relation Between the Townsblp Soviet and
the Mass OrJ;aaizatio•s

A. More attention should be paid and more assistance given to the various
mass organizations at the township level (labor unions, poor peasant league,
conference of women workers' and peasants' deputies.,l the league for opposing
imperialism and supponing the Soviet Union, mutua.! aid associations. children's
league, labor power mutual aid societies, draft oxen cooperative societies, consumer cooperatives, production cooperatives, grain cooperatives, credit unions.
nurseries, association for eradicating illiteracy, literacy movement committee,
clubs, and so on). We should rely on their efforts to mobilize the broad masses to
undertake all kinds of revolutionary work.
As for those bodies that do not have a corresponding organization at higher
levels, such as the poor peasant league,4 the conference of women workers' and
peasants' deputies. the labor power mutual aid societies. the draft oxen cooperative societies, the nurseries, and so on, it is even more important that the township soviet should shoulder the full responsibility of leadership. Check on their
progress regularly. If anything goes wrong, speedy discussion and rectification
should immediately follow. Whatever the mass organizations. the township soviet should come to their help whenever they have a problem.
B. When the presidium and the deputies' conference are debating work related to a mass organization, its leader should be present. When organizations
hold their meetings, the township soviet should also send its people to anend.
The village deputies' meeting should have the same kind of relationship with
village mass organizations. The township soviet presidium should consult with
the leaders of every mass organization in order to set a date for their meeting and
to avoid clashes in the times of different township and village meetings.
C. The township soviet should pay anention to irs leadership over the Red
Guard armies and the Young Pioneers.. Make all young men and women and
adults join the Red Guard armies and the Young Pioneers. Make the majority of
them anend the drills in their villages and townships, so that they can make
progress in training. Send people to anend their cadres' meetings.
VI. Revolutloaary Compeddoa and Shock Brluades
A. In order to achieve quality and speed in soviet work, in order that the work
may be done faster and better, we should establish the rules of revolutionuy
3. The conference of women workers' and peasants' deputies (niigong nongfu daibiao
huiy1) was set up under the auspices oflhc Women's Department ofthe Chinese Communist Party. It held a congress once or several times a year, which elected a presidium at the
district and township levels, but otherwise it had no pcnnanent exislenee.
4. The poor peasant league did not e!tistabove the level of the townsbip.
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competition and organize shock bripdes in each and every township and village.
B. Every item of competition in revoluticmary work, no matter whether it is
assigned by the superior or is spontaneously raised by the local township. should
be debated iD the township deputies' conference. It should also be reported at the
villase mass meeting and at the mass meet:iDgs of the deputies' small wUts. If
that item bas to do with a certain mass organization, it should also be reported 81
the meeting of that organization in order lhat it may be known aod accepted by
every deputy and every member of the popular masses. Only full under&taDcliDg
and acceptance by an will stimulate everyone's revolutionary fervor, so they will
shoulder responsibilities aod do the work well and fast. 1be demands of competition will be met on time or even ahead of schedule. In this respect, coen:ioD aDd
commandism should be totally done away with.
C. Competitioo in each item of work is not carried out simply by discussion
and reports. We must follow up lbe raults closely. The deputies should chec1r. on
each household; the village hwk one! deputy hwk should check on each deputy; the township soviet pmidium. and the deputies' conference should cbeck on
each village head and deputy head. Without this kind of checking system, some
families, some deputies, some villages and bamlets will go through the motions
and will be unable to fulfill casks on time, or will satisfY quantity with poor
quality. The chcckiDg system is a vital method in ensuring the quality aod quantity of soviet work. Passing resolutions without following up on the results is
bureaucratic leadership. which is as lwmfW. as commandism.
D. When competition on each item of work reaches its deadline, the village or
township deputies' confereace must give aa evaluation of the good and the bad.
Those who did their WOik well should be rewanJcd; tbose who did poorly should
be roprimalulcd.
E. In otdet 10 achieve quality and speed in soviet work, shock brigades of five
to seven people may be set up iD every villaJe. On a voluntary basis, select the
most active and most capable ~ among the deputies and tbe masses to
participate. There is one shock brigade leader iD every village. The memben of
the brigade should oot be selected ftom the same bamlct.
1bere are two ways tbe shock brigades may carry out their work. One method
is that within the village. brigades ftom each bamlet go to other bamlets to help
(the bripdc tlom bamlot A to bamlot B, one! !bat ftom bamlet 8 to bamlot A1
but mainly it is for brigades &om lhe more advanced hamlets to help the less
advanced hamlets. The other method is lhat, within the township. each village
shock brigade visits the other village (village A to village B, village B to village
A). It is mainly for the more advaoced village shock bripdes to go to the less
advanced villagea;. They go there not to berale the others, but to belp in the work
there, to teach the local comrades their good methods, and cause the work tbe:e
to progress rapidly. The local people can thus learn the WOik methods of the
hamlets in advanced villages.
Set up a post for a leader of all the shock brigades \IDdet the towuship sovier:
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presidium. He bas the power to move the shock brigades of every village. Tbe
presidium should call regular meetings of the brigade leaders of townships and
villages to check up OD their work and teach them proper work methods. 'Ibe
leaders then may call meetings of their men to train them. 'Ibe presidium should
also call for biweekly or monthly training meetings of all the commandos.
VII. Leadenhip of the District So\'let over the Towaahlp Scmets

The district soviet should guide the township soviets in canying out all the
above-mentioned provisions. It should explain patieDII.y the above provisions to
the cormades of the township and make SW'C they understand everything. It
should constantly check to see whether each township soviet is carrying out the
above provisions. Backward township soviets should receive special attention.
Repeat the explanation of the provisions and offer help. The higher-level soviet,
in inspecting the work of the district soviet, should see whether the district soviet
has effectively led each of its townships in applying all the &bow-mentioned
methods and whether it bas achieved the greatest speed and optimal results in all
the soviet tasks.
(Noce) This document is generally approprialo r., munic;pol and dislriot sovic1s.

Proclamation by the Central Government of the
OJinese Soviet Republic in Support of the
Struggles of the Striking Workers in the
America-Asia Silk Factory in Shanghai
(April 16, 1934)
Dear worker friends all over the country! Laboring masses!
On April 10, a tragedy happened in Shanghai when the imperialists and the
Guomindang fascists massacred a thousand workers in an unprecedentedly cruel
way.l

The brave fighters ofthe working class, the striking workers of the Shanghai
America-Asia Silk Factory, have shed their blood under the knives of the
Guomindang butc:hers. One hundred workers were killed and nine hundred were
wounded. Cold and hungry on a night accompanied by wind and rain, several
thousand workers of the Shanghai America-Asia Silk Factory had been fighting

hand-to-hand with the police and security forces of the Guomindang for twentythree hours. They were struggling and resisting the bloody and cruel anack by

the Guomindang fascists.
Workers of the whole country! This is how the Guomindang fascists have
attempted to use the most cruel and bloody massacre to suppress the struggle of
the working class.
But no matter how the butcher Chiang Kaishek and his henchmen have colluded with the imperialists in us.ing cruel violence against the working class, the
This proclamation was firs! published in Hongse Zhonghua, no. 178, April 21,
1934. Our source is MaoZedongji. Bujuan, Vol. 4, pp. 211-12, where it is reprinted ftom
this version.
I. Founded in 1920, by 1927 the America-Asia (Meiya) Silk Company had become
China's largest silk-weaving company; in 1934, its one thousand looms were half of the
silk-weaving looms used in Shanghai. Weavers of the company had formed a union and
frequently went on strike. The strike ofMan:b-Aprill934 mentioned here was sparlted by a
wage cut, and involved 4,500 workm of all ten of !he firm's Shanghai factories. The strike
was unsuccessful and led 10 the dismissal of 143 workers. Tbeconltontalion between police
and strikers on April 10-11 evoked here was a turning point in the strike. A great many
people were injured, but Mao'5 figure on deaths may well be exaggerated. See Elizabeth
Peny, Slrtmghai 011 Slrike (Sianford: Slanford University Press, 1993), pp. 182-201.
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courageous struggles of the working class, from the joint strike of workers in
the five mines in Tangshan to the bloody battle by the workers of the Shanghai America-Asia Silk factory against the fascists, have not been suppressed.
They have instead reached a higher stage at which the workers are fighting
hand-to-hand with the Guomindang military police. The struggle by the workers
of the Shanghai America-Asia Silk Factory further shows the strikingly brave
and staunch character of our working-class fighters. It is precisely because of our
bravery that our struggles have aroused extreme hatred on the part of the
Guomindang fascists and have encountered their extremely barbarous violence.
The Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic and the Red Army have
always most resolutely opposed the murderous policy of the Guomindang fascim
and have always been on the side of aU the workers in the country in their struggles.
That is why the imperialists and the Guomindang have mobilized all their troops in
canying out the most cruel Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the Soviet
Area and the Red Army. At the same time, we an: assembling all our forces for a
victorious offensive against the enemies in order to support wotkers all over the
country in their struggles. We are determined to wipe out the imperialist
Guomindang in this decisive battle of smashing the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression." Meanwhile, we must point out that only by overthrowing the rule of the
imperialist Guomindang can we wipe out the White tenor of the fascists, establish
the soviet regime, and help t:hc working class achieve complete liberation.
After hearing the news that our worker fiicnds of the Shanghai America-Asia
Silk Factory bad been killed, the broad II'I8SSCS of the people and Red Army soldiCIS
in our Soviet Area have already exprascd at various meetings their indignation at
the cruel violence by the Guomindang fascists. They have sworn to fight to the death
to overthrow the imperialist Guomindang. In the meantime, they are raising money
and getting donations everywhere to help the striking workers of the Shanghai
America-Asia Silk Factory and the families of the victims. We also want to call on
aU lhe workers in the country and aU the toiling masses to rise up as one. support the
workm of the Shanghai America-Asia Silk Factory, and encowage them to persist
in their struggle until they achieve final victory.
Wodr.er fiiends of the whole country! We are persuaded that every economic
struggle and eveJ)' strike by you is a most powerful aid to the soviets and the Red
Army. In Older to strive for a great victory of the soviets and achieve the thorough
liberation of the working class, let the strike struggles by the WOJkers all over the
country and lhe bloody battle of the soviets and Red Army to smash the Fifth
"Encirclement and Suppression" unite most closely! Oppose the cruel exploitation
by the capitalists! Oppose the bloody massacre by the Guomindang fascists! Down
with imperialism! Down with the Guomindang! Overthrow the fascist rule of the
imperialist Guomindang!
Chamnan

Mao Zedong

ProclaTIUltion by the Central Government
Regarding the May 1 Holiday of the Toilers
(April1934)
Worker and peasant masses in the whole Soviet Area:
"May Day" of this year arrives precisely at a time when we an: engaged in a

decisive and cruel banle against the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" of the
imperialist Guomindang.
Two--thirds of the regular anny of the Guomindang in the whole country, and
all the main forces of the fascist bandit chieftain Chiang Kaishek, totaling sixtysix divisions and eight independent brigades of more than seven hundred thousand White army soldiers, are mounting an anack on our Central Soviet Nea.
All the banlcfields at the front are bombed by the airplanes and artillery,
strafed by the machine guns and rifles, and blocked by the fortified lines of the
Guomindang's White anny. People arc ruthlessly and inhumanely massacred and
houses arc burnt. The imperialists and Guomindang just want to use these measures to immcnc our soviet rCgimc of the workers and peasants in a sea of blood.
But such crazy and desperate attacks by the imperialists and the Guomindang
cannot in the slightest degree cause panic and despair among our brave Red
Army soldiers fighting at the front and our workers, peasants, and poor laboring
people in the whole Soviet Area. On the contmy, such attacks by the imperialist
Guomindang arouse the indignation and strengthen the fighting resolve of every
Red Army soldier at the front and every member of the laboring masses in the
whole Soviet Area to an even greater degree. Thousands upon thousands of
worker and peasant masses are gening involved in the powerful current of participating in the banles, and swear to cany the sbuggle through to the end in order
to defend the soviet regime.
The fifth war1 is more cruel and protracted than any of the previous wars.
This is a war to the death between the Guomindang regime of the landlords and
capitalists and the soviet regime of the workers and peasants. Only by mobilizing
all the masses of workers and peasants in the whole Soviet Area to participate in
this war can our soviet rCgime achieve a final victory.
This proclamation was firs! published in Hongse ZhonghlltJ, no. 179, April 24,
1934. Our SOW'ce is Mao Zedong ji, Vol. 4, pp. 355-57, where il is reprinled from this
version
I. l.e.,lhe Fifth "Encin:lemcnl and Suppression."
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On "May Day" of this year, the Central Government of the Chinese Soviet
Republic calls upon every worker and peasant in the whole Soviet Area to arm
himself and join the Red Anny,join the Red Guard armies, the Young Pioneers,
the Model Linle Red Guards, and guerrilla forces! Let us fight a decisive battle
against the attacking enemies and defend our Soviet Azea.
All the cormades and members of the Model Young Red Guards who participated in the militaJy parade on Red May! Join the Red Anny in the form ofwhole
companies, whole battalions, and whole regiments! Let's call)' the struggle
through to the end in order to smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression."
Let us develop guerrilla warfare extensively to distwb, encircle, fatigue, strike.
and wipe out the enemy. Let us defend every inch of land in ow- Soviet: Area. Let us
help our Red Army main force to achieve victory in this decisive battle.
Only by victory in the armed struggle, and first of all only by wiping out the
main force of the bandit chieftain Chiang Kaishek, can we protect the land, the
freedoms, the eight-hOur working day, and all the other revolutionary rights that
the soviet revolution has brought us. Only by victory in the armed struggle can
we finally overthrow the rule of the imperialists and the Guomindang, establish
soviet political power in all of China, and finally liberate ourselves from under
the iron hooves of the landlords and capitalists.
Toiling worker and peasant masses in the rear area! Assemble all our capital
and goods to ensure provisions for our Red Army. Every worker and peasant,
please save 3 sheng of rice to help the food supply of the Red Army.2 Grow
more vegetables and raise more pigs to treat our Red Anny soldiers fighting at
the front. Let us cany out the sale of economic construction bonds as quickly as
ponible. Let us collect and transport our grain to where it is most needed. Let us
save on all the expenses in the rear, and save every copper cash for achieving
victory in the struggle at the front.
Toiling masses of workers and peasants in the whole Soviet Area! The decisive banle, which will decide between life and death, lies ahead of us. Let us
make usc of our iron fiSts, and of the strong and resolute united wills of the
worker and peasant masses, to smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression"
of the imperialist Guomindang and strive for the victory of the soviets in all of
China. Only the soviet road is the road of liberation for all the exploited popular
masses and all the oppressed nations.
Long live the "May Day" holiday of the toilen!
Long live a new Soviet China!
Chairman of the Central
Executive Comminee

MaoZedong

2. Regarding the "Three Sheng of Rice Campaign," see above, the relevant note to the
ICI[tofMarcht,l9JJ.

Comrade Mao Zedong ort the Plot af the
japanese Imperialists
(April1934)
Since the Foreign Ministry of the Japanese imperialists issued a diplomalic
note on its China policy to the Powers on April 17, all the imperialists have
expressed their dissenting views from the perspective of their own spheres of
influence in China 1 The Guomindang government in Nanjing also issued

some most shameful, traitorous remarks immediately.
In order to seek 1he views on this issue of the Central Govemmem of the

Chinese Soviel Republic, the correspondent of this newspaper specially interviewed Comrade Mao Zedong. who said:
The recent diplomatic note by the Japanese Foreign Ministry is the most obvious
expression of the Japanese imperialists' intention to occupy China. In this diplomatic
note, the Japanese imperialists have already publicly affirmed dlat China is Japan's
protectotateanddirectly stated that Japan will use force to maintain Japan's military,
political, and economic monopoly in China. What the Japanese imperialists intend to
do during the process of completeJy colonizing China by Japan alone is to use their
own force to suppress the Chinese revolution directly and build a consolidated
rear-area defense for launching a war against the Soviet Union.
This intention of the Japanese imperialists has been opposed by other imperialists, but the actual meaning of their opposition is their reluttance to let
Japan alone occupy China. They want China to be carved up by international
imperialism and to become a public colony with an "open door." As for directly
suppressing the Chinese revolution and reinforcing the rear-area defense for
launching a war against the Soviet Union, all the other imperialists and Japan are
in complete agreement.
This text was fint published in llongse ZhonghUD, no. 181, April 28, 1934. We have
translated it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 359-61, which reproduces this version.
I. The Japanese note of Aprill7, 1934, referred 10 here was issued by AmO Eiji, head
of the infonnation division of the Japanese Foreign Ministry. Referred 10 by the Western
press as the "Monroe Docaine for Asia," this statement read in part: "We oppose ... any
attempt on the pan of China to avail henelf ofthe influence of any other country in order
10 resist Japan. We also oppose any action taken by China, calculated to play one power
against another. Any joint operations undertaken by foreign powers even in the name of
techDical or financial assistance at this p111icular moment after the Manchurian and
Shanghai Incidents arc bound to acquire political significance.n See Coble, Facing
./apDn,p.l54.
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Here it is lhe Guomindang government, which has sold out China, lhat appears most shameful and pitiful. The spokesman oflhe Guomindang government
in Nanjing issued a statement on April 19 which is as disgusting as one made by
a prostitute.2 The statement says that the Guomindang govemment"encourages
international cooperation and promotes international peace and security," which
is to say that it is the "obligation" of the Guominclang government to encourage
the international imperialists to carve up China together, and that it will guarantee the security oflhe interests in China of the international imperialists.
Naturally, the Guomindang has indeed ''no intention of attacking other countries
or disturbing the peace in East Asia." What's more, the Guomindang cautiously
explains to the Japanese that it is "purchasing military supplies (such as military
aiJplanes, etc.) or hiring foreign military inslniCIOJS or experts merely for national
defense needs and mainly for maintaining domestic order and tranquility."
Indeed, lhe facts have proved that this is lhe case. From the money borrowed
and anns purchased from Britain, France, Germany, the United States, and Italy,
not even half a copper or a single bullet has been used by the Guomindang to
resist the Japanese imperialist invasion in Manchuria and North China, or to
oppose lhe savage acts of lhe British and French imperialists in occupying Tibet
and Xikang by force. The Guomindang has been constantly surrendering and
compromising in lhe face of imperialist aggression. There has been no question
of national defense.
On the other hand, lhe Guomindang's so-called "maintaining domestic order
and ttanquility" actually means the suppression of the revolutionary movement
oflhe Chinese workers and peasants. In particular, it means attacks on the soviet
areas and lhe Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny. The arch-criminal who is
selling out the country, Chiang K.aishek, has mobilized 70 percent of the national
regular anny to cany out the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" in Jiangxi.
This truly demonstrates the Guomindang's loyalty to lhe imperialists, and its role
in clearing the way for the imperialists to carve up China.
The Guomindang has raised this poim: with particular emphasis in its statement to Japan. The Guomindang has gone even farther, stating that the
Guomindang's anitudes toward Japan "can be corrected if there is any element
of inequality, thereby bringing about an improvement in Sino-Japanese relations,
so as to meet lhe common desires of the two countries." This has fully shown the
slavishness of lhe Guomindang as a running dog. The Guomindang, fearful lhat
it may not perfectly fulfill its duty as a running dog, and cannot win favor from
2. The Guomindang govemmcnl statement of April I 9 reads in part: "No state has the
righ110 claim the exclusive responsibility for maintaining inlemalional peace in any desisnaled par1 oflhe world. Being a member of the League ofNalions, China feels it her duty
lo promote international cooperation and achieve international peace and security. Ia her

endeavour 10 attain these ends, she has never harboured any inlention of injuring the
interesls of any particular country, far less causing a disturbance of lhe peace in the Far
East." See CobJe,FacingJaptJn, p. 155.
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every one of its masters, has made such a shameless plea to Japan alone, like a
dog wagging its tail.
On behalf of the workers, peasants, and toiling masses of the whole country,
and of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, the Central Soviet Government
strongly opposes the Japanese imperialists' intention to monopolize China. The
Central Soviet Government also wants to expose the Guomindang's scheme for
leading the imperialists to carve up China together. The masses of Chinese
workers and peasants wish to pursue national and social independence, freedom,
and liberation. Only when we all rise up together under the leadership of the
soviet Mgime and smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the
Soviet Red Army by the imperialist Guomindang can we prevent China from
becoming totally colonized and can we strive for the victory of a new Soviet
China.

Proclamation by the Central Government of the
Glinese Soviet Republic on the Selling Out of
North Glina by the Guomindang
(June 19, 1934)

Workers, peasants, soldiers and all the poor toiling masses in the whole country!
After having sold out the Three Northeastern Provinces, Inner Mongolia, Reiping, and Tianjin, the vicious Guomindang government has now sold out the
whole ofNorth China to the Japanese imperialists.

After the Lushan meeting and the Nanchang meeting among the traitors
Chiang Kaishek, Wang Jingwci, and Huang Fu, and after direct negotiations
between Wang Jingwei, Huang Fu, and the representatives of the Japanese imperialists, the Guomindang is already willing to put all Chinese territories north
of the Yellow River under the full administration of "Manchukuo" as its own
territories) Train and postal services between "Manchukuo" and North China
have already begun. All troops in North China have moved southward, or they
are being reorganized into armies of "Manchukuo." The Reorganization Com-

minee in Beiping has been further changed into a direct puppet organization of
the Japanese imperialists. Moreover, the Guomindang even allows "Manchukuo"
to set up tax office outposts in Nonh China to collect taxes while the products of
the Japanese imperialists are floating around without any difficulty. Under "Mutual Support and Aid among China, Japan, and Manchukuo," the Guomindang
has recognized the priority of the Japanese investments in North China and that
the two sides will "jointly" explore the wealth and develop transportation in
North China. In the meantime, the Guomindang has assumed the responsibilities
for banning all the anti-Japanese, anti-imperialist revolutionary organizations
and activities, whereas the Japanese imperialists will allow a large supply of
This proclamation wu first published in Htmgse ZholrghiUl, no. 206, June 23, 1934. It
is reproduced in Mao Zedongji. BujN{JJI, Vol. 4, pp. 215-19, which constitulcs our soun:c.
I. In April 1934., Huang Fu, Wang Jingwei, and Chiang Kaishek met in Jiangxi II
Lushan and Nanchang. and decided to proceed with the establishment of rail and postal
links between Japanese-occupied Manchukuo and the Chinese tcnitorics to its soulb. Establishment of such links had been strongly opposed by many Chinese on the grounds that
it undennioed the Chinese policy or nonrecognition of the legitimacy of the state of
ManclJUkuo. See Coble, FacingJapt~n, pp. 166-70.
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loans and arms to the Guomindang for launching attacks on the Chinese soviets
and the Red Army.
Popular masses of all China! North China has already been sold by the vicious Guomindang to the Japanese imperialists. The selling out of North China
10 Japan, however, has not only failed 10 stop the invasion and plundering of
China by the Japanese imperialists, but has further aroused its ambition and
greed to annex all of China. The bloody hands of the Japanese imperialists are
reaching out toward areas in Fujian and along the Yangzi River. On April17 of
this year, the Japanese imperialists openly proclaimed that China belongs to
Japan, Japan is the master in East Asia, and Japan opposes any other country
"plundering China" under any pretense. Meanwhile, the selling out of North
China and the Japanese imperialists' attempt 10 monopolize China naturally
prompted other imperialist countries to speed up their efforts to carve up China
directly. In the vast areas of Xinjiang, Qinghai, Xikang, and Tibet, the British
imperialists are now establishing their "Tibetan State." The areas of Banhong2
and Canglanl in Yunnan have also been occupied by the British. The French
imperialists are invading and plundering in Yunnan, Guizhou, and Guangxi. The
American imperialists are also making frenzied efforts to establish their rule over
China. Neither the unity between these imperialist countries (such as the BritishJapanese alliance) nor the clashes among them (such as the conflicts between
Japan and the United States) are aimed at helping China. They are only designed
to carve up China more quickly and tum China into a colony of the imperialists.
The policy of the Guomindang toward all the imperialist countries is consistently
one of capitulation and selling out. The Guomindang has not only wanted to sell
out North China to the Japanese imperialists, but also wanted to sell all of China
to all the imperialists. The Guomindang government in Nanjing has had conRicts
with the Guomindang government in Guangzhou not because they have different
views about selling out China, but because they quarrel over the spoils from
selling out China, and are racing with each other in selling out China.
Popular masses of all China! In a situation in which the Japanese imperialists
are annexing the whole of North China, all the imperialists are directly carving
up China, and the Guomindang is selling out the country and humiliating China,
only when the popular masses of all China unite and ann themselves to launch a
2. Banhong is situated in southweSICm Yunnan near the Burmese border, in an area
inhabited by the Wa nlllional minority, which had enjoyed a degree of autonomy since
Qing times, 111d is now !mown as the Cangyuan Wa Automonous Region. In 1933, the
British bad seized control or the area in order 10 control the silver mines located there. This
provoked 111 uprising known IS the "Banhong lncidcnt.M
3. The two characters ror "Cangl111.. are marked with the Japanese equivalent or"sic''
in the Tokyo edition, and there is undoubtedly a mistake here. The comet reading is
probably "Cangyuan,M IS in the autonomous region mentioned in the previous note, butlhc
cbarlcters may simply have been inverted, and the rererence may be to Lancana. which
was, at this time, the name ora nearby Jtlan in Yunnan.
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nationaJ revolutionary war to drive the Japanese., British, American, French, aod
other imperialists out of China, and only by overthrowiDg the Guomindang,
which bas sold out North China and the whole of China, can we avoid tbe
sufferings of being slaves without a country, rescue China from becomiog a
colony, aDd establish an independent and free new China with teuitorial integrity. The time is pressing and we cannot for a moment more have aoy doubts and
hesitation. Delay means death.
Only the tlaitorous Guomindang will shamefully say that China at present
"has insufficient national strength and is unable to resist Japan." The
OuomindaDg bas an army of two million soldim. but it says that it is ''unable to
resist Japao." The Guomindang has large amounts of arms, but it says that it is
"unable to resist Japan." The Guomindang has millions in loans and taxes, but it
says that it is ''unable to resist Japan." In the meantime, the Guomindang is using
all these reso~ to attack tbe soviet r6gi.me and its Workers' and Peasants'
Red Army, which are the only forces in China resisting Japan, and to suppress
the anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist revolutionary movement by tbe popular
masses of all ChiDa. Every worker, every pcasBD.t, and every revolutionary will
see clearly tbat it is not that the Guomindang is "unable to resist Japan." but that
the GuomindaDg is a nmning dog of the Japanese imperialists and of all tbe
imperialists and that it serves to clear the way for the imperialists to carve up
ChiDa.
The Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic calls on the popular
masses of all China to unite and arm themselves to oppose all the oppression,
massacres, amd trickery of the Guomindang, and to fight against Japao and all the
other imperialists. The Ceu.llal Government of the Cbioesc Soviet Republic completely supports the anti-imperialist program put fmward by the Central Committee of the CbiDeSe Commtmist Party. This program is as follows: (1) Resolutely
oppose the Guomindang's policy of swrender and selliDg out China; oppose the
Tanggu Agreement by which tbe Ouomindang government in Nanjing has sold
Northeast CbiDa, North China, and tbe whole of China; oppose diiect negotiations between China and Japan and cast away any illusions about the League of
Nations and the United States. Only the solidarity and unity of the workers,
peasants, and all the toilers can be a force resisting imperialism for the Chinese
nation and a guarantee of victory. (2) The popular masses of all China must arise
to defend ChiDa's territory and independence, and to cmy out a sacml national
revolutioiW)' war. (J) Call on the Cbinese people to participate dRctly in an
anti-Japaoese war and gucnilla war, use all the anenals to arm all the people,
organize an anti-Japaaese army of volunteers and actively support and participate in the Anti-Japanese Army of Volunteers in Northeast China and in tbe
actions by the broad masses of people boycortiog Japanese goods. (4) Coufiscate
the property of the Japanese imperialists and tmton aDd collabon.tors. stop
payiog all the principal amd iotmst on loans, levy a progressive tax to finance
the anti-Japanese war. (S) China must immediately and completely break off
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diplomatic relations witb Japao. Tile whole of1he navy, army, and air force must
be mobilized to fight agaiDst Japan. The anack OD the soviet areas aDd the WBIS
IIDlODI the warlords must be immediately stopped.
The Chinese Soviet Republic calls on all those ChiDcse who are truly willing
to oppose imperialism aod are tmwilliDg to become slaves without a counuy to
UDite UDder this BDti-imperialist program put forward by the ChiDcse CODliJlUZlist
Party, without regard for political tendencies, or for differences in profession or
sex. Only when this program is carried out can the Cbincse Dation achieve
complete liberation. The CentlaJ. Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic has
made rcpcatcd statements to the armed forces attacking the soviet areas throughOllt the COilDby that it is willing to sigo. combat agreeme~~ts with them to fight
against the imperialists tmder the following three conditions: (I) stop attacks oa
the soviet areas; (2) immediately guarantee the democratic rights of assembly,
association. speecb, aDd p11blication of the popu]ar masses. as well as the right to
strike; aod (3) immediately 8JDl the popular masses and establisb armed voltmteer fcm:cs to defend China and strive for China's inclependence, tmity, and
territorial integrity. But the arch-traitors Chiang Kaisbek, Chen Jitang. aDd He
Jiao respouded to our statemeots by-selling out the whole ofNortb ChiDa and the
whole of China to the Japanese, British. American. French, and other imperialists, so as to get more money and arms to speed up the Fifth Encirclement
and Suppression against our Soviet Area. UDder these circumslaDces. our Soviet
Govemmeu.t had no alternative but to assemble all our forces fll!ll to destroy the
main fon;cs of the arch-traitor Chiang K.aishck. Without destroying the anncd
forces ofChiaDg Kaishck., the rwming dog of imperialism, it is impossible for tbc
Workers' and Peasauts' Red Amly and the thousands upon thousands of to.iliug
masses in the whole Soviet Area to do battle directly against Japan and other
imperialisms.
The Central Govemmcnt of the Chinese Soviet Republic has declared to the
popular masses of all China ibat. tmdcr the aforementioned three cooditions, it is
ready at any moment to mobilize tens of thousands of our Red AnDy soldiers and
millious of our toiling masses to be the first to fight against Japanese imperialism. We believe that all the Chinese people who are willing to oppose imperialism 8lld unwilling to be slaves without a COUDtry will voluntarily join this sacred
natioDal revolutionary war. We believe tbat this national revolutionary war involving thousands upon thousands of the masses throughout the country can
clcfcat not only Japanese imperialism, but also all imperialisms. We have already
driven imperialism completely out of the soviet areas and we are determined to
sweep it out of all China.
Launch the national revolutionary war to drive Japan aod all other imperialisms out of China!
Let tbe Chinese popular masses arm themselves vol1mtarily to recover the
CbiDcsc territories in the Northeast and in North China!
Down with Japanese imperialism and all the other imperialisms!
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Oppose the Guomindang's selliDg out of Chinese territories iD the Northeast
and in North China and abolish all the lraitorous and humiliating secret agreements bctwccD China and Japan!
Dowa with the Guomindang government in N8Djiog. which bas sold out the
Northeast, North China, and all of China. Down with all Guomindang govern-

ments!
Smash the Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the ChiDese soviets
and the Red Army by imperialism and defend the anti-imperialist Chinese soviet
regime!
Support tho progt111D of tho Cbincse COI!IIIlllllist Party opposing Iapaneoe
imperialism!
Long live the anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist united front of the popular
masses of all China!
LoDg live an independent and free new Soviet Chida!
Chairman oftbe Central

Executive Committee
Vice-CbairmeD

Letter From Mao Zedong and Zhu De to the
Officers and Soldiers of the White Army
(June 1934)
Brother officers and soldiers of the White army:
Japanese soldiers have already foughc their way to North China, killing as ferociously as wolves and tigers. Their airplanes and artillecy arc now bombing your
native places. The Japanese soldiers are killing your parents, raping your sisters,
burning your villages, and digging up your ancestral graves. Japan is killing and
destroying your families, but what is the Guomindang doing? It has again signed
a traitorous treaty to sell out North China to Japan. As a result, Nonh China is no
longer your home. Your parents and wives are longing for you to go to North
China to rescue them!
Brothers! "Maintain an anny for a thousand days to use it for an hour!" To
save the country, to save your native places, to rescue your own parents and
wives, to go to North China to fight the Japanese, now is indeed the time for our
true Chinese men to defend the country and protect the people and to render
meritorious service to the state. And yet, precisely when it is time to stop the
civil war and to resist Japan as one, Chiang Kaishek has refused to send you to
resist the Japanese. but forced you to come to Jiangxi to kill your own Chinese
countrymen. What kind of logic is this? This is a traitorous act of Chiang
Kaishek in selling out the country. Chiang Kaishek has soJd our native places,
and he is the "accomplice" of the Japanese soldiers in burning and killing your
parents and wives.
Chiang Kaishek deceived you by saying, ''The Red Army is making trouble in
the rear area." As a matter of fact, it is Chiang Kaishek who is selling out our
coWJtry and refusing to resist Japan. You on1y need to think for a moment about
the facts regarding the last three years. Who has sold out the Three Nonhcastem
Provinces? Who has ordered the Nineteenth Route Army, which had resisted
Japan in Shanghai, to withdraw to Fujian? Who has ordered the anti-Japanese
armies along the Great Wall to withdraw? Who has now once again ordered the
troops in Nonh China to withdraw to the south? It is no one else but the traitorous warlord gang of Chiang Kaishek and Zhang Xucliang. The Red Army deOur source for this lcncr is Mao Zedo11gji. Bujuan, Vol. 4, pp. 221-24. It is cited briefly
in Nianpu, Vol. I, p. 430.
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clared war on Japan as early as three years ago! It has long declared that it is
willing to unite with any force to fight the Japanese as long as this force really
wants to resist the invaders. Because the Red Army wants to resist Japan, Chiang
Kaishek helps Japan by the "Encirclement and Suppression" of the Red Army.
Employing a large force of seven to eight hundred thousand troops, he encircles
the Red Amty and prevents it from going north to fight Japan. By saying, "To
resist Japan, it is necessary to suppress the Communists first," Chiang Kaishek is
in fact on the one hand aiding Japan to wipe out the Red Amty, and on the other
hand I [refusing to let] our brother annies go to North China to fight the Japanese,
completely eliminating China's anti-Japanese forces. [and thereby allowing]
Japan to destroy China without any effort. Therefore, if Chiang Kaishek, the
traitor and collaborator, is not overthrown, our four hundred million countrymen
can only become slaves without a country.
Chiang Kaishek deceived you by saying, ''China does not have the strength to
resist Japan." This is even more nonsensical. China has a regular anny of three
million soldiers and four hundred million compatriots. If the navy, army, and air
force in the whole country are totally mobilized, how can such a big China be
unable to defeat tiny Japan? Docs China lack guns and artillery? There are
several dozen munitions factories in the country, and the warlords have enough
guns and artillery in their hands. Does China need money for military purposes?
If China declares war on Japan, China can immediately confiscate Japanese
banks, factories, and shops, and this will yield four billion silver dollaJS. It is said
that if China declares war on Japan, it must fear isolation. At the very least, the
workers and peasants in Korea, Taiwan, and Japan will respond by carrying out
an anned uprising. If we carry out a converging attack from the front and from
the rear, we need not worry that Japan will not be defeated. China can surely
defeat Japan. By saying "China does not have the strength to resist Japan."
Chiang Kaishek is actually deceiving you in order to prevent you from fighting
against Japan and to let Japan conquer China.
Brothers! What is good for you about coming to Jiangxi? What about your
own native places? Right now, they arc being burned and people are being killed
by the Japanese soldiers. What about your mothers and daughters? Right now,
they arc being raped by the Japanese soldiers. What can you do in Jiangx.i? You
are climbing mountains, building blockhouses, repairing roads, and gcning exhausted. Every day, your parents and wives arc longing for you to go to North
China to rescue them, but you yourselves "cannot return to your home and
cannot rescue your mothers." Such sufferings have set your minds in tunnoil.
Brothers! Chiang Kaishek has not allowed you to save your native places and
I. Here, and in three other places in the available leXI of this document, there are blank
spaces indicating that several characters are missing. On the whole, the meaning seems
clear in all cases, but we have marked these ellipses by putting in square brackets the
words we have supplied.
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forced you to fight the Red Army. In the end, what can you gain from this? Will
you become officials and get rich? It is Chiang Kaishek who has cars and
concubines; such is not your lot. What have you got? You are hungry and your
hands [are empty]. You are unwilling to fight and want to retreat, but Chiang
Kaishek has deployed teams of machine guns and broadswords to deal with you.
Don't wait until you see your native places being burned by the Japanese and
don't sacrifice yourselves for the individual interests of Chiang Kaishek. It is
glorious to save the country and our homes. Make up your minds quickly.
Chinese don't fight Chinese! Unite with the Red Army to fJ.ght the Japanese!
The Red Army has long been ready to unite with you. The Red Army can sign
an operational agreement to oppose Japan and Chiang Kaishek with any armed
force on the following three conditions: (I) immediately stop attacks on the
soviet areas; (2) immediately guarantee the democratic rights of the people (freedom
of assembly, association, speech, and publication, and freedom to strike): and (3)
immediately arm the popular masses and establish a volunteer army.
Don't be afraid! Don't hesitate; guns are in your hands! As long as all of you
voluntarily stop fighting your Chinese countrymen and go back to North China
to fight the Japanese, Chiang Kaishek can do nothing and all of your four
hundred million countrymen will support you!
We make the following proposals to you:
I. Don't fight the Red Army, or shoot in the air. Carry out the slogan that
Chinese don't fight Chinese. The Red Army will never attack you first.
2. Quickly make agreements with the Red Army troops, let the two sides
send representatives, and sign an agreement to cease hostilities and form an
anti-Japan alliance.
The Red Army is willing to unite with any officer or soldier in the White
army to fight the Japanese, regardless of what party he belongs to, as long as he
really wants to resist Japan.
BrothCJS! Our enemy is Japan. It is [Chiang Kaishck] who refuses to allow
you to return to your native places and refuses to let us unite in fighting the
Japanese.
Drive out the Japanese imperialists! Down with the traitor, Chiang Kaishck!

The Red Army, which is willing
to unite with you

Do'
Zedong

.2. Zhu De and Mao Zedong signed this Jetter with their given names (ming) only,
omitting their surnames, presumably in order to convey a sense of familiarity and camaraderie with the While soldiers to whom it was addressed.

Procla11Ulticm em the Nurthward March of the
Olinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Army to
Fight japan
(July 15, 1934)

Workers, peasants, soldiers, and revolutionary popular masses of all China!
Evil Japanese imperialism, after swallowing up our Three Northeastern Provinces and occupying our Rehe and Inner Mongolia, has now also seized the
whole of North China. In South China, the Japanese imperialist warships, cannons, and naval, ground, and air forces an: currently planning to take Fujian

Province directly. Japanese imperialism intends to transfonn China into its colony and tum the popular masses of all China into slaves without a country,
doomed to suffer eternally the massacre, rape, exploitation, and trampling of the
Japanese bandits!
In the face of the invasion of Japanese imperialism, the Guomindang warlords, Chiang Kaishek, Zhang Xueliang, and the others, have consistently
capitulated and sold out They have sold out our Three Northeastern Provinces, Rehe, and Inner Mongolia, and now they have direct postal services
and communications with "Manchukuo." They have recognized "Manchukuo" and sold out all of North China and Fujian Province, and they have
helped Japanese imperialism to suppress the Chinese anti-Japanese movement and 10 suppress the movement to boycon Japanese merchandise and the
guerrilla warfare of the anti-Japanese volunteer army. Under the slogan "No
strength 10 fight Japan," they have mustered over one million troops across
the country, and raised one billion silver yuan. Making usc of all their airplanes and cannons, they have instituted ceaseless campaigns of "Encirclement and Suppression" against the Workers' and Peasants' Soviet
Government, which is the only anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist government
in all of China, and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny. All this has
proved that the Guomindang warlords are the most faithful running dogs of
This proclamation was fint published in H011pe Zh011ghwa, no. 221, August I, 1934. We
have uanslatcd it from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 36].....67, where it is reproduced from
this source.
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Japanese imperialism, and that the Guomindang warlord.~ are the greatest trailers
and collaborators in all of Chinese history!
In the face of the ceaseless aggression of Japanese imperialism, the Chinese Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army have
repeatedly called upon the popular masses of China to ann themselves to
oppose the Japanese imperialist invasion by means of a national revolutionary war. They have openly declared war against Japan and have issued an
urgent order regarding the declaration of war against Japan, in order to mobilize all the popular masses from the soviet areas to get ready to fight directly
against Japanese imperialism. The Soviet Government and the Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army have, moreover, proclaimed repeatedly to the popular
masses of all China that under three conditions they are willing to conclude
agreements regarding military operations with any armed force anywhere in
China: (I) stop attacking the soviet areas and the Red Army; (2) give the
popular masses elementary democratic rights-freedom of speech, publication. assembly, association, strikes, and demonstrations; and (3) immediately
arm the popular masses and establish a volunteer army of the popular masses
to defend China. The Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants'
Red Army have repeatedly opposed the Tanggu Truce, direct Sino-Japanese
negotiations, recognition of the Japanese puppet regime "Manchukuo," and
the selling out of North China by the Guomindang. They have openly supported the Northeastern Anti-Japanese Volunteer Army and all the anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist revolutionary movements throughout China, and
opposed all the suppression and slaughter of anti-Japanese and anti-imperialist movements by the imperialist Guomindang.
All the workers. peasants. soldiers, and revolutionary popular masses throughout China arc against the Guomindang's sellout of the Three Northeastern Provinces, Rche, Inner Mongolia, North China, Fujian, and the whole country, but
support the anti-Japanese proposals and actions of the Soviet Government and
the Worken' and Peasants' Red Army. This cannot but impel the Guomindang
to blockade us and attack us even more frantically, thus making it impossible for
our Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny to unite
directly with the popular masses of the whole counby and to act together with
the Northeast Anti-Japanese Volunteer Army to wage a national revolutionary
war against Japanese imperialism, in order to drive the Japanese imperialist
bandits out of China. The Guomindang warlords have completely ignored the
proposal put forth by the Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants'
Red Army to join together to fight against Japan, and have been selling out
China even more shamelessly, intensifying their Fifth "Encirclement and Suppression" against the Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Anny, and helping Japanese imperialism to swallow up China.
Therefore, if the Soviet Govenunent and the Worken' and Peasants' Red
Army are to mobilize all their strength to faght directly against Japanese im-
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perialism, they must, of necessity, begin by fighting a bloody war with the more
than a million Ouomindang bandit troops that are attacking us. Only thus can
we protect and maintain the free Soviet Area, wbicb bas already been saved
from imperialist bondage, so that it will not again be troddeo underfoot and sold
out by the imperialist running dogs, the Guomindang bandits. We will defioitely oever abandoo the uti-imperialist bases of the Chinese revolution that
have been created as a result of coUDtless bloody fights with GuomiDdang
bandit troopS. But oeither cu the Soviet Government and the Workers' and
Peasants • Red Army sit idly by and watch the ruin of the Chinese people at the
hands of Japanese imperialism, let all of China be auctioned away completely
by the Ouomindang traitors who are selling out the country, let the broad toiling
popular masses of all China be slaughtered and tnunpled on, or let the Nonbeastem Volunteer Army fight alone. Therefore. at the critical moment of the
brutal decisive battle against the superior annies of the Ouomindang baDdits,
the Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, despite all
obstacles and with the greatest resolution, are sending an anti-Japanese advance
guard detacbmcot northward to fight Japan. 1 Provicled ooly that the anned
forces attacking the soviet areas accept the three conditioos we have put forth,
the eotire main force of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army will be able to
set out, fol1owing the advance guard. and unite with all the armed forces of
China to resist Japaa.
Popular masses of all China! The vanguard forces of our Chinese Workers'
and Peasaats' Red Army moving northward to resist Japao arc williDg to unite
with the popular masses aod all tbe armed forces throughout China to resist
Japan, launching a national-revolutionary war of the popular masses to overthrow Japanese imperialism. All the anti-Japanese popular masses should assist
the vanguard of our Workers' and Peasanls' Red Army that bas been dispatched
11011b.ward to resist Japan. rally around them, join them, ann themselves, and
wage war directly against the Japanese imperialist bandits who are invading
Cbina. All tbe anti-Japanese popular masses are our compatriots; and aU the
anti-Japanese armed forces are our companions. We should all write. All those
individuals, groups, and armed forces that forbid and repress our efforts to resist
Japan are traitors and collaborators. We should all rise up together and wipe
them. out.
We believe that only an armed Dlliooal-revolutionary war of the popular
masses of all China can overthrow Japanese imperialism and all other imperialisms, secure the independeDcc and libenl.tion of the Chinese nation, and
preserve China's territorial integrity. In order to gain victory in the naeional-revolutiooary war, the Soviet Government and the Workels' and Peasants' Red
Army make the followiDg concrete proposals:
I. This force was the Red Sevend:t Anny. for the context and fate of this troop mov~
ment, see above, the Jntroduccioa.
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1. Resolutely oppose the GuomiDdang govermnent's selling out of the Three
Nortbcastem ~ Rehe, lDner Mongolia, North China, Fujian, and all
China. Oppose the Guomindang govcmmcnt's direct dealiDgs with Japan, iD
which they are selling out the country and bringing shame on China. Oppose
recognition of the puppet Maachukuo regime. AbaDdon the illusion that help will
come from the imperialist baDdit bloc, the League of Nations, or the Americao
imperialists.
2. Immediately proclaim tbe rupture of relations with Japan, and declare
the "Tanggu Truce" aDd all the Sino-Japaoese secret treaties null and void.
Mobilize all Chinese naval, ground, aDd air forces to fight Japan. Immediately stop attacking and blockading the soviet areas, so that the
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army can be used exclusively to fight directly
agaiDst Japanese imperialism.
3. Call upon the popular masses of the wbole COUDtiy to ann themselves with
the weapons that can be found in the GuomindaDg anenals and factories., as well
as with all the imported weapons, and to organize anti-Japanese volunteer armies
and guerrilla detachments of the popular masses to participate dftctly in the
anti-Japanese war and in guerrilla warfare. Actively assist the Northeastern Voluotccr Army and tbe anti-Japanese vanguard of the Cbinese Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army.
4. Confiscate all the emerprises and property of the Japanese imperialists and
Chinese traitors; stop paymeDt on all Sino-Japanese debts, including both principal and interest; institute progressive taxation; and devote the Guomindang's
entire military budget to tbe expenses of the war against Japan.
S. Organize eveeywbere BDI:i-Japanesc groups of the popular masses, sucb as
anti-Japanese associations, committees to boycott Japanese goods, fimd-raisiDg
committees to help the volwlleer army and the Red Army, and various anti-Japanese pickets, sabotage teams. traffic teams, propaganda teams, and transportation teams. Draw the broad masses, regardless of sex, age, religious beliefs, or
political faction, into these anti-Japanese orgaDizations. Make use of strikes and
demonstrations by workers, students, public servants, and shopkeepers to fight
against the Japanese imperialist invasion and the Guomindang government's
treason and capitulation.
The Soviet Govermnent and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army will
spare no sacrifice in struggling: to carry out this program. The Soviet Government and the Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny call upon the popular masses
of all Cbina to support this program and to struggle to the end with us to carry it
out completely.
Let the Guomindang. tbe running dog of imperialism, and tbe Guomindang
traitors wbo are selling out their COWitry shout, "Cbina is powerless to fight
Japan!" By mobiliziDg the popular masses of all China against Japan, by arming
the popular masses of all China against Japan, by uniting the popular masses of
all China against Japan, we shall gain ample strength to overthrow Japanese
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imperialism aad all imperialisms, as well as tbe band oftraiton and collaborators
ofthe Guomindang!
Chainnan of the Central
Government oflhe Chinese
Soviet Republic
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZbaDg Guotao

Chairman of lhe Revolulionary
Military Commission oflhe
Chinese Workers' and

Peasants' Red Army

Zhu De

Vicc-Cbainnen

Zhou Enlai
WangJiaqiang

Six-Puint Proposal by 7hu De and Mao Zedong
to White Army Soldiers Regarding Guidelines
fur Resistingjapan
(1934)

I. We demand that you go north to resist Japan and immediately stop attacking the soviet areas, that you put into effect [the proposition] that Chinese do not
fight against Chinese, and that you do not fight against the Red Anny, but
instead aim your guns at the Japanese imperialists and the Chinese traitors!
2. We demand that soldiers resisting Japan have freedom of assembly, association, speech, and action, and that they organize a soldiers' resist-Japan association and make decisions regarding the great cause of resisting Japan, and
regarding questions concerning the soldiers themselves!
3. Let the soldiers' living conditions and treatment be improved, and let them
be paid whatever is due them. We demand that corporal punishment and reprimands be abolished, and we oppose fascist oppression and slaughter!
4. Agree with the Red Anny that both sides should send represenlatives to
sign an agreement to establish a truce and unite to resist Japan!
S. Kill those officers who do not allow the soldiers to resist Japan, mutiny,
and come over to the Red Army, which is truly resisting Japan!
6. Do not bum or kill the workers and peasants in the soviet areas, oppose the
Guomindang's suppression of the anti-Japanese movements of the popular masses,
and unite with compatriots throughout the country to resist Japan together!
Brother soldiers of the White anny!
If you do not want to become slaves without a country, 8nd if you want to
save China, you must immediately unite to cany out these six guidelines for
resisting Japan! The Red Army is prepared to welcome your delegates at any
time to come to sign a truce and an alliance to resist Japan. Let us all unite and
go north to resist Japan!
Let the White anny soldiers unite with the Red Army!
Down with Japanese imperialism!
Down with the traitorous Guomindang!

This document was first published inShibi11g rike, no. I, July 1934. We have translaled it
from Mao Zedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 369-70, where it is reproduced from that source.
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Comrade Mao Zedong Discusses the Current
Situation and the Red Anny ~ Anti:lapa:nese
Advance Party
(July 1934)

A reponer from our newspaper met with Chairman Mao of the Central Government yesterday and interviewed him on the topics of the current situation
and the Red Army's anti-Japanese advance pany. What follows is based on the
inlt:rview:

Ever since the Japanese imperialists refused a settlement in Manchuria and Rehe,
established their control over Beiping and Tianjin, seized the rights to tn.nsportation and postal services [with Manchuria], issued the manifesto proclaiming their
exclusive right to dominate China, and requested that the Guomindang resolve
over a lhousand ''unsolved cases," they have intensified their new offensive
aiming at swallowing up China. The Japanese Government's recent proposal to
the United States that Japan and America should divide the PacifiC evenly between them, 1 its frenzied efforts to instigate an anti-Soviet war in nonhem Manchuria, and the holding of the Dalian Conference with Guomindang
representativesl have all clearly demonstrated that the Japanese imperialists are
striving with all their might to mitigate the struggles among the imperialists and
to bring about a temporary understanding among the imperialists with a view to
joining their forces to carve up China, anAcking the Chinese revolution, and
opposing the Soviet Union. The ruMing dog of the Japanese imperialists, the
This inlel'liew was originally published in Hongse Zhongh~m, no. 221, Augusl I, 1934,
and we have lranslaled il rrom thai source. This version is reproduced in Mao ZedOIIJlji,
Vol. 4, pp. ]71-75, bul a number or characters ue missing or wrong !here because they
were illegible in the copy u~ed by the Japanese compilers.
I. In !ale May 1934, Japanese Foreign Minislly officials prese:Dicd 10 the U.S. Government a proposed dcclaralion which lhe IWO counlries would issue jointly. Amon1 olher
provisions. it would have announced lhal both counlries recognized the paramounlcy of
the United Slates in 1he eastern Pacific and or Japan in the wes1em Pacific. The U.S. Slate
Depanmenl rejec1ed !he idea or such a declara1ion. Sec Dorothy Borg, The Uniled Stales
and lhe Far Eru1em Crisis of J9JJ-1918 (Cambridge, MA: llarvard University Press.
1964), pp. 96-97.
2. The "Dalian Conf"erence" rerened 10 here was in ract aD ongoing series or negotiations in June-July 1934 over the opening or rail aDd postal service belween China ar~d
Manchukuo. See Coble, Facing Japan, pp. 170-71.
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Guomindang govcmm.ent in Nanjing, is now spreading the smoke screen of
"annulling the Tanggu Truce" and "retrieving the war zones" to conceal the
Dalian Conference, which is selling out China in a huny. In the meantime, the
northern warlords, the old pro-Japanese hands of the ADfu Clique, are cooperating completely with the Guomindang. Its key members, sucb as Wang Keming.
have been going southward one after the other to hold secret talks with Huang
Fu, Tang Youren, and their ilk in Shanghai and Moganshan. The leader of the
ADfu Clique, Duan Qirui, went to Lushan and held a secret meeting with Chiang
Kaisbek. This great cooperation between the new and old traitors has made it
absolutely plain that the Japanese imperialists' new onslaught has become extremely intense, that the Chinese nation has arrived at an exlmnely critical
moment, and that a destiny of death and slavery is threatening the toiling masses
in the wbole country!
ne Japanese imperialists' new invasion is completely coordinated with the
Guomindang's large-scale invasion of our basic soviet areas. ne Guomindang's
hUDdmls of thousands of troops are just now advancing toward our central areas
ftom the gateways to tho Soviet Amo-Guangchang, Liattcbong, Looggang, and
Taihe, in order to cany out the fmal steps of its Fifth Encirclement and Suppression. attempting to drown the Soviet Area in blood, to elim.i.nate the Soviet Red
Army, and to be the most loyal running dog of the imperialists who BIC carving
up China. These are the charac:leristics of the current situatioD.
In order to defend their own territoly and quell the traitorous Ouomindang.
the Soviet Government and the Red Army are currently leading the broad masses
and the valiant Red Army on all fronts to launch a fierce and bloody war against
the superior enemy forces. and are expending every effort and using every possible method to crush this fiendish "Encirclement and Suppression.'' The soviets
and the Red Army long ago resolved to crush Ibis fiCDdish Encirclemeot llld
Supp!ession at all costs. At present, it is even more essential that we summon up
all our resolve, indomitability, and peneveraDCe. There is no doubt that we will
ultimately succeed iD smashing them if we do this.
In the Soviet Area, we have reteDtl.y created a new Red Army with seventy
thousand troops, and mobilized several hundred thousand Dan of arain to solve
tbe problem of provisioning during the period before the new harvest. Right
now, we are eogaged in lhe great autumn harvest mobilization. Our guerrilla
fon:es have been greatly expaaded and are coDiinuing; to expand, and guerrilla
warfare is developing on a massive scale. As far as material provisions such as
salt and cloth are concerned, mass movements for salt manufacturing and cloth
weaving are just being developed. ne military industries such as aoununition
manufacturiDg and so on have increased seveml dozen times. All these strengths
are. of coune. beyond the Guomindang's wildest dreams. The GuomindaDg bas
long said bow "terrible" we were. and that they could nonelheless achieve great
victories over us. ne facts have proved, however, and will eventually prove that
the only thing really "terrible" is the utterly conupt Ouomindaog. Chiang
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J(aishek has boasted of having built fortifications thousands of li in length, and
several dozen stories high around the Soviet Area, and of how his policy of
"draining the pond to catch the fish" will SOOD '"succeed." It is true that ChiaDg
Kaishek bas built a lot of fortiftcations and bas occupied some of our lelritoly.
He is even planning to advance and take Tingzhou. Shicheng, Ningdu, and
Xingguo. But the fact that many Guomindang troops have been defeated aad
crushed UDder the iroD fists of tbe Red Army is something he clara not mention
and regards as taboo. Moreover, stupid swine like Chi;mg Kaishek do not understand that it is not the Soviet Red Army, but rather Chiang Kaishek and the
whole of the Guomiadang of the landlords aod bourgeoisie that will ultimately
prove to be "terrible," 8Dd tbosc imperialists wbo are issuing orders to Chiang:
Kaishek's Guomindang do not understand this either. Let me point out two more
things: First of all, there is the influence exerted by the Soviet Red Army on tbe
masses of soldien in their mmioo-plus troops advancing to invade our soviet
8lea5 (Jiangxi, Sichuan, Hunan, Fuji10, and Hubei-Henan-Anhui). We must say
that on tbe one hand, these numerous soldiers are forced to attack us, but on the
other they are receiving revolutioaary education from us. It may be said that all
of these various soviet areas are so many tmivenities where the White limY
soldien can team about revolution. CODSCqUently, it is not only the Red Army
which is digging a grave for Chiang Kaishek, but also his own soldiers. May we
ask, does this blockhead Chiang Kaishek understand this? The seeond. point is
that the Guomindang, striving desperately to sell out its own country, daily
kneels down and worships the imperialists, tbe deadly enemies of the popular
masses of our whole country. It has given away half of China to the Japanese
imperialists, never firing a single shot at tbe invading hundreds of lhousands of
Japanese bandit troops. Instead, it has gathered all tbe troops from the Three
Northeastern Provinces. Rehe. Beijing, Tianjin, ShaDghai, Hangzhou, and
Hankou, as well as fiom Henao, Hebei, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang; redeployed them
to tight against the Red Army; and offered up all these places to tbe imperialists
to be devastated aod oppressed Similarly, CbeD Jilaog did not go to defeDd
Hong Kong (the base for the British imperialists' invasion of China), but rather,
gave the Gwmgzbou-Kowloon Railway to Cheat Britain and sent eight-lentbs of
his troopS to JiaDgxi and Fujian to figbt the Red Army. May we ask, Will the
broad masses of these places let Chiang Kaishek aDd CheD Jitang continue 10 acll
out the COUIIby to the very ODd? Will they let lbe imperialists ftoely come into
China 1o kill and bum? May we ask, once again, will the masses of soldien in
the armies tbat have beeD sent here let the imperialists bum and kill their own
home Yillqes, and still feel at .... about beiDg fo=d by the Guomitlclatl& to
figbt-lbeUownbroth~worltm,thepeasantB,atldtheRodA=y'l

No, absolutely not. Chiang Kaishek, Chen Jitaag (as well as Zhang Xueliang. He
Jian, and the othels) have thousands and thousands of bombs hidden under them.
Some bombs have already exploded or are exploding (the Anti-Japanese Voluateer Army in the Three Northeastern Provinces, the People's Revolutioaary
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Anny, the war in Shanghai, and the guenilla warfare and mass uprisings in
various places). Some other places are still waiting for the opportune time to
explode in a big way. Let us ask tbe laboring masses of the entire country and the
White anny soldiers: Who does not support the Chinese Communist Party's Five
Oreal Anti-Japanese Principles? Who does not support tbe order of the Soviet
Central Government declaring war against Japan? Who does not accept the call
of the Soviet Central Government and the Revolutionary Military Commission,
"Do not fight the Red Anny, but instead join with the Red Anny in fightiDg
Japanese imperialism''? There is no doubt that as soon as they see or bear our
guiding principles, orders, and appeals, they will jump up and be willing to act in
CODSCQUCJlCC. There is no doubt that ao BDti-Japanese and anti-imperialist storm.
in the whole countiy will surge up under our bright red banner.
At the time when the Ouomindang bas sold out half of China and the popular
masses of the whole country are yeaming for the Red Army to move north to
fight Japan like people yearning for rain in the midst of a drought, the Soviet
Central Government and the Revolutionary Military Commission are dispatching
their anti-Japanese advance party on August I of this year, when the toiling
popular masses of the whole world will be holding great demonstrations against
imperialist invasion and war. Within a day or two, it should have approached
Fuzbou, and then it will move northward via the castem provinces to fight
against Japan. The purpose is to make the popular masses of the whole COUDtry
understand that the Red Army is the genuine BDti-Japanese army of all China.
Although the main forces of the Red Anny bave been blocked from going north
by the Ouomindang's Fifth Encirclement and Suppression and can only move
northward after they have thoroughly crushed the Ouomindang's Eocirclement
aDd Suppression. even at this juncture, they are sending out their own advance
party. lbis force, although it is onl.y an advance party, possesses high combat
capacity and is equipped with sufficient firepower. All of its fighters and commanders are of high quality, 8Dd in the past have shown great bravezy in combat
with the Guomindang forces. Although this force is not vezy large, we are
persuaded that it will definitely be able to get the support of the popular masses
along the way and that the resolutely anti-Japanese elements in the Guomindang
armies wiD continually join it. or will unite with us and advance band in band. In
this way, our anti-Japanese advance party will very soon be expanded into a
great anti-Japanese force. The only thing is that, when these troops are moving
northward, Chiang KaUhok and ha Nonjmg govemmenl-these nmniDg clogs of
the Japanese imperialists--because of their utter loyalty to Japan, wiD surely
send troops to block them. If so, then the advance party, in the coun~e of its
advance. will have to ftght against Chiang Kaishek's blockiDg troops. Hence, we
will need to make forceful propaganda to persuade the soldiers of the blocking
troops to sympathize with us and cause this blockading force to disintegrate so
that we can quicldy move northward. The socmcr we can fight against Japan the
better, because the new offensive of Japanese imperialism is imminent. the ac-
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tions of all the imperialists aimed at carving up China are marked by increasingly
tbreatening gestures, and the sufferiDgs of the popular masses of the whole
COUlltry arc constantly increasillg. Consequently, we call upon the whole couolly
to arise as one and support the soviets and the Red Anny, so that we can quickly
smash the Fifth Encirclement and Suppression and concentrate our forces to
resist Japan and oppose imperialism. Help our anti-Japanese advance party and
oppose the Nanjing government's policy of blockade, so that the anri-Japaoesc:
Red Ano.y may quickly advance.
The anti-Japanese advance party of the Chinese Workers' and Peasaots' Red
Army has already set out! Our valiant Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny has
already taken practical actions to fight against the Japanese imperialist invasion
and to save China from perishing. At the same time, the Soviet GOVCIIUDCD.t and
the Revolutionary Militaiy Commission have already ordered the Red Anny in
the whole country to be prepared at any time to move out, following the advance
party. But the Guomindaog is blockiag the Red Aim.y with a big force of hundreds of thousands of troops. and has withdrawn the whole of its nortbcm armies
and sent them southward into Jiangxi. Popular masses of the whole country,
can't you understand? The Guomindang are clearing the way for Japanese imperialism. Popular masses of the whole country and brothers of the White anny,
oppose the Guomindang's policy of selling out the coUDtry and capitulation!
Demand that all naval, ground, and air forces be mobilized to resist Japan and
oppose the attacks on the Red Anny! All of China's ann.ies sbould point their
guns in the direction of Japanese imperialism and the Chinese tmiton who are
selling out the country! Only by so doing can we defeat, and will we assuredly
defeat, Japanese imperialism.

Order of the Central Executive Committee of
the Chinese Soviet Republic
(August 15, 1934)
Kong Hechong, a member of the Central Executive Committee, fonner commander of the Sixteenth Anny of the Red Anny, working in the Hunan-HubeiJiangxi Soviet Area, has violated the ordciS of the Central Revolutionary
Milituy Commission many times. Stricken with panic and wavering in the face
of enemy attacks, he has led the Red Anny to retreat and flee; tolerated counterrevolutionary, liquidationist elements within the army; and caused the Sixteenth
Anny and the masses of the Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi Soviet Area to suffer severely.

He was repeatedly criticized and educated, without producing any change at all.
Last October, he was stripped of his position as commander of the Sixteenth
Army, but since it was hoped that he could be reeducated, he was ordered to
come to the Center and enter the Red Army University to study. Not only did he
fail to make the slightest progress, but he even went from wavering to open
counterrevolution. In July this year, when he was sent to work in the supplementary division, he took the opportunity to defect to the enemy. Kong Hechong, as
a member or the Central Executive Committee, has had a rather long history of
struggles. Just at the time when our valiant Red Anny and the broad masses are
engaged in the final, decisive battle against the enemy's Fifth Encirclement and
Suppression, he has not only f'ailed to recognize the victorious furure of the
revolution, but has engaged in the most shameful acts of betrayal. Besides expelling him from the Central Executive Committee, we are issuing this general
order to all Red Anny forces throughout the country, to all local troops, and to
soviet govcnunents at all levels, and are calling upon all revolutionary bodies, as
well as the worker-peasant masses in the soviet areas and the White areas. If you
encounter the said Kong Hechong, he should immediately be arrested and killed,
as a warning to all those who waver and betray.lt is so ordered.
Chairman

MaoZedong

Vice-Chainnen

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

This mder was lirsl: published in /longse Zhonglr~W, no. 228, Augusl 30, 1934. We have
banSllted il from Mao Zedolrgji, Vol. 4, pp. 377-78, where it is reproduced &om that source.

Huichang
(To the Tune "Pure and Serene Music 'J
(Summer 1934)
In the East dawn is about to break,
Say not, "You are early afoot."
We who have traversed the whole of these green hills
are yet unweuied. 2
The scenery here is singularly fair.
Beyond the walls ofHuichang mountains rise high,
Peak after peak, straight to the Eastern Sea.
The tighten, pointing, gaze toward Guangdong,
Greener still, and more luxuriant.

This poem was first published in the first issue of Shikmr in January 1957. Our source is
Shiel duilian, pp. 46-47.
I. Huichlftg is the name ofaxian in SOUibeaslemJiaJigxi. The :dan town ofHuichang
was pan of the Ceutn.l Soviet Area, and when Mao wrote this poem he was there doing
investigation work as the Red Anny prepared for the Long Mardi.
2. The following no1e to this line. now oftlcially anribuled to Mao himself, appeued
when this poem was first published in book fonn in December 1958: "In 1934, the
situation was desperate. We were pn:pariDJ for the Long Marcb and the mood was very
gloomy. This poem to tbe tune 'Pure aad Serene Music' reveals the same sort of inner
feelings as the earlier one, 10 lhe tune 'BodhisattVa Stranger."' Two poems to that ''tune·
title" in fact appeared io the first issue of Shilaln and in lhe 1958 cdilion along wilh !his
one: "Yellow Crane Tower" (Sprina: 1927), translaled in Volwne II, p. 484, and "Dabodi"
(SuDUneT 1933), translaled above. The ediiOrs or Shici duilian Slale !hal Mao is here
~ererring 10 "Yellow Crane Tower" and Ibis seems mos11ikely.

-----APPENDIX-----

&gulatians on Preferential Treatmentfar the
Chi7U!Sfl Workers' and Peasants' Red Army
(November 1931)
In the four years of arduous slniJgle from the defeat of the 1927 Revolution to the
present, the Chinese Workcn' and Peasants' Red Anny, Wider the correct leadenhip of
the Chinese Communist Pany, and in concert with the broad masses of tbc wmkcrs and
peasants. has resolutely carried out the land revolution, opposed the G110111indang warlords. opposed imperialism, 1llkeD bal:k the land from the despotic gentry Md the landlord
class, established the soviet political power of the workers, peasants. and soldiers, tempered itselfl9 become a powerful Red Anny, and crushed three larp-scale offensives of
the nmning dogs of imperialism--the Guomindang warlords. This spirit of OOUIIIJCOUS
struggle Uld these victories on behalf of the soviet political power of the worker and
peasant classes merit admiration and praise. In the soviet stage the c:ontinued development
of the revolutionary movcmcnt requires even more the CKpan&ion and consolidation of the
Red Anny, so that, in the course of a lona period of arduous slnlg&les.. it can first win
victory in one or several provinces., in order to build a new Soviet China, and cany out the
historic class mission of the Red Army. Therefore, the Red Army fighters and their
family members should receive all kinds of preferential treabncnt from the Soviet
Republic. To this end, the Congress promulgates the following provisions regarding
preferential treatment:
Article I. All Red Anny fighlers in the soviet uas and !heir family members must
receive the same share of land as tbe poor peasaats of the locality in question, as well as
hiiUSCS,hillsandforests,JKmds.... 1
Article 2. All Red Anny f!Jhters localed in the White areas, including those who have
just came over from tbe While armies, should be given a share of the public land in the
soviet areas. The local government of the relevant area shall assign persons to cultivate it
onlhcirbehalf.
Article 3. Officers and soldiers of the Red Anny who are discharpl because they arc
no Ianger capable of serving and are given lang-tenn leave must all have land distributed
to them to cultivate from the public land of the Red Anny. lfdley have families sealed in
the soviet areas, their family members must alsa receive shares.
Article4. During their period of service, those Red Anny fighters who do nat have the
labor power to cullivate their family's land, or lhe public land allacaled to them, should
have people sent to them by the soviet governments (the district governments make the
plan and the toWnihip governments cany it aut) to help them with all the work of
Our soun:c far lhis document is Mao ZedtMgjuruhiWMji, Vol. I, pp. 259-62.
I. Here lhcR: ~suspension points in d~ !II;IIIR:C we are usina; there is no indication IS to how
rnuch(ifanylhinl!l)ismislinl!l.
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cultiYaticm, irrigation, and harvesting. The number of laborers sent annually should be no
fewer than fifty. Those families of Red Anny fighters that arc short oflabor power should
beassistedaccording10theirneed.
Article S. In order 10 carry outlhe abo'lle regulations, it is prescribed that all those who
haYe not SCI'Yed in the Red Army must proYidc free of cllarJc "days of work for giYing
preferential treatmen110 the Red Anny." Ew:l}' person is 10 work two days a month 10
help the members of the families of Red Army men. The time and the type of work should
be decided on the basis of the needs of the family mCJIIbers of the Red Anny men.
Article 6. During their time of service, Red Army men themseiYCS and their family
members arc exempted from all taxes of the SoY:ict Republic.
Article 7. During their time of senice, sra~cd houses in which the family members of the Red Anny men liYe are exempted from rent.
Article 8. During their time of service:, Red Army men thcmselYCS and their family
memben enjoy aS percent discount in state stores. When there is a shortage of articles of
dailynecessity,thcyhawlherighttobuyfirst.
Article 9. While tn.Yeling by boat or train, all expenses of Red Anny figbters are
proYided from the public purse.
Article 10. All theaters must catertain Red Anny men free of charge once a month.
On o1ber occasions, the ticket price should be reduced by half.
Article II. During the time of SCI'Yice of Red Anny men, their children are entitled 10
free education.
Article 12. During their time of sen-ice, Red Anny men who need 10 rest and recuperal£fmmWOIIZidsorillnesssbouldbesent10tbcmostappropriak:conwlesccrrthospilalfor
recuperation. While they are recupenlting, all expenses are ccwaed by the state.
Article 13. Those who baYC serYCd fin years or more in the Red Army and are OYCr
the age of forty-fiYe may resign and recuperate, and the stale will provide them with an
allowance for the rest of their liYes. Those who do not wish 10 retire and are willing 10 go
on serving should receiYe special preferential treatment.
Article 14. The 11a1e will set up homes for the disabled. All those who become
disabled because of the war or during senice in the Red Army are to enter homes for the
disabled for recuperation, and all their liYing expenses will be COYered by the state. Those
who do not wish to liYC in these homes should be given an annual pension for the res1 of
tbeir liYa. to be fixed by thuiGn SOYict on the basis of the liYing standards in the locality.
But the minimum amount at present is SO big foreip dollan a year.
Article IS. Leaers from Red Army men 10 their family members may be mailed home
without paying postage if they cany 1be seals of their direct superiors. Letters sent 10 the
Red Anny by family mmbers of Red Army men may also be mailed without postage if
scamped by the local gcwemmcnts and sent to Red Army organs for forwarding. Go'IICI1lmcnts and Red Army organs It C'IICI}' lew:l must conscientiously take responsibility for
this.

Article 16. In the case ofall Red Army soldiers killed in action and those who die of
illneu during their SCI'IIice in the Red Army compensation is 10 be provided acoording 10
the following regulations:
LIn the cue of all thole fighters wbo hiYedied, the Red Anny OJpRSorthe go'IICI1lment shall collect and publisb information concerning the time and place of death,
the campaign in which it occurred, and their contributions.
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b. Belongings left by dead soldiers shall be collected by Red Anny organs or by the
government and displayed in the museums of the history of lhe revolution for
memorial purposes.
c. Local governments shall help Red Army organs 10 bury lhe dead and set up memorialmonWilCJits.
Article 17. Family members of all Red Anny soldiers who die or become disabled
shall be givea preferential treatment according 10 the following regulations:
L Their children or brothers 11\d sisters who arc srill very young shall be specially
educated in revollllionary memorial schools established by the Shtc. and the state
will support them until they are eighteen and are given a job by the state.
b. Their parents and wives shall be supported by lhe slate with a suitable allowance.
c. Articles 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in this regulation also apply 10 this siiUition.
Article 18. During the period of service of all Red Army men, if !heir wives wish to
div~. approval from the man himself must be obtained. Otherwise, the government
mustprohibitthcdivorl:C.
Chairman

Vice-Chainnen

Mao Zedong

Xiang Ving

"""'•"""""

Resolution on Issuing Tempumry

Tax Regulations
Adopted by the First Session ofthe
Central Executive Committee
(November 28, 1931)
1. Taxes collected constitute the principal sourccofthcstate'sfiacal revenues and
expenditures. In accordlnce with the provisions of the Constituticm, the Central Govern·
ment abolishes all land taxes, household levies, miscellaneous contributions and taxes, lijin, 1
and such imposed by the OUomindang warlords. and applies a unified pmgresstve tax.
Z. The unified progmsive taxation system collects only one kind of tax from all, in
whatever domain. The principle of taxation is, apart ftom placing the heaviest burden of
tax pl)'tnent on the exploiting classes, to handle matters according to the principle of
clus, exempting ftom the duty of payiq taxes the exploited classes and the poorest strata

among the masses.
3. At present, beciWRofthercvoluticmary war, the soviet areas throughout rbe country cannot be joined together as one. and given various other special cin:umstancea,
agricultural taxation can be based ODiy on the principal crop. For the time being no taxes
will be levied on any secondary crop. Moreover, as far as setting agricultural taxation
rates is concerned, the criterion for impositiOD of taxes begins with what ia over and above
the amount required for mcctins buic Jiving expenses. and the rate is calculated progressively from there. Those (whoae income is] below the standard are exempt from taxation.
Rich peallltls are taxed rather more heavily; for them, the figure for the starting point of
taxatiOD is to be half that for poor peasants and middle peasants. This principle having
been set, the government ofeacb province may establish an agricultural tax rate aceording
totbeactualsituationinthearea.
4. At ~t, in order ID develop the economy of the soviet areu,lhere is a tempomy
moratorium on commercial import and export taxes. and taxes on 1118miracturcd goods.
S. Theaetax regulations take efFectlfom December I, 1911.
Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee

Vice-Chainnen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZbqGuotao

Qur!IOIIR)8forlhisiUiisMaoZetiollgft, Vol.l,pp.17-18.
I. /Ita indkated in Pf"iollanotcs.lhc IUIII Wllill b'lnsit 1P impolcd on a wick variety ofpodl
movedbyroadotriver.
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Temporary Tax Regulations
Notice No. 4 of the Provisional Central Government
(December 1, 1931}

Arcicle I. Unified progressive taxation shall be established, and all land taxes, household levies, lijin, and other miscdlaneous conlributions and raxes of the Guomindang
government sball be abolished.
Article 2. Types of tax regulations: There shall be lhrcc types of taxes, namely commercial tax, agricultural tax, and industrial tax.

c•apter Z. Conunerclal Tu:
Article 3. Tax rates: For tbe tirm: being, then: shall be thirteen levels of commercial
capital tax, [for amounts] from 200 yuan to 100,000 yut~n. Taxes on income derived from
capital (that is to say, 101al profi15, DOl. the capilli itself) shall be levied according to !he
rates prescribed for the diJTemat levels. Tax rates on capital above IOO,OOOyuan shall be
fixed separately. The [tax) table is as follows:

,..,,
I

2
3
4

7

8

'

10
II

12
13

~
200-300
301-500
501-700
701-1,000

1,001-I,SOO
1,501-3,000
3,001-5,000
S,IXU-10,000
10.001-20,000
20.001-30,000
30,001-50,000
50,001--80,000
80,001-100,000

RatefDercentJ

2
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5

8
9.5
ll.S
)Jj

16
18.5

Article 4. Taxation mctbods: Tax mtes are sec according to lhe amount of a shop's
capilli! as entered on its operating license obtained from a financial organ of the govemmeDI. Thereafter, tax will be levied according to this rate.
Our~rotlhisteltlisMJIO~}i,Vol.],pp.l9-l4.
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Article 5. Tax periods: Each year shall be divided into two periods, bw seasonal
businesses should be !axed after they have completed their business(for the year).
Adicle 6. Tax exemption proced.W"eS:
a. All consumer cooperatives organized in accordance with the rules and regulations
concerning cooperatives promulgated by the government and regiSICICd with the
xian government are exempt from taxation upon report by the xian government to
the provincial govcmment in question.
b. Srreet vendors and peasants selling their surplus produce directly are all exempt
&om commercial taxes.
c. All those with commercial capital ofless than 200 yut~n are exempt from taxation.
d. Merchants who are in distress or have suffered unexpected damages may be exernp~ed fTom taxation after reporting to the governmeot and being investigated and
approved.
e. The govenunent may announce tax exemptions by decree at any time for certain
dailynecessitiesandmilitarysupplies.

(Note) At present agricultural production and commodity values in the countryside are
extremely complex and a uniform method of taxation cannot be established. Only the
principles of agricultural taxation can be determined. On the basis of these principles,
each province may detennine app!Opriatc agricultural taxes in light oflocal conditions.
Article 7. After the land has been distributed to the peasants, the amount ofthe annual
harvest per person and the necessary living expeDses per person shall be calculated by
diviWng the annual harvest ofthe main crop for the whole family by the number offamily
members. Then, on the basis of these standards, the minimum amount of income per
person on which tax is levied and the rate of progressive laxation shall be c:stablished.
Article 8. Only the main crop (rice and wheat) is taxable; sideline prod.IICIS are tax-exemptforthetimebeing.
Article 9. When tea-oil producing hills, conan and hemp fields, and orchards have
been redistributed as rice paddies and wheat fields, their produce becomes the main crop
and is likewise subject to taxation.
Article I0. Dependents of Red Army soldiers enjoy IIIli. exemption in accordance with
the regulations concerning preferential treatment for the Red Anny.
Article II. All farm laborers and WOikers to whom land has been distributed shall be
exempt from taxation.
Article 12. Poorpeasantswboscincome:s have reached the level oftaxationbutwho
still cannot support their families may be granted tax reduction or exemption by the
toWnShip soviet on a case-by-case basis.
Article 13. Taxes on former rich peasants should be somewhat heavier.
Article 14. Regions that haYe suffcm! floods or drought and other natural disasters. or
from depredations by While bandits, shall be granted tax exemption or reduction accordingtothescverityofthesiruation.
Aniele IS. Increased agricultural income resulting &om the improvement of seeds and
methods of cultivation is exempt &om taxation.
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Article 16. Agricultural produce obtained ftom the cultivation ofwasleland is exempt
from laXation for three years. Rich peasants may benefit ftom tax reduction or exemption
for one year in light of the cireumstaDccs of the harvest.
Article 17. Methods and periods for agricuiNral taxation: The taxes sl.ll'l 10 be levied
one or IWO months after the harvesting of the crops. During the period when taxes are
being collceled, each person io every family should pay the amount of tax required by the
rcgulationsregardingtaxratcs.
Anicle 18. Whether agricultural taxes take the form of cash or crops shall be delerminedinaccordancewiththewisbesoftbcpeasants.
The Melhod of Agriculrural Taxation of Jiaagxi Province is appended for reference by
all other provinces:
Agricultural Produce(D.m) 1
(Taxation starts when lhc average harvest
pel person pel family is over four dan
of dry unhusked rice.)
4

s

TaxRale(pcn:enll
I

6
7

4

8
9

6.S

10
II
12
13
14
IS

s

8
9.S
II
12.5
14.5
16.5

Taxation for rich peasants bc&ins at 2 DDn with a rale of I pcn:enl, at 3 DDn it is 2
pen:ent,andsooo.
Chapter 4. ladus1rild Tu:
Anicle 19. Production cooperatives that arc approved aad registered by xian governments may be exempted from lhe payment of taxes upon report to the proviDCial government by the .xian government.
Alticle 20. AI present, in order to promole the industrial developmelll of the soviet
areas, the tax on manufacrured products is not being levied for lhe time being.
Article 21. Industrial tax ralesare decermined according to lhe amount of capital, and
only the profits ftom the capital are taxable. [Industrial) tax rates will be established by a
separate regulation, but the rate must be lower than that for the tax on commerce.
I. As before, we distiiiJUisll between the unit of weight and the unit ofvolwne pronouliCed dtl11
by capitalizinJihe fim oflhese. (For exlellsive illustrations of !he way Mao used these in the 19305,
and the relation betwecnlhe two when dealiiiJ with Jlllin, see lhe Xunwu and Xinguo investiplions
inVolwnelll,pp.296-418,andinpanicular1101CI2,p.301.)
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Chapler S. AddldoDaiArlk:le

Article 22. These tax regulations shill come into rorcc on the date tbcy are promul-

"'""·

Chlimum ortbe Cenlrll.
Executive Comminee
Vice-Chainnen

MIOZedoDJ

XiangYing
ZhangGUOIIo

Resolution on the Marriage Regulations
Adopted by the First Session
ofthe Central Executive Committee
(November 28, 1931)
Under feudal rule., marriage between men and women is barbarous to the point of inhumanity, and the oppression and suffering borne by womea is even more extreme lhan that
borne by men. Only the victory of the workers' and pcasants' revolution, by which mea
and women rake the fint step toWard economic emancipation, leads to a change in the
marriage relaliODship between men and women. brina:in11hem freedom. At present, in the
soviet areas. 1 marriage between men and women has already achieved a basis ror free.
dom. The principle of freedom of marriage mUSI be established. and the whole feudal
system of ln"'JJged marriages and marriages involving compuh;ion or buying Ind. selling
must be abolished.
It remains a fact thai women have only just been liberated from feudal oppression, and
maay have suffered great physical bamt (such as bound feet), from which they have yet to
recover. In economic tenns,lhey arc still unable to be completely independent. At present,
therefore, as regards the problem of divorce, it is necessary to emphasize protection for
women and to place the greater pan of the obligations and responsibilities entailed by

divorce upon men.
Children are the masters of the new society. The old social customs., in particular,
neglected the nunuring or children, so special regulations have been esrablished ror the
protection or children.
These regulations are to be promulgated and enter into foR:e as or December I, 1931.
Ceatn.IExccutivcCommittee
Chainnan
Vicc.cbainnen

Moo ......
XiangVing
ZhangGuotao

Our~aun:erorlhis~extisMfiOZ«longji,Vol.l.pp.l7-31.

I. The words"intbcsoviccarcas"doiiOlappearinlheChinesctexlasrqwoduceclinlheMao
Udongji, Volume J. but an: included in lhe version contained in oSatwekll Z/IIIIIJIIICI. p. 207.

"'

Marriage Regulations
(Promulgated on December I, 1931)
Cbapler I. Gentnl Prlbdpln
Article I. The principle of freedom of marriage between men and women shall be
established. The whole feudal system of arranged marriages and of marriages involving

compulsion or buying and selling is abolished, and child brides 1are prohibited.
Article 2. Monogamy shall be practiced, and polygamy shall be prohibiled.
C.bapter2.Marriap

Anicle 3. The maniagc age: Males must be at least twenl)' years old lllld females must
beatleasteighteenyearsold.
Article 4. Maniagc between a man and a woman must have the consent ofboth sides.
and no compulsion may be employed by eilhcr party or by a third pany.
Article S. Maniage between men and women who are blood relatives within five
geDCnlltionsisprohibited.
Article 6. The marriage of those with venereal disCIIliC,Ieprosy, tuberculosis, and other
dangerous conugious diseases is prohibited. Those wilh lhe above-mentiOJied diseases
who have a doctor's permission to many after examinaticm may many .
.Miele 7. The maniageoftbose who sutler from menial illness orpmiysis is prohibilal.
Article 8. When a man and woman many, they must go 10gether to lhe towoship or
city soviet to registerUJd obtain a marriage ccrtific:ate. Bctrolhal rnoDcy, betrothal Jifts..
and dowries2 are abolished.
Cll~~~rttrl.

Divorce

Article 9. Freedom of divorce shall be established. If both panics., man llld woman,
agree to 1 divorce, lhe divorce shill lake effect If one party, either man or womao,
resolutely demands 1 divon:e,lhe divorce will also take effect
Article 10. When a man llld woman are divorced, they must have the divorce registered with the township or city soviet government.

Chapter 4. Tile C.re ofCbDdro after Divorce
Arlide II. The Jarina; ofchild!cn born prior to lhe divorce is lhe responsibility oflhe
man. If both tbe man and the woman wish to rear their children, the woman shaD have
custody.
Our source for lhese rquluimls i5AIGoadtmfjl, Vol.l, pp.l9-42.
I.The~ermll5ed./OIIg)'VIng.d.refastochildbridcswho.forrcasonsorpoveny.~~Rb<ou&htupin

lhcf"unilyorlheirf'ururehlllt.nds..
2. BetrothaiJJJOOq'fp;rrjill)andbamllud&iftsfpinli)wen=givcnbylhefunilyoflhcpoom!Othe
familyoflhcbride;dollTicsortrousseawt~IIC:OOnlpll\iedlhebricle!Ohcrncwhome.Tbese

p!Kiices-lllllprinci!l'ifonnsofthc"'bu)'ingandsellinf:·ebolishcdbyAJticlelorthis&lllllle.
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Article 12. Infants should be raised by the woman during the period when they are
being nursed.
Article 13. Land dislributcd to children tbllows the childmt wherever they go.
Article 14. Two-thirds of the necessll)' living expenses of children who are being
reared by the woman should be the responsibility orthe man, until the children are sixteen
years old. Methods of payment may take tbc fonn of paying cash or of cultivating the land
belonging to the children on their behalf.
Article 15. Only when a woman remarries., and the new husband is willing to provide
for the children, is the children's father relieved of responsibility for the living expenses of
the children.
Article 16. New husbands who wish to provide for stepchildren must register with the
mwnship or city soviet govenunent. Once regisrration has taken place, they have the
obligation to provide for the children until they become adults, and may not stop halfWay
or abuse the children.

Chaplet 5. Disposal of Property BeloagiDI to the Maa and W011111a After Divorce
Article 17. The man and woman shall each dispose independently of tbe land, prop·
erty, and debts which are their own. lftltey have been married for at least a year, property
that has increased in value as a result of joint management by the man and the woman
shall be divided equally between them. If there arc children, the property is divided
equally among the members of the family.
Article 18. The joint debt of the man and the woman incuned while they were living
together should be paid by the man.
Article 19. If neither the man nor the woman is willing to leave their house after
divorce, tbe man must sell part of his house to the woman so that she can live there.
Article 20. If the woman has not rcnwried after divorce, the man must provide fur
her, or cultivate land on her behalf, until sbe remarries.
Chapter 6. TbeCareofChildreiiBernO.IofWedlodt3
Article 21. Two-thirds of the !ivins expenses of the children bom without marriage
registration sbould be paid by the man who is proven to be the father. All the provisions
conllincdin Articles II to IS ofChapter4 areapplicablc.
Cllapter 7. Addldoaal Arddes

Article 22. Violations of these slalutes shall be duly punished in accordance with the
criminal law.
Article 23. This slalute shall come into force on the date of its promulgation.
Chainnan of the Cen1rlll Executive Commirtcc
of the Chinese Soviet Government
Vice-Chairmen

3. Lilmlly,"bomwhcnnomarriaphaabccnrqi!lend."

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

Detailed Regulations Rega:rding Elections
in the Chinese SI1Viet Republic
Adopted by the First Session
ofthe Central Executive Committee
(November 1931)

Cbapler I. General PriDCiplel

Article I. With a view to unifying electoral procedures within the borders of the
Soviet Republic, aod in accordance with the provisions regarding elections in
Articles 68 through 79 of the Constitution, these electoral regulatioos are hereby promul-

Chinese
go«d.

Article 2. These electoral regulations shall be effective everywhere within the borders
of the Chinese Soviet Republic.
Anielc 3. The Central Exe<:urive Comminee has the right to suspend or amend these
resulations.

Article 4. If there are questions about these regulations, or if disputes arise in tbc
course of their implementation, the aulhority to interpret them is vested in lhc Central

Executive Committee.
Cbapter :Z. Tille Right to VOle . .d the Right 10 Be Eleeted

Anicle S. In accordance with the provision of Anicle 68 of the Constitution, ..All
those people residing within the territory of lhe Chinese Soviet Republic who have atrained.lheageofsiXIeerl,reprdlessofsex,n:ligion,ornationality,havelberighltoelectand
be elected to !he soviets. These rights are, however, limited to lhc fOllowing types of people:
I. All those who do DOt exploil lhe labor of others, such as hired laborers, peasants,
independenllaborers,lhe urban poor, and lheir families;
2. Those who are scrvins in the navy, anny, and air force of the Chinese Soviel
Republic; and

3. Those in the afOrementioned 1wo groups who are currendy unable to work or are
unemployed."

Article 6. In accordance wilh lhe provision of Anicle 69 of the ConstiNiion, "People who
haveotrended in oneoflhe fuJ!owins ways~denied lhe righlto vole and lobe elecled:
0ur&aun:eforlhisleJI.IisMaoZedortgji,Vol.l,pp.27-l5.

"'

1. Those who exploillhe labor of Olhers (including rich peasanls);
2. Those who live offprofiiS from land and capilal, and do no11hemselves labor;
). Merchanls, capilalisls and their agcnls, brokers, and compradors;
4. Missionaries of the various religions, pas!OJS, priests, and Daoisl monks, geomancers and fonunc-lellcrs, and alllhosc whose profession is religious prosel)'lizing;
s. Policemen, detectives, mililary police, bureaucrats, and warlords of lhe
Guomindang and otbcr reaclionary govemmenls, and members of reaclionary parlies who oppose the interesls of the workers and peasants;
6. The mentally ill;
7. Those who have been convicted of a criminal offense by a court and an: serYing
lheirscn1enccs;
8. Family membersofthoscwho fall under(!), (2), (3). (4).and (5)."
Article 70 oflhe ConstiiUtion also slipulales as follows: ..Anyone belonging to one of
the 1hn:e categories of people lisled under Article 68 of lhis Conslitulion who has offended under any of the subheadings of Article 69 is also denied the right to vote and the
righltobeeleCied.'"

Chapler J. Orpns ror Cooducda&: Electio•s
Article 7. Pursuant to the provisions of Article 71 of the Conslitution, the organs for
conducting elec1ions sball be as follows:
I. In Ulban areas, eleclions shall be carried OUI by eleclion committees of nol more
lhan nine members organized by tbe city soviels.
2. In rural areas, eleclions shall be carried out by the election committee organized by
lhe disaict executive committce. and comprising not more lban eleven members for
lheentiredistricl.
Article 8. In large cilies and districts, branch election committees should be sci up
under !he city cleclion committees and !he disaict eleclion commiltees, to carry out their
work under the dilection of !he general eleclion conunincc.
Article 9. Members of !he elec1ion conunittecs are to be reponed by lhe city soviets
and dislrict soviets to lhexion executive committees for review, and then 10 be reported by
lhe xian execmivc comminees to the provincial executive committees or their presidium
for approval and appointment Only residents oflbe given locality are eligible. In special
eircumSiances, higher-level govemmeniS may appoint individuals who are not residents of
lheiocalityinquestion.
Article 10. Chairmen of city soviets and township soviels may no1 become members
or chainnen of elee1ioa committees.
Chapter 4. Eleetio• Procedures
Article II. Registration ofvoters must be carriedov.t IWOwecks before !be begirming
oftheelections.
Article 12. Individuals may be designated by the election committee as voter rqi811'8.-
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tion officers. Those people who are organiud may be regis~en:d by lhe respective organizations. Those who arc not organized may be registered by lhe individuals specially
engaged for this purpose.
Article 13. At the time of registration a voter registration form as laid down by tbe
Central Executive Conuninee must be filled out.
Arlicle 14. After registration, voter registration fonns must be sent to the election
committee.
Article IS. When reJistration has been completed, the election committee must annoum:e the total number of voters in the par1icular area and the number of deputies to be
elected.
Article 16. Before an election begins, the election committee must, through the cily
soviet or executive conunittee, make public the list orindividuals deprived of their right to
Arlicle 17. The election conuninee must announce in advance 10 each area, group, and
enterprise the place and date of the election meeciiiJ.
Article 18. In the cities, elections are 10 be conducted on the basis of production units.
Those individuals who cannot take part in the election on the basis of production units
may hold election meetings in designated places in the area. The families of workers and
toilers participate in the eleetions in t~ same place as the WOlters and toilers themselves.
In rural areas, election meetings are held in the villages, wbicb serve as the basic units.
Several small villages may joimly convene an election meeliiiJ.
Article 19. After resistration, tbe election committee must give all those entitled to
vote a notice regarding the elections, inf"onniiiJ them of the time and place of the election
meecing. Only when they have received such a notice can voters enter the place where the
electionmeetingishcld.
Article 20. The election conunittee has the right to boJrow any public place or private
house as the location for an election meeting.
Article 21. The site for holding the election meeting should be prepared beforehand
by the election conuninec. At the entrance 10 the meeting place., a specially appointed
person must register people and admit only those presenting election notices.
Article 22. The presidium of an election meetins is composed of three persons. Two
of them are selected by the election meeti11Ji the other is the chainnan of the election
committee or its plenipotentiary representative. In addition, a secretary is 10 be selected to
keep the minutes of the proceedings.
Article 23. The chainnanship of the presidium of an election meeting must be assumed by the chainnan of the election committee or its plenipotentiary representative.
Article 24. After declarins the election mectins to be in session, the chairman m\151 announce the nwnberofpcople in aaendanc:c, and whether or not it is in amfonnity with lhe law.
Arlicle 25. The agenda ofthc election meeting has been laid down as follows:
I. The chairman or plcnipotl:nliary repmentative of the election committee announces,
pursuant to Articles 68, 69, and 70 of the Constitution, who has the right to VOle
and be elected, and who has been deprived ofthese rights.
2. Electionofdeputies.
3. Election of alternate deputies.
4. Adoption of proposals put forward by the constituents for the deputies 10 take with
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Article 26. The minutes of the election meeting. the list of those registered as attending, as well as all docwnents n:laccd 10 the elcclion, are 10 be scntiO the election commi1tee10vcrif'ylhcresultsoftheeleclion.
Article 27. The minutes of the election meeting must be signed by all members of the
prcsidium,andbylhesecretary.
Article 28. The election meeting may proceed if more than half of the total number of
votcrSarepresentatlhemeeting.
Article 29. If the number of voters present at the elcclion meeting is below the lepl
quol'\lm, an announcement must be made that the meeting is postponed, and the election
comminee must fix another date for recouvening it. In the event thatlhe elcclion meetiiiJ
isrescheduled,newelectionnoticesmustbedistributed.
Anicle 30. If the sa::ond elcclion meeting again fails to meet the legal quorum and is
thus postponed, the third election meeting called may proceed to elect the required number of deputies, whether or not the number of people present meets the legal quorum.
Article 31. Written ballots are not used in the voting; the result is dctennincd rather by
ashowofhands. Those for whom the mosthandsarcraiscdarcelected.
Article 32. Whether the names of candidates shall be put forward individually or in a
complete list may be decided acc:ordiiiJ to the wishes of the majority of the voten present
at the meeting.
Article 33. Deputies and altcmate deputies may not be elccted at the same time. The
voting for deputies must tint be completed, and then alternate deputies may be elected.
Chapter 5. Procedures for Eleetbla Deputies to Workers'. Paants'.
and Soldiers' Sovlels at Various Levell, and the Proportion
Belween Dep•tles and Rnhlnll

Article 34. The deputies to township soviets of wotkm, peasants and soldiers are
elected by a meeting of the voters in the entire township. Every fifty residents may elect
one deputy to the township soviet of workers, peasants and soldiers.
Article 35. City soviets of workers, peasants. and soldiers arc elected by a meeting of
the voters in the entire city. Every two hundred residents may elect one deputy to the city
soviet.
(Note) In addition to the deputies to the township and city soviets of workers, peasants.
and soldiers, alternate deputies should be elected; their number should be based on the
ratio of one alternate deputy to five deputies.
Article 36. The deputies to township soviets of workers, peasanu, and soldiers elect
rcpresenlltives to the district congress of soviets of workers', peasants' and soldiers'
deputies. The number of rcprcscntalives is 10 be one for every four hundred residents.
Article37. Then:prcscnllltivcstothedistrictcongressesofsovietsofworkers,peasants, and soldiers, and the deputies to the city soviets of workers, pcaaants, UJd soldiers
elect representatives 10 the.:dan congress of soviets of workers, peasants. and soldiers. The
number of represenratives shall be in the proportion of one for every 500 urban residents,
and one for every I ,.SOO rural residents.
Article 38. The representatives 10 thcxitul congresses of soviets of workers. pcaaants.
and soldiers, and 10 the congresses of soviets of workers. peasants. and soldiers in the
cities directly under the jurisdiction of the provincial government elect delegates makiiiJ
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up the provincial conaress or soviets of workers, peasants and soldiers. The number or
delegales is determined by the proportion of one delegate for every S,OOO urban residents,
11Ddonerepresentativeforevery2S,0001'11r1111residents.
Article 39. The delegaleS 10 the provincial conpses of soviets of workers, peasants,
and soldiers, and the congrases of soviets of workers, peasants, and soldiers in the cities
direclly under the jurisdiction of the Central Government elect the deleptes making up
the national congress of workers', peasants'. and soldiers' deputies of the Chinese Soviet
Republic. The number of delegates is based on the ratio of one for every fifty thousand
1'11r1111 residents end one for every teD thousand urban residents.
Article 40. The qualir!Citions of delegates 10 district, .xian, or provincial congresses of
the soviets of workers., peasants. and soldiers must be verified by the credentials committee organized by the congress of soviets at the level in question.
Article 41. Any area where the number of residents is below the legal minimum
should also elect one delegate. with the right to speak but not to vote.
Article 42. The armed detachments of workers and peasants and Red Army units in
aiCliSundl:rlhejurisdictionoflhedistrictsovietstakcpertinlheelec:tionoflhedistrictsoviet;
the armed detechments of workers and peuants and Red Army unill under the jurisdiction of
lhe.xitut soviets take pan in the election ofthexitln soviets; and the anned detachmerus of
workers and peasants and Rod Anny units WKierthejuriscliction ofthe provincial soviels, as
welluthosenotunderthejurisdictionoftheprovincialsovietbutlocatedwithinthetenitory
oftheprovince.llkepartinlheelectionofthcprovinc:ialsoviels. ElectionrulesfortheRed
Army are to be issued 1Cp1181ely by the Caltral Executive Committee.

Cbapler 6. Recopltlon aad Annubnnl of Bule
(City aad Towulhlp) EleedoM and Reali of Deputies
A.nicle 43. Only elections conducted in accordance with the Constitution, and with the
procedures laid down in the present regulations, are considered legitimate and must be
recoguizedusuch.
Article44. lfuelcction is conducted in violation oftheConstitution and the procedures laid down in these rt:gulations, voters may lodge a complaint II the city soviet or the
dialrict executive comminee. The soviet government concerned must orgazaize a committeetoinvestigetethematterafterreceiving such complaints.
Article 4S. At the conclusion of the election, the election comminee must gather
together all the documents regarding the election and deliver them to the city soviet or the
di.strictexecutivecommitteeforinspection.
Article 46. The city soviet or district executive committee, upon receiving the documents 'of the election, must organize a special committee to inspect them.
Article 47. If some part of the elections is found not to have conformed to the electoral
procedures, the city soviets and the district executive committees have the right to partial
annulmentoftheseelections.
Article 48. If tbe elections u a whole are found to have violated the electoral procedures, the right to annul such elections is vested in the soviet government 11 the ne11.1
higher level.
Article 49. When disputes arise regarding tbe legitimacy of elections, it should be
resolved by the city soviet and the district executive committee.
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Article 50. The Cennl Eucutive Committee is the organ with ultimate a\Uhority to
decideelectonllappeals.
Article St. If any deputy of the city and township soviets fails to fulfill his responsibilities, violates the trust of the people. or commils illegal acts, the city or toWnShip soviet
must expel him. Vaters also have the right to recall such 1 representative. Moreover, a
special election should be held. Such circumstaDces must be reported to the soviet sovemmentatthenexthigberlevelforapproval.
Chapter 7. Fundlna: for ElectiOIU
Article 52. The cost of holding elections is to be borne by the nationaltrea.sury.
Article 53. Each election committee must prepare an election budget, which is to be
reponed by the city soviet or the district executive committee to the xfan executive
committee for approval; it is to be paid for out of election funds appropriated by the
Central Executive Committee.
Anicle 54. At the conclusion of the election, the election committee must make a
financial report to the city soviet or the district executive committee and prepare final
accounts, which are to be reported by the city soviet or the district executive committee to
the;rianeucutivecommitteeforapproval.
Chapter 8. A.ddtdonal Provllious
Article 55. These electoral regulations lake effect on the day they are promulpted.
Chainnan of the Central Executive Committee
of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Mao Zedong
Vice-Chairmen

XiangVing

ZhangGuotao

Labor Law
Passed by the First National Congress of Chinese
Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers 'Soviets
(November 19311)

Cbapler 1. Geaenl Priaclplel

Article I. All hiiCd WOJkers in enterprises, factories. workshops. and all other productive enterprises and agencies (including sw~ed. coopdtive, and private) arc to
benefit from the provisions of the Labor Law.
Article 2. Fightas and commanders perfonning military service in dtc navy, army,
and air force of the Chinese Soviet Republic arc not subject to the regulations of this
Labor Law.
Article J. Any collective colltrlet, labor contract, or OCher labor agreement, whether
already ill. effect or not, is void if the working conditions provided for therein are worse
than those prescribed by this Labor Law.
Article 4. Fann laborers. lumber workers. seasonal workers, tnmsport workm, coolies, housemaids, cooks, aDd others with particul1r conditions of work, in addition to
enjoying lhe general provision& of this Labor Law, also benefit from pllticular provisions
on working conditions promulpll:d by the Ctnllal Executive ConuniUee, the Council of
People's Commissars, and lhe Ca!.tral Commissarial of Labor specifically tor such wcxkm.
Article S. The maximum weigbt of loads to be carried by coolies (including sieVedora, rickshaw pullers, boat towers. sedan carriers, and porten) will be sepuately regulated by lhe Ceutral Commissariat of Labor. In ldctition, the rights under Ibis Labor Law
to which independent laborers are entitled when they are binld by others will be seplllllc]y
laid out in detail by the Central Commissariat of Labor.
COpter 2.

Proeedan~l'or llhilll Labor

Article 6. Workm must be hired lbrough labor union& and labor exchanges, and in
ICCOI'dance with collective conlnlcts. All form• ofcoanct labor, contramaal systems, and
Jill& boss system~ curied out by so-called foranen, con1nlc1orl, compradon, or any
privateagenciesan:strictlyprobibited.
Article 7. Alll1bor exchange~ must be organized by the labor dcpartments2 11 various
Ourmi!Rleforthiltntisltlt10Zet/tmcft,Vol.),pp.69-82.
I, PronlulpiCdonJanuuy 1.1932.
2. Th1 Olinae lerm is bu, commoDiy Nlldmid "miniilry." ID lhil volume we llanlllle il II
~'wbcnilld"atto~CCIIInll ~l.llrld"dcpanmcnl"whcailld"cniOiowcrlcvela.
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levels. Private individuals are strictly prohibiled fi'om establishing labor exchanges or
employment agencies.
Article B. Demanding tbat workers pay a fee for finding employment or deducting a
fee for this service ftom their wages is strictly probibiled and will be severely p1D1ished.
Article 9. All those seeking employment must regisler at the labor exchanges established by the Central Commissariat of Labor in various areas, and have their names
entered on the list of unemployed laborers.
Chapler J, CoUeethre Coatrads aad Labor Contradl

Article I0. Collective contnlcts are collective agreements reached by llbor unions on
bebalfoflhe workers lnd employees on the one hand and employm on the other. In such
collective contm:ls, the conditions of employment for hired laborers provided by enterprises, organs. families. and private employers are set forth, as is the content of the labor
contm:ts that will be signed by individual laborers and their employers.
Article II. The conditions of the collective contract are valid for every employee
within the enterprise or organ, whether or not he has joined the lsborunion.
Article 12. Collective contracts a!R&dy registered with the Commissariat of Labor
take effect on the day they sre signed by the two sides or on the date specified in the

"""""'
Article 13. Labor contm:ts are
established between one or more workers
their employer. Any labor contract in which the conditions are worse than those
sgrecmcnls

snd

stipulated in the current Labor Law and in collective contm:ts is null and void. The
duration of limirod collective contriCIS and labor contracts is not to exceed one yesr.
Labor unions have lhe right to demlnd the abrogation of contracts before their expiration.
Cbapler 4. Houn of Work

Article 14. For all hired laboms, thenonnal work day shall not exceed eight hours, in
accordance with the provisions of this Labor Law.
Article IS. Young workers between the ages of sixteen and ei&hteen may not work
more than six hours during a nonnal work day. Child laborers between the ages of
fourteen lnd sixteen may not work more than four hours a day.
Article 16. All workers who work in industrial sectors harmful to their health (such as
underground mining. and work with lead, zinc, and other toxic [substances]) must have
tbeir work day reduced to six hours or leu. The types of industries hannful to the health
of the workera, lnd the number of hours to which the work day is to be reduced in each
cue, are to be determined and promulpled by the Central Commissariat of Labor.
Article 17. All night workers are to have tbeir work time reduced by one hour as
compared to the regular working day (a regular eight hour day is reduced to seven. a
seven hour day is reduced to six, and so on). (Note: The time from 9 P.M. until the next
moming at [X] A.M.l is called the night shift.)
Article 18. Unless special permiaion is granted by tbe labor inspectomte or lhe labor
3. Tbespc.;if!Chourilmissilllinlhetelllusal,andilisuru:larwhelhlll"oneotlwochlnc:tcrsue

mi•na.
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unions to certain industrial sectors, no industry or seasonal cmploymeut may permit
ovenime work in excess of the hours specified by this Labor Law.
ChapterS. RestTima

-·

Article 19. Every worker must regularly have forty-two hours ofcominuous reSI per

Anicle 20. Workers in all euterprises must be giveu at least two weeks' vacation with
pay after six months of continuous employmcat. Workers employed in industries harmful

to their health must be given at least four weeks' vacation with pay every year.
Article 21. All work must stop without exception on the following commemorative

dates and holidays:
(a) JaniW)' I, New Year's. (b) January 21, commemorating the deatb of the leader
of the world revolutiotl, Lenin. (c) February 7, commemorating the massacre of the
workers on the Beijing-Wuhan railway by the warlords. (d) March 18, commemoratina the Paris Commune. (e) May I, International Labor Day. (f) May 30, antiimperialist day of commemoration of the trqcd.y of May 30th. (g) November 7,
commemoratiq; the prolerarian revolution, and the establishment of the Chinese
Soviet Republic. (8) December II, commemorating the Guangzbou Uprising.
(Note) Labor depanments II all levels should consult with local labor federations
and establish local commemorative days as special holidays, in accordance with
local conditions. Wages are paid on holidays and commemorative days.
Article 22. On the day before each holiday and commemmative day, the work day
may not exceed six houn.
Anicle 23. The daily work time specified by this Labor Law includes time for a meal
of between half an hour and one hour, for which pay is not to be deducted.
Article 24. Workers' and employees' sick leave and matemity leave should not be
included in the calculation of the nonnal holidays covered by Article 20.
Cbapter6. Waps
Article ZS. No worker may receive wages lower than the real minimum wage specified by the Commissariat of Labor. The Commissariat of Labor detennines the minimum
wages for all indusaial sectors II least once every three months.
Article 26. The actual wage rate within all types of emaprises (stlle-GWned or private) is to be detenniDCd through collective contracts between workers (reprqented by the
delegates of the labor unions) and owners or managers of the enterprises.
Article 27. Workers must receive double wages for all overtime work specially permitted by the labor iDSpectod.tes and labor unions.
Article 28. When work is authorized on bolidays or commemorative days by tbe labor
inspectorate. workers must receive double wagca.
Article 29. Female worlcers and young workers are to receive equal pay for equal
work in comparison to adult male and fem1le workers. Although cbild wolkers and youq;
workers work reduced bours. their WlgCS must be calcullled on a lUll-day basisiCCOJ'diiiJ
tothewagescalesfortbeiroccupations.
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Article 30. Wages for the night shift must be: higher than nonnal wages. A one-sev·
cnlh increase is given to those who work eight hours. A one--fifth irK:rcese is given to
those: who work six hours (dangerous work). For piecework, if it is pcrfonned at night,
those who work eight hours should rca:ive a one--fifth increase over their nonnal pay in
additiontothewagcsducthem.
Article 31. All wages musl be paid in cash (no paymentS in kind are allowed); they
must be paid regularly every week or every half month (no delay beyond haifa month is
allowed, ud any fonn of postponement is forbidden); moreover, wages are to be: paid
directly to workers.
Article 32. Vacation pay for wortcrs and employees during regular unual vacations
istobcpaidinadvance.
Article 33. (Pay for) piecework may be worked out by collective contmcts between
workers (represented by labor unions) and employers. For all piecework, daily average
productivity and a daily median wage must be stipulated (calculated according to the
amount of time each item takes in each partieular industry).
Clulpter 7. Ji'emlle Workers, Youaa Workers. and Cblld Worken

Article 34. Apan ftom the geueral rights laid down in the various chapters of this
labor law, female workers, young workers, and child workers benefit from the following
special provisions for the prolection of female worken, young workers, and child workers.
Artiole 35. Female workers, young workers, and child workers are prohibited from
worlr.ing in all especially strenuous or dangerous industrial sectors. The industrial sectors
in which female workers, young WUTkers, and child workers may not work will be determined and announced by the Cenbl.l Commissariat or labor (for example, undergrowld
work in mines; work in rubber, lead, copper, glue, silver, and tin factories. foldldries, and
other similar mines and workshops; or work felling trees in excessively high or low
piiCCS).
Article 36. Female workers are forbidden to work in any enterprise in which lifting
weights in excess or 40 kilograms is required If some female workers must be included
in certain special industries or production processes, the work lime for female workers
must not excccd. two-thirds of the nonnal worlr. time.
Article 37. Male and female workcn wukr !be age or eighteen. pregnant women. and
nursing women workers are stric:lly prohibited from working the night shift.
Alticle 38. Female workers engaged in manual labor shall have eight weeks of paid
leave before and after childbirth. Female employees engaged in intellectual work (such 11
female clerks and sec:rewies) shall have six weeks of paid leave before and after childbirth. In case of premature birth (miscaniage) the paid leave is for two weeks.
(Note) Pay for leave before and after childbirth and fur miscaniage is to be provided
by the factory owner. If a social security agency has already been established, it is to be
paidbythesocialsccurityagency.
Article 39. Female wodccn may not be fired five months before or nine months after
childbirth. They may not be sent out on business or transferred elsewhere without their

........

Article 40. Nursing female workers, iD addition ro benef'lling ftom the provisions or
Article 23 of this labor law, are lO have half an hour's rest every three hours to nurse; no
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pay deduction is permitted. Moreover, nursing rooms and nurseries must be established in
factories; the factories are raponsible for hiring people 10 look after the children.
Article 41. The hiring of males or females under the age of fourteen is strictly prohibited. Child laborers between the ages of fourteen and sixteen may be hired only after
authorization has been obtained from the labor inspectorate.
Article 42. Every enterprise must have complete and detailed records of the ages,
work time, and wages of young workers and child workers.
Article 43. Factory or commercial schools are to be established to raise the technical
levels of young workers and provide them with remedial education; funding is to be
provided by the factory owners. The oJd-style apprentice system and all kinds of systems
using training pay scales are strictly prohibited. Any conditions (wages, work hours,
benefits, etc.) that are inferior to those specified in the provisions of this Labor Law are
declared invalid.

Article 44: No organs or enterprises are permitted 10 operate, set up business, or move
withoutinspectionandauthorizationf'rqmthelaborinspectorate.
Article 45. All machines must be equipped with protective devices. No new machines
can be added to the facilities that have not been inspected by the labor inspectontc and
providedwithappropriateprotectivedevices.
Article 46. All enterprises, regardless of their nature, must issue work uniforms to
their workers; the types of these special uniforms and the periods dwing which they are to
be worn will be explicitly specified by the Central Commissariat ofLabor.
Article 47. In those enterprises where working conditions and production processes
are particularly harmful to the health of the workers (such as abnormal temperatures and
poisonous fumes), the management of the enterprise must provide workers with special
protective uniforms and other protective materials (such as eye protection equipment,
masks, breathing devices, soaps, and special foods such as meats and milk). In enterprises
where poisonous substances are present, decontaminiDts and decontamination equipment
must be provided. Such equipment is not to be paid for by the workers. These enterprises
must also provide regular physical examinations for the workers to protect their health.
Article 48. All types of fines and pay deductions are strictly prohibited. It is also
prohibited to require compensation for losses. AI lhe same time, IDY type of levies on
workers in the fonn of deposits or savings plans after they are hired is strictly forbidden.
Article 49. There mil)' be no pay deduction for work stoppages which are the fault of
the factory owners (such as breakdown of machinery, lack of raw materials, and the
(actory owners' tai\ure to implement the regulations of the soviets).
Article SO. No pay may be deducted for workers' participation in the election of
soviets, atteadance II soviet congresses or 11 congresses and mectinp of the labor union,
taking responsibility for the work of the factory committee, appearing as a wibless or
expert witness. or serving IS a juror II the demand of a court, regardless of whether the
absence from work is long or shan.
Article S I. A worker or employee who loses his job as a result of ccmscription into the
Red Anny must be given three months of average pay in adv111ce.
Article 52. The employer is required to provide workers with the tools with which 10
work; pay may not be deducted for use of such tools. If workers use their own tools. the
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employer is required to reimburse them at the original price. Details regarding the procedure are to be specified in collective contracts.
Article 53. Factories must provide the capital 10 build dormitories for workers and
allocate them, free of charge, to workers111d their families. In ractoricswberenodonnitories have been built, the faciOiy owners must provide an equivalent sum as monthly
housing subsidy.
Article S4. If workers and employees voluntarily annul the work con1riC1, the employer must provide scverancc pay of haifa month's median wages. If employers dismiss
workers and employees, they must provide severance pay of three months' median wages.
Anicle 55. !fa worker or employee temporuily loses his ability 10 work, the employer
must keep his job for him attbe original median wa&e·
Aniclc 56. The labor illS]*tors monitor the application of the Labor Law. Whenever
labor inspectors conclude that a certain enterprise is in imminent danger of harming the
health and lives ofits workers, the inspectors have the right 10 shut down the enlcrprisc in
queslion. The duties of labor inspectors will be defined separately by the Ministry of
Lo....
Article 57. All occupational diseases contrlctcd in the course or the production process once a worker is employed are considered by the Labor Law as equivalent 10 &e:Ci·
dents Oft the job, and WliJCS dminJthC illnCIS must be paid in fUll.
Chapter 9. The AII-ChJn1 Fedtra.don or Labor and
Other Loclll Orpnlzatlons

Article 58. The AU-China Federation of Labor is ruganiud to unite the workm and
employees in enrerprises and organs throughout the country. Individual labor unions and
other local organizations muse be formed according 10 the statutes adopted by the National
Congress of the All-China Federation of Labor. Those unions that are not formed on the
basis or these Sla1Utes may not be called labor unions l!ld may not enjoy the lepl riJhts or
labor unions.
Article 59. The soviets guarantee &eedom of action for labor unions, which have tbe
right to declare and lead strikes. represent workers in negotiations, l!ld sign contracts. The
industrial labor federations in each province and .:cUzn must represent workers in a given
industry or commercial sector, or in a given locality, in signing collective contracts.
Article 60. All collective contracts and laborcontraciSare carried out under the supervision of flctory or shop committees, for these are the basic organizations of the labor
unions in the enterprises. They must also monitor the implementation of the labor law and
other decrees relatinJtO the problems of labor.
Article 61. The primary task of the labor union is to represent individual workers or
collective JI"OUPI in protectiiiJ the interests of all hired laborers, as well as to find ways to
improve the workers' economic and cultural conditions as a whole, and 10 use every
means 10 participate actively in, strengthen the development of, and protCCt the soviet
movement and the Soviet Government.
Article 62. In all state-oWned IJid cooperative enterprises, labor unions dim:tly participate and assist in economic and adminislmlive matters in these enterprises. In private
industries, labor unions set up special organs to monitor production.
Article 63. 1bc Soviet Government provides material assistance toward thc organiza-
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lion of labor unions; it grants labor unions preferential terms in enjoying public services
provided by the municipal government sucb as postal, telephone, and telegraph services.
electricity, and nmning water, as well as railway and rivcrtranspOI"'alion.
Anicle 64. fmploycrs supply an additional 2 percent of the total wage bill for the
operatingexpenscsoflhe labor unions; theyalsosupplyanadditionall percent for the
cultural expenses of the workers.
Article 6S. Employers must obtain the agreement of !he labor unions to fire workers.
The factory committees and ahop committees of the labor unions represent workers in
joining the Committee of Adjudication to resolve all conflicts between labor and capital.
Article 66. Every factory and shop committee works directly to protect the workinJ
conditions of the workers in that industry. The factory committee in each industry must
organize a special committee on the protection oflabor, which is to be formed by selecting three to seven activist workers. The committee's timction is (a) to monitor the application of all provisions of the Labor Law relating to the protection of labor and collective
contncts and (b) to monitor the implementation of the rec:ommendatiOJIS recorded in the
inspectionreportsbythelaborinspcctorate.
Article 67. Labor unions have the right to recommend to the Soviet Government the
promulgation of various types of labor decrees, as well as to nominate labor inspectorS.
Members of the factory committee holding identifiCation from the factory committee have
the right freely to enter lftd leave the factory, and to visit any part of the factory.
COpter 10. Sodlllasuranee

Article 68. Social insurance is extended to all hired laborers, whether employed in
state-owned industries, cooperatives, or private industries. and regardless of lengdl of
service or fimn of wages received.
Anicle 69. In addition to paying the wages due, employers are to pay between 10 and
IS percent of the total swn of wages to serve u a social insurance timd. The rates of
social insurance will be promulpted by the Central Commissariat of Labor in a special
directive. It is absolutely impennissible to collect social insurance fees from the insured or
to deduct them ftom the wages of workers.
(Note) Social insunnce funds must absolutely not be used for purposes unrelated to
theinsuraneeoftheworkers.
Article 70. The types of social insurance benefit payments are as follows:
a. Free medical assistance, which pays medical costs both for routine illnesses and for
work-related illne&SCS, injuries, and occupational diseiiSCI. The families ofwort.ers
similarlyenjoyfrcemedicalassistance.
b. Temporary disability compensation--equivalent to wages during absence ftom
work as a result of illness, injury, quaraDtine, pregnancy, maternity, and home-care
for sick family members.
c. Unemployment allowance--(i) Members of labor unions may receive unemployment allowance after being employed for more than one year. Non-members of
labor unions may receive unemploymCJit allowance only if they have worked for
more than two years. (ii) In order to receive such an allowance, unemployed workers muat reaister at the employmentiJCncy or the labor unions in their localities;
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they must also produce official proof ofhaving been employed or membership cards
of labor unions. (iii) The duralion of receiving unemploym:mt allowance may be
limited IC:COrdingto the local situation or the conditions of social security funds. But
Wlemployed workers may COJJtinue 10 receive other allowances 10 which they are
entitled.
d. Disability, old-age, and sickness compensation-when a worker, Wider nonnal cir·
cumstances. suffers partial or complete disability as a result of an accident or an
occupational disease. or when he becomes too old 10 work, he may receive cub
compa~sation after a special committee has investigated and detcnnined the degree
and nature of the disability, as well u the family's ciTCumstanc:es.
e. Subsidies for infants--when a child is born 10 a worlcer, he may receive a subsidy 10
puTChue a ten-month supply of milk and other necessities for the child. The total
amount of this subsidy must not, however, eKCeed two months' wages.
f. Funeral subsidie&--efuneralsubsidywill be received from the social insurance
department when a WOJkeror a member of his family dies.
g. Welfm'e relief for families of worker.---. family that relies exclusively for subsistence on a worker's income should receive welfare relief if that worker dies or
disappears. The amount aud duration of this welfare relief payment are 10 be determined upon examination by a special committee according 10 the size of the
WOJker's family. Workers who have bee11 employed by any enterprillC for more du
six moftths are entitled 101his payment.
(Note) Sickness compensation can be paid out ftom the first day of sickness and
may reach the same amount as the wages. but must not exceed the maximum
amount that hu been set. Workers who are disabled because of their occupations
may also receive sickness compensation up 10 the amount set for disability compensation.
(Note) Unemployment allowance for underage workers should be paid 10 them
reprdless of the length of their employment and the type of work they do.
Article 71. Employers are not allowed co interfere in the management of the Department ofSociallnslll'8nCCorthe usc of the social insurance fUnd. Employers merely fulfill
the duty of paying the insurance premiums. The management commiltee of the IIXlial
insurance orpn is elected by the COllgre&S of labor W'lions aud approved by tbe government; it manages the colleclioft and use of the social insurance funds under the supervision oflhe labor unions and the Commissariat oflabor.
(Note) Before the Dcpar1mcnt of Sociallnsurance is established, lhc types of compensation listed in this section are the responsibility oflhcemployer.
Ch•pter 11. Orpn1 Respolllible for RaaiYin&IAibor-Ciipltlll
ConOkt1 and VlollldODI of the IA!bor Lllw

Article 72. All cases involving violations of the Labor Law and disputes between
l&bor and capital may be either adjudicated by the Labor Lllw Tribun&l of the People's
Court, whose decisions &reenforced, or peacefully resolved by the Committee of Adjudi·
eaton, formed by repmentatives oflabor IUid Cllpital, and the Arbitration Council, set up
withift lhc Commissariat of Lllbor. The operational details of the Committee of AdjudiCII-
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tors and tbe Arbitration Council arc 10 be issued separately by the Centtal Commissariat

oflabor.
Article 73. All violations of the Labor Law, and of all decrees relating 1o labor
problems, collective conb'aCts, and so on, arc 1o be dealt with by the Labor Law Tribunal
of the People's Coun, regardless of !he types ofpunisluncnt imposed on !he violators by
!he criminal law.

Article 74. Whm questions or disputes atise over the application of tbe Labor Law,
!he Central Commissariat of labor in!erprets !hem. In soviet areas !hat have not yet been
linked up with the Central Soviet Area, !he provincial labor department of the soviet area
interprets them.
Article 75. In soviet areas that have not yet been linked up with the Central Soviet
Area, the highest organ of state power of the soviet area has the same ri&hts as the Central
Commissariat of Labor 10 issue all administrative regulllions and fonns.

Temporary Organizational Regulations for
Local Soviet Governments
Adopted by the First Session 1 of
the Central Executive Committee
(November 1931)

Article I. With a view 10 unifYing the internal organization of local soviet governments at all levels., these temporuy regulations an: promulgated in accordance with tbc
Constirurion.
Article 2. Soviet governments at all levels within lhc terriiOty of the Chinese Soviet
Republic should slrictly obey these rcgula1ions in building up sound and comprehensive

organiwionsandworltmethods.
Article 3. The right to suspend or revise these regulations is vested in the Central
Executive Committee.
Anicle 4. The right to interpret these rqulations in case questions or disputes arise in
the course of their practical application is vested in the Central Executive Committee.
Cbapter 2. Towasblp Soviets

Allicle 5. TOWilship soviets ue the organs of political power for the entire rownsbip,
elected by the volefS of the whole toWnShip in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitution. They are the basic organizalions orsoviet political power.
Article 6. A township soviet shall not establish an cxccutivc corrunittee or presidium,
but rather an indjvidual chairman. Large toWnship soviets may have one deputy chainnan.
In tbc abseDCC of the chairman, an acting chainnan must be elected 10 exercise tbc
functions and powers of the chainnan.
Article 7. A township soviet is not divided into sections; all matters are the responsibility of lhc soviet as a whole. When specifiC issues require attention for a rime, ad hoc
committees may be organized to handle them. For example. during the confiscation and
redistribution of land, a land conuninee should be organized to cany out this work, and so
Oursoun:efOI'Ihis!exl isMauzao,gji. Bujua~~. Vol. 3.pp.303-17.
1. The lell.l here rcacls diylcl qiiQnti i111iyl. ""First Plenum"" or""Firsl Plenary Session.MThe reference
is manifestly 10 lhe same meni111 81 which the Marriage Repluio1111, tnnslaled above. were adopled,
and lhe clwaclmi qrumti an= not prescn1 in !hal document To avoid confusion. we have omitted

Mplenary"hc:rc.
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on. As members of these ad hoc committKs. in addition to deputies to the township soviets,
ICtiviSIS in lhe toWnShips may be invited to participate. Those who puticipare in !be work of
lhecommiaeesonsucbaleii'IJIOI8IYblsishavetherighttospeak butnottovote.
Article 8. Each deputy to a township soviet must lake responsibility for a part of the
WOJkofthesovict.
Article 9. As a general principle, staff members of township soviets should not be
released from production.
Article I 0. It is preiCI"ibed that the following staff members of township soviets
should receive allowances for living expenses: (I) one chairman, (2) one penon responsible ror communications, and (3) ODe pcr10ll responsible for the rest or the wmk. The
number of staff members receiving an allowance for living expenses may not exceed
three. In small or remole townships, or when there are financial difficullies., only the
chairman shall be paid living expenses. Other staff members will not be given such
allowances, or will be paid only for pan of their living expenses.
Article II. If the number of staff members of a township soviet being paid living
expenses exceeds the specified number, review and approval by the district executive
comminee must be obtained.
Article 12. A plenary session of all deputies to the township soviet shall be called by
the chainnan once every ten days. When there arc special circumstances, extraordinuy
sessions ahould be conveued.
Article 13. Plenary sessionsoflhedeputies to the township soviets need not necessarily always be held in a sillgle place. They may be held in the various villages in tum. The
best way is to hold the meeting in lbe village to which the issues under discussion are
related.
Article 14. Township soviecs should make monthly reports on the work of the township soviet to the electors in their respective townships. In a townahip that is composed of
several villaps. they may hold mectinp of the clecton in the various villages to report on
their work.
Article IS. Resolutions and orders on questions of great significance should be made
known to the entire population of the IOwnship by posting bulletins and calling mass
meetings to report. Certain questions of ICSier importance may be reported on 0181ly by
the deputies.
Article 16. The responsibilities of the chainnan of the township soviet shall extend to
convening meetings. supervising and promoting the canying out of resolutions, and handlingrourinemltters.
Article 17. Townabip soviets have the 1uthority to resolve various diaputes that do
not involve violations of the law.
Cbapter 3. Cit)' Soviets (Eldud1na Clflel Directly
Attadled to tbe Cmtnl aDd Provbl~lll Gcmmmenll)

Article 18. City soviets liTe the orpns of political power fortheenlirecity, elected by
the voters of the city in accordance with the provisions of the ConstiNtion. Like township
soviets, they are the basic organizations of soviet political power.
Article 19. A pmidium is elected by a plenary scssiOD of deputies to the city soviet;
the presidium then elects one chainn10 and one deputy ~hairman.
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Article 20. In Older to cany OUI lhe work in vlrious sectors, the city soviet should
eslablish seclions: inlemll affairs, labor, cullure, mililar)' affairs, public heallh, grain and
foodsluffa,workers' andpeasaniS' inspectorate, land, and soon.
Article 21. Each deputy of a cily soviel must participate in the wort of II least one
section. In addition to lhc dcpu.tics, activists ftom lhe city may be drawn in to participate
in the wort of lhe various sections. Those who participate in the work of the vlrious
sections, but are not deputies to the city soviet, have the right to speak but not to vote.
Article 22. The various sections of lhe city soviets should set up secretariiiS to organize and plan their respective work. Secretaries are to be appointed by the prcsidimn of
the city soviet.
Article 23. City soviets should appoint inSinlctors to guide and inspect the work of the
organs under their jurisdiction.
Article 24. Under the labor section, a labor exchange and a labor inspectorate should
be established. Under the section of the workers' and peasants' inspct:lorate, a complainll
office should be established.
Article 25. The system ofsccrclaries is abolished, aDd a general affairs office shall be
established to handle miscellaneous maner:s within the city soviet. Each general affairs
office shall have one director.
Article 26. Under the general affairs office, clerical, printing, accounting. administralion,receiptanddispatch,andOiberunitsshouldbeestablished.
Article 27. To millage the clerical work of the presidium of a city soviet, a technical
secretary should be employed.
Article 28. The staff members of cil)' soviets who receive allowances for living n.pensesarespecificdufollows:
I. One chainnan
2. Oncdcpu1ychainnan
3. TwoslafTmembersforthemilitaryaffair:sscction
4. One staffmanber for the labor section
S. One staff member for the land sec1Kln
6. Onestaffmemberforthefmanccsection
7. Oncstaffmemberfortheintcmalaffi.irssection
8. One staffmemberforthe section of the workers' and peasants' inspectorate
9. Oncstaffmemberforlheculturalsection
10. One staff member for the public health section
II. One director of the general af&.ir1 office
12. One person for each of the field& of clerical work, printing. ICCOWiting. adminis·
trati.on,andreceiptanddispatch
13. Two atafl'mcmbers for other work

The nmnber of staff members who receive allowances for living expenses should not.
however, exceed ninelee!l. When there are financial difficulties and in small cities, na

more than nine staff members in each city soviet may receive living expenses. The WOJk
of vario111 secticms may be clone concurrently by the same staff members, and some staff
members may not leave production.
Article 29. If the nwnber efllaffmemben in a city soviet wbo receive living cxpcn1111
exceeds the number specified, the approw1 of !he Dan executive committee must be obtained.
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Article 30. Mee1ings of the presidium of a city soviet are convened once a week.
Plenary sessions of all deputies to a city soviet are held once every two weeks. EKtraordinary meetinp may be convened if special circumscances arise.
Article 31. Each seclion of a cily soviet must hold one meeling oflhe secrelarial every
week. MeeliDgS of lhe entire membership of lbe various sections must also be held once
every week and minuleS oflhese meetings should be sen110 lhe presidium for approval.
Article 32. Meetinp of the er~tire membership of various sections ofci1y soviets, and
plenary sessions of deputies 10 city soviets. are no1 reslricled to certain places. They may
be held in enterprises and orpas where the masses are. The besl way is 10 hold meetings
in the enterprises and uniiS that are related 10 issues under discussion, for the purpose of
drawing the muses to pa.rticipstc in the discussion of these issues.
Article 33. City soviets musl report once a monlh 10 the electorate of the city in
question on lbeir work.
Chapler 4. Dlltrkt,Xla, and Prcnrlndal E'leadlveCommtttees

Article 34.. Organization 11 the thra: levels of districl, xlan, and province is virtually
lhe same. Districl executive committees arc elected by district ccmgrcsses of soviets; xian
executive commiaces are elected by XitM congressea of sovicls: and provincial cxecutivc
comminees are elected by provincial congresses of soviets. The executive comminee a1
each level lhen elects a presidium. Executive committees of distrK:ts and .r/an elect one
cbainnan IDd one vicc-chainnan; only executive committees of provinces elect one chairman and two vice-chainncn.
Article 35. Under district, xian. and provincial executive commitl£eS, depanmer~ls
should be CSIIblished for land, finance., labor, military affairs, culture. public heallh,
workers' and pcasanls' inspeclorale, grain and foodsiUfl's, internal affairs, and so on.
Article 36. Disbict,xian, IDd provincial executive comminccs may appoint inslructors
to guide 11\d inspect lhe work of the lower-level soviets.
Article 37. Provincial executive committees should hire experu to help with the work
ofsomedepartment5.
Article 38. The labor departmeDt should establish a labor inspectorate and a labor
exchange. Under the workers' and peasants' inspectorate, a complainls office may be IICI:
up. Under the provincial internal affairs department, a people's police section, municipal
administrative section, IDd criminal investigation bureau may be eslablished.
Article 39. Executive commitlees at the district, xian. and provincial levels must esllblish a general affairs office to handle miscellaneous affilirs. Under the aeneral affairs
oftice, separate clerical, printing. accounting. administrative, receipt and dispatc:h, and
conununicllions units may be catablished.
Article 40. A technical secretary may be employed 10 handle the clerical work of the
presidium.
Article 41. The staff members of the district executive commince who receive allowancesfurlivin&CJ:pensesarcspccifiedasfollows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

One chairman
One bead of the military affairs department
Onebeadofthefinancedepartmenl
Oneheadofthelanddepartmenl
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S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.

One head of the cultural department
One head of the workers' and peasants' inspectorate
Oneheadofthelabordepartment
Oneheadofthegeneral affairs office
One secretary who is also in charge of receipt and dispak:h
One person each for printing. administration, and eommunic:ations.

The number of staff members who receive allowanc:es for living expenses should not,
however, exc:a:d fifteen. When there is finam::ial difficulty, the responsibility for the work
of differerlt deplrtments may be combined and the number of staff members who receive
livingexper~sesshouldnotexc:a:dseven.

Article 42. If the number of staff members in a district executive committce who
receive allowances for living expenses exceeds the number specified, the approval of the
xian executive committee mllSI be obtained.
Article 43. 1bc staff members of xiGn executive committees who receive allowances
for living expenses are specified u follows:
I. One chairman

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
\0.

II.
12.
13.
14.

One deputy chairman
Oneheadofthemilitaryaffain;department
One head of the finBDce department
Oneheadofthe depertmenlofJV&in and foodstuffs
Oneheadofthetanddepartment
Oneheadofthecultutaldepartment
OneheadofthepubiU:healthdepartment
Oncheadofthelabordepartment
One head of the workers' and peasants' inspectorate
Onehead.oftheinleml.laffairsdepartment
Oneheadofthegenmlaffairsofticc
One penon each for the secretariat, printing. adminisbatiOJJ, and receipt and dispatc:h, and two to five persons for communications
Five persons for other work.

The total number of staff members should not, however, exceed twenty-five. When
there is financial difficulty, responsibility for the work of various departments may be
combined and the number of Sl.lff members receiving allowances for living expenses
shouldnotexccedfifteen.
Article 44. If the number of staff members of 1 xian executive committeel exceeds the number specified, approvsl must be obtained from the provincial executive
committee.
Article 45. The staff members of provincial executive committees who receive allowances for living exper~ses are specified u follows:
I. One chairman
2. Twodeputychainnen
2. Pnlwnlbly lhe words "who receive allowmlces ror livina: expenses," missins in the Chineae
text.shouldappcarhcreasiM)'doinArlicles 11,29,and42.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12
13.
14.
15.

One bead or the depamneDt or internal affairs and one dep!Ky bead
OnebeadofthedepartmeDtofmilitaryatTairaandonecleputy head
One head and one deputy head of the financial department

One head and one deputy head of the land department
One head ud one deputy head orttte cultural departmeat
One head and one deputy head or me workers' and peasants' inspectorate
Oneheadofthedepartmentofgrainudfuodstuffs
One head ofthe departmeDtofpublic health
One head and one deputy head or the labor department
Five staff members for the newspapers of the govmunent orpns
Oneheadofthegenera.laft'airaoffice
Oneleebnicalsecrewy
Two clerical staff members, two printing staff, one person for administration, one
forac:counting.andfourforcommunications
16. Fifteen to fifty-three persons for other work.

The total number ofstaffmembm should not. however, exceed ninety people.
Article 46. If the nmnber of sfaff membm of a provincial exc:cutive committeel
exceeds the specified number, approval by the Central Executive Committee is required.
Article 47. The various departments of district, xian. and provincial executive committee.s should organize committees chaired by the department heads and made up or
members who are executive committee members at the level in question. The number or
committee members may be from lhltiC to nine persons.
Article 48. All departments arc of equal stilUs, and one deputment may not conunand
another clepartmenL Issues that concern two diff'cRnt departments may be handled.
through joint discussion. Relltively important issues should go through the presidium or
the executive committee.
Article 49. Meetings of the commilfiiCS of the various departments and meetings of the
presidiums of executive committees at all levels are held once a week. Extraordinary
meetings may be held in special circumstances.
Article 50. Plenary sessions of disbict executive conuniuees are convened by the
praidiums of the disbict executive commirtccs once CYCJy month. Plenary SC811ions of
xian executive committees are convened by the presidiums of .nan executive commirtccs
once evel)' two months. Plenary SC811ions of provincial executive comrniaees are convened. once evay four months by the presidiums or provincial executive committees.
E1traordinary meetings may be held in special circumstances.
Article 51. For the puiJIOICS of audiling the fiDIUICes of the .soviet governments at Ill
levels, auditing commissions sbould be set up to take responsibility for this work. Members of the auditiq commission are appointed by the presidium of the executive committee at the next biJherlevcl or or the same level.
Article 52 District executive committees must report on their work to the voters of
their respective disbicts once every two months. Xian executive committees must report
on their work to the voters of their respective .xian once evay four months. Provincial
executive committees must report on their work to the voters or their respective provinces

..........

J. As in lhc cue or Aniele 44, lhe W«ds ''who rucivc !ivins e11.penses"' Jhould pmumebly be
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once every she: months. The masses oflhe voters may criticize the work or the government
attheworlr.rcportmeetings.
Anicle 53. These work reports may be cbawn up in writing, and an executive committee member or the soviet government at a lower level may be enausled with presenting
the report to the masses or the electorate. The opinicms put forward by the voters must be
relayed to the aovemments makina the reports for their reference.
Cbapter 5. Work Melllods
Article 54. The work methods or the soviet governments are basically the same for ali
levels. The following general work methods are hereby established:
I. Meetings
2. Periodic inspection of the work of various sections., departments, and lower-level

soviet governments
3. Periodic meetings to listen to and review work reports or various sections. departments., and lower-level soviet governments
4. Maldna regular reports on one's own work to the elcctonte.
5. Organizing revolutionary competitions and rqularly reviewing the OUICOrne of
such competitions
6. Bulletins. notices, and so on
7. Disseminating lluough various means among the nwses the resolwions or the
Soviet Government
Article 55. Types of meetings: sec:rewi11 meetings of various sec:tions or city soviets;
meetings ofall staff members ofvarious sections; committee meetings of various departments. the presidium, and all the members of xfQn and provincial executive committees;
plenary sessions of deputies to city soviets; aod district. xian, and provincial COIIJRSSCS of
soviets.
Article 56. All sections and departments should inspect tbe units that are under their
jwisdiction and have relations with them II least once evay two months. The results of
inspections should be reported II secrewiat meetings of various sections, at general
mcctinp of the people, or II the committee mcctinp of the variou& departments.
Article 57. The presidium should inspect the work of the various sections and departments II least once every two months; the presidium should inspect the work of the soviet
governments under its jurisdiction at least once every three months. The result& of such
inspections should be reponed to the presidium or to plenary meetinas of the executive

..........

Article 58. All sections or department& should periodically helll' the WOlle: reports of
the units under their jurisdiction, II meelinp held by the various seclions and depanmcnts. The presidium must periodically hear the wodr. repoltl or various secdons or
dcpartmcnts and lower level soviet governments. The executive committee should periodically hear the work reports of the presidium or lower level soviet governments.
Article S9. Organizing various compclitions: Agccmcnls should be concluded fbr
competitions between groups, villages, cities, districts, and provinces. When the period
fixed in the agreement has expired, the results of the competi.rion should be reviewed.
Representatives should be sent from higher-level soviet governments to review and evaluate the results of the competition. and present certain awards to the winnm.
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Article 60. Resolutions of the Soviet Government on matters of policy should be
made to peneb'ale deeply among the masses by the usc of proclamalions, announcements,
orders, wall newspapers, leaflets. and so on.
Article 61. The workers' and peasants' inspectoraiC has its own special tasks and
should establish a complaints office to receive complaints from workers and peasants. At
the same time, it may entrust loyal and reliable worker and peasant cadres with the task of
receiving complaints from the worker and peasant masses on its behalf. It must also
furnish complaint boxes in various places into which the worker IJid peasant masses may
drop Jeners expressing their opinions. This unit can also organize ..shock troops" of
worker and peasant masses to CBn')' out surprise inspections of the work of an organ and
rip the masks from bureaucrats IJid corrupe elements. Mass couns may also be OfJillizcd
to try and sentence bureaucratic and corrupt elements who violate the law.

.

Article 62. The concrete work oflocalsoviet governments (from townsbip soviets and
city soviets to provincial executive committees) is laid down as follows:
I. Carrying out the orders, directives, instructions, ordinances, resolutions, and so on
ofsuperior soviet governments.

2. Eslablishing work plans for periods of one month or several montbs for their own
governments, and working agendas to realize these plans.
3. Preparing agendas, n:pons,proposals,andothermaterialspriortoplenarysessions
of !be soviets, plenums of executive committees, meetings of the presidium, and
meetings ofvarious sections and departments.
4. Re90iving contentious issues in their own areas.
S. Directing the work of lower-level soviet governments and making reportS to

higher-level soviet governments.
6. Canying out registration of population, land, marriages, births and deaths, contracts, documents, and al90 of industrial and COJnnJCrCial enterprises., and so on.
7. Handling issues concerning land, such u confiscation, redistribution, and building
cultivatedlandandirriptionsystems.
8. Collectingtaxesaodlcviesonbehalfofthestate.
9. Establishing and reviewing budgets and final acco~mts.
10. Undertakiq volunteer work such as helping the Red Anny, relieving natural
disascers,aodrepairingroads.
II. Organizina;local armed forces and handling the work of guarding, seoby, liaison,
assiscing the Red Anny in battles, and so on.
12. Planning and canying out local construction projects.
13. CanyiDg out cultural and educational work within !be territory of the soviet in
question.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Setting up city governments.
Acbninistering police and criminal investigations.
Canying out public health work.
Waging struggles against bu~uc:n.tic and conupt elements.
Establishing labor insurance.
DevelopiDgsocial insurance.

Chapter 7, TheFiDIDCeSofLocalSevietGovemmenls

Aniclc 63. All revenues of local soviet govemmmt organs at all levels must be
handed over in their mtircty to the orpns of the People's Commissariat for Finance of the
Central GoYCnUTICllt at various leveJs as items of income for lhc national treasury of the
Chinese Soviet Republic.
Article 64. There must be estimated budgets for lhe expenditures of local soviet govcmmeniS, and these must be sent to the soviet government at the next higher level for
approval. Eltpenditures should confonn to the approved estimated budgets.
Article 65. Expenses for one item should not be used for other items. If they arc to be
used for another item, approval by the soviet at the next higher level is required.
Article 66. The figures laid down in estimated budge1s may not be exceeded. If an
estimated budget must be e1teeeded, the authorization of the soviet at the next higher
level is required.
Article 67. When the period covered by an estimated budget has come to an end, draft
final accounts in the same fonn must be prepared in two copies. One copy should be
submined to the soviet govenunent at the next higher level for approval, and the other
copy should be kept in the local soviet government for reference during audits.
Article 68. Violations of the procedun:s for financial expenditure laid down in Ibis
regulation shall be considered as constituting the crime of wasting public funds.

Article 69. Documents of local soviet governments must be signed by the chairman
and deputy chairman. In the absence of the chairman, the deputy chairman may sign as
acting chairman. In the case of soviet governments wilh no deputy chairman, the chairman
should sign, and in the absence of the chairman, the acting chairman may sign.
Article 70. Documcnls relating to a particular section or department should be signed
by the chainnan. in conjunction with the bead of the relevant section or department.
Oapter 9. Review of I..Geal Savief: Govenment Staff Members

Article 71. Wheo staffmembcrsarehired by localsovietgovemments,lheymust fill
out a form containing !heir life hisiOries in two copies. one to be kept by tbe soviet
government where lhe staff worker will be employed and the other to be seat to the soviet
government at the next higher level for review.
Article 72. Higber-level soviet governments have the right to review and dismiss staff
members employed by a lower-level soviet government II any time.
Chapter 10. Addllloaal Pollltl

Article 73. Tbcsc temporary organizational regulations shall enter into force from the
date of publication.
Central Executive
Comminee Chairman
Vice-Cbainnen

MaoZedong
XiugYing
ZbangGuotao
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Concerning the Election of Central
Committee Members and People~ Commissars
at the First Congress
Notice No. 1 of the Central Executive Committee
(December 1, 1931)

The First National Congress of Chinese Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers' Soviets mel in
the Jiangxi Soviet Area on November 7, 1931, the anniversary of the Oc10ber Revolution
in Soviet RusSia. It discussed and adopled various important laws and decrees such as the
political program, the Constitution, thcl.and Law, the Labor Law,the problem ofthe Red
Anny, economic policy, 8Jid so on. The eslablislunent of the Chinese Soviet Republic wu
proclaimed. Those elecled were Mao Zedong, Xiang Ying, Zhang Guotao, Zhou Enlai, Lu
Futan, Zhu De, Qu Qiubai, Zhang Dingcheng, Deng Fa, Wang Jiaxiang, Xu Xigcn, Fan
Lechun, Chen Shaoyu. Peng Dchuai, Ouan Xiangying, Kor!g Hechong, Fang Zhimin, Rcn
Bishi, He Long, Sben Zemin, Tan Zhenlin, Huang Ping, Zeng Shan, Lin Biao, Chen Yu,
Luo Dengxian, Xia Xi, Dcng Zihui, Liu Shaoqi, Liu Dazhao, Chen Zhengren, Yuao
Deshcng. Cui Qi, Qu Dengsao, Duan Dcchang. Ge Yaoshan, Peng Gui, Chen Fuyuan, Gu
Dacun, Wei Baqun, Zhana Huaxian, He Shuheng, HUilnl Su, Hu Hai, Teng Daiyuan,
Xiao Hengtai, Luo Binghui, Chen Yi, Zhang Yunyi, Zhou Yili, Lu Deguang, Hu Junhe.
Xu Teli, Shao Sbiping. Hong Ziqing, Liu Guangwan, Yu Hanzhao, Wu Zhimin, Liu
Jianzhong, Li Zongbo, Liu Shengyuau, Wang Yongshcng, Ruan Xiaoxian, and others. as
Central Executive members., who make up lhe Central Executive Conunincc, the highest
organ of political power after the National Congress is adjourned. The Central EKCCutive
Committee held its First Session on November 27 and elected Mao Zedong, Chairman,
and Xiang Ying and Zhang G1101ao, Vice-Chainncn of the CeniTII ExecUiive Committee.
Under 1he Central Executive Conunittee, a Council of People's Commissars was organized as 1he central administra1ive organ of the Chinese Soviet Republic. Elected were
Mao Zedong as Chairman, Xiang Ying and Zhang Guotao as Vice-Chainncn, Wang
Jiaxiang as People's Commissar of Foreign Affairs, Zhu De as People's Conunissar of
Mili11ry Affairs, Xiang Ying as People's Commissar of Labor, Deng Zihui as People's
Conunissar of Finance, Zhang Dingeheng as People's Commissar of Land, Qu Qiubai as
People's Commissar of Education, Zhou Viii as People's Commissar of lntemal Affairs,
Zhang GuolaO as People's Conunissa.rof Justice, and He Sbuheng as People's Conunissar
ofWOiker-PeasantProcuratorialWork.
Tbisru.twu firscpublishedinJhm&rellumghiUI,nO. I. December II, 1!131. We have translated it
&omMao:zedongjl, Vol. J, pp. 43-4S, which reproduces lhis version.
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At the same time, under the Council of People's Commissars a State Bureau for
Polilical Security was set up, with [)eng Fa as its head.
The establishment of the Provisional Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic has already been proclaimed. From today on, there arc two torally different states
on the territory of China. One is the so-called Republic of China, which is a tool of
imperialism and the state by means of which warlords, bureaucrats, landlords., and capitalists oppress the workers, peasants. soJdiers, and toiling masses; the D&.tioD&.I government
of Chiang Kaishek, Wang Jingwei, and others is the countemvolutiooary organ of political power of this state. The other is the Chinese Soviet Republic, tbe state of the broad
masses of exploited and oppressed workers, peasants, soldiers, and toiling masses. Its
banner is that of ovenhrowing imperialism; eliminating the landlord class; bringing dawn
the Ouomindang warlord govemment; establishing a Soviet Government in the whole of
China; working hard for the interests of hurulrcds of millions of oppressed and exploited
workers, peasants., and soldiers, as well as the other oppressed masses; IUid striving for
genuine peace and unification of the whole counby. This state is built on the basis of the
aspirations and suppon of h~ of millions of oppressed and exploited workers,
peasants, and soldiers, and other oppressed masses, both inside and outside the soviet
areas. It possesses great power and authority and is delivering blows to the Guominclang
warlord government so that that government is going from collapse to utter destruction. It
is certain to win rapid victory for the ~olution in the whole of China.
The Central Executive Committee of the Chinese Soviet Republic. acting under the
mandate of the National Congress, will do everything in its power to cany out the
political program, the Constitution, the Labor Law, the Land Law, and all other decrees
and resolutions; create solid, vast revolutioouy bases; create a large-scale Red Army;
organize large-scale revolutionary warfare; and bring about the victory of the revolution
first in one or several provinces and then in the whole counby. Now, as this government is
about to begin its work, lhis announcemeot is made to clarify maacrs to the workers,
peasaDts, soldiers, and poor people, and to all the oppressed masses.
Chainnan

Mao Zedong

Vicc-Chainncn

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

LmuJ Law of the Oainese Soviet Republic
Passed by the First National Congress of Chinese
Workers ·• Peasants·. and Soldiers' Soviets
December 1, 1931
The peasant struggle, led by the proletariat, continues to develop and rises higher every
day. Despite the ftenzied attempts of the imperialists and the wulords to resiSI it, the

soviet movemeot is ncmetheless grow:ina and expanding, Uld is daily leading more and
more of the Chinese peasants to arm themselves and build a Red Anny. The peasants of
one xian after another have been emancipated from the oppreasion of the feudal landlords
and despotic gentry, which has lasted for thousands of years, confiscated the land ofthoso
oppressors arul redisttibuled it, over1brown the feudal system, destroyed the political
power of the Guomindang, and set up a wmkcr-pcBSint-soldier soviet political power.
This political power is cap~ble of canyiq through China's anli-imperialill and agrarian
revolution.
The Fint National Congras of Chinese Woril:m', Peasants', and Soldiers' SoviCIS
authorizes the confiscation oftbe land bckmging to landlords and other big private ownen. In order that there may be a unified system for the confi~e~tion IIXl redistribution of
land, the First Congress. basing itself on what is advantageo111 to the muses of ordi1181)'
peasants and to the future development of the revolution, adopiS the following land law u
the best guarantee for the solution of the land problem.
Article I. All the land of the f'eudallandlon:ls. despotic gentry, warlords,llld bureaucnts, u well as other big private owners. regardless of whether they manage it themselves
or rent it out. is to be confiscated without any compensation. The confiscated land will be
redistributed to the poor 111d middle pea111111S by the soviers. The fonner landownm
whose land hu been confiscated bave absolu1ely no right to participate in 1he land redistribution. Farm laboren, coolies, and toiling peas~~~ts, regardless of sex. have lhe same
right to land redistribution. Unemployed independent laborers in lhe villages may also be
given land iflhe peasant masses approve. The old, the weak, and lhe disabled. as well as
mphlns and widows, who are unable to work and have no one in lhe family to fall back
on, should be provided social relief by the Soviet Government or dealt wilh separa~ely
after 1he land hu been distributed.
Article 2. A Red Anny soldier is a vanguud fighter in supporting soviet political
power and ovatbrowing imperialism. Repnlless of whether lhe soviet regime bas been
set up in his home area. or the uea is ali II ruled by the reactionuies, he should be given
his share of land 11\d lbe Soviet Government should anange for it to be cultivated for him.
Our~D~~~Ce

forthisiUiiBMatJUdongji, Vol.3,pp.47-51, wherei1i1reproduced &omacontell'lpOo
nry mimeographed version.
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Article 3. It is clwat:tcristic of rich peuants in China lhat they are at the same lime
semilllldlords or usurers. so their land should also be confiscalcd. The land oflhe middle
peasant ciiW should not be confiscalcd. The rich peuants. after their luul hu been
confiscated, may be allotted some relatively poor land on a "labor power" basis.' but only
on condition that they employ their own labor to till the land themselves.
Article 4. All the land and property of the organizers of counlenevOiulion, as wei\ u
the organizers of the While anncd fOR:es and active participants in countcnevolution, is to
be conf'iscaled. NeYel'theless, those poor lftd middle peasants who have been unwittingly
enticed into opposing the soviets, after the local soviet has determined that they should be
acquitted, may be treated as an exception. This law should, however, be applied unconditionally to their leaden.
Article S. The First National Congress considers that the equal redistribution of all
land is the most thoroughgoing way to eliminate all feudal relations of enslavement and
break with the private ownenhip rights of the landlords. The local soviet governments
must not, however, under any circumstances implement it by fcm:e or by issuing commands from above, but should explain it comprehensively to the peasants and carry it out
only with the consent and direct suppon of the masses of ordinuy peasmns. lfa majority
of the middle peasants are not willing, they may refrain from panicipating in the equal
distribution of the land.
Article 6. The Soviet Government must do its utmost to hand over to the peuants
unconditionally all the land attached to ancestral halls and temples. as well as other public
land. But in canying out this policy 111d dealing with these plots of land, the Soviet
Government must obtain the willing support of the peasants and, as a maner of principle.
avoid offending their l'flligious sentiments.
Article 7. All attempts by lbe relatively well-to-do pc:asanll to have the confiscated
land redistributed in proponion to the instruments of production are considered by the
First Conpcss to be a reactiomny plan by the rich peasants for deliberately obstructing the
development of the land revolution and for pursuing their own interests, which must be
severely repressed. The local soviet governments should, in ac:cordance with the actual
conditiODS in each run! araa, select those principles for land disbibution that best serve
the interests of the poor and middle peasants. Either the lend may be redisbibuted on the
basis of a mixed principle, according to the number of able-bodied workers in each
family, and at the same time according to the number of mouths; or l111d may be allotted
equally to poor and middle JlCISIIIIS and firm laborers accontins to the number of people
in a household, while rich pelllnts are given land on !he basis oflhe number ohble-boclied workers (that is to say that, in places where luul is evenly distributed according to
population, only the able-bodied inclivid~als in a rich peasant family are Jiven land, each
u much as every individual in the area receives). the number of moutha [in a family]
being a supplementary criterion for distribution. In distributing the land, not only the area
of the land but also its quality (its yield in particular) should be taken into account. In the
process of land redistribution, all possible 111d appropriate efforts should be made to cany
out land refonn in such a way u to eliminate feudal survivals such as narrow strips of
land,fnsmentedplots,andverywidecrisscrossfoocpathsthatcucintothef'ields.
Article 8. All personal and real propeny of the feudal lords, warlords, landlords, and
I. See Adicll= 7 for an upllllllion ofwhal lhil implies rorthe uannen1 of rich peuanll.
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despotic gentry, such as hollieS, storehouses, livestock, and farm implements., is to be
confiscated. When rich peasant& are allotted land, surplus houses. farm implements., livestock, hydraulic rice-hullers. and oil presses should also be eonfisclted. Some of the
confiscatedhousesaretobeallotted, after decision by the local soviet aDd in accordance
with the interests of the middle and poor peasants, to house the poor aDd middle peasants
who have no place to live, while others are to be used for schools, clubs, local soviet
govcmmcnt offices, Party and Youth League commiaccs, Red labor unions, poor peasant
leagues, and various other organs. Livestock and farm implements may be distributed to
the poorandmiddlepcasantsona basis of groups or households; or, if the peasants so
desire. they may volunwily pool together the various kinds of confisclted farm implements and orgaaize 111 initial-stage cooperative; or, if the peasants so propose and
obtain the appro11al of the soviet, an office may be set up to manage the livestock and
farm implements and make them available to the poor and midd1e peasants for tilling the
land. The office is to be nm by the local!IO\Ii.et, and peasants should pay reasonable fees
for the usc of the implements, in accordance with established rules. The peuants should
also pay an additional pen::entage of these fees to cover the expenditure on fann implement repairs, the salaries of employees in the office, and the purcllase of new farm
implements and livestock.
Article 9. Wben CODfiscating the property and the l111d of the landlords and the despotic gentry, all oral and wrinen rent conlnlcts must be simultaneously lllnulled, the
obligation or debt of the peasant& for this property and land abolished, ltld all uawious
loans and debts proclaimed null and void. Any attempt by the fanner landlords to get the
peasants to agree to voluntary repayment should be strictly forbiddCn by the revolutionary
law, aDd no peasant should be allowed to return part of the land to the landlord& and
despotic ptty or pay back part of his debts.
Article 10. All irrigation worlr:s, rivers, lakes, strwn&, forests, pastures, and wooded
mountains are to be 11111111Jcd by tbe IIO\Ii.ets ltld made conveniently available for public
uae by the poor and middle peasants. Mulberry fields, bamboo forests, tea-oil hills, and
fish ponds should, like rice paddic5 and wheat fields, be alloncd to the miiiiiCS of local
peasantafortheiruseinaccordancewithtbeirwishes.
Article II. In order to realize the benefits of the land revolution in a realistic and
thoroughgoing way, the First National Congress of Cbinese Worlr:era', Peasants', and
Soldiers' Soviets proclaims that farm laborers' unions, coolies' unions, and poor peasant
1C8JUCS arc nccc:ssary organizations, and considm them solid pillus of the sovic:ls in
carryillgoutthelandrevolution.
Article: 12. The: First National Soviet Congress consickn tbat, undc:rthcn!gime oftbe
10\'iets, the nationalization of land and inigation wodts is a necessuy step toward the
elimination of all feudal relationships in the countryside, and in reality toward high-level
and rapid development of the rural economy. The practical application of this method
will, however, be poaible only on condition that the IBDd revolution is victorious in major
areaa of China and the fundamental massea of peasants suppon nationalization. At the
present stage of the revolution, the Soviet Government should explain to the peasants the
advantages to be derived from the nationalization of land and inigation works. For now,
however, the leasinJ of land, and its pun:basc and sale, should not be prohibited. At the
same" time, the Soviet Govcmmc:at should strictly prohibit any land spc:culation on the part
of the rich peuants or the repurcbuing by landlords oftbe land they formerly possessed.
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Article 13. Local soviet governments should, if 1he circumstances in the era. permit,
launch lhc following undertakings: (I) plowing of wastelands; (2) organizing migrations;
(3) transfonning existing irrigation systems and building up new ones; (4) cultivating
forests; and (5) intensification of road construction, creating cntapriaes., and promoting
lhc development oflhc rural economy.
Article 14. This Jaw is applicable not only 10 the e1tisting soviet ll"eeS but also 10
non-soviet areas, as well as 10 areas where soviet political power has just been established.
The land in soviet areas need not go through reclilllibution again if the fanner redistribution was in conformity with the principles laid down in this law, but if it was not, the land
sh011ld be redisttibuted a second time.
Members of the Standing Committee of the Presidium of
lhe First National Congress of Chinese Workers',
PCIISIIIliS',andSoldicrs'Sovieta
Xiang Ying, Zbou Viii, Zcng Shin, Deng Fa,
Zhang Dingcheng, Chen Zbengm~, Zhu De
Chainnan of the CeJitnl Executive
Committcc oflhe Chinese Soviet Republic
Vico-Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
..... Guotoo

Resolution on Putting the
l.Gbor Law into FJfect
(December 20, 1931)

The following is the resolution on putting the Labor Law into effix:tl adapted by the
Central Executive Committee.
I, This law should be pill into cffel:l in accordance with thl: provisions of the Labor
Law approved by the First All-China Congress of SovicQ of Workers', Peasants', and
Soldiers' Deputies.
2, This Labor Law takes effect on JIUIUII)' I, 1932
3. Once this Labor Law goes into eft'ecl, all other decrees ltld resolutions on lh.o labor
questiOD promulgated in lhe past by governments at all levels shall no longer be valid.
4. The Council of People's Commissars and the Labor Commiswiat of the Cc:nbal
Govemmeat shall issue various kinds of special decrees, detailed rules and regulations,
and ltatiatical fonns. based 011 the provisions of tbe Labor Law, and to promote the
applicationoflhelaw.
S. All moisions of or supplements to thc Labor Law shall be isaaed in the form of

decrees by tbe Cenbal Executive Committee.
6. This Labor Law is effective everywhere within the territory of the Chinese Soviet
Republic.
7. All violation& of lhe provisions of lhe Labor Law, or of lhe Vllrious decrees on labor
to be promulpled in the future, must receive appropriate puniahmeat in accordance with
theprovisionsofthecriminallaw.

Oaainnan of' the Central
Executive Committee
Vice-Chairmen

Moo ......
Xi~r~gYing

ZhongGuoW>

OursourceforlhiltextiiMGo~ji,

Vol. 3,pp. 67-68.
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Detailed Regulations Regarding the Work
of the Eleclian Commitrees
Adopted by the First Session ofthe
Central Executive Committee
(December 1931)

Chapler I. Geaenl Prtndpln
Article I. For the sake of convenience in the work of the election committees, these
delailed work rules are specially promulgated in accordance with the provisions of Articles 76 through 79 of the Constitution and the various articles of the dell.iled electoral
regularions. 1
Article 2. Tbe CerltNi Eucutive Committee has the authority to suspend or revise
dlese regulations. as well as the authority to interpret any uncertainties or dispuces about
them.
Article 3. These resulations are to be carried out throughout the tenitory of lhc Chinese Soviet Republic. All election comminees are expected to pursue their work io accordance with these regulations.

Chapter 2. The Penounel of tile Electlo11 Committee
Article 4, As SOOJJ as the election committee bas been created, in ac:c:onllnce with the
detailed reaulations rcciJ'dins elections, the members of the committee sbould immediately cany out a division of labor. Every member should be responsible for a part of
lite work oflhc election committee.
Article S. Members of the election committee should not withdn.w ftonJ. production.
During the time when they are nmning the election, they can be freed temporarily from
the work for wbich they are responsible, so that they can conccfttrate on the electoral

-·

Article 6. Technical penonnel, such as secretaries, printing workers, and regisbation
assistants, may be hired as judged sppropri1te, but the technical personnel or the district
executive committees ud city soviets should be relied on as much IS possible.
Article 7. The election committee Cln cany out its activity on the premises of the
district eucutive committee ud the city soviet govenunent and need not set up its own
separate office.
OuriOIIrCe forlhisleal i•Maoz.Joilgfi, Vol. 3, pp. 113-86.

I. Thereferenceis!OihedetailedreplationJofNovemberl931...,mnlelectiana.
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Cbapter 1 Work Prior to the Eleedon
Article 8. The registration of voters must take place in a giYCn electoral dillri« two
weeki before the actual eloclion begins. During the course of this work, voters who do
not belong to any organization may be registeml. to vote by the special registralicm oftieer
appointed by the election committee. Votm; who belq to a certain organization may
entrust the pmon in cbarp of that organization with the task of registering for them.

Article 9. The registration should be entered on the registration form issued by the
Central ExecutiYC Committee.
Al1icle 10. After registration has been completed, the electoral committee must appoint and organize a committee to exunine the fonns.
Article II. After lhis CKunination has been carried out, the list of names of those
VOiers who ue eligible to voce must be publicly proclaimed and posted in the locality or in
a market frequented by the voters.
(Note) According to the detailed electoral regulations, a written notice regarding the
election must be sent, but to facilitate the work inYOI.ved in the election, we may, for the
time beiiiJ, haYC recoune instead to the posting of the list ofYOters.
Anicle 12."The list of voters' nunes must be made public three dayt. before the
election meeting takes place.
.
Article 13. Before the elections., the drafts of any proposals that the YOiers want their
deJep.tes to bring to the meeting: should be prepared ahead of time and posted in places
frequented by the voters, so that the YOtcrs will be informed in adwnce about the proposalsthataregoinglobeputforward.
Article 14. Before the elections begin, the election committee should announce the
tolal number of wten for each election meeting within its electoral area, and the number
of the regular and alternate delegates to be elected. (The number of alternate delegates
should stand in a ratio of one to fin to the number of regular delegates, If the number of
regular deleptes is less than five, one alternate delegate can still be elected.) In addition,
the election committee should also make public the list of names of those who have been
deprived of lhe riJ)It to vote, after this list has been submitted to the district executive
committee and the city soviet.
Article 1S. Three days before the election meeting is held, the place and time at which
itistotakeplacemustbeposcedinpublic.
Article 16. The site for the dcction meeting should be arranged in ad'181'1Ce. The door
keeper and lhe person who keeps a record of those who attend the meeting should be well
prepared, and should admit people to the meeting in accordance with the list ofYOters.
Clulpter 4. Work Durilll the EIKtion

Article 17. In thecaseofCYCryelection meetiiiJ, thechainnanofthe election committee should [either attend personally] or send his plenipotentiary representatiYC to anend.
Anicle 18. The chairman of the election committee or his plenipotentiary rcpresenlatiYC should declare the meeting open. Afterward, the total number of people in attendance,

and whether or not they constitute a quorum, should also be announced.
Article 19. The chainnan of the election committee or his plenipotentiary representatiYC mua1 definitely chair thc election meeting.
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Article 20. As the r.rst item on the agenda of the election meeting, the chairmat1 of the
election committee or his plenipotentiary representative muSI, in accordance wilb the
provisions of Articles 73, 74, and 75 of the Constitution, declare who has the right to vote
and 10 be elected, 811d who has been deprived of these rights.
Chapter 5. Work After the Elections

Article 21. The election committee muse collect all the documents regarding the election (such as the registration fonns of the voters, the minutes of the election meeting, the
fonn recording access to the meeting place, and so on) and send them to the district
executive committee or the city soviet in readiness for checking.
Aniclc 22. When the election has been completed, the election committee muSI submil 10 the district executive conunittce or the city soviet a report summarizing the election; a detailed financial report on all the expenses incurred by the election committee
during the election must likewise be submitted to the district executive comminee or the
cirysoviet.
Article 23. As soon· as the election has been completed, the election committee must
wind up its activities and tum over all the equipment it has purclulsed to the district
executive committee or the ciry soviet. Thereupon, the election committee announces that
ithasceasedworll..
Chainnan ofthe Central
Executive Commiuce

Vice-Chairmen

MaoZcdong

XiangYing
Zh... O.....

Temporary Financial Regulations of the
Oainese Soviet RBpublic
(December 1931)

Anicle I. In order to unifY our fiMneial system, all oflhe state's tu. revenue must be
collected by the financial institutions of lhc stall: (includiq the Commissariat for Finance of
the Central Government and the financial departments of every province. xlan, and district, as well u the financial section in every city). in accordance with the tax regulations
piOJJlulpted by the Provisional Central Government. Local govemmeDts may not issue
their own tax regulations nor collect taxes. Only after receiving, when the collection of
lUes begins each year or each quarter, the diRIClive of the Central Conunissariat for Finance
stipulating the time aud ttle procedures for this can the local pemment stan to collect
taxes through the agency of the bank designated by the Commissariat for Finance of the
Central Government.
Article 2. All income received by the financial organs at every level ftom taxes, from
businesses run by the government, or from fines or cmdiscaled property and other miscellaneous so~ must be transferred at the time. indirectly or directly, to the Commissariat
for Fini11CC of the Centtal Govemmcnt or to the bank designated by it So long u they
have not received Olden for paymeat from the financial organs at the next higher level,
financial orgii1S at all levels must not, on their own initiative. allocate these funds, make
deductions from them, or uae them to make up a dcfieit, nor must they delay in remitting
the funds.
Article 3. The funds for administrative expenses at all levels, and for all munitions,
food, and other miscellaneous expenses, should first of all be laid down in the concrete
budgets prepared by the financial orpns at the respective level, handed over to the
financial orpn a1 the next higher level for examil\llion, and then submitted to the Commissariat fur Finance orthe Central Government for approval. All payments are then made by the
Commissarial for Finance of the Central Government in accordance with the budgets it
has approved.
Anicle 4. All financial organs immediately below the Commissariat for Finance oftbe
Ccnlnl.l Government (the financial department of each provincial pcmment and the
general management department of the Centml Revolutionary Military Commission)
should prepare a budget for the following month prior to the 25th of each month, and
submit it to tbc Commissarial for Finance of the Cenlral Government for verificalion and
approval. Financial organs at all other levels should prepare their budgets for the following month prior to the 20th of each month, and hand them over to the organ at the next
higherlevelforcheckiDJandinclusioninlheoverallbudgct.
Oursourec forlhiiiCIU il MaoZftloRgjl. Blljll(lrt, Vol.), pp.ll9-21.
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Article S. After awovillg the budgets submitted by financial orpns at the level
immediately below, the Commissariat for Finance of the Cerllral Government sends a
notice of payment, in acconlancc with the budget. 10 the financial organ in question. This
organ, in tum, approves the budJr:IJ submitted by financial organs at the next level down

and sends corresponding notices of payment 10 them.
Aniclc 6. When financial organs at wrioua levels receive such notices of payment.
they should fill out the disbursement form, but they can draw the money ftom the financial orpn at the level immediately above only after the fonn hu been signed jointly by
the responsible persons in the financial organ, as well as in the governmental, Party, or
military organ. (For example, the disbwsemcm form of the provincial government must
bear tbe signatures of the head of the financial department and of the chairman of the
provincial govcmment)
Anicle 7. Every financial organ at the level immediately below the Commissariat for
Finance of the Central Government must send its final accounts for the previous month
before the lOth of each month 10 the Commissariat for Finance of the Central Government
for verif!Cilion and approval. All (other) financial organs must send their finaiiiCCOIIIrts
for the previous month before the 5th of each month to the financial organ at the level
immcdia1ely above for verifiCation and approval.
Article 8. When submitting the fonns containing their final accounts, financial orpns
at the various levels should paste all the receipts they have in the receipt book and send it,
together with the accounts, 10 the financial organ at the next higher level. Such accounts
and receipts should be preserved in the financial organs at the next higher level and should
not be further transferred upward. (For insWice, the final accouniS, receipts, and so on of
a division should be preserved in the manqement department of the army, while the final
accounts, receipts, and so on, of a district financial department should be preserved in the
financial department of the .xisn.) The financial organs II a higher level may, however,
send for the receipts, forms. aod other materials from a lower-level financial organ whenevertheydeemitnecessary.
Article 9. For those transactions wbich have not left any receipts, a substitute fonn
must be prepared by the people who handled the matter, along with aslatemcnt explaining
why the receipt wu not available.
Article 10. The budgel:sand balance sheers of the financial organs at varioi&S levels
should be prepared in two copies, one of which they keep, while the other is submined to
the financial orpn at the level immediately above them for the record.
Article II. All the account books, fonns, aod receipts: used by the financial orpDS at
various levels for financial mattm must correspond 10 the unified fonnat determined by
the Commiuariat for Finance of the Central Government The old-style account books
should not be uaed any more, nor should anything new or strange be devised.
Article 12. The monetary units employed in account books and m:eipts: of all kinds
must be uniformly converted to big foreign dollars for PUJP06CS of cakulation. The
cunent exchange rate must also be clearly noted (how much is one big foreign dollar in
terms ofyut111 or copper coins). In the event that what is collected as income is gold ban,
silver ingots, or paper currency not in common usc, these items themselves should be sent
to the Conunissarill for Finance of the Central Government; it is not pcnnissible 10 figure
outtheexchangerateoneself.
Article 13. The account books. fonns, and m:eipts of financial organs at all levels
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must be preserved tor a period of five yean; afterthll, they must be destroyed under the
supervision ofa responsible person of !he orpr~.
Article 14. 1hcac regulations will so into force on the day they are promulptcd.
Chainnan of the Central
l!xecutivcCommittee
Vice Chairmen

MooZodons
XiaaaYina

ZhanJGuotao

Concerning the Right to Vote and to Be Elected
of Those Worken and Peasants Who Once
Joined Countemivolutioruuy Organizatiuns
Directive No. 7 ofthe Central Executive Committee
(January 13, 1932)
In the past some worker and peasant elements, because of weak political consciousness or
having been deceived, join~ lhe AB Corps, the Social Democratic Party, the Rcorsanization Clique. the Trotskyites, and other counterrevolutionary organizations. Of those who
defected under pressure or deception, and later voluntarily turned themselves in to the
soviet governments, some were able to make sincere confessions aboutlhe counterrevolutionary organizations when lhcy were arrested by lhc government and were permitted by
lhe government to make a fn::sh slar1. Some were duped by counterrevolutionary elements
into joinins covertly countcm:volutionary organi?.ltions., and some defected and left under
pressure from the White anny but later came back. As to whether or not all of these
wol'ker and peasant elements who have once joined counterrevolutionary organizations
and defected should be deprived of their rights as citizens, the soviet governments at all
levels have failed to make clcan:ut regulalions. Consequently, it is diffiCult to deal with
them at election time aod, in some areas, they are simply excluded rmm the electious.
This is an obstacle both to the protection of the worlten' and peasants' interests and to the
thoroughgoing elimiDatioa of couruem:volutionary organizations. for this reason, this
government hereby i5Sues the following directive with clcarcut stipulatious:
It should be declared that all those who fall into any of the rollowing categories shall
reuin their rights as citizens and that dwing elections they rcllin the same rights as
ordinary peasant and worker clements to participate in the election with the right to vote
and to be elected:
I. Poor worker and peasant elements who joined counterrevolutionary o[JIIlizalions
(the AB Corps, the Social Democratic Party, the Reorganization Clique, the Trotskyites)
but, having come to their senses, were able to 111m themselves in voluntarily to the Soviet
Government and repon everything they knew about the counterrevolutionary organizations.
2. Poor worker and peasant clements who were tricked by counterreVolutionary elements into joining various covenly counterrevolutionary organizations (the Lovers'
League, the Heterosexual Coopenative, tbe Gounnets' Conunirtee, the Seedling Committee, the Heart and Soul League, the Spiritual League, etc.) and who, upon their arrest by
the Soviet Government on evidence from confessions made by memben or the AB Corps,
OursourceforthistexlisMaoZet/ollgji.BujiMIII,Vol.4,pp.ll-l).
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the Social Democratic Party, and so on, demonstrated through investigation during their
self-n:fonnatory probation period that they had not been aware or the eollntmevOiutionary naNre of these organizations and so had joined them blindly, misled by their affection
for fiiends or their desire for temporary gratifx:ation or certain desires, and now know that
they were deceived and have broken off from these covertly counterrevolutionary organizations.
3. Poor worker and peasant elements who joined countenevolutionary orpnizations
(the AB Corpt, the Social Democratic Party, the Reorganization Clique, the Trotskyites,
etc.) only to go alcmg with them, and who were able, after being arrested, to make faithful
confessions about the eountmcvolutionary organizations and, through [the opportunity
for] self-reformation provided to them by the Soviet Government, at the end of the
self-reformation period have clearly recognized their past mistakes and have demonstrated
this awareneu in their behavior.
4. Worker and peasant elements who had joined cowuenevolutionary orpnizations,
been arrested by organs for the elimination of counterrevolution, been set free after trial,
and whose sentence of deprivation or civil rights is up, and to whom civil rights have been

"""""·

5. Poor worker and peasant elements in border zones between Red and White areas
who were tricked and coerced by counterrevo.lutionaries soch as White bandits or militia
bandits into defecting and have now clearly come to their senses, recognized their past
mistakes, and are once again making efforts to participate in revolutionary wort.
However, all die-hard counterrevolutionaries who bel011g to counterrevolutionary organizations (the AB Corps. the Social Democratic Party, the Reorganization Clique. the
Trotskyites, etc.). who are key figura or leaders in defection and who show no signs or
sincere repentance in their behavior, even though they are poor workers or peasants,
should be deprived or civil rights and absolutely excluded &om participation in elections.
The above regulations are designed on the one hand to prolcelthe political rightl of the
poor workers and peasants and, on the other, to use a variety of methods to facilitate the
thorough elimination or the various kinds or counterrevolutionary organizations and
schemes that are hidden within soviet ueas. It is expected that soviet governments at all
levels will follow them and cany tbem out, and see to it that they are publicly made
known to the masses. It is so ordered.

Chainnan
Vice-Chainncn

Mao Zedong
Xiq Ying
ZhangGuollo

Outline of the Orgrmi%ation of the
Sfllte Political Security Bureau of the
Olinese Soviet Republic
(January 27, 1932)

I. Wilhin the boundaries of the soviet areas, in accordance with the Constitution of the
Chinese Soviet Republic and uDder the jurisdiction of the Council of People's Commissan of the Provisional Central Government, the State Political Security Bureau carries ow
such tasks as investigatiq, suppressing, and eliminating all politicalud economic counterrevolutionary organizalions and activities., as well as spies and bandits.
2. The State Political Security Bureau ditrm in its tasks, orpnization, and the !ICOpt:
of its activities from the Commince for the Elimination of Counterrevolutionaries in
districts where the insurrection has recently taken place or which have been newly captured by the Red Anny. The task of the Comminee for the Elimination of Counterrevolutionaries is. relying on lhc power of the revolutionary workers and peasants. to
arrest all overt counterrcvolutionuy elements during and immediately after the insurrection and to send a report on their activities to the Committee for the Elimination of
Counterrevolutionaries to be handled there. The Committee for the Elimination of Counterrevolutionaries is elected by tbe rebellious masses lftd carries on iiS work wu!er the
leadership of the command orpn orlhe insurrection, which is the Workers' lftd Peasants'
Revolutionary Committee. The Commillee for the Eliminllion of Counlemvolutionaries
may maintain its own armed ron:es. so as to carry out its assigned task or arresting.
guarding. ll!ld executing all counterrevolutiOillll)' criminals. The term or existence for the
Committee for the Elimination ofCounlenevOlutionarics is determined by the time when
the soviet Rgime was established in the area in question and the degree 10 which it hu
been consolidated.
3. The task or the State Political Security Bureau is, ~lying on its centralized lftd
systematic orpniration, u well as me lnllt and assiSiallc:e or the re110lutionary masses,
constantly and syslemltically 10 resist, report on, and eliminate all open and especially all
secret and clandestine counterrevolutionary orpniutions and activities, 10 as to safeguard
lftd consolidate the soviet Raime. At pi'CIC!It. in the new soviet areas where the soviet
movement is precisely in the process or developing, it is generally nr:cessary to go through
a stage in which the Committee for the Elimination of Counterrevolutionaries is operative.
In areas where a Commillee for the Elimination ofCour!tcrRvolutionarics exists, the State
Political Security Bwau should develop an orpnizabonal relationship or juriadiclion over it
and gradually tum it into an orpnimtion subonlinall: to the Politic:al Security Bureau.
Oursaun:cforlhisrexlisltiiiO'Zitdlm,}l. Bujwn, Vol.4,pp.l ~ -19.
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4. The organizational principle of the Slate Politie~~l Security Bureau is complete
centralization. II carries out its work under the jurisdiction of a committee organized
within il The director of the State Political Security Bureau is himself chainnan of the
committee and is entitled to attebd meetings of the Council of People's Commissars.,
without the right to vote. but with die right to speak. The right to appoint. dismiss, and
discipline members of the comminee of the State Political Security Bureau m;idcs in the
Soviet Central Executive Committee and its Pre.lidium. One committee member should be
an investigalor of the Supreme Court.
S. The State Political Security Bureau has its representative organ in eve!)' provincial
soviet government and in the Centrll Military Commission to direct the work of the State
Political Security Bureau within local organs and the Red Anny. At the provincial and
xitln levels, branch off"ICes will be set up. also directed by committees. The chief of the
bmnch offiCe serves as the commiaee chairman. In the Red Army, special representatives
are to be appointed to the Centrll Military Commission, the military commissions in
various soviet areas, and even to army groups, divisions. and units at lower levels. Special
representati~ may also be appointed dircclly to certain organs by the State Political
Security Bureau or by the branch office one level higher. The power of appointment,
removal, and punishment of all chiefs of sub-bureaus., committee members., and specially
appointed representatives resides with the State Political Security Bureau. The right to
appoint, remove, and discipline the heads of branch offices, committee members, and
special representatives rests in all cases with the State Political Security Bureau. Atlhe
lowest level, the provincial branch office and the military commission have the authority
to appoint. remove, and discipline special representatives, but the power of final sanction
restswithlhcStatePolitieaiSecurityBureau.
6. Within the State Political Security Bureau, the relationship between superior and
subordinate organs is, except in cases ofspecial obstacles, a consistently vertical system.
Lower levels must absolutely obey orders ftom higher levels. In political mancrs, bmnch
off"~ecs and special represenwives are to accept guidance from the local government or
&om those responsible for military and political matters in the Red Army in the same
locality, and chiefs of branch offices art: entitled to nonvoting attendance at meetings of
the pm~idium of the provincial or xian soviet In terms of wading relationships. however,
they arc strictly subordinate to the Stale Political Security Bureau. Local governments or
command organs of the Red Anny have no right to alter or suspend orders ftom the State
Political Security Bureau. If they wish to protest, they can only submit the matter to the
Council of People's Commissars for resolution.
7. The State Political Security Bureau grants to branch offices in the localities and in
the Red Army the authority to investigate and deal with all cases ofcounterRYOlution, but
final decision-making power rests with the State Political Security Bureau. Only within
limits specially pcnnitted by the State Political Security Bureau can the branch offices
make their own decisions. As for the special representatives, they may carey out their
work only within the scope of tasks entrusted to them by higher authorities, except for
temporary emergency measures. For example, when il is certain that COUDien'eVolutionary
elements or orpnizations will stage a rebellion, the special representatives may, with the
help of the local government or the Red Army, arrest the criminals and smash the organizations,andthenn:porttohighcrauthoriticsfor approval.
8. It is on behaJf of the political authority that the State Political Security Bureau, its
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branch offices, and special representatives investigate, take on, and decide all eases involving counteneYOiutionaries. The masses in the locality in question, as well as government organs, Communist Party and Communist Youth League offices. all revolutionary
bodies, and the Red Army, have the duty of providing and reporting10 them all kinds of
inf'orrnation. When necessary, local governments and the Red Anny should aid them with
their armed forces and must temporarily f'ollow their orders. In tcnns or work relations.,
local governments and command organs or the Red Anny may have only horizontal
relationships with political security branch offiCeS and special represcnwives. Only when
nccesury should branch offices and special representatives make some materials available
10 governments or Red Anny commanding organs on the same level, and they may do so
only within the limits specified by the Swe Political Security Bureau. Relations with Red
Anny commanding organs are 10 be closer,10 racilitatc the Red Anny's constant effort 10
expel evil elements and 10 make it impossible f'or counterrevolutionary activities 10 take
mol.

9. In general, the authority to arrest and interrogate counterrevolutionary criminals and
suspects rests with the Political Security Bureau. Other government organs, Communise
Party and Communist Youth League offices, and all other revolutionary bodies may not
on their own initiative cany out arrests or trials, still less cany out executions. The only
exception is in emergency situations when, for example, it is discovered that counterrevolutionary elements or their orpnizarions have already decided to rebel or 10 flee; in such
cases, it is pennissiblc for other organs, or even the masses., aclint: on their own initiative,
to arrest them and hand them over to the Security Bureau, but even this is limited to arrest.
When the Security Bureau has obtained sufficient evidence of counterrevolution 10 require
the arrest of a responsible person concealed in a government org&D, a Red Army unit, or a
revolutionary body, before the arrest is made the Security Bureau must infonn the most
responsible person ofthatorpn, sothlt replacement personnel may be found Even ifthc
most responsible person in that organ disagrees. he may not obstruct the action bul can
only lodge a protest with higher authorities. If the Security Bureau determines on the basis
or evidence that there is no lonpr anyone in the organ in question who is qualified 10
receive such advance notice, it must then, before taking action, inform the responsible
personinthcorganatthencx.thighcrlevel.
10. In general, as regards the punishment of countcrreYoluticmary criminals, the authority to sentence them and to carry out the sentences raidcs in the judicial organs, while
the Political Security Bureau stands in the position of prosecutor and accuser. Only in
times or civil war, when the soviet movcmcm is expanding outward, does the State
Political Security Bureau have the authority, within the limits permitted by the Council of
People's Commissars and in accordance with the law, to dceidc on and cany out punishmcntsforcertainkindsorcounterrevolutionarycriminals.
II. The priDciplcs or the workers' and peasants' democratic political power for punishing counterrevolutionary criminals arc detennincd on the basis or the clus line. All
those belonging 10 the exploiting classes, such as landlords, despotic gentry, fanner officials, capitalists, proprietors, and rich peasants, who commit active counterrevolutionary
crimes, must be given severe punishmcm; ordinary workers, Red Anny fighters, fann
laboms, poor peasants, middle peasants, and indcpendeat laborer&, provided only that
they •~ not leading clements who resolutely capitulated to the counterrevolution, but
rather joined in or followed countencvolutionary activities or organizations under coer-
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cion or deception, should all in principle be offered a way out if they tum over a new leaf.
The methods for this range from open persuasion, disciplinary warning, confinement. and
discharge from the anny, to Bn'CSIIIDd denial of civil rights for a time. The most severe
punishment for class-alien cournerrcvolutionary elements is death. Next are imprisonrnctlt. forced hard labor, and deportation from the soviet areas. Workers and peasants who
were coerced or deceived by countcrrcvol.utionaries and who turned themselves in are
exempt from punishment; those who were diacovcrcd or accused and have made a fresh
start are to be given mild punishment and set free if imprisoned. Among class-alien
clements who have sunendered, a distinction should be made between leadera and followers, and the period of investigation set aoconlingly. During the investigation period,
fteedom of movement is not pennitted, but those who tum over a new leaf should still be
given lighter punishment than actually deserved.
12. The work of the State Political Security Bureau should, in principle, consist of two
working systems: investiption and cnf'mmncnt (including the examination of materials
from investigation and re-investigation). They an: separate from each other and not intcrdepeDdent. Under the investigative division there should be an intricate, complex operational network. The enforcement division should have irs own anned organization.
13. All activities of the State Political Security Bureau are pemed by law. Prior to
the establishment of a Supreme Court of the Provisional Central Government, the Council
of People's Commissars shall handle these matters directly.
14. Before a local soviet area has established a territorial link with the Central Soviet
An:a, the State Political Security Bureau should hand over control of the political security
bureau there to the presidium of the executive committee of the soviet aovernment of the
area in question, to be exercised on its behalf. Within the Central Soviet Area, when a
local bJanch office is temporarily cut off from the State Political Security Bureau because
of objective obstacles, the same rule applies.
ChainnanoftheCentral
Executive Committee
Vice-Chairmen

MaoZedcmg
Xiu.gYing

..... a.....

Order No. J of the
Central Executive Committee
(February I, 1932)
In order to safeguard the rights of fighters. conunanders, lltd working personnel of the
Red Anny, and to mainrain the iron discipline of the Red Army, this Executive Committee hereby promulgates the '"Temporary Regulations for the Orpnization of Military
Tribunals of the Chinese Soviet Republic" to take effect from May IS, 1932. Upon
receipt of this order, the Central Revolutionary Military Commission shall transmit it to
the headquarters of Reel Anuy units at all levels and lhe headq11111en of local anncd
forces. so that they may organize military tribunals in ICCOrdance with the regulations
herein prescribed, to exercise jurisdiction over all criminal cases within the Red Army. It
is so ordered.
ChairmanoftheCentral
Executive Committee
Vice-Chainnen

Ouraourt:eforlhiscloQunenlisM_,Zet/olla}I.BIIjwrt,Vol.4,p.l5.

MaoZedcma

XiangYing

-·Ouoloo

Temporary Regulations far the
Organization of Military Tribunals
Promulgated by the Central Executive Committee
on February 1, 1932
(Februaty 1, 1932)

C.bapter I. Gener.t Principles

Artic::lc I. All those who perfbnn mililary duties in the I'IDks of anned forces such u
Red Army JIICirilla units, independent divisions, independent regiments. and Red Guard
companies, whether they are fighlerS or other types of working personnel, are to be tried
by a military tribuaal if they break lhe criminallaw,lhe mililary criminal law, or IDY other
law. This does not apply 10 those who violate ordinary discipline but do not go so far as to
commitiCtionsinviolatiotlofthclaws.
Article 2. Illegal acts by residents of tbe war zones, regardiCfl of whcdu:r they violate
the military criminal code or arry other law, are all to be tried by a military tribunal. Spies

of the enemy army aDd hidden traitors within our ranks, if operating in the war zones, are
also 10 be judpd by a military tribunal.
Article 3. Red Army military aibunals at all levels must be organized in accordance
wilblheprovisionsoftheseregulalions.

Chapter Z. Tbe Orpnlllldoaal System ofMIUtary Tribunals

Article 4. Mililary tribunals are dividod iniO lhe followiiiJ four catqories: (I) military
tribunals of primary jurisdiction, (2) military field courts of primary jurisdiction, (l) tbe
Supmne Military Tribunal, and (4) the Supreme Conrerence ofMiliwy Tribunals.
Article 5. Military tribunals of primary jurisdiction arc cscablishcd in the Red Anny at
the levels of army, division, military dislrict headquarlen, IIIUI independent division; field
courts of prilnll)' jurisdiction arc established at the highes1-level headquarters witbin the
milituyfrontara.
Article 6. The Supreme Military Tribunal is established ~mder the Central Revolutionary Military Commission.
Article 7. The Supreme Confcre!lce of Military Tribunals ia established UDder the
Supreme Court
Article 8. Military tribWiala and field courts of primary jurisdiction arc subordinated
to the Supreme Miliwy Tribwlal. The Supreme Military Tribunal is subordinated to the
Supreme Court.
Our source fix' lhilll documenl is Milo ZlltkPigjl. Brt}llart, Vol. 4., pp. 27-32.
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(Supplementary Note I) Prior 10 the establishment of the Supreme Court, cues 10 be
heard by the Supreme Conference of Military Tribunals will be bandied by a court
temponuily organized by the Provisional Central Government.
(Supplementary Note 2) In soviet areas that are not territorially connected with the
Central Soviet Area, a higher military tribunal should be established in the hiJhest military affairs commiuion ofthe ara, with the right 10 take final decisions in all c:ascs.
Cbapler 3. Persoanel ofMIUiary Trtbunala

Article 9. In military tribunals of primary jurisdiction, the judicial committee is composed of the chief judge and two judges. In the Supreme Military Tribunal, the chief
judge, the deputy chief' judge, and thniC judges make up the judicial committee, which
directs the entire judicial proc:ess. The Supreme Conference of Military Trilnlnals is
composed ofmembm appointed by the Supreme Court but it must include a representative from the Central RevolutioiW)' Military Affairs Commission.
Article 10. The chiefjudge and judaes of military tribunals of primary jurisdiction are
nominated by the Congress of Soldiers' Representatives and approved by the Supreme
Military Tribunal; the chiefjudge and judges of the Supreme Military Tribunal are nominiiCd by the Central Revolutionary Military Affairs Commission and approved by the
Supreme Court.
Article II. Anny commanders at any level may not appoint chief judges or judges of
militarylribunals.
Article 12. The court of a military tribunal of first instance ismadeupofthree people,
a judge, who serves as chainnan. and two assessors. Assessors are required in the Supreme Military Tribunal when it deals with cues as a court of primary jurisdiction, but are
not employed when it acts u a court of final instance; in such cases, the court is made up
oflhechiefjudge and other judges.
Article 13. Assessors are elected from among the soldien and are changed once a
week. While they are serving, assessors maybe relieved of their duties as soldiers. but u
socm as their term is completed, they must return to serve in their original units.
Article 14. Military tribunals at all levels may employ secrelarics and other staff.
(Supplementary Note I) If the number of cases is small, military tribunal personnel can
be reduced 10 the chief judge alone for military tribunals of tbc fllSt instance; higher
military lribunals may consill of the chiefjudge aDd one judge.
(Supplementary Note 2) Simple, les5 important lep1 cases may be tried by a sin&\ejudge.
Cll•pter 4. .IIUdiJIIIIIIIIDd Jlekted Procedures
Ia Mllhary Trllnla... at AH Levell

Article IS. Military tribunals of primary jurisdiction shall hear cases involving commanden below the rank of anny commander, combat soldiers, and all anny Sllft'wotkers.
buttheyserveonlyasorpDsofthefirstinstance.
Article 16. Military tribunals of local umed forces hear militaty cases involving the
local armed fon:es of the whole province.
Article 17. Field courts of primary jurisdiction hear all cases within a war zone. but
also only as organs offtnt iastance.
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Article 18. The Supreme Military Tribunal is the organ of final inSWICe for cases thai
have been heard and decided by miliwy tribunals of primary jurisdiction and then appealed. At the same time, it serves as the orpn of first instance for hearing case.s involviiiJ commanders at and above the anny lCYCl, as well as troops and other staff workers
directly under the Revolutionary Military Affairs Commission.
Article 19. The Supreme Confennce of Military Tribunals is the orpn of final in·
stance, which hears case.s that have been adjudicated by the Supreme Miliwy Tribunal
but are submitted on appeal. At the same time, il is the judicial organ for the trial of
imponant military pmolliJCS at the level of anny group commander and above.
Article 20. In all cases adjudicated by miliwy tribunals at every level except the
Supreme Conference of Military Tribunals, the acc:used has the right of appeal within the
period stipulated in the wrinen judgmenL The length of the period for appeal is determined by the court that handles the case, the limits beiiiJ from seveaty·two hours to one
month.
Article 21. In cases inwlving the death penalty, even if the defendant doa not appeal,
the tribunal handling the cue must submit the files to a higher level tribunal for approval.
(Supplementary Note I) Under urgent banle conditions, the death penalty can first be
carried out, and a copy of all files then made and submined to a higher level tribunal for
retroactiveappro'IBI.
Article 22. Trials must be opm to the public, and soldien and anny staff memben
must be pennined to anend them. However, cases involviiiJ miliwy IICCrets may be tried
in IICCret, althOUJh the verdict must still be publicly announced.
Article 23. It is not necessary that bials be held where the miliwy tribunal is located.
They may be held where the anny unit is located or where the penon lneakirlg the law
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Article 24. In places wheR: there are boch mililary tribunals of primary jurisdiction
and a supreme military tribunal, a miliwy procuratorate of primary jurisdiction and a
supreme military procuratorate should be eltl.blished.
Article 25. A military procuraiOrlte of primary jurisdiction should have one chief
prosecutor, one deputy chief prosecutor, and SC\ICial prosecutors; the SUpreme Military
ProciD"'torate should have one chief prosecutor, two deputy chief prosecutors, and sever~!
prosecuton. There should also be a technicalltl.ff of secretaries and copy clerks.
(Supplementary Note I) The number of people working in a military procuratorate can
change at any time, according to the situation in the army.
Article 26. When thay have obtained evidence of an illepl act in the anny, commanders and political commissars at various levels may arrest the criminals and send them to
tbeappropriatemilitaryprocuratorateforinYCStiption.
Article 27. The procuntorate is an OIJIIl for the examination and preliminary examination of military criminals. All cases. except simple ones that are already clcu and call
for no further examination, must be sent to the military procuratorate a1 the rele\'81U !ew:l
for examination; after a case has been examined by the military procuratonne and a
conclusion reacbed, it is sent to the miliwy tribunal for trial.
Article 28. A military )JI'OCIU8torate is an acc1111tory OTJIIl conducting the prosecution
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against military criminals on behalf of the Btate. It is et~litlcd 10 investipte all criminal
cases in the army or related to military affairs, institute prosecution before the court, and

appear in court and bring an indictment on bebalfoflhe swe.
Article 29. When ewnining 1 case, prosecutors bave the wchority 10 summon for
intenoption anyone involved in the case.
Article 30. Three kinds or warrants may be employed when 1ummoning people for
inteJroption: a summons, a detention warrant, and 1 prosecution warrant.
(Supplementary NOie I) Military Dibunals may use only two: the summons and the
detention wanant.
(Supplemcnllry Note 2) The army and division headquarters and other military organs
loclled. where there are military Dibunals should dcsi~r~ate some troops 10 be placed at the
disposal oftbc military procUI'IItolata.

Article 31. FundiiiJ for military Dibuaals and military procuratorates is 10 be provided
by the military units at the comspondiiiJ level in accordance with the budget.
Cbapter 1. Supplemeatlrr Artklet

Article 32. These regulations are 10 be promulgated by the Central Executive Committee in the fonD of an order.
Article 33. The Central Eucutive Committee has the 1111hority to mile or suspend
lhelcregulationsatanytime.
Article 34. These regulations enter into fORe on the day they are promulgated.
ChairmanoftheCentral.
E!tecutiveCommittee

Vice-Oiairmen

Moo ......
XiangYing
ZhongGualoo

Practical Methods for Carrying Out
the Regullltions on Preferential Treatment
for the Red Anny
Directive No. 9 of the Executive Committee
(February 1, 1932)

Tbc Fine National Congress of Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers' Depulies of the Chinese Soviets passed regulations to sive pn:ferentialtrearment to the Red Army. These
regulations give many preferential rights to lhe Red Anny. Why do we have 10 create so

many preferential conditions for the .Red Army? Because during the slnlggle over the past
few yean, the Red Anny has been the major force in resolutely canying out the land
revolution and in faghling against imperialism and the Guomindang warlords., and it is a
strong defender of the Soviet Government. ThrouJhout the histOTy of the Chinese revolutionary suug:le, the Red Anny has done a brave and glorious job. At present !he Chinese
revolution is in lhe midst of a ruthless revolutionary war, and it is a time to fight this
revolutionll)' war actively, to wage war even more ruthlessly UJd on a larger scale against
tbe imperialists and the Guomindang warlords. Only irthere is a vast Red Army can we
win initial victory in one or several provinces and then a nationwide victory for lhe
soviecs. The Red Anny is a group of f!Shtcn; who arc banling for the liberalion of wotken;
and peasaDts and other oppressed people, and for soviet political power, fightiiiJ hard with
the UlmOSl spirit of sacrifice for !be inlerests and the liberation of worken; Uld peasaDIS
and all !be o!bcr oppressed pc:opJc. Therefore, the Soviet Government Uld the masses of
workers and peasants should give pR:ferent.ial treatment to the Red Anny, 10 make !be
Red Anny fighters feel comforted in their hearts and stop their worries over !heir families,
so that they can devote lhemselves wholeheartedly to brave figh1ing. For Ibis reason, the
Fin;! National Soviet Congress specially made these regulations on preferential treallncnt
for !be Red Anny.
In the past, soviet governments in varioWI places had some: regulations on preferential
tn:atment for Red Anny fighlet'S Uld their families, but not enough attention was paid to
their actual implementation, aod in some places people simply ignored them Uld refused
10 cany them out. In some places, the treatment meted out to Red Anny family members
amounted quile simply to sabotage ofthe Red Anny. This is a great obstacle 10 expanding
the Red Army and enhancing the Red Anny's fighting capacity, and is a very big mistake.
In the future, the soviel governments at eveJY level should strictly corrcctthese mistakes
Uld absolu!ely cany out the regulations on preferential trcaunent for !be Red Army that

Ouuoun:e for this document isMuoUdOIIgji, Vol.], pp. 87-91.
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wen: passed at dJe National Soviet Conpess. If there remain cases in which preferential

for dJe Red Anny is neglected, or dJe implemenwiorl of these rqulalions 011
preferential treatment for the Red Army is ignored or inhibited, the people concerned
should be punished as COUJJtemvolutionaries. The following concrete measures for canying out the regulations on preferential treatment for the Red Amly are hereby stipulated.,
to facilitate implementation.
I. Wid! the dilh'ictas a unit, immediately begin an investigalion of the people in the
district who have joined the Red Anny,lhe number of people in the families of thou in
the Red Anny, the amount of land they have. how many people are able to work, how
many are unable to work or unable to work filii-lime. compile the statistics and make two
copies, one to be retained and one to be turned in and preserved by the xian soviet This
task is to be completed by March I.
2. Within each army of the Red Army, each independent division, and loc:al armed
~ dJat are no longer mgaged in production, the polilic:al dcpartmart. and the political
commissar are to be responsible for making a detailed record of the twne, age, address,
and family circumstances ofeveey conunandcr, soldier, and staff member in lhue armed
forces and then' reporting to the revolutionary military committee or the local soviet
government. This wk is also to be completed by March I.
3. As for fiJhla:s in the Red Anny who have given their lives in the past, local
govemmcnts, the political department of the Red Anny, and political commissan are to
do everything possible to investigate the facts and submit a report to the military committee or the local government, which can be handed over to and dealt with by the Dan
government.
4. In the past, in the Red Anny and local armed forces there remained those who
joined counterrevolutionary organizations. Whether it is a cue of elements who have
already been executed, or of elements who turned themselves in and made a new star1,
distinctions are to be made according to class status and berween leaders and followers, to
be invesligaled by those responsible in eac:h army and local armed force and then reponed
to superior organs, to facilitate the decisiOD as 10 whether or not their land is to be
CODfiscated. After decisions are made, they are to be handed over to the various local
governments 10 be carried out.
S. As for the registers compiled by each army, excluding Red Anny fighters who are
fi'om ou11ide, I the Central Govemmem will tum them over 10 the various district governments. The district govemmm will then make a comparison witb the register compiled
by each army and the register compiled through local government investigation, and send
a report to the superior level of government to be kept. on file. If there u. discrepancies.
they must be further investigated in dctllil and reported 10 the superior level of govcmmcnt
for further invcstigatiOD,10 avoid omissions and errors.
6. As far as the main issue in carrying out the regulations for preferential treatment is
concerned, al preseat II Is to mobilize lhe ~nun lo bclp Red Army families 1111
lbelr fteldl and to c:alllvale lbe colledlve land of lhe Red Anny.2 Based on the
registers compiled through investigation, district and township govemmeDIS should calcu-

treatmalt

1. The rc~ i• apparemly 10 !hole who comt fi'Din. or haw lheir lepl tesidenc:es in, places
ou!Sidelhellll\lietbucii'CIIs.
1. In the ChinuD!eXI,IhepiSIIICthllishercinboldiscmphasiml.bytbeaddilionofdolstolhe

rishloflhcchanccm.
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late, for each Red Anny family in its area, the tocal number of family members who are
unable to work or unable to work full-time, determine the amount of volunleel' labor
needed, and then 1011.1 the number oflaborers in every township in its respective area and
appropriately allocale the worker and peasant masses in one place to help the Red Anny
family members in another place till their fields and cultivate the collcc1ive fields of the
Red Army. This responsibility should be given tD the various township soviets tD make
specific allocations ofcultivation work.
7, After receiving notification ftom the district soviet, every township soviet should
immediately call a township soviet conference and determine the measures of implementation. Then it should call a rally of Red Army family members and all residents or
the district to discuss and proclaim the significance of bclping Red Army family members
till their fields and of cultivating the Red Army's collective land, how much volunteer
labor the partic:ulll' township will undertake, and upon approval by the masses. the~
cific number of days and the dates for volunteer labor should be assigned. At the same
time, the township soviet should make every effon to call a meeting ofthose responsible
in the poor peasant leagues and unions of hired hands and enlist their aid to the government in mobiliz;ng the masses tD help the Red Anny and Red Anny families till the fields.
During cultivation and harvesting, the tDwnship soviet is responsible for supervising and
urzing forward the work, but should 11 lbc same time prevent coercive behavior and
giving onlm. (This does not apply, however, in dealing with rich peasants.)
8. During cultiva.tion and harvesting, the township soviet should mobilize the broad
masses beforehand through propaganda 1111d agitation to help the Red Army and Red
Army families cultivate and harvest according 10 the stipulated [schedule of] volunteer
labor, so that the cultivation 1111d harvesting of Red Anny fields takes place slightly earlier
thanreaulucultiv1tionandharvesring.
9. With regard to the method for settiJJg aside collective f~eld& for Red Army fighters
&om outside. the amount set aside for collective fields should be determined on the basis
of the amount of land allocated tD each person in the locality. Where less land is allocated,
less should be set aside, and where more is allocated, more should be set aside. For
example, the method stiJNialed in Jiangxi is that where the allocation 10 each person in a
towaship is S Dan. 3 the total unount of land set aside for collective fields is that of three
10 five people; where it is more than S Dtm, more land will be set aside for collective
fields; where it is less than S Dan, some land must still be set aside for collective fields, a1
leut the amount for two people. Other soviet areas may make their own stipulations on
the basis of the method used in Jiaap:i. Aside ftom the fact that already existing soviet
areas should find a way to set aside collective fields, in newly developed (soviet] districts
particuiiU' attention must be psid 10 setting aside collective fields when land is being
disbibuted.
10. With the district as a unit. the amount of collective fields should be tDialed 1111d
reponed 10 the zliM government. then totaled and reponed to the provincial government.
1111d then again the lmOW'Il of collective fields in the entire province should be 101aled 1111d
reported tD the Central Govemmenl After that, based on the number of Red Army
3. As noted e~rlier in lhis volume, we di!llinsuish between lhe two chuaacn ~"dan.~ one
corraporulin&IO 1 unit of weigh! and tile other 101 unit ofvolwne, by capitalizins tile tint orthe8e.
Here I Dtmstands fartheamountoflandwhich, inlheconditionspn=vailina:inead! villqe, maybe

expectedtoyieldlhatq1811tityofpain.
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fighters who are from outside and the amount of collective fields in the Yarious :xtp, the
Red Anny's General Political Depanmem will disbibute it. On the one hand it should be
reported to the Central Government to be handed down to the local penunents to be
announced to the masses in every locality, and lithe same time it should be announced to
the lighten in each army what amount or collectiYe fields haw been recently allocated to
them and where they are located. Tbe fighters in each anny are 10 elect repraentaliYCS
who will go for inspection purposes to the locations of the Yarious collectiYe fields that
hiWCbeenallocated.
II. For the collectWe fields in CYery location, the district gow:mment is to stipulate a
special marker on which it is written that this is the collectiYe field assigned to the figtlters
in a certain anny; u for seeds. fertilizer, and so on, primarily the masses should be
mobiliKd to pro11ide them, 10 be supplemented by the go\'CI'NIIent when possible.
12. Aftertbeharvest•hyear,lhedisbictsovietisresponsibkforaellingtheproduce
and turning it into currency, to be sent in succession to the xiP pemment and the
provincial pemment, and in tum to the Red Anny 10 be distributed among those who
haYesharesinthecollectiYefields.
13. As for Red Anny fighters ftom outside who have giYen their liYCS. their names,
home addresses, and families are 10 be recorded, and when the I'C\'Oiulion develops into
that locality, the Central Go\'CI'NIIent should instruct the local goYCmmentiO inYeStigate
according to the given address, and their families should be giYen preferential treatment
basedontheregulationsforpreferentialtreatment.
14. Wherl a Red Anny fighter sacrifices his life, ifhis family docs not hayeenough 10
get by or is totally unable 10 swviYC, the goYemmmt should subsidize tbem to a certain
extent, according 10 the basic cost or living or the particular area, to the point that the
children can swviYeon their own.lflhere are no children, the parents and wif'e should be
supportedfortherestoftheirliYCS.
IS. In places where schools haw been established, Red Anny children are entitled to
education free of charge; it is the responsibility of the township and district sovieta to
canylhisouL

16. Red Anny soldiers and their families are 10 enjoy special correspondence privileges, to be handled according to Order No. 1 of the Council of People's Commissars.
17. As for disabled Red Anny fighters, they are to be handled by the Compensation
Commission of the Red Anny Military Committee and the Home for the Disabled, according to the regulations for prcf"creurialtteatment.
)g. In order to implement the abcwe measwa aud all stipulatio11s in lbe regulations
for preferential treatment, a comminee on pref'erential treatment for Red Anny fighters is
to be set up under the militaJy department in each Xiall go\ICJDIIlCDt, to be responsible for
all matters of preferential treatment for Red Anny fighters. Under the prcwincial government a provincial committee on preferential treatment for the Red Anny is to be established, with responsibility for guiding, supervising, and encouraging the xlan committees
on preferential treabncnt for the Red Anny in [the fulfillmtt~t of] their responsibilities.
19. For the purpose of supervising and encouraging the goYcmmcnts II Yarious le'lels
in sincerely implementing the regulations on preferential treatment for the Red Anny,lhe
Workers' and Peasants' Inspection Departments in the YariOUB goYCnUDCntS are responsible for sending people down to cany out inspection from lime to time. If it is found that
the Yarious goyemments are not canying out the rqulations on preferential treatment for
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lhe Red Anny, or in cases where a Red Anny fighter and his family have lodged a
complaint, after investigation by the Workers' and Peasants' Inspcclion Departments, [the
situation) should be rapidly correcced, or criminal charges may be brought in a court of
law and punishment meted out accordingly.
Spring has come and soon it will be time for spring plowing, so governments at all
levels and the political departments of the Red Army must immediately discuss concrete
measures of implementation according to the regulations on preferential treatrneut for the
Red Army and the methods set out in this order, 1111d actually cany them out They must
report from time to time regarding the way iD which this is carried out to superior organs.
up to the Central Government, for their cx~mination. It is crucial that this wort not be
neglected or slowed down. It is so ordered.
Chairman of the Centml Executive
Commiaee of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Vi~hainnen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
Zhong G..,.

Order No.4 of the
Central Executive Committee
(June 9, 1932)
The ''Temporal)' Organizational and Judicial Regullticms of the Judicial Departments" are
provisional regulations for the orpnization of temporary judicial OIJUlS and 1he handling
of legal matters before courts arc fonnally established. These regulations take effect
beginning on June IS, 1932, in the two provinces of Ji111p.i and Fujian, and in Ruijin
xian, which is directly [under the Central Govenunent], and will take effect in all other
soviet areas that arc not yet directly cOMec:tc:d to the Cenbai Soviet Area on the day the
document is received. All provincial judicial departments and those of :%ian that arc
directly [under the Ccntn.l Government], upon receiving this order and the said regulations. must immediately carry them oullt is so ordcn:d.

Chainnan, Central
Executive Committee
ViccCbainncn

0uriOIII'I:C ftrlhisdoeument is MaoZ«longji. /Jujulm, Vol. 4, p. 39.

Mooz.dong

XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Temporary Organi?.atimud andjudicial
Regulations of thejudicial Departments
(Promulgated by the Central Executive Committee
on june 9, 1932)

Chapter 1, General

Prln~lples

Article I. Judicial departments are provisional judicial organs Kt up prior to the
establishment of the courts, which will temporvily exercise all the fUnctions and powers
oftbejudicialorgansandBCCeptandhearbothcivilandcriminalcases.

Article 2. Except forCIISCi ofnu:mbcrs of the arJJlCd forces currently in active service
and personrael of mililar)' organs. all civil and criminal cases are to be beard by the
judicial departments.
Article 3. The orsanizational IU!d judicial procedures of judicial dcputmcnts at all
levels wilbin the tariloly of the Chinese Soviet Republic should be conducccd in conformity with these provisional regulations.
Chapter 2. ne Orp.nl:llltlonal Syllem oftheJudldd Dep.rtmeaiJ
Article4. Judicial departments and judicial scctiODsmustbe established II all levels
within the governments of cities. districts. xilln. and provinces; only within the township
soviets is it UMecessuy to establish them.
(Note) In small city soviets it is not necessary to establish a judicial section; in such
cities. thexianjudicial department ia to tty all cues.
Arlicle 5. Judicial departments at lower levels are subordinate to judicial departments
II higher levels. which have the riJht to appoint or dismiss the director and working
personnel of lhe judicial departments under them. At the same time. the judicial department must accept tbe supervision oftbe presidium of the government at its own level.
Article 6. In terms of jurisdiction, judicial depanment& are under the supervision of
the Provisional Supreme Court, but in tenns of the administration of justice lll.d administrltion in general, they are under the direction of the Commisuriat of Justice of the
Ccntna1 Govmunent, which hu the right to appoint and dismiu their presiding judges and
working personnel.
(Note) In those soviet areas that have not yet bc:en merged into the Central Soviet, the
Executive Committee of the Provincial Party Committee should temporarily exm:isc the
functions and powers of tbe Provi&ional Supn:me Court and the Central Commissariat for
Justice in resolving all judicial problems.
OursourcefarthislelltidlaoZtdor~gji./Jujwm,
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Article 7. Disbict judicial departments should have one director and one secmary;
.xlanjudicial departments should have one director, one judJC, and one secmary; provin.
cial judicial departments should have one director, two vice--directors who are concur·
rently judges (one in charge of criminal cases and the other in charge of civil cases), and
Qlle secretary. The judicial commiaee is composed of the director and the vice-directors.
(Note I) A judicial committee may also be organized within a.xituljudicial depart.
ment. to be composed of the director, the judges, the local chief of police. and others.
(Note 2) When necessary and with pennission from a higher level of government,
othertechnicalpersonnelmaybeused.
Article 8. Judicial departments have the authorily 10 tnnsfer the Red Guards, the local
guards, and the people's police at any time 10 perform various tasks within the scope of
the administration ofjuscice.
Article 9. Those without the right to vote (including those under the age of sixteen)
may not work for the judicial departments. The secretary must also be a penon enjoying
thcright10vot.e.
Article 10. Places of detention may be set up under judicial deplltments at various
levels. for the purposes or confining prisoners awaiting trial or trying prisoners confmed
for short periods of time. In addition 10 places of detention, judicial departments at the
provincial and :cian levels should establish ref'onn·through--labor institutions for the purpose of confining criminals sentenced to long tenns ofimprisorunent.
Chapter 3. Orpnlutlon of and Judkbll Procedurtl for the Coiii'CI

Article II. A criminal coun and a civil court should be organized by judicial depart·
mentaateveJ}'Ieveltohearcriminalandcivilcases.
Article 12. Judicial depar1ments at all levels may let up mobile courts to go whm cues
have arisen and try relatively important cases, so as to involve the broad mwes as obseM:n.
Article 13. The court must be composed or a group of worlr:ers, wilh the direclor or a
judge fuxn the judicial department u chiefjudicial officer, and two others u 8SSCSIOJS.
(Note) Simple and less important cases may be tried singlehandcdly by the director of
the judicial department oroneofitsjudicial oft"ICcn.
Article 14. Theassc:ssorssbould be selected ITom labor unions, farm laborers' associations, poor peasaDt leagues. and other rna orpnizltions, and two assessors should be
replaced at each trial.
(Note I) Those without the right to vote, includin& those under the age ohixteen, may
notbeselectedas8SSCSIOIS.
(Nolle 2) Aasesson should be released ft'om their own work while the trial is going on,
be paid their averqc salary, and retum 10 their original jobs after serving u assessors.
Article IS. In coming to a verdict, tbe presiding judge and the aasessors should use u
a slandard the opinion& of the majorily. Irthcre is disagreement and no conclusion can be
reached. the final verdict should be based upon the opinion or the presidingjudge.Irany
one or the wessors hu a particular opinion and iDJists upon holding 10 it. this may be
[wriaen down and] submitted in a sealed enveJope to tbe judicial department at the next
higher tevc:l as reference material in considering the case.
Article 16. Trials must be open 10 tbe public. If a secret matter is involved, chetrial
may be conducted in secret, but the verdict must be publicly announced.
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Article 17. When caseam tried, one or two secn:laries must be present to make a

'"'"Article
"· 18. Each time

the court is in session, after a case is heard, the court must
adjourn for discussion and come to a verdict Only after the verdict is announced can the
courthearthesccondcasc.ltisstrictlyforbidden.towaitseveraldaysbeforeannouncinJa
verdic:tafterthecasehasbeenheard.
Article 19. Those related to the defendant by blood or marriage and those who have a
perscmal relationship with the defendant an: prohibited from participllinJ in the trial of
that def'endaflt's case (this applies equally to the assessm and to the prcsidinJjudge).
Article 20. On the ftont of die verdict must be wrinen the time ofdae trial; the names
of die presidinJ judge, the assessors, and other participants in the trial; the defendant's
record and charges apinat him; then the crimes of which he has been convicted; and
finally a clear statement of the period during which the defendant may appeal. lrthere is a
prisonsentence.,itistobecalculatedftomdacdaceofarre.st. Thewrittenverdictmustbear
the seal or signature of the pmidingjudge and of the assessors.
Article 21. The defendant must be Jiven a copy oflhc original text of the verdict.
Article 22. All materials and evidenee pertainii!J to each case must be compiled
together, placed in one tile, Jiven a serial number, kept at the judicial department, and
muatnotbelost
Article 23. When a case is trial in court, in addition to the prosecutor, who appears in
court as the one bringing the indicbnent, in cases involving mass orpnizations, the
relevant mass organi:mtions may also send representatives to lhc C011rt as plaintiffs.
Article 24. In his own intaests, the defendant may send reprcsematives to court to
defend him, but must obcain the pennission of the court.
Article 2S. In cases decided by judicial departments II all levels, the defendant has the
right to appeal within the time limit specified on the written verdict. The time limit for
appeal is two weeks, and the date of appeal is determined on the basis of the nature of the
cue by the court that tried the particular case.
(Note) The time limit for appeal is to be calculated ftom the date the defendant delivers
a written appeal to the judicial deplllmeJitlhat tried his cue, not from the date on which it
is submitted to the judicial department at the next higher level.
Article26. Incases in which a deatbscntcnceispronounced,even if !he defendant
fails to appeal, the judicial department that heard the case should submit for approval the
wrinen verdict and all files pertaining to the case to the Commissariat for Justice at the
nextbisherlevel.
Article 27. Only after tbe time limit for appeal specified on the written verdict has
elapsed or the verdict hu been approved by the higher level Commissariat for Justice may
lheven:lictbeputintoeffect.
Article 28. Judicial dcpartmetdi may issue thn:e kinds ofwarrant&--lhe swnmons, the
deleJiti.on warrant, l!ld the seuch warrant.

C ... pter 4. Tile JurlldldiH of Judlelll Depl:l'lnlCnts •1 All Levell

Article 29. Judicial departments have the power to issue wuninp to, fine, confiscate
the property of, sentence to f'orced labor, imprison, and execute all those accused of
crimes.
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Article30. Jnroutine,minorcasesbeardbydistrictjudicialdepartmellts,sentencesto
forced labor or imprisonment should not exceed siK months.
Article 31. The xi1211 judicial department is the organ of last iniWICe to solve tbe
problems and appiO\Ie the verdicts of all cases submitted by the district judicial department; at tbc same time., it is the organ of first instance to hear cases of significance to the
whole nan. It has the power to issue the dcatb scnlcmce. but not to carry out the death
penalty; death scateDI:e& issued by xilln judicial departments may be carried out only upon
approvalbytheprovincialjudicialdepartment.
(Note) Xltln judicial departments that are cut off from the provincial judicial depanmcnt may cany out (the death sentence] without the approval of the provincial judicial
department.
Article 32. The provincial judicial department is the organ of last instance to solve
problems and approve verdicts of all cases submitted to it by the xian Commissariat for
Justice; at the same time it is the organ of first instance to hear all importiiDI cases of the
province. It has the right to issue 1 death sentence, but must obtain approval of the
Provisional Supreme Coun before carrying it out. (Note) In provinces that are not yet
directly connected with the Central Soviet Area, the provincial judicial department has the
righ.ttocanyoutthedeathSCDtence.
Cbapter S. lbe Talk and Duties oftbe Prosec:utor
Article 33. There may be a prosecutor and a deputy prosecutor in the provincial
judicial department. ODe prosecutor in the xian judicial department. and no prosecutor in
the district judicial department
Anicle 34. The chief duty of the prosa:utor is to handle the preliminary examination
in a case. Except for simple and clearcut cases that do not require a preliminary examination, all cases submiaed to judicial departments must be examined beforehand by the
prosecutor, who has the right to investigate the criminal acts of the accused.
Article 35. After die preliminary examirwtion, if the prosecutor finds facrs and evidence that a crime has been committed, he may dnw his conclusions and submit them to
thecourtfortrial.
Article 36. In cases in which criminal behavior is discovcrtd and an inuncdiate meat
needs to be made before an investigation can be carried out, the prosecutor bas the right to
arrestthecriminalbefon:hand.
Article 37. When investigating a case, the prosecutor bas tbc right to summon and
inten'Opte anyone involved in the case at any time.
Article 38. When a prosecutor investiptCS a case, whe!her examining the defendant or
a witness., the proceedings must be taken down as the record of the preliminary examination, which then must be signed and sealed by those examined (defendants and witneues)
andtheprosecutor,tobeuseduevidenceinthecasc.
Article 39. The prosecutor brings the indictment on behalf of the government. 111d
when court is in seuiOD he may make accusations on behalf of the govemmcnt.
(Note) Before the prosecutor system is established, one of the judges may be put in
charge of the preliminary hearing of the case and perfonn the functions of the prosecutor,
but when the case is heard in coun, tbc judge who conducted the preliminary hearing may
not serve as presiding judge or as an assessor. But in cases involving counterrevolutiOD&r·
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ics, the Stale Bureau of Public Security may send delegates to lhe court to bring the
indictment on behalf of the state.
Chapter 6. Supplnaeatary l'nviiiiiDI

Article 40. The Central Executive Committee bu the riJb.t to amend and suspend
these regulations at any time; the regulations are issued u an order by the Central Executive Committee.
Article 41. In the two provinces of Jianp.i and Fujian and in Ruijin .rfQII, whicb is
directly [under the Central Government}, these regulations take effect beginning on the
day they are promulgated. In soviet areas that are not yet directly connected to the CentTBI
Soviet Area, however, they are to take effect beginning on the day the order is received.
Central Executive
Committee Chainnan
Vice-Chainnen

MaoZedong
XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

Temporary Outline of the Organization Of
Deparbrumts ofInternal Affairs
Adopted at the 16th Meeting of the Standing Committee
ofthe Council ofPeople~ Commissars
(June 20, 1932)

1. In lbc Central Govemmcnt, the department of internal affairs is under the jurisdiction of the COWicil of People's Commissars 111d is called the People's Commissariat for
Internal Affairs. At lhe.rian and provincial levels it is under the guidance of the praidium
of the eucutive committee and is called tbo Department of Internal Aftiirs. Districts will
not have a dcpll1mellt for internal affairs.
2. Adminislntively, departmentS of intemal affairs at all levels are directly under tbe
jurisdiction of the department of inlemalatfairs at the next higher level, with which direct
systematic relations are established, and they must absolutely cany out the order& of the
hi&hcr-level departme11t of internal affairs. At the same time, they are subject 10 the
dim:tioD of the presidiwns of 1he governments at their OWJI levels, thereby establishing a
horizontal relationship. Departments of intemal affairs may organize committees for internal affairs. composed of three to nine people.
3. The heads of lower-level departments of internal affairs, once they are elected by
the Soviet Congress at the equivalent level, must be approved by lhe department of
intemalatrairsatthenexthigherlevel.

4. The Commissariat for Internal Affairs is tmporarily in charge of such matters u
urbaD administration; people's police; crime detection; public health 111d hygierle; tnnsportation; postal services 111d telecommunications; food supplies; social security. cenaustaking; rqistntion of births, deaths. and marriages; and so on. The followiDg offices an:
temporarily to be established under the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs:
L Office for Urban Administntioa
b. Oftlce for Administration
c. Office for Public Health 111d Hygiene Administration
d. Office forTnwportation Administration
e. Office for Social Security Administration
f. Off"JCC for Posral Services 111d Telecommunications Administration
(Note I) The offices for public health and hygiene, rranspona.tion, postal services and
telecOmmunications, social security, food supplies, and so on,are temporary orpni:mtions
to be set up prior to the establishment of commissariats for public health and

hyJiene.
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trulsponaticm, postal services and telecommunications. social sec:wity, and so on and are,
for the time beinJ, under the adminisrralion of the Commissariat for Internal Affairs.
(Note l) Departments (or sections) for public health and hygiene will not be established for the time being in c:ily soviet& or at the district, xian, and provincial levels, but at
the district level, the presidium will be in charge. As for offices for food supplies at the
city soviet and district, xian, and provincial levels, separate departments (or sections)
should be established, under the guidance of the Central People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs.
5. Within tbe departments of internal affairs at the provincial and ;dan level&, only
sections for administration, urban administration, trulsportaticm, public health and hygiene, snd social sec:urily are to be established. In city soviets, a section for administration
is set up to manage the people's police department, as well as to do the work of crime
detec:tion. In lqe cities, a section for urban administration snd a section for administration are established to manaae urban administration, the people's police, snd crime detection.
6. In addition to the commissar and the vice-commissar of the Commissariat for
Internal AffaiJ&, the Central Government appoints six directors of the administrative offices. Provincial JDvcmments appoint five people to head the sections of administration,
urban administration, llansportation, public health and hygiene, and social security. Klan
aovemmcnts appoint only two people to such offices. Cily governments appoint only one
person to head the section for administration.
(Note) In small xitm, the head of the department of internal affairs may also serve
c:onc:llrmltly as section head; only one additional section head is appoiuted.
7. In addition to the responsible working personnel listed in No. 6 above, a suitable
number of technical working personnel may be appointed to deal with lmlnic:al matters;
theyaretobeappointedbythebeadofthedepartmenL
8. The matters to be manapl by eac:h administrative oft"ICC (or section) are as follows:
L The office (or section) for urban administration manages urban development and
construction such IS roads, s!JU:ts, trolleys, eleclric:ity, running water, and the construction and management of other public: works IIJCIICies.
b. The offices for administration and the sections for administration (i) manage the
people's police force, including training and education; household registration; registrltion of births. deaths and marriages; installation of street iiJhts; monitoring and
supervision of the police force; maill.teDanee of law and order in the cities; street
cleaning; and enforcement of the ban on opium-smoking and pmbling, and so on; and
(ii) handle crime detection, training of detectives., and investiption and arrest of criminals (such u thieves and murderers. etc.).
c. The office (or section) for public health and hygiene administers hospitals; prevcnts and controls the spR&d of epidemics and contagious diseases; monitors public
beallb; iniiJiflCIS health conditions on vebic:les, ships, in public: diniq facilities, and
residential buildillJI; e1t11111.ines and monitors physicians and pharmacists; tests drup;
111U18JCSthemedic:al&uppliesbusiness;andsoon.
d. The office (or section) for nnsponation plans, builds, inspects, repairs, and
improves roads and bridJCS; it administers the operation of ships and shippiDJ routes;
it· installs traffic: sianst it administers and improves land transportation (such IS railways. highways. and air traffic:); and it administers other transportation-rdlled affairs.
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e. The office (or section) for social security [X][X][X] administm relief of the
poor in soeiety, such as relief for [victims of] fioods and droughts. and for areas struclc.
bydifferenttypesofdisasters.
f. The office for postal services 111d telecommunications develops and adminiscm
the postal services., wire telegraphs, wireless telegraphs, and long-distance telephone
services of the whole country.
(Note) Postal services and telecommunications are centrally administered, so the office
for postal services and telecommunications is set up only within the Central People's
Conunissariat for Internal Affairs; no such organization is set up at or below the provincial level.
9. When the WOJk requires, individual offices or sections may fonn committees, hire
specialists as committee members. and appoint the heads of the offices or sections to chair
the committees. The number of committee members may range from three to five.
I 0. Organizational and operational details for departments for food supplies and public health and hygiene within local governments will be specified and announced separately.
II. To supervise the WOJk oftbe departments and direct the work at the lower levels,
several people should be appointed as guidance personnel.
11 Detailed rules and regulations for the work of the Commissariat for Internal Affairswillbespcc:ificdseparately.
13. The Council of People's Commissars may amend or aMul this temporary outline
at anytime.
14. This temporary outline takes effect on the day of its promulption in the two
provinces of Fujian and JiaDgXi and in Ruijin xtan. In soviet areas that have not yet
established a direct connection with the Centnll Soviet Alea, it takes effect on the day the
document is received.
Chainnan of the Council
of People's Commissars
Vice-Chainnen

MaoZedong
XiangYing
..... Ouotoo

&gulatiorrs Regarding the Issuance of
Short-term "Revolutionary War" Bonds
(June 25, 1932)

Article I. In onler to advance the revolutionary war, the Provisional Central Government is issuing bonds to replenish its war fwlds; the bonds are to be called ''revolutionary
wu''bonds.
Anicle 2. The amount of these particular bonds is set at 600,000 .)'UQ/1 in national

"""""'·

Article 3. The interelll: me of the bonds is 10 percent per annum.
Article4. There are lh~ dcnomi!lll:ions for tbc bonds: (I) SO fen. (2) I JlliiVJ, and (3)

........

Article 5. The interest Uld principal of lhe bonds are sa to be paid back in six monlhs;
payment of the interest and principal will begin on January I, 1933, at which time the
interat and principal will be paid back at the same time.
Article 6. The bonds are fully usable to pay commercial taxes, land taxes., and other
govcmment-imposed raxes, but no interest will be paid when the bonds arc used to pay
thec:urrentyear'staxcs.
Article 7, The bonds may be traded. and used as collatml or security in place of other
..... ofouh.
Article 8. Any person who delibendely damages the credit and price of the bonds will
be prosecuted as having committed a crime against the soviets and the revolution.
Article 9. FiiWlCial agencies of govemmems at all levels, tile management departtnent
of the Red Anny, state banks. and government-authorized worker-peasant banks and
cooperatives in all areas are to handle the sale of bonds and the rep&ymeDI of inten:st and
principal.
Article 10. These mlf:s 111d rcgulatiorls arc promulptcd and become etfeccivc 011 July
1,1932.
Chainnan oflhc Provisional
Cenbal Govcnunent

Vice-Cbaim11m

Mao Zedong

Xiaq Yiq
Zhong G...,.

0uriiOIII'Cel'orlhistcxli1Mao~ji.BujiiiUI,

'"
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Amended Temparary Tax Regulations
(July 15, 1932)

Cbapter 1. Ge•eral Principles

Anicle I. Unified progressive taxation shall be eslablishcd, and all land taxes, household levies, #}In, and other miscellaneous contributions and taxes imposed by the
Guomindang warlord government shall be abolished.
Article 2. There are lhrce 1ype5 of taxes: commercial taxes, agricultural taxes. and
industrial taxes.

Cbapter Z. Commercial Tax
Anicle 3. Tax rates: For the rime being, there shall be fourteen levels of commercial
capital tax [for amounts] from 101 yva11 to 500,000 }WI'I'. Taxes on income derived &om
capilal (that is to say, total profits, not the capital itself) shall be levied according to the
ralcS prescribed for the different levels. Tax: rates on capital in excess of 500,000 )111011
shall be fixed separ:ately. The [tax] table is as follows:

Commercial Tai
Capital ()>Ira)

Rate(pereeul)

101-200
201-400

401-700
701-1,000
1,001-1,500
1,501-3,000
3,001-5,000
5,001-10,000

10
II
12
13
14

10,001-20,000
20,001-30,000
30,001-50,000
50,001--80,000
80,001-100,000
100,001-500.,000

10
II
12
13
IS
17
19
21
23

2S

Our sourq for this document is Mt10 Zedongji. Bu}INNI, Vol. 4, pp. 69-73.
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Article 4. Taxation methods: Tax rates arc set according to the amount of a store's
capital as colcrcd on its operating license obtained from a financial organ of the government. Thereafter, tax will be leviedaccordingtothisrate.
Article S. Tax periods: Taxes shall be collected once every month; taxes on seasonal
businesses musl also be collected regularly.
Anicle 6. Tax exemption procedures:
a. AJI consumer coopc11tives organized in accordance with the regulations on cooperatives promulgated by the government, and approved by and registered with the
;darr government, are exempt ftom taxation upon report by the xian government to
the provincial government in question.
b. Stmt vendors with less than 100 yuan in capital and peasants selling their surplus
produce directly are all exempt ftom commercial taxes.
c. All those with commercial capital of less than 100 yuarr are exempt from taxation.
d. Merchants who arc in distress or have suffered unexpected damages may be exempced from taxation after reponing to the govemmcnt and being invcsligated and

_......

c. The government may announce tax exemptions by decree at any time for certain
dailynecessitiesltldmilitarysupplies.

(Noce) At present qricultunl production and commodity values in the countryside are
extremely complex and a uniform method of taxation cannot be established. Only the
principles of agricultural taxation Cltl be determined. On the basis of tbese principles,
each province may detennine the appropriate agricultural taxes in the light of local conditions ud report to the Central Govemment for approval and application.
Anicle 7. After the land has been redistributed to the peasants, the amount of the
annual hanoest per person 111d the necessary living expenses per person shall be calculated
by dividing the annual harvest of the main crop for the whole family by the number of
people in the family. Then, on the basis of these standards, the minimum amount of
income per person on which tax is levied and the rate of progressive taxation shall be
established. For rich peasants, however, the standuds for [income from the] harvest and
taxes imposed shall be based on averages computed using the number of able-bodied
workCIS in the family (rather than the number of family members).
Anicle 8. Only the main crop (rice and wheat) is taxable; sideline products llC IIX-exempt
for the time being. Those who harvest rice ltld wheat twice a year should, however, be
raxedtwice.
Article 9. When tea-oil producing hills, conon and hemp fields, and orcbards have
been redistributed as rice paddies and wheat ficlds, their produce becomes the main crop
IUidislikewisesubjecttotaxation.
Aniclc 10. Dependents of Red Anny soldiers (limited to the individual's own parents,
wife, and younger siblings without labor power) enjoy tax exemption in accordance with
the regulations oo prcfCJCDtial treatment for the Red Anny.
Al1icle II. All farm laborers and hired workers and coolies to whom land has been
distributed land, and their wives, shall be exempt from taxation.
Article 12. Poor peasanls whose incomes have reached the Ieveli! which taxes may
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be imposed but who still CIIUIOt support !heir families may be granted lax reduction or

excmplion by the township sovieiS on a case-by-case basis.
Article 13. A special point should be made of making lhc taxes on fonncr rich peasants somewhat beavier.
Article 14. Areas that have suffered floods or drought and other natural disascen, or
from depredations by White bandits, shall be granted tax exemption or reduction accordingtotheseverityofthesituation.
Miele 15. Increased agricultural income resulting from the improvement of seeds and
methods of cultivation is exempt from taxation.
Article 16. Agricultural produce obtained from the cultivation of wasteland is exempt
from taxation for three years. Rich peasants, however, may benefit from lax reduction or
cxemplion for one year in light of the circumstances oftbe harvest.
Article 17. The methods and periods for agricultural taxation are to be promulgated by
tbe Cenbal Commissariat of Finance. In other soviet areas separated [fium tbe Central
Soviet Area), however, they may be dctemlined and promulgated by the highest level of
local governments according to local conditions. During the period when taxes are due,
each person in every family should pay the amoum of tax. required by regulations regarding the tax rates.
Anicle 18. Agricultural tax shall be paid in cash, which is limited to the national
currency of the Chinese Soviet Republic. Othercum:nciesare not acceptable.
Cbapter4. ladustrlaiTaJ.
Anicle 19. Production cooperatives lhat are approved and registered by the xian government may be exempted from taxation, upon repon to the provincial government by the
:rlan government
Article 20. At present, in order to promo!e the industrial development of the soviet
areas, the tax. on manufactwed products is not being levied for the time being.
Article 21. lndusttial tax rates arc determined according to the amount of capital, and
only the profits from the capital an: taxable. [Industrial] tax rates will be established by a
separate regulation, but the rate must be lower than that for the tax on commerce.
Chapter S. Addldonal Article
Miele 22. These
gated.

lax

regulations shall come into force on the date they are promul-

Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee
Vicc-Cbairmcn

MaoZedong
XiangYing
ZhangGuotao

&solution of the Central Executive Commitbre
on Redrawing Administrative Boundaries
(July 21, 1933)

The division of the soviet administtative areas is substantially different in principle from
that of the administrative areas oflhe old reactionary government. The size ofthe administrative areas ohhe old reactionary government is always very large. This is because their
government is a bureaucmic: organ divorced ftom the masses. The only purpose of their
govenunent is to weaken and oppress the masses. The principles in the division· of soviet
administrative areas are completely differenL Ou:r govemmet1t must gel as close as possible to the masses and worlr: for all the interests of the miiSICS. Thmf'orc, whether it is a
township, a district, a .xiaJJ, or a province, the administralivc area should not be too large.
Although the division of the administrative districts in the Central Soviet Area has already
gone throUJh several changes, generally spcakin& most of the areas continue to follow the
old divisions and there have been no radical changes. This has proved to be extremely
inconvenient for war mobilization, and for economic and cultural construction and construction in other domains. Consequently, the Central Execucive Committee has decided
to redraw the administrative boundaries in the Central Soviet Area aad has laid down the
f'ollowingcriteria fordividina: the administntive areas at various leYels:
A. Town•

In addition to a market 1re1, it can also have jurisdiction over a portion of the countryside
around this market, but its jurisdiction should not extend beyond 5 /1 ftom the mlrltct.

B. Towaahlps
I. First clus townships, which are on flatland and particularly densely populated The
standard populati011 under the jurisdiction of such a IOWR&hip should be 2,000. If the
populatiO!I in one village or in several neighboring villaga exceeds 2,000., die population
under the jurisdiction of a township soviet may be somewhat larger, but it should not
exceed 2,500 at most. Similarly, if one area should appropriately be divided into two
townships. because of pgraphical conditions (for instance, division by a river). 111d the
population in each township is less than 2,500, then the population under the jurisdiction
of each toWnship soviet may be somewhat smaller.
2. Second ci15510Wnships. which are situated between flat land and hilly land. Such
townships are not u densely populated as first cl155townships and the size of the area is
This clllcumcnl was nm published in HOIIgSizho/lghllll, no. 98. AIIJIISII, 1933. We have b'lllllated
il fiumAIIID:l..edoqft, Vol.), pp. 2.91--9), which n=produccs d:nu YCI'llion.
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much larger. The standard population under the jurisdiction ohuch a township should be
I.SOO. If, because of popphical conditions, it is convenient that the size of the area
under the jurisdiction of one township soviet be larger or smaller, then lbe populldion of
one township may be more or less than I,SOO.
3. Third ciiSS townships, which are in sparsely populllcd IOCIIities wbere much of the
land is hilly. The slandard popula.ticm of such a township should be 1,000. If, boeause of
geographical conditions. it is convenient that cenain villages or lwnlets be under the
jurisdiction of one township, the populllion of such a township may exceed 1,000. The
administrative area should not, however, be too large, so as not to viollde the principle thlt
soviet governments should be close to tbe masses. Similarly, if because of geographical
conditions, it is not convenient for a township soviet to have jurisdiction over (certain
localities], it may have a populatioD of less than 1,000. In some places, where there are
many high mountains. tbe area is particularly vast, and the population is particularly
sparse, the population of one township may be as few as 400 or so. But it should not be
fewer than 250 at a minimum.
C.DIItrkll

A standard district should have jurisdiction over seven townships. In particularly densely
populated areas on flat land, a district may have jurisdiction over as many as nine townships. In particularly sparsely populated places in mountain areas where land is extensive,
a district may have jurisdicriOR over only five townships.

D. Xllllf ud Provilaces
The Council of People's Commissars is instructed to issue orders reprding the division
between xian and provinces, in accordance with the principle of getting close to the

........

Soviet areas ouuicle the Central Soviet Area should all conduct a rccxamin~tion of
their administrative areas in line with the principles set forth. in this resolution. The
boundaries of those areas that are too luge and not in accord with these principles should
be redrawn.
After the promulgation of this resolution, the ''Temporary Regulations of the Chincae
Soviet Republic Concerning the Division of Adminis1rl1ive Areu" issued in December
1931 shouldbedcclarcdnulludvoid.
Chairman

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chairmen

Xians Ying
ZhangGuotao

Resolution on Carrying Out the Redrawing of
Administrative B11U11daries
Order No. 46 ofthe
Central Council ofPeople~ Commissars
(July 22, 1933)
The resolution by the Central Executive Committee concerning the redrawing of administrative boundaries lays down the principles for dividing administrative areas and the
standards for dividing towns. districts, aud townships. As regards the division of provinces and x/tJI'I, the Central Executive Committee instructs the Council of People's Commissars to issue orders determining this. Now only alinle over four months remain before
the Second All-Soviet Congress CORvcnes. During these four months, elections must be
carried out for the soviers at the four levels of toWl'lship, dillrict, zlan, and province. and
deputies to the All-Soviet Congress must also be elected. Before these elections can be
held, however, all the administrative boundaries of townships and districts which do not
confonn to the principles set out in the reaolution of lhe Central Bxcc:utive CommittH
must be redrawn. Some zitln administrative bouradaries must also be redrawn. In order 10
reexamine the CJII:isting administrative boundaries and redraw them, in accordance with the
principles set 0111 in the resolution by the Central Executive Committee. so as to facilit11e
carrying out the electiODs expeditiously, the Council of People's Commiasus issues the
followinsstipulations:
I. The plm of the Commissariat for Internal Affairs ro add eight more :lian administrative areas in the two provinces of Jianpi and Fujian is approved. ThezitJn ofLuokou,
Longgang, Yangyin, Chishui, Chanpheng. Xijiang. Menling. and Pengpai are established. The provincial soviets in Jianpi and Pujian should immediall:ly send their represerrtati"Ves to each or the newly established zlan to summon the leaders or die district and
rownship pemments to mcetinp f'or electina an interim :tilln soviet 10 nwtage local
polilical affairs, and ro start immedi11ely redrawinslhe administrative boundaries or dislricts and towaships, so as ro &cililale the cleclions. In order ro strenglhen lhe leadership
or the new zlan, the provinciaiiO'Iiet can appoint one or 1e11eral people to the chainnlllship and Olher posts or the inlerim :d11n scwiet. The .011n SO'ViCI wbicb originally had
jurisdiction over the area or the new XiiJIJ mus1 send some people ro sttengthen the
lcadenhip oflhe inlcrim soviets oflhc new .fitJIJ.
2. In order ro guaramee th11 die principles set: f'ortb in the I'CIOiution of lhe Cenll'll
Bxec:Uiive Commitlllc will be complelcly followed during the aclual procDSS or redrawing
Olr IIOIII'Ce for lhill doeumml is Mao z.iollgji. lh¢11J11, Vol. 4, pp. 125-16, w11en: il is reproduced
from1bc Olen OlcnJ Collcclion.

...
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the administrative boundaries at the levels of district and township, the district soviet
should be in charge of the division into townships and should report the work to the.:citul
soviet for review and approval. The :cian soviet should be in chBfF or redrawing the
boundaries or districts and should report to the provincial soviet for its approval. All the
reports should be accompanied by simple maps. The provincial soviet should send a
report about the redrawn districts and townships in each :cian, with maps attached, to the
Central Commissariat for Internal Affairs for review.
3. The redrawn disbicts and townships should be named after the IOCIII matkcts or
major place n1111es. Old nunes may remain in use, except those ccmtaining implications of
feudalism or superstition. If there arc no appropriate old names which can be used, the
new administrative areas may be named after well-known local events in the revolutionary
struggles in the past or they may be named after revolutionary leaders who have laid down
their lives and arc respected by the local masses. Or they may use other revolutionary
tenns as their names. But no numbeiS shall be used as names.
4. The presidiums of the governments at various levels shall direct the departments or
intcma\ affairs to take charge or the work or redrawing the administrative boundaries.
They should send people to each locality to lake the lead in canying out this work. The
Central Commissariat for Internal Affairs must assume overall responsibility for directing
this work.
S. As soon as the work or redrawing the administrative boundaries is completed,
elections should immediately be held. The Central Oovemment will issue separate instructions about tuMing the elections. 1
Chainnan

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
ZhangGuotao

1. SeC below, the Proviaiaaal Soviet ElcdOrll Law and !he rao\Uiion puttina it intoe!Tect, boch
dl.!eciAIIJIIIC9,1933.

Resolution of the Central Executive
Committee on the lSSUDnce ofEconomic
Construction Bonds
(July 22, 1933)

The vigorous development of the revolutionary war requires that the Soviets mobilize
all forces 10 carry out the work of economic construction in a planned way, and to
organize the broad masses for economic construction. To set up cooperatives everywhere, to coordinate the grain supply and the production and sale of all products, and
to promote cxtemaltrade, 1 so as to smash the enemy's economic blockade, resist the

ClUe! exploitation by the unscrupulous merchants, funher improve the life of the
masses, and provide the revolutionary war with even mon: solid material strcngtb--

such is the great fighting task at present. In order to cany out economic construction
work forcefully, the Central Executive Committee hereby approves the proposal put
fOJWard at the Confcrenee on the Lam!. Investigation Movement attended by soviet
personnel from the eight :dtm of Ruijin, Huichang, Kuidu, Shengli, Bosheng,
Shicheng, Ninghua, and Changting, ltld by the Congress Of the poor peasant leagues
of these eight xian, 10 issue 3,000,000 }'IIQII worth of Economic Consttuction Bonds
and to allow people 10 use grain or money freely as payment in purchasing the bonds.
A cenain portion of the money raised will be used for current military purposes, while
most of the money will be used for p11rposes such as promoting coopcntives, coordinating food supplies, and expanding external trade. In order to define the pwposes of
the bonds and the procedures for paying back the principal plus interest, the Central
Executive Committee hereby issues the "Regulations on the Issuance of Economic
Conslluction Bonds." The Central Exeeutive Committee has instructed the Council of
People's Commissan to supeJVisc and encourage the Commissariat of Finance and
the Commissariat for the National Economy in directing the local governments 10
issue and control the bonds rapidly and correctly, in accordance with this resolution
and the Regulations on Economic Construction Bonds. At the same time, broad propaganda and explanatory work should be carried out among the worker and peasant
masses, and among all residents who respect soviet laws, so as to help launch an
economic construction movement rapidly within the borders of the soviet area. If
there are any coumem:volutionaries who anempt to djscrcdit the bonds and sabotage
This resolulion was first published in Honp Zlwngll1111, no. 96, July 26, 1933. We have II'BnslaiOd it
fi'omMGoZet/otrgji,Vol.l,pp.l95-96.whiehn:producesdu.tvcrsion.
I. The exprnsion dulwal mtlfiJ'/normally IJICaTIII "fomgn lmlk,~ but here it obviously n:fers to

lndewilhlben:g:ionsunderCiuomindarlg:controloutsidethesovietbaseareas.
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other economic facilities. lhe Slale Political Securil)' Bureau is hereby inslructed lo take

lhe necessary measures againsl 1hcm and rigorously lo suppress lhcse elemcniS, in order
10 guaranlc:c 1be smoolh progress oflbe work ofeconomic construdion.

Chairman
Vice-Chairmen

-.-..
Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying

Regulations on the Issuance afEconomic
Construction Bonds
(July 22, 1933)
I. In order to promote the cause of economic conslnlction in the Soviet Area. improve the lives of the masses, and strengthen OW' combat forces. the Central GovemmcRt
hu decided 10 issue Economic Constructicm Bonds. Two-thirds of the mcmey raised from
issuiiiJ the Economic CoustructiOD Bonds will be used for promoling external trade,
coordinating grain supplies, and developing coopcraCivcs tmd agricultunl and induatri1l
production, while one-third will be used for military expenditures.
2. The fixed amount of lhc Economic Construction Bonds to be issued this time is
3,000,000)1Uf.V1 in lhe naticmal currency. 1
3. The UJnual intcrat rate of the &onomic Conscruction Bonds is 5 pamrt.
4. The interest on the Economic Construction Bonds will be paid within seven years
starling ttom October 1934. The annual interes1 on each big foreign dollar is Sfen.
5. The principal of the Economic Construction Bonds will be paid back within five
years starting from October 1936. Teft percent of the total principal will be paid back in
the first year (1936), 15 per cent in the second year (1937), 20 pu cent in the third year
(1938), 25 per cent in the fourth year (1939), and 30 per in the fifth year (1940). The
methods of repayment will be decided and announced by the Commissariat for Finance at
the appropriate time.
6. The profits from the Grain Coordinating Bu~m~, External Trade Bureau, and other
state enterprises will be used as funds for paying back the principal and interest or the
Economic Conslnlction Bonds.
7. It is permitted to buy and sell the Economic Construccion Bonds and to usc them
as security ror other purposa.
8. The purchaser or Economic Construction Bonds may pay for them either in grain
or in money, just as he prerers. The price of the grain will be calculated acconiing to the
price list published by local xian governments.
9. There arc five dcnominlltions or Economic Conitruction Bonds: S jiao, I yuon, 2
yuan,lyuan. andSyuan.
I 0. Anyone wbo deliberately attemptS to damage the credit of the Economic Construction Bonds will be prosecuted on 1 charge of sabotaging the soviet economy.
II. Mattm concerning the issuance or the Economic Constnlction Bonds will be the
responsibility or the Economic Conslruc:tion Bonds Committee or governments at "Various
Olrsowceforlhillelll iiiiOII&felllfmgllua,no.96,Julyl6, 1933. II isteproduced inM110Zirl/ongjl,
Vol.l,pp.l97-98,bulinlhlllven~iononecharaclcr,whichwchavebeenabler.osupplyffomlhc

ncwspapcr.ismissiq.
I. Gw bi, i.c.. lhc ClllmiCY oflhc Chincsc Sovicl Republic.
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levels. The mcmey rai&ed will be semto various branche.s of the treasury and the grain
received will be sent 10 the Storeh0111e Committee.
12. This regulation goes into effect on Augustl,l933.

Chairman ofthe
Central Government

Vice-Chairmen

MaoZedong
XiangYin&
ZhangGuotao

&solution of the Central &ecutive

Committee on Putting into Flfect the
"Temporary Soviet Election Law"
(Promulgated by the Central Executive Committee
on August 9, 1933)

Resolution of the Central Executive Committee on putting into effect the ''Temporary
Soviet Election Law":
I. The provisions of the ''Tcmponry Soviet Election Law," upon being adopted, shall
be in force u of August IS, 1933.
2. After August IS, 1933. the previously promulgaled "Detailed Regulations. Regarding Elections in the Chinese Soviet Republic." ''Temporary Derailed Regulltions Regarding Elections in the Red Army and Local Armed Forces," "Detailed Regulations
Reprding the Work of the Election Committees." and Directive No. 8 of the Central
Executive Committee are all declared null and void. 1
3. Elections to the soviets It all levels, and procedures for electing deputies from the
Red Anny to attend the representative conpasa of the soviets M various levels, must
conform to the provisions ofthe"Provisional Soviet Election Law."

Chainnan
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zcdong
Xiang Ying

ZhangGuotao

Oursoun:e for !hill docii!MTII is MaoZitltmJjl. Bu}~U~n, Vol. 4, p. 12.7.
1. The first a third i!CmS on this list, daled respec~ively November ...d December 1931, ue
ll'lllsiiiCCiabovc. The rqul11ions tqll'di111 elcc!ions in the Red Army,lnd Diredive No. 8 of the
Central Execudve Conmil-., are 1101 awilable 10 us.
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Temporary Soviet Electirm Law
(August 9, 1933)

Cbapler 1, Geaenl Prfadples
Article I. All elections held a1 all levels of the soviets wilhin lhc tenitories of the
Chinese Soviet Republic shall without exception be guided by the provisions oflhislaw.
Article 2. During the war period, elections for the Red Anny shall be derennined by a
spccialsectionoftbislaw.

Article 3. The prolellrill is the vanguard of the soviets, leading the peasantS in the
overthrow of the Guomindana political power of the landlords and lhe bourpoisie and
esrablishing the soviet political power of the democ111.tic dictatorship of the workers and
peaants. In order to strengthen the lcadmbip of the proletariat within lbe soviet organs,
workers shall enjoy 1t1 advantage compared to Olher residents in the proportion of represcntativcstothcnumberofre.sidents.
O.apter 2. ne RJcbt to Vote aDd. to Be Elel:led
Article 4. All the people residing within the territor)' of the Chinese Soviet Republic

who. on election day, have attained the age ofsixteen [31111, without distinction uto .ex.
religion, or nationality {mila], who meet one of the qualifiCations listed below, shall
enjoythcrighttovotellftdbeelected:

1. All hired laborm and their families, and all who have lived by their own labor and
their families (such as workers, hired pmmmel, poor peasants, middle peasants,
independent laborers., the urban poor, etc.);
2. Military peiSOftDCI and military workers of the navy, army, and air force of the
Chillese Soviet Republic, and lhcir families; or
3. Those of the above two catqories who at the time of the election either are no
longer able to work or have lost their jobs.
(Note) Family members of the categories of people in this anicle, if their backgrounds
deprive them of electoral rigbts, still do not have the right to vote or to be elected.
Article S. Those who have committed one of the following offenses do not have tbe
righttovotcortobeelected:

I. Those who have sought to profit from hiring the labor of others (such as rich
peaaantsandcapitali.slll);
2. Those who live not by their labor, but by the profilll obtained from capital, land, or

Oursoun:e fonhiub:ument it Mao Zetlongji, Vol.l, pp. 309-37.
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olher property (such as despotic gentry,landlords, usurers. and capitalists);
3. The agents and middlemen of landlords and capitalists (such as intermediaries or
brokers), ud compmlors;
4, All those who make their profession the propagation of religion and superstition,
such as missionaries of various faiths, pastors, priests., and Daoist monks, as well as
geomancers and fortunetellers;
S. The police, detectives, military police, bureaucrats, and warlords of the
Guomindang government and of all the reactionary governments, and all the reactionary elements who have panicipated in opposing the interests of the workers and
peasants;
6. Those wbo have sufl'ered an attack ofmenlal illness;
7. Those who have been pronounced guilty of a crime by a court of law and m
serving their sentences, or for wbom the period of deprivation of the right to vote
hasnotyetexpired;or
8. The familymembersofthose included in items I, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
(Note) In regard to item 4 of this article, the family members of those whose profession is tbe propagation of religion and superstition, irthey live by their own labor, have
therighttovoteandtobeelected.
Article 6. Or the various categories of people included in Allicle 4 of this law, tho!IC
who fall under any one of the items I through 7 of ArticleS of this law shall likewise be
deprived or1he right to vote and of the right to be elected.
Chapler 3. Eleedon ProeediiHI

Article7. Electionsshallbebeldatregularintervalsbythelocalsoviet,inaccordancc
with the decisions or the Centnll Executive Committee.
Article 8. Elections can be held only in the p~ ora representative of the election
committee.

Article 9. Before an ele<:tion begins, voter registration must be curled out, and a list
or registered. voters andofthose who have IM:cn stripped of the right to vote, and the total
number or residents of the election district, shall be made public by the local soviet five
days befon the election.
Article I0. After voter regimation bas been completed, each voter must be nolifted of
the time and place of the election meeting, and voter registration must be carried out at the
entrancetothemeetingp]aceoftheelectionmeeting.
Article II. Workers shall hold election meeting& taking their production, oocupahonal, or industrial organizations as the UDits. Those people who CIIIDOI vote by production units &hall hold election meetings by districts or streets 11 specified locations. The
peasants shall hold election meetings based on the hamlet (small village) u the unit. If the
numbc:r of persons in a given hamlet is too small, one or several neighboring hamlets may
jointogethertoholdanelectionmeeting.
Article 12. The family membas or workm shall participate in elections at the same
locllion as the worker who provides their support, and moreover shall have the same
election qualifications as the worker who provides their support If family memben of a
worker do not live with him, they shall still participate in the elections 11 the work or
residence location ofbis family members.
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(Note) If any family member of a worker has been deprived or election rights, that
perscmmaynotparticipatcinlhcclcctions.
Article 13. An election mcetina may becaJied to order only when half or more of the
total number of voters of that place arc present at the meetin1. If the number of voters
present does not meet the legally required number, it shall be l!lnoWiced that the meeting
will be postponed l!ld the election committee shall flX a new date for the election meetin~o
In the eveat that a new election meeting is to be called, there must be a new notificllion of
the time and place of the mcctina.
Article 14. !fa second election meetin1 is called, the meeting may be held whether or
not the leplly required number of people arc present, and elect the number of delegates
who were supposed to be elected.
Article 15. Paper ballots are not used in the elections. The decision is taken by a show
of hands. Those for whom the most bands are raised shall be elected.
Article 16. The presidium of the election meetina shall consist or du'ce persons. Two
of them shall be selected by the election meeting and one shall be a representative of the
election committee:. The representative of the election committee will naturally serve as
the chainnan of the presidium ofthc election meetin~o A secrecary shall also be selected,
who shall be responsible for keeping the minutes of the electkm mcetillJ.
Article 17. When the election meetillJ has ber:n called to order, the chairman must
announce the number of those present accordina to the reJistration book of those enteriRJ
the election place, and whether or not it meets the legally required number of people.
Article 18. The agenda of the election meetiRJ is laid down 11 follows:
I. The repraentative of the election committee. in accordance with the provisions of
Articles 4. 5, and 6 of this law, shall announce who hulhe right to vote and the
rijht to be elected, and who hu been stripped of these rijhts.
2. ElectionofrcJU.Iardeplf.ies.

3. Election ofaltemate deputies.
4. Adoptionofrcsolutions.
(No!e I) When the names of candidates are put to the vote, the method of votinJ on
them individually must be used. An entire slate may not be elected in just one vote.
(Note 2) Reaular and altema!e deputies may not be voted on at tbe aame time. The
election of regular deputies must be completed before the alternate deputies are elected.
Article 19. The minutes of the election meeting must be signed and sealed by the
whole presidium l!ld by the secreury.
Arm:le 20. The minutes of tbc election meeting. the rqister of those attending tbc
meeting. and all documents relalinJ to the election must be submitted to the election
committee Uld turned over to tbe city soviet or district executive commiltee for verifica·
tionoftheelectionresults.
Cll.,ur 4.. Eledlon Procedura ••d Crllerll for
Representdoa Ia SoYiell•l All Levels
Article21. AIOWnlhipsovietshlllbecompoaedofdeputieselectedbytbeVO!anoflhe
cntiretownllhipattheirrespecti.veelectionmeetings..Evcrythirleenworker-Je&identsahalleiCCI
OMfCIUI•dcputy,andotba'rcsidenlsshalldectoneregulardqlutyforeveryfiftypersons.
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(Note) In townships wilh a population of less thai SOO, the ratio of deputies to rcsidenls

may be reduced to the following: Every eight worker-residents shall eleet one regular
deputy, and every thiny-IWo persons among the other residcmts shall elect one regular
Article 22. A city soviel under the jurisdiclion of a district is compoKd of deputies
elccled by the various voter meetings throughout the entire city. For every thirteen
worker-residents, one regular deputy shall be eJected.
Article 23. A city soviet that is directly underlhejurisdiCiion ofa.xilln is composed of
the deputies elecled at lhe various eleclion meetings of the YOtm throughout the entire
city, For every twenty worker-residents, one regular deputy shall be elecled, 111d for other
residents, one deputy shall be eleclcd for CYCJY eighty persons.
Anicle24. Acitysovietthatisdirecllyunderthejurisdictionofaprovinceiscomposed of the deputies elected at the various eleclion meetings of the voters throughout the
entire city. For every 100 worker-residents, one regular deputy shall be elected, and for
olher rcsidenls, one deputy shall be elected forcvcry400 persons.
Anicle 2S. A city soviet directly under the jurisdiction of the Central Government is
composed of the deputies eleclcd at the various election meetings of the voters throughout
the entire city. For every 500 worker-residents, one regular deputy shall be elecled, llld
for other residenls, one deputy shall be elected for every 2,000 persons.
Article 26. A district soviet congress is composed of the deputies elected by the
township SOYiCIS and by the Red armies stationed in the distriCI. Of the deputies havin&
seats in the district soviet congress. every 200 residents of 1be countryside shall elect one
regular deputy, and the composition of the deputies should be siiCh that 20 to 25 pm:ent

~-

(Note) If there an: city soviets under the jurisdiction of the district soviet. deputies to
the city soviets should be included. c;ty residents shall elect one regular deputy for every
fiftypenons.
Article 27. A xfQIJ soviet congress is composed of the deputies elected by tbe district
soviet congresses. llld by those city soviets that are direcdy under the jurisdiction of the
zhln, 11 well 11 lhe deputies elected by the Red armies that an: under the jurisdiction of
the xiluL Of the deputies seated in the xian soviet repn:sentlti.ve assembly, every 400 city
residenls shall elecl one rqular deputy, and every 1,600 residents from the countryside
shall elecl one regular deputy. As regards the clau composition of lhc deputies, they
should include 20 to 25 percem workers.
Article 28. A provincial soviet congre11 is composed of the deputies elected by the
xltlll soviet coqresses and by tbose city soYiCIS tbat are directly under the province's
jurisdiction, 11 well u by the deputies elected by the Red armies that are under the
jurisdiction of the province. Of the deputies seated in the provincial soviet COliJreSI, every
1,500 city residents shall elecl one regular deputy, and every 6,000 residents from tbe
countrySide shall elecl one regular deputy. AJ regards class composition, the workers
should constiMC 25 to 35 percent
Article 29. Tbe National Soviel Congress is composed of deputies cleclcd by lhe
provincialsoviel congresses, by soviel congresses from Xian directly subordinated [to lbe
Center], by soviet congresses from cities direclly under central jurisdiction, and also by
deputies elected by the Red Anny. Or the dsputies seated in the National Soviet Congreu.
every 1,500 cily residents shall elect one regular depuly, and every 6,000 residents from
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the countryside shall elect cme regular deputy. As reprds class composition, workers
shouldconstitute2Sto30percent.
Article 30. In those places where there ~ not enough resident& to meet the legal
quota, if the nwnbcr of people is more than half of the legal quota, they shall elect one
regular deputy, and if the nwnber of people is less lhan hair the legal quota, they shall
elect ooe altenwe deputy.
Arbclc 31. There shall be one alternate deputy for every five regular deputies, Alternate deputies attend meetings and have the right to speak but not to vote on resolutions. If
a regular deputy for some reason withdraws or is removed from office, an alternate deputy
shouldreplacehim,intheproperorder.
Article 32. The soviet congresses at the district, Xiilll, llld provincial levels, in addition
to electing the soviet congresses at the :ciQn. provincial, and national levels, shall also elect
the executive committees of the soviets a1 their respective levels. The Natiom.l Soviet
Congress thus elects the Central Executive Committee.
Article 33. The credentials of deputies to the district, nan, provincial, and national
soviet congresses will be examined by committees organized by the soviet congre&SCS at
their respective levels. The credentials or deputies to the township and city soviets will be
exunined by committees organized by plenary sessions of the IOWn&hip and city soviets,
which will orpnize committees for this purpose.
Article 34. The nwnber of membets of the e~tecutive committees at the various levels
of the soviets~ stipulated as follows:
District executive committees, not to exceed JS persons.
XiQII executive committees, not to exceed S5 penon&.
Provincial executive committees, not to exceed 9S persons.
Central Executive Committee. not to exceed S81 persons.
{Note I) The criteria and procedW'CS for Red Anny representation to the different
levels of the soviet congresses~ specially stipulated in ChapterS of Ibis law.
(Note 2) The criteria for representation in the National Soviet Congress ofritu1 directly
under the Central Government~ laid down in a special order oflbe Central Executive
Committee.
Cbapter 5. Red Anay ElecdoD Proredlll'tl
.... Criteria of Represeotatlcrl

Article 3S. During wartime, the Red Army cannot be &lationed in fiud locations and
caMot possibly participate in the elections of city or township soviets. Consequently,
there should be temporary flexible measures, as specif!Cilly provided in the articles of this
section,
Article 36. The Workers' and Peasants' Red Army tbat is under the jurisdiction of a
district soviet government (such as guerrilla detaclr.menll) shall directly elect repraenea.
lives to panicipate in the soviet congress of that district; a Workers' and Peasanll' Red
Anny that is under the jurisdictiOD or a xiQII soviet government (such as an independent
regiment) shall directly elect representative~~ to the .nan soviet congress; a Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army that is under the jurisdiction of a provincial soviet government, or
whiclr., though not under the juriadiction of the provincial soviet government, i& raponsible for long-term work in that province (such as independent divisions, and the army
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poups in HIIIWI-Hubei..Jiupi, Hunan..Jiarlpi, Fujiu-Zhejiang-liupi, and other soviet
areas) shall directly elect repraelltatives to tbe pnl\'incial soviet congress; the Red Army
ftoDt armies shall direclly elect represealatives 1o the National Soviet Congt"CSS.
(Note) Guard fon:cs, such IS guard companies. guud regiii'ICills. polilical guard forces.
and so on, shall puticipale in the elections ofthc local city and township soviets. and the
criteria ofrepreseatation shall be similar 1o those for workers.
Article 37. The criteria of representation for the Red Anny uc stipulated IS follows:
For depulies elected to district soviet congresses. eveey twenty-five persons shall elect one
regulu deputy; for deputies elected to :tiflrt soviet congresses, every I00 persons shall
elect one regular deputy; for deputies elected to provincial soviet congresses, every 400
persons shall elect one regular deputy; for deputies elected 10 the National Soviet Congress. eveey 600 pcnons shall elect one regular deputy.
(Note) The criteria for alternate representation are stipulated according to Articles 30
and3lofthislaw.
Article 38. The task of holding elections in the Red Army shall be carried out by an
election committee fonncd of three lo five persons appointed by a regimenlal political
department, by. the political commissar of an independent battalion, or by a company
political instructor.
Article 39. To elect deputies to the diSirict soviet congress, companies or banalions
constitute the units and the elections should be held at election meetings. To elect deputies
10 the :tiflrt and provincial soviet congresses. battalions or regiments constitute the units
and the elections should be held at election meetings. To elect representatives to the
National Soviet Congress, regiments constitute the units and the elections should be held
at election meetings.
(Note) The election prncedures and the tasks of the election commincc are all fixed as
indiclllcd in the various articles of Chapters 3 and 7 of this law.
Chapter 6. Recopldou aad NuiUfkatlon of Basic
(City aad Towt~~lllp) Elecdoas and the Reali of Dep•tles

Article 40. Elections must be carried out in accordance with the procedures stipullllcd
in this law in order to be considered legal and to be recognized.
Article 41. Upon receiving the various documents regarding the elections. the city
soviets and district executive committees shall organize a committee for the express
purpose of examining them. If it is found that some part or the election violated the
stipulations or this law, the right 1o nullifY that part of the election belongs to the city
soviet 811d district executive committee. If it is found that the entire election violated the
stipulations or this law, the right 1o nullifY the election belongs to the executive committee
ofthesovietatthencxthighcrlevcl.
Article 42. When a dispute arises concerning the results of an election it shall be
resolved by the city soviet and district executive committee. Ifit cannot be resolved by the
city soviet and the disttict executive committee, it shall be turned over to the executive
committee of the soviet at tbe next higher level for resolution.
Article 43. When an election has violated the stipulations of this law, lilY voter may
report a complaint to the city soviet or to the district executive committee., and the city
soviet or executive committee, upon receipt of such complaint, must investigate it. If it
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cannot be resolved, it may be appealed to the appropriate level. The Central Executive
Committee is the finll examining organ for election appeals.
Article 44. In die event a deputy of a city soviet or township soviet, in the perform~nte of hi.s duties, violates the lrUSt of the voters, or engages in an illeplact, the city
soviet or township soviet, upon approval by a meeting of all the deputies, shall expel him.
The vocen. who elected said representative have the right to recall said representative at
any time and to hold another election, in which case a report must be mack to the
executive committee oflhe soviet at the next higher level for investigation.
Cbapter 7. ElccdoD Cum•lttees and Their Work

Article 4S. The election committees are special organs for conducting elections and
are organized in the following two ways:
I. City election committees supervise the work of city elections and have seven to
eleven membcn.
2. District election committees supervise the work of elections of all townships in the
cntiredistrictandhaveninetothirteenmembers.
Article 46. Election committees ue composed of represenwives of the government
and of various mass organizations. Their members shall be approved at a meeting of the
presidium oflhe city soviet or ofthe district executive committee. and sent to the presidium of the xlan executive committee for examination and endon~Cment
Artic.le 47. The members of UJ election comminee shall meet the qualifiCation of
working or residing in that place. Under very special circumstances. a higher-level government may appoint persons from another place.
Article 48. The chainnen of city soviets. township soviets, and dil1rict executive
committees shall not be members of an election committee.
Article 49. The members of an election comminee need not give up lbeir original
positions. During the period that an election is being conducted, they may be temporarily
released from their work duties to work solely on canying out the election.
Article SO. The election committees shall not be set up as independent administrative organs, but may cany out their business within the disbict executive commineea
and city soviets, and msy also make use of all ofthe technical personnel of the district
executive committees and city soviets, hiring additional technical personnel when
necessary.
Article S I. The tasks that an elechon committee should 1111dertake prior to Ul election
ueasfollows:
I. Carty out voter registration. Voters who are organized may be registered through
theirorganizations(suchaslaborunions,poorpeasantleagues,eiC.). Unorganized
voters shall be registered by an election comminee regisbar. Registration must be
filled out according to the voter registration fonn.
2. After registration has been completed, tbe election committee shall appoint someODe specifically to examine the registration forms, and five days before the election
meeting, through the local soviet govcnunent. shall publicly annowtce the list of
voters in that p\aee and in the marketplace. The number of regular and altemate
deputies shall also be publicly snnowtced in that area at the same rime.
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J. Three days before the electiOD meeting, the piKe and time of the election meeting
must be publicly announced and the volerl in that area must also be notified.
4. Prepue proposals to be passed at tbe election mectina.
S. Establish lhe order in which the various orpniatioos, organs, Md hamlets (amall
villages) shall hold their election mcctinp; set up the meeting place; Md appoint
die pmon who will register those entcrin1 the meeting place.
6. The election committees, throuJh the local soviet JOYCimmcnt, shall publicly announce the list of those wbo have been stripped of voting rights five days before
the election.

Article S2. Whenever an election meeting is held, the election commirtce must delepte someone to participate in the meeting. The election meeting shall be opened by the
representative of the electiOD committee, who shall naturally act u the chairman of the
presidium oflhe election meeting.
Article SJ. The lint item ofbusineu on the aputa of the election meeting shall be for
the representative deleJIIed by the electiOD commiaee to report regardinJ the regulations
concemins the right to elect Md the right to be elected from Articles 4, S, and 6 of this
~w.

Article S4. After lhe elec:tion, lhe election committee shall collect all documeniS relat-

inJ to the election and IUm them over to the city soviet or the district executive committee
for safekeeping IJ1d for preliminll)' verifiCation, and shall also Jive them a general report
ontheelectioll.
Article SS. After the election is completed, the election committee shall be declared
diasolved.

Article S6. The election conunittee shall draw up u estimated budpt of the election
expenses. which shall be examiocd Md approved by the city soviet or dilllrict executive
committee and reported to the biJher soviet government, Md which shall be paid by the
national treuury out of the election expenses account
Article S7. lo the Red Army, the election committee shall draw up an eslimated
budget to be examined and paid by the respective political department
Article S8. The election commiaee shall be responsible for IICCOunting for and reportina to the fUnding orpn all expenses incurred for the election.
Cbtipter 9. Addendua

Article S9. This election law shall take effect in the Centn.l Soviet Area ftom the dele
of its publication. In those soviet districts n01 yet incorporated into the Central Soviet
Arca,itshallcomcinto~onthedateitisreceived.

C!Wnnan
Vice-Chainnen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZhanJGuotao

Temparary Agricultural Tax Regulations
(September 18, 19331)

Article I. The agricultwal progressive tax is based on the yearly primary produce
huvest of each household as a whole after 1he peasants have received their land. The rax.
rate is decided by the number of people in a household who received land and the actual
harvest on those individuals' land. The rate for rich peasants should be somewhat higher
than thlt for poor and middle peasants.
Article 2. Agricultural tax tables are to be pracribed and publicized by the Cowlcil of
People's Commissars.
Article 3. Only primary produce (rice and wheat) is subjecc to taxation. Secondary
products are not subject to taxation. Those who harvest twice a year, however, should be
tu.edtwice.

Article 4. Hills on which tea-oil or Chinese catalpa is cultivated, and vegetable plota,
arc treated u rice or wheat fields. Their output becomes primary produce 8l1d should
alsobei8Xed.
ArticleS. Family members of Red Army soldiers (limited to the soldier's own parents,
his wife, and siblings without labor power) are exempt fTom taxation under the Regula-tions on Preferential Treatment for the Red Anny, but this applies only to those who
joinedthe11111ybeforethebarvest.
Article 6. Regulations on WOlken who are exempt from taxation are u follows:
I. Fann laborers and those who do coolie labor on l111d2 and theirwiva (or husbands)
andchildrenareexemptfromlaXation.
2. Those who do coolie labor on the waler and their wives (or husbands) are exempt
from taxation.
3. Sales clerks. craftsmen. sailon, and ollu:r induslrial workers who receive land are
themsei\ICS exempt from taxation.
4. The above articles apply only to those who have worked conlinuously for two years
or more. Those who have not worked for at least two years are not exempt from
taxation.
Article 7. Families affected by natural disasters or enemy deslruction, or thole deprived or labor power through bereavement or physical handicap, may have their taxes
reduced or waived altogether in proportion to the gn.vity oftheirciR:umstances.
Article 8. So'liet government staff workers, their parents, and their wi11CS are taxed at
half the usual rate. Those of worker origin who are exempt from taxation under Article 6
Oursourcoforthisdoc:umcnl isM~K~Ztdoltgfl, Vol.4.pp. »-M.

I.Thisislhedatealvenaalheendorlhcdoeurncnl,bUIIhccdiaorsoflheMIKIZ«ioolgjlindicaiC
lhalii-PIII'cdonlhejRviousday.
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but whose family members are not exempt pay one-balf of the regular tax. This article
applies only to those employed by the government before the harvest.
Alticle 9. Increase in agricultural income resulting from improved seeds and fanning
methods is exempt from taxation.
Article I 0. Agricultural produc:e from reclaimed land is eempt from taxation according to the yean the land lay waste, and the class stilUS (of the pmon reclaiming it], u
indicatedinthefollowingtable:

YeonofTuEMmptton
ReclaimerStatus

Yean Land Lav Wcure
Oneyearormore
Twoyearsormore
Threeyearsormore

Middle/PoOl'

Rich

Peastu1t

Peasont

2yrs.

3yn.
Syrs.

.,.

Lllndlord
No exemption

2yn.
3yn.

'"·

2yn.

Article II. These tax regulations enter into force beginning on September 18,
1933. The Amended Temporary Tax Regulations issued on July IS, 1932, become null
and void upon iSSWIIlCe of these regulations.
Chainnan of the Central Executive
Committee ofthe Chinese
Soviet Republic
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zedong
Xiang Ying
ZhangOuotao
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Labor lAw of the Oainese Soviet Republic
(October 15, 1933)

Cbapter I. Genenl Prlaelplll

Article I. This Labor Law is applicable to all hired laborers. All enterprises, organs,
shops (no matter whether they are state-own~ owned jointly by groups or private persons, or households hiring workers to do housewmk), as well as individuals who pay
other people for their labor in cub or goods, must observe the restrictions of this law.
(Note I) Middle peuants. poor peasants. small ship owners. small handicraft produc.
ens, or handicraft production cooperatives who employ supplementary laborers may, with
the CODsent of workers and wodtm' trade unions, be exempt from the restrictions of some
articles of this law. The Central Executive Conuninee shall formulllle special laws and

ordinances to be issued and curled OUL
(Note 2) In the case of special events (such as wheD there is a shortage of manpower
for the prevention of famine and natural disasters, or for the war), the Central Council of
People's Commissars may, with the agreement of tbe All-China Federation of Trade
Uni011s, promulgate and implellll!nl special dccMes within spceificd periods of time lll1d
not enforce this law.
Tile abovc-mcnlioned two exceptions and time limits may be rescillded and rtduccd at
any time upon the request of the workers and the trade unions.
Article 2. This law is not applicable to members of the navy, anny, and air force of the
Chinese Soviet Republic on active duty.
Article 3. Regarding agricuhural. workers, seasonal WOJkers, hlndi.Cl'lft and ll'tisan
workers in rural uas. coolies, maids and seJ\'ants. and WOJkers under other special
conditions, the Centtal Executive Committee shall formullle, promulgale, and implement
supplementuy decrees to provide special protection for these workers ou the bui& of !heir
working ccmditions, in addition to the application of the general rules and regulations of
this law.
Article 4. The terms of various fonnal and informal collective contracls or individoa.l
labor conlriCIS lhlt are inferior to the tmmsspecified by this law shall have no effect.
Chapter 2. Proc..ura for Employlna: aud Ob..lniDI Labar
ArticleS. All individuals. enterprises, units, and shops in the territories of the Soviet
Republic of China. that wish to ce.rry out work by obtaining other people's labor through
employment must, apan from lbe exceptions laid down in Article 10 of this law, request
introductions from subordinate O!JIDS of lbe labor depanments of the government (labor
OuriOUI'CC forthisdoc.:ummt isMio~Ji, Vol. 4, pp. 69-94.
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introduction agencies). Prior to the establishment of the labor deplrtmcnts of local governments, requests for introductions must be made to trade unions.
Article 6. All those who seek jobs must regisler at the labor introduction agencies
under lhc labor departments of local governments and their names should be entered into
the name-lisrs of unemployed workers. In case the labor dcpa11ments of local governments
have not set up labor introduction agencies, they may register at local trade unions.
Article 7, Labor introduction agencies and employment agencies set up by private
individuals, selection of cmploya:s by enlnlstcd foremen, working as compradors, and all
fonns of private employment of workers are prohibited. It is forbidden to demand cash or
goods from the introduced as introduction fees or to deduct money ftom the wages oflhe
introduced as fees of introduction.
Article 8. All enterprises, organs, shops. and private employers who want to employ
laborers should follow the procedures below and request labor introduction agencies 10
intTOduc:e[them).
I. A list of qualifications of the laborers needed should be presented and requests for
introduction should be made 10 the govc:mment labor introduction agencies of their
respective sectors in the names of the management departments of the respective
enterprises and units or in the names of private employers themselves or their

represenwives.
2. The people registered at labor introduction agencies and meeting the qualifications
mentioned in the above item should be introduced to their jobs in accordance with
thcrulesoflaborintroductionqencics.
3. Employers should notify labor introduction agencies of respective governments of
their decisions to refuse or accept the people sent over by the labor introduction
agencies according to the rules detennincd by the labor departments.
Article 9. lflhe following problems occur, employers should lake fUJI responsibility:
I. The required qualifications listed 10 labor introduction agencies by employers are
unra.listic.
2. Procedures necessary for tbe employment of workers are not followed.
3. The personnel introduced by labor introduction agencies are rejected illeplly.

Article I 0. In the following cases, employers may hire laboms by themselves without
going lhrough labor introduction agencies. But they must register with their respective
labor introduction agencies.
I. It isncc:essary to employ people to take political responsibilities and to hire experts,
business and management personnel who have employee status.
2. Labor introduction agencies are unable to hire for them desired workm within the
time limit stipulated by the rules or labor introduction agencies starting ffom the
date of the request by the employers.
Article II. Al\enterpriscs,organs.andotbcremployorsshouklrqKJrttolocallabordepartlabor departmenm.
Article 12. The Labor Department of the Center and the All-China Federation of
Trade Unions shall joimly fonnulate special rules and regulations concerning the hiring of
laborers and the regilllndion of people looking for jobs in nual areas.

ments all the laboms in their employmmt within the time limit specified by
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C ... pter 3, Worlda1 Time

Article 13. In general, the actual daily working rime of employed laborers working on
all kinds ofjobs should not be longer than eight hours.
Article 14. The following types of people may not work more than six actual hours a
day:
1. Minorssixteentocighteenyearsofagc;
2. All mental workers. apart from those who arc directly related to manufacturing;

...

3. All !bote worlr.ing in industries that endanger the health of workers, and those who
work underground.
(Note) All industries that endanger the health of workers should be decided upon and
announeed by the Labor DcpartmeDt of the Center.
Article IS. The actual working hour~ per day of minors below the age of sixiCc!l
should not exceed four hours.
Article 16. Reprding the working times specified in Articles 13, 14, and IS, the
Labor Department oflhe Center with the agreement of the AII-O!.ina Fedenticm of Trade
Unioas may designate several types of workers of special cin:wnstances (such IS those
responsible for political WOJk, participants of meetings, workers with responsibilities, and
workers in production cooperatives). make sepeme rules and measures for them, and
exempt them from the restriction on working time specified above.
Article 17. All those who work at night should work fewer hours than the general
working hours in daytime. But in the cue of continuous production or working ditTerent
shifts in turns, the working hour~ at night should be the same IS those of daytime.
However, the pay for nighttime work should be more (i.e., an increase of one-seventh of
pay as compared with daytime work should be granted to those who arc covered by the
provision of Article 13 and Ill incnuc of oac-fifth of daytime pay should be given to
those who fall under Article 14). For people earning piece-rate wages, if they are in the
above-mentioaed situations 11td work at night, their pay should also be increased by
one-seventh or one-fifth apart from the wages they earn on a piece-by-piece basis.
(Note) The so-called nighttime in this article refers to the time swting from 10 P.M. to
6 A.M. the following clay.
Article 18. Owing the working time every day, there should be a half-hour or onehour interval for workers to eat meals or rest However, the interval time may not be
counted as working time.
(Note) For workers in induatries that cannot stop work, the rat time should be provided for by the Labor Department of the Center in other special measures.
Article 19. In general principle, work over the legally allowed working time is prohibited. But if it is necessary for the work and the workers and trade unions agree. local labor
departments may approve overtime work.
(Note) In especially urgent cin:wnstanccs (such as the prevention of public disasters
and elimination of obstacles in projects). overtime work must be done. If the agreement of
trade unions and labor departments Clltnot be obtained in time, the labor inspector should
be notified the following day for the record.
Article 20. ibe amount of overtime worlc should not exceed four hours in total for two
consecutive days.
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(Note) In agriculture and other seasonal work., which must require work that exceeds the time specified by this article, the agreement of trade unions and the approval of labor departments must be obtained before the working time may be
increuedappropriately.
Article 21. Concerning all delays resulting from mistakes on the part of factories,
workers may not be ordered to do overtime work to make up the lost time.

Article 22. All employed workers should have at leasl forty-two consecutive hours of
rest per week.
(Note) In case of special circwnstances at work lhat do not permit the adoption of the
ordinary method of rest eveey week, then to compen•te for this, several days of rest may
be given It once in the course of an appropriate period.
Article 23. Everyone should cease work on the following conunemoration days:
I. January I, New Year's Day
2. February 7, the conunemoration day of the massacre oftbe Beijing-Hankou railway

........

3. March 18,thecommemorationdayoftbeParisCommunc
4. May I, International Labor Day
S. May 30, Anti-imperialism Day
6. August I, the commemoration day of the anti-imperialist war and the founding of
the Chinese Workers' and Peasults' Red Army
7. November 7, the commemontion day of the October Revolmion of the Soviet
Union and the founding of the: Soviet Republic of Chi DB
8. December ll,lhe commemoration dayoftheGuangzhou Uprising
9. Local commemoration days may be decided by the labor departments at all levels
with the agreement of local trade unions and in light of local situations as holidays.
But such local commemoration holidays may not be more then two days a year.
Article 24. Worters cease work but receive pay on the rest days every week and on
the previously mentioned various commemoration days. If it is necessary to continue to
work during these days, the workers' pay should be doubled.
Article 25. The working time of the clay before the rest days and the various commemoration days listed in Article 23 may not be over six houn and the pay is exactly the same
as the working days. There should be no deductions of pay for those who earn monthly

w,_

Article 26. All employed workers who work continuously for five montlui to a year
should have at least two weeks of vacation with pay. Minors below the age of eighlml
andthosewhoworltinindustriesthatendangerthehealthofwortersshouldbaveatleast
four weeks of vacation a year with pay.
Article 27. Workers may choose any time to take the vacations specified in Article 26.
provided that it does not obstruct the operation of their respective instiMions, organs., and
hOIIIIChoids.
Article 28. Sick and maternity leave& of the employed should not be included among
the vacation days as specified in Anicle 26.
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Cll•pter 5. W•aes (P•yment fer Ubor)

Article 29. The amount of pay pined by the employed for selling their labor(wages)
should be spelled out in collective conb'ICIS l!ld labor contracts.
(Note) The wages mentioned in this lr1icle is a general term that includes both the cash
portion 111d the in-kind portion (such as food, clothes. and natural goods given by empiO)'·

...

~

Article 30. Wages of all employed wod:ers may not be less than the minimum waps
stipulated by local governments lithe time on the basis of!OC8lliving condilicms and the
professional levels oharious types of work.
Article 31. Minimum levels of wages of all types of employed workers should be
decided by local pemmeat labor departments once every tbnz to six months.
Article 32. Overtime wad: ouiSide the legally specified workin& lime should cam
extra pay. The amount ofatra pay should be spelled out in collective contracts and labor
contracts. But tbe initial two hours or less of overtime work should be paid SO percent
more than lhe work done in ordinary work time and the pay of overtime work in excess of
the two houn should be doubled.
Article 33. All employed women 811d minors should get the same pay u adult male
workers if doing the same work. Minors should only work within the work lime stipulated
by Articles 14and IS. But they should still be paid full-timeaceording to the wage le1fCis
of their respccli'VC trades. The methods of calculating the wages or minors and the
amounts of wages should be decided by the Labor Deplr1ment of the Center in light of the
situations in various enu:rprises 111d the nature of the work.
Article 34. If employees are transferred to jobs with less pay than their original work,
they should still be paid the same wages for two weeks starting from the day of their

........

Article JS. Wages for all permanent work should be paid in installments. but wages
should be paid 11 least twice a month. Temporary jobs or work for less than two weeks
should be paid upon the completion of the work.
(Note) The calculation of wages on a monthly, seasonally, and yearly basis is not
restricted by this lr1icle, if the employees and trade uniOM agree.
Article 36. Wages should be paid with prevailing local ciii'TellCies, but with the consent of the employees, goods may be substituted for some cash. The proportion of in-kind
substitutes and the methods of calculating goods should all be provided by labor con1I"'C1S
andcollectivecon11'11cts.
Article 37. Wages should be paid dwing work lime and at work locations 111d must be
handed directly 10 the employees and the represemarives entrusted by them.
Article 38. If paydays happen to be holidays, the wages of holidays should be paid
before the holidays.
Article 39. Regarding piecework, the wages for piecework should be specified in
collective contract5 and labor contracts and standard daily wages should also be specified
on the basis of average production per day. The contracts should also stipulate the methods of calculllins and payins conb'ICI: work. But it is forbidden to use the method or
contract work 10 reduce and exploit the pay due to workers.
Article 40. The management departments or emplo)'CIS and trade unicms of variOUI
enterprises and organs should negotiate and decide the standuds of productivicy. If employees are unable to meet the productivity standards under nonnal working conditions
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because of their own lbortl:omings, they may be paid for what they have completed, but

no less lhan two·thirds of their original wages. If employees amnot fulfill the requirements of productivity repeatedly, their conll'aels may be cancelled in accordance with
the p1'D11ision ofitem 3 of Anicle 12.
(NoleS) The nonnll working conditions referred in this article are:
I. MIChinesandtheiroperlti.onahavenodefectsorproblcms.
2. All marerials and tools needed for die wort are supplied sufficimdy 111d on time.
3. In work locations, there are appropriate hygiene, health, and sports equipmeut (such
aslights111dbeat).
Chapler 6. The WGrk otWomea and Mlaon

Article 41. No WGmen or minors below the age of c:ightccD should be employed to
work on jobs thai are especially hard, require lifting of heavy weights, harm the health of
worken, or demand working underground. The labor depanmem& of the Center and all
provinces should desipte and announce the work places th11 should not admit women and
minors.
Anicle 42. Pregnant and nursing WGmen and minors below the age of eighteen may
not be employed to work at night.
Article 43. Women who work with physical strength shall baw: eight weeks of maternity leaw: both before and after giving birth, and women who do mental labor shall have
six weeks of maternity leave both before and after gi\'i.ng birth.
(Note 1) The wagea for the leaves provided in this anicJe should be paid by the social
insurance bureaus, if the employers are insured by the social insurance bureaus. Otherwise, the employers should pay.
{Note 2) [Women who have suffered] miscarriages certified by doctors may be given
sick leave.
Article 44. Employed WGmen over fiw months pregnant may not be dispatChed to
work in olher places 111d to 1eaw their original resident areas without their ag:reemenL
Employers may not fire them five months before giving birth or nine months after giving
binb, with only the exceptions provided in item 7 of Anicle I02.
Article 4S. During work time, apan fi"om tbe ordinary stops and rests specified by
Article 18 of this law, nuningwomen should haw a half-hour's rest in every three hours
to nurse their infants. This rest time should be calculated as work time. Factories must set
up nurseries and kinderpncns and hire people to look after them.
Article 46. II ia prohibited to hire males and fanales below the IF of fourteen, and
the hiring of minors of ages foUJCcen to SiXteeJI requires permission ftom labor inspection

.,....

Chapter 7. Apprelltk:eehlp
Article 47. Apprentices are people who leam 111rious skills under the guidance of
expert and skilled wmkm of factories, workplaces, and shops and in technical schools
attached to factories.
Article 48. The time of learning by apprentices shall be decided by the Labor CommiAiriat of the Center jointly with the All-China Federation of Trade Unions and the
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Commissariat of Education on the basis of the natures of different trades. But the longest
time oflcaming should not be above three )'CII$.
(Note) The Labor Commissariat of the Center shalltw1ounce in other places various
additional decrees concerning the protection of various types of apprentices.
Article 49. Regardless of the types of apprenticeship. apprentices may not be fort:ibly
ordered 10 shoulder otller work or IDIM:ellaaeoas dudes unrelated lo lbe specilllskWa
lbey are leamiDI or to hold any kinds of religious ceremonies.
Article 50. Apprentices should have a minimum ofoae bour per day reserved for the
study oftcchniques.
Al1icle 51. After leamins techniques for three montbs, apprentices should be paid
appropriate wages. After that, wages should be increa.sed according 10 the apprentices'
time of study ud productivity standards. The amounts of wages to be paid to apprentices
shall be decided by the Labor Commissariat of the Center in coojunction with the AllChina Federation ofTrade Unions.
Article 52. Various organs. enterprises, and shops and special teachers of apprentices
must take responsibilities to maintain, protect, and supenise by all means the normal
progress of the study of minor apprentices in accordaDce with the decrees promulgated by
the Labor Commissariat, the Commissariat of Education, and the Commissariat of the
National Economy. But it is sttictly forbidden to enpge in physical and verbal abuse and
mistreatment of apprentices.
(Note) Relevant organs of the labor departments shall have the responsibility of examining and supervising the proper learning of appmttices.

Al1icle 53. All workers and staff members who arc elected as deleptes to the represeotative congresses called by the soviets or the trade unions shail still have the right10 be
paidduringtbetimeofthemeetings.
Aniclc 54. All wOJkers and staff members who arc called by the court to be witnesses,
expertS, or assessors shall still have the right 10 be paid if the time of completing the duty
entrustedbyjudicialorgansisnotoverawedr..
Article 55. All workers and staff members whose jobs are cancelled because ofbe.ins
m:ruited by the Red Army or sent to WOJk in the soviet trade unions or other social
organizations must be paid a month's wages in advance.
Article 56. Those who lose their labor contracts for the reasons specified in items I, 2,
and 3 in Article 102 and in Articles 93 and 94 and in the various items of Article 103 must
be given two weeks' pay as a terminalion subsidy.
Article 57. Employees should be guaranteed the right to use necessary tools and
materials for thejr work in various enterprises at all times and may not be asked to pay
fees. If the WOJk requires the use of private tools of employees and the private tools are
damaged. the emplo)'CIS sbould be responsible to pay compensation.
If workers' clothes are damaged because of work in any enteJpriscs, the employCJS are
responsible for paying compensation that matcbes the origioal costs.
(Note) This Al1icle does not apply to handicraft worlcers doing odd jobs.
Article 58. The original jobs of all workers aod staff members wbo temporarily lose
their ability to work must be kept for them. But there is a tbree-month time limit for the
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sick and another three months for pregnaru workers apan from the vacations provided for
in Article 43 (item 7 of Article 102).
Article S9. Workers should still be paid in various organs and entmprises that stop
production and work without declaring the cancellation of contracts.
Article 60. In case machines. tools, manufactuml goods. and malerials are damaged
as a result of employees' negligence and nonobservance of the internal management
regulations of factories and units, the employees shaJI pay compensation with the agreement of !Jade unions and factory committees. The value that may be deducted from the
wages of employees for compensation may not exceed one third of the monthly wages of
tbeworkers.
Article 61. If employers an: lacking in (IJWICial resources, the wages of workers and
staff members that an: provided in collective contracls or labor contracts have priority 10
be paid as much as possible before the payment of other debcs.
Ch.,ter 9. Laber Prelectioa
Article 62. No enterprise may open or reopen business or move construction without
permission from labor inspection organs.
Article 63. All enterprises and orpns must use proper equipment to eliminate, reduce,
or preYellt the occurrence of dangers 10 worlten and maintain hygiene in the workplace.
Adicle 64. All those who do work that is panicuJarly hannfi:IIIO their health (such u
wtder tbe conditions of irregular temperature or hwnidity ud contamioation of bodies)
and who work in enterprises where poison is present must be issued working clothes,
various protection gear (such u glasses, masks, respirators, and soaps), sterilization liquid, and special food (such u meat, milk, and eggs).
Worlcers working under tbe above-mentioned conditions should be given regular physicalcbeck-ups.
Article 6S. Labor inspection organs under government labor departments shall
supervise the implementation of the various existing labor protection laws and decrees. Labor inspectors may be elected regularly by trade union confem1ees and
reponed 10 local labor departments for approval. The jurisdiction of labor i..Dspection
organs shall be announced in the special regulations formulated by the Labor CommissariatoftbeCentcr.
Chapter 10. SodalltlsnriDft
Article 66. Social insWBilCC should be provided to all employed workers, regardless or
whether they work in state-nm enterprises., cooperative en1erprises, private eaterprises,
shops. or families, and regardless of the nature and time of their work or tbe form or their

poy.
Article 67. All en1erpriscs, organs, shops. and private empklyers should, in addition 10
tbe waps paid to workers and staff members, pay S pmcent 10 20 pmcent or the total
amount or wages 10 the social insurance bureaus to form a social insurance ftmd. The
pmcentagc table should be decided by an order of the CC!Itral Commissariat for Labor.
Social inswancc pmniwns may DOl be solicited ftom the inswed, nor should they be
deducted ftom the wages oftbe insured.
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(Nale)Social insurancefundsmaymbeuscd forpurposesOiberlbansocialinsurance.
Article 68. Social insurance benefits:
I. Free medical QllC and medicine
2. SUbsidies to the temporarily disabled (such as [thoic wbo are] sick, WOUrldcd,
quarantined, presnant, giving birth, and helping the sick at home)
3. Unemployment benefits
4. Disability and old age pensions
S. Allowances to the families of those who are giving birth, t.ve died. or have
disappeared
Article 69. All insured who temporarily lose the ability to work u stipulaled by item 2
of Article 68,nomatterwhatthe causes are, must be paid benefitstbat equal tboilnOWIIof
wageatbo inswed would obtain fi'om their respective enlelprises from tho day lbey lo&e the
lbility to wodr. till the recovay to their original state or the confinnaticm of disabilities.
Article 70. The loss or ability to work u a result or prepancy or labor should be
compensated in accordance with the holiday pay specified in Article 43 or this law.
Article 71. If social insurance orpns are short of funds, they may approprillely reduce the amount orbeoefits paid to those who temporarily loae their ability to work.
Article 72. The insural. and the wives or the insured may be giVCD a one-time subsidy
and all necessary goods ud foster money bef'ore the infants are len months old, if they
give birth to babies and liCk the means to care for them. But the 10tal amount of these
subsidies may not exceed two months' waaes oftbe insured.
Article 73. When the insured and the relatives whose living expenses are paid by the
insuml. die, the necessary funeral expensea must be paid and the amount should be
decided by local social insurance bureaus but should not be more thaa one month's wages
of the insured.
Article 74. If the insured lose their jobs, they should be paid unemployment benefits.
lfthe insured are members of trade unions and have worked over haifa yeu, and if their
insurance premiums have been paid by their employers, they may receive unemployment
benefits. Nomnembm of trade unions who have worked over a year, and for whom their
employm have paid their insunmce premiums, may receive unemployment benefits. To
ra:eive unemployment benefits, unemployment certificates should be obtained in labor
introduction agencies first. Trade union members must show their trade union membership cards.
The time limit of unemployment benefits may be cletennined in light of local conditions and the state of the social security fund.
(Note) Unemployment benefits for coolies and those doing odd jobs should be paid
acconling to special measures to be stipulated by the labor department.
Al1i.cle 7S. All insured who become partially or totally disabled beciWIC of sickness or
.:cidents, or who lose their ability to work because of old age, must be given compenllltion upon review and confirmation by special committees. The amounts the compensation are determined by the nature and degree of disability and the family situations of the

or

insuml.

Article 76. Allowances should be giVCD to the families ofall those inaured who have
died or disappeared, [when the families] bave no other means of living. upon review and
confirmation by special committees. The amounts and methods of the allowance payments should be decided by local social iDsurance organs in view of the ages 1r1d property
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situations of the subsidized. But only the following relatives oflhc insured may be eligible
forreceivinglheallowancesspecifiedinlhisarticlc:
I. Sons, daughters, brothers, and sisters below the age of si~~:teen
2. Fathers, mothers, and wives unable to work
3. The above-mCDtioncd rclldives iftbcy have the ability 10 work, but the insured have
children below the age ofeight
Adicle 77. The operation of the social insul'l!'lce of agricultural workers, coolies,
household workers, and those wbo do odd jobs shall be stipulated by lhc Labor Department of the Center in special regulalions.
Article 78. Employers pay social insurance praniums, but they may not interfere with
the management by social insurance organs and lhc usc of the social ins~U~nce fund.

Chapter II. ColledlveCoatrtets
Article 79. Collective contracts are agreements between trade uniona as representatives of workers and staff members on tbe one side and employers on the other. They lay
down terms of work and employment for employed workers in various enterprises, orpns. and shops and specify the content of future labor contniCII for various individQils.
Article 80. The provisions of collective conii'ICIS are applicable to all workers and
staff of respective enterprises, organs. and shops, no matter whether they are membm of
the bade 1111ions lbat have signed the agreements.
(Note) Collective contracts will not be applicable to managers wbo have the right to
fire and hire workas.
Article 81. The tenns for wbich collective contracts are signed shall be decided by the
Labor Commissariat ofthc Center in conjUDCtion with the All-Chilli Federation ofTrade
Unions.
Al1icle82. Iftheconditionsofcollectivecontractsareinfcriortolheprovisionsofthis
lawandotheroxistinglabotdectees,lhey shall have no f'cm:e.
Article 83. Collective contracts shall be in written form and registeml with the subordinate orpns of the labor departments. These organs have the power to cancel certain
provisions of the contniCII thlll they believe are contradictory 10 the various existing labor
laws and decrees and bannful10 WOTkers and staff members. The procedures of registration of collective contraets shall be detennined by the Labor Deplrtmem: of the Center.
(Note) After the canceling of certain provisions of the collective contracts by the
subordinate orpns of labor dcpmtmenls. if both sides declare their willingness 10 register
the rest of the provisions, tbey may do so.
Article 84. Already-signed collective contracts sball be in force u of tbe date of
signingbybothsidesoruofthedatespecifiedinlbecontracts.
Article 85. When enterprises, organs, and shops are tran.sfcrrcd 10 new ownen, the
reJiSCered collective cordlaCII may still be in force within their effective tenns.
(Note) If the abovo-mentioned situation occurs, both sides of the contract bave the
right to declare their intent to review the contnlct, bu.t they have to notify the other side
two woelcs in advance. Before tbc aigninJ of a new contract, the old contract shall still be
infon:e.
Article 86. Collective conncts dill are Dot registacd with the subordinare organs of
labor dcpartmenls. regardless· of the reasons, may DOl be the basel of solutions for future
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disputes between workers and employers concerning tbe ccmtmL The various existing
llbor laws and decrees shall be the bases of solutions.
c•apler 12. lAbor Coatnell
Article 87. Labor contraces are agreemenrs signed by two or more pmons, one side
(the employee) providing labor to lhe other side (the employer) for paymen1. Labor
conncts may be signed no matter whether there are collective contraers.
Article 88. The tmns of labor contraces arc the outcome of negotiation BDd agreement
by both sides. But if the terms of labor contracts are inferior to the terms of existing labor
laws and decrees, collective con1racls,. or internal managernen1 rules and regulations of
various fiCIOries and W'lill. or res1rict: the political or civil rights of lhe workers, they will
beofnoeff'ect.
Anicle 89. After the signing of labor corrtmcts, the penon employed should be given
an employee's passbook. The content of the passbook shall be decided by the Labor
Commissariat of the Center in the fonn of special orders.
(Note) Labor collbaets with effective tmns of one week or less may not require tho
iSSUIIIICe oflhe above-mentioned employee passbooks.
Anicle 90. Minors have tbe same rights as adults in labor contracts. But their paren.IB
and the org&DS and persons responsible for supervising the appliCII:ioa of labor laws and
decrees may demand 1he dissolution of the ccmtracts before their expiration data if the
continuation oflheseCOIIIraCts is humfulto the health of the minOJS.
Article91. TheefTcctivetennsoflaborcontractsarcofthel'ollowinglhreetypes:
I. Definitetennsoflcssthanayear
2. No definite tenn
3. The completion term of a specific project

Article 92. The employed should not transfer their own jobs to others on their own
and without the CONC!It of their employers. But the following situations arc not covered
by this article:
I. The laborCOD1r8C1 isajointwcnk contraet irlvolvingmanyw«kers.
2. The employed himself lost his ability to work and the cin:wnstances at that time
really did noc penn it the notification of his employer.

Article 93. Employers may not require the employed to do other work unrelated to the
work stipulated in the contract or to do work that endangers the life of the employed or
violateslaborlawsandordinances.
If workers employed for certain jobs cannot cany them out temporarily or there are no
such jobs for them to do for the time being, employm may require the employed to move
to other jobs of similar nature. If tbe employed refuse to do so, the labor contract may be
dissolved, but tho employed must be given lay-off payment that is equivalent to two
weeks' pay. If they arc odd-job workers, the employed should be paid for the relevant
day. If they arc monthly workers, they should be paid for five days. In case of special
needs for the prevention of dangers and public catastrophes. employers may still uk the
employed to do work that is toUIIy unrelated to their professions.
If the above-mentioned situation occurs, the original wages of the employed may not
be reduced. But the temporary work should be paid. If the wages for the temporary
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WOTk are higher than the original wages of the employed, he should be paid the higher
wages.
Article 94. To move the employed from unit A to unit 8 or from place A to place B,
[employers] should have the consent of the employed, even though sometimes the unit
and finances move together wid!. the employed. If the employed do not agree to move, the
labor contract may be dissolved by one side alone, but the employed muat be given lay-ofF
subsidies equivalent 10 two weeks' pay.
Article 9S. Before signing labor contracts for work of a permanent nature, a considerable period oftime 10 tat the employed sbould be allowed. But such testing periods may
not be over six days for ordinary workers, half a moath for clerks and technical personnel,
and one month for responsibJe persons. The results of the above-mentioned tests are the
decision& whether to employ or not to employ. In case of no employment, the workers
should be paid remuneration during the testing period according to the wage levels of the

wo...
The results of the aboytrlnentioned tests (to employ or not to employ) should be
reported to local labor introduction agencies immediately. All worlters are considered
unemployed during the testing period and their places in the list of order for the introductionofjobsshallbekept.
Al"'i.cle 96. All acts of secret communications and exchanges of infonnalion between
one employer and another with the aim of determining the terms of employment of labor
are prohibited.
Article 97. Employers or nuagers of enterprises or organs are foTbidden to impose
fines on the employed, except in accordance with special laws and decrees and the
internal rules and regulations of factories &Dd units.
Article 98. If one of the following situations occurs [with respect] to a contract, the
contractisnullandvoid:
1. Bod\ sides agree to abolish it;
2. The tenn of the contract e~~J~ires;
3. The work specified in die contract is completed; or
4, One side declares it to be null and void in accordance with the proviaiolls of
Articles93and94inthialaw.
Article 99. The moving of eaterprises and organs and changes of owners should not
resultintheabolitionoflaborcontracts.
Article I00. When tbe term of a labor contract has expired, but labor relations still
continue, the original terms of the labor contract shall continue to be effective with no
specific rime limit. provided that neither side declares the iniCJit to abolish it.
Article 101. The employed may clemmd the abolition of labor contncts without spe·
cific time limits at any time, but ordinary workers should notify dJeir employers one week
in advance and responsible persons and technical personnel must ftDtify their employers
two weeks in advaftCe.
Article 102. If one of the followingsitualions occurs to labor contracts without definite terms and to labor cor11racts with definite terms tbat have llDI expired, the employers
may demand the dissolution of the contract except in situations specified in Al"'i.clcs 93
and94:
I. The enterprisea, organs. and shops stop businesa completely or panially or reduce

worlm>;
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2. Wort stop$ for ova- a monlh because of insurmounllble economic difficulties;
3. It is cHscovered !hat !he employed is not capable of doing !he work;
4. The employed refuses to cany out the responsibilities as stipulalcd in the contracts
or !he internal management rules and rqulaticms of factories and units without
adequate reasons;
S. The employed has committed a crime and his crime is directly related to !he job of
the employed and he is proven guilty and sentenced by a court, or this worlter is
sentenccdtooverlhreemcmlbsofimpri&oM'Ient;
6. The employed fails to come to wort for five consecutive days without reason or is
absent for a total of seven days wilhin a month without reason; or
7. The employed who temporarily lose the ability to work fail to come to work after
three months from the starting date ofthc disability, or women who arc pregnant or
give birth are unable to come to wort for uother lhree months after the rest time
allowed by the provision of Article43 of this law.
{Note I) If the employed of the labor contract to be terminated is a factOJy branch
committee member or a member of other equivalent committees, the agreement of trade
unions must be obtained before the termination may be carried out.
(Note 2) If the situaticms ofitems 3 and 4 occur, the terminaticm oflaborccmtracts may
be carried out only with the agreement of trade unions.
{Note 3) When a labor conbacl is tenninated because of the three reasons specified in
items I, 2, ud 3,1be employed must be given a discharge subsidy that is equivalent to
two weeks' pay.
Article 103. If the following situations occur to labor contracts with time limits, the
employed may cancel the contncts on their own, even thougb the tenn of contracts have
not expired:
I. The employed cannot obtain remuneration they should gee on time;
2. The employers act contrary to their responsibilities specified in labor contncts or
labor lsws and ordinances;
3. The employers or managers or their relatives mistreat the employed;
4. Worlr.ing conditions change for the worse; or
S. Other siruations thai are stipullled by lsw.

Article 104. Alltypesoflaborcontractsmaybetaminatedattherequestoftladeunions.
Article lOS. All organs, enterprises, and shops that employ new workers and staff
mcmbm must notify trade union brancb committees within tbrce days, and all organs.
enterprises, and shops that wish to dismiss workers and staff members must notify trade
union branch committees three days in advance.
Chaplw 13. Allodlltlons of Trade Unkms aud Olher
Orp•lzatlou In Ealerpriles. Orpas. aDd Sbopl

Article 106. Associaticms of workers and staff members (or trade unions of workers
and staff members or trade unions) are orpnizaticms that unite the employed workers in
various enterprises, organs, shops, and households. The All-China Federation of Trade
Unions is the central organ of all types of trade unicms througbout the country. The
OIJIIIization of various trade unions must be in confonnity wida the constitution adopCed
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by the National Representative COIIgreu of the All-china Federation ofTrade Unions and
be registcRd attbe ccntn.l committees of the trade union associations of their rer.pective
industrial sectors and at the All-China Federation of Trade Unions.
Article 107. All olher types of associations may not be called trade lmiOJis or enjoy the

legalrightsoftn.deunionswitboutregistn.tionwiththeccntn.lorgansoftheassocilticms
of trade unions of various industrial sectors and the All-China Fedenlion of Trade
Unions.asstipulatedintbeprcviouslrlicle.
Article 108. Trade union aasociarions and their braach unions have the following
various rights:
I. Declareandleadstrikes.
2. Represent workers and llaff members in signing conlrllcta with the managcmenta of

enmprisesandorgansanclpriwteemployers.
3. Publish newspapers and periodicals; establish schools, libraries, and clubs; and
purc:hue and manase property.
4. Assist labor inspectiou orpns to supervise the application of the Labor Law and all

otherlaborlawsandordinanc:csinentcrprises,organs,andshops.
S. Set up special organs oftabor supeJVision in private enterprises.

6.

Panicipa~e

in the business management of state-run enterprises.

7. Make proposals to the Soviet Govemmern for the promulgaliOD of various labor
laws and ordinances, and propose and select 1he sraffmembcrs of various subordinate organs of labor departments.

Article 109. Trade uni011s are entitled to various material assistance fknn tbe Soviet
Government and favorable treatment in using postal, telephone, telegraph, electricity,
naming water, and trolley bus SCJVices; m1micipal public goods; railways; ships; and so
on. as stipulated in various regulations.
Article 110. Branch committees oftnldc unions inside military organs should beestablished in accordance with the special regulations promulgated by the Labor Department
of the Center in conjunction with the Revolutionsry Military Affairs Committee and the
All-China Federation ofTrade Unions.
Article Ill. The managements and employers of all organs. enterprises, and shops
may not obstruct the actions of any organs of trade unions. But the convet~ing of aasemblies or representative congresses of workers aDd staff members should, under otdin&JY
circumstances, be carried out outside work time. The dispatCh of representatives to soviet
conferences or to participate in higher-level representative congresses of trade unions is
allowed within work time.
Article 112. All organs, enterprises, and shops should pay an amount [equal to] 2
pen:entoftheto&al waaesaopendionalfiuutsforlrade unionsandanotber I pm:entas
cullulal and educational funds for trade unions, iD addition to paying the wages of workers.
Article Ill. The members of committees oftn.de unions at all levels have the right.
on presenting their identificalion, fre:ly to inspect all workplaces of enterprises, organs,
and shops.

Article 114. In order to regulate internal working order, enterprises, organs. or shops
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that employ mare 1lwl five workers may fonnulate rules for intemll management. After
delermining these rules in conf'onnily with the lepl procedures (Articles 116 and 118),
the rules arc cffeclive as they arc 1111nounced lo the workm.
AnicJe 115. In the rules ofintemll management mentioned in the above article, there
should be precise 111d detailed provisions concerning the ordinary 111d special responsibili·
ties of workers 111d management personnel, the scope of responsibilily for violations of
the rules, and remedial methods.
Article 116. lntemal miiiiiJCIIII!IIt rules and regulalions should not run counler to the
various existing labor laws and decrees and the slill-effective collective contradl of the
respective enterprises, orpns, or shops.
Article 117. Tbe srandard in1emal management rules should be drawn up by the Labor
Deputment of lbe Center jointly with the All-China Federation ofTrade Unions and the
Commissarill for the Nllicmll Economy of the Center. Before the formulation of their
own internal m111apment rules and regulations or the approval of the rules 111d regul..
tions {Article II 8), enterprises, organs, and shops should observe the above-mentioned
atandardmanagctnCJ~trules.

Article 118. All intemal manapment rules of entmprises, organs, BRd shops should be
agreed upon by the respective manqemat d.eputments and local trade unions and be
reported to the subonlilllle orpns oflabor departmats for ratification.
Cllllptlr 15. The Unit ror SettUna DllputH aad
HaadUn& Vloladons oftbe Labor Law
ArticlB 119. The labor Court hujurisdiction over all cases ofviolatiOD of the Labor
Law and other laws and decrees concerning labor Uld collective contracts.
Article 120. Wheh enterprises. organs. and sbops have disputes Uld conflicts with the
employed over various issues of workin1 conditions, labor depar11nats II all levels may
conduct mediation and arbitration subject to the consent of the two sides in the dispute.
But in case of major dispura, labor departments II all levels may proceed with arbi.b'ltion
even without the consent of the two sides.
Article 121. In 1111o-run enterprises, state organs, and cooperative aterpriles, management deputmems and branch committees of trade unions in factories and workplaces
should send equal numbers ofrepreseDtati.ves to organize wage dispute committees. The
functions of !he wage disputecommitteesueas follows:

I. Evaluate the appropriate wages the workers and staff members in an enterprise or
orpn should be paid;
2. Scale dillfll*l between ~deparlmemsand workers and saaffmcmbmconc:eming die application of labor laws and oniinancesandcollective contracll;
3. The decisions of wage disputes committees must be agreed upon by both sides.
Cue& tbat the wage disputes committees cannot resolve should be submitted to tbe
aubordinate orpns of labor departments and tbe labor court for settlement.
Cbainnan oftbe Omtral Executive
ConuniUce of the Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zcdong
Xiang Ying

Zb'"'"'"""'

Resolutirm rm the Promulgatirm rf
the New Labor Law
(October 15, 1933)

On the basis of one 8l'ld a half years of experience in applying the Labor Law promulgated
on December I, 1931, it is now considered tbat some of its provisions arc incomPitible
with the realities of the soviet areas at present. That law does not provide for flexible
measures concerning middle peasants. poor peasants and handicraft producers who hire
supplemenlllly laborm;, and difficulties have arisen in canying it out. Moreover, there arc
no stipulations reganling many concrete matters which urgently need regulation. To
stmlgthcn the interests of wlllken, consolidate the alliance between workers and peasants, and develop the soviet economy, the Central Executive Comminee organized a
drafting commission on the Labor Law in April1933 to draft a new labor law. Over the
put five months. the new draft labor law has been discussed by the worker and peasant
muses in all localities. and many opinions have been gathered about iL The Central
Executive Committee, reviewing and revising the dnft labor law in accordance with
opinions from all localities, hereby mikes the following resolution:
I. The adopled and published articles oflbe Labor Law shall be in force as of October
15,1933.
2. Upon tbe promulgalion ofthe new Labor Law, the Llbor Law issued on December
I, 1931, ia cleclued null and void and alllawsllldordiiiii'ICelconceming labor problems
that cluh with the provisions of the new Labor Law shall be rescinded.
3. Specific procedwes fur carrying out tbe various articles of the new Labor Law
should be announced by the Council of People's Commiasars 111d the CcntJal Commissariat of Labor in the form of orders.
4, Amendments 111d additions to this Labor Law shall be made th10ugh the orders of
the Central Executive Committee.
5. This Labor Law shall be eflbctivc throughout the territories of the Soviet Republic of

China.
6. All violations of the provisions of this Labor Law should be punished in acconlancc:
with the provisions of the Regulations Concerning Punisluncnt for Violations oftbe Labor
Law, promulgated by the Central Executive Committee on October I5, 1933.
Chairman of the Cenbal Eucutive
Committee oftbc Chinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chairmen
October IS, 1933, by the Western calendar
Ouraourecf'orlbis!PiisAIGoZedongji,Vol.4,pp.67-68.

Mao Zcdong
XiiiiB Ying
ZhongOuotoo

Regulations Concerning Punishmentfor
Violations ufthe Labor law
(Promulgated by the Central Executive Committee
on October 15, 1933)

Article I. The following regulations aR hereby laid down to punish Ill emp}oyers
(including employers of private, state, and cooperative enlelprises) who violate the Labor
Law. Any ofl'en&e against the Labor Law will be punished in accordance with these
regulllicms.
Article 2. The offense of an employer apinst any rules specified in the different
cbaptm of the Labor Law must be punished. based on the following regulations:
1. For an employer whose enterprise or institution only hires fewer than three employees, the offense should be penalized by a fine of3 big foreign dollars or more, or by
a tcnn of forced labor or imprisonment for three clays or more.
2. For 8JI employer whose enterprise or institution him more than three but fewer
than seven employees, if lhe offense involves 011ly a few of his employees. the
employer should be penalized by a fine of 10 big foreign dollars or more, or by a
tenn of fotud labor or imprisorunent for ten days or more. In case the offense
involves the majority, or all, oflhe employees, the employer must be penalized by a
fine of20 big foreign dollars or more, or by a term off'on:cd labor or impriaonment
for two weeks or more.
3. For an employer whose enterprise or instituticn hires more th1n sevet1 employees. if
the offense involves only a few of his employees, he should be penalized by a tenn
of fcm:ed labor or imprisorunent for one month or more. or by a fine of 30 big
foreign dollm or more. In case the offense involves the majority, or all, of the
employees, the employer muse be penalized by a sentence of imprisonment for
three months or more, or by a fine of 100 big foreign dollm or more.
Arlicle 3. Any employer who violates tbe existing dec:reei on labor questions shoukl
be penalized according to the rules specified in Article 2 of this document, with consideration of how serious the offense is and bow many employees it has involved.
Article4. Any privatecmployerormanagerofasta~ orcoopcrativeenterprise
who breaches the collective contract he has signed with a labor union, a contract that has
been registered at the local department of labor, should be found guilty of violating the
Labor Law and be penalized in accordance with the rules specified in ArticJe 2 of this

''"""'""
Article S. Anyone wbo either interferes with the lepl activities of a labor union or the
heads and representatives of orpns at different levels, or obstructs them ftom CKOR:isina
OursowcefOI'"IhitiCllliiMfiDz.io,gji, Vol.4,pp.95-97.
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theirautbority,should be pena1izcd, based on !he degree of his crime, by a tenn offon:cd
labor or imprisonment for lhrce days or more, or by 1 fine ofl big f'oR:ign dollars or more.
Article 6. Anycme who ralrains workcn or staff members from joining a labor union
by threat of violence or bribery in an attempt to achieve the aim of violating lhe Labor
Law or the collective contract should be penalized, based on the degree of his crime, by a
tcnn of forced labor or imprisonmem for five days or mare, or by a fine of S big foreign
dollars or more.
Article 7. All cases that are concemcd with violation of the Labor Law, or other
existing Jaws on tbc issue of labor and any collective contracts, should be triccl by the
Labor Court in accordance with the principles oftbis document
Article B. All cases that arc concerned with violations by a stile-owned or cooperative
enterprise against the Labor Law or any collective contracts may be handled by a special
conunittce organized by the Commissariat of Labor, the Commissariat for the National
Economy, and the labor IDiion.Jn the event that some of the cases cannot be solved by the
committee, they should be turned over to the Labor Court, which must make judgments
and enforce them in accordance with the principles laid down in Articles 2, 3, and 4 of
these Regulations.
Article 9. In case a middle peasant, or a poor peasant, a handicraftsman, or an owner
of a small boat, who hires some workers simply because he lacks enough labor fon:e, has
done sometbing against tbe rules specified in the Labor Law with the consent of the
workers and the labor URion, his offense should not be penalized mechanically in accordance with the rules specified respectively in Articles 2,3, and 4 of this document.
Article 10. The Central Executive Committee holds the right to revise or annul tbese
reaulalionsatanytime.
Chainnan of the Central
Executive Commitlee
Vice-Chairmen

Mooz.dong
XiangYing

"""""""""

Suppkmentmy Regulations to the Temporary
Rules on the Agricultural Tax
(Passed on October 26, 1933)
In order to specify more clearly the items of exemption and deduction in the agricultural
tax, the following anicles on exemptions and deductions are hereby promulgated as a
supplement to the Temporary Rules on the Agricultural Tax. In case there is any contradiction between the Temporary Rules on the Agricultural Tax and !his supplcmet~t. this
supplemeDtmustbeobseriedasthestandard.
I, About Worken

I. Fann laborers, coolies working on the land, and longshoremen: they and their
wives (or husbands) and children under the age ofsiltteen are exempt fi'om the tax.
2. Coolies working on the water (laborers on bollS, bamboo rafts, and lumber rafts):
they and their wives (or husbands) are exempt from the tax.
3. Sbop-usistanls, handicraftsmen (such u bricklayers, capenters, hairdressers, and
wc:avm •.. ), paper-makers, or WOlken in other induserics (such as the mint and printing
houses): those who have been allocaled plors of land are exempt from the tax, (lndr:peadcnt manufacturers who produce aftd sell their own products are not included in this
category.)
(Note I) Workers and fann laborers clusified in the above three categories only
include those who have worked for two consecutive years (shortly before or after the
revolution). Those who have not worked for two consecutive years are not exempt from
the tax.
(Note 2) Workers and fann laborers who are classified in the above three categories
and. therefore. are exempt from the tax may enjoy lbe privileaes specified in the above
three articles. no matter when they joined the union or what kind or union they jcrincd.
Fum laborers and coolies who have joined the union Df shop-assistants and handicraftsmen may still enjoy the aanption privileges specified in Aniclc I. Similarly, handicraftsmen who bave joined the uniOD or agricultural laborers may still enjoy the privileges
spccif!CdinArticle3.
4. Wolken in post offices, prinlinJ houses, ordnance factories, prment f'actories.,
other various state-owned (bclongina to the state) and non-.state-owncd factories. mines.
and shops. who have been allocated plots or land and have worked for more than two
years. arc aanpt from the tax. Workers who have worked for more than two years in
banks, the Bureau or Grain EJtChange, the Bureau ortrade, the telegraph company, and
the telephone company and arc drawing fUll salaries arc exempt from the tax.

...
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S. Those who are not drawing full saluies from various state-owned faciOries, mines,
blllks, custom houses. shops, and other enterprises may have their tax n:duced by half
(eKCmptions for themselves, their parents, and their wives) in accordance with similar
privileges for personnel of the Soviet OovemmeDt specified in Article 8 of the Rules on
the Agricultural Tax.
6. Farm laborers, coolies, handicraftsmen, and shop-assistants who arc working for
various swc-owned or non-statHtwned tactories, mines., shops, banks, and coopmtives
may still retain their original status and, therefore, be exempt from the tax irthcy have not
draWR a full salary ftom these enterprises for two yem.
7. All worir:ers who aR: exempt &om lbe tax must have union member cards or
official certificates from various stale-owned faclories or enleTpriscs to prove their stahiS.
B. Those who receive allowanc:es from banks and cxcbiiiiC bureaus (they are different from ordinary salaried earners) may enjoy the same laX privileges as personnel workina for the soviet and have their tax IS well IS the tax of their family members reduced by
half.
II. Abo11t the Red Army

I. lffamily members of the Red Army soldiers (parents, children, wives, and brolhersand sislers under the age ofsixleen) died !his year, !heR is an exemption from the tax
this year. If !bey died last year, there is no exemption from the tax this year.
2. Porlers in the Red Anny who have aerved for more !han five monlhs are exempt
&om tax. If they have only served for three rrumths, !hey cann01 be eumpt from tax. If
they have nOI yet &eJVed for five months II the lime they pay their tax, bul in fact will
have served for more than five monlhs after they pay their tax this year, they can get
compensation next year.
3. Divon:ees of Red Army soldiers are nOI exempt from the tax.
4. Laundry staff and nurses in Red Army hospitals may enjoy lhe same 1a1t exemptions as family members of Red Anny soldiers if they have served there for more than six
months.
S. Those who have returned home after deserting their Red Army unils are not
exempt from the tax. They can be exempt from the tax if they rerum to their unill.
6. Those who have returned home after staying at the battlefront for one or two
months simply in an attempt to evade their tax musl pay their overdue lax.
7. Tboac: who returned home on leave after they got sick and lost their ability 10 work
because of their job in !be Red Army may retain their Red Army status and be exempt
from lax unlillhey regain their ability to work.
8. In the case of those who sac:rif~ee their lives in Red Army operations II !he
battle&ont, there should be an exemption from lax for three years IS in the case of the Red
Army. Rich peasants on penal servitude teams who die 11 the battlefront receive an
exemption from lax for one year.
9. If any members of local armed forces who are no1 engaged in production sacrifice
themselves for the revolution, they may likewise be exempt from lax for three years.
I 0. Any soldiers who came from landlord and rich peasant families but have been
alloc:aled plola oflBDd may also be exempt from tax.
II. Any Red Army soldiers who were seen being captured by counlerrevolutionarics
may be treated as family members of the Red Army and eumpled from tax.
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12. Wives of disabled 90idim, if they are poor women, are eKempl &om tbe lax themselves, as are !he children they have brought alcmg with thcm.lflhcy are women fiom rich
peasant families. husband and wife and children ten ot)'OWliCfWbom they have brought along
with lbcman::exempc fromlhctax,bulallocbcrs~KnolexerJ1llfiomthellx.
13. Soldiers who are over fony-five yean old. have scnted in the Red Anny for more
than five years. have been discbarged with pennission, and can produce c:ercific:atcs to
prove their stal\15 are exempt from the tax, as an: their family mcmbeB.
14. Among Red Anny soldiers, only those who had joined lhe Red Anny before the
tax law went into effect are exempt from the tax.
Ill. About Persoanel Working for the Soviet Govemme•t
I. Those who have worked in the government for more than six months may have
theirtaxreduecdbyhalf.
2. In the case of those who sacrifice their lives for tbe government, their tax: as well
as the tax: of their family members may be reduced by half for three years. If they die of
illness,. their tax. as wcllu the tax oftheir family memben may be reduced by halfror rwo
year$.
3. Those who have married women from rich peasant families may only have lhcir
own tax reduced by half, while tbeir wives are not exempt from the tax.
4. Those who are working for mass organizations such as unions, the Young Pioneers. the Children's Corps. and the ami-imperialist and pro-Soviet Mutual Help Society
of the Party and the Youth League, are not exempt from the tax.

IV. Otllen
I. After land division, any field that lies waste for no good miSOI1 is not exempt ftom
the tax. In case the field is really no good for cultivation, it may be exempted from the tax
wilh permission from the township soviet.
2. For woril:ers who are being punished by bud labor or serving criminal sentences,
their family membeB who are exempt from the tax retain their exempt swus.
3. Requests for tax exemption made by individual peasants on the grounds of various
natural disasters must be approved by the rcpreseJJtative assembly of the township after
discussion. Similar requests made by villages must be agreed to by the presidium of the
district soviet first, and then approved by the xian government. Similar requests made by a
district must be approved by the provincial sovie~.
4. Afterc:oolieslhcrnselvesdic.lhcirfilmilymembenmaybcexcn:p:fiornthewr.fora
year as coolies. Olherworkersmayreceiveanexemptiononly forrbeirownwr.aftertbeydie.
S. Poor workeJs and peasants who have been married to womeD ftom rich peasant
families for less than a year pay tax: according to the original status of each individual, but
after a year they [all] pay their tax as poorworkcn and peasants.
6. Daughten and [fonncr] wives of rich peasants who are married to poor workers and
peasan1s and were allocated plots of land half the size of those for adulls because they
were young or did not wodt are to be taxed as rich peasanls. The number of people should
be calculated on the basis of their new busbands" families.
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7, Poor workers and peuants. men or women. who are married into rich peuanl
families ue taxed according to dleir original class stltUL
8. l...aDd lhal: is used to plant cotton is exempt ftam lhe rax.
9. Handicapped people, widows, and widowers lllnCitiJ middle peasantS and poor
peasants who have no one to support them ue exempt from lhe tax. but tbey are nat
exempt from the tax if they do have someone to supportlhem.
Chairman aflhe Executive Committee
aftbe Central Gavernmenl of the
Cbinese Soviet Republic
Vice-Chaimu:n

Temporary OrganizationallDwfor lAJaJl
Soviets of the O.inese Soviet Republic (Draft)
(December 12, 1933)

Cllapler I. Geaenl Principia
Article I. The various levels oflbe provincial,xian, district, city, and township soviet
political organs are !he local organizations of the soviet rqime. They are called the local
soviets.
Article 2, The various levels of the provincial,zflln, district, city, and towr1sbip soviets
must be orpniud pursuant to these laws.

Chapler llbe a.de Orpnlzadons ofllle Sovlel Rea~me
(Note) The city and township soviets m the basic orpns of the soviet regime. The
main charactcrislic:s of these organs are the system of their regular deputies' assemblies.
The deputies do not leave their production work ud are scarteml among the masses.

Article 3. The cily soviet is the hiJhcst political organ of lhe city and is made up of
repre&er~tativcselectcdbythcvotersofthatcity.

Article 4. Each city soviet should be divided into several ''urban districts," forming
urb1111 district soviets. But those cities with under four thousand people and those cities
directly under the jwisdiction of a dislric1 soviet are Dot to be divided into urbm disUictL
Each urban dillrict outside the city (i.e., villqes under the jurisclictioa of a cily sov:id)
should be divided into scvcral villap& according to distances and population. But Ibm
should be no more than five villages within each urban district
(Note) As for the name for the urban district, they may be called, "The City Center
Urban Disnict," '"The Eastern SUburban Urban District," or 1be Weslem Suburban
Urban Dillrict," and so on, for a smaller city; for those ill a bigger city, they may be
named after some famous streets or some other proper names for places. As for villapl
wilbin lbe ~rban dillrids outside of a city, they may be named after some fcnous p)lcel
in those villqes, but llOJIC should be named by numbers.
Anicle S. The urban di&lricl soviet is the bighest political organ of die urban district
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and is made up of deputies elected by the volm of the entire urban district. The urban
district soviet is directly Wider the jurisdiction of the city soviet
(Note) The number of deputies of an urbBD district soviet may temporarily apply to
that of the deputies ofa township soviet.
Artic\e6. Thedeputiesofacicysoviet.exceptforthoscciticsunderadislrict.areto
bee\ectedbylheplenarysessionoftheurbandistrictsoviets.
(Nole) The number of the deputies of a city soviet will be based on the regulations of
the Temporary Election Law, Articles 22 to 25.
Article 7. The urban district soviet presidium, elected by a plenary session of the city
soviet, is the highest urban district political organ during recesses of the urban district
deputies' assembly,
Article 8. For each city with fewer than 50,000 residents. there will be a presidium
electedbythecitysovietplenarysession.
This presidium will be the highest political orpn of the entire city during recesses of
the city soviet representatiw assembly.
Article 9. For each city with more than 50.,000 residents., then: will be a city
executive committee elected by the city soviet plenary session. This executive committee will be the highest political organ of the entire city during recesses of the city
soviet plenary session. The city eKCCutive committee will, in tum, elect a presidium,
which will be the highest political organ of the entire city during recesses of the city
executive committee.
(Note) Those city soviets with city executiYC committees will continue to maintain the
system of their regular deputies' usemblics, just like those city soviets without city
executiwcommittees.
Article I0. A cicy executiw committee, in a city with fewer than 50.,000 residents, is
made up oftwenty-one to twenty-five manbcn and fiw to seven alternate members; but
in a city with more than 50,000 residents, it is made up of thirty-five to seventy-five
members and seven to eleven alternate members.
Article II. An utbBD district soviet presidium, ina city wid!. Wlder50,000 residents, is
made up of fiw to seven members; in a city with more than 50,000 residents, nine to
eleven. The presidium of a city soviet subordinate 10 a district is made up of five 10 seven
members. The presidium of a city soviet subordinate to a xUJn is made up of seven 10
eleven members. The presidium of a city soviet UDder a province is made up of eleven to
nineteen members. The presidium of a city soviet subordinate to the Central Government
ia made up of nineteen to twenty-five members.
Article 12. For each urban district soviel or city soviet, 1 chairman and one or two
vico-chairmenarechosen.
Article 13. The duties of the deputies at the urban district sovie1 and city soviel are u
follows: On the one bsnd, they n:pn:&ellt their constituents to work in the soviets, to relsy
their opinions about elections and the work the voters need to do to be discussed at the
urban district soviet or the city soviet. On the other, they commUDicate to the masscs the
work the higher soviets want done, after it hu been discussed by the urban district soviet
or the city soviet; lead the residents in tbe constituency of each deputy to cury out
resolutely the arden and ordinances of the higher soviets; and cany out the resolutions of
theurbandistrictsovietandthecitysoviet.
Article 14. Among fiw to Nne deputies of an urban dislrilf: soviet, IKlCCXding to the
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distances from their residences, one will be appointed by the urban district soviet presidhun as the chief deputy, who, within the righiS given by the presidium, assigns and
direccs the work of the other deputies under him. con"Yeys the notices of the UJban
distriCIBO'Yiet presidium, and under whose leadership all the deputies call the residenll
under lhem to meet and to solve minor problems of the residenll. When necessary, he
may attend the presidium's mectinp.Jn villages within the urban districts oullide of the
city, when there are more than two chief deputies in one village, one of them should be
usigued to usume the responsibility of receiving notices from the presidium and con·
veying them to the other chief deputies, calling the meetings of 'Yillage residents to
discuss problems within the village, and calling meetiDJS of the village deputies.
Article 15. Withinthejurisdictionsofanwbandistric:tsovietandasovietdift:ICtlyundera
district, morder to maintain acbcreladonshipbetweea the~aad theresidenlsand in
ordertofacilitalethecollectionofthe residen.ll'opinionsandthesupervisionoftheworlc,the
raidcnllare to be properly assipped under die leadenibipofeacltdcputy according to the
proximity oflheresidencesofthedepllliestothoseoftheresidents(llllllllyforeachdepuly,
there will be thirty to sevarty residenls under him). so thai each deputy wiU'have a regula"
n:llllionshipwilhdleresidenlswithinacatainarealllllkl'hisleadentrip.
Article 16. Under eBCh urban district soviet and city soviet under a district, the following regular or temporary commiaees are to be organized; the number of members and
duties of each are stipulated below:

I. Commiuee to Expand the Red Anny
Has seven to nine members and is in charge of expansion of the Red Anny and the
movement of returning toone's IIDit.
2. Committee to Give Preferential Treatment to the Red Anny
Has seven to nine members. In urban disbicts within a city, the commillee, along
with representatives from the labor union and the poor masses, collects monthly allow·
ances of workers and the poor masses and the 5 perccn1: business taxes and store
rentals submiaed by the city financial clepu1ment and properly appropriates them to
those Red Anny families that are without land or poor and the families belonging to
staff members who have left their production work; leads the able-bodied of the entire
urban district to chop wood, haul water, or do other necessary cbores for the Red Army
families that lack sufficient laboren and the families of sraft' members wbo bave left
their production work; and look& for jobs for Rod Anny families and leads tbem to
open production cooperatives. In urban disttic:ll outside of the city, the conunittee
supervises fanning teams to till the land for Red Anny families that IBCk sufficiem
laborers and families of staff members who bave left their production work, to solve
the general problems conceming living for the Red Anny families and tho familiea of
those staff' members wbo have left their procluction work, and is responsible for the
fanning, buvestiag, and maiatenance of the public fields oftbe Red Anny.
3. Conunittee Rendering Care Services to the Red Aimy
Has SC\ICil to nine members who are deputies of an urban district soviet or a city
sovietundertbejurisdictionofadi.scric:tanclof variousmusorganizations.ltsduties
are to letd residents in the movements to render care services to the Red Anny, to
collectJOOds donated by the reaideniS for the Red Anny,aad so on.
4. Red Martial Law Committee
Has five to scvon members who are deputies of the urban dillrict soviets or tbe city
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soviets under the jwisdictioo of a district, cadres of the Red Ouards Uld Young
Pioneers, 811d other activists. Its responsibilities ue to reinforce the Red martial law
and
struggle to eliminate counterrevolutionaries, for example by supervising and

me

inspecting sentries, keeping a lookout ftom high places, checking travel permits, questioning suspicious residents and visitors, leading the masses to scrutinize closely the
activities of the Cllploiling elements, looking into rumors spread by the counterrevolutionaries, bclping the Political Security Bureau and the Judicial Department
put down the counterrevolutionaries' activities, and so on.
S. Air Defense and Gas Defense Committee
Has five to seven memberswhosedutiesareto instruct lbe residents in various
esset~tial matters concerning defense against the enemies' air raids, such as setting up
signaling carmon swions, building air-raid shelters, preparing gas defense equipment.
and soon.
6. Voluntary Labor Committee and Transportation Committee
Has seven to nine members who are in cbarge ofinvestipting. rcgistcrinJ. assigning, reallocating, and mobilizing transport teams, farming teams, road-repairing teams,
forced labor teams (of landlords and counterrevolutionary rich peasants), and other
voluntary labor activities. In order to mobilize laborers to go to the front quickly to
move the wounded ud the sick, to transport plunder, and to provide transportation
services for the rear, a aepan.te Transportation Commiacc may be organized, containing five to seven members.
7. UnemploymentReliefCommiaee
Within the urban disericts in a city and in the urban districts and cities Wider the
jurisdiction of a district outside of a city whm unemployed workers ue rather numerous, unemployment relief committees ue to be orpnized (in the urban district1 outside
of a city where there are no unemployed or very rew unemployed, such committees do
not need to be orgauized). It is made up of seven to eleven members from among the
deputiesoftheurbandistrictsovietorthecitysovietunderthejurisdictionofadistrict.
and active elements among the unemployed workers. Its responsibilities are to assist
the unemployed labor aection of the city labor departmeat in inveslipting, registering
the unemployed workers in the entire city, discussing and actually looking for employment and housing for lbe unemployed, raising funds, collecting goods as temporary
relief, and so on.
8. Commiaee for the Poor
To be orpnized in each urban district within the city (the urban districts outside lite
city need no such organizations). wilb nine to fifteen members. Commiaee members
must come f'rom representatives in the urban district soviet wilb poor family backJI'Ounds and acti~c clements from the poor masses from various walks of life. Their
responsibilities are to investigate and register the aumber, vocations, and unemployment situations of the poor in the entire city, and to discuss and solve all the difficulties in the lives oftbe impoverished masses in all walks of life.
9. Housing Committee
Hu sewn to nine members who are in cbqe ofinvesliptiiiJ and registcriiiJ public
and privati: bousiag within the entiJe urliiD district, confiscating and redistributing the
t.ous.oflhedespolicgentry,landlotds,andCOUillmevOlutionarycapilalista,diaciiBiing
and aolving 1he problems of the housing shona&e for the workers and the poor, trying to
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~burned and destroyed bouscs, and so on. This committee is only cqanized in the
urblndisaiccswilhinacity;itisnotneDCIIIEJ)'toorpnizl:iliniRIISoutsideaftbecity.
10. Residence Committee
Haa three to five members whose responsibilities are 10 investigate and reaQter,
according 10 the class status of each family, the households and the papulation aflhe
entire urban district, 10 register monthly the numben of births, deaths. moves, marriages,anddivan:es.
II. Industrial Committee and Agricultural Committee
In urban dislricts, especially those within lhe city, industrial committees are 10 be
arpniaed, wilh nine to fifteen membefS each. The members are deputies or the urban
district soviets or the city soviets subordNted to a district, activisls 11RM1nJ the staff of
Slllle-OwMdindustries,represemarivesofindUSirialproductiancoapezatives,andactiviSis
from other independent production workets. Their responsibilities are 10 guide the woda:n
andthcimpovcrishcdrnasacsiOdevelopllllionalized,cooperalive,andindcpcndcntproductioncntaprises;IOsupervisetheindustrialcapi!alistsinincreasingcapitalandexpandins !her businesses; to oppose lheirmovingcapitalaway or closing dawn their enterprises;
andsoCIII.
In urban dislricts outside the city, according to the agricultural prodUCiian seuans,
the spring plowing committee, lhe summer plowing commince, the autwnn plowing
committee, and the winter plowing commirtce should be organim:l with seven to nine
mcmbm each who are from the deputies to the urban district soviet or the city soviet
under a district and lhe active and experienced clements from the peasants. Its responsibilities will be to supervise the peasant masses 10 redistribute labor, 10 increase
fertilizer, to solve problems of plowing oxen, 10 repair and purchase fanning equipment, to select seeds. to improve cultivation methods, 10 eliminate pests, to harvest
agricu\tutal products without wuting time, and so an.
12. Industrial Research Committee and Agricultural Research Committee
Each comminee will have seven to nine members. The industrial raearoh commitlee is organized in the urban district in a city and its responsibilities are to supervise
researc:h on various important industrial production problems afthe state-owned, cooperative, and private small enterprises, such as how to improve production techniques.
and so on. In urban dislricts outside the city, agricultural research committees will be
orpnized instead. Their responsibilities ue to supervise research on the various
important issues of agricultural production withln that urban district, such u where fo
plant which seeds, which fertilizers ue needed, which cullivation methods ue better,
and 10 on. II is also in clwge of the agricultural experimental stations of that urban
district.
\3. The Confiscation and Collection Committee
Has five to seven members. Its responsibilities in an urban district wilhin a city are
to assist the political security bureau and the judicial department in confiscating counteneVOiulionary criminals' propelties. CODfiscating properties of landlords who live in
the cities and those of counterrevolutionaries hidden by those landlords. (collecting]
the fines or donaticms imposecl on the capitalists by the federation of trade unions, and
soan.Thisisastandingorganization.
Such a comminee in the urban districts outside a city will be responsible for
confiacating cash and other properties that belong to landlords and raiaing funds prop-
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erly among rich peasants, according 10 the orders of the national fiiWicilll organs. This
will be a temporal}' organization. Whal it has fulfilled ill duties., it will de dissolved.
14. Nationalized Property Committee
Has three to five members whose responsibilities arc to be in charJC of nationalized
properties. This is to be organized in the urban districts or in cities directly under an
urban district where there arc nationalized properties. Where there ue no nationalized
properties, such committees need not be organized.
IS. Commercial Tax or Agricultural Tax Collection Committee
Hu seven to nine members. A commercial tax coJiectioll. commitb=e is to be orprized
in the urbM districts in a city 10 heJp the mwUcipal finance department invesrigw the
business stilus ofstores and helpcollectcommen:ial taxes. This is a standingorpnization.
In urban districts outside of a city, an agricultural tax collection committee will be
organized instead. It helps the municipal finance department collect agricultural taxes.
It is organized only during the time when the agricultural taxes are collected. Upon
completion of the task, the commince will be dissolved.
16. Government Bonds ISsuing Commiaee
Has seven to nine members who arc in charge of sales promotion of the bonds and
the collection and temporary preservation of cash loans and grain loans. This committee is orpnizcd during the time the bonds arc issued uu1 will be disaolved upon the
completion of the task.
17. Education Commiaee
Hu nine 10 eleven members fi'om among the deputies of the urban district soviets
or the city soviets under the jurisdiction ofa district, the principal of the Lenin elementuy school, the principal of the evening contimwion school, the director of the club,
and representatives of the Communist Youth League, the labor unions, lba poor
people's league. the Young Pioneers, the Children's Corps, the conference of representatives of women workcn and pcasapts, and so on. It is in charge of the development.
organizing. surveying, and statistics of all cultural and educational cndcavon within
lheenlirecityllldthecitysubordinate10adistrict.
lB. Hygiene Committee
Has sevea to nine members ftom amoRJ the deputies of the urban district soviets or
the city sovicls subordinate to a district. and activists ftom the masses in the neighborhoods and in the viii~JeS. It is in charge of lighting. ventilation, water supply, din and
garbaRC removal, cleaning ditches and toilets, killing flies, cau::hing mice, epidemic
prevention, and medical matters.
19. BridgesandRoadsCommittee
Has seven. to nine memben who are in charge of the repair and construction of
streets,ordinaryroads,bridges,fenies,tea-stalls,andsoon.
20. Grain Committee
Has seven 10 nine members who are in charge of investigating, recording, and
keeping statistics on grain (including miscellaneous grains) each season for an entire
urban disbict and die cities subordinate to the disttict, and investipting and ~ng
stalistiC!I of the total grain needed each seasonfortheJeSidents in lheenRurbandistricl
andthecitysubordinlll! 10 a district to see whelherthere is a swplusor shortage.
21. Committee for Preparatioo against Natural Disasters
Has seven to nine members who are responsible for grain collection and norage for
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the purpose of disaster relief, invcstipting and counting the number of residents in an
entire urban dilbict aad the cities subordinate to the district who do not have enough
pain, and those who are suffering from famine, and how much gn.in is needed; and
canying out disaster relief measures.
22. FOMStry or Mountain Forestry C«nmiace
Has five to seven members. In the urban districts in a city and the urban districts
outside a city where there are no mountains., the forestry committee is organized. It ia
raponsible for leading the raident masses to plant trees wherever possible, such as in
prdens, courtyards, along rivabanks, and alonpide roads, and cultivating and protecting them. As to the urban districts outside the city where there are mountains, the
motU'Itain forestry committee will be organized instnd. It is in charge of planting.
cultivating. and protecting the mountain foreats.
23. WaterConservancyCommiace
Has five to nine members who are responsible, in an urban district within a city, for
repairs of sewers on the streets and undemealh 1he bouse&, repairs and construction of
embankmCDtS surrounding the city, and dredging of tbe ponds and wells inside uul
outside the city. In an urban district outside the city, it is responsible for repairs and
construction of hillside fields, embankments, and ponds, and repairing and equipping
waterwheels.
24. Land Registration C«nmittee
Has three to five members who are reaponsible, in an urban district of a city, for the
investigation, registration, uul statistics of the hillside fields, ponds. wells, prdcns.
truittree:s,furesrs,aDdsoon.lnlhcurbandislrictsoutsideacity,ilisniiPOftliblefurthe
invcstiption,rc:gistnllon,andslatisticsoflbefields,mountainforests,ponds,prdens,
sandydykes,liuittrees,aod.soon,andtheissuina;andreissuingoftheiandlic:enses.
25. Wasteland Reclamation Committee
Has five to seven members. It is organized within the urban districts outside the
city for those who have waste fields. wastelands, and waste mountains. It is in charge
of leading the masses in reclaiming waste fields, wastelands, and waste mountains.
26. Land Investigation Committee
To be organized only in the urban districts outside a city, it has seven to eleven
members, who are made up of the chainnan, vice-chainnan, and secretary of an urban
district soviet or a city soviet subordinated to a district, the directoroflhe poor peasant
league, tbe branch head of the labor union, and key leaders from the other mass
organizations. This is a leading organ for 1he Land lnvcstiption Movement. and is
dissolved when the Land Investigation Movement has beca thorougbly carried ouL
During the Land lnveatiptioo Movement, in order to confiscate the property of the
landlord cl1151, and the surpJus draft at1imals, agricultural tools, and houiCII of the rich
peasants,aod.redislributclhan. to the masses, acommiaecfortheconfiscationand nldisai·
bution of property needs to be mpniled. This commiaec will have seven to eleven
mcmbetsandwillwork.undertheleadashipofthelandinvestigation comnUtlee.
Similarly, in order to confiscate and redistribute the landlord&' land aod the rich
peawm' surplus land and superior land, alandconfiiiCidionand redislribulion CIIIIUI1iUI=c
with seven to eleva!. mernbas ahoukl be orpDimd under the land inveatip!ion ccmmiuee.
27. Election Committee
Has nine to thirteen members. This committee is to be orpnized during the elcc-
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tions of the urban district soviets and the city soviets subonlinlled 10 a district. It is
made up of representatives of the urban district soviet UJd the city soviet subordinated
to a district, reprcsentltives from various mass groups, and other ~~etivists. Under the
direct supervision of the city soviet election comminee. it is in charge of all electionrelated propaganda. registration of voten, zcming of election W'lit&, prepantion of the
candidue lists, calling of electicm meetings, UJd all other election-relllcd matters. This
committee will be dissolved as 10011 as the elections are over.
28. WorkeB' and Peasants' Inspection Commiaee
Has seven to nine membera who ue representatives from the labor unions, the poor
people's league, the conference of representatives of women workers and peasants, the
Communist Youtb League, and other activists. It is directly under thejurisdictioD of
the city soviet workm' and peasantS' inspection committee. (If it is a city under a
district, then it is directly under the district soviet's workers' and peasants' inspection
conunillee.) 11u:: responsibilities of the committee are to cmy out regular inspections
of the presidiwn of the urban district soviet or the city soviet subordinate 10 a district,
the various committees of the representative assemblies, the Red Guard armies, the
Young Pioneers, and the national enterprises, 10 detmniae whetber or not they have
been in fi.tll compliance with the ordinances and directives of the higher-level soviets
in canying out their work. If any elements in these organs IDd enterprises are found to
have become conupt, 10 have slacked off in their work, to have carried out suppression
and coercion, or to have engaged in any other conduct CORtraly 10 the public opinion of
the masses of their constituents. or contnl.ry to the ordinancas of the soviets, the
committee must assist the city soviet workers' and peasants' inspection conunittec to
bring charges against these bad elementa.
Article 17. Depending on the needs of each locality, the number of committees under
urban district soviets and city soviets subordinated to a district may be increased or
decreascduponapprovalofthchigher-levelsoviets.
Article 18. In UJbandislricts outside the city, ifthen:gjon is vast or the work has been
highly developed, some necessary committees may be orpnized using the village as a
basic unit. Each of these committees will have three to five members; u subdivisions of a
township committee, one of the memben of the township committee will serve as
chairman.
Article 19. Each committee should have a head who is in charge of the work of that
comminee.
Article 20. Each deputy from an urban district soviet or a district soviet must be a
member of one or two committees. It is up to the deputias themselves 10 decide first which
conunitees they would like to be on, and then the presidiwn will make appropriate
aasignments.
Article 21. In addition to the deputies, it is necessary to recruit activists among the
workers, the peasants, and the poor to serve as members on various committees.
Article 22. While cmying out the work, the committees may not go against the
opinions of the conferences or deputies and of the presidiwn.
Article 23. Various departments of city soviets and district soviets should have close
relationships with the various commiaees under urban district: soviets and city soviets
subordinated to the district, depending on the nature of their responsibilities, through the
conference of deputias and the presidiwns of urban district soviets and city soviets subor-
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dinale to a district. When necessary, lhe various departments of the city soviets send for
the heads of lhe related committees of each urban district within that city to come to the
city soviets for meetings, or dispatch penonncl 10 urban districts to call meetings by
gathering the related committees together and to give directives for work.
Article 24. When necessary, the meetings of various committees of plenary sessions
of representative assemblies of city soviets, urban district soviets, and city soviets subordinate 10 a district may take place in an enterprise., an organ, a mass group, or a village
involved, so that local worltm, peasanrs, and the poor may participate in the meetings
and express their opinions.
Anicle 25. In principle, the deputies from city soviets, uroan district soviets. and city
sovieiS subordinated 10 a disuict, except for regular staff members, may not abandon
production.
AI1icle 26. In cities with fewer !han 50,000 residents., a plenary session of the city
soviet is to be convened by the presidium once a month; in cities with more than 50,000
residents., il should be convened by the presidium once every other month. In urban
districts with fewer than 50,000 midents., a plenuy session of !he urban district soviet
should be convened by the presidium once eveJ)' ten days; in urban dislricts with more
than 50,000 residents., it should be convened once every rwenty days.
The city executive committee is convened by the presidium once a month.
The urban distriCI soviet presidium ~convened by the presidium once every three days.
The City soviet presidium, for a city with under 50,000 residents, is convened by the
presidium once eveJ)' ttuee days, whereas for a city with over 50,000, it is convened by
the presidium once evay seven days. Each committee is convened by the head once every
tendays.
·
When necessary, any organ may have a special meeting.
In an urban district within a city, the regular staff for an urNn dislricl sovicl and a
district soviet is limited to five. In an urban district outside of a city, when the population
is below one thousand, [it is limited to] two; when the population exceeds one thousand,
[it is limited to] ttuee; when the population exceeds two lhousand, [it is limited 10] four;
and the city soviet subordinate 10 a district, [it is limited 10] four.
Anicle 27. The regular staff of city soviets will be detennined by orders of the
people's committee, according to the number of population of said city aod the wodtload.
AnicJe 28. Every two months urban district soviets and city soviets subordinate 10 a
districr must report 10 their constituents about their work. The city soviets must report to
their constitueats about their work evecy three months.
The constituents have the rigbt to criticize and make suggestions regarding these
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AI1ic1e 29. An urban district soviet must report its work to the city soviet at least once
a month and the sune is true of the city soviet subordinate 10 a district 10 the district
soviet. A city soviet must report its work 10 a higher soviet at least once a JDOJith.
Article 30. Each urban dislrict soviet and each city soviet subordinate to a district may
employ a secretary 10 assist the work of the presidium.
Article 31. Deputies of urban district soviets and city soviets subordinate to a district
will be elected eVCJ)' six months. Deputies of a city soviet in a city with fewer than 50,000
voters will be elected evay six monlhs; but in a city with over 50,000 voters, once a year.
Deputies may be reelected.
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AI1icle 32. Befwccn rwo clcctions, if any depul)' is found 10 have violaled the public
opinion of the voters, missed the CODf'erenc:es of dcpu1ics for rwo consecutive monlhs
wilhoUI good reason, violated !he resolulions of lhe assembly witboUI heeding warnings. or
commiaed any other serious miscakes. he may, upon the request of over ten VOiers and wilh
approval of over half of the voters. be recalled; or he may be rccallcdorexpellcd by a vote
of the confererlce ofdepulies, with lhe approval ofoverhalfoflhevotm. The fUnctions of
a depuly who has been recalled or expelled will be lakcn over by an allenWe depUiy.

B. Township Soviets
Article 33. The township soviet is the highcsl polilical organ of the entire township. It
is made up ofdepulies elecled by the voters oflhe whole township.
Article 34. A presidium will be formed by five to seven members elected by the
plenary session. II will serve as the highest political organ of lhe entire IOWIIship during
recesscsoflheplenaryscssion.
Article 3S. The presidium may choose a chainnan and a vice-chairman from wit:hin its
own membership.
Article 36. The responsibilities of the deputies arc, on the one hand, to work in the
soviet, as rcprescnra1ivcs of their constituents; to relay the voters' opinions; and 10 bring
up the work proposed by the voters to the soviet for discussion. On the o1her hand, their
responsibilities are to coovcy the work that lhe higher-level soviets wan! done, after
discussion by lhc CODfcrencc of deputies or the presidium, back to the masses. and 10 lead
the residents within each dcpuly's jurisdiction to carry out resolutely the orders aod
directives from higher-level soviets and the resolutions of the township soviet.
Article 37. For each three to seven deputies in the IOWDship soviet, according to the
distances of their residences, one will be appointed by the presidium of lhe township
soviet as the chief deputy wbo, within the boundaries allowed by the presidium, allocates and supervises the other deputies' work, communicates notices of the township
soviet presidium to the other deputies under his leadership, calls lhc residents under his
leadership to meetings, solves minor pJOblems for them, and, when neceSSIIJ)', may take
partintbepresidium'smectings.
Article 38. Depending on the distances of the residences and the population, cac:h
toWnShip should be divided into several villqes. But no more lhan five villages are
allowed for each township (tbe villages may be named after famous places within lhat
village. but numbers should not be used). If tbcre are more tban rwo cbief deputies in a
viJIIIJC, one of them sbollid be appointed to be in charge of receiving notices from the
presidium, communicating !hem to the ocher chief deputies, and calling meetings of the
village residents. In order to discuss the work of the village, he may also call meetings of
alllhedeputiesinthevillage.
Article 39. Within !he territocy uDder the jwisdiction of a township soviet, for the sake
of maintaining close relationships between deputies and residents, and for convenience in
collecting the residents' opiniODS and leading the work, it is necessary to assign residents
appropriately to the leadcrsbip of each of tbe deputies, aceording to the distances between
tbe.ir residences and those of the deputies (usually thirty to sevenly residents are placed
under the leadership of one deputy), so that each dcpuly may have a regular relationsbip
with the residents under his leadership.
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Article 40. Under each township soviet, the following regular or temporary special
committees should be organized. The number of members and the responsibilities of cach
commitlec are Slipulated as indicalcd below:
I. Ccxnmittee to Expand lhe Red Anny
Has three to nine members and is in charge of expansion of the Red Anny and the
movement of returning to one's unit.
2. Committee for Giving Preferential T~t to the Red Anny
Has SCVCII.ID eleven members who supervise farming teams liD till land for Red Anny
families 1bat lack sufficient laboms and for those oflhe slll'fmtmbc:rs wbo have left !heir
production work; solve the general problems concerning living for Red Asmy &milics and
1hose of Sllff membCis who have left lbeir production work; and arc in clwge of lbe
farming, harvesting, and maintenance ofthe public fields of the Red Anny.
), Committee on Rendering Care Services to the Red Anny
Has seven to eleven members who IU'C deputies of the township soviet and representatives of other mass bodies. Its duties are to lead the residents in the movements
to render care services to the Red Anny and to collect goods donated by tbe residents
totheRedAnny.
4. Red Martial Law Committee
Has seven to nine members who IU'C deputies of the township soviet, cadres of the
Red Guards and Young Pioneers., and other activisls. Its responsibilities are to reinforce the Red martial law and the struggle to eliminate COW'Iterrevolmionaries, for
example by supervising and inspecting sentries, keeping a lookout ftom high pliiCCS.
checking ttavel pennirs, questioning suspicious residents and passengm, leading the
masses to scrutinize closely the activities of the exploiting elements, looking into
nunon spread by counterrevolutionaries, helping the political security bureau 111d the
judicial department put down counterreVOlutionary activities, and SO OD.
5. Air Defense and Gas Defense Committee
Has five to seven members wbose duties are to inSb'UCI residents in various CSICRtial malleiS conccming defense apinst lbe enemies' air raids, such as setmg up signaling
cannon slllions, buildingair-raidshchas, PRPiringthepsdefense equipment, and soon.
6. Confiscation and Collection Committee
Has five to seven members whose responsibilities are to confiscue landlords' cash
and other properties. and to collect donations ftom rich peasant& as approprille, in
accordance with the ordm of the national financial institution&. This is a temporary
organization and is dissolved upon the completion of the tasks.
7. Nationalized Property Commiuee
Has Ibm: to five manbas whose RSpor~Sibililies are to be in chirp of nationalized
prope!1:ia This is to be oqanized mly in townships where there are nabonalized propelties.
8. Agricultural Tax Collection Committee
Has nine to fifteen manbcrs who are in charge of collecting agricultural taxes.
This is orpnizcd only temporarily when agricultural taxes are collected and will be
dissolved upon completion of the task.
9. Govemmen.t Bonds Issuing Committee
Has nine to fifteen members who are in charge of sales promotion of the bonds., and
collccdon and temporary preservation of cash loan1 and grain loan1. This is temporv-
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ily orp~~ized during lhe time the bonds are issued and will be dissolved upon completion of the tasks.
10. Sc:asonaiAgricultuniProductionCommittee
According to the agricultural production SCUORS. the sprina plowinJ committee,
the summer plowing committee, the autumn plowing committee, and the winter plowi11J committee should be orpnized. Eaeb committee should have nine to fifteen members, who are deputies of lhe township soviet or ac:tivisls fi'om among the peBSIUit
masses with long experience of agricultunl wodr.. Its responsibilities are to supervise
the peasant masses to redistribute manpower, increase fertilizer, solve the proble1111 of
plowing OileD, repair and purchase fanning equipment, select seeds, improve cultivation methods, eliminate pests. harvest agrieultural products without wasting time. and

.....

II. Wasteland Reclamation Committee
Has five to seven members who are in charge of reclaiming waste fields, WlllcJands, and waste mountains. Thit is a temporary organization aad will be dissolved
upon completion of the tasks.
12. Mounrairl Forestry Comminee
Has five to seven members who are in charge of planting, cultivation, and proteclionofmcnat~tainforests.

13. WaterConaervancyCommittee
Has five to seven members who are in dlarge of repair and construction of hillside
fields, embankments, and ponds. and repairing and equipping the waterwheels.
14. Land Registralicm Committee
Has three to five members whose responsibilities are to eonduct resan::h 011 various pzoblems of BJric:ultural producticm, such as what kind of seeds c:at1 best be
pl1111tcd in which place. what fertilizers to use, which cultivation methods are bener,
and so on, and to be in charge of the agricultural experimental stations of the township.

Js.•

16. LandlnvestigationCommittee
Has seven to eleven members who are the chairman, lhe vice-clllinnan., and the
secretaJyoftheliownshipsoviet; tbedirectorofthepoorpeasantlcague; thelnnchbeedof
!be labor union; and key la.lcrs from Olhermass bodies. This is the lcadingorpn fur the
Land lnvflltigatian MovemeDI and will be disllolved upon completion of!be movement.
During the Land Investigation Movement, in order to confiscate the property of the
landlord class, and the surplus draft animals, agricultural tool1, and houses of the rich
peasants, and redistribute tbem to the masses, a committee for the coafiK:alion and n:distributionofpropertyshouldbeorpnized. ThiscommitteewiUbaveseventoelew:nmembels
and will wodr.underthelaulenhi.pofthcland investiptioncomnUttee.
Similarly, in order to confiscate and redillribv.te the Surplus land and superior land
of the landlord classancllberich peasants. a lancl confiacation and redistribution commiaee
wilh seven to eleven members should be organized under the land invcsription cornmita.
17. Education Committee
Has nine to fifteen members. comprising deputies ofthe township soviet. the principal oftbc Lenin elementary school, !he principal ofthe evening continuation scbool,
1. Aocordinato ano~e by !he edi1011 oflhc collec!:ion liom which lhis document hat been
teplOducedin lheM«o &rlotogjl. Bujwlfl,lhi• item ismilllin1 &om lhenailablc Chinaela.l.
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die director of the club. ud repn.scntatives of the Communist Youth League. the labor
unions. thepoorpeuantleague. thcYouogPioneers, the Children's Corps. the confer..
ence of representatives of women workers 1111d peasanu. and so on. This committee is
in charge of developing. regulatin& and p.lhering stati5tics on all culrural and educational endeavors in the entire township.
lB. Hygiene Commiaee
Hu seven to nine members who ue deputies of the township soviet and ICiivists
from each village. It is in cbar&e of liahting, ventilation, water supplies, dirt and
garbage removal, cleaning the dilcltes and toilets, killing flies, catching mice, epidemic
prevention,1111d medical maam.
19. Bridges1111dRoadsCommiaee
Hu seven to nine members who are in charge of the repair and consb'UCtion of
bridges, roads, ferries, tea·booths. and so on, throughout the entire township.
20. Grain Committee
Hu seven to nine members who arc in charge of invescigating. recording, and
keeping statistics on grain for each season for the entire township, and investiJating
1111d keeping statistics for the total grain needed by all the inhabiWits of the entire
township for each season. to sec whether there is a surplus or shortage.
21. Committee for Preparation against Natural Disasrers
Has seven to nine members who are responsible for grain collection and storage for
the purpose of diwler relief, investipting and counti111 the number of people in the
township u a whole who are in need of grain or are suffering from famine ud how
mucb relief grain is needed. and canying: out the disuter relief measures.
22 JlesjcJenceCommiaee
Has three to five members who are responsible for investigating 1111d resisteri.ng the
households and population of tbe residents in the wbole township. according to their
class status, and registering monthly the numbers ofbinhs, deaths, moves., marriages,
Ulddivorces.
23. Compulsory Labor Commitree and Transportation Committee
Composed of seven 10 nine members wbo are in charge of investigating, reJistering, wigning. regulating. and mobilizing bansponation teams. fanning teams. RJad..
repairing teams. compulsozy labor teams (of landlords and counterrevoluticmllY rich
peasants), and other mailerS relating 10 compulsozy service. In order 10 mobilize laboren to go 10 the front quickly to move !be wounded and the sick, 10 bansport plunder,
ud to provide transportation service& for the rear, a transportation committee with five
10 seven members may be organized separately.
24. Election Commillec
Has nine 10 thirteen members. This committee is 10 be organized during the eleotions to tbe township soviet. It is made up of deputies of the township soviet and of
representatives of mass bodies and other activists. It is in charge of election propaganda, regi&ll'alion of voters, division of the election units, preparation of the lists of
candidates, calling election mcetinp. and all other matters related 10 elections.
25. The Workers' and Peasants' Inspection Committee
Hu seven to nine members who arc made up of representatives of the labor unions.
the poor peasant ICIJUC, tbe conf'emtce of represeotatives of women workers ud
peasants, the Communist Youth l..eague. and other activists. II is directly under the
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jurisdictioD of lhe wodtm' and peasants' inspection committee of the distric1 soviet,
and its responsibilities are to examine routinely whether or not the presidiwn and the
conference of deputies of the toWnship soviet, the various committees, the Red Guards.
and the Young Pioneers have indeed followed the ordinances and directives of the
higher soviets in carrying out their work, If, in any of these «gar~izations and local
annal forces, any elements are found to have become conupt, to have slacked off in
their work, to have canied out suppression and c:oc:n::icm, or to have engaged in any
other conduct contmy to the public opinion of the llliiiiSCS of the voters, or contrary to
soviet law, the committcc must assist the district workers' and peuants' inspection
committee to bring charges against these elements.
Article 41. The various committees under the township soviet may be increased or
diminished in number depending on local wortr. needs, but the approval of the soviet at the
next higher level must 1M: oblained.
(Note) When the township is n.ther vase and the work has been bighly developed,
some essential c:omminees may be orpaized using the village as tbe basic: uniL Each
committee may have three to five members, serving as branch committees of the township
committee with one of the members from the township committee u its head.
Anic:le 42. Each committee should have one bead to be in chliiJC of the committee's
w....
Artic:Je 43. Each deputy of the township soviet must serve on one or two c:ommittees.
It is up 10 the deputies themselves 10 decide first which comminees they would like 10 be
on, and then dJe presidium will make appropriate assignments.
Article 44. In addition 10 the deputies, it is ncce&Siry to recruit activists among the
workers. the peasants, and the poor 10 serve as members on various committees.
Article 45. In the course of their work, committees may not go against the opinions of
the conferences of deputies, and of the presidiwn.
Article 46. Various departmentS of the district IOYiet and various committees under
the township soviet, according to their respective responsibilities, should have close relationships with each other by means of the township conference of deputies and its presidium. When necessary, the departments of the district soviet may send for the chainnen of
the related committees of all or certain villages of the distric:t to go to the distric:t soviet
for meetings and give them directives for work.
Article 47. The plenary session of the township soviet should be convened by the
head once every ten days. The presidium is convened by 1he head once every three
days. Each c:omminec will be convened by the head once every ten days. When
important matters come up, extnordinary meetings may be called for any of these
orguizations.
Article 48. Meclinp ofthc plenary sessions and all the committees may take place in
the villages or among the mass groups directly related 10 the matters Wider discussioD, so
that the local masses and interested parties may panic:ipate in the mcaings.
Article 49. In principle, lha deputies of a township soviet, except for the regular staff,
should not leave their work of production.
Article 50. The township soviet may employ one documentation clerk to assist with
the work of the presidium.
Article 51. The rcgular staff for a township soviet in a township with under 1,000
inhabitants consists of two people, the chainnan and the documentation clerk; in a toWn·
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ship with more than I ,000 inhabitanrs, il consists of thrcc: people, the chli.nnan, the
vice-chairman, and the documentation clerk. A towaship that is located on an imponam
thoroughfare, ud constitutes the end point of one day's journey, where there is a heavy
wort..load, may have fourreaular staff members.
Article 52. The towDship soviet must assemble the voters for a meeting every two
months ud report its work 10 them. The voters have the right 10 criticize 111d make
sugestions regarding the lownship soviet's report.
Article 53. The towDship soviet should report its work 10 the district soviet at least
once a month.
Article 54. Deputies of the township soviet need 10 be elected every half-year, but
maybercclcctcdconsecutively.
Article 55. Between elec!:ions. deputies may be recalled if they arc found 10 have
violated the VOierS' opinions. have not attended deputies' meetings for two consecutive
months withoul good reasons, have rebelled against the assembly's resolutions without
heeding warnings. or have committed serious mistakes, upon the request of more than ten
votm ud with the approval ofoverhalfofthe voters; or may be expelled upon approval
by tho plenary session and approval by over half of the voters. The duties of recalled or
expelled deputies will be taken over by allemate deputies.
Chapter 3. Dlstrlet,XIM, aad PnwiDdal Soviet ConanuofDeputlelaad netr Eueuth>eCommlttees

A. Tlte District So'llin Ctmgras tlj'Dqulin
•n4118 {lbucllthe/ Cot~~111ltlu
Article 56. The district-wide soviet congress of deputies is the highest political organ
ofthatentiredistriCL
Article 57. The district-\ride soviet congress of deputies elects its district eKCCUtive
committee, which is the highest political orpn during recesses of the district-wide soviet
congress of deputies. The district executive committee is made up of twenty-one 10
thirty-five members, with five to seven altamate members.
Article 58. The district-wide soviet congress of deputies is convened by the district
executive committee once every three months.
Article 59. The responsibilities of the district-wide soviet congress of deputies are 10
listeD 10 and diiCIISII reports presented by tbe district executive committee, discuss the
overall guidelines for the work of the eutire district soviet and the methods for carrying
them out, ud elect the district executive committee. But the election of the district
executive committee will only lake place once every two meetings of the district-wide
sovietcongressofdeputies(thatis,onceeverysixmonths).
Article 60. The district executive committee elects seven 10 eleven members 10 fonn a
presidium, which will be lbe highest political organ for the entire district durins recesses
ofthedistrictexecutivecommittee.
Article 61. The district executive committee presidium elects its own chainnan and
vice-chairman.
Anicle 62. The district executive ccmmittee presidium may employ one secretary and
one or two documentation clerks to assist with paperwork, and so on.
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Article 63. The full-time sraff or the dislrict executive committee will be Rgulatcd by
ordm of the Council of People's Commissars, accordir!J to number or residents and
workload.
Article 64. The dislrict executive commiace plenary session will be convened once a
month by the presidium. The presidium meetings will be convened by tbe chainnan once
every three days. Temporary meetiriJS may be called whenever imponant problems arise.
Article 65. The district executive committee must repon its work to the .dan exccutive
committee at least once a month.
Article 66. The district executive corrunittee must report on its worir: to the plenary
session of all the toWRship soviets in the district at least once every two months.
Article 67. The district executive committee must report its work to the district soviet
congress of deputies.

B. 711~ Xlaa Sovilt C011grus oflhpalia allll
Its Exu11tlve COMMittu
Article 68. The aii-J:iGn congress or soviet deputies is tbe highc$1 political organ or the
cntircxian.
Article 69. The xitln eKCCUtivc commiaee, elected by the all-xiGn soviet congress or
deputies, is tbe highest political orpn of the entire xlan during recesses of the all-.riGn
soviet congress of deputies. The J:iGn executive corruniaee is made up of thirty-five to
fifty-fivemembersandseventoelcvenaltcmatcmembers.
Article 70. The xian-widc soviet congress of deputies is convened by the xltln executive committee once every six months.
Article 71. The responsibilities of the a\1-xltllf soviet congress of deputies are to listen
to and discuss reports of the xilln executive committee, discuss and decide on the directions of work for the entire zlan soviet, and elect the zitJn executive committee. But the
election ofthez/QII uecutive committee takes place Oftiy once every two meetinp of the
ali-J:itJn soviet congress of deputies (that is, once a year).
Article 72. The xitln uccurivc committee members choose nine to fifteen people ftom
among themselves to fonn a presidium to be the highest political organ of the entire xilln
during recesses of the xilln executive comminee.
Article 73. The xitJn executive committee presidium chooses a chainnan and one or
two vice-chairmen.
Article 74. The xltJn executive committee may employ two to five inspectors to inspect and supervise a particular task or several tasks assigned by the presidium.
Allicle 75. TheXion executive committee presidium may employ one or two secretar·
ies and one or two documentation clerks to usist in paperwork, and so on.
Article 76. All full-time staff of lhexitJn executive committee are regulated by orders
of tbe Council of People's CommillllfS ac:cordir~~to the number of residents in each xh111
and the workload.
Article n. Tbe plenary session of the xttm executive conuninee is convened by the
presidium once every two months.
The presidium is convened by the chainnan once evCTy five days.
Extraordinary meetings may be celled when importlrlt problema arise.
Article 78. The xitln executive committee must repon on its work to the provincial
executive committee at least once a month.
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Article 79. The :riP executive committee musl report on ils work 10 all lbe disuict
sovietcongresscsofdepulies.
Article 80. The xian executive committee must report on its work to the xian-wide
soviet congress of depulies.

C. The Provincltll Sol/let Congrus oflhputies

fltrd Its EncutiH Com•ilru
Article 81. The provincial soviet congress of deputies is the highest political organ in
theen1ireprovince.
Article 82. The provincial soviel congress of deputies will elect the provincial
executive committee to be lhe highcsl polilical organ of the enlire province during
recesses of the provincial soviet congress of depulies. The provincial executive committee is made up of fifty-live to ninety-live members and eleven to nine1een ahemate
members.
Article 83. The provincial soviet congress of deputies will be convened by the provincial executive commince once a year.
Anicle 84. The responsibilities of the provincial soviel congress of deputies are 10
listen to and discuss worit reportS presenled by the provincial executive committee, discuss and decide on the direclions of work for the soviels within the boundaries of the
entire province. and elect the provincial executive commince.
Article 8S. The provincial execUiive committee mcmbcn elect from among themselves thirteen to nineteen people to form a presidium, which will be the highest political
organ of the entire province during recesses of the provincial executive committee.
Article 86. The provincial executive committee presidium chooses ils own chainnan
and rwo vice-chainnen. The provincial executive committee niay employ live to nine
iaspectoJS to inspect and supervise one or more IISks within a certain boundary related to
a certain subordinate organ under the presidium or lhe departmeRts.
Anicle 87. Tbe provincial executive committee may employ specialislS 10 assist the
work of the prcaidium or the various departmenlS.
Article 88. The presidium my employ one to lhnle soc:relaries and one to three docu·
mentation clerks to assist in paperwork, and so on.
Anicle 89. All full-lime Slaffoflhe provincial executive commiuee are regulaled by
orden of the Council of People's Conunissars accordiDg to the popu)ation of eacb province and ilS workload.
Article 90. The plenary session of tbe provincial executive committee is convened by
the presidium once every four months.
The presidium is convened by the chairmaa once CVCJY seven days.
When important problems arise, extraordiiW)' meelings may be called.
Atticle 91. The provincial executive committee will repod on ils work to the Central
Executive Committee once eVCJY four months. The presidiwn should report on its work to
tbe Ceatral Council of People's Commissars at least once a monlh.
Atticle 92. The provincial executive committee must report on irs work to all xilln
sovie1 congrases of deputies in lhe enlire province.
Atticle 93. The provincial executive committee must report on its work to the provincial soviet congress of deputies.
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ne Departmmll

Article 94. Under each level ofthe provincial, Xftln, disaict, and city soviet executive
committees, there are a labor department, a land department, a military department, a
financial department, a department of the national economy, a g:nin department, an education department, 11'1 internal affairs department, a judicial department, a workers' and
peasants' inspection committee, and a branch office of the State Political Security Bureau.
But the wotk of the provincial military department will be incorporaled into the headquarters of the military area command and will not be set up as a separate entity. At the district
level, the State Political Security Bureau has only special agents. At the provincial level,
there is 111 auditing committee.
Article 9S. The various departments ofa district and ofa city subordinate to a .liai'J are
under the jurisdiction of the departments at the xitln level; those departments of a Xftln ud
ofacitysubordinatetoaprovinccareunderthcjurisdictionofthoseattheprovincial
level; and those departments of a province and of a city subordinate to the Central
Government are under the jurisdiction of those at the level of the Central Government,
fonrling a hierarchy with the lower organs absolutely obeying the higher ones.
Article 96. The departments of the district, city, xisn, aDd provincial soviets are, 8l the
same time, under the supervision and control of the executive committees and the presidiums of the same level, besides their subordination to each of their COI1'CSJ)Onding deputmentsathigherlevels.
Article 97. The presidiums do not have the right to restrain various departments fivm
canying out orders issued by tbeir corresponding departments 8l higher levels. If the
presidiums have any opinions diffi:n:nt fivm the arden given by the higher authorities to
their subordinate departments, they should bring them to the higher-level executive committees or presidiwns for solution. But without any directives from higher executive
committees or presidiums, they may not restrain any depanments ftom canying out orders
givenbyhigherauthoritia.
Article 98. Without tbe agreement of their corresponding departments 8l higher levels,
the various levels of soviets may not shuftle at willlhe key staff members (department
heads, deputy department heads, etc.).
Article 99. Department heads, besides being chosen ftom among the members of
the executive committees, may also be chosen ftom outs.ide the executive committees.
Appointments of deplrtment heads and deputy heads must be submitted to the executive
committees or presidium& at the next higher level, and confinned after review by the
various departments at the higher level. Department heads and deputy department beada,
except for reasons of incompetence, will not be changed following tbe election of executive committees.
Article 100. Wben the scaff members or each department change, the deputing staff'
should band over work clearly to the new staff. In addition, an inventory of stationery,
equipment, assets, and so on, should be prepared and signed by both the previous staff' and
the new staff, so it will be clear what has been handed over.
Articl11 101. The entire staff of each department at each level will be detennined by
the orders of the Council of People's Commissan according to tbe work situltions of each
clepanment in each locality. Departments allower levels will decide only regarding key
appointments.
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A. The Labor Deptlrtment
Aniclc 102. Under the labor department of each of the provincial, xitln, district, and
city levels, there should be a labor committee for the pwposc of discussing and making
.recommendations concerning all problems related to the labor department.
The labor committee at the provincial level will have fifteen to twenty-one members;
at the ;dan lcvel,thinecn to nineteen; at the district level, nine to eleven; and the city level,
nine to twenty-one, depending on the size of the city.
Anic\c 103. A labor committee is made up ofthcdcpanmcnt hcad,thc deputy department head, the chief of the labor protection section, the chief of the unemployed labor
section, the chief of the social insUJIIIce bureau, two to three representatives from the
labor union, representatives of the Commissariat of the National Economy and the Commissariat for the Land, heads of lower-ranking labor departments in the vicinity, and
others among the other staff members who are competent in this capacity. The members
of a labor committee must be reviewed and passed by the presidium of the same level
before they are approved by the higher labor departments.
Anicle 104. Under the labor department for each of the provincial, xilln, district, and
city levels, there should be a labor proteclion section, an unemployed labor section, and a
subbureau, branch office, or agency of the Social Insurance Bureau (the Social Insurance
Bureau is temporarily under the control of the Labor Commissariat).
Aniclc 105. The provincial labor depanment has one head and one or two deputy

......

Each labor department of a ;dan, a district,

or a city will have a bead and a deputy

head.
Each labor protec:tioa section and each unemployed labor section will have one chief.
The social insurance bureau will have one chief.
The provincial labor department and the labor department of a city subordinate to the
Central Government will each have a secretary.
The xian labor department and the labor depanment of a city subordinate to the
provincial govemment will each have a documentation clerk.
Under the labor protection sections at all levels, there sbould be labor inspection
stations.
Under a labor protection section in 1111 area with induslrial development, there should
also be hygiene inspection stations, technology inspection stations. and economic jurisdiction stations.
Under the unemployed labor sections at all levels, the~ should be labor employment
agencies.
Under lhe unemployed labor sections in areas where uncmploymenl is serious, there
should be unemployed labor ~lief committees.
Anicle I 06. The responsibilities of the head and deputy head, and of the various
sectionchiefs,areasfollows:

I. The depellment bead is in charJe or the work of the entire department, and the
deputy head assists the head in carrying out!he work. When the head has to leave the
office for some reason, the deputy head assumes his responsibilities.
2. The llborprotection section is in cbatgeofthe work ofprotectiDJ laborers., and
oversees and checks on the application of the labor laws.
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3. The unemployed llbor s~tion is in charge of registration and statistics regardinK unemployed laborers. redistribution of laborers., finding employment for laborers,
directingWorkerstoorga.nizecooperarives.andsoon.
4. The social insurance bureau takes charge oflheworll: of social insurance.
Article 107. The director and inspcctonoftbe laborinspoctionstarionsandall tbc bwau
chiefs of the various lcvelsoftbclaborscrurity bureaus must be~ by the labor
unions of the same \cvcls and appointed after having been reviewed by the labor department.
B.TIIei..IIti&JIII,.,OII

Article 108. Under the land department at each of the provincial, xian, district, and
city levels, a land committee should be established as an institution to discuss and make
recommendations on problems related to land struggles and land production. The land
committee at the provincial level is made up of fifteen to twenty-five members; atthe.xian
level, thirteen to nineteen; atlhcdistrictlevel, eleven to seventeen; and at the city level,
eleven to ninctccn, depending on the number of agricultural villages in the surrouncfjngs
underthejurisdictionofthecity.
Article 109. A land committee is made up oflhc head and deputy head of the land
department; the chiefs of the confiscation and redistribution section, the lllOWitain forestry
and water conservancy section, and the investigation and registration section; the director
oftheagriculturalcxperimentstation;thedirectoroftheagriculturalproductexhibit hall;
representatives from the labor department, the department of the national economy, and
the union of agricultural workers; the heads of lower-levelland departments in its jurisdiction; and people among other personnel who an: competent in this capacity, with the head
of the department as its chairman. The members of the land committee must be approved
by higher-level land departments after having been reviewed and passed by tbe soviet
presidium at the same level. The committees at the provincial and .don levels must include
two to three heads of the lower-ranlcing land dcpartmr:Dts in their vicinity. The committees
at tbe district and city levels must include three to five members of the nearby towDShip
soviets who are involved in land problems.
Article 110. Under a land department at the provincial, .rian, district, or city level,
there should be a confiscation and redistribution section, a land conSbUCti.on section, a
rourvcy and registration section, an agricultural experiment station, and an agricultural
product exhibit hall. In :zilln, districts, and cities where the tasks of land confiscation and
redistribution have been compleced, the work of the confiscation and redistribution aoction
will come under the land conslnlction section.
Under the land deputment of a city subordinated to a district, several temporary
committees may be organized: the confiscation and redistribution committee. the land
investigation committee, the land registration committee, and so on.
Article Ill. At the provincial level, a land department should have one head and one

or two deputy heads.
At the Jeillll. dislrict, and city levels, a land department should have a head and a deputy

......

The confiscation and redistribution secti1111. lhc land construction section, the mountain
forestry and water conservsacy section, and tbe survey and registration section should

each have one section chief. The qricultural experiment station and lhe agricultural
product exhibit ball should each have one director.
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A provincial land depanment and the land depll'tmat of a city aubordi!Wed to the
Ccnnl Oovemment should hiVe one secmary eacll.
A xiG11 land department aad the land department of a city subordinate to a province
lhould eacb have one documentation clerlc..
Article 112. The raponsibilities of the beads and deputy beads of a land department
and ill various sections ue as follows:
I. The head is in charge oftbe work ofthe eatiredepartment, and the deputy bead
assists tbe head in the conduct of his work. When tbe head has to leave the office for
some reason, the deputy head will act on bis behalf.
2. The confiscation and redistribution section is responsible. in ac:c:ordance with
the laws and decrees Rgard.ing the hmd. f'or the confiscation and dstribution of land
and property, and checking on the land (the Land Investigation Movement).
3. The land construction section is in charge of nwters concemed. witb developing
agricull\lnl prod11Ction, S\ICh as planting and harvesting each .season, labor assignment,
reclaiming wastelands, plow oxen assignment, improvement or agricultural tools, selection of seeds, increase of fertilizers, improvement of cultivation melhods. elimination of pests, organizing and supervising the agricultural experiment stations, the
agricultural product exhibit halls, cooperatives for plow oxen, labor mutual aid associations, and soon.
4. The mountain foRsny and water COIISCI'\'ancy section is in charge of repairs,
construction, and development of hillside fields, river embankments, and ponds; repairs and purchases of waterwheels; planting. cultivating, presCJ'VItion. and opening up
of mountain fonsts; and so on.
S. The survey IJid Rgistration section is in charge oftbc survey and stltistics of the
land.issuinglandlicenses.IJidsoon.

Article 113. Each xian, district, and city will have a military depiU'Iment'.
At the provincial level, there is the headquarters of a military dil1rict command, which
is cbe highest aulhority for the xian military department.
Below the levels oftbe provincial headquarters of a military district commaud and the
.n'a11, district, and city military departments. no committees are to be set up.
(Note) The provincial headquarters of a military district command and the organs of
military administratiOD ofa city directly subordinated to the Central Government will be
regulated by orders of the Catral Military Commission.
Article 114. The military departments ofaxia11 andofacity subordinate to a province
will each have a director and a deputy director. The director is in charge of the work of the
department and the deputy director as.sisrs him in the conduct of the work. When the
director has to leave the office for some reason, the deputy director will act on his behalf.
Article liS. Tha military department ofaxian and of a city subordinate to a province
will have first, second, and third sections, each headed by a aection chief. The section
chiefs' responsibilities arc as follows:
I. The chief of the first section is in cbarJe of the eslablishment and training of
local armies, and is. at the same time, the tint staff' officer for the headquaners of the
Red Guards.
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2. The chief or the sr:cond. section is in charp of the expansion or the Red Anny
and all the wort of mobilizali:OD for warfare, and is, a1 the same time. the first staff
officerfortheheadquanersoftheRedGuards.
3. The chief of the third section is in charge of keeping and distributing weapons
and ammUflition, and the other affairs of the military depanmen1.
Article 116. The district military department and the military cleputment of a city
subordinated to a zian should have one head. and one deputy head each. The head is in
charge of the wort of the entire c1epartment and the deputy assists the head in the conduct
of his work. When tbe head has to leave his office for some rea&OD, the deputy head will
acton his behalf.
Article 117, The district military department will have a first section and a sec011d
section,eachwithaseetionchief.
The section chiefs' responsibilities arc as follows:
I. The chief of the filii section is in charge of matters related 10 lhe establishment
ud training ofloc:al annies, and is, at the same time, the chief of staff' for the district or
city Red Guards.
2. The chief of the second section is in charge of the expansion or the Red Anny
ud all the work related to mobilization for warfare.
Arlic:lell8. The:xitmmilitarydepartmcnlandthcmilitacydepartmentofacilysubo!dinate
10 a pmvince will have a SCG8UIIy eac:h, while the districtmililli'y deparlment and the military
deplrtment ora city submdilllletoaxian.will have a doc:umentalioncledteac:h.

Article 119. Under each finance department of the provincial, :rkiiJ, district, and city
levels, there will be a finance committee, an entity 10 diKuss and make recommendations
for all financ:e-rdated problems. The finance committee at the provincial level is made up
of eleven to nineteen members; at the :ritln level, nine to eleven; at the district level, seven
to ninet and at the city level, seven 10 fifteen, depending on the size of the city.
Article 120. The finance committee at each level is made up of the head and deputy
head of the finance department; the chic& or the accowlling section, the taxation section,
and the nationalized financial management section; representatives from the department of
the national economy; the director of the divisionai1!'CBSUf}' of the branch treasury; the
presidents ofbanks; ~lativcs from lower·ranking finance departments oflhe vicinity; representatives from institutions related to the finance depanments; Uld those among
the other personnel who are competent in this function. The head of the finance deplll'lment will be the chainnan of the committee. The members of each finance committee
must be reviewed and passed by the soviet prcsidiwn of the same love! and submitted to a
higher financial department for approval.
Article 121. Under the finuu:e department althc provincial,:xlQII, district, Uldcity
levels, there should be an accounting section, a laX affairs section, and a nationalized
properties section. Besides these, in the areas where c:onfi!ICilion ud requisition of ex·
ploiten is needed, a confiscalion and requisition committee needs 10 be funned. During
lhe time of collecting agriculturallaXes, lfl agricultural lax collection committee should be
formed under the disttict and city finance departments.
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When government bonds are issued, a bond-issuing committee should be organi:red.
In areas where many mountain fbrests e~tist, a nationalized mQUDtain fareslly rnaaagement committee should be fanned.
All committee members will be appointed by order of the department bead.
Article 122. The provincial finaoce department will have a head and one or two
deputy heads.
At the xian, district, and city levels, finance: departments will have ORe head and one
-hood.
The accounting section, the tax affairs section, and the nationalized properties sectiOR
shauldeachhaveasectianchief.
Each committee will have a head. The provincial finance departmeDt and the finance
department of a city subordinated to the CeDtra1 Government will have a chief of the
genm.l affairs section and a chiefof the accounting section.
The provincial finance department and the finance department of a city subordinated to
the Central Govcnunent will each have one sccrerary.
The nan finance department and the finance department of a city subordinate to a
pmvince will each have one dacwnentalion clerk.
Article Ill. The responsibilities of the heads and deputy heads of the finance departments at every level and of the variau& sections are as follows:
I. The head is in charge or the work of the entire department and the deputy head
assists him in the conduct of the work. When the head has to leave the office far some
reason, the deputy head will act on his behalf.
2. The accounting section is in charge of the inflow and outflow or money, book·
keepiDJ, orxanization or budgces, account books, and so on. Under the accauntiDJ
section, lbere should be bookkeeping. cashier verification offices, and so on.
3. The tax affairs section is in charge of the collection, inspection, and supervision
of commereial taxes, agricultural taxes, and mountain forest taxes. Under this section,
there should be an agriCIIItural tax office., a commercial tax office, and bookkeepers.
When necessary, there should also be a mountain forest tax office.
4. The nationalized properties section is in charge of registration and organization
of state-awned mountain forests, mines, stores, houses, factories, workshops. and so
on, lhat come under the jurisdiction of this department; the checking and registration
of lending and bmrawiDJ of public funds; and the collection of various rents. Under
the nationalized properties section, a nationalized properties management committee
maybeorpDized.
S. The general affain section is in charge of food, printing, mail, and all affain that
danatfallwitbintherespansibiliriesafdleather sections.

Article 124. Under the departmenll or the national economy at the provincial, :xtan,
dislrict, and city levels, there should be a committee on the national economy, an organ to
discuss and make recommcndltians on all problems relsted to the national economy. The
commiuee on 1be narianal economy .11 the provincial level is made up of fifteen to ninet=l.
membas.; .lithe xftln level, it has thirteen to fifteen members; at the diSlrict level, eleven to
lhirteen;andatthecil)'level,lhirleentoninetcen,dependinganthesizcofthecil)'.
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Article 12S. The committee on die national economy at each level is made up of the
head and deputy head of the department; the chiefs of the design section, the inclumial
section, and the SUJVe)' ud statistics section; the transportation management bureau chief;
the trade bureau chief; die heads of all the advisory boards of the eooperatives; representatives ftom the labor departm~mt, the land deputm~mt, the finance department, the trade
unions, and the cooperatives at the same level; the heads of all die lower-level departments of the national economy in the area in question; and those among the other personnel who are competent in these matters. The head of tbe department of the national
economy will be the chai111W1 of this committee. The membm of each committee on the
national economy must be reviewed 111d passed by the soviet presidium at the same level,
and submined to the deputment of the national economy at the next higher level for

_
..

Article 126. Under the department of die national economy at every level are a design
section, u industrial section, a commercial section, a swvey and statistics section, an
advisory board of the cooperatives. and a transportation management bureau (or branch
bureau). Wb~m necessary, a nationalized enterprise section may be funned. But at the
district level, whet~ necessary, there will be no indusbial and commercial sections,
Article 127. The provincial department of the national economy will have a head and
oneortwodeputyheads.
The departments of the national economy II the xian, disbict, ud city levels will have
one head and one deputy head each. The design section, the survey and statistics section,
and the nationalized enterprise section will each have one chief.
The transportation management bureau and the tnde bureau will have one bureau
chiefeacb.
The departments of the national economy at the provincial level and at the level of a
city subordinated to the Ccatral Government will have one secretary each; the departments of the national economy 111 the level of the .nan lUid of cities subordinated to a
province will have one doclliMntation clerk eacb.
Article 128. The responsibilities of the heads and deputy heads of the departments of
the national economy at the various levels, and of their various sections and committees, are
as follows:

I. A department head is in chiUJC of the work of the mtire department, and lhe
deputy head assists him in the conduct of the work. When the head has to leave the
office for some reason, the deputy head will aet on his behalf.
2. The design section drawa up piBRs for the development and regulations of
fanning and forestry, industrial, business, mining. and transportation enterprises, and
soon,witbinitsjurisdiction.
3. TheindustrialscctiODisincbargeofdevelopmentandregulationsfortheindustries.
4. The commercial section is in charge of commercial development and rqularions.
S. The survey and statistics section is in charJC of the surveying and statistics of
farming and forestry, indusbial, commercial, mining, and transportation entaprises,
andotheressentialmattersinitsjurisdiction.
6. The nationalized enterprise section is in charge of the operations of various
nationalized enterprises.
7. The advisory board of the coopemtives is in charge of the development of the
coopen.tivesandsupcrvisestheirwork.
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8. The tmde bureau m111111es state-owned trade.
9. The transportation maniiiCl'lent bureau manage& transportation for the stateowned enterprises.
Article 129. The departments of the national economy at various levels may employ
specialists and set up special institutions to conduct certain necessary tasks.

F.

~ GNill/kptJrliiNnt

Article 130. Undertbe grain dcpa.l1morliS lithe various levels of the province. the
xian, the district, 111d the city, there should be a gnizl committee, which serves as an organ
to di&CUSS and make recommendations for problems related to pain. Tbc grain committee
is made up of fifteen to nineteen members at the provincial level; thirteen to fifteen at the
Xilllllevel; nine to fifteen at the district level; and eleven to seventeeaatthe city level,
dependingonthesizeoftbecity.
Article 131. The gnin committee at each level is made up of the head and deputy
head of the pin department; the leaders of the redistribution section, the disaster relief
section, and the stongc and presava.tion section; the dircctor of the grain cooperative; the
chainn111 of the Red Anny public pain preservation committee; the chairman of the land
taxes and gnin preservation committee; the chief of the grain allocation bureau; representatives from the department of the national economy, the finance departmeDt. the land
department and lhe staffworkm' union; the beads ofgraizl depll'tmlnts at lower levels;
and those among tbe other personnel who are capable of exmising these functions. The
head of the department is the cbairman of this committee.
After the members ofeacb grain committce have been examined and accepted by tbe
presidium of tbe soviet at the same level, the list must be submitted to the grain department at the next higher level for approval.
Article 132. Under each grain department at the provincial, 1dtl11, district, and city
levels, there should be a redistribution section, a disaster relief section, a stmage and
preacrvllion section, a Red Anny public grain management committee, a land taxes and
gnift preservation seelion, a grain allocatiOD bureau or branch bureau, aad so on.
Alticle 133. The provincial grain department and the grain department of a city subordinated to the Central Govemment should have a bead, one or two deputy beads, and one
secretaryCIICb.
Xitzn, city, and district pin depanments should each bave a head and a deputy bead;
xia11 grain departments and the grain depuan.ents of cities subordiftated fO a province
should have one docwncntation clerk each; rediatribution sections, disaster relief sections,
andstoragellldpreservationsectionssbouldeachhaveoDechief.
The grain allocation bureau (or branch bureau) will have a bureau chief. The Red
Anny public pain preHJ\'ation committee and the land taxes and grain preservation
committee will each have a bead.
Article 134. The responsibilities ofthe beads11Dd deputy head& ofgrainclepartmentaat
various levels, and of their sections and committea., are as follows;
I. A department bead il in charge of tbe work of the entire department and a
deputy bead assists tbe head in the conduct of the work. When lbe head has ro leave
the office for some reason. lbe deputy bead will act OD his behalf.
2, lbe redistribution amion investigates and kocps a n~CGrd of tbe status of tbe
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grain production and disbibution within its jurisdiction, and draws up and executes the
allocation plans.
3. The disasler relief section plans and manages all affairs relarad 10 disaster relief.
4. The storage and preservation section maniJeS all affairs rellled to receiving and
gillingoutgrain.
S. The Red Anny public pain committee collects and keeps all the Red Anny
publicgrainwilhinitsjurisdiction.
6. The land taus and grain preiCIVali.on committee collects and keeps all the land
taxcsandarainwitbinitsjurisdiction.
1. ThcJrBinallocationbureauallocatestheproductionandsaleofgraintoinsure
grain provisions for the Red Army and the masses.

Article 135. Under the education department at the provincial, :clan, disbict, and city

lewis, an edllCIIion committee is established and serves BS the organ that discusses and
makes recommendations for the vlrious culrural and edllCIIIional problems. The education
committee at the provincial level is made up of thirteen to se\ICIItcen members; at the:cian
le\lcl, eleven to fifteen; lithe disbictlevcl, nine to thirteen; ud at the city level, nine to

SC\ICniCen,dependingonthesizeofthecity.
Article 136. The education committee at each level is made up of the head and the
deputy held of the education department; tbcchicfsofthe general education section. the
social education section, and the editing, review, and publication section; representati'ICs from such mass organizations as the Communist Youth League, the Young
Pioneers, the Children's Corps, labor unions, and so on; the editor-iD-cbief of the
government newspaper; one or two principals of tbe local schools; represcmtati'ICs
from various cultural groups; and the heads of Jower-IC'ICI education departments in
the area in question. The head of the department will be the chairman of the committee. The member:a of the education committee must be rl\liewed and accepted by the
preaidium at tbe same lenl and submitted to the education department at the next
higherlevelforapproval.
Article\37. UndertheproYincialeducationdepartment,ageneraleducationsection,a
social education section, and an editing. review, and publication section are established.
Under the education departments at the.rion, district, 111d cil)' levels., general education
and social education sections are es1abJished.
Article 138. Pro\lincial education depar111!ents bave a head 1111d one or two deputy
heads.
XiiJIJ, district, and city educaticm departments have one head and one deputy head.
The general education section, the social education section, and the editing, review,
and publication section each hi'IC one chief.
Provincial education departments and education departments of cities subordinated to
the Central Govcmmenteaeb bave one secretaJy.
XiQII education clepartmen!S and education deputments of cities subontinated to a
province have one documentation clerk each.
Article 139. The responsibilities oftbe head 1nd deputy head of the education department at the 'o'lri.ous IC'ICis, and of the sections, are u follow1:
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I. The department head is in clwge of the work of the enlire department, and the
deputy head assists him in the conduct of the work. When the head has 10 leaYe the
office for some reason, the deputy head will act on his behalf.
2. The general education section is raponsible for adult and youth continuing
education, children's education, and middle school education.
l. The social education section is responsible for social clubs, movies, lheaten,
local newspapers. book and newspaper reading rooms, libraries. revoluliODary museums.,cireuitlccturcs,andsoon.
4. The editing, review, and publication section is responsible for editing and
reviewing various materials used for general education and social education, materials edited by lower-level eduealion departments and private individuals., and
publishing facilities.

Article 140. Under the internal affairs departments at provincial, xian, district, and
city levels, internal affairs committees are established as the organ which diSCU5SeS
and makes recommendations concerning various problems related 10 the work or the
internal affairs department. The internal affairs committee at the provincial level is
made up or fifteen to twenty-one members; at the :dan level, eleven to fifteen; at the
district level, clcvcn 10 thirteen; and at the city leYel, thirteen 10 nineteen, depending on
thesizeofthecity.
Article 141. The internal affairs QOmmittce at each of the various levels is made up or
the head and deputy head of the department; the chiefs or the election superviiiOT}' section,
the transportation section. the preferentiallrealment for the Red Anny section. the hygiene
section, the social security section, the civil affairs admini&trati.on section, and the compulsory labor section; the people's police branch bureau chief or the people's police office
chief; representatives from the labor transportation union and the revolutionary mutual aid
associalioa; the heads of lower-leYel ifttemal affairs departments in the area in question;
and other pmonnel who are capable or CKereising these functions. The head of the
department is the chairman of Ibis committee.
The members of each internal affairs committee must be reviewed and accepled by the
soviet presidiwn at the same level, and submitted 10 the internal affairs department at the
next higher level for approval.
Article 142. Under the proviocial, zion, district, and city internal aftBirs departments,
an election supervisory section, a transportation section, a preferential treatment for the
Red Army section, a hygiene section, a social security section, a civil affairs administration soc:tion, and a compulsory labor scclion are established.
Article 143. Within the jurisdiction of the provincial internal affairs deputment is
established a provincial people's police branch bureau, which is directly under the
people's police administration bureau or the Central People's Commisaariat for Internal
Affairs. Under the people's police branch bureau in a bigger city is a people's police
office, and in 1 smaller city, a people's police station, fonning a hierarchical structure, but
at the same time, they are under the supervision and control of the internal affairs department at the same leYel.
Article 144. The provincial intemal affairs department bas a head and one or two
deputy heads.
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The Xilln, district, and city internal affairs departmcrlts have one head and one deputy

The election supervisory sectiOD, the transportation section, the prefererltial treatment
for the Red Anny section, the hygiene section, the social security &eetiOJI, the civil affiirs
administration section, and the compulsory labor section each have a chief.
The provincial internal affilirs deputmetlt and the internal affairs department of a city
directly subordinated to the Central Government each have one secrelaly.
The .xlon internal affain department and the internal aft'airs department of a city
subordinated to a province each bave OJie documenwion clerk.
Article 145. The provincial people's police branch bureau will have one bureau chief
aadonedeputychief.
A people's police office will have ODe director and ODe deputy director.
A people's police station will have one head and one deputy head.
(Note) The detailed orpnizalion of the people's police is stipulated separately in
specialized regulations.
Article 146. Theresponsibilitiesoftbeheads and deputyheadsofthei~alaffairs
departments II all levels, IUHI of their various sections, bureaus, and stations. are as
follows:

I. The departmem head is in charge of the work of tbe entire department and the
deputy head assists him iD the conduct or the worlc. When the bead has to leave the
office fur some reason, the deputy head will act on his behalf.
2. The election supervisory section is in charae of work related to elections for the
soviets, sees tlw the election laws are accundely executed, collects and counts materials related to the elections. solves problems arising durinJ elections. and so on.
3. The transportation section is in charge of construetion and m~intenance of
llreels., ferries, embankments. roadside tea-stalls. and so on, and the rqistralion of
boats and vehicles.
4. The pref'emltial treatment for the Red Army section is in charge or the registration, statirrtics. and control or the Red Army; the execution of laws concerning provid·
ing preferential tn:alment for the Red Anny; mobiliziog the masses and ISSigaing
laborers to help the Red Anny fann the land; solving other problems or Red Anny
families; and 10 on.
s. The hygiene section is in charge or superv:isiou or mass hygiale movements.
hospitals. clinic&. and sanatoriums; resistm and examines medical doctors; inspecta
pharmacies; organizes medicine cooperatives; educates medical doctors; and so on.
6. The social insurance section ia in chiiiJC of relief work for tbe masses wbo are
suffering as a result of war or disutm, provides pensions for the families ofmcmben
of the localanncd forces or soviels111ffwbo have been killed or wounded as a result of
their participation in the revolutionary war, provides relief during famines, supervises
thellOrapofdisasterreliefsupplies,andsoon.
(Note) Red Army pensions are the responsibility of lbc pension committees and
sub-comminees under the C~mtral Revolutionary Military Commission.
7. The civil affain administration section i& in charge of registration and sratillics
of residences, nwrilgea. births, and deaths; sees thai tbe marriage laws are correctly
appJied; SllpCJYises civil administration; issues resideDce cards; and so on.
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8. The compulsoJy labor section is in charge of registn.lion, statistics, and usjgn-

mem:s f'or all compulsory labor undertakings in the country.
9. The people's police branch bureaus, the people's police offices, and the !*)pie's
police stations arc in charge oftbe affairs of the people's police in various cities.

Article 147. In order to discuss certain special issues,. tempormy special conunittees
may be organized under each section.

(Note) Judicial departmentS are act up under the various local soviets, but military
tribunals are IC1 up within the Red Anny units.
Article 148. Under each provincial, ~tm, di.striet, or city judicial department, there
should be a judicial committee. serving as an organ to discuss and make recommendations
concerning the administration of justice and reprdi"g various problems in procuratorial
and judicial work.
The judicial committee at the provincial level is made up of nine to thirteen members;
atthezitlnlhet,ninetocleven;atthedillrictlevel,seventonine;IDdalthecitylevel,
seventotbineen.
Article 149. The judicial committee at eacb level is made up of the head and deputy
head of the department; the judges; the prosecutors; the bureau chief or the special officer
of the national political defense branch bureau; the chief ofi"ICCt of the people's police
branch bureau or of the people's police ofTICC or of the people's police station; representatives of the workers' aod peasants' inspection committee, oflhe labor departments, and of
1M unkms of IIBfr and WOlken; lhe heads of the lower-level judicial dc:partments wilhin 1M
uea in quesriOR; and those ftom among the otber personnel whom compe1en110 cany out
this function. The head ofthedeplnmeotwill be lhechairmanofthiscommitllle.
The membership of the judicial committee must be reviewed and accepted by the
soviet presidium at the sune level and submitled to the judicial depanment at the next
higherlevelforapprov~l.

Article ISO. As regards the: adm.inislnltion of justice. the provincial judicial departthe Central People's Commissariat for Justice. But in procuratoaspects. it is subject to theconlrol of the provisioaal supreme court.
Article lSI. Under the judicial department at each level, a criminal comt and a civil
court are to be organized. When necessary, a circuit court may be organized. Under the
city judicial department, a labor coun must also be formed.
The crimin~l countries crimioal cases.
The civil court tries civil cases.
As for the circv.it court, it travels to the actual locations where important criminal and
civil suits have lakeD place and tries them in order that the masses of those locations and
nearbywillbeabletoobservethc:trials.
The labor court tries cases related to violations apinst the Labor Law.
Article IS2. Tbe provincial judicial deplrtmcnt will have a head and one or two
deputy beads, one to thm judges, two to five inspectors. one to five procurators, one
secretary, and one to three documentation clerks.
The xian judicial department will have one bead and one deputy head, one or two
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judges, two or three inspectors, two or three prosecutors, one semtary, Uld one or two
documeDtation clerks. The district judicial departmenl will have one held Uld one deputy
bead. and one documentation clerk.
The city judicial department will bavc one head and one deputy held, one to dnec
judges, one to lbree proaecutors, and one or two documenwion clerks.
Article 153. The responsibilities of lhe heads. deputy heads, prosecUI«S, Uld judges
areas follows:
I. The head is in charge oflhe work oftbe entire department, and the deputy bead
assists him in 1hc cODduct of the work. Wben the bead has to leave the offtce for some
re&SOJI,thedeputyheadwillactonhisbehllf.
2. The pro!CICutorl are in charge of the investigation of cases and preliminary
examinations of cases, Uld assist in mauers related to prosecutions by lhe COUrls.
3. The judges are in charge ofhelring and pronouncing judgment in cues.

Article I54. Under a provincial judicial deplrtmcnt. and a judicial department of a city
subordinated to 1he Central Government are established detention centen and centers for
refonn through labor; under a rian judicial depar1ment and a judicial department of a city
subordinated to a province are established detention centers, and if necessary, also centen
for refonn through labor, so as to provide an instrument for impri50JiinJ and educating
criminals. Districts will have detention centers.
Article ISS. Within the scope of the administration of justice, the judicial departments
II various levels have the right to mobilize the Red Guards. the people's police stations,
and the political secllrity detaclunents.
Article 156. The military tribunals can be divided into military tribunals of primary
jurisdiction, military field comts, and higher-level military tribunals.
Article 157. Higher-level military aibunals are placed, as far as the administration of
justice is concerned. directly under 1he Central People's Commissariat for Justice, but they
are placed under the control of 1he Provisional Supreme Court as regards the procuratorial
andjudicialaspects.
Where the military tribunals should be located, and what their jurisdiction is to be, will
be determined by orders of the Central People's Commissariat for Justice.
Article 158. Judicial committees are to be set up under all primary-level and higherlevel military tribunals.
The judicial committee under a primary-level military trib~mal is made up of five to
sevenmemben.
The judicial committee under a higher-level military tribwlal is made up of seveu 10
nine memben.
Article 159. The judicial committees ofprimaty·level and hiabcr-Jcvel military tribunals are made up of their chief judge and deputy chief judac. the judges, the prosecutorS,
thehead(orthespecial representative) of the branch office of the State Political Security
Bureau, representatives ftom political organs of the anny, and those from among other
personnel who are capable of exercisins these functions, with the chier judge as the
chainnan of the committee.
Article 160. Basic-level and hisber-level military bibunals must all establish civil
courts and criminal courts. When necessary, circuit courts may also be formed to try
cues. just as is done by tbejudicial departments.
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Article 161. Higher-level military tribunals have a chief judge and one or two deputy
chief judges, two or three prosecutors., one to three judges. two to five inspectors, one
secretary, and one to three documentation clerks.
Primary-level military tribunals have a chief judge and a deputy chief judge, one or
two proscc:uton;, one or two judges, and one or two clerks.
Depending on the actual work situations, higher-level military tribunals may submit
recommendations to the Central People's Commissariat for Justice to increase: or decrease
the number of regular staff working in the various levels of the military tribunals. and
make the necessary changes after lhey have been approved by the Commissariat.
Article 162. The chief judge of each military tribunal is in charge of the work of the
entire office and the deputy chief judge assists him in the conduct of hia work. When tbe
chiefjudge has to leave the office for some reason, tbe deputy chief judge will act on his
behalf. The responsibilities ofthc prosecutm:s and the judges are identical to those oftbe
prosecutorsandjudgesofajudicialdepartmcnt.
Article 163. Judicial departments at all levels and primary-level and higher-level military tribunals have court police, the number of which will be detenn.ined by orders issued
by the Central People's Commissariat for Justice.
Article 164. Nonvoters (including those under sixtcc:n years of age) are not allowed to
work in judicial departments and military tribunals.

J. The Worl:ns' 111111 Petutiiii8'1Mp«titm eo,.,;~~n
(Note) The duties of workers' and peasants' inspection committees have been stipulated in the Organic Law of the Soviet Central Political Power. The regulations below are
limitcdtotheprovincial,xian.,di&trict,andcityorgaDizations.
Article 165. The provincial,.xian, dislric:t, and city inspa:tion committees arc made up
of members chosen by the congresses of soviet deputies at various levels according to
fiKCdquotas.
There will be thirteen to twenty-one memben at the provincial level, and the same will
be true of the cities subordinated to the Central Government.
There will be nine to eleven members at thexianlevel (the same will be true for cities
subordinated to a province).
There will be five to seven members at the district level (the same will be true for cities
subordinatedtoa.xian).
Article 166. Members of the various levels of the workers' and peasants' inspection
committees mUJt meet the following requirements:
I. lhcy must be workers, peasants, poor pcopk, and other clements with a history
of[participatii!J in the] revolutioo, who are endowed with class consciousness and are
extremely loyal to the soviet rCgime. At least 40 pm:ent must be workers.
2. They must never have been punished for any criminal offense by the soviet
Article 167. The various levels of the workers' and peaaants' inapection committees
are a part of the soviet administrative organizations, They maintain the same hieraR:hies
as do other administrative organs.
Article 168. The workers' and peasants' inspection committees at the provincial. .xlan,
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dislrict, and city levels should work in the same office with the control commissions of the
Chinese Communist Pany at the proviDcial, xtan, district, and city levels 10 obtain close

........

Article 169. Each workers' and peasantS' i..pection committee will choose a chairman and a vice chainnan. The chainnan rakes charge of the routine work and supervises
the 11atr in canying out their responsibilities. The vice-chairman assists the chairman in
his work. When the chairman hu 10 leave the office for some reason, the vice-chainnan
willactoahisbehalf.
Article 170. Under each of the provincial, .titiiJ, district. and city workers' and
peasants' inspection committees. a complaints bureau is established 10 take charge of
people's complaints and communications between the worker and peasant correspondents,
and so on. The complaints bureau has a bureau chief.
Conunittees at the level or the province 111d of a city subordinated to the Central
Government have one secretary; those at the .tian level and that of a city subordiDited 10 a
province have one documentation clerk 10 assist with paperwoik and other matters.
At the levels or the province and of a city subordinated 10 the Central Oovenunent,
there are ftom five to nine inspectors; 11 the level ofthe~ianandofacity subordinated 10
a province. there are from two 10 five inspeciOJS. They are responsible for inspecting and
aupenising certain assigned work.
Article 171. The worll:ers' and peasants' il'lspection committees at the provincial, ~ian,
district. and city levels must recruit conespondents within all the national instiMions.
enterprises, factories, workshops.. schools. social groups, on the streets, and in the villages
in order 10 fonn a communication network. The conupondents, however, may not leave
their production work.
Article 172. The various workers' and peasants' inspection committees have the right
10 wzgest that the soviet executive committees or presidiums or the same level punish or
remove certain personnel ftom certain national institutions and enterprises. If it is found
on investigation that any of these people have indeed committed. crimes, the cases should
bewbmittediOthejudicialorganizationsiObedealtwiththere.
Article 173. The various workers' and peasants' inspection committees may submit
recommendations directly 10 certain national instiiUI:ions or enterprises within their jurisdictions concerning work meuura.
Article 174. When the various levels of the workers' and peasants' inspection committees bring cbuges against certain personnel of certain national instiMions or enterprises, temporary accusation committees may be organized. Temporary inspection
committees may also be organized when the work of certain national institutions or
certain enteTprises is under investipeion.

(Note) The duties or the State Political Security Bureau are specified in the Organic
Law of the Centnal Soviet The regulations below arc limited 10 the organizations and
duties or state political security bureaus lithe provincial, ~ia11, district, and city levels.
Article 175. The organs of the state political security bW"CIU II all levels are entirely
centralized organizations; the lower-level ones are subordinated 10 the higher-level ones.,
and the system of appointment is practiced.
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Article 176. The State Political Security Bureau will set up branch office.s in the
provinces, the cities subordinated 10 the Cenhal Government, the xian, and the cities
subordinated to a province, but will have cmly special agents in cities subordinated to a
disbictoraxitu~.

Branch offices arc also set up in each front anny and each anny group, but for
divisions, regiments, ud independent baaalions there will be only special eommissionen
and clerical workers. When necessary, the State Political Security Bureau may directly
appoint special agents in certain organs.
Article 117. Under each level of political security bureau, there is established &com·
mittec in charge of examining ud discussing tbe work of the bureau ud the materials it
bas collected. The chief of each bureau is the chainnu of that committee. The other
committee members will be reprcsenwives from the Communist Party of the same level,
ud tbe procurators of the courts (currently the judicial departments). The members of the
State Political Security Bureau at the hiahcst level will be approved and appointcd by the
Central Council of People's Commissus; u for the members of the branch bureau co"'"
mittees. they are appointed by the State Political Security Bureau.
Article 178. Under each branch bureau of a province, city subordinated 10 the Central
Government, ftont anny, and anny group. there is an executive department, a reconnais.
sancedepartment,andageneralaft'ainoffice.
Under the executive department there is an executive section and a preliminary exami·

nation section.
Under the reconnaissance depanment there is a reconnaissance sccticm and an investi·
galion section.
Under the branch bureau of a xian and of a city subordinated ~ a province there is an
executive section, a reconnaissance section, and a general affairs section.
Article 179. Each branch bureau ofa province. city subordinated 10 the Central Government, ftont army, and anny group bu a chief and a deputy chief.
The executive department and the reconnaissance department each have cme head.
The CJlCI;Uiive section, the preliminary examination section, the recormaissance sec-lion, and the investiplion section eacb have a chief.
The xlan branch bureau and the branch bureau of a city subordirlate to a province eacb
have one bureau chief and one deputy bureau chief.
The executive sectiOD and the reconnaissance section each have a chief.
The pcralaffairs section has a chief.
The number of other personnel will be dc1crmincd by the cireums!Bnccs of each bureau
of a province, a city subordinated to the Central Government, or front anny and submitted
10 the Central State Political Security Bureau for orders 10 increase or decrease it.
Article 180. Thedutiesofthe bureau chiefs and section heads areas follows:
I. A bureau chiefia in cbarge oftbe work of the entire bureau and supervises

lower-mnking branch bureaus or special agents. The deputy chief assists the bureau
cbief in the conduct of the worlt. When the bureau chief has 10 leave tbe office for
some reason, the deputy chief will act on his behalf.
2. The executive department (or section) is in charp of anesting, interrogatinJ,
and dealing with criminals; oversees the security turns; and supervises the issuing of
passports, travel puscs, and travel pennits.
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3. The reconnaissance deputment (or secti011) organizes the network, supervises
reccmnaiasance work, and SCRens mail and publications from the White areas.
4. The general affairs office (or section) is in charge of lhe intcmll affairs of the

........

Article 181. The state political security branch butaUS have 1he right to investigate,
and conduct preliminuy examinations concerning all counten'eVOiutioaary cues.
As to the rigb1to pronounce judgment and execute it in accordance with the law, it
belongs to the judicill organs. The special agenrs have only the riJht to coDduct WOJk
within the framework lhat their higher authorities give them. Without pcnniuion from
hiJ)Ier authorities. they may not arrest anycmc at will, thou&h there will be exceptions
under special circumstances (such as wben counterrevolutionaries ue escaping or have
decided to riot, etc.).
Article 182. The actions of organs of the State Political Security Bureau must be
bound by the law. Within the limits oflbc law, procuralml oflhecouns have lherighlto
prosecute cues involving the various organizations under the Slate Political Secmity
Bureau.
Article 183. Before any of the various organs of the State Political Security Bureau
punue and mat any countemvolutionaries hidden in a certain organization or body, they
must infonn the key leaders of that institution or body. If the key leaders are deemed not
qualified to be told, then 1he key leaders of that body at a higher level mu.st be infonned
beforeactionistaken.
Article 184. All branch bureausoflhc State Political Sec:urity Bureau havetherightto
orpnize their own armed forces.
Article 185. Branch bureaus and special agems of the state political security bureau
must maintain 1 close horizontal relationship with local aoviets, IS well IS with the
command organs and political orgms of the Red Anny. The bureau chief and special
agents may attend meetings of these orpns.
IITCil,

Article 186. Under a provincial executive committee and an executive committee of a
city subordinated to lbe Ceutral Oovemmem, there is an auditing committee Chat comes
directly under the central auditins commiuee and. at the same time, is under the supervision and control ofdle provincial executive committee and the executive committee of the
city subordinate to lbe Central Government and their presidiums.
Article 187. The auditing committees of a province and a city subordi'Datc to tile
Central Government are made up of &eVen to nine members each. The chainnan of the
workers' and peasants' inspection committee, the beads ofthe department oflhe national
economy and the department of justice, and the leaders oftbc provincill military administrative organa are the natural members. The auditing corrmtitlee will have a cbainnan.
Under the auditing commiacc, then: abould be a secretary, a docwnentation clerk, and
two to five auditors.
Article 188. The respoosibililiesofthe auditina committees of a province and of a city
subordinated to the Central Government are to audit the budgets and final accouRIS of the
revenues and expenditures of provincial, city, and urban diJtrict sovieta; to audit the
1emporary revenue and expenditure accounts of financill iostitutions; and to recommend
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principles of budgeting 10 the centn.l auditing committee for a specific province or a
particular city.
Article 189. If a provincial auditing committee and an auditing committee of a city
subordinated 10 the Ccnlnl.l Govcmmcnt have found any violations against tbc ordinances
in local soviets or local armies II any level, or improper lnl.nsactions regarding their
financial handling, they must propose solutions 10 tbe presidiwns and report10 the Centn.l
Auditing Comminee.
Article 190. Besides reporting their audits 10 the Centn.l Auditing Committee and lhe
provincial and city presidiwns from time to lime, a provincial auditing committee and an
auditing committee of a city subordinated 10 the Central Government must submit, at the
end of each fiscal year, a report detailing their auditing proccdUR!S.
Article 191. The xlan will not have an auditing committee. As for the budgets and
final accounts of various districts and cities subordinated to the xian, they should first be
audited by the finance committee before they are submitted to the provincial auditing
committee for auditing.
AJ1icle 192. Wben nectSSI.ry,the provincial auditing committee and the auditing com·
mince of a city subordinated to the Central Government may dispatch auditors directly to
the lower-level soviets to investigate maners related to their revenues and expenditures.

Article 193. Under t:very provincial, xlan, district, and city executive committee is a
penal afFairs office to take charge of the internal affairs of the executive committee 11 all
levels. The pnc:ral affairs office II each level has a director aDd deputy director to be
appointed by the presidium of the same level.
Article 194. Under a provincial general affairs office, a general affairs office of a city
subordinated to the Cenlnl.l Government, or a general affairs office of a city subordinated
10 a province, there is a documenWion section, an accounting section, Ill incoming and
outgoing mail section, and a managemem section, each with a cbief. Under each district
general affairs office and the general affilirs office of a city subordinated to a .xiall, there
are one secretary, one to three documentation clerks, one mail clerk, and one CUSIOdian.
Article 195. Each general affairs office is solely under the control of the executive
committee and the presidium at the same level, and does not belong to a hierarchy ofthe
othergeneralaffairsoffices.
But in cue ofnecesaity, such as 10 cotree1 somemillakes in incoming andoutJOingmail,
10 improve techniqua of paperwork. and printing. to reassign technicians, and so on, the
aemnl affiirs office of a higher-level executive commiDe may give inscructions 10 that of a
Jowa-.Jevd executive committee and may ask the lallerloreport Oft these maaers.
Chapler 5. Tile Powers oftbe Loal Sovleg
AJticJe 196. The powCB ofthesoviets at the various levelsofpmvince,xU:/11, district,
and city are stipuleted as follows:

I. Toexecu!e all Jaws,orden, resolutions, anddirectivesofthecenllalpoliticalorpns,
andtoexecutelheorders,resolutiODs,anddirect:ivesofhigher.leveJauthorities.
2. To deeide upon and execute plan& conceming the work of establisbing various
sovietswilhiDitstenitozy.
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l. TosolveallproblemsofalocalnlhlrC.
4. To unity all administrative work or the various levels of aoviels within its
territory.

Article 197. The provincial soviet representative assembly and its executive commitleehavetherighttosupcrvisesovietsatalllevelsthroughouttheentireprovincc.
The .:cian soviet representative uscmbly and its executive conuninee bave the right to
supervisesovietsatalllevelsthroughouttheentirexillll.
Lower-level aoviet organs must absolutely obey higher-level soviet org&Ds.
When resolutions. orders. and directives from lower-level aoviets clash with the laws,
orders, resolutions. and directives of the cemral political organs and with those of the
immediately superior soviet organs, the higher-level soviets have the right to annul them.
If lower-level soviet organs have violated the onlers, resolutions, and directives of
higher-level soviet organs. the latter may transform them in part or dissolve them entirely.
Chapler 6. ProYislonal Loa! OrpDs ofPoUtlal Power--Revolatloaary Committees

Article 198. Provisional orpns of political power--revolutioniiiY commitle9---Ve to
be organized in all areas where the insurrection is taking place and areas newly occupied
by the Red Anny.
Article 199. In areas where the orpllization and wodc: of revolutionary mass bodies
had begun earlier, and the insurrection has now broken out, the method for establilhin&
revolutionary committees at variOU& levels is as follows:
I. City or township revolutionaey committees will be made up of representatives
chosen from the city or township revolutionary mass bodies.
2. District revolutioniiiY committees will be made up of representatives chosen
from city or townsbip revolutionary comminees along with those chosen from district
revolutionary mass bodies.
]. Xillll revolutionary committees will be made up ofrepment&J:ives cholen from
district revolutionary committees and.:cian revolutioD&I)' mass bodies.
4. Provincial revolutionary committees are made up of representatives chosen from
the .:cUm revolutionary committees and the provincial revolutionary mass bodies.
The list of members for each revolutionary committee, except for those ueas that ue
isolated by the White areas or inaccessible by transportation, must, however, be reported
to the RWiutionuy committee or the aoviet uecutive committee a1 the next hi&her level
for review and approval.
Article 200, In areas newly occupied by the Red Army or guerrillas that have never
bad &D)' bases for the organization snd work of revolutionary mass bodies. the methods
for establishing the various levels of revolutionary committees ue as follows:
1. The list of members for a city or townsbip rcvoluticmary committee will be
nominated and appointed by the political organs of the Red AnDy or guerrilla troops
working in that city or township. But1fter the members ue appointed, their nlmCI will
be announced in a meeting of Ill the workers. peasan11. 1nd impoveriabed miiiSC& in
that city or village. If there is a higher soviet or revolutionary committee nearby, the
lilt m\111 be subrniaed to that soviet or revolulianll'y committee for appointment.
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2. The list of members for a district or ziQJI revolutionary committee will be
nominated 111d appointed by die political organs of the Red Army or pnilla troops
worlcing in that xian. But a mcctina must be called wilh the anendance of as many
workeJs,pcasants,andimpoverisbcdmiiSieSofdlcwholcdistrictorxianaspossibleto
rcportODthis.
Article 201. The revolutionary committee II the townsbip level is made up ofseven to
eleven members; at lbe diSirict or city level, eleven to nineteen; and at the zian level,
fifteentotwerlty-five.
Article 20l. The provincial mtOiutionary commiaee presidium is made up of nine to
eleven members. They are either c:hoscn from among the provincial revolutionary committee plenll)' ICIIlion, and tbeD appointed by the Central Executive Committee, or directly appointed by die Central Executive Committee.
Thexlan revolutionary comminee presidium is made up of five to nine membcnl.lbey
are either chosen from within the xilln revolutiouary comrninee plenary session and then
appointed by die provincial soviet or revolutionll)' committee, or directly appointed by
the_provincialsovietorrevolutionarycomrnittee.
The diatricl:levolutioaary committee presidium is made up of three to five members.
They are either chosen from within the district revolutionary committee plenary SCISion
and then appointed by the ziQJ1 soviet or riwolutionary committee, or directly appointed by
the .riansovietorrevolutionarycommittee.
The city revolutionary committee presidium is made up of five to eleven membm.
They are either chosen from within the city revolutionary committee plenary scssion and
then appointed by the next higher-level government. or direclly appointed by the higherlevel govemme:nL
The township revolutionary commiaee will have no presidium of its own.
Article 203. The provincial revolutioDII)' committee and the xiQJI revolutionary com·
miaee will each have a chainnan and one or two vice-dtainnen.
The district revolutionary commiaee and the township revolutionary commiaee will
each have a chaimw1 and a vice-chairman.
The city revolutionary committee will bave a chainnan aDd one or two vice-cbainnen.
The chainnen and vice-dlairmen are all chosen from within the presidiums and then
repormlto the next higher-level govemmcn1: fonppointment. or diteedy appointed by the
higher-level government.
Article 204. Under each of the pn~vincial, xiflll, district, and city revolutiO!III)' committees, there is a labor department. a land department. a military deputment. a committee
to eliminate COUftten"evolutionaries, a financial department, a grain department, and other
departments according to tbe stage of development oftbe work.
Each department will have one department head and one deputy head. The committee
to eliminate counterrevolutionaries in a township will have seven to nine members; at the
district and city levels. seven to eleven; and II the xlan and pn~vincial levels, five to

......

N tor the quota for the other atafT members, it will be dctcnnined by tbe provincial
soviet or provincial revolutionary committee, according 10 the needs of the work, and
submitted to lhe various departments of the Central Govemmenl. After approval by the
CoUDCil of People's Commissars, the qUOII will be either increased or decreased accordingtoordcn.
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Under each dcpal1ment is its committee. The nwnber of committee members uul their
responsibilities are identical to lhe comsponding departments of lhe various levels of
soviets. (The pain deplrtmcnl and lhe department of the na1icmeleconomy are the same.)
Article 205. Each depUimeDI is directly subordinlle to the corresponcting departmenl
aJ: the next higher level and absolutely obeys its ordm. But, at the same time. it is also
under the supervision and control of the revolutionary committee of the same level.
Article 2o6. The duties of the revolutionary commiuees are to develop the siiUgglcs of
the workers, peasants, and impoverished massca against the landlords and die bourgeoisie;
10 seize the anns of the armed forca of the local landlorda and bourpoisie; to orpnize
the Red armed fcm:es that are under its own command and are completely made up of the
exploited workers, peasants. and impoverished masses (without tbe parlicipation of any
exploiting elements); to develop revolutionary war witb lhe utmost vigor; to eliminate and
suppress all local countenevolutionary armed forces; to lead the masses in fort:eful suppression of all those countenevolutionaries who have already bcc:n OYCI1brown but are
still active in secret; to lead the masses in confiscating and redillributing the land; 10 cany
out the Labor Law; 10 organize unions and poor peasant leagues. making them pillars of
the moolutioiW)' committees.' and in cities to pay special attention to leading the workers
in supervising lhe capilalisll' enterprises and stores; and, finally, 10 call a congress of
workers', peasants', and soldim' deputies and elect fonnal orpns of political power
(soviets).
Article 207. The transition from a revolUiionary conuniaee 10 asovietdepead& on the
development stage of the revolutionary struggle of the workers, peasants., and im·
pcwerished masses in that area. and is to be determined by the highest political organ of

.........

Cllapler 7. Supplemeutary Atllde

Article 208. The organizational Jaw will become eff'ec:tive as of the date it is issued.
The CeDtral Executive Committee may change or abolish any article of this law at any
time.
Cllainnan, Central Executive Committee

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chainnen

XiangYing

-·"""""

Organic Law of the Central Soviet
Order of the Executive Committee of
the Provisional Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic (Central, No. 1)
(February 17, 1934)
The Orpnic Law of the Central Soviet of the Chinese Soviet Republic has bem fonnulated and is hereby promulgaled.
Februaryl7,1934

Chairman
Vice-Chairmen

Mao Zcdons
Xiang Ying

-."""""

Chapter t. GeDenl Principia
Anicle I. This Organic Law is formulated on the buis of the principles laid down by
the Outline of the Constitution of the Chinese Soviet Republic. and the Centml Soviet
state OlJIDS should be structured in accordance with this law.

Article 2. The National Soviet Congress is the organ of supreme state power of the
Chinese Soviet Republic.
Alticle 3. The National Soviet Congress is made up of the deputies elected by provincial soviet congre&SCS. the soviet congresses of those xion directly under the Centtal
Government, and tbe Red Anny.
Article 4. The National Soviet Congress is convened once evr:ry two years by the
Centnl Executive Committee. The assembly may be postponed to a later dele if it cannot
be called on schedule because of special circumstances.
Article S. An interim National Soviet Congress may be convened by the Centzal
Eucutive Committee of its own accord when necessary, or at the request of local soviets
representiq one-third of the population of the whole Dation. I
Article 6. The National Soviet Congress hears and discusses the report prepared by tbe
Our source far this document iiMIIDZlM/tmgji, Vol. 4,pp. 307-16.
I. The= rneanins is obviously one-thiRI of the populationorlhe~~a~conii'Olled by thctoviiiiL
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Central Execucive Committee, draws up IJld ameDds the Constitution and olhcr laws.
ctctermines the broad political orientation for the whole statc,llld restructures the Cennl
Executive Comminec.
Chapter 3. The Ceatnl Eucudve Committee
Article 7. The Central Executive Comminec is the o~ of supreme state power when
the National Soviet Congress is not in scuion.
Anicle 8. The number of members on the Central Executive Committee must not
exceedSSS.
Anicle 9. The plenary SCSiion of the Central Executive Committee is convened every
six months by the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee. It may be postponed 10
alatcrdaleifitcallllotbecalledonschcdulebecluseofspecialcircumstances.
Article 10. An int=im SCSiion of the CeDtral Executive Comminee may be convened
upon a resolution of the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee or upon the
request of more than half of the members of the Central Executive Committee.
Article II. The Central Executive Committee is responsible 10 the National Soviet
Congress and should report its work to the Congress.
Article 12. The Central Executive Committee may promulgate laws and dim:tivcs and
have them enforced tbrouJhoUI the Chinese: Soviet Republic.
Anicle 13. The Cenlnl Executive Committee examiocs and approves any policy pcrrainiiiJ 10 the political and economic policies of the Sla1C u a whole. and any ChiiiJC in
slateorpna.
Aniclc 14. The Central Executive Comminec hu the power 10 suspend the application of or 10 alter the laws, decrees, and decisions made by the Presidium of the Central
Executive Committee, the Council of People's Commissars, and other organs.
Anicle IS. The Cenlnl Executive Comminec elcds its Praidiwn, the number of
which must not exceed twenty-five. with one chairman and two 10 four deputy chainncn.
Article 16. The Central Executive Committee selects and appoints the Council of
People's Commissars ll1d its chairman. 11losc appointed u commissars must be members
of the Cen1rll Executive Commiaec.

Chapter 4. The Presidium oflbeCcatnll Eucudve Co•mlltee
Article 17. The Presidium of the Central Executive Comminec is the highest organ of
state power when the Comminec is not in session.
Anicle 18. The Presidium of the Central Executive Committee supervises the enforcement of the Constitution of the Chinese Soviet Republic and the Jaws, decrees, and
decisions made by lhe Central Executive Committee of the National Soviet Conpess.
Article 19. The Presidium of tbc Ccnb'll Er.eculive Committee has the power ID
suspend or alter the decisions. Jaws, and decrees made by the Council of People's Commissars.

Article 20. The Presidium of the Central Executive Committee hu the power to
suspend or alter lhe dccisiODs aDd directives of provincial soviet congresses and their
executivecomminees.
Article 21. The Presidiwn of the Central Executive Committee hu the power to
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promulgale laws and di~ves, and to examine ll1d approve the laws, ordinances, and
directives issued by the Council of People's Commissars, the various commissarilli, and
its other subordinate organs.
Article 22. The Presidium of the Central Executive Committee resoiYCS problems in
the relationship between the Council of People's Commissan and the Y1lrious commissiariats, and between provincial soviets.
Article 23. The Presidium is fblly responsible to the Centn.l Executive Committee and
must reports its work to the Committee.

Cbapter 5. ne Powen oflbe Nadcmal Soviet
CoDansaand of the Centnl E:~ecullve Commlltee
Article 24. The powers of the National Soviet Coslgress and of the Central Executive
Committee ue stipullled as follows:
I. Promulgating and amending lhe Constitution;
(Note) This right belongs exclusively to the National Soviet Congress.
2 Concluding treaties with foreign cowuries and rarifYing inlematiOilll pacts on
behalf of the Soviet Republic of China;
3. Establishing the organizational system of the courts, and promulgating the
civil,criminai,BDClprocedurallaws;
4. Promulgating the Labor Law, Land Law, Election Law, Muriqe Law, Soviet
Organic Law, and olher individual laws;
5. Detennining the broad orientations for intanal and foreign affairs;
6. Altcringehebordenofthecountry;
7. Detennininglbejurisdictioaof'lbelocaiiOYietsand.Kidingdisputesamonglhem;
8. Dividing administn.tive areas, and establisbing. tner~in& refonning. or dissolving organs of local political power;
9. Declaring war on or making peace with foreign counlries;
I 0. Detennining measures and weights and the monetary system;
II. luuiiiJ government bonds both at home and abroad;
12. Examining and ratifying the state budget and final ac:counta;
13. Systematizingtu.rarcst
14. Orpnizina and guiding the umy, navy, and air fim:e;
15. Specifying the rigbll of tbe citizens of the Chincsc Soviet Republic and the
right of residence and other civil rights of nationals of other countries who live in the
Chinese Soviet Republic;
16. Granting complete or ptll'tial pardons;
17. Layina clown general principles for nati0111l education;
18. Selecting. appointing. and removing members and the chainnan of the Council
of People's Commissars;
19. Ponnulating policies and plans for indusay, agriculture. c:cmmen:e, and tranaportation;
20. On behalf of the Chinese Soviet Republic, concluding wilh olher nationalities
living within the boundaries of the country tratics csrablishina the Soviet Federal
Republic; and
21. Removing and chan&iiiJ tbe memben of the soviet executive committees at
lower levels.
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Cbapter 6. ne CouneU ofPeople'l Commlean
Artiele 25. The Council of People's Commissars is the aclministra1ive orpn of che
Caltml Exeeutive Committee and is in ch~rge of the political affairs of the whole country.
Article 26. The Couneil ofPcoplc'sConunissars is made up of the followingmembas:
I. Chainnan of the Council of People's Commissars,
2. People's commissar for foreign affairs,
3. People'scommissaroflabor,
4. People'scommis:sarofland,
5. People'scommissarofmilitaryaft'airs,
6. People'scommissaroffinance,
7. People's commissar for the national economy,
8. People'scommissarofgrain,
9. People's c:onunissu of education,
I 0. People's commissar for internal affairs,
II. People's commissar of justice, and
12, Chainnan of the workers' and peasants' inspection committee.
(Note I) The number of commissars may be incrcued by the Central Executive
Committee as required by tbe work.
(Note 2) The title of people's commissar may be used only by the members of the
Council of People's Commissars, and must not be used by the members of other central or
local committees.
AJticle 27. For the piii)JOSC of suppressing countcrrcvolldion, the State Political Sel:urily Bureau is set up under the Council of People's Commissan. Its organization is laid
down sepantely.
Article 28. In order to accomplish the goal stipulated in Article 25 of Ibis Organic
Law, the Cou!lcil of People's Commissars may promulgate decrees and regulations,
within the limits specified by the Central Executive Committee, uu:l may also employ
appropriate administrative measures in order to enhance speed and order in administrative
~

...

Article 29. All decisions made and decncs and ~ issued by the Council of
People's Commissars should be rcpo!Udtothe Pn:sidium oflbe Central Executive Conunitr!c.
AJticle 30. Any decision made by tbe Council of People's Commiiiiii'S, ifreJated to
the broad political orientation, should be submitted to the Caltral Executive Comminec or
its Presidium for examination and approval. On matters of urgency, however, the Council
of People's Commissars may take a decision and then report it to lbe Caltral Executive
Committee or its Presidium.
Article 31. The Council of People's Commissus is empowered to examine, Rvise, or
suspend the decrees and decisions pld forward by the people's commissariats.
Article 32. When a people's commissariat or a provincial soviet executive committee
disagrees with the decision or decree made by the Council of People's Commissars, it can
put forward its objecticm to the Central EKecutivc Conunince or its Presidium, but must
not cease to cany out the deciaiOJL
Article 33. The Council or People's Commissan is responsible to the Cenrral Executive
CommiDc and its Ptesidium,andshoulcl report to them on ill wodr. ma timely fashion.
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Chiipler 7. The Supreme Court
Article 34. In order to guaranlec the validity of the ~lutionary laws of the Chinese
Soviet Republic. the Supreme Court is set up under the Central Executive Committee.
Article 35. The Supreme Court has one president and two vice-presidems, appointed
by the Presidium of the Central Executive Commiaee.
Article 36. Under the Supreme Court there is set up a criminal court. a civil court, and
a military tribunal, each having a chiefjudge.
Article 37. The authority of the Supreme Coun is specified as follows:
I. To give legal explanations of general slalule:S;
2. To examine the verdicts and decisions made by provincial courts and the Su·
preme Military Tribunal;
3. To hear cases of senior government functionaries other than members of the
Central Executive Committee who have violated the law while in office (violations of
the law by members of the Central Executive Comminee are 10 be dealt with separately by the Central Executive Committee or its Presidium); and
4. To conduct trial on appeal against verdicts paued by provincial couru or the
Supreme Military Tribunal, and on cases on which procurators disagree with provincial courts or the Supreme Military Tribunal and have therefore lodged a proiCSI.
Article 38. A comminee is 10 be organized in the Supreme Court, its numbers to be
detennined by the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee according to circum-

stances, with the president of the Supreme Court as chairman, to discuss and decide all the
important matters and cases within the powers of the Supreme Court.
Article 39. The Supreme Court has one chief procuntor, one deputy chief procurator, aad a cenain number of procurators. The chief procuntor and the deputy chief
procurator arc appointed by the Presidium of the Central Executive Comminee.
Article 40. The detailed organization of the Supreme Court is specified separately.
Chapter 8. Tbe Audit Commlltee
Article 41. The Audit Committee i& set up Wider the Central Executive Committee and
its functions are

I. To examine and approve the state revenue aDd expenditure; and
2. To supeiVise the i111titution of the state budget.
Article 42. The Audit Committee is made up of five to nine people, appointed by the
Presidium of the Central Executive Committee.
Article 43. The Audit Committee bas one cbli111l811 and one deputy chairman. Other
positions are to be created according to need.
Chapter 9. The People's Commilllrlatl aad Commlsslnns
for DeaiiJIIwltbllleAifillrsoftbeCommllurlall
Article 44. Under the Council of People's Commissars are set up commissariiiS of
fon:iiPI.affairs,labor,land,militazyaffairs.finance.nationaleconomy,grain.,cducation.
internal affairs, aadjusticc.
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Article 45. Each commissariat has one or two deputy commiuars, appointed by the
Presidium of the Central Executive Committee. 10 wist the commisslr or 10 ICt an bis
behalf in his absence.
Article 46. In order 10 fiiCililatc the work of the people's cammissarilts, under each
commissuill there should be established 1 commission oftbe commissariat, an orpn lhll
discusses ll1d advises on tbe work oflhe cammissuill.
Article 47. The membm of the commission under e~eh cammissarilt arc appointed
by the Council of People's Commissan. The number ofmembm is increased or reduced
by 1he Council of People's Commissan whenever neceswy. The people's cammissu is
automlliCIIIy the chlinnan of the commission ofhiscommi.sllrill.
Article 48. Elcb commissar is IUihorized to settle all problems by himself within the
limilllions an his powcr.lmpartant problems must, bowever, be submined 10 the commission of the commissariat fur discUJSion. When the commission disagrees with the commisslr, it has the right10 raise the matter with the Council of People's Commissus or lhe
Presidiwn afthe Central Ellecutive Committcc.
Article 49. The powers and functions of each people's commissariat and its detailed
organization an: specified separalely.
Arlicle 50. Under the Council of People's CommiSIIBD lberean: ostablishedthe Revolutionary Military Commission and the Workers' and Peuants'lnspectian Committcc,the
powers and functions u well as the organization of which are specified separately.
Cllapter 10. Supplementary Article

Article 51. This Orglnic Law becomes valid on tbe day ofits promulgation.

Temporary R.egu/Dtionsfor Empluying
Auxiliary Labor
Order of the Executive Committee ofthe
Provisional Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet Republic (Central, No. 3)
(February 20, 1934)
The temporary rcgulalions for employing auxiliary labor have now been fonnulated and
are hm:by promulgated.

Febnwy 20, 1934

Chainnan

Mao Zedong

Vice-Chainnen

Xiang Ying
Zlw>gO.O.O

Article I. The present regulalions arc fonnulaled in ucordance with lhe provisions of
No1e I to Article I of the Labor Law promuigalcd on October IS, 1933. The middle
peaunts, poor peasants, small boat owners, and small lwldicraftsmen, who depend on
their labor for a !ivins but are short of hands and employ the labor of other people to
supplement their own, must observe lhe regulations so as 1o be freed from the reslriclions
established by cenain articles of the Labor Law. But the regulations do no! apply to lhe
rich peasaniS who expJoit other people's labor on a regular basis or to the enterprises,
orpnizalions. shops, and workshops that often employ two or more people.
Article 2. The rc:commendation for employing auxiliary labor must proceed in accordance with the gcneml stipulations about employment proeedures of the Labor Law. In
busy seasons or at certain times of the year when other seasonal work is called for,
however, employers may hire people by themselves. but must repon it to the recommendation office.
Anic:le 3. The actual daily working hours of those hired as auxiliary labor must
not exceed eight on the average, but, with the consent of the workers, extra work is
pcnnined. The hours for the extra work must not exceed four hours in two suc:c:essive
days.
Al1iclc 4. For those not yet of age but hired as auxiliiiY labor, usually the actual
working hours in a day must not exceed six on the average. When some particular job
requires them 10 work the same length of time as adults, the employer may ask the
employees, with the laner's consent, 10 extend their working hours. But their working
time may only be extended when they are working together with adults.
Our source for this document is Mao 7.UO..,ji, Vol. 4, pp.ll7-21 .
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ArticleS. The actual time oflhe day 10 s1111 work and cease work should be negotia!Cd and agreed upon by tbe employer and the employees before the srar1 of work, or
specified in lhe coalnu:t iflbc labor is hired by lhe year or month.
Article 6. In both lhe morning and lhe afternoon of each working day, lhcn: should be
one or two work breaks for \VOlkers 10 rest, bave tea, or smoke as needed. At noon lhcre
should be a longer break so that the workers Cllll have lunch and take a nap. Neither of the
breaksisiObeincludedintheactualworkinghours.
(Note) Nursing mothers are 10 nurse their babies during work breaks.
Article 7. On official holidays, those who are hired by the year or the month may rake
the day off with pay. For those who do not take days off on official holidays. a vacation of
severaldaysmaybegrantcdalanappropriatetime.
Article 8. All work is 10 slop on the commemoration days specified in the Labor Law
and revolutionary commemoration days stipulated by local governments. Work on commcmOJation days is 10 be done only with the CODsent of the employees, whether lhcy are
hired on along-term basis, by the month, or by the day, and their pay on these days shall
bedoubledwithoutexception.
Article 9. Those hired as auxiliary labor who have worked continuously for five and a
half months or more shall bave lhe length of the.ir vacati011, the arrangements for the
vacatioa, and the vacation pay detennined in accordance with lhe provisions of anicles
26, 27, and28 oflhe Labor Law.
Article 10. The amount of pay and tbe method of payment for all those hired as
auxiliary labor should be specifted in lhe contract In lhe case of odd jobs, pay should be
negotiated and agreed upon between the ~Ioyer and the employee before the work begins,
but it may never go below the minimwn wage promulgated by the local government.
Anicle II. Wages are 10 be paid mainly in the form ofcunencycommonlyused in the
locality in queslion; however, with the CODsent of the employee, payment in kind instead
ofinmoneyispcrmitted.
Article 12. Payment of wages may not fall into amars. The dates on which laborers
hired by the year or by the month are paid on a regular basis should be specified in the
contracL
Article 13. Extra. pay should be given for extra wmk done outside ofoff'u:ial working
hours. The method of payment for overtime should be specified in the contract, or
negotiated and agreed upon before the s1111 of work in tbc case of odd-jobbers.
Article 14. All those who undertake jobs that are injurious 10 bcalth and hygiene, such
as carrying manure and demolishing houses, should be provided by the employer with
things like aprons and special foods, such as eggs and meat.
Article IS. Employees should be ass.igncd 10 live in quartets that are clean and conducive to health and not in rooms lhat store ashes or shelter cows or are in the vicinity of a
lavatoJy; they should be provided with quilts in cold weather and mosquito nets or
mosquito-repellent incense in hot weather.
Article 16. Employees should be served the same son of food as the employer, with
adequatedisbcsandric:c.
Article 17. Women who are hired by the year are cntitled to rwo months' maternity
leave with pay before and after cllildbirth. The employer is responsible for providing pay
during such leave.
Anicle 18. When an employee hired for a period of six successive months or more
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falls ill or is injured after having worked for two months. he is to be treated at the expense
of the employer for up to a month, while receiving full pay. Those who have not yet
worked for two molllhs are to be treated in acc::ordancc: with Article 19 of these rqulations.
Article 19. When an employee hired on a monthly basis for a period of line successive monlhs or more falls ill or is injured after having worked for ono month, he is to be
treated at the expense of the employer for up to a week, while rccciving full pay. Those
who have not yet worked for one month are to be treated in accordance with Article 20 of
these regulations.
Article 20. When an employee hired on a month-to-month basis falls ill or is injured
after having worked for len days, he is to be treated at the expense of his employer for up
to three days. while receiving full pay. Those who have not yet worked for ten days are to
bctrcaled in ICCOrdancc: with Anicle 21 of these regulations.
Article 21. When an odd-jobber hired on a daily basis falls ill or is injured on the job,
he should be given the day's pay and the necessary medicine.
Article 22. When someone hired as auxiliary labor dies while employed, the employer
should subsidize the family for funeral expenses, the paymeut of which is specified as
follows:

I. When an employee hired by the year dies of an occupational disease or an injury
suffered on the job, regardless of the length of service, he is to be given a subsidy of
two months' pay. If death is the result of an injury from an ordinary accident, che
employer should give the family a funeral allowance in the amount of ono and a half
months of his pay if he has worked for at least a month, or a subsidy in the amount ofa
month's pay if he has worked for less than a month.
2. When an employee hired by the month dies of an occupational disease or injury
suffered on the job, regardless of the length of service, the employer should give his
family a death allowance in the amount of his monthly pay. If his death is the result of
an illness or at1 injury from an ordinary cause, the employer should give the family a
funeral allowance of half his month's pay if he has worked for at least ten days, or an
allowance equaling ten days' pay if he hu not yet worked for ten days.
3. When an odd-jobber dies of an injury suffered on the job, the employer should
give his family I 0 )'111111 for funeral expenses.
Article 23. These regulations take effect from the date of their promulplicm.

Judicial Procedures
Decree of the Central Executive Committee ofthe
Chinese Soviet Republic (Central, No. 5)
(AprilS, 1934)
The followiq judicial procedures for the Chinese Soviet Republic have been established
and are hereby promulgated. It is so ordered.
Aprii8,19J4
Chainnan

Vice-Chainnen

Mao Zedcmg

,...a. . .
Xiang Ying

Under the circumstances of the civil war, organs such as soviet courts of jUSiice, political
security bureaus, committees to eliminate COIIIIterrevolutionaries, and so on, should take
resolute, swift. and com:ct measures to eliminate the counterrevolutionaries. so as to
protect the interests of the revolutionary people and consolidate soviet political power. To
this end, the followiqjudicial procedures are stipulated:
I. Special agents from dimict security bureaus, district couns, disaiCI committees for
the elimination of counlen'evolutionarics (under the revolutionary committees in new
soviet areas). people's poliu bureaus, IUld labor courts are all entrusted with power to
arrest counterrevolutionaries and OCher criminals who should be arrested. The previous
regulation, according to which a district may not make such anests without approval from
higher levels, should be annulled. It is funher stipulated: in times of emergency, toWDship
and urban district soviets, and township and UJb111 district revolutionary commiuees, u
long as they have the support or the revolutionary populll masses in the locality, also
have the authority to amst counterrevolutionaries and other important criminals. Following their arrest, they are to be turned over to the organs for the elimination of counterrevolutionaries and the judicial organs at lhe district level.
2. District judicial departments 111d district eommittees for the eliminalion or counterrevolutionaries have lhe right to try and sentence all local criminals (counterrevolutionariesandothers).
In new soviet areas or border areas, areas under enmy attack, or wberc counterrevolutionaries are panicularly active, and also in times of uraent mobilizalioD for
certain work (such as lhe Land Investigation Movement, Red Army expansion, and the
sudden attack campaign 1), disbic:t judicial dcpartrru:Dts and eommillccs for the eliminaOur souree rOI' lhis documcn1 is MilO Udongj/, Vol. 4, pp. 323-l!i.

I. 7i;l yrurdong. This lam is probably an abbrevilled n=bnce to !be milillry raaic!J or dumu:u
lllji, commonly rransl•led as "the 111;1ke or Ikon, sharp 1hrusls," which were bcins promoiOd B11hi1
lirnt.Seeabove,lhelnii'OdiiCIIion.
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tion of counterreVOiutionuies, as long as they have the support of the revolutionary
popular masses in the locality, have the riJ)It to cany out death sentences directly after a
trial of the first instance in cases of counterrevolutionaries and other criminals from the
gentry and landlord classes. But after such a sentence is carried out, it must be reported to
higberauthoriticstodealwiththematter.
]. Judicial departments at both provincial and xian levels, committees for the elimination of COUIIICmvolutionarics, and military lribunals at both buic and higher levels art all
authorized to anat, try, and sentence any criminal, and to cany out the sentence (includ·
ingthedeathpeaalty).
4. In all cases involving CO\Diterrevolutionaries, state political security bureaus at all
levels have tbc authority to hold preliminary examinations, after which the cue is turned
overtoacourttodealwitbthematter.
Local security bureaus in border areas and Red Army security bureaus at the front are,
however, authorized to deal directly with enemy spies, fascist clements, sword-wielding
bandits., and militia bandits, z u well as countemvolutionary gentry and l111dlords, with·
out having to go through the judicial departments. In serious and pressing cases of COWl·
tenevolution, tbc State Political Security Bureau and its branches in local areas, in the Red
Army, and in military disbicts are authorized to adopt emergency measures. After an
emergency meuure has been taken, if disputes uiac with the local Jovemment, top
leaden in the military administration, or other organs. the right to determine whether or
not the ll1lltCI' was handled appropriately rests with the Council of People's Commissars
or, in soviet areas not directly joined with the Central Area, with the presidium of Cite
provincial soviet.
S. The system of requiring approval limn higher levels is hereby aboliahed, and the
practic:c of appeal instituted. A eriminal who docs not accept the sentence is permitted to
appeal to aiUgher level. It is further stipulated that the period of time allowed for appeal is
a maximum of seven days. swting ftom the dsy the defendant is served with a written
aenteoce. (If the defendant is illiteme, this must be explained to him orally.)
In new soviet areas or border areas, areas that are under enemy attack, orin other
emergencies, counterrevolutionaries 111d criminals limn the gentry or landlord clust1
may be deprived of the right ofappeal.
6. It is 11ipulated that the soviet courts adopt a t~level aial system, lhat is, oae
composed of the aial of first instance and the final judgment If the district is the orpn of
the lrial of fine insWlce, the xtdn is the organ of final judgment. If the ..tUl11 is the orpn of
the trial of fine instance, the province is the organ of final judgment. If the province is the
O!Jin of the lrial of first instance, the Supreme Court is tbe organ of final judgment. If the
lower-level military tribunal is the orpn of the trial of fiJ'It inst&Dce, the hiJber-levol
military aibunll is the organ of final jiMigment If lbe higher-level military tribunal is the
organ of the lrial of fine instance, the organ of final judgment is the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court is the higheat judicial orpn in lhe judicial process. After JOing through
the two levels of trials, no case may be further appealed. If, however, the procurator has
l.Thetermtltlq"~. li!MI\y"swurdbandita,"n=btoold-falbionedlocal bandiu;/WIIfolisa
~ontiveappcllllionforlhelandlor4militiasorminluim,bereii'UIIIated"milililllbandits."Por

occurrencaorsuchusqeinlhebodyol'lbevolume,sathen=lnantno!etolbeteldoi'Fcbnaaryl7,
19lt(wben:lhemililaryfo~inlheserviceol'lhclandlordsan:oallcd/ltrrfti,or"pacirtea~icm

ban!IH."),andnwrten)lllleXISol'l9lllllldl932wbcftl!bcyan:rcfern=dtoutlllll!foi,notablylbe
ordenoi'AUJU~~tl,t9ll,andScpccrnbcr26.1932.
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further objections in apanicularcase, he may lodge a protest with the proper judicial
organandbringaboutonemoretrial.
7. Apartfromtheorgansspecifiedintheseprocedures,nootherorganhastherightto
arrest, tty, or punish any criminal. Exceptions arc made only in times of emergency.
8. The judicial procedures stipulated m Directive No.6 of December 16, 1931; the
Temporary Organizational and Judicial Regulations of the Commissariat for Justice of
June 9, 1932; and the Temporary Regulations for Military Tribunals of February I, 1932,
all promulgated by the Central Executive Committee, are hereby declared null and void.

Regulations for the Punishment of
Counterrevolutionaries
Order of the Central Executive Committee of the
Chinese Soviet Republic (Central, No. 6}
(April 8, 1934)

The regulations for tbe punishment of counterrevolutionaries arc hereby laid down and

promulgated.ltissoordcred.
AprilS, 1934
Cbainnan

Mao Zedong

Vicc-Chainncn

Xiang Ying
ZhmgGuouo

Article I. Wboeverccxrmits anyofthe aimcsCDumcratedintbesc regulations, whether be
be a Chinese or a foreigner, and whelber wilhin or beyond !he tcrrilorial boundaries of1hc
Chinese SovicC Rcpub.lic, shall be punished pursuant to these rcgulalions.
Article 2. Whoever attempts to overthrow or sabotage the Soviet Government or the
riJhls secuml by the democratic revolution of the workers and peasatlts, with the inteD·
tion of maintaining or restoring the rule ofthe gentry, the landlord class., and the bourgeoisie., regardless of the means employed, commits a counterreVOlutionary acl.
(Note) CounterrevolutiOIUIIY criminal aciS against the soviets or commined within the
soviet boundaries, as rcfem:d to in these regulations, include all countcrrcvolutionuy
criminal acts against revolutionary committees or commined in areas under the jurisdic-

tion of these revolutionary comminces.
Article 3. Whoever orpnizcs countem:volutionary armed troops, militia balldiiS, or
local bandits to invade soviet lelritory, or incites the residents to counterrevolUiionary
rebellion wilhin lhe soviet boundaries. shall be punished by dealh.
Article 4. Whoever collaborales with imperialist fon:cs and GuomindanJ warlords in
armed encroachment upon soviet territory, or in resistance to any maneuver oflhc Soviet
Red Anny, shall be punisbed by death.
Ar1icle S. Whoever orpnizes any son of counrerrevolutionary group 10 oppose or undermine the soviets, wilh lbe intenlion ofmainlainingorrcstoringtheruleoflhe despotic germy,
the landlords, and the bourgeoisie, sball be punished by death. Those whose cases are less
serious W.ll be sentenced 10 imprisonment for not less than lhree years.
Aniclc 6. Whoever organizes or incites residents to refuse payment of taxes or pcrforOw-soun:e for this text isMaoZedongji, Vol. 4, pp. 327-32.
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mancc of other obligations with intent to jeopardize the soviets sball be punished by
death. Those whose cases are less serious shall be sentenced to imprisonment for not less
than one year.
Alticle 7. Whoever, for the purpose of counterrevolution, intentionally opposes and
transgresses any laws and ordinances issued by the soviets and opposes and undamines
any enterprises run by the soviets shall be punished by death. Those whose cases are less
serious shaJI be sentenced to impri50nfllCJit for not less than one year.
Article 8. Whoever, for the purpose ofcounterTeVolution, worms his way into a soviet
orpn or an enterprise rut1 by the soviets with intent to usurp or undermine soviet power
and its enterprises shall be punished by death. Those whose cases arc less serious shall be
sentenced to imprisonment for not less than two years.
AI1icle 9. Whoever, for the purpose of countem::volution, instigates or executes the
murder or attempted murder of someone who works in the Soviet Govcmmcnt, the Red
Anny, a revolutionary body, or aoy other revolutionary element, regardless of the means
used,sballbepunishedbydeath.
Alticle 10. Whoever, for the purpose of counterrevolution or to be rewarded for
services to the counterrevolution, carries out any sor1 of espionage activity or discloses,
steals, and collects any materialtbat is of the natUR of a slate secret or military informa.
tion shall be sentenced to death. Whoever leaks any such secrciS as the result of neglecc
of duty and without realizing the consequences of his actions shall be sentenced to
imprisonment for from one to five years.
Article II. Those who have held important responsibilities in the reactionary rCgimc
and engaged in active opposition to the interests of the workers and peasants and to the
revolutionary movement shall be punished by death. Sentence may, however, be reduced
underspecialcircurnstances.
Article 12. Whoever, for the pUJpOSe of counterreVOlution, gives talks or engages in
conversation using reactionuy writings and pictures to cany out propaganda and agiration
toward residents or Red Anny soldiers, or spreads rumors that cause panic in society and
undennine faith in the soviets or the Red Anny, shall be puaished by death. Those whose
cases are less serious shall be sentenced to imprisonment for not less than six months.
Article I l. Whoever produces or is foWid in possession of any sor1 of reactionary
demagogic writings or pictures to be used for counterRvolutionary propagatida and agita-tion shall be punished with imprisonment for from one to five yean.
Article 14. Whoever, for the purpose of COUDterrcvoludon, uses religious superstition
to incite residents to undennine the soviets and violate their laws and ordinances shall be
punished by death. Those whose cases are less serious shall be punished with imprison·
mentfornotlcssthansixmonths.
Article IS. Whoever surrenders to the counterrevolution and discloses to it any secrets
of the Chinese Soviet Republic, or helps the counterrevolution in active opposition to the
Soviet and the Red Army (i.e., a traitor to the revolution), shall be punished by death.
Article 16. Whoever defects to the enemy bringing with him firearms or other milirary supplies or incites or Oipnizes other people to sUn"Cnder to the enemy shall be
punishedbydealh.
Allicle 17. Whoever, for the purpose of counterrevolution, wonns his way iato a
revolutioaary army unit with intent to caprure or disband the unit in assistance to the
enemy shall be puaishcd by death.
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Article 18. Whoever leads or orpnizes Red Army soldier& to desert. and any Red
Anny soldier who has desencd as many as five times, shall be p1111ished by death. Under
special circumstances, 1he punishment may be reduced.
Article 19. Wbocvcr, for the purpose ofcountenevolution, illklntionally destroys or
abandons firearms and OCher miliwy supplies or steals miliwy supplies to trade with the
enemy shall be sentenced to death. Those whose cases are less serious shall be sentenced
to imprisonment for not less than one year.
Article 20. Whoever, for the purpose of counterrevolution, deliberately disobeys any
order &om a higher commander with intent to interfere with some miliwy task, intentionally fires at his own troops on the battlefield, or seizes an opporrunity to create disturbanccsonthebanlefrontshallbepunishedbydeath.
Article 21. Whoever, for the purpose ofcounlerm'olution, murders revolutionary people or deJibentely destroys or seizes their property so that the reputation of the soviets and
the Red Anny is impaired among the masses shall be puDished by death. Those whose
cases arc less serious cases shall be sentenced to imprisonment for not less than sill
months.
Article 22. Whoever is found in secret possession of firearms in the service of his
counterrevolUtionary purposes shall be punished by death.
Article 23. Whoever, for the purpose of countmevolution, sers up any secret organ
that ubotlges trmsportation on land and water or damages or dcscroys any public warehouse, state-run enterprise, or public building sllall be punisbed by death. Those whose
cases arc less serious shall be sentencod to imprisonment for not less than sill months.
Article 24. Whoever, for the pwpoiC of coum.errevo\utiotl, destroys by fire any house
or mountain forest, thus causing grqt loss to the state and the residents, shall be puDished
by death. 1Dosc whose cues arc less serious shall be sentenced to imprisonment for not
less than sill months.
Anicle 25. Whoever, with lbe intent to undennine tbe economy of the Chinese Soviet
Republic, produces or llansports counterfeit soviet currency, public bonds, or credit bills;
incites the residents to reject soviec cunency or abate its value to create distwblllCCS in the
market; or hoards or smuggles out a large amount of cash with intent to disn1pt the martel:
shall be punished by death. Those whose: cues are less serious shall be sentenced to
imprisonment for not less than Bill months.
Article 26. Whoever, for tbe purpose of countcrmrolution, obstructs or undermines
the trade of the Chinese Soviet Republic, causing great losses to state-run enterprises,
coopervives, and the people., or delibmtely closes down his business to provoke economic twmoil, shall be punished by death. Those whose cases are less serious shall be
sentenced to imprisonment for not less than one year.
Article 27. Whoever falsely assumes the name of the soviets, the Red Anny, or any
revolutionary body, or falsifies any public or personal seal and docwnent in the pursuit of
countenevolutionary &Ciivities shall be punisbed by death. Those whose cases are less
serious shall be sentenced to imprisonment for not less than sill months.
Article 28. Whoever, sneaking into a soviet organ for the purpose of coumerrevolution, deliberately connives with any countem:volutionary element or criminal ftom the
landlord class or the bourgeoisie., instigates the person's escape, or administers light
punishment to him for grave crimes; or 011 the other hand brings false charges against a
revolutionary elemeDI, subjects him to brutal torture, or suppresses his prosecuting or
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ex.posing counterrevolutionlries, shall be punished by death. Those whose cues are less
serious shall be senteRced to imprisonment for not less dwJ 1wo yell'S.
Article 29. Whoever has been deported by the soviets. but secretly reenters soviet
territory with inteRt to cany UUI counterrevolutionary activities shall be punislled by

"""'·

Article 30. Whoever hides., shellen, or assists anyone who has commiaed any offense
as specified in Articles 3 to 29 in these regulalicms is deemed to have commiaed the same
crime as the alleged offender.
Article 31. Punishment shall be increased for whoever has been sentenced to imprisonment by a court for committing one or more offeDses as specif!ed in Articles 3 to 30
of these regulations. bu1 again commits one or more of these crime~.
Article 32. Punislunent shall be redu;cd fur whoever has attempted to carry om an
offense as specified in these regulations, but has not succeeded in doing so (an attempted
crime). and was merely an accomplice of the said crime.
Al1icle 33. PunishmCDt for a person who has conunillcd an offe!lse not willingly, but
as a result of coercion by others which he IIUiy could not avoid, or wbo wu not aware of
the ultimate object oflbe criminal act, or not directly involved in the actual commission of
the crime, shall be remitled or reduced from that prescribed in the appropriate article.
Allicle 34. Punishment for an offender who is a worker or peasant element and plays
no leading or major role in lbe offense should be lighter than that stipulated in these
regulations for a person committing the same crime from the landlord or bourgeois claas.
Allicle 3S. P\lnislunenl for a person who has done meritorious services to the Soviet
should be reduced from that preseribed in the appropriate article relating to his crime in
these regulations.
Anicle 36. P~mishmenl for whoever, having committed one of the oft'erlses specified
in these regulations, voluntarily surrenders himself to the Soviet before he is discovered (a
voiWIIII')' confessor), or whoever is repentant when his crime is discovered, frankly tells
everything related to the crime. and helps the organs cngqed in the elimination of counterrevolutionaries to capture other accomplices (a person making a ftesh start), shall be
reducedfromlhatprescribedinlherelevantarticles.
Article 37. Punishment for a young offender under the age of sixteen who has com·
mined one of the crimes specified in these Reaulations shall be reduced from that prescribed in the appropriate article. A juvenile offender 1mder the age of fourteen shall be
sent to a reformatory for reformation through education.
Al1icle 38. Counterrevolutionary criminaiiCIS not specified in lhesc resulations shall
be punished in accordance with similar provisions herein.
Article 39. In addition to lhc punishment meted out to a person who has commiaed
one of the offenses specified in these reaulations in accordance with the appropriate
provisions, all or pan of the person's property may be confiscated, and he may be deprived of all or pari ofhis civil rights.
Article 40. These regulations prescribe ten years as the maximum length of imprison-

mom.
Article 41. These regulations lake efTect on the date of their promulgation.

Marriage law
Order ofthe Central Executive Committee ofthe
Chinese Soviet Republic (Central, No. 7)
(AprilS, 1934)
The Marriage Law has now been formulated and is hcrc:by promulpted. The marriage
regulations of the Chinese Soviet Republic issued on December I, 1931, become void
!Tom 1he date of the promulption ofthislaw.
April8,1934

Chainnan
Vice-Chainnen

Mao Zedong
Xiarlg Ying

""""Guoloo
Cbpter I. General PriDelples

Article I. Theprinciplelhalamaniagebetweenamanandawomanmu&lbcbesedon
he will is established The entire system of arranged marriages, compulsion, and marriages
bucdonbuyiDgandsellingisabolisbed. Thepracticcofraisingchildbridcsis prohibited.
Article 2. The system of mcmopmy shall be practiced, and polygamy and polyandry
are prohibited.
Chapterl. Marrtap

Article 3. The maniapable age is twenty for men and eighteen for women.
Article 4. The marriage of a rrw1 and a woman must be agreed. upon by both parties,
and no coen:ion by ci1her aide or by a third party is permitted.
Article S. MIITii&C of a man and a woman who are related by blood within three
generations is prohibited.
Article 6. Marriage by Chose suffering ftom venereal disease, leprosy, pulmonaty
tuberculosis, and other types of dangerous infectious diseases is prohibited. But !hose wbo
have been ex~mined by a doctor and found fit for marriage are excepted from this article.
Article 7. Marriage of those suffering from mental disorders or paralysis is prohibited.
Article 8. To many, a man and a woman must go topther to die townsbip SOYiet or Ul
"urban district" soviet to n:gister and receive a marriage certificate. Bride-price, betrothal
gifts, and dowry an: abolished.
OurSO\II'CC forlhisleiU isMaoZ«<oolgfi, Vol. 4, pp. 333-36.
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Article 9. A man and a woman who cohabit are considered 10 be mllried. whelher or
II.Oltheyhaveregistercd.
Chapterl. DI\IOI'Cie
Article 10. Freedom of divorce is hctd;)y affinncd. A divorce can be granled when
either the man or the woman resolutely demands it.
Article II. A request for diYOR:e by the wife of a Red Anny soldier musl be agreed to
by her husband. In places where c:onapondcru:c is easy, however, after two yeus without
hearing fi'om bcr husband, the wife may request the local govemment10 register a divon:c. In places where correspondence is difficult, after four yeus without hearing from
bcr husband, the wife may request the local government 10 register a di'YCliU.
Article 12. A divorce between a man and 11 woman must be registered at a township
sovietoran"urbandistrict"soviet.
Cbapter 4. DllposllloD of lbe Property of tbe
Mu and the Woman Uter Divorce

Article 13. After divo~, the man and woman are both free 10 dispose of the land,
property, and debt each of them had originally. When the man and woman have been
married for a full year, any increase in property under their joint control is to be divided
equally bctwccn them. If they have children, it is to be divided equally on a per capita
basis. The repayment of any joint debt incurred during the period when the man and the
woman lived together shall be the responsibility of the man.
Artic:le 14. After her divorce, if she moves 10 another village, the woman shall be
allotted a piece of land according 10 the rate of land distribution in her new village of
residence. If the new village of residence has no more land for disaibution, then the
woman shall still hold the land she owned belbre, and the method of dealing with ilwhether by renting it out, selling it, or excbangiiiJ it with someone else--&hall be decided
by the woman herself. With rcprd to children raised by the mother, who follow her 1o her
new residence, the methods for disbibution or dealing with the land shall be detennined
entirely by the aforementioned rules.
Article IS. After divorce. if die woman does not rcmany and lacks labor power, or has
no fixed occupation and is therefore unable to support herself, the man must help the
woman plow and cultivate the land or provide support for bcr to live. If, however, the man
himself is unable 10 work, or has no fixed occupation, and caMot provide support. he
shall be exempted from this provision.

Cll•pter 5. Arnnpmeall Reprdln& Cblldren .rter • DWorce
Article 16. Children bom or still being carried before the divorce shall be raised by the
woman. If the woman does not want to raise them, then they shall be raised by the man. In
the case of older children, however, the wishes of the children must be respected as well.
Article 17. As regards children to be raised by the woman, the man shaU bear twothirds of the children's necessary living expense until the age of sixteen. He can make the
payment either in cash or by cultivating the land disbibuted to the children.
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Anicle 18. When a woman remarries, only if her new husband is willing to raise her
children can the natural father of the children be relieved oflhe responsibility for paying
ror the children's necessary living expenses as prescribed in the previous article. A new
husband who adopts the children must register at the township soviet or the city soviet.
Once registered, he must take responsibility for raising the children to adulthood, arad may
not stop halfway or abuse them.
Chapter 6. Arnapmems Jleeardlrl&lllegltllllllle CbUdren

Article 19. All children bom out of wedlock &hall enjoy all rights pnted to legitimate
children in this Muriage Law. Abusing or ablndoning illegitimate children is prohibited.
Cbapter 1. Sapplementlry Artides

Article 20. Anyone in violation of this law will be duly punished in accordance with
the Criminll Law.
Article 21. This law comes into force upon promulption.
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684-87; defeat of enemies and,
324; development of, 413, 671,
711; errors in, 199; in Fujian
Province, 199; land refonn in, xxvi;
political power in, 822; poor
peasant league in, 453, 457
Agric:ulrure: bankruptcy in, 465, 685;
collective, 846-47; comminees for,
908,915, 925; competitions in,
238,349,621;delaysin, 18--20,
69-70; department of, 385;
discussionson,457, 741-42;
experiment stations for, 567,596,
692,908,915, 923; instructions for,
321,328--29, 34&--49, 382--83; and
irrigation, 372,784, 810, 824-25;
labor power for, 630,691--92, 706;
and model fanning, 603--()4;
production in, 348-49, 395, 417,
453,485,487, 576, 578,687, 915;
taxes on, 786,815--16, 860-61,
879-80,8811,900-903,909,914,
925; wages in, 605, 682t. See also
Grain; Harvest

Air raids: comminees on, 907, 914; at
front line, 754; Japanese, 206, 764;
preparation for, 33, 72, 73, 152,
153, 307, 599; in sovictarcas,392,
491,538
All-Cbina Federation ofTrade Unions.,
883, 884, 888, 891, 894-96
All-China General Labor Union, 417
America: and China, 528,760,761,
770; GMD support from, 461, 469,
481,537-40, 757; imperialism of,
46, 210,405; and Japan, 195, 760,
773; and Soviet Union, 657
Ancestml halls, 450-51,546,547,
565-66,823
Anfu Clique, 774
Anhui Province, 36, 46
Anti-Bolshevik Corps. See AB Corps
Anti-imperialist movement, 170
Anti-Japanese volunteer armies: CCP
support for, 661,761, 768--70; and
guerrilla warfare, 212, 213; Mao's
lener to, 652-53; as revolutionary
force,207,315,392, 775;strength
of, 315, 575, 660; suppression of,
355,580-81
Anyuan (Jiangx.i), 306, 394,432
Anyuansi, Ninghuaxian (Fujian), Red
Army in, 103, 120, 185, 186
Apprentic:es, 162,226,798,887--88
Army Comminees., 13, 57--60, 77,
81--96,98--104, 107, 109, 110, 113
Artisans,882
Asset redistribution: pace or, 438, 507,
515--17,525; to poor masses, 396,
425, 438-39; by swapping,
558-59. See also Land redisDibution
August I Commemora1ion, 443, 5 19nl,
885
Baggage, 6,8, 32, 79, 83, 136, 143, 153
Bai Chongx.i, 36n7, 93,699
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Baisha, Shanghangxian, 121,204, 367;
GMDforcesnear,67, 72,98, 132,
!51
Baishi,80, 124, ISO
Bandits: inFujianProvince, 187;
guerrillawarfareagainst,238;
militia(tuanfei),l34,199,9S2,
9S4;pacification, ls-19,20,
9S2n2;suppressionof, 14,46,48,

580
Banks, 169; functions of, 162, 310, 318,
689, 707; and taxes, 830, 901
Bcijing,402, 775
Beijing·Tianjinline,40S
Beiping area: GMD withdrawal from,
388,391, 392,40S;Japanese in,
373,461,465,659, 773;sell·outof,
362,759
Blockades (GMD): and cooperatives,
240,431,4S8;economic,
b:x-lxxiii,318,362,363,462,S02,
66S;andeconomicconstruction,
487,495,690, 70S; and shortages,
298,441,629,671, 713;in
strategy, 303, 3R4; and war
mobili:.:ation,298
Blockhouse strategy (GMD),lxxi,
lxxxiii, lxxxvii-lxxxviil, 118n3,
665,719
Bo Gu (Qin Bangxian), lxvii,
lxxvi-lxxviii,lxxxiii-lxxxviii,
xci-xciii, 730; biography of,
lxin63;andCentralExttutive
Committee, 729-730; and Long
March,xci-xciii
Bolshevism, 117, 169, 489, SOS, 508, 509,

Bonds, economic conslruction
(continued)
694, 866-67; as public debt, 495;
regulations for, SOl, 86&-69, 959
Bonds, war, 236, 30s-ll, 321,858,959
Boshcngxian: conference in, 479nl;
GMD threat to, 723; grain surplus
in, 358, 402, 403; investigations in,
398-40 I, 504, 508, S II; poor
peasant league in, 512. See also
Ningduxian
Bourgeoisie, S 19-21; and Chiang
Kaishek,46,460;and
counterrevolution, 166, 676-77; in
GMD, xxv, 445, 462; intellectual,
S42,S61,679;inrulingclass,S29,
871,941
Braun, Otto (Li De), lxxviii,lxxxiin99,
lxxxiii,lxxxv-lxxxviii,xc-xcii;
biography of, lxxviin87; and Long
March,:>~ci-xciii

Britain: alliance with Japan, 760;
colonization by, 481-82; GMD
support from, 46,355,469,481,
757; in Hong Kong, 775; and Tibet,
373,392,40S,S20,S28,S82,6S9
Bureaucratism: and counterrevolution,
166; and elections, 336,337,473,
476; in land investigation, 412,
424, 509, 514; and mass work,
331-33,489,709, 722;andquotas,
49s-99; in soviet organs, 224, 322,
332-33,578,584-85,810
Bureaucrats, 162,546,822
Buzhoushan (Imperfect Mountain),
52-53

515
Bondsales,lxxiii;cadresand,497,498;
coercion in, 310, 332, 544-45;
committeesfor,909,914-IS,926;
competitionsin,237,310;
examplesof,607--08,627,638,
721; goals for, 485, SOS;
instructionsfor,497-SOI;mass
organizationsin,488,684;
sabotageof,SOJ;assovietwork,
504,525-26
Bonds, economic construction: issuance
of, 431, 462, 500-501, 576-77,

CaiHuiwcn,82,9S,98nl, 102
Cai Tingkai, 37, Sl, 90n27; biography
of, lxxi:>~ n91; attacks Central
SovietArea,663;andChiang
Kaishek,99n3;deceptionby,406;
at Donggu, 71, 124, 133; in Fujian
Province, lxxi:>~-lx:>~:>~i,402, 733;
near Gaoxingxu, 145, 147;
harassment of, 134;andJapanese,
210; at Liangcun, 132; near
Longgang, 129; nearNingdu, 67;
rctreatsof, 149, ISI;strategies

INDEX

Cai Tingkai (cOIItinued)
against, 72,98-99,100,102,131,
133; troop movements, 9, 37, 67,
127; near Xingguo, 14,42, 49, 51
Caixi Township investigation, 623-40
Capitalism, 278, 314,324, 519,657,679
Cap.iu.lists, Chinese: concessions to,
318, 710; in economic
construction, 140, 693; and
elections. 336, 532,789,871,
871-72; execution of, 173; fines
on, 908; flight of, 318, 557; and
GMD, 169; investment by, 706,
707; and Labor Law, 188-89; in
manufacturing, 160; reactionary,
556, 557; rich peasants as, 138;
struggle against, 473; supervision
of, 160, 908; tax burden of, 318;
and weapons, 3 77. See also
Commerce; Merchants
Casualties,war:carefor,84,117,143,
784-SS, 847; management of,
31-32; medical reams for, 6., 8, 33,
142; pensions for, 931; reported,
83, 88, 262; responsibility for, 6,
84, 130n2, 146
Central Anny (GMD), 663
Central Bureau (CCP): bulletins from,
44; circulars of, liS; enors of,
61--63;establishmentof,
xxxii--xxxiii, xxxvii, 61; and land
investigation,lxvi--lxviii, 508-10;
lcners to, 217-18,242,244, 255;
membels of, xxxviii, xlvi, !vii,
61nl4, 11Snl; and mobili7.ation,
416; and Qingtang conference,
xxxviii--xxxix, lxvin73; resolutions
of, xxxiv, lxii, S6-66; and
Tingzbou,367
Central Soviet Area: administrative
areas in, 862--63; attacks on, xxiv,
xxxix, xli, 281, 308, 315, 346, 348,
663, 7S4; campaigns in, lxx, Jxxi,
lxxv,lxxxvii--lxxviii, 2S9, 669;
collapse of, xxix, xxxvii, xciii; and
economic construction, 479nl;
economy in, 689,691, 693;
education in, 695; eslablishment of,
xxviii, xlv; famine in, 441; GMD
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Central Soviet Area {continued)
threatto,315,317,331, 774;
guerrilla walfarc in, 671; labor
unions in, 683; land distribution in,
lxvi, 411; recruitment in, 482, 669;
Red Army in, 222, 231, 480;
subversives in, 677; victories in,
222,3S3,574,663;war
preparations in, 284, 291,295, 303;
xlan in, 394, 41 ~16, 684. See 11/so
Fujian Province; Jiangxi Province
Central Soviet Government,
ProvisionaJ, 70, 142, ISS, 707;
anniversary of, 278-79, 314;
announcements of, 500;
anti-imperialism of, 169, 821; on
bonds, 858, 86&--69; on ccase-fll'e.
376, 388, 392; circulars of, 398;
offers combat agreements, 356,
362--63,388,406,537,583, 660;
correct leadership of, 464, 469,
S08; declaration of war by, 206--08.,
210,211,316, 46S, 660, 764--65;
directives of, 194, 209;
esu.blishment of, 6S, 97, 165,278,
666, 821 ; and Guomindang,
219-20; and League ofNations.
292; letter to masses, 167,402;
Manifesto of, 206; notices of, 524,
814; orders of, 163,257,368,371,
495, 569; organization of, 942--47;
and preferential treatment, 844;
proclamations of, 328, 355, 361,
373,381,464, 732, 752,754, 759;
on provincial congress. 222; report
of, 314-25; resolutions of, 81 0; and
revolutionary order, 171-72; on
social relief, 822,847, 907; on
taxation, 814-17; and war revenue,
236; on women's issues., 225. See
ul:ro Executive Comminee, Cenual
Changgang Township investigation,
lxxiv, 584-622
Changsba (Hunan): anacks on, 58--60,
186, 491nl, S38; and GMD, 94,
103; Red Army at, 33
Cbangsha(Jiangxi),l52
Changtingxian (Fujian): as banlefield,
99; and Border Committee, 104;
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Changling xian (Fujian) (continued)
Central Bureau at, 203; errors in,
263, 313,411; labor unions in, 684;
land investigation in, 394, 395,
398-401, S04n1; and Red Army,
ISI,I52,201412;asworluuea,
107418, 110, Ill, 113,721. See
also Tingzhou
Chen Ajin: biography of, 410nl
Chen Cheng, lxviin74; attacks by, 723;
at Futian, 127, 132; at Ji'an, 151,
248; letter ftom Chiang, 460; at
Ningdu, 121 ; strategies against,
133, 250; troop movements, 249; at
Wan'an, 131,132,242-43
Chen Duxiu, xxii
Chen Guofu, 165
Chen Jitang, 402, 762, 775
Chen Lifu, 165
Chen Mingshu,lxxx, 649, 733;
biography of, lxxixn91
Chen Shaoyu (Wang Ming), xxxviinl8,
xlix, lxin63; biography of, xxxvin16
Chen Tanqiu, 731
Chen Y aohan, 290
Chen Zhcngren, 162, 820, 825
Chi (unit of measure), 342
Chiang Kaishek, xlii; accusations
against, 45--46, 374, 537; anny
units under, 37; attacks on Central
Area, xxiv, xli,lxxi, lxxY-txxvi,
lxxxvi, 357,362,431-32, 754; and
bourgeoisie, 46, 460; and Caj
Tingkai, 99; and "CC Clique," 165;
and constitution, 64n21; deception
by, lOS, 374, 765-66; defeats of,
36, 94,217,353,389,402,431,
460; and Fint Campaign, 36;
forces at Longgang. 129; foRign
support for, 46,355,461,469,481,
537-40, 757; and Fujian Incident,
lxx.ix--lxxxi,lxxxiv, 733; and
Guangdong govenunent, 64n21,
93n32, 103, 108; and Guangdong
Province, 90, 94, 100, 108, 115;
and Guangxi clique, 36, S2n2, 94;
and He Yingqin, 14nl; and Huang
Shaoxiong. 36; and Hunan
Province, 90; and imperialists, 46,

Chiang Kaishek (continued)
373, 762; and Japanese, 355-56,
360n2, 373, 375, 388--89, 392,
58D-81 ; and Jiang Guangnai, 99; in
Jiangxi Province, 374, 759; and KK
organi7.ation, 164-65; letters by,
460, 764; loyalty to, 99n3, 100,
375, 664; and Lushan meetings,
S81n4, 759, 774; in Nanchang, liS,
S38,S8in4,S81, 759; in
negotiations, 373, 388, 58D-83; and
Northern Provinces, 361,374, 662;
opposition to, 90, 644, 649; and
Red Army, 36, 46, 115,406, 723;
and Republic of China, 821; and
naling class, 46; and Second
Campaign, xxxiv, 37, 94; and ThiJd
Campaign, x1i--xlii, 103; and truce
agreement, 388n2, 391; as warlord,
45-46, lOS, 460,764, 767; and
warlords, 29, 35n4, 36,45-46,
S2n2, 93n32, 406, 662; weakened,
217; andZhana, Xueliang, 29,374
Children: class status of, 564-65; of
divorced parents, 818-19, 952-53;
in labor laws, 884--86,887, 892;
land disaibution to, 819, 952;
production by, 552,630, 683, 795,
796, 798; protection of, 787, 797;
treatment of, 616, 618, 698, 960
Children's League, 598-99,613,617,
618,696,902,929
China: coloniw.ion of, 209,481--82,
581,659,699, 756; minorities in,
415nl.~700;tenitorial

integrity of, 356,392,407,520,
582,664,761
Chinese Communist Party (CCP):
anti-Japanese program of, 761--62;
class-alien elements in, 60; correct
line of, 5~57, 65, 481, 573, 665;
cstablishmenl of, xxii; factionalism
in, xxiv, xxvii--xxviii,
xxxvi--xxxvii, 57--61, 62; Fifth
Plenum of, lxix, lxxxiY-lxxxvi;
Fourth Plenum of, 56--66; and
investigations, 417, 506, 508--09,
Sll,SIJ;Iiaisonofticeof,l63;
mass work by, 415; members of,
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Chinese Communist Party (continued)
164, 165; and Mutual Help Society,
902; and poor peasant league, 455;
provincial committees of, 850; and
Red Army, 783; Second Plenum of,
60-61; and Security Bureau, 837;
Sixth Congress of, 57; Third
Plenum of, 57, 61; Women's
Depanment of, 749n3
Chinese Revolution. See Revolution
Chinese Soviet Republic: capital of,
367n2; establishment of, x.xiv,
x.lviii, 634, 666, 820, 885; foreign
policy of, 160, 169,292-94,726,
944; government of, 821; and
proletariat,520;revenuefor,237,
344,395,786,830
Chongren, 14,247-48, 249-50,253
Chongrenxian, as Red area, 574
Chongx.ian, 72, 124, 127-28, 131,
147
City soviets: construction of, 175,
810-11; delegates for, 179-80,
874; and elections, 473--74,
531-32, 795, 797-99, 827, 829;
establishrnentof,162,192, 199;
organization of, 811-12, 904-13;
and police, 856. See also Soviets
Class consciousness, 112,188,337,
415,480,541,670,701,934
Class investigation: accusations in,
427-28,515;instructionsfor,
43~37, 506; with land
investigation, lxvi-lxvii, 412,423,
524-25; propaganda for, 517
Class status: and agrarian revolution,
317,435, 512,548, 684-87;
analysis of, 55, 418, 423, 437-38,
509-10, 513; of children, 564-65;
ofcounterrevolutionaries,l71,173,
319, 823, 833--34; criteria for,
546--49, 550-67; of delegates,
179-80,400, 874-75; and
fund-111ising, 190-91 ; and labor
unions, 66; and land distribution,
54-55, 413--14; and marriage,
564-65; and punishment, 171, 173,
190-91 , 4 77, 515; revolutionary,
528; and \aJI.ation, 688, 786
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Class struggle: and counterrevolution,
173, 378; in countryside, 411,413,
530, 685-86; development of, 268,
394-95,482,671, 687; fostering,
1811, 298, 462; and GMD, 165, 324,
331,348; ideologyof,xxiii;arn:l
land investigation, 434, 457, 509;
leadership of, 66, 439, 515--16; and
money market, 502; opponents in,
324; and Red Army, 268; and
slogans, 413; stages in, 413,418
Clothing: army uniforms, 204, 232-33,
377-79; for masses, 321,601,
635--36, 687; trade in, 486, 487; for
ll'llnspon teams, 257-58; work
uniforms, 798
Clubs: confiscated houses for, 824; and
cultu111l construction, 431, 504--05,
577, 612-13, 640, 697; and labor
unions,895;social,930
Comintern. See Communist International
Com.mandism: avoidance of, 437, 456;
and coercion, 358, 544, 585, 709,
72:1, 738, 750; and economic
construction, 489; and land
investigation,412, 424,426, 51~18
Commerce: in consumer goods, 417;
department for, 385; market prices
for, 602-03, 63~37; policies for,
161, 191,318;rcgulationof,395,
927, 959; sabotage of, 484. See
also Merchants; Trade
Communication: disruption of, 132-33,
134, 234; establishrnent of, 10,
288;infrastructure,213,251-52;
and labor unions, 800; lines, 15, 16,
17,43,121, 132;maintenanceof,
48-49, 103, 857; management of,
204, 857; teams for, 16, 116, 142
Communism, \9,3\4,577
Communist International (Comintem):
lxvi, xc; and August I, 443nl,
5!9nl; instructions from, 61;
political line of, 5~57, 66, See
also Chinese Communist Party
(CCP)
Communist Youth League (CY), 411 n2;
and education, 542-43, 929;
establishment of, 91-92; and
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Communist Youth League (continued)
middle peasants, 511; mobilization
of, 417, 506; production by,
63o-31; in Red Anny, 61; and
Security Bureau, 837
Confiscation: approval of, 396, 425,
437,438, 506; committees for,595,
803--04,908,910,914,915,923,
925; discussions on, 457; errors in,
513--14,517-18, 557; of foreign
assets, 169;byjudicial
departments, 852; regulations for,
191,557,822-25,960
Congress: oflaborunions. 805,894,
895; ofworking women, 227,228,
617,749
Congress of deputies, local: delegates
for, 179-80, 87o-78, 888; district,
180,588,791,875-76, 918; and
economic construction, 500;
participation in, 223, 265; :dtm,
919-20
Congress, Provincial: and Central
Government, 535, 943; delegates
for, 180, 791--92, 874-76; Fujian,
193--200; Hunan-Jiangxi,222-24;
Jiangxi,221
Congress of Soviet Deputies, First
National: xlv--xlix; and
Constitution, 820; date of, 97; and
elections, 47o-71, 820; Labor Law
of, 794--802, 826; Land Law of,
lxvi, 822-25; minorities in, 700; on
pn:ferential treatment, 783-85,
844; preparation for, 63, 65; and
reports., 314; on revolution, 821;
work done by, 160-62, 187,654,
685,699
Congress of Soviet Deputies, Sewnd
Nalional: lxix,lxxxiv,
lxxxvHxxxvii; on anti-Japanese
fon:es.652-53;closingof, 727-28;
and Constitution, 729; date of, 464,
469, 654-55, 729; and elcctions, 528,
532, 729-31;emmat. 714-16;
preparation for, 398, 432,466-67,
579, 864; organic law on, 942-44
Conservation, committees for, 429,
594--95,910,915, 923

Conservatism, 22-23, 198, 217nl, 313,
331
Constitution, Soviet: adoption of, 729,
820; and centra] government,
942-44; on counterrevolution, 835;
on elections, 788--89, 792,827,
829; on minorities, 699-700; on
soviets. 175, 803, 804-05; and
taxes, 786
Consumer cooperatives: CCP suppon
for,l61,240;developmentof,431,
458, 576, 694; examples of,
608-10, 632-33; goals for, 485; for
masses, 140, 707; tax exemption
for,815,860
Contracts. labor: collective, 795, 796,
891, 898-99; and comminees, 799;
defined, 795, 892; and labor laws,
882,886--87, 888., 892-94
Coolies: and elections. 179-80; and
labor laws, 794, 882, 890, 891; and
land distribution, 822, 824; and
poor peasant league, 454; tax
exemption for, 318,860, 879,
900-901, 902; wages for, 6821
Cooperatives: and asset redistribution,
824; development of, 485, 500,
504,505,526,576,691, 927; in
economic planning, 385, 395,
441-12,488--89, 693-94; examples
of, 608-10, 631-35; regulations
for, 321, 889;and socialism, 140,
694; tax exemption for, 161,815,
816,860,861,901. Seeal:wtypU

ofcoopert~lives

Corporal punishment, 171, 174
Conuption: bumlucndic. 322;
government, lxxxix, 239, 359;
inspections for, 224,476,911, 917;
pmsecution for, 736, 81 0; and
reporting movement, 458,471, 473;
in soviets, 263--64, 320,525,689,710
Council of People's Commissars:
chairman of,lxxxvi, lxxxix, 730,
820, 945; decisions of, 330, 550;
directives of, 344, 384, 394; and
Executive Committee, 943-44,
945; functions of, 820, 920,936,
955; inswctions of, S41; on
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Council of People's Commissars
(continued)

internal affairs departmeniS,
855--57, 86H5; and labor laws.
826, 897; members of, 945; orders
of,lxix,l63,301,302,326,327,
339, 346, 364,377, 386,408,441,
497, 568, 864; organization of, 945,
946--47; and revolutionary
committees, 940; and tax tables,
879; work methods of, 708
Counterrevolutionaries: class status of,
171, 173, 319, 823,833--34,
837-38; campaigns against, xxviii,
xxxi, xxxvii, lxii, lxxxii; cliques as,
36, 52n2, 89, 93n32, 94, 165, 319;
confiscation from, 823, 908, 960;
eliminationof,l91-92, 380-81,
414,417,429, 504, 571,711, 835,
940, 954-56; Executive Committee
on, 182--83, 245--46, 368-70,
380-81; factions in, 64,319, 528;
and GMD, 140, 528; internal,
xxxiv, xliiHiiv, 368-70,420,432,
528;1eadershipstrugglein,28,35;
and national currency, 502;
prosecution of, 105--06, 170-74,
182-83, 319, 381, 677-79;
punislunent of, 245--46, 957--60;
pu[Je of, ruling class and, 28, 64,
139,414-15, 676-77; search for,
412; and Security Bureau, 836-38,
854, 937; struggle with, 223, 299,
315,317,368, 657; threat from, 67;
and treasury bonds, 499, 500-501;
and weapons. 377-78; Zhou Enlai
on,xlix-1
Credit cooperatives, 140,431,458,576,
694,707
Criticism, mass, 264,279, 322,337,
592, 594, 709, 809; of candidates,
471,474,534
Cultural construction: and blue-clad
troupes, 542, 577, 697; delay in,
416; and education, 431, 505, 543;
institutions for, 504; and
newspapers, 696; poor peasant
league in, 453; as soviet work, 469,
480

!171

Cultural departments, soviet, 22, 25, 806
Currency, 637n6; foreip dollan., 10, 143,
485,520,551,784,831,868.
898-99; national, 236,237, 318,495,
689, 707, 861, 868nl; privately
issued, 191; silver, 161, 502-03;
soviet, 162,637. See also Money
DaiJi,9,14,42
Dalian (Dairen] Agreement, 445--47,
519n2, 580,773
Dan (unit of measure), 87,403, 449nl,
450-52, 816, 846, 8811
Debts: cancellation of, 23, 63, 161, 185,
186,414, 567, 824; to cooperatives.
633; foreign, 169
Defections: fromGMD,I,47,49, 196,
234, 375; to GMD, 109,556-57,
833, 958; ofGu Shunzbang. 163;
of masses, 36-37; of officers, 82n6,
209; to Red Anny, 247nl, 375,
783;ofsoldiers,196,211
Democratic dictatorship. xxv;
components of, 672-76; and
elections, 477; and nwriage
system, 698; and sovieta, 169,528,
871; as stage, 667--68, 727
Democratic revolution, 18, 19-20, 62,
187,727
Democratic rights: in combat
agreements, 356,376,388,392,
406, 537, 583, 762; deprivation of,
466, 834, 872
Deng Fa, xlvi,lvii, 104, 162,283,
312-13,410, 730,820,821, 825
Deng Ping, 90, 730
Deng Xiaoping, lxxi, lxiiin67
DengYing, 492, 494
Deng Zihui, 730, 820; biography of, 496nl
Deputies, local: and committees, 911,
917, 934; conferences of, 593-94,
629, 741-43; congresses of,
179-80, 223,265,500,870-78,
918; duties of, 674,905--06,
913--14; election of, 474-45, 625,
790-92, 870-78,905, 912-13;
presidium and, 738-40,746-51
passim, 804, 806; ratio to voters,
179-81; township, 589-94,
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Deputies, local (continued)
624-26; women as. 474,499,
590-91, 617. 625-26, 629
Desertion, Red Anny, b:xxix, 257,378,
599, 669; consequences of, 269,
641-42, 959; and return to ranks,
267-68,570, 618nl5, 628,901
Disasters:andGMD,I55,270,315,
582, 685; preparation for, 910, 916;
relieffor, 191,321,458,614-15,
634-35,928-29, 931; tax
concessions for, 161,815, 861,
879,902
Discipline: battlefield. 89-90, 103; lapse
in, 89,270, 840; in local armed
fortes,212,299-300; mass,333;
Red Army, 65, 185,670,704, 839
_District congress, 180, 588,791,
875-76,918
District executive comminees: and
counterrevoJutionaries, 173; and
elections, 789, 827, 829; and land
investigation, 429; organi:wional
of, 812f, 875, 918-19; oversight
by, 804; regulations for, 8()6...{)7,

.......

Divorce. 226,228-29,319,616,715,
785,787,818-19,901,952
Donggu (Jiangxi), xxix, 71-73, 98, 99,
123,124,127-28,131
Dongshao: banlc at, 7--B, 35; critique of
banle. 30-31; GMD reli'Cat from,
78; military activity at, 16, 79; Red
Anny near, I 0, 248; victory at, 28,
60,65
Dramatic productions. 358,542, 577,
613,640,697
Duan Qirui, Anfu Clique, 774
Eastern Army (CCP), victories of, 468,
530, 574; and Fujian Incident, 732
Eastern Branch Committee, 83, 87-88
Eastern Jiangxi Independent Division
(CCP), 109, 113
Eastern Route Army (CCP),IiHiii, 215,

218
Economic construction, lxxii, 690-94;
and blockades, 487,495, 690, 705;
conference on,lxxiii, 479-90;

Economic construction (cominued)
implementation of, 416,435,466,
469, 495; regulations on, 500;
reports on, 475; w:ith revolution,
43()....31, 569, 571, 57()-77, 638-39,
866; in townships, 588. See al:ro
Bonds, economic construction
Economic policies, 160--62;
implementation of, 140, 187--89,
198. 224, 320; nationalization in,
160, 169; publishing of, 65; state
depanment for, 384-85;
state-owned enterprises in, 385;
and war mobilization, 240
Economy, national: collapse of, 29, 465,
582,657,694;crisisin,67,93,
315,461, 575; departments of,
384-85, 395, 926--28; development
of, 495, 689; and treaswy bonds,
500; and warlord f~gbting, 29,465
Economy, National, Commissariat for,
384-85, 395, 730, 866, 888, 896,
899,922,945
Education, 694--97; administrative
system for, 321; committees for,
429,909, 915-16, 929;
compulsory, 541-42,697, 711;
conference on, 542; cultural, 395,
417,541, 569, 572; depanmentsof,
385,395,417,473, 929-30; free
public, 542, 784, 785, 847;
instructions for, 541-43; at job site,
228; for land investigation, 418,
422; movement, 480, 577; and poor
peasant league, 456; for women,
228, 696. See al:ro Uteracy;
Schools
Education, Commissariat for, 395, 473,
541-42, 731, 820,888,945
Education, political, 12,228,269,
272-73, 297,462,704
Eighth Army (CCP), 282
Eight-xian Conferencc,lxviii, 398--413;
and land investigation, 413-33,
504, 508, 509-11, 866; and poor
peasant league, 454
Election Law, 65, 474, 534, 575,
709-10,870-78
Election regulations, 322, 672-73, 931;
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Election regulations (continued)
listed, 336-38,472-77,789-93,
833-34
Elections: and activists, 428--29, 458,
471,476;annulmentof, 792-93,
876;bureaucratismin,336,337,
473, 476; candidates for, lxxiv,
533-34,592;cornrninecsfor,534,
591,627,827-28,875,877-78,
911,916;conferenceon,527-35;
delegates for, 179-81,400, 624,
791-92,828,870;errorsin, 175,
336,471-72, 593; exclusion from,
833--34; Executive Committee on,
335--311, 469-78; inspections of,
335-38,458nl;instructionsfor,
469-78; participation in, xxv, 458,
470-71, 526; and reelections,
264--65, 322, 482; township,
591-94,626-27, 791-93; women
in,225,471,474,533,673. See
a/so Voting
Eleventh Independent Division (CCP),

367
Embargo. See Blockades (GMD)
Encirclement Campaigns, 211nl, 266n2,
658; recovery from, 321; Red
victories in, 195,466, 661--62, 669;
strategies for, xxviii, xxx, 217-18,
See olso First Campaign, ... , Fifth
Campaign
Espionage,xxxii, 116,142,368,958
Europe, 446, 519; GMD support from,
461,469,481, 537-40, 757;
imperialism of, 46, 355, 405, 469
Execution: of"big tigers," 505, 507; of
capitalists, 173;of
counterrevolutionaries, xxix,
xliii-xliv, 173,319,369-70,381,
429-30,525,687, 835,837,955;of
criminals,852,853;fordcsertion,
641; of gentry, 173, 955; ofHu
Zhusheng, 104;judicial
departmcntsand,852-53;of
landlords,l73,510,955;by
militarytribunal,842;ofrich
peasants, 173,510; for sabotage,
105--06,503, 959; threats of, 580,
664, 679, 957-58; of traitors, 89
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Executive Committee, Centtal: on
adrninisttativeareas,862-63, 864;
anti-imperialism of, 761; and bonds,
308-11,866--69, 944; corruption in,
736;oncounterrevolutionaries,
182--83,245--46,368--70, 380--81,
833--38, 957--60; criticism of, 57; on
delegates, 179--81, 870; on deserters,
641-42; directives of, 171, 179, 230,
263,266,308,312,322,348,469,
833; on economic policy, 160-62;
and elections, 335--38, 469-78,
788-93, 827-29, 833--34,870-78,
944; and financial issues, 1130-32,
945; and foreign policy, 726, 944;
and Fujian Province, 194-200,
312-13, 726;onimperialism,
536-40; instructions from, 175--76;
on Japan. 209-14; and Jiangxi
Province,221;andjudicialsystem,
182--83,245-46,840-43,849-54,
944, 946, 954-56; and Labor Law,
826, 882--96, 897, 899, 944, 948-50;
and marriage, 787,818--19,944,
951-53; members of, xxviii, 64n21,
729-30, 736, 820, 875, 943; on
military tribunals, 839, 840-43;
notices of, 729,820;onorder,
171-72;ordersof,278,295,353,
357,641,736,778,839,849,942,
948; organization of, 943-48; powers
of, 944; on preferential treatment,
844-48; and provincial soviets, 920;
reportsof,656-722;resolutionsof,\,
245, 335,380, 786, 826, 866; on
revolution,!, 230-41,295--300,
348-49, 357--60, 754-55; and
revolutionary committees, 940; on
secretwork,371-72,803-13;on
SccurityBill'C.Ju,835-38;onsoviet
organs,263-65, 904--41; on taxes,
686, 786, 859--61, 879--80,
900--903. See also Central Soviet
Government, Provisional
Exploitation: capitalist, 420, 465--66,
717; examples of, 554-56; gentry,
465--66; GMD, 687; imperialist,
582,668;Japanese,167; landlord,
215, 270, 424,434,450,465--66,
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Exploitation (continued)
513,546,565--66,684,687;
merchant, 458,486,487,495, 500,
866; middle peasant, 552-54;
profiteer,431;richpeasant,55,
62--63, 138-40, 224,424,434, 513,
547, 554-56, 565-66; usurer, 452,
513,547;warlord,215,270,
465--66,684
Export products, 441, 442, 486, 576,
636-37,693,706--07
Factionalism: in Communist Party,
xxiv,xxvii--xxviii,xxxvi--xxxvii,
56--61, 62; imperialists and, 665,
760; in Nanjing GMD, 58ln4;
ruling class and, 35, 665, 699;
warlords and, 35, 45-46, 64-65,
206, 210, 774. See also
Guangdong Government; People's
Revolutionary Government
Factories: in labor law, 798--800, 893,
894,896;munitions,212;
nationalization of, 160; schools in,
798, 887;andtaxes, 861,901
Famine: in Current Affairs, 21;
discussions on, 458; foreseeing,
212, 365; and grain redistribution,
364; Guomindang and, 168, 441 ;
Japanese invasionand,355;
prevention of, 70,289, 599, 882;
relief of, 485, 634, 916; in White
areas,523
Fan Shude, biography of, 247n2
Fang Zhimin, 730, 820
Febroary7thConferenee(Pitou),60
Fen (monetary unit), 95, 143, 682t, 868
Feng Yuxiang, 35n4, 45-46, 64n21,
93n33, !03,406,580,581n3,699
Feudal forces,453,457, 787,818,
823. See also Land Investigation
Movement
Fifteenth Army (CCP), in Yihuang.tian,
2Sl
Fifth Anny Group (CCP), !iii, 201,203,
247,250,253,288,304,305,306
Fifth Campaign: call to arms for,
466--67, 583, 755; defeats in, xxiv,
1xxxvii--1xxxviii; described, lxxiv,

Fifth Campaign (continued)
lxxv-lxxviii,lxxxvii--xci, 754;
foreign aid for, 537-39, 762;
mobilization for, 541,569--72,
723--25; preparations for, 461--63,
469--70,479,481, 520, 528,
661--66, 774; victories in, 468, 530,
655,723
Fifth Independent Division (CCP), 121,
133,150,247
Fifty-eighth Army (CCP), near
Nanfeng, 185
Finance, Commissariat of, 344, 359,
395,495--96,544,730,811,820,
861,866,868,945
Finance departments, soviet, 344,417,
806,830-31,925-26,940
Financial issues: and auditing bodies,
731,808,937-38, 946; budgeting,
320,344-45,81 I, 830-31,926,
937-38; First National Congress
on,I61--62;Nationa1Treasury,
344;inprovinces,36, 198;
regulations for, 320-21, 830-32; in
sovietareas,688;warrevenue,213,
236, 298,495-96, 571; in White
areas, 224, 688-90; xian
conference for, 36. See also
Bonds; Currency; Money
Fines:oncapitalists,908;elassstatus
and, 224; on employers, 898-99;
imposition of, 19, 139,395,503;
on landlords, 395,417,495,505,
565; as revenue, 830; on workers,
798,893
First Anny Group (CCP): anillery, 88;
battle at Donggu, 73; Front
Committee of, 58; and Lin Biao,
253;oceupationofNanfeng,
78-79; raid on Zhangzhou, 1xx-liii,
201; at Toupi, 304; troop
movements,lii--liv,lvi, 124,250,
305; work areas for, 288, 306; at
Xinqiao, 201; in Yihuang.rian,
247,253
First Campaign: Chiang Kaishek and,
14nl, 36; errors in, 30-31; Mao on,
45n I; poem about, 52; preparation
for, 59n8; Shanghai and, 36;

1/IIDEX

First Campaign (cmttinued)
victories in, xxx-xxxi, 9, 34, 36,
47,52n2,52
Firsl: Front Anny (CCP): attack on Le'an,
247-48; battle at Dongshao., 7-8; a1
Changsha, 33; defense ofOonggu,
71-73; and elimination ofTwenlieth
Anny, xliii; in Jiangxi, 242nl;
Management Office, 94-95, 142,
204, 310n4; military activity of, 94;
near Chongxian, 127; funcl-raising
by, 10,42;ordersof, 5, 7, 9,14,28,
33,42, 67, 74, 76, 78, 121, 124, 127,
142,145,147,149,253;ordersto,
242nl; radio team for,88-89; troop
movements, 6, 8, 68
Flightism,58
Food, Commissariat for, 708, 731
Food cooperatives, 365,458, 485. See
also Grain cooperatives
Food supply: department for, 385,
sss-56; regulation of, 385, 487,
489; shortages of, 27, 70, 224,
441-42; subsidiary, 409; and war
mobilization, 298
Foot binding, 787
Fon:ign affairs, 160, 169,292-94,726,
762,944
Fon:ign Affairs. Conunissariat for, 730,
820,945
Fonnalism, 190, 192, 199,270,312,
337,457, 509, 514
Fortifications,lxxvi, 6, 73, 116, 259,
724; GMD, 98, 118,324, 775;
village, 100-101, 158--59,299
Foul1eenth Anny (CCP), 218, 574
Fourth Army Group (CCP), 58, 91, 253
Fourth Campaign: call to anns for, 294,
393, 446--47; in Central Soviet
Area, lxx, buti, 284,368,393, 431;
and economic policies, 384-85;
food supply for, 365; key cities
policy in, 266, 316, 323;
mobilization for, 257-58, 466;
preparations for, 29>-300, 303--{)7;
strategies for, bor.i, 259--61, 284;
victories in, 295, 316, 402,460,
469,479--81, 527-28, 573--74,
662-63
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Fourth Front Anny(CCP). 259--60,291,
515,662--63
Founh Independent Division (CCP),
133,147,150
Fourth Anny (CCP): attacks by, 74,
7tr77, 83, 84; attempts on
Nanfeng, 78--79,90, 93; battles of,
7-8,73, 129-30, 491--94; near
Donggu, 72; Front Comminee of,
51-58; in Fujian Province., 152;
fund....raising by, 10, 15, 85, 109;
nearGaoxing, 128;near
Ouangchang. IS; near Jairming, 84,
91;nearliantang,l47,148;at
Nanfeng, 185; officer of, 122; at
Shipoxu, 123--124; in Shunchang
and Shaxian, II 0; in Sichuan
Province, 538, 662; near
Taipingkeng, 75; Tenth Division,
84; in Toupi, 16; troop movements,
42, 68, 80, 102, 123, 14s-46, ISO;
work areas for, 109
France: GMDsupport ftom,469, 481,
537-40, 757; imperialism, 46, 355;
in provinces, 528, 582, 659, 760
Front Committee, General, xxix, xxxiii,
xxxviHtxxviii, xliii, 57--60, 58;
errors of, xlix; Mao and, xlvii;
minutes of meetings, 81-96., 98--1 04
Fu Lianzhang (Nelson Fu), biography
of,lxin62
Fujian lncident,lxxix-lxxxiv, 649nl,
732-35
Fujian Province: administrative areas in,
864; agrarian revolution in, 199;
bond sales in, 544, 638; building
soviets in, 176; and Cenbal
Government, 323; cooperatives in,
693--94; count\.rrevolution in, 64,
665-66, 677, 715; education in,
695; elections in, 530; First
Congress in, 194-200; and GMD,
203,357,402,432,723,764, 775;
grain-lending in, 359; Japanese
threat 10,644-45,649-50,767,
768;judicial organs in, 84~54;
land investigation in, 508, 686;
opposition government in, 581 n4,
665-66; recruitment in., 267-68,
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Fujian Province (colltinued)
670; Red anny in, lii-liii, lxxvi,
151-53,203, 720; threats to, 659,
760; troop movements, 151-53,
201; warlords in, 374; as work area,
151-53
Fujian, northern, 275,277,574
Fujian, northwest, soviet areas in,
663--M
Fujian Soviet Area, 232, 683, 721-22
Fujian, western: agrarian revolution in,
199-200; bandits in, 187, 199;
errors in, 192, 198, 199; GMD
forces in, 47, 276; government in,
xxxiv,lxxxi, 191, 192; letter to,
187-93, 194-200; Red Army in,
xl-xli, xliii,47, 201; as work area,
96
Fuji~Jiangxi Soviet Area:
counterrevolution in, 677; elections
in,530;errorsin, 721;
establishment of, 574, 664; GMD
forces in, 570; labor unions in, 683
Fuji~Jiangxi Special Border Area,
103-04, 110-11, 113
Fujian-Zhejiang--Jiangxi Soviet Area:
counteJTevolution in, 677; economy
in, 689,691, 693; elections in, 530;
establishment of, 574; guerrilla
warfare in, 671; labor unions in,
683; Red Army in, 480; soviet
work in, 722
Fund-raising: in captured areas. 82-83,
84; and class starus, 190--91, 688;
by committees, 909; by
govemmems,lxxi-lxxiii, 571; by
local anned forces, 344; by masses,
458;ordersfor,9-11,14,15-17,
42--43; and Red Army, 42--43, 51,
90-92, 102, 109, 191, 321;
strategies for, 87, 110-11; for Third
Campaign, 85, 92
Futian: banle at, 121; and battle at
Donggu, 72; and GMD, 67, 72, 74,
98, 127-28, 132; orders for, 74-75,
124-25
Futian Incident, xxix, xxx-xxxiv,
xxvi--Kxxix, xliii, 29n7, 29, 37,
47--48, 56, 60-61, 62, 493

Fuzhou (Fujian), 644-45, 649-50, 776
Fuzhou-Linchuan (Jiangxi): baltle at,
353; GMD forces at, 248, 249, 275;
as key city, 323; Red Army near,
317; in strategies, 83, 90, 94, 99n4,
103
Gan River area: battles Bl, 68, 114n5, 231;
and First Congress, 223; GMD forces
in. 99n3, 242--43, 248, 282
Guangdong Anny at, 275; militia bandits
in, 134; troop movements in, 29, 87,
131;asworlcarea, 29n7, 91
Ganzhou (Jiangxi): attacks on,li-lii,lix;
GMDretreatsto,l51;askeycity,
323
Ganzhouxian (Jiangxi): GMD forces at,
90, 99, 242--43; milital)' activity in,
204; in strategies, 102, 133; under
seige, 187; as work area, 190,223
Ganzhu, 78, 80, 83, 121, 304
Gao Shuxun, 42, 67, 76,276,282,316
Gao Zili, 730; biography of, 410n I
Gaoxingxu, 127-28, 145, 147
General Political Department: and
agiration, 29, 31; circulan of, 34,
54, 184n4;di~ivesof,29,31;
expenses of, 143; Front Committee
at, 93; instructions of, 184--85, 190;
and investigations, 55; and
Japanese invasion, 212; and
political education, 12; publications
of, 22nl, 24, 26, 27, 51; relocation
of, 204; tasks of, 12-13; and war
preparation, 38. See also Political
depanments
Geng Kai, 103, 118; biography of, 102
Gentry: and Chiang K.aishek, 46; class
status of, 546, 556; confiSCation of
assets, 162,185,238,317,505,
783, 822, 82~24; elimination of,
299; execution of, 173, 955; and
GMD, 324; voting by, 872
Germany, xxii, 469,481, 537--40,757
GongBingfaD:andCCP, 74-75;at
Donggu, 71-72;nearFutian,67,
74-75; near Ji'an, 14, 28; as
officer, 9n3, 37, 51; neuTaihe,42,
132; troop movements, 9
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Grain: conunittees for, 909, 928;
confiscation of, 69, 223; cooservation
of, 213,239, 505; dislributionof, 16,
23, 216, 365, 485, 928--29; exportS,
441,442;granariesfor,l61,239,
442, 595, 634; hidden, 50,403, 408;
loaned to Red Army, 357-59, 403;
lootcd,50,357,364,441; millet,
402-04, 588; miscellaneous, 237,
239, 328,403,408, 576, 635; price
of, 441,486, 633-35; for Red Anny,
68, 357--60. 402--04, 505, 929;
shortage of, 402-04,408-00,
441-42;stoJageof, 161,408-09,
444, 485, 928, 929; supply of, 42,
237,239, 364, 500, 706; surplus,
bW, 19,365,402,403; taxes on, 465,
815,860, 819,SeealsoHarvest; Rice
Grain, Commissariat for, 708, 945
Grain cooperatives., 576, 634-35, 694;
and redistribution, 365, 431, 633--35
Grain departments, soviet, 928-29, 940
Grain Redistribution Bureau, 365, 486,
571,633-34,868
Great Wall, 388n2, 391,405, 519n2,
764
Gu Bo: biography of, lx:iiin67
Gu Shunzhang, 163-66; biography of,
x:lixn39
Gu Zuolin, xlvi, Ivii; biography of,
xxxviinl8
Guangchang (Jiangx.i): battle at, 83;
Front Committee at, 83;
fund-raisingin,10;GMDforces
near, 67, 81~, 121, lSI, 774;
guenilla warfare near, 120; military
activity at, 103,118;Rec1Armyat,
42,91,109,113,304;strategyfor,
99,100,304;asworkarea, 1S,29,
37, 85, 95, 109,306
Guangchang xian (Jianp.i), 288n4,
394-401, S17, 723
Guangdong army, 20S, 242, 27S, 316,
432, S37, 663
Ouangdong govenament: and balance of
power, 99; CCP view of, 169, 760;
Chiang Kaishek and, 64n27, 93n32,
103, 108; creation of, 64n21, 93,
406n3; SUppOJI for, S38
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Guangdong Province: Chiang Kaishek
and, 90, 94, 100, 108, liS; East
River area, 96; GMD in, 201, 204,
21S, 218,248, 89; and Guangxi
clique,36n7, 36; invasion of, 36;
land investigation in, 686; Red
Army in, 47, S75; stmtegies for, 86,
94,100, 108,218;warlordsin,l87,
733; as work area, 197
Guangdong-Jiangxi Soviet Area, S30,
S44, 695,721
Guangxi Army, 205, 242, 663
Guangxi clique: Chiang Kaishek and,
36, 52n2, 94; members of, 36n7,
36,93n32
Guangxi Province: French in, 760;
Longzhou Soviet in, 538; Red
Anny in, 29n7, 575; and separatist
rigime, 93, 374n4; stmtegies for,
90, 94,108
Gwmgzhou uprising of 1927(Canton
Commune).l57,339,464,467, 538,

885
Guenilla forces: antt-.Japanese, 212,
213, 575; expansion of, 671; in
Fujian Province. 84, 204-05,
215--16; GMD, 145,284, 287-88;
instructionsfor,l33--34,234-35;
in Jianp.i Province, 67, 71-73,
120, 2SI, 276,286, 304;
jurisdiction over, 875; near
Luofang, 73; from unong the
masses. 67, 185--86,255, 259; of
military, 120, 131,204-05, 251;
mobilization of, 296, 297;
organization of, 16, 23, 87, 91, 116,
224, 668; and peasants, 69, 23S;
Red Guards as, 16, 23S, 270, 340;
as reinforcements., 63n 18, 233; and
revolutionarycomminees, 185,
939-40; and slogans, 40-4 I; and
soviet areas, 306. 666;
strengthening. 223, 284; targets of,
90; training for, 198-99,671; in
Wan'an.xian, 133; weapons for,
378; in Wbiteareas, 216, 234, 238,
273, 297,481,571, 70S, 712, 776;
women in, 225; Young Pioneers as,
235,340
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Gucnilla warfare: against bandits, 238;
against landlords, 185--86, 238; at
Dongshao, 8; and local anned
forces,131, 133--35,234,255,263,
340-41;inSovietAreas,67J;as
strategy, 59,261,285--86
Guihuaxian, Fourth Army in, 102
GuizhouProvince,528,582,659, 760
Gu1onggang, Xingguo xian, 42, 121,
122,129,132,152,184
Guo Huaruo [Huayu), 81-96,94, 98n1,
102; biography of, 81n3
Guo Huazong, 14, 28, 42, 71-72, 90,
127, 132; troop movements, 46, 67
Guodoujian Mountain, 127
Guomindang (GMD): allies of, 520--21;
attacks by, 47, 210, 266, 303--04,
348, 357; bankruptcy of, 195--96,
461,665,685,688,690, 732;
betrayalofChina,167--69, 712;
and c1assstruggle, \65, 324;and
counterrevolution, 140; dttcption
by, 64, 293, 374, 392-93, 406;
declineof,195,222,315;defeats
of, 105,149,151,195,278,316,
375, 783; and disasters, \55,270,
315, 582; education under, 695;
factions in, 45--46, 64n21, 206,
293,481,581n4,582,699, 760,
774; and famine, 168, 441; foreign
support for, 461, 469, 481, 537-40,
757; and Gu Shunzhang, 163; and
League of Nations, 292-93; mass
movement against, 460, 461, 469,
732-33, 821; and masses, 293, 368,
388, 523;politicalpowerof,822;
selJ.--outofChina, 195--96,207,
464-65,469,480-82, 660, 757-58;
taxationby,465, 786,814;voting
by, 872; and warlords, 154-55,
196,209--10
Guomindang government (Nanjing): 99,
115; attacks by, 65; CCP view of,
169,582-83;and
counterrevolution, 164-66; and
secret treaties, 167,168,388,405,
481. Seea/.roJapaneseand
Guomindang
Gutian Resolution, 58n6

HanDeqin,28,42;capturcof,87,
149n2; defeat of, 149; at Futian,
127; in Nanchang, 14; retreats of,
145, 147;strategiesagainst,l31;
troop movements, 46
Han Fuqu, biography of, 45n3
Handicrafts: and class status, 55; in
economic policy, 395, 417, 485,
487, 576, 706; and labor law, 882;
andlaborunions,455,459,513,
900; taxeson,900--901; trade in,
692-93;wagesfor,681t,682t
Hao Mengling: defeat of, 131; near
Jishui, 28, 38; as officer, 42, 90n27,
127; in Red Area, 290; retreat by,
90;troopmovemcnts,67, 110;in
Xiushui and Wuning, 14
Harvest:abundanceof,365,576,
599-600;asbasisfortax,860,879,
88lt;confiscationof,238; for
government staff, 372; importance
of, 431; improvements in, 457, 485,
504, 706; from public lands, 444;
shared, \9;ftomsoldiers' lands,
783--84, 847. See also Grain
He Cheng, 152-53; biography of, 153n3
He Jian, 47, 94,402, 762, 775
He Long, lxin62, 36, 156,480,729,

820
He Shuheng, 730, 820
He Yingqin, 14, 46, 86, 110, 114n6
He Zizhen (wife of Mao), li, 1x, xc
Health care, 321,458, 596, 613--14; and
socialsecurity,800;atworksites,
798-99, 884,889, 949
Hebei Province, 519, 575, 580,775
Henan Province: border area of, 36,
316; GMD forcesin,46, 94, 775;
Red Army in, 316,375,575
Hong Kong, as base for British
imperialism, 775
Horses,31,136-37, 142,154
Hospitals: arm.y,88,117, 152,289;
confiscation of, 92; convalescent,
784;disruptionof,262;1ocal
armed forces and, 326; locations of,
8, 75,83,84,101,247,251;rear
general,89, 152-53;staffof,901
Houses: burned, 49, 147,754, 959;
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Houses(continued)
committees on, 907-08; confiscation
of, 161,162,191,396,438,686,
823--24; redistribution of, 162,439,
457,783,824
Hu Hai, 383, 730, 820; biography of,
410nl
Hu Hanmin, xlii, 64n21, 93-94n32,
406n3
Hu Zhusheng, biography of, 104n6
Hu Zongnan, 249
Hu Zuyu: defeats of, 81--82, 83--84, 86;
execution of, 105; near Nanfeng,
42, 78, 79, 83--84, 90; in Yihuang,
14n21,28
Huang Fu, 581 n4, 759, 774
Huang Gonglue, xxix, 82--83, 154--56,
157,655
Huang Meizhuang, 105--06
Huangpi (Jiangxi): conference in, 59;
Red Army at, xli, 10, 15; in
strategies,98,250;troop
movementsnear,l6,68,150;
victory at, 460n1, 527n2, 663
Huangpu Academy. See Whampoa
Academy
Hubei Province, 36, 46, 47, 3\6, 375
Hubei-Hen~Anhui Soviet Area: attacks
on, 259,303, 662; border of, 36;
counterrevolution in, 677;
development of, 574; elections in,
530; GMD fon:es in, 284, 290--91;
GMD threat to, 775; Red Army in,
3\6,480, 663; strategies for, 259-61,
276,280;victoriesin,231,295,316
Huichang xian (Jiangxi): class struggle
in, 418; counterrevolution in, 378;
errorsin,41l;grainsurplusin,402,
403; land investigation in, 394,
398-40 I, 504, 508-09; poem
about, 779; Red Army in, 9\; troop
movements at, 203; as work area,
107,109,112
Hunan Province: battles in, 47; border
area of, 36; Chiang Kaishek and,
90; GMD forces in, 402; GMD
threat to, 775; Mao in, xxi, xxiii;
Red Army in, 375; warlords in, 94,
663

Hunan-Henan-Anhui Soviet Area,
232-33,303
Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi Soviet Area:
attackson,303,331;
counterrevolutionin,677;
development of, 574; elections in,
530; and GMO, 284, 317; labor
unions in, 683; Red Anny in, 232,
480, 778; sovtet work in, 721;
victoriesin,295,316
Hunan-Hubei-Sichuan Soviet Area, 480
Hunan-Jiangxi Soviet Area: attacks on,
331;counterrevolutionin,677;
development of, 574; elections in,
530; labor unions in, 683; Mao's
telegram to, 222-24; merging with
Central Base Area, li; and
provincial congress, 222-24; Red
Armyin,232,480
Imperialism: and aggression, 169, 464;
and bandit wars, 443; call to arms
against, 170,521,540;CCP
opposition to, 169,661, 844; and
Chiang Kaishck, 46, 373, 762; and
colonialism, 209, 465, 482,
520-23; combat with, 267;
conferenceon,519-23;conflicts
within, 195, 665; decline of, 195;
fascism and, 314; GMD collusion
with, 406, 581n3; international, 46,
154--56, 167-68,461,522,528,
536-40, 756--57; League Against,
66; and masses, 460; opposition to,
66,156,160,210,266,443,711-13
lndusuy: bankruptcy in, 465;
committees for, 908; and labor
laws, 884; loans for, 240;
management of, 385, 927;
manufactured goods, 786, 816;
mines, 160, 169, 240,486, 795,
797,900,901,926, 927; and
production, 385, 576, 799; site
inspection for, 798, 800; taxes on,
816,861,900
Inspection: and bond sales, 499;
committees for, 911,934--35, 945,
947; for corruption, 224,476, 911,
917; departments for, 847-48,
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Inspection (continued)
916-17, 932; of elections, 335--38,
458; and land investigation, 418;
by Red Guards, 379,911, 917; of
regulation compliance, 273,387,
847-48; work, 224, 322, 383,
S8H9, 621, See also
Investigations
Intellecruals; bourgeois, 542, 561, 679;
class starus of, 542, 561;
revolutionary, 393; in soviets., 607
Internal Affairs, Commissariat for, 386,
444,473,477, 533,731,820,
855--57, 864--65,930, 945
lntemaJ Affairs departments, 385,
930-31
International. See Communist
lmemational (Comintem)
lmenwional Conference Against
Imperialism and War, 519-23,
S3Sn6
..lntenwionalist" faction (CCP). See
Returned SNdents
Investigations; as battle preparation,
287; class., 412,423,427,429,
436-37,453,506, 510-11;
criminal, 810,843,853, 856, 936;
inspection committees for, SOl,
935; land and population, 54-SS;
Mao's rural, xxiv, 584--640; in
military, 842-43; of Red Anny
families., 845; by Security Bureau,
838; township, 54-55,
584--640. See also Inspection;
Land Investigation Movement
Irrigation, 372, 784, 81 0, 824-25
ltaly,supportforGMD,469,481, 757
Itineraries., Red Anny, 79-80, 149-50,
250,305
Japan; and America, 195,760, 773;
declaration of war on, 206-14, 230,
316,465,660, 764--6S;GMD
supportin,537,581;proletariatin,
519
Japanese: air raids by, 206, 764; in
BeipiDg area, 373,461,465, 659,
773; and Dalian Conference, 228,
44S-46, 580, 773; intentions in

Japanese (continued)
China, li, 756; investments iD
China, 759
Japanese and Guomindang: and August
I, 443; call10 anns against,
154--56,356,363,393,406-07,
446-47, 762-63; and cease-fire,
219-20,230, 406; and Chiang
Kaishek, 355--56, 360n2, 375,
38H9, 392, 580--81; and Founh
Cunpaign, 315--16, 469; and GMD
concessions, 167--68,206-07,210,
293, 767; Mao Zedong on, 756-58;
negotiations of, 373-74, 388, 392,
580--83, 660; in Rehe Province,
361. SeealsoNorthChinaTruce
Agreement
Japanese in Northeastern Provinces,
773; caiiiO annsagainst, 169-70;
CCPdemandson, 169;and
invasion, x.lv, 64n21, 93-94n32,
195,230,292,519,652,659, 712;
and mass slaughter, 293. See also
Manchukuo
Ji'an (Jiangx.i); anacks on, 60, 491--94;
GMD forces in, 38, 127, 151,248,
275; GMD forces near, 9, 14, 28,
99n3, 133; OMD threat from, 100;
as key city, !,Iii, !vi, 323; mass
strugglein,37;strategiesfor,61,
87, 94, 99,223, 243
Ji'anxian (Jiangxi), Red Amry in, ISO,
721

Jiang Dingwen: attack by, 723; in
Changjingkou, 145, 147;
harassment of, 134; retreats of,
ISI;strategiesagainst, 133;at
Xingguo,49, 132;ncarYudu, 127,
131-32
Jiang Guangnai: advancing on
Chongxian, 127; advancing on
Longgang, 129; battle at Donggu,
71; biographyof,lxxixn91; in
Central Soviet Area, 663; and
Chiang Kaishek, 99n3; and Fujian
Incident, lx.x.ix.-lxxxi,469nl, 733;
near Oaoxingxu, 145, 147; and
Japa~~ese, 210; as officer, 37, 51,
90n27,124,649;retrcatsof,90,
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Jiang Guangnai (continued)
149; strategies against, 72, 98--99,
100, 102; troop movements, 127;
near Xingguo City, 14,49, 51,90
Jiangsu Province, 575, 775
Jiangx.i Province: administrative areas
in, 864; battles in, 37-38, 357;
Chiang Kaishek in, 374, 759;
committees in, 29nS; cooperatives
in, 693--94; education in, 695;
elections in, 530; First Congress of,
221; GMD fon:cs in, 14, 46, 52,
115, 367, 765; GMD threat to, 775;
grain-lending in, 358-59; judicial
organs in, 849-54; land
investigation in, 557, 686; Mao's
letter to, 18--21; News Bulletin in,
22; Party line in, 60--61;
recruitment in, 267, 670; soviet
work in, 176,323, 722; taxes in,
816; victories in, 36, 94, 375; war
preparations in, 231, 236; women
in, 229. S• Q/SO Central Soviet
Area

Jiangxi, eastern: GMD fortes in, 248;
soviet areas in, 250, 664
Jiangxi, nonheast: elections in, 470;
GMD forces in, 47, 248; soviet
work in, 721
Jiangxi, nonhwest, GMD fortes in,
248
Jiangxi, southeast, villages in, I 00-1 01
Jiangx.i, southern: GMD forces in, xlv,
248, 276; soviet work in, 92;
Special Committee of, 60, 13 7. See
Q/sO Xingguo XiQn
Jiangx.i, southwest: GMD forces in,liv,
47; Second Plenum of, 60-61
Jianning (Fujian): attacks on, 86; GMD
forces near, 85, 120; occupation of,
324; Red Annynear, 15, 86, 90,
91, 103, 120, 304; troop
movcrncnts. 15, 84, 8S; as work
area, 15, 87, 109,306
Jianning.xian (Fujian): as work area, 84,
85,109,113,394;andGMD, 723;
asRedarea,574
Jit10 (monetary unit), 84, 95, 142,868
Jin (unit of weight), 85, 450-'51
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Jinggangshan, xxiv, xxvii,lxin62, 29n7,
85nl6, 86n18, 95n36, llln2, 390nl
Jinzhou (Liaoning), neutral zone in, 167
Jishui (Jiangx.i): GMD forces near, 9,
28, 42, 248, 275; strategies for, 87
Judicial Affairs, Commissariat for, 731,
932

Judicial departments, soviet: conuption
in, 514; and counterrevolution, 319,
380,429, 525, 907;jurisdiction of,
385, 852-53; and land
investigation, 417; regulations for,
932-34
Judicial organs: assessors for, 851-52,
888; circuit couns, 429,507,851,
932, 933; and committees, 380--81,
932; establishment of, 150-51,
171-74; functions of, 172, 528,
677-79, 937; labor law coun.s,
80I-n2, 896,899, 932; mass
courts, 810; military tribunals, 839,
840-43, 933-34, 946, 955-56;
procedures for, 95~56; temporary,
849-54. Sa also Supreme Court
Justice., Commissariat for, 395,428,
477,510, 820, 850,852,853,
933--34,945
K.angdu, NanfengxiQn, IS, 85, 95,
98n I, I 02, I 07-n8n I
Key cities policies, 34, 187, 193,211,

266, 316,323,482
KK organization, 164, 165
Kuzhu, 15, 78, 80, 82, 83, 84
Labor: auxiliary, 948-50; compulsory,
932; convict, 258; COUJ1S. 801--02,
896, 899, 932; essential, 551;
exchanges, 794-95, 806;
federations for, 799, 883, 884, 888,
891, 894--96; forced, 327, 559,
852-53,898-99,902,907, 916;
volunteer, 257, 559, 846, 907. See
Q/so Labor power
Labor, Commissariat for, 471, 473, 730,
794-302passim, 820,888,889,
897,899,945
Labor departments, soviet, 883--92
passim, 895, 896, 922-23, 940
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Labor law: of 1931, 800--09; of 1933,
882-96; and auKiliary labor,
94f-.50; and eigh1--bourday, 1.55,
160, 188, 318,680,683, 710, 795,
884; and eleetions, 336;
enforcement of, 223, 898--99, 932;
Labor Prolcction Law, 140, 889;
Volunwy Labor Law, .571; and
women, 226,228,796, 887, 894;
for working class, 466, 482, 529,
575,679-80
Labor law application, 187--88; errors
in, 318; investigation of, 471, 473,
798, 799; progress in, 469;
resolutions for, 66, 826; as soviet
task, 526, 71Q-Il; and war
mobilization, 572
Labor power: for agriculture, 630,
691--92, 706; and land distribution,
62,823;forpreferentialtreatment
ofthe Red Army, 372, 84.5-46,
931; redistribution of, 630-32,670,
706; shortageof,l9; for soldiers'
land, 783--84
Labor unions: agriculrural, 455, 459,
513, 687; All-China General Labor
Union, 417; associations of,
894--95; and bond sales, 497, 684;
clas&-based, 66; and conuninccs,
929; and Conununist Party, 684;
confiscated houses for, 824;
congressesof,801;and
coopenllives, 799;correct
leadership of, 434; craftsmen's,
455; and economic constJUction,
488; and elections, 337, 474, 591;
employment through, 794-9.5; fann
laborers',66,237,238; handicraft,
455, 4.59, 513, 900; and
investigations, 436, 439-40,
505-06, 512-13; and judicial
system,8SI;andlabor1aws,882,
883,884, 889-91,894-96,899,
90 I; and land investigation, 436; at
local meetings, 409; in
manufacturing, 160; and mania!
law, 299; obstruction of, 898-99;
organization of, 188, .575, 683; and
poorpeasant1eague, 459, 512-13;

Labor unions (continued)
preferential tenns for, 800, 89.5;
and Red Army, 237; regulation of,
799-800; in soviet area.s, 61, 417,
684; tasks of, 799
Labor and War, Comminee for, 240,
297,312,330,343
Laborers, fann: asset redistribution to,
438; CCP reliance on, 686;
exploitalion of, 450; and
investigations, 506, S 12; and labor
unions, 66., 237,238,824, 900; and
1anddistribution, 55, 188,317,411,
414,422-23, 822; mobilization of,
185,187,188;andpoorpeasant
league, 453, 512-13; tax exemption
for,318,689,815,860,
900--901. SeealsoPeasants,poor
Laicun, Ningduxian, 42, 100, 121-22
Lampson, Sir Miles, 538
Land:confiscationof,62,66, 155,188,
413,419,686, 822-25;
consuuction,413,414, 810,
923-24; deeds for, 414;
nationalization of, 824; private
ownership of, 18,65--66.,691, 823;
public, 444,458, 566-67, 595,
631n2, 783, 906; reclaimed, 816,
8801,910, 915; rcgisuation of, 910,
923; struggle, 413,456, 923
Land, Commissariat for, 383,395,416,
448, 730, 820, 922, 94.5
Land departments, soviet, 382, 444,
594, 923-24, 940
Land Invescigation Movement:
bureaucratism in, 412, 424, 509,
5 14; Central Bureau and,
1Kvi-lKviii, 50f-IO; conunittees
for, 518,627,910,915, 923;
eighkian conferem:c on, 1xviii,
398--419; errors in, lxix, 419,
449--50, 524; implementation of,
462,469,471,475,480,482,575,
711, 924; instructions for, 394-97,
448--52; launching, 524--26, 686;
and mass organizations, 416,
421-24,426,436, 439-40; mass
work in, 434-40, 505; outcomes or,
575; and mobilization, 569;
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Land Investigation Movement
(c011tinued)
radicalization of, Ixxxix,
summaries of,lxix, 420-33,
504-18; tasksof,411, 434,439,
508. See also Confiscation
Land Law: adoption of, Ixvi, 820, 822;
application of, 187, 189, 223,317,
711; text of, 822-25;
Land redistribution,Jxiv-lxv; and class
status, 54-55, 413-14; in class
struggle., 413; to coolies, 822, 824;
discussions of, 457; exclusions
from, 66; by governments, 55, 396;
equal, 61, 62,65-66, 140; to fann
laborcrs,55,188,317,411,414,
422-23, 822; incomplete, 18-19,
60; investigations of, 54-55, 317;
to laborers, 55, 188, 317,411,414,
860; to masses, 505, 525; and
merchants, 66; methods for, 685;
and middle peasants, 19,55,188,
190,317,411,414, 511, 822-24; in
new areas, 185-86, 189-90, 571,
712; pace of, 425,516, 686--87; to
peasants, 414, 548,691,822-24,
860; problems with, 19, 54-55; and
provincial soviets, 19; by Red
Anny, 87, 91, 107, 109, Ill, 112,
190; regulations for, 822-25; and
rich peasants, 189, 396, 414, 525,
558-59, 823; and socialism, 62; to
soldiers., 669, 783, 822; as a stage,
419; and women, 225--26, 228,
563,616,952
Land rent, 19, 66, 44~52, 514, 546,
547,685,824
Land revolution: anack on, 292; and
middle peasants. 190; opportunism
in, 57-58, 60, 188-89; and peasant
wadare, 62; and Red Anny, 59,
189, 783, 844; in White areas, 298,
See al:ro Land Investigation
Movement
Land taxes: abolition of, 786, 814;
collection of, 928-29; paid in grain,
359-60; as war revenue, 213,236,
298, 571; for workers and peasants,
19, 237, 332, 689

Landlord armed forces: desuuction of,
16, 23, 37, 134, 377; and GMD,
331; and guenilla warfare. 185--86,
238; militia (mintuan), 237,238,
307, 834, 952n2, 954; and peasants.,
18-19, 20; in White areas,285
Landlords: attaclcs on, 184-85;
bankrupt, 559-60; "big tigers,"
505, 507, 515; CCP policy toward,
546--47; and Chiang Kaishck, 46;
and counterrevolution, 166, 368,
370,414-15,676-77, 908;
deeeption by, 401,414-15,421,
435,456, 506; descriptions of,
44~52, 513,525, 546; and
elections. 336,472-73, 532,677,
872; elimination of, 299, 413, 434,
546, 686; execution of, 173, 955;
families of, 65, 66, 563; fines for,
395, 417, 505, 565; as forced labor,
559; and GMD, 46, 169, 324, 871;
identificationof,411,504-{l5,
513-14, 525, 546-47, 686--87;
investigation of, 396,436, 524-25;
and money market, 502, 503; Red
Anny and, 562--63; resistance
from, 423,425, 511; in
revolutionary bodies. 60, 411, 414,
425, 677; surveillance of, 369, 370,
401, 907; and weapons, 377, 941;
inWhiteareas,223,685
Landlords. confiKation from:
c:ommittee for, 507; ofland, 686,
783, 822; ofland and property,
396,422, 546, 685, 823-24,
908-09; and redistribution, 155,
162, 185,411,413,438, 505,525
League Against Imperialism, 66,618
LeagueofNations, 210,761, 770; CCP
on, 761; China in, 757; and GMD,
210, 538-39; as tool of
imperialism, 292, 770; and
Japanese invasion, 355; and Lytton
Commission, 209nl, 209, 292--93,
522; and partition of China, 219,
292-93

Le'an (Jiangxi): GMD forces near, 9,
10, 14,42, 98, 247-49, 275; orders
to attaclc, 16-17, 247-49; Red
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Le'an (Jiangxi) (continued)
occupationof,31~17;stratcgics

for,87,249,276,28o-8l;aswork
arca,lvii-lviii,29,37,95
Lc'anxian (Jiangxi): GMD forces in,
67; and land investigation, 394; as
Redarca,288n4,574
Lei Shourong, biography of, 445n3
Lenin Teachers' College, 321, 542
Lenin, Vladimir Ilyich, xxvi, 24n4,
267
Li De. See Otto Braun
Li Jingquan, 104, 112
LiJishen,649
Li Lisan line, xxx, xxxit-xxxiii, xxxvi,
lxv-lxvi,lxxxvi,5~57,57n3,59,

60,61,62,63,66,493
LiMingrui,l22
LiShaojiu,xlix,367;biographyof,
xliiin29
LiWeihan,l64
LiYunjie, 127,151,248,249,275
Li Zhuoran, 86, 729
Li Zongren, 36n7, 93
Liancheng (Fujian): GMD forces near,
432, 569, 774; Red Army in, 732;
victoriesin,530,570,574
Liancheng xian (Fujian): and Border
Committee, 104; GMD threat to,
367;Redannyin, Ill, 113;as
workarca,96, 107,109,313
Liang Botai, 731; biography of,410n1
Liao Zhongkai, 64n21
Liehuan (Jiangxi): GMD forces near,
lxxviii, 118,569, 570, 723; Red
Army near, 87, 90--91, 93;
strategies for, 86, 87, 93,304;
victories in, 324, 574; as work area,
306
Liehuan ;{ian (Jiangxi): fund-raising
near, 84-85; land investigation in,
394;asRedarea,574
Lijin,213, 786,906
Lin Biao, :o.:xxviiin22, 1XJ(J(Viiin112, 247,
307; and E:o.:ecutive Committee,
729, 730, 820; and Front
Committee, 81-84,90--96, 98n1,
102; and Mao Zedong, liHiii, 203
Lin Boqu, 496, 730

Lin Ye, 83--84
Linchuan. See Fuzhou-Linchuan
LitanRiver,87n22
Literacy:classes,431,473,505,612,
639-40, 695--96; movement, 26,
321,526,542,577;and
ncwspapers,26;forwomen,228,
696
Liu Bocheng, 302, 729
Liu Bojian, !!6, 729
Liu Heding, 28, 42, 84, 85, 86
Liu Shaoguang [Shaoxian], 242n2, 249,
275n3
Liu Shaoqi, 729, 730, 820
LiuXiang,538
LiuYalou,l20
Livestock:ca11le,23,27, 103,457,606,
706;draftanima1s,18,20,321,
349, 396,438, 559, 691-92;
hidden, 39, 724n2; horses, 31,
13~37, 142, 154; looted by GMD,
357; pigs, 438, 507, 554,600--601,
602, 635; poultry, 438, 600--602,
636; redistribution of, 824
Livestock cooperatives, 439, 458, 576,
606-07, 635, 691-92, 706
Loans: bank, 162, 707; cancellation of,
414,567, 824; toGMD, 760, 761;
government, 240, 486, 926; by
individuals, 55, 449-52, 567;
international, 46,469,664, 757;
regulations for, 190. See also
Credit cooperatives
Local anned forces: and AB Corps, 50;
class-alienelementsin,414,416,
677; consolidation of, 116; and
counterrevolution, 368, 394;
delegates for, ISO; errors of,
198--99; establishing, 92,107, 192,
413,571,668,810;exampleof,
597-99;expansionof,37, 197,
268, 395,417,469, 504, 569;
fund-raising by, 344; garrison
eompanies,235;andguerrilla
warfare, 131,133--35,234,263,
340-41; harassment by, 49-50; and
Japaneseinvasion,212;vs.
landlord armed forces, 20, 135; and
martial law, 240, 299; and military
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Local armed forces (continued)
tribunals, 841; mobilization of,
295--300; in Pany line, 58; and
propaganda, 40; and Red Army, 29,
61,63, 133,134-35,255,901;
slrengthof, 48; training for, 116,
343,629, 924-25; weapons for, 29,
37, 48, 340-42; women in, 228;
work in xian, I 34
Local bullies: anacks on, 414;
blockhouses of, 158--59; class
status of, 546; confiscalion of
assets, 320; toppling, 23, 49, 84,
92,103,109
Local governments: administration by,
856; and bond sales, 498, 500;
Central Government Circular 10,
393--40 I; clas&-alien elements in,
416,432,473, 617; confiscated
houses for, 824; corruption in,
263-64, 320, 322,471; errors of,
369, 435; and food shonages, 409;
judicial depanments in, 850; and
labor laws, 883; and land
disuibu1ion, 55, 190; and land
investigation, 421 ; mass assistance
for, 371-72; and masses, 330-34;
and preferential treatment, 783,
785; reforming, 396; regulations
for, 17S;anclwarpreparation,39;
working women in, 472,476,
617. SeealsoSoviets
Long Mardl, xxiv, bc:iii, xo-xciii,
537n2, 179nnl-2
Longsang .dan, establishment of, 864
Longgang, Yongfeng xian, 92; battle at
(1930): xxx, 30-31; battle at
(1931), xxxix-xl, 129-30; GMD
forces near, 127, 774;strategiesfor,
98-100, 123--24; troop movements,
68; victory at, 28, 29, 34, 35, 37,
52,60,65
Longgangtou, 67, 148, 149-50, lSI, 152
Longshaxian, women in, 226
Longyan (Fujian), 36, 204, 263, 574
Longyanxian (Fujian): GMD
destruction of, 357; sttategy for,
201

Lu DipiDg, 46, 492
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Lu Xiaochen, 9, 14, 42, 83n8, 83, 132
Lumpenproletariat. See Vagabonds
Luo Binghui, 82--86, Ill, 729,820
Luo Fu. See Zhang Wentian
Luo Lin, 9. 14,28, 37, 42, 51, 87, lSI
Luo Ming, biography of, lxin64
Luo Ming Line, lxHxiii,lxxviii, 496nl
Luo Ronghuan, 81--84, 9].-96, 730
Luo Zhanglong, 57
Luo Zhuoying. 28, 121, 127, 121,
131-32,151,242-43
Luofang Conference, xxx, 59
Luokou, Ningdu xian: casualties at, 83;
GMDfon:esin,S,81;stra~egyfor,7,

8; troop movements, 78, 80; as wodt
arQ, 15,16
Lytton Commission, 209nl, 209,
292-93,522

Ma Hongkui, biography of, 45
Ma Zhanshan, biography of, 209
Manchukuo: and Dalian conference,
580; establishment of, 209n2, 391,
405, 528; formal recognition of,
445-46,759,767, 768;puppet
rulers in, 374, 770; tax offices in
North China, 759
Manchuria. See Northeastern Provinces;
Japanese in Northestem Provinces;
Manohukuo
Mao Bingwen, Sn4, 7, 9, 14, 37, 42, 51,
78, 79,81-83, 86, 90, 90n27, 121,
132, lSI, 248--49,275

Mao (monewy unit), 449n2, 553, 636,
637n6
Mao Zedong: on Central Military

Commission, 12, 41, 97, 138, 373;
and circulars, lls--17, 292; on class

status, 546-68; criticisms of, xxviii,
xlvi, li,liv-Jv, lix--lx,lxix--lxx,
lxxxv; on economic policy,
.
160-62, 384--85; election of, 410,
729, 730, 820; on elections.
179--81,469-78,527-35, 871-78;
and First National Congress, xi viii,
785, 825; foreign policy of, 160,
169,292-94, 726; and Front
Committee, xlvii, 81-96, 98-104,
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Mao Zedong (continued)
107nl, 113; and General Political
Department, 12, 21, 23; and GMD,
xxiii--xxiv, 219-20, 391-93,
445--47, 759-63; illness of,
xxviii--xxix, lxi, lxxv, lxxix, 58n5;
in Jianfeng, 118, 120; letters of,
xxxiin6, xxxiiinll, 107-13,
118--20, 167-70, 184-93, 764; on
local anned forces., 340-42; and
Long March, xciii--«civ; memorials
by, 157,353-54,641, 651; and and
Mililaly Affairs Commission,
xxxiii, xlviii; Nancbang Uprising,
443;andNationaiCongress,97,
162, 464-67. 652, 653, 654-56, 727.
727-28; on newspapeiS, 22--27; and
Organic Law of the Central Soviet,
942-47; at Party conference, S6nl;
poems by, 52, 114, 390, 779; and
Politburo, xxv, boor.v,lxxxix; as
Political Commisur,lvii, 247,249,
252,253,257,284, 303; on
preiemuialtreatment, 783-85; on
pJOpaganda,44-51;andprovincial
congress. 194--200, 221--:24; and
Red Army, xxiii-«xiv, lii-liv, I I,
266-74, 303-07; on rich peasants.,
!38-41;onsovietworlt, 18--21,
69-70,175-76,230-41,479-90,
737-Sl;andtrailors, 105-06,
163-66, 24S-46; wopianism, xxvi;
and Wes1em lhougln, xx.i, xx.v; 10
Whitearmy,IS4-56,388-89,
644-45, 649--50, 652-53, 764--66;
and women's issues, 225-29; Ill
:lian conbcnccs, 410-33,479-90,
527-35; 10 Zhou Enlai, xc, 201-05,
215, 367; and Zwtyi Conference.,
xxiv; orders, First Campaign, 6, 8,
11, 17; orders, Second Campaign,
33,41,43,68, 70, 73, 75, 77,80;
orders, Third Campaign, 122, 123,
125, 126, 128, 130, 135, 137, 144,
146, 148, !50, 153, 159; orders,
Fourth Campaign, 159,247,
252-54, 258, 289, 300, 301-{)2,
326-27,343,347,360, 366;
orders, Fifth Campaign, 572;

Mao Zedong (continued)
othcrorders of, 370, 372, 379,387,
642. See also Central Bureau;
Central Soviet Government;
Executive Committee
Marriage Jaws and regulations, 226,
22&--29, 264, 319--20, 629, 697--98,
787,818--19,951-53
Marshall, George C., xxvi
Martial law (jieyan), 724; temporary,
369; committees for, 906--07, 914;
defined, 39n16; enforcement of, 39,
116, 240, 298--99; and food supply,
23 7; and Japanese invasion, 212,
213; andpasspons, 346-47; in war
mobilization, xxxi, 724
Marxism-Leninism, xxij.....uiii, XXV,
lxiii,56, 542,577
Mass consciousness., 184
Mass organizations: and agitation
meetings, 296; anti-Japanese, 206;
clasa-alien elements in, 416, 740;
and committees, 594-96, 929;
contributions 10, 19; and
counterrevolution, 368, 394, 41 5,
429, 432; and economic
construction, 488; establishing,
185,413, 571;andjudicial system,
85 I, 852; and land investigation,
416; list of, 749; and national
currency, 502; recruitment in, 268,
273; and revolution, 237;
subveJSive, 223,319,368,396,
833; and taxes, 902; and treasury
bonds., 488,497,500, 684; in
Wbiteareas,l85,207,21l;women
in,228
Mass struggle: elements in, 23, 414;
cntbusiasm for, 23, 504; expansion
of, 37; leadership in, 515-16;
promotion of, 273, 507;
revolutionary, 198; in White areas,
216

Masses: alienation of, 139, 332-33, 358;
asset distribution to, 396, 425,438,
438--39, 507,515-17, 525;
conservatism in, 22-23, 313, 331;
evacuation of, 67; Japanese
slaughter of, 154-55, 168, 206,
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Masses (continued)
210,293, 315,355, 361~2; local
soviets and, 33~34; looting by,
223; newspapcn; for, 26;
propaganda for, 12, 16, 257; Red
Army work wilb, 58, 59, 70, 95,
109; slogans for, 325,435,439,
488, 489, 502--03, 535; strength of,
169, See also Mobilization; Mutual
aid
Masses, anning: wilb captured weapons,
48, 207; and combat agreements,
356, 376., 388,392,406,537,583,
762; Front Committee and, 58; for
revolution, 269, 340-43, 668,
671. See also Local armed forces
Medical teams., militaJy, 6, 8, 33, 142,
143; bandage units, 8, 32; first aid,
341

Medicines, 17, 32, 86, 87--38,92, 102,
633,693,890
Meetings: of activists, 87; of
businessmen, 237; for cadres, 103,
749; on class status, 437, 506,
517-18; commince, 912; election,
337,474, 533-34,592--93,626,
790, 828--29, 872-73, 911; on
grain shortages, 409; on land
issues, 189, 395,424-26,435,
506; of local soviets, 176, 738--39,
804, 806, 808; mass, liS, 188,
334,425, 436, 686, 746; and
mobilization, 296, 332-34, 570; of
poor peasants, 400, 426--27, 459;
for recruitment, 268, 273; secret,
414; on treasury bonds, 497,498,
500, 608; as war preparation,
31-32, 38--39,40, 296; for women,
629
Merchants: confiscation of assets, 503,
565; and counterrevolution, 368;
and elections, 789; fund collection
from, 191; and land distribution,
66; market manipulation by,
364-65,403, 441, 484, 705; and
national currency, 502, 503;
surveillance of, 369; and taxes,
236-37,688, 815; and war bonds,
310. Seea/soCommen:e;Tililde
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MilitaJy Affairs, Commissariat for, 730,
820, 841, 842, 895,945
Military affairs departments, soviet,
234,379, 395,417,924-25,940
Military Affairs Commission,liii,
lxxv-lxxvi; 85n 12, 570; advance to
Huangpi, 16; and anny expansion,
703-04, 720; and August I, 443; in
campaigns, 10, 16,43, 71-73,75,
203; on combat agreements., 356,
388--89, 583, 660; establishment of,
xxxii-xxxiii, 668-69, 947;
functions of, 244; and Japanese.
211-13; on landownership, 18--21;
and military tribunals, 840; and
News Bulletin, 22nl; notices of,
138;ordcrsof,l2,34, 73,97,131,
136,144;andpensions,931;
proclamations of, 355, 373; and
Security Bureau, 836; and war
booty, 117; and war mobilization,
211,233. Seea/soGeneral
Political Deparunent
MilitaJy uaining: as banle preparation,
32-33,65,92,286-87, 297;
internal, 12; for Japanese invasion,
212, 213; for local anned forces,
116,343,594-98,629, 924-25; for
prisoners of war, 88; for Red Anny,
32-33, 42-43,92, 320,462,
704--05; for Red Guards, 269-70,
272,297,300,570, 599, 749; for
reinforcements. 231-33, 269-70;
for Young Pioneen, 570,599,749
Military tribunals, 840--43, 933-34,
946,95s-S6
Militia, xxx.i, 134, 237-38, 287; guard
detachments, 147n2, 147
Mines. 160, 169, 240,486,795,797,
900,901,926,927
Minorities in China, 415nl, 699--700
Mobilization:ofcadres, 197,417;
Cenual Bureau and, 416;
economic, 240, 453,457-58,489,
866; for elections, 471; CR'OJSin,
139, 331-32; for fanning. 348,
382--83; for harvest, 238, 174; for
land investigation, 506; and land
revolution, 188; and mass
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Mobilization (COIItinued)
organizations, 416, 421-24, .517;
methods for, 23, 333--34,382,
720-21, 746; for recruitment, 268,
273, 395, 720; as Red Anny task,
xli, 12, 90; and revolution, 716-17;
for soviet work, 710, 737; to
support Red Army, lxxii, 39-40,
49-.50, 58, 69, 117, 23.5, 669-70
Mobilization, war: against Japan, 223,
660; and bonds, 236, 310-11, 321;
components of, 11~17, 4.58, 462;
directive on, 209-14; and
education, 541 ; emergency,
29~300, 317. 324, 337-38,
.569-72, 723--25; in Fujian
Province, 197; and land
inveStigation, 430-31; and mass
organizations, 237, 453; and
military commissions, 211; Offaccrs
for, 924-2.5; pace of, 394,416; in
townships, 587; in war zones, 12
Money: for defectors, 49; enemy, 6;
exportation of, 191,368,908, 9.59;
for milirary units, 33; pocket, 43,
84, 9.5; waste of, 191, 198, 320,
689, Sll,Seealso Currency;
Financial issues
Mongolia: as colony, .581, 699;
Japanese in, 479, 767; state of, .528;
recognition of, 405; sell-out of,
.580,6.59, 7.59, 768
Mu(unitofmeasure) .5.5, .52.5
Muslims,699
Mutual aid: associations for, .576, 604--06,
614-1.5,706,902, 924; in cultivation,
20, 349; discussions on, 458; and
grain shortage, 404, 408-09; and
laborpower,631,670, 691--92; and
landinvesligation,4S8
Nanchang (Jiangxi): attac:k on, 491 n I;
QUang Kaishek in, 11.5, .538, .581n4,
759; 0~ fom:sat, 14, 492; as key
ciry,l, 323; Mao on, 484; Red Army
near,47, 317; stra1egy for, 51, 94,
223; uprising in, 443
Nancheng (Jiangxi), !vii, 90-91, 248,
304,3.53

Nanfangxian, fund-raising in, 84
Nanfcng (Jiangxi): fortifications in, 276;
fund-raising in, 10, IS; GMD
forces in, 9, 10, 38,42-43,90-91,
93, 102, 248; GMD forces near, 14,
67, 78; Red occupation of, 317;
strategies for, 82, 84, 87, 98,
100-101, 27~77. 281, 304; troop
movements near, 78-79; work area,
29, 37, 9.5, 185--86
Nanfengxian (Jiangxi), 288n4, .574
Nanjingxian (Fujian): battle in, 21S,
218; guerrilla warfare in, 21~16
Nanjing Government. See Guomindang
government
Nantuan,Ningduxian, 7, 76-77,78-80
National Revolutionary Army (GMO):
anacks by, xxix-xxx, xxxix,
lxxxvii,47, 49, 3.57; as bandits, SO,
69, 140, 307; Cavalry Division
(GMD), 42; concessions to
Japanese, 167nl; condition of, 6.5,
122, 132, 37S, 664; defeats of, 28,
149,151,261,278,316,363,37.5,
402, 460; defections from,l96, 209;
de5truction by, XXX, 49, 50,284,
321, 3.57, 441; food allowance for,
51; nearGan River, 99n3, 242-43,
248, 282; harvest sabatoge by, 238;
logistics of, 37,48--49, 11.5; Mao's
leners to, 1.54-.56, 388-89, 764--66,
772; morale in, 37, 49,460, 66.5;
opposition to Japan in, 46.5, S6.5,
644--4.5; pincer strategy, 99;
propaganda for, 40, 49, 776;
revolutionary movement in, 66,
270, 273, 339, 469, .576, 702, 77.5;
in Soviet areas, SO, 255, 290, 362,
774; stopped, 94, lOS; strength of,
xxxv, xli,lvi,lxxv, 37, lOS, 331,
482, 7.54, 761, 76S, 777; supplies
for, 7.57
Nationalization, 160, 169,824,925,
926, 927. See a/sa State-owned
enterprises
New:s Bullelin on Currenl Affairs, 22-27
Newspapers, 22-27, 9.5, 112,212,
410nl,473, 499,696, 930; wall,
436, 612, 640
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Nie Rongzhen, lii,liii, 203,247, 307, 729
Nineteenth Red Anny: establishment of,
367
Nineteenth Route Anny (GMD): defeats
of, 9, 468, 530, 723; in Fujian
Province, lxxvi, lxxix-btxxi,
lxxxiv-lxxxv, 230,649-50,
732-33, 764; and Japanese
invasion, 206, 230; near Ji'an,
99n3; Mao's telegram to, 644-45;
officers of, 9n3, 14, 28, 37, 90n27,
210n2, 649, 733; Seventy-eighth
Division, 14n2, 132, 151,367;
Sixtieth Division, 9, 42, 49, 67,
124n2,132,151; Sixty-first
Division, 9n2, 14, 131n2, 132, 151,
367nl; troop movements, 67
Ningdu (Jiangxi): conference in, xxviii,
lv,1viii-1ix,lxiii, lxx, 59, 244nl,
275nl,312nl; andGMDforces,
42-43,67,121,151,242, 775;
strategy for, 98-100; as work area,
15, 29, 37,42, 42-43, 118
Ningdu Uprising, 246, 339, 353
Ningdu ;dan: becomes Bosheng.l'ian,
353; GMD forces in, 5, 7n2;
production in, 240; as work area,
107
Ninghua (Fujian): GMD forces in, 15;
Red occupation of, 316, 367;
strategy for, 304; as work area, 16,
91,96, 102,192
Ninghua xian (Fujian): labor unions in,
684; land investigation in, 394,
396,398,401,504,508, 509; as
work area, 107, 108, 110-11, 113,
185
Ninth Anny (GMD), 9; deputy
commander, 38nl4; Fifty-founh
Division, 14, 42, 110, 129
Ninth Division, Third Red Army, 121,
147; troop movements, 14s-46
North China: Japanese occupation of,
469,481, 575,659,712,737, 767;
sellout of, 759--60, 768
North China Truce Agreement, 580;
buffer zone in, 519n2; and CCP,
660, 761,768, 770; and Chiang
Kaishek, lxxi, 388n2, 391;
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North China Truce Agreement
(continued)

conditions of, 391, 405; date of,
445;inGMDstralegies,461, 774
North Pole Society, 64
Northeast Jiangxi Soviet Area: attacks
on, 303, 331; GMD forces in, 284;
GMDthreat to, 317; and mass
work, 298; Red Anny in, 232;
victoricsin,29S,316
Northeastern People's Revolutionary
Anny: Mao's lener to, 652-53
Northeastern Provinces: anti-imperialist
movement in, 315; as colony, 581;
and GMD annies, 581, 775;
guerrilla warfare in, 575; puppet
government in, 209--1 0; sellout of,
195, 389,481,580,759, 768,
Northern Fujian Soviet Area, labor
unions in, 683
October Revolution, 97, 325, 820, 885
Opium, 154-55,223,239,328-29,
374n3,856
Opportunism, 57-58; and class suuggle,
509-1 0; correction of, 60; "left,"
414,440,462,510, 725; in mass
work, 109; preventins, 185; right,
xlvi,li,lxix, 217nl, 218, 440,462;
sentiments of, 66; wrong, 485,487,
48!>-90
Organic Law ofthe Central Soviet, 934,
935,942--47
Ouyang Jian, 98n I ; biography of, I 00n5
Oxen, 20, 458, SS9, 635, 692, 908, 924.
See al:ro Livestock
Pan Hannian,lxxxi; biography of,
lxxxn,96
Paris Commune, 194
Peasants: class staNS of, 55, 506; and
elections, 477, 532; food supply
for,69;in.guerrillafon:es,69,235;
and landlord anned forces, 18-19,
20; political power for, 57, 324,
529, 672, 685, 783, 822; recruits
from, 232, 267-71; in Red Guards.
234; slaughter of, 154,293, 362; in
Wbiteareas.685. SeealsoLand
redistribution
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Peasants, middJe: CCP alliance wilh,
190, 396, 434-35, 510, 548, 686;
andclassiDvestigation,436,438,
506,510-12, 524-25; descriplions
of,55,247--48;falsereponson,
424-25; and government bonds,
497; and land distribution, 19, 55,
188, 190,317,411,414, 822-24;
mobilization of, 185, 187; and poor
peasant league, 453; in soviet
structure, 458, 476; taxes on, 786,
879,8811; ttealmentof, 139, 190,
401,423, 424; well-to-do, 552-54
Peasants, poor, 138-41; CCP reliance
on, 396, 434, 686; and class
investigation, 506; defined, 55; as
delegates, 400; descriptions of,
548; and land distribution, 414,
548, 822-24; and land issues, 188,
395, 411; mobilization of, xxiii,
185, 187,413, 416; in soviet
Slructurc,476; taxes on, 786,815,
860,879, 8811,903. Seeal.ro
Laborers, fann; Poor peasant league
Peasants, rich·: CCP policy toward, lxv,
547; confiscation from, Ixii-lxiii,
396,413,422,425,438, 525,
556-57,565, 823, 824; and
counterrevolution, 368,414-15,
556-58; deception by, 396,401,
414-15,421,435,456, 506;
defection of, 109; described. 55,
138,434, 451-52, 525, 547;
donations from, 360, 395, 417,495,
505, 558, 565, 909; economic
disarmament of, 62-63, 70; and
elections, 336, 472-73, 532, 789,
871; execution of, 173; families of,
557-58, 563, 901--02; as forced
labor, 327, 559; identification of,
411,504--05,513-14, 547, 686-87;
and instruments of production, 824;
investigation of, 396, 436, 524-25;
and Land Law, 188-89, 317, 823;
and local armed forces, 50; market
manipulation by, 364-65, 403, 441;
and money market, 502, 503;
opposition to, 13&-41, 224, 513;
poor land for, 189,396,414,525,

Peasants, rich (continued)
558-59, 823; purges of, 65, 116,
185; reactionary, 556-57; Red
Anny and, 70,360,562--63, 901;
resistancefrom,425,SII;in
revolutionary bodies, 60, 139, 141,
371,414, 425; sUJVCillance on, 299,
329, 369, 370,401, 907; taxes on,
236-37,318,786,815,816,860,
879, 903; undercover, 337; and war
bonds, 310; weakening, 430,434,
558-59, 686; and weapons, 377; in
Whiteareas,557,68S
Peddlers, 633, 815,860
Peng Dehuai, xxix, xxxviiin22, xlviii,
lxxxiii, lxxvi, lxxxiii, lxxxviii; and
Executive Committee, 729, 820;
and Front Commminee, 82, 98nl,
102; in Fujian, 468nl, 530; in
Jiangxi, 122; on Japanese invasion,
154-56
Peoples' Revolutionary Government
(Fujian),1xxxi, 581n4, 644--45,
649-50,665--66,715,723,732-35,
775-76
Ping'anzhai, Yudu.xiDn, troop
movementsat,l21,122, 152, 153
Pinghe (Fujian), 47, 204-05, 215, 216
Pingjiang Uprising, 157
Pitou. Ji'an.xiDn, February Conference,
60
Poems, by Mao, 52, 114, 390, 779
Police: military, 292, 393,445, 753,
872; peoples', 851,855,856,930,
932, 933; provincial, 806; urban,
322, 856. See alro State Political
Security Bureau
Politburo (CCP), xxv,lxxxv, lxxxix,
xci, xciii, 56-57
Political commissars, Red Anny, 704;
appointment of, 272, 320, 342; and
Front Conuninee, 58; and General
Headquarters, 130; and Military
Commission, 73; tasks of, 12-13
Political depanmems: expenses of, 142;
fund collettion by, 191; and
investigations, 55; propaganda
section, 26-27; in Red Anny,
12-13,26, 142, 193; tasks of,

Political departments (continued)
38-40,44, S4-S5, 104, 146,
878. See also General Political
Dopanmont
Political Guards Regiment (CCP), 8, 876
Political power: and agrarian n:volution,
822; for peasants and workers. 57,
324, 529, 672, 685, 783, 822; and
revolution, 528, 685; for soldiers.,
783, 822; and soviets, 185,455,
529,844
Poor peasant league: in agrarian
revolution, 453, 457, 824; and bond
sales, 497,498, 500; confiscated
houses for, 824; congress of,
398-40 I , 454, 512, 866; delegates
for, 400; democnacy in, 457; and
economic construction, 488; and
elections, 474, 591; errors of,
45~54; expansion of, 515; and
feudal forces, 453, 457; and
investigations, 426-27, 436, 43 7,
439-40,506, 525; and judicial
system, 851; and labor unions, 459;
leadership of, 434; and meetings,
409,422,425, 426; membership in,
66, 512-13;andmidd1epeasants.
439,455--57, 510; organization of,
453-59,515--16,619-20,687,
749n4; propaganda for,455
Population: registration, 299, 322;
statistics., 54--55, 400, 686, 908,
916, 931; in townships. 586-87,
623-24
Postal service: department for, 385,
855--56, 857, 926; to Ewope, 446;
express, 118, 386-87; Japanese
and, 759, 767, 773n2; and labor
unions. 800, 895; for soldiers. 318,
784; standardization of, 321; and
war mobilization, 213, 236
Preferential treatment: for gcwcmment
workers, 318,371-72,:566,610,
879--80. 90()....901, 902; for labor
unions. 800, 895; regulations for,
268, 372,458, 669-70, 183--85, 860;
forteachers,S42,610
Preferential treatment, Red Army:
committees for, 627, 906, 914;

Preferential treatment, Red Army:
comminees for (continued)
failurcin,226,267,319;
implementation of, 223, 268,
273-74, 443--44, 458, 629, 704,
931; instructions for, 318-19,
844-48; and land distribution, 563;
and mutual aid, 604-05; and postal
SCJVice, 318, 784; price discounts.
633, 669, 784; tax exemptions, 318,
689, 81:5,879, 901--02; for women,
228

Price: market,lxxii, 20, 602--03,
636-37; of rice, 402,408.441,484,
486, 499; of salt, 602--03,637
Prisoners, enemy: captun: of, 291; care
for, 6, 31, 40; count of, 374;
disposition of, 31, 7:5; pay for, 49,
143; and propaganda, 39, 40, 49,
117; I'CCJ'Uitment of, 88; repatriation
of,32,103
Production: development of, 414, :500;
exemptions from, 186,235,610,
851; increase in, 223, 239, 318,
348-49,382,:526,690-91, 706;
industrial, 160, 385,:576, 799;
instruments of, 823, 824; labor
power for, 224, 629-32, 670, 706;
and labor unions, 799; market
prices for, 602--03, 636-37;
piecework, 796-97,884, 886;
standards for, 886-87; and work
inspection, 224, 322, 588--89,
621. See also Agriculture;
Handicrafts
Production cooperatives: development
of, 458, :576, 693--94, 906;
industrial, 240, 693, 706-07; labor,
504, 631; and labor laws. 882; and
labor unions. 799; manufacturing,
140, 431; tax exemption for, 816,
861
Proletariat: and Communist Party, xxiii,
314; dictatorship of, xxi, xxv, 322,
668; and elections, 471, 871;
international, 47, 208, 314, :519-21,
:535; leadership of, 66, 139, 179,
217nl, 413,417,4:5:5,4:59,483,
672, 822; and revolution, 194
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Propaganda: anti-impcrialiSI, 66; for

bond sales, 31~11, 497, 499, 608,
638, 866; for coopen~tivcs, 442,
488; by defectors, 49; directives on,
29; for economic construction,
488--89; forelections,471,473,
531-32,591, 626, 911; for enemy
troopS, 40-41, 49; for
grain-lending, 358; and Japanese
invasion, 212; for land
investigation. 400-401, 424,
434-36,506-07,516--17, 524;
making, 16,434-36, 620; for
masses, 12, 16,44-50,268, 310,
358; methods for, 38, 95, 436; on
mutual aid, 409; on national
cum:ncy, 502; newspaJ)CIS as, 26;
outlines for, 44-51, 95, 499;
political, 29, 38; for poor peasant
league, 455; recruitment, 233--34,
267--68, 629, 669; for soldiers, 40,
49, 95, 776; subversive, 958; for
volunteer labor, 846; as war
prepuation, 29, l8, 39,40, IIS...I6,
257,572, 724;inWbiteareas,216,
224
Provincial executive committees., 313,
806,807--08, 812f, 850,875,920
Provincial soviets: eultunl departments
of, 22; judicial depar1menls of, 853,
93l; and land distribution, 19; in
Laoyingpan, 145; and local soviets,
17S...76, 920; and mass
mobilization, 258; oversight by,
258, 418; and revolutionary
comminees, 709; and rich peasants,
224; and Security Bureau, 836;
worlcstyleof,267,l12-ll,
708. &e also Congresses.
provincial; Soviets

Provisions., Red Ann.y: drinking water,
l2; food allowance, 16, ll, 5 I, 84,
95, 142, 402; from masses, 357;
meetings for, lO, 32, ll; purchase
of,68;shortageof,3~31;

stockpile of, 10,298, 317,462,
576,668,671,688, 724; system
for, 58, 91, 306; transport of, 75,
l26, 705

Public health: comminees for, 596,613,
909; department for, 806,855-56,
9ll ; and epidemics, 321 ; and
hygiene, 458, 613; movement for,
613-14; as soviet work, 810
Qin Bangx.ian. See Bo Gu
Qingtang, Ningdu xian, 127; conference
in, x~~:xviii--xxxix,lxvin73, S6nl;
troop movements, 4l, 121, 129
Qiu Shigui: biography of,410nl
Qu Qiubai, 164,729-31,820
Qu Shounian, 14, 151,733

Radio: enemy, 6, 81, 86, 87, 110, 117,
Ill; Red Anny, 88--89, 142,204
Railways, 9, 210, 260,446, 775;
confiscation of, 169
Recruitment: ofactivists,417, 570, 917;
of masses, 108-09,232, 267-71;
meetings for, 268, 273; and
mobilization, l95, 720; pace of,
291 ; and political education, 269,
297; of prisoners, 88; propaganda
for, 233-14, 268, 629, 669; in
provinces, 267--68,482,669, 670
Red areas. See Soviet areas
Red Anny;668-72; and AB COTpS, 65;
anaclcs by, xli--xlii, 5-6, 74, 76, 8l,
124,281, ll6, 36l; booty,liii, 31,
32, 87-88, 117; and Chiang
Kaishek, l6, 46, 115, 72l; class
mission of, 783; compulsory
service in,271, 798, 888; defense
of government, 844; deployment
of, 91, 93, 102, 12l, 128, 129-30,
276-77, 286f; and elections, 180,
792,870-71,874, 875-76; errors
of, 92, 13~19, 143-44, 494;
e&tablishment of, 58, 155,443,
666-68, 885; GMD anaclcs on,
xxix--ux, xciii, 69, 72,207, 210;
itineraries of, 79-80, 149-50, 250,
305; and land revolution, 59, 189,
783, 844; and local armed forces,
29, 61, 63, 13l, 134-35,255, 901;
mass work of, 12, 26, 58, 69-70,
92, 186; model divisions of, 505;
morale in. 31, 37, 89, 276; political
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Red Anny (continued)
depanmen1s in, 12-13, 39, 142,
193; polilical educ:alion for, 12,
462, 704; recruits for, 142,232,
233-34,267-71,273, 291, 395,
417; reinforcemen1s for, 231-32,
269-70,273, 297; and Sccurily
Bureau, 836-37; and slogans, 39,
40--41,95, 184; s1rengthof, xxxv,
lxxv,48, 65,267, 574, 670;
subversives in, 47-48, 65; !asks of,
12,38-39, 87,91-92, 107, 109,
134, 783;1aXsupportfor,212;
tnlining for, 32-33, 42--43, 92, 320,
462, 704--05; uniforms for, 204,
232-33, 377-79; women in, 228,
273; and Youlh League (CY),
61. See also Desertion;
Rec:rui1men1; SoldiCJS
Red Anny assis1anc:e., 49-50, 69, 81, 82,
117; c:omminees for, 267,270,906,
914; local armed forces and, 29,
49-50, 133, 134-35; masses and,
39,40,67, 100n7
Red Anny expansion, 266-74, 669-70;
c:omminees for, 267, 594,906, 914;
enors in, 320; and Military
Commission, 233; officers for,
924-25; pac:e of, 270-71; and
prefercnlialtreatment, 223, 629;
and revolutioruuy enthusiasm, 435,
504, 638; in soviet areas, 92,
430-31, 469, 482, 577-78, 628-30,
783; victories and, 35, 296-97; and
war mobilization, 458, 462, 569-71
Red Anny Military Academy, 85nl2,
232,302,320
Red Army Newspaper (Hongjun bao),
22, 27, 95, 112; conlent of, 24
Red China (Hrnrg:re Zhonghua), 410nl,
473, 499, 640, 696
Red Guards: in anny hospitals, 326;
battle at Ji'an, 491-94; described,
233n I, 234, 340; establishment of,
186,320; expansion of, 273,458,
462, 526, 577, 671; in guerrilla
wal'fare, 16, 235; near Hexi, 79;
and inspections, 379,911, 917; and
Japanese invasion, 212, 213;
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Red Guards (continued)
judicial depanmenls and, 851; and
landlord armed forces, 16;
membershipin,271-72, 749;
mobilization of, 296, 299-300,
933; model units of, 272,279,297,
341-43,570, 577; officers of,
924-25; organization of, 29, 87,
233-34, 320, 705; reinforcements
from, 273,627, 705; res1ric:tions
on, 103; security du1ies for, 237,
238, 299, 326, 907; in soulhem
Jiangx.i, 94; training for, 269-70,
272,297,300,570,599, 749; as
lnlnsport workers., 258, 299, 326,
327,571, 577-78; and weapons,
272,299,341-42, 377, 378; in
White areas, 10; women in, 225,
341,597
Red May, 570, 629, 704, 755
Red Security Regiment, 43
Red Star (newspaper), 212, 696
Rehe Province: attacks on, 315, 361--62,
374, 443; and GMD armies, 775;
Japanese occupation of, 461, 465,
481,519,575,659,712,767, 773;
se1l-outof,388, 768
Religion, 562,617,661,789, 823,872,
888,958
Ren Bishi, xxxvii, xlvi-xlvii, lv-lvii,
6lnl4, 194n1, 730, 820; biography
of, xxxviinl8
Rent: cancellation of, 824; collec:lion of,
298. 514, 926; land, 19, 66,
449-52, 514,546, 547, 685;
systems.,495
Reorganjzationisls, 64, 89, 171, 173,
319,677,833-34
Returned Sludents. xxiv-xxv,
xxxvi-xxxvii, lxiii,lxxin80,
lxxv-lxxvii,lxxxii, lxxxiv, lxxxix
Revolution: against GMD, 169, 196;
anti-imperialist, 196; attacks on,
28, 34, 64, 67, 115, 317, 324; call
to arms for, ISs-56, 219-20,294,
324-25, 407; development of, 64,
187,419,465,6S4-55, 700--713,
783; economic construction during.
483--85, 487; economic
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Revolution (conlinllfii)
emancipation in, 787; enemies of,
324, 546; Executive Comminee on,
230-41,295--300,348-49, 357-l:iO,
754-SS, 821; of 1927, defeat of,
783; and politica1 power, 528, 685;
sabotascof,I38,140,394,41S;
socialist, 727; spontaneous, ISS;
strategies for, xxiv, 35; support for,
47; suppression of, xxiii, 46, 206,
210,222,292-93, 315,658, 757;
tasks of, 12, 46, 51, 667; threats
against, 46; traitors to, 163-66,
336, 778, 958; and treasury bonds,
500; women in, 225, 264; world
proletarian,lxxxvii,l94,657. See
t~lso Agrarian revolution
Revolutionary comminees: acts against,
957; on counterrevolution, 173,
191-92,380--81, 835,940, 954-SS;
establishment of, 939-41; and
guerrilla units, 185, 939-40; and
provincial soviets, 709; wks of,
192,709,835,941
Revolutionary competition: and
agriculture, 238,349, 621; and
bond sales, 237,310,499, S4S;
described, 621-22; and revenue
collection, 237; in soviet work,
709, 749-SO, 809
Rice: confiscation of, 223; price of, 364,
402,408,441,484,486, 499;
processing, 226; for Red Army, 68,
1S; shortage of, 224, 328; supply
of, 16, 33,237, 364. Seet~lso Grain
Right--deviationisrn, as main danger, 66
Ruijin (Jiangxi): and Border Committee,
104; Central Government in,lv,
lxxv, 367n2, 464; confcrcm:e in,
479nl; counterrevolution in, 368;
andGMO, 121, 367, 723; officers
for, 301~; production in, 240;
strategy for,IOO; troop movements
at, ISI-S3;asworkarea,43,91,
109
Ruijin xit~n (Jiangxi): bandits in, 91 ;
banle in, 390; bond sales in, 497,
544, 721; building soviets in, 176;
c:lass struale in, 418; cooperatives

Ruijin ::rian (Jiangxi) (continued)
in, 694; eiTOI'S in, 411, 448-52,
497, S 17; grain surplus in, 402,
403;judicial organs in, 849-S4;
land investigation in, lv,lxxv, 394,
39S, 398-401, 448-S2, S04-II
passim; poor peasant league in,
454, 512; Red Anny in, SOS, 720,
124; strategy for, 99; as work area,
107,111-13,323
Ruling class: bourgeoisie in, S29, 957;
and Chiang Kaishelc, 46;
contradictions in, 64; and
counte!TeVolution, 28, 64, 115;
deception by, 668; factionalism in,
35, 665; opposition to, 528;
reactionary, 47, 167-68, 29S,
SS~S1; and revolution, 46, 47, 64,
957; slogan of, liS; workers and
peasants as, 466, 529,667-68
Russia, xxii, xxvi, 168-69,278,314,
820. See t~lso Soviet Union
Sabotage: ofbond sales, 501; of
currency, 368, S02-03, 959;
execution for, 105-06, S03, 9S9; of
governments, 64, 957; of harvest,
69, 238; ofinftastructurc, 959; of
land investigation movement, 432;
of production, 160, 237; of Red
Army, 48, 64, lOS, 134, 268; of
revolution, 138,369,394, 41S; of
soviets, 64, 369,421
Salt: bidden, 50; price of, 602--{)3, 637;
shortages of,lxxi, 24, 27,484, S78,
636; supply of, 16, 298, 36S, 600;
llade in, 486, 487. 707
Sandu-Qibao, Xingguoxit~n, 29, 184;
resis1ance in, 37, 184n2, 186
Schools: anny, 79; confiscated houses
as, 824; and elections, 473;
evening, 504, SOS, S11, 611-12,
639-40, 69S; factory, 798, 887; and
labor unions, 89S; Lenin, S26, 61 0;
missionary, 661; presCJYatiOD of,
191; prinwy, 321,431, S04, S11,
610-11,639,640, 69~;
universities. S77, 697, 778; for
women,228
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Second Campaign: conditions for,
45-50; cnors in, 116-17; GMD
annies in, 90n27; poem about,
114; preparations for, 28-33,
38-43, 56nl, 65-66; and Soviet
areas,34-35;strategics for,
xxxiv-xxxvi, xxxix-xliii,
98-101; victories in, xl, 83, 84,
86,87,115
Second Red Army, victories of, 47
Second Route Army (CCP): banle at
Dongshao, 7; Eleventh Division,
28,121n5, 132, 151,243,275;
troop movements, 5
Second Route Army (GMD):
Founeenth Division, 121, 132, 151,
242, 248-49, 275, 290, 353;
oflicersof,243n3
Seventh Independent Division (CCP),
201--02
Seventh Red Army: near Chayuan, 124;
in Chongyi, 36; in Fujian Province,
151, 153;nearGaoxing. 128; in
Guangdong Province, 47; in
Guangxi Province, 36, 37; and Han
Deqin, 87; and Japanese, 769n1; in
Jiangxi Province, 37, 68; near
Longgangtou, 148; troop
movements, 29, 47, 145, ISO
Seventy-eighth Division, Nineteenth
Route Army (GMD): in CentJal
SovietArea,367;atJi'an, 132;
officers of, 14n2, 132, 151,367
Shaanxi Province: GMD forces in, 46,
94; Red Army in, xxiv; land taxes
in,689
Shandong Province: factionalism in, 45,
103; GMD forces in, 94
Shangguan Yunxiang, 121, 127,290
Shanghai: banles in, xlv, 195n3, 660,
776; CCP in, xlix, 164; and
cease--fire,219-20,230;
conferences in, 230, 522-23, 535;
and First Campaign, 36; and GMD
armies, 196, 775; invasionof,l95,
196,230, 292; mass slaughter at,
206--07, 362, 374; negotiations in,
209-10, 373--74; sell-out of, 195,
316, 362; strike in, 752-53
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Shanghang (Fujian): capture of, 187,
194, 204; GMD near, 432;
occupation of, 316; and troop
movements, 93
Sbanghangxian (Fujian): investigations
in, 394, 623-40, 718; labor unions
in, 684; Mao in, 202; Red Army in,
203, 215; as work area, 187-93,
197,721
Shanxi Province, Red Army in, 575
Shen Guangban: and Fujian Incident,
733;stn.tegiesagainst,131-32
Sheng (unit of measure), 361, 364-65,
619
Sheng1i :dan: labor unions in, 684; land
investigation in, 398-401, 504,
508-09

Shicheng (Jiangxi): and Border
Committee, 104; counterrevolution
in, 368; GMD threat to, 723, 775;
militaryactivityat,37, 118;
strategy for, 304
Shicheng xian (Jiangxi): grain SUI))! us
in, 402, 403; land investigation
in,394,395, 398-401,504,508,
509; strategy for, 98, 99; as work
area, 15-17,42,91, 107-11, 113,
ISS
Shock brigades, 238,273, 621,749-51,
810
Shuinan: battle at, 121; mass flight
from, 67; Red army in, 92, 117,
120; strategy at, 75, 98; troop
movemeniS, 8~5; as work area,
15,95
Sichuan Province: factionalism in, 36;
GMD threat to, 775; land taxes in,
689; Red Anny in, 375, 538;
Tibetan forces in, 520, 659
Sichuan Soviet Area: elections in, 530;
growth of, 515; Red Army in, 480,
662-63
Sichuan-Shaanxi Soviet Area.
662--63nl0
Sixteenth Red Anny: activities of. 231,
282; betrayal by commander, 778;
troop movements, 47
Sixth Campaign. See Fifth Campaign
Sixth Red Army, troop movements, 47
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Sixlh Route Army (GMD): Eighlh
Division, 5n4, 94, 132, 151, 249;
Fifth Division, 14n3, 129-30, 132,
151,249, 275n4, 275; officers of,
7n3, 78n3, 100n6; retreats of, 9;
troop movements, 67;
Sixtieth Division, Nineteenth Route
Anny(GMD):atLiangcun, 132;
officers of, 9n2, 9, 124n2, 151; ncar
Xingguo., 14,42,49;troop
movements, 9, 37,67
Sixty-first Division, Ninelccnth Route
Anny (GMD): a1 Gaoling, 132; a1
Lianc:heng, 367nl; oft'"ac:ers of, 9n2,
14n2, 14, 13Jn2, 151
Sixty-fourlh Division, Twelfth Red
Army, 251; anac:k on Guanyingya,
74; work area for, IS, 43
Social DemoCnlic: Party: class status
and, 415, 833-34; elimination of,
3 19; and GMD,Ixxix,lxxxii, 734;
proseculionof,l71,173,557,677;
insovictareas,64,105,368
Social Insurance Bureau, 922-23
Social security: depamnen1 for, 85s-56;
developmenl of, 81 0; and disasler
aid, 857; regulations for, 800,
889-90; soviet unils for, 930, 931;
for women, 228
Socialism: and c:ooperalives, 140, 694;
vs. capitalism, 195; and
c:oopera1ivcs, 140,694; as goal,
727; and land distribution, 62; in
Soviet Union, 195,278,657,
667n19, 728
Soldiers, GMD: agains1Japan, 196, 209,
213; c:ondilion of, 65; dc:f«:tion of,
47,49,211,234;illnessin, 132;
Mao's leiters to, 154-56, 38&-89,
764--66, 772; morale of, 37, 49,
460, 664, 665; propaganda for, 40,
49, 95, 776; revolulionization of,
196,273. SeealsoDcf'eclions;
Prisoners, enemy
Soldiers, Red Anny: age of, 297, 570,
626; and agilalion, 31, 38;
committees for, 58; delegales for,
180, 870; discharged. 783; divorce
from, 715,785,901, 952; families

Soldiers, Red Anny (continued)
of, 168,408,438,669-70, 783-85,
931; illness in, 143,251,262,276,
784, 901; land dislribution 10, 669,
783, 822; lighl packs for, 254;
mee1ings for, 32, 38--39, 296;
morale of, 31 ; newspapers for,
26-27; pay for, 43, 84, 95, 143;
pensions for, 318,784, 931;
political power for, 783, 822;
propaganda for, 40, 49, 95,
776. See also Casuallies, war,
Preferemialueaonent, Red Anny
SongZiwen [T.V. Soong), 36n6, 461,
539n7,581n4
Soulhem Roule Army (CCP),
disbanded, 43
Soulhweslem Jiangxi Special
Commiuee, Second Plenum, 60-61
Soviet areas: AB Corps in, 105, 677;
and air raids, 392, 49 I, 538; anac:ks
on,46, 64, 67,259, 757; battle
preparalions in, 29>-300; borders
of,20, 116,117,199,238,298,
330,418, 571; and Comimem, 61;
consolidalion of, xl, xlv,l-li, 35,
61, 71,215,313, 460; c:reation of,
184, 198; development of, 34-35,
91, 107, 317; enlarging, 90,223,
316,571, 658; GMD forces in, 50,
255, 290; in Jiangxi Province, 60,
65, 113; and Red Anny expansion,
92,430-31, 469, 482, 577-78,
628--30, 783; Red Anny in,
231-32, 255; size of, 63, 862--65;
strength of, 116; zones in, lxviii,
413, 418. See also specifiC soviet
amu

Soviel Union: as ally, 169,208,446,
618--19; and America, 657;
communism in, 19; and
imperialism, 66, 222, 230, 278,
292-93,314,443,464, 519, 756;
revolution in, 19; Russia, 168-69,
278, 314, 820; socialism in, 195,
278,657, 667nl9, 728; threats 10,
li,l95,659
SovieiS, 672-76; adminislnltive areas
for, 17>-76, 862--65; benefils of,
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Soviets (continued)
658; bw-eaucratism in, 224, 322,
332-33, 578, 584-85, 810; and
Central Government, 707-08;
class-alien elements in, 458,
471-72, 473, 504-05, 514-15, 525,
677; committees in, 139, 747-48,
875, 906-11,914-17,928,934-35,
937-38; competitions in, 621-22,
709, 749-50, 809; construction of,
51,175-76,322-23,413,420,577,
707-11, 803--13; delegates for,
180,624,870, 873--74; and
democratic dictatorship, 169, 528,
871; depa11ments under, 921-38;
errors of, 65, 171-72,224,263--64,
267-70, 702-03; establishment of,
23, 63, 91, 186, 199, 864-65;
functions of, 528-29, 667;
infiltrationof,l92,958;
instructions for, 175-76, 803--13;
and land investigation, 395,
421-29, 506; organizational law
for, 175nl, 596, 904-41; political
power in. 59, 185,455,464,466,
529,844, 871; powers of, 938;
reform of local, 175-76, 263-65,
395, 396; tasks of, 528-29, 666-68,
671-72,690,708--09,716-17,744,
81 0; transfonnation of, 427-28.
See also Elections; local

govemmoru•
State Political Security Bureau: and
confiSCation, 908; and
counterrevolution, 299, 380-81,
429,677, 711,853--54, 866--67,
907, 955; detachments of, 933,
937; establishment of, 319, 821,
945; and firearms permits. 378; and
land investigation, 395,411-12,
416, 510, 525; organization of,
835-38; prosecution by, 172-73;
regulations for, 935-37, 955; and
travel permits, 346
State-owned enterprises: and economic
construction, 385; External Trade
Bureau as, 486, 571, 868; Grain
Bw-eauas. 365,486, 571, 868;
income of, 830, 868; and labor
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State-owned enterprises (continued)
unions, 799, 895, 896; management
of, 927-28; nationalized, 160, 169,
824, 925, 926, 927; and social
security, 800, 889; stores as, 784;
and taxes. 900--90 I
Students, revolutionary, 167nl, 168,
373,393,406
Suichuan :dan (Jiangxi): GMD forces
in, 242, 248; military activity at,
91;Redforcesin,47
Sun Lianzhong, 9, 14, IS, 42,45, 67,
78,90-91, 121, 129,132, 151,
247-49, 275, 280; biography of,
37nll
Sun Yatsen, xxi, xxiii, 64n21, 461n3
Superstition, 424, 541,617, 865,872,
958
Supreme cou11: appeals to, 955; chief
justice of, 73l;and
counterrevolution, 319; decisions
of, 182--83, 245-46; establishment
of, 319, 838; and Executive
Comminee, 836; and judicial
departments, 850, 853, 932, 933;
and military tribunals, 840-41 ;
organization of, 946
Taibc: GMD forces in and near, 9, 42,
68, 242, 248, 275, 774; strategy for,
131; troop movements, 145n2,
14S-46;asworkarea,91,134,150
Taining (Fujian): occupation of, 324;
strategy for, 306; as work area, 109
Tainingxian: fund-raising in, 85, 87; as
Red area, 574; Red Anny in,
90-91,304
Tan Daoyuan: banle at Dongshao, 7;
defeat of, 37nl2, 46, 48, 49; in
Jiangxi,248; retreats of, 14; troop
movements, S, 9
TanSitong,xxi--xxii
TanZheng, biography of, llln2; 251
Tan Zbcnlin: and Executive Committee,
820; and Front Comminee, 84-86,
95, 98nl, 102; guerrilla warfare,
2(14...{)5; and Mao Zedong, 202; in
Mao's letters, 107, 110, 113
Tang Youn:n, 774; biogn.phy of, 373
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Tang Yulin, biography of, 374n3
Tanggu Truce. See North China Truce
Agreement
Tax exemptions., 237,688-89, 784,
900-903; for coolies, 860, 879,
900-90 I, 902; for coopen11ives,
161,815,816,860,861, 901; and
disasters, 161,815,861, 879, 902;
forfann laborers, 318,689, 815,
860, 900-901; and Red Anny, 318,
689,815,879,901-02
Taxes: and class status, 688, 786;
collection of,lxxiii, 162,224,298,
320, 810,830, 926; commercial,
688, 814, 859-60, 909; by GMD on
grain,46S;Iawsregan:ling, 190,
318,688, 786; progressive, 213,
236, 318, 558, 688-89, 786, 859;
for Red Army, 212; reform of, 495,
685; regulations for, 786, 814-17,
830,859-61,900-903, 957-58;
state, 236; warlord, 154, 161, 318;
in White areas, 685, 688, 689,
761. See also Agriculture, taxes
on; Land taxes
Teachers, 321, 542,563,610,612,639,
640
Teng Daiyuan, 468n I, 820
Tenth Division, Founh Red Anny, 84
Tenth Anny (CCP), 36, 47, 231
Third Army Group (CCP), 59-60, 494;
attacks by, 74, 77, 83, 84, 85, 247;
attempts on Nanfeng, 78-79, 90,
93-96;banlcsof, 7-8,10, 71, 72,
73, 129-30; at Chayuan and
Shacun, 124; and discipline, 89-90;
errors of, 59; First Division, 16;
Front Committee of, 59, 89; and
Fujian Province, lxxvi, lSI, 152,
153, 203; fundraising by, IS, 109;
at Huzhuaping, 123; and Japanese
invasion, 231; at Jiangle and
Shunchang, 102; in Laicun area,
42,43; ncarGaoxing, 128; near
Guangchang, 304; near Lichuan,
87,90-91;oflicerof,l22,156,
468nl; Sixth Division, 76, 87;
troop movements, 5-6, I0, I5, 42,
68, 14s-46, ISO, 250, 30S; at

Third Army Group (continued)
Wacun, 82; worlc areas for, 109,
113,288,306
Third Campaign, 28n2, 8Snl4, 98n2;
baule at Fangshiling, 149; order to
oppose, 126; predictions regarding,
98-100, 103; preparations for, 92,
lls-16, 126; tactics for, 107-08nl,
131, 133-37; victories in, xlii, lOS,
149,151,171
Third Party,lxxix, lxxxii, 319
Third Army (CCP): attack at Qifang,
103; anack on Le'an, 16; attempts
on Nanfeng, 78-79, 82-83, 86, 93;
battles of, 7-8,129,491-94;
defensive strategy, 98; division of
force, 2SS; near Donggu, 72;
Eighth Division, 10, 16, 147, 218;
fortifications of, 6; and Front
Committee, S8-S9; in Fujian
Province, 152, IS3; fund-raising
by, IS, 87; ncar Futian, 74; ncar
Goaxing, 128; atlaoyingpan, 123,
124; in Longfeng, IRS; Ninth
Division, 121, 14s-47; officer of,
82n4, I 56; in Shunchang and
Shaxian, 110; in Tengtian area, 42;
troop movements, 5-6, 42, 68,
79-80, ISO; work areas for, 10,
107, 109; at Xinyu, 127-28; near
Yihuang, 90, 91, 2SI; near
Zhongcun and Nantuan, 76
Third Route Army (CCP),troop
movements, S-6
Thirty-fifth Division, West Route Anny
(CCP}: near Donggu, 72; and
guerrilla warfare, 133-34; mass
assistancefor,67;1roop
movements, 68, 87, 91, 147, ISO;
nearXingguo, 10; work areas for,
108
Thirty-fifth Anny (CCP): attack on
Fulian, 74; a1 Dongshao, 79;
guerrilla warfare, 131; local anned
forcesin,61;militaryac:tivitics,
134; at Ping'anzhai, 122; troop
movements., 68, Ill, 14S, 147,
ISO; work areas for,43, 107, 109,
112,113;atXingguo, 124
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Tianjin: and GMD armies, 775; GMD
proposalfor,l67;Japanesein,388,
391,392,402,659, 773;Japanese
near,461,465;riotsin,l67nl;
sell-outof,362,759
Tibet: Britain in, 520n3, 528, 659, 757,
760; colonization of, 699; puppets
in, 373; resistance to CCP, 520n3,
520;selloutof,405
Tingzhou (Fujian): counterrevolution in,
368;errorsin,717;GMDthreatto,
367, 775;RedArmyin,367. See
also Changting
Tingzhouxian (Fujian): meeting in, 57,
58; production in, 240; as work
area,91,96, 102,151,191-92
Tongmenghui, 64n21
Toupi, Guangchang xian: GMD forces
in, 67, 8!-82; Red Army near, 16,
42-43, 304; as work area, 15, 95
Township soviets, b.xiv, 737-51;
construclion of, 175, 803--04,
862--63;cu1tura1departmentof,25;
deputies for, 179,873-74;elections
in, 473-74,531-32,789--91, 793;
investigation of, 58~22, 623-40;
and labor allocation,l!46;
organization of, 913-18. See also
Soviets
Trade: and blockades, lxxi, 318, 462,
484, 500, 692, 707; bureau for,
486, 927, 928; export products,
441,442,486, 576, 636--37, 693,
706--07; external, 161, 385,
485-S?, 866; promotion of,
488--89, 526,691, 692-93; tariffs
on,688; taxes on, 786. See also
Commerce; Merchants
Trade unions. See Labor unions
Transportation: and baggage, 6, 8, 32,
79,1!3, 136,143, I 53; committees
for, 907, 909, 916; defense of lines,
240; department for, 385, 855-56;
infrastrueture,236,2SI,299,321,
327' 578, 588, S95, 8S6, 909, 931;
and labor unions, 800, 895;
management of, 204, 705, 927-28;
organization of, 668; for
provisions, 39, SO, 298; by railway,
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Transportation (continued)
9, 230,260,446, 775; for soldiers,
784;stations,212;teamsfor, 116,
235,257,327,569,724, 916;
workersfor,2S8,299,326,327,
571,577-78,598
Travel restrictions, 116,298-99,
346-47,571, S9&-99
Trotskyite-Chen Duxiu Liquidationists,
319,833-34
Twelfth Army (CCP): Army committee
of,l07, 109, 113;toattackGMDat
Gewa, 122; attacks by, 76--77,83,
84, 85; attempts on Nanfeng,
7~79; battles of, 7-8, 129,
491-94; and discipline, 89--90;
fonification-building, 73;
fund-raising by, 10, 1~16, 87;
near Gaoxing, 128; gueni\la
actionsby,2Sl;nearJainning,87,
90--91; in Jiangxi Province, 68; at
Lixin and Anyuansi, 103; Mao's
letter to, 113; medical department
of,88;officerof,82n6;at
Shanghang and Wuping, 187-93,
194; at Shicheng-Ninghua border,
185; Sixty-fifth Division, 251;
Sixty-fourth Division, IS, 43, 74,
251; sttatcgy near Donggu, 72;
nearTaishannao, 75; Thirty-founh
Division, 15---17,85,91,107418,
111,113;Thirty--sixthDivision,
108,111,218,251;troop
movements, 6, 7,68,80, 102;
victories of, 187;workareasfor,
43, 107;atXiaoyaoling, 123,124
Twentieth Army (CCP), xxix, 29n7, 61,
494; disbanded, xliii, 122n7
Twenty-second Anny (CCP): troop
movements, 304--QS; work areas
for,288,306
Twenty-sixth Anny (GMD):
Twenty-fifthDivision,42, 151,
275; Twenty-5eventh Division,
42,67, 76n3, \32, 151,247,262n7,
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Twenty-sixth RoUie Anny (GMD):
officers of, 14n1, 90n27; troop
movements,67
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Uncmployment,l68,188,465,619,
656,907, 922-23; and social
seeurily, 800--80 I , 890
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. See
Soviet. Union
United Slates (U.S.). See America
Usurers: class status of, 55, 452;
prohibitions on, 161-72;replacement
for, 707; voting by, 872
Vagabonds (/ir.~mang): defined, 55,
561--62; line of, 57, 58; in local
soviels,371;purgeof,65,116
Vagrants (youmin), 109,685
Vandalism, prohibition of, 191
Voting, 591-92, 641,672-73,676, 698;
exclusion from, 182--83, 336,
83~34, 871-72, 878; registration
for, 531-32, 591--92, 789-90, 828,
872,91 I; regulations for, 336,
788--89,828,83~34

Wages: in agriculture, 605, 682t;
deductions from, 798, 800; disputes
over, 896; equalily in, 226, 228; in
labor laws, 796--98, 884, 886-87,
892; forporters.l43,257; for
workers., 188,619,680,6811, 682t,
710, 892,949
Wan'an.tian, 91, 132-34,242,248
Wang Jiaxiang, xlviii, !vi, lix, lx~~:, xciii,
242, 244, 248, 256, 260, 262,
275nl, 281,283, 291; biography
of, xxxviinl8; and Central Bureau,
xlvi,lix., lx~~:; and Central Military
Commission, 711; and Council of
Commissars., 730, 820; and
Executive Committee, xxxvii, 729,
820; and Front Comminee, 98, I02
WangJingwei, xlii, 64n21, 537, 821; in
Guangzhou, 93n32; and Japanese,
373nl, 375, 759; and Lusban
meetings, 581n4, 759; and
Reorganizalion Clique., 64n20
Wang Jinyu: banle 81 Donggu, 71-72; 81
Beiping meeting. 94; biography of,
37nl; on fiont line, 42; Red Army
attacks on, 68, 74-75; 1r00p
movements, 9-10,28,38,67

Wang Ming. See Chen Shaoyu
Warlords: annies of, xli, 94,402, 765;
anacks on Red Army, 61, 65; and
Chiang Kaishek, 29, 35n4, 36, 45,
52n2, 64, 93n32, 406; class status
of, 546; confiscalionofassets, 162,
822, 823--24; and
counterrevolution, 166, 822;
fonifications of, I 5~59; and
GMD, 115, 168; and Japanese, 206,
209-10,315, 774;resolution
asainst, 63--64; tactics of, 37,
45-46; taxation by, 154,465
Weapons: allocation of, 92, 925;
confiscation of, 405, 941; found,
411; forGMD,520,521, 537-39,
581--82,664,757, 760, 762;
gunpowder, 85; homemade, 297,
342; for local armed forces, 29, 48,
340--42, 597; poison gas, 462, 520,
521, 537, 599; privately owned,
371-79; for Red Guards., 272, 299,
341~2; regulations for, 37~79,
959; training with, 33, 232;
warlord, 765; for Young Pioneers,
234,341~2

Weapons, captured, 48, 133,375, 663;
disposition of, 88, 117, 570;
firearms, 7, 36, 47, 86,291,316,
530
WeiLihuang.l21n4, 132,151
West Henan Soviet Area: attacks on,
303, 662; victories in, 316; war
preparationsin,295
West Hunan-Hubei Soviet Are~:
counterrevolution in, 677;
development of, 574; elections in,
530; GMD foR:es in, 284; Red
Army in, 232, 480; strategies for,
255-56, 276, 280; victories in,
231-295
West Route Anny (CCP), 43; attacks
by, 47; and landlord anned forces,
16; Seventh Division, 72, 147;
strategy for, 218; Thirty-fifth
Diviaion, 10, 67, 72, 108, 133--34;
troop movements. 68, 87, 91, 147,
ISO; aearXiajiang, 87; troop
movements,68
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WeSiem medicine, 17, 32, 86, 87-88,
92,102
Wbampoa Academy, 81n3, 82n4, 83n9,
84nl2
White areas: attacks on, 10; economy in,
515; efforts in, 223; fund--raising
in, 224; guerrilla forces in, 216,
234, 238,273,297,481, 571, 705,
712, 776; Japanese in, 224; land
rents in, 685; landlord armed forces
in, 285; and mass organizations,
185,207,211;nearcities,276;
mass work in, 298, 339; opposition
to Japan in, 212, 576; propaganda
for, 216,224; Red Guard in, 10;
revolution in, 66, 270, 375,
480--81, 575-76,655,664,712,
732, 775-76; taxes in, 685; trade
with, 20,385,485--87, 866;
workers in, 461,679. See also
Soldiers, GMD
White Anny. See National
Revolutionary Anny (GMD)
White Cloud Mountain, 114
WhiteTerror,165,522,S81
Women, 615-17; in armed forces, 225,
228, 326; associations of, 409,
497; as cadres, 228; inCCP,
749n3; Comminees for, 225-29,
320, 474; conference for, 629,
696; congn:ss for, 227, 228, 617;
as deputies, 499, 590--91, 617,
625-26, 629; education for, 228,
696; and elections, 225,471,474,
533, 673; and labor laws, 226,
228,796, 887; and land
redistribution, 225-26, 228, 563,
616, 952; raising consciousness of,
228; rights of, 264, 319-20; as
WOJkers,226, 472,606, 796, 797,
887, 894, 949
Worlter-peasam inspection
departments., 916-17, 932;
committees for, 911,934-35,945,
947; and regulations, 144,273,
847-48
Workef-Peasant Procuratolate, 395,
471,473, 51~15, 525;
Commissariat for, 427-28, 820
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Workers:artisans,882;asset
distribution to, 438, 549, 680;
description of, 548--49, 563; and
elections, 179-89,336,471,477,
532, 871; employment for, 7~5.
882-83; in guerrilla forces, 235;
illness in, 800, 801, 885, 890,
949-50; intellectual, 797;job
safety for, 798, 884, 889, 949;
mental, 561, 884, 887; mobilization
of, 187, 197; political power for,
51,324, 529,672, 783, 822; and
poor peasant league, 455, 512;
recruits from, 232, 267-71 ; in Red
Guard, 234; slaughter of, 154, 293,
362, 752; and strikes, 168,293,
406,460,481,661,799, 895; taxes
for, 815,879, 902; urban, 563; in
White areas, 679; women as, 226,
472,606,796,797, 887, 894. See
also Wages
Workers, independent, 66; defined, 55;
and labor laws, 794, 884; land
rights of, 563-64, 822; and poor
peasants' association, 66; poor
people, 560, 902~3; with
profession,55,393,560,S62
Workers' and Peasants' Red Anny. See
Red Army

World war, 196,206--07,210,539,659
WuLiangping, 730
Wu Qiwci, 242n2, 248, 253, 276, 282
Wuping xian (Fujian), 204, 316, 394;
captureof,l87,194;gucrrilla
warfare in, 215; military activity in,
187--93,197,203
Xiajiang, 59, 87,248
Xian congresses, 532, 919; deputies to,
180,791,874-76
Xian executive committees:
organization of, 812f, 875, 919-20;
oversight by, 805, 845; regulations
for,806-07, 808--09
Xi'an Incident, xxiv
Xiang Ying, xxxiii-xxxix, xlvi-xlviii,
lii,lv,lvii,lviii, lxx,lxxxiii, 61nl4,
62n 16, 283; biography of, xxxiin8;
and Central Government, 220, 224,
294, 329, 356, 363, 376, 383, 393,
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Xiang Ying (continued)
401,404,407,444,447,459,467,
468,496,501,521, 523, 545,583,
763, 771, 817, 858; and Central
Military Commission, 13, 97,
138-141, 373; and Council of
Commissars, 187-193,225, 258,
301,302,326,327,328,339, 345,
346,364,377,384,386,394,408,
441,497,541,550,731, 857, 865;
and election law, 878; election of,
729, 730, 820; and Executive
Committee, 176, 181,183,200,
214,221,241,246,265, 311,313,
338,349,354,381,478, 540,726,
731,778,786,787,793,811,819,
821,826,829, 832, 834,838,839,
843, 848, 849, 854, 863, 870, 880,
896,897, 899,903,941,942,948,
951,954, 957; and Fifth Campaign,
lxxvi-lxxviii, xciinl20, xciiin121;
and First National Congress. xlviii,
162, 785,825;lettersfrom,367
Xiang Zbongfa, xxxviinl8, xlixn39, 164
Xiao Jingguang: biography of,
lxxviiin89
Xiao Ke, 150, 729
Xiaobu. Ningdu.:cion, 7, 9, 10, 14,
61nl4, 83, 84,98
Xie Weijun,lxii, 95; biography of,
lxiiin67
Xikang Province, 405, 520, 582, 757,
760
Xin'an, GMD fcm:es in, 64, 124, 127
Xinfeng:cion, 91, 101,201,394
Xin'gan.:cion,as Red area, 574
Xingguo (Jiangxi): and battle at
Donggu, 71 ; elections in, 470, 534;
GMD forces at, 9, 10, 85, 129, 145,
147;GMDrcueatftom, ISI;Red
Army in, 124; in strategies, 90, 100
Xingguo:cion (JiBDgx.i): coopenatives in,
240, 694; and deserters, 570, 599;
education in, 695--96; GMD threat
to, 127, 723, 775; investigations in,
xxivn6, 394, 584-622, 718; labor
unions in, 683, 684; litenu;:y in,
431, 696; mass flight from, 67;
middle peasants in, 512; Red Army

Xingguo :cion (Jiangxi) (continued)
in, xli, xlii, 724; Red Guards of,
103; soviet work in, 721; strategies
for, 98, 99, 102, 131-35; women
workers in, 226, 472, 606
Xinjiang, British in, 373, 582
Xinyu.:cion, conference in, 59
Xu Kexiang: at Dongshao, 7; in
Guangchang, I32; near Nancheng,
248, 249; nearNanfeng, 14,42, 78,
79, 8J.-.84, 86, 90, 121, 275;
retreats of, 9, 81--82; troop
movements, 5
Xunwu (Jiangxi). 91, 94n35, 205, 378,
432; labor wUons in, 684; land
investigation in, xxivn6, lxUin67, 394
Van Xishan: and GMD, 64n21, 93n32,
103; and warlord factions, 35n4,

4>-46
Yang Lisan: biography of, 86nl8; and
Front Comminee, 86, 93--96; and
Management Office, 94-95
Yang Shizhu, 730; biography of, 410
Yangzj River area: Bureau for, 93n31;
GMD forces in, 291; and
imperialists, 196, 393, 405, 528,
659; Japanese in, 206, 760; and
Red Anny, 108, 663-64nl0
Ye Jianying: biography of, lxxxn95;
302, 367, 729
Yihuang (Jiangxi): and GMD, 67, 78,
90, 280; land investigation in, 394;
and Red Anny,lvii, 251,253,
316-17; strategies for, 87, 108,
249,250, 281; work area for, 95
Yihuang :cion (Jiangxi): fund-raising in,
15, 84; GMD forces in, 247, 248,
2S3, 363n3; land investigation in,
394; as Red area, 288n4, 574;
strategyfor,285
Yongding.:cion (Fujian). 47,204-05,
215,721
Yongfeng: GMD forces in, 90, 248,
275, 276; GMD forces near, 9, 10,
42, 723; strategy for, 87, 100, 110,
186; IS work. area, 29, 37, 150, 185
Yongfeng.:cion (Jiangxi): GMD forces
in, 5n5, 7n2; landlord armed forces
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Yongfeng xian (Jiangxi) (cofllinued)
in, 16; Red Army in, 16nl0, 76n2,
374,418,574
Yongfeng-Beikeng Soviet Area, 569
Yoshizawa Kenkichi, 373-74
Young Pioneers: in army hospitals, 326;
battle at Ji'an, 491-94; and
committees, 929; establishment of,
320, 705;expansionof,458,462,
526, 577, 671; as guerrilla forces,
235,340;andinspections,379,
911, 917; and Japanese invasion,
213; and maniallaw, 299;
membership in, 749; mobilization
of, 296; model units of, 297,313,
341-43,570-71, 577;
reinforcementsfrom,271,273,
570, 705;andreligion, 617;
securiry dury by, 238, 907; and
taxes,902;trainingfor, 570,599,
749; and weapons, 234, 341-42,
377,378;womenin,225,326
Yuan Guoping, xxxiin6, 83, 184--86, 729
Yuan (monetary unit), !On9, 553, 619,
637n6,831
Yuantou,5, 7, 76,77
Yuduxian: as battlefield, 98, 99, 100;
bond sales in, 544--45; cooperatives
in, 240; counterrevolution in, 378;
GMD forces ncar, 127;
headquaners in, 121, 122; labor
unions in, 684; land investigation
in, 394, 395, 398--401, 504,
508--{)9; local anned forces in, 133;
Mao in, xc; military activiry in, 91,
122;instrategies, 100,102, 131;
troop movements, 121, 122, 152,
153;asworkarea, 107,109,112
Yun Daiying, 164, 655
Yunmenling, 203, 240
Yunnan Province, 36, 528, 582, 659, 760
Zeng Shan, xxxiiinl1, xxxviiin22,
18-21, 162, 221nl; Council of
Commissars, 731;andExecutive
Commirtee, 729, 820; and First
Nationa1Congress,825
Zhang Dingcheng, 162, 202, 730, 820,
825
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Zhang GuolaQ: biography of, xlviiin37;
and Central Government, 170, 224,
294,329,356,363,383,393,401,
404,407,444,447,459, 467,468,
496,501,521,523,545,579,763,
817, 858;andCcntral Military
Commission, 373; and Council of
Commissars,l87,225,257,301,
302,326,327,328,339,344,346,
364, 377, 384,386, 394, 408,441,
497,541,857,865;andelection
law,878;e1ectionof,xlviii, 729,
730, 820; and Executive
Committee, 176, 183,200, 214,
221,241,246,265,311,313,338,
349,354,373,381,478,540,726,
731,778,786,787,793,811,819,
821,826,829,832,834,838,839,
843, 848, 849, 854, 863, 870, 880,
896,897,899,903,941,942,948,
951, 954, 957; and First National
Congress, 162, 785,825;
intelligence for, 290nl; in Sichuan
Province, 530n4
Zhang Huizan: capture of, 46, 47, 50,
52; defeat of, 7,37n12,48,49;
executionof,I05,492n6
Zhang (unit of measure), 532
Zhang Wentian (Luo Fu), xxxviin18,
lxix, huuv--lx:uix, xcii, 730
Zhang Xueliang, 94n34, 94, 103, 775;
and Chiang K.aishek, 29, 374; and
Japanese invasion, 36ln2; as
warlord, 764, 767; and warlord
forces, 35n4, 35--36, 45-46
Zhang Zhen: defeated, 215, 316; in
Longyan, 201; in Nanjing xian,
21!1;inNanyanandBaisha, 151
Zhangzhou (Fujian), liv, 96, 231;
occupation of, 215, 216, 316; Red
Anny attack on, lii-liii, lix, lxii,
201-{15
Zhao Bosheng, 353--54, 655; biography
of,353nl
Zhao Guantao, 121, 131; and battle at
Longgang, 129; in nonheast
Jiangx.i,248;retreatsof, 149,150,
151; near Xingguo and Gaoxing,
132; near Yudu, 127
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Zhejiang Province, 775
Zhou Enlai, xxxiin8, xxxiii, xxxvinl5,
xlixnn39-40, 1-iiii, lvi--l.x,lxx,
lxxx, lxxxv, 6Jnl4, 164, 165; and
Cenlnll Bureau, xxxiii, xlix, !iii,
lvi--Jix, lxx, 242, 244, 248, 255,
259,261,275,280,282, 290; and
Central Military Commission, 767;
Circulars from, 292; election of,
729, 730, 820; and Fifth Campaign,
lxxvi--Jxxviii, lxxxiii,lxxxviii,
xci--xciii; Mao's Jencrs to, 201,
203,204,215, 367; as Political
Commissar, 303; and Zhu De,
460nl
Zbou Hunyuan: in Longgang, 132;
retreats of, 149, ISO, ISI;troop
movements, 249; in Yihuang.
27Sn4,276
Zhou Yili, xxxviiin22; biography of,
93n31; and Executive Committee,
820; and First National Congress.
162, 825; and Front Commincc,
93-96, 98nl, 102; and
Fujian-Jiangxi border, 101--04,
110; in Mao's letters, 107, 109, 113
ZhouZhiqun, IS,42,86nl9,275
Zhu De. xxxiiin9, xxxix, xliii, xlvi,
xlviii, li,lvii, lxxin80,1xxx,
lxxxiin99,1xxKvii, and Central
Bureau, xlvi, Iix,lxx, 6ln14, 242,
244,248,255,259,261,275,280,

Zhu De (conlinued)
282, 290; and Military Affairs
Commission, xlviii, 12, 97, 138,
355, 373, 580, 767; and Central
Soviet Government, 644, 649, 732;
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